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FOREWORD
The present publication is the latest in a series of volumes
that have been issued annually since 1960. It contains basic
,doomnents on arms 'control and disarmament developments
claring.lhe year The work ofthe- United- States Arms-Control

and Disarmament 4014, is described in the 9th- -annual
report, Which- is printed at the end Of the, documentary
-Material.

imci- documents are printed chronologically. They are
of: locum-eiith and 14511OWed by .a
preceded IV a topical
chronological
Other reference aids-inelUdeliSts of abbrevia,
tit*, international Organizations and conferences, and persons.

The volume also includes a -bibliography _and an index. The
Lambert,
papers were compiled and -annotated by Robert
With-'the assistance _Of Ruth Iliarit; and iTeaxt Mayer. Useful
suggestions were also received: from other Officers of the UnitedStates-, Arms Contrdl and Disarmament _AgeriCy.

Technical, editing was done iri the Editorial Branch Of
.the Publishing and Reproduction Services DiviSiOni bepartriaentOf State.
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-1:Thited Kingdom of 'Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
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YOgoshivia.

tliSainitUnent.'eosskin, 1952
Zatahlisheit.bY,fieneral Assembly Resolution 502 -(VI),, Jan. 11; 1902. Since
.1959.the:ConnniasiOn :hair comprised all UN, Men:Meta; 'It-, did net meet ,in

Eighteen .; Nation Committee,,on..Disarmament 1961-1069. ,Connirtee,
.

,

,

Disarinsulient,,1969=,
_
Announced at the United Nations, Dec 16,. 1961 :and endorsed by 'General
Assembly 'Resolution -1722 (XVI),..Dee.. '20,- 1961: Naine, changed, to Committee :On Disarmament, Ant, 26;1969,19th' SeSsioni:Mar., 18-May 23, 1969,
16th seriaion,`;n1Y'3=0Ot ,316;1909,,00:ginarpierizbergi:Biatil,-Bulkaria,:uraia,

Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia,, Pranee;l:Indiai.:Italy,,11exieo, Nigeria,
Poland, Romania, Sweden, U A.R, U.K.;:13.5., U.S.S.R. New members admitted Vii4/..,8;,1963 Japan and Mongolia New tite4b6r8,iidmItted;4yg. -7,,
:1969:7Argeritina -11UngarY,lieroeeof the Netherlands, PakiStan,,Yukoslavia ,
Permanent aciditivirnien; U S anitzseviot representatives Committee of the
Whore:, all,,ineinheris-',Nbodnimittee,iiti,,a- Treatii:for the Discontinuance of
--NUOlear Wocipb,4 TOO

'General- COnference, of the ".44,4gentyr for the Prohibition -of Nuclear
Weaprons

Anierica-A0PANALY.

listahlished
the. Treaty- for-the, Prohibition:, of Nuclear Weapons
Satin: America' First
of the General Conference, 'Sept ,2-Sept 9,
1909 in lllekieo, City Participants Bolivia, Costa Rica; Ecuador, El
,Haiti, -Hohdniii;,.Janmica;Mexieo, Nicaragna;,Paragnay,'Peru,:nominiein
Uruguay.

440;41itiO*1:: Atomic ..Energy 'Agency,

.

StahliShed'i*:StatUte, of October 26; 1956. '4Ifembersh4p;103 in 1969 13th
session of General, Conference, Sept 23=-SePt,29;j969, in Vienna.

'For Previoni,raenibershiP-See,B,oeimeitts,04,Disariksinent,
'France. has tot participated In the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee
orthe 'ComMittee:on piiirmaMent.
nbtinet Sinee'1962.,
see Documents OriDiaannamerit, 1967, pp 69-83.
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Strategic Armi Limitation Talks Between the United States and the
Soviet Union.
Announced July 1, 1968. First session at Helsinki, Nov. 17Dec. 22, 1969.

ptited Nations General Assembly.
24th session, Sept. 16Dee. 17, 1969.

Military Posture Statement by Secretary of Defense Clif-

ford to the House Committee on Armed Services:
Strategic Forces [Extract), January 15, 1969'
The forces and programs included under this heading, that is, the
strategic offensive forces, the strategic defensive forcesV and the civil
defense program, constitute the foundation of our general nuclear war

capabilities and are accordingly treated in this section of the statement as an integrated whole.
t. THE SIZE AND CHARACTE kb*, THE THREAT

The coritinting-rapisie*PanSion .OfSoviet- strategic offensive forces,

which :could bring them abreast of the United States in numbers of
lancli=baSed'. missiles by iiiid,196901a§ become a matter Of 'increasing

-CoriCern: ,Other developments in the Soviet -strategic forces, both
,offensive anctdefensiVelytogetherviith the 'entry', of,Comninnist_China
into the ranks of the.nUolear,p0-WerS have added further complicating
fad* to the -strategic eitinatiOn. It might be -useful, therefore, to OM,Meno*41s-diSouSSion of our ,strategic forces With -a careful
00:11 of the SW and character of the threat as we see it now and over
the net feNVYears..
Again, our usual note of caution should be borne -in mind as we -discusa these most recent intelligence estimates. While we have reasonably
.

,high, confidence in the estimates for the,,clOser4n period, that iS,,
throtigkInid-i970,1he'irOjeotions beyond that point become progressively leee: certain, especially where, they extend 'pat the production
and,AeplOyMentleadtifnes,'of the -Weapons, syStems'
1

,,fi.Ojetaiici40400-00.0003 and difitwive,fricqi
Summarized in the table on the following page are the Soviet strategic .offensive forces eStiMated-lot,September 1,1968. The ,programed
U.S. forces ,forthis same dateare'shoWn for. Comparison..
'4

111e0610
Militaril Posture and Legislation To Authorize Appropriations
DUri4theillietit. Year 4970! for -Procurement ef Aircraft, Missiles, Naixit, Vestitels;',.,andTraeked-Cotribcit"Yehiolea,.,Rasearah, Development, Teat, and EValuo,
tiOn- for the Armed Forces, and To-Prehoribe-,the Autherized-,Strength-of the
Reserve Forces, and for Vtliel7purposea; Before the 'Committee on Armed Semlees,,,./fot*E.O1:136-prgieistatireA WinetPlirat Corigret.4,..Piivt Session, pt 1, pp.
zgi=xxxvii
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UNITED STATES VERSUS SOVIET INTERCONTINENTAL STRATEGIC
NUCLEAR FORCES
United States ,U.S.S.R.
ICBM launchers 2

SLBM launchers -3

.

',

' Teihi'intercoritiheritat#iissile launchers-

Intercontinental bombers'

.

,

Total force loadingsApproiimate number of warheade

1, 654

000

'656

45

1; 71k

CO

-046' '
4,200

155

1,200

(a) 70,t0ockatiliogai Ballistic
We pAiinate that :as, of,' 1 September 1968 the-Soyiets -had, apprOxi.;-niately, 900 ICBM, launcheis ,:operational; compared with 570 in -mid1967 and :2'50 in mid - 1966- .an increase of well over threefold in a
period of :a,little more than '2 years. The rate of increase over the past
,year has been-- somewhat greater than estimated a. year ako. However,
.Tire .believe .the rate-of increasebe :considerably smaller over -the
nekt,tiyty, eir, three :years. Beyond that point, our estimates beetund less

We ; have Jieen;:anticiptiting for. some time a'Seiriet deployment ,of
haS
fuel. ICBM. We 'noty believe the- deplOyment- of .Sublistarted, ajthoughafa relatively slOW, rate.

With: .egard-.tOlhe,SOViet Fractional Orbit. Bombardment System
attentions last year,, our estimates
are :now' qUite:tineettain. It, iS,00Seilile''that the Soviets are. trying to
could 'perform, as a ,depreaed trapctOrY
-weapon
dit'VelOO
ICB4,-4- FOBS; or dual= system. A system of either -tyile could
reduce
possibilityt of timely' deteCtion'by our BalliitiOMitaile Early
Warning.'SySter4 ,(11,1VIEWSji but t -nOt by our- planned- Over;TheandiSatellite-boitie missilek warning sjfitems. Neither
'system, hoWeieri:WoUldlalre a very high order of accuracy
be *sew,: pt*Mrily against-soft targets.
and,,.therefore, they
Because, of the uncertainties concerning the characteristics 'and putpoSeS of this WOapifat, town, we are unable -,at thiS:time: to ;estimate
,itd.deplOyMerit.,AccOrdmgV5,itlias;beeri drOpped- from the estimates
as a.-Separate syStem, and included' with_ the other weapons; systems
laundhed,bythe Same booster.

(poBs, whi4 :44:rade& So,

We have knatill-for, toraetirne thatthe'SoViets-Were constructingnevi claSs of nuclear-powered --halliatic. missile. submarines and that
%strtittedtStateir and, ti,loyiet4013id-!lanneherensed for training, and development
ate:'ekcluded. Training aid' deirelOpinent'llinnelienss ire inCludectii the total force
,leadingii. Only 431131,414:, O.* llePlciyahle ilubMarinee are- Included hi. total force
'loadings:
Pint, Addition ,tOlhe'subMarine=lathelied'hilliiitiejnisidlee ( SLBM's) On ',nuclearjoivaredAinbinarinee; ;_the ',ElOviets haveiSLBWil on diesel - powered,., submarines
targets ,the intelligence coniniunitkestiniate4-to be.strategic land
gprasia.Thq. Soviets -also hive, aubinarin0-lautChed efulie 'tniesiles
whosetrimaisi:tiirgete are believed 'to be naval and nerChafit vessels.

'

'` -We .,lifielude'enly;heavy*- boinbers which

240-intercontinental

Thei-,:,StOrietvi' alio have-ai forced Mediuni'boinhern and tanhern Capable or
:Atrilting'Enraiiian_targetii:
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they were testing a new submerged.'-latnched ballistic "missile out to a
range. of about 1,500 imni. The erstfirst of these new submarines-became
operational last- ear. Together with a number °folder II-clasS Vessel's,
the Soviets-in September 1968 had approxiMatelz 45,SLBM launchers
in their ,nuclear- powered ballistic missile subinarine for* Li addition

to the SIMMS on -riucleailowered stbmarines,,

Soviets have
SIX* On diesel,poWereaSithinatineS whoSepriMary. targets the` ladlikoneejdontininity--estiniateStO be strategic land-targets in Eurasia.
-..841Oted oirprevioti8 occasions, the SOviets-dO:;iotappear to consider
stbitarnies a strategic -attitek. system. We -belieVe
their ,cruise
they :are. designed primarily for -use-against shiPS, but "can be "used
.

against shore targets.
OA Manned; Bainbeit

The ".estimate. of the `Soviet ,manned bomber force Is essentially ,the_
Sante ,a'S 'presented 4S:tie/at:There is-still no 'evidenadthat the- SovietS
'intend to -- deploy a net sheatty :bomber.ii the early 1970s. In addition
to the '150heaVybOrriliers shown' on-the foregoing table the SOViets also
have over 700 lnediuM bombers.

'(41 013.401,110*,_
'No -8101604 ,..elitingeS,-halie 1:kt-tired in the overall" ,Size of the
*Viet IMBM-andIRBM 'fore_ es (hiring-A° laSt,year. TheSe fOrces
700 ,operational' launchers;' SOMO
appear.
Wed: Off With,
of
weVer,..eVidenCe is acetintlating:that the
h6deii-ed:
on the development of solid hid' misSilet fOr.Soviets Shave
neiliiiM,itidinterniediaitttiVelLas_interContinental ranges.

Manned intrneptirra
.

,

Th4,, &Met stiiitegiC:iriterCeptOr -fox* now consists of several thou:slOW deivriward trend, has been in eVideiics, for
taiictfaiteraft;
eafs, Moreover, -a ,large-;Percentage of that ;:fOrCe still
WO:
oOnSititS.Of Stbsdnic .ofirlO*TSuperSonic Models- introdtceiLin 057 or
:earlier, i.e., tig -17s Mig -19s and Yak -25s. Most of these Older.indidelS
day 'filOiterean are, armed *Ozgiuls-.Or.rockets::,A,sinaller por7
,t4r:'f.000,sis,,d0irilisosed of -siipersonierillweather -intorooptots
introduced in'1959 -64,: which, are -armed* witlit "short range air-to-air

eS.. A. still smaller portion; of
-force As plcie, lip, of new
aircraft;,
Yikli480,: TV-28s
the Flagon-4) "equipped with
MOMS

range ;0:1100:1efr aid. improved radars. We .believe the hiSt. two
procincition,ana Siiit-continnotO enter -the. force.
they Olgon=-A .* ;the, ad: This aircraft,:
.iii the

dSVelOpMent .stue is no 404

R

146- ,performance :figliter

4,04*-140r.
=

.

.

.Surfa;e4o-Air-Afisples

,;ExCept-lor the So-Called nallinn";syStem,_ there lave .been., 00 Sig-iiifi-Cant;:chogio in #0' deployment ots''sttface-t4-air
the
SOVietTnioi,dtringit4elast:yeo:vith resPecttOthe
system,
tliSitiiage 'of Anothoi
convinced .6 iajOrity of the intelligen3e,cOnninni0 .ths4 is designed:at004
,high, -flying ado...
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dynamic vehicles, rather than ballistic missiles, although the latter is
a possibility which -can not be excluded. As expected; the deployment
of this system is continuing.
missile defense
During the past year, the ,Soviets, apparently- cuttailed construction
at some of the GALOSH ABM complexes they-were-deploying-around
Moscow. The significance of this action can,,not, AS yet .be- ascertained.
However, it is the consensus of the intelligence community that the
GALOSH system,as presently deployed_ could: provide only a limited
defense of the MescOW area'and.cOuld be seriously degraded- by
rently programmed
weapons, -systems. Nevertheless, until we
achieve a, Workable agreement with the_SoViet Union-on the liihitation
of ABM deployments, we must continue to plan-o-tir strategic offensive
forces on the assumptiOn'that they will-la-V(3 sleplOyed,some Sort of an
ABM system around theit major cities by the,Mid,1970s.
3. The Chinese Communist nuclear threat
=

The Chinese Communists 'WO-lad fora number otyears the technical and incliiStrial capabilitieS required for the deVekipment and
deployment of nuclear-armed_ ballistic missiles: Froth 0601)0 1964
through December 1967-they detonated seven iniolear devices, including three _therms:nit:064k and one low, yield devide -delivered; by a
Missile. (On December 27, 1968, theiChirieso -COMintinistS detonated
their eighth nueleat
ThiS test was sitilat to .tlie sixth, .conducted in June 1967: Both were apparently thermonuclear devices with
yields of about 3MT which were ait-dropped. The seventh test, conducted in December 1967, was appatently -a partial
On the basis of the first Seven- nuclear tests and their continuing
work on surface-to-surface missiles,
estimated last year that they
could have their first MRBMs (700-1,000-n.mi range ) deployed as
early as 1967-681 and that by the mid-1970s they could hate -a,modest
force operational. However, ive still have no firm evidence indicating
deployment of these missiles. The apparent failure to begin deployment at least by the end of 1968 would- seem to indicate that they
have encountered serious problems with the initial syStein, or that

the program has simply fallen victim of the Cultural Revolution
and the widespread disruption which that revolution has caused
throughout the entire fabric of Chinese society. If the latter, work

on these missiles may have been resumed by now, as was the case with
the nuclear tests. But in view of all the uncertainties, we now believe

that an initial operating capability with an MRBM will occur later
than previously estimated.
These same circumstances have also caused us to alter our estimates
on the deployment of Chinese ICBM. Two years ago we had estimated that they would conduct either a space or a long range missile
test launching before the end of 1967. We now believe that an initial

operating capability with an ICBM will not be achieved until 1972
at the earliest, and more likely later. In any event, we will almost
certainly detect extended range firings once they begin and that should
give us some advance warning of an initial operating capability.
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We have no basis at this ,time for estimating how far or how fast
the Chinese will carry deployment Of their first -,..orreneration ICBM.
Assuming that ,political and economic Stability will be reestablished

the nett year or so, China: could probably generate enough
resources to support a moderate and grovang. ICBM deployment
through 1975. Beyond that, -tittle frarnei there-iS a possibility that
China 'might significantly improve the initial :Systeiii which we believe

Will not have a Very, high degree of survivability, accuracy or

reliability.
The 'Chinese Communists also have Several types Of aircraft which
could carry nuclear weapons, but most of -them have a_ limited operational capability and none have an intercontinentaIradiuS. It is highly
unlikely, oil the basis of cost ,alone, that they would undertake the

development, production and deployment of an intercontinental
bomber *Rice. If' they chose to do so, it--Wonld: take them, a decade or
more before they could -deploy such a force.
B.

STRATEGIC NUCLEAR WAR POLICY

It is quite apparent. ft-torn. the foregoing review of -the threat that
-the SOviet Union is, moving -vigormiSly -tot, catchup with the United
States at least irt_4110/2b0s of strategic
land-based and
sea.-based-But:it is also apparent that-fthey:ate-§till well behind us in
advanced iniSSiletedhriologyaccUracy, MIRVs and penetration aids.

Indeed; their new sOlid fuel ICBM oppe-ait to be no better than our
earliest MINUTEMAN MissileS;:fird deployed in FY1963, Their new
ha1listiuiis.ile submarine is,prObably most-comparable to our earliest
POLARIS submarines Which first became operational about a decade

ago. Their GALOSH ABM system resembles in certain important
respects the NIKE-ZEUS system which we abandoned years ago
because of its limited effectiveness. Their BISON and BEAR long
range bombers are distinctly inferior to our B-52s and we have long
since eliminated_frorn Our forces the B-47s which were clearly superior

to their BADGER medium bombers.
Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude that even if the Soviets
attempt to match us in numbers of strategic missiles we shall continue
to have, as far into the future as we can now discern, a very substantial
qualitative lead and a distinct superiority, in the numbers of deliverable
weapons and the overall combat effectiveness of our strategic offensive
forces. But even so,,we should have noillusions that superiority alone

will guarantee our safety. It has become increasingly clear over the
years Since the end of World War II that once the Soviet Union, as
well as the United States, acquired large, protected intercontinental
strategic offensive forces neither one cc:411d expect to emerge from an

all-out nuclear exchange without very grave damageregardless of

which Sidelad the most weapons or which side struck first. This is so
because of the enormous destructive power of a single nuclear weapon,
the speed and accuracy with which it can now be delivered to its target
and the very great technical difficulties involved in defending against
any very large number of them.
Many knowledgeable Americans, both within and without the Government, have wrestled with this problem over the years. There is now
a very broad consensus that until a truly safeguarded nuclear disarma-
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ment agreement is achieved in the context of viable worldwide seentity arrangements", the Only realiStic policy we can pursue at this
particuladimeture, is One of deterrenCe. In Other -words, we must be
:prepared 'US maintain at: all times -Strategic forces of -Sikh size and
chttracteri.anct- exhibit So-nntineStionable-a will to USetheM in retalia-

tiOn If-needed, that-no:nation could ever, conceivably deem it to its
advantage --to laMich.a deliberate nuclear- attack on the United States
or itS, allies.

While the general policy objective of deterrence has been clearly
defined and:-firMly established in recent years, the size -and character
ofthe forces-required*for. its SUpportremain the subject of continuing
.debate. In large part,. this debate,i8 concerned, with The number and
Of _specific weapons SyStenis and -when they should :be, intro&iced-into onr-fOrceS.:These-issteS dan,"never-belitally reSolved,has-

nich. as the strategic! threat .confronting the Nation is continually
changing and our own abanCeinents in Military, technology are al-

Way& opening liptieW-posSibilities-for-bOth ,Offense:and defense.
But, in additiOn to theSe.specifid,WeafrethiSySteits iSsiies (which will

be discuSsedin detaillater),there is a-more lundaMental problem, and
that is the relatiVe weights WhiCh Skint& bo given to our "Assured

DettriidtiOn" and "Darm,ge LiMitine-ObjOtiVes' in planning our
strategic, forces. ("ASsured DeStruCtiOn" is defined as the ability to
inflict, at alltiMes and under. all fOreteeable, 'Conditions an. nacceptable

degreeKdannigelipOn any-single agglessiir,.or a atitfibititttiOn of aggresSOrSeVen after absorbing 0,-strprige attack. "Dainage Limiting"
is the ability, to redUcethe potential damage of a nuclear attack upon
the United States :through. the use of both offensive and defensive
weapons.)

It is generally.agreed that the primary deterrent is our ability to

destroy the attaCker in.retaliation even after absorbing his first blow,

and not our Way to limit damage to ourselves. Damage limiting
measures could, of course, contribute to-the deterrentif they could
be Made truly effective, i.e., reduce damage to some nominallevel even
after the opponent resporid.ed by increasing his offensive forces. But
on the basis of our ,present knowledge o-of military technology we still

see lie practical way in. whiCh to do this against the kind of attack
the Stiviets'could potentially mount in the 1970s. Accordingly, our best

alternative is to continue to base our policy of deterrence primarily
on our "Assured Destruction" capability.
Even so, it could still be argued that some "Damage Limiting"
capability should be proVided as a hedge against the poSsibility that
deterrence might fail: This matter has been vigorously debated over
the last foUr Or five years, but the prospects fOir even a reasonably
effective "Damage Uniting" capability againgt the Soviet ballistic
missile threat are quite uncertain because the USSR could make offsetting improvements in their missile forces which could seriously
reduce the effectiveness of any extended ABM defense we might choose
to deploy at this time.
The provision of an effective "Damage Limiting" capability against

Communist China is quite another matter. As noted earlier, the
Chinese strategic threat, at least through the mid-1980st is expected

to consist of a relatively small force of first generation ICBMs.
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Againgt such a force, a -thin- ABM deferiSe, such as our presently
Planned SENTINEL sySteth, is both technically and economically
feasible and should be able to offer a Very- high -degree of protection
to our pOprilation and industry: The SENTINEL system could, of
course, be employed- ,against a Soviet -ICBM attack as Well; hut it
would. have 'little_ effect on the final outcome of that attack. Its existence, hOWevert will, cOntribite to our 'deterrent, by complicating the
Soviets'- targeting:
and adding tothelnany.urieettaintieS which .
are already -inherent in!plinni.ng a strategics' nuclear 'attack.
We remain conVinced, .hOweVer,. that, insofar As the Soviet threat
is concerned, WeShOrild dontinne,t6Iilie Ira priority in the allocation
available resources :to the ,priMary objective Of our strategic .forces,
namely, `lks$1,1red2DeStruetion?': Until tealinology progresses to the

Point *here. an effective ABM defense ,againSt the .SoViet threat
bedoineS, feasible,- :out major lope fot limiting ,dam4g6 if a nuclear

War ocetrit-iSthat can
stopped: short- of an ,all-Out attack on our
cities: 'We try to bring-thiS about by providing our forces with char acteristics that will peritiit-theintolie,-USed effectively in a liniited and
Controlled -retaliation as
for-"AsSAterl De_ struotion", thereby
tieing prepared for:any:Op- e-of
.attadk.
We alSo remain .convinced -'that we must- explore with the utmost
diligence every avenue Of negotiation ,which -might lead to a -meaningful and verifiable agreement on the limitation of strategic forces
both offensive and, defetisiVe. We. stand, on the eve of a new round in
the armaments race with the &via Union, a race which will contribute
nothing, to the real security of either side While increasing substantially- the already great defense burdens Of both. Conversely, an
appropriately designed and safeguarded limitation agreement can
maintain our deterrent posture at present levels and enhance the stability of the strategic balance. The Soviet incursion into Czechoslovakia made the opening:of talks on this matter inappropriate last year.
It-is our hope that the Soviet leaders will reestablish an atmosphere in
which talks can,begin.
Meanwhile, we should.move forward- promptly on the ratification Of
the Non-PrOliferatiori Treaty which now lies before the Senate. This
Treaty does not provide any unique advantages for the Soviet Union.
The United States and all other signatory nations will share equally
froin the benefits WhiCh it provideS.
C.

CAPABILITIES OF THE PROPOSED U.S. FORCES FOR c4ASSURED DESTRUCTION"

While numbers of Soviet and U.S. warheads, delivery systems,
megatons and many other factors are taken into account in the analysis
of our strategic forces requirements, the soundest measure of the effec-

tiveness of these forces in the "Assured Destruction" role is their
ability, even, after absorbing a well-coordinated surprise strike to in-

flict.unacceptable damage on the attacker. The following two sections
of this Statement summarize the results of our most recent analysis of

our "Assured Destruction" capabilities: first, against the "Highest
Expected Threat" projected in the latest National Intelligence Esti-

mates (which were discussed, earlier) and, second, against a GreaterThan-Expected Threat specifically designed to test the adequacy of our

.
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forces in the unlikely event that the Soviets move significantly beyond
our highest expectations.

Capability against the"higheSt expected threat"-in the NIE
.Our. calculations indicate that-the U.S. Strategic:forceS:prograrnmed
over the next few years,_ even_ againg the highest Seviet threat projeeted ihthe NIE, Wohld,be able to deStroy n.a second strike more than
two-fifthS ,of the, Soviet; popul ation and about three- quarters of their
industrial capacity.
With-regard-to Communist China, krelatiVely small number of warheads detOnated,OVer the 501argeSt-cities Would destroy half of their
urban population, and Morethan half of their- industry:, While .theSe
cities conthih, a- relatively small proportion of Chiha's total pOptilation,
they do, aecount for most of the-key go:veto-lent- offiCials_ and: a large
majority of the scientific, technical and skilled workers.
Thus, by any-definition ofthe terin,Otit"ASSUred Destruction" capability now and-Over, the nett -SeVeral years- should :be fully adequate
evens_ against the high6A 62000,04eat-projected in the most recent
NIE.'This capability, however; is of such thick]: importance to our security, providing as it doeS the very -sinew,Of Ohndeterrentpelicy,that
1.

we' Must always be prepared-to -cope with unexpected- deVelopments

the Soviet strategic threat. Accordingly, we must continually reexamhie the-various ways in which the Soviets might seek to strengthen their
strategic forces beyond What now seems probable, and take appropriate actions now to hedge against them.
2. Capability against "greater-than-expected threats"
There are a number of ways in which the Soviets might attempt to
degrade our"Assured Destruction" capability in the 1970s. They could

develop and install highly accurate MIRVs in their large ICI3Ms;

greatly improVe the accuracy of their misSileS; construct an extensive,

effective ABM system (including bah area and terminal defenses) ;
and deploy a large AWACS/interceptor force with-a good look-down,
shoot-down capability, together with an extensive, effective low altitude SAM system.
Any one of these actions alone would pose no particular threat to our
"Assured Destruction" capability. But, if they were to do all of these
things simultaneously, which would appear to be highly improbable
on purely economic grounds, they might be able to degrade seriously

the "Assured Destruction" capability of our strategic forces as presently planned. A Soviet ICBM force, with a substantial hard target
kill capability would be able to destroy a large number of our landbased missiles in hard silos. An extensive, effective Soviet ABM defense
might then be able to intercept and destroy a large part of our residual
missile warheads, including those carried by submarine-launched mis-

siles. A large AWACS/interceptor force (with a good look-clown,
shoot -down capability) coupled with an extensive, effective low altitude SAM system, could destroy a very sizeable number of our bombers
before they could reach their targets.

While the foregoing threat is both quantitatively and qualitatively
far greater than that projected in the latest intelligence estimates, we
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cannot foreclose the possibility that all of these developments may

occur, and Occur simultaneously. Accordingly, we must take timely
action now to plate ourselves
where we can move forward

prOniptly- to meet any or all of the,se threats should they actually

Materialize.
Whitlre already .taken arnuMber of important actions which would
permit us to cope_ with"
setile-Soviet.ABM §-Stein, for example,
_

MINUTEMAN- III, ?OS IDON: and the iniSSi Ei_penettatitth aids
program. T6,-hesgoe., itii* the possibility that the `StiVicts might install.
intheir- arge ICBMs-'and, oteatly improve the -aCetiracy
of theitsmaller-ICBMs, We have initiated the-deVelopthent Of a stiper,

-haldiliki-WhiCh-o6iild-acCoMinOdate the ,UINUTEN4N III or a new,
larger:ICBM. tifiiiiprovethe ,SurViVability of-onk "alert bombers from

an SLAM -kitt4, we are develOping, an early warning satellite and

dispelling our .bombers
secondary bases- SO- that-our alert -bonibers
'can be launched-. in the Warning time provided
the satellite. TO
§trOithexithOietiefr4tiOri, capttbiliiieg of our manned bonibers against
67,f4§§ible, vastly improved Soviet air defenSeSyStem, we are prOdueing

a- new ShOrt,Bange Attack Missile (SRAM) and are, deyelopiii,t a
new long range .Subsonic OruiSe Alined Decoy (SCAR)_ for both
our B$2 and FB411 beinberS. And, Of course;, we are doing pte-

lithihary, development work on a new sea-based missile system
(MMS )), it- Tie* laiittbased missile system -and rieW manned bomber.
In additionAo the actions_ already taken, we have number of other
aVailable options. WO can iiicreage--frOth 4016 60 percent the proportion

of bombers -held. Oh 15- minute ground alert; expand the presently
plarined SENTINEL system to include
i
the defense Of Our MINUTEMAN giteg;laccklerate the deployment of MINUTEMAN III; load
the POSEIDOgWitliiii.Ore Warheads than presently planned (or add
penetration fifids).;, and construct new ballistic missile submarines. If
the emerging threat requires, we can accelerate development of
new, larger -landrbaled or sea -based missile, a new manned bomber
(AMSA);_or allthree.
-

We need nottake any of _these steps until we have some evidence that
the threat is faotnally beginning to emerge. Instead, we should carefully

pace our actions on all Of them in step with the development of the
threat,, keeping in mind the various development, production and deplOynient leadtiines iinvolved. Maintaining a reasonable balance between each of the threats and each of the responses at all times is admittedly a very difficult task. But, taking our strategic posture as a
whole, we have an ample margin of safety and we can afford to proceed with due deliberation on very costly new programs. Our technological base in this area is very deep and broad and there is no reason
why we should not be able to respond, quickly and effectively, to any
technological surprises on the part of the Soviet Union.
D.

CAPABILITIES OF TIIE PROPOSED FORCES FOR DAMAGE LIMITATION

As was the case last year, the two major issues in this portion of the
strategic forces program concern the deployment of an anti-ballistic
missile defense system and the future size and composition of the antibomber defense forces.
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L Anti-ballistic missile def enee
No single defense issue in recent year has engendered greater controverSy than the questien of .deploying an ABM defense. Differences M viewpoint on the_, matter range across the entire spectrum
from no -deployinent all to massive .deployznent against the Sotriet
threat.,,InVelVed: in this issue are a variety, of lereign policy, Strategic,
technical, and economic questions-=all, of whiCkareintOrrplated: High
on,the liSt of trie:fereign;poliCy 'qtiestienSiS the effect Of. a 1T.S., ABM
deployment on the prospects for successful negotiationS With the Soviet

Union on the lumtation of strategic forces, and, in the absence of

negetiationS, its iropatt on the U.S.-Soviet strategic competition. TIO
strategic and teelMical questions are elOsely intertwined.,and,have to
de chiefly;With the action - reaction phenomena inherent in-the"Assured
Destruction " -.- "Damage Limiting" :problegir both for-ourselves and
the Soviet 'Union. It stands to reason; that if both, sides are -indeed:deteriniiied, to rnantaizi, an ""Assured, Destruction" capability lagaitzSt
breed, to:-reitot to any attempt, by
each Others then eaeli, side, will
the OtherSignifiealitly to inereaSciit,§'"Ditinagint
The economic questions inVolte' primarily the-high cost -6f_ ABM defen§e§ and the impact of-these-cost§ On- other national (ptiogram§, both
military Mild civilian:

TeJa-considerable extent, the deep division of opinion on the ABM
differing emphasis given
deployment; issue is result of- the
to theSe various qUeStionS.,For example, these Who are priiiiatily con-

cerned with the economic and social costs of the program tend to
denigrate the techniCal- fea:Sibility of the Systein, and take a more re-

lased _Vie* of the threat. In centraSt, those who are primarily concerned with the threat tend to stress the teelMical-feaSibility of the system and take-,a more relaxed view of ,the economic and social costs.
room for differences of judgment en- eaCh of
Certainly, there IS
these questions, but these differences should not be allowed to obscure
the-basic, fact§ about the system --its technical -feasibility,,its Cost ,and

-

its ,effectivenets in various roles and against various threats. After
aline§t iii,decade and 4 half Of research and development effort and the

expenditure of more than -$4 billion., Defense Department and contractor personnel most closely associated with -the .projed are fully
convinced that in, ABM defense system is technically feasible in the
sense that they belieVe-we can develop and install-a system which would

be able- to identify, track and destroy an incoming ballistic missile
warhead under certain specified conditions. How effective such a_

s-

tem would be against an actual attack is quite another ,matter. That
Would .depend upon the purpose the system is intended to serve.
We have defined, over the last few years, at least three major purposes for which we might want to deploy an ABM system :
1. Defense of our MINUTEMAN silos as a partial substitute for
the further expansion of our offensive forces in the event the "GreaterThan-Expected" Soviet threat begins to emerge.
2.

Protection of our population and cities against the kind of

limited and unsophisticated ICBM attack the Chinese Communists
might be able to launch in the 1970s (and an accidental or unauthorized
firing from any source).
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3. Protection' of our population-and cities against the kind of heavy,
sophisticated missile attack the.SoViets Could' launch in the 1970s.

The: first major piirposelas already been touched upon in connection
With the discussion of our "AsSured, DeStrUCtiOn" Capabilities- against
thkeat: To the extent that a dethe "Oreat&-Th4h-Expeeted"-fehse,bf,,MINUTEMA-N,' can be distinguished fitin :a defense of our
cities, such, an .ABM7dePlOyineritimproves our =4A§Siired DeStruction"

capability-withoutthreatening,the `Soviets' "Assured pe:st-riictioe
The other two -major ptirpoSes, :however, - are directly related
to-Our "Damage LiMitine capabilities; the' secondcdoinplicates; while
the third' would threatenthe Soviets' 4ASSured Destruction?' capability.
(a) Pefaise:Agdirtelhettinae O'ontImitinies tNuclear 'Threat
As noted eaklier,, although, The 'Chinese, Communists have yet to
,launcIttheir first ICBM, we still. believe;
are working on such a
sVStein,andlintendtasleploy it They 'halt clearlY-deinonStrated their
.ability to doielop,and'podude nuclear warheads, and we halve' ample
eyidenee-that they have
Even. if theit- balhstie
.protvand§ proceed ,at-the-relatively:,Slow
,pace,

the past,year, they -cotird have a modest fade of ICBMs

sometime after the Mid4.970S.,
Iri the light of Chinese Communist progress in nuclear =weapons and

missile delivery systems andtiventhe presehthostility of the Chinese
leadership to:maid the MiitedStates,,
iti7e it is both prudent. and
feaSible-oti our part to 4004 the:SENTINEL ABM System- designed
to protect against this tkteat.
Moreover, we belleVe that our possession of such a defense would
pthvidefireater :assurances to the hOp.CoinmUnist nations- Of Asia
that we Mtendto siippoit them against attempts at nucleat blackmail
by Chit* and thus help to Convince them that the acquisition of nuclear
weapohs,is not required for their security.
As shoWn in the follOVOing table,, a ballistic_ missile defense system

specifically designed, agairiSt the Chinese threat (i.e., the SENTINEL
SysteM 'with its:Perimeter Acquisition Radars (PARs), Missile Site
Radars _-(MSRS), long, range SPARTAN area defense_ missiles and
SPRINT -local defentb raissiles: fin the defense of the PARs) would
offer ahigh degree of protection for Our entire population.
U.S. FATALITIES FROM A CHINESE 1ST STRIKE, 1975-80
Number of Chinese ICBM's
'U.S. fatalities (millions):
Without Sentinel.
With Sentinel

7

2.5x

7.5x

11

23

0)

1

As indicated in Column three of the above table, without the SENTINEL system we might suffer as many as 23 million fatalities from an
attack by a Chinese ICBM force. With the SENTINEL, we might be
able to hold fatalities to 1 million or less.
There sholild be no question about the technical feasibility of the
system against the kind of Chinese ICBM threat shown above. We
already know enough about the radars and missiles to have confidence
`Fewer than 1,000,000 U.S. dead, with some probability of no deaths.
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that they will yerform as expected and- that-the system as a whole will
have a very high level Of effectiVeness againSt such a threat.
Whether tins degree of protection is worth the initial investment cost
of therSENTINIT4 system ($5 to $6 'billion) is-a matter of judgment.

If those who believe that the possibilities of a Chinese -CoMmunist
ICBM attacklipon the United States are extremely remote tinder any
conceivable circumstances- are correct, the cost of the SENTINa,
spteth, would beeiiceSSife. But if these Of us are correct who believe
that an ABM defense against China Will provide a measure of instil.ante that Our, Strategie deterrent-Will, under all eircumStances, remain
credibleto 'China and out. allies, the cost_ would be commensurate with
the benefits received.
If and when the Chinese- ICBM force continues to grow, quantitatively and Oalitativoy,.beyond-the-levels shown in the-foregoing table,
improvements can be-made in'the baSic SENTINEL system to-main-tam its effectiveness.
believe that for relatively modest additional
outlays the system-ean be improved so as 'to limit the Chinese damage
potentialto low levels into the Mid-1980s:
The
system would alSO have aliumber of other advantages:, It WOuld'sehre-aS a foundation -te which we-could acid a defense
for Our MINUTEMAN and-beniber forces-if -that later becomes desirable. Or; if technology progresSes to a point where the deployment of
an ABM,defense against the Soviet Union becomes feasible, and otherwise desirable, it could serve- as a base for a larger, more extensive
system. Finally, it could protect our population against the improbable,

but possible, accidental launch of a few ICBMs by any one of the

nuclear powers.
(b) Peployment of ABM for Defense of Oar Cities Agaivst
Soviet Attack
While we are convinced that an effective ABM defense against the
kind of threat the Chinese Communists might be able to mount in the
1970s and-early 1980s is both technically and economically feasible, we
are equally convinced that such a defense against the Soviet threat is

not presently attainable. In contrast to Mainland China, the Soviet
Union has the technical and economic resources needed to offset
any strategically signifloane"Damage Limiting" advantages we might

gain by the deployment of an extensive Alai defense.
Accordingly?, if we believe.that the Soviets are determined to deter
us by maintaining a capability to inflict great damage upon-us, we must

also assume they would act promptly to offset any extensive ABM
defense we might choose to deploy by increasing the effectiveness of
their strategic offensive forces. They could do so by installing MIRVs
and penetration aids in their currently projected missile forces, deploying a new, larger payload mobile ICBMs, deploying more SLBMs, etc.
In that event, we Would still find ourselves in a position where a Soviet
attack could inflict unacceptable damage on our population and cities,
even after we have spent many billions of dollars for ABM defense.
Conversely, should the Soviets seek to limit damage to themselves by
deploying a large ABM defense, we would be forced to increase the
effectiveness of our strategic offensive forces, as, in fact, we have al-
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ready done to a_ considerable extent in anticipation of just that
eventuality.
Thus, the deployment -of an extensive ABM defense by either side
will, .in -all, likelihoodi.siMply fuel the strategic .armaments race, with
great additional costs 'but' no coMmensurate- benefits to either side. It
was primarily fOr This reason that President Johnson two years ago
proposedtO the Soviet Union 'the Opening of talks leading to an agreeMent on-the limitation Of ABM deployments, specifically, and strategic
forces,, generally. In July Of last year, we ,and, the 'Soviets confirmed
our agreement to-hold talkS:on limiting offensive and defensive misOle§
siles at an early date. NotviithStanding the delay made necessary by
the Soviet invasion of CzechoSlovakia, that iS still our objective.
Meanwhile, we propose_ to presS forward energetically with the
SENTINELTprograni and the development of 'More advanced AI311
techhOlOgy.rntil a -Workable tigreenient with the Soviet-Union on these
matters is achieved, we must keep open the option of deploying an
ABM defense 'against-the :Wet missile threat, should such a defense
preVe to be both feasiblearid desirable at some future time.
Antibomber defeNe
A year4go the Defense Department presented to the Congress a new
plan for the moderniiation of ourair defense forces. This plan was the
product. of- a very comprehensive analysis of the air defense problem-the purposes an air .defense System.might serve in the 1970s, the possible future threats, the stalls, of our technology, and the effectiveness
and cost of the major alternatiVeS available to us.
Briefly, the analysis delineated six possible purposes :

(a) Peacetime identification.
(b) Limiting damage to our cities from a Soviet manned bomber
attack.
(a) Preventing damage from an air attack by other countries, e.g.,
Cuba.

(d) Precluding a manned bomber attack on our withheld strategic
missile forces.
(a) Discouraging the Soviet Union from developing and introducing new bomber threats which would be costly to neutralize.
(f) Providing a complete mobile "air defense package".
Although the Soviet heavy bomber force is expected to continue its
gradual decline and medium bombers are not expected to play an important role in an attack on the continental United States, a number
of greater- than- expected threats were also taken into account. These

included the pOssibility that the Soviets might use their medium
bombers in one-way attacks against the continental United States, the
deployment of a new, intercontinental supersonic bomber and the introduction of a new; long range air-to-surface missile.
Three alternative "modernized" U.S. air defense forces, in addition
to the current force, were evaluated against each of the foregoing pur-

poses and threats : AWACS and F-12s; AWACS and F-106Xs;
AWACS, F-106Xs and a few F-12s. In all but the "current force"

alternatives, the entire SAGE -I3UIC ground environment would be
phased out, leaving only the FAA-operated radars for peacetime air
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surveillance, plus -the new Over- The -Horizon. ( OTH) "back-scatter"
radars to provide an aircraft early. Warning* capability.
The alternative With: the lowest investment cost would obviously be

the current finte, butit would also be the one-With thelighest annual
operating cost. Of the±threemOdernization:alternativesi the AWACS/
F=106X:force would have theloWest investment and annual operating
cost, while the AWACS/all F-42-force would`haVe the highest:
With regarlto,effectiveneSS, we have reached-.the -following major
conclusions:
(a) No air defense system can provide a significant "Damage Lim-

iting" capability against-the -SoViet Union unless accompanied by a
strong, effective ABM defense.
(1i) The AWACS/r=12_ ft:wee:shit:mid be superior in discouraging
the Soviet Union -from- deploying anew, long range ASM or a new-intercontinental" supersonic boinber,,. whereas the AWACS /F -106X
force would be superior in discouragingthein from dePlOYino.,SRAMs,
'decoys, and' self - defense missiles on their bonibers. The AWACS /F-

siiperioragainst the present SoViet boinber
threat.
(c) In any "modernized" -air defense_ force, AWACS would 'be of
the first. order- of importance, the fire- control /missile system, second,
and- the 'perforMance of the intereeptOr aircraft, third.
(d) Even if the Soviets Were to phase out their-remaining bomber
106X "force

force, the AWACS/F=106X wOuld-provide the-moat flexible -force for
use in theater air .defense and special contingencies.
Since we have no evidence that -the Soviets are developing either a
new,. long range ASM- or a new intercontinental supersonic bomber,
the AWACS/F-106X force seems to be the proper choice at this time.

The remaining portions of this Strategic Forces section of the
Statement deal with our specific l_roposals for the FY 1970-74 period.
E. STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE FORCES

1. Strategic bomber forces
The manned bomber forces which we propose to maintain through
FY 1974 differ in three major respects from those presented to the
CongresS last year for the FY 1969-73 period. First, we now propose to

cut back the FB -111 force from the 14 combat squadrons (210 UE
aircraft) planned last year. Second, we plan to retain the B-58 force
beyond the previously planned phase-out date in FY 1971. Third, we
plan to retain a number of 13-52CFs in the force instead of retiring all
of them by the end of FY 1972 as previously planned. In addition, we
propose to continue with competitive designs for the AMSA to provide
a hedge against our possible bomber requirements in the late 1970s.
Our- continuing study of the manned bomber requirement during the

last year has reenforced our previous conclusion that the principal
problem in this area of the program is penetration capability, more
specifically, the ability of the force to survive in a much more advanced Soviet air defense environment in the mid-1970s. What is
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needed to operate effectively in such an -environment is not so much a
new aircraft,_ but rather new 'penetration aids and_ weapons. One of
the new WeaponSuthe Short-tRange Attack- Missile (SRAM) is now
well along development and will be entering-the ,forces in the early
1970§..-Development will le initiated in FY-1970 on still another new
iveation, the Subsonic' Cruise Armed DecOy .(SCAD). Work is also
continuing on a variety of improved electronic warfare countermeasures equipment.
Because the F11-111 is considerably smaller than the B-52, it can
not ,carr3r 'the kind of' penetration payload required to cope StccessfUlly"with a Soviet AWACS/intereeptOr force,pOsSeSsirig a good look down Shoot-dOWn, capability. Fuithermore, once we introduce- SCAD
and SRAM, into the force, the:FB411 becomes relatively much less

effective becauee it can dairy_ far fewer of these weapons than the
8.42. Finally, the cost-Of theFB-111, fot a number of reasons,, is running considerably_ higher than_ estimated it-the time the decision was
Made *0 :idea With-deployinent.
In thelkiii of 'these developments, we,believe it would be advisable
to reduce the FB411' fOrde levels. A total of 104 complete aircraft
phislong leadtinie components for eight more are already on order.
(This `prograM reflects the reductions made by the Congress in the
FY 1969 Defense BUdget;) We now plan_ to complete the funding of
the eight-advance procitrement-airotaft and buy a sufficient number of
additionalltiteraft to ceinpleteihe,eqUipping.of the authOritied squadrons and prciiiide10.command suppOrt, :training and advance attrition. RecauSe Of this change and-the-need to modify the,wing box, the

first FB-111s will enter the force in early FY 1970 instead of late

FY 1969.
The B-58s and the current HOUND DOG air-launched "stand -off"
missiles for the B--;52s would-be retained in the forces until the SCAD
became available. The B--52C-Fs will be retained to provide a conventional bombing. capability should that be needed sometime in the future.
Finally, plans are being_ made to -place ourselves in a position to increase proMptlythe number of bombers on sustained 15-minute wound
alert, from the current 40 percent to 60 percent, if that should become
necessary to protect our "Assured Destruction" capability. We also
plan to provide "satellite basing" for our bomber force, as indicated
earlier.

Although we are still uncertain whether a new intercontinental

bomber will be needed in the 1970s, we do believe it would be prudent to
keep the program moving in such a way-as to reduce leadtime and pro-

tect an initial deployment date of FY 1977 or FY 1978. Accordingly,
$77 million has been included in the FY 1970 Budget to continue the
competitive design phase initiated with FY 1969 funds and to advance
the development of the long leadtime avionics and propulsion systems.
This new boniber (AMSA) would, of course, be designed to carry both
the SRAM and the SCAD as well as nuclear and conventional gravity
bombs.

e. Missile forces

In overall terms the missile forces we are proposing for the FY
1970-74 period are essentially the same as those presented to the Con873-754--70---1
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gress last year-1,000 MINUTEMAN, 496 POSEIDON and 160 POLARIS at the end of FY 1974, plus 54 TITAN Its through FY 1973.
The only significant change from last year concerns the POSEIDON
program, the phasing of which has had to be altered to conform with
Congressional action on our FY 1969 Budget.

(a) MINUTEMAN
The MINUTEMAN forces now proposed for the FY 1970-74 period

involve only minor changes in the mix of MINUTEMAN I, II and
III. The MINUTEMAN Is, which began to be replaced by MINUTEMAN Its in FY 1967, will later be replaced by MINUTEMAN Ills.
The number of MINUTEMAN Hs, the final buy of which was made
in FY 1968, will begin a gradual decline as the missiles used for follow-on operational readiness tests are also replaced with MINUTEMAN III. Flight testing of the MINUTEMAN III is progressing,
and the first of these missiles will soon be entering the force.
We have also included funds in the FY 1970 Budget to continue the

development and test of a dual-purpose, super-hard silo for the
MINUTEMAN III or a new land-based ICBM.
(b) TITAN II
Although the TITAN II, with its large warhead, will still be useful
against undefended large soft targets, its importance will decline
greatly when large numbers of MINUTEMAN Ills and POSEIDONs
enter the forces. Accordingly, we believe that after FY 1973 we can
safely permit the TITAN force to decline as the missiles on hand continue to be used for follow-on operational reliability testing without
replacement.
(o)

POLARIS/POSEIDON

The POSEIDON refit program presented to the Congress last year
entailed the conversion of 31 SSBNs on a schedule tied to their regular
overhaul cycle. Funds for the first two conversions were provided by
the Congress in FY 1968. Six more conversions were requested in the
FY 1969 Budget, but the Congress provided funds for only two more in

the belief that the program should be slowed down until flight tests
had clearly established that there were no development problems with
POSEIDON and its MIRV concept.
This reduction has necessitated a major revision in the POSEIDON
conversion schedule, We still believe the POSEIDON conversions
should be performed at the same time the ships are in the yards for
their normal overhauls. Any other arrangement would require the
withdrawal of ships from operation in between their normal overhauls,
or a major extension of the program considerably beyond the presently

planned period. Both of these alternatives are undesirable, the first
because it would reduce the number of ships on the line and the second
because it might endanger our "Assured Destruction" capability in the

event the Soviet Union does move forward with a large scale ABM
deployment sometime in the early 1970s. Moreover, both alternatives
would entail significantly increased costs.

3 4I
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Accordingly, we have developed a new schedule which retains the
beginning and end dates but rephases the conversion program in the
intervening years. Under the new schedule, two SSBNs are funded in
FY 1968, two in FY 1969, six in FY 1970, seven in FY 1971, six in FY
1972, five in FY 1973 and three in FY 1974, this, permitting completion
of the program in FY 1975 as previously planned. Funds are included
in the FY 1970 Budget for six conversions plus advanced procurement
for future conversions.

The POSEIDON program, as now modified, has undergone a very
stringent review. We believe it is both completely feasible and urgently
necessary. The flight test program to date has been highly successful
and has reenforced our conviction that the desired performance objectives can be achieved. The capability which this program could provide in the mid-1970s would be absolutely vital should the GreaterThan-Expected Soviet strategic threat actually materialize by that
time.

(d) New Strategic Missile Systems
Last year we informed the Congress that we had readied two main
conclusions with regard to new strategic missile systems:

That any new land-based system should be deployed in superhard silos and perhaps defended by some sort of ABM system.
2. That any new sea-based system should be designed around a
longer range missile in order to avoid having to station the launch
platform within the effective operating range of an improved Soviet
ASW defense. Also, the submarine design should make it possible to
increase time on-station substantially.
It is quite evident that if the Soviets achieve greater accuracy with
their ICBMs, together with a MIRV capability, our land-based strategic missiles will become increasingly vulnerable to a first strike. Ac1.

cordingly, the silos in which they are installed must be further
hardened, defended with ABMs, or both. We are already developing
super-hard silos; for which another $58 million is requested in the FY
1970 Budget. And, we are also keeping open the option to defend these
silos with ABMs.
While we do not as yet see a need for a new land-based strategic
missile, we believe the advanced technology required should be developed and $20 million has been included in the FY 1970 Budget for
that purpose. Moreover, the super-hard silo now being developed will
be designed so that they could accommodate a new, large ICBM as
well as the MINUTEMAN III.
We are also requesting $20 million in the FY 1970 Budget to prepare
for possible engineering development in FY 1971 of a new Undersea
Long-range Missile System (ULMS). (About $5 million was provided
in FY 1969 to initiate a study of such a system.)

No significant changes have been made in the other strategic offensive forces included in this program.
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F. STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE FORCES
.1.

Bomber defense

As noted earlier, much of the existing U.S. anti-bomber defense
system can be phased out when the new AWACS, Over-The-Horizon
radars and modified F-106X interceptors become available in the mid1970's. The proposed AWACS force and the new Over-The-Horizon
(back-scatter) radars would replace all but two of the SAGE Centers,
five of the planned 15 BUIC III Control Centers, more than half of

the search radars, all of the Gap Filler and DEW Line radars, and
all of the existing surveillance and warning aircraft.
The proposed F --106X force would replace all of the older type

interceptors (both active and reserve), except for one squadron of 28
F-102s in Hawaii.
With regard to surface-to-air missiles, the BOMARCs will be phased
out of the force as previously planned. The number of on-site NIKEHERCULES will decline during FY 1969-70, and then be continued
at the end FY 1970 level throughout the remainder of the program
period. The HAWK force will be maintained unchanged at the current
level.

The over-land radar technology program is progressing satisfactorily and the tests to date have been encouraging. Contract definition has
been initiated and engineering development of the AWACS system can
be started in FY 1970. About $40 million is available for this purpose
in FY 1969, and an additional $75 million is requested in the FY 1970
Budget. We intend to pursue this program with great prudence, holding our investment to the lowest practicable level until the prime con-

tractor selected has successfully demonstrated by actual flight tests
a useable radar detection and tracking system. If all goes well, the first
of these aircraft should enter the force in the mid-1970s.
Although the Congress did not appropriate the $28 million requested
in FY 1969 for the development of the modifications required for the
F-106X, we believe we can still come close to achieving the original
schedule, providing that at least $18.5 million is appropriated for FY
1970. The first of the modified F-106s would enter the force one year
earlier than the AWACS.
The "back-scatter" Over-The-Horizon radars could become operational in the early 1970s. One million dollars is available for the development of this system in FY 1969 and $3 million more is requested
for FY 1970.
2. Missile and space defense
Included under this heading are the anti-satellite and anti-ballistic
missile defense systems, as well as attack warning.
(a) Anti-Satellite Defense
As described in previous years, we have a capability to intercept and
destroy hostile satellites within certain ranges. The capability will be

maintained tl-:ougliout the program period.
Satellite tracking and identification are provided by the SPASUR
and SPACETRACK systems. SPASUR is designed to give warning
of new space objects passing through its field, and the SPACETRACK
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system detects, tracks and computes the orbits of objects in space. Both
systems are tied into the North American Air Defense Command.

(b) Warning
For early warning of ballistic missile attack we now depend upon :
(1) the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS), consisting of three radar sites guarding the northern approaches, and (2) the
"forward-scatter" Over-The- Horizon (OTH) radar system consisting
of a number of transmitting and receiving stations at various locations.

This OTH system can detect an ICBM attack regardless of which

direction or on what trajectory the missiles might be launched. It thus

provides a good early warning capability against Soviet missiles

launched over the South as well as the North Pole, and on depressed
trajectories or in a FOBS mode.
We are also requesting funds in the FY 1970 Budget for the satellite
"early warning" system, mentioned earlier.

(e) ABM Defense
For active defense we are deploying the SENTINEL system. This
system, as noted earlier, is specifically oriented to the potential Chinese
Communist ICBM threat. It is being deployed in such a manner as to

provide a thin defense over the entire Nation, including Hawaii and
Alaska. The system approved for deployment is essentially the same as
that presented to the Congress last year.
The program is moving forwara on schedule, except for some small
delays which will be made up before the planned full operational date.
Such relatively minor modifications in the schedule must be expected
in a system as widespread and complex as the SENTINEL. Delays in
the acquisition of:sites, development difficulties and production problems will inevitably require adjustments in the deployment schedule as
we move forward with the program. But, we believe the final deployment completion date can be met.

The development of all five major components making up the

SENTINEL system is proceeding on schedule. The PAR, which is used
for long range surveillance, acquisition and tracking is a state-of-theart, low frequency, phased array radar and no development prototype
is deemed necessary. Since its performance can be simulated by a radar
already on Kwajalein, where the full systems tests will be conducted,

the first one will be built directly at an operational site. The radar is
still in the design stage.

The first MSR, which is used both for tracking the target and the
defending missile, has completed factory tests and is now being tested
at Kwajalein.
The SPRINT missile which is designed to attack incoming warheads

after the atmosphere has helped to separate out the accompanying
decoys, chaff, etc., is in the test firing stage. By and large, this test program is proceeding satisfactorily. Indeed, a very high proportion of
the last several flights were successful.
The SPARTAN missile, which will be used for area defense, is in the

flight test stage at Kwajalein, and these tests, too, are proceeding
satisfactorily.
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The fifth major component, the data processing system, is being installed at the contractor's plant and is partially operational. A second
system is being installed at Kwajalein for use in the full systems tests.
For the SENTINEL system, alone, we have included in the FY 1970
Budget a total of about $1,788 million; $335 million for Research and
Development ; $736 million for Procurement; $647 million for Con-

struction; and $70 million for Operations. The FY 1969 Budget

provides a total of $962 million$311 million for Research and Development; $346 million for Procurement; $266 million for Construction;
and $39 million for Operations. (Funds for ABM warhead development and production are included in the AEC budget.)
In addition to the Research and Development work directly associated with the SENTINEL system approved for deplryment, we will
continue our efforts to develop even more advanced ABM systems.
These efforts are carried on primarily under the NIKE-X Advanced
Development Program, for which 075 million is included in the FY

1970 Budget. (The $175 million figure includes about $40 million
formerly carried in the ARPA Defender program which is concerned
with the exploration of advanced technology for both missile offense
and defense. For management convenience? those activities which are
directly identifiable with anti-ballistic missile defense have been trans-

ferred from DEFENDER to NIKE-X Advanced Development.)
The FY 1970 Budget also includes $16 million for Air Force and
Navy support of the Kwajalein test program, $83 million for the support of the Kwajalein test range (which is also used for reentry tests
and experiments), and $72 million for ARPA's Strategic Technology
programs (most for exploratory work on offensive systems).
We have also included. $3 million to continue our study of a sea-based

ABM intercept system (SABMIS). Such a system would provide
depth to the CONUS defense.
G. CIVIL. DEFENSE

The Civil Defense program proposed for FY 1970 contemplates
no important change in basic objectives from those which were discussed last year. The FY 1970 request is being held at the lowest possible sustaining rate, pending the end of the Vietnam conflict.

The major objective of the Civil Defense program since 1961 has
been the development of a Nation-wide shelter system to protect our
population from radiological fallout in the event of a nuclear attack.
Much of this shelter is inherent in existing buildings but needs to be
identified, marked and stocked with survival supplies before it can
be made fully effective. By the end of FY 1969 we will have identified
185 million spaces with a standard protection factor of 40 or more,

of which 105 million will have been marked and over 95 million

stocked with an average 8 days of austere supplies. Continuing survey
and design assistance efforts should add about 70 million spaces to the
national shelter inventory in the next five years.
Even with the larger shelter inventory projected for the mid-1970s,

up to one-half the population would still lack standard (PF-40)

fallout shelter. This situation can be altered only by developing additional means to increase the inventory where needed. We are, there-

fore, proposing a modest test of a fallout shelter support program
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(for which we have included $2.5 million in the FY 1970 Budget)
to determine the effectiveness of small incentive payments made to
owners of new building projects for the inclusion of additional fallout protection in these buildings through the use of low cost design
and construction techniques.

A financial summary of the Civil Defense program, for which a

total of $75.3 million is requested for FY 1970, is provided in Table 2.

Letter From Secretary of State Rusk to Senator Fulhright

on the Nonproliferation Treaty, January 17, 19691
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is to provide you with information
on the status of the Non-Proliferation Treaty 2 and to describe some
relevant developments in the period between last summer's hearings
and today.
SIGNATURES AND RATIFICATIONS

Eighty-four countries have now signed the treaty. Six of these have

deposited their instruments of ratification, including one nuclear

power (the United Kingdom) and two other NATO members (Canada
and Denmark). Mexico and Ecuador have completed all action neces-

sary to permit deposit of their instruments of ratification. A. list of
countries that have signed or deposited their instruments of ratification is attached.3

Of the seven countries noted by the AEC as among those having
industrial economies probably capable of supporting the manufacture
of a sizeable number of reasonably sophisticated nuclear weapons and
delivery systems within five to ten years'' two have signed : Sweden
and Canada (which has also ratified). Of the other five, Australia,
Italy and Japan all voted to commend the treaty at the UNGA last
June; West Germany did not take part in that vote; and only India

abstained and indicated that it did not intend to sign. Italy had

planned to sign on August 26, and Japan and Germany were expected
to do so later. However, after the invasion of Czechoslovakia these
three countries decided to delay their signatures.
There are grounds for hoping that Italy will sign in the near future.
A. press spokesman for the Federal Republic of Germany stated that
action by the U.S. Senate "could influence" German deliberations. The
Japanese Foreign Ministry announced that factors prompting Japan's
delay were the postponement of action on the treaty "in the United
States, and the cautious attitude prevailing among potential nuclear
nations, such as 'West Germany and Italy . . ." Sweden, which has
Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings Before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, Ninety-first Congress, First Session, on Executive II,
Ninetieth Congress, Second Session, Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, pt. 2, pp. 307-308.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
3 For signatories through June 27, 1969, see ibid., p. 871.
4 Ibid., pp. 508-510.
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already signed the treaty, has announced that it would not ratify until
the United States, the Soviet Union and West Germany did so.
The United States made the first detailed proposals for this treaty,
offered the first draft, and has been a principal proponent during five
years of negotiations. Some of the other countries are understandably
looking to what we do before subscribing to it themselves.
We believe that, if the momentum for the treaty can be regained, all
or almost all of these seven countries will signexcept for India. I do
not mean to suggest that there will not be further delays from some of
these countries. But we have little chance of overcoming their concerns
if we show doubts about the treaty ourselves.
EFFECT OF INVASION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

In the time that has elapsed since the invasion of Czechoslovakia, the

Soviet Union has felt the impact of our condemnation of that action
in a variety of ways. I believe United States interests would best be
served now by the earliest possible Senate consent to ratification of the
treaty.
The undertakings in the treaty of greatest importance to us are those
of the non-nuclear-weapon countries. These countries agree (a) not
to acquire nuclear weapons and (b) to accept international safeguards
on the nuclear materials in their peaceful nuclear activities to see that
these materials are not diverted to nuclear weapons. The basic promise
of the Soviet Union, like that of the U.S., is not to transfer nuclear
weapons or control over them to others. In our view, the Soviets have
as much interest as we do in keeping their nuclear weapons in their own
hands, and this will be reinforced by the treaty obligation of potential
recipients not to acquire them.
Your Committee's Report stated that "while the Soviet actions [in
Czechoslovakia] were unconscionable, the treaty itself is multilateral
in character and of such significance as a potential barrier to the further
spread of nuclear weapons that any delay in taking final committee action was inadvisable." 5 In the same spirit, if we still regard this treaty
as in our interests, we should show that we do by moving promptly
toward final Senate approval.
IAEAEURATOM NEGOTIATIONS

As I indicated last summer,6 there is good reason to be confident that

negotiations between Euratom and IAEA would lead to a mutually
satisfactory agreement meeting the requirements of Article III of the
treaty. We understand, however, that Euratom will not commence such
negotiations until all its non-nuclear-weapon members have signed the
treaty. Our best current assessment of the positions of such members
shows that U.S. Senate action on the treaty is a prerequisite to meeting
this condition. If this is 'orrect, it would obviously be fruitless for the
Senate to await the results of negotiation between the IAEA and Euratom before taking action itself on the treaty.
6 Ibid., pp. 656-657.

6 Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt.1, p.14.
0
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RESPONSE TO OTHER MINORITY VIEWS

I am enclosing a memorandum responding to such points in the
Minority and Individual Views printed with your Committee's Report
as are not addressed above.?
It is my earnest hope that, with the information hereby submitted to
supplement that which led your Committee to report favorably without
reservation on the treaty to the Ninetieth Congress, your Committee
will be able to report equally favorably on it again early in the present
Congress.

Respectfully yours,
DEAN RUSE.

Department of State Memorandum Relating to Senate
Minority and Individual Views on the Nonproliferation Treaty, January 17, 1969
This memorandum addresses those issues, not already covered in the
letter of this date from Secretary Rusk to the Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations,2 identified in the Minority and Indi-

vidual Views appended to the Committee's Report on the NonProliferation Treaty (Executive Report No. 9, 90th Congress, Second
Session).
ADEQUACY OF IAEA SAFEGUARDS

Concern was expressed in the Minority Views about "the reliability
of the present international safeguards system of verifying that nonnuclear-weapon countries will not violate the treaty * * *." 3
While the experience and existing capabilities of the International
Atomic Energy, Agency, which has been assigned the primary safeguards responsibility under the treaty, give it an incomparable head
start toward being able to fulfill this responsibility, no one claims that
it is yet in a position to do so. Its staffing, activities and financing have
naturally been geared to the more modest tasks it has had to date. It
will obviously have to gear itself up to meet the vastly greater responSibilities which the treaty contemplates for it. But to appreciate how
far along we are toward the goal, it is only necessary to consider where
we would have been if the alternative of creating a new international
organization for this purpose had been chosen.

The IAEA was created as the result of United States initiative:
President Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace Plan.* Its first Director General was Sterling Cole, formerly Chairman of the U.S. Joint CommitInfrd.
1 Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 2, pp. 309-312. The treaty appears In

Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
2 Supra.
8 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 657.
4 Ibid., 1945-1959, vol. I, pp. 393-400.
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tee on Atomic Energy. The United States has provided experts, funds
and fissionable material to the Agency for over ten years.
It is indicative of our confidence in the Agency that the Congress
and the Executive Branch have worked together closely to transfer to

the IAEA responsibility for safeguarding those peaceful nuclear

activities that we have aided in other countries through our agreements
for cooperation in the civil uses of atomic energy.
As AEC Chairman Seaborg testified during your Committee's hear-

ings on July 12, the IAEA has been developing its safeguards prin-

ciples and procedures for a number of years, and a cadre of competent,
experienced inspectors has been established.5 The Agency's safeguards
system has been applied to peaceful nuclear activities in over 30 coun-

tries, including a privately owned power reactor (Yankee) and a
privately owned chemical separation plant (Nuclear Fuel Services,

Inc.) voluntarily submitted to IAEA. safeguards in the United States.
In recent months, the IAEA has in fact started to gear up for the
greater responsibilities it will have in connection with the treaty : It
is planning for the requisite expansion, setting budgetary goals, and
has begun stepped-up recruitment and preparations for negotiating
the implementing agreements contemplated in the NPT. Even at this
early stage, the Agency has found that, with respect to recruiting for
positions as safeguards inspector, there is no dearth of qualified applicants for the jobs that are now available. We do not underestimate the
difficulties of meeting the challenge posed for it by the treaty. But
given the importance of this task and the IAEA's record of performance to date in the field of safeguards, we believe that the Agency will
be able to meet that challenge.
MANDATORY SAPEGUA.RDS ON NUCLEAR SHIPMENTS

Another concern of the Minority was that the treaty could be injurious to our relations with our European friends. We are convinced

that it will not. Our conviction appears to be shared by the large
number of such friends that have already signed the treaty. These
include, among others, three of the five non-nuclear-weapon states
that are members of Euratom, and two-thirds of the members of

NATO.
More specifically, the Minority expressed concern over the possible

impact on such allies of the undertaking by nuclear suppliers in
Article III not to provide nuclear materials or related equipment
to any non-nuclear-weapon State for peaceful purposes unless the
nuclear materials involved "shall be subject to the safeguards required

by this Article." That article necessarily provided for safeguards
of such a nature that all parties to the treaty could have confidence

in their effectiveness. It thus called for, the negotiation of agreements
with the IAEA. We have made clear our understanding that such
agreements, while avoiding duplication and making appropriate use
of existing records and safeguards (such as those of Euratom) , should
enable IAEA to carry out its responsibility of providing assurance
that no diversion to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices
is taking place.
Ibid.,1968, p. 518.
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Article III was incorporated in the final drafts of the treaty only
after intensive consultation with our Euratom allies and with the
Commission of the European Communities. Their position is reflected

in the statement that accompanied signature of the treaty by the
three Euratom members who have already signed the treaty. They
pointed out that they do not consider that there is any incompatibility
between the goals pursued by the NPT and Euratom; that the safeg
guards
provided for in Article III of the NPT will be the subject of
e,

agreements to be concluded with the IAEA: that to avoid the possibility that the application of the NPT might be incompatible with
provisions of the Euratom treaty, safeguards must be defined in such
a way that the rights and obligations of the Member states and the
Community remam intact, in accordance with the opinion of the
Commission issued pursuant to Article 103 of the Euratom treaty;
that for that purpose, the Commission of the European Communities
should enter into negotiations with the IAEA; and that it is their
intention not to ratify the NPT before such negotiations have produced un agreement.
Our confidence in the success of such negotiations and our current
assessment that U.S. Senate action on the treaty is a prerequisite to

their beginning are discussed in the accompanying letter from
Secretary Rusk.
COSTS OF SAFEGUARDS

Another concern of the Minority related to the varying estimates
of the cost of administering safeguards around the world, and how
much would be borne by the United States.
The best estimates available to the Executive Branch were supplied

for the record of your Committee.° But it is to be noted that these
estimates were made on a world-wide basis and thus include, in
addition to the safeguards contemplated by the treaty itself, the
cost of safeguards on all peaceful nuclear facilities in the nuclearweapon states. They indicate costs amounting to approximately one
percent of the cost of electricity produced in nuclear power reactors.
But they are necessarily preliminary estimates, and do not reflect
the reductions in unit costs that should result from improved safeguards techniques and the evolution of the safeguards system from a
small scale to a full scale operation.

As to the financing of the safeguards called for by the treaty, the
United States and most other members of the IAEA have taken the
position that, since the beneficiary of safeguards is the world at large,
safeguards should be financed out of the IAEA regular budget rather
than by the party inspected. All costs related to safeguards activities
of the IAEA are therefore included in the "Regular Budget" of the
Agency, which is funded by assessed contributions of member states.
The U.S. assessed contribution to this budget has averaged about 32
percent since the inception of the Agency.

These safeguards costs are in our view an acceptable price to pay
to check nuclear proliferation and thus help reduce the risk of nuclear
war.
Nonproltiferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 1, pp. 153-155,281-285.
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PEACEFUL NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

The Minority also expressed concern about the "nuclear largesse"
which they believed they saw in Article V of the treaty dealing with
peaceful nuclear explosions.
During negotiation of the treaty, some non-nuclear-weapon states
expressed concern that they would suffer economically from being prohibited under the treaty from manufacturing their own nuclear explosive devices for peaceful purposes. Such a prohibition is r.acessary
since the technology for manufacturing nuclear weapons is indistinguishable from the technology for manufacturing nuclear explosive
devices for peaceful purposes. Therefore, the U.S. expressed its willingness to provide to non - nuclear - weapon parties to the treaty the same

nuclear explosion services, and on the same basis, that we intend to
make available to U.S. industry. By joining in the undertaking now
contained in Article V, the U.S. would reassure non-nuclear-weapon

parties to the treaty that they could obtain such services from a

nuclear-weapon state, or through an appropriate international body,
at a reasonable cost.

A few countries have argued that the nuclear-weapon states should
supply peaceful nuclear explosion services free-of-charge to non-nuclear-weapon parties to the treaty in exchange for their adhering to
it. The U.S. does not agree and the treaty does not so provide. We

believe that each country must decide for itself whether it is in its

national interest to adhere to the treaty. In order to make that decision
less difficult, we announced our willingness to join with the other
parties to the treaty in an undertaking to take appropriate measures
to insure that the potential benefits of peaceful applications of nuclear
explosives would be made available to non-nuclear-weapon parties to
the treaty. You will note that the treaty language describes the bene-

fits as "potential" in recognition of the fact that they are not yet

technically and economically feasible.
In connection with this undertaking it has always been contemplated

that, consistent with past U.S. policy in the field of international cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, the U.S. would be
willing to make nuclear explosion services available to other countries
on what amounts to a cost reimbursable basis. We stated that the U.S.
would attempt to keep the cost of the explosion service as low as
possible and would not include a charge for the research and development on the explosive devices used. It was felt that it would be unfan
for the United States to try to recoup from adherents to the treaty
the costs which we have already incurred (by far the larger part of

which has in fact been incurred for the development of nuclear

weapons), of those which we would have incurred irrespective of the
treaty, for research and development on nuclear explosive devices.
But the costs of furnishing the explosive service, including, among
others, the full cost of all materials and the fabrication of the explosive
devices, would be borne by the foreign users, not the U.S. taxpayer.
Moreover, Article V does not contain a commitment to support or to
conduct explosions of an experimental nature abroad. However, if

it were deemed to be in our national interest to conduct such an

experiment, we could do so (and even participate in the experiment
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on a partial contribution basis, as we are doing domestically, if we
were sufficiently interested), even though we would not be under a
treaty obligation to do so. In sum, the American taxpayer will incur
no greater expenses in the field of peaceful nuclear explosion services
as a result of the treaty than he would without it.
Thus we are convinced that a reservation in connection with Article
V is unnecessary as well as undesirable. If the United States, a principal proponent of the treaty, attaches a reservation, other countries are
much more likely to attach their own reservations on this and other
subjects. Some of these reservations might not be to our liking. Some

might even prevent the treaty from coming into force for particular
reserving countries.
NON-NUCLEAR CONFERENCE

According to the Minority Views, another reason for Senate delay
was the fact that the Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States had
not completed its deliberations when your Committee's Report was
issued. The Non-Nuclear Conference completed its final session on
September 23. No clear consensus was reached on the need for further
security assurances or guaranties of protection to non-nuclear parties.
On the subject of the peaceful uses of atomic energy, many delegates
made clear they would want and expect assistance with or without the
Non-Proliferation Treaty.
These same observations apply to the recently completed session of
the U.N. General Assembly.
The treaty already contains adequate assurances to non-nuclearweapon states that their progress in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy
would not be impaired by their relinquishment of the right to manufacture nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. The treaty
would in fact enhance their opportunity to make continued progress
in the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

The record of the Non-Nuclear Conference, as well as that of the
latest session of, the U.N. General Assembly, indicates that if we are
to get other countries to adhere to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, we
must move ahead ourselves on the treaty.

Statement by the Soviet Foreign Ministry, January 20,
19691
Guided by its principled line in questions of the struggle for peace,
the Soviet Union, together with other peace-loving states, is waging a
consistent struggle to implement a broad program of disarmament,
eliminate the threat of nuclear war and curb the forces of aggression.
Further progress in solving the disarmament problem is an important
factor promoting the elimination of the nuclear threat and a relaxation in. the current international tension. Experience has shown that
'Pravda, Jan. 21, 1969, p. 4; Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Feb. 5, 1969,
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the achievement of concrete results in this sphere exerts a beneficial
effect on the world situation.

Therefore, it was not mere chance that during the extensive debate
at the past U.N. General Assembly session representatives of a majority of states expressed concern over the state of affairs in the sphere

of disarmament and spoke in favor of taking effective measures to
reduce international tension and solving complicated questions of
disarmament.
The achievement of an understanding on concrete questions of checking the arms race, including the problem of limiting the nuclear arms
race, is, in the opinion of the Soviet government, a practicable al-

though difficult task. That it is feasible is confirmed by the fact that
recent years have seen the conclusion of such international agreements
as the Moscow Treaty on Banning Nuclear Weapons Testing in the
Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Water,2 the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activity of States in Outer Space,3 which prohibits orbiting nuclear weapons around the earth and placing weapons
of mass destruction in outer space or on celestial bodies, and, finally,
the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons; which is
open for signing and has been signed by more than SO states. This alone
serves as evidence that there is broad understanding in the world both

of the dangerous consequences of continuing the arms race and of
the necessity to take effective measures for halting this race and ultimately achieving universal and complete disarmament.
The Treaty on Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons is of great
importance in strengthening peace and international security; its
entry into force will create favorable prerequisites for the further
struggle to halt the arms race and to take effective measures for banning and destroying nuclear weapons.

The completion of the draft and the sighing of this important in-

ternational agreement by a majority of U.N. members had a great impact on the discussion of disarmament questions at the recently concluded session of the TJ.N. General Assembly. It was resolutely stressed
that efforts should now be made to see that the Treaty on Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons goes into effect as soon as possible and
that it is precisely and consistently enforced. The Soviet Union fully
shares this viewpoint and believes that no one can be permitted to undermine the great success of the forces of peace that found expression
in the conclusion of the treaty, which is aimed at preventing the further
proliferation of the most deadly of weapons.
At the same time a justifiable question arises: What new steps can be
taken on the path to limiting the arms race and 'achieving disarmament?
The Soviet government answered this question in the Memorandum
on Several Urgent Measures for Cessation of the Arms Race and for
Disarmament 5 and submitted this memorandum for consideration by
the 23rd session of the U.N. General Assembly as an important and
urgent question.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1963, pp. 291-293.
3 Ibid., 1961, pp. 38-43.
4 Ibid., 1968, pp. 461-465.
5 Ibid., pp. 466-470.
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It can be noted with satisfaction that the Soviet government memorandum was the focal point in the Assembly's discussion of the question of further steps in the field of limiting the arms race and achieving disarmament. Many states pointed out that the concrete proposals
made in the Soviet memorandum involve the key questions of disarmament and provide a broad program of action to ensure international
peace and security.
The memorandum raises as a paramount task the question of banning
the use of nuclear weapons. Such a step would act as a serious deterrent
to those who would like to use these weapons and would be conducive
to a healthier international climate. In this connection it is relevant to
mention that back in 1961 the U.N. General Assembly, on the initiative
of a number of Asian and African states, condemned the use of nuclear weapons.° It would now be entirely logical to incorporate the
provisions of the declaration adopted at the time into an international
convention on banning the use of nuclear weapons.
In order to eliminate the danger of nuclear war, it is necessary to
solve a complex set of problems involved in the curbing of nuclear

missiles. The Soviet government has proposed that all the nuclear

powers begin negotiations at once on halting the production of nuclear
weapons, reducing nuclear stockpiles and subsequently banning and
eliminating nuclear weapons completely. The Soviet government has
also proposed that agreement be reached on mutual limitation and sub-

sequent curtailment of strategic systems for the delivery of nuclear
weapons.
This document proposes other measures in the interests of all peaceloving peoples..World tensions would be substantially reduced if effect

were given to such proposals set forth in the memorandum as the prohibition of underground nuclear tests, under the control of national
detection facilities; the prohibition of nuclear bomber flights beyond
the national boundaries and the restriction of cruising zones for missile-carrying submarines; the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weapons; the dismantling of foreign military bases on other
countries' territory ; the establishment of nuclear-free zones in various
areas of the world; fold the establishment of a regimen ensuring the
use of the sea bed and ocean floor exclusively for peaceful purposes.
Implementation of the Soviet Union's concrete and realistic proposals would substantially contribute to solving the problem of halting the arms race.

The favorable appraisal and support that many delegations at the
U.N. General Assembly gave to the Soviet proposals made in the mem-

orandum indicate not only that it is urgently necessary to take such
measures, but also that it is now possible to get down to the practical
work of putting them into effect. A resolution adopted by the General
Assembly spoke precisely.of this; the resolution referred to the Soviet
government's Memorandum on Several Urgent Measures for Cessation
of the Arms Race and for Disarmament and recommended that the 18-

Nation Disarmament Committee continue its efforts in examining
such measures.'
Ibid., 1961, pp. 648-650.
7 Ibid., 1968, pp. 795-796.
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The discussion of disarmament problems at the 23rd. General Assembly session ended with the adoption of a number of other decisions
on questions raised in the Soviet government's memorandum, decisions

that could play a positive role m further disarmament talks.
For example, the General Assembly approved a resolution calling

for strict observance by all states of the principles and aims of the 1925
Geneva protocol banning the use of chemical and bacteriological weapons and inviting all states to subscribe to this protocol. In connection
with the discussion of this question the Assembly decided that a group

of competent experts should prepare a special report on the consequences of the use of chemical and bacteriological weapons.9

The Assembly also adopted a resolution on the urgent need to stop
nuclear and thermonuclear tests; among other things, this resolution
calls on all states that have not yet signed the Moscow Treaty banning
nuclear weapons tests in three environments to subscribe to this treaty
without delay and expresses the wish that the 18-Nation Disarmament
Committee proceed to draft an international treaty banning underground nuclear tests .9

The General Assembly welcomed the agreement reached by the

U.S.S.R. and U.S. governments in 1968 to commence talks on reciprocal limitation and subsequent reduction of strategic means of delivery

of nuclear weapons, including defense systems." For its part, the
Soviet government deems it necessary to reiterate its readiness to begin
a serious exchange of views on this important issue. In so doing, we

proceed from the premise that the steps taken to curb the strategic
arms race would be consonant with the interests of strengthening international peace and security. This would also create more favorable

conditions for solving other important questions in the field of

disarmament.
The adoption by the General Assembly of a number of resolutions
aimed at facilitating the solution of specific disarmament questions is
the result of stubborn efforts by many peace-loving states, including
the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, which demonstrated an
understanding of the importance of the constructive new steps to solve
urgent problems of disarmament.
However, one cannot fail to see that there is a group of countries that
under various pretexts seeks to delay the entry into force of the treaty
on nonproliferation of nuclear weapons. In particular, such attempts
were made at the U.N. General Assembly session. Taking advantage
of the discussion of the results of the non-nuclear nations' conference
held. in Geneva last September," some countries' delegates tried, for instance, to put through recommendations that could have created defi-

nite difficulties for consistent enforcement of the nonproliferation
treaty and successful solution of disarmament problems. Such activities cannot, of course, benefit the cause of the struggle for disarmament.
$ The G.A. resolution appears ibid., pp. 793-795. For the Geneva protocol, see
post, pp. 764-765.
Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 796-797.
" See ibid., pp. 800-801.
n Ibid., pp. 668-687.
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And what can be said of the persistent efforts made by a number of

NATO membersfirst and foremost the U.S.A., Britain and the F.
R.G.to intensify that military bloc's activities ? There can be no
two opinions that the intensification of military preparations, the

subversive activities against socialist countries, the expansion of existing hotbeds of international tension and the inflammation of the coldwar atmosphere run counter to the interests of peace and undoubtedly
raise certam new obstacles in the quest for concerted decisions in the
field of disarmament. The solution of disarmament problems is proceeding slowly because the aggressive forces rely in their policy not on
disarmament but on the arms race, on the maintenance of international
tension. They would like to counterpose to the atmosphere of coopera-

tion among states with different political systemsto collective securitya policy of aggression and provocations and they would like to
deepen the division of Europe. But European and international security can be safeguarded neither through the arms race nor through

intensification of military preparations, but on the basis of establishing
peaceful cooperation, attaining a genuine relaxation of international
tensions and settling international problems by peaceful means at the
negotiating table.

To the program of enlarged military preparations on the part of
some NATO states, the Soviet Union and other socialist countries
counterpose a program of concrete measures in the disarmament

sphere, a program of strengthening European security and expanding
international cooperation among all states regardless of differences
in their social systems. At the same time, the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries, in view of the NATO bloc's aggressive policies and
military preparations, must see to further strengthening the security
of the countries of the socialist commonwealth and lend assistance
and support to states waging a struggle for their independence and
against the forces of aggression and war.
Solution of the problems of disarmament is beset by considerable
difficulties and requires strenuous efforts by all states. But experience
shows that results can be achieved in this sphere.
As is known, the members of the 18-Nation Disarmament Committee
have agreed to resume work in March, 1969. The Soviet government

hopes that at the session agreement will be reached on new steps
leading to limitation of the arms race and to disarmament. For its part,
it will continue to do everything in its power to realize this noble aim.

News Conference Remarks by President Nixon [Extracts),

January 27, 19691
0

Q. Mr. President, on foreign policy, nuclear policy, particularly,
could you give us your position on the Nonproliferation Treaty 2 and
on the starting of missile talks with the Soviet Union ?
1 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Feb. 3, 1969, pp. 176-178.

2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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TIEE PRESIDENT. I favor the Nonproliferation Treaty. The only
question is the timing of the ratification of that treaty. That matter

will be considered by the National Security Council, by my direction,

during a meeting this week. I will also have a discussion with the
leaders of both sides in the Senate and in the House on the treaty
within this week and in the early part of next week. I will make a

decision then as to whether this is the proper time to ask the Senate to
move forward and ratify the treaty. I expect ratification of the treaty
and will urge its ratification at an appropriate time, and, I would hope,
an early time.
As far as the second part of your question, with regard to strategic
arms talks, I favor strategic arms talks. Again, it isi a. question of not
only when, but the context of those talks. The context of those talks is
vitally important because we are here between two major, shall we say,
guidelines.
On the one side, there is the proposition which is advanced by some

that we should go forward with talks on the reduction of strategic
forces on both sideswe should go forward with such talks, clearly
apart from any progress on political settlement; and on the other side

the suggestion is made that until we make progress on political settle-

ments, it would not be wise to go forward on any reduction of our
strategic arms, even by agreement with the other side.
It is my belief that what we must do is to steer a course between
those two extremes. It would be a mistake, for example, for us to fail

to recognize that simply reducing arms through mutual agreement
failing to recognize that that reduction will not, in itself, assure peace.
The war which occurred in the Mideast in 1967 was a clear indication

I

i

of that.
What I want to do is see to it that we have strategic arms talks in a
way and at a time that will promote, if possible, progress on outstanding political problems at the same timefor example, on the problem
of the Mideast and on other outstanding problems in which the United
States and the Soviet Union, acting together, can serve the cause of
peace.

Q. Mr. President, back to nuclear weapons. Both you and Secretary
Laird have stressed, quite hard, the need for supericrity over the Soviet
Union. But what is the real meaning of that in view of the fact that
both sides have more than enough already to destroy each other, and
how do you distinguish between the validity of that stance and the
argument of Dr. Kissinger for what he calls "sufficiency"?
Tin: PRESIDENT. Here, again, I think the semantics may offer an
inappropriate approach to the problem. I would say, with regard to
Dr. Kissinger's suggestion of sufficiency, that that would meet, certainly, my guideline, and I think Secretary Laird's guideline, with
regard to superiority.

Let me put it this way : When we talk about parity, I think we should
recognize that wars occur, usually, when each side believes it has a
chance to win. Therefore, parity does not necessarily assure that a war
may not occur.
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By the same token, when we talk about superiority, that may have a
detrimental effect on the other side in putting it in an inferior position
and, therefore, giving great impetus to its own arms race.
Our objective in this administration, and this is a matter that we are
going to discuss at the Pentagon this afternoon, and that will be the
subject of a major discussion in the IN itional Security Council within
the monthour objective is to be sure that the United States has sufficient military power to defend our interests and to maintain the commitments which this administration determines are in the interest of
the United States around the world.
I think "sufficiency" is a better term, actually, than either "superiority" or "parity."

Message From President Nixon to the Senate on the
Nonproliferation Treaty, February 5, 19691
After receiving the advice of the National Security Council, I have
decided that it will serve the national interest to proceed with the rati-

fication of the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.2
Accordingly, I request that the Senate act promptly to consider the
Treaty and give its advice and consent to ratification.
I have always supported the goal of halting the spread of nuclear
weapons. I opposed ratification of the Treaty last fall in the immediate
aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia .3 My request at
this time in no sense alters my condemnation of that Soviet action.
I believe that ratification of the Treaty at this time would advance
this Administration's policy of negotiation rather than confrontation
with the USSR.
I believe that the Treaty can be an important step in our endeavor

to curb the spread of nuclear weapons and that it advances the purposes of our Atoms for Peace program which I have supported since
its inception during President Eisenhower's Administration.4
In submitting, this request I wish to endorse the commitment made
by the previous Administration that the United States will, when safeguards are applied under the Treaty, permit the International Atoltic
Energy Agency to apply its safeguards to all nuclear activities in i he
United States, exclusive of those activities with direct national security
significance.5

I also reiterate our willingness to join with all Treaty parties to take
appropriate measures to insure that potential benefits from peaceful
applications of nuclear explosions will be made available to nonnuclear-weapon parties to the Treaty.
Consonant with my purpose to "strengthen the structure of peace,"
therefore, I urge the senate's prompt consideration and positive action
on this Treaty.
1 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Feb. 10, 1969, p. 219.
Docuntents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
3 See ibid., p. 625.
` Ibid., 1945-1959, vol. I, pp. 393-400.
e Ibid., 1067, pp. 614-615.
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News Conference Remarks by President Nixon
[Extracts), February 6, 19691
Q. Mr. President, the Pentagon announced this morning that Secretary Laird had ordered a temporari halt in the construction of the
Sentinel system, pending a high level review. Does that represent a
change in policy on our part? Does it indicate that maybe we are getting somewhere with the Russians toward an agreement whereby
neither one of us would have to build it?

THE PRESIDENT. Well, Mr. Kaplow, answering the second part of
your question first, there has been no progress with regard to the arms
control talks with the Russians. I have made it clear in the appointment of Mr. Smith to that position that we are going to put emphasis
on those talks, but I do believe we should go forward on settling some
of the political differences at the same time.
As far as the decision on the Sentinel is concerned, Secretary Laird
and his colleagues at the Defense Department will make decisions based
on the security of the United States, and he will announce those decisions and justify them at this point.

Q. Mr. President, with regard to the ABM system, you know this
was planned originally to protect us against the threat of a nuclear
attack by Red China early in the 1970's. Does your information indicate that there is any lessening of this threat, or is it greater, or just
where do we stand on that ?

First, I do not buy, the assumption that the ABM
system, the thin Sentinel system, as it has been described, was simply
THE PREsmENT.

for the purpose of protecting ourselves against attack from Com-

munist China.

This system, as are the systems that the Soviet Union has already
deployed, adds to our overall defense capability. I would further
say that, as far as the threat is concerned, we do not see any change
in that threat, and we are examining, therefore, all of our defense
systems and all of our defense postures to see how we can best meet

"them consistent with our other responsibilities.

Q. Mr. President, you have now asked the Senate to ratify the

NonproliferAtion Treaty.2 On your trip to Europe, do you have any
hopes of trying to persuade particularly West Germany and France
to move a little closer toward signing that treaty?

THE PRE8IDENT. My view about asking other governments to
follow our ]tad is this: They know what we think, and I am sure that
that matter will come up for discussion.

I will make it clear that I believe that ratification of the treaty by

all governments, nuclear and nonnuclear, is in the interest of peace and
in the interest of reducing the possibility of nuclear proliferation.
1 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Feb. 10, 1969, pp. 227-231.
See infra.
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On the other hand, I do not believe that we gain our objectives
through heavyhanded activities publicly, particularly in attempting
to get others to follow our lead. Each of these governments is a

sovereign government. Each has its own political problems. I think in
the end, most of our friends in Western Europe will follow our lead.
I will attempt to persuade, but I will not, certainly, attempt to use any
blackmail or arm-twisting.

Q. On the Nonproliferation Treaty again, last fall during the came
paign, Mr. President, you opposed ratification because of the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia.3 Can you tell me, sir, how you feel that

situation has changed since then?
Tut: PRESIDENT.

It has changed in the sense that the number of

Soviet forces in Czechoslovakia has been substantially reduced.
It has changed also in the sense that the passage of time tends somewhat to reduce the pent-up feelings that were then present with regard
to the Soviet Union's actions.

I want to make it very clear that in asking the Senate to ratify
the treaty, I did not gloss over the fact that we still very strongly
disapproved of what the Soviet Union had done in Czechoslovakia
and what it still is doing. But on balance, I considered that this was
the time to move forward on the treaty, and have done so.

Letter From AEC Chairman Seaborg to Senator Aiken
on Article V of the Nonproliferation Treaty, February 15, 1969
1'

In accordance with our telephone conversation of February 11, I am

writing in response to the interest you have expressed in obtaining
more explicit assurances from the Administration that Article V of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty 2 will not impose a burden on the U.S.
taxpayer by compelling us to subsidize peaceful nuclear explosion
projects in foreign countries.
I can understand and endorse your desire for clear and unequivocal

assurances regarding the character of the commitment undertaken
by the U.S. in this Treaty. It is in this spirit that I am writing you this

letter: As you know, the Atomic 'gnergy Commission will be the agency

for cKrrying cut peaceful nuclear explosion ;projects, both domestic
and foreign. Therefore, we are sensitive to the points you have raised

and I also believe that we are in position to provide you with the
assurances that you understandably desire on this matter, and we

-would welcome having these assurances made a matter of record.
I believe your concern is related to two points: first? the nature and
terms of the services to be provided in accordance with Article V of
the proposed Non-Proliferation Treaty; and second, the possibility
that the Treaty could be misinterpreted as requiring the undertaking
8 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 625.

Nonprotiferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 2, pp. 327-328.

" Documents- on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 463-464.
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of peaceful nuclear explosion sery ices of a research and development
nature abroad.
First, the negotiating record makes it clear that Article V contemplates the performance of peaceful nuclear explosion services only for
developed applications on a commercial basis. I should like to assure
you that such services will be performed on the basis of full cost recovery, excluding only the charges for the general costs of research and
development on nuclear explosive devices (including our cumulative
costs to date) since these costs have been and will be incurred in the
furtherance of our own technical programs, much of them in the past
development of nuclear weapons.
All other costs of furnishing the explosion service, including among
other things, the full cost of all materials, the fabrication of the explo-

sive devices, the costs of emplacing and firing the device, and the
appropriate overhead costs would be borne by the foreign user and

not the Atomic Energy Commission. We would also be reimbursed if
we undertook development work relating to a particular adaption of
a nuclear device or our operations for the benefit of a specific user.
This overall approach is consistent with the pricing policy which the
Commission follows in connection with other materials and services
which it provides domestically and abroad.
As you have suggested, clear-cut assurances that the explosion services provided pursuant to Article V of the Treaty would be compensated for as I have described above could well be considered in connection with the legislation authorizing the Commission to furnish these
services.

In order for us to reach the point where we can provide the type of
commercial service anticipated, by Article V, the Commission intends
to continue to carry out a vigorous experimental program. This leads

us to the second point that I would like to discuss. Article V of the
Treaty does not obligate the United States to undertake experimental
peaceful nuclear explosions abroad. In most cases, this experimental
program will be conducted within the United States. In a few cases,
however, it may be in our programmatic interest, although not required

by the Treaty, to carry out an experiment overseas in collaboration
with another nation. The Australian project at Cape Keraudren, for
which the feasibility of nuclear excavation techniques is now under
study, could be a case in point and an example of this type of experiment. Any research and development project that we might wish to
conduct would have to be considered and evaluated, on a case-by-case
basis, in terms of its programmatic interest to the Commission and our

financial contribution to any such project would be related to that
interest. I can assure you that the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

will be consulted with regard to any such project; and, moreover, any
such project involving the expenditure of Commission funds would
have to be reviewed by the Joint Committee and Appropriations Committees as part of the authorization and appropriation process.
I hope these comments shall serve to clarify how we view this question and to provide the assurances which you have sought against the
possibility that Article V of the Treaty will work to our disadvantage.
I realize that Article V was regarded by the negotiators as a central
element in our ability to encourage the other prospective signers to
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relinquish their options to manufacture nuclear explosive devices. I
am confident that provision will be administered on the basis that I
have described, and that the interest of the United States will be well
served by the ratification of this important Treaty. Secretary Rogers
has asked me to let you know that he concurs in this letter.

Statement by Secretary of State Rogers to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee:
Treaty, February 18, 19691

Nonproliferation

I am happy to appear before your committee to express the adminis-

tration's support for the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear
Weapons? The policy of the administration was set forth by President
Nixon in his letter of February 5 to the Senate, and I quote:
I believe that ratification of the Treaty at this time would advance this Administration's policy of negotiation rather than confrontation with the USSR. . . .
Consonant with my purpose to 'strengthen the structure of peace,' therefore,
I urge the Senate's prompt consideration and positive action on this Treaty.3

Of course, as the committee knows, the treaty, which has now been
signed by 87 countries and ratified by nine, is the culmination of many
years of effort in both Republican and Democratic administrations.
Beginning with the Baruch. plan 4 and the McMahon Act in 1946,5 the

United States has searched for ways to curb the spread. of nuclear
weapons. President Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace plan 6 and the
resulting International Atomic Energy Agency helped to lay the

foundations on which a realistic and verifiable nonproliferation treaty
could be built. Now, after long, patient negotiations by William C.
Foster, Adrian Fisher, and a very able team, during the administrations of both President Kennedy and President Johnson, we have
before us a carefully drafted and carefully balanced international
agreement which can contribute to this country's nonproliferation goal.

In his press conference of February 6, President Nixon stated
that, in asking the Senate to approve the treaty, "I did not gloss
over the fact that we still very strongly disapproved of what the
Soviet Union had done in Czechoslovakia and what it still is doing.
But on balance, I considered that this was the time to move forward
on the treaty and have done so." 7
But the invasion of Czechoslovakia was not the sole cause of concern

to President Nixon in his consideration of the Nonproliferation
Treaty. He also wanted an opportunity to address the concerns of our
allies, with whom we expect to have further discussions next week
during the deliberations of the Senate.
Department of State Bulletin, Mar. 10,1969, pp. 189-190.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
3 Ante, p. 33.
4 Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1953, vol. I, pp. 7-16.
5 60 Stat. 755.
° Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. I, pp. 393-400.
Ante, p. 35.
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In this connection, I want to reiterate that the Nonproliferation

Treaty will not adversely affect our existing defense alliances.
As Secretary Rusk noted during the July hearings before this com-

mittee, we provided our NATO allies during the negotiation of the
treaty with answers to questions they had raised concerning articles
I and II. They are set forth in Executive H [90th Cong., 2d sess.] 8
I want to confirm at this time this administration's complete concurrence in those answers. We stand by them and will continue to do so.
With respect to the broader question of security assurances, I wish
to make clear that the Nonproliferation Treaty does not create any
new security commitment by the United States abroad and that it
does not broaden or modify any existing security commitments abroad.

My understanding of the effect and significance of U.N. Security
Council Resolution 255 (1968) a and the related U.S. declaration"
is in complete accord with that expressed in the committee's report on
the treaty last September.11

With respect to the safeguards article of the treaty (article III),

I would like to stress the fact that this article was included at the insistence of the United States, following intensive consultation with
our allies. We believe it should make an important contribution to the
U.S. objective of safeguarding against diversion to nuclear weapons of
the vast quantities of plutonium becoming available throughout the
world as a byproduct of the operation of peaceful nuclear reactors.
Moreover, we believe that the three guiding principles enunciated by
the United States (set forth at pages IX and X of Executive H)12
constitute important and useful guidelines for the successful implementation of article III.

The fact that I have explicitly referred to certain prior United

States statements this morning but not to others should, of course, not
be taken as in any way altering or denying the positions reflected in
such other statements. This administration has considered the many
technical issues raised by this treaty, and we find ourselves in agreement with the positions previously taken by the United States. In this

connection, I request that there be included in the record of these

hearings the letter dated January 17,1969,13 and accompanying memorandum from my predecessor, Dean Rusk,14 relating to the issues
raised in the minority views of this committee.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that the
United States has for many years been in the forefront of the many
countries which realize the awesome insecurity that could result from
the spread of nuclear weapons. There is no effort of greater importance
than the endeavor to prevent such an eventuality. Thus I sincerely hope

that this committee will again report favorably on this treaty and
that the Senate will give its advice and consent to ratification as soon
as it reasonably can, in the light of the treaty's importance.
5 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 477-478.

Ibid., p. 444.
3°

Md., pp. 439-440.

u Ibid., pp. 651-853.
13 Ibid., pp. 474-475.

" Ante, pp. 21-23.

"Ante,

pp. 23-27.
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Statement by AEC Chairman Seaborg to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, February 18, 19691
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am glad to appear
today and I welcome the opportunity to reaffirm my support for the

Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons.2 When I

appeared before this committee last July to testify in support of the
treaty, I pointed out that it not only represents a notable landmark
in our efforts to control the atom, but that it should also inaugurate a
new and important era in mankind's effort to use the atom for peaceful purposes.3
PROVISIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS

I will not repeat the detailed statement I made at that time, but I
do wish to address a number of questions which have been raised. In
my testimony, I noted the particular importance of the treaty's provisions for international safeguards in all peaceful nuclear activities of
nonnuclear-weapon states party to the treaty. Those provisions, embodied in article III of the treaty, represent a historic accomplishment
in the effort to achieve the broadest possible application of international safeguards in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. That effort
was initiated by the United States 15 years ago and has been pursued,
with the strong support of the Congress, by each administration since
that time.
In my discussion last July, I reviewed the development of the International Atomic Energy Agency and its safeguard function in particular, and I explained the basis for our confidence that the IAEA,
by building upon its solid, though modest, foundation of experience
in the field of safeguards, will be able to carry out the increased responsibilities assigned to it by the treaty.
In September of last year, I had the honor to head the 'U.S. delegation to the general conference of the IAEA. I can report that the
IAEA has already begun to prepare itself for carrying out the important responsibilities it will have under the treaty.
SAFEGUARDS PROCEDURES BEING DEVELOPED BY IAEA

The Secretariat of the Agency is engaged in analyzing its role and
the steps which must be taken in the area of safeguards. It is studying
requirements for personnel and funds in future years. The safeguards
agreements called for by the treaty are being developed. Consultants
from several countries, including the United States, are assisting the
IAEA safeguards staff in the preparation of more detailed safeguards
procedures to supplement the regulations already in effect. Recruiting
and training of safeguards personnel to be added to the IAEA staff
during this year were initiated some time ago. The results have been
most encouraging and, in fact, the Director General has authorized
recruiting for posts against 1970 staffing levels. Thus, whereas in 1967,
1 Nonproliferation Treaty : Hearings, pt. 2, pp. 312-315.
Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
3 Ibid.. ;?. 516
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the IAEA's safeguards staff included only 13 professionals, that num-

ber increased to 28 last ,year; and by the end of this year, the pro-

fessional safeguards stair is expected to reach 44. As I noted last Jtly,
the IAEA's safegnards personnel requirements hi the future will be
many tiineS its current needs. By the Sable token, however, the number
of specially_ trained- people hi the .nuclear industry throughout the
world will also:increase, thus providing a much larger pool for recruitment of safeguards perSonnel.
I believe thetreaty Will: be an important stimulus in Obtaining reotignitioritt governments and individuals-that active partibipatioh in-the
IAEA's safeguards activities represents a Meaningful contribution to
world -peace:

In my_ previous- visits to Other countries and in conversations With
-repre%:entatiVeS of many-Other-COuntries in Vienna, it was clear that the

under the
enormous importance Of the IAEA's _Safeguards
NPT-was universally appreciated: Lam confident that
that this widespread
recognition will be_thainfeSted:by the cOntihned -finandial support by
its-members, Of the IAEA's safeguard activities; even when theinagnihave increased many -fold.
tilde of the* activities
At the general conference, the IAEA also took the first step in pre-

paring itselttO play a role hilheiMpleinentation Of article V of the
treaty, Wider- which the ptitential benefitS of peaceful nuclear
Siting areto be made available to iien-nUelear-Weapon states party to the

treaty. In accordance with- a resolution of the general dinferehce,4
the Director Genet aliS preparing a study of the role that might be
played by the IA-EA, in that effort. In fact, _a_ preliminary analysis by
the Director_- General has already been diStribtted to the members of
the Board of :GOvernorS-for consideration at their meeting next week.
U.S. OBLIGATIONS UNDER ARTICLE V

I would like' to discuss briefly the concern that has been expressed
regarding the extent-of the Obligations the 'United States will be undertakingin, ConnectiOn with article V of the treaty. That Concern is
related to two points: -first, the nature and terms of the services to be
provided in accordance with article V and, second, the possibility that

the treaty could be Misinterpreted as requiring the undertaking of
peadeful nuelear explosions of a research and development -nature
abroad.
First, the negotiating redOrd_rnakeS it dear that article V conteinplates the-performande of peaceful nuclear explosion services on a commercial basis, only, for developed applications. I should like to assure
you that such services Will be perforMed on the hasiS of hill cost recovery. Generally,these Would exclude the general costs of research and
development -On nuclear- explosive devices (including our cumulative
costs -to date) -since such NistS=have been and will be incurred in the
furtherance, of our Own technieal prograMS. Of course, most Of our

fundtmlehtal knowledge in this area has been acquired for micletirweatjon.deVelopMent.
All costs Of furhiShing the explosion service, including, among Other

things, the -full cost ofall materials, the fabrication of the explosive
devices,-and-the firing of them, would be borne by the foreign user and
4 ibid., pp. 667-668.
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not the Atomic Energy Commission. Appropriate overhead costs
would-also beincluded. We would also be reimbursed if We-undertook
work relating to a particular adaptation of alUidear device or of Our
operations for the benefit of a specific user. This overall approach is
-COnSiStent with the pricing -policy- which the. Commission follows in
cOnnection,With other-materialS and services that it proVideS domestically and abroad.
In order, for us to-reach the :point where -we -can _provide the-type of
Coimilercial.SerVide.antidipated -by -artiole V, the Commission intends
to continue to carry out vigorous research and developMent program, including appropriate experiments.
This leads -unto the second point- I would like -to discuss. Article V
of the treaty does not Obligate 'the United' States to undertake experimental peaCefil nuclear explosions abrOad. In most cases, this experi-Mental program will be -conducted within the 'United StateS. In_ a
few cases, however, it inay'boin our ptogtkininatio interest, although

not reclUired by the tteity, to Carry out an .experiment overseas in
collahOratiOh with another nation. The Australian project at Cape
oiCaVation techniques
Herandren, for which the
of

is now-under study,. Could, be such an eXperiMeht., Any research and
--'cleVelopinent_ekperthient that we -Might wish -to conduct would have to
be considered -and etaliiated,, on a daSe-,by=tage, basis, Jri terinS of its

programmatic interest- tOtho,COmMiSSion. Our financial contribution
to any such experiment *Mildibe related 0 that interest. =I cart assure
yoUthitt the Joint COMMittee on Atomic Ei16-gy *Ube consulted with
regard to any such experinient..A(oredifer,-before undertaking to Ohduct any such explosion -in-Vol-611g the expenditure of CoMiniSsion

funds, the experimeht would obviously have to be reviewed by the

Joint COMMittee and ApprOptiatiOnS ComMitteeS_ as part of the authdritatien and apprOptiatiOtiprodeSS:

AEC Memorandum on Activities Included in -US. -Offer

To Permit IAEA Safeguards, February 18, 1969
In connection. with- the ,hearings_hefore- the Committee. On Foreign

Relations during4uly, 1068, the:AEC _supplied a memorandum explaining the_.offer that when such _Safeguards are applied under the
Treaty, the Uhited.States will peiinit the IAEA to apply. its safeguards
to -411--:riuclear activities in the United StateSekcludilig only those

with direct national secitrity sighificance.2'The,inein:Orariduni noted-that the date.ht the future when the offer is
to take effect_Catinet be fixed at this tithe. It noteS,further that we will

wishto-consider the progress being made ingaining adherence to the
Treaty and -hi negotiating arid-. iMpleMenting the, agreements between
non - nuclear- weapon partieS and the
deterininihg when the
U.S. offer Willtake effect.

_The memorandum also points out that the U.S. offer will be fill-

filled by theliegOtiation'of a forthal agreeirient between the IAEA and
Tifeaty: f=earing i pt. 2, Pp.8:32=883._

2 The.mernortinduni- appears
pp. 110=112. For the nonproliferation
treaty, see Documents owl:Mk:rite/Mont, 1968; pp. 401-465.
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the U.S. GoVerathent, "which would identify the U.S. activities in
Which the IAEA could apply its safeguards. In iinplementing-the
agreement, the IAEA. will: determine in which of _,the listed activities

its safeguards are_ to be applied. The memorandum states that it is

doubtful that the IAEA will= Wish to apply its safeguards to all activities listed; nor do we believe that the purpose_ of the U.S.-Offer would
require that itdo so. The memorandum goes on to state Our belief that,
rather than-apply its safeguards tcv all the U.S. _activities- on the list,
the IAEA will elect-to apply safeguard's to a representative number Of
activities, at least initially.
The memorandum included. an illustrative list of fadilitieS, in six
categories, which might meet the criteria of the US. offer. The number
Of
built, being built, Or planned-in each of the six categories
-

are:
,(a)

Approximately 55 dentral,§tatiOn electric power reactors oper-

ating or Under construction, and some 30 additional -reactors now
planned;_

(b y Two dual !Impose plants now planned;
(c). 'Five experimental' electric power-.reactors- currently operable
or under construction;_
(d) Approximately 100_ fadilities.in the category of .tegt research
and university readtOre.otirrently, operable _Or under construction;
(e) Approximately
assembly facilitieS currently
operable t.

(f) A.pprotimately).6.ftielfibrication, scrap recovery, and chemical ,processing facilities currently handling fuel associated- with the
fadilities noted abOve.

ThelacilitiesnOti in operation, being built, or planned which might
be inclUded; subject to our revieW- at the-tithe the ,agreenient Will, be
200. As noted above, the IAEA
"negotiated With the IAEA, total
may choose to applIsafegutids only to a:optesehtative number of the
activities= which. wil:be-meltda in the list- at that time. For example,
the IAEA_ would probably--choose to apply its safeguards only to a
small number of activities -listed in categorie§ A through E above,
but to most or all of the fuel fabrication and chemiCal VrocesSing
facilities handling the-fuel kr the nuclear reactors selected.
It should be hiked:that before a definitive-list of the activities or the
facilitie§i§inoluded in the agroenient to benegotiated with the IAEA,
a :detailed reView Will be Concluded by the U.S. to assure that none have
direct national security: significance.

Statement by Secretary of Defense Laird to the Senate
Foreign' Relations Committee on the Nonproliferation
Treaty, February 20, 19691
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am delighted to
have this opportunity to appear before you this morning. It is true
1 Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt 2, pp. 383-385.
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that I have had an Opportunity to Sit- on_the other side of the table as
a Member Of the House of Representatives and as a critic of the executive branch,_ and as a Very strong advocate of the "role of "Congress in
dealing with the affairs Of our -gOverninent as a coequal -bran& of
our .government.
I find-My, role,as.Secretary of Defense somewhat of a change for MO.
But I am Shifting fit-in the role, of a critic and a questioner to the

reSpeitSibilitieS of Secretary of Defense as rapidly as I can, and-

Making as effective a transition as possible.

I -AM 'happy to present the views Of the Department of Defense
today-on the Treaty on. the Nonproliferation of 'Nuclear Weapens.21
-fully _support the statements -Made by Secretary Rogers in hiSM_ appear-

-anC,e,beforelhiS distinguished committee-onllietday latt.3
ment will, therefore, be brief.

y state-

I1.41`000.1itiTkENtAt COOPERATION ON TREATY NEGOTIATIONS

The Department of Defense worked closely with the Departraent
Of' State,,the Arms Control and DiSarinainent,Agency; and Others,*
developing U.S.. positions on the iniportant questions which arose in
the course Of forinulating and negotiating this treaty..
The pros and: -cons of every major issue were examined throughout the Department -04,theadvidejef all
was fully considered. The advice -of the Joint Chiefs- of Staff was most useful on
all issues and was Of, _great importance in Or ,effOrta- to Make Mire
that the proViSion8 of the treaty Would' be entirely ,cOnSiStent with
Our mutual: defense artangeinentS. General Wheeler is with nieteday,
as, you, pointed. ont,- Mr. Chairman, and will present -the views- of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff,
-

MUTUAL fitotRITY ARRANGEMENTS AND OBLIGATIONS

'ThroUghout the development Of the, Nonproliferation Treaty the.
Department of Defense deveted partiCular ,attentien to the ptobleniof achieVing, a treaty which would ,effectively deter the Spread of
nuclear -weapons without ,adVeitely- affeCting.bur mutual security arraligeinents.-an&bbligationS. Our allies wished to
sure that the

neither interfere with etiSting,NATarrangeinents nor
NPT
prevent allied CenstltatienS on nuclear matters, particularly in

NATO's .Niielear,Planning Group. We were able to asSure.them- that
the treaty would do ,neither. Seine, of our alliet were concerned also
that this-treaty might prohibit voSsible steps :toward Entopean unification in the &fen* 'field; particularly the establishment Of-la Euro-

pe* nuclear force which would own and control its own nuclear

Weapons: We were ableto_aSsure' them- that thetreaty would net pre vent-.a European federate&State- from keceeding to the nuclear- status
of
Of-its components, such ii,SFrance or the United Kingdom.
The-,assuranOsthat wEI provide& our fillies On these points were

Made ,part of the public rederdiduring the last Senate hearings On
the-treaty-in July of 1968.4 The Soviet Unien has not -taken isSue with
I Doout*nts on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
3 Ante, mi. 47-38.
See Document. on Diaarinitnient, 1968, pp. 477-478.
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these_ assurances. Our European allies generally share our view that
the NPT will contribute to worldwide security and, Stability,
I would like to reaffirm the view expressed by the former Deputy
Secretary of Defense, Mr, Nitze, that the United States and-all other
signatory nations will Mutually benefit from this treaty_and that it
will not provide any unique _advantages for the Soviet Unions This
treaty will not affect our ability to meet our defenSe obligations Or
interfere with any existing -nuclear artrangemeht$ we. have with lour
allies. In my view; it Will be a strong deterrent to the Spread-Of nuclear
weapons.

-Therefore, despite disturbing international _events such as the invasion of Czechoslovakia laSt year, I believe that every effOrtiShotild

be made to bring this treaty into force promptly. Wes:ShOtild now
move promptly to- :ratify it Our action_ Will encourage other nations
-to .do the same. Accordingly, the Departinent of Defense tirgeS that
thiS committee 1,7,6:afiriielici to the Senate that it.give its early advice
and consent to the i'atifidation Of the Nonproliferation Treaty by the
United States.
,

Department of Defense Memorandum on the Status of-

the Nonproliferation' Treaty in Time of War, Feb,
platy .20, -19691
ClarificAtioii has been requested of the status of the treaty in the
event of War.
'answering -this question, it is necessary to differentiate, among the
many types of situations that might be_&ahprehehded within the term
"war ".
At One extreme would be the condition of general- ,war -involving the
nuclear dowers arid the" -use of nuclear-WeaponS. With respect to this
type of situation, Sedret.ary,RUSkireferteditO the tinestion8 and answers
furnished to Our NATO- tillieSwhiCh- stated that the treaty "does not

deal :with arrangements, for deployment of nuclear weapons within
as they do- not-involve any trantfer of nuclear weapons
allied-or control. Over them milk-SS and until a decision- were made to go to
War, at which_ _Ome.tl* treaty would nO longer-be controlling." 2 He

sad:

think :sir, that this was Simply a tecognition, of what today is

almost. an eletitent Of nature, and that is, in a condition of general war
involyingthe.nuclear :powers, treaty structures of this kind that were
'formerly interposed =between the parties would be terminated or
suspended."
At.the-other extreme would be a limited, -local conflict, not involving
-a iniclettr-weapon,Sttite. In this case thelteaty would remain in force.
3,§eeNO#OrolifelittiOn 17reat0:-Semings, pt. iajp,
2;_iy.,42t425. The _treaty may be_fannd in Documents on Disarma1
ment,1968; ki,461,7465.
pp. 4,77=478._

3 NonOroliferatien Treaty :learings, pt. 1, p .27.
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The first_ preamble to the treaty considers "the destruction that would
be visited upon all mankind by a nuclear war and the consequent need
to make every effort to avert the danget of such a war" and the second
Preamble states the belief "that the proliferation of nuclear weapons
Woirld,setiougy anhancethe clangor Of nuclear" War." This central purpose Of the treaty Would. be subverted by maintaining that the treaty
vas suspended in. the evehted such a war betWeen non -nucleat-weapon
parties. Accordingly, such parties would be bound by the treaty unless
and until they exercised the right_ of Withdrawal under Article IX.
It Wag this type of§ittifitioti to whieh=Seetetary Rusk alluded in the
following colloquy :
Senator Carlson. In other words, let's assume that a nation would
decide it. was necessary that it became invelted in a -War, could it, for
instance, go-to France_ if Fra_nce -were-not a signatory and get not only
WeiVetns but warheads and Materials to transmit them?
Secretary Rit8k. Well, I think, sir, that-there would be inhibitions
in the-treaty. against-the notion that ititykiridef a conflict or a dispute
would- automatically relieve that particular country of disputant from
the obligatiiMS of the treaty. There have been a good, many armed
-

clashes since the eiidliairerldWarn
SOliatorVetrUdn. yherelvill be some more,.I arirsure..
Secretary Rusk. I am Siire, there- will be Seine- mete. It is not intended: here that the-Mete fact there is an, armed- elaSh_Wotild operate
te-reliete-a pitity Of its obligations under the treaty._ But such party
Might. ittrike the WithdraWal 'article,. give: formal notice-=excuse ine,
I just wanted leek- atthiS-----Af "Extraordinary events related_ to the
subject matter _ofthiS treaty have jeopardized_ the supreme interests
Of its 011417." No*, that 'Witlidtaival article- is _there, and
sig-

hate*, to the treatfh4§ ate* telt under the provisions Of the treaty.
Senator COMM. In other Words, you use the term "Supteine
interests ?"

Seeretarygagc. Yes; supreme interests.
Senator Carlson. It is your thought it would take Mare than just a

ptetecitiorite-riSult in a local conflict?
Secretary Kiosk. That is correct, sir.
Senator CarlsOn. I was interested in that because I. can see where it
Might be very easy to withdraw even though you were a sighatory to
this treaty, 'provided yori decided' that it Was necessary to get into tt,
conflict with another country. I mitinted some clarification on that if I
can-get-it.
Secretary Ricsk. Senator, let me- review the record and see whether
I otitghtto-:111ake a.
extension of' my teniarkS on this point But
the,great Objective of this treaty into make irirdear War less likely by
preveriting the Sptead of nuclear" weapons. e additional countries.
Again; looking back toward- the dozens and dozens of armed engageMents that have Oceurted- Since the end of World War II, some small
scale, OtherS- large _Scale, We would not expeet that each one of these
ehgageMehtS' should be translated into nuclear engagement by casual
action on the-part either of a nuclear power or Nonnuclear powers.
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Senator Carlson. I shall not press it further, but it is rather easy to
get into a nuclear situation When you use nuclear warheads, is it not;
they need net be very large ?
Secretary Dusk: That is domed, ain't
Thus, it is clear from Secretary Rusk's- testimony that in answering
questions as to the status of the treaty in time of war, the particular
Situation involved must be considered in the light of the intention of
the parties_and the,purpoSeS of the treaty. It follows that there-VMS no
inconsistency between the testimony of General Wheeler, who was
addressing the first type Of situation described above, and Was referring
to SectetarY:RUSIN prepared statement, andthe testimony of Secretary
Rusk, who discUSSed-both. situations.

Letter From the Department of Defense to Senator
Davits on Article III of the Nonproliferation Treaty,
February-20, 19691
At *Sue_ in your question, Senator, is whether a party-to the Treaty
could Make arrangeMentS to Supply, a non -party with nuclear materials
ifiSuchinaterialS:Would-:be subject to-the safegnardS called ter-by the
Treaty., The Treaty would, indeed,_ permit stich, arrangements. Article
III(2) is an undertaking, by the parties not to previde source or special
fiSsionable-Material or equipment especially 'designed for the processing; use or prOduCtiOn- of the latter-to non - nuclear- Weapon_ states_ for
peaceful purposes "unless the source or special fissionable material shall

be subject to the safeguards ,reqUired by this article. "-If the material
were Subjeckte suCh, safegnardS,,whether or not the recipient was
party teithe Treaty, -this condition WOuld,be met:
Thete is no discrepancy lietWeen, this answer and (1) Secretary
Clifford's on page ZO of the printed record ofthe July 1968 hearings on
the Treaty in, response to a siMilat qUeStion from Senator Cooper; (2)
the testimony-of:Seeretary Rogers-and Mr. Fisher at page§ 362-3 and
372-3 of the hearings on February 18,1969 ;. and (3) the testimony of
Secretary Laird at page 416.
With respect to the proposed agreement between EURATOM and
Treaty, there have been no
the IAEA pUrsUarit to Artiele III of
new ,deVelopment8 not covered in Secretary .Rusk's communications to
Chairman Fulbright, dated -January 17, 1969,-2' except for the -subse-

quent, signature of the Treaty by Italy. Italy, like the three other
EURATOM nieltibet§ that have,,Signed the Treaty,.has indicated that
it does-notintend to' ratify the Treaty until agreement betWeen IAEA
and EURATOM has been reached.
&Ibid., pp. 27-28.

1/yd., 13t,. 2,

tp 461-485.

426. The treaty appears in Documents on Disarmament, 1968,

Ante, pi): 21-27.
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Letter From Senator Aiken to Secretary of State Rogers,
February 24, 19691
DEAR MR. SECRETARY :

The nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty

(NPT) 2 represents a significant move in United States foreign policy.
Of particular importance are the scope and implications of the United
States commitment related -the NPT -Made by President _Johnson
in December 1967 and- endorSed by President Nikon 'earlier this month.
This commitment states in part :
C4

.

.

When such safeguards are applied under the Treaty, the

United 'States will permit the International Atomic Energy Agency
to apply its safeguardS ttuallituclear activities in the United States
ekeluding only those With direct national security significance." 3
Russia has made no -such pledge.
The Sehate is now revieWingthiS Treaty and must consider the Magnitude_Of the United States. pledge.- In this connection it seems to me
that "natty details' concerning the uhplethentatioh_of the United States
commitment are left to -future- times. I khoW from :some experience
that. it is dangerous to agree
principle" and leave the -details to

future negotiations. To illUStrate, my concern, I asked Dr. Seaborg
during the hearingif he WOUldtellthe Committee how Many, existing
United States nuclear fidilitieS Will be places) under IAEA safe-guards when the NPT, goes into effect. Dr. Seaborg answered :
"Well, this Would Have to be-determined. What we -would do is negotiate-an agreement 'With the IAEA that would Specify the terms and
conditions. I couldn't state at-this Hine, but I would hope that it would
lie liMited to a representative number . . ." [Emphasis added.]

I also asked Dr. Seaborg Whether he expected rules and guidelines
On this to be laid, down. He said

"I Would think that this-would be not until the Treaty was in full
effect and inspectiOns were taking place in other countries that were
adhering to the Treaty, then we would negotiate thiS agreement."
[Einphasisadded.]
Oh- the Matter-of who will inspect United States nuclear facilities,
the fothitving exchange took place :

Senator AIKEN. ": . . could citizens of Russia; or citizens of Soviet
bloc nations inspect United;StateS facilities ?"
Dr. SBABORG. "They may not."

Secretary RiYARS. "They may not."
Dr. Skithoho. "They may not, if we ask they not be included on the
inSpectioh teatn." [Emphasis added.] 4
It is My-uhderStanding that a Yugoslav national has already participated in -an inspectibmof the-Yankee atomic energy facility at Rowe,
"-Nonproliferation
Treaty: :Hearings, Pt. 2, pp. 500401. Assistant Secretary of
State Macomber replied Millar. 5 jpost, pP. 6944).

!Doom:11,0mi on Disarmament, 1968,1ip. 461-465.

'Ibid., 1967, pp. 6144315. For President Nixon's statement, see ante, p. 33.
4 Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 2, Pp. 331=333.

s
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Massachusetts, and a Romanian national has been trained at a United
States safeguards school at Argonne National Laboratory.
I understand that the United States can veto a particular inspector if
our Government finds him objectionable. However, 1 would appreciate
it if you would advise me of the specific number of vetoes the United
States is allowed or if the vetoes are unlimited, what criteria has been
established for such a veto.
I realize that every detail cannot be ironed out before the Senate approves the Treaty. However, we are undertaking, a Commitment to al-

low foreign nationals to inspect industrial facilities in the United
States, a commitment that is not required of the United States under

the NPT. As far asI knowiwe do not know the specific installations the
foreign in-Specters' will visit, nor do we know exactly what they Will
inspect. We do net know how much they will -encroach on the operational effectiveness of the plant to be inspected, nor do we know how
United -StateSindustry will protect its trade secrets. It seems to me in
makingthiS unilateragesturethe Government has raised fundamental
queStioris. "'hope that they &Tao answered satiSfactorily. In this connection; it ,Would be appreciated if-yon would =respond to the attached
qtieStiOns._

A-related concern of mine is the matter of So-Called Plowshare under-

takings including :both experimental and commercial activities. This
matter was discussed at Soine length during the February 18,
with -a
hearing, and Dr. SeabOrg. agreed to provide the Committee with
hiStory Of the'Cape Ketaudren project to include a breakdown of costs
and the extent to which the UnitedStates or foreign private enterprise
would participate and benefit in such ekperiments.5 I expect that the
Department of State and the Atomic Energy Commission Will keep
the:Foreign Relations- Committee and the-Joint Committee on Atomic

Energy informed prior to any decision to go ahead on the Cape
Keraudren project or iiny other peaceful uses of atomic energy nuclear
detonation Outside the continental limits of the United States.

Letter From ACDA Director Smith to Senator Fulbright on Article III of the Nonproliferation Treaty,
February 27, 1969
I understand that your Committee desires further clarification as to
what constitutes "source or special fissionable material" under the NonProliferation Treaty,2 and specifically whether either of those terms
would apply to radioisotopes used for medical purposes.
As for the definition, I would like to confirm the response inserted in
the record of the July? 1968 hearings at page 66. Currently no radioisotopes used for medical treatment or diagnosis would come within
this definition. If a medical treatment application were found for a
radioisotope that did come within this definition, the quantity involved
5lbta., pp. 329430.
1 Nonproltferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 2, p. 420.
2 Documents on Msarmantent, W68, pp. 461-165.
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would almost undoubtedly be so small as to pose no risk from the point

of view of the treaty, and would come within the IAEA de numinis
rule found in the IAEA Safeguards System (1965), the pertinent portion of which is enclosed.
The foregoing conclusions have been verified by appropriate officials
of the Atomic Energy Commission.

Memorandum From the Atomic Energy Commission to
the Senate Committee on Armed Services: Relation-

ship of Nonproliferation Treaty to Atomic Energy
Act Provision Regarding Military Cooperation With
Allies, February 28. 19691
The NPT prohibits:
(1) transferring complete nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosive devices to any other recipient (even transfer to nuclear weapons
states or multi-nation groups is foreclosed) ;
(3) transferring control over such Weapons and devices (again,

the prohibition applies to the same extent) ; and
(3) assisting a non-nuclear Weapon state to manufacture, or in
any way acquire its own n_ uolear weapon or other explosive device
capability.
Such actions by the U.S. are likewise not permitted by the Atomic

Energy Act. The Act authorizes only certain military cooperative
programs, with treaty allies, which can be grouped as follows:
1. Assisting a nuclear weapon state on design, development and

fabrication of atomic weapons by providing technology, non-nuclear
Components of weapons, and unfabricated nuclear material. (Such
a program is in effect with the U.K. under the 1958 Mutual Defense
Uses Agreement for Cooperation.) 2 See Sections 91C. (1), 91c. (4) and
144c. (1) of the Act.3

Providing military nuclear reactors, including fuel and other
nuclear materials, and classified technology therefor. (We have provided assistance in each of those aspects to the U.K. in the naval
nuclear propulsion field under the above noted 1958 Agreement, but
our commitments are now virtually fulfilled; we also have a dormant
aareement with the French for supply of fuel materials for land based prototype reactor for submarine propulsion.) See Sections 91c.
2.

(2), 9k. (3) and 144c. (2) of the Act.
3.

Providing limited classified data for purposes of training of

forces for the possible employment of weapons and for military planIniPlications of the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear

WeaPons& Hearings ,Before the Committee on Armed Services, United States

Senate, Ninety -first Congress, First Session, p. 141. The treaty appears in

Doeltinenti on Disarmament, 1068, pp. 401-401
Et UST' 1028.
8-72 "Stitt; 270.
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ning for such posSible employment. This is most relevant to the NATO

Atomic -Stockpile Program. _(There are a number of such bilateral
Agreements for cooperation-with NATO allies and an.agreement with
NATO itself.) In this area, the agreements- alSo- perMit the transfer
of parts of the delivery vehicle, portion _of nuclear weapon Systems
which reveal claSsified data (Restricted:, Data) about the Weapon
(e.g. a part to make the delivery vehicle compatible with the Weapon
it _might carry). See Sections 91C.(1)-and 144b. of the Act. Since
this' kind-of cooperation-can-be given-,to allieS-Which ate-hot nuclearWeapon Statesi:the Actptiohibits providing any Restricted Data which

Would "Contribute significantly" to the recipient's "atomic Weapon
design, development or fabrication capability".

The NPT does not preclude the U.S: from continuing or- entering into any Of, the foregoing three categories Of- cooperation on_
the military apPlications _Of atomic energy. The NPT -does, ,howeVet,
have the effect of identifying nuclear weapon states (i.e., those which
have minufaetured, and exploded a nuclear weapon Or 'Other nuclear
_explosive device, prior to January 1,.1967)- and tit§ would_ _preclude

not a ,nuclear - weapon state under the NPT- from
a- state,.
_qualifying; under thcAtomic Energy Act, for assistance in the design,
development and -fabrication, of. atomic WeaponS (category 1 above).

ACDA Statement: to the Senate Committee On Armed
Services: Sanctions Under the-Nonproliferation Treaty,
February 28, .19691
The following is submitted in response' to Senator Smith's question
as,tomhat sanctions the IAEA' could impose bir 'Violators, m the event

that the: reaty- is ratified and', assuming that proper and meaningful
safeguards, agreements are concluded':

Under Article III, the,nOn-nuClear=,weapon,siates party to the NPT

undertake to accept. safeghards'Its Set, forth in an agreement to be
accordance with the
negotiated and condlUded° with the= IAEA
Statutel,of .the- International AtoMic Energy AgenCy."-

Aptiele .XII of -that ,Statute' provides- that; with respect to any

arrangeMent where.the.Ageney is reque6ted by the_,parties' concerned
to .apply :safeguards, -the- Agency shall have-, the following rights -and

responsibilities :[among Others]: to the extent relevant to the

,artarigenieht
of deterrining
The, staff of insPectorif shall also, havethe responSihility .
conditions . . 'prescrilied' in the agree,
wliether, there, is coniPliance
ment betWeen the:Agency and thetate or StateS cOncerned: TheinsPectors shall
report ,any -non-cOmpliance to the Director general Who, Shall thereupon transmit

the 'rePort to thii Board of ,Go*ernors. The Board shall call upon the recipient
StAte, or States to -reniedy 'fOrthivith any non - compliance which, itfinds' to have
occurred. The BOqrd,shall%r6port the',non=conipliance to all m6mbers=anctto the

Non- proliferation of , Nticienr
..ImPlicationa. of the Treaty. on
Heciringe,,pp.136437.:The treaty appears in Documents on Disdrinansent,1968, pp. 01-465.
Weapon.,
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Security Council and General .AsSembly of the United Nations. In the, event of
failure of the recipient State or States to take fully corrective action within a
reasonable time;-th6Bciard may take one or both of the following- measures : direct
cartailinent or suspenSion of asSistanee beingprovided'hy the Agency Orby a member, and Call for the return of materials and equipment made -available -tiy_the
recipient member or group of members. The Agency may alSO, in accordance with
Article XIX, suSpend any non- complying member from the 'exercise of the
privileges and -rights of memberShiP.2

Answers to Questions- by Senator-, Thurmond to ACDA
Director Smith on the Nonproliferation Treaty, Feb=

tuary 28; 19691
I. Mr.. Smith, I Would like to raise some gaestioni abOut,-the so-

culled

seriiee-that was pledged' by ,yotnilriedeceesor,

Mr. roster. Does this AdMinietrationSuppOrt the pledge as made by
Mr.. Foster?
Answer: A possible nuelear explosion, service wits'stiggetted in the
statement of 'principles
to nuclear explosion services made by
Mr:YOSter,, with the anthorization of'the Atomic Energy COMmiSsion,

the Department of Defense-and the Department. of: State, at the
EighteenNation Disarmament Conference on 'Mardi 21,_1967._A-copyis attached. (Attachment A.) 2
As sht4it. in .Attachment. Bs, the principles Outlining -the:nature of
Such-service were
incorporated in substance in Article V of-the

`NPT. The present Administration ,SfippOrts-:the Non-Proliferation
Treaty,. ineluding,Artiele V.

.Does the,propOicil he made in March 1967 differ ma teria2l4 from

the eubatana
'AnsWer.,

Article:7 t

,See :above.

Tirhat-does,the treaty mean When-ittays'that.the costs will be "as
lbtoas;p688iNeri 'W ha tie the.baSia of Setting the charges for the exploSion service?
Answer. Article VijkOVides that the. charge for
explosive devices, used a,WilLbe '"aa' low as-TOsaible- and exclude -any Charge for re'search- tind* deVelopinent' . Our decision -to' keep the -Charge as low as
possible, b y` not including a: charge for the research and development
On-the 'explosive deVides'tiSedi was; baSed _On our belief that it Would- be

lave-6r,

unfair to-try ,tgO recoup from parties tithe' NPT, the costs which we
*Ould'inenr, irrespective of the treatyOr research and deVeb
opmot:di nuclear; explosive devices. Therefore, consistent. with- AidServicet,vVonld'belperforMeilby the-17$ Onthe basis
of fulY. cost recovery,; excluding only-the:chives, for the-,general cost

:Of reSearch: and develOpMent of nuclear explOsive ',devices' (including
,ForeOn :Policy COrent Doomeitt#,,400,

928.

Itnp/igationa,
Treaty, on .the No*PrOiffei'ation, of Nuoieor
wedliatia:
419428:_The treaty= appears in poOiononts on Disarmainent; 068, ki.461-4611,

334L'Fosterti'0ite*rit,m0 be found

-''Net 0140 here.

:1967,- pp. 172-178., It is not reprinted
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our cumulative 'COStS to date)., since these costs We been, and will be

incurred in the furtherance of Our technical prOgranis. Of course,
Much of the past knOwledge used in our develeprdent of peacefill
nuclear explosive, devices has been Obtaihed from our nuclear-weapons
deVelopinent prOgrani.
The overall. approaell contemplated by the
consistent with
the e-pricing policy WhichtheAtornie Energy- Commission follows, and
has followed for Ma* -yetirS, in connection With, Other materials and
"services" it provides- doMeStiCally and abroad. The explosion service

will include, among other things, fabrieatirig the nuclear explosive
deVice, transporting the deVice-tO the project site, and; emplacing and
firing the device:. Such costs,, ,well as apprOpriSte overhead costs,
Would be-borne)by the,fdreigri user and -not by the V.S. 'Government.
The V.S. 'Government Would' alSo be reinibitrSed' if We Undertook,
apart from 'the -ServiCe:We would renderpirsuankto Article V, deVel=
etrilOsiVe
opment work relating. to particular .adaption of a
deViCe or other operations fOr the benefit of,a specific user.
4. getvellte,SO/iiet;§ made a similetr plOclp'e prOvide-oheag explosion kfroiOOP

Answer., Article V Olt& Treaty does not impose any tobligatiOnon
the-United States that, iS ;not iMpOsed' ih the same teiMS on the Soviet
Article V,prOvideS;that "Etick.patty tOthe' Treaty tridertake8

potenti benefits
to :take appropriate :measures -to insure Otat
ftoth anypeaCeful, appliCationS of nuclear ekplosionS will 66 made
available to rion-Mialear-Weapiin. States Party to the Treaty . . '." It
SpeCify 1V116- must -make them available, :althOngh the only
;positifth -to-do- so are the United
ptiktie§' that -are expected to be
States and the. Soviet -Union. We haVeno,greater responSibility in this

respect than the Soviet 0niori,
Will we have to provide cheap explosions -service to Soviet.bio o
*Iiitioitel, if .requested
Answer., Our resPonSibility, like tilt& the.'SOViet Union is to6.,

to insure that potential benefits will be
approtriAte
available to--non- nuclear parties on a :hoir-discriininatory basis. It is
,prObable thatthe,Soyiets will wantte take care-of their Allies-While we

would .expect to -take care of our friends, either through bilateral.
permitted by the. Article) or as arranged
agreements ,(WhiCh
through the international" body contemplated' in Article V. ThuS-,it
seems unlikely thAt.-We will be 'Called: ,upoil to provide services for
members Ofthe SOViet bloc. hveri we worelhOWeVer; 'it would be on a
cost recovery liaSiSiiandt as will .be true: for ,all-ServiCeS,,,,he Ceinpreinise

ofintotthatiop hati#gany,thilitary signifiCance,Would be involved.

6. Toidd-te,p0vid604 sotviee,tO,CeolcosiOvacid today, with
gOYiet .troops "on two, .860
,_414.03zei'. We could -net i*ovide-,st,ich -serirke' to 'Czechoslovakia
too, since there are pot,y6t any tulty-cievoroped--OmnierciAttipplicatienSof: nuclear 4plosienS:for ,Peaceful,-pUtpOSeS,_ Which are ,the
type coveke&by.Artiele V. ".The.- agreement's tricter-whiChthe evlosion
service will }.be "provided ,will undoubtedly contain appropriate proVi,
lions that could" cover" 'such: situations as,-the one described. in .your
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7._ Are .there any international conditions under laid we would
have the-right to refuSesuCh service?
Answer We of COUrseliave control over-the conditions under which
We will -make the service available on a bilateral- bash.- As one of the
two probable sources -of; Supply of the service; we will of course have a
crucial-voice in= the conditions under which such services will be Made
Mrailable thrOligh- the "apprOpriate international body". We belieVe
the-"Spedial,agreeihent or- agreements" can;_ consistently with the
Treaty; provide for -- unforeseen international conditions
service 'could he refused:
'tinder Whioh. provision
had
b
eew
providing
such a pre jeet-to- C zecho SIM) cikia
Suppose
in the .ntidSt.,, of the invasion. Titiya4,:wo haVe been able to suspend -suck
44'er/dee for politicallor diplomatic reasone?
Answer., As indicated:liv the answers_ questions- 6 and 7, we_ be-

tore that rirovisiorislierniitting the suspension of service in emergency
conditions
thoSe described iii your 40'4.1011_01dd lie iiicltided
in-the agreements negotiated:
Since Byelorussia and the -Mritine haVe,,their own:. seats in: the
UN,; Wilt:they' sign this treaty as separate.'
AnSwer: 'The U.S. considers the ByebirUSSiah_SSII: arid the rkkaih--

constituent republieS of the Vnioh of 'SOviet Socialist
ReptiblicS already,coveresiby, the sigriature to the 'NPT- Of the USSR:
The 10.:S.- Would; therefore; reject any .attempt by these constituent
NPT in Washington and would, refuse to_ accept
any notice of any reported sigriature,by therulu M000w. The-Special
aitaiigement through. Which they were given membership iii the:United
Nations and some of the 'OP'S speeiulized agencies does not affect
these conclusions: We note that neither Byelorussia or the Ultairie
his signed- the treaty ,and .we doubt: they will-do

ian SSR

16:

W-640t1tOr be Considered 04 niaOlear, or ,non- nuclear nations?

An§laet. Since, as indkated: above;they are constituent parts-Of thesame way as one -6t the
the,: *Old' he treated
'fifty 'states comprising, the V4464
they would. not .thein-,
selves lie either' nuclear -weapon, states- or notiqiiiclear,weapiin States;
SoViet

but, part of, the :SOiTiet Union, which 'is a nuclear- weapon state.
D. Would' W 6-'710ve to _-supply-the/in with explosion *vice?

Answer No Because We;-Weiil&ristit recognize theiri as parties.
12: Now, ketting:dOWn' Article,14,:doe* the: disarmament pledge
in that artpleireqt4re'*ifi,dchieve, any. .4§arrnament Ogteenten t,, or
,merely to: opetr neg oh ations-in- good, faith?'
Ans:Wer: ArtiC1.0.Aff .61 the Nil-merely requires us to FourAtienegotiations in,goo&faith7,1t dees not 'mike tO:achieve any ,clisarnati-;

Orient t-tglieeuleut,,sioe it.is:o1WiensIf impossible to .predict. the exact
nature and results of SuCknegOtiations:._

.1)60,siipeaf.*-90 inqgyany OOP franyeicork of negotiations;
Bitateral:negOtiatiOn4. with the USSR jtnitilateral
ion,P11arnim.enk-t onmaittee? Disemssion&ht_the

V "00400:04e'
.With,tke,*ffat

'specify" or imply .ittiy, specific fraineWOrlc of

negotiation's"- such as thOSe 'named, 'although negotiations in any of
thOSe -,fOrnniS AvOuld'lje; consistent with Article VI.
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14. Does it imply a special set of conditions wnder which, we must
opeO, negotiations?

Answer. No.

Would we be bar gaining bad faith, if we continued' to build
defen.thesyStenth?
to "deploy. and Make" operational-theSedefeniive sySteniS?
to increase 4c6D on defenSipe systems'
to build offensive Systentst
16.

to deploy OffensineSysternS?
to increase R&D on o#enSine sysiern,S?

Answer. The insiVer,th each of these questions, as applied to anything currently contemplated, is "no ", at least prior-to the reaching of
any agreement.
.18. ZetheNPT itself considered-a disarmament measure -or- a prelmake some nations strOnger- and
OileiO disarmament? Will=the N
others 'a-wicker?

Aiis*er: Insofar aS, the nuclear- weapon states are doheerned,. the
NPT is net in itself -a disarinainent measure: For the non-miclear=
'weapon adherents,.if is a kind.-of non - armament measure directed at
nuclear weapons: ;The NPTCOuld ibe cariSidered'a "prelude to diSatina,

negotia-,
Inent" only in,the:seilSe:that Article
-tiOnS On the subject, and certain of it,preilinbleS netethedeSire Of the
-part* forprOgreSS in: this field;The goal of trying to,bring.thelmolear
0MS:race:under some control and_making progress to*ardS. diSarma,nieni :hae, :aside from Article
been , deelared United 'States-1)6EO:
The N.Pris,de§ighed to preVent additional nations from acquiring_
nuclear weapons or- control over them.

enhance the-seenrity- of

all
including those who fOrego the adqUiSition of such weapons.
Hence we: do not believe it ;will make such nations-"Weaker ": It will
,Clearly'snot affeet,the:militaty Strength,of theUnited States.
,

17'.

117 PT necessary- for further- disarmament, suCceSs?

Answer.. WebelieSe:it.*Onld-be,COrisideribly harder to,make fur=

thei "progress toward, arms- control and disarmament if ihe NPT;
lirhieh.haibeen the principal, idus of international diSarmaMent disCUSSions for the;paSt four years, did-.not` enter into:forde.
18.
.ii not rcititrediby the U.S. would we.'eease to press

disarmament negotiations?'
AnS*Cr. No One of the;priricipal functions given to my Agency
is "the preparation for
14 the Arins Con061:,OictTh§ittiriaitient
and management of United States participation in: international negoliatiOnS inthe arms control and disaithanapa field' .4
19. In otlier.W;OrdS,-daii,weSgo *head with other disarrnainent pro=
e can,biit, ,as indiO(ittict in the .answer to qUestion 17, it
AiOwet.,
viduldte considerably harder:` _ .
26. I'WOuld:-nowlike4O=t4mto- the Vesiton of i'indiredt control"

prOhi6i0ebyArticleS1 0411.

,Ever,Sine
.NP. T' negotiations :got underway, the,'Sovid$, were
:adamant,about. an :nonnuclear ;nations, petkicularly,TV.0,0 Germany,
'6,044*186-cedledmiiiilireei4cc.0*6 nuclear. MtiOn8.
opposi"41440iteral- Force ,(4.iLF); was:based
.this point. The
,

4tocifinenttanDfaciOnatit'ene;.00,13:40,
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U.S. continued to deny that the "F congitated "in-direet aces".
:When the J.f.L17 fellthraugh, the SoiiiietS and the Aineridans-suddenly

Mod agreeMent on a draft treaty, -the *at oze ever Offered by the
U.S. iphieh, included the toOrds'"direatly or
itvith-regpectio traneferrin0 -and:Obtaining centrol-over *deka?' tvedpolis.1 rat's the

Aniencan-adceptance of the word "indirectly" a dOncession to the
SO-Viet poSition?
Answer : No. As we -made r- clear in answer to questions- from our

Which are an integraliart of the legislative history of this

treaty fully known to-the_SOvietS, and which have not -been, contradicted. by the .Soviets, ,(1). The treaty- "does not deal with, and therefore does not prohibit, transfer of nuclear delivery vehicles or delivery
-systems, or control over them to anyrecipient, sdiong as such transfer
does not involve bombs or warheads"; (2):"-It'doeS not deal- with allied
cOnSUltatiOns and planning on -nuclear 'defense so long as no transfer
Of -nuclear weapons or control oVer then]. results"; and (3)-, "It does
not deal with arrangements-. for deployment of nuclear 'Weapons within

allied :tertithty, as these do ;nett involve any transfer of ,Miclear

Weapon§ -Or Control Over them unless and until a decision were. inade

to ,go to war, ot which time the treaty would no longer be eentrelling".5',In,Shorti.the -treaty parallels the .restrictions imposed by our
oWn. Atomic Energy Act.°TV hat is the meaning of ,indireetly"?

Answer. The words "directly or indirectly" Were used, as in many
prevent -evasion Of the prohibitions of the treaty by

indirect meanssuch as a transfer of 'a nuclear weapon through an
intermediary which was not party to the treaty. Such an indirect
transfei-Would:be,prOhibited:4;OUr own atomic -energy legislation..
Would that prohibition apply to technology related to nuclear
,eoiplOSionsliat not directly .involved?
Wet The first clause -Of Article I, 'Which- -eoritainsi the' words

"direct1y or indirectly" deals only with nuclear weapons or other

nuclear explosive devicesiaridtot with technology.
2Technology covered m the second : clanSe-only-to the extent that it
Would' 4*.saistr..:4,:nOn7nuoltsafiliveaptiii state to manufacture ,nuclear
weapons. The intention is similar to that of .Section 144 of the U.S.
Atomic : Energy Act, which provides for cooperation, including the
§haring, of nuclear technology, with 'states ,that-, have net developed

*clear weapons, prOVided, that, no Such cooperatidh, shall,:inVolve- the
,

communication of Restricted Data relating to the design and fabrication
3. .61ild:.th;f4 reaidtiwthe 'Shutting ,douni of related nuclear Mdu8-

triMin 0/0,na)t-Oluallarmie_apoti States?
Answer. ,11,

wit

:"transfer"? PoeS-it mean physical
,004nsfer,,40dnife:!of partial Command, or transfer under a ,two-key
Angwer, .11110NPT*0 deliberately patterned after our own atomic
enorgy,legislatiOii.'The'wOrd'"ttaliSferwirrthe'NPri§ Similar in scope
116,044968A-50..;_477,478.

,

nn:AtOkic:Energy, Atomic Energy Legf8iatfon Through the
.;904'034iest;71afkftetirlion:(4.'do-iii.,tirint, 900-Cong.,`lit-sesti).
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to that _in 8ectioh-92 of the Atomic Energy Act. The prohibition is On
trahefer Of ownership or of control that would, give the recipient the
independent ability to Use nuclear weapons.
05. Could the 8OlvietS at soine future date interpret "indirectly" in
the fashion they have since the 'beginning, 4ianidyi Meaning participatiOnin nuclear deCisiOns such as V AT 0 ?

Answer: The 'Seviets are Ware of our interpretations with respect
to participation in NATO nuclear decisions and they ,have not objected
to them. ThiS was made clear in testimony by Air. Fisher and Secretary

taird befere the Sehate Foreign Relations- Ceithhitteei The Soviets
'knevir-that if they should -take an'effici'al position in oppesitien to these
statements, very serieue,problerhe would arise.
atiliing*ipt Wald prevent such an interpretati On?
Answer: :Set3'_itiigwef 6)-question 0.
271:

,s,opos§e YAM had a d ernian -6 ennViaaer.. Would that be

"indirect ,,COntrOl"?

AhSWer., No Such a. 'hypothetical -situation would not Violate

Article -1 of the NPT since cuetedial, control over nuclear weapons-Of

origih would still .reside in the United States and the decision
to .ustyeuek weapons -would remain with the President of the United
States.
61:
What' angutigein the treaty Speeifiealty,perinits. the _stationing
,Of U.S. nuclear weapons on the soil Of non - nuclear countrie0

Articles, I -Oct II .do, not prOhibit statiOnihg, of nuclear
weapons _hi the' _territory of non- nuclear- weapon States: Included in
the clhe,Stiehe,t-thd- answers: referred' to
reply to question 20 was the
-question i "Does :the draft treaty Itirehibit arrangehiehts forthedepleyment of nuclear ,weapons oWhed:am-Contrelledjbyihe United States
Within the territory Of hOri-nuclear NATO- hiehibere?" The
A.14SWer.

-WO' not deal_ with arrangeinehts for depleyinent of
:nuclear weapons within 'allied-territory as thete do not involve- any
transfer of 'huclear Weapehe or contra-Over them- thleSs,. and until
deCieibh
made, to go AO war, at which 'tithe the treaty' would no
longer be;dohttolliog.""Tho Soviets pave -knowledge of the Answer
q,nclh4,-143,1not dohtradietedit..

Doekilic',/w04` "indirectly"' in Artieflel negate to a large extent
the
_permission to - engage,in, peaceful. nuclear 260rksapposedly
.guaranteed in Article-IV ?'
Answer._ No,

80: Why are the phrases "nuclear weapons_ " and "other nuclear
COltosiVedeviCes" nOt,definedP'

Answer, It-Wits believed, that the terra "10.01ear weapons ", when
-oupleszi,Nvitk the terti.other.huelear e*plosiVe_delikesli'left,Mt cleat

that ,riuClear bombs and warheads (u§ distinguished .froUi. parts of
,ntelear weapons SystehiS whioh, are not explOeiVe) Were meant. The
negotiating; history makes it Clear that-, "other nuelear .explosive,
deVices! waeintehde-site:CoVer hue:leak explosive -:devices intended. for
Petteefta:finpfloieSE,sinee, such CievicaT can be used as'a Weapith, or _can
be eaSily;adaptect fer,suclruse, and,beeause the technology for -Making
such
indistingniShable ,from:that of making

nuclear weapons.
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Who is to say where the nuclear aspect Of weaponry leaves off
,and delivery _Or controls systems begin?

.Answer. The treaty, in Article§ I and II forbids. transfer of

nuclear weapons. The negotiating history Males clear that the term
refers to "bombs and warheads' . The hr§t answer supplied by the
U.S.. to allied, questions "(referred to above) -states in ,part that the
treaty "does not deal-With, andtherefore does not :prohibit, transfer Of
.nuclear delivery vehicles or delivery systems- -or control over theni to

[tilt recipient, so long as such traniter (lees not ihVolVe bombs or

warheads."
Past _testiMorty haSSuggested that items, such as nuclear Ships
or sUbmarines, would- not be,dontraleclby The treaty. What language
in, the-treaty gives assurance that ;ma el_eMentS in Our weapons Systems Woulclnot be controlled?

AnsWer.. There is rie language- in the treaty_ which restricts- the

develop" Ment by Miclear-Weapoir "states Suehii§ the U.S. Of :nuclear. ships

nuclear 'Wea,poh§. What would*. controlled
the treaty:is thetransfer of Mielear explosive deViees,'(i.e. warheadS)
to any recipient whatsoever or -providing assistance to- non-nuclear weapon states in their manufacture.
and ShbinaririeS

_33. What assurance do we or. the Germans. have that the SoVietsAbill
assert their interpretation- articieS 53- 44107 -of
:net, continue
the,V ,,Charter, under which they, claim: the 1,iqht Of-intervention, in

"enemy states'?
Answer: Secretary Rogers-met*With the Ambassador of the USSR
in early February to urge' SOViet :adeptieh of a 'different position on
,Articles '53 and 107, (the. se-Calla "enemy" State, articles), -of the UN
Charter. .After*ard§, in -a series of meetings between Gorman. and
Soviet officials, an additiOnal asSurahee was given by the:SOviet Union
to West 'Grermaq which has, giVen them tsome.consolation. Secretary
Rogers:stated: this- t the Senate Foreign- Relations= COMmittee Hear,
February -18 and-, ceheltdedibt statingthat the Germans- "feel
ihgs
somewhat ,reassured` by the SOViets".7 Moreover, the U.S.",, the
-,and. France i§ttecl, §tatethents:ih,'Septemberi,1068, 'Which made clear
;Our viewthatthe SOViet Viiiaiihad_ to right under .ArtieleS.53'and ,i07
Of the VII Charter to iriterVene`by, force unilaterally in.the .FRG. We
,

also 44010 that tiMethat we believe the &Vieth clearly u*I-Ostil,rid
that its interventiOnIT force :in: the- FRG: would lea.d-to an immediate
reeijoii§ehyNATO:8Kiesinger said, it.would' be,
$4.
sign: the' oetity.,0 long, the.-SometiuplieId-,this:intorpretaf the,use_of WetipenS necessary
-OS"
eiteUrink a eOuntrytOforgo

to,defentligsel ,when,the-Soviets t reaten to Intervene?
FRG.must itself decide: Whether,it considers
Ahs*ek:
,

in its

-oWn:,,Security interest to -sign the 15.13r.fPresident. Nixon: has made it

:to twist arhis tog& signatures.
clear that we do not
The:GermaRFederid Minister for-SetentifleReseareh Gerhardt
,Stoffenberg.haOrdeolared this month-that the costs of inhpeotiOn would
7 yonprotifeootiOn treopi:Ireari figs, pt. 2, p. 341.
Oct. 7;1968, 0.366.
-'!DcpaOtiient of State
Weekly =Survey, of (Ferman Affairs ;(Bonn), vol. 17, -*9.
e:The

# 1490P),94). 38.
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handicap -German industry by adding 5% to production costs. Have
you made any- comparable studies?
Answer. Wel2eliete that this figure is far too high. AEC :estimates
shOttthat-safeguards costs in relation to the 'value of electricity will
decrease-as nuclear pOweris developed to-a fraction. It alSo presumes
that indUstry. will be -charged. _directly fer the coif of- Safeguards,
whereasthe TAEA's Safeguards costs are funded'by -aSsessments' on its
formula These estimates have
members According, to- the-general
been :published on pages '153-155- of -the July 1968 Foreign Relations
CoMmittee. Hearings on the:NonfProliferatiOn, Treaty.
36. Article III perhtit,§ compatibility betWeen,..1AEA 'safeguards
,drulEuratom'safeluards;_withouta system of double contrOlS.DO:the
Eurdtbn-vsignatories-h4Ve,any guardliteq that they will achieve tch,at
.is:peOniitted,,and" not have to accept double cottrols?

Answer. AS part of the presentation of-Article III to the ENDC on
January 18, 1968i the II.S..*Representative,*Mr. Fisher, -stated three
principles- regarding the' safeguards and the safeguard§ agreements
Called 'for bpi- Article III. These principles were worked out in eaten presented to the SotietS,as a
Site-discussions With our allies, and were presented
The -third. of, these
basis' for submitting Article III to the
is directly ConCerned:With the-qUe§tion of double
guiding: grin_
controls. It states ::03. In order -to avoid unnecessary duplication, the
IAEA shoOld Make' appropriate use of existing records and-safe=
that 'Under such mutually- agreed 'arrangements
ttiards,
,IAEA can'satiSfytSelfthat nuelear-inaterial is not diverted to- nuclear
-

weapons Or other ntelearetplcisite device.S."1637. Whitt :will be-the, Makeup ( -East' and est)e on_the-M8peetion
commission:'- On the Board of- _Governors Ofthe IAEA ?

Answer: According to:Article VII D-Of the Statute Of-the IAEA
'the paramount consideration in the recruitment and _employment of
shall bete' secure employees of the highest standards of
the staff .
efficiency, teChniailsCOMpetencet and integrity. Sillapet to this densid,
be paid to- the contributions 'of 'member§ to
Oration,: diie,regard
of recruiting, the staff on as Wide
the, AgenCy:and to-to
a geOgraPhiC,basiS aS,POSsible." These principles. giiide_the IAEA in
the solection'Of 'inspectors. The'fOrninla fOr coMpositiOn of the' IAEA

POard,ot.GOverriors is -set forthin Article VI of the IAEA Statute.
'Presently there- are eight ineMbers'ofthe :Beard froin'NOrth Atherica
and' Western *Europe ( Belgium, Canada, -Finland,.France,:Italy,Turthree -members of the Board from ,EaStern
key,
Europe ,(.Bulgaria,, Poland And tho'USSR). It should be noted that
the compoSition of the:Boird was 'amended to provide for additional
members from Latin America and Africa and the .Middle- East. ThiS
-amendment 'reekiied`the consent

Senate-on March 13,1962.12

,$:, Ddes:the /AEA inspection,teanthaVe any obligation-- to;
its P144#8,-tO-'14- NpeotOr Genera" Does tine Inspector General
e'd4oblit),eitiOn'to'repert.te'the,'UN or any.Otherbedy?'
Ari§wrer. Article III reiltires the-nori=niiclear,WeapowStates Party
.safeguards, as set forth in an agreement to-be
'11 Dooumefts.on biiarinainent; 1668,1i. 13.
Yof
IA.131A Statute, see American Foreign

i956;00..9160.-

u14 usT05.

duirent Documents,
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negotiated and concluded with the IAEA "in accordance with the
-Statute of the International AtoniicsEnergy Agency ". Under Article

XII, C of the IAEA Statute "The Inspectors shah report any non-

compliance to the Director General who 'shed/ thereupon transmit the
report-to the Board', of, Governors." The Board, in turn shalt call upon
the-recipient state_to remedy any, such non-compliance. Further, A.rtide XII C provides that_ "[T]he Board Shall report-the noncompliance
to all members ands the Security Cot/telt-Oa General Assembly- of
the United-. Nations. " :[Emphasis added.]
-39. 18 there any _sanction if the_ IAEA. fails-to report its =findings?
there any sanotton if a non-nuclear nation is found derelict?
Answer._ (a)

The Underlinedlanguage in the answer to the pre-

'fviouaquestio-n makes clear that the IAE.A.,is bound to reportfindings
of. non= compliance with a safeguards agreement to' the, UN. If they
fail to do. so, a UN Member could of course, raise the matter in the UN
itself.
-(b) :If a ,non-nuclear -state has not complied with its obligations,
,Under a .safeguards agreeMent conchided- with =the IAEA+ and_ hag
failed.,to take:fully corrective action within a reasonable time, Article
XII C PrOvide§ that :"The Board may take one-or both of the.f011owmeasures,--direot curtailment or suspension of assistance being, providect by the Agency or by a member, and call' for the. eturn-of materials and eqiiipment nude available to the recipient member or group
,Ofmenibers.'TheAgency, itty, Also, in aCcordanCe with .Article
suspend any non - complying- member froni the exercise of the privileges
andrights ofmembershiP.7
40. :Since the-,signatories have a right to-reject .(1.49 individual in$

Spector as unacceptable, how can we be,sUre-that-the .non=nuelear cown-

tries get anything but a ."friendly"-inspectionl
Answer. The section of the IAEA Inspectors Document (GC (V) /
INF 39,4nhei) whiCh proVidea.fOr't ejection OftniocePtable_ inspect:Ai alio Otiviclei.for referral by, the Director General to the ,Board of
Governors,:for appropriate -action, the "repeated refusal" of -a-State to
accept an Agency inspeetbriif, in-the.otoimon of the Director General
"this refilaaIWOuld. impede-,the inspections provided for in the relevant 'prOjeCt
safeguards agreinent." It 'should' 'be recalled that
Article VII D of the Staittite, set forth the answer to qUestiont7, requires the Agency to plaCegreat Weight in the selection of its employees
to effiCiencTiteehnidar competence and integrity.
41.

teohnically possible to 'Set inspection standards 4hat' are'

*Meaningful at:th,e kite videvelOpment Of toddy's teohnOlOgy?

Answer. Yes. :However, both the NPT itself, and, the IAEA, safeguards Syttertvitake prevision, for IpOsSible iMprovementa to keep up
with technology. A preaMbUlar paragraph of the NPT,, inserted at ourallies 00604-eapresse's support "fois,reseatchi.devekopmant and other

efforts to further
applications, within the'franiework of the Inter.
national. Atonii0, Energy Agiiney safeguards sySteM, of the, principle
ef,gifeguarding effectively the flow of source and spedial ,fissionable_
use of instruments and-other techniques at certain strategic
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points". Paragraph 8 of the IAEA's safeguards system (INFCIRC/
66) states that "The principles and procedures set forth in this document shall be subject to periodic review in the light of the further experience gained by the Agency as well as of technological developments." 13

I should add that in the U.S. Government both the AEC and ACDA
have increased their research int/ iew methods of safeguarding which
will be more effective, and less costly and intrusive. The IAEA has
also expanded its program of research in this area.

Answers to ',Questions Subinitted by Senator Thurmond
to Dr. 'SeabOrg on the. Nonproliferation Treaty, Feb -

-mail 28, 1969-'
Question; IS- there, anything in the nuclear technology that is So
ltio,thatit.cOntributekto,other induStries (such as chemicals,

indUstry, plastics,polyMers, etc.)

Answer.. Nuclear teobriology cuts Wow -lines of most classical
technical or scientific disciplines. Thus we find radioisotopes, for
example,,beinglised in -research in medicine, biology, _chemistry; hy-

drology, geology and many, other fields. There are a number of examples that can be cited Of nuclear technology applications in-a variety
of differeittinduStrieS,alSo.. The use of radiatiOn:precessinq iciinerease

the, durability of Wood is just one such case. The cOnunission has a
_SpecittlprogritM.tO assure -maXimuni applicability of .nuclear developments for
,QuestiOO. What is. the futUre of _4zUclearpoider eta a priiize source
o f energy for industry ? -for, Military used for space uses such as ?Wad

tugs, etc.?'
Answer. The practicality and economic promise of nuclear power
as itprime source of energy for industry is well established so that
predictions Of futuregrowth in this-, area may be considered to have

a,groO&Lase.and a good. ptobability,of realization: We .haVe- estimated
1980, .2010-30 percent-of the elebtrical, generating capacity in

ther.S.Villbe nuclear, and by the year 2000-the nuclear capacity will
represent Oat 50 _percent of the .tP"-4. For compariSon, in, 1.665 leSs
than i percent of the electricity in.the U.S. was generated by nuclear
,PlantS.

The,use- of MOW -poWer fOr- naval propulsion also is well established:. :The objectiVe;Ofithe naval propulsion reactors-,prograin. iS the

design. and development of 'improved nuclear propulsion, plants and
reactor cores for installation- in:Navy .ships ranging in size from small
,sUbmarines to'large combatant surface ships.
The.,Use.- of ,nuclear power as ,a,prithe source of energy- fOr -other
military 'useSt while "technically feasible, has been limited. to very
Doournenta on Disarmanient,'1965, p. 447.
iniplicationa of the Treaty on the Non - proliferation of Nvelear Weep048i Heating/4 pp. ,116,149. The treaty- appears In Doeuntent8 on D_ iaarmantont,
1968, pp. 4014135.
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special applications and it is not possible to make reliable predictions
of future developments.
The use of nuclear power in space -has been demonstrated only for

auxilitiry power. The development of nuclear power for auxiliary
power fot spacecraft is continuing with emphasis on system technology

that will be required in futute missions as well as on several operasystans for current national space program missions.
The AEC- and= NASA -are "dolitinuino. a _pint research and develop-

ment program to deVelop the technology fot future nuclear rocket
engines. The ftiture Of this program -and of nuclear power application
in'thiS field depends-upon future space program directions.
QuOtion. The Germane estimate that nuclear energyprovide
for 80% of the entire consumption- of electricity in their country by
1986, Will-this put them, at a competitive disadvantage with France
whichopill-haveits °ion: source.of nuclear. material? Strategically, will
O&M/any-be* the mercy of French, American, and Soviet pressures

if they ,are ;dependent on outside sources to provide _their nuclear
nkcierieS?
Answer: The competitive poSition of Cermany. or Other countries

obtaining. ,a large fraction of -their electricity from nuclear powet
Plants- will .depend` primarily upon the _dist' of the electricity. The
Choice-ofnUclear fuel
the source of the 'electricity normally will be
made on the basis,of economic evaluations in compatiSon With alterna-

tive sources of energy. The choice Of a particular reactor 'type and
'associateithuelear fuel for producing the electricity also is subject to
economic eValuition. The decision§ of other countries such_tis Gerniany
and Japan= to itSe_'U:S.,'type'treactOrs, even though dependent upon
iSOtopie,chriChinent_ofthe nucleat fuel' are primarily the result-Of such
assessments _Within their
framework:
-Since natural uranium is available-frinn- a number of different countries,* is assUniedthat the qUeStiOn as addresSed-to the limited sources
for prOvidingisOtopic enrichtheni._ The, fact that the U.S. fuel enrich-nierit policy is noridiscriminatory With respect to foreign Users gives
-thenithe economic advantage of U.S. services.
Spine countries,. such as France, have preferentially sought to con -

tinue emphasis Onnuelearpowet systems, using natural uranium even
thoUgh the-cosi of pOwer from such _reactor sySteMS.mity be somewhat

,greater than front those using ,slightly enriched uranium fuel. Although, Fiance ,has an Isotopic enrichment plant it is.nOt-of sufficient
capaCity to be.an important source Of enrichment for civilian _power
,needi; and iS'known to'be'nnore ekponsive than the U.S. plants in terms
-Of aii:itper unitof elitiehnient provided.
'NUS, the treaty,- should not result in any cOmpetitiVe-disadVantage

for, Germany relative to France or other countries. Also, there is
should -Create- a strategic disadvantage
ing -hi the treaty,
nothing
for 'Germany, or other countries currently without an enrichment
capability.
The:.GerManSestimate that-by the year 3060 the business
or red-viol.' purchases in the Eur Opeart Common ,Market will
this treaty trying to set up
amount to- 160',billiOn German marks.
a monOpolyJOr U;S: buSiness,-interests?
ue;stion.

4
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AnsWer. No, this treaty is not trying to set Up a monopoly fØr V.
business interests. 'ticirnany,As a .result of close cooperati6n with the
bothlit:governmental and;indUstrial,levels, has'made'very rapid
progress in developing an industrial capability to provide services and
equipment for a nuclear, power industry except for
entiChinent.
They also are ,actively engaged in ,research 2 and devoicipueutqiii thisarea ind there is no doubt that they can develop the inditstriatctipa,bitity;Thereia- only a question of whether itis 'ecoucinicillyiUStifiatle
in view Of U.S. policies and capabilities for proVidingisotc06.enrichment. services. German industrial competition with V.S.:inshistrylin
providing
power reactors :- in other countries, such as their
Tecent-sali3,in Argentina, provides clear evidenee Of German industrial
capabilities in this -field:
tue,stiO. Wilt- 'eh* costa 'of "ingSpection be illy Sed aiparVol the
agreement's- to :be ,ne OtwitectieiththeiARA-,410,044ottcle
Why ,ardiet, these 'arrangements
out in the.,treatyitself?
Answer On the -basis, Of discussion to -date,
antiCipate-thatthe,
-safeguards agreements being negotiated with
AEA.,,Under Article
11T Of the treaty-- 8011 contain

telatinekolthe:,Ccit:gifiCurrfed

-Under the .Agreernent. We would also anticipate ioWever; that the
agreements negOtiated;pUrstiantio Article III ,wOniulolloW the pattern'
the Agency's current safeguards agreements :Which ,PrOVidethatthe

Agen6twilibwreSponsible-hetkieaponseSivhichitinenisiirdarrying

out inspeCtionslinclet-the agreement.
In:fiegotiating.the:NPT; it was redOgnikedithat theJAEA had been
functioning in the,fields,Of safeguards for mans years and that many
pertinent - details, inciiidiug,those,,,telitiUK:to financing, had,beeri,the
subject of discuation, and consideration in the IAEA., The U.S has
played; and intendS, to continue to play, a prominent role in such
.4

developments. It was not considered appropriate to reopen in the

negotiation of the treaty,questionS.:Whicli had already been resolVed,
in the\ IAEA.00
,Question. Will the costs ,'be r the same, for all ,',4zatiOnS
ittepeetuM,
.Antiveri, Since, under the..OLEA'S, present ,systein of financing,
safeguards costs, are included in the assessed 'budget,, the proportion
Of thos6, costa borne by each-. Member of the IAEA would be the , same
as its proportion cf -the, aSSeated, btidet
,Question.: Who will pi4y,fOr,ilio in8peetio0,1coteor cOurtfrieSitohigh

are 'ptilepOrtedly, -go source of proliferation, , or the ,non-nuclear
ootrati,ieir
It the nuclear nation. pay, will afl twotodr, signatories,
payOn oin ealbithiet
:Qum** If the ,non-nuclear nations pay, v.nli it be on (*.equal;

Question. If both nuclear and non-nuclear nations pay,, will the
'OPPPOW,Ii` Sf.S4 Of008tibe.egYea,

uestion. .Tpriaiho- apportionment of costs be 'on,,thebasiS' of GNP,,

or on** of material inspected? or what
Will guicosts-be'ivOluntai contributions, or mandatory
,0,88osasenial
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AnSWeretoabasfe Sikviestions---As'indiCathifiiithe tanswerS to the
-preceding questions, under the Agency's present system, inspection
,ceste-WOuld''be borne by Ills members, through the =assesSed-' budget.

Question. Viltthe, coats be borne by thegoterninentS :invotOed,,or
the,rothlear itiidv,stries in each counttift
sAnswer. 'Since assessments are -Made upon the Imember states' giiV-

erninents-WeVoUld anticipate that the,IAEA *Old, continue to look
to them for its funds. Each national ,government can, of Course, choose

its,oWn,ineang of raising the funds to be paid to the WA.
Questton. If the costs are imposed onlherpeOefia
indus.!
trita in the nonnuelear-toeespon*cOnntriesooillthaVresidt in a opnzpetitive :disadvantage- as again's!. ,cOuntries 'Where- the indicitries arenOt ,cOntrolle d?

,Answer.
implied in the answer to the preceding question, a
national government shotild',0hoOSetii recover its IAEA aeseSsMent,
including its safeguards costs, through a charge. on its peaceful nuclear

.

industries, it WoUld, seem that thOse:mdu.Stries Would' thereby be ',placed

under an economic handicap as compared with industries ; that were
not Se. charged The significance of such .6- ttuidicap Would, obviously
,deOenct'ilpon.. the ,:amount of the-charge:ant the -se of the nuclear
industry opolitwhieity*TiOied:'

IVigtho,Soletipciithdr share

Answer. In past discussions within the IAEA. of the financing. of
Alenc-r,,sttleguittits14604:tho Soviet Union has not challenged' the
prinCiple. that these costs should: be charged against the assessed'
budget in those ,cases in which a state's 'entire *clear program is
beilig:pliike#,:tuidet the Ageney'S.SysteM.-Thue, they.raiSed no question

wheriIhe*aititof,GOVerriOre considered the :agreement with Mexico
'Uncler',the-I.atin.:AtheriCan- Nuclear Free Zone Treaty.!,
,

CMOs in 'Which. the Agency :has:accepted-responsibility' for 'safe-

gt-ittickfuriCtions under bilateral agreements, the,SoViet.7nion has
'taken,the'positiOn,that4lie-cOSts of safeguards in such *se shOuld. bel'ecofeteitby the ,Agency trotithe,votie,slo. the bilateral agreements.,
IfOive*eriithe Agency; has to date aopepted. such Safeguarding responsibilities Under ',b,ilateral. agreements of the United States, the United
Kingdom, and Canada and the costs IfiCurred,tunderAeSe. agreements
are being,finaricectOut of thoassessed,liUdget.,
Qiti-60.tion.. Has ,the,OieStiOn4 ijaynienis, ever been raised in nego:

4Vit-

stit0014',w0,1,:thoSOffiets?

Answer., 1`14, 00,k0044640;
QuistiOn
aPtaiipens;it the Soviets or ,other-natiOna refuse to
*WO* 0.024,,OPP4,4,

,14,44 gtittitte provides that ggipoter-otthe Agency
have
tfiii000:**0004,1),OP,e,iit,91.;i,t0;0401Q',
in
the
if the amount of its aft,60§,AOlg' or 40:04s
no 40te
the amount of the contributions due tioin it for the preceding two
years. The ':06,06Y4'090erq110,
members, now 101, are
such. -a member to vOte, if it IS
.

.

ter**

OPe4rii ibiqi., .theri,oit

it
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due

,Question. How
of U S.
peaceful 4-t4e.co#of the
model offuture

to.Oniditions,tieyondthe control
Ivotwutary

inspection by the

borne Will IAEA
Answer. In 1962cirraftgenients?
this be
voluntarily placed the -United-States, by
four- reactors
of the
agreement
co-at
installettio1a-cui.teittly-6ein#

with the
Agency's
under
the Agency's
inspections of 'these Agency safeefuardS. Agency,

'The Cogs,
assessed budget
reactors
,Costs. As nOted,
on
the
has.11en-ljOrne
out of
irrlight-Of the, above, no 'discussioniamelaSis as its other
has
$1?'T;
,tO re-6Se, this

safeguard
taken place in the
IAEA,

practice.

-Statement by
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:Mittee on Armed Director ,Smith
to-the- Senate
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February .28; 1.069*:Services:
Nonproliferation
'110: &sr-grit:.
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Treaty,

Chain,

and- mem
bers Of the
your committee I *la for this,,my
first,
cofinnittee,. I r_trn
opportunity to
,and-do--not-yet woirapOint.Out that 1.-waS
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-Military
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the Joint
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Nonproliferation
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Chiefs.
of the Defense
In
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not
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the
treaty, General
bPerateitothe militaryamong other things,
allies.
that
the
treaty would
disadvantage of the
mony
United 8t4ekarid
the
'RedentrtSecretaryLaird;:and:2),fr.
its
Nitze last
support for the 'Foreign._ Relations
summer,
in
treati
testiCommittee, declared
and
ability,to,me44their full
our defense liOited"oUt,that--it would
. nuclear
not affect our
sarrangements
obligationS--orcinterfere
'endorsement of the we have
With any existing
With-,
treaty to theirs.our allies; I
'wOUld'IiketO add my
PreSident:Ni*on.
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Our

last October:
Department of
share the
Defense and
same
objectivethe our Arms Control and
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Orktive0,41*--diirefeiit,:are
Disarmament Agency
To the
national
c1/4riiiig:em6iitare
security Their
extent.'t4t!II
as Director
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as an Agenoy,!Can-,OOntribUte
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to what the-Ant4s-tonttoi
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:o'f!I:ogoti:atilott,,i*,*the
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peace,
41`otat4S.4OUrirfatiOnal4edirrity,T,ehtilldo
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so.
Mthtary
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reqUire§ close synchronization of the coMplemeritary missions Of- the
OfDefen§e ancl-the Ageney Inowle,ad.

With respect to the question of involvement in the -future implementation of the treaty's provisions, the Arms Control, Agency would
have a- direct interest An the effective iMpleinentatiOn of all aspects of
the treaty In cennectien, with safeguards, for
Pleinetitt: that ;Ofthe..AEC: ACDA would work with the AEC, the
Department of State,,: and the"'IJ:$., delegation to the,1AEA on these
matters.
ACtokt principal' role in implementing the treaty, however, insofar
as it-relate§tO Militarylnestiont,,conderns article VI, which prOvides:
,

,taeh:Oi-,14e-Nitie§ to the treatrimdertaies to pursue negotiations in ,goodfaith on effective measures relating4tr'eei'aitiini of the,finclear.aims race at an
&ilk date,' and to nuclear disarmament, and On4Areatk on 'general and complete
'ili.§arinanielif wider_ strict and effective inteinational. eontrOr

'The nOnntelear-weapon : countries,- -Under' the treaty, would forego
nuclear ' weapon capabilities Therefore, Ali* wanted the treaty tOln-corporitte-,-a:;tpeCific' pledge- that would reflect the intention of the
tniteit'Stato*-inct the '89140 Union to try to bring the nuclear-arms
ta,00-1.indee.§oine' COntrot:and:Make':prOgre§-tioward,di§arniaiiienti.,Of
course, thiSioldogl;een,a,:deClared If,.S:,pOliey, aside .*froin.the, article

Calling*§Oehriegetiationifartielect
Under the direction -otthe,:Seeretary of State ACDA has -a primary responsibihty fur preparing for and participating in inter-national negotiations on arms Control measures which the President
ltit,apProVed,,Pretidentiat consideration.; Would, of course, include
'political *4,0441 implications of possible arms Control_ measures

'The,neo:§§4,10 -oligrosiootti, cost** and advice

control 'proposals is clearly recognized: f?st.t§i*cl:you,Itiye,:as§nrance

under section 33 of the Arms COntrea- andPitatinanient, Act which
established the
ifit4,4404:010.40, act*, can be taken that
*ha Olgigitte'thePtik States to reduce its armaments without 'the-

.priot,010044 Niferes§:

gi.;Chaifinitn- tarn, also mindful of
Whchi reeds
enabloa
lu
.

13kOvi0Oh. in my _Agency's

andfdisarniainent-pollek; ,;beifig itn important aspect ottoreigo
policy, must be consistent *IthltationaLseenritl_policy as . a -*hole. The forinalatiow,and';inpleinefitatiOn of Vriitecl-:gttites :arms control and disarmament
policy In a manner which will promote the nathifial, securityi can best be insured
by à.' central Organinationeharged-,by-statate-*Ith: primary responsibility for

I fully intend to discharge that responsibility to the best of -My
ability. I believe that arms control efforts are an important means of
,advanOngont,haiiiinal. geCurity:in'today'§-*oiiict

I would welcome your WI) and advioe,inVOrkpiktOstaa,this,g41.
Mr Olairinaiiithat.Conelikde§ my prepared statement, and I wo4ld
iix4licuto.iiss4o,t!,h§vOr any questions which the COMMittee may atk.

Tha*you:

1961;Tp.:482'.ff:

.
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NeWisConferentelteniakkOrP,residentNixoti [Extracts],

March 4 19691
S.

Q.. Mr. PreSidentilityoureOlWersatiOna with Chancellor Kiegnger,
-4910:helietrethit: you don*inedir,hirii. that his goveinnierit'SOserv*tionSagainatjoining.intheThioleat Nonproliferation Treaty2 Were not
-valid, and that joining *the tioaty, would be in WeSt-Gerthity'S, best
interests?.
THE PRESIDENT. I think it would he appropriate, to say that the
German Government has considerable diffiëulties with regard to
Ect4ion,of
we 404. to understand even
thiingli'We may not agree with their position
°Their attitude as far as we are concerned is quite well known :' They

know that I have sent -the-treaty-to the 'Senate; that the Senate will
probably ght *advice and consent and that we will ratify.
They-lin04:tooi my position, that it IS not only in the interests
of the United States but thafiljeliOe it is in the interests of all governments, iziehOing,:thel West German Government, to ratify.
I did- not pit pressure l on them, pibliely or privately, and I will not
put pressure ori,.thenipuhliely: or privately. But -',1`.beheyii, that sinee it
is in their interests to ratify' the treaty that after
without
,

pressure the West German
,tptifj,the:trpaty,.

appropriate time

President, :we were told during the trip that at the oprovriate, Imoment you ,were ,prepared.,to,begin,,negotiatiOnS. with the
,sotiet Union on a broad front and thittithe§e=l0goti01940- would

iiackOckilOt,oly A*1'4** but other,
.

What problems do you see- as ripe for disousoon,s.yith,-,the,;:$0,fefs?
ThE PRESIDENT. 1,,Should. first' indicate that talkS already aregoing

Oti*Wthe:'SOiet. Union in 614 sense. The discussions that the Secretary Of State andlhaie.had'i*W Ambassador Dobrynin have been
substantive and
talks, in effect, with the Soviet GOvernment,
bec4use he had consulted with his own government -befOre he ha'!zuhis
talk with,
and with, the Secretary of State:
The -italltS,on.the-,MEdeastfwOuld'hkthe'firit anhject,-in which bilateral
.-as rilnlillatertit discussions fcould take place.
as
On'striitegiearin§-4hiS is a,

bility for the future.
Let me indicate Where it stands now. We have completed our discussions with isonle of Our ;European friends. We will have more AiSens,SiOrikWW,tliein .04;*e'0:out!o*,it'pOoit.ion .develOpe44:We. are going

*fOrwarct *itli-the analysis of the ,American positionof our strategic
4.14.04tti,bil4iPP,s64,911,1'''PPOO40,4taki0 capabilitiesso .*4,w4en
*010ehefOre *the decision as whether We-, go lotota40, we will
know -w1*-0qiitOition'7411,40.,
Cotiaptiatiati:ot :Preii0entiatii doi4tite4kta, Mar. 16, 1969,14). 364469.
1968, pp. 46i-465:*

tieaty. apoeariinpoirgmiiitte,at.
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Assingti* those studies ge fOrtvard:on SchedUle,..and.asStnning
that we make progress on some ef-these-politicaLareaSr like the Mideast, then there is a.poSsibility, a-good possibility, that talks coUld, go

***did, in that area.
I canseethoséástwo areas, and there rare others. which _could develop as well.

.

41D

of us have 1760 under the impression that
Mr President,
yoliattiehed-iMportarit preconditions to summit talks,with, the Soviets,,

specifically some prior 'evidence or showmg on their part that they
:Were-Ointsomethingto improve conditions,* either the Middle 'East
otot'Vieti4tiOi

been false or las-:Something-hapPened to

Have those

iciiiirr:or-voiiH̀-04)004'41 ilitiar0.very-rocoiiityt
Thi -4E0otrio: No, I dia.riot`intond:toleaVe the -impression that
wesar tO:the:$6Viet Union ' that 'Unless- theys,46 this we will not ; have

t411t§t1101,1i0Y *44;0 strategic arms.
What:X:r.hai*ei,AoNvolier; olea4titidioatectiotiiat I think their-,intete§W,04 ours would not be served by simply going down the -road
on strategic arms talks without, at the same ti.#10-,, Making-, progress
on4e$61VmrtheSe,palitiCat differences that could e*plode. 'Eton assuining our itrAtegio, aims,iall0V00,010;08011;-f0e#ngvailita at their
,preSentlek?ekVe.`Conld 1;kaVe=a, -Very'delitietating,*ar. It is that 'point

that I, have been making
kslionizt also emphasize that I madO this pomt to every iEuropean
leitccio:Joiiii,,T*1160,,octsevoky: one of themand I do not cithinittheMAO.the :tioSitiOneVery,One of -thein'UridetkiisthikOsition;be-

600ilie.00opeil*h00, a great .'sense of history. All of thenv,stog,

iii:iii,i'thattiost-ook,has- condo' not from arms races, although seine#ine*ki,010-tago*C0',I*410,e,4."*01*$1tihey''haVe come tioni political

-0,#104,0*
Therefore, tlizot want progress, fet-eiaMplei,Mt Berlin, they want
the same

pr6gress

0100,14,ihey:**:#00.4,40#1Aratogioathis talks
S,oikraiittitudet`o*ard the Soviet is not iiihiglihanded;one Of trying
,."You do; this iit,We *on't

citiátr Sr; and

con-

say that* our talks-*ith-ithe Soviet Ambassador,
Ithiikthat they ire thinking along flis line now, - 00. If they are; we
daiiinalte progress on $eVerat'fiiadSlOWard a mutual °Mega**
A

4:cPW2Stateiii0t,

Firit...40, :Inspection% Field TeSt,

March 4, 1.969,

-Xe*IlikhehaS:been:'Shed,On'the$01§pectiott.teChniques and ,.organiza-

:0**1064:'05Uld,40:,:uded to verify compliance with an international,
'1ACiDA public 414#040r,releafie 694(:),,.'.Nor.:. 4 .100.-
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aripSeohtrol-agreethent without compromising the-national :Sechrity of
the oothitry.Under inspection.
According : to the preliminary report on the world's first large-scale

international arms, control field testExercise FIRST 'LOOIC, the
information provided by a small inspection ,organization, togetherwith input-from:other sources, would give reasonable assurance that
-turagreemeht on letels of foreeS was beihg observed.
Summary, of -field
Thefeport,,prepared--bythe test staff,
operations and preliminary results of the test The exercise was Spop-

kited jointly by thert S.. and British gOvernments.
:GrOhnd*ork.-fOr-PIRST LOOK was laid in four earlier tests heldi n'the -United States in ',ay hich- only American 'personnel : Were invOlved.

The budget for FIRST .LOON was $3.4 million and was shared
by the .Spofisering, agencies. The 500. participants for the test came
froth the U.S.- ,and Vnite4. Kingdom armed services and operated
under the direction of -Brigadier Pita S. Ward, British Army, and his
American Deputy, Colonel Paul 'Skewrohek, US. Army.
Exercise FIRST LOOK took place in England 'between : March
andSeptember of 1968 The activities : of some *30100 British troops
ih,a ,000,-square-mile area near the Salisbury Plain were monitored
by ,A variety of inSpectiOivorganizations:USing combinations of diflerehtinSpection methods and techniqueS.

Some inspection organizations were allowed to enter military

installations while others were required to conduct inspection outside
the installation limits ,aided by binoculars and telephoto canieraS.
Aerial surveillance 'information was provided to some but not to
Other*, Observation data from an unmanned ground .SenSer- system
.was:eyekto,someliut not all. Inspection organizations Varied, in size,
aceording-tO.the,huMber of tWO.!Manteams employed. Some inSpecting,Unit0Useit'ohly tiivO,teams,,OtherS had loutot.eight:

The ,exercise was ,coildnetecYon4he assumption that the right to
iriSpeet;itid:- verify would be guarahteddrunderAtitrins control, treaty;
and ,th4the'inspectieh Would1*-entirelY overt. 4_1-other assumption
AvAS,that,-nnaet this hypothetical -treaty, the host-, nation. would have
made ,a,deClaratiOn,-,of-,forCes;:eqUipment, and facilities jodated. within
the treaty area.,
'The,prelimihary'report was _presented-t0'$A,T6offiCialS this month
.-tilie-teist4irectOr, 'Brigadier Ward. The document 'Oho* that while
,

the smallest inspection organization, 4Mtde-,Up.,of two -two-man teams,
Most ,efficient and economical on the basis of ,nrianpoll7er, its
is

repOrting, potential' is ,greatly influenced by the amount of access it

The :Utility, of aerial surveillance data was investigated and the
'organizational cousideratiOnS, which would lead to . its most effective
USa;miere:IdentifioiL,1)eplOyinent of sensors at selected inspection sites
was found to be ,,helpful but not critical,' to the success of such an in41.) 000- '901'ittitiiii 11116, :1#9.b)011:1,0 Associated with the integration Of
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observations from the several inspection methods were identified for
future consideration.

Letter From Assistant Secretary of State MacoSber. to
Senator Aiken: on the'.Nonproliferation:Treaty, March
,

,

.

.

PEAlt- SENATOR

:

The Secretary has- asked me to reply to

your letter of 'February =24 concerning the U.S.Safeguards offer which

was made m connection'with-the,NowTiolifei4tioii Treaty.'
Enclosed are answers, prepared by the;AtonikEtiergy-CoMinisSion,
to the questions attaChato your letter and tO:the..additional, question
asked on page 2 of sioak=14ter:,
With respect to the :,concern -expressed : in the last: paragraph: of your

letter,: I Shall Seert6',it that you are 'informed, prior to -any _decision
to go, ahead on the OlieICeetindren project
WILLIAM 13: .MAOtiiiintii, ;TM,.

4e.§4taniSleeltitiiiyjor (:?o#040,§iOnalRelattOns.
.

410*E* tO:4*i#OI,T§ SUBMITTED BY (*NATO AIKEN

Quest on 1. 'VliEct.#0Ahoiitk,doeS,thellq91 Government -110e to reUnited States accept joreigirith'spEe=

,quifirtinte

li641-6'",4440P4-428,

,

Answer. it is Our intention in making this offer to rely upon the

voluntary co6pertition of the
nuclear industry in imiileinenting.
oonsnlitoons,Withihein,ptiorstO.niakings' the offer, have given, us
etinfidenCe,04.:this;d6operation, WilVbe ,fOrtheoining..gowever, if it
.beedthos,:4604i4iiy*any iiistaAdetozely Ottlie:rOgulaioqpoWers of
the 13,',.$,AtoMiC,Energy -Commission to :,reqUire, the participation in
theinSpeetiOit,Sieteni by -,specific companies, the Attorney 'General
would have to determine -t heinctent to which the Commission's current

authority would permit it to .require ilieenSeeto, open his facility

tOinSiectionsw an organization other ihip.7010 Commission or other
`ItS.-agendiei;

Question 2(a). What is the estimated cost of, inspecting U.S.
:
year for the next pee ,Vecirst TVliat j8 the 49i5'v for your

fah:

not be implemented until the NPT
comes into effect and safeguards are applied in non-nuclear-weapon
'Answer. i The U.S. jeffOrt

states under the treaty. ForpUrposes,ofilluStratioirl'hoWeveiyOne can
She* the effect of thejA,'EAr,:beginiiing- to safeguard :a, small 'fraction,
onpro era on Treaty: eo
8The Senator's leak'

g

501-505 .

totind'in:Docitritlitir on Plea i_inanienti;1967i'hvOi?.4115.

treaty,

safeguards offer may

4bid.;-2/968; "Pp. 4617-405.,

87
1
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of US. activities and. gradually ,intreasing the number of activities
safegimrded4uñtii as inuch-as one-fourth _of allthoSeaetivities eligible
underthe offerare safeguarded, as follows:

IAEA safeguards eases
$250,,000-

750,000
'1 200 000
1,'600, 000
2,000;000,

,1971
1972
1978
1974

.

975

000

activities eligible
If by ,197$v the IAEA were safeguarding. all
under the offer;thepista during ,th,at year voila be about$10, million.
Q4-08040(b_) Whi,.44az_Pa9fOr the coat of these.foreio,(1A EA)(Tkeie .teOsts, would inetiale ,sutliitees
in,ip ONO* O;
,as- overseas,trarilel, per diem, and OdMinistrativeeover,ses:):

Answer.- f3V,e,antidipatethatthe,Saleguardal'agreetent to be negotiated-withithe IAEA -pursuant to the US. offer Will contain provision ,slatiog,t40e coats incurred finder the Agreement. ,We would also
anticipate, -however, that the agreement, 'would, follow_ the pattern, of
the 440 ces,eurrent safeguards. agreeMenta Which pp:wide that the
Agency will ;bis, responSible, for the eipeniera-Whichlt 'incurs in carryiv out sinePeCtiotins !Under the agreement. Under the'IAEA's present
system of financing, safegUard.s. :coats are included in the assessed
.budget, Withthe assessment for each member calculated in accordance
withajornifili ihnilar to thOSe employed by UN organizations.
Question 2(o). Hà& the matter of :Coat for inspections of United
:Mot* facilities b'eeh:firkly estisbliehe& oris it sub pet to renegotiation
whereby .thollizited'StOtes might A4.itOlf paying more ,than its 31%
-0#8esirmeiiicfor.tke1AEA:btitkeit
See answer to 2(b). No diseUision, has takeit,plaCelii the
:

IKEA, in light of thliNPT or the U.S. offer, to revise the present
fiffManethithelABA'sSafegiiirds activities
Question 8(a). Hakike*pediAd d4ree-011ikoPeotion'been establiskit For 00 fitlipte,..1-44's,otoiu44,4bitovioritten- to shOie-Aoto to doh-

itt* an i(Opeotlot* of Arise908:0.04,1)440,

.Answer. The IAEA geista safeguards principles and procedures
have been set forth in 4goxit0)66/T4o. 2, a copy of Whieli.iS en:elOailf'The:IAEI..i has prepared-. for the use of its inspectors more
detailed Mantilla of eafegUar4PiacOce, as4ok-eitigiVlisAtii; reprocessing Pa*. That :manna Was ,based in part on a:, 3-volume manual
VieParesifor.'.the:AEgv Nuclear :Fuel Services, West Valley, New
_

'York, '.for .1 :Bafeguards. at AS commercial reprocessing !,plant and made

available itrANc*Otho TA xk
skintkii.dised_,4nd apQuestion 8(b). gittpe.3, these manuals
proved by V.8. repreiteatatOes_to,40.4.4,
Wer;:,, The -IAEA reprocessing :plant safeguards manual was

'reviewed iii4Ott-.4kTiOWbtIW0±1***iii 04041' 0494(4*
icalreprocessi.ug, and comments were given to i46 *104:
40' IlirthP#1110.1*
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Question 8(o). HOMO any representatives' of United States industiv
reviewed these Maiwals_ to iletermineitthey place an undue burden
On the company to-be -imipected?' If so,,pleaSe list the company and
,*(enua4

Answer. The IAEA manual is considered to-be proprietary information and not for dissemination to potential subjects of "IAEA
inspection. However, Nielear Fuels Services did not complain of any
undue burden placed on them by:the TIES;safeguards Which_ were

-conducted there in aCCOrdarice with the IAEA manual.

BaSed on the experience of IAEA.

of safeguard § in

the;NFS;West Valley plant, it appears that the IAEA. manual forreprocessing Plants iS'quite'siinilar to the,minual:prodUced by NFS.'
Nuclear Fuel---Services,conSidered-,:in-preparation of its manual, the

expected inipact,Oiiitt plant and did not conclude that it plaCed, an
undue kirden:on.*NFS.-':SeVeral_ other U.S. companies have 'received
-Copies of the :NFS Manual, including Allied Chemical Company Anct

the General. Electric 'Company, who are planning to construct. their
own 'theMiCal,reproceeSing-plants. Neither company has advised the
AEC that the safeguards iprocebtes in that manual would conititite.
an undue burden.
Que8tion 3(d). if no manuals Or '4)&410 procedures 110 e. been
,established to date, when will they be established? Wilt it_ clearly .be
befdre::ge,'firat inspeetion. of the :United' States facilities folloWmg
.

e

,Puieth07# into force Of:the-ATV

Answer. See ihswef to s'(a) above.-

'016i**

Congress" have an ,opportunity Vinder _law to
revile procedures and'vzanzudi before they become effective?
Anewer. Agliotectin the answer to 3 (b)'abOve, the 'IAEA considers
itsdetailedinspection,_prOCednies to be privileged information. They
do not consider opeii.disClOsure of their detailedirispeetion'technignes.

.arid.:PlanSto be:intheliettinterest of their safeguards responsibility.
'FUrtherithey:Would':net wish tvbe.,PlaCediin kpojitioni:of appearing

to invite MOcliAdatiOnS,itytheir PtocednreS-by-partiee'whiCh may be
,thilijeektOthOse,PrOCedUresIthilw-hich may therefore not completely
objective. However, a member whojeltthAtiptedechitee Nieto meffee.
tive- or tee *iNeinsonie*Ould'?haie recourse to the 'BoardOGOVernors.
.QuestiE)n 4. If we Are to impose =a ,bUrden: not lechnitalli required
Wider the,117:Prvn,United;8,tate&indUStryl,it should be clear to 'What

degree United States industry will be inspected by foreign ofikkils.
For ereconge, a cursory bookkeeping inspection migit take only a day
.00-tibei3On:thetother,kind, a thorouqh technical ,analyais of an entire
plant 'might take several weeks ara, cause interruptions and lose of
reVertue,byttie company.

be 8pec:0y on. the numbers and types Of inspections the
United States plants will be sUbjected,telk'Can you be specific on the
length of titize-,-,each,',:ini peCtiOn wilZ take and the .depth of each

..04:02.f0.64*

If not,

--these answers be known before the United States

becomes committed to accept =foreign -40PeCtors tinder the p Oderit*0-4 i9672.cOnkinitinent?'
Answer. INFCIR0/66/itet:2 -eet0, fOrth a guide fte,to the Maid;Muni .fre4neney- of inspections pir initialler facilities. ForanajOr types
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of nuclear planti handling .substantial quantities of iiudlear material,
INFCIRC/66/ReV., 2 proVide§ that inspectors, shall "have access at call
times,: which will normally bp;implemerited by, continuous inspection.
to
ft5,w of the lrmited', Objectives of safeguards inspections,

verify that diversioni of liudear material have not taken, place; it
would not be expected and it hai not been our experience that IAEA
operasafeguards are applied in such intensity ansibreadth-that

Or, that revenue is lost by .the-operatOt; Theinsped--

tion: is

tiont in each case, will be' condUcted in a -*liner, appropriate to the
pigticulait circumstances surreunding the iniOlear material involved.
One such-facteriS the extent to whidli the Plant's own nuclear material
control ,§y§teiii'haS been ,effiCient and effective prior to the time of
inipectiOn. Stioli faders cannot be: spedified in detail, in advance. In
any significant
ant eVent, we dOliet foreSee that safeguards will
burderion,U.S; industry:
Question 5. Whe0 -pt*v4ionh are 'made to protect, United ,State8iffuliteirkg446titde 4eCret,s7 fro/roYoreiOtimpectors?

Answer. IIIVCIRC/66/14y. 2,, "The, Agency's Safeguards .Sys-

tem" itateSin-paragraph 13 : "Ininiplenienting Safeguards; the AgenCy

,shall take ()Very precaution to protect ,commercial and industrial

'secrets. Isto,litieM'ber ofthe,Agency'sitaff -Shall disclose, 'except tO the
Director General and to Stich-other members of the staff as the'Directot
General' may -authorite to have such iriforniatiOn by reason of 'their
Official: duties i n -fo rmed*. with -§ifegzard§, any 0010641' ofindui ,
trial-secret or sany -other confidential information- coining to hi§ knowl.
edgtclisrreason: Of-theiinpleMentation Of.SafegUardSbtthe Agency.",

Paragraph 14 ,further Oa*:
The Agency ,shall , not :publish or coinmunicate, to any State; organization or
person any informatien obtained by- it in connection. with the 'implementation
cf safeguardis,-Oi&Pt that:.
-(a) Speciticrintortaation relating to -Buell :inipleinentsition in a. State may
be givento the ,Beard- and to .sneli Agency: star nieinbere as require: such kilordedge- by reason -Of,- their ;offiCial Andes :in, connection with safeguards, 'bit- only
to the,eitent necessary for, the ,Agency to fulfill its safeguards responsibilities;
-(b) Sinninailied' Hata- of items being safeguarded- by the Agency may be
published ittaii (livid& of the Beard t, and
be -pnbliShed pon decision of the Board
Information
(c)
and-if all States directly concerned agree.
,

-

INFCIRC /66/Rev. '2 =states' in regulation 400: -"geniberi of the
-Secretariat shallekerbigethe,utinost discretion fir regard to all matters
OfAlleiat biiiiiie§§.`Thoy shall not. onininicatete any person gor!
,ernient any .information ,knoWr to them by reason of their 'offidi4
position Which has tot been -inade public,-eirdept in the course- ofihe
performance of their dales- or by authorization .of 'the Director General. Theyliall not at anytime use such inforMatien,to.provideadvan-

4-6-04 they Shall not at any time publish anything based thereon:
except With:the -Nyritten:appreirtil,Oftlie'Orecter General. These,Obligationi§hall,not cease :upon spolation, froM the Secretariat."
InJ'AdditiOn-to -the':proteetion,lnioVideaiby the TAEVi- regulations,inspectolInlay withhold, from -the
Ai; operator of

not necessary for the ,performance, of
'§fifft,,U4s;Wq00,00-aware anyinstan,de-lif the,IAEA,reqUiring,
inspeOters: any 'Clata.,.vAiOli
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for purposes.of its Safeguards, any information which any plant operator conSideredtobe tiiftrade secret".

Questi', .Are -there .aity:filahf
rt on8 orforeignresident inSpeetorS"?.

Answer. Large facilities, such as the Yankee Power Reactor and

NFS, while processing large 'quantities of ,Skfeguarded-'nUclear Material, qualify for what the IAEA Caps "accesS atail time,s" by,inspectOrs.

IAEA. inspectors were present at NFS (Wing the more than seven
Weekainp61 during which Safegnardect'Yinkee fuel was tieing pive-egoci..Duiiiig;each of several refuelings of the Taiike,3 Power Reactor,
the IAEA. has hitit,peitonnel, in reSidenee'.fOr each period of several
weeks when the reactor was opened.

'There are no .plans at present for the IAEA to station personnel
permanently at any 'US, facility cattently, subject to `IAEA safeguard k
,
Question 7, ifaive yOuyetskecl,,inthistrial representatives at Nuclear
Fite? Services (NFS) if inspect ions have caused eweesSitelosS of tinie
or 4-4: onLek because of the additional efforts, regUired to take care of

ector8f,,

swer. Mr. J. Clark of 'NFS in turepOtt of October

requested

NFS stated, that "The
sig.salegOtdk'etereiSe caused no delays in processing, but
,bys.:ITS,i AEC: Ofithe first inspeetion,,of31-7EA: of

,

nificant nian=hOurs, of NFS operations and staff." -I-16_1106d- that the
tiirenapiit& for ,iik!si.41ince, by the facility should decrease as the
A. ihspeCtorate-becaine-,More knowledgeable and inspection =procedures were optimized,
I/1644's, C. RiiiiiOn:and 1. Clark of NF8-:, in referring to the lAtA.
FOrtini, ;at Boca. Raton,
inspection stated at the
Florida -iii-March.1.96$;'"COnttglito, our fears in 1999 the inspection

Aid: not place an undue burden upon NFS." They did point, out that
large numbers of visitors other than iiiSpeCtorS visited the plant during
iii§peefitili4nctihatthis-iiifii4of -visitors created extra burdens on the
-ITFS,Staffand:thine*tni expense
qiiestihii. 8: ,11:06,,Arei0i,i0Spec40&_.0arried, out inspection of nuClearticelsak8a0foixl?'
:Answer. The plutonium obtained from the Safeguarded Yankee
--itielreProcesied, at ,Nuclear Fa61-,Serviees-urider IAEA safeguards in
,

4444 init'Seljteinber, 1967 i§§tiOrcl.,at Richland, Washington, for,4,*.if.1337 an IAEA. inpectori.,the
merly
faoilit.y, which is located in an area outside that in Which Classified
work is Cairied.oUtiy0i-,appiOted.IC*§totqge. The '§afegutirded,
stored theres:h0:,been ,inspected :_ by the _IAEA- ,apon. two
90044100si

letter, to:Secret ary :Egger* :twit On- froni pageet Senator
daik,4)0(9 a particular inspector if our , gem '41:4,040:ritegict that the'-U.S.

,onine4 findi him objeatio*ible..,1101,0eVeril IbOulictappreeldie it if
,..kou*ioUld,ailviSertpkof the specific number Or vetoes the United States
has been &stabu allowed or if the vetoes

1410. 010 61/64tetf4'

A4.00r; IAEA provisions for designation of inspectors are as

fpllovs:
When it ti.;1#6tiosed,to designate,.an..Agener inspector for a State, the
Director General §110. inform the State in writing of
name, nationality and

t

;i'
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grade of, the Agency. inspector proposed,. shall tranSinit a written certification
of his relevant
enter into such other consultations as the
State may request: The 'State shall inform the Director General, wIthin 30 days
of receipt of such a proposal, whether "lt;aCcepti.the .deggiiatiOn thalinsPeetor. If so, the inspector may be 'designated as one of the Agency's inspectors
for that State, and the Director-General Shall notify the State eonCerned. of
Su& designation.
-2; If a: State,, either, upon proposal of a designation or at any time ,after '11
,

designation has been ,i-nade, :Objeotale the designation-Of- an -AgencY_ Inspector
Of that State,,it'Shaltinform thesDirector-General-, Of its Objection In this event;
the Director-General shall propose
State an alternative designation or designations . The Director General may refer to the Board, for its appropriate action,
the repeated- refusal of 'a, State to adcePt, the designation Of an Agency ,inspector
if, in his opinion, this refusal WoUld'imPede.:the,inatections provided 'for in the
relevant Project or. safeguards agreement.

In practide, the IAEA info 11 ad:Vises-the:State concerned of its
intention to designate specific inspectors, ,prior to the formal written
proposal of designation of an inspector called for in paragraph
aboto. During this infOririal, process, the State +cOneerned, has 'an Oportanitt to 'Make the IAEA, , aware that no inspectors of t'i; 'certain
nationality, for example, would be acceptable The Variety, of nationalities represented among the IAEA'S inspectors :permit the Directorwhich will not be
General to designate inspectors for
unakeeptable,.:while.atoiding- a situation Where a Stiate, aceepthony
inspectors of friendly riatietralitiet.
.

Statement by ACDA Director Smith to Ifie,-$0cOirimittee
on
'Organization and Disarmament
Affairs of the *Senate Foreign Relations Committee:Antiballistic Missile' Deployment; March. 0; _1969 1
Mr. Chairman, and members Of the cOthiñittèe, as the newly_ appointed Director of the Arms .Control'aild,DiSarinaineritAgendy, lam
impressed With:the soundness of the premise in the Arms COntrol and
Disarmament Act which provides that "an iS control and' disarmament policy, being an important tiSpect of .foreign policy, must be
consistent with national security policy as a Whole so under that
aot, the Agency has -a mandate to study both "the arms control and dig'
arnianient implications of foreign:_and national security policies Of the
United States," and "the -national security and foreign policy implications of arins-dontrol and disarinaMerit porOposals.".2-

Today's hearings clearly involve slick considerations. The central
one in my judgment, at the present time is how to brink. the spiraling
nuclear arms race under some Verifiable Control. Atid I would like to
contribute what I can to clarification Of such of theissues involved in
the ABM decision' as relate to arms control, and particularly to the
proposed talks on strategic arms limitations.
'Strategic, and Foreign Policy Implications of ABM Systems: Hearings Before the Subcommittee on International Organization and Disarmament Affairs
of the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, Ninetg-ftrst congress, First Session, pt.I, pp. 3=-6.
See Documents on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 482, 487:

92
1
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PREVIOUS EXCHANGES WITH TLS:S.R. ON ARMS TALKS

Perhaps_it =would be helpful=- at-the outset-to ,reVieW exchanges with
the U.S.S.R. that lave tilken:!plade With'iregarsitti:Sndh
The -initiative for the -strategic-=arms- limitation. talks originated' in
late 1966. with several infOrinal &change between senior 'TT S. Official s
and AinbaSSadtit'DObryliin, of the Soviet:Union in Washington.

-Setilitbr-:Fijuiniotit. 'Whit) initiates:1.0dt, Mr. SMith? I am not
clear. Did-We or
AnibaSSadOr Dobryiiin't

Mr:, &mit. Ithinkthe TecOrdis, dear 'We initiated-the concept.

Vorinal, exchanges began in early 1967 and; as. YOU recall,. President
Johnson,, at his TOSS ,cOriferenCe on March .2-2 :1967,. announced that
he' had:reCeilied reply IrOM Chairman- ItOsygintO
lettet,Of jinn-

itry-rdbiifirining"the willingness of the Sotiet-Governthent to diScuss
means Of
armS, race in o-flerisive and defense. nuclear MisSileS; 3'Both illeliSsider4,01d'Sectetalry: Mail:Mara raised- thiS-sub,
jededuring.-the 't+liSsborO:nieetin,,-cia in. June 106t.

.JOhn,sOir and Chairman ItOSygin issued
July
similar StateinentS,IndidatintagreeMeritto diSthiSS "the limitation and
:eventual' reduction of botli-OffensiVe strategic, nuclear` weapons. deliO3ry. 'Osten* and, SySteinS
defenSe: agairiSt ballistic missiles." 4 The
t;s:,§.0:,Iiia_igoitied*,,ShortlYliefOretheOledhOSlOtakianinvaSion,
thitit;WaS prepared tO'begin-talkSbetWeen Spedial-repreSeritatiVes. The
.8OvietShatoconthnied4O-ShoW strong interest in pursuing this subject,
as evidenced
the TaSS article on Inauguration Day ihdidating:their
willingness and readiness to begin talks b
PreSiderit Nixon indicated at 14pres-S'eonterende last Tuesday that,

although he thinkSthat both the interests of the tnited States and the
be -serveitby SiMPly.going down the road on
SONiet 713100.
strategic arms Withont,,atthe same time,-making prOgreSs on resolving
differences, 'he did not intend, toleave the itnptesgoh that we
are tayingto the Soviet Union _that unless they do this we will not have
talks on strategic,arm§.6 The executive branch is reviewing on a priority
baSis the.OVerall
fOrcelaoSture, including both offensive
and:defensiVe systems. 'This-review includes arms control considera-

tions. And I would like to say that my Agency, among others, is
actively engaged in this review and in preparation for talks, nd that I
haVo devoted'a goods part of my time to thiS subject since taking office.
NEGOTIATIONS' ON ROTH OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS

It isimportant to-:note that these negotiations with the SovietUnion
would relate to both- offensive and defensiVe systems, and not just to
ABMs. This is sO, because of the interaction of the two types of systems.

The Soviets are 'notinteresied in talking -only about ABMs.
The objective into 1)reVeht,tth escalation of the arms race. Thus, for

etample; if we were to deploy a "thick" ABM System, the Soviets
might well react by increasing their offensive capabilities in order to
',Ibid., 1967, p. M8.
4 Ibid., 1968. p. 460.
6 Ante, pp. 27-31.
6 Ante, pp. 86-67.
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penetrate it. But if we could reach a satisfactory agreement, putting
limitations on both offensive and defenSive strategic systems, we might

avoid this action- reaction phenomenon, which would entail a g,reat

expenditure of effort and resources without any net gain to U.S.
security.
FOREIGN ATTITUDES TOWARD U.S. AB3I DEPLOYMENT

At_this point I, might comment briefly on foreign attitudes toward
ABM deployment and'The propOSed.: strategic arms limitation talks.
TheSe attitudes Were ascertained prior to theTreSident's =recent trip

to Europe:
Mk:wined" opinion abroad, and particularly in Europe,_ views the
ABM problem as one primarily affecting the -United. States and
shared*bY all our allies, that United
t.SS.R.'There is a general
StatesiSaViet negOtiatiOns iiicolving ABMs, as well as offensive -sySten*. would
desirable,- -Our all* Want us to consult with them reottidnvir progress Of any such ilegOtiations, and we have assured them
we .shall d_ o .so.
.

'Let-Me tnin_noW:to -the question of ABMS: Under the budget cycle,
the new adMinistration 'hag -to inakeitS-- decision with respect to fiscal
1970:This review should- be = completed in the near future. My agency
is participating in,the review,
deliberations of the National
Security COUndil.,

Before the review is completed, I think it would be inappropriate
for -thotti comment On it. What lean say is that arms control considerations are, being given serious attention.
Itissuine that you' areptitnarily interested in hearing from me today
About the possible impact on the-strategic arms limitation talks of any
decision.- which Might be made On the U.S. ABM program as a result
of this review. For the reasons I have indicated, I must confine myself
to general, observations.
19 6 T SENTINEL DECISION

Let us assume, as one possible example, resumption of the Sentinel
deployment program along the lines recommended by the previous
administration. This program, was announced in September 1967 after
the United States had advised its allies and the Soviet Union. As
stated at that time, the basic purpose of the Sentinel deployment was
primarily to limit possible damage from minor strategic threats. Great
effort was made to prevent this decision from being misconstrued and
becoming a steppingstone to a new upward spiral in the strategic arms
race between the United-States and the U.S.S.R. I would think that a
decision to resume some such deployment at this time would not prejudice the prospects for strategic arms limitation talks.
We cannot, of course, know what the Soviet reaction was to this
previous Sentinel decision since we don't know in sufficient detail what

motivates Soviet programing. U.S. ABM programing is only one
of many factors which influence their strategic plans. It should be
noted that there was very little public Soviet reaction to the original

Sentinel announcement. However, since the 1967 ABM decision, the
Soviets have continued to expand their strategic offensive forces, prob-

r
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'ably to .be confident- of maintaining their deterrent, or "assured de,§tritetistin-," capability in light of the overall U.S. capability. Furtherthore :as former Secretary Clifford pointed-out in-hispesentation of
1976-bUdget, the 'U.S.S.R._ is _pushing vigorously ahead with

an:R. &
pop*: for an advanced Apm. system, although their
ABM dePloyMent around Moscow is prOliably somewhat Muller than

originally -projeoted:7-Thu§, it is-likely' that a-SOviet Military reaction,
it any, it:Fa-Sentinel-type deployment is probably already in train and
§hOultl,nOt `be -affeeted' by thy -hypothetical example of a decision to
proceed -,with ,thattype of-System.

In June ,61-1068,' the &Met§ indicated that they were prepared to
begin talks -to limit both offensive and defensive strategic arms. This
was solue,1:8 months after l'ieSident-JOliiison had-originally proposed
them, zand 'Seine -9, months --after the :announced Sentinel deployment
deoision.. Thi§ timing would not necessarily suggest a, direct relation 'ship 'between 'Sentinel and the talks. The Soviet agreement to talks
,follOWed`,c1O§ely,Oh the "il--.X.,resolutiou endorging the--.1Onprii liferation
Treaty Whibli-,4nClUde§,a:prOVisiOn, article
which parties to the

treaty *Old: undertake to pursue-negotiations good faith on -effective,MeaStire§ relatirigtothedeSSatiOn of the nuclear arni§race-as well
as Other disarthainent-iSSue§.8
Igt*Ortir:§trtallst41)Ectsior ON-SOVIET ATTITUDE TOWARD TALKS

Since June Of 1968,-the SOVietS have been-pressing for initiation of

the§e talks,- deSpite the lad that the United States was, until last
,MOnth,,:litockeding with the full: Sentinel program. On the other -hand,

theteha§:beeli;n6-§lackening

the Soviet interest during the past

month While:the ABM deployment-dedision'has been-Under review. In
light':ofthe§e.factois; it -irVeiuld'be'iny judgment that the assumed example tcr,pfszic0:1 with Sentinel would have little, if any, impact on the
SoViet-interest iii negotiating strategic arms limitations.
It is my personaljUdgment_thattO proceed with a greatly enlarged,
or so- called thick ABM §y§teth, would have a harmful effect on the

outcome of ,strategic arms limitation talks. It would be looked on as
an escalation. of the .strategic -arms -race started after the Soviets had
agreed-- to ,proceed with the talks. They would probably wish at the
Very least
review 'their deeision to =go ahead and might decide to
go-baCk Out until_ such a time as, they had deployed' sufficient offensive
foree§ to insure- penetration of such a thick S. System.
The- effect of any actual ABM_ deployinent on the outcome of the
,

negotiations would dep_end, on the scope and characteristics of the
of the riegotiatiOn§, and the types of other arinasystem, the
_After all, it would
Ment§'which would" be involved in any
U.S. ABMs would actually be deployed and
be Sonie.year§,15efoio
several more year§ before any U.S. ABM system could be Operational.

I hope the committee will realize that present circumstances may
make- it ,soniewhat difficult for me to answer some of your questions
in a fully responsible way.
Cf. ante, p. 4.

"The treaty appears in Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465. For the

U.N. resolution, see ibid., pp. 431-432.
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Lam operating under three constraints. First, newness at the-jobI
have yet to receive my ErStpayeheek. Second, I am a principal participant in the current Presidential' review of the ABM matter and-therefere:undqk certain wraps:, Third; .I .expect to have -a =role in strategic
arms -limitation negotiations. which I 'believe are upcOming and AS
stieh. should try, not to telegraph our present thinking about liegotiationS totheSOViet Union.:: But do-appreciate the importance of better

public tinderttanding of this very hnpOrtant issue facing the United
'StateS:ancI, subject to theitboVe-COnstraints, I will do my best to be a
responsive witness.
Mr. Chairman, that Completes_ my prepared statement.

Report:by' thCSenato -FokeigtiRelatioo:COmmittee On the

Nonprolif eration Treaty;, Mardi 6, 1969 1
The Committee; on Foreign:AelatiOns, to which was referred the
Treaty 'Colithe XiMprOliferation,of Nuclear -Weapons, signedin Washington.-.611:hly 1968- (gx.1-4kith,cioilg.,,,gepohd, secs.) having _conSidered the &line& repOrts favorably therkiii -Without reservation and
recenimends that the Senate gilie its advice aild= con-Sent-Ulf' _ratification

thereof.
I. PIItti3OsE AND BACKGROUND-OF THE TREATY

The-treaty's fundamental purpose is to slow the Spread, of nuclear
Weapon§ by :prohibiting the nuclear weapon States which are party
to the.treatyfrOin transfertingmielear Weapons to others, and by barring thelionnuclear7Weapon-_COUritries-frOin receiving manufacturing,
or =otherwise tidtpiiring-nnelear weapons.- As -Sikh, this treaty repre-

sentS an *portant effort to lift the threat Of adding new and fearful
dithensioris to - international -tensions- and disputes through-the spread
of what has been called the:SeedS of a hinidted:drises.

In the years .since Hiroshima, the tnited StateS and the Soviet
-

rUnionlis the major nuclear powers-have-gradually come to the realization that the-technologic-al triuniphsoftheir-oWii nuclear weapons programs were-nOt -beyond theteach of even the poor nations of the world.

The search for new sources of coininercial polver has brought in its
wake an ever-indreasing:potentitil for destruction. Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman of :the Atomic Energy Commission, told the committee' of the World'Sgrowing nuclear capacity :
* * * In several more-;years the nuclear ,plants in operation in nonnuclearWeapona countrieS. Will be producing enough plutonium to make hundreds of
biiinba each year. The amount of material that will be produced would be sufficient,' if diverted to the piodattion of nuclear 'weapons, to level many cities and
destroy Much, of humanity. A!,
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i S. "tx. Rept. 91-1, 91st Cong., 1st sess. For the previous report by the Committee on the nonproliferation treaty, see Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp.
642-667. Oil Mar. 13,1969, the Senate gave its advice and consent to ratification,
by a vote of 83 to 15.
'Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
3 Ibid., p. 517.
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br,Se,aborg'sdornmeut. in 1966 On theprOcess of separating weaponspower reactors
grade plutonium from the plutonium produced
**

:irs:porre-ctikleasibie to buIki a clandestine cheinical-proCessing. plant

*Sing readily available teelniolOgY and-eilUiPment.4"

Given this burgeoning capability of SO many nations to build nuclear
Weapons, the -ILS. efforts tO-cirtail.0.0-§pkettit of nuclear weapons and
skills have become increasingly more SeriotS andurgeht. In 1964 in his
first message to-theGeneVa Disarmament Conference, President Johnson proposed ai,LinterriatiOnal'agreeinent de-Signed -"to stop the spread

now controllirie; there; and to
of nuclear "Weapons to nations
guarantee "that all transfers of nuclear inaterialS tor peaceful purr- OSeS take pittee Under-effectiVeiriterhatiOnalSafeguardS." After 41/2
years of steady effort, the US: Government has reached- an agreement
On'the,goiipt-OliferationirwitisT with two Other nuclear weapon-States
the Soviet Union and' Great 'Britain--4hat,haS-thuS far been signed by
over 80 Other StateS.-

The treaty-iS,a; recognition b St-nude-tit:0 Well as nonnuclear sigmatories'ofit, common interest in building barriers to the very real threat
of Mutnal, annihilation inherentintuv:iitiokettsEy in the number of CountrieSeentitillingthenge of nuclear weapons. As nuclear weapons Spread
ers, so
irresponsible powers,
responsible
around the world,1,
*111 the danger increase that they:mightbe used; and the Major powers
drawn into crisis involving nuclear arms.
The treaty also repreSentS, recognition on, the ,part -of the nuclear
WeapOn,StateS:WhiehliVe,Sigried the treaty of a responsibility to those
being asked to deny to themselves that which
nations winch are
the United States and the Soviet Union -consider essential to their security. The Compensation .for such an important act of national selfdenial is the-pledge of nuclear weapon states to make available to the
;

nOn-nUclear-weapon States,which, are-signatories, the benefits of peace-

faritclearpitograinS, and to halt, through the limitation and eventual
elimination oftheAtorld'S MidlearitrmorieS, the nuclear arms race that
threatens the very existence of all nations.
As noted below, Senate consideration of the treaty has bridged a
Change of -administration. Consequently, the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons was considered and subsequently enPresident Nixon. In his letter of February 5, 1969, to the
dorsed
_

Senate, PreSident-NixOn said :
After receiving the advice Ofthe National Security Council, I have decided that
It *ill serve-the .national Interest to proceed with the ratification of the Treaty
on Nonproliferation of Nuclear WeaPons. Acecirdingly, I request that the Senate
to 'cOnsidei-the'treatY and give it .'S 'advice and consent to ratificaact
tiO*.

Thus this report of the Committee on Foreign Relations is a blend-

ing of the testimony of two administrations. What has been note4:Nottpeoutoation pl'Nuolear Weapons: Hearings Before the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy, Congress of the United States, Eighty-ninth Congress, Second
Seilion, an-S. Re4.119; pp. 0142.
42Doominenta on.pistirmainent, 1964,P. a

'Ante, p. 33.
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worthy in -comparingthe Views of these two administrations_ has beep
the consistency of approach and interpretation. For example, the new
Secretary'Of State, William P. Rogers, in. referring to technical issues
raised by the. treaty Made the following statement on February 18
before the-committee :
Mr. Obairiitn, the;fact that I have referred -expliCitly to certain prior U.S.

statements -this' Morning but not to -others ,should,,of course, not be taken as in
denying the PositiOns reflected
such- other statements.
any Way etering
a-by this
This. administration has considered the Many, technical' issues raisedtreaty and-We find purielvee in complete agreement with the positions, previously
taken by. Me _United States'
II. SUBSTANCE OF THE 'TREATY
[NOTE : COMMITTEE COMMENTS ON TILE FOLLOWING ARTICLES WILL BE
FOUNDIN'FARTS -HI AND IV OF THIS REPORT]

The treaty consists of a preainble and-11 articles.

4.rtioles and II

Articles I itiut IT State- the basic -obligations of the parties with
regard: to the: rander nuclear Weapons and skills. Article I prohibits the nuclear - weapon- states-bound by the treaty from-transferring
to. any possible recipient nuclear weapons or 'nuclear ekplosive devices
and frotia assisting-the-iitninticlett-Mileapon- states in manufacturing or
otherwise acquiring nuclear weapons. [A. nuclear- weapon state
by article IX, .paragraph 3; -as One which has "manufactured and
exploded a nuclear Weapon. Or other nuclear explosive devices prior to
January 1,1967."]
Article II. obliges the parties that are not nuclear- weapon states not
to receive = -nuclear weapons or Other nuclear weapons explosive devices

from any source whatsoever. Furthermore, it obliges them not to

manufacture their own weapons or device.% or solicit or accept assistaide in their manufacture.
The former Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, stressed in his testimony
before the committee On July 10, 1968 that the prohibitions in articles

I and II will in no way inhibit the United States from meeting its

resporiSibilities under existing nuclear weapons arrangements within
the Westerri alliance, from deploying its nuclear forces around the
world, or from transferring nuclear weapons or control over them in a
War situation. He said, of the key, articles I and II :
The treaty deals, only with what is prohibited, not with what is permitted. It
transfer
traner to any recipient whatsoever of nuclear weapons or control over
them, meaning beinba and warheads. It also prohibits the transfer of other nuclear explesiVe devices, because a nuclear explosive device intended for peaceful
pUrpoSes tan-be used "as -'a Weapon-or can.,be easily adapted for such Use. It does

not deal with,, and therefore does not prohibit, transfer of nuclear delivery
VehieleS or delivery systems, or control over them to any recipient, so long as
such transfer does not involve bombs or warheads. It does not deal with allied
consultations and planning on nuclear defense so long as no transfer of nuclear
weapOns
control over theta results. It does not deal with arrangements for
deployment of nuclear weapons within allied territory as these do not involve
any transfer of nuclear weapons or control over them unless and until a decision
7 Ante, p. 38.
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were made to go to war, at which time the treaty would no longer be controlling.
And, it does not deal- with the_PrObleni of: European unity, and would not bar
SucceSsion_by-a7new federated"European state to the nuclear status of one of its
former components * *J*s

This interpretation was reiterated 13.y, Sedrettkry: of State Rogers.

General Earle G. Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in
1969,Anderlined.the compatibility of the
hiSteStiniony of Fekruary
pending treaty with the'SeChrity interests Of the-United. Stateiand its

alit*

General Wheelerstatectin regard to the basic obligations assumed by
the :United States under this treaty :
Tke,ilonproliferationATeaty---

pcie§ not *rate to,,the disadvantage of the. United ,States and our allies.
Does- not dishiPt-anri;disting defense alliances in whieh the United' States is
pledged to assist in protecting the political independence and territorial integrity
-otother.tatioli

Does,,netprohibit deployment- of VA. owned, -arid .controlled nuclear weapons
within-the territory of our, nonnuclear
Does: not prohibit the United Statea,from using nuclear weapons in any situation-wherein nontieof nuclear weapons would be inconsistent With U.S. security

interests,

As a-practiCal-matter, it-shOhldte.hoted that, although U.S. statutes

have forbidden the -transfer of nuclear weapons to other states or
associations of states, this .prohibition was lieretokre -a national
decision subject- to revision of -U.S. laW. The vending treaty will turn
this self=iMposed liEnitatioh into an international Obligation that can
be revised only by the process of amending the treaty; by U.S. with-

4ratalfromthe treaty, or bia war situation. For example, it has long
been the U.S., position not to transfer nuclear weapons to any Europeaii-federatieri. Heretofore, this position could have been changed-by

the President and the Congress; if the pendino. treaty comes into
Rime there will be another, perhaps insurmountable, obstacle to any
such change.

Article III

Under article III the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA) is vested with the responsibility of verifying that the nonnuclear weapon- countries will not divert nuclear facilities and materials from peaceful purposes to the production of nuclear weapons.
This verification Would be in accord with the Statute of the International AtoMic Energy Agency and the Agency's safeguards system.
The first paragraph of article III states that "each nonnuclear weapon State-Party to the Treaty undertakes to accept safeguards, as

Set Nth in agreement

* * with the International Atomic

Energy Agency." The International Atonlic Energy Agency safeguards required -by this article "shall be applied on all source or special
fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities within the terri-

tory of such State, under its jurisdiction, or carried out under its
control anyWhere."
9 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 495.

°Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 2, p. 385.
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Mr. William -C. Foster, former' Director-of the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency dUring the 90th -Congress pointed out to the
committee that article III does not require safe,gtiards on the peaceful nuclear activities of nuclear- weapon states. {Military or defense
facilities of the nuclear- weapon states-,-are exeMpted from these proViSioils of thetreaty.]:Mr. Fester said that the fact that article III does
not require safeguirds on the peaceful nuclear activities of nuclear
weapon-,States :Was eeMmehted= on by many of the nonnuclear Weapon

States. He said that ''it:proved impossible to negotiate such arrangeinents -Within the treittritself. Thereforez the United States, in order
to dispel, any claimsthatthe treaty was discriminatoryin the peaceful
nuclear activities field, volunteeredioacceptsafeguards on its peaceful
nuclear actiVitieS-although-thetreaty does not call for such an,
tiOn:10- PireSielent,JohtiSon, on' December 2. 1.9,6'k announced that-whenstich safeguardaareaPPlied under the Treaty, the United Statea will-permit, the 'International- Atomie Energy Agency -to apply its _ safeguards to all
nucleak activities lathe United- States, excluding- only thOse,with direct national

security Significance. IL

In liis message to the Senate of February 5, President Nixon

renewed the earlier- pledge on safeguards for the peaceful nuclear
activities Of the-United. States :

In submitting this request [fei-theSenate's f`pronipt consideration and positiVe
action-athis Nreatr'], tiVish.to endorse the commitment made by the previous
AdMiniStratioh-that the United StitteS will, when safegtards ere-applied under
the Treaty, -Petmit theliiternatithial Atomic Energy Agency to apply its safeglair& to all nuclearaCtivitieS in -the United StateS, exclusive of those activities
with direct national security significanee"

This offer prompted Senator Williams of Delaware to inquire
whether this offer
* * * handicap us in view of the fact that apparently Russia could inspect our
plants where we would not be able to inspect the extent of development of hers."

Secretary Rusk in 1968 replied that installations which have a national security function would, of course, not be subject to inspection.
The Secretary then went on to say :
Then, too, under the arrangements now in force by the International Atomic
Energy Agency, the International Atomic Energy Agency arranges for inspectors

that are acceptable and agreeable to the country that is going to be inspected
in terms ofas you know, sir, we have opened certain of our facilities to these
arrangements and we have not detected any handicaps arising from these
arrangements."

The former Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Mr. Foster, was asked whether the International Atomic Energy
Agency, under the terms of the treaty, could search out clandestine or
undeclared nuclear facilities in a nonnuclear weapon country party to
the treaty. Mr. Foster said that the existence of such a clandestine
facility would be a clear breach of the treaty and that, although there
"Documents on Disarmament,1998, pp. 500-501.
It ibid., 1967, pp. 633-615.

"Ante, p. 33.
13 Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 1, p. 33.
" Ibid., p. 34.
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is no,prOvision in .the treaty for searching out violations, there would
be.g.reat international alertness:to the-possibility of-such a violation.15

The Cha4man. of the Atomic Energy Commission, Dr. Seaborg,
was questioned at 'length on_ the role envisioned by the International
Atomic :Energy Agency under this treaty and the effectiveness of the
internatiOnalAtoMic Energy Agency's safeguards..
Dr. .Seaborg Made a particularly- importantand pertinent point
when he- emphasized -.that the. Ortehsion- ,of the- International Atomic

Energy Agency safeguards to all ,nuelear facilitieS of the- countries
Concerned: represented one of the-Most significant accOmplishments of

the treaty.-Dr,:Seaborg, in 1968,,coMMent4on the progress the Internatiorial_Atornio. Energy Agency had- made since its -Organitation in
1957, and then went on to say
As encouraging as tbiS Progress has been, fhotve-ver, IAEA safeguards have

been aPPlied.ta_date,onlY,,to Proiects receiving :Aoilet_a_s§istance or to-projects
voluntarily Plieet'under-IAEA Controls. They ;have. not _covered the entire nuclear ,programs ottheCountrieSCOACerned, Neither have_Many,nations given up,
through treat$i:connitmenti- the-right or IndePendenCe to make nuclear weapons.
The treaty will:serVe.to 1111 theSe'gaPs And it will represent an unprecedented
adVanee:IninternatiOrial, let tilene nuclear, -aftairs.

As -,for .the- safeguards ,syStem itself, Dr. Seaborg reinarked:
.*
tesult -Of steady Progress, the IAEA now has in operation an

effective safeguards, system tliat.is suitahle-for,appliCatiento a=wide variety of
peaceful nuclear
moreover,:a§.a result of ,steady efforts, a grotving
acceptance. of such 'international, safeguards has developed- among various
nationsi:of the world; The safeguards which have:been adMiniatered to date -have
done Morethat iltaply.Serve their immediate purpose Of assuring that partieular
activities were net being used for military- purposes, They have demonstrated
that the techniques -of international inspeetien are feasible and effective and are
not- considered-an invasion of national sovereignty."

In reSponsetO questiens,on.the International Atomic Energy AgencY'S safeguards _staff and the ability of the organization to expand,
Dr. Seaborg Stated:
* * * The present IAEA safeguards staff, while modest in size, is in balance
with the Size 'of the Workload. for which the Agency has responsibility to date.

We recognize that -a major increase in the size of the Agency's staff will be
required to meet the new- responsibilities placed upon it by the treaty, and we
do not underestimate -the difficulty of the problem * * *

To Senator Pastore's specific question whether it was reasonable to

assume that

once this treaty comes into being that there will be a concerted effort to improve
the adequacy and`coinPetency and staffing of the International Agency's inspection
force. IS that correct?

Dr. Seaborg: replied :
Very definitely. The: staffing would go up, there would be a large Increase in
the number=-Of prefesSional and support personnel, and there would be an improVeinent, as they gain experience and gain numbers, in the efficacy of their
inspection and their safeguards performance."
15 Ibid., p. 52.

Doeuments,on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 518-519.
17 Ibid., p. 520.

° Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 1, pp. 108-109.
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The fourth paragraph of article III permits agreements with the
International Atomic Energy Agency to be concluded by the nonthiclear-weapon states__ party:. to the treaty, either bilaterally or in association With. other, states. This provision raised the question of the
relationship between the International Atomic Energy Agency's safe-

guards. systems and the system already in operation within the
Etiratcim dbmnitinity.

The 'Euratom safeguards- system-clethres from the Treaty of Rime

signed on March 25, 1957.1 The members Of this community are
Fiance, Italy, BelgiuM, the Federal Republid of Germany, .Lukemboiirgi and the Netherlands. It:has been the position of the members
Of Euratiom that the Euratom safeguards system is comparable to the
International Atomic Energy Agency's safeguards_ System and that

to siiperitapOse- the International Atomic Energy Agenv's system
*AIM thereforelbe an infringeinent Of. .sovereignty. According-to the
treaty now pending, a:Safegnards agreeinentbetWeen the International
Atomic Energy Agency and Euratom will: meet the general-requirementa of :article III; Negotiations for such an agreement shall com-

mence within 180 days froth the entry, into force of the treaty and
shall be Concluded- not later than 18 months after the initiation of
negotiatiOns.

Both Secretaries of State and Chairman Seaborg were optimistic

thataivagreeinent between the _International Atomic Energy: Agency
anclEuratora could be concluded :without jeopardizing the institutional

integrity of Euratoni and with the acquieScence of the French

Government which might be. in a position to obstruct any agreement
between IAEA and Euratom.
Additional questions were raised during the 1969 hearings concern ing the possibility Of an international' Misunderstanding* as to how the
United State§ will define ith responsibilities under article III in dealing
field -of peaceful nuclear activities.
with nonsignatories in
The possibility of misunderstanding arises from a comparison of

two paragraphs of article III. The second paragraph of article III

prohibits the-provision by any of the parties to the treaty of (a) source
or Special fissionable material or (b) equipment or material especially
designed or prepared for the processing, use or production of special
fissionable materials, to any nonnuclear weapon state for peaceful purposes, unless the source or special .fissionable material shall be subject
to the safeguards required b_y article III. The safeguards referred. to

in this paragraph are described in the first paragraph of Article III.

Thii:payagrapliprovides that safeguards shall be applied on all source
or Special' fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities within
the territory, jurisdiction or control of non-nuclear-weapon parties.
The safeguards are to be as set forth in agreements to be negotiated
and concluded with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

in accordance with. the Statute of the IAEA20 and the IAEA safeguards system.

What is clear from a comparison of the first two paragraphs of
article III is that any nonnuclear state, whether party to the treaty
us America* Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 1957, pp. 518-573.
2° Ibid., 195C, pp. 915-933.
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or not, may receive nuclear material or equipment from a signatory
as long as the source or special nuclear material shall be su bject to
the safeguards required in the first paragraph..
What is -not clear is whether the 'all- inclusive safeguards agreements

&Scribed In the ,first .paragraph apply to nOnSignatories as well as
signatories:
The-provisions of theftst paragraph of article III require that nonnuclear SignatorieS tO the treaty must place all of theirpeaceful nuclear
facilities Mideriiiternational-safeguards. The-possibility of misunderstandingarises Whenit is:noted that aceording to article III paragraph
two a..nonsignatory may receive -assistance- from a signatory if the
nuclear materials 'Are-subject to "the, safeguards
Urea in article
III".4hutthe only safeguards defined in-article III apply only to signaof these signatories under
tories And. bring, all the :nuclear
international inspection: This fact leaves unclear whether the requireMent for placing all .peaceful_ nuclear adtivities under safeguards
applies to non -signatories AS
aStlioSe coUntries_Who sign the treaty.
.It is the ihterpretatitni of:both. dMiniStration§-in considering these
two paragraphs of article III-that "The Treaty would net prevent the
transfer of. -nu Uoleat Material or equipment to- nonparties if the-miclear
Material, 'or-that Ate&Or :produced in such ,equipment; would be made

subjeet to the ,safegnards_ required 'by article. III." 21 The Executive
Branch therefore las taken _the -19§itiorithat the "safeguards required
Under article III" When- applied-tO _nOlipartieS to-the treaty refer only
to the nuelear. material: or equipirient transferred and not to all nuclear
fiteilitieS AS required Of states who Sign_ the treaty,
Apt _issue here -is the question-of future nuclear benefits for states
deciding not to sign: the NenprOliferation 'Treaty; and, more fundamentally, an important element in the process of the decision of nonmiclea,r -states' as they -consider whether to sign or not. If such states
were Confident that they could continue to receive important nuclear

material assistance from the nuclear powers (such as promised to
signatories- under articles I.-7 and V) even if they refuse to sign the
treaty, thus -assurance would certainly not serve as an inducement to
sign the treaty.

:Article III also raises the possibility that in the event that such
countries as the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, and Israel
do not come to an agreement with the International Atomic Energy
Agency -before _the treaty enters into force the United States would
,

be precluded.fromtransferringto any such states nuclear materials for
peaceful purposes. Administration witnesses took the position that
nuclear 'weapon. states party to the treaty would be subject to un undertaking nett° provide nuclear material to any non-nuclear-weapon state
for peaceful purposes unless the material was subject to safeguards
resulting from an agreement with the IAEA. The United States was
confident that no such situation would develop, According to the testimony before the committee. It was left unclear, however, how the
United States would react if such a situation did develop.
21 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 505.
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Articles TV and V

Articles IV and V are designed primarily as compensation to the
non-nuclear-weapon signatories for pledging not to acquire nuclear
explosive devices even for peaceful purposes. Article IV contains an
undertaking by all nuclear-weapon parties to the treaty to facilitate
to the fullest extent possible the exchange of information, materials,
and equipment for the peaceful uses of nuclear power. Article V
provides assurances to the nonnuclear parties that they will share in
the benefits of the peaceful application of nuclear-explosive devices.
According to !article V these nuclear devices would remain in the
custody, and control of a nuclear - weapon state, but would be made

available "to non-nuclear-Weapon states party to the treaty on a
nondiscriminatory basis and that the charge to such parties for the
explosive devices used will be as low as possible and exclude any

charge for research and development."
Elaborating on the obligations the United States will assume under
article V, Dr. Seaborg said :
When particular applications are found to be feasible, we plan to make a
nuclear - explosion service ,available on a commercial basis to domestic users

and to non-nuclear-weapon parties to the Nonproliferation Treaty. Such a

service would include the fabrication of the nuclear explosive device, its transportation from the assembly plant to the project site, its emplacement at the
prepared site, and its arming and firing. The service would also include appropriate technical reviews of the proposed detonation, such as those relating to
health and safety. The users of the service, whether it is furnished domestically

or pursuant to article V, will pay for the service in accordance with rates
established for its various elements. As I have already noted, the charges
for the nuclear explosive devices used in furnishing the service will not include
the cost of their research and development."

Senator Aiken sought to clarify the economic responsibilities the
United States would assume under this treaty; in particular whether
article V could lead to an open -ended subsidy of international oil and
mining companies which might seek free assistance on grounds that
their explorations were research and developmental in nature. In a
letter to Senator Aiken, dated February 14 [15], 1969, that is now
included in the published hearing, Dr. Seaborg stated in behalf of the
administration:
The negotiating record makes it clear that article V contemplates the
performance of peaceful nuclear explosion services only for developed applications on a commercial basis. I should like to assure you that such services will be

performed on the basis of full cost recovery, excluding only the charges for

the general costs of research and development on nuclear-explosive devices (including our cumulative costs to date) since these costs have been and will be
incurred in the furtherance of our own technical programs, much of them in

the past development of nuclear weapons. All other costs of furnishing the
explosion service, including, among other things, the full cost of all materials,
the fabrication of the explosive devices, the costs emplacing and firing the
device, and the appropriate overhead costs would be borne by the foreign user
and not the Atomic Energy Commission.

* Article V of the treaty does not obligate the United States to undertake experimental peaceful nuclear explosions abroad. In most cases, this experimental program will be conducted within the United States. in a few cases,
however, it may be in our programmatic interest, although not required by the
treaty, to carry out an experiment overseas in collaboration with another nation.
* Any research and development project that we might wish to conduct
would have to be considered and evaluated, on a case-by-case basis, in terms of

Ibid., p. 523.
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its programmatic interest to the Commission and our financial contribution to
any such project would be related to that interest.2"

Dr. Seaborg. also said that the nuclear excavation projects envisioned
under article V "could not be executed within the present restrictions
of the limited test ban treaty as presently interpreted; modification
would be required to permit the United States to provide the nuclear
explosion service for those projects." Thus, article V will probably
create an international interest in an amendment to the limited test
ban treaty."
Senator Fulbright questioned Dr. Seaborg on the potential problem
of reconciling our responsibilities under the treaty for providing nuclear explosive services with our obligations under the limited test ban
treaty.24 Dr. Seaborg was also asked whether countries which do not
sign the Nonproliferation Treaty will be offered nuclear explosive
services, and whether serious study has been given by the Atomic

Energy Commission to the subject of possible ecological damage

resulting from peaceful nuclear explosions.
On the point of possible conflict between the obligation to provide
nuclear explosive services and the restrictions of the partial test ban

treaty, Dr. Seaborg said this issue would be the subject of careful
consideration and that the United States would certainly not conduct
an experiment which would violate the partial test ban and its requirement that radioactive debris be kept within the "territorial limits
of the state under whose jurisdiction or control such explosion is conducted." Dr. Seaborg responded to the question of providing peaceful
nuclear services to nonsignatories by saying that such services would
not be supplied under article V but would be part of our overall development program. In other words if it were in the best interest of the
United States, the Atomic Energy Commission would enter into bilateral agreements to carry out our program of developing nuclear explosives for excavation projects. These experiments would be carried
out, consistent -with, but outside the framework of the Nonproliferation Treaty.
Dr. Seaborg said that the question of the ecological effects of nuclear
excavation experiments would be given most careful consideration in
the feasibility studies that must precede a commitment to carry out
excavation projects?'

Article VI
Members of the committee gave close attention to the responsibility
parties to the treaty will assume under article VI. This article commits
the signatories "to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date."
In considering article VI, Senators took note not only of President
Nixon's statement of February 5,1969, that "ratification of the Treaty
at this time would advance this administration's policy of negotiation
rather than confrontation with the U.S.S.R.," 26 but also former Presina Ante, p.

"Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 1, pp. 116-117.
"The limited test-ban treaty may be found in Documents on Disarmom ent, 1963,
pp. 291-293.

"Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 2, pp. 315-317.
"Ante, p. 33.
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dent Johnson's pledge in his address in. June of 1968 before the General Assembly of the United Nations that "in keeping with our obligations under the treaty, we shall, as a major nuclear power, promptly
and vigorously pursue negotiations on effective measures to halt the
nuclear arms race and to reduce existing nuclear arsenals." 21

Secretary of State Rogers and Secretary of Defense Laird were

questioned at length by the committee as to how the obligations under

article VI related to impending United States and Soviet decisions
with regard to the nuclear arms race. In particular, the committee
asked both Secretaries whether it would be in keeping with the spirit
and intent of the Nonproliferation Treaty, as expressed in article VI,
for the United States to defer any decision to deploy strategic defensive missile systems until all efforts have been exhausted to begin
negotiations on an arms limitation agreement with the Soviet Union.
Secretary Rogers, while agreeing that the United States would
undertake important commitments under article VI to pursue seriously
and in good faith all efforts to limit the arms race, said he hoped that

negotiations to that end would be initiated before the United States
deployed a defensive missile system.28 Secretary Laird stated that the
security interests of the United States must dictate the pace of our
deployment of offensive and defensive strategic missiles but recognized

that article VI negotiations involve political as well as military
questions."
Articles
Article VII makes clear that the treaty in no way affects the right
to establish regional nuclear-free zones.

Article VIII establishes the procedures for amending the treaty
and provides for a conference, 5 years after the treaty enters into force,
to review the operation of the treaty.
Article IX designates the United States, the United Kingdom, and

the Soviet Union as Depositary Governments, and provides that the
treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of ratification of the Depositary Governments and 40 other signatory states.

Article I
Any party to the treaty can withdraw from the treaty after giving
3 months' notice "if it decides that extraordinary events, related to
the subject matter of this Treaty, have jeopardized the supreme interests of its country." This language is identical to that in the withdrawal
clause of the Limited Test Ban Treaty. In giving the U.S. interpreta-

tion of this article, Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, emphasized that the treaty will become immediately
inoperative in case of general war. Moreover, General Wheeler said :
I would think that if we detected serious violations of the treaty provisions,
that is, regarding the proliferation of non-nuclear states that would be hostile to
us, that we would be justified in examining our position and perhaps recommending to the President that we withdraw from the treaty.
2? Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 434.

n See Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 2, pp. 366-367.
1° See ibid., pp. 388-387.
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General Wheeler did. not make it clear whether the Joint Chiefs of
Staff would make the same recommendation if the situation involved

the proliferation of nuclear weapons to nonnuclear weapon states
friendly to the United States. General Wheeler also said that the
Joint Chiefs of Staff would also recommend withdrawal if there were

a threat of impending war which would "find us at a substantial
disadvantage in the strategic nuclear field." 30
Article .2C/

Article XI provides that the English, Russian, French, Spanish,
and Chinese texts of the treaty are equally authentic, and deals with
the deposit of the original treaty instruments and the transmittal of
certified. copies to signatory and acceding states.
III. COMMirrEE ACTION

Although the treaty is primarily of a political nature, it also bears
on technical questions relating to the field of atomic energy and inter-

national safeguard systems. For this reason, the Chairman of the
Committee on Foreign Relations, after consultation with committee
members, invited the Senate members of the Joint Atomic Energy
Committee to sit with the Committee on Foreign Relations during
the July 1968 hearings on the treaty.

The treaty was transmitted to the Senate by President Johnson on
July 9, 1968. On July 10, the committee began a series of public hearings to explore the political, technological, and security implications
of the treaty. On September 17, 1968, the committee, by a vote of 13

to 3, with three abstentions, recommended that the Senate give its
advice and consent to ratification. Because the treaty did not receive
final Senate action before the fall adjournment, it was rereferred to

the committee in January.
On February 18 and 20, 1969, the committee took testimony on the
treaty in public session from the new administration.
Without exception, all official witnesses both in the July and Feb-

ruary hearings supported the treaty. These included the new and

former Secretaries of State; the Secretary of Defense and the former
Deputy Secretary of Defense; the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff; the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission; and former
Director, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency: William C. Foster.
The committee also heard the Honorable Chet Holifield, vice chairman

of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, the Honorable Craig

Hosmer, and the Honorable Paul Findley.
Representative Holifield strongly recommended the treaty without

reservation to the Senate. Representative Hosmer favored approval
of the treaty only with a number of conditions. Among them was the
recommendation that the Senate reserve its consent to the treaty
"pending establishment of IAEA safeguards procedures in .which
Treaty signatories may have reasonable confidence and the establishment of a sound system for financing same on a, continuing basis."
Representative Hosmer contended that at the present time the International Atomic Energy Agency does not have an effective safeguards
3° Ibid., pt. 1, p. 78.
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system and that, moreover, the costs of this safeguards systems will be
over $28 million in 1970 and will "escalate from there." He also suggested that :
The Senate advise the President and the rest of the world that the security
assurance is meaningful to the extent that we will be 'concerned to the utmost'
if some country becomes the victim of nuclear aggression or blackmail, but that
it is meaningless insofar as rushing to its rescue is concerned; and we apologize
to anybody who got the wrong idea from what administration spokesmen have
said."

Dr. Strausz-Hupe, director of the Foreign Policy Research Institute
at the University of Pennsylvania, testified against the treaty, arguing
that it would be destructive to NATO.

Dr. Edward Teller of the Lawrence Radiation T aboratory and
Chairman of the Divisional Advisory Group of the Air Force Space
and Missiles Systems Organization, favored approval of the treaty
with the following modification related to the development of antiballistic-missile defense systems. Dr. Teller stated :
It seems to me, therefore, necessary to declare that weapons which are designed
for defense and can be used for defense alone are in the interest of peace. That
when and if such defensive systems are properly developed, the necessary steps
will be taken to make them widely available for self-defense, and that this will
be done even if it requires modification of existing laws or treaties.
I, therefore, explicitly recommend that the Senate make it known that it looks
with favor on the development of effective defensive systems, and that by ratifying the treaty the Senate does not intend to preclude the deployment of purely
defensive arrangements, if and when these become available."

A number of additional public witnesses testified after submitting
requests to appear. A majority of these witnesses supported the treaty.
The invasion and occupation of Czechoslovakia occurred between
the time the committee concluded its public hearings in July and the
time the committee took final action in executive session on September 17, 1968. This issue and its relationship to the treaty became of

great concern to the committee and was the subject of considerable
discussion, particularly as to the appropriateness of approving the
treaty while Czechoslovakia was occupied by Soviet troops.
The security guarantee resolution

One of the most important aspects of the Nonproliferation Treaty
is not included in the treaty text. In June 1968 the United States,
Great Britain, and the Soviet Union introduced a resolution in the
United Nations Security Council, which was subsequently approved
by the Council on June 19, giving security, guarantees to the nonnuclear-weapons signatories of the Nonproliferation Treaty.33
The key paragraph in the declaration made in the Security Council
by the United States in explanation of its vote for the resolution contains the following language :
any state which commits aggression accompanied by the use of nuclear

weapons or which threatens such aggression must be aware that its actions
are to be countered effectively by measures to be taken in accordance with the
" See ibid., p. 162 ft.
"Ibid., p. 189.
"Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 444.
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United Nations Charter to suppress the aggression or remove the threat of

aggression."

In considering the resolution and its relationship to the pending
treaty the committee sought to determine whether the Security Council
resolution and the U.S. declaration in explanation of its vote commit

the United States to any additional responsibilities other than those
already assumed under the United Nations Charter.
The committee wishes to make it unmistakably clear that it considers the Security Council resolution and the U.S. declaration as
separate and distinct 'from the Nonproliferation Treaty. This resolution and the accompanying declaration, are solely executive measures.
However, because these actions are linked politically to the treaty, the
connection could convey the impression that approval of the treaty by

the Senate also means approval of the Security Council resolution.
For this reason, the committee wishes to make the record clear that
support of the Nonproliferation Treaty is in no way to be construed as
approval of the security guarantee measures embodied in the United
Nations resolution or the supporting U.S. declaration. It is appropriate, however, for the committee to express its interpretation of the
United Nations resolution on security guarantees, since the pledge
and resolution bear upon the constitutional right of the Senate to
approve formal security commitments by the United States and upon
the constitutional right of the Congress to declare war.
The committee is constrained to point out that, in its view, this
United Nations resolution and its accompanying declaration in no
way involve a ratification of prior commitments or establish new
commitments. In the event that action is contemplated by the United
States, by reason of its declaration in the Security Council, such action
can only be taken with due regard to proper constitutional processes.

The committee is confident that this point was made clear by the
testimony. The Secretary of State told the committee that "as a matter
of law and as a matter of policy" there were no additional obligations
assumed by the United States under the United Nations security ,guar-

antes resolution. Mr. Rusk said that any action the United States

would take as a result of United Nations decisions under the security
guarantee resolution would not be taken by the United States because
of any new obligations assumed under the resolution. Mr. Rusk then
underlined this point:
The decision itself [to act on any Security Council decision] would have to be

made at the time in terms of the total interests of the United States and the
judgment of the President, In consultation with leaders of the Congress, as to
what is required in our own interests at that time.°

In response to a direct question Secretary Rusk agreed with the
interpretation offered by Senator case of New Jersey that the pending treaty would in no way "eliminate the necessity for adoption of
whatever constitutional processes may be applicable in the event the
question arises as to the use of the Armed Forces of the United States

in the future."

"Ibid., p. 440.
Nonproliferation Treaty: Hearings, pt. 1, p. 15.
"Ibid., p. 17.
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The committee, therefore, records its firm conclusion, reached after
extensive testimony, that the Security Council resolution and security

guarantee declaration made by the United States in no way either
ratify prior national commitments or create new commitments.
Under normal charter procedures2 the United States had the option
of calling the attention of the Security Council to a case of aggression

or threat of aggression. Now that option has apparently become an
obligation. The United States has also had the option of determining
the timing of such an appeal to the Security Council. It now appears
that the United States is honor bound to folloW a definite if limited
course of action if a nonnuclear weapon state declares that it is a victim of nuclear aggression or the threat of such aggression. Under the
security guarantee pledge, the administration has expressed its intention to seek "immediate" Security Council "action" to aid a nonnuclear weapon state that is the victim or potential victim of nuclear
aggression.
The change here is a subtle one that has no bearing on the commit-

tee's judgment that the Senate's approval of the treaty is not to be

construed as approval or disapproval of the administration's security
guarantee measures: or the committee's further judgment that these
actions in no way either ratify prior national commitments or create
new commitments. The committee only wishes to point out that in its
view the administration has surrendered some of its diplomatic flexi-

bility in hopes of creating a framework for United States-Soviet
cooperation m the United Nations. If this cooperation develops and

matures the Security Council gesture will be worth the costs in
diplomatic flexibility.
National security considerations
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Wheeler, testified as to whether the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were taken
into account during the treaty negotiations. General Wheeler was also
asked whether the treaty fully safeguards our national security interests. General Wheeler offered this comment on the treaty and its
effect on national security :
At the initiation of treaty discussions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff formulated
certain principles relating to national security that should not be violated by
such a treaty. First, we believe that any international agreement on the control
of nuclear weapons must not operate to the disadvantage of the United States
and our allies. Secondly, it must not disrupt any existing defense alliances in
which the United States is pledged to assist in protecting the political independ-

ence and territorial integrity of other nations. These principles have been
observed. * * *

General Wheeler went on to state that the Joint Chiefs of Staff
were unanimous in supporting the treaty. It should also be noted that
General Wheeler said that every proposal concerning the treaty made
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff during negotiations was accepted.37

Obligations to alaes
The committee expressed concern during the hearings at the possible effects of the treaty on the U.S. security arrangements, particu" Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 514.
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larly within NATO. At the same time, the committee sought to
ascertain whether the United States, either explicitly or by suggestion,
was considering offering inducements to any country to sign the treaty.
Secretary Rogers, Secretary Laird, and General Wheeler reiterated

the statements of the previous administration that the treaty is consistent with the best interests of the North Atlantic Treaty Otganization. Secretary Rusk said that the United States had worked closely
with its allies in the formulation of the treaty and that our allies were
fully satisfied that the treaty in no way would jeopardize the alliance
or the individual national interests of its members.38

The committee agrees with this evaluation. The committee also
wishes to make the record unmistakably clear that the treaty in no
way affects the right of the United States to enter into agreements to
station nuclear weapons under U.S. control on the soil of an ally.
Nevertheless, this treaty does represent a potential cost to the United
States in its alliance relationships. Heretofore, it was a national decision whether the United States would use its nuclear assets in helping
one or more countries to develop nuclear weapons. Admittedly, this
was an option the United States never used except in the case of Great
Britain; but it was an option subject only to a decision of the executive
branch and the Congress. Now we have all but given up that option in
the sense that this treaty imposes a formidable barrier to the United
States assisting other countries in the development of nuclear-weapons
programs. Nevertheless, the committee believes that the possible future
costs of renouncing this option are overshadowed by the major step the

treaty takes in the direction of controlling the spread of nuclear

weapons.

After extensive testimony on the subject of possible inducements
offered to sign the Nonproliferation Treaty, the committee concludes
that the administration has no intention of making any commitment
to any potential nonnuclear weapon signatory to induce that coun-

try to sign the treaty. For example, former Deputy Secretary of
Defense Nitze flatly told the committee that the United States has

given the Federal Republic of Germany no guarantee to defend that
country against nuclear attack even if NATO should be dissolved.39
(However, former Secretary Rusk made it clear that, if NATO were
to dissolve, this fact might be taken by nonnuclear NATO members as
affecting their supreme national interest and therefore justifying their
withdrawal under the withdrawal article.) Moreover, the committee
was told that the Federal Republic of Germany has not suggested that
the continued stationing of any particular level of American troops in
Europe is related to its attitude toward adhering to the treaty."
Adherence to the treaty
Administration witnesses were questioned at length both in July
and February on the attitudes of nonnuclear weapon states toward

the treaty. Last July the former Secretary of State stated that the
administration was asking for prompt Senate action on the treaty
"because many countries, particularly our allies, are waiting to see
38 Ibid., p. 493.

39 Nonproliferation, Treaty: Hearings, pt. 1, p. 80.
40 Ibid., pp. 42-43.
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what we do before starting their own parliamentary consideration
of the treaty. We recognize that the effectiveness of the treaty will
depend in large measure upon the adherence of other countries. But
we have been among the leaders in securing agreements on this treaty,
and other countries are looking to us now." 41
The committee agrees that the effectiveness of the treaty will depend
largely on the adherence of the widest possible number of countries.
It also notes how few states with the technological and economic mans

to develop nuclear weapons have thus far signed the treaty, and it
hopes that Senate approval of the treaty will encourage other nations
to adhere to the treaty.
The committee expresses the opinion that this treaty is of such sig-

nificance that the administration should endeavor to arrange for the
major nuclear powers to deposit their instruments of ratification
contemporaneously, thus emphasizing the historic nature of the event
and avoiding insofar as possible misunderstandings which might
otherwise arise.

Article III
It is in the context of the problem of gaining the widest possible
adherence to the treaty that the committee records its interpretation
of article III.

One interpretation of article III would seem to demand that a

country that neither signs the treaty nor extends international safeguards to all its nuclear facilities should be denied all forms of peace-

ful nuclear assistance from signatories such as the United States.
Alternately, there is a less rigid interpretation of article III that a nonsignatory can continue to receive nuclear aid if the material and equipment provided by a signatory is covered by international safeguards.
The committee appreciates the administration's uneasiness about

any suggestion that the United States should adopt a hard and fast
policy of nuclear embargo on nonsignatories. Such a policy could
destroy the very incentives to adherence to the treaty that the United
States wishes to encourage. To stimulate nuclear autarky by a rigid
application of, the very means designed to encourage international
cooperation in the nuclear field is obviously not the intent of the
Nonproliferation Treaty.
It is the view of the committee that the treaty does not obligate
nuclear-weapons states to treat nonnuclear signatory and nonsignatory states on the same basis. Neither does the treaty require that
preferences be given to signatory nonnuclear states. As a practical
matter, however, it is the view of the committee that the nuclear
powers should be most reluctant to treat nonsignatory states on the
same basis as signatory states, despite the fact that the treaty does not
prohibit such action.
The benefits and services to nonsignatories should surely be far less
than those accruing to those countries who decide to sign the treaty.
By any standard it would be consistent with the intent of the treaty
4 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 497.
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to be more willing to provide, for example, assistance in the nuclear
excavation field to a signatory country as it becomes available rather
than to a nonsignatory. Similarly, the United States should be more
willing to extend its assistance in the nuclear desalting field to signatories of the treaty rather than to those countries who decide not to
sign.

It is the view of the committee, therefore, that the application of
article III should be handled with a carefully considered appreciation
of what will encourage states to adhere and what will encourage them
to abstain.
IV. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The committee finds that this treaty is the best that can be negotiated
at 'this time.

Essentially, the treaty formalizes the mutual concern of the United
States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union in containing the spread of

nuclear weapons. The United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet
Union appear to have a sober understanding of the increased dangers
of nuclear war that would come as more and more nations possess
nuclear weapons. They appear to be convinced that the treaty will not
adversely affect the balance of power. They seem persuaded of the
advantages of establishing a framework for cooperation that will hopefully lead to a reduction of the hazards and uncertainties that many
nonnuclear weapon countries feel as nuclear commercial power and its
potentially destructive byproduct of plutonium spread throughout the
world. They have given a pledge of good faith in seeking agreements
that would limit nuclear arms competition between the major powers.

The committee is fully aware of the mutual responsibilities the
nuclear weapon states party to the treaty have assumed to move to
negotiate the means of limiting, if not ending, the nuclear arms race.
The committee is equally aware that the United States has assumed
this responsibility by asking other nations not to follow our example.
It is in this sense, and this sense alone, that the committee believes
that the word "commitment" is appropriate to this treatya commit-

ment to pursue with good faith and urgency new arms limitation
agreements.

The extensive discussion of article VI during the hearings is an
index of deep concern of members over the implications of an escalating
arms race. The committee believes this treaty comes at a moment when

both the United States and the Soviet Union are at national crossroads
with respect to the arms race. Decisions facing both countries in the
area of strategic offensive and defensive missiles are of vital importance not only to the peace and security of the world but to the successful implementation of the Nonproliferation Treaty.
In order to give effect to article VI, the committee believes that the

administration should consider deferring the deployment of these
weapons until it has had time to make an earnest effort to pursue
meaningful discussions with the Soviet Union.
The committee is also aware of potential problems regarding the

interpretation of U.S. obligations under article V. As mentioned,
375-754-70-8
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article V gives assurances to the nonnuclear weapon states that they
will share on a nondiscriminatory basis in the benefits of the peaceful
application of nuclear explosive devices. The language of this article

suggests that the United States will provide these services to any

nonnuclear weapon state party to the treaty regardless of its relationship to the United States, with all costs for research and development

borne by the U.S. taxpayer. Another potential problem is that the
language of article V might be interpreted as a positive commitment
to provide explosive services for research and development projects
that further the commercial interests of domestic and international

customerssuch as oil and gas companieswithout rectard to the
relationship and importance of these projects to the ?il.S. public

interest.
After weighing additional testimony on article V taken in February,

the committee wishes to record its satisfaction with the assurances
and commitments of the administration, particularly the Atomic Energy Commission, that article V will not result in an open-ended subsidy to commercial interests. The committee is satisfied that the U.S.
responsibilities under article V will be carried out on a full-cost recovery basis and projects under article V will be undertaken only
when the best interest of the United States is clearly evident.
The administration has provided the committee with a definition of
what constitutes "source or special fissionable material" under the
Nonproliferation Treaty, and specifically whether either of these terms
would apply to radioisotopes used for medical purposes. This information has been printed with the hearings.
It is the understanding of the committee on the basis of this information that no radioisotopes used for medical treatment or diagnosis
would come within the definition of materials covered under the IAEA
safeguard system.

Admittedly, the implementation of the treaty raises uncertainties.
The reliability and thereby the credibility of international safeguards
systems is still to be determined. No completely satisfactory answer
was given the committee on the effectiveness of the safeguards systems envisioned under the treaty. Moreover, the committee was not
given a completely satisfactory answer as to what the signatory nations

will do if the International Atomic Energy Agency fails to work out
mutually satisfactory agreements with individual states or associations of States within the time prescribed by the treaty. The committee hopes that the optimism of the administration will be borne
out and that successful agreements with the IAEA will be concluded
without difficulty or delay. Nevertheless, the committee notes that
the Euratom States have unanimously agreed that the treaty will
only be ratified after a satisfactory verification agreement has been
reached between Euratom and the IAEA.
The committee is fully aware of the potential problems in the safeguards field. But it is equally convinced that when the possible problems in reaching satisfactory safeguards agreements are carefully
weighed against the potential for a worldwide mandatory safeguards
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system, the comparison argues strongly in favor of the present language of the treaty.
It is also the view of the committee that the nuclear powers in providing peaceful nuclear explosive services abroad should require those
services to be carried out within the framework of the treaty and subject to appropriate international observation. The committee believes

that the IAEA would be an appropriate body to provide that
observation.
The committee notes but does not comment or pass on the constitu-

tional appropriateness of announcements by both former President
Johnson and President Nixon that the United States will permit the
International Atomic Energy Agency to apply its safeguards to all
nuclear activities in the United States, exclusive of those activities with
direct security significance.42

After full consideration of the security and political implications,
the committee concludes that the treaty is in the best interests of the
United States. The committee is mindful, however, that this treaty
is certainly no cure-all to the problems of nuclear proliferation. The
success of the agreement will depend on its wide acceptance particularly by those countries with the national capability to manufacture
nuclear weapons. Success will also depend on the acceptance and
credibility of the safeguards provisions.
The committee is also mindful of the tragic events in Czechoslovakia
and of the flagrant violation of international law by the Soviet Union.

During committee discussion of the treaty in September several
members took the position that, while they supported the treaty, they
believed the committee should defer final consideration because of
Soviet behavior. Weighted against this desire to express displeasure
with the Soviet Union was the prevailing view that, while the Soviet
actions were unconscionable, the treaty itself is multilateral in char-

acter and of such significance as a potential barrier to the further
spread of nuclear weapons that any delay in taking final committee
action was inadvisable. The committee (by a vote on September 17 of
13 to 3 with 3 abstentions) then recommended that the Senate give its
advice and consent to ratification of the treaty.
When the committee considered the treaty in February of 1969 the
view again prevailed that while the Soviet action warranted continuing condemnation, the prompt ratification of the treaty was in the
national interest.
In conclusion the committee believes that the Nonproliferation
Treaty represents an important beginning in controlling the further
spread of nuclear weapons, although it will remain only a fervent
affirmation of good intentions until the signatories move swiftly to
achieve a cessation of the nuclear arms race.
Therefore, the committee (by a vote on February 25, 1969, of 14 to 0
with 1 present) recommends that the Senate give its advice and consent to ratification of the pending treaty.
42 Ibid., 1967, pp. 613-615; ante, p. 33.
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News Conference Remarks by President Nixon on Ballistic Missile Defense System [Extracts), March 14,
19691
Ladies and gentlemen, today I am announcing a decision which
I believe is vital for the security and defense of the United States,
and also in the interest of _peace throughout the world.
Last year a program, the Sentinel antiballistic missile program, was

adopted. That program, as all listeners on television and radio and
readers of newspapers know, has been the subject of very strong debate
and controversy over the past few months.

After long study of all of the options available, I have concluded
that the Sentinel program previously adopted should be substantially
modified. The new program that I have recommended this morning to
the leaders, and that I announce today, is one that perhaps best can be
described as a safeguard program.
It is a safeguard against any attack by the Chinese Communists
the we can foresee over the next 10 years.

It is a safeguard of our deterrent system, which is increasingly vulnerable due to the advances that have been made by the Soviet Union

since the year 1967 when the Sentinel program was first laid out.

It is a safeguard also against any irrational or accidental attack that
might occur of less than massive magnitude which might be launched
from the Soviet Union.
The program also does not do some things which should be clearly

understood. It does not provide defense for our cities, and for that
reason the sites have been moved away from our major cities. I have

made the decision with regard to this particular _point because I found
that there is no way, even if we were to expand the limited Sentinel
system which was planned for some of our cities to a so-called heavy
or thick systemthere is no way that we can adequately defend our
cities without an unacceptable loss of life.
The only way that I have concluded that we can save lives, which is
the primary purpose of our defense system, is to prevent war, and that

is why the emphasis of this system is on protecting our deterrent,

which is the best preventive for war.

The system differs from the previous Sentinel system in another

major respect. The Sentinel system called for a fixed deployment sched-

ule. I believe that because of a number of reasons, we should have a
phase system. That is why, on an annual basis, the new safeguard
system will be reviewed, and the review may bring about changes in
the system based on our evaluation of three major points.
First, what our inteicigence shows us with regard to the magnitude
of the threat, whether from the Soviet Union or from the Chinese; and,
second, in terms of what our evaluation is of any talks that we are
having by that time, or may be having, with regard to arms control;
and finally, because we believe that since this is a new system, we
should constantly examine what progress has been made in the development of the technique to see if changes in the system should be made.
1Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Mar. 17, 1969, pp. 400-405.
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I should admit at this point that this decision has not been an easy
one. None of the great decisions made by a President are easy. But it is
one that I have made after considering all of the options, and I would
indicate before going to your questions two major options that I have
overruled.
One is moving to a massive city defense. I have already indicated
why I do not believe that is, first, feasible, and there is another reason :
Moving to a massive city defense system, even starting with a thin
system and then going to a heavy system, tends to be more provocative
in terms of making credible a first - strike capability against the Soviet
Union. I want no provocation which might deter arms talks.
The other alternative, at the other extreme, was to do nothing, or to

delay for 6 or 12 months, which would be the equivalent, really, of
doing nothing, or, for example, going the road only of research and
development.
I have examined those options. I have ruled them out because I have

concluded that the first deployment of this system, which will not
occur until 1973, that that first deployment is essential by that date if
we are to meet the threat that our present intelligence indicates will
exist by 1973.

In other words, we must begin now. If we delay a year, for example,
it means that that first deployment will be delayed until 1975. That

might be too late.

It is the responsibility of the President of the United States, above
all other responsibilities, to think first of the security of the United
States, I believe that this system is the best step that we can take to
provide for that security.
There are, of course, other possibilities that have been strongly
urged by some of the leaders this morningfor example that we could
increase our offensive capability, our submarine force, or even our
Minuteman force or our bomber force. That I would consider to be,
however, the wrong road because it would be provocative to the Soviet
Union and might escalate an arms race.
This system is truly a safeguard system, a defensive system only. It
safeguards our deterrent and under those circumstances can, in no way,

in my opinion, delay the progress which I hope will continue to be
made toward arms talks, which will limit arms, not only this kind of
system, but particularly offensive systems.

Q. Mr. President, there has been a great deal of criticism in

Congress against deployment of any type of antimissile defense system. -What kind of reception do you think your proposal this morning
will receive there ?
THE PRESIDENT. It will be a very spirited debate, and it will be a
very close vote. Debates in the field of national defense are often

spirited and the votes are often close. Many of my friends in Congress
who were there before I was there remarked that the vote on extending
the draft in 1941 won by only one vote.
This might be that close. I think, however, that after the Members
of the House and the Senate consider this program, which is a mini-

t
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mum program, and which particularly provides options to change in
other directions if we find the threat is changed, or that the art has
changed, our evaluation of the technique has changed, I think that we
have a good chance of getting approval. We will, of course, express
our views, and we hope that we will get support from the country.

Q. Mr. President, I understand ''that your first construction or

deployment of antimissile systems would be around two Minuteman
retaliatory operations. Do you think that deploying around these two
provides enough deterrent that would be effective ?
THE PRESIDENT. Let me explain the difference between deploying
around two Minuteman bases and deploying around, say, 10 cities.
Where you are looking toward a city defense, it needs to be a perfect
or near perfect system to be credible because, as I examined the possi-

bility of even a thick defense of cities, I found that even the most
optimistic projections, considering the highest development of the
art, would mean that we would still lose 30 million to 40 million lives.

That would be lesshalf of what we would otherwise lose. But we
would still lose 30 million to 40 million.
When you are talking about protecting your deterrent, it need not be
perfect. It is necessary only to protect enough of the deterrent that
the retaliatory second strike will be of such magnitude that the enemy
would think twice before launching a first strike.
It has been my conclusion that by protecting two Minuteman sites,
we will preserve that deterrent as a credible deterrent, and that that
will be decisive and could be decisive insofar as the enemy considering
the possibility of a first strike.
Q.

Mr. President, your safeguard ABM system, I understand,

would cost about $1 billion less in the coming fiscal year than the plan
which President Johnson sent up. Will this give you the opportunity
to reduce the surcharge or will the continued high level of taxation be
needed for the economy?
THE PRESIDENT. That question will be answered when we see the
entire budget. Secretary Laird will testify on the defense budget on
Wednesday.
Incidentally, my understanding at this time, and I have seen the

preliminary figures, is that the defense budget that Secretary Laird
will present will be approximately $21/2 billion less than that submitted
by the previous administration.

Whether after considering the defense budget and all of the other
budgets that have been submitted, we then can move in the direction of
either reducing the surcharge or move in the direction of some of our
very difficult problems with regard to our cities, the problem of hunger

and othersthese are the options that I will have to consider at a later
time.
Q.

Mr. President, do you have reason to believe that the Russians
will interpret your ABM decision today as not being an escalating
move in the arms race?
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THE PRESIDENT. As a matter of fact, Mr. Kap low, I have reason
to believe, based on the past record, that they would interpret it just the
other way around.
First, when they deployed their own ABM system, and, as you know,
they have 67 missile ABM sites deployed around Moscow, they rejected

the idea that it escalated the arms race on the ground that it was defensive solely in character, and, second, when the United States last
year went forward on the Sentinel system, four days later the Soviet
Union initiated the opportunity to have arms limitation talks.
I think the Soviet Union recognizes very clearly the difference
between a defensive posture and an offensive posture.

I would also point this out, an interesting thing about Soviet military and diplomatic history : They have always thought in defensive
terms, and if you read not only their political leaders, but their military
leaders, the emphasis is on defense.

I think that since this system now, as a result of moving the city
defense out of it, and the possibility of that city defense growing into
a thick defense, I think this makes it so clearly defensive in character
that the Soviet Union cannot interpret this as escalating the arms race.

Q. In any talks with the Soviet Union, would you be willing to
consider abandoning the ABM program altogether if the Soviets
showed. a similar willingness or, indeed, if they showed a readiness
to place limitations on offensive weapons?
THE PRESIDENT. Mr. Scali, I am prepared, in the event that we go

into arms talks, to consider both offensive and defensive weapons. As

you know, the arms talks, that at least preliminarily have been discussed, do not involve limitation or reduction. They involve only
freezing where we are.

Your question goes to abandoning. On that particular point, I think
it would take two, naturally, to make the agreement. Let's look at the
Soviet Union's position with its defensive deployment of ABM's.
Previously, that deployment was aimed only toward the United States.
Today their radars, from our intelligence, are also directed toward
Communist China.
I would. imagine that the Soviet Union would be just as reluctant
as we would be to leave their country naked against a potential Chinese
Communist threat. So the abandoning of the entire system, particularly as long as the Chinese threat is there, I think neither country
would look upon with much favor.

Q. Mr. President, do you think the deployment of the IBM system by both the Soviet Union and the United States is compatible
with the aims of the NPT ? 2
THE PRESIDENT. I considered that problem, and I believe that they
are compatible with the NPT. We discussed that in the leaders' meeting this morning and I pointed out that as we consider this kind of
defensive system, which enables the United States of America to make
its deterrent capability credible, that that will have an enormous effect
' For the nonproliferation treaty, see Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp.

461-465.
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in reducing the pressure on other countries who might want to acquire
nuclear weapons.

That is the key point. If a country doesn't feel that the major

country that has a nuclear capability has a credible deterrent, then
they would move hi that direction.

One other pointI wish to make an aiinounceinent with regard to

the NPT : that I was delighted to see the Senate's confirmation or con-

sent to the treaty, and this announcementI hope President Johnson
is looking. I haven't talked to him on the phone. I am going to invite
President Johnson, if his schedule permits, to attend the ceremony
when we will have the ratification of the treaty, because he started it
in his administration and I think he should participate when we
ratify it.

Q. What effect, if any, will your safeguard program have on the
shelter program ? Can you tell us anything about your long-range

plans?
THE PRESIDENT. Congressman Holifield in the meeting this morning strongly urged that the administration look over the shelter pro°Tam and he made the point that he thought it had fallen somewhat
into disarray due to lack of attention over the past few years.

I have directed that General Lincoln, the head of the Office of
Emergency PreparednessI had directed him previously to conduct
such a survey. We are going to look at the shelter program to see what
we can do there in order to minimize American casualties.

Statement by President Nixon on Ballistic Missile Defense
System, March 14, 19691
Immediately after assuming office, I requested the Secretary of

Defense to review the program initiated by the last administration to
deploy the Sentinel Ballistic Missile Defense System.
The Department of Defense presented a full statement of the alter-

natives at the last two meetings of the National Security Council.
These alternatives were reviewed there in the light of the security
requirements of the United States and of their probable impact on
East-West relations, with particular reference to the prospects for
strategic arms negotiations.

After carefully considering the alternatives, I have reached the

following conclusions : (1) the concept on which the Sentinel program
of the previous administration was based should be substantially modi-

fied, (2) the safety of our country requires that we should proceed
now with the development and construction of the new system in a
carefully phased program, (3) this program will be reviewed annually
from the point of view of (a) technical developments, (b) the threat,
(c) the diplomatic context including any talks on arms limitation.
1 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Mar. 17, 1969, pp. 406-400.
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The modified system has been designed so that its defensive intent is
unmistakable. It will be implemented not according to some fixed, theo-

retical schedule, but in a manner clearly related to our periodic

analysis of the threat. The first deployment covers two missile sites;

the first of these will not be completed before 1973. Any further

delay would set this date back b, at least 2 additional years. The program for fiscal year 1970 is the minimum necessary to maintain the
security of our Nation.

This measured deployment is designed to fulfill three objectives :
1. Protection of our land-based retaliatory forces against a direct

attack by the Soviet Union.
2. Defense of the American people against the kind of nuclear attack

which Communist China is likely to be able to mount within the

decade.
3.

Protection against the possibility of accidental attacks from

any source.

In the review leading up to this decision, we considered three possible options in addition to this program : a deployment which would
attempt to defend U.S. cities against an attack by the Soviet Union;
a continuation of the Sentinel program approved by the previous
administration; and indefinite postponement of deployment while
continuing research and development.
I rejected these options for the following reasons :
Although every instinct motivates me to provide the American peo-

ple with complete protection against a major nuclear attack, it is not
now within our power to do so. The heaviest defense system we considered, one designed to protect our major cities, still could not prevent a catastrophic level of U.S. fatalities from a deliberate all-out
Soviet attack. And it might look to an opponent like the prelude to
an offensive strategy threatening the Soviet deterrent.
The Sentinel system approved by the previous administration provided more capabilities for the defense of cities than the program I 1,n
recommending, but it did not provide protection against some threats
to our retaliatory forces which have developed subsequently. Also, the
Sentinel system had the disadvantage that it could be misinterpreted
as the first step toward the construction of a heavy system.
Giving up all construction of missile defense poses too man v risks.
Research and development does not supply the answer to many technical issues that only operational experience can provide. The Soviet
Union has engaged in a buildup of its strategic forces larger than
was envisaged in 1967 when the decision to deploy Sentinel was made.
The following is illustrative of recent Soviet activity :
1. The Soviets have already deployed an ABM system which protects to some degree a wide area centered around Moscow. We will not
have a comparable capability for over 4 years. We believe the Soviet
Union is continuing their ABM development, directed either toward
improving this initial system, or more likely, making si,:,hstantially
better second-generation ABM components.
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2. The Soviet Union is continuing the deployment of very large
missiles with warheads capable of destroying our hardened Minuteman forces.
3. The Soviet Union has also been substantially increasing the size

of their submarine-launched ballistic missile force.
4.

The Soviets appear to be developing a semi-orbital nuclear

weapon system.

In addition to these developments, :!13 Chinese threat against our
population, as well as the danger of an accidental attack, cannot be
ignored. By approving this system, it is possible to reduce U.S. fatalities to a minimal level in the event of a Chinese nuclear attack in the
1970's, or in an accidental attack from any source. No President with
the responsibility for the lives and security for the American people
could fail to provide this protection.
The gravest responsibility which I bear as President of the United
States is for the security of the Nation. Our nuclear forces defend not
only ourselves but our allies as well. The imperative that our nuclear

deterrent remain secure beyond any possible doubt requires that the
United States must take steps now to insure that our strategic retaliatory forces will not become vulnerable to a Soviet attack.
Modern technology provides several choices in seeking to insure the
survival of our retaliatory forces. First, we could increase the number
of sea- and land-based missiles and bombers. I have ruled out this
course because it provides only marginal improvement of our deterrent, while it could be misinterpreted by the Soviets as an attempt to
threaten their deterrent. It would therefore stimulate an arms race.
A. second option is to harden further our ballistic missile forces by
putting them in more strongly reinforced underground silos. But our
studies show that hardening by itself is not adequate protection against.
foreseeable advances in the accuracy of Soviet, offensive forces.
The third option was to begin a measured construction on an active
defense of our retaliatory forces.
I have chosen the third option.
The system will use components previously developed for the Sentinel system. However, the deployment will be changed to reflect the
rt,w.
concept. We will provide for local defense of selected Minuteman
$
missile sites and an area defense designed to protect our bomber bases
and our command and control authorities. In addition, this new system
will provide defense of the continental United States against an
accidental attack and will provide substantial protection against the

kind of atta3k which the Chinese Communists may be capable of
launching thrpughout the 1970's. This deployment will not require
us to place rriisile and radar sites close to our major cities.
The present estimate is that the total cost of installing this system
will be $6-$7 billion. However, because of the deliberate pace of the
deployment, budgetary requests for the coming year can be substan-

tially lessby about one hal fthan trhose asked for by the previous
administration for the Sentinel system.
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In making this decision, I have been mindful of my pledge to make
every effort to move from an era of confrontation to an era of negotiation. The program I am recommending is based on a careful assessment of the developing Soviet and Chinese threats. I have directed the

President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Boarda nonpartisan
group of distinguished private citizensto make a yearly assessment
of the threat which will supplement our regular intelligence assessment. Each phase of the deployment will be reviewed to insure that
we are doing as much as necessary but no more than that required by
the threat existing at that time. Moreover, we will take maximum
advantage of the information gathered from the initial deployment
in designing the later phases of the program.

Since our deployment is to be closely related to the threat, it is
subject to modification as the threat changes, either through negotiations or through unilateral actions by the Soviet Union or Communist
China.
The program is not provocative. The Soviet retaliatory capability
is not affected by our decision. The capability for surprise attack
against our strategic forces is reduced. In other words, our program
provides an incentive for a responsible Soviet weapons policy and
for the avoidance of spiraling U.S. and Soviet strategic arms budgets.
I have taken cognizance of the view that beginning construction of a

U.S, ballistic missile defense would complicate an agreement on

strategic arms with the Soviet Union.

I do not believe that the evidence of the recent past bears out this
contention. The Soviet interest in strategic talks was not deterred by
the decision of the previous administration to deploy the Sentinel
ABM systemin fact, it was formally announced shortly afterwards.
I believe that the modifications we have made in the previous program
will give the Soviet Union even less reason to view our defense effort
as an obstacle to talks. Moreover, I wish to emphasize that in any arms
limitation talks with the Soviet Union, the United States will be fully
prepared to discuss limitations on defensive as well as offensive weapons systems.

The question of ABM involves a complex combination of many
factors:
--,numeroufb highly technical, often conflicting judgments;

the costs,

tilt,: relationship to prospects for reaching an agreement on limit' ing nuthear arms;

the moral implications the deployment of a ballistic missile defense
system has for many Americans;
the impact of the, decision on the security of the United States in
this pailous age of nuclear arms.

I have weighed all these factors. I am cl)eply sympathetic to the
concerns of private citizens and Members of/Congress that we do only
that which is necessary for national security. This is why I am recommending a minimum program essential for our security. It is my duty
as President to make certain that we do no less.
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Budapest Appeal by Warsaw Pact Nations to All European Countries, March 17, 1969
The People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Hungarian People's Republic, the German Democratic Republic, the Polish People's Republic, the
Socialist Republic of Romania, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republicthe States Members of the

Warsaw Pactparticipants in the Conference of the Political Con-

sultative Committee, expressing the aspirations of their peoples to live
in peace and good-neighbourliness with the rest of the European peoples, as well as their firm resolve to assist in establishing an atmosphere
of security and co-operation on our continent, address to all European

States the following appeal for the redoubling of efforts aimed at

strengthening peace and security in Europe.
The present and the future of the peoples of Europe is indissolubly

linked with the maintenance and consolidation of peace on our continent. Genuine security and reliable peace can be ensured, if the
thoughts, pursuits and energy of the European States are directed towards the aim of relaxing tension,. solving with clue regard to realities
international problems that are ripe for solution and arranging for
all-round co-operation on an All-European basis.
The way to good-neighbourliness, confidence and mutual understanding depends on the will and efforts of the peoples and governments of all European countries. The Europe of today, as it came out
of the Second World War, is made up.of more than thirty States, large
and small, differing according to their social system, location and interests. By the will of history they are destined to live side by side,
and no one can change this fact.
More and more governments, parliaments, Parties, political and so-

cial leaders are imbued with understanding of the responsibility that
lies upon them before present and future generations for the prevention of a new military conflict in Europe. However, there are still
active in Europe forces which put on the credit side of European development, not the settlement of disputes and peaceful agreements, but
additional divisions and missiles, and new military programmes calculated for decades in advance. Also active together with them are
those who have not drawn the proper lessons from the outcome of the

Second World War, as a result of which German militarism and

nazism were crushed. Their intrigues are a source of tension and bring
complications into international relations.
The States participating in the Conference consider it their duty, in
future also, to do all that lies in their power to shield Europe from the
danger of new military conflicts, to clear the way for the development
of co-operation among all European countries irrespective of their social system, on the basis of the principles of peaceful coexistence.
However complex unsolved problems may be, their solution must be
achieved by peaceful means through negotiation and not through the
use, or threat of the use, of force.

In analysing the situation in Europe, the States Members of the
Warsaw Pact consider that there is a real possibility of ensuring
1 ENDC/243, Apr. 2,1969.
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European security throut.,011 common efforts, taking into account the
interests of all European States and peoples.

Almost three years ago States Members of the Warsaw Pact put
forward at Bucharest a proposal to convoke a general European conference to consider questions of European security and peaceful cooperation? The contacts which have taken place since then have shown
that not a single European government expressed opposition to the
idea of a general European conference and that there are real possibilities of holding one. Not once since the Second World War have all the
States of Europe come together, although there are numerous questions which await consideration at the conference table. From the
standpoint of the interests of consolidating peace, there are no serious

reasons for putting off the convening of a general European

conference.
Such a conference would meet the interests of all European States. It
would. make it possible together to find ways and means of doing away

with the division of Europe into military groupings and achieving

peaceful co-operation among European States and peoples.
However, there are forces in the world which, because they seek to
maintain the division of our continent, conduct a policy of fomenting
tension, and refuse to facilitate peaceful co-operation among States and
peoples, openly oppose the holding of such a conference and other
measures to strengthen European security.
The States participating in the present Conference are convinced
that the development of general European co-operation has been and
continues to be the only real alternative to dangerous military confrontation, the armaments race and the dissensions which aggressive
forces, seeking to undo the results of the Second World War and remake the map of Europe, are trying and will continue to try to impose
on Europe.
The States Members of the Warsaw Pact confirm their proposals
against the division of the world into military blocs, against the arma-

ments race and the resultant threat to the cause of international

peace and security, and the other measures and proposals contained in
the Declaration on the strengthening of Peace and Security in Europe
adopted at Bucharest in 1966.
It is a vital necessity, for the European peoples, to avert new military conflicts, and to strengthen the political, economic and cultural

links between all States on the basis of equal rights and respect for
the independence and sovereignty of States. A durable system of
European security will create the objective possibility and necessity of
carrying out, by combined efforts, large-scale projects in the fields of
power production, of transport: of the hydrospheric and atmospheric
environment and of health, which have a direct bearing on the well-

being of the population of the entire continent. It is precisely this
common interest which can and should become the foundation for
European co-operation.

One of the basic pre-conditions for safeguarding the security of
Europe is the inviolability of the existing European frontiers, including the Oder-Neisse frontiers and those between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, recognition of
Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 407-420.
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the fact of the existence of those two countries, renunciation by the
latter of its claims to represent the whole of the German people, and
renunciation of possession in any form of nuclear weapons. West Berlin has a special status and does not belong to Western Germany.
A practical step towards strengthening European security would be
a meeting in the immediate future between representatives of all the
European States concerned in order to establish by mutual agreement
the procedure for convening the Conference and to determine the
items on its agenda. We are prepared to consider at the same time any
other proposal regarding the method for preparing and convening the
Conference.

The States participating in the Conference of the Political Consultative Committee address to all the countries of Europe an appeal for
co-operation in convening a general European conference and in creating the necessary preconditions for ensuring that the Conference is
successful and that it justifies the hopes which the peoples connect
with it.
In order to bring,. about this important action, which would constitute an historical moment in the life of the continent, the States
participating in the Conference make a solemn appeal to all European
countries to strengthen the climate of confidence, and to that end to
refrain from any action liable to poison the atmosphere in relations
between States. They call upon them to go beyond general statements
about peace to concrete acts and measures for the relaxation of tension

and disarmament, for the development of co-operation and peace

between the peoples. They appeal to all European governments to unite
their efforts so that Europe may become a continent of fruitful collab-

oration between nations possessing equal rights, and a factor for
stability, peace and mutual understanding throughout the world.

For the People's Republic of

Bulgaria
Todor ZHIVKOV
First Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Bulgarian
Communist Party, Chairman
of the Council of Ministers of
the People's Republic of Bulgaria

For the Hungarian People's
Republic

Janos RADAR
First Secretary, of the CC of
the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party
Jeno F 0 CK

Chairman of the Hungarian
Revolutionary Workers and
Peasants Government
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For the German Democratic
Republic

Walter ULBRICHT
First Secretary, of the CC of

the Socialist Unity Party of
Germany, President of the
State Council of the German
Democratic Republic

Willy STOPH
Chairman of the Council of

Ministers of the German Democratic Republic
For the Polish People's Republic
Wladyslaw GOMULKA

First Secretary of the CC of
the Polish United Workers
Party
Josef CYRANKIEWICZ
Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the Polish People's Republic
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For the Socialist Republic of
Romania
Nikolao CEAUSESCU
General Secret afy of the CC of
the Romanian Communist

Party, President of the State
Council of the Socialist Republic of Romania
Ion Georghe MAURER

Chairman of the Council of

Ministers of the Socialist Republic of Romania
For the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

L. I. BREZHNEV
General Secretary of the CC
of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union
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A. N. KOSYGIN
Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the USSR
For the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic
Ludwik SVO13ODA
President of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic

Alexander DUBOEK

First Secretary of the CC of
the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia

Oldfich 6ERNIK
Chairman of the Federal Government of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic

Message From President Nixon to ACDA Director
Smith, March 18, 1969 1
Dear Ambassador Smith,
In view of the great importance which I attach to the work of the
Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Conference in Geneva, I wish to address directly to you, as the .new Director of the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency and the Head of our delegation, my instructions
regarding the participation of the United States in this conference.
The fundamental objective of the United States is a world of enduring peace and justice, in which the differences that separate nations
can be resolved without resort to war.
Our immediate objective is to leave behind the period of confrontation and to enter an era of negotiation.
The task of the delegation of the United States to the Disarmament
Conference is to serve these objectives by pursuing negotiations to
achieve concrete measures which will enhance the security of our own
country and all countries.
The new administration has now considered the policies which will
help us to make progress in this endeavour.
I have decided that the delegation of the United States should take
these positions at the conference.
First, in order to assure that the seabed, man's latest frontier remains
free from the nuclear arms race, the United States delegation should
indicate that the United States is interested in working out an inter0.al,
1 E k. 1 .','9239, Mar. 29, 1969.
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national agreement that would prohibit the emplacement or fixing of
nuclear weapons or other weapons of Mass destruction on the seabed.
To this end, the United States delegation should seek discuSsion of
the factors necessary for such an international agreement. Such an
agreement would, like the Antarctic Treaty 2 and the Treaty on Outer

Space which are already in effect, prevent an arms race before it

haS a chance to start-. It Would ensure that this potentially useful area
of the world remained available for peaceful purposes.
Second; the United States sup ports the conclusion of a comprehensive test ban adequately verified. In view of, the-fact that differences
regarding verification have not permitted achievement Of this key arms
control measure,, efforts must be made-towards greater understanding
of
verificatiOn. issue.

Third, the United StateS delegation Will continue to press for an

agreement to Chi off the production of fissionable materials for weapons
ptirpOseS and to transfer such materials to _peadeful purpOses.

.Fourth, while awaiting the United Nations Seeretary,General's

study on the effeets of .chemical and -biological warfare, 'the United
States delegation -Should join with other delegations in ekplOring-any
proposals- or ideas that could contribute to sound and-effective arms
control, relating to the-Se weapons.
Fifth, regarding more .extensive measures of disarmament, both
nuclear and conventional; the United. States delegation should be
guided by the understanding that actual reduction of armaments, and
not merely limiting their growth Or spread, remains our goal.
Sixth, regarding the question of talks between the United States and
the Soviet UniOn on the limitation-of strategic arms, the United States
hopes that the international political situation will evolve in a way
which will yertnit such talks to begin in the near future.

In carrying out these instructions, the United, States delegation

should keep in mind my view that effOrtstoward,peace by all nations
must be -comp rehensive; We canna-hate realistic hopes for significant
prOgreSSin the control of arms if the polideS of_confrontation prevail

throtighoht the world as the rule of international conduct. On the

other hand, te-must'attebapt -to exploit, every o_pportunity to build a
World of, peaceto find areas of accord-,46 bind countries together in
cooperative endeavors.
A. major part Of the work of peace is done by the Eighteen-Nation

Disarmament Committee. I expect that all members of the United

States delegation will devote that extra measure of deterinination, skill
and judgment which-this high task merits.
I shall follow closely the prOgress that is made and give my personal
consideration-tO any problems that arise whenever it would be helpful
for me to- do so.
Please convey-to all your colleagues-my sincere wishes for success in

our common _endeavor. Over the years their achievements at -the
Eighteen-NatiOn Disarmament Conference have been outstanding, I
ain confident that in the future Our efforts, in cooperation with theirs,
will be equal' to -any challenge and will result in progress for the
benefit of all.
Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. II, pp. 1550-1556.

Ibid., 1967, pp. 38-43..
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Message From Premier Kosygin to the Eighteen Nation
Disarmament Committee, March 18, 1969
On behalf of the Soviet Government I greet the Eighteen-Nation

Committee on Disarmament and wish it success in its work.
TO reduce the danger of armed conflict -and avert the threat of a
world: thermonuclear war,-the Soviet Government is inaking_persigent
efforts f6.stop the arms race and to aohieve disarmarrient, Since the
emergence Of-nuclear weapons the Soviet Union haS firmly and consistently- proclaimed that mankind-must be-deliVered from the nuclear
Menace.

The drafting and Signing..of the Treaty-.on the Non,Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons 2 Was a 'Signal -SuccesS rn the- struggle by States to
bring _about diSarMatherit. The EighteenSition. Committee On Ditarmatherit has _greatly contributed = to the solution of this problem.

We- note with satisfaction that ever eighty countries have signed
this Treaty.NOw the task is ensure that the Treaty enters into force
as 'Semi as poSsible.

The ,cenehiSiori Of the- Nen.PrOliferatiOn Treaty opens prospects for
the achieVethent of international agreements on other IriatterS, includ-

ing the vitally iMportint matter of nuclear disarmament.
TheSoViet Government is well known to attach great significance to

the =provisions of the Noi14!roliferation Treaty, under which the
Parties- undertake -to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective
measures- relating -to- cessation of =the nuclear arms race and to nuclear
ditarrilatherit. It sent-to
goVernmerits_and placed' on the agenda of
the t-iVenty,third- session of the United. Nations 'General Assembly a
MeriieranddinSome-Urgent Measures for Stopping the Arms Race

and :fel' Achieving ,bisarniathei0
The :peOplet are concerned at the continuance of the nuclear arms
race. We deem it impeittint to find without delay ways of reaching
agreement- primarily On- the-non -use Of nuclear weapons, and on other

measures of nuclear disarmament. The solution of these problems
would undoubted_ isr contribute .much to the efforts to end the arms
race, :arid *041d help to remove the-threat of nuclear War.
100:also:of the.gteatest impOrtance to agree that the sea -bed and
the ocean, floor shall het .be used for military purposes but shall remain
a _sphere for Jrian'speadeful activities. For this.,pUrpOse the Soviet

Union is submitting for the con§ideraiion of the Eighteen-Nation
COMMittee a draft treaty prohibiting the use for military purposes
of the sea -bed and the ocean floor-and the subsoil thereef.4

-Solutions must also be fotrid to the Vitally important. problems of
cessation Of the manufacture of nuclear weapons, the reduction anddestrOction'ottheir stOckpileg, the liriiitation and §nbseciaent reduction
of eans of 'deliVerref strategic weapons, the-prohibition of chemical
ENDO/238, Mar-18, 1969.
Documents Disaimasnent, 1968, pp. 461-465.
pp. 468-470.
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and bacteriological warfare, and others. We believe that consideration
by the Eighteen-Nation Committee o_ f the relevant proposals contained
in the lgemorandmh of the. Soviet Government would facilitate the
solUtion of thete major problems.
Permit me to express the hope that the Committee's work Will yield
praCtical resultS in ending the arms race and moving forward towards
disarmament:

May the activities of the Eighteen-Nation Committee be guided
at all_titheS by the people& desire that any international tensions shall
be Mated and World peace ensured.

Soviet Proposal Submitted to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament ,Comniittee:'Draft Treaty on Prohibition of
the Use for Military Purposes of the Sea=13ed and the
Ocean.Floor and the Subsoil Thereof, March 18, 19691
The States Parties to thiS Treaty;
Noting that developing technology makes the Sea-bed.and the ocean
floor and the SUbsOil thereof acceSSibleand Suitable for use-for military
,purposes;

Considering that the prohibition of the use of the Sea-bed and the
ocean floor. for Military pUrpoSeS- serves the interests Of maintaining
world peaCerand reducing the arms rake, promotes relaxation Of international tension and StrengthenS confidence among States,
Being convinced that this:Treaty:Wilt contribute ,tO the fulfilment
of the pluiposes and prindipleS of the United Nations,
Have agreed as follows:

Article 1
The use for Military purposes of the sea -bed and the Ocean floor
and the *Soil thereof beyondthe twelve -mile maritime One of coastal
States is prohibited:
It is prohibited, to plaCe on the sea -bed and the Ocean floor and the
subsoil thereof objects- with nuclear weapons Or any other types of
Weapons of mass destruotion, .and to set up military baSes, structures,

installations, fortifiCations and other objects of a Military nature.
Article 2
All installations and structures on the sea -bed and the ocean floor
and the -subsoil thereof shall be open on the basis of reciprocity to
,representatives of Other States PartieS ,to this Treaty for verification
Of the fulfilMent by .States which have placed such objects thereon
of the obligations assumed -under thiS Treaty.
1 ENDO/240, Mar. 18,1969.
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Article 3
The outer limit of the twelve-mile maritime zone established for
the purposes of this Treaty shall be measured from the same base-lines

as are used in defining the limits of the territorial waters of coastal
States.

Article 4
This-Treaty shall l-be Open for signature to all States. Any State
which does not sign the Treaty before its entryliito force in accordance
1.

with paragraph 3 of this article may accede to it at any time.
2. This Treaty Shall:be subject to ratifidation by signatory States.
Intinthients -of "ratification, -arid of accession shall be deposited with
the GOVerninehts of
, which are hereby
Governments
&Striated the
3: This Treaty shall *enter into force- after the depOSit of instruments of ratification by- five Governments, including the Governments
designated as DepoSitary,GaVernnients.
4. Mit 8ts,tes whose instruments of ratification or accession are
deposited. after the entry into force of this Treaty it shall enter into
foree,ort the date Of the deposit of -theirliSttuniehtS Of ratification or

000.1*

i national sovereignty have the
Each ratty Shah in exercising its
right to withdraw from this Treaty It it decides that extraordinary
events related to the subject matter of this Treaty have jeopardized the
5.

SupteMe intete&S,of its 'Country. It Shall_ give notice of such withdrawal

'to all Parties-to' the Treaty and to the United: Nations 8ectrity-Comrcil.three months- in advance. Such notice shall include a statement of
-the, extraordinary -events it considers to have jeopardized its s_ dpreme
interests.
6: The Depositary Oovermnents shall forthwith notify the GOVernMehtS'of allStates signatory and acceding to ,this Treaty of the date of
each signatilte,-,of the date OfdepoSit Of-each instrument Of ratification
or of accession, oldie- date of -the entry into force of this Treaty, and
-of the receipfof other notices.
7'. This', Treaty Shall be regiStered,by the Depositary Governments
pursuant -to' Article 162-of-the Charter Of the United Nations.

Article 5
This, Treaty, the English, Russian, French, Spanish and Chinese
teitS of WhiCh'areequally authentic, Aall be deposited in the archives
Of the DepOSitary Governments. Duly certified copies of this Treaty
shalt be transmitted by the bepoSitary -ifoverninents to -the GovernMe* of the States,signatOry and acceding thereto.

IN writ* WHEREOF the undersigned, 'being duly authorized
thereto, haVe Signed this Treaty.
this
.
. at . . . .
DONE

clay of
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Statement by the Soviet. Representative (Roshchin) to the
Eighteen _Nation Disarmament Committee, March 18,
1969
We have listened to the very detailed and interesting statement by
the representative of Mexico, Mr. Garcia Robles. The facts and opinions
he ,pit.forWard will be studied with the attention which they deserve.

61. Today the Eighteen- Nation Committee on Disarmament is resuming its work: It _is faced with the piiniary task Of contributing to
the speediest possible iinplethentation :Of the -MeaSbres already 'agreed

in the ,field of disarmament, and of reaching -- agreement on further
steps to liMit the arms rade and on the preparation for that purpose

Of appropriate- international agreementS. The Committee, in apwork;. has on the -credit side the positive experience
proaching
Of the negOtiatiOnS, concerning the Treaty on the Non-Prolifera-

tiOn of Nuclear Weapons (General-Assembly resolution 2378 (XXII),
Annex)? That Treaty was qv-toyed' hy,a substantial majority of-the
members of thetnitedNatiOnS arid:has now been signed by more than
eighty State§. The factihat many States have Signedithe Treaty on-the
Non-Proliferation of'NUclear Weapons is convincing- evidence that,
With good Will-and the necessary efforts by, theparties, -the achievement

4_0 agreement On the.prOblen* of slowing down the arms race, even
though it -may difficult, is wotioable.
62. The agreeMerit on the NOn,,PrOliferatiOn Treaty is the most important achievement in'the,riegOtiatiOnS on disarmament and the HIM,.

talon Ol,the .armS- race in the post-war-period: That Treaty sets up a
-barrier td-the spread of nuclear weapons on his planet, to the emergence of new nuclear States And tea consequent new, ()Veil more
dangerous, and costly. .round, of the ants= race. It is impossible not to
realize that, the proliferation Of nuclear weapons would immeasurably
increasethe danger of a world ritclear dOntlidt:

63. The conch** of tile Non-Proliferation Treaty serves the interests of all 8tates,Whether they are nuclear-or non-nuclear, whether
they are_meMberS,of military groupings or are non-alignedconntries,
strengthen peace on earth. Nobody will
because,that Treaty
lose as a result Of the conelnsiOn of the Treaty; instead, all countries
64. The significance of the,Now-Proliferation Treaty also lies in the
fact thatit operisihe-way to the SOlttion of other probleins in the field
of diSatiriaMeht. As we know, article VI of the `Treaty on the NOn-

PrOliferatiori of Nfidleitt Weapons ihipciSes on the, Parties to the
Treatk the obligatiOn to pursue: negotiations in good faith on effective

measures relating to cessation- of the nuclear ahris .race at an early
date,and- to nuclear disarmament, and-on a treaty on general. and dorn-

piete ctiSArnianient under strict and effective international control.
ENDO/PV.395,,pP. 2443.
1 The treaty appears in Documents on Disarmainent, 1968, pp. 461-465. For the
reeohition, see ibid., pp. 431-432.
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Thus the Treaty is destined to contribute substantially to agreement on
and iMplethentatiori of further measures in the field of disarmament.
It is therefore essential-that efforts should be made to ,ensurre that the
Treaty enters into force at an early date so as to fadilitate the impleineritation of further steps in-the field of disarmament.
65. Ili this connexion we cannot -overlOok the fact that the Non Proliferation Treaty has net yet been sighed by L,1!, number of States
Which, beetuise of the- eVel _of their industrial and scientific development, are, appreadhing the-point Where, they, would be able to start
nianufacturnig nuclear weapons: And that there are certain circles in

the World which are -trying artificially to delay its entry into force.
In a -number of ca.*,
leaders- and organs of-the press attack
the Treaty andoarty on propaganda against it, thereby influencing the
position, of the hesitating-, countries:_ Any delay in the entry into force
Of the Treaty :May ,Create definite.difficultiekin resolving Many ques-

tions relating tti.di§arinainent that are ripe for tollition.
66. The need to elaborate and agree,upini further measures in the
field of the liinitation of _tirManient§ and, of diSarlintinent-i§ indicated
in the decisions of the tWentpthird SeSsiOri,-'of _the_ United_ Nations
General
resehitiOn 2454:13
the_EighteenNation Committee is requeSted-to make renewed Worth, towards aehieting substantial pregreSs in reaching, agreement on the question of general and complete disarmament under
endive -international control; and urgently to analyse the plans already under
consideration and others that alight be .put forWard AO see how in particular
. . .

rapid progress could-be made in the, field- of nuclear' disarmainett, [as well as]
to: continue its urgent efforts tonegotiate collateral.meti-Suires of disarmament

-67. `Takiug into consideration the problem of ensuring the peace
and security of peOples,, the Soviet Government, as is Well'knOwn,
,

proposed on 1 July 19,68-a Memorandum on Some Urgent MeaSures for
.Stopping the Arms-Race and for PiSatinamerit.4 Among the measures
proposed in 'the Memorandum a foreMost place is given to measures
for restraining the nuclear missile atins.race, leading, step by step to
the prohibition of nuclear =Weapons altogether, the limitation andlub7

Sequent reduction of Means' of delivery of stotegie weapons, and
others. We,aresgratified to:tete that the Soviet Government's Memorandum attracted Considerable attention inthe Eighteen -Nation Committee and,at thetWehty4hird session athe General Assembly, and we
express .the,:hoPe that the proposals contained in the geniorandiim,
Which,denstitiite- a brOad disarmament prograinMe aimed at ensuring

international, peace, and security, Will be diily considered by the
Eighteen-Nfitio:cotirnittee.

68
determining the tasks of this session of the Eighteen-Nation
cAmiwiit4o,<:we hold the view that,efforts should be concentrated on
the,,SearCh for agreements, in the field of nuclear disarmament. The
enormous destrUctiVe power of these weapons is well known. Their
UsetpartidularlY.§ince,theirpoWer has increased in recent years, would
entail thelosi of eothitless human lives. Noteworthy in this connekion
szba, pp. 795-760.
Ibid., pp. 488-470.
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is the.report of the Secretary-General to the twenty-second session of
the General Assembly on the effects of the possible use Of nuclear
Weapons. This report Was mentioned by the representative of Mexido

in his very detailed statement today. It notes that in the event of a
nuclear war not only the direct participants but all countries of the
world Would suffer. It- states :

The effects of all,out nuclear War, jregardlesS of where-it started, could not be
confined to the PoWerS engaged' in that war. _They theniselires would have to
suffer the immediate kind otdeitruction and the immediate and More enduring
lethal fall-out .
But neighbouring countries, and even countries' in parts of
the world - remote from the actual conflict ,Could soon beceine exposed to the
hazards of radioactive fall-oUt Precipitated at great ,distanceS from- the exploSion, after intivIngthroUgh the atmosphere as a vast

69; 'The consideration of disarmament qtteStionS at the twenty-third
Session of.the General Assembly ,Andin. the Eighteen-Nation Committee on,.Disatinainezit showed that -it was precisely the problem. of nitclear-,diSaririameht that attracted the -greatest Attention, of those who
spoke..
the last session Of the Eighteen- Nation Committee, it was
-

agreed that the Comniittee would give ptiorityin itswOrk in the-tear
future to further effective measures relatingto cessation Of thelitielear
arms race and to nucleardiSarmatieht. The SoVietiTnion, for its part,
atticheS great iiiipOrtance to this problem and is making every pOSSibid effort towards its rapid
70. AMOngthe-dellateriti measures-in -the field of nuclear diSariiii-

nitint which require -all-round. consideratien and solution there is, in
the-first place, the qUeStion -Of prohibiting the use Of nuclear weapons.
The importance Of thiSineaSure IS that it Would put an-end to nuclear

weapOns politically and ,paVe the way to their ThySical destruction.
The discussion of thiS qiiestion sessions of the General Assembly and
in.
Eighteen-Nation Corniiiittee--hita shown that many States support the idea of a convention -to prohibit the use of nuclear weapons,
as _proposed 'by the Soviet Union 6 and urge the rapid implementation
-of -this proposal.

71.. In the matter of prohibiting-the use of nuclear weapons, We
could.profit from the experience already existing in regard to prohibition of the use of another type of weapons of.mass destruCtion, namely
chemical and bacteriblogioal Weapons. Thug the Geneva Protocol of
026 prohibiting the- tise.of poison gas and bacteriolOgical means of
effectiveness during the Second
Warfare 7,proved
War, when

-Hitler, despite hiS contemptuous attitude towards the standards of
internationallaW, did it'd venture .to use gas. We believe that the prohibition, Of nuclear weapons could have a siiiiilarrestrainingeffeet.
72. An undertaking by. States not to use nuclear weapons would
contribute to relakatiOn_Of international tension, to the eStabligunent
of A. healthier international atinosphere and to the strengthening of
confidence among States. This *villa unquestionably reduce the threat
of nticlear war. The iniplenientation of this measure would also be a
serious restraining theta' for thoSe who count upon the use Of nuclear
6 Ibid., 1967, p. 496.
6 For the Soviet Proposal, see ibid., pp. 420-421.
7 Post, pp. 764-765.
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weapons to achieve their political and military aims. Prohibition of the
use of nuclear weapons would be a measure that would eliminate the
question of the possibility of nuclear ,blackmail of a non-nuclear country. In fact it would promote developments which would lead to the

liquidation of the 'so- called nuclear club and to the removal of the
differences between States which derive from possession or nonpossession of nuclear weapons. It_would result in non- nuclear States receiving_ additional security _guarantees against a nuclear attack or the

threat of such attack.
73. Prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons would mot be linked
with such difficulties as the establishment of control, inSpection and
so on.. All that is required is the willingness Of States to- renounce the
militaryt§e of nuclear energy.

74. Next Conies that important measure, the prohibition of the
manufacture of nuclear weapons. Implementation. Of this measure
Would radically SolVe the problem of- reducing, and eliminating the

danger of a ,nuclear war. The elirninatiOn Of -nuclear weapons, that is,

the -complete destruction of all Stockpiles of :atomic and- hydrogen
bornb§,,would crown the proces§ of 'nuolear disarmament, thus freeing
mankind from the threat of nuclear aiMihilatiOn. The Soviet Union attaches primary, importance to thiS,prOblem and is prepared to conthiet
negotiations -on nuclear disarmament que§tions, in the belief that during such negotiations agreeMent could. be reached both on a whole set
ofnleasUres-leading Ito the destructiOn Of nuclear weapon's, and on some
Of themthat would lead-to thiS objective.

Among. the -Major problems On the Committee's agenda there
is also the question of the cessation Of nuclear - weapon tests, which
ShoUld'be considered within the. context of nuclear disarmament nieasurea The twenty-third session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted great attention to this problem, and requested the Committee '"to take up at,a matter of urgency the elaboration of a treaty
banning underground nuclear-Weapon tests- . .".8 The search for a
solution to the problem of banning underground nuclear-weapon tests
has been going on for a long time. The Soviet Union's position on this
problem is well known : We have consistently advocated a complete
ban on all nuclear weapon tests, including underground tests. This
position was reStated-_onee again in. the Memorandum by the Government of the USSR on some urgentineastires for Stopping the arms
race and ',for di§arinament of 1 July 1968, in,which the Soviet GovernMent expressed its willingness to reach agreenient on the banning of
undergroUnd nuclear *Open. tests on the basis of the use of national
means of, detection to control observance Of the ban.

'76. In thi§_conneirionitOlould be emphasized that, in view of the
present' eVel of development of-seismic means of detection,,no country
would be able to ekplode a nuclear weapon underground without ex-

posing itself as a violator Of an international treaty. In the opinion
of the scientists of Many countries, an opinion corroborated by practic,e, no one could seriously count on exploding a nuclear weapon underground and expect to escape detection. The only trouble appears
"Documents on Disarmament, 1968, Pp. 796-797.
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to be that some governments are not yet prepared to discontinue underground nuclear weapon tests.

77. Among modern types of weapons some of the most dangerous
are chemical and bacteriological weapons. In. ex-pressing thegrave concern of the peoples of the world about the possibility of the use of such

weapons as a means of Warfare, the United Nations General Assembly haS repeatedly emphasized the need to ban chemical .and bacteriological weapons and _to ensure the strict implementation by all States
of the Geneva Protocol of_1925.

78. The study at present being carried out by a group of experts

appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations on the possible consequences of the use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons will certainly be useful in that it-will draw the attention

of world public opinion to the serious and -urgent nature of this
problem. We hope that the work of the experts will be a useful Contribution to the soltitien of the question of a complete ban on chemical
and badteridlOgioal weapons.

This work is being carried out as a result of an initiative-taken
within our Committee: This confirms the fact that the Eighteen- Nation
Committee on Disarmament is: entrusted with the task of continuing
the-consideration of this ,problem with a view to securing
securing compliance
by tilIStateS with the GeneVa Protocol banning the use of
and
bacteriological weapons.
80. We should, new like to state the poSition of the Soviet Union
the-qtestion of prohibiting the use of-the sea -bed and ocean floor
for military purposes. The difficulties involyed in stopping the arms
race where is already going on are one of the reasons in favour of
not alloWing this race to Spread to those environments which used to
beinaCceSSible for hunian activities but are now being gradually opened
up through the achievements of science and technology. International
practice has shownthe practicability and importance of carrying out
79.

-

disarmament -Measures in environments new to mankind, such as
Antarctica; which-under the Treaty of 1959 ° is being used exclusively
for peaceful purposes; -and also outer:space in regard to which a number of demilitaritiation measures were embOdied in the Treaty of 1967
(General Assembly resolution 2222 '(XXI) I Annex) .1° We consider
that the time has come to Study on the practical level the question of
concluding a treaty on prohibition of the use-for military purposes of
the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the-siib,sOil thereof.
-81: The United Nations General Assembly, in its resolution 2340

(XXII), -pdinted out the necessity of finding a positive solution to
thisVestion, having noted that developing technology 'is Making the
sea-bed and the ocean floor and the sub -soil thereof accessible and exploitable for' military purposes.11 There can be no doubt that the use of
the seivbedier military purposes would step up the arms race and thus
increase the danger Of war,. which would run Counter to the interests
of the peoples Of the World. The prohibition Ofthe use for military pur9 Ibtid,, .1045-1959, vol, II, pp, 15'50-1 r),16.

1° For the outer-space treaty, see ibid1967, pp, 38-43,
111bid,, pp. 727-729.
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poSes of the sea-bed would at the same time be ,a necessary prerequisite

for the successful development of international co-operation in opening up that environment for peaceful purposes.
82. Guided by those considerations, the Soviet G-1Ternment proposed last year that the United Nations General Assembly should call
upon all States to use the sea-bed and the ocean floor exclusively for
peaceful purposes, 'and that it should instruct the Eighteen-Nation
.Committee on Disarmament to consider-as an urgent measure the_question of prohibiting the, use of the sea-bed for military purposes. In the
11/einoranduin by the Government of the USSR on disarmament of 1

July 1968 it is noted that

The progress of research and the prospects for the developMent of the sea -bed
and the ocean:Boer Make it ossible to raise the question of giving timely expreSSion in appropriate form, to a reginienich as would ens :re the utilization of
the sea-bed beyond the limits of the present territorial waters solely for. peaceful. purposes. That would, in _particular, ,involVe he-prohibition of -the establishment-of fixed military installations on the -sea -bed, as well .as other activities
of ii. military nature.'
$3. The discussion at sessions of the United Nations General AsseMbly and in its subsidiary bodies of the question of -preserVing_ the
-sea-bed- and the ocean. 'floor and the .subsoil thereof* exclusively for
peaceful pUrposeS has shown that the proposal 61 the USSR to prohibit the 'Military use of the sea -bed has gained the -Wide support of
Stittes,,whiCh tealiie that the vital interests Of the peoples of the world

are involved: Many delegations halt rightly pointed out that, unless

effective measures in this field- are taken in good time, it will be much
more difficult to do so later 'On. In adVocitting.the ,use of the sea-bed
exclUSiVely for peaceful purposeS, 'the Statet.intemsted in solving this
problein-haVeln mind that-such use should' preehide. all forms of military activity on the sea =bed and ShoUld entail prohibition of thesuse Of
the sea -bed for military_ purposes.
84. The=recOgnition,by a large number of States of the urgent need

to prohibit the Military use of ;the sea-bed and ocean floor makes it
necessary to proceed without further delay to the elaboration of an
nternational agreement. On the instructions of the Soviet
international
Government we are today subMitting for the consideration of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee ,a draft treaty on prohibition of the use
fOr military purpOset of the sea -bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil
thereoV3
8,b`. The Soviet clraft.treaty derives from the desire to-contribute to

the 'impleMentation of the -purposes and principles of the United
Nations Charter in reSpeet, Of iitti*itW, on the sea-;bed. This draft is

based on the conviction explesSed by the United' Nations General
Assembly that the prohibition of the military use of the sea-bed and
the ocean floor series the interests of maintaining world peace, reduces

the arms race, promotes the relaXation of international tension and
strengthens confidence among States.
tit For these-pUrpOSes the 'Soviet Union proposes that it be pro-

hibited to place- on the ,sea;bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil
" Ibid., 1968, p. 470.

"Supra.
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thereof objects with nuclear weapons or an Other types of weapons
of mass destruction, and to set -.up military bases,. structures installations, fortifications and:other objects of a military nature. Allinstallations and' structures on the sea-bed, and the ocean-floor and the subsoil

thereof should be open on the basis of reciprocity to representatives
of other States.
87. During the discussion on the question of prohibiting the milltary use ofthe sea -bed and ocean floor _it has beCome eiiident that certain diffidultiei stand in the way of a solution of this problem, owing to
differences. of views concerning the, limits of the territorial waters of

States,. the concept of national jUrisdiction, .the limits of the continental Shelf,. and so forth. The Soviet draft treaty proposes -a new
approach to the question- of what part of the surface of the _sea-bed
and Cochin floor' should be used' exclusively for ,peaceful purposes. We
,propose that this area should COWL. the whole of the sea =bed and ocean

maritime zone of
coastal :States. This approach eliminates legal issues and makes, it
poSsible to cover to themaxiinum eitent-the area of.-the ,sea-bed sub,
ject to demilitarization. In fact, it is a matter Of preVenting the niilitary use of the Sea=bed,and ocean floor throughout their geographical
extent, that is, the demilitarizatidi of two - thirds of the "surface Of the
earth.,
88. The Soviet- delegation will endeavour to achieve in the EighteenITatioi,COmmitteethe speediest possible agreethent oh .the question of
prohibiting the military use -of the sea =bed and the Ocean -floot,and the
subsoil thereof. WO hope that all delegations Will manifest --a desire
to 6o-operate With,a-view. to the solution of this _important problem,
and thatthe Eighteen- Nation Committee -.will make a real Contribution
to its achievement.
'Those are the -problems and proposals -Which the Soviet delefloor :and the subsoil thereof beyond the'

gation' is subMittint for the consideration of the Eighteen- Nation
ComMittoe. In 'aping' so we bear in mind that the Committee has
befOre it a number of ,Other questions to which appropriate-attention
ShoUld be devoted: Thus the General Assembly has requested the
Committee to consider' the .question of eliminating military bases in
.foreign territories." This queStiOn,also is put forward in the gemoraiiclum of the .SOViet Union on disarmament. Attention should be
.deiroted, to questionS of regional disitthiantent, such as the establishment of nuclear -free zones, Various,parte of the World;.'The knot,niehtation of, this Measure would, -reduce 'international tension, limit
the. Sphere of 'proliferation- of Ocet* Weapohs 'aid serve the cause of
peade.,We :also have .before us the problem- of-prohibitint !lights of
aircraft ',With: nuclear weapons on',boardi beyond; the mational 'frontiers
of .States:.
90. Our, .goat ia

reach,kgreement on the .inost important prob.,
"leits otlimiting.the arias race, and eventually on general and complete
disarmament, -which=
overwhelming majority of the peoples, of the
world .desire. The Soviet- Union, for its part, 'belieirema that the,imple'!'boontnen4 on. Disarmament, 1967, j).10.
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mentation of separate partial measures to limit the arms race should

pave the way to the accomplishment of the main taskto secure
general and complete disarmament in the interests of peace and the
progress of the whole of Mankind.

Statement by Secretary of Defense Laird to the Senate
Committee on Armed Services: Antiballistic Missile
Defense [Extract), March 19, 19691
The first item on table 1 is the SEAVINET. program. President
Nixon on Mareh,14 explained the reasons why we have, reached- the
,go ahead' with the development and deploy conclusion that, W e
ment of a, -ballistic .missile defense- system. .He pointed' out that the
.SAFEG-UARID ,,syStenti now being,- proposed- is baSed on a 'different

.concept than the SENTINEL,system approved by 'the preceding adMinistration? The modified ABM estkin has been designed so that its
defensiVe intent ,unatiStakable. Moretwer, it will be -deployed. in, a

Manner clearly related to the emerging threat, rather than on, the
some,fikect,eehedule based on theoretical, asSiimptionS..

bathe

In reviewing -this 'program,, we examined all of the major alterna,_
deployment WhiCil Would' defend, U.S. cities against-a SOViet

attack..
,2.

-No- deployment .at_ all; but u continuation. Of research and

di3VelOpinenti
3. The continuation

of the Sentinel prograni ApprOved by the
preceding administration.
,4.. "The-deploythent of kniedified- systeM which would fulfill three.
objectives:'

Defense of our land-based strategic Offensive. forma against
a :firSt strike by, the' Soviet Uhl*
kind ofthiclear
Protection- of the Atheridan people against. he'kind
attack,'Whioli. ConinkthiSt China.' is ,likelyto be -ablivtOlnonnt within

`the 00*-

..(0): Defense o_ f'
from any source.,
,

.Nation _againSt an accidental or small attack

and, beOelopinent, Fiscal
Autherization for IiiiitCry Pivouretkent; :Research, and,

:tar 1970, and,,,,teietta.Orength: Hearkfa :Before the

on ,Armed

on,- S: 1192
'Services, ,United 'Stites :SettateNiriety-flret, Cotigrese,IFiraC
atifilV To .Apthorize ApprOpriAtioniiDitring -the Fiscal Year 1970
;for, ,Procurement ,or Aircraft Missiles, Naval; Tesselie; and Tracked, COmpat
Vehicle,, = Research, ..-lieteleptieist,.- Teat, and'Evaliegien fOr/the Armed' Forces,
arid. 'To-^,PresCribe' the AiithoriOd Personnel ltromith of ,the' 'Selected Beier*
Each, Reserve Component Ot'the .Armed. Forces, and For OthOr ,POrposcf,

'0:1; PijA6-10.

',See arite,-;t0.102-405.
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ALTERNATIVE 1

We rejected the: first alternative, not because we do not want to
provide complete proteotion-for theAmericanpeople against a major
Soviet attack, but rather because iS 'net now M our -power to do so.
The-heaViest defense syitern we considered in Our review, One designed
to protectournaajcor cities, Could still not prevent- a oda:Arc:15Mo level
of -US: fatalities in the event- of deliberate. ,allIont-Soviet attack.
Ancli such -deitioxiont might look to the Soviet Union. like the
Prelude to an offensive. strategy -designed to undercut their deterrent.
ALTERNATIVE 2

We rejected. the second' alternative (no deployment)_ because it left
defer(Se,f6i-our eterterit on a-, schedule
US with no optiOu
reciMrecl by the Soviet threat. if We--do not reaell an
that might
agreement' Withtheth:on-liMiting strategic fcirceS:'The Soviet Unionsis

*reaging its offensive forces' at.a,considerably faster rate thin was
'enVi§age&-in 196T 'When' the ,-aedigohr:t4 deploy. Sentinel Was,,inade:

'A*you,NoliTeeol, foriner'Secietark Clark 'Clifferd,in:his posture

Statementin4anuary pointed- .out that-in a periOd,of a little more than
,2':iearS;:th&Seviets.hai4riCreased theirthimber operational ICBM
launchers more- than threefOldi froth. 250 in'rdid-1966-to 896 by Septennber4;':1968., AS of tOdayithe; eViets lave imiieirig and = under Cori,

*lid* more ICBM lthinchers than,the1,064 possessed" by theVnited
States.
Moreover; the Chinese- aired Agtinst
,population, n'S.Well its the
danger.of an accidental small attack froth soine,other source,,
Mit:be ignored. Since itig',ftiiithin
power, o-,t educe U.S. fatalities
to a minimum leVel` or to prelient them altegether in the event of a
ChirieSe-attitck 41-,sitattlt atttioks, from other nations;. we must act to
,do se.ALTERNATIVE

3-

W6,kejectedAhe,00d alternative (deployinent of the SENTINEL
Sys** apprOVed by the Treceding nclralrdstration) teeauSe it would
not provide sufficient iiroteetien against the-,emerging, Soviet threat to
our strategic OffenaiVe:ferceS,These'enierging threats include the rapid
'buildup in-:the:Soviet SUbMarine-litithOhect,halliStid-inissile.force, their
development Of 'a liactiOriil.orbit bOruliardmerit System. (FOBS),-and
deplO*Merit Oflittge,ICBM's with multiple warheads; Also,
the 'original" SPTTINEL'plan,'9OUldlie MiSiriterpreted:US=and could
in fact ,have- been --a -first step' toward the construction of leaVY
"system-for the defense ofont cities.
-

ALTERNATIVE'

1;b6lievdNve,
itgree -that oUr-ntelear deterrent must be made
Seenie
teehniCallr and economically feasible.' Our nuclear forces

ciurseltie*Aut our
cordinkly,
MuSt-tike
whatever
*hateverstips
4refpradtleable,:tOIniure,that .Ou'r -Strategic ietaliatory
fOrceetan sUr.ViVeiaSoVietattaok.
See ante, p. 2.,
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,Afterekimining the aVailable:alternativeS,, we have concluded that
a combination of al)poaches provides the most -realistic means. of
safeguarding our retaliatory. capability:
This combination consists of beginning. a :Measured deploythent of

an active defense of Our retaliatory forces, structured to expand as

circumstances may dictate,_ and preserving the option, if we later find
it necessary, to harden further our land-based. missiles The COMbina,Oen is necessary because,o0-ktUdieS show that hardening alone would
not provide adequate, protection against foreseeable advances in the
accuracy of Soviet
The ABM defenSe, system We now propose to deploy will use components
developed for SENTINEL. However, if the systeinis fully installed, these components will be deployed, in-sUelya-way
as to provide:
1. A local defense of theMiliOTEMAN'inithile silos.
2. Early, _Warning, and area defense of our bomber baSes, and
command and control system.
3., . _A-defenee,:of the continental Vnited.States against the kind of
attack which the Chinese Communists may be, able to launch in the
,

Mid*-,0707s.
4. Pretectien-againStan accidental & thall- attack froinany,source:

-Or radars
'ThiS,SyStexii will ha:require the einpladenient ,of
in or.riettr-OUr major cities, except for the -protection of the national
command authorities in Mriohitigtoh,D.0:.
Packard will disones in greater detail' the optionS, for -full dePlOyirient of the systeni

The basic deployment plan would include a total of 12 sites, conkthe previous plan These 12 sites Would-be in the
continental United States Two others, Alaska and Hawaii, could be
Weil if required. (The :Chicago, New York, and Salt Lake City sites
have been elfin-Mated); The first two ,sitesGrand Forks, Air Force

,pood-*iith 17 SRO'

Base 4,14M411111§0010=A;iVY9reP Basewhich have

1#91:!9§0-40E'

mitial ,deployment, will ,eadh, have one 4-face Missile Site Radar
(MSR), one 1-face - Perimeter Acquisition Radar ,(P.4)1. Standard
SPARTANS and SPRINTS. The schedule on Whidh,the.,renniining
04es_)01,1.1'he,:deplOyed,Willlde determined year by year in step with the
emergence id the threat.

If fully deployedi:the,.neW Systeni, (excluding the Option for AlaSka,

and Hawaii) -3004::Fovide-,12 StISRts with 48 *es' instead of 17;
101Pswitty:WfaO,e-§:;)arid'T:'iPAA's'Ivith 11 faces instead- of 6 PAR's,
with ,,d faces. The increase in PAR; capability is: required to ,provide
,a117aroUnclAtadar coverage of the United Strates, *eluding: the ;Sew,

'Ward approaches. The latter is particularly -*portant, for the
ten* eif,':;Onr,-deterrent forces ,agaiilst, the Soviet ; SLBM threat:, Our
preSent?darlY,,Vatijing:,systeins _xl:? not provide adequate coverage of
the :seaward t approaches and our alert, bombers may be 'Caught on their
bases by a Surpriie, stpivs,i,attadi, Furthermore, the ,Soviets may eta!
.figUretheir'S1413104Or:deptesSed--trajeCtOry jaunckIn.:that,,Case, the

tOtaltithetO target might be Considerably less:than:4h* requireclfor

137.4':
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a normal high trajectory launch., This reduction in 'flight time would
Make it difficult to ,get all our ilerthoinbeit Off their bases within the
warnintiine. Therefore, we must also-be able to intercept at le* the
of SLBM's,,and this the propOSectneW sy§tein is designed to
first
-

do with reipecttO Most SAC baSes;

An improved," longer, range Spartan is now under deVelopthent. If
welater find that this inisSileproniises sufficient advantage to warrant
for
Improved,"
proceeding further, ,We will substitute some Ini
the Standard' Spartan. The lOnger range.Spartan *Could give US-better
coverage of the entire continental United States.
All of 'the ABM sites would-be equipped-with some Sprintk The four
sites to'be, located in the Minuteinan...field§- (Grand ForkSi Malmstrom,
Whiteman, and 'Warren) would have as considerably larger- number
thin the others.
In summary, the .=proposed systerri, if fully deployed, would work
1010119Ws.;

The Spartan Witte-tie§ -at each of the, 12-Iodations would pro-

vide area prOteetion against the early Chinese Communist ICBM
threat.
The PAR'S would proVide surveillance and -tracking against
ICBM'S;',FOItal,anit 8talm§:,
8. The 'PAR'S. and MSR's would ;give extra Warning,. and the
Spartans-and Sprint's some eStra,proteetion. to the alert born* force.
4. The'SysteM as a whole WoUldprotectthe ABM.-sites,
and Some of the bomber bases against a FOBS attack.
6., The ,foirr, ABM sites located in the Minuteman fields would
provide some initial,protfectiOn,'( and the :Option for additional protection),:t6,a portion of our Minuteman force.
site at Wa§hingtOn D.C., would, give protection td- the
'national. command authoritieS,,against,a, ,meerittely hekvy ,attack.
The investment cost '(,procurement And Coristructionj- of- the- new
,system,
would rangefrom $6 ;billion to a little ci*ei.
.$7 billion; depending on the options -that ate 'widened: This 'is-somewhat More than the cost estimates of the, Sentinel' system. proposed by
.thkPreceding adMiniStration; The ,Modified- system, however, pro*Ides
additional' Capabilities.:BeCause the--new system would be deployed at

a ,muc 'more. deliberate- pace, .budgetary requirements in fiscal year
)(9704ill tes-abOnt :one -half that, proposed in the-original ,biidget,-,-;
abOut, $900 Millieri.,doinpared, With .abant..$1-.8
A§ ShOWn ,ori
table: 1, ;the :tOtiti reduCtion- in ObligatiOnal authority for fiscal year

aniouutilo,,ab*Se $1

O &M)

of OiiiStOtaleeanhe,applioct twieduce the fiscal, year 1970 new obliga-

tierial,atthorityrequireP

understood that tut:talking: about the
,paptioUlat'diseUSSiint here,
1004inent',06Star.of'OnVogiii*

.04 ihis,:dOes,-riot ificlude,thet.researearid. develOpMerit, costs that
haie ,alreadylone,'On befote.,1*-ant, to Make-that very deg, because
wevhaVkgot. to .the point, where we, Separated research and deiVelop
Ineritand investments costs.
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Statement by Secretary of Defense Laird to the Subcommittee on International Organization and Disarmament
Affairs of the. Senate Foreign Relations Committee:
Leployment of Antiballistic Missiles [Extracts), March
21, 19691
a

biSatniament is,i ,goo- that all Americans Shotia. favor.. For years
in the Congress, I have stilig_gled, -a§ you have, Mr. Chairman, and
members of this committee, with the burden of having to devote _a
ye* substantial percentage of our national resources to expensive
weapons Systeing.

As you ',know, Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, I
served on the Defense Appropriations Committee for-14 years during
,my-serVicein the House Of Representatives. Diirilik.ineSt Of that time,

I was also the ranking minority member of the Mugs subcomMittee,
which provides all the Federal funds for the health, education, and
Welfare activities of Our NationalGoVethMent., As a resultli am veil,
dèeplyconscious Of the !rimy urgent reguiretrient,here atheme,fer the
dollar§.We are spending On defense..

This is why, as Secretary of Defense, TwOUld take -greatpride, and
satisfaction in presiding over the elimination of arms buildingif we
are 'successful in any future -arms control talks. This is a possibility
that we vytty, will become a reality.

I do not, however, intend to preside over any situation that would
erode the safety and security of the American people, if we have the
means at out disposal to prevent that erosiOn.APPROVAL O MODIFIED Aii*Orsrtist-

XIS in-thisrcenteitzMr:, Chairman, and MeMber§ of theteinniittee,
that the:Niton,adniihistrationt.after, a very' exhaustive review and extensive deliberations, has decided to propose the Safepardlanti-ballisticrMis§ile defeiise, system for approval in this session of ,Congress..
This approval will be limited to:phase:1,ot the program. which, We will
outline in detail before this committee today.
As iwe,:ptptose,,thiotbdiod-.41w, let -me tell you what it is not.
'DeSPite'theunderstandable conCern-ofroost Americans, the safeguard
system is not
the arms race; neither 104' a..ituMbling
block to arms limitation talks. When understood -in,it§ proper context,
the Safeguard system is a building block for peace.
I do net Make these statements casually, Mr.
They represent conclusions which are based .011,, king ,and thorough study and the
careful etialUation of technical and intelligence information.
TWOuld )iketdplado into 'cent* for you, the overriding COnSideration§,410,vioingiact both the
officials in the Thpartment, of Di3
strategic and Foreign
of AStilinitents: Hearings Before
'i7ie';$00,11414tte,O. on International 'Organization and Disarmament Affairs,
:37,iiietii;ftrat,00,4gre8k' ,.1r8t SO8a14wpti;p0.117-00.
ae:-..
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fense, the President arid_ his National Security Council to decide to
go ahead with a modified ABM- system.

Mr. Chairman; as you indidate& in your statement, -there has been

some confusion Over the U.S. ABM and its relationship with the
06411 ,arms, race. It *mid be Useful, to lbOk at this issue for just
few moments.

NOT ALL WEAPONS SYSTEMS ARE PROVOCATIVE

Not all Weapons sySteMS are provocative. Whether they are provocative or nOnprOvodatiVe often depends On-the charaCter of their deploy-

ment. Let me giVe you

example. Our .land-baSed ICBMs; if

deplOyed in flied soft positions above ground, Wherethey are vulnerable to attack Might'prOVoke a-potential enerny.into enlarging his own
nuclear capability because- sneh deployment would he USON to us

only if we planned* -Strike:first. The reason iSI:that,a .soft missile
deployment would, not ,Surv-ive an attack on the United Stites of the
kind the,S6Viets,ate capable of launching, and he USect.fr te4liatory
purposes:
placing these
ICBMs
.protected
and
steel silos, undergroUnd,-in, harderie&4te*--,We demonstrate our own
intention to
thein-prinie,rily: for defengivel; or retaliatory :purpoSeS.
When the,:Xitoit administration took office, deployment of the Sen.
titiel'AtM system had been authorite&by the Congress, both by the
Reuse and the: Senate. In aditioil, :construction= on
sy§-tein was already i'aproirreSs with several Atm, sites to he lecate& in
or :near major U.S. cities.
In, the .diScitsSiong Whieli. precede& the authb rizatiOn ;of this Sentinel
system by the-Cokifeo, it had`,been publicly stated that the system
-did not have -capability of defending our cities against a heavy
attack of the 'kind. the Soviets
Ostensibly, this -sYsteba
was designed to atfet4toteetion only against a possible Iced- Chinese
ICOMtlireat._
It was .ObViOn-4 hOweVerMr. Chairmairl, that the Sentinel system
was ambiguous, at best. _'I1 was ,inteprete&
some aS the beginning
defense, of our oitieS,againSt Soviet attack., In -fact, it
Could haVe been used $)r ,precisely that purpose. It could alSo have
as,.a.eyStem. designed' to protect Or cities 'from sur.
-itrikg,,SOiets
after' surprise attack
United 'States,
Ur, reViik therefOre, convinced us that the original Sentinel was
potentially povoe4We.- stiely, appeatedtO iistO be a step toward,
,

i'401:017 thanaway from, an '0§014i0.4 941*,00i§
BEVIEW

SENTINEL Argrk3t'OnORED

ledognizingAisJaet and', the.laet that the,Original.Sentinel ,system
oy,,prote4iOn, Of our people
froin,a-MaSgiVe.attaAri immediately ordered deployment Of the vs410490i0 as. $66,-::etFY. of Pele*e.,X4i4 this
sOjxnatIthc
eOuld,be,stuaiea,ang:reeiralOate&in;terins of
its- effectiveness, its potential effect bit,the arms ;rade, and its potential
O,Silt was beintingtalle&- offered
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effect on the pOSSibility, of achieving meaningful arms limitation talks
With the Soviet Union, and I had not been inOfilee very many weeks
when this review was ordered by the new adMiniStratiOn.
ThisqiCtion *Was- taken with the full knowledge Of the controversy
that -would accompany a new ',beginning or a -Change- in colirSe. This
demonstrates, I believe, Mr Chairman, the desire of the --neiv adminiStration'to prevent uhy:futtherestaltititth of the Atelear arms race and
to AdVitilde the prospects for .arms talks with the Soviets

In eliort, Mr. Chairman, .thiS. should make clear that the new ad,
miniStrationlaS a deep dedicatien, to finding the most viable building
blockS.fOr peace.

After our :intensive, review of all the major aspects of the -problem

within the Department of Defense,. Deputy 'Secretary of Defense,
David 'Packard; Dr:, to:Stet, the Chairman of the Joint. Chiefs of Staff,
all the Chiefs,: and I, unanimously recommended : to the President that
he SupPert-the--ineaSUred, :phased. ABM system I am discussing before
own independent study of
you today. The :President, after making
the alternatives available Withtheraid of the National Security_COUncil
staff and others,,ahrtOuncedlis decision last week to Urge the Congress
to apProVetheSafeguard. ABM system that I will be discussing with
you today 2 This syStein' has -been,sleSigned-tO accomplish the following
objectives:
.

OBJECTIVES OF SAFEGUARD .4* SYSTEM

It ,Clearly :tejeCtS a prOOdative ,exptuiSiOn intO4 heavy defense
of our citieS,againSts aiSoltiet attaelt,

It .Offers moie protection, as needed, to our deterrent, forces;
3. IticilersprOtectioilii,tt§ -needed; of; the entire country -from a ,small
.attack, suelva,S,the. kind of ,attack that could be .poSSibly-deli'Vered:by
the Chinese -COMintiiiistS during-- the decade of the 1970s or froin an
AOCidental, launch;

4. -Itogets:06,,,SoViet ,Union added incentive: for -productive arms
cofitrOkalkS .and
5 It provides the protection needed for the Safety and the security
Of**. Country-but Sly,t4e+pi.oteOtiOz that i8 needed.,
*4*, of ,soir.To AvoArori- .Atr..#01.$0

Mr. Chairman, i've-miiStrely-on:deterrenCkto.inStire that nuclear war
'dOeSnt,'Start'i*the first piatis, 044:014§:the'important thing. In order
to deter aa attack we must be positiveand the -Soviet -Government
must be positivethat a substantial number of our long-range missiles
and
kind of attack that you were talking UbOut
or any attack, and then ,destroy ' the ,attacker as a rnbd6rn, society. We
must have that capability :'a,ud, we must have it a credible fashion.
TWSO*iet Union today is building at a rapid
weapons
wiiidi':C.010:bi;. 'Aged- to 'erode our essential deterrent fOree:, They are
installing many 8$1=6 intercontinental ballistic -Missiles. It is-air

I
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curate weapop. with a largeup to 25 megatonWarhead. We must
give very serious consideration to why this weapon was still-being deployed as late as Deceniber of this last yeat. With iinprovements in the
accuratt and a continued increase in numbers; the Soviet missile forcecould gain' real effectiveness-against our Minuteman. The Soviets also

can build nueleat submarines at a -rate of one per monththey are
now building seven per yeat,,whidh could dome close-to Our shores
and- attack- at "short range, many of our Missiles and boMber 'bases.
They are also working hard on a -fractional orbit boribardnient system
;designed to reduce the warning time Of our bointers'so that they will
nothave sufficient time to become airborne.

This Soviet effort is" not just a future potential. As you- will -recall,
former Defense Secretary Clark Clifford, in hrs posture ttaternentin
January, pointed out thatin peribctof a little more than 2 year4 the
Soviets had increased their 'minter- of operational ICBM 'launchers
more thaii threefOld from 250 in mid -1966 to 896 by SepteMbet 1, 1968.3-

As of today, the 'SoViets have iri being and ,under construction more
:ICBM ladnehets than the 4054,poSsesSedhy the 'United States.
The fact that the'Sotiets have virtually "caught lip" with the United
'States in total number of land:bated' ICBMs hat been interpreted :by

Many as a now successful -Soviet effort to achieve parity with the
United States in strategic defenSes,
FAcTORs RELEVANT IN DETERAIIN4TO PARITY

Of-Course; "parity" in strategic nuclear weapons, Mr. Chairman, is
not -al simple, function of grott_nuinters in, one category of weapons.
Many
faetert' are releVarit in measuring "parity" or equiSalenee
in strategiC molest spowet, and, conteguentlythe purpose or capability
for which the forCelkassembled.

For one thing,, the destruction which can be accomplished with
Melear weaponS. depends' on Many factOrs-othet than the 'number of
launehert Or warheads. Thais° depends; for etaniple on the' size of the
Warhead, and the .accuracy of' the, weapon. AccUracy; ,however, is less
Of a faCtor in structuring a- retaliatory force --strike against
than in -structuring- a. first Sttike fOreestrike.againtt weapons.
In weighing whethersthe Soviets are increasing their offensive strategic forces to achieve only parity in deterrent hides, we Must, take
into account the fact that most of the Soviet ICBMs "are armed- with
'tignifiCantly larger warheads than are the warheads On.U.S.
coMpare the:20.46::25 megaton warhead,.ot the Soviet SS-9,
with our o*n_ICBM warheadS which -are. only' a fractiOn- ailarge,

Thut, the Soviets,, by deploying as many ICBMs 'as, the United-States,ean, :potentially delivet a much larger megatonnage in an
attack than we can with out ICBMs:
T:6,keilp,the discussion in contest,, however, Mt. Chairman, we must

teMember that ICBM's constitute only -a pOrtioh of the strategic
weapons of either nation.
Ante, p. 2.
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RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF POPULATION AND INDUSTRY

Another important factor is the relative concentration of population
and industry within the target countryor, in other words, the maximum number of targets which could qualify, fora retaliatory strike.
Former Secretary of Defense, Robert 'S. McNamara in testimony
before the Defense..Apprqlriations CoMmittee as well as, other committees :here on Capitol Hilland I xememSer his testimony very
wellmade. an authoritative report to all of us in the Congress in
his annual posture statement' several years agO on this subject: He gave
the relevant information on the ComparatiVe concentration -of popula-

tion and industry in the United States and the Soviet Union. This
inforinatiOn in the form of 'tables, was presented in classified 'form to
the committees of Congress in .February 1065., I awsurethelnenibers
of thistoinmittee are familiar with those very important tables.

In essence, the studies ,showed that U.S. population and industry
are, far ,more- concentrated than are the pepulation and industry of

the SOViet 'Union: To give you an idea:Of the inagriitude'of the differ.ence ,in concentration, ,Secretary.MeNamara'S StudieS showed, for 'instance, that, With, 1,200, delivered; warheads the 'United States could
destroy 45 peitent. of the total Soviet population. On. the ,other hand,
the Soviet Union with 200 delivered warheads could destroy 55-percent
Of US. poPUlatiOn. (These 'figures' assume limited fallOut ,protection
in bothcountries.)
In-other worda, the Soviets, with-only 200 delivered Watheadacbuld

destrOy a .greater. percentage of the populatien of the United States

than our 'colititryi With 1,200 delivered warheadS, could- destroy ,of the
Soviet population. The charts sho* similar prOportions when'meaturing comparative industrial destructiOn.

use these- statistics and this material from Secretary MeNaniara's
testimony because I believe it is -relevant to' our discussion today.
SAPSOARDING oUtt DETERRENT FORCES

Mr. Chairman, and members of the conitaittee, sive have sufficient
strength today in the combination 'of our strategic forces-,--our

Or bombers, and our Polaris capabilityto respond to any

attack that might -be launched` against the 'United 'States:,
As 'Secretary off Defense, it 'IS my- obligation and my intention to
keep it:that may.beyond any,reasonable doubt. This is what the ABM
.

-discussion is all aboUt.

And -that is:why we have no alternative but to protect our options
to safeguard our deterrent forces. If the Soviet threat turns out to be,
Nitb*citridenoe now strongly indicates, an attempt-to erode our deterrent-cap- ability, we,must. ie -iri a position- to cOntifice Vieth that a 'first
strike would always involve unacceptable risks.

As I indicated' earlier, the Option, of safeguarding our deterrent

foiOegr-Agkin4 the potential threat cannot' be preaeived' by research,
anildeVelOpment alone.
Should theSoViet effOrts suddenly cease, because of 'successful arms

tallta,OrlOr any,titherreaSon, the options for -phased and measured
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deployment of the Safeguard A.1311 system would not have to be
exercised. In other words, except for Work on-the two initial sites, our

proposed plan for Safeguard permits us to respond- to the Soviet

threat, not-as we project it, but-as itdevelops in the months and years
ahead. We-neither addto our weapons inventory, nor do we incur the
costs for a threat that Rossihly Will not materialize.
We will' also have a similar, option if the Red Chinese ICBM threat
develops, to pro- le protection for Our people Without deployment
areiuktourmaj or cities during the decade of the1970s.
Mr. Chairman, the estimate of our intelligence community is,that
the earliest the, Red Chinese could have thia kind of 'a capacity would
be in-the l.972-78 time period, and the -estimate- is that in the time
periodof 1975 and-beyond, -that the Red Chinese .could have the capacity and-the capabilityte have 15 Or, more missiles.

But the question here is that even if :they 'have 'sixand we_ are
kind. of a threat 'to our cities is an
talking about
important thing to .bear-in mind. This-particular ABM -system-gives
_

ustlie Sate-. kind Of area protection _as the other systein approved.-by
-the'Congre:ss, as fartas the..Chinese threat is concerned:
SAFEGUARD IS A- DEFENSIVE
_

summary, the .proposed safeguard ABM system is, both in appearance and in fact, a defensive system: In addition, its.-proposed. deployment is phased, tothe development, -rather -than, anyprojectien of
thelSovietaald Chinese threats. aur obviously thin protection of our
populace and the addedProteetion of our deterrent force will require
no reaction all from ,the &Viet Union provided the Soviet Union
has a responsible, det0rent nuclear war ,policy, as, we, do here in the
United States.
Ur; 'Chairman, the Safeguard system is not a stumbling block to
arms liiniting talks with-the Soviet Union. On the contrary; under the
`typeof deployment which we have choSen, the Soviet Union is ,given
an a.dded:incentiVe tO;negotiate a Meaningful agteeinent on limitation
.of both, offensive and deleniiVe weapons.Firsti, the modified OM
prograra mould.show,the 'Soviets 'that we are very- serious about protecting Our deterrent,fOrces-rabout assuring all enemies that they can,
not achieve weffeetiVe, lotv-riak:first,strikeagainst the 'United 'Statek
Second; it *mild Show the 'SOVietS that we are not,likeparing, for a
low-riskattack-on *in and that it, is worthwhile_t0 negotiate
on strategic arms;-

IaterinS .of, effect On the possibility of arms talks with the Soviet
eniogt, Our. decision on -.the Safeguard .syStem must be jUdged in the
emtte# ofthedirotioAme are moving, for that is the context in which.
the world, including the Soviets, ianst, and apparently, do, evaluate Our
decision.
'It'-isInWas if 'we, were starting, oneW on installing an-.ABM system:
We are_ recommending that we change froM what could be construed
as a provocative deployment around our cities --the original
6y'
Sentinel-tto.a-,.defensive. and clearly nonprovocative, phasectdeploy-

ment, Unlike.the originalSentinel, and Ole.Soviet .004, deployinent
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our direction with Safeguard is away from arms escalation. It underscores with action our avowed desire for effective arms limitation
EFFECT ON ARM& CONTROL TALKS

In addition, under the proposed Safeguard program, even the first
two installations will not be,operating before 1973. This ,gives ample
-timelor the :two countries -to-he gOtiate agreements on these and other
weapons. Thus, the modified ABM opens the door wider to mutual
Arius control.

But if, the:Soviets should slam the door on an--,agreement, the modi,fied ABMIvonld permit us to continue steps toWardprotection of our

retaliatory forces. This option, Mr. Chairman, would be more impOrtant than ever beforelTbecause we would have to assume that a

Soviet rejection Of meaningful negotiations would demonstrate a Soviet
,determination to continneto build toward a low-risk ,_firit-Strikeforce.

The public Soviet reaction to President Nixon's announeeraent of
a Week-ago is encouraging, however. The &Viet press indicates that
its GoVernment correctly views the modified ABM asa purely defensive
weapon.
To .restate whatIsaid at the outset, all Americans should- favor effeetiVe arms control_agreeMents at the-earliest po§§ible time
.1; Congratulate the thenibers,of 'this Disarmament SubCoMmittee on
its constant.and its diligent efforts to contribute to the goal of arms
Control.
Peace ,e _after all, is not-only our objective, it is our Solemn reSponSi-

ility.Mr. Chairman. The system we are propogingis the best kind of
people protection becittse it strengthens our ability to deter war. To
the extent that it does that, it can truly be called -ay building bloCk
tiA. PEI*,

StatiMent -by ACDA Director iSniith to the Eighteen
11'0404: Disarmament' Committee, March 25, 1969
haveAstened- with_ close attention to the Stktements-that have
been inide,bir: iatious.representatiVes here since the opening of this sessio of biedonference and fUllY appreciate the concerns that 'have:been
expressed aboUt the needl.O move .forWard With th4, wOrk, Of, Our COM-

ihate.the hopes that this And,SUbsetinent Sessions will be proitpPreCiate the,6ppOrtMiitY to' hear the observations of my
formal' ineetingi and in equally important
,colleagues 'here' li6thprivate conversations.
only too
8. Goodwill alone cannot ,creatirreSiltS.
,innsti' alSO Work for conwenth4t,it:is,n6t enough to ,be ,fOr:peaCe
crete ,measures ihitt make,. for peace. Only' through. the constant efforts,
;World will we Move forward, to our
of people
change
,cOmniontoilS.
9. DiarT'lje.perniitted to make a personal .comment I It was this
kind',,of,,AeterMined,.-effort,by the,Men who lutVe- served ,befOre me in
-mAttse.

1 ENDO/M..397f pp. 4-13.
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the United. States Government that -helpek tO, make possible the
achievements of the past few years. Bill Foster, my distinguisheil

and Adrian Fisher, whose able mind:
has contributed to the -SOlution of so Many _prOblenis; have helped
Members of this Conference to turn hope into ,reality. I Shall seek to
emulate them.
.10: I wish at this time to make sonic general. observations about our
*ork.inii-then,-tO set' fOrtir-the-irietva of the'Viiied',-States on one of
the iteinain our agenda,
11. First there is the question of where we are,_ and where and by
what means we should go from litre. Certain, lini4ed but still highly
significant successes ha*e been-achie0dinthepastjneed not elaborate
on these to this Conference, but we must not- forget that the first Steps,
are sometimes the most diffidUlt. Moreover, our achieVementalatie'significance beyond their dire*, effects for they have started the process
of =,bringing the nuclear arms race under some control. Certainly the
World is different today from What itWOuld'llave,been without those
agreements.
predecessor, and long-time

12. As forthe:lignre, IntgreSs-Ortarina contra and disarmament
is kroany7faceted undertaking We. 1,10t, and should not be forced
,

into an arbitrati:deCiSion-aS tOsWhielvarea or measUre,'Shinild-reeeive
Of course, we can deteriiiine'Which,
-prierity,,;toIhe exclusion of

areas have a logical relationship to the foundations we have already
laid and tivoiirloalS%fer'theIoreSeesible:fiiture.:11Ty.point is that we
priorities.
should not be rigid
thiSiCOMmittee,eitii, and shOuld,,eiplore'
meas13.

ures cOnCiMientli: In ths,8*-Oloutiti:Ideittiniding can be increased -and
Our differences reduced, Itis tO: be hoped that some agreements Can: be
reached' without delay.
14. It not fair Or necessary to sassume that the monopoly Of the

tune of this Committee which the negotiations for the .non-prolifera,
tie!" Tkeafy 'produced will be ,repeatedinteonnexiOn_ with ,some Other
arms control measure. There are few negotiations that are Withoutcem-'
PlicatiOtiStand:T do not infer
our task in the future will be simple.
However, it isunportant that we keep mind that the non-proliferaof a:SpeCiatliind,'SOme'stUdentS of current histion
tory have said that; ,beCaUse, Of the variety of technical and political
issues involved : and the ,number of countries immediately affected,
those negotiations were among the most complicated anct. involved
international negotiations since thi-enCOf the, Second World War.
TherefOrel believe that we should not be too concerned that any one
measure might mo'opolize he attention Of this Committee We must
try to move lotWard', in all relevant areas whi1ëremaining ,nlert, to any
opportunities to MO*OlOrWaritinere rapidly to the conclusion of acpar-

ticular agreement. Any ag#30,PO4. we **mil* other pos'siblo,
OcOtits;:los,r5lifficAt 404060.1)01mOle.

President Nixon, inliiifletter whiChIlki*itted on 18' :Mitch,
discussed areas which the United States believes merit particular
attention.'

P'41,

a Tile tieat7appearilnDoqu iiinfrOti Ditaktritneiki; /068, Oti., 461465..

a'Aitfr; 0400-119.
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46: There is- conimoii agreenient,. I ^belieVe, that the :prospect§ fOr
disCUSaiona. A: number
prOgresa.*.one particular area -lie
repreaeiitatiVea here have iiiiiti3rightly referred to the impOritince a
Significance of
prospectiVe strategie, trills 'limitation, talks. The

auchtalks in the effort§ tebring theituclear armarace,under control is
obvious.:That- the obligations -of' article:VI Of. the non-prOliferation:
Treaty are relevant in, thia rpgard.-no one_,Would, dispute.- But think
kque8tiorii IVA merely ait le Unpettaiit that We keep * mindthat
obligao",but,yather of optiortiinity to CentrOtthe nuclear arm§ race
and thereby' indrease, international, sedurity and tediice- the burdens
Of the arras rade, thatis Of greatest relevancy:

17.; 'In::thisiregard jt:ehiiild perhaps be 'pointed out that-under the

recent, AdininiatratiOn -Of President Johnson the .113nited States' GoveriMient hid' Made preparationiandlaat Angnit Vita ready and willittg.
-tO comniende:sUch negotiations -on stratelgid'aatIns limitation* No* itis

only.,prident

-the ,:neWr,:ttidminiStration of' hay, 'Ootizjity -to prepare

itaelf: theroUghly for.- riegOtiationa that could-. be Of': a Most aensitive
natarei.gOing to the heatt- of the Strategiesbalancein the'woild and-107-,
Trig, a' diredi and',dentral hearing on'th,e Mutual aecurity of the United.
,States, ;allieal -and, indeed-*Uoh,,Ofthe *Oil& imatterS- Of. thia

PreparatiOrt is, the greeteet oOniiihution :that a

;nation', dan, Make tO2 ,friutfdlneigetititions.,
fli3; Tho,4-tieetio* of' tiMing,,ia thua t*Olfold'. TheltiaSstige of gOnle

heeded' for the. ne* Administration tO, Make the .beeessark
preparatiOns ;. and. thetiiiing shoUld.be faverible apolitioaL sense if
tO -prOceed
Oen 'Careftilly.preptired.strategjd ant*: liinitatiOwialks
With lealPromise Of being ,prodiictiVe.

19. At Ahia

ShoUld

,to anbitit .one_ additional thought

*oUld hope MeMbera Of thia;ConiMittee and their GoVernMentS
alyare. Of the,responai-(407einnient

bilities4hibbit, 004*M vihets; Oerriettomako every'effOrt to'halt.
Theiefore lnajor:natiOnal',-46fence deoisiots
the:4016kt,
teleirin thelptese*ott iii,the absence of televant ,arittSCOntrol agreeeee that they Ate lot VreVecatiye%(thd
Inenta;:eiotoffotit 1,0,10ecte

ihat,04r

arint-COntr011iegetiationa-inere,difikUlt. ThiS
FOf tonSideratiOn -w&belietre, alsOmi. the spirit, Of artiold VI, Of
t4,6;401.411:NiliferSit*,Tii4Ye:With'-'ireSpedt'*O.the tpliestiOne oithe agenda,Of,thia,Cotnnilitee,*,
-the :ttniiecEStat0,, ttS hatre.,indientedi,` *ili.-subinit.tieWndUring,the
doutte of WS ieesiO# WhiCkWelepe will: dentribute tO-'prOgress in-our
'liOpe Wep can- baveprofitable.and.
vvoik;
''.dhangesOrka:CoMprehensiye teat 1.?an'and-en the :lens-standing -ptoposil
let;a;CatT.off iii,tho,t)tedoetion fisiienabikinatepal-for Weapons .pur.
poses:.My: delegation will :returhIO, theseinattera Aiter, statements.
nOteihe-imPOrtan0 attached' te .progressy
'We haVe:nOt
.to-WardaacdoinprehenSiVekeStbanireaty;Thia-, general condera evi.6.
inAhe;:jOilit iiiettiotanitinn 26, Augtet po,subMitted

t

ifiy,eiglitjripmtitiorof this Conference 'anclin'a-recent:regantion ot the

,

,

bikoonesta,iin
510441)11,0,9-PAi

iv.:588=584;
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United

General AsSenibly,G, but also in the remarks Ofprevibus
Speakers:during the. preSent session.
22. 11Y,I'GOVerninent -UnderStands and Shares the vital concern felt
by.otherS..Presiderit Nixon's message reaffirmed our commitment to the
goal: ofivcomprehensive testban, adequately Verified'. TO achieve adequate verification, the principles and techniqUes of verification methods,
their Capabilities and liinitatiOns inustbe understood .an& *prepriatelyAniplernente&

m any comprehensive test-ban agreement ItTi8well ,known that We continue to believe that a.oertain number of on-site
inspections are essential for adequate 'Verifieation.
.23. With respect to seismic researchy desigried4o4MprOVe 'seismic
'verification methods, I tini,:gratified, by the ,interest expressed so redentlylay ArnbaSsader`,Sille'Kele .of Icigeria.7- and AnibasSader,Porter

Of the United in8 in the Unite&States.'seisinio,investigatiOn

iii.OPOSAL,whichivas _$t forth :1w December 1963 by My- predecessor,
Ambassador Foster, in the First Committee Of the ,General ASSeniblyi?

I can now sir that m the OM* of this year there are two posible

nuclear experiments in the3United States Atomic Energy Commission's
"Plowshare" programme that could be used in iniplementing:ont
ziOn:pkiipokt.1...,The§e experiments are research , and devel-

opment tests in the field of commercial application, , and they will

depend,.uponthe -woikitig:ont-of necessary titrangertientS*ith,,priVate
-concerns -uiVOIVed.'11,fitillsneh'arrangemeritt are *idly data 'concerning
thenisintigebe considered tentative.

24. As currently prOgranntedi theSe two experiments are to take
place iii*.egt4Oehtritl:C- OlOridii:The;Aist of these would be held in late
May or June and the second towards the end of the year The first ex-

perunent is conceived as a forty-kiloton ,resplo§iiiii-#ith- a possible
Upper limit of slitY,kiloterithich,istia take place in at'ype, of sandstone at a depth of :a -Mile and whalf:The,seCon&WOuld: be similar to the

"Gas Buggy" experiment, witk.ithiCh I ,ani,:eure you are familiar. Its
yield would be about twenty-six -kilotOns and it Would, be detonated at a
-lepth:40,$90feetalso in a form of :sandstone .: As final contract
arrangements are completed, we vAltbe, in a position, to -Make available
MOO ;specific - dataon%tinie; location, geological medium, depth and

Aelit forthesete
2i$. I think all delegations here have 00,676 attention to the 1368
,rep4tv,OivsEiVaiiiiiaidOtOctiotiri and identification of UndergraUhd, nuclear

etprogiOri4itraWn.iip under the anSpiCeS-Ofthe:InternatiOnalinstitute

for Peace and Coithct jteSearoli'' at Stockholm '(SIPRI) The advances liit,giii§inf.C'W*Ev described in that
the product of
research conducted

a number of countries represented here We hope,

that indlr:tesearch*ilt continue 01* pursued diligently; and thiut the
conclusions contained in this SIPRI report will be further refined,
We;believethis type of reSearch.ivill!aSSiSt tis in our task Of 'achieving
an adequately verif led oriniprehen§ivettistbitn treaty::
26. Today, however, I,viriShitAa'set firth some substantive comments
on another
our -agenda :I. refer to the question of arms control
ENpomv:393,.
A.'

'

-oeittnentioti-Disailitarn4t; 1.9644; pp. 760470,
*"-/b414:0p. 455-458:
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for the sea-bed. rshcrialike to use my remaining time to present observations , on this subject for two reasons. First, it is appropriate that
various views , on this subject should be submitted for consideration
early in our-sessiOn':because this ig,6,,ielatitiely new iteni. There is a
bielrgrOUridioflaCtsi positions and views on several of the other items,
but this
is not one where a lull =understanding of facts and attitudes of the :'various ,countries ii at present aiailibletcaorin the basis
for serious discussion. ''Therefere2: it -§eenis wise, for the United States
delegation it-.the,.Onteet to submit some comments on this sUbjeCtl,:athe'Soiiet delegation submitted some views on
subject in the fOrm
of a drift, treaty iial.thoUgh my delegation does not believe we aieCi.nite, at the stage where trying to-agree on treaty language would be the
bestIWayt,O-g6 about reaching an agreement.
Secondly, it is appropriate to discuss the sea-bed item now -be-,COI* there is :nitrinSie',merittlir our seeking to prevent a nuclear arms
,

race onthe sea-bed while there is still time. This has been .called preventive disarmament or preventive non-armament. The significance of ac,
tiOn0-ptechido new types of armS,races-,frOm'beginning,ghould never
be 4iiider4einPhitaiiedif#eareto'be successful 'in
effortatolalt the
arms race. Our initial successes so far haVe:beerkpititifil efforts to limit
the'arine--radeinSIOnielt,reaS*,,toAdlide'other,areaSireni, arms -conipe7
titiOn:WehaV&beenArYing with some sUedeeS,te-,fene&inthe arnistade:
Thisis trijeOt,thevartialteSt,bit Treaty.12 It is true
Antarctic
Treaty and, in a lhore. significant sense, of the outer space TreaV4
=%k 1,1,\Welgnote,areas of pOtential,arinS:deVelopreent While exploring areii*Of'present,arinicionipetitiOni we run the risk that the potentials ler=agreeinentin,the arets-mlierethereiS at present an ,arms cornpetition -nriaz,:as-the,,nfonientei;,eneeeei,draWs--nearet,,, be neutralizedi
or.ApSetliy a developing arms competition
neNtr,area.:
29. There isa third and perhaps liitingible'reason,*hy# would be
important to reach agreement to prohibit nuclear weapons on the
il',SUehi an agreeriieritnught;net trench Upon
,could not help but liave,tertain,,positilw psychological
upon the international Scene:.
30; MayI therefore make some initial observations on the problem
oPieVentinethe-sea,-,bedliinii.becoininian,atea,,fOr the -nuclear arins

are411''altareithat in the past two year's the international
,COniinunitylaCbeedrile,,iindiea.singly-,Interestect in the :possibilities' of
exploring and exploiting the vast sresources : of the,-Sea-!bed and the

oCetuirittorThe'UnitOt Nation General

responded to , this
first an.Adliba Coininittee,.1.5 and then Perna
nent, Committee on the Peaceful toes ,,4. fi the
the ()dean
Floor lieyOndthe,LiMitiefiNatiOrial: jOriedtatiOn:,
The:United"blationa-1144114,'.0:pon',0*.pertrib,iikenCeiothAnitteeto*-=-

,

fi,!shioi;Inithei,.:,,Witiiikthe context of.
title of the item, .A-114-taking.inton
account the stüdiès thid inteiliatioialc,negOtiatidiui'teink undertaken In the field
u Ante, pp 112-113
'0 'DOA anent, iiii;Dildp*itri6i4 196$;
55o,4558;
'iqbig49454956;;:iot;

44,14i19e7t.,:38-43
4,5

727429:
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of disarinathent, the reservation exclusively for peaceful purpOses,citthe Sea-bed
and the ocean floor without prejudice to the-limits siThieh,,ratiy be 'agreed upon

The request in that: isSOintion.. that the sea-bed; ,Ceinthittee shOuld
take into accenrit international negotiations being Undertaken in the
field of disarmament is a Clear indication that the Committee, now conin New York, will closely watch what
cluding its first working
arms limitations.
progress is made here ' on the , question of
advances are continually beingfinade-Which- increaSe the types and extent of operations on the Sea-bed. At present
the high. 'Oat of operating in this difficult environment has effectively
limited dintunereial Ocproitationto:relatively; shale* waters However,
it seems 'Clear that :scientific' and commercial activities, will soOn be

as *Mil* capabilities are

moving into deeper waters

increases that the sea-bed could
.developed and unproved
be used as a new environment for the emplacement of *leaf' Weapons
and etherWeiptona of mass destruction.
,33:,;. The United States is interested in-taking realistie.Stepstiipre,
Vent an arms rade',6n:the,sea-lied: We are,,pleased.that Other delega-

tions share an interest in **king out an ,effective and viable international ; agreement:. In this regard the draft treaty submitted to this

Committee 14y:Oiol.Sii*ie't Union is being studied With ,great interest
in Washington, and we expect to comment On it more fully at it: future
mneeting.

,

_

In examitiiiig ihe,4nosgoivot, Aims, control on the sea-bed we
communication and
must consider that some sea=bed uses,, such
navigation aids are for both military and rien=niilitary. purposes. The
-etiStenCe, of :SUbinatine /fleets requires States to 'take- .tietion, in ,Self-

defendet such as establishing warning .systems

11§6.: the Sekbed .

igoretiVerinineh:AiSeful,,Seieritific research:on-the Sea,bed,:ia',supported

or Carried- out by military personnel using military non-weapons
nient;Therelore we mud point Out that complete demilitarization
t e,Seaibed would, in our ,Judgement, , be simply unworkable and

,prebtibliliarmfa

'35; 110r0Over;ilielliiitedi.gtateS.,belieVeS:that it is completely impractical to try tO prohibit conventional 'Weapona. :)_11 the sea-bed.
Eneunibering,a,Sea=bei arms control measure with that type of prohibition would raise insuperable verification problems. Such considerations J110tirok.the need for a Careful StOdy, of the relevant factors
in developing an acCeptable,tigreeinent.,

36. The United States offers the following criteria for consideration of :a swiettagtoiiient.'0,4"ivould: welcome the Views, of other
delegations on these or other relevant factors.

prob37. Fiigtvil*UnitkiStateS :bolieVeS, that the most
lemis thedanger,Of thee*placenient,Of weapons of inaSS destruction

on the sea-bed. Such deployments, whether .nuclear,
radiological in nature, should be banned In .vieW+ of the possibility that some State might make advance preparation for the .sudden

abrogation of any treaty ban of this haute, ,conSideratiOninenldbe

.tiVentaWhether sea-bed-based launching platforms and delivery vehicles 40,4* **pop§ should be
undOtthp ban
1968, pp.

8o2sö4.
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SeCOrid; the ObjectiVe-of theprohibition isto'bloCk deployment
of specific weapons on, within, beneath or to the-sea-bed. To ,achieve
that; :careful Consideration must be given- to the ,exact definition of
the words "emplace or -fix". WO.-MUSt.consider *hether they should
apPly, only to permanent installations affixed to or *planted; in the
Sea=bed,' or also to containers or carriers whose principal .mode of
deployment, or opeotion ,.recitiro§ phy§ioal, contact *0 the sea-bed.
At the same time we should take care that theprOliibition,4-plies only
to the seitbectand:not to the SUperjacent **aterk.Theltge76k1-dootrine
of ;freed* Of "navigation is the foundation of international maritirue

'la*,; and we Must be certain that our agree** in no way infringes

that freed*:

Third,

order to constitute a genuine and stable contribution
tiiinternatiOnatpettee.and security, any arms COntrolinettSurerelatiog
to;:the,sei!tectiboula be of such 9,;#atute.that- the -;participating countries ,COUld feel confident that all participants were fulfilling their
39.

obligationki, Verification of compliance COUV involve special problems

in the geographically hostile :environment of the kei=bed:_'Nevertheless, the Unitect;Statesi, -Which has consistently supported the
-pwot ,4deqUate verification of ions. control measures believes that
,some appropriate' provision must be included : in the .agreement in
order'. t0,;-Ooyide; the needed reassurances that all .the- provisions are
being cOMplied'WWIn this 3respect it may be desirable to dra*, on
useful precedents of
Outer-, space 'Treaty to .establish a right Of
acceS,S;;anclinapeetion,,,,,SUcly, a right
be based' on reciprocity
and should not confer, or imply e,i0gOrice,Of; any right or power
1,OietoProposedyiki:, f
.

.0.4c1; the difficulties of the eniTirdninerit. pkobably,

40:.

require that representatives should give reasonable advance notice of
.a,projeCted*iiit.;That would permit maximum precautions to betaken_
to avoid dangers to persOnneLantithe disrUPtiOn4 the noting, operatiOns:ottho eciwriowt or the faCiW
41. Consideration of
Of' the verification quest* also demonstrates
.the'S.need4O .004* the scope of the prohibition to *6400' of ,mass
destruétion since otherwise the task of inspecting the multitude of
P0001C.iinAltitiirkfiCilitieS-WOUldfle'.beYOnd capabilities
42. 'Fiiiiiih;;One of the most difficult -: queitionkis' the definition of
the boundaries beyond *Iiieft, the prohibition would apply. ,Regardless
of the method Whieh-Mighti.be- agreed,' the United States believes that
the goal- should be apply the ,:arms ;control M.eaStretO as broad an

area of the sea-lied
possible, therefore the prohibition should, we
t.liii*i':itPP4rtq.t.tiOieit, .241309444 lkrrOT:b,04:,41Plittke/c0ft,sts: of
Statei. To the
ible;:t4e,ftkethOd- chosen to definethat;band,
slioulcIprovicWease':ot eterninintiOn and uniformity
interpretation, and
For example, the zone
:COUld; bode
Sytelieral:metliodasUch aS.;
.

.

ified. horitiOntal diStarice freiti the coast
The Ilse' of a specified : Aszobath or depth limit which would
,

goiforallstoitio the contour of the sea-bed; or
(8) As some have suggested,,, a Method based on the outer ,limits
Of '.hatiOnaLjUriSdietiOn,:derived from either ,sovereignty or .:;oSereign'
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rights: ,Thiss.approach,- at first.glanee, 'would: appear feasiblebecause,
itas! based on existing boundary claims. However, the differences in
the international cOttnnity, regarding the legitimate :extent of such
claims would result in gross inequities and would weaken the effect of
the melisnre,. by ,excluding wide areas of the Sea-bed ..from the -zone Of
applidatOn.,
.

heed to'be
those : are Some of :the COnSideratiOns *hieh
cussed befOre ttii.effectiVe international agreeterit can be worked out,
and we urge the Committee to thdertake, such diSoussiOnS, as soon as
possible. In tliikioft-ty:*re: shall be:doing:*hat. the *Obi community expects of us ':.seeking ways to prevent the spiett4, of weapons of taps destruction to new en*irotnent§, and at the same time helping to ensure
that the
for peaceful purposes Of this great irea- of our planet
will be enhanced. If we can do this mtich,it*ill'he no 'Small accomplishment.
shall have s placed: nearly 'O Per :Oent ofthe-,earth'§
significant
.0ifticioff4i'n4ts'io the arms race and shall
restraiht *thei:deployineht of weapons.:.of mass destruction.
sijittg hii*e,:h4atci take aratherlengthy statement today,
particularly in viev of .ithe=fitetthitiAhere are still' two representatives
OncOiti list of apee,,k0iltiitOd#: laict,hOWeiier, wish to set ,forth the
considerations in
since 1.,,ehOlla,Nie,' to return: for a -title
to Washington, where, as you know, I have the responsib4ity 'of :head=
aTederal'AtOey;Since,I;onkrecent4, 4411110d' tins position,, the
'Obligations,requintig int,-p*senee*Wii,Shnigtaii are Ohcqouargreater
than_Will-nortallibethe,daSe. I am glad to Sity that after 'My 'departurethe' United' 'States delegation will be headed by Mr. Adrian Fisher,,
'whose abilities and Who§e-COntribiltiOnSin,the past are well known to
members of this Committee. I hope that through deliberations in this
Commit1ee 'e shall move forward to new agreements While l'ant in
.

Washington I shall devote my -efforts \ to ensuring that the United
State § ContribitiOnto that task is a Po 'Skis
Finally, on behalf of my del'egOion,I:ShOnla:::like',"to welcome

e,retUrniO thi§t,ottitteestit the doyenne offOli.' -diskiintooit-nekoijaitoile,,X0 ,Iglitc411-,,Anct *6- '.(*P0.3:0P our pleasure in having the
Under-Secretary: of State ';t0-::.t4tP1g4. Affairs 9f Italy,. Mr. Zagari,
with us today. Ishoula also like tO:th.tor_other representatives for their
.*R**citd§'of',welcote to me.

Staten:milt t$ etary of State. Aogers, 4o the ,Senate
Foreign Relations Càmmittee: Preparations for StraArms
s 1xttacts), Mat 27,

am aware, Mr. kOhairtan- that there has been some cineStionintand
::eoine-eritieleiken.ilisarMament44.0tind'sAbont,the,President's,clecision,
pOiiiltrient-ortillate Bulletin, *or. 44;1.pe9; pp 3O8-3O9
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'tOzprOceed ivith.the.ileyeloPinent of the -Safeguard- system?... Sped.;
fically,,, the cOneern,haS beeri:eipressed that the decision might, escalate
arms expenditures or -SO- Concern- the Soviet Union that it would seriously undermine the prOSpects oftalks.

The foreign policy implications, of such =a, decisionin particular

the reactioit,ofthe, Solna' Union, and -the ',iinpitct of -the 'deciSion, on

pOSsible arms talkswere a central consideration in the National
Seeurityciiiincil'S,deliberationSwhickpreceded the :President's decision. We -saints, to the conehision., that the -decision would have ,no

adverse effect on disarmament talks
The :Soviet Union,
You;.10.6y4:hactitself already constructed a
.

limited system around Moscow; it had also a0,eed, to strategic arms

talks following ithe-.preYiOUS:adiniiiiStrittion'S deciSion, on the Sentinel

program. In fact, as you recall, when President ,Johnson 'aim- Once&
his decision, a week later the Soviet Union agreed to strategic arms
limitations talks .,' The 4eviet, 1#00 also quoted ,President
favorable references to arms talks When he announced his dediSiOn, on
the 'Sgegtiaid-,syste4:40.Prelhiet. Kosygin recently referred iiffirita-

tily:$),Iiiiiitationi on-Strategiolifing in his message to thetNIJC.3.

In other 'words,, his MOsige,after the President's -- decision Was
juintitineed;,.itiidthere was no indication Iroin,,Kosygin: that it would
interfere.Witktlie:StiodesS of 'these ta14:.A§:.yOttlitow; the -Safeguard

-Sy$ten*IYill=nOt really bedoine operational nfitir 1918.1t will be Subject'
,t0:,:an:lininiabre:Yievit and appraisal, in which,,agthe .President said, one

.

iiftheVriiiCipallaotors illbethe Stattii-Of talkS On the 'limitation. of
trategic arms.
A;sia kmatter 4:1E04 in our diseuSsions, in the 8ecuritylOot.Inc11,1
pressed this point and it was determined this would :hose; no adverse
effeetilUpOn-these tall* In our talks with representatives of the Soviet
Union there has
no discussion or any suggestion that this decision
would affect the initiation-of-talkg.ot the successful outcome, of talks.
;NegotiatiOns,,:'.0t,cOurse,,on-2 strategic arms _14070 not yet :started, and
their outcome of course, Uncertain: It *hould, also be clear that both
we ani.t*e .gOiatViiion.4pect such talks tgyethrer both defensive and
offensive
other '704 there; has .never been anrinterition,

t'ollinit'Whatiiindi of 7tveaponstwetWould-diScuss.,-.0hen;we begin talks on

offensive and defensive weapons. The fact is that we cannot predicate

our security decisions that have to be made, now on the potential
:kw* of future endeavors in the disarmament
Ithei':PreiidentiMadelclearlhat.Weiare 'prepared 19110,01 with new
attentiveness to:the';.YieWSof Sr:allies:and that we plan lo consult with
the*, Orio,a,11,iriatterSaWitiiitital.-COricerit.,-geTariiotitaily emphasized

that thereitill'*aniPle,,cOniniltatiOril andlt fair consideration of their
interests bOote and during: any liegotiationS, we undertake- Withtlie
,
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Swedish Working Paper-Submitted-to the Eighteen Nation,

Disarmament Committee: Possible Provisions of an
Underground Test-Ban. Treaty, April 1, 19691
The States concluding this rreatyi.,hetefilaftpr referred to as the
"Parties tO the Treaty"4
Dedta20.g. their ;intention to achieve at the earliest ; possible, date the
ceSSatiOn-, of the nuclear, arms race,andto,undertake-effectiVe meaSures

in the direction of nuclear disarmament,

Urging the co-operation. of all States in the attainment of this
objective,.

Recalling the determination -'expressed by the Parties,to,'the- 1963
Treaty 'banning nuclear-WeaponIeStainthe atmosphere, in outer space
and under water iiiitS-preathble to seek to achieve the .discOntinUanceof all test explosions of iluelear weapons for all time and to continue
,

negotiations to this en, d,2

-.COY inqedthat a.COntinuediesting,61,ntclear weapons brings about
Oft:Ire:Seeable. consequences in regard to iMbalance, and mistrust 'be-

tween , Stafes. and &times, immense diversion of human and material
resources
purposes of war,
Heeding the ,appeals of the General, Assembly of the United Nations,
for the
of ''nuclear weapon tests in alLeniironinentS,
:4.ifiliviiln4the:principle_that the benefits of peaceful applications of
-nUaleat technology, including any technological by-products winch
may
derived by nuclear-weapon ,States' from the deVelopinent. of
nuclear explosive devices, should be available for peaceful purposes to

all Parties 'to the Treaty; whether nuclear-weapon or non-nuclearweapon Stiitek.

Affirming also the Principle that resources, freed by measures of
arms control
disarmament, thOuld.:be''Channeled; to the greatest
extent possible, to SCOW- and eddnomid,,develOpment,particularly of
developing COUtitries,

Declaring ;their .intention : to conclude, at the 'earliest ,possible date,
,a

separate international agreement regarding nuclear explosions for

10044 pOrpoSek

Have OrAa:follONVs-:

Article!
'Eabh:Stitte.3Party to this, Treaty Undertalt0a,to PrOhibit, to.pre.Vent'iiii.ctiOt,t0,4ti,out,miy,iincleigeotindcnucle4r weapon test explosion,
Subjectio,the,_eiteniption,einbOdied in paragraph 3, any other
,underground nuclear explosion, at any Place, under its jurisdiction or

:2 Each State Party to this 'treaty undertakes,, furtherMOrev to
.refrainfrOM-,CaUsing,:.encOttriging or in any way participating
ENDP/242, Apr. 1, 1.060.

spi*inentji alt,p:faarpi,amOnt; 1963, pil.-291-293,'
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carrying out of any such nuclear weapon tests:explosion, or any such
other nuclear (*plosion.
3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article do not apply
to _explosions .whioh are Carried out for construction or other peaceful
purposes : and which take place in conformity with an international
agreement to be 'negotiated separately.

Article!!
Each State Party to this Treaty. undertOceS- to. co-operate in
good 'faith: to ,ensure the lull observanee and, implementation of this
Treaty.,
2. Eeek'Stitte,Paity to this Treaty undertakes to co-operate in good
faith in an effective international exchange of seismological data in
order to facilitate the detection, identification and location of under,

groUnd,, events.

8. Each State Party to this Treaty 'Undertakes to co-operate in'
.t.00K1', faith) for the clarification of all events pertaining to the subject
Matter of this
In accordance with this provision, each 'State,
Party to the Treaty is entitled;

a) .tf:i,Makainquitie*SOLto receive information as a result of such
jitquitiesr
b) to invite inspection on its territory or territory under its jurisdiction, such intpection to be carried out in the Manner' prescribed, by-

the:invitingTarty,
.04, to Make proposals, if it deems the information available or made
aVailaNe*it,,iinder.,till or any of the preceding provisions inadequate,
as to suitable Methods ofelarifiCation.

Partyto this Treaty may bring, to. the attention, of
the Security Conneil4f,.thellnited.WatiOnd and of the other Parties
-te't,theTreaty,thatit deems another Party to 'hate.,failefito co-operate
to,AelulleSt; eittent 'for the, Clarification 'of a particular event.,

iti le HI
1. Any Party'

this Tteity may propose ,ainendinents to; this
Treaty; The text of any proposed amendment shall'beSubnitted to
the Depositary Governments which shall circulate it to all ,Parties to
the 'Treaty: Thereupon, if requested to do SO by one-third or more of
the'Totieeloithe:Treatyrthe Depositary -Governments shall' convene
:atoliferen*tO which they shall invite all the Parties tO the 'Treaty,
to consider such anaine4dinent.
2. Ai*eitiendpieritte-.thiti Treaty Must be approved by 1,Majority

,otthe'vetoi,ofillIthe'Partiee to theNatyiinclucling,thexotee of all
:nuclear-weapon : States Party to this :Treaty; The amendment shall
enter into force for each Party that deposits
instrument of 'rad=
lcatiOn of the.ainendnientAipOn the deposit Of ,instruments of ratification' by :a ,majority of all the Parties, including the instruthenti:of
ratification of all nuclea.rweapon Statea-Paity.te this 'Treaty. There.
.

,
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.tifter,,it shall enter into .forCe for any other Party .upon the' deposit of
its instrument of ratification ,of the amendment.

kticle IV
1.

This Treaty "shall be open to all Stateslor signature. Any State

which does not sign the Treaty before: its **into force in accordance with paragraph -3 of this Article -may itecede to it at ;any time.
.2, This Treaty .sho,11..be Subject to ratification by signatory- States,
IiistriiMents,of :ratification: and instruments of accession shalLbe de.
.
.
are,-hereby
Tosited,
Governments, of .
designated: the Depositary Governments.
ratification ,by, the
S. This, Treaty -shall enter ,into fercel,after
StateSi the:Governments ,of which are ,deSignated Depositaries of the
. .,. other States-signatory to this Treaty and the
'Treaty,
deposit of their instruments of ratification.
4.. For :States: Whose instrUments, of ratification or .accession are
deposited.sUbsequent: to the entry into force-of this Treaty; it
enter force on the 44te of the. deposit o_f their instruments ratificatiOn or aceetsiim..
.0, The Depositary- Governments Shall promptly inform, all signa-

tOry and acceding Statet ,,Of the date of each Signattire; the date of
deposit, of each instrument of-ratification or of accession,,,the date of
,

the-0*y into 'fbrce

thiS Treaty, and the date of-receipt of any

tequeiti for, conienintagoriference or othet notices:
ThiS Treaty shall be-registered-by the Depositary -Govern_ nuent
of the United`NatiOni.
Vint-mint to :Miele 102 of 'the:

-*tide TY

unlimited 'duration, Each Partr-Shall
'Aiktte
ezercisiag its, national: sovereignty have ;the right to withdraw from
the.Proatk, it it decides that extraordinary events, related-to the-SubJed. Matter' of -fhb; 'Treity;h4ve:jeopitdized the Supreme interetts:Of
its',country. It elill,giVe notice, such, ithdraival to all-other Parties
to the Treaty arid to thetrnitedNatiOni Security-Council three months
iwadvance.-SUCh ,notice shall, include, a statement of theextraordinary
'events it-, regards:. as haying jeopardize4.its supreme 'interests,

Tliis Treaty, tithe Pigli0114

French; Spanish -ancUChinese

texts. of -.04,0.eatOT equally' aUtheritierShallhe deposited-10.0'1e* archives

Of, the Depositary GOVernnientS..Dtily certified copies of this Treaty
ShalEbettinSinitted?Sy .the,:peppijiarst Governments y to the ,Govern:

nentS of the Sighafery:arid"aceeding:States:
In witness *yhereCif
,undersigned, duly: authorized, have signed
thiS2Treity::

Done irr

t-
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StateittOt by the'Swedishitepresentative, (Myrdal) to the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament COnimittee: Comprehensive Test Ban, April 1, 1969
.

_

7.: Afti..k. §:Oen relatiVely,:leini--yeare it is n*0037-101 the Eighteen-

Nation Co Minitt'ke on Disarmament to *0p:1451s:rate of production.,
laniiplaninng-to'sdraiy attention today to one subject ort:Whiehl.inthe
view of my dekestio, 'pfEigteps-i§ most urgent, :mutely the ennipre-

-hens* teat ban X aititethrn.14tioNsioue;:althaftgy.nvseseion after

session my delegation and 'others have been contributing ooncrete-tig-.
gegioo in order to facilitate agreement, only to seethern-tnrned down
tifeTsinairi -Powers ; 'Thiii:S41,3,)e4t1§,loweverltiie Arita]: to be left aside

only because earliei attempts, at 'solutions have not beery, successful.
43. As TOinted- out in my previous intervention in the COMMittes!
Mandate from the General Assembly of the

Nations to elaborate a treaty banning thide*Olnikt, nuclear-weapon
tests. Inour agreed agenda of August litayeat such a treaty is placed
arider'; th *e'heading with
hest piiiirlty.'41tWonld be shirking our
clear responibilities it We, did not devote a mayor proportion of the
time available to-ti..sri4i finally to complete the -Moscow titaty 5' which,

as We allknôw and ne its own preamble admits, was :meant to be but
'as,terktowar., ,a--orii44i.e.hoo§iVeteef*.

Work on a' complete 1st ban iniOt proceed hand in hand: with
th riekOtiatiOnjOiainn`ting,gtat:ogid nuclear-weapon systems. Having
already been so éll prepard n its technia,t aspects, the test ban
ought m fa4t,to4414C,
of the 'Mater :dedisiOn.
Securing 'SUOka iban would OOnSlcli3rtiblYi allecilate some of the control

other ligreeinent ::hiirdly,of 'Course, with
that ti_4#24tit,Ciiifeeline'diVith. ifreeling the,:deptayMent Ofthe's Weapon-

-;prObleing:'.connected ,iv:i

&Aker cte;ieloping of
Yfq#,11011,q1VieMSP.1:704

io

1:ny, of the test. sh9ts now resoundmg 'throughout the globe
insta*, st.,etilreectienetra:tion
aidsro*, (-.i*liinatia4,24f:,riinl).4AridependiitlY targeted 'in:bailee
aàd'onotlr ffensiVeweipi 'systems. It shOrild:lie.ielf,eVident'tbAi
4*Ordecl.'b$,,, u or by others,
teet,-ban the ocinfidehee

sintiiai'the'World'wenld
That to ban ensures one Inindred. per cent

diat-.;net; weapon dev,elogments-:Weite

ecurity is anogie"41.4

1011$1,10EizAfft*

.14 0,P, of a 1P1140101v6seklOr to WO.

i1. iii tlii sc0iiiiex_i',04;01e Other matter Must be mentioned, namely,
the óbviouli.1-40610 ffeciii4hciffr,44.14.otiri:lera)iagok from u4,
i4ovacrO4,,bordets., *eta:
deft,
debris
Wotnintry
rekeield;i4d hitlIcdhixiiie to react; by
fallen
.ncitifyiiii'thesgovernp* concerned. It seems that other such leakages
ENDOEit690,

ENDWPV.397, pp.. 25120.
DiiiiiInaitiene; 1468, Pp., 796467,

..

583484.

1.1400;;4903i--01)491-00.

.
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odour elsewhere. In reality- they constitute 'violations ,of the Moscow
Treaty. However insignificant in railioaetive yield ,and however 'technical in nature these viOltitiOns:haVE5 been so la,r1,allsignaterieS'Of the

Moscow Treaty must be.alert so as riotby.pasSiVity to Seein condone
leakages. This issue will.take on greater pracexplosions that
tical ,sighifidance in, relation to flip, So-called .peaceful explosions. "Even
when such projects may appear entiCingthey, shOuldiOt alleivect to

proceed if therendangey
absOlute-adherencetOinternational obli=
gationi; This Matter, in reality, constitutes yet anOth4 reason for

establishing water4ight, comprehensive ban. -also covering underground nnclear -e4plOsiOnS, and for proViding,
.a separate -interna,
tional agreenient.f4e.SOrne: form of international ,licensing of
tions in the . ease o certain .explosions of OcOgnized'peadeful'Valtie.

12: In the paSt, the attempts on the,part Of-Mott delegations at

solutions of the underground` test=ban problemliaVe been,Condentrated

on the control iSsue. It was felt- that if only -a -satisfactory Solution-

were found in the Matter. of yerifidatioir, .a treaty prohibiting the
uniletgrouna..pudle4r tests would 'be easily adhieVel_ It is my, Sti.stng
conviction,: in -spite OtaSSeitiOn§.to the -contrary-by 'Soine.PoWer§that
the tedhnicalicontrollSsuedannOt
be regarded* as the deaiSive,prOblein.
-.
The _crux is political;
13. The prospects are,_hOweVer,..iithf becoming brighter
coin,
pleting the-test-IAN:4S such .a ban will 13:6 very desirable part of-the
arrangements needed.to maintain the -strategic, arMS-liiiiitatid4 Which
we hOpe is about to be negotiated. 'This political necessity ;should provide enough political` inomehtiiiii to 'produce
concessions
by the nuclear - weapon PoWer8 which are required to aChiete agreement on the test ban and to establish a Viable dontiOl_syStob. For -the
non - nuclear - weapon States, adherence to a comprehensive test bari as
well as to the non-prOliferatiOn Treaty'°- Would Mean placing a double
lock on their undertaking:0 "remain nuclear- weapon -free.
14. Iri order to be able to advocate properly the ;political- cOncessions required I shall.fir§t, as briefly as possible, remind the- COmMittee of theimpresSiVe increase in-recent year§ Of our-understanding of
the possibilities of SeiSMOlOgictil methods to .monitor a'baii On underground nuclear explosionS, an understanding that haS.been obtained
from the international scientific community through individual -work
in several countries and, through joint discuSSiOnS in various forums.
15. In 1967' the SWectiSh, delegation initiated a renewed discussion
of the tedliniCal and political aSpeCts Of the undergroUnd 'test ban con-

trol issue by advancing an analysis, by decision theory, of the seismological identification methods available. I amreferring,to document
ENDC/PV.309.7 A description of this aiialySiSWaS given in the-Swedish memorandum of 19 July 1967 8 and further' explanatiOn§ were

proffered by us in the ensuing, debates
which the United States,"
the United Kingdcarill and Canada ° offered further .technical argu° Ibid., 1968, pp. 461-465.
Ibid., 1967, pp. 272-278.

'Ibid., pp. 305409.

' Ibid., pp. 310-312.
1" Ibid., pp. 294-298, 322-325.
ENDO/PV.319, pp. 5-10.

" ENDC/PV.332, pp. 4-9.
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,February 1968 the Swedish Defence Research Institute dis-

tribUted-a report containing a ,detailed description of our scientific
analysis and the-results, so far Obtained:3
16. It is' important to-note that the purpose of test ban control was
envisaged by 'Us.not as haVing il*intelligende ,aim of obtaining complete information tif the airri,,of ,prtwiding, 3udicially conclusive evidence Nit :rather.; as-haVifig the aim 91 deterring-a- prospeotiVe violator
from concealed testing by'prekenting him With a sufficient .probability
of being 'exposed.
-17. This :purpose-entailed' exploitation of the statistical-properties

of the seismological 'identificatien-oriteria in order to determine in

advance a "deCisionlei40,,aSit is called, at,Whieh a -seiSmid event had
to-be:aeted-uporypolitieallyeither as an earthquake- or as an explosion.
hithiS process it .bidoMeS
,te, Strike a CoMprOmise assuring,
On the one
a sufficient VrObability to make correct debisions aboUt
ittplosiOnStind, oithe other hand, a sufficient probability of avoiding
false Alarm§ about earthquakes
18., WeAlieri: 'SUbinitted,to AnalYsiS- first the case in .which control
would rely On Obligatory inspections:._ Application Of this analysis to
data thenipihliShed.abOut seisiniiitigicaliclentificatiommethods showed
that _what appeared' to 1.1srt bp :a, SatiSfactory- deterrence could be obtained with--far feW6r 'inspections per year than earlier-- suggested, in
the Order OfOrro inSpectiOt per Aar.

19: 'Next, it Was revealed that such a deterrence effect could be
available: also by using control. without. obligatory inspections, if one
allowed for a- certain rate of false alarms, fewer than One in-ten yearS.
Such false alarinS, which may-lead to an unjustified accusation, are impoOible ,eieludeln.. connexion with _seismological test ban control.
But the soltition of the pritotical:prdblein hi the case of control without
Obligatory inspections consists in making the false alarms extremely

rare: occurrences. For th9Se occasions the control procedure of the
treaty ,should provide ways for the .accused. Party to clear himself,
-inCludingAespoSSibility, as envisaged in (Mr. soheme for verification-

bpehallengelto

on -site mspection.14
From:the diSOUSSions in 1967.and 1968 it appeared that the main
lirnitatiOn,orour proposal was that it did-riot cover the so-called "mag`:.20.:

Iiittde, gap" betWeen
and 4. I air referring specifically. to the stateMe&
the_ United :States repreentative contained in document
ENDO /PV.320, paras. 57 et se1.15 This range is usually thought to
comprise, explosions in hard' rock of yields from some 10-20 kilotons
down to &tit one-kiloton. In this range, long-distance seismological
MethedS; *hi& would be able -efficiently to identify explosions and
earthquakes, were lacking,
21. It 1968 there was a new turn Of events. Some of the outstandipg-iSsneS were discussed at a meeting of scientists from several coun,

tries, including the United "States, the Soviet Union and France. A
summary report from this meeting, convened by the Stockholm International Institute for Peace and Conflict Research (SIPRI), has been
"Seismological Test Ban Control (Stockholm,1968).
" Document8 on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 130-139,
13 Ibid., 1967, pp. 324425.
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circulated: as docuMent "
ENDW230, and haS teen quoted
by several delegations here
many,times
16

22. The ,SIPRI, study concerns itself

only with the seismological
Without,
Obligatory, inspections,
termed "detection andidentificatiOn by
seismological means only": It
States; that the _So-ealled: world
-wide standard seismic network
ventional, SeiSino4raphie..StatithiS
of, conseparates clearly the waveS.froin.expl6SionS in granite with
croWn to 26-60- kilotons
generated. by earthquakes. yields
from those
This -cerrespOnds-roughly
of the. magnitude,
tottheiopet, end
itiontione'di,,and, the summary report
goes- on to
British Canaellin;
AMericaii;and:.SOviet research
se_ paratiOn
COnditiOnS, for Controlling

est ban

We note, that theSe.sinninitry
the'Magiiitiide. gap.
conclusions
are consistent with
an essential. part of our
own

24. In

-Minittee

earlier' ConOluSiOnS.

reactiOnk to the unanimous
scientific
Tthe,SIPRI summary, report were
mous. Tile. repreSeritative,,Ot
not, unanithe
said in hiS,Statenient on .1. August
,Soviet2Union.401.ssactor lloshchin,
;Wen- inodeiluhationatraeithiic

-instruments, practically no Country Can
carry
1714 of being exposed unolear-WeapOn ,diplOsion secretly without
as a:violator of
incurring. the
out ant,UndergroUnd

only thineneeded to reach, agreethent-,aitiiiiportatit internationatagreement
The
weapon tests is a political decision.by on the cessation of Underground nucleargoVernmenti

Already in.his staternent'm 16 July 1968 the
said:
Soviet representative had
The SoViet Glreitrerlinaent

ready to come to an
prohibition, of undergroundis nuclear
agreement Immediately on the
tests on-the basis
of using- national means
of.detection for control over this prohibition."

-25. In his -statementto the First

General ASseinbly "Ori,5'beceinber 1068Committee of the United Nations
the representative of the United
StateS;_ Ainhasiador, 'Vo'sfei, said
that
the technical inability to
tinguish at lorig, distances
disbetween explosiOnS'

and earthquakes in
ranges of fairly low yield's but with
great
military
-nOthe diSmiSSed, "no matter, how
iiknitcance Could
advantages of (104 SO":ig'In themuch some might value, the political
letter froth President Nixon 4o the
United
representative read out by AnibastadOr
opening meeting of our Committee
this year it issaid that Smith at the
. .

the, United States ,supports. the
conclusion of .a comprehensive
adequatelY-verified..In view .of the, fact
that differences. regarding test ban
life not perinittedoehievement of
verification
tilislt:ey
madetoward greater understanding of the arms control measure, efforts
must be
verification issue."

26. The decision,as to what constitutes

"adequate" verification is
ultiinateVa,pOlitiotirdeeiSidii
even
if it ought to be made on
the VaSts of extensive 'scientific
and
tealmical
theoretical apptoadif tothe
In our
control. question, asconsiderations.
referred to above, we
made this quite Clear.

certainly

" Ibid., 1968, pp. 455-458.

" Ibid., p. 556.
" NNDC/PV. 881, p. 14.
" Documents on Disarmament,
1968, p. 768.
20 Ante, p. 110.
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27. One may now ask 'whether the technical possibilities can be improved iii.the.foreSeeable-fittire or not I Shan certainly not enter into

any detailed. predictions as to 'Whit scientific and technological
advances 'will be
However, already at the stage of last

summer's meeting of scientific experts, as-described in the fill- report
Of,the, Stockholm Iiiternational In-Stitt:it-61er °Pace and 'Conflict, Research, several prothising roads to improvement were pointed out, such
asbyluither eiPlOitation- of the depth at-WhiCh an event takes place,
by the sense of first motion recorded, by freqUericy content in seismic
vir-avesby-eiccitittion.Of Shear- waves, by CoMpletityi. :by iinproved

.

methods Of isurface NtiVe!deteotioni by more study , of the telative ekcitatio*At stitface,tuAbody waves by earthqUake,S4nd explosions, by

applying the methods of pattern recognitioii-.0 earthquakes and by
statistical treatment Of identification criteria for decisien4plicatioris.
28. 'Apart from that qUite.prornisifialiSt,,I.P4Ilike to point out
that theSIPRt study did net take into''acdOtint at all the \try-powerCoining into service. They
Or.aY *400, already existing or
should provide a conSiderabteimproyement:WcapabilitieS for teleseisM*identifiCition..* country expects:to,get a smaller station of this

kind

in the near future as a,.niOdest contribution to the

research capabilities in this field.

29. -The SIPtI report concerned itself a great deal with identification t# ComparlSoa,,oflOng SurfaCe, waves anct:short body waves, the

former pinning along the .surface of the earth and the latter through
the deep inter* of the earth, and it was on the basis of this method
tliat, the above:Mentioned summary conclusion aboutthe 20-60 kiloton
a closer
limit 'tsp.r clear separation was drawn. I have been advised

investigation of thes,eslata as presented.at the SIPRI meetingcloser
than waS, possible during the sliOrt time available to the meeting
showS',great differendes.between the results obtained by different investigation4 appareigy 4opendent on where the events took place,
where the ohSeryations, were made and what instruments were emplOy4 The very#difference,between the United States and the Soviet
type of instrumentation, seems, to play an important and confusing
role.,

80. We lope :that this matter will be investigated in detail by the
utiltZation..in direct comparison of both typ es. of instruments. Some

of. the:data in the SIPRI report when extrapolated, showed very
promising capa,bilitiesi of covering the above-mentioned magnitude
gap; tunderstand that the sensitivity of. this identification method is
much improved, when the distance between observatory and event is
deCreased..This inakesIneasureinents at regional and local distances
comparison with. measurements at teleseismic disvery importtmt
tances, on TAMh inept of the ernphasis of the. discussion on test-ban
control techniques has been placed in recent years.
.31., Practical gains,of considerable value could be derived from im-

proVements in.regard to,properly located stations of the classical, or
anyway . some fairly. simple, .model, as was also recommended in the
SIPRI 'report., Regioial and local data could also be obtained by the
use of some, variety, of 'Automatic and sealed stations, as has been dis-

16.1'
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cussed earlier in this COmmittee. her gains of great practical value
would be won from the use of an efficient data exchange, as proposed by
us repeatedly Since P1965, .tranSmitting the .required- regional and .local
data to Other coUntries. It would seem that the impressive development
of communication via satellites might, be useful for the distribution of

data from these stations.
-32. Both those measuresmore stations and more data
would: very- qiiickly, entail, I think, a 'large improvement in the present

control capabilities : They would constitute.a practical infrastructure
Financially the improvement
analysis going
for the
be
an
unimportant
matter compared
of verification possibilities
to the Cost, of nuclear-weapon te§ting.
33. All thisliehit:§aid,,I want to stress that a decision on the test

ban need rid wait for the completion of: technical studies and
inStallatiOnS.

34. After having been so specific .and'hitying:giVen in such detail
our estimate of the :Solent* and technical situation, I hope that my
fellOW-repreSentati*e,s*ill eicieuke, Me- if I repeat that I find it difficult

to accept the thesis that remaining uncertainties in this field can constitute -Stiffidient reason why the Committee has not been able so far to
present to the -World the text Of a treaty banning underground nuclearweapon, tests No, the reason is Simply; I am convinced, that the political-Wiltto agree has been lacking, in spite of all the assurances to the
contrary that we have heard both in the Eighteen-Nation Committee on
PistitniaMent and in the United Nations. Of cOurse, I do net under-

estimate the reasons behind this apparent lack of readiness to act.
Military demands for continuation of tests are obviously going to be
maintained AS long its the super-Powers fail to initiate and vigorously

pursue the bilateral discussions on a limitation of nuclear weapon
systems. The reluctance to give up testing Of nuclear -explosives may

also be connected With the much-publiciked expectations as to the
utilization of such explosions for peaceful purposes. A. further factor
for not closing down facilitieslor development of new weapon models
may be ,fear of a future, destabilization of the military balance, due to
the emergence of 'important nuclear weapon capabilities in States
which do not, take part in the international disarmament negotiations.
35. This, however, can clearly not account for more than a minor
part-Of the activities going on in the field, of underground testing; the
teehniqueseven if operationally kept in mothballswill not be obliterated from the fund of "knowledge already built up. Consequently,
nOne of the factOrs enumerated should be sufficient reason for the
super-Powers, with their terrifying, capacity to annihilate each other
and, theoretically, to "Overkill" all huniallity, not to come soon to an
agreement on a comprehensive test ban.
36. I would suggest that new methods to probe the readiness of the
main Powers to come tO a solution should now be tested. One such
niethed wotild-be fOr some delegation to put forward a complete struc4.%

ture of a treaty text. Someone may say that this is not proper, that in
the past such initiatives have always been left to one or both of our
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co,:ChairMen. To such a critic I should like to answer that for years
now we We sbeetrivaiting for such ,an initiative on -this item, but that

Mine-has been- forthcoMingand we all share the responsibility for
action.
37. Afterhavinthad'a nunibetof:priVate consultations with other

delegations, :my .delegation therefore is today taking the unusual step
forOard a working` paper in which suggeStiOnS as to the
contents of a -treaty, banning- UndergrOund nuclear weapOn tests are
reproduced 21' The title of the paper should give: -an :indication of the
modesty, with which-this is,being done. I must underline that we -do not
to bind :any delegation ==-not -even our own -to any :particular
wording -of the various -articles., FOr most parts -of the text we have
:foUndit expedient tb,uSe more or less the same language asin_Soine'Of
the existing disarnianient tileaties..We-shall;'htrite*et, greatly WeleoMe
suggestions to any Other 'Wording-Whioli Woulill)e.hiore technically
.toettuatiand'Whicli;coUld'be-MOreSpeedilyAe'pepted.

-38: :The main. purpose; of our action today is to ensure that the

deliberatiOh§ 'ori,this: vital subject .are :Made 'mOre:Specific,, and to give
to the_ co- Chairmen to. present their views.
an.

30:, :Let .x0 briefly :present ,the text- of our paper, which is now
follOwed the general
prindiple-Of using, WheneyeeliOssible,thelanguage of existing multilateral treatiet, in the, diSarmaineht .field,, chiefly the partial test ban
Treaty and the,rion7frOliferatiOn:Trettty, as a pattern for the pre-text.. Aleinhets
thitS .find in the preathble several
yieionS,
before, the COMMittee: :AS:I. have said, we

.paragraphs which -live been taken out of the non-proliferation

Treaty:22 One of its paragraphs ha§-beentaken from the Joint Memorandum on the tot ban put- "forward by the eight -non- aligned delegation§ iii 1966.23

,LoOking at the substantive parts of our proposed draft, we see
that ,paragraphs 1 and of of article I are in essence identical with the
corresponding proViSionS,Of the partial test ban Treaty. Consequently,
all underground nuclear explOkons are forbidden_ In paragraph 3 of
artie:Ithere 'is a reference-to a possibility to exempt from the total
ban
explOsiOn§ if carried out in conformity with a special
international' agreement to be negotiated separately. This article is
therefore in complete harmony with the non- proliferation Treaty,

*here a §imilit provisiOn concerning peaceful explosions is to be
found in its article V.
41. Article
Contains the crucial provisions on control. It consists
of four paragraphs. In the first, the parties undertake in a general manner to co- operate in good faith to ensure the implementation of the
treaty. In the second, all parties pledge themselves to co-operate in an
effective international exchange of seismological dataan idea for
co- operation betWeen national networks supported so many times here

and. the United Nations by a vast majority of States. Iii the third
paragraph a set* of measures are set out, intended to lead to clarificaSupra.
Domiinents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
518 Ibid., 1966, pp. 574-576.
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of uncertain Miderg.rentid- events.. The, individual measures form
will. give all parties a
parts of -a -step-Wises-Sy-it*, 'which
sufficient degree of 'confidence in its applicability. The measures, are
-(a)- the riglitto make inquiries,and receive iniormation as a result
of such inquiries;
(b) the right to invite inapeetion. on, one's territory in a manner
prescribed by
inviting party;,

.

.

,

(d) thes.right,to Make,prepOsalsFas to-.Snitable Methods of further
clarification.
.

,

,

The ineaStires, Under (a) and (b) are intendectto enable si; suspected
-government to free itself Of Suspicions.' Thi§posSibilitY has to be:seen

iii the lioht of the extreme rarity of such 'occasionsas I indicated

èLtrliér, p*et;thati., one in ten years; according toi'otir estimate. The
Procedure Under -=( c) leaSeS open other pesSibilitieS of action if wparty
deeMS., that the,earliee.Meagtres,"haVe not been -sufficient This corre-

Sporidg,to ar';ge.eitiendeOtsiiiiple rules, reflecting it, procedure which
seems normal
al1.êases Of 'ciniteSted',evidence and Which. we have
sometimes ealled.'"iierifi'citioh*Ohallenge. The fourth paragraph of

artiôle It ehables'ioy-party-Whieh has not ioeeirtonViiiced by these
methods of the native of a particular event to bring.* Mattel-before
the
,.,. Security' tOiniOit..and' the other parties to the treaty.
42. This ookpiOdOlif0;,tOgethOviithihd'ititairisoti§ in article V
ri:;gwintn**Itli,41**4-41.**. treaty, which are -identical with those
the partial test:baii,.Tiow and t:he non-proliferation Treaty, constitutes, as We see it, a balanced set of rules which will prevent parties
,

from trying to conduct any. teStS,Seeretly.

43. The main features of article Ill, concerning amendments; are
taken from the ion-proliferation Treaty.
44. Article IV contains rules on signature, ratification, entry into
force And regiStrateon, It
essence the same language as
article IX of the0On7ProliferatiOn Treaty We have left open at presopt the names of the
governments and the number ofittifications, in addition to those of the depositary governments, needed to

bring the :treatiliito kr*.

44. Ar4cle,Y1Indic*s that the treaty should be of unlimited duration. Of tlic7prOyiSon- in the same article regarding the right of with-

.

de

drawal I have already spoken.'
.46. The last article article VI, contains the usual provisoes regarding languages and deposition.
47 `. I shall not go any further in .my interVentiOn today. Let me
conciude.-hy repeating
our ,nr*in purpose has been to' make the
debatecoMe more to the
the.point. We
all other delegations to express their views, to support, to supplement or, as the case may be, to
critic* A full1
detailed discussion is needed, and that as soon as
*Ole. It koesl-y4liont§ityth4 that the participation in Such a debate of the delegations of the nuclear-weapon Palters is particularly
important. But, as I have already stated, we cannot just wait. The multitude of nations desiring progress in regard to nuclear disarmament
does not allow us to remain passive.
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state**: by the 'stmot 'Repre'Sentatiye (Roshchin) to the
Eighteen 'Nation, ,Disarmament Committee: 'Demilitarization Of thesSea-Bed, April 3, 1969 1
2., At the ComMittee's meeting on itillarch,We setfOrdi in general
outline the position OftheITS8R-Owthe problems of disarmament and
the cessation of the arms race? In our subsequent statements we intend
to deals'In,greater detair Witkotir'POsition_On individual disarmament
measures -put forward in the Memorandum of the Soviet Government
of 't July ,1968.0 Today it iS_OurSintention to explain the Soviet position
-di the -question of prohibiting the Use of the sea-bed and the ocean
floor and the subsoil thereof for military purposes To supplement and
expound, atlidater' length what we said at the above .Meeting of the
pro-Committee, vo,shotirdl*:to dwell On the contents of
_

ViSiOn& of the draft tie* on that question submitted by the Soviet

Union for the Committee's COnSideration;4'-aild. to put forward some
cOMMente'tincl-COniiileratiOrikin connexion With the statements made
by:other delegations.
We note Witli_satiSfaetien that the draft treaty submitted by the
Soviet Union has tittraeteclAhe Attention- Of the Members of our Coin-

mit*** has been assessed ,positively in the Statelnents, of several
representatives, in ,particular the representative of Nigeria, Ambassador Sille.1,Cold 8.4 the representative

Sweden, Mrs gyrdal ; the

representative of Bulgaria, Ambassador Christov 7; the representative
of :Wand, Ambassador _JaroSzek 8 and the representative of Czechoslovakia, Ainbas§ador KlUStil0 The Urgency of the question of prohibiting the use of
sea-bed and the ocean floor for military purposes

has been pointed out in the statements of many representatives in

the Committee, We share thatpOint of view.
4. The tirablem of prohibiting the use of the sea-bed and the ocean
floor for military purposes ShoUrd be solved now, when the arms race
on the sea-bed has not yet deirelOpeittO the same extent as in many
other areaS. At the same time, it would be wren& to assert that the
.

problem of the use of the sea-bed for military purposes is of little

or no urgency since the sea-bed. and the ocean floor are not yet being
used for military purposes. Information already exists that the military aiithoritieg Of certain countries are elaborating far-reaching plans
for using the sea-bed and the ocean floor for military purposes,mcluding,the-emplacenient of various military objects there, particularly
on thesUbMerged areas of the continental shelf, which are now more
aeceSsible.

5. 'Thus,,_ the use of. the sea-bed and the

ocean floor for military
purposes is already included in the long-term military plans of the
l'ENDC/PV.400, pp. 4-14.
Ante, pp. 114-121.
3 Documents-on Disarmament, 1068, pp. 466-470.
3 Ante, pp. 112-113.
6 ENDC/PV.396, P. 5.
.6-ENDC/PV.397; p.27.
7 ENDC/PV.398, p. 10.
ENDC/PV.399, pp. 19-20.
Ibid., p. 26.
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NATO countries. This,is confirmed by press reports. Thus the United
Nevi and World Report wrote in October 1967
Stittee magazine
that the 'plaiming,bodieS of the Navy were working intensively on the
probleins of the post-1975 periOd, seeking possibilities of increasing
Or replacing the 'Poseidon areenil:1° One of the ideas was to place
under water, Close to the enemy's coast, remote-controlled. missiles
enclosed in containers. The-Miesiles- would be fixed to the sea-bed, but
would-be Movable.
:6.

According to the United Kingdom military Magazine- Journal

of the Royal' United Service8InOtitutiOn (No. 651, 1968,-pp. 1937201),

the NATO countries also consider the .use of the sea -bed for the
eiriplaceMett of means of counter- submarine warfare to be very

Experience of the development of international life -shows that
any discovery in the field of military technology invariably entails
dee. First, each side erideaVours' to,acquire the weapons
dual
whichitSpOtential enemy possesses- or Plane to create; secondly, the
improvement of offensive means lead to the improvement of defensive
Means-arid that, lir turn, ,induces the opposing 'side- further to improve
7.

its 'offerisiVetieane,_and so on eidrinflin dum, The.plankno* being elab-

orate&in the NATO cantides--for the use of :the sea=bed and the

ocettii.floor for^thilitary.purpoSes will inevitably lead to the result that
Other States, in order to safeguard theirown security; will be compelled

to de*elOp -similar- types of weapon. Thus, the facts show that the
danger of the sea-bed becoming yet another area of the arms race in
the fairly near future is entirely. real.
8. NeVertheleSsi we areOnvinced that such a development of events
is not inevitable. There is another alternative, and that is to ban com-

pletely, without waiting for the arms race in this field to begin, the
Military use -of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof,
and to conclude an international agreement guaranteeing the demilitarizatiOn of the -sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof.

Desiring to contribute to the accomplishment of that aim, the Soviet
delegation has submitted, on behalf of its Government, a draft treaty
on prohibition of the use for military purposes of the sea-bed and the
ocean floor and the subsoil thereof.

9. The draft treaty provides for the complete exclusion of the

aforesaid area from the military activities of States. Article 1 of the
draft treaty reads as follows:
The use-for military purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil
thereof beyond the, tWelye-mile maritime zone of coastal States is prohibited.

It is prohibited io pike on the Sea-bed and the ocean Sec:1r and the subsoil
thereof objects with nuclear weapons or any other types of weapons of massdestruction, and to set up military. .bases,, structures, installations, fortifications
and other objects of a military nature.

Thus,' any military activity by States on the sea-bed and the ocean
floor would be unconditionally prohibited and outlawed.

10. We are profoundly convinced that this measure meets to the
greatest extent the interests of curbing the arms race. The assumption
of this obligation by States would mean one more step in the direction
10 U.S. News and World Report, Oct. 16, 1907, p. 89.
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of- widening the areas in which military activity is prohibited. This
WoUldle a, useful continuation of the efforts which resulted in the concluSionin19594 the Antarctic Treattn.providing for the exCluShrely
peaceful use of that- continent- and in the signing, n 1967 of-the Treaty
-on. rinciples Governing the Actilrities -of States in the Exploration
and Use of 'OUter ,Space, inoluding the Meen and other -Celestial
Bodies,7 under which the moon 'and other celestial bodies are to be
used only-for pekeeftiliptitpOiei.

11. The conclusion of ,an international agreement on the demilitarization- of the sea-bed 'Would' help to -bring, about a favourable
Climate for reaching ari agreement on other, disarinament measures.
The- complete prohibition of military' activities by States on the seabed and.:the ocean floor, is inlceeping with decisions -already 'adopted
by the ;United ;Nations General AISSeMbly, particularly resolution 2467

tic:XPI). May LremindrepresentatiVesthat this resolution mentions,
among other taSkStisSigned to-the .Committee concerning the peaceful
uses 'o the sea -bed and the Oceatilloor, the need "to -study further . . .
the :reserVation.exelliSively' for -,peaceful purposes of' the sea -bed and

the oceaulloOr".76 sliOuld like to draWlhe:itttention, of members of
the Committee -:'to. the- *Ord' soexCluii-Vely":13 Thug, it follow§ quite
elektly -froth the aforesaid resolution, that- our Committee ,has the task

Of ensuring the complete prohibition of military activities by States
on the sea -bed and the Ocean floor in accordance with the General
Assembly's ;appeal:

12. In this connexion we have some doubts about the vie*, expressed -here in the Committee that we should confine ourselves to
prohibiting Only the emplacenient of nuclear Weapons and other types
of weapons of Mass destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor.
-13. --FirSt of all, we shoUld like to draw attention to the fact that
the Soviet draft treaty also contains a proposal to ban the emplacement
OntlieSea-bed, and the -ocean floor of nuclear weapOns and other types
of weapons of mass destruction.

14. However, if we intend to prevent an arms race in this field,

Can we limit ourselves in this case to the aforesaid measure? The conclusion Of a liMited agreement prohibiting only the empladement of
weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor would
open the way for the UnleaShing Of a conventional arms race in this
spheri3. Such an agreement would not answer the set purpose, namely

to prevent, the spread of the arms race to this sphere of human
activity, which as a matter of fact has not yet been opened up. In

these circumstances it is difficult to 3oncur with the view that such an
agreement would.ensure the utilization of this sphere excluSively for

peaceful purposes. On the contrary, it is rather to be expected that
the conclusion of such a lithited agreement governing only questions
Concerning the prohibition of the use of the sea-bed and the ocean
floor for the emplacement of nuclear weapons, and other types of
Weapons of mass destruction would constitute a kind of legalization of
military activities by States in this area so far as conventional weapons
u Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. II, pp. 1550-15343.
12 Ibid., 1967, pp. 38-43.
is Ibid., 1968, pp. 802 ff.
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are concerned. If we agreed to the conclusion of such an agreement, we
'Woad -be acting contrary to the:recommendations of the General Assembly_ and would fail: to justify the hopes Placed in the work of our
Conimittee, by the people-Sathe world:
15,, In this Connexion we should like to note the statement made by
the representative of the United Kinodoin,;111r. Porter, who ;referring

to the Soviet draft treaty on pioliibition of the use for militarrpur-

poses of the sea-bed and the ocean floor andthe subsoil thereof, stated
that-it "goestoo fie.if"We Should-like to ask Mr:Porter how we should
UnderStand' hiS.Stitement and,:in ParticUlar, :the words "too far". Do

they *an that:the United. Kingdem is not prepared to agree to en-

suring the use ofthe Sea-bedind the ocean_floor exclueiTety for peacefia,-purPoses ei In this connexion. we ,should like to stressAhat this is
precisely what called for in resolution 2467 (XXIII), of-the United
Nations General-. ASSOMbly, which the United Kingdom delegation
alSo su pported.
The view tvas:titso expressed: that-

complete deMilitarization

of the sea-bed *Old, be 'unworkable and probably liarmful". Tn

Support, of this statement references were madev in particular, to the
difficulties connected with the fiat. :that certain installatiOns=for ex, communication and naliigation aids are used for both military
ancIpeadeful imrOses. We should like to give some clarifications in
this respect.
17. If we turn to international laW, we see that demilitarization
does not presuppose =limitations_ on the establighment or use of means
Of communication, beacons or other-means of infrastructure. ThroughoUt,history States have often resorted to demilitarization as ,a way of
limiting armaments in relation to specific' zones or areas,, and this has
.made. it possible- work out a certain legal concept of demilitarization that haS proved Its worth. In this connexion reference may be
made to the opinion of L. Oppenheim, an'outstanding authority in the
field of intanational law. In his_ najor work "International.Law" it is
Stated that demilitarization means ". . . the agreement of two or more

States by treaty not to fortify, or station troops upon, a particular

zone or :territory.'!'
18. Consequentbr, the concept of demilitarization covers quite concrete matterst namely, renunciation of the .right to station troops and

to deploy objects and structures of, a military character. It follows
from this definition that demilitarization in no way implies the deStruCtiort,, or prohibition of the eniplicement and use, of means of
communication, beacons and other installations having no direct mili-

tary ,our se.
19. This is also confirmed by actual practice in international relation§.`Let us take a comparatively recent example : the demilitarization of the Aaland Islands in the Baltic Sea. The obligation of Finland
"to demilitarke the Aaland Islands includes.the requirement ". . . not
to fortify them and not to make them available for the armed forces
of other*Stati3s".18' Obviously in this case also there was no question of

prohibiting the establishment or emplacement of means of communiuNDC/Pv. 396, P. IA.
u International Law (7th ed.), vol. II, p. 244.
le 67 LINTS 146.
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cation, navigational means and other means of infrastructure. CornMon sense tells UP that if' demilitarization is feasible on land, it can also
be carried' out on the sea -bed, and theljtoblems arising in this &minexisair must be solved in accordance with existing practice and common
sense.

20. AS an arguinent against the flit demilitarization of the sea-bed
there has been Tut, forward the thesis that the use of stibmitines reqiiires- the eStabligliinent of a tracing-system for purposes of selfMende: In this connexion. we should like to point out that the Soviet
draft treaty proVides for the establishment :of :a twelVermile coastal
zone *bleh would not bedoVerect by the treaty and which would therefore be-Within-the area in whiPli States,WoUld'haVe freedom Of action,
including the. freedoin to plade giibMarine 'trading stations. This provisiOn Of the:draft treaty-adequately meets the interests:of States Seek=

ihg to. safeguard. the security. of their own territory. As for States

Which planto, place SOL stations farfroM- their own coasts in neutral
waters, the question, naturally arises to Whether such stations are
really being established for purpOses of self - defence or for some other
purpoge.
21. AnOther argunient which is Tut forWard,agailist the complete
swbedia that a cohSiderabk pot-Of scientific
demilitarization's of

research is carried.out by Militarypersonnel with the use _of military
atitiliarTeqUipineit.ItiS now Widelyrecognized that Military personriel .or military equipment _can beiSed- fOr peacefutscientific research,
especially in ,areas Where the carrying out of such research-meets with
considerable difficulties or requires special training. By way of example
we may refer to the -Antarctic Treaty and the outer space Treaty, which
contautspedial proviiioUS to thig effect. The use of 'Military personnel
in outer space research :and -at scientific- stations in Antarctica did not
prevent the reaching of an agreement to demilitarize Antarctica and
to, prohibit' the use of celestial bodies for military pUrposes; As regards
the :sea -bed and the ocean floor,. in Our opinion the use of military
personnel' or military auxiliary equipment for peaceful scientific research cannot and ShoUld not constitute an obstacle to the complete
demilitarization of the sea-bed and the ocean floor.
22. As, in, argument in favoUr of the conclusion of an agreement
liniitedito- the ,prohibition of the emplacement on the sea-bed and the
()dean. floor, of weapons Of mass destruction, fears Were expressed that

the, conclusion of an agreement on complete demilitarization might
complicatethe problem of control over its implementation:

23. We believe that:Such fears- are-groundless. It is precisely demilitarization of the sea-bed that would facilitate the problem of conban covered only certain types of activity, the
trol:. Indeed, if
controlling ,party :would be ,faced in each specific case with the question
of :Whether the object concernedhad to do with prohibited or permitted
activities. The :solution of that problem would require the insertion in
the agreement of articles, laying down the principles of the activities
and the powers of the controllers, verification procedures and so forth.

The ,practical implementation of control would in that case become
Complicated affair requiring a great deal of time and effort and
would' greatly complicate the relations between the controlling party
and the party being controlled. But in the case of.complete demilitari-
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zation, in the first place, the number of objects subject to control would

be sharply reduced since only peaceful objects would remain; and

secondly, verification would be considerably less complicated, because

States would have no fears that verification of the objects placed by
them on the sea-bed would reveal their military secrets to the controlling party.
24. Should an agreement on a comprehensive ban on military activities on the sea-bed and the ocean floor be concluded, the parties
could apply the principle of free access to objects placed on the seabed in order to verify compliance with the treaty. That is precisely
what the proposal of the Soviet Union is aimed at. In this connexion,

may I quote the text of article 2 of the Soviet draft treaty, which
reads as follows :
All installations and structures on the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the

subsoil thereof shall be open on the basis of reciprocity to representatives of other

States Parties to this Treaty for verification of the fulfilment by States which
have placed such objects thereon of the obligations assumed under this Treaty.

In its proposals concerning control over the implementation
of this draft treaty, the Soviet side is following the principles used in
25.

the Antarctic Treaty and the outer space Treatyprinciples which

have proved their worth and are being successfully applied, for example, in the activities of States in Antarctica. The system of control on
the basis of free access has proved to be effective and workable in practice. Indeed, in those cases involving areas where there are no national

borderssuch as Antarctica, outer space or the sea-bedthe principle
of free access can be applied fully and is the most complete and ef-

fective method of control. This form of control will, we are convinced,

contribute to the growth of mutual understanding and confidence in
international relations. In these eases spheres of human activity are
concerned which have practically not yet been or are only just being
opened up. States not at present engaged in military activities in these
areas have nothing to hide and have no reason to fear that control
based on the principle of free access will be used for carrying out military intelligence.
26. Should it be agreed to conclude an agreement providing not for
the complete prohibition of the use for military purposes of the seabed and the ocean floor, but only for the prohibition of the placing of
nuclear weapons and other types of weapons of mass destruction there,
the principle of free access would be difficult to apply. Indeed, if we
were to prohibit only the placing on the sea-bed of nuclear weapons
and other types of weapons of mass destruction, while at the same
time permitting the placing there of conventional weapons, it is doubtful whether a State, even if honestly complying with the agreement,
would agree to the inspection of its military installations by the controlling party, since such a form of control would reveal its military
secrets and only lead to tensions and conflicts between States parties to

the treaty.
27. Our point of view is that the method of control over the implementation of the agreement should be organically linked with the contents and scope of the ban on military activities on the sea-bed and
the ocean floor. Complete demilitarization of the sea-bed should be
matched by the principle of free access for the purpose of verification.
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28. In our statement of 18 March we dwelt at some length on the
question of the sphere or area to be covered by the proposed treaty.
In their statements, members of the Committee have mentioned vanous methods of defining the limits of the areas to which the treaty
would apply. It has been pointed out that some of the methodsthose,
for example, which take account of the existing limits of national
jurisdictionmay considerably complicate the solution of this question
and create a situation of inequality for various States on account of the
differing limits of their territorial waters, the continental shelf and so
forth. The difficulties connected with this approach were pointed out,
in particular, by the representative of the United States of America

in his statement on 25 March."

29. In this connexion our delegation would like to point out tnat
the solution proposed by the Soviet Union of the question of the area
to be covered by the treaty makes it possible to do away with all these
controversial questions. We propose the establishment for the purposes
of this treaty of a twelve-mile maritime coastal zone beyond which
military activities by States on the sea-bed and the ocean floor would
be prohibited. In doing so, we have in mind that this zone, established
exclusively for the purposes of the treaty, does not involve the question of the limits of territorial waters, concepts of national jurisdiction
and other problems. Thus, many controversial issues are eliminated
and, at the same time, the widest possible inclusion of the area of the
sea-bed subject to demilitarization is obtained. This proposal is also
aimed at ensuring that the treaty becomes effective at an early date,

by excluding the continental shelf from the arms racethat is, the

sphere which, from a technological standpoint, is most easily accessible in view of present-day scientific and technological possibilities, and
which may be the first to become the site where military activities by
States would go on and thus a military arms race would take place in
that sphere.
30. In support of this view we may quote the following conclusion,
contained in a study by the United Nations Secretariat on the military
uses of the sea-bed and the ocean floor :
Technically, the deployment of military weapons and other devices in the region
of the continental shelf and the deep ocean peaks, existing information indicates,
is either already feasible or will be so in the near future. The deep ocean bed,
on the contrary, is an area that so far seems from available published material
to be the object of military research and development efforts only. Actual deployment, it has been stated, Is probably some time off, although the great intensity
of present military interest might possibly affect this picture in the not too distant future."
31. In order that the treaty should meet the interests of international co-operation in the best possible way, we have provided in the

draft for the principle of universalityany State in the world may
accede to the treaty when it is opened for signature or subsequently
at any time when a State deems it desirable to do so ( article 4, para. 1).

That point, in our view, is of great importance, because the greater
the number of States acceding to the treaty the more effective will be
11 Ante, pp. 137-138.

" A/AC. 135/28.
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the treaty itself and the greater will be the contribution of its conclusion to progress in the cause of disarmament.

32. A State party to the treaty, in exercising its national sover-

eignty, may withdraw from the treaty if it decides that extraordinary
events related to the subject matter of the treaty have jeopardized the
supreme interests of its country.
33. The conclusion of a treaty on prohibition of the use for military
purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof
would be a significant contribution to curbing the arms race, would
create an atmosphere conducive to agreement on other collateral measures, would facilitate further progress in disarmament and, in the
final analysis, -would contribute to the solution of the main problem
general and complete disarmament. Prohibition of the use for military
purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor would also create an atmos-

phere favourable to the development of international co-operation
between States in investigating the world's oceans and in solving other
aspects of the problem of the sea-bed.

34. We express the hope that members of the Committee, in the
interest of developing international co-operation and strengthening
peace and security will consider with due attention the draft treaty
which we have submitted.
35. The Soviet side will, for its part, endeavour to contribute in
the fullest possible way to the solution of the problem of banning the
use for military purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and is
ready to discuss all considerations and proposals which might facilitate progress in that direction. In particular, we are prepared to hold,
for that purpose, informal meetings of the Committee, as proposed by

Mrs. Myrda1.12

36. We are convinced that a fruitful discussion on this item of the
agenda will make it possible to find a solution to the problem under
consideration, which would meet the interests of all mankind.

Statement by ACDA Deputy Director Fisher to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee, April 8, 19691
2. President Nixon, in his letter of instructions to Ambassador
Smith, mentioned three specific measures on which he hoped there

could be progress at this Conference.2 First, he indicated the interest of

the United States in working out all international agreement that
would prohibit the emplacement or fixing of nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed. Second, he set forth the

support of the United States for the conclusion of a comprehensive
test ban adequately verified, and indicated that efforts should be made
towards greater understanding of the verification issue. Third, he
stated that the United States would continue to press for an agreement
ENDC/PV. 397, p. 27.
ENDC/PV. 401, pp. 4-11.
2 Ante, pp. 109-110.
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to cut off the production of fissionable material for use in nuclear
weapons and for the transfer of such material to peaceful purposes.
In his intervention on 25 March of this year Ambassador Smith
discussed in some detail the factors that the United States believes are
3.

relevant to the first of these measuresan international agreement
that would prohibit the emplacement or fixing of nuclear weapons or
other weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed.3

4. Today I should like to discuss the views of the United States on
the other two measures.
5. I think all members of the Committee would agree there is no
more important job facing us than that of achieving the cessation of

the nuclear arms race at an early date. We have all said so many

times and we have incorporated statements to that effect in the nonproliferation Treaty, both in the preamble and in article VI.4 Nevertheless, we have not yet been able to agree on the one agreement that
would be thoroughly effective in preventing the growth of the stockpiles of nuclear weapons, that is, an agreement to halt the production
for weapons purposes of the fissionable material which is the essential
ingredient for a nuclear bomb.
6. Our attempts to reach such an agreement go back quite a. while,
to a time when the stockpile of nuclear bombs was much smaller than
it is now, because there was then much less weapons-grade fissionable
material, on both sides, with which to make them. President Eisenhower first proposed a cut-off of the production of fissionable materials
for weapons well over a decade agoin 1956.5 Subsequently, the United
States has strongly advocated the adoption of the "cut-off" on many
occasions both in the United Nations General Assembly and in this
Committee. In 1964 and 1966 we presented to this Committee four
working papers on verification of various aspects of a cut-off agreement.6 At this session of this Committee, the United States will continue to support such an agreement.
7.

The essential elements of a cut-off agreement would be :

First, as of an agreed date nuclear-weapon States would halt all
production for use in nuclear weapons of fissionable material--that is,
uranium enriched in U-235 and plutonium.
Second, the production of fissionable material would be permitted.
to continue for purposes other than use in nuclear weapons, such as

power and propulsion reactors and nuclear explosives for peaceful
purposes.

Third, in order to provide for compliance with the agreement, the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA.) would be asked to
safeguard the nuclear material in each State's peaceful nuclear activities and to verify the continued shutdown of any facilities for production of fissionable material that are closed.
8.

This last elementthat is, the provision for International

Atomic Energy Agency safeguardsrepresents a change in the previous position of the United States. The United States previously
a Ante, pp. 1;4-138.
4 Documents on Disarmament, 1068, pp. 461-465.
5 Ibid., 1945-1959, vol. I, pp. 593-595.
6 Ibid., 1964, pp. 235-238 ; ibid.,1966, pp. 103-104, 224-226, 53S -546.

375-751-70-12
1
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proposed what we thought was a reasonable inspection system in order
to safeguard against any significant diversion of fissionable material.

That system involved substantial elements of adversary inspection,
particularly in the search for undisclosed facilities. It is described in
a working paper on the inspection of a fissionable material cut-off
which was presented to this Committee on 25 June 1964.7 Since that
time however, a somewhat different approach to the verification problem in so far as it is applicable to non-nuclear-weapon States has
been developed in this Committee and has gained wide acceptance.

This approach is contained in article III of the non-proliferation
Treaty. It involves reliance on the International Atomic Energy
Agency and agreements to be worked out in accordance with the
Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Agency's
safeguards system as the means for preventing the diversion of nuclear
materials to use in weapons. We propose a similar approach to the
verification of a cut-off agreement for the nuclear-weapon States.
9. In indicating our continued support for a cut-off I should like
to make clear that the United States reiterates its offer to add to the
cut-off an agreement to transfer to peaceful purposes agreed amounts
of fissionable material. In the past the United 'States has indicated its
willingness to transfer 60,000 kilogrammes of U-235 to peaceful purposes provided the Soviet Union transfers 40,000 kilogrammes of the
same material. The amounts to be transferred would be the subject
of negotiation, of course, and it may well be that some might think

that it would be appropriate for the agreement to provide for the

transfer of equal quantities by both the United States and the Soviet
Union.

10. There are two aspects of the cut-off that seem particularly
relevant to recent developments and discussions in the field of disarmament. I intend to give special attention to those matters in my
intervention today. They are, first, the value of the cut-off measure as
a means of halting the nuclear arms race and, second, the importance
of this measure as a prudent and necessary step towards establishing
an equitable system of safeguards on all production of fissionable
materials.
11. The United States has placed the cut-off high on its agenda for
many years because we consider it to be a realistic measure that
would place a limit once and for all on the size of nuclear arsenals.
It would do so by limiting definitively the amount of fissionable
materials available for use m weapons. The economic, political and
military benefits that both the nuclear and the non-nuclear nations
would derive from the adoption of this measure are obvious. Equally

obvious is the important contribution of a cut-off in facilitating
progress on other steps to halt the nuclear arms race.

12. We are all familiar with the argument against the value of a
cut-off agreement that has been set forth whenever this measure has
been discussed in the past. The essence of this argument is that a cut-

off -would not be worth while because it would not deal with the
means that already exist for waging nuclear war. The lack of validity
of such an assertion is clear, I believe, if we examine its logical corollary, which is that no steps towards halting the nuclear arms race are
7/bid., 1964, pp. 235-238.
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worth while if they do not completely eliminate existing nuclear
arsenals. That is a thesis which this Committee cannot accept in its
work.

It is arguments such as this that have been used against a cutoff of the production of fissionable material ever since a cut-off was
first proposed in 1956, thirteen years ago. Yet, I submit, no one can
deny that the nuclear confrontation would be at a much lower level
and the world would be a much better place if we had been able to
obtain a cut-off when it was first proposed. I do not mention this in
order to cry over spilt milk, so to speak. I do so in the hope that thirteen
years from now we shall not be in the position, after thirteen more
years of a dangerous and costly arms race, of regretting.the failure
of this effort to increase the security of all of us by obtaining such an
13.

agreement.

14. We are familiar as well with the argument that the system

for verifying a cut-off, which the United States suggested on previous
occasions, was designed, somehow, for the international collection of
intelligence on key sectors of State defence. Although this assertion
did not accurately describe the reasonable inspection system we had
previously suggested, it clearly, cannot be applied to the inspection

system that we are now discussingthat is, IAEA safeguards on the
nuclear material in peaceful nuclear activities and IAEA verification
of facilities for the production of fissionable materials which are
shut down.
15. We emphasize this aspect of the cut-off because of our belief
that the nuclear-weapon Powers should be prepared to accept: in
the context of a cut-off agreement, the same safeguards on their fission-

able material production facilities as are appropriate to verify nonproliferation in the non-nuclear-weapon States. We do not propose
any other inspection or verification for this agreement, and we submit that the suitability of IAEA safeguards should be apparent to
all of us who have called on other States to accept them.

16. During the past three years, while our efforts were directed
primarily, towards fashioning a broadly acceptable agreement to halt
the spread of nuclear weapons, several countries proposed that a nonproliferation treaty be linked to other measures of nuclear disarmament. As members of the Committee know, the United States opposed
these proposals. Our reason for doing soand I believe the correctness
of our assumption has been borne outwas that insistence on establishing such a link as a pre-condition for a non-proliferation treaty

would result in achieving neither the non-proliferation treaty nor
other measures.
17. The United States is still of this view. We are urging a cut-off

in the production of fissionable material for weapons purposes as a
measure to follow the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, pursuant to article VI of that Treaty. We would respectfully
urge that no country use the fact that a cut-off agreement is now
under discussion as a reason for delaying its decision on the non-

proliferation Treaty. We would respectfully urge that instead it

become a party to the non-proliferation Treaty and by such action be

able to add an argument based on article VI of that Treaty to the
weight of its other arguments in support of a cut-off.
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18. I should now like to turn to the subject of the banning' of underground nuclear weapon tests. All of the previous speakers have taken
note of this topic, and most speakers, I believe, have described a ban
on such tests as one of the most important and pressing of arms control
measures. The Swedish delegation has? in addition, submitted a paper
entitled "working paper with suggestions as to possible provisions of

a treaty banning underground nuclear weapon tests".8 I have read
and studied, with care, the statements of the representatives and the
working paper submitted by the delegation of Sweden.
19.

the position of the United States can be stated quite simply.

We support a comprehensive test ban treaty that is adequately verified.
But we are convinced that adequate verification requires on-site inspec-

tions. Ambassador Smith made the position of the United States on
this point quite clear in his statement of 25 March" Moreover, in a
series of statements during the past several years, we have set forth

this position in detailgiving both the scientific and the political

reasons which support it. I do not believe that scientifically or politically there is any basis for changing this position.
20. The representative of Sweden, in submitting a working paper
that does not provide for obligatory on-site inspections, has expressed
the view that the problem of what is adequate for verifying a. comprehensive test ban is a political problem, not a technical one." The view
was also expressed that what is required is a political decision, not a
technical assessment. One cannot quarrel with the sound observation

that any negotiated agreement requires political decision. But the
political decision as to what constitutes adequate verification of a comprehensive test ban is one which must be made on the basis of extensive
scientific and technical considerations, as well as purely political ones.

21. We in this Committee are all well aware of the findings of the
SIPRI report on "Seismic methods for monitoring underground ex-

plosions", a summary of which is contained in document ENDC/230.11
That report is the outcome of a meeting of seismologists last summer,

sponsored by the Stockholm International Institute for Peace and
Conflict Research. The drafters of the report took into account all
the latest advances in seismic techniques and theory, including the
statistical decision theory advanced by the Swedish delegation and
relied upon by the representative of Sweden in support of the approach
contained in the recent Swedish working paper. Yet, taking all these
considerations into account, the expressed assessment of the seismolo-

gists participating in the SIPRI report is that a clear separation

between earthquakes and nuclear explosions could not be made by
teleseismic means for underground nuclear test explosions up to tens
of kilotons of explosive yield. This means that each year many seismic
events will occur in the Soviet Union which .are not susceptible to a

determinationby seismic meanswhether they are earthquakes or

nuclear tests up to tens of kilotons of explosive yield.
22. The United. States cannot accept the statement advanced in
support of the recent Swedish working paper that there will be less
Ante, pp. 140-142.
° Ante, pp. 133-134.
10 Ante, p. 144.

n Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 455-458.
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than one ambiguous event, or "false alarm", in the Soviet Union every
ten years.12 It is our assessment, consistent we believe with the SIPRI

report, that there will be a large number of events each year which
cannot be distinguished between earthquakes and underground nuclear

explosions. That is why it is not possible to verify a ban on underground
round nuclear explosions by seismic means alone. Furthermore, nuclear test explosions in the yield range of up to tens of kilotons can
have very important and significant military value.
23.

These are the reasons for our decisiona political decision

based on scientific considerationsthat adequate verification requires
obligatory on-site inspections in addition to seismic detection and
identification techniques.
24.

Our delegation is aware of the fact that the SIPRI report

called for further progress to be made in the field of seismic detection
and identification. But it is appropriate to point out that the estimates
of potential seismic detection and identification capability which un-

derlie the United States position have been made taking into ac-

count the reasonably anticipated improvements in seismic capability.
25. Turning now to the political aspect of the question, I note that

the representative of Sweden has said that it is not the purpose of

control to provide "judicially conclusive evidence" of a violation, but

that rather the aim is that "of deterring a prospective violator from
concealed testing by presenting him with a sufficient probability of
being exposed." 13 However, in dealing with the concept of deterrence
we should bear in mind that an. inspection procedure will serve as a
deterrent only if a potential violator realizes that it provides machin-

ery under which the possibility of damage to its interests from a
violation exceeds the possible gains to be obtained from such a

violation.
26. It is that test which we shall have to use in analysing the work-

ing paper contained in. document ENDC/212 in order to determine
whether it is an effective political instrument. And in applying that
test we cannot assume that there has been no violation and that one
has to be concerned only about preventing false alarms from inducing
unwarranted political accusations of a treaty violation. We must look
at the more pertinent and worrisome question of what would happen
under this control machinery if there were to be a violation. That is
the point that must be addressed if one is to talk of deterrence.
27.

I believe that we must assume that a violator would take sophis-

ticated precautions in an attempt to minimize any risk of disclosure.

Here I should like to note that the SIPRI report indicates that the
possibility of taking such precautions does exist. But let us say that
this clandestine underground nuclear explosion is detected and there
is some seismic evidence, some probability, that the event may indeed
have' een. an underground nuclear explosion, and thus a violation. The
violator would 'be presented with the evidence; he would be questioned.

The evidence which would form the basis of the questioning would
be highly technical materialunderstandable only to highly trained
seismologists, and in many cases ambiguous even to them.
" Ante, D. 145.
13 l bid.

t
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28. And what if one finds the explanation of the event unsatisfactory ? The violator has, according to the Swedish proposal, no
further obligation. Those who consider their security endangered may,

of course, withdraw from the treaty, but the onus will be on them,
not on the violator. That would give the agreement an inherent instability. In fact, any nation that wanted to resume testing openly could
just conceivably use such a scheme to force others to abrogate the
treaty, rather than do so themselves.
29. Obligatory on-site inspections would, we believe, add a sufficiently binding constraint, so that not only would deterrence be greatly

enhanced but a violator, persisting in spite of that, would himself
have to denounce the treaty to avoid inspectionor be found out.
30. The aim and purpose of an arms control measure, beyond its
immediate area of applicability, is to lend additional political stability,
through mutual trust, to the international scene. Mutual trust is simply

not made up of verbal expressions of good will, however solemnly
stated. It is attained by the acceptance of mutual obligations, the performance of which by the respective parties can be observed and

judged. That is the way mutual trust will grow.
31. In the instance of the ban on nuclear tests the substantive obligation is a negative one, an obligation not to do something. The per-

formance of that obligation by any one party is a matter of vital
national security interest to all other parties. The complications of
natural phenomena have made the verification of that obligation
the observation and judgement as to how it is being performed
impossible without on-site inspections. It is our firm conviction,
therefore, that adequate verification of a treaty banning all nuclear
tests must involve obligatory on-site inspections.

Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Prohibition
of the Use of Nuclear Weapons, April 10, 1969 1
41. We have just heard a very detailed and interesting statement
by the representative of Mexico, Ambassador Garcia Robles. The
Soviet delegation will study it with all the attention it deserves.
42. In our statement today we should like, within the context of
item 1 of our agenda, to dwell upon questions of nuclear disarmament.2

The primary importance of this problem has been recorded in the
non-proliferation Treaty.3 In this connexion I should like to emphasize
that it is precisely this non-proliferation Treaty that is now the starting point for further progress in the field of nuclear disarmament. We
should like to express the hope that the Treaty will come into force as

soon as possible, which would no doubt give a. new impetus to the
efforts of States in the aforesaid field.
1 ENDC/PV.402, pp. 14-24.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 583-584.
a Ibid., pp. 461-405.
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In our statement on 18 March we stressed the importance

attached by the Soviet delegation to the urgent solution of the problem of nuclear disarmament' We note that in the Committee there is
sufficient unanimity of opinion to the effect that this task is a priority
one, and that in itself is an encouraging factor. We now have to find
a common approach to the way, in which this problem is to be tackled.
44. The Soviet delegation holds the view that in the work of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee great importance should be attached to
the question of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons. This question
has long been ripe for solution. As long ago as 1961 the sixteenth session of the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution 1653

(XVI) known as the Declaration on the prohibition of the use of

nuclear and thermo-nuclear weapons.5 That Declaration very clearly
expressed the negative attitude of the States Members of the United
Nations to the use of nuclear weapons and stressed the necessity of
precluding the possibility of their use. At the same time the General
Assembly supported the idea of concluding a special convention on the
prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons.
45. It is well known that the majority of States Members of the
United Nations not only voted in favour of resolution 1653 (XVI)
but subsequently, in reply to the questionnaire of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, expressed themselves in favour of concluding a convention prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons.6 Thus, in
addition to the vote in the General Assembly there also took place,
so to speak, an international referendum on this question, which confirmed the desire of the peoples of the world to safeguard themselves
against the threat of nuclear bombs.
46. If we turn to the positions of the members of our Committee
on the question of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons, we see that
the overwhelming majority of States participating in our Conference
have, in principle, expressed themselves in favour of discussing this

question in the Committee and of concluding an appropriate
agreement.

47. It is hardly necessary to dwell in detail on the position of the
socialist States. They have steadfastly supported, and continue to support, that prohibition and are making every effort to concentrate the

discussion in the Committee on the search for measures that would
lead in that direction. Equally well known is the attitude of the majority of the non-aligned States to the conclusion of a convention
prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons. Thus, Ethiopia took the initiative which led to the adoption of a Declaration in that regard by the
sixteenth session of the General Assembly (resolution 1653 (XVI) ).
The position of Burma, as expressed in its reply to the questionnaire
of the Secretary-General, consists in : "support for any action which
has for its objective the prohibition of the use of weapons of mass
4 Ante, pp. 114-121.
5 Documents on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 648-650.
4 See General Assembly Official Records: Seventeenth Session, Annexes, Agenda

Item 26, and ibid., Eighteenth Session, Annr- t, Agenda Item 27. The Soviet,
British, French, and U.S. replies appear in Locuments on Disarmament, 1962,
vol. I, pp. 86-87, 291-292, 609-610, 628-631.
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destruction, such as those utilizing nuclear and thermo-nuclear

energy." 7
48. The representative of Nigeria, Allia,ji Su le Kolotat our meeting

of 20 March expressed readiness to support this "indeed important

aspect of disarmament" the prohibition of the use of nuclear

weapons.8 We could also quote in this regard the statements made by

the representatives of other non-aligned States members of our
Committee.

49. The Governments of the United States. the United Kingdom
and Italy, although advancing reservations and objections regarding
the solution proposed by the General Assembly for prohibiting the use
of nuclear weapons, also agreed that the Eighteen-Nation Committee
should take up the discussion of this problem. It would be hard to
believe that those States would want the Committee to take up the
discussion of a question which in their view had no chance of being
solved.
50.

Nevertheless, today we must observe with regret the absence of

progress in solving the problem of prohibiting the use of nuclear
weapons. That situation has been brought about by the fact that the

Western Powers, and first and foremost those which possess nuclear
weapons, are not prepared to abandon their negative position on this
question and to look for a mutually acceptable way towards its solution. That fact is sometimes regarded as an insurmountable obstacle
to progress on the question of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons.
51. In that connexion we should like to note that the history of
disarmament negotiations shows a number of cases in which positions
which at first seemed to be irreconcilable were gradually brought
closer together as a result of efforts by the parties, thus leading to
agreements. In this case likewise it is the duty of all of us to exert the
utmost efforts and good will and try to gain a better understanding
of each other's views so as to find possible points of contact.
52. It is from this standpoint that we should like to dwell on cer-

tain arguments which are being advanced against prohibition of the
use of nuclear weapons. We are told that instead of prohibiting the
use of nuclear -weapons it would be better to accomplish a more exten-

sive measure, namely to solve the question of general and complete
disarmament. In the reply of the United States Secretary of State to
the questionnaire of the Secretary-General we read:
While my Government deplores the necessity to arm with weapons of mass
destruction, it believes that a prohibition on their use, unaccompanied by measures leading to the attainment of general and complete disarmament in a peaceful

world, cannot provide any real or lasting protection to potential victims of

nuclear attack.°

53. Obviously it would be better immediately to achieve general
and complete disarmament or, as a first step, to prohibit and destroy
nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union has long been advocating a programme of general and complete disarmament. We attach very great

General Assembly Oifieial Records: Eighteenth, Session, Annexes, Agenda

Item 27, p. 2.

VNDCYPV.396, p. 9.

Documents on Disarmament, 1962, vol. I, p. 630.
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importance to that question and it is our intention to deal with it in
detail at a subsequent meeting of the Committee. But so far, unfor'tunately, there has been no progress in that field. In those conditions
it would be wrong to set against general and complete disarmament
such partial measures as prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons. On
the contrary, it is precisely the accomplishment of such measures that

would facilitate progress in the field of general and complete
disarmament.
54.

Another argument against the conclusion of an appropriate

convention is that it -would be useless, because it would not be complied
with -anyway. Such a concept casts doubt upon the value of any inter-

national agreement. In our statement of 18 March we referred to the
existing experience in the field of the prohibition of the use of chemical

and bacteriological weapons, which provides us with an important
precedent also in regard to the prohibition of the use of weapons of
mass destruction such as nuclear weapons.
55. Itmust be noted that in general the binding force of such inter-

national agreements is in fact based partly on moral compulsion,
partly on,mutual interests and partly on the fear of retaliatory action
by the other party.

56. The Government of Ethiopia, in its reply to the Secretary-

General's questionnaire, .rightly noted, in regard to a convention prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons, that :
. . since the Charter of the United Nations itself is basically and rightly founded
on moral compulsion, and since the substance of the contemplated convention
will be subject to the same rules for effectiveness, it is hard to detect wherein
the weakness of the latter lies."

.

57. Against the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons the
argument is advanced that the implementation of such a measure
would be not only useless but even harmful because it would have
negative implications for the security of States. That means, in other

words, that the implementation of such a measure would run counter
to the concept of so-called "mutual deterrence" put forward by the
Western nuclear Powers. We consider that "mutual deterrence" not
only is not a safeguard of peace but, quite the contrary, stands for a
very dangerous condition which might at any time lead to a catastrophe. To accept that concept means to deprive oneself of the possibility of seeking to strengthen international security through nuclear
disarmament.
58.. We are gratified to note that our approach to this question is
shared by other States. This is shown in particular by the statement
made by the representative of Mexico, Mr. Garcia Robles, at our meeting on 18 March of this year when he stated that his delegation refused
to believe that the so-called deterrent power of nuclear weapons can
be regarded as "a positive factor justifying their existence".11 We
share his conviction that we cannot ascribe to nuclear weapons the
merit for the fact that the last twenty years have been peaceful in most
parts of the world. The view of the Mexican delegation that peace and
"General Assembly Official Records: Eighteenth, Session, Annemes, Agenda

Item 27, p. 3.
ENDO/PV.395, P. 58.
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international security should not depend on nuclear weapons will no
doubt find support both in this Committee and outside it.
59. It is precisely because we base ourselves on that approach to the
unfounded concept of mutual deterrence, that we are in favour of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons. The terms of reference of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament consist not in defending
the concept of mutual deterrence, but in finding ways and means of
eliminating the threat to humanity which a war with the use of nuclear
weapons represents. Bearing in mind that understanding we call for
constructive negotiations which would make it possible to achieve
the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons. Such a prohibition
would be a step towards renunciation of the further improvement and
stockpiling of nuclear weapons, would bring the possibility of their
destruction nearer, and facilitate the solution of other questions of
nuclear disarmament.
60. The assumption by States of an obligation not to use nuclear
weapons would have important political consequences. The implementation of this measure would be a serious restraining factor for
those who would like to threaten with nuclear weapons or to use such

weapons. At the political level it would be the first practical step

towards the elimination of the differences between States arising from
the possession or nonpossession of nuclear weapons. The prohibition
of the use of nuclear weapons would help to lessen international ten-

sion, to make the whole international atmosphere healthier and to

strengthen confidence among States.

61. A very important advantage of our proposal is that its implementation is not linked with any technical complications. It does not
require special measures for the establishment of control, the creation
of any machinery for that purpose, and so forth.
62. Having before us the task of exploring all ways and means to
achieve agreement on the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons,
we should like to remind the Committee that in the fairly recent past
the very Western Powers which do not support the idea of complete
prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons expressed themselves in
favour of achieving such a prohibition to some extent. Thus in 1957 the
United States, the United Kingdom, France and Canada introduced
in the Sub-Committee of the United Nations Disarmament Committee
a joint proposal under which :
Each party assumes an obligation not to use nuclear weapons if an armed

attack has not placed the party in a situation of individual or collective
self-defence."

63. In connexion with the abovementioned questionnaire of the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, the United States Government in 1962 declared that it : "can and does offer the fullest assurances that it will never use any weapon, large or small, with aggressive

intent." 13
64. The well-known United States theorist, Mr. Kissinger, who
today is Special Assistant to the President of the United States for
12 Documents on Disarmament, 1945-190, vol. II, p. 870.
le Ibid., 1962, vol. I, p. 630.
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National Security Affairs, says in his book Nuclear 1Veapons and
Foreign,Policy:
Even a unilateral declaration of what we understand by limited war could

accomplish a great deal, because it would provide a strong incentive to the other
side to test its feasibility."

If that consideration is applicable to a limited war within the meaning
given by Mr. Kissinger, it.is also applicable to such a measure as a

declaration by the nuclear Powers to renounce the use of nuclear
weapons. To use Mr. Kissinger's own words, it is possible to
that
such a declaration would accomplish a great deal because it would
provide a strong incentive to try this possibility, to renounce the in-

tention to unleash a nuclear war.
65. In this connexion we should like to_put a question to the representatives of the Western Powers in this Committee : To what extent
does the declaration of the four Western Powers, quoted by us, and the

subsequent individual declaration by the United. States Government
of its willingness to assume an obligation not to use nuclear weapons
as a means of aggression, reflect their present position on this subject?
We raise that question in order to try to find new ways and means to
solve the problem of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons.
66. Taking into account the great importance of this problem and

the insistent demand of many States for prohibition of the use of
nuclear weapons, we ask the Western Powers whether they are prepared to seek in present-day conditions mutually acceptable ways and

means in order to reach agreement on the prohibition of the use of
nuclear weapons. We ask that question because in the past those
Powers indicated that they were prepared to agree to a partial prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons, that is, prohibition of the use of
such weapons as a means of aggression.

67. We believe that in spite of the fact that there is at present no
general agreement on the question of prohibiting the use of nuclear
weapons, this direction is an important and promising one, that is, it
offers hopes of success. We for our part wish to achieve real progress
along that path. If the Western Powers are prepared to confirm their
previous agreement to establiSh restrictions in regard to the use of
nuclear weapons, we should also like to hear their opinion as to what
should be the nature of those restrictions. Taking into account the
considerations and ideas which may be put forward in this connexion,
we are prepared to seek ways and means to solve the problem of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons.
68. In our view, our task is to narrow the sphere of the possible use

of nuclear weapons step by step; the more complete the sphere of
restriction or prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons, the better.
Prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons should be regarded as a link

in the chain of nuclear disarmament measures. We consider that in
solving this problem we cannot by-pass the question of prohibiting the
use of nuclear weapons and that the time has now come precisely for
this link. It would be the next step in developing the security guarantees which, in June 1968, were given by the three nuclear Powersthe
I

United States, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Unionin the
14 New York : Harper and Brothers, 1957, p. 224.
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declaration of their intention, in their capacity as permanent members
of the Security Council, to guarantee support, in accordance with the
Charter, to any non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the non-proliferation Treaty that is the victim of aggression or the object of a threat of

aggression in which nuclear weapons are used (Security Council
resolution 255 (1968).15

69. We should now like to state our views on another important
question relating to nuclear disarmamentthe problem. of under-

ground nuclear weapon tests. During past sessions of the Committee
and at the present session also great attention has been given to this
question. We consider that the question of prohibiting all tests, including underground tests, is an important and urgent one. The cessation
of nuclear weapon tests in all environments would create a serious
obstacle to the expansion of nuclear arsenals and would be an important step towards the cessation of the nuclear arms race. This opinion,
as our discussions have shown, is shared by many of the delegations

in the Committee.
70. The Soviet Union has consistently advocated the complete prohibition of nuclear weapon tests in all environments, including underground tests. In the Soviet memorandum of 1 July 1968 on some urgent
measures for stopping the arms race and for disarmament it is pointed
out in this connexion that:
The Soviet Government is prepared to reach agreement without delay on the
banning of underground nuclear-weapon tests on the basis of the use of national
means of detection to control observance of the ban."

71. We listened with great interest to the statement made by the
representative of Sweden, Mrs. Myrda1,17 when she submitted to the
Committee a working paper on the question of banning underg,round
nuclear weapon tests.18 We are studying this new proposal of Sweden

with the attention it deserves. It is not my intention at the present

moment to enter into a detailed analysis of the Swedish paper. Never-

theless, I should like to stress that the proposal put forward by the
Swedish delegation is based on the fact that the present level of development of seismology makes it possible to judge the nature of a seismic phenomenon accurately enough. The position of the Soviet Union
is precisely that national means of detection are adequate to identify
any underground nuclear explosion.

72. An important role in achieving an agreement to ban underground nuclear explosions is attributed by Sweden and by other Powers
to an international exchange of seismological data. The Swedish delegation has already put forward the idea of international co-operation

in the field of the exchange of such datathe idea of setting up a socalled "detection club".19 We have expressed in the past and should
now like to reaffirm our positive attitude to this proposal, because it
is aimed at facilitating. the conclusion of a treaty banning underground
nuclear weapon tests. We should now like to emphasize the willingness
of the Soviet Union to exchange national seismological data with the
15 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 444.
15 Ibid., p. 468.
17 Ante, pp. 143-150.
18 Ante, pp. 140-142.

" Documents on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 390-393.
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other parties to a treaty prohibiting underground nuclear weapon
tests. At the same time we consider that participation in an international exchange of seismological data should not impose on the parties
participating in such an exchange any obligations in respect of inter-

national inspection or control on their territories and that the evaluation of the data collected should be made not by some international
agency but by each State for itself.
73. In endeavouring to accelerate the solution of the problem of
banning all nuclear weapon tests, the Soviet Union has expressed and

reaffirms its support for the proposal of the United Arab Republic

concerning the prohibition of underground nuclear weapon tests above
a threshold of yield with a magnitude of 4.75, accompanied by a mor-

atorium accepted voluntarily by States on underground tests below

that threshold "although we are convinced that even explosions

below 4.75 in magnitude can be detected by national means. It is only
because we are anxious to make progress towards nuclear disarmament

that we accept the proposal of the United Arab Republic.
74. We are convinced that the problem of the complete prohibition
of underground nuclear tests can be solved if a constructive approach
is adopted and all States are guided by the desire to reach agreement
on this important question as soon as possible. At the same time we
should like to emphasize that the categorical demand that the problem
of the prohibition of underground tests be solved exclusively on the
basis of the on-site inspections does not contribute to progress in

achieving agreement on this urgent problem relating to nuclear

disarmament.
75. In putting forward the aforementioned proposals in the field
of nuclear disarmament, the Soviet Government is also ready to accept
more far-reaching measures which would lead to the complete elimination of nuclear weapons. The .Soviet memorandum of 1 July 1968
contains a proposal that all nuclear Powers
. .

. should forthwith enter into negotiations on stopping the manufacture of

nuclear weapons, and on the reduction of stockpiles, to be followed by the complete prohibition and destruction of nuclear weapons under appropriate international control.'

We are prepared to undertake negotiations both on those measures as
a whole and on some of them separately.

76. Another proposal has been put forward in the Eighteen-Nation
Committee, namely to stop the manufacture of fissionable material for
military purposes. In the statement made on 8 April by the representative of the United States, proposals in this regard were repeated which
contain, as mentioned by Mr. Fisher, a new elementthe use for control not of special verification machinery but of the system of International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards.22
77. The position of the Soviet Government in regard to the United
States proposal to discontinue the manufacture of fissionable materials

for military purposes is, I think, sufficiently well known to all the
members of the Committee. We have already pointed out that this
2° Ibid., pp. 156, 344-345.
2t Ibid., 1968, p. 467.
Ante, pp. 158-161.
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proposal would not lead to the reduction of existing arsenals of nuclear
weapons and would not diminish the possibility of the further production of such weapons. This proposal is mainly due to the over-produc-

tion in the United States of nuclear materials for military purposes.
Thus it would not solve the problem of eliminating or reducing the
threat of a nuclear war, even if all nuclear Powers agreed to carry out
this measure. But the question arises : what would be the consequences

of such a measure if not all the nuclear Powers agreed to it? The
United States proposal gives no answer to that question.
78. We should now like to touch on a problem which is also directly

linked with disarmamentthe problem of the security of States. In

this connexion, we should like to draw the attention of the Committee
to the Appeal by the States members of the Warsaw Pact, addressed
to all European countries: adopted in Budapest on 17 March last.23
In that Appeal, consideration is given to questions of ensuring security
and co- operation in Europe, a continent where twice during the life
of one generation world wars have been unleashed. The Budapest conference put forward a broad programme of action on questions of
European security. The participants addressed to all European governments an Appeal to redouble their efforts towards strengthening
peace and security in Europe.
79. An important element in that Appeal is the proposal to hold
a general European conference on the question of strengthening peace
and security in Europe. The Appeal declares :
Such a conference would meet the interests of all European States. It would
make it possible together to find ways and means of doing away with the division
of Europe into military groupings and achieving peaceful co-operation among
European States and peoples."

80. As is well known, the proposal to hold such a conference was
put forward by the Soviet Union and other socialist countries almost
three years ago. If we bear in mind the interest of consolidating peace,
r

there is no weighty reason to postpone the convening of this conference.
81.

In confirming their proposals contained in the Declaration

adopted in Bucharest in 1966,25 the participants in the Budapest Con-

ference took an important initiative by expressing themselves in

favour of an early meeting of the representatives of all the European
States concerned in order to establish by mutual agreement the procedure for convening the conference and determining its agenda.
82.

In this connexion we should like to stress that, whereas in

other continents regional conferences devoted to political questions,
including questions of security, have often been convened, iin Europe
there has not been a single conference of this type since the war. The
socialist countries consider that the purpose of a general European
conference should be to work out the conditions for shielding Europe
from the danger of new military conflicts, for removing all possibility
of the use of force and the threat of the use of force to change frontiers

and the existing situation. This conference should open up broad
prospects for the development of co-operation among all European
2.1 Ante, pp. 106-109.
24 Ante, p. 107.

25 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp, 406-420.
y
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countries regardless of their social structure, on the basis of the principles of peaceful coexistence.

83. We think that the creation of a durable system of European
security would provide a real opportunity to promote co-operation

amongst all European. countries in all fields. We also believe that this
conference could pave the way to durable peace in Europe. The Soviet
delegation considers that this measure would be of great value at the
present time and would help progress to be made in solving disarmament questions.

Address by President Nixon to the North Atlantic Council,

April 10, 19691
Mr. Secretary, Mr. President, Mr. Secretary General, Your Excellencies, and our distinguished guests: As we gather here today, we

celebrate a momentous anniversary.
We celebrate one of the great successes of the postwar world.
Twenty years ago, as has already been mentioned, a few dedicated

men gathered in Washington to cement an Atlantic partnership between the older nations of Eur. pe and their offspring in the New
Worldand in this very room the North Atlantic Treaty was signed.
Some of the men who were here then are here todayand I would
like to suggest that those who were here then and who are here today
stand for a moment. (Applause.)
Gentlemen, with our hindsight, we now have saluted your foresight
at that time. In referring to that event, I thought I should share with
you the conversation that I had with some of the founders in the room
prior to coming to this meeting.
Secretary Acheson recalled that before the signing of the treaty the

Marine Band played, "We've Got Plenty of Nothing," and "It Ain't
Necessarily So."

Certainly what has happened in those 20 years prw-xl that as far
as the music was concerned, it was not prophetic.

As we sit here today we also look back on those 20 years, what has
happened; and we think, as the previous speakers :nye indicated, of
all of those who have contributed to the alliance, and :)articularly to the

one who commanded the armies that liberated Europe, the first

Supreme Commander of the NATO forces, the !Atherican President
who did so much to brine NATO to its strength 110 to give life to its
principlesto Dwight David Eisenhower.
His life demonstrated that there is a moral force the world which
can move men and nations. There is a spiritual force, lodged in the
very roots of man's being.
As for NATO, it is precisely because it has always, been more than a

military alliance that its strength has been greater than the strength
of arms. This alliance represents a moral force which, if we marshal it,
will ennoble our efforts.
Department of State Bulletin, Apr. 28, 1969, pp. 851-301.
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Dwight Eisenhower was a great humanist. IIe was also a great realist. If he were with us today, he would have recognized that together,
as men of the Old World and of the New World, we must find ways
of living in the real world.
As we know too well, that real world today includes men driven by

suspicion, men who would take advantage of their neighbors, men
who confuse the pursuit of happiness with the pursuit of power.
It also is (pled with men of good will, with men of peace, and with
men of hope and with men of vision.
No nation, and no community of nations, is made up entirely of one

group of men or another. No part of the world has a monopoly on
wisdom or virtue.

Those who think simply in terms of "good" nations and "bad"

nationsof a world of stanch allies and sworn enemieslive in a world
of their own. Imprisoned by stereotypes, they do not live in the real
world.

On the other hand, those who believe that all it takes to submerge
national self-interest is a little better communication, those who think
that all that stands in the way of international brotherhood is stubborn
leadershipthey, too, live in a world of their own. Misled by wishful
thinking, they do not live in the real world.
Two decades ago, the men who founded NATO faced the truth of
their times; as a result, the Western World prospers today in freedom.
We must follow their example by once again facing the truthnot of
earlier times but of our own times.
Living in the real world of today means recognizing the sometimes
differing interests of the Western nations, while never losing sight of
our great common purposes.

Living in the real world of today means understanding old concepts of East versus West, understanding and unfreezing those concepts? but never losing sight of great ideological differences that still
remain.
We can afford neither to blind our eyes with hatred nor to distort
our vision with rose-colored glasses. The real world is too much with
us to permit either stereotyped reacting or wishful thinking to lay
waste our powers.

Let us then count ourselves today among the hopeful realists.
In this same spirit of hopeful realism, let us look at NATO today.
We find it strong but we find it challenged. We find disputes about
its structure, political divisions among its members, and reluctance to
meet prescribed force quotas. Many people on both sides of the Atlantic
find NATO anachronistic, something quaint and familiar and even: a
bit old-fashioned.
As the alliance begins its third decade, therefore, there are certain
fundamentals to be reaffirmed :

First, NATO is needed; and the American commitment to NA1
will remain in force and it will remain strong. We in America contin
to consider Europe's security to be our own.
Second, having succeeded in its original purpose, the alliance musts
adapt to the conditions of success. With less of the original cement of
fear, we must forge new bonds to maintain our unity.

1mr
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Third, when NATO was founded, the mere fact of cooperation
among the Western nations was of tremendous significance, both. symbolically and substantively. Now the symbol is not enough; we need
substance. The alliance today will be judged by the content of its
cooperation, not merely by its form.

Fourth, the allies have learned to harmonize their military forces;
now, in the light of the vast military, economic, and political changes

of two decades, we must devise better means of harmonizing our
policies.

Fifth, by its nature, ours is more than a military alliance; and the

time has come to turn a part of our attention to those nonmilitary areas
in which we all could benefit from increased collaboration.
Now, what does all this mean for the future of the Western alliance?
To deal with the real world, we cannot respond to changing conditions merely by changing our words. We have to adapt our actions.
It is not enough to talk of flexible response, if at the same time we
reduce our flexibility by cutting back on conventional forces.
It is not enough to talk of relaxing tension, unless we keep in mind
the fact that 20 years of tension were not caused by superficial misunderstandings. A. change of mood is useful only if it reflects some
change of mind about political purpose.

It is not enough to talk of European security in the abstract. We

must know the elements of insecurity and how to remove them. Confer-

ences are useful if they deal with concrete issues, -which means they
must, of course, be carefully prepared.
It is not enough to talk of détente, unless at the same time we anticipate the need for giving it the genuine political content that would
prevent détente from becoming delusion.
To take one example, a number of America's Western partners have
actively supported. the idea of strategic arms control talks with the
Soviet Union. I support that idea. When such talks are held, we shall
work diligently for their success.
But within our alliance we must recognize that this would imply
a military relationship far different from the one that existed when
NATO was founded. Let's put it in plain words. The West does not
today have the massive nuclear predominance that it once had, and any
sort of broad-based arms agreement with the Soviets would codify the
present balance.
how would progress toward arms control affect the nature of consultation within our alliance?
Up to now, our discussions have mainly had to do with tacticsways
and means of carrying out the provisions of a treaty drawn a generation ago. We have discussed clauses in proposed treaties; in the negotiations to come, we must go beyond these to the processes which these
future treaties will set in motion. We must shake off our preoccupation
with formal structure to bring into focus a common world view.
Of course there is a diversity of policies and interests among the
Western nations; and of course those differences must be respected. But
in. shaping the strategies of peace, these differences need not block the
waynot if we break through to a new and deeper form of political
consultation.
375-754-70--13
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To be specific, the forthcoming arms talks will be a test of the ability
of the Western nations to shape a common strategy.
The United States fully intends to undertake deep and genuine con-

sultation with its allies, both before and during any negotiations di.
rectly affecting their interests. That is a pledge I shall honorand I
expect to consult at length on the implications of anything that might
affect the pattern of East-West relations.
In passing that test together, this alliance will give new meaning to
the principle of mutual consultation.
To seize the moment that this opportunity presents, we -would do
well to create new machinery for Western political consultation, as
well as to make greater use of the machinery that we have.
First, I suggest that deputy foreign ministers meet periodically for
a high-level review of major, long-range problems before the alliance.
Second, I suggest creation of a special political planning group, not
to duplicate the work now being done by the Council or by the senior
political advisers but to address itself specifically and continually
to the longer range problems we face.

This would by no means preclude efforts to develop a fuller European cooperation. On the contrary, we in the United States would wel-

come that cooperation. What ties us to Europe is not weakness or

division among our partners but community of interest with them.
Third, I strongly urge that we create a committee on the challenges
of modern society, responsible to the deputy ministers, to explore ways
in which the experience and resources of the Western nations could

most effectively be marshaled toward improving the quality of life
of our peoples.

That new goal is p: avided for in article II of our treaty, but it has
never been the center of our concerns. Let me put my proposal in concrete terms and in personal terms. Oii my recent trip to Europe I met
with world leaders and private citizens alike. I was struck by the fact
that our discussions were not limited to military or political matters.
More often than not our talks turned to those matters deeply relevant
to our societies : the legitimate unrest of young people, the frustration
of the gap between generations, the need for a new sense of idealism
and purpose in coping with an automating world.
These were not subjects apart from the concerns of NATO; indeed,

they went to the very heart of the real world we live in. We are not
allies because we are bound by treaty; we bind ourselves by treaty
because we are allied in meeting common purposes and common
concerns.

For 20 years our nations have provided for the military defense of
Western Europe. For 20 years we have held political consultations.
Now the alliance of the West needs a third dimension.

It needs not only a strong military dimension to provide for the
common defense and not only a more profound political dimension
to shape a strategy of peace, but it also needs a social dimension to deal

with our concern for the quality of life in this last third of the 20th
century.

This concern is manifested in many waysculturally and techno-

logically, through the humanities and the sciences.

.
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The Western nations share common ideals and a common heritage.
We are all advanced societies, sharing the benefits and the gathering
torments of a rapidly advancing industrial technology. The industrial

nations share no challenge more urgent than that of bringing 20th
century man and his environment to terms with one anotherof making the world fit for man and helping man to learn how to remain

in harmony with the rapidly changing world.
We in the United States have much to learn from the experiences of
our Atlantic allies in their handling of internal matters : for example,
the care of infant children in West Germany, the "new towns" policy

of Great Britain, the development of depressed areas programs in
Italy, the great skill of the Dutch in dealing with high-density areas,

the effectiveness of urban planning by local governments in Norway,
the experience of the French in metropolitan planning.
Having forged a working partnership, we all have a unique opportunity to pool our skills, our intellects, and our inventiveness in finding
new ways to use technology to enhance our environments, and not to
destroy them.
The work of this committee would not be competitive with any now

being carried on by other international agencies. Neither would it
be our purpose to limit this cooperation and the benefits that flow from

it to our own countries. Quite the oppositeour purpose would be to

share both ideas and benefits, recognizing that these problems have no
national or regional boundaries. This could become the most positive

dimension of the alliance, opening creative new channels to all the
rest of the world.
When I visited the North Atlantic Council in Brussels I posed the
question : "In today's world what kind of an alliance shall we strive
to build?"
Today I have sketched out some of the approaches that I believe the
alliance should take.
I believe we must build an alliance strong enough to deter those who
might threaten war, close enough to provide for continuous and far.
reaching consultation, trusting enough to accept the diversity of views,
realistic enough to deal with the world as it is, and flexible enough to
explore new channels of constructive cooperation.
Ten years ago, addressing the North Atlantic Council in this same
room, President Eisenhower spoke of the need for unity. Listen to his
words. There is not much strength in the finger of one hand, he said,
but when five fingers are balled into a fist, you have a considerable instrument of defense. 2
We need. such an instrument of defense, and the United States will
bear its fair share in keeping NATO strong.
All of us are also ready, as conditions change, to turn that fist into
a hand of friendship.
NATO means more than arms, troop levels, consultative bodies, and
treaty commitments. All of these are necessary. BUt what makes them
relevant to the future is what the alliance stands for. To discover what
this Western alliance means today, we have to reach back not across
a American Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 1959, p. 513.
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two decades but through the centuries to the very roots of the Western
experience.
When we do, we find that we touch a set of elemental ideals, eloquent
in their simplicity, majestic in their humanity; ideals of decency and
justice and liberty and respect for the rights of our fellow men. Simple,
yes; and to us they seem obvious. But our forebears struggled for centuries to win them, and in our own lifetimes we have had to fight to
defend them.
These ideals are what NATO was created to protect. It is to these
ideals, on this proud anniversary, that we are privileged to consecrate
the alliance anew. These idealsand the firmness of our dedication to

themgive NATO's concept its nobility, and NATO's backbone its
steel.

Statement by the Soviet Government on the 20th
Anniversary of NATO, April 10, 1969 1
The member-countries of the North Atlantic alliance (NATO) are
observing the military-political bloc's 20th anniversary. Two decades
have passed since the North Atlantic bloc was organized in a super-

charged atmosphere of alarm and fear in the face of an imaginary
"threat from the East." The architects of this bloc contended that it

was created for purposes of defense. However, the real idea and purpose behind the military group were completely different. Even at that
time the Soviet government emphasized that wthen NATO was created,
no one was threatening the NATO members, no one was planning to
attack them, and that this military bloc was of an aggressive nature
and was aimed against the Soviet Union and other peace-loving countries. NATO's 20 years of existence have confirmed the correctness of
this evaluation. Life dispelled the imperialist-created myth of a threat
of "Soviet aggression" in Europe. The peoples saw the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization as the main source of the danger of war, as the
bulwark of all the reactionary forces in Europe and as the protector of
West German militarism and revanchism.
The North Atlantic alliance emerged when the defeat of fascist Germany had deprived imperialism of one of its major shock detachments,
and the foundations of the capitalist system in Europe and throughout
the world had been seriously undermined. The process of the progressive development of human society accelerated. The defeat of Hitler
Germany had strengthened the peoples' hopes that Europe would cease
to be a hotbed of wars and international tension and would become a
continent of peace and security for all its states. The North Atlantic
bloc created serious obstacles to fulfillment of these hopes; it served
as the tool of political forces that were unwilling to let Europe develop
peaceably and democratically.
The U.S.A., the architect of NATO, had its own special aim : to
reinforce, through hegemony in this bloc, the dominant position it had
1 Premula. Apr. 10, 1969, pp. 1, 3 ; Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Apr. 30,
1969, pp.14-46.
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achieved in the capitalist world at a time when the other imperialist
countries had been weakened by the war. The U.S.A. and the West
European states that had become dependent on it made an abrupt
change in their policy. They moved away from decisions adopted
jointly with the Soviet Union on the principles of the postwar organization of Europe and took the path of exacerbating international
tension, accelerating the arms race and preparing for an aggressive war
against the socialist countries. This policy of the U.S.A. and its allies
was based on the idea of undermining or at least halting the historical
process of strengthening the forces of socialism.

Of course, the European socialist countries could not remain indifferent to this threat and were compelled to unite in the defensive
Warsaw Treaty Organization. Thus it was a direct consequence of
NATO's creation that Europe was split into military groupings, a
dangerous military confrontation arose on our continent, and international relations became more complicated.

No matter how NATO's aggressive course was clescribed"rolling back" socialism, "containment" or acting "from. a position of
strength"the direction of this course against the socialist countries
and other peace-loving European states remained unchanged.

NATO became a tool of the "cold war," an organizer of subversion,
espionage and ideological sabotage and an instigator of attempts at

counterrevolutionary coups in the socialist countries.
These actions, which have been especially accelerated in recent times,
set back the process of reducing tension in Europe, thereby disproving
the NATO leaders' hypocritical statements that they have been work-

ing toward detente and trying to turn NATO into an agency to
promote peaceful cooperation.

In forming the NATO military grouping, its initiators concealed
their aggressive intentions behind declarations that they wished to
adhere to "the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the
rule of law." 2 In point of fact, the NATO bloc has been the constant
bearer of a threat to export counterrevolution, a force working against
democracy. Support for the fascist regime in Portugal; protection of
the Franco dictatorship in Spain; the military coup in Greece, which
was organized with the aid of NATO's leading circles; encouragement

of the activity of former Hitlerites and Nazis in West Germanyall
this indicates the profoundly antidemocratic nature of the policy of
the forces that have joined in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

Virtually all the reactionary regimes, not only' in Europe but also
throughout the worldfrom Saigon to South Africa, from Seoul to
Lisbonenjoy the support of the North Atlantic pact's leaders.
When forming the North Atlantic bloc, its architects advertised their

love of peace and ostentatiously emphasized their "desire to live in
peace with all peoples and all governments." 2 But who is unaware that
hardly a year went by during the postwar period when the states that
had joined the North Atlantic pact, and first and foremost its leaders,
did not resort to war, intervention and armed suppression of nationalliberation movements. One has only to recall the aggression in Korea
'Preamble to the North Atlantic Treaty (Anterican Foreign Policy, 190-1955:

na.vic. Documents, p. 812).
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and Vietnam, the tripartite aggression against Egypt, the intervention
in the Dominican Republic and the armed intervention against the
people of Congo (KinShaSa). For the developing Asian, African and
Latin American countries NATO has -lorig been synonymous with a
force that supports colonialism. It is no secret that the North Atlantic
bloc bears a large share of the responsibility for Portugal's shameful
colonial Wait against the peoples of Arigo la, Mozambique and "Portuguese" Guinea, and for coMplicity with the racists in the South African
Republic and Rhodesia.

Since the early years of the North Atlantic bloe'S activities, its
leaders have tried in every way to gloss over the fact that one of
NATO's chief goals is to revive militarism iii West Germany. In
1955, when the F.R.G. joined NATO, .officials of the North Atlantic
pad'S member- states gaVe assurances -that this step would restrict the
armament of West CT'ekniany and make arms control poSsible. In
reality, however, the F.R.G:'s affiliation with, NATO Sharply accelerated the restoration of West Germany's military-inthiStrial potential
and the creation Of its armed forces. While in NATO, West Germany
has become a hotbed of War danger in the center of,Europe, in-violation
of-the Potsdam Agreements 3 and other internatiOrial_decisions on the
inadmissibility Of reviving German_ militarism amiNatisth.

Just a year after the F.R.G. joined NATO; the Bonn authorities

introduced universal military service. Today-the BtindeStVehr numbers
abOut 560,000- soldierS, is the largest West Eriropean army in NATO

and possesses uptto-date armaments, including Means- of delivering
nuclear weapons. West German. officers and generals -increasingly often

,occupy command posts on the -various staff-0' of the North Atlantic
bloc's armed forces.
The Federal Republic of Germany stubbornly refuses to accept the
results Of the second World"War ; it prodlaiMS a revanchist course aimed
at recarving the map of "EtitOpe, makes groundlesS claims to represent

"all the German people" and encroaches on West Berlin; it does not
recognite the Munich -Ag2reement as invalid from the very outset; and,
under various pretextS, it has avoided signing the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuelear Weapons .4 West Germany has not halted its

'persistent attempts to gain access in one way Or another to nuclear
weapons.

The restoration of -militarism in West Germany and its transformation into-a major military forCe among the-European participants
in NATO constitute the most obvious manifestation of the North
Atlantic bloc's true aims.
It has bedtime inereasingly,obvioik that a. sharp discrepancy exists
between NATO's activity and-the interests of peke and the security of

peoples, including the peOples of countries involved in the North
Atlantic blOc. Throughout the 20 years of NATO's - existence, it has
been 'a factor complicating and impeding the -peaceful solution of
urgent international problemS and the development of Cooperation
among peoples. The facts show that the activity of NATO constantly
creates an atmosphere of tension. Those with a stake in this are pia3 A. Decade of American Foreign Policy: Basic Documents, 1941-49 (S. doe.
123, 81st Cong., 1st seas.), pp. 34-48.
Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-405.
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marily the military-industrial monopolies, which are getting rich on
the production of weepOns and are ready to resort to dangerous adven-

tures for the Sake of increasing their profits. It is a fact that the

leadership Of the North Atlantic bloc puts pressure on the countries
that belong to the bloc by seeking an ever greater intensification of

militarisM.
During the years NATO has existed, the members of this bloc have

sperit an astronomical sum about $1,300,000,000,000on armaments.
These nonproductive outlays now exceed $100;000,000,000 annuallya
colossal waste Of energy, labor and vast amounts of material valuables
and resources that could be used for constructive purpOses. _veryone
dollars are -taken from the
realizes that these hundreds of

taxpayers' pockets, i.e., are taken away froth. working people in the
NATO, countries. This money would "suffice to satisfy niftily of the

population's economic and social needs. such as 'housing and the_ eradication of Sltims;_ free medical care and free education at all levels;
Wide-kale construction Of "schools; hospitals And-- other social and culhind institutions; improvement of Material_ security for the _elderly;
rapid, progreSS in the development Of World science and technology,
hi-Chiding the use of nuclear: energy fer peaceful purposes; the study of
outer space; regillatiOn of the climate; exploitation Of the resources of
the torld_Ocean; and -_many other needs.
The arms race imposed on the World by the North Atlantic alliance
-

ikSpurred on by long-terra programs to produce ever newer and in-

creasingly destrUctiVe expensive-type§ of- weapons that are developed
both-jointly end-Separately by the members of NATO. This is a major

reason; why the vitally important questions of disarmament are still

unresolved.
The recent .intensification Of NATO's military activity is cause for
great concern. The-leadet§hip of NATO has preSented plans for a new

increase in the Military, budgets; *lit NATO naval ,forces are being
formed ; and new links in the military madhinery, are being organized.
Military preparations in the Mediterranean area of
Europe,there the U.S: nuclear - missile _fleet cruises constantly, are
Etrope,
attracting special attention. A situation fraught with extremely dangerous surpriSes is- taking shape in this part Of the world; the peace loving -states must take the necessary precautionary measures.
The.20-year history of NATO's existence is not only a long list of
military preparations and risky measures that have inflamed tension.

It

also a-history of persistent struggle by_ the, peOples in the NATO
countries against- this-bloc's policy, against the U.S. military presence

in Europe, against flights by American _bomber§ carrying nuclear
weapons, and for withdrawal froin NATO, for neutrality and for
liquidation of this aggressiVe,grotipingThe governments of the countries in the:North Atlantic alliande are under constant- pressure from
peade4ovint fordes,-thiohdeniand a different pOlicy, one that is in the
real interests of peace .and security. All _thek factors make the most
-farsighted leaders of the Western states think about the desirability of
their:countries''continned participation in NATO.
While tenderidieS toward multilateral ties and mutually advantageous,
cooperation among states with different social are bedoming increasingly pronounced in many
political
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countries, the North Atlantic bloc, resorting to the tattered banners of
anti-conuttunisitt and anti -Sovietism, places its stakes on the separation
of .aeOplet and countries, makes mutually advantageous contacts among
them more difficult and_ paralyzes useful initiative in this sphere. The
forces that determine NATO'spdlidy endeavor to restrict the bilateral
relations of -NATO Members with =the Socialitt countries. This appliet
both to political contacts; which the NATO leadett fear might undermine "Atlantic solidarity," and to foreign-trade exchange, which still
has disdriroinatory measures tuppesedly nitrodliced to avert "strategic
losses" to the West.

The commitments of the NATO ..patticipaiitt create the danger
that these countries, even against their will, will be drawn into conilidtt that are alien- to their national interests and, What is more, place
their very existence in jeopardy.
Now the leadiug forces, in NATO are taking steps to make it aiffi.

014: for countries m thit bloc to exercise the right, stipulated by the
North Atlantic Treaty, to withdraw from the, alliande. The NATO
leaders would like to perpetuate the, existence of this military-political
alliance, However, the fundaniental hopes of the peoples dictate- the
necessity= for the governments of all countries, Jarge and small, to
take concrete steps to_end-the divisiOn of the world into military blocs,
end the arms -race and end the dangerous Military confrontation in the
center of Europe- between the armed bites Of _the two Odra sytteins,
equipped- as they are with the most _tip-to-date types Of --Weapett§. The
vital interests Of the peoples of the world detntindthe quickest possible

Vietnam and the Near East, the prevention
politidal tettleitientt
Of new ,military conflicts and_ the development and strengthening Of
polities]; economic and cultural ties among all states on the basis Of
complete equality and respect for the independence and sovereignty
of_ states.

The two decades of NATO activity confirm that it is impossible to
guarantee true security for some countries while threatening: the -sedulity ofthe peoples -of other countries. In the NATO countries themselves, and riot only among the, public but also in respontible

circles, there is growing comprehension of the objective fact that
NATO is the mart attach!, in the way of ensuring_ international
sedulity: And no doctrine§ of "balance of power" or "balance Of fear"
can conceal_ this unalterable fadt.
'The real and lasting security of peoples can be guaranteed Only.by

renouncing -the division of the *Odd Into military blocs, halting the
arms race, expanding peaceful, mutually adVantageolit cooperation
among all peoples and resolving all issues by negotiation.

The tleclatation of the Conference of the Warsaw Pact's Political
Consultative Committee, adopted in BOdharest in 1966; 5 the Stateinent by the Conferende of-1;091*th Poinintinitt and Workers' Parties
in ItarloSy- Vary in 1067;6 and:the Mareh- 17, _1969, Budapest Message

PrOM. the Warsaw Pact States' to All European. Countries? contain
i'donstriidtiVe program of action for strengthening peak() and security
'a ibid., 1966, pp. 4M-420.
Ibid., /967, pp. 197-203.
Atite, pp. 106-109.
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in Europe: This program has evoked a widespread positive response
among the European public. It goes without saying that serious and
effective work to ensure peace and security in Europe is possible only
on the basis Of acknowledgment of the existing situation on the continent., AcknoWledgineht Of the immutability of the postwar boundaries tat haVetakeh shape in Europe, Mid, the fact of the-existence of
tWo Gerniah statesthe German Deinecratic Republic and the Federal

Republic of Germahythe.preclusion of any possibility of F.R.G.

access

weapons--these- are the heceSSary,,,, preconditions for

radically improving the political atmosphere in Europe: This also
repiires that the F.R.G. :Overhiherit renounce its absolutely illegal
claims- -to West. ilerlint Which more than once have created-dangerous
situations: Aridly, it necessary for West Germany to acknowledge
that the ltuhiCh.pact was invalid from the very outset.
The ihtereStS,of strengthening, peace in Europe require the
the_successful completion, of
states' ,efforts to see that the Treaty on
liferation of Xudlear Weapons-- goes into force as quickly as pessible.
The-attempts now being made by the Pit.G.. and some other states to
peStpohe signing the Treaty on NOrijiroliferatioin of, itolear Weapons

diejated: by considerations having nothing in coin-Ilion with the
task Of teStraMhitthe arms race and thereby lessening the danger Of
nUeleat *at,
.

In the present .situation hi Europe it is becoming increasingly

urgent to take_steps aimed -at disarmament. The SoViet government is
firmly convinced that it is necessary to move resolutely and persistently
tovard disarinament regardless_ of what these efforts cost, for there are
no Other more dated or more reliable means to ensure genuine security
And lastingpeaco. The Soviet gOvernment deems it necessary to remind
the .goterhMeht8 of all states of the proposals made in its "Memorandtha On Several- UrgehtMeastires
CesSation'Of the Arms Race and

for Disarmantieht;" which was shbinitted- to the United Nations
Organization and tO the 18-Natien Committee on Disiirmaitents The
SeVietzovernineht memorandum W as widely approved by the majority

Of13.X.-MeMber-stateS.

The &mkt, Union and the Other countries in the socialist commonwealth consistently support the strengthening of peace and-the security
of people§ and biead international CoOperation based on the principles
of peaceful. coexistence among states With,different social systems.
The,Budapest_ Conferende of the Warsaw Pact's Political Consultatiire_comMittee propOsed,:in its Message to all European Countries
that--ah, all-EnropeanbOriferehce be organized to discuss questions of
European Security- and ,peaceful cooperation. The peoples Of Europe
greeted this iihpOrtant*constrUctive pi.'OpeSal of the socialist countries
*kb:a-smile of, satisfaction., The 'SOviet government expects -this message to find ,a,p,OSitive response- aiming the, governments of all European

countries, SO_thatthiongh combined efforts it will be possible to take
adtions'aimed'aiscreiting
system of security for the peoples of
Eni.Ope and strengthening universal peace.

In expressing the views Mitliiied above, the Soviet government
would like to call the attention of states iii the North Atlantic alliance
Documents on Disatynament, 190, pp. 466-470.
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and of all peoples to the consequences entailed in the continued existence of the aggressive NATO bloc, which are extremely dangerous to
peace, and to the necessitydictated by life itself and the very course
of mankind's historical developmentof solving the urgent problems
of strengthening security in Europe and universal peace.

Communiaue of the North Atlantic Council, April 11,
19691
1. The North Atlantic Council niet in Ministerial Session in Washington on 10th and 11th April, 1969. The Council commemorated the

twentieth -anniversary of the Treaty creating the Alliance and was
addressed by the President of the United States. Ministers expressed
their deep SatiSfaction at the decisive contribution the Alliance _had
made to the -Maintenance Of _pea& in Europe and to the security of
all its members.

2. The Alliande-wat establishedte safeguard the freedom, common
heritage and diVilisatiOn. of
peoples, founded on the priridiPleS of
democracy, .individual liberty And 'the rule Of law, and in response to
a common fear that without an effective 'Security system, another war

Might erupt in a diVided Europe. The Alliance continues as the ex-

pression Of common purposes -and aspirations.
3. Iri 1967 the Report on the Future Tasks of the Alliance emphasised the dual task of the lattet : the defence of the West and the search

for a Stable petite with the East.3 In June 1968 Allied Ministers dedated their readiness to seek, 'with the other States concerned, specific
practical measures for disarmament and arms control, including possible measures fOr mutual and balalided force reduction§.4 Notwithstanding the SeiiotiS Setback to hopes for improvehient in East-West
relations as a result of-Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia; Ministers
in_NOVeinber 1968 statedthat secure, peaceful and mutually beneficial

relation§ :between last and West_
West remained the political goal of the
that the intention of their
Allies.5 They reaffirmed at this
Governments was to continue the search for real progress towards
this objective by contacts and to explore all appropriate-openings for
negotiations.

4.. Bearing especially in mind the situation in Eastern Europe,

Member 'governMents recall that any lasting iinprovethent in internatiOnal relation§ preSuppofi§es full respect for the principles of the
independence and territorial -integrity of States, noninterference in
their doinestic affairs, the right of each people to §hape its own future,
and the Obligation to refrain from the threat or Use of force.
S. Ministers recalled that one of the essential aims of the Alliance
is the establishment of a just and laSting peace in Europe, based on
stability, security and mutual confidence. The Allies propose, while
1 1)-epat'tment of State bulletin, Apr. 28, 1909, pp. 354-350.
Supra.
3 Documents On biscirmament, 1967, pp. 079-681.
'Ibid., 1968, pp. 447-450.
5 Department of State Bulletin, Dee. 9,1968, pp. 595-597.
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remaining in close consultation, to explore with the Soviet Union and
the other countries of Eastern Europe which concrete issues best lend

themselves to fruitful negotiation and an early resolution. Consequently, they instructed the Council to draft a list of these issues and
to study how a usefril process of negotiation could best be initiated,
in due course, -and to draw up a report for the nest meeting; of Ministers. It is -clear that any riegotiatiOnt must be well prepared in advance,
and that all goverriMentt whose participation would be necessary to
achieve a political tettletnent in Erirope should take part:
6. The Allies will alto pursue; their efforts and, studies_ in the field
of disarmament, and practical arms control, including balanced force
reduCtions and the-initiatives already undertaken-for the renunciation
Of the use of force.

7. The pOlitioal solidarity Of the Alliance constitutes an essential
element while approaching ,a ,period of expanding East -West- contacts

and potsible,negotiationt: Thit solidarity can best be maintained by
strict: Adherence _tit, the principle: Of full consultation in the Council
both before and diming any negotiations that might :affect the interests

of the Alliande or any Of its members. On thit understanding, the
Allied Governments welcome the intention of the United State§ to
engage the USSR in, discussion of lithitatiorit on offensive and.defensiye strategic arms.
8. The Allies participating the,NATO integrated defend() pro-

gra** .agreed that it WAS etrelliely important that dtring an era
of negotiation the defence posture of the Alliance should not be relaxed
and that ,premature expectations -of solutions to outstanding questions

thOuld not be generated. The maintenance of effective defence is a
stabilising factor and a necessary Condition for effective detente
-polidies.

9 Accordingly these members of the Alliance reatfirniedtheir con-

-tinning determination to make appropriate contributions to joint
efforts for defence and deterrence at all levels both nuclear and
conventional. They accepted the continuing need for the current

NATO-strategy based, on a forward defence and appropriate response
to any 4ggre,Ssi6k and for a_ credible conventional and nuclear deterrent including adequate overall and local force levels. The necessary
Military posture of the Alliance consists of the strategic nuclear deterrent- forces, :the pretence- of sufficient substantial and effective North

American and European conventional forces as well as supporting
tactical nuclear forces- in the European area and adequate ready

teinforcernentS.
10. Defence Ministers will meet on 28th May, 1969 and will examine the more-specific elethentt in the defence posture necessary to fulfil

the. above _requirements. They Will also examine the possibility of
improving the,(Aciendy_ of the defence effort by intent:tying mutual
and CO-operative approaches to, for example, the problems of arms
,production and taint standardisation either among, all Allied nations
or'bet*en some of them.
11. Reviewing the situatiOn in Berlin, the Ministers noted that
obstacles have recently been placed on freedom of access to Berlin.
Such obstructions cannot be accepted. The Ministers supported the
detorriliriation of the Three Powers to Maintain free access to the city,
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and recalled the declaration of the North Atlantic Council of 16th
December, 1958,6 and the responsibilities which each member State
assumed -with regard to the security and welfare of Beriin.

12. The Ministers consider that the achievement of a peaceful

European Settlement, presupposes, tiMong other things, progress towards eliminating existing sources of tensiOniri the centre of Europe.
They consider that concrete measures aimed at improving the siturittou
in Berlin, safeguarding free access to the,cityv-and rettioVing restrictions which affect -traffic and communications between the two parts
of Germany would be a Substantial contribution toward this objective.
They expressed their support for continued efforts by the Three Powers

to explore,_ in the fraineWOrk of their special responsibilities for Berlin

and Germany S, a whole, possibilities for ordered and negotiated
progress in theSeimpOrtant qtestions.

13: A peaceful sOltition must be found for the German question
1404 on the free decision Of the German people-and on-the interests
Of European security:

14. The membe"r"s Of the Alliance are conscious that they share

common environmental problems: Which, unless Squarely faced, could

imperil the welfare And progTeSs -of 'their Societies. The Ministers
recognise that iniportatit work on, these problems is already being
Carried out within other international_ organizations. The Ministers
instructed the Council in Permanent SeSsion to examine how to improve, in otiety practical *--ay, the exchange of views and experience
among the Allied countries, Whether by -action in the appropriate
international organizatiOriS Or OtherWiSe, in the task of Creating a
better erivirOninent for their Societies.

15. While concerned with these problems, Ministers are also mindful that, the Allied countries are entering an era in Which scientific,
technical and economic resources shOnld contribute to the peaceful

progreSs and deVelopMeht of all nations.

16. Apart from regular meetings at Ministerial level, Ministers
agreed that the- Connell- in Permanent Session should consider the
proposal that high officials of their 'Foreign Ministries meet periodically for a review Of major, long -range prObleMS before the Alliance.
17.

The next Ministerial Sessistrii of the North Atlantic Council

Will beheld in Brussels in December 1969.

Joint AmericanSoviet Communique on Peaceful Uses of
Nuclear Explosions; April 16, 1969 1
The Soviet -U.S. technical discussions on peaceful uses of nuclear
explosions took place in Vienna from the 14th to the 16th of April
1969;

Soviet participants included Academician FederOirt First Deputy
Chairman of the State Committee on Atomic Energy Morokhov,
Metsr§.ICedrov§kiy,
e Ainericanyoreitm

Rodienov, Grinewskiy, and rudkov.

Policy: Current, Documents, 1958, pp. 602-603.

DeptitiMent of State Bulletin, May 12, 1969, p. 401. The communiqué was
releaged at Vielthit.
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U:S. participants included U.S. Atomic Energy Commissioner G. F.

Tape, Messrs. R. E. Batzel, A. Holzer, J. S. Kelly, J. Rosen, H.

Scoville, N. Sievering, and G. C. Werth.
The parties were Of the view that underground
underground nuclear explosions
future to stimulate oil
May 'be successfully used
the not so far
and gas production and to create underground cavities. It may also
be technically feasible tO use them inearth-moving work for the con struction -of water reservoirs in arid areas, to dig canals and in removing-the Upper earth layer 1h-surface mining, etc.
Aithoughthe economics will vary 'froth project to project the use of
nuclear exploSion8 for these purposes is promising and would permit
under cOnditiOns where conventional -Methods are either
impOSSible or impracticable. ProVided that Certain requireMents are
Met, the present state of teohnolOgy will Make it possible to Carry out
underground explosions fully Meeting national or generally accepted
international safety standards for the protection Of the public from
radiation.
BothAelegationS concluded thatthe exchange of views on the status
of thiSteelniology. Was,Very useful and the experts deem it desirable
to have additional technical exchanges. Although the§e talks were not
concerned with 'how peaceful nuclear exploSiOn benefits are to be provide&purSuant to Artiele V of theNPT,z the parties considered these
talks very
ofthis proViSion Of- the 'XPT which ensures
that potential benefits_ from any peaceful applications of nuclear explosions will be made available to the axon- nuclear weapon states

adhering to the Treaty.

News Conference Remarks by President Nixon on the
Antiballistic Mitsile System and Soviet Missile Capability [Extracts), April 18, 19691
Q. Mr. President, it has been suggested that you may go directly
to the country on the ABM issue to itrther, ,clarify and support your
case. Can you tell us of any plans you have in that direction, perhaps

todayi

T4E13nEsinEisvr. NO, I have no-plans at this timeto go to-the country; -as you have suggested. As a matter Of fact, I consider a press conference aszoing to the-cOuritry. I &id that these conferences are rather
Well covered bythe country, both by television, as-they are today, and
also by the members of the press.

With- regard te. 'the AIM decision; however, I wish to emphasize
again the point that' I made when I announced that decision in this
robin a few weeks ago.

I -Made that decision after I considered all the options that were
before; me "With ;regard to what was necessary to maintain America's
'2 Dopitmenta on Disarinament,1068, pp. 401-465.

tm0
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Apr. 21, 1969, pp. 5 -Of°.
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defenses, and particularly the credibility of our national security
and our diplomacy throughout the world.
I analyzed the nature of the threat. I found, for example, that even
since the decision to deploy the ABM system called Sentinel in 1967,
that the intelligence estimates indicated that the Soviet capability with
regard to their SS-9's, their nuclear missiles, was 60 percent higher
than we thought then; that their plans for nuclear submarines were
60 percent greater than we had thought then.
Under these circumstances, I had to make basically a command decision as to what the United States should do if we were to avoid falling
into a second-class or inferior position vis -a -vis the Soviet Union.
I had a number Of options. We could have increased our offensive
forces in various directions. I determined that this limited defensive
action, limited insofar as the Soviet Union is concerned, to defend our
Minuteman missile sites, was the best action that could be taken.

I still believe that ,to be the case. I believe it is essential for the
national security, and, it is essential to avoid putting an American
President, either, this President Or the net President, in the position
Where the United States would be second rather than first, or at least
equal to any potential enenly.
The other reason, and I emphasize this strongly, is that the Chinese

Communists, according to our intelligence, have not moved as fast
recently as they had over the past 3 to 4 years, but that, nevertheless,

by 1973 Or 1974 they would have a significant nuclear capability which
would make our diplomacy not credible in the Padific unless we could
protect our country against a Chinese attack aimed at our cities.

The ABM system will do that, and the ABM safeguard system,

therefore, has been adopted for that reason.
Q. Secretary Rogers said at a recent news conference that if and
when we begin talks with the Soviets on missiles, one of the first questions to be asked them is why they find it necessary to build a big missile with a 25 megaton warhead?

Since the Russian decision to proceed to build such an enormous

missile is one of the major factors in your going ahead with the ABM,
the question is : Why are we waiting to ask that question for the beginning of negotiations? Why don't we ask it now'?
THE PRESIDENT.

Well, Mr. Scali, in a sense I think Secretary

Rogers probably asked the question by stating it as he did in a press
conference. As you know, because you have Covered these diplomatic
matters for many years, in dealing with the Soviet Union or any other
nation, this type of question is not always asked simply on a formal
basis in a diplomatic conference.
Sometimes the best way to handle it is to state the position publicly.
As far as Secretary ROgers'statement is concerned? I share his puzzle'bent as to why the Soviet Union is moving so heavily in this direction.
As far as the Soviet Union's intentions are concerned, and I want to
clarify one point that is made, the question as to their intentions is
not something that I am going to comment upon. I don't know what
their intentions are.
2 Department of State Bulletin, Apr. 28,1969, p. 363.
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But we have to base our policy on their capabilities and when we
project their SS-9 plans to 1972 or 1973, if we allow those plans to go
forward without taking any action on our part, either offensively or
defensively, to counteract them, they will be substantially ahead of the
United States in overall nuclear capability. We cannot allow that to
happen.
I would remind the members of this press corps, I am here at a time
when the United States faces a threat, not of the magnitude that President Kennedy faced at the time of thr- Cuban missile crisis, but I would

remind the members of this press corps that at that time all of the
professional experts agreed that the U.S. superiority was at least
4 to 1 and maybe 5 to 1, over the Soviet Union in terms of overall

nuclear capability.
Now we don't have that today. That gap has peen closed. We shall
never have it again because it will not be necessary for us. Sufficiency,
as I have indicated, is all that is necessary. But I do say this: I do not
want to see an American President in the future, in the event of any

crisis, have his diplomatic credibility be so impaired because the

United States was in a second - class -or inferior position. We saw what

it meant to the Soviets when they were second. I don't want that
position to be the United States' in the event of a future diplomatic
crisis.

Italian Working Paper Submitted to the Eighteen Nation
Disarmament Committee: Suggestions for the Adoption
of an Organic Disarmament Program, April 21, 1969
1.

In resolution A/RES/2454B (XXIII) the General Assembly

requested the Conference
to make renewed, efforts towards achieving substantial progress in reaching

agreement on the question of general and complete disarmament under effective
international control and urgently to analyze the plans already under consideration and others that might be put forward to see how Al particular rapid progress
could be made in the field of nuclear disarmament.2

Hence the adoption of agreements on effective disarmament
measures remains the basic aim, of the work of the Eighteen-Nation
2.

Conference.

It has to be noted that since 1962 (when the United States and
the Soviet Union subMitted their respective plans for general and
complete disatmament)3 no effective disarmament measure has been
3.

adopted.,
4. This is probably due to the fact that in. 1962 it was thought

that the procets of general and complete disarmament could be initiated by immediate measures for the reduction of armaments. But
1 ENDO/245, Apr. 21, 1969.
Documents on Diaartnament, 1968, pp. 795-796.
3 Ibid., 1962, vol. I, pp. 103-127, 351-382.
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experience has shown 'that disarmament must be "prepared" in an
adequate manner and that the preparation itself of this proceSs must,
from the beginning, form thesubjeet of a plan.

The Italian delegation therefore believes that in order to give
a new iinpetuS to the disarmament, negotiations it is necessary to pro5.

ceed-on-the basis of-a plan or programme containing, on the-one hand,
the elernents :which must precede the, disarmament precess or serve to
prepare fel. it, :and, On the Other hand, the methods of its implemen-

tation.
6. The Italian -delegation considers that, in order to prepare for
the way thereto, it-is necessary
the disarmament process and
itt the-Same time: -(a) tit.), halt the nuclear arms race, '(b). to Create -a
cliinate of conMende, (c) to undertake studies -on=cOncrete-nieastres
that will make it pOSsible to reduce ,arniaments. and armed forces:
Furthermore; in order to make posSible the doniplete implementation
of a diSarmamentrecessi it-is necessary to-establish guidelines :which
should be.previded for and laid doWirfromthe start.
7. If the usefulness of. this - approach is recognized, it is necessary
to-eriviStige the conelUSion ot an tigkeenierit,On an organic prograinme
aimed at defining :, -(4) -the content-of the preparatory phase, and (b)
the guidelines -WhiCh are to govern the subsequent process- of dis-,
armament.
8. As regards the -preparatory _phaSe, it will be matter, in par=

tionlar, of determining the measures which it Should comptiSe in,
order to achieve the 'aforementioned aims, namely, the halting of the

nuclear arms race, the,cregtion',Of a climate of Mutual:confidence:and
a study Of- concrete, netiSureS ferarnis reduction..The Italian dele
tion haS 'already -expressed its opinion in this.regardand ,hopes t

Other delegations will also make their views known. In:particular,
the Italian' delegation believes that the halting of the zinclear arms
race- must be regarded-hi an'integral problem,the various aspects of

Which-are interdependent: Thi;-is tantamount to recognizing that there
'is'a,link between; the various:meat:sures to be adopted _in thiS'field,.although-this does not 'Mean that agreement concerning a giVeu measure
Must necessarily be Subfect taithe coricluSiOn of-an agreenentonother
niettsiires.'SOMe degree of flexibility is necessary in practice.
9. AS:regardSithe'deterinination Ot guidelines 'fOr the dishrMament

process as a whole,, the Italian delegation believes that it could' be

based on thepritiCipleS ,agreed' as long ago its ,September 1061:betWeen
the ITnited-Statekand'8oviet OeVerninentS:4- These princiPlei,l3rought

up to date and supplemented as far as -possible,:detild be reproduced
Within the ,frameWork, of 'a jOint declaration 'by the Eighteen-Nation
Conference:,

For,etaniple,the original textsitotild: be supplemented )_,y Stating
,.(a): that the process Of general and complete disarmament shall

take plaCe:'in a ,preparatory'tphise anitiir,-three-.SUCCesSiVe 'phases of
is Completed;
arms reduction.

(b) that the' tihree phases' of arms reduCtion may be negotiated
with the :implementation
separately: tte.:fitOt,

ot,the ,preli4rittitii.Phase;- the secOnd',SiinultaneoUslyWiththe_iniPle,

196; pp.-430-442:

4
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mentation of the first; and the third simultaneously with the imple-

mentation of the second;
(c) that reductions in all categories of nuclear and conventional
weapons shall be progressive, from the first phase onwards.
10. With regard to the stages of negotiation, the Italian delegation
suggests, for its part, the folloWing programme of Work :
---to:Aindertake immediate- negotiations On- an _Organic disarmament

programme;
to 'Carry on; at -the 'saine time, negotiations on partial disarmament
measures that have already been considered- previously;

-÷-after` the conclusion of an agreement on a general programme, and
after-obtaining- concrete. results in the field' of partial- measures (which

are an essential part Of the preparatory phase); to "begin negotiations
bitthe first phase Of the disarmament process.
11. The-Italian delegationlOill,be,grateful to Other delegations- for
anysUggettion§ they may
to put -forWard iii regard to the points
submitted for their consideration.

Statement by the SOvietleptesentative'(Roshchin) to the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee': General and
COmplete, Disarmament, April 22, '19691
36. Diming. the ,present sestion.Of the EighteentNivtion Committee

On Disatniatheht Many of the delegations that have spoken have
stressed the need to miake-furthereflortS aimed at reaching agreement
On questions of `general and complete disarmament. This has_ been
Mentioned by the r'epresentatives of Mexico,,SWeden, Romania, Ethiepia, India and Other' State* At today's meeting -the repre§eritative of
Brazil has also ,touched upon questions of general and complete disatravitent, A similar-wish was also expieSsedby many countries at-the
twenty4hird:§ession of the United Nations General Assenibly:
The'Sdylet delegation shares the concern of the representatives
Who' have stressed the- :urgent, nature of the, probleM of general' and
complete disarmament. The situation: that' li4come abeut in -the world
ufgently,calls for the solution of that prObleM. The continuing arms
Thae,inoreaseslioni year to.year the:riskof a world- denfliet, and the
possible Consegnerides of such ,O conflict; because of the -accumulation
,ofarniaMcnt§;:becOnie.eaCh:year ever-More dangeron§'for humanity.
: SPOaking:of 'the' akM§ race, we cannot 'Jilt note that-it is *don=
§eqUence7Otthe Military:policies-of some Western Powers: Influential
.circles in tlioSe eediitties,ge,stakinki,tiot;oridisarnaailnaiit but on the
arms, race. Thelmilitto bloc of the Western: Powers, NATO, has be,00fae fthe -tiOst *portant factor in the arms race and in.the-constant
aggravationof international tension:
-

'',Oittfi/Pt- 400; PD. 11-1*
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39._ The statement, of the Soviet_ Government on this subject published on 10 April 1969 points out that
The arms race impOSed- on the World by the North Atlantic Alliance is being
spurred-on by long-terni,firogramme4 for the development of new and .ever more
costly and destrOptiVe tyi)es43f weapons, width are being elaborated- both jointly
and:individually by the members,of NATO. Thatia' one of the main reasons why
vitally iintsortant questions of disarthanient have net-yet been solved?
-

40. The leading role -played by NATO' in the -arms- race is con=
firmed, in particular,,sby data concerning the military expenditures
of the Member countries of that Wee. According to information published in a report of the United Stittes Arms Control and, Disarmament Agen0y those Military expenditures are increasing much, faster
than-the Military OtpOhdithfes of other countries Ofthe world During
three. :years alone k,1965- 1967). `they", increased. by 35 'vet cent.

1966

the military expenditure of the NATO, ,countries amounted to 53.9
per cent of, the over -all world- expenditure for Military purposes.
Thins- the '14 :ethintries of the North Atlantic' Treaty Organization,
With a population of about ,500
are spending for military
purposes
tha,-*all_the other countries in the Werld,'with a pep*
"Wien of over 2,500 Million, Since NATO has "been' in existence the
:States ,))4either§ of that
,approximately
$1,300,900
In the light of those figures it is inipoSsible not
to agree with the ,Stateitients'Ief the*, representatives who have _eMphitSized; both at-the -,ttenty=third session of the United:NatiOnS General Assembly and at -meetings_ of our COMMittee, the need to give
new iMpetus to negotiations on general, and complete di§tirifiatheht.
41: The Soviet delegation shares_ that peint.of view. In the meinoranduin of the "GOVerithient Of the 'USSR OhrdiSarniattietit of 1_ July
1968 it is stated that :
-

the Soviet doVerfunent.draws attention to the need for making-every effort
'sOlitig, the problem Of general and complete disarniament The 'Soviet Govetinent deems It necessary to%giire 4_, new .impetus
to the negotiationS. on - this question: in the Eighteen-Nation
oil
. .

to achieVri ennekete featilta

-42. At 'the:Mine:tithe we cannot agree with the Vie*, ekpresSed:by
some ,representatives that the discussion by the Committee -of partial
diSatmaMent. measiireS:litiS pushed into 411.6-.biteltOohnd' the problem
of, general aticicOMplete' disartnahient. ,3Iay-. I remind. you-that the diS-

duSSien of partial diSiirthainerit Measures. in our NitiMittee began in
July 19,644f-ter the'Cohnhittee.hact atteMpted..to find an over -all selit.tien of ,the problein of general and- COMplete diSarrnatnent.. The Soyiet
triieri which,tai§4 the probleimet general and complete disarmament
'at-tlie Genoa; Conferelieq:liaS endeaVOUred, to cona s'leng :1922
a.-the

over -all solution .4-the ,probletti, To that
tribute,lril,'oery *ay.
send,,i41642it submitted for the censideration of the:gight4nrNation
Committee; on OiSarinaineht detailed draft ,:treaty on ,general and
ig1.

5baaurnanta on bisarnyynent, 196,8; pp. k54 -4,61

ibiq.,'1): 470 (Vatiaiit trithilttion).
Soviet .Documents -on, FOreigh. Polk* (London, 1951), vol.
6 Inte,Degiiin,
1, TO: 2.96,801.
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complete .disarmailient.° This draft treaty provides Lir a broad progranuile_ Oft Eitdual- disarmament, in three stages, covering the reduc-

tion and the subsequent elimination of ailliarnelits, the disbanding of
all 'tinned forces, the dismantling of :foreign military bases-On alien
territory, the, abolition of military conscription and -other measures
to ensiirezeneraland complete disarmament under- strict international
control_:

However, 'at that time: endeavours to find an diVer-01,,cOmpithentive _sollitien to the problem :through Stage-iv-Stage

Of a -diSarniatient programme met with the opposition of the
United Stat4 and the :United Kingdom. cider 'various- preteicts the
-

WeStein Powers either evaded 'disditSSing the substance of the diSarni&-

inent problem, or put forward propOsalS which were manifestly unacceptable to many countries. ThuSilet example, a proposal Was-Made
to establish a-,sySteiii of control
would bast :been .tantamount
liot, to- control" over the iniplementatien of the 4iSaiinanient measures
but to .control bVer-thelevelS of, armaments, and the state and _fighting
tapadit y. of the armed forces of States:
atiotiorapp-roach-,
4C athose circumstances it, Wa;S, &ailed to
namely,: toto reacluagfeeirient on those measures. which were
of. them.* urgent
onthoSefin,respeCt Of Whidh the VOints of
view of the parties=*ere oloSet.,In putting forWard the problem- of ad-

deinplishiiig individual cellatekil diSarinainent measures, the-8oVietGOVeriiiiient based itSelf,on the Prindiplethat they shoUld eventually
lead' to general'arid complete' disannament. .The,MeMorandiiiii Of-the
Government of the US8E. on MeaSureS.for the:
the
reduction of international tension and-the limitation of the arMs, ,race, which was
-issued 641 Doceniber i964;liroposed, a-whele.range of. measures, many
Of Whith were, similar to the prOVisiOns' of the -Soviet draft. reaty on
OeneralarisicornpleteAiSarinament. Inthat memorandum it was stated
in:partidllatihat .the" -first steps in the fieldd diSarManent, such as
the Moscow Treaty
nocleat weapons test§in_tho,iiiino§pheke,
in -Outer spaCer.and Under wlLter 7 and the agtoeihent not to place nuclear WeapOnSin orbit 8
.4hould beloileiVecilby further tigreements,iinlithig the arms :race -more and
more strictly,. extending the,'Oea, of ,international' trust and thug clearing theWay
the ,conoluiien' of an agreement on ithe fundamental iinestion, namely,
general.and,c64iete disarmament

'45. The tadt that an organic 'link, exists :between pattial,disarnia-,
,thentMeaSiiieS.,and general, and complete disarMainent as the.ultimate
alit of iiiiteffOrts,.iS,particUlarly 'illustrated: by thetelloWing example.
'The "Soviet diarktreaty'en.kgeneral.and complete -disarmament under
. Stilet.).nternatiOnaloOntroldontained ptop000§ tepiehibitthe placing
orbit: or -the stationing in outer 'Spade :of special deVideS capable of
deliveiine:WeapOns. of mass ddstriidtion (article 14), and to ,prevent
the
spread
weapons (article 16). Those proposals
hi+e-ilitadibedoilae are 1:ecOrinitig'norlias of international la* as
f'DOotiniente on tisiirmit fneist, 1962; v01. I,Tp.103 -127.

-6174.4. 538.
9.1bid,o 1904, p. 510.
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embodied-in article IV of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space 1° and
in the Treaty On the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.11
46. We believe that the sigitifiCance- of partial disarmament measures is determined by the extent to Which they contribute to curbing
the, arms race, to normalizing -the international situation and' to achievWhioli_ is general; and complete disarmament.
ing our Ultimate
It is ,preciSely on 'the ,baSiS of this premise -that article VI has been
inserted in the non - proliferation Treaty, which says :
-

Each of the PartieS to the Treaty Undertakes to pursue negotiations-in good
faith on effective measures relating to eesSatiOn,of the nuclear arms race at an
early 'date and to nuclear diairitament, , and on a treaty on general -and eon:Vete
disarmament Under strict and effective international control.

Thus, cotisidetatioh, of and agreement oil- Collateral disarmament meat,
Ores can by no MeanS..hainpet the -contirmation and, ntensifidatiOn of
our efforts, to reach agreement on -problems -of general and complete

disarmament; on the Contrary, such. measures are designed to lead

us toWaiyisthat goal:
47._ In view of- those considerations, the Soviet delegation deems
that the- time has, come 'to give fttriore concrete shape to -the negotia,
tiOnS' on general and :complete- diSarmainent..That..is.regnired by the
-interests Of Maintaining and consolidating_: peace and IS. called for in
GenerallsiernbIyreselutien 246113,.(XXIII):12--48. The need, to intenSify offOrtsto achieve agreement on _g,erieral
and complete ;disarmament ftillotit, logically from the wheleprekeding
course of the:disCusSions,Ori. disarnitunentproblemS. many representa-

tives. 'who hate: Spoken here have noted quite pertinently. that the

cause of disarmament is entering a; *Iv andadValiCedStage. This stage
is- characterized abote-All by-the 'fitCt that the'Slogan of dliarinaintult
which -had long been regarded. 'Sceptically by some statesmen as
-nOble"bizt unrealistic wish: has, now found- expression- in, international
this opens up good- prospects for the sOlution of other
agreements;.
.that of
urgent problemS of disarrnamentOkicluding the inain
genetal,and cornplete diSarrhainent.
given- to the negotiations
49. In proposing that f a, new impetUS
On- general ,And.::COmplete disartnament we are mot faced with the_ heed

to start all ,,over again, -metapliOridally' speaking,, from, zeta. We have

a point of departure for such negotiations= -the afOrementiOned.

Soviet draft treaty on general and complete disarrnainent under strict
international control. Thisdraft treaty, worked Out', in full detail, is
a good:basis for fruitful diScUsSiOns;

50:, I'ShOuld like to note ,also that as :a 'result, of the, exchange of

opiniOnS:- in the -period .19.62,to 1964, we suceeeded in:reaching 'agree-

Mei* in our Committee on the principles- and order of censideratien,
of disarmament problems.. The ;joint statement by the Soviet "Union
and. 0.eVnited,SWes;ori;agree,c1- principles for disarmament ,negotiationS,Ardulated:a0 Committee document in March 1062 clearly-debit:41hp aims of negOtiatiOns, the SCope and-content of the progratrme
"ibid., 1967; '01)Aii-43.
4968, pp. 461-465.
795-790.
1!
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Of ,genetal, and complete diSatinathent, the principle of implementation of disarmament by Stages and the etiteta for transition from one
StagetO the next, the principle Of balanced implementation of diSatmanient and-the prineiple of the necessity of strict and effective intetmationat-Control.li
51. It iSpertinentto tote that-if-tom 1962 t61964 certain work was
also dattied. out which resulted in a number of agreed articles of a.
dig-at-Moment-treaty. working drafts Of the- pteanible"- artielet 1; 2

and-3 Ys ,and. article 41° oft& treaty' were' elabOrated.: As the members

of our Committee are aware, those working drafts recorded the positions of the parties,, which differed on many ,points but at the same
tipie, were close or even identical On a considerable number of specific
formulations; 'This there exits a number of documentS:which,can be
ilsedaS a point of depattiire-fOr finihet diScus:siOn.

52. The experience of international negotiations on disarmament
accumulated duringthoSe yeas and the agreement Which ,Was reached
and Which has now been-, given_
On some partial, disarmament
expression inintetnational treaties enable tis to hope that also in questions of genetaI and CoMplete, disar mament We can continue to seek
mutually acceptable $61utionS by utilizing everything positive that has
been done so far.,

in this connexion is the proposal made by the

-Chairman of today's meeting, the -Optesentatiim,sof Sweden, Mr"a.
Myrdal, in the First Committee at the -twenty-third session of the
United,NatiOns'GenetalASSenibltri and subsequently reiterated in the
Eighteen-Nation -Conunittee- On Disarmament la regarding the study
-Of the possibility co-otdinating the measures which had previously
been proposed for impletnentation, during the first stage of disarmament and which have not yet become the Subject of agreement We
careful study The approach:to the
-believe that this proposal
disarmament problem on which this proposal is based; has much in
common 'with the rproposals in the Soviet Government's memorandum
OA disarmament of 1 July 1968

The members of our Committee will teballtbat-the'8OViet4taft
treaty,on:genetal and complete disarmament provided for the destruction in the first stage of disarmament 'able means of delivering nuclear
weapons, including rocketsexcept for a certain iminbet, of intercoin-

,

tinentat
.

of aircraft, warships and artillery systems

-,capable c,o servings=as,,,means of e iveringnuc ear weapons:. It a also

provided for the sinniltaneona,disMantling,Of military bases in foreign

which are the source of military -conflicts. Thus already
'in,rthe,fitg'Stagebf:Ont programme for general and
'diSarinanent the implementation Of 4neasuresiot the elinlinotien, ottheibean§
of 40iisyst., of Inuclear weapons and for the .dismantling of military
ba..qeciticteriable:State,g:appteCiably' tO' reduce and virtually to;
,

,

.

The joint itatement_ivits_algo circillatecI,0EisiDC/5.
:01: I; pp. 840=242.
,pp:: 5744;77:

pp 721-728;

"i:WC.1/Ppii609;
1ENDO/PV39T, p.

62-4
5;
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dude the possibility of one country attacking another with the use of
nuclear,and therinonuclear WeapiinS:
55. Since the Western Powers have net ,agreed to the implementa-

tien Of this programme, we now propose that this problem be solved
in parts.,_bepnrung Witlthe prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons,
the limitation and subsequent reduction of the means of delivery of
strategic weapons_ the prohibition of flights -beyond national borders
of bomber aircraft Carrying nuclear weapons, the limitation of nnATiMition zones for missile- carrying subniatine,S and the liquidation of
foreign _Military bases. It is obViOuS that these propoSalg are also
designed: to: limit Or preclude completely the: pesSibility of a nuclear
attack by one Country against -another: The accomplishment Of. thete
measures: *odd =net only be a, substantial - step *Ward iii solving
specific queStiOns of °disatinanient but would also help to Create an
international- atmosphere favOurable to further disarmament
negetiationS;
56. It iSis.clear from -.What Iliate Said'that -the measures proVided
Stage itit disarmament ,Under, the 'Soviet- draft: treaty
for in the
and the prepOSalS Set Out in the Soviet ihernoranduin-Of 1 July 1968-

are-alined at oi*ancl the sahib goal. The only difference is that of
approach: In One case theseineaSureS are proposed as the first Stage of

StageS, whereas -in the-Secan- over -all- -programme of diSartnanierit
ond- eaSe,they are proposed .indiVidttal: measures designed to Open

the way bigenerataild complete disarmament.
57. The *Met UniOn,is prepared to °take'either'of those roads and
to solve theprOblexii3Of disarmament in an over-41tiliatiner, by stages,
pitttil through- the inipleMentationef partial-nieaSUres.
Or again
Moreover, We' are prepared-0 discUSS the aforesaid measures and ways
to reach- agreenient on their ittiplerneritatien either Separately or in
regard to the whole set of measures simultaneously.
08. We should like-tont:Ito also that diScUsSiOns will be fruitful only
if allthepartieSiCOneerried sho*readinesS to reach agreement. During
the negotiations on general and complete disarmament which. -took
place,frOna 1962:0 1961 the,Seviet Union was invariably guided by
the desire to ,find iluitUallyacCeptible solutions which would -meet the
interests of .peace, and safegnard the security of the peOpleS1, and it
repeatedly went. half -way to meet its. partners in the riegOtiatiOns.
Thus, In an attempt, to lielp:bring the ,poSitions olOSer, together,, the
SOViet Union "altered its original propoSaWdoneething the
for the implementation of 'disarniainent, the levels Of arnieci ford* the
,

and so on
scale- of redUCtiori of conventional
-view .Of the apprehenSiOnS-eapresseci '-by:the tinited States

some other. Western Powers, concerning the simultaneous elimiOf the means of: delivery Of nuclear -weapons in the: first stage
n
of .diSarmaMent; .aS.PrOpoSed in its original' draft treaty., the Soviet
'IV& proUnion -proposed the -SOCalled nnclear
poSed thati.lintil the:- endlof the thirdand laSt stage of complete diSa

armainentihe United States and the .Soviet UnienShould retain :a
strictly limited. number of delivery rehieles, with nnelear Warheads.

tO2accept.:a, number of
The'Soviet Union: also expressed
United- States for diminishing the: danger
Measures 'proposed:by
'1?,.0i)outnetitic oft pisaiviatiten#4968, pp. 6162-616.
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of war in the first stage Of disarmament. However, the steps proposed

and taken by the Soviet Union in order to find mutually acceptable
SolUtionkinet with no response on the part Of- the Western Powers,

60. The Soviet delegation is firmly convinced Of the neceS,sity, of
taking decisive steps to work out a treaty on general and complete
disakinainent. The interests of mankind, the interests of future generations, urgently ,require us to remove the obstacles from the road
leadingto_generil-anct d,Ohiplete disarmament and, first and foremost,
the-Main obstacle, the arms race, Spurred-on by-certain Western countries-Menibers of NATO.

61. In its afOrementiOned statement of 10 April of
year the
appealed-to the countries members Ofthe North
North Atlantic
Alliance to; put an end to the arms -race and to embark on the road to
Soviet

diSarinaMent. The,StatiMierit Says:

the -adoiition tif ,nieaSureS :aimed at _iti*eiiieetiiig disarmament is increasingly
urgent The,: o"viet. GOvernnient is
convinced of the necessity resolutely
and steadfastly to make trogresa to*arda-digarinament, whatever efforts may be

*int*, *Anse, there are no better or more - reliable *OS and means otensur-

ing.trae security'. and lastintiktide."'

O. In advtCating the continuation

negotiations Ongenetal,and

dOMplete.clikarMainent the Soviet delegation is convinced that if. .during

.these negotiations all the parties concerned shit,* a constructive e,ppoioh and a_ sincere endeavour-1,61.60h agreement on this cardinal
problem of disarmament, the said .problem. will be solved, however"
complex it maybe.
63. In conclusion, we should like to-express the hopethat the,Other
delegatiOnS
deem it possible to set forth in the --COnnilittee
tirisik
on.theSe urgent Viestions .upon which the fixture of mankind del-Jen:tit'

NOte:Frohi tinlanit,to-Other Countries: Preparations for
Eiiropean, Security Conference', .11fay 6,19691
,The.CiOteitin ent of the 8oviet Ihiion,approaehed recently the -GOVeitOeitts.of E13.ropein:conritrieS'in-the Matter. of the arrangement of a
EnrOpean-seetitiV cOnferenee, and of its preparationS.. TluS propoial
concerning' a special. preparatory. meeting was extended to the Govern-,Mentz Of:Finland On April. 8,1969:
The CioVOnrOrit o_ f Finland' has on _several=
.Stated that
Finland oariSiderS, a WelLprepared.'COriference .On. European security
,probleMS-Aiseful. !Ilhe 'CiO*ernment; of Finland, considers, well- founded

the view'. of the,. Soviet Union that such a conference, should be con vened without- any preliminary ,donditionS. The participants should

`We: the right to :present their views and tox Make their proposals
o Etropi3an questions.

Fil,itherrnere;the.GOVerriment ,of 'Finland is Of the opinion thatail,

'GIOVerritheritStonderned ,ShOuldpartioipate in 'Suoll a COnferende. 'This

St.

'Department
of State ken.
,

tt
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in the Finnish-Soviet Communique in
June 1966 on the occasion of the visit to Finland of the President
of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, I. N. Kosygin.2 At the
opinion was expressed,

Foreign Ministers' Meeting_ of Finland,.. Denmark, Iceland, Norway
and SWeden, held in Copenhagen On April 23 and 24,1969, a joint position -Was defined-according to which "preconditions for conferences on

security problems are that they should be well prepared, that they
should be -timed so as-to -Offer :prospects Of positive- -results, and-that
all States, whoSesisttioiliatioti is-necessary for achieving a solution,,,to

EurOpean security problems,: should be given oppOrtunities to take
part in. the discussions."
The Government of Finland i.,, consequently,_ favourably disposed
to the convening, of a conference On European secdrittprobleMs. The
success of such a ,cOnference requiret.Careful-preparations in advance.
This is necessary to assure both a sufficiently representative partiCipatiOn andthe technical arrangement of the conference. Considering the
.great iMportancti of gUropean Security. prObleMsthe prerequisites for
success of the.Conference shOuld-be guaranteed as well as possible. The
Governitent Of. Finland -consider§ that the, preparation§ for the conferenceSlionabegin through consultationt,betweeh,the Governments
concerned and, after-the -nedessary conditions ,exist,. -a preparatory
meeting for consideration of the questions Connected with the arrangenient otthe Conference coUld_be convened.

Finland- has good' .relations with all the countries which are Con,.
ceined with European- security and her impartial attitude towards

the- most vital problem Of ,Europeith security; the German question,
has been Appreciated.' by different interested parties. Thi. ',a why the
Government of Vinland is willing to act 'as the hoSt for the security
cOnferente, as 'Wall a§ fot the preparatory meeting provided that the
GoverninentSCOncerned conSideir this as appropriate.
The GOVerrunerit of Finland will send this memorandum to the
GOVerninenta of-all European .stitteS, thOSe of East and West Germany ,and- to the Governments CI the United. States of America and
Canada, and
instrUct'het "representatives to, sound- the position of
these Countries -On the European 'security conference -and to consult
.them on questionS connected -With the preparations of such a conference.

In View-of this' the;GOVerntnent of Finland will closely follow -this
Matter aMiconSider:whatteapossibilitieS it May have in order to take

newmeasures on i*pittt.

Stgteinenti3y the Soviet,ReproSentative (ROshchin)- to. the
-pghteo Nation Disarmament Committee: :Sea=j3ed4t.
Ocean-: Floor; May '8, -19694
13.. Ainong-the'prObleMS that have given rise to lively discussion
,dUting the,,Present session of the Eighteen- Nation Colin-tattle on Dis'0Manaentithe Oestion of prohibiting: the military use of the sea-bed,
"1 See Newt, York Tfiitek, June 19,1966,-0. 22.
'ENDC /PV.409, iip.°7=15.

2
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the ocean-floor and the subsoil thereof has occupied an important place.

Many delegations have devoted special statements to this problem.
A brisk exchange of opinion§ on various aspects of this prOblein and on

the provisions of the Soviet draft treaty 2 took place at the informal
Meeting of the Committee on 30_ April of this year. All this testifies
to the general Understanding of the importance of this problem and is
an- endouraging factor giving grounds for hope that the discussion will
enable us to achieve positive results.

14: ,Consideration,-of thisprObleni has been concentrated On three
important aspects, namely; _the scope of the prohibition, the geographi-

cal 'area to be .covered by the treaty, and control over the fulfilment

by States of the obligations assumed under the treaty.
15. The Statements made by representatiVes, as Well as meetings and
talks with; epresentatiVe§ ()aside the meetincts of the ComMittee, have
enabled, us tenotethat there is taking shape in the Committee. a coinMon approach-to the solution of two of those aSpect§, namely, the area

to be covered -by' the future treaty and the methods -of defining. its
limits, as well .as the queStiOn of control over the fulfilment Of the
treaty. In the pesitiOnS of the delegations
these questions there are
many ,points of contact. At, the same time substantial differences are
o'biervable on the question of the scope of the prohibition.
'16; There-kit two main points of view on this question : The Soviet
Union, as is well known,', proposes prohibiting itilymilitary-use Of the
sea -bed and .the' °Com floor beyend the
of a titelVe-Mile maritime

zone. This interpretation of the question corresponds to the fullest
extent resolution 2467 A -(XXIII) of the United' Nations- General

Assembly, which notes the needs to study the question of '41e:reservation- exclusively for peackfUl putpoSes of the sea-bed and *the ocean
floor' .3 Such tt- decision would be in accordance with the interests of
-peace- arid Security of the people§ and the reqUirentent of preventing
the arms race from spreading to the Sea-bed' and the ocean- -floor. The
So*iet Union's, point of view has been supported in the Committee by

theMajOrity Of-the delegations thatlavespeken on 'this question.
Thtis,, the representative of the United Arab Republic, Mr.
-Ipiallaffstated that the ,position of his country is "to prohibit turnWI weapons and Military activity on the sea,bed":4, The repreSentatiVeof Swedenl:Mrs..Myrdal, stated that "the prohibition must Olden".

pass all,militaryi; in stallatiens".5 The representatives Of. India; Mexidol_

and
expressed theMselves, in principle as being- in favour of
the use of the :sea-bed and the ocean 'floor- for exclusively peaceful
P1.41PPseel'
.

We have noted that during the current session altogether fourtee*
haver (*pressed themselves in one way Or another in
favour 'of prohibiting inilitary activities on the sea-bed--and the 'ocean
have- supported the principle, of. the exclusively peaceful_ use
of that field. ,Thefact that the majority of the members of the_Commit-

,floor

A40, pp.,112413.
DOeutneilts ini'Dfaiti*Manitnt, 1966, pp. 802401.
ENDO/PV:403,1). 11:
ENDO/PY:405, p. 22.

'ENDORY.401, p. 24.

ENDO/PV:402, pp. 10-41.
a ENDC/PV.405,, p.,10.
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tee have expressed views on those lines is a reflection of world public
opinion, which supports the thesis of the need to prevent the arms race
from spreading to that part of the globe.

19. The delegations of the United States ° and the United Kingdom 1° have defended the point of view that the prohibition of the
military use of the sea-bed and ocean floor should be of a partial
character and should cover only certain types of military activity,
namely that only tin placing Of weapons of mass destruction on the
sea-bed and the ocek floor-should be prohibited-.

20. In its statement of 3 April of this year, the Soviet delegation
dwelt in detail 11 on the argiimentS put forward by the United States
delegation in defence of that point of view. So far we have not heard
from the United States delegatiOn any new arguments or clarifications
in respect of the position it has adopted. We Should have liked the
exchange of views in the Committee to be as lively as possible, as this
would help the speediest progtesS tobe made. In the interests of speeding, up oui- wotk permit me to explain briefly once again _why the
United States delegation's approach to the problem of.prohibiting the
Military use of. the sea-bed and the ocean floc* gives rise to objections
on our part.
21. InIn.
thethe
first plaCe, the kind Of ban proposed -by the United States
it would not be able completely to exclude.
would be
the sea-bed and the ocean floor and :the subsoil thereof from the arms
race. Nor Would such a solUtion of the question ,correspend to the pro-

TiSiOns of the aforementioned General- AsSembly resolution 2467 A
(XXIII). The taskis to_ take effective steps in order to prohibit mili'actiVities on the sea-bed-and, the ocean- floor before the arms race
spreads to that field. Otherwise we might find ourselves faced with the
necessity of. solving not -the problem of preventing-an arms race in that
fieldbut the problem of putting an endtd it, and experience has shown
that such a, problem is inuolt More Complicated.

22. In connexion with the discussion on the question of the scope
of the ban On the Military use of the sea -bed and the ocean -floor, it
has been argued that this question Should' be considered in -close connexion with the question of the geographical area to be covered by
the treaty. Thus, the United KingdoM, representative, Mr. Mulley,
speaking on 171April, Said
Those two questions are Closely linked and cannot be pursued, separately ;the area
can be 'finally agreed only when ve know what is to he banned, And vice versa."

We AWN like the
Kingdom delegation to -ex lain to us what,
in its opinion, that link consist:On. ,Should it be _understood to Mean
that the more complete the ptehibition the ,harrower will be the-area
to be covered? Or,_Vice versa, the narrower the concept of-prohibition
the. Wider will be the area to be covered?

.23.. In connexion with the diScussion,on the question of the scope
of the prohibition some delegations have expreSsed the opinion that it
'Ant pp. 188-18T.
1. ENDO/PV.404, p. 9.
n Ante, pp. 151-158.
u ENDC/PV.404, p. 9.
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would be desirable to define more precisely and enumerate the types
of military activity which should be Subject to prohibition on flu;
sea-bed and the ocean floor. Experience has shown that attempts to
draw up precise lists of various types- of weapons and structures, or
of -various types of military activity, have often proved to be unnecessary and unsuccessful. On the contrary, -broad, comprehensive con-

cepts do net grow obsolete, since they apply also to new types of
weapons or means-of warfare.
24. The wording Used, in-the Soviet draft treaty is sufficiently broad

and covers the main types of military activity on the sea -bed and the
ocean floor,- and, moreover, not Only thoSe which are possible at the
preSent time but also those which may-become possible as a result of the
development of military techniques.
25. In connexion with the .discussion on the question of the scope

of theinohibitioil there have been_put forward proposals not to prohibit the use of:the sea-bed-and the ocean floor-for the emplacement

of defensive weapons. We believe that such a' solution-would-be wrong,
since by-Making aiteiceeption :fel. certain types Of annamentS on the
Sea-bed, we would thereby
to accomplish the task Of preventing
an arms:race in that field._Ekperience has alSo shown-that the difference
between defensiVe' and Offensive weapons is Very relative and that socalled deferisiVe- weapons can also be used for offensive purposes.
Moreover; such an approach would lead us into a Maze of endless dig,
OtsSions. concerning dondeptS1, definitiOns, exceptions and so on.

20: The wish .has also been expressed that definitiOns should be
worked out for Stich.conCeptS as "military base", "military installation!' and so On. We believe that it is hardly necessary for us to set

abotit defining these concepts more precisely. The ConceptSin question
have-beeli.uSW..repeatedly, and are being used, in international treaties
and agreetrienth-It Suffices to refer to the fact that similar" concepts
haVe_ been used in the elaboration of the Antarctic Treaty-" and the
Treatys.On-Outer Space,"- Since those Treaties have been in force, none
of the states-parties- othe Treaties has over questioned_ the accuracy
or definitivenesS of those terms.
.27. Iri-conneition with the diScuSsion, on, the queStion of the scope
Of the prohibition; some' delegations have referred to earlier statements
of the Soviet delegation tothe effect that a cOmplete=bari on the use of
the.ttea-bed and ,the ocean- floor for military purposes would not mean
-prohibiting the eniplaceMent and use of means of communication,
,beations and.Other structures havin ne direct -Military purpOse, nor
would -it mean prohibiting the use of military personnel end auxiliary
-military equipment fer:peacefiatesearch:AttemptShave been made to
interpret those StateMents.as a kind of exception to the coinprehenSive
ban proposed by the Soviet Union on -the military use of the sea -bed

and the ocean floor,. and 'thmeAlelegationS intimated that it would,
allegedly,.be desirable that the Soviet Union should make also other

exceptions:

connexion with such attenipts4tt interpretation the Soviet
delegation &mini it- necessary to, explain that what is -concerned in

, Dooinnenta owDfsartnatgent, 19454959, vol., II; pp. 1550-1550.
Ibid., 4961 v131). 48-4.3-
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both cases is the peacefulnke,of the sea-bedvnainely; the conducting of
.scientificresearchfor peaceful purpoSes andtheemplaComent of means
of C6nununication, beacons and other structures having no direct miiitary purpose. This.i§preciselt-Whitt the Soviet delega4on.sp*Iabon.t
in its earlier -StatementS,.:givingihese examiles as types of peaceful
activity winch do not at all -conflict with the aim. of Completely -banning
the use of the sea-bed, and the ocean, floor for Military, purposes. The
aforesaid types- of:activity- cannot be -regarded; as "exceptions" rto-thesea-bed and the ocean floor for
;princiPle of prohibiting the use of
military purposes.
29. Further, we shOnldJike-to put forward some considerations
treaty In
the qUestion, of the geOgraphiCal. area to be covered' by
this problem there aretwo,aSpectS, and we are,gratifiedtolnate,that'-in
,

regard to both of the*, there, are no differences Of principle in the
positions Of'the, deletiationS.

FirStl,the4UeStiOn of the compass of 'suckkgeographiCaliirea.,
11184: delegations have expressed themselves in favour of the thesis
thoi.the. treaty should cover as -gteat,,Et part of the sea-bed and obeli*,
floor as possible;) Thus, , the :representative of India, Mr Husain;
.4s-kegardill*deibiltion of linittsheYlond,v,*.uichithe prohibition' should apply,
asiatgoail,atea- of the sea-bed as
,thefe*onitapPeak7t6,he no disagreement
pbsibieslióuld kel reserved for Pette414:Pdotiee'

The !reiziresentatiVe,.6k 'Sweden, Mrs. lviyidal;.,Stated that fthe, geographical irea tiyhe,cieYekectiv the prohibition should be as large as
pOssible:" le' The United' States representative, 30. Smith, speaking on

kattiON:041*:10.4
..thetnited,States' believes that the goal, should he to apply the ,arms contiol,
measure to ilikbOada3iiiiea,og the Sea=bed'ak,tosSible Ohereforeithe prohibition
should, we think, app114,::te-,the ,e4-bed, heYond. a 00.0* band along the coastsy

of Stnteii.r"

31. That is precisely the approach underlying the Soviet ,draft

tretityi*hiclienisageS that the prohibition of meadires,Ofralnilitary,,
nature Should :COO the ;Whole area of the ,'sea-bed and the :ocean floor

*76tict,fhe

zone of coastal States. We ,are,conirineed'that with Such
approach it
40. 'have the Maximum,
area possible covered by an agreement on the , demilitarization of the
sea-bed and the ocean floor.
82. ,Secondly, the question of the Method of defining the .limits of
,

the:area:16,4,3e ,.covered,:hY the ,treaty., Practically all the delegations

that have spoken on
question have mentioned the desirability of
Separating, this matter from the question of the liMitS.,61;:national:
jurisdiction, territorial
on s.111.4 of *orkilig-ou4in,order
tfOditfine,,Such limits, Other ,Criteria',*hielk NtiOnld.nOt-:affect,and would

-notlirejudgetheComPliCtited and.contrOversialelegatiskeS connected
*Ith., the wale* of the lfinits of natiOrial, jurisdiction.,
Wiis,believe that such an akireacti is the Most realistic and there'ore',thelnoSt...2prOrairsing for a solution of the prObleM, hefore, us:
p44:,

1! ENDO/PIT. 400;pi
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(GUidedTbythe.desire to ,sepaiatethe qUestionvf thelimits of .the'area
be covered by tho treaty from controversial .questions Concerning

the limits of national: jtriSdietien,.the Soviet Union has proposed
,establishing lor the purposes of this treaty a twelve-mile ,maritime

zone, =beyond which the military activities of States on the .sea-bed
and the;ocean,-flOor and the subsoil ,thereof Would' 'be prohibited. In
doing so we
in mind that the establishment and existence of such
-a tOne-WOuld'in-neWay-affect'problehiSof the-fiationalltriSdiCtion of
coastal States and'Wotlilnot create- obstacles to the exploitation of the
lnatural resources of the seas and dcOanS.
- 34 We believe that the doieness of the points = of :View as regards
the principle Of the approach to this problem gives grounds to hope

for be achievement of 4greement'in'this'matter and in regard to the
concrete applicatiOn. of such a Principle., Our 'proposal for 'a twelvemile dbastaltOne provides 8618; concrete solution of thoquestion.
35 In connexion witlreOnsideration, of the-proposal to establish -0
twelve-mile maritime zone Sonaiyapprehensions have been expressed

'regardinkthecrighti..of States whose territorial waters are narrower
thaw,thoprOpOSect twelve-mile Markin* zone. What those apprehen-

sions are :00044 about is that States Whose territorial Waters ,do

not stretch to Erlividtli=of t*elve`iiiilea:,:might, it is alleged, find that
foreign military irigtallatio#0,01.0.13,6j0Ved Closeithat-tWelvornileS
frOMAheirihOreO. TherikaresnolrOunds for such 11,V.PrPhOsions. The
the establishment Of a twelve-mile ,tharitirne'Zone.
'Soviet proposal
Is'IjitSed;:eh.2thel!,-PrenaiS&thii*Sitth, a Zone= is to be established for all

mile,.
coastal States irrespective of the *kith' of 'their territorial waters.
onsequently, also those 'States : whose territorial 'waters are under

twelve miles would-heirOtebted:by the twelve-mile zone established for
the purposes Of this treaty. The solution to the problem' which. we propose is aimed at creating ettOilk conditions for- all States and dtieS- not
all6w of _any,:interpretatiori3OatWoUld' lead' to infringement of the
rights of 'States.WhoSeterritoriaI waters are narrower tliati: the twelvemaritime zone.
,

.

.

been raised in the Committee whether,

in detininIVieliMits-7Ottlfe., 'area to be COVerectlisi the treaty, it would
not 1*.p4sijile;to:cOMbiriethe,iitineiple of a Certain distance from the
shore -1v4theAjor4ibliple::Of'thfideptli. of the maritime *70,4§., We
ileyeiliat401.0.4,-a'''COMbined?-iiiethoct*Ohla:l**tong, first of all,
the coastal States on an unequal footing by virtue
because
ofthe.ditererice:#1tiiogoogratihiotiLcoffclition§,of their situation and

lie'natnrOptibe,OnrrotindinkspOcid. Apart from all else, an attempt
to co-ordinate such a method would give rise to great difficulties and
444 414:fOr,a1Ong Ontip, the elaboration of 'a treaty ,prohibiting the
11046'* Ott,bts'Oe.4401', and the ocean floor.
37. Soineiiie0e§entative0.1iii,e' also referred TO their statements to

.4080604 ho*Oe4reaty, would apply to international straits, -gulfs
it14-00.2t0m, The SO*, draft treaty oontajoo:, ah answer to those cluestions:ArtiolOtraa:40
One iitabitshet for the tunoses
;the auteiiiit,Wthei#61$0iiie,:na
of this TieitililUbO measurid'Tkom. * einikbiteelinewite.ire:ueetl In defining
600148 ofthe.territerioivatero'00aitel State*
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38.. Thu, im defining 'the limits Of this Z'onet_aCcOurit *ilLbe taken
of the practice Of States and the experience- of international relations
accumulated so far, which has been given expression in agreements and
-coriventioria. In particular, the 'Convention on the Territorial Sea and
the ContiguOris, Zone signed in ,Geneva in 1958. 18 contains precisely
formulate principles for ,deterininingthe-baSe-lines to be applied in
,designating the territorial waters of CoastalStateS.
question of control over fulfilment of the treaty;
89: Turning to
we notethe existeilde ofininy points of COntictirt the pOsitiOns, of:dele-

gations on this citteation. Minya the delegations that have spoken

establish control and have suggested that we
should be guided in this by the principles worked out for the verifiett'tiori:Of compliance with the Antarctic Treaty and the Tie4tY, on 'Outer
'hi*en stressed the need

.Space.
40 This, in our opinien,Ayould=be,a,rea§oriable approachisincethe
aforesaid two_treaties-,and the proposed treaty on prohibition of the,use?for-niilitatypurpoSes of the sea-bed and the ,ocean
anitthe
_sribsOil,;thereot; while differing in some respects, have Many points in
common as retirds, the nature of the :problem: .ahcl. the Solntion.

,proposed.

41*:: The -draft treaty submitted by the Soviet delegation provides
for the system of cOritrOlrriSed:inthOse,AgreeMentS, namely, free access

td:Objectt, placed on the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil
thereof; by States parties to the treaty on the basis of re0iPrOCity.
42 Some delegations, if we , are tO, udge from ; their §titenients- in
the Committee, miiiiiiirithe -position thatthe'coMplete-prohibitiorLof
the use for militatypi4e§espf the §ea-bect and the ocean ,floor, and the
-§UbSoilthereof,_:WOUld complicate the problem of control. Thus, for
instaiicO, the :United: StatekrepreSentative Said on 25 'March:
Considetatieh., of the verification ,titiestion a1so demonstrates -the -need to
restrict the ecepeAt,the prohibition-to we4Pons-ofinn*deittnetion,, since otherwise the task Off inspecting the multitude of ipresent and future facilities -*Old
be
.

43-.. 8richtpoikt of vieiy,is iricciinpreliensible to u§:Ve, have already
pointed out in our statement of 3 April that, in our opinion, the complete torohihitiefLotthe use for military ,pur,poses,, of the :Sea=bed and
the ocean
tTheteaS, a-partial-bari,:beirig limited to
prOhibiting. only the emplacement of weapons of 'InaS§, deStruction,
ykoUld-.0.-OMpli6ateth4roloilerit Of:
We Should like the ,IInited
,States delegatiOritOetpliin its view that ti-tiotiO ban would facilitate

thePrOblem of control.:
-41. '-80ixie,tepie§eita0e,s;haVeriiiSect the question whether it 'would
rielt:be:.poSSible-te,giVe'controNin.Iriternationil Chartioter. In our
iOn, there is no need
this Control based oitilie-pindiple of free
'acpess',his proVect'itS.eteetiverie§s1. particularly in verifying

444totidtie4y.

45. The use of international

of verification 'would greatly

fOraplieiite the -problein, of ;control, :arid,_ the control Machinery itself
516 VATS 20,5.
Alit a; 44-1.37:,
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wOuldMostprobably be cumbersome and' inflexible. it should = also benOted that the .adoption aninternational system of control would

require substantial : funds and appropriate personnel that could be
used for other, More Urgent needs.

46. 'Besides 'the aforementioned three important aspects of the
problem of prohibiting the use for Military purposes of the sea-bed
and the ocean fleortthe.statementS of delegations also touched upon
other questions connected with the draft treaty; for instance, the

,CineStiOn, of the depositary countries; of the minimum number of .rati-

kations required-for the treaty to enter into force; of certain formulas
preamble and so on.

Of

4. We;believe-that:theSe
questions deserve
Consideration,. but
.
"
.
reach agreement ,on. the
Will":be eager to find solutions to them
basic questions In Ili's' connexion I should like, to stress that it is

important that amendments or additions to the ,provisions of the

treaty,ShOnld'he aimed at Strengthenintit, and not at weakening it
48 We 'Shona, likete:hope that as a .result of the ,discussion the
Committee WillIie,able to come to a Obstructive,- deeiSiOn, And that in

the 'Committee's report to the t*enty.fOtirth. SeSSiOri of the United
Nations 'genera. Assembly' We shall be Able tO-'state,,that we have sue-deeded in achieving a mutually acceptable solution *litcli-iii.detS the
iiitereStS Of the peoples and iS in accordance with the recommendations
Of the United Nations Genera- ,Assembly, particularly its resolution
.2,46t4t

49. We "ire,' denvinCed, that to dO.So-Tthe- necessary objective condiand that the treaty : prohibiting the use for Military purtions
004 of the sea-bed and the ocean :. floor and the subsoil thereof can
cenidin;the:faitlinear future it real fact; exercising a pesiti*e influence ok,trifeiiiotioil4liffe' and On the further progress of the cause of
disarmament : Inie.SOTiiet-delegatioitsfer' its part will endeavour to

côñtribüté to; the utmost to (inch% a Solution of the problem.

'Stateineptliy ACRA:Pepity Director Fisher to, the Eight-Oil Nation Disarmament : Committee: ,Sea-Bect. and
15' 1..:969:1
have listened With interest to the ,thoughtful remarks 'Which
haiesbeen-jtade:bY our colleague, the Nigerian representative and the
Unitect,StateSAelegatiOn will *Veto his statement 40.0the working
papers *liar he h.as,SUbmitte the careful consideration they _so ob-.

moutly- deserve. Today I ShOUld, jibe :fox- deal primarily with the problent of the sea-bed and ocean floor
4.

,Pte idcnt- Nix

:gareindiCated` that

,

ii liis letter to AMbasSador Smith of 15

iiiit'tnjted3.fitateki.,s' interestedAvor-orking out-an laterantiOna1 agreement that
.*otild:prohihifthe,omPliceMent or :fixing of nuclear weapons or other weapons
of anitss,ileatitOtiOn ,owthe: Sea-bee

.

Ante, pp.
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The United States delegation- is here to try to work out such an
,agreement.

23: Today !Intend to confine nit remarks primarily to the 4UeS-

tiOn:Of the scope of the prohibition siiice this appears to:be the major
area of difference of views. The United States, and we believe Ma*
-other major naval Powers s#41.ch either are entirely insular or whic
have long Coast lines, would be 'Unprepared to accept a total ban on
all military activities on.tlie/sen4ed-. However, we believe that the

mainindeed the onlyworrisome :threat to the peaceful future of

the sea-bed is the possibility the fixing or emplaCeinent, On -the ,gett,:bed-s.of.inklear weapons and other weapons of inaS,deStruCtion.:The
United States is convinced, moreover, that. we have a .good chance of
successfully negotiating an agreement which will prevent an arms race
on the sea-bed if we fecUS.ourattentiOn on 'nuclear ,-WeapOnS and other

-weapons of ina0 destruction. In particular, the United States is Con,
Vineedthaeby concentrating on these.weapons we can reduce thefDrob:lenret VerifiCatiot;te-inanageable ',proportions., But the United States
ie'418O-OcinVinted'ihatit we permitted ourselves to be diverted t,45., attempts to work out a sweeping prohibition :
the "use for -military
kirpOse§, of the sea-bed and ocealifieeilleriO#y to prohibit the .placing on .the=i0Oeditth4=. ocean floor of All "objects of *inilitity nature",,
.We',IYOUldraiSe ,prebleniS- Of verification *hid would be insuperable
and make itlinpokSible.fer us to reach an agreement.
!21: Iii,cOnsiderink:the itiqe§tien.**-under considerationthe prevention of !ati.arnAS race on the sealaed----ite,inu§tbeir in mind the
nature of this environment. The -territory of the sea-bed taptl, it
ftinoinit.4tO 135 million square miles, or toffy 70 per cent of 00;0014
etirfade:: The water which covers the sea-bed
-,

Visibility is limited to ten yards, or so. The physical
environment of the sea-bed is hostile
,parts of the
oceairilie-se,:a-bed is many miles in 4opth:IfOreOVeri,ine§t
bed is under pressürés which are from 'ten-teiniany,lituadied§ of times

the pressure under which weliVe'inthe atmosphere. 'These
pressures in
man, 'unless enclosed: in 'Et;,-fijjkesOUre40.4Stint,-clevfae;,
:

cannot function or in ,most inatandes: eve* survive..

25. ,'N,Ve.init*,congder the problem which the environment of the
;Seti,bed;,,presentii& the emplacement of fixing of nuclear 'Weapons or
other weapons of -inasS:: destruction as ,part of an effective weapons
system. Nuclear ,t''.(reabOrts,tind-other'iveapOnS Of 'mass destruction are
complex .devices. To be effectively -Utilize4theYireqUire:Sophistieated:
delivery 'systems
.extensive command and control systems. They
.

:

also réquiré periodic maintenance. Moreover, countries which control
nuélear E,vieipon§,:can-;b'e-:,f0pote'd; for oie4y6,101:14tOtOdtiP41--,0', enforce

a high dekree.,Or security in p*ercisingtentrel,oVer-them..-They are
'fiot:rilie4-Jo;
around loose", so tC;,! speak, in .itfL international skimp
but will
protective systemr to
,preVent, other countries 'fri)* rendering -them ineffective or
cap-

turing
26. Now in some circumstances : di*,(04%, 00iintrOPhifght,t4i# that
the nillitaiy, benefits tos'lie,ga4led. frofirleippladi4ok fixing huc)ear,
weapons ori,the,o,Ceith-iktor iVOuldlibe'so ,great as to Warrant the effort

to deviSe.-tv,systew*hieh would meet these requirements ns the.
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sea-bed. thatisthe'regOen.ivily we are:here.diseuS§ing,
-thisjtent-as a realistic item of preventive disarmament. But it is:al-,
mOStineonceiVablethat .§,doiultry would emplace or fix nuclear *cap:renrhent of

ons- Oxi.the sea-bed or ocean floor unleSs-theseiveapOns-Were:housed-,!.n
quite, a :substantial 'installation,- capable of meeting. the ,.,requirements'
have just Outlined. The emplacing or fixing Of 'ati-in§tallation.on the

ocean. floor which *oUld, meet these requirements would be quite -a
difficult operation, involving extensive -engineekintaetivity. It would
-15e-unlikely:to eScapethe,attentien of other- maritime Powers. Under
the United States proposal; the only -question that would have to be
resolved would:he whether this installation contained anuelear weapon
.0-Other weapons of mass, destruction.
2. Ai' this eOhnekithi,I should like to note the thoughtful, observations :uuolo.by,:cooi. colleague the ,representative of Poland when On 4
April he ,pointed out that tbete.inasribe-niOcletn-§ophiditOted: Weapon_
,_

systems that 'might be installed on the sea-bed which could be used
fortiOth.-co#044onaiand-nnelearineanS-44karfare although it might
be uneconomical 4reniplacethecneceSSafyinStallationS;014. for conventional weapons.3 This is an interesting point, but I*OU141. respectfully submit that it doeS not lead tooq.addeptante of a treaty involving

the complete demilitarization of the seabed. It doe4,10*.ever, raise
the question Of -.:*not4or:tjie prohibition should he.ekteiided to the
0)4p1.40iiie or ifpOng, on the sea-bed of launching platforms capable
other weapons of mass degtrildtitm,
of handling,
,-

whether or 11.61- a warhead.containin tSteh'-WeapOh§ were .actually

hiSintertentiOri,onl'26 March
vOssibility as a possible measure to prevent .4 State
fts*ddeitabtogatiOt of .thO.tkeit,'3%.1!'
from preparing
28. 200-.01100e the Soviet representative has maintained that
_

,

_

.

_uggestoti:,.t_

if

lituit:theprohibitiouikiVeapiaiwofAdss-degtruceidh the licrifieta.=.
have heard a similar argu'tion problem will
nient:today:font another respected repreSentatiVe:fitthis,-,Cortiniittee.
ment.

wjtktheitreittest,_peOktiarespect-I.Slii;01.'liketO ekpreSS, a contrary
view. AtibitiSadOr-Rcjihehin..§tated., in .hi.§..reniarks at our .meeting on
Indeed, if the ban. covered only certain types of activity, the :controlling party
would be faced In -eaèh specific e4§6 with the question of whether the .object
,

concerned 1440* itikt-**0040:or***itteditetitritW
The United. States mainthins, lid*eVer, that the parties to the treaty
would be 4067 ;*itii-oitt coestiohlooliihorA-froqohtiyhtt4i3t,ttiota.
IricreOdthey:WOUlabe
ban such S that ghig4ted.byike,*Soijet

faced with the impossible task of having to decide whether each

-tUid:.*Of object or installation onipladoa, on the sea-bed was Of -a
"direct military natUfti":..116*VoUld the parties verify and Contiol
44):..the0O,':pititiOU10-;,4OtiVitie§? They would be dealing with
vast
'number Of objects, many of*hioliare'lnoOtiSpidOetisirithentiSehre.§, and
do not .;require "instillations: _Ai* would the parties be it,Ware:, Of even
--a'cOnall,15-rot*ticri# of

activities that might be ,04itio, on in. a

!,01400/0.400, i:00. 84.
At.06:15455'

64.54.7
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plandestinelinanner_ over the,a8t, and murky _Area of the ocean floor?
For those -reasens,_ I respeôfu11y Siibiñit, the'Soviet propel fOr complete demilitarization would pose hiSuperable,,Veriheation problems,
well beyond the present or projected capability of any State.

The very possibility of peaceful installations- on the sea-bed
and the ocean floor means f- that any 'agreement we work out ill have
installations Moreover,
to concern itself. with
.29.

we must :eValuate:this:,-ptobleni:ilot Mefely agnin4the-backgrenn& of

the .peaceful activity which is taking place on the sea-bed now but
,

against the baCkgrOund, of the extension of commercial, scientific and

other research activities that will doubtless be taking place on the
sea-bed in the coming yearS.
86.

a

Against that background of increasing peaceful activity on the

Sea-bed; if t1WprOhibition is limited to banning nuclear WeapenS-, and
weapons of MASS- destruction, the,,parties,'Will be faced with a
far More :Manageable problem : of verificationand they will be faced
with that,,,probierri-,Inneh less frequently,thati-they- Would, be under
a proposal for -complete / dOniilitanzifion,Iiidee'cli, they need only be
concerned with whether 0,0iVenlifgajlatien eOlitain§liuolear or Other

before, are the
weapons of
tiati-----iiideedtlid-only---tealistiothreo to peaceful uses the sea-bed
Such b9Mplekinstallationk:-,woul&he Much. less 'difficult to detect; _kr

theieasonslii#6,alkodyinentionecL,
,
31 Iii hiSinterfentieit, on this subject at our *ding, on 25 March
AileadOrSnlith. stated:OW lir,the.thitoa,.:State§. view "complete
demilitarization of the','*a.bed.WOuld

.

be simply nmiroil*le, and

intervention at our meeting on $ April
-probably
liSue with that point
Onr.8kAriet,:dolleagfiei Ambassador
of lie* and,
respect, I should :like
ole-giteateSt_

te.plade4beforestlii8;Coinnilitkean illuStratieri of4hy-an.lincir'erifitthle
ban :0r the placing any objects of a military nature on the sea-bed
,could be a threat to the security Of Statek
r think we would all k that system placed On the, seabed ''whieli,:iS,detigriedl:te-..ptOvie.infiiiiinatioh:oli: the presence Of'

,triffiol§.:an object of a military nature, and that emplacing

such a_sYStein On the sea-bed would thus involve iiSingthe,Sea4bed for

aniilitOy :porpose:2Aj:,§tich:lk would be .prohibited according to the
provisions of the Soviet draft treaty if it were placed more than twelve-

'pilo*off the Coastas indeed it might well have to be in order to be
ete4ivo,;:An4;Yetl,thirilt*:WOnl4also agree that it *451;0)aq-tilt**

iinp.OSSiblete)ierify-,Whether or not Otheik`ConntrieS had emplaced
dence0',On-lhe Oit,-tiottoni..'SO,'8;ie are faced with this question In 'these
CirOnttStaiiOeklOtretilistiO, is it consistent ,with the concept of balance

-0:944.40cY14'010-h015:04'eit the Joint Statement Of
Disarmament liegOtiationV isit in the interests of pence;.:te

,snigeitithat.the 0,0447:0041.4 agree not to emplace *eh, ti,=deir.iCe
,itself? I:WOUta;snliinitthatit-iS not ;As Ambassador -8*itii,:pooted
out at our meeting on 25 March, the existence Of submarine forces
7,Anteajfi,:154466..,

poöu,nentà an piacteniament;190; to..440441 .
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requir0 State § to take aotio-n in Self7defence, such as establishing
warning systems that use the Sett,bed:° The United States is not pre-.would:throv the propriety Of these
pared.1 to, enter filth treaty
sySte*s in doubt.,
33. Wore el:ix-Wilding: I .should like to deal -with two arguments
whiChliaVe-beeiruSed' against :prevention -Of.'an,- arms rac,e' On. the Sea,

be&by a prohibition of a type_ that -thOztlnited_States believes = to be
realistic.
The firs* -ie. an argument based on at analogy to the 'language
Of the Antarctic:10 and' Outer. §pade. Treaties: In particular it ,has, been

based on A quotation of a portion of article IV of the outer space
Tteitty. 8everal:: delegatiOns!haVe referred -to the- fact that the second

pararaph of article IV provides that the moon and other -celestial

bodies "shall usod
used . . exclusively for peaceful purposes," and that
"the establishment of military bases, installations and fortifications,
tsto;of:#eapoils and the conduct of military manoeuthe testing o1
verS

shall be forbidden" on those celestial 'hodies.i-

-0.6s6.,relyirig on that s paragraph of article IV as a, basis for
support Of kiLtatiOnent,fiii aoniplete,deMilitaritation, of the sea-bed
failcttytake into account the fact that the first :paraioiapb: of article
IV, dealing; -With ,outer Space- generally, as distinguished from the
'hoof). 044* celettiaIbiklieS,liniitS its,undertaking,tO a commitment
to place in Orbit: 00nd:the:earth any objects 'Carrying nuclear
weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destrUetion",,. Here,
we hityt two y1* of prohibition,- One -dealing with outer space generally 'which is limited to nuclear weapons or other Weapons- of mass
35

destruction and one dealing with the Moim:and',Other celeStial-bOdies.

If we are looking for analogies, e submit that we would have to
recognise .that thp sea-bed, which is within the area that Man is at
present ,eic: 0** .i§: more eloSelY- comparable to Outer:, space, Where
man has been travelling for almost a decade, than to the moon and other
celestial bodies, where man has not yet beeipreSent.

1`,4er'secOnd:',argninerit for considering only a complete deseit=bed has been Used on the test of General
militarization
,Assethbly resolutiOn 2467 A (Xx0i)..I'arogibapli 3 of that resolution
CallSt14560 the Committee Oil the Peaoefill. Uses of the Sea-Bed and
.

the -Ode* Floor *0 '"study"and I should like to emphasize the
ifekac!44:0!.--4,-**4-tivotio6*0:indiTelv
peaceful
of

ilie;Sekbed.anct the ocean floor" " and to ,clo ,SO "taking into account

the studies and international: negotiations being Undertaken in. the
Riild'[of-disatinainenta'
37 ''-ltio:**,tentik-oguect that because the General, Assembly, by
a 'vote of 11,2 to riow*ith:T,AbStentiOnS; called for such study by
-aiidthe'k,*ihnnitte*4the''Connnittee on -the Peaceful Uses of the SeaFloorthe ,General Assembly has decided that
Bed and the
this Cdnunittee, the Eighteen-Nation Committee on 'N$4.11,ilaP.i.4t,
must negotiate 40.! iteeen*ii which provides that no Military activities
appears to involve
may be cairiecl out 01: +1,10 ocean floor That
.

1.!-Pbognfeotiooliito,nilitosti
1961; pOi38.=-4. 3:

19001"PAse02404.

.
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a prejudgmentof the results of the study, contemplated in General As-

sembly resolution -2467 A (XXIII) as well as a prejudgment of the
negotiations which- we are now conducting in the Eighteen Nation
Comthittee on Disarmament:
'38. Moreover, that argument 'is not consistent 'with,the legislative
hiStory of the resolution as it was' deVelOped atthe twenty-third session-

Of the General Assembly. The United States is one of the,corintries
that voted for this:resolutiOn. Before it-did' se, it made. it quite clear
that its View the-reference to`- `peaceful purposes" in the resolution
did not involve 'an obligation to negotiate: an arms control _agteement
which precluded all Military; activities, It also made it clear that military; activities not specifically pteclUded by the arms control agreement Which might :be negotiatedlyOuld continue, tcrbe conducted, but
would' be. conducted, of :course, in -accordance with the principle of
freedom, of the Seas, and for ,pUtpoSes ,Consistent, with the United
Nations, ,Chatter and other Obligations of international'
o sum, up, the; United: - States is of :the firm, sbelief that we
,89:.
,shoUld work towards, 'an, international agteement WhoSe prOVisions
tity Curb -the major threat:of an extension of
thearrii&tacetothe sea-bed and Othe,saine time Would;a8Surellarties,
that the'r Might have confidence that, the agreeirieneiS :being observed:
We ,belieYe that an agreement .banhing-,;the eiriPlacethentof nuclear
would be 'realiStid

Weapaiis,atid other weapOtis,of. mass destrUction,Orithe sea -bed would

aeConipliSliAhat -goal; and we alSO :belletre that such 'a measure
obtainable- before this Citnniit,tee,'SninnitS its report tho.ffenera
.

-

ASSeiribly.,

Nigerian Working- .P4:pet. :Subinitted to the Eighteen
NatiOnDisapingiiiOnt COmnlittOet -Comprehensive Test'12691'
ISO -TrO*Y-9
th:egite,§tion,of -verification constitutes the greatest' stumbling-block
Concluding a Conifj.tehenSiiiti-Test 110. Although ooki,rogFe,ohos
been made, In detreloping::the,'IneftnS, ,of-identifyinesearthtpaloS or
nuclear explosions thren0,16rig,ringe teleseisniie-systeinsithe experts
ate Of:agreed! that there is yet-.a gap to be-bridged, to ;Make the seismicidentification, OyStenirfooiptoot
genet0ittinokihere,,OftiiStiiciOn and distrnst, arnon ,stags it
is littleviondec that exclusive reliance on,seisiniclidentifiCatienho,§',40
found :full acceptance.;
.117111:1Tikotio*-Dileptiol considers that Ito inspire tho.,'Oonfidenee
neeeksittfOr eonanding:the Test Batk'Veatisr; a foolproOf inethOd of
*eiifietitloivitisthe;eStibliShed;.ThiiVill involve the anginentation-of
verification. Where the
some :other .fOlirii
SeiSn.0.:*-Siifietttion
forin'etilinOorichiSiYe.

The Nigerian :Delegation is well: -aware of the reservations 400

do

,nispectionS:The,DelegatiOn-believeS that these reservations
'Se-hut- Stein from the uneasiness that
attach, lb. the

.2B-N15046;,maY-15, 1969.
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"on-site"-inspectiCnia might 'be eRlOited'forleiurposes of espionage.,If-

of ,espionage can be eliminated or reduced
therefOre the
napections, where seismic verifications are
Considerably, 'on-site" inspections,
inconclusive will, it is hoed, be acceptable.

'In its working-paper ENDC/232 of 20th August 1968 the 'United

Kingdom Delegation, proposed the-establishinent of: a Committee that
will undertake :'"OnAite inspections strong evidence of a possible
infringement of Test Ban Treaty was prod.uced:, The proposal .enVisaged.the inclusion of the super-powers in the Conunittee;-Such an
inclusion Will not removethe.basia of the reservations about "on-site"'
inspection* To overcome this short-coming, the Nigerian Delegation
now recommends thatthe Committee should be composed- exclusively,

of -non-aligriect countries that have signed the Nen-Proliferation

'Treaty:' and possess the technological know-how to cope,witli-theiraPliCations of such inspections.
Such S.- Committee of non-aligned countries should allay appreheninspections 'Since they would, have signed the
sions ,about
Non-Proliferation Treaty; the -Merabers, of the Committee should not
be iiiterestectin.S.toinioWeapOh espionage because that Treaty prohibits
them from pOttingiiitoloractibal;Use' any knowledge of nuclear weapons they may thus unlawfully acquire: On the -other hand, their being
4illi:eriSure that they are unlikely to act 4is agents of the
per-poWera.,

'United States:PropOSal Submitted tó the ,Eighteen,N.atiOn
'OiSatniarnent,CoOntittee: Draft Treaty Prohibiting thelitiOnternent,OfNisidear'WeapOns and Other Weapons
of 'Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and Ocean Floor,
May 22,; .1969:1

,

The StateaPartiet
to thisTreaty,,
-

mg the ,common :interest of .all Mankind in the prOgreaa of

the sieoptitticm and use of the seabed, and ocean, floor for peaceful
purposes,
uonaideringthat the prevention of a nuclear arms race on the seabed
.:04edealiffoor serves the:intereeta of maintaining Weilct peace, , reduces
.

international ten: sic:*1. .04 **goo* friet4ly relatiOns arming

.Statea,

.
'.-COnviaded-tliatthis Treaty will further the -Sprinciples and purposes
Of the Charter of the 'Milted Nation's, in 'a Manner consistent with the
:PrificirReis of international law and witlioUt, infringing the freedoms'

etthe 1400004

1.14:i4 agreed as follows:
Ali#015; T

stack84te :11,ii.rty, 'to thi§:1*,ty imdertakee-riot to emplaaitvr
'emplace fixed nuclear WeapteiSfor Other weapons of -mass deatniotion,
,

1,'Deitistfitiste
ANDP/2;19+ik!li*22, 11)00,.'"

1968, pp 4O1-465;

0 tri
rse
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or associated fixed launching platforms on, within or beneath-the,seabed-and ocean floor beyond' a narrow band, as definedin Article II of
this Treaty, adjacent to 06 coast of 'any State.

l

2., Each State Party,to thereaty undertakes to -refrain fromcaus-

inglencotra,,ing, facilitating or in' any way participating "in the activities prohibited by this Article.
AntiCiao II
1. .For purpose of this Treaty, the outer limit of the tarroW.,band
referred,t6 in Article I' shall be measured from .baselines drawn in 'the
manner spedified in' Paragraph '2, hereof. The width of the,-narrOW
band shall be three (3) miles.
2. Blank. (Baselines)

3.

Nothing in thisa`reaty, shall be interpreted as prejudicing the

poSition:of any State Party withrespect to rights or claims which. such
:State Party may assert, or with respect to recognitiOn Or nonrecognition, of tights 'or claims: asserted -by' any other State relating to territorial or other contiguous' seas or' to .the' seabed an ocean floor.

Amotz
1. :In-order tb,prornote,th3 ObjeCtiVeS and-, ensure, the 'observance of

the provisions' of "this Treaty, the Parties, to the 'Treaty shall' remain
freetO obierve activities of;other States on the seabediand'OCean floor,
:With* interfering with sULch activities or otherwise infringing rights

reCognized undeitinterriationallinchidingthe freedoms of tie high

Seas:-In-tho;event that,suckbbservatiOn dOeS not:in-any particular 'case
-*flee to eliininate-qUestiOriS regarding fulfillment Of the-provisions of
to cooperate in endeavOrthis Treatyl:PartieS undertake to consult
'ingto resolve the questions.

for in Article V, congidera,
2; At the review conference
tion:shall,be given to Whether any additiOnal rights or procedure's of
amendment to "this Tretity.
'verification should be eStablished

Avrici.tIV
Any :State, Party to -the Treaty- may Propose amendments to this
Treaty. Amendments Shalleriterint;) force for each State Party, to the'
'Treety aceeptirig the amendments upon their; cceptance by a majority
of the State ;Parties to,the Treaty and thereafter for each remaining
by it
State 'Party'on the date of

Aitt4E'Y
Ave years, after the entry into' force, -Of-this Treaty, a -conference of
Parties to the Treaty, Shall be held in Geneva,. Switzerland, in. orderlo
review the .operatiOn of- this Treaty with &Vie* to assuring that the
preamble and' the-provisions, of: the 'Treaty are 'being
purposes -of
account any relevant technorealited. Stich .review- shall take
.logtcal'developments. The review conference Shall 'determine in accOrdOde With-the-vie-WS, of- a majority of those Part* attending whether
.and.when an additional reiridw conference shall be convened.
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AirricLE VI

Each Party ,shall in exercising its national sovereignty have the
-Withdraw from this Treaty if it decides that extraordinary
events, ,telated:tothe subject matter of 'this' Treaty, have jeopardited-

right

the Supreme interests of its conntry. shall;give notice of such. WithdraWal- to. all other 'Parties` to the Treaty and to the United Nations
Security 'CoUncilthree months adVance. Such notice shall include
a statement of the extraerdinart events it regards as haling' jeopardStiptemeinterests.

StateMent by ACDA. Deputy Director Fisher to the
;Eighteen Nation- Disarmament Committee: Sea-Bed and

Ocean Floor, May 22,. 19691
2: The idea of an arms control agreement for the: Sea-bed is baSiof life :-the fact that the environ-tient of the sea -bed is becOmingincteasingly- accessible to man. At the
CallyrestionSiVetO a technological

same, time it inay be said that,if we sUcceatin,tartiVing at an arms
-Contra agreeinent for the:rsea-bed 'we :shall have added one more itn-

pertant .eleihent to 'hiOttirger picture of international- reStraints on
armaments Which has :_been,taking. forth.,
,4. :Viov-frett-isitine.More step that- all-important :proceSSxa,sea-bed
agreement .appears as the lOgical, falloW-on to the Antarctic Treaty 2

an.the: outer

TivittY,;.and indeed- it Would, be analogOus in

Many WaySto those Tieaties; 0..wetild,be.analofteus in many, ways bUt
not p-Lull wit§510,thp,se,arbeCtig a iniitpie'entirohmenti with its own
sppeecial characteristics: ,Foreniost ameng:theset,fOr our purpoSeS,,is the
-o Viousbut:iiiiportant- fact; that the sea=bed ;coterminous with the
sea.,itself; whick has:been:40d. for offensive and, defenSive, militaryactiOn-Sinee,,ilinOSt the begiiiiing,of hiStOry: ,Hende,th&belief of the
UniteCt Stites
,the circumstances in -Whielt we are now
total deMilitarizatiori,ofthe sea-bed iSsearcelY pricticalmr attainable.
4. 'WeliaVe'stUdiedintensitely-the, elements- Which inight:cOmprise,

su*sftilatms,controfagreeinent 'for the sea -bed, as we have studied
very
the: vie*, which have, been pit-forward' ,thiS, Committee. We ,'believe that ,greitt progress :has already- been realized- in
apprOaChing thiS;.CoMplex,gubjeCtl: and that We. ha's* no* reached the
point Nvhetelt,ii
and appropriate,to-setfOrth, our views , in

forin of a doitt, treaty.

5. YromIthe.stiitennehts that have ;been-.made: here I believe we can
all agree that there eXistalldeSire ottihe part of allthe members Of this
:prOgreiS,rapidly ,towards ,pre_ sienting an arms
COMMittee
itteeelithe Sea-becliand.tO,arriVer if 'posSible,Ut an agreement on -this.
siibjeCt-befOre-the,next session ,of the'Generitl_ASSeiii.41y. There have,

however, been .several suggestions as to hOW that ,goo can best be
DOotimeittc,On.Disarmiment,1945-1959; vol. II, pp. 1550 -1556.

:rue.; 1967;

,

3843:
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achieved. Some delegations have proposed a. complete demilitarization
of the sea=bed., That concept is,embodiedlin,the- draft treaty submitted
by "the =representative of 'the ;Sotriet Union on 18 March.',' 'rho* have
been-Other sUggeitiOnS.- SoiriehaVe suggested, a oatalogue-ofthe.variOUS

types.-of, installations which shaildIe prohibited; others have sug7
geSted that- specifie exceptions should be written to permit certain
defenSiVe,

6. For iti-partthe United 8tateSfias attempted taiiiike,clear, lir its,
belief-that the only pradtidal
StatertientS Of 25 -Mardi

way to preVent an .arms rade on theiseabed would '.be ai agrecinent
banning the emplacement or :fiiing, of nuclear weapons and ,other
weapons of mass destruetion, diiihe-SenAed. :Such' an agreement woUldreinovethe Major threat tothe peaceful:riSes of the sett-bed:At the same
time it would reduce :the .Verifiaatien problem to -thanageable.propertionS
would be -.consistent with -the .Seenrity .interests of coastal

State* leedidirigly,Onthe instructions, of the UnitaStateS,GOVern-

melitoie- are, siibrnitting-for the consideration of the Coniinittei a-draft,

treaty which would prohibit the **demerit or- fixing of Miclear

weapons and, Other Weapons Of MaSS- deStridtiOn' On the sea -bed and the
ocean floor.' I.belieVe that draft'
been -circulated, to-'the
bets a the Committee. We are Of :'the fiint.COnVictiOn that by- adopting
this approach we shall- accomplish in the, simplest and. speediest manner

our task of Preventing the eiteriSiohbfihe'arnitracetathe Sea-bed:

t I should

now. t;o: diScUSS- briefly the indiVidual -artiCleS'Of.oUr

draft- treaty;
8. The first 'paragraph of -article I 'prohibits any -.party from
planting or emplacing, fixed' -nUclear -weapon§ or other weapOnS Of
mass destruction on, within; or beneath the SW:bed:and the ocean floor
beyond. a narrow baiida:bahol _defined- iii -artiele itadjacent to the
Nitta Of any-State...The prohibition WoUld'alsoloply to fixed lb:I-inching
platforms :assOdiated with. nUclear WeapOnS_ and' other weapons of mass
destruction whether or not` a-missile or a warhead containing a nuclear
Weapon or other WetipinrOfnutSS destruction was actually io,plitoe. We

believe that this is reSpiniiiire thethoUghtful suggestions' made -by
our Polish colleague.8 The languageof the prohibitiOn.goes tothe heart
of our greateg concern, _namely, that the sea-bed might be used as an
area' for theeinplaCernent of weapons of. mass destruction. Paragraph 2
of artieleI ObllgateS each party to refrain, from Causing,, encouraging,
facilitating or in any-Way participating in:the activities prohibited by

the first paragraph of article I.

.

Article II deals with-the limits of-.the narrow band mentioned in
article I and WitirtheqUestiOri of territorialssea claims. Paragraph 1 of
article II establiShesthe,bonhdary of the
band. In deciding on
the width of the band4hichihe UnitedStates'WOuld propoSe, we have
takeirinto consideration `two- views'expressed by nearly all the members
of thiS Committee who have spoken on, the subject. The first is that the
prohibition should extend to the makimum practical area of the sea9.

Ante, pp. 112 -113.
Ante, pp. 134 -138.
° Ante, pp. 205-210.

°Supra.
ENDC/PV.400, pp. 6-12.
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bed. The.sedondia that 'the liinits establishing the area in which the
prohibition would :apply should be Separated from such complex
issues as -territorial sea claims and national jurisdiction. This view
,

concerning _Separation has been given express' recognition in paragraph
3 of article II. We belieVe that:, once that separation has been expressly
,recbgniZedi, setting tlie width of the narrow -band at three miles, as is
done,in%paragraph of article II,- responds to both of those views.
10. Firat
all,.-aS _compared with the tWelve=mile width, it would
add rOughly12 inillion`SqUarethileS of sea -bed to the area of prohibition.

That is, an -area-in which, it might -be pointed onti:the temptation to
extend the nuclear arms race might be very great, becalm of its proxi:Mity-to-the dipte,,,Secondly, by placing -the outer liinit of the-harrow
-we laVe avoided' the complex questions- associated
band at 'three
-With.the extent Of national-jurisdiction. Moreover, it takes care of the
over the-status of the zone that
concern eicprOgedtr several
would exist "betWeen= a-:twelve -mile limit, for exaMple, .and the outer
liniitS of territorial:WaterSthat were leas thantWelveMiles. Under the
presenting no -such zone. would exist, since the
draft treaty 1Veare

three;milelithit represents, I believe, the -narrowest claim for a territorial sea.
11. Paragraph 2-Of ,artiele II, at present blank, would define the
baseline's, from. which 'tlie,-outer limit of the three-mile narrow band
Would-be Measured. We believe-such, definitions of baSeliries are neces-

sary in view of existing ,claims -to certain marginal seas as internal
waters. In-order-to establish equitable boundaries and balanced obliga-

tions for all parties to the treaty, agreement will need to be worked
out on how 'Snell Marginal seas are to be treated. In this connexion it
might bedesirable-aild-practicalto,drit* on an existing international
agreement dealing with the establishment Of baselineS. For its part the
United States is prepared to accept baselines drawn in a manner speci-

fied_ in the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and the
Contiguous Zone' if agreement can be reached on the appropriate

interpretations of that Treaty as applied to the relevant areas in

question.
12. Article III of _the draft treaty being submitted today deals with
verification. As is-Well known, the United States has consistently sup-

ported the principle of adequate verification for all arms control
agreements. The question arises as to what constitutes "adequate"

verification cif this particular measure in the light of our present and
developing capabilities. That is not an easy question to answer, particularly in view of the immense technical problems associated with
operating in the hostile environment of the sea-bed. However, if we
can ensure that the parties to the treaty remain free to observe the
activities' of other States on the sea-bed and ocean floor, we are confident that such observation will provide appropriate verification for
the purposes of the treaty. One reason for this is our feeling that if
a party were to violate this treaty it would not limit itself to the installation of a single weapon. If it were to violate the treaty, it would
doubtless do so on a large scale.
13. Paragraph 1 of article III of our draft treaty therefore ensures
the right of observation of activities on the sea-bed and ocean floor to be
° 516 UNTS 205.
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carried on in a way which does not interfere with the activities of States
on the sea-bed-or otherwise infringe rights recognized under international laWlitiChiding.freedOna Of the high seas. Paragraphi. of:article

III also provides that in the event such observation does not in any
particular ease suflide to eliminate questions regarding fulfilment, of
the provisions of the treaty, the parties undertake to consult and to
to-operate in endeavouring to reSolvetheluestions.
14. I am ,aware that-the draft treaty placed before this Conference
by the Soviet representative contains the flat proVision that allinstalla-

tiOns and structures on the-sea-bed shall be open for verification, a
which is qualified only by the requitement of reciprocity.
'omparisoris betWeenthe_Seviet draft treaty and our draft treaty will
firovision

be inevitable. Therefore; I should like to adclreSS myself to the Soviet
draft treaty, in ne spirit of contentiousness but in a spirit of carrying on
the deliberations of this Committee, as we must. The verification provi,sion Of the,Sovietdraft treaty -is Of course modelled on the provision .in
the outer space-Treaty-for verifying that-there are iiemilitary installations -on the moon Oi other celestial bodies. But an attempt to transplant, so to speak, a provision applicable-to the moonwhere:all-claims

of national jurisdiction have been reneuncedto the sea-bed, where
there are,many existing claiths Of national-jurisdiction and a growing
number of scientific and- ceinmerCial uses, raises many difficult political
and legal. questions. In addition, there would be an immense technical

problem in living up to such an unqualified verification proviSion in
the: oStile environment. Of the sea-bed. For example; the entry of an
Observer into any installation on the sea-bed, if it is at great depth and,
as a result, at:great pressure, would be both difficult and dangerous.
The solution ofthat_problem might require special equipment designed
for each particular type of installation. The entry into even one installation, in addition to being hazardous, could take lengthy preparation
and be extremely expensive. In order to avoid complicated efforts to
establish any Such procedure at this time, the United States proposes
a simple and straightforward verification system based on observation
and consultation to resolve any questions as to compliance with the
treaty which the observation might have raised.
15. The United. States believes such a system would be workable.
In-my statement on 15 May I set forth the reasons why the emplacing

or fixing on the ocean floor of an installation that was capable of
serving as part of an effective weapons system involving nuclear
weapons or other weapons of mass destruction would be unlikely to
escape the attention of other maritime Powers.1° If other maritime
Powers, became aware of this activity, as we believe they would, and

if they suspected a violation of the treaty, they could act under the
observation provision of article III of the United States draft. Let
us conSider the -role this observation could play in verifying compliance With the treaty.

If the installation had a configuration which could contain a
missile for delivery of a nuclear weapon, and apertures or hatches
16.

from which such a. missile could be launched, this would be observable.

If the installation had communications facilities for a sophisticated
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command and control system, thisinight also be observed. And if the
installation contained- an airlock, designed to permit entry of personneli-or 'contained large detachable parth, which could be detached for
Inaintenatice, thiS toOcould be Observed.
17: All the questions raised by those observations would have to
be resolVed by the consultation provided for in article III, and the

-other- party would be -committed to co-operate to resolve- them. I can
0.0.sate the-Committeethat if the United States were to request consultations wider this article,it would not propose to let the consultations
drop,Until its questions were satisfactorily resolved:

18. I 'might add that -this. procedure for verification, involving

&sof-v.-di-On 'and consultation, would be available to all parties to the
treaty.

19. In -our view, international consultation would thus play an
important role iii the treaty7S provision for verification without the
need 'for a special international verification organization, which we
:would .consider as--both premature- and Wasteful of resources.

20.. The United 'States believes that the verification procedure set

'fOrt11 in ,article,III of this draft, which I have just described, is
consonant with our present and developing capability to verify activ-

itieSiM the ,Sea-bed.
also believe that it is appropriate to protect
against-the threat-that we have reason to be concerned about both now

and in the immediate future. BUt the draft treaty We are presenting
today prOVides that five yetut after its entry into force a review conference, will be held-. If, ,technOlOgical and other developments warrant

reviSiOn. of the verification proVision of the treaty, they can be considered-at that time. S'[) that'there can be no doubt as to-our intentions
in this regard, paragraph 2 of article III expressly provides that the
review conference _Shall consider whether any additional rights or
procedures_ of verification should' e established.
21, Article IV provides for amendments to the treaty, and is identicalin langtage to article XV of the outer space Treaty.
22. Article V of the draft treaty we are presenting today provides
for the review conference which I have already mentioned. The con-

ference would meet here in Geneva five years after the entry into
fOrde of the treaty, and review the operation of the treaty with a

view to ensuring that the purposes of the preamble and the provisions
of the treaty are being realized. The provision for the review conference has been included because the United States considers the treaty
as an initial undertaking in a complex environment. Accordingly, the
United States believes that all parties_ will have an interest in ensuring
that there is an opportunity to consider the effect of technological or
other changes on the operation of the treaty. Article V also provides

that the review conference shall determine, in accordance with the
views of a majority of the parties attending, -whether and when an
additional review conference shall be convened.
23. Article VI of our draft treaty contains a withdrawal provision
which is identical to that found in paragraph 1, article X of the nonproliferation treaty.11 This type of clause found its origin in a similar
provision in the limited test ban Treaty.12
31 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
1963, pp. 291-293.
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24. That completes the deScription Of the operational clauses of
the treaty. There Will, of course, have to. be "some routine provitiOns
dealing with the entering into force of the treaty, accessions, official
languages, and so on. But if we can agree on the operationalclauSes--and, after all, these are -the clauses 'which have been under discusSion
and On which differences have appeared-7-theitthe routine provisions
should not be difficult, and can be worked out at -a later stage of the
negotiatiOns, once vogi,e§-i10:1se6n made towards agreement on the
substantiVe treaty article's,
25. In conclusion, the United -,States 'delegation has repeatedly expressed its hope that. thiSVOiiardittee Cart "reach a ,satiSfactOry agreement Which-WOuktpreventthe nuclear arms race from spreading to the

sea-bed. LikeWiSe, We- are,cOnVineed that such .ait. agreement must be
reached ofinickly,'_Sinde- it might beinuch-inore difficult, and perhaps not

posSible,- to 'reach atteenieht'onee-deployMentS had Started. It is for
these :reaSonsIthat the draft. reaty which we have submitted today does
not attempt solve all the. problems at. ikide.:Rather it is designed
to be' realistic- anctirtip6rtant --firSt Step towards'more
towards
comprehensive
,

disarmament. That is why we hate included a revision that -would

subject the treaty to revieNV and
aineridineht in the light of
the experience gained in its operation and of teChnblogiCal developments which -could bear oh,guoh issues aS,:for example, verification.
26. Finally, I shoUld like_ to add that I believe the draft-treaty we
have sat-hided today provides a sound basis for negotiating a realistic and meaningful agreementone *high will add a significant restraint to the nuclear arms race, and, at-the same time, help to ensure

that-the resources of the sea-bed are used for the benefit of all countries.

Italian Paper Submitted to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Additional Suggestions on Underground Nuclear Explosions, May 22, 19691
(1) On August 23, 1968 the Italian Government submitted to the
Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament some suggestions with
a view to achieving partial progress in the field of the suspension of
underground nuclear tests.2

Under Para. 3 (a) of the mentioned working paper it was
suggested that "Governments responsible for underground nuclear
explosions should act in a different manner according to whether
(2)

nuclear explosions for peaceful or for military purposes are concerned.

The former, before being carried out, should be announced to the
United Nations with all the necessary details". Taking into account
different opinions expressed on this subject, and also some important
events that have since taken placenamely the approval by the United
Nations General Assembly of the Non-Proliferation Treaty 2it is
ENDC/250, May 22, 1969.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 586-587.
3 Ibid., pp. 461-465.
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now siiggeSted-that the notification envisaged 'in the 'aforementioned
Para. 3 (a) sthOuld,.-intteA be made to the International Service for

nuclear peaceful explosions to be set up within the framework of

IAEA. (General ASseiiiblyRetoliitiott 2456-.-C XXIII) :4`
,(g), Para.-- 3 (c)-of the Italian- working piper of August 19..68 sugt4ette,dthat "Non -nuclear GoVerninentslin their' turn, should submit a

list:pf,-experts to the GOVernmentk of the Statet Where the nuclear
eXplotiont are to take -plOe". In accordance. with the -suggestions set
forth in Park. 2- here' Of, it is further suggested, that the proposed list
of experts should be submitted instead-to the IEA.

Stateinen.lby. the svivedishmepresetitative (Myrdal) to-the
Eighteen :Nation Disarmament "Committee: FiSsionable
IgAtekialSitoduction Cutoff and "Comprehensive Test
Bap, May 2:3; 1969:1
At this lattneeting of the Committee .before the recess I am
grateful to hate, the opportunity to summarize and underline once
2:

again the views my delegatiOn on the testban issue, to try to answer
some 'Of- the fineries which have been .raised by other delegations in

regard tothe CAnitentS, of the working paper piit forward by the

SWedigh, delegation- On 1 April' and contained in
i document ENDC/

2424 andl_finally,iii, my turn to pok One or two 'questions in the hope
thatthey Will be answered after the recess.

.Before doing so I shoild like, however, to state that, although
the Swedish delegation has come to, as it -were, "specialize" on the test
bin, we alto attach great importance to the cut-off of production of
fissionable materials for weapons purposes. We have long considered
the test ,ban, the out-oft and the non-proliferation Treaty 4 as parts of
one and- the same parcel; as they would assure qualitative and quantitative freeieS on nuclear 'Weapons development. The intervention on
the cut -off made in the Committee by the representative of the United
States, Ambassador Fisher, on 8 April was of great interest.' Particularly gratifying, of course, was his suggestion that the verification
of a cut-Off agreement should be handled in the same manner as is
prescribed in the non-proliferation. Treaty, namely through reliance
entirely on the safeguards syStem of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA). This would mean in practiceas was also pointed
3:

out by Mr. Fisherthat, a system of safeguards would come into
effect which would be equal for all States signatories to the two
treaties-- the cut-off treaty and the non-proliferation Treatyand
6/bid., pp. 799-800.
I ENDO/PIT:415, pp. 4-18.
s Ante, pP. 140-142.
a Ibid.

`For the nonproliferation treaty, see Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp.

401-405.

'Ante, pp. 159-101.
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which would cover the production of fissionable materials of all those
countries.
4. IA an intervention on 10 April, the representative of the Soviet
Unitintemniented-on the cut -off in a rather negative way. Ambassador
RoSlichin Said:
. . this ProPoSal wouldnot lead-to the redUction of existing arsenals of nuclear
weapOUS and- would-not diininiSh the pOSsibility of the further production of such
weapons.

He added that
it would notaolve the problem. of eliminating or reducing the -threat of a nuclear
war, even if all nuclear Powers agreed to carry out thiS Measure.°

5. That argumentation. against -a cut-off agree-016a doeSInot seem
very convincing to my delegation. As has already been peirited out in
this Committee;- all- the:melt-Wes in the nuelea,I Weaponsfielif discussed

so far-,Are concerned with "freezing"- the existing -sitnatiOn in order
te.stop the nuolear-arinS race. When such a_free2e or &escalation has
been achieved; the next steps can be taken on firm ground;- steps towards

measures Of realdiSarmatient, towards cutting down and eventually
eliminating existing stocks of nuclear weapons.
6. The= time now seems overripe for the thorough preparation of

agreements both Oil-a cut-Off _and on a-test ban, as those two measures
are so olOSely connected -with the first attempt to begin reducing nuclear
weapons- nstallatiOns----that is, with the planned strategic arms limita-

tion talks. 'Yes, those two treaties which we in the Eighteen-Nation

Committee Could-and shoUld tot elaborate would serve _as supporting
pillars to a strategic arms limitation agreement. As a matter of sheer
logic, if strategic arms are to be cut down, the need for producing material fel- nuclear weapons and for testing new ones will obviously be
red-deed-.
7. I -wish

to propose, therefore, that the Committee, as soon as we
resume -work -after the recess, should take a new look at the cut-off.
As haS been done on the test-ban issue, some delegation in our midst
ought to present a working paper containing suitable language for a

treaty text. Only in such a way, I think, can our further discussion
become really concrete and, we hope, conclusive.

The United States delegation has coupled its declared willingness to enter such a treaty with an offer to make available for peaceful
purposes considerable quantities of fissionable materials. I presume
that those materials would be put at the disposal of other States also,
and particularly the leSs-developed ones. This generous gesture gives
added weight to the proposed cut-off and to its urgency.
9. May I be allowed to point to the challenging feature running
through several of the disarmament measures on our present agenda,7
namely, that they foster new hopes for a more international sharing
of technological benefits. As with the resources of the sea-bed, so it is
with those to be released by peaceful nuclear explosions and that
atomic energy which is now embedded in non-profitable nuclear
8.

Ante, pp. 171-172.
7 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 583-584.
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weapOnS. Particularly for the sake of :the underdeveloped countries,
these hopes.MUSt not prove to =be ilhiSionS:,

10:. I4et irie now turn to the test=ban issue: Practically all other
delegationSlate by now made coinMentS-on-OUr torking_paper. We are
gratefrif for
"support Which' hag been lent -both-to Our initiative in
Sribinittirig this paper and to most of -its contents. It -my intention
today to Ulf to:anSiter,Siiirie Of _the questions and _comment on some of
the ideas raised. by-Other delegation_ s.
11:.

It.has been customary to treat the test ban issue as divided

betWeeri a scientific or technical _aSpect and- apOlitical aspect. Brit we

haVelonnd thatthiS terminology lacks precision, a fact which May be
the cause- of :SdnierniStinderStanding. It is more accurate to state that
each of those terms refer§ to two different -situations. It IS -therefore
more: helpful to separate what are called the technical aspects in the
folloWirigWay,:rfirSt=--thOSe.df inethOd.--.-what kind:of bases it Would be

scientifically possible

ntiliie-1- and second, which of theSehate practical- applicability. within the institutional .system

existing' bday: AlSO,theliOlitichl-deciSiOnSWillbeaddreSSed; on the one

hand; to the Steps- for the--practiCal arrangementS;inStallationS, data
exchange, arid's-6 on---=which are needed for Mipreved,-application of the

teehniCally, available. methods;. and, on the other hand, to the- over=
ridin; political deCiSiOn to 40..ót not to sign a treaty, -necessarily
coupled With national decisions to §top-ok not-to Staptegting.: While it
is the task Of scientists to continue. tiY study control inethodS, and to
Select those Which best meet the requireinentS of govermheritS, it must

be for the governments tcYState dearly what degree of precision is
needed, What detertenCe level would be considered satisfactory, and so
on. WS alSO a scientific or rather a technical job to blueprint the instal-

-latiOnS *piked' to apply the verification methods in practice, but it
is certainly the task Of goVerturients to decide on such practical
arrangementS.

12: I shall try -to employ that kind of distinction to make some

-points Clearer than in-our intervention on 1 April ; that is, technically
,possible methods to be kept separate from methods which are practical
at present, 'arid,political decisions relating on the one hand to the exteriSion Of -pradtical capabilities and on the other to the major issue of
:agreeing On a disarmament measure.
13. The first representative to make detailed comments on our
;Working paper and on my intervention of 1 April was the representative of the-United States, Ambassador Fisher. Mr. Fisher said that :
The United States cannot accept the statement advanced in support of the

recent Swedish working paper that there will be less than one ambiguous event,
or 'false 'Makin,' in the Soviet Union every ten years.

Mr. Fisher went on to say that it was the assessment of his delegation

that

there will be a large number of events each year which cannot be distinguished
between earthquakes and underground nuclear explosionS.'
14.

If we refer to the situation of today, Mr. Fisher is certainly

right. Everybody knows that there is a considerable number of nuclear
s Ante, pp. 162-163.
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events in the so-called magnitude gan_betWeen 4.0 and -4.5, with exploSions extendin,..g . from one to some' tens of kilotoits--,20 or 40 or 60,

dependent on whether they occur in hard rock or softer environments.
But-the future poSSibilities are .quite.- different., The Swedish delegatiOn. has made one attempt -,to circumscribe those future possibilities
WhiCh could-form a.Stable,platfornifor aieSt ban.
15. In our interventions -in 196T and inthe. Working paper of that
year a we described how dedision. theory can be employed to design
rather effective ways of using certain kinds of -Seismological observations'for test ban contrOkbeth in the case- -much discussed already at
that time =of a treaty with obligatory-on-site hiSpections and, alSo
the.caSeriot very:in-itch investigated at that time-7--, of a treaty without
obligatory: inspections.
There 'would:12e two stages of ,control_- in both kinds- of treaty.

In the first, Stage deciSion theory -principles, or perhaps, some other
principleS,=,would: be -uSe to seledt:froin all observations
,

events,:

in the seCOnd.., Stage itre aty procedure would be employed

to get clarifidatidil or to verify -Whether they really were violations
or not; I shall tt.SSiiine.that WhatMr.,PiSher called "ambi guous events"
or "false alarms" arethese selected events. Inmir terminology they are
violatiOn=like evetitSand.COnSist, as the case might be, of real -violations
and of -earthqUalies mistaken, as explosions. and thus 'being potential
false alarixiS. DediSiOntheory routinely arranges the selection process
so that the-percentage of violations separated- for verification, is high
enough to:-provide a sufficient deterrence and-at the_Same,tinie so that

the rate of false alarms is ,held down to an aoceptible level. Details

about such employment of decision theory are to be found in_ document
ENDC/1014 and in a subsequent report from the Research Institute of

National Defence in StOckholm, entitled "Seismological Test Ban
Control'', of February 1968.

rt. Let us now examine the ,second stageand. to begin with,, in
the case-of ktreaty with obligatory inspections. There the verification
procedure would consist. of the performance of a certain number of
on-site inspections, each with a certain practical effectiveness, less than
perfect but good enough to provide the required deterrencein our

numerical calculations we chose to estimate effectiveness of inspections
at 50 per cent. The potentially false alarms, would then be cleared up

through the inspections and an accusation of breach of treaty would
be made only if conclusive evidence of a-nuclear explosion was found
or, more realistically, I think, if the performance of proper on-site
inspection hid been refused or obstructed.
18. hi the case of a treaty 'without Obligatory inspection, this described verification by obligatory inspection would, of course, not be
available. In our intervention on 1 April and in document ENbC/242
we therefore proposed an alternative treaty procedure to handle this
verification problem, namely the so-called verification by challenge.
Our ,proposal was based on several notions. One of them was that
"false alarms" can be made to be rare events if identification capabilities are developed as suggested by us. The effort which a suspected
party, would want to make to free itself on such rare occasions would
9 Documents on Disarmament, 1967, pp. 305-309.
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thus not constitute a very heavy burden on the treaty parties. Another
that the treaty prodedure suggested 'by us would, on
ofournotiOns
the basis of the improved identification capabilities I just mentioned,
be efficient enough to .maintain the required -deterrent against violations:' Both those notions have been challenged' by the United States
representative andI now want to try .to- "free " myself.
First, turn., to the point about the low rate of false alarms.
Here- it iS necessary to -keep the distinction I indicated between possible method and pradtical application. Our notion of the feasibility
fewer falSe-alarnia than one-every ten years rests originally on. our
1967 application- of decision heOry to the particular identification
method- described-. in 1964 'by ,Brooker and Mitronovas, which is a
Method 'of identification over regional distances and based on_ data
going rather, far -dOWri,into the magnitude gap. This was at-that time
a Ifery_encettritginonethodOlogiattl resalt frem United States measuring stations in a regional-network around United States explosions
and ettrthquakeS,- that IS; not, 'relying on teleseismic Observations.
Whether something like-that Will be applicable-alsO to other regions,
including theSe of partidUlar interestto the. United. States, will cer-

tainly depend` -oil the practical arrangethents proyided in a treaty

situatiOn, :andlhii,i§,litrgelY-tv,matter for political decision. In my intervention-on April, .Ttherefcite stressed- the importance of organizing data; exchange -and establiShing_ automatic stations for the extraction of iegiontil.data: Both arrangements would be particular instances
Of practical apPlidatioris of-Methods which are available in principle.
20. Of course, the whole situation Would.be eased if such low false
alarm rates were to be attainable by teleseismic means. At present such

Monitoring of the numerous weak events, in the lower magnitude
rangeS, does not seem , W he available. This iis therefore a problem still

unsolved,, where improvements both of identification methods and of
practical arrangements for measurements are necessary. Here the large
teleseismic array Stations, particularly when placed in different regions of the world, seem to -offer the best possibilities for progress.
21. In, passing, let incv say that I am afraid that the representative
of the United,States in his intervention on 8 April 1" overestimated the
coverage of identification capabilities by last year's report on seismic
verification of the Seismic Study Group of the International Institute
for Peade and Oozifliot..ReSeardl of Sweden (SIPRI)11 The SIPRI

meeting actually did hot take the capabilities of large arrays into

account, for the, important conclusions. This remains to be done and
we would value Welly another experts' meeting doing so.

22. A very profoUnd change in the identification capabilities,

Which was not dealt, with in Mr. Fisher's critical intervention, would
be brought about by the organized. international exchange of seismological data which we have mentioned in article 11, paragraph 2 of
our suggeited treaty text 1; I referred to this measure in my speech on
1 April-as promising a considerable improvement in comparison with
present control capabilities. At the same time I mentioned other improvements which could be derived from seismological stations of a
"Ante, pp. 102-164.
Documents on Dtactrmantent, 1068, pp. 455-458.

"Ante, pp.

140-142.
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classical type, properly located. They might be made automatic and
sealed, and should be linked up with the international network of data
exchange.

N. Several other representatives have taken up the matter of seismological data exchange in their recent statements. I feel that I have
to pay a special tribute to the representative of Canada, Ambassador
Ignatieff, for his very efficient
of immediate steps towards
an effective data exchange, and
and now again in the working paper submitted today."
24. Mr. Ignatieff pointed out, as other representatives have done,
that the task of identification would be facilitated if guaranteed access
to all original seismological data were to be provided.. For the investigation Of certain particular events, data, from a few dozen up to perhaps-it few hundred records would be important. The prdblern was
therefore, he said "to devise a Systeni_by which their availability could
be guaranteed within an acceptable and practidable interval of- time ".
He siiggeSted, as a poSSible arrangement, governmental guarantees to
-supplyttipe records or microfilms, with, supporting background techmeal information, upon the demand of any requesting government
within an agreed tithe interval:1' That is- precisely what has been discuSSed as -very desirable among experts from eight gevernmentS
among them Sweden, and Canadawhich for the last couple of years
have been concerned with bringing about the so-called. "detection
club". Mr. Ignatieff has made several very interesting suggestions in
regard to the organizational problenis involved in setting up the international data exchange. We want to support warmly such an activation of international co-operation in the seismic detection and identification fields.
25. The representative of the United Kingdom, Mr. Mulley, was,
of course, right in 'drawing our attention in his intervention on 17
April 15 to the fact that several international seismic data centres already exist, such as the ones in :,:idinburgh, Washington and Moscow.
But they are not as yet functioning as needed in relation to a test ban.
26. Before him, on 10 April, the representative of Ethiopia, Mr.
Zelleke, spoke of the need for further research in the seismological
field and stressed the idea of a joint international effort to this effect."
27. These suggestions were commented upon by the representative
of Czechoslovakia, Mr. Lahoda, in his interesting intervention in the
Committee on the test-ban issue on 29 April.0 He felt, however, that
the right time to consider them would be after reasonable progress had
been achieved on the crux of the problem, namely, the question of the
politiCal willingness to stop testing. We beg to differ just on this point
of timing. The structure of the test bah has to be established now
and the technical services needed, not least the data exchange, have to
begin to be organized now.
28. International co-operation for providing a data flow, however,
obviously does not have technical aspects alone. Governments must be
Is Infra,
ENDWPV.404, pp. 2641.

15 Ibid., p. 7.

" ENDC/PV.402, p. 28.
" ENDC/PV.407, p. 6.
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willing to decide to. participate. In this connexion, I wish to add our
appreciation to that already expressed by others, of the recent statements by the representatives of two of the nuclear-weapon Powers, the
Soviet Union, indicating its willingness to take part in an organized
exchange of national seismological data as part of a comprehensive test
ban 18 and the United Kingdom stressing its readiness to take an active
part in establishing such a systein." United States representatives have
on earlier - occasions expressed the smile WillingnesS, .but it would be of

great value if this standpoint could' be reiterated, at this stage of our
negotiations. I shall return somewhat later to the question of how
soon specific work_ for this purpose might be initiated.
29. In view- of- the many constructive suggestions made in regard

to international co-operation in the, exchange of Seismic data, I ven-

ture strongly to recommend that in our report to the General As-

sembly Of:the United Nations,this matter should be more than briefly
mentioned..It-inarksconsiderable progresStoWards laying the foundation fin. a coraprehensive test-ban treaty, and ought to be made visible
to all United NatiOnS delegatiOnS.

30., I shall now try to answer some of the queries which have been
raised iiy.centiexion with the treaty draft contained in the Swedish
working paper. The general measure of support that our ideas have
s

obtained so far

i
is

quite encouraging.

Representatives have dealt mainly with one or two crucial
provisions of our text rendered in articles I and II and I shall do the
31.

same today.
32.

Article I, paragraph 1, contains the prohibition against all

underg,round nuclear weapon test explosions. Paragraph 2 ensures the
prohibition against, collaboration with any third party for the carrymg out of such explosions. The contents of both those provisions are
identical with corresponding provisions of the partial test-ban Treaty.2°
No objection has been raised in the Committee against them. On the
contrary, this complete prohibition of underground nuclear tests has
been greeted with appreciation by some representatives, for instance,
by the representative of Czechoslovakia on 29 April." It is, of course,
the very core of a comprehensive test ban. But if we are to satisfy the
newly awakened demand for using nuclear explosions for peaceful

purposes, an exemption from the general prohibitory rule must be
made for them. Paragraph 3 of article I provides for that exception,

namely, if such explosions are made to take place "in conformity with
an international agreement to be negotiated separately".
33. In this connexion I wish to quote the representative of Brazil,
Ambassador Frazio, who said on 8 May :
We consider that the working paper presented by the Swedish delegation
deals with the question of peaceful nuclear explosions In a logical and wellbalanced manner : it sets forth the general and universal rule of the prohibition that Is applicable to all countries, whether nuclear or nonnuclear, without
any loopholes, and leaves the question of the regulation of nuclear explosions
for peaceful purposeswhich must be negotiated separately in another context
to be the subject of a special international agreement."
ut Ante, pp. 170-171.
19 ENDC/PV. 396, p. 11.
" Documents on Disarmament, 1963, pp. 291-293.
" ENDC/PV. 407, p. 5.
" IONDC/PV. 409, p. 6.
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34. The representative of the United Arab Republic, Ambassador
Ichallaf, in his intervention on 15 April reminded us of the obvious
link between the provision in our suggested article I, paragraph 3 and
the one in article V of the non-proliferation Treaty, also dealing with
the subject of peaceful nuclear explosions. He said in that connexion:
"We believe that it is self-evident that this important subject should
receive identical treatment in both these treaties" 23 M7 answer is that
there should not be, and there is not, any contradiction between the

two provisions.
35. Mr. Mulley, in his speech on 17 April, touched on the same question when he asked if the international agreement mentioned in para-

graph 3 of our article I was envisaged as being the same as that referred to in article V of the non-proliferation Treaty." Again, my

answer is 'positive : it is intended, to be one and the same "special international agreement ", as it is to legislate the international regulations
relating to the same nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes. But let

me be quite clear : the special agreement will have to be negotiated
quite soon. If only the non-proliferation Treaty is then in existence,
the coverage of the provisions about control might not be total, that is,
explosions in the territories of nuclear-weapon Powers would not then
need to be covered. On this point one would, of course, have to study
more closely the suggestions made yesterday by the representative of
Italy 23
36. But a further step will be indicated in the context of the comprehensive test ban, when not only explosions performed in non-

nuclear-weapon States should be regulated so as not to permit them to

acquire nuclear weapons, but all nuclear-weapon teststhat is, specifically underground explosions within all signatory countries and
performed by any signatory State must be encompassed by the prohibition. The "special international agreement" which I have so far
discussed will have to be formulated in such a way that it can take
care of an extension of its coverage to nuclear-weapon States also.
The technical problem in connexion with control of peaceful nuclear
explosions will then be: how can it be ascertained that they are not
exploited for military purposes? The handling of the explosive devices
as such and also the preparations and installations, particularly those
for making diagnostic measurements of the devices, must be submitted
to international observation.
37.

I must revert, however, to one remark made by Mr. Mulley.

I know that several delegations are preoccupied with the same concern.
It refers to the very last sentence in article V of the non-proliferation
Treaty. Mr. Mulley pointed out what he called "a significant difference

of language as the non-proliferation Treaty permits bilateral agreements in addition to 'special international agreement or agreements' ".26
23 Ambassador Khallat's remarks appear in ENDO/PV. 403, p. 10.
ENDC/PV. 404, p. 0.
ENDC/PV. 414, pp. 12 if.
" Loc. cit.
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38. Our interpretation is quite simple : the "special international
agreement" is to provide the overriding regulations on how to handle
peaceful nuclear explosions as suchon forei,,an territories, as long as
we have only the non-proliferation Treaty. Recourse will always be
had, on the other hand, to bilateral agreements to settle the conditions
for a special project, the modalities, not least the financial conditions,
and so on, between a particular nuclear-weapon Power and a particular
beneficiary government, altogether free now but only if "pursuant to"

the general international rules when they have been settled in the

international agreement.
39. I um sorry if this excursion into the field of peaceful nuclear
explosions has been a bit time-consuming, but I know that it is a cause
of great concern, not to say of some worry, to a number of countries,

particularly those underprivileged, so far, economically in a world
full of riches.

40. I now have to turn to article II in our suggested text, dealing
with control. When introducing this text in the Committee on 1 April,

I said that we did not wish to take a rigid attitude in this matter.

Our text was intended as a compromise between the until-now widely
different standpoints of the two main Powers, and intended to entice
them into coining forward with more precise alternatives than hitherto.
The procedure for verification proposed in our text has to be seen and

judged as a whole. It is not rewarding to lift out parts of it and say,

"Look this text contains hardly any binding obligations on a suspected
party ". We, and many others, hold that it does. Paragraph 1, containing a solemn undertaking by all parties to co-operate in good faith to

clarify events, is definitely a binding obligation. Paragraph 2, containing an undertaking by all parties to collaborate in an effective
international exchange of seismological data, is a binding obligation.
To take on that obligation as binding will be in the interests of all
parties, considering the mass of valuable information they will obtain
in return.
41. On paragraph 3 of article II, dealing with what we have called
"verification by challenge", the representative of Czechoslovakia, Mr.
Lahoda, in his intervention on 29 April asked for :

a more detailed explanation of the interrelationship between the provisions of
paragraph 3(b) and 3(c) of article II and their relationship to paragraph 4 of
that article."'
42. Over the years I have several times tried to present this Committee with as succinct a description as possible of the procedure for
verification which has been generally referred to as "verification by
challenge". I shall try once again, referring now to the wording in the
provisions mentioned by Mr. Lahoda.

43. We consider it of primary importance that a treaty banning

underground nuclear tests should contain provisions by which a party

wrongly suspected of having violated the treaty can speedily free

itself of suspicion. We hold that this is the main concern in this matter.
We have organized such provisions in a three-step series of ascending
severity. Under article II, paragraph 3(a), a party is supposed to give

explanations. In paragraph 3 (b) it is provided that the party might
" ENDC/PV. 407, p. 5,
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make use of the possibility to invite the suspecting party and/or any
other State or some international organ or committee to an inspection
of the suspected violation, that inspection to be carried out in a manner
which the inviting State itself should prescribe. It may be said, of
course, that this is a right which any party to the treaty would have
anyway and that it is superfluous to spell out the right in the treaty.
We think it is valuable, however : it indicates a speedy and easy way

for parties to free themselves of suspicionand this is of practical

value not least to smaller States.
44.

To reply to Mr. Lahoda, there is to my mind no intrinsic

connexion between the provision offering that possibility in paragraph
3 (b) and the following one in paragraph 3 (c), under which the parties

are entitled to make additional proposals as to suitable methods of
clarification. Paragraph 3 (c) is, one might say, a residual category for
use of any method of clarification. A. demand for an ad hoc inspection
in the territory of a suspected party is thus not excluded. I can quite
see, however, that this is precisely the focal point of controversy between those who insist on and those who oppose obligatory inspections.
45. Now, as to paragraph 4 of article 112 if the various measures
indicated in the earlier provisions of that article have failed to clarify
a suspicious event to the full satisfaction of a suspecting party, paragraph 4 establishes the right for that party to bring the matter to the
attention of the United Nations Security Council and the other parties

to the treaty. That formula has been used in other treaties. It is here
intended to provide an opportunity for further airing of contested
statements about facts. This does not mean, however, that all the
measures enumerated in the previous parts of the article, such as the
inspection-by-invitation procedure mentioned in paragraph 3 (b) , need
to have been involved. The reporting to the Security Council entails
no sanction : the provision is largely of political value. The possibility

of a debate in the Security Council may be considered as a kind of
safety-valve for a suspected party to state its case and, of course,
generally, to give added weight to deterrence.
46. I have also to deal with one fairly general complaint mentioned
by several speakers, namely that the whole machinery we have envisaged is too weak.
47. In his speech on 15 May the representative of Nigeria, Ambassador Sule Kolo, made the plea for what he called "a fool -proof system
of verification".28 At the same time he presented a working paper on
the subject 29 in which he recommended that the idea raised last year

by the United Kingdom delegation for a committee to undertake onsite inspections in suspicious cases should be seriously studied again."
The Nigerian delegation recommends in its paper that such a committee should be composed exclusively of non-aligned countries responding to certain criteria.
48. On condition that it was generally acceptable, we would be
happy to go along with that idea. Ilowever, that is probably not the
case. Already in 1962 the non-aligned members of the Eighteen-Nation

Committee on Disarmament launched the idea of a special coinENDC/PV. 411, p. G.
" Ante, pp. 210-211.
eo ENDC/232, Aug. 20,196$
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mission to determine and carry out on-site inspections.31 For about two
years much work in the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament
was devoted to considering such an international commission, but in
the final instance it was not accepted.

49. A much more fundamental issue, raised both by Mr. Fisher

lo, is that of verification with or without inspection.
Certainly, there cannot be a difference as great as between 100 per
cent for one method of deterrence and zero for another. 'When Ambassador Su le Bolo asked for "fool-proof" verification he knew, of
course, that that was a kind of literary exagge,ration : nothing like 100
per cent certainty can be foreseen in this world. But even so, we need
to know more about how effective on-site inspections are. After all,
they depend on achieving precision with regard to epicentre location
and quite a set of favourable modalities. The literature on inspections
is full of queries and doubts. In our statistical analysis we estimated
50 per cent probability of success. This is a very important question
which I address to all proponents of on-site inspections: exactly how
efficient are they? Furtlier, what exactly would be the required deterrence level of a treaty with obligatory inspection ? In our estimates of
capabilities attainable in. the future we used the deterrence level of 10
per cent disclosure risk.
50P One of Mr. Fisher's critical remarks in his statement on 8 April
and Mr. Su le

was as follows :
And what if one finds the explanation of the event unsatisfactory? The violator
has, according to the Swedish proposal, no further obligation. Those who consider

their security endand may, of course, withdraw from the treaty, but the onus

will be on them, n',:t Ziff the violatar. That would give the agreement an inherent

instability. In fact, auy nation tlirt wanted to resume testing openly could just
conceivably use such a scheme to force others to abrogate the treaty, rather than
do so themselves.'

51. Clearly, any party not willing to continue with the treaty would
have the option of getting oit of the treaty through the back door, so
to speak, by obstructing the verification process, perhaps even with the
onus distribution foreseen by Mr. Fisher. But I think that a treaty
with obligatory inspections also offers the same option of backdoor
exit, just by obstructing the obligatory on-site inspection procedure.
With the obligatory inspection arrangements the occasions for such
exits would be even much mom frequent than in the arrangement
proposed by us. That kind of instability thus exists in both kinds of
treaty. I think, however, that any, important treaty entered into by
mutual agreement would be stabilized in its existence by the mutual
interests of the parties, and if those mutual interests were to disappear

no treaty would hold.

In his important intervention on 8 April, Mr. Fisher also said
that one has to test our treaty proposal not only in regard to what is
going to happen if false alarms are struck but also in regard to what
happens if a violation occurs. Of course, that is so and here I should
like again to remark that in our verification-by-challenge process a
violator would in reality most probably obstruct co-operation in verification. But that is no different from the case with verification by
52.

a Documents on Disarmament, 1962, vol. I, pp. 334-330.
82 Ante, p.164,
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obligatory on-site inspection. A violator would certainly not permit
any such on-site inspection of a violation; he would again simply
obstruct the on-site inspection procedure. Or he would disengage himself from the treaty before any verification process was attempted.
53. I hope that in this way I have also given arguments against
that part of Mr. Fisher's statement on 8 April where he said : "Obligatory on-site inspections would, we believe, add a sufficiently binding
constraint." 32
54. I want to add that we were very gratified yesterday when the
representative of the United States in his sea-bed treaty proposal 33
suggested a verification procedure rather similar to our challenge

procedure for the underground test ban.34
55. Let me finally, deal with a very important point made by Mr.
Mulley. He reminded us of his proposal from la: . year allowing for
a phasing-out of nuclear-weapon testing by starting with an agreed
annual quota of underground test explosions, leading to zero over a
small number of years.35 The representative of Ethiopia, Mr. Zelleke,
in his speech on 10 April suggested that this idea find a place in the
Swedish treaty text.35 Our delegation is not at all negative to Mr. Mulley's proposal, if it is acceptable to others, but we do not believe it
should be embodied in a major treaty, intended to stand from here to
eternity. An- agreement about intermediate provisions should rather
find its place in some annex or protocol. The adoption of the idea as
such would seem to us valuable on condition that the time be used as
a warming-up period for the international data -exchange and other
arrangements for improving verification capabilities. This would give
us a cue to the timing problem : prepartthe wholestructure of the test

ban this summer report to the United Nations on progress made;
sign the treaty an' d/or the transitory regulations when the strategic
arms limitation talks are under way; and then start immediately to
build up the verification capabilities.

56. The representative of Mexico, Ambassador Garcia Robles, on
10 April made some concrete suggestions as to our method of work
which would fit in with such a schedule. He said that available drafts,
such as the one contained in our working paper should be considered by
the Committee.
. . in a methodical and orderly manner,. paragraph by paragraph if necessary.
Thus we would in due course be able to transmit to the General Assembly documents which either had received the unanimous approval of the Committee or
'contained at least a considerable part on which there had been a consensus in
the Committee, although there might still exist some differences of opinion on
some of the provisions, perhaps even fundamental differences. As regards these
last, that is the provisions on which differences of opinion still exist, one could

include in parallel columns alternative texts already drafted in the form of
articles, or paragraphs of articles, for insertion in the treaty which is being

elaborated . . .
In short, we believe that after seven years of general discussion, the time has
come to proceed, in regard to various items on our agenda, to the consideration of
what in the General Assembly are draft resolutions and in our case should be
draft treaties.37

'3 Ante, p. 164.

"Ante, pp. 213-218.
33 ENDC/PV. 404, p. 8; ENDC/232.
" ENDC/PV. 402, p. 28.
81 Ibid., pp. 12-13.
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57. I have quoted from Ambassador Garcia Robles' statement at
some length because I think it is important and because it so well

reflects the views of my delegation on the proper working methods of
the Committee, not only on the test ban issue but also on several other
disarmament measures ahead of us.
58. Finally, I should like to turn to the representatives of the main
nuclear-weapon Powers. Somewhat earlier, I indicated in passing that
I would want to pose some major policy questions to them, considering
that the controversy hinges on one specific point, related to article II,
paragraph 3 (b) and (c) and paragraph 4 of our paper. First, can we
expect to get the position which relies on obligatory inspections spelled
out in specific terms and with a scientific background so that a detailed
comparison can be made without proposal as an alternative? Secondly,
would the co-Chairmen accept the remainder of our draft as a basis
for negotiation ? The Eighteen-Nation Committee could then proceed
with great speed to outline the structure of a comprehensive test ban
and report accordingly to the United Nations.
59.

I have today quoted from earlier interventions by many of

my colleagues. I shall end this lengthy statement with one final quota-

tion to support my basic conviction that a political decision on the
comprehensive test ban must be arrived at with great urgency. The
quotation I have in mind is intimately related to the test ban issue. It
goes back almost six years. It has been taken from an address by the
then President of the United States, John F. Kennedy, to the American people on 26 July 1963, after the conclusion of the negotiations
in Moscow on the partial test-ban Treaty. This address is reproduced
in full in document ENDC/102. President Kennedy wanted to calm
those who might find a disarmament agreement risky. He said :
. But it would be a mistake to assume that this Treaty will be quickly broken.
The gains of illegal testing are obviously slight compared to their cost and the
hazard of discovery, and the nations which have initialled and will sign this
treaty prefer it, in my judgement, to unrestricted testing as a matter of their own
self-interest, for these nations, too, and all nations, have a stake in limiting the
'arms race, in holding the spread of nuclear weapons, and in breathing air that
is not radioactive. While it may be 'theoretically possible to demonstrate the
.

risks inherent in any treaty, and such risks in this treaty are small, the far
greater risks to our security are the risks of unrestricted testing, the risk of a

nuclear arms race, the risk of new nuclear Powers, nuclear pollution, and nuclear
war."

Canadian Working Paper Submitted to the Eighteen
Nation Disarmament Committee: Comprehensive Test
Ban, May 23, 1969
Among many others, the Canadian Delegation believes that the
problems of verifying a Comprehensive Test Ban would decrease even
though they may not be entirely resolved, if guaranteed access to origs8Doeuments on Disarmament, 1963, p. 256.
1 L.NDC/251, May 23,1969.
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inal seismological data could be assured within the framework of an
organized and effective world-wide seismological data exchange. The
Canadian Delegation also thinks that a practical method of achieving
such an exchange would be through an increase and intensification of
the international co-operation which already exists in this field.
2. To this end but before attempting to find an acceptable economic,
technical means by which all parties would make seismological information freely available, two essential points need clarifying: what
seismic information would governments make available and in what
form? In this connexion the Canadian Delegation suggested at the
404th meeting of the ENDC on April 17 that countries be invited to
send a list of the seismographic stations from which they would be
ready to supply records on the basis of guaranteed availability of data
in the framework of a world-wide exchange of seismic data and provide certain details concerning these stations. The suggested form of
such a request from the ENDO is set out below. The Canadian Delegation is presenting this suggestion now in the hope that agreement to
it can be speedily reached without prejudice to any other proposals
under consideration by ENDC and the request sent out as soon as
possible.
REQUEST FROM THE EIGHTEEN-NATION COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT TO THE GOVERNMENT OF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CONCERNING
THE PROVISION OF CERTAIN INFORMATION IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
CREATION OF A WORLD-WIDE EXCHANGE OF SEISMOLOGICAL DATA
WHICH WOULD FACILITATE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN

In order to assist in clarifying what resources would be available for

the eventual establishment of an effective world-wide exchange of
seismological information which would facilitate the achievement of
a Comprehensive Test Ban, the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disto suparmament requests the Government of
ply to the Secretary-General of the United Nations for transmission
to the ENDC a list of all its seismic stations from which it would be
prepared to supply records on the basis of guaranteed availability, and
to provide certain information about each station as set out below :
(a) Photographic recording seismograph stations
(i) Name of station
(ii) Co-ordinates of station

(iii) Instrumentation and components recorded. (This should
include operational magnification at one second periods for short period and broadband seismographs and at 15 or 20 seconds for long
period instruments.)
is also requested to indicate
The Government of
whether fall operational magnification curves in absolute units with
fully annotated records would be provided, as only through provision
of this inform, ation can the maximum usefulness of an international
exchange of seismological data be guaranteed, It would also be useful
to know the time window within which the Government of
would be prepared to supply original records or good
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quality microfilm, and if the latter, whether the microfilm would be
16.35 of 70 millimetre film.

Tape recording seismograph stations (including arrays)
(i) Name of station
(ii) Co-ordinates of station
(iii) A. general account of the instrumentation geometry of the

(b)

array
(iv) Components recorded on magnetic tape and magnetic tape
specifications. (This would include the operational magnifications at
one second for short period instrumentation and at 15 or 20 seconds for
long period instruments)

As under (a) above, in the interests of obtaining maximum usefulness
from an international exchange of data, the Government of
is requested to indicate whether it would provide full
operational curves for band-pass and time code recorded on tape. It
would also be useful if the Government of
could
indicate how long the original tape can be made available before the
tapes are erased and re-used.

In view of the urgency in making progress in the direction of a
solution for a Comprehensive Test Ban the ENDC would greatly

appreciate it if the information requested above could be forwarded to

the Secretary-General of the United Nations with the least possible
delay for transmission to the ENDC.

CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE ENDO

00-CHAIRMAN OF THE ENDC

Statement by ACDA Deputy Director Fisher to the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee, May 23,
1969
65. Today we are concluding the formal work of the spring session
of this Committee. I think that this session has once again proved the
worth of this Committee to the international community and to world

peace.
66.

The views of my own Government, as the Committee may recall,

were expressed by President Nixon in his letter of 15 March to Ambassador Smith when he said : "A major part of the work of peace is
done by the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee".2
67. In a moment I shall discuss the foun4tion which our work
this session has laid for possible accomplishments in the session to be
held this summer. But first I should like to take a longer view. And
in this connexion I would refer to the interesting thoughts raised on
the working paper presented by Deputy Foreign Minister Zagari on
1 ENDC/PV.415, pp. 20-26.
2 Atzte, p 110.
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21 Apri1.3We believe that it would indeed be a healthy exercise for this

Committee to take stock of itself, to consider how much we have accomplished so far towards reaching our long range goals. I am not
suggesting that we should begin a new discussion of detailed treaty
texts on general and complete disarmament. I do believe, however, that
we might well give some fresh thought to where we stand with respect
to our longer-range objectives. This would doubtless help us view the
specific measures we have under consideration not as isolated measures, but as well-ordered steps to our ultimate goal. The Italian working paper raises this point when it asks theTertinent question : are we
carrying out the purposes for which our Committee was formed It
also suggests an approach which might lead to an affirmative response
to that question.
68. I should now like to turn to the specific measures which have
been discussed at our spring session, now concluding.

69. The United States has listened with interest to the views expressed on the subject of chemical and bacteriological warfare. In
particular, we have noted the proposals made by Mr. Mulley and by
the representative of Sweden 5 to make more binding, or even extend,
the restrictions of the Geneva Protocol.° The United States supports
the principles of the Geneva Protocol and has frequently noted its
commitment to respect them. We expect that the Secretary-General's
report on this subject will provide a basis for us to make further judgments on the feasibility and practicability of these proposals and those
suggested by others. We would hope that a constructive discussion of
this subject could be pursued during our next session after the report of
the experts has been submitted.
70. On 18 March, at the opening meeting of this session, the United
States reaffirmed its interest
in working out an international agreement that would prohibit the emplacement

or thing of nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass destruction on the

sea-bed.7

The United States recently submitted a draft treaty on this subject.8
Since we spoke on the subject at some length at our meeting yesterday,9 I do not propose to deal with it in any greater detail now, other
than to point out that in the view of the United States it is a realistic
approach to the sea-bed problem. I should also like to point out that we
included in this proposal a review clause which recognizes that the
science of "oceanology" is in its infancy and that our knowledge of this
environment and our capability to function in it will increase.

71. As I have indicated, the United States proposal would deal
with the most urgent issue, which we believe to be the danger of the
emplacement of nuclear weapons on the sea-bed. It extends the area
Ante, pp. 189-191.
ENDC/PV.404, pp. 10 ff.
ENDO/PV.397, p. 26.
Post, pp. 764-765.
Ante, p. 109.
Ante, pp. 211-213.
Ante, pp. 213-218.
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of prohibition to the maximum. possible extent. With respect to verifi-

cation it offers the advantage of using existing rights currently enjoyed by all States, combined with consultations to resolve difficulties
arising from the exercise of these rights.

71 I note that today the representative of Sweden referred to this

matter, gently but unmistakably, by asking : if this type of consultation
is good enough for the sea-bed, why is it not good enough for something

else? 10 That is a good question, but I think there is a ready answer
namely that the sea-bed, a regime open to all men under the regime of
the freedom of the seas, is really quite different from the interior of a
country where no such regime applies. In dealing with the sea-bed, we

are really dealing with quite a fortunate situation. Existing international law guarantees the freedom of the seas to all and the right to
observe what goes on there. This right, of course, does not exist on
land. The possibility of significant events in violation of a treaty
occurring on or under the sea and escaping detection by someone is
small, while the possibility of significant events in violation of a treaty

occurring deep within the boundaries of a country and escaping detection by those who can look with only indirect and less than certain
means is undoubtedly, not small.

73. I believe I indicated yesterday the view of the United States
that if a country were to sign a sea-bed treaty and were to be tempted
to violate it, it would probably not do so by means of one installation;
rather it would probably do so on a rather massive scalea scale that
might affect the balance of power, so we have the problem of what sort
of a risk one is concerned about. I submit that this does not apply to
the case of a test bana treaty that is designed to remain in force for
a long time. A country that had stopped testing entirely might well
feel that a single test a year, or two a year, by a potential adversary
could present a real threat to its security as the treaty continued in

force. It would certainly present an area of instability. I think it is

worth while noting, in this context, that in one of the very interesting
studies made by the Swedish Government the evasion rate was hypothesized as one test a year, it being realized that that might be a cause
of significant concern.
74. It is true that the United States verification procedure for the
sea-bed does not provide for access to the installations, for the overwhelming physical reasons which I mentioned in introducing our proposal. However, as I pointed out yesterday, certain observable physical
characteristics would furnish the necessary clues to the possible func-

tion of the installation and, as I stated earlier, a possible violation

would probably involve a ,o'reat deal of activity. In other words, in the
environment of the sea-bed, once one has looked at an installation and

has the right to consult, one does not really get much further by

knocking on the door at a depth of, say, one thousand feet and demanding to be let in. I submit that quite the opposite is the case with the onsite inspection. I dealt with the problem of the modalities of an on-site
inspection in a speech in April 1966.11 I think that, while we have since
then learned a good deal more on the subject, there is nothing we have
" Ante, p. 230.
"Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 100-199.
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learned that would disprove anything that might be learned because
of the presence of gases and a variety of other things, which would
make an on-site inspection useful. For that reason I think that the two
environments underground within the territory of a State, and the
sea-bed under an international regimeare quite different.
75. That brings us to the test ban. I should like to turn my attention to it, briefly, and to the proposals for a comprehensive test ban,
in particular to the verification issue.
76. President Nixon in the letter which Ambassador Smith read to
this Committee stated that :
. . the United States supports the conclusion of a comprehensive test ban
adequately verified. In view of the fact that differences regarding verification
have not permitted achievement of this key arms control measure, efforts must

be made towards greater understanding of the verification issue."

77.

In. my intervention of 8 April I emphasized that in our view

adequate verification required obligatory on-site inspection in addition
to seismic detection and identification techniques. I indicated our view
that this position was based on a firm amalgam of political and scientific consiclerations.13
78. At this session considerable emphasis has been placed upon the
relationship of seismic data exchange to a comprehensive test ban. I
should like, therefore, to elaborate on our approach to this matter.
79. The United States believes that seismic data exchange would
serve as a useful complement to an adequately verified test ban. However, if we are to form a judgment on the role of seismic data exchange
in a test ban, then we must examine and judge seismic data exchange

as it is today and as we can foresee it.
80.

In her very interesting remarks this morning the representa-

tive of Sweden directed some observations towards the United States,

and that was quite proper. I think it would probably be unwise

although we have been engaging in quite a free exchange, and I think

it is good that we have done sofor me to attempt to reply ad lib,

ti

so to speak, to all of them. I think we shall accept in regard to many
of them her invitation to supply information for the record at the
forthcoming session. However, as we customarily say in this body, I
do have some preliminary thoughts on some of her observations, in the
context of the subject I am now discussing that is, data exchange.
81. The Brooker and Mitronovas study," relied upon to support
the proposition that a. comprehensive test ban could or might be verified without on-site inspection by seismic means alone and utilizing
seismic data exchange, was based on an analysis influenced by the following factors : (a) the tests and earthquakes were in the United
States; (b) the observation of the seismic events created by both of
these events was made by advanced seismic stations in the United
States, operated by United States employees; (c) the seismic stations

were very closeI think within 1,500 kilometresto the events observed; and (d) the events occurred in an area where the ,geological
characteristics were quite well knownwe have been living there for
1* Ante, p. 110.
18 Ante, p. 162.

"Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, vol. 54 (1964), pp. 961-071.
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a hundred years or so and we know the geology of the area fairly well.

In addition, while the Brooker and Mitronovas study did include
some smaller-yield events, these were not factored out, so to speak, to

take into account the magnitude gap which the SIPRI report has
brought to our attention 15

82. The problem of the magnitude gap clearly is in all our minds
if we are thinking of teleseismic means and, perhaps, to some degree
of regional seismic data. But before even considering the assumptions
as to the probability or ratio of detection serving as an adequate deterrent when that detection was only by seismic means and by the inter-

esting but highly, sophisticated game theory and, indeed, before
considering the political stability of this type of highly technical infor-

mation serving as a deterrentbefore we even get to those questions
we shall have to have a very clear idea whether the quantity and
quality of the data we would get from a seismic data exchange would
be of a similar quality to data secured from United States stations
on United States territory, run by United States employees and watch-

ing United States tests and United States earthquakes, all of which
we know a good deal about for other reasons. Suffice it to say that as
of now nothing that we have seen in the study gives us any reason to
believe that seismic data exchange would eliminate, on scientific and
technical considerations, the need. for on-site inspections. We believe
that ambiguous seismic events would still remain even with the seismic data exchange. However, the fact that the most hopeful study
was based on regional seismic data means that, if we are to be serious
in our work, we cannot accept the view which has been expressed
here that seismic data exchange is only something to be examined
and entered into after we have achieved a comprehensive test ban.
It seems to me that the very fact that an interesting study put forward
for the consideration of this Committee was based on regional seismic

data of a high quality automatically raises a question which every
one of us ought to be asking himself: Should we not, in considering
these suggestions, know what seismic data we would get out of a seismic data exchange ?

83. The representatives of Canada's and the United Kingdom17
have addressed themselves to an analysis of the technical issues that
are raised if seismic data exchange is to be effective. The representative of Canada proposed as a preliminary step that those countries
which would be willing to participate in a seismic data exchange should
submit a list of their seismic stations, together with appropriate technical information, in order to foster movement towards merging existing seismological networks into a world-wide data exchange system.

Today an interesting statement has been made by the representative
of Canada and we are fortunate to have in front of us a working paper
dealing with the subject's We shall certainly study this paper with
the greatest interest and hope to be able to make appropriate comments on it during our next session.
15 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 455-458.
" ENDO/PV. 404, pp. 29-31.

" Ibid., pp. 7 tr.

" Supra.
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84.

In response to the earlier Canadian proposal, I should indicate

that the United States is quite prepared to make available to the
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament a list of seismic stations
in the United States from which we would be ready to supply records
in a world-wide exchange of data. We would all agree, however, that

there is still much to be learned in the field of detection and identification of seismic events.

85. As part of this learning process, on 25 March Ambassador
Smith restated 'a seismic investigation proposal that had originally
been put forward in the United Nations General Assembly by Mr.
Foster." Ambassador Smith stated that in the course of this year
there were two possible nuclear experiments in the United States
Atomic Energy Commission's "Plowshare" programme that could be

used in implementing this seismic investigation proposal.

Today I should like to submit a working paper which elaborates on one of those experiments and on our plan for implementing
the seismic exchange vroposal." This experiment, which goes under
the code name of Project Rulison, will be conducted in the state of
Colorado in the western United States. Originally scheduled for the
latter part of this month or perhaps for June, the experiment has now
86.

for technical reasons been postponed until September.

The working paper describes the implementation of our seismic investigation proposal with respect to Project Rulison. All that
data will be available to all interested. States and organizations, which
will be able to analyze the data. Each State can derive for itself the
benefits of those analyses. The results of this experiment and, we hope,
others in the future, can then be discussed in relevant scientific and
technical forums. This analysis of that experiment should enable the
seismic investigation proposal to facilitate further advancement in
seismic technology and increasing international exchange of information in this field. Furthermore, we shall have here a concrete example
of co-operation in seismic data exchange, which will undoubtedly
serve as some measure of the possible usefulness of seismic data ex87.

change to provide progress in this field.

I should now like to make a brief observation regarding the
cut-off in the production of fissionable materials for weapons purposes, a measure strongly, supported by the United States. We have
been deeply gratified by the positive remarks concerning that measure
88.

which were made by many delegations in this Committee.

The United States suggestion for verifying a cut-off, as reviewed on 8 April,21 involves applying the same standards to the
89.

nuclear-weapon States as have been agreed to be Ippro_priate for the
non-nuclear-weapon States in the non-proliferation Treaty." It is
therefore clear that objections as to the means of verification are no
longer vali4 as a. reason for objecting to the cut-oft
90. The United States has given priority to a cut-off agreement
for many years because it is a realistic measure that would limit once
"Ambassador Smith's statement appears
proposal,

"Infra.

ante, pp. 131-138. For Mr. Foster's

see Documents on Disarmament, 1908, pp. 769-770.

" Ante, pp. 159-16O.
22 Documatt8 on Disarmanfent, S998, pp. 461-465.
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and for all the amount of nuclear materials available for weapons purposes, and that means it would limit the number of nuclear weapons

because nuclear material is obviously an essential ingredient. This
would be of clear benefit to nuclear- and non-nuclear-weapon States
alike from the standpoint of their security, not to mention the benefits
it would bring economically and as a confidence-building measure.
91. In conclusion, I should like to say that, while the issues before
us are complex, we have had a most useful session. I believe we have
laid the.groundwork for more concrete achievements during the summer session.

92. I should like to express the thanks of the United States delegation to the Special Representatives of the Secretary-General and the
Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the valuable -work they have done. I should also like to express our appre,ciadon, and my personal appreciation, to the various officials, both seen
and unseen, who are essential to the work of this Committee, particularly the interpreters who have carried out so well the difficult task
of interpreting colloquial, ungrammatical and too-rapidly-spoken
not-quite-English of this speaker into the other official languages of
this Committee.

Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the

Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee, May 23,
19691
Today the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament comes
to the end of this session. Various proposals relating to the solution of
93.

disarmament questions have been submitted to the Committee, and
numerous considerations have been put forward regarding what the

Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament could do in the first place
in order to make progress towards achieving agreement on those questions. The main attention of the Committee has been devoted to prob-

lems relating to prohibition of the military use of the sea-bed,

prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons, the cessation of nuclear
weapons tests, and chemical and bacteriological weapons.

94. The question most widely discussed at the present session of

the Committee was that of prohibiting the military use of the sea-bed.
The discussion that took place has enabled us to draw the following
conclusions. First of all, it should be noted that all delegations actively
participated in the discussion and emphasized the need to implement
effective measures to prevent the spread of the arms race to the sea-

bed and the ocean floor. The broad understanding which emerged

in the Committee of the importance of banning the use of the sea-bed
for military purposes is a positive factor, which makes it possible to
hope that our Committee will be able to elaborate for the achievement
of that aim a concrete solution that meets the interests of strengthening international security and co-operation. Of course, such a solution
ENDWIT. 415, pp. 27-34.
375-754-70----t17
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can only be elaborated if all members of the Committee strive to seek
constructive decisions.
95. We also note that the basis of the discussion that developed at
this session was the draft treaty on prohibition of the use for military
purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof
submitted by the Soviet delegation.'- A number of delegations expressed

their support of the main principles underlying the Soviet draft
treaty. In particular, wide support was given to the idea
i
that the

scope of the prohibition should be as large as possible, that the geographical area to be covered by the treaty should be as wide as possible and that the principles for defining its limits should not be linked
to the existing limits of national jurisdiction. We regard the support
given by many delegations to the main provisions of the Soviet draft
treaty as another positive factor which opens up real prospects of
achieving agreement on this quest ion.
96. At the same time we cannot but point out that during the discussion considerable differences emerged in regard to the scope of the

ban, which is the most important aspect of the future treaty. The

representatives of the Western Powers, primarily those of the United
States and the United Kingdom, oppose a complete ban on military
activities on the sea-bed while showing a readiness to agree to prohibit
only the emplacement there of weapons of mass destruction.

That position was reflected in the draft treaty on this subject
submitted yesterday by the United States delegation .3 The Soviet
delegation is studying that draft and obviously, at the appropriate
time, will express its views on the provisions contained therein. But I
should like in a preliminary way to draw attention to the fact that
many delegations have already pointed out that it is insufficient to
restrict ourselves to a ban on the emplacement on the sea-bed of only
97.

weapons of mass destruction.

98. In adducing arguments in favour of their position, the representatives of the Western Powers allege that their proposal is the

only realistic measure which can be implemented in order to prevent

an arms race on the sea-bed. They state that a partial ban would

facilitate the solution of problems of verification and would meet to
a greater extent the interests of the security of coastal States. The
position from which such arguments derive is an attempt to draw a
distinction between offensive and defensive weapons and on that basis
to prove the necessity of continuing certain types of military activity
on the sea-bed.

99. We cannot agree that the legitimation of certain military activities on the sea-bed would not result in the development of an arms
race there, whatever may be the arguments on which that view is
based. The conclusion of an agreement banning only certain types
of military activity on the sea-bed and the ocean floor would result
in a situation where other kinds of activities not covered by this ban
would be legitimized, and that would mean that the sea-bed and the
ocean floor would become a new sphere of rivalry between States.
Should only weapons of mass destruction be prohibited on the seaante, pp. 112-113.
3 Ante, pp. 211-213.
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bed and the ocean floor, as proposed by the delegation of the United
States, there would still be the possibility of the development of a
conventional arms race in that environment.
100. As to the attempts to draw a distinction between offensive
and defensive weapons, that distinction is very relative because the
so-called defensive weapons can be used for aggressive purposes.
101. In summing up the discussion at the present session of the

Eighteen-Nation Committee of a ban on the military use of the

sea-bed and the oceui floor, we should like to emphasize that in spite
of the existing differences on certain aspects of this problem the aforementioned broad understanding of its importance is an encouraging
factor which leads us to expect that during the forthcoming summer
session of the Committee more persistent steps will be taken with a
view to arriving at a constructive solution. If delegations show sufficient .good-will in the search for mutually acceptable decisions, the
Committee will be in a position to report to the twenty-fourth session
of the United Nations General Assembly on the positive results of our
work in that field.
102. We should like to emphasize once again that the conclusion of
a treaty banning the use for military purposes of the sea-bed and the
ocean floor would contribute to a relaxation of international tension,
would exclude vast areas of the globe from the sphere of the arms race
and would create additional preconditions for the peaceful utilization
of the sea-bed.

to ques103. During
t,
e. the session considerable attention was given
tions of nuclear disarmament. The Soviet delegation considers that
among those questions the one most ripe for solution is the question
of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons. The implementation of that
measure would outlaw nuclear weapons and would pave the way for
further steps in the field of nuclear disarmament. The delegations of
the socialist countries and those of a number of non-aligned States
have expressed themselves at this session as being in favour of prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons.
104.

Thus, the representative of Bulgaria, Ambassador Christov,

stated :
The Bulgarian Government has always warmly supported and continues to support the idea of concluding a convention to that end as quickly as possible. We
consider that such a convention would have a vast repercussion on the international situation and would contribute to creating a favourable climate for all
the discussions on disarmament.'
105. In dealing with the question of concluding a convention to
prohibit the use of nuclear weapons, the representative of India,

Ambassador Husain, said:
India has always supported the idea of such a convention . . . We do feel that,
',like other declaratory prohibitions in the past, such a convention could have a
!considerable moral and psychological value, and its conclusion need not await
'other agreements on nuclear disarmament&
106. At the same time it should be pointed out that the Western
States oppose the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons. In that
' ENDC/PV.406, p. 13.
ENDC/PV.404, p. 23.
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connexion we should like to note that we have not yet received a reply

from the delegations of the United States and the United Kingdom
to the question whether their own proposals put forward in 1957 6
still stand, .proposals that nuclear weapons should not be
and
used with aggressive intentions and that they should be used only
for purposes of self-defence. Is this not an indication of the fact that
the Western Powers are endeavouring to avoid a discussion of this
1962'

question in our Committee?

107. Another problem of nuclear disarmament which was considered during the present session was that of the prohibition of

underground nuclear weapon tests. The Soviet Union has for many
years been advocating a comprehensive ban on all nuclear weapon
tests. The Soviet Government has repeatedly declared its readiness to
reach agreement on the prohibition of underground nuclear tests on
the basis of the use of national means of detection and to conclude for
that purpose a special international agreement.

108. The solution to the problem of outlawing all nuclear tests

meets with the opposition of the Western Powers, which put forward
the far-fetched pretext that international on-site inspections are necessary for control over the observance of an appropriate agreement.

The demands for the carrying out of such inspections are shared
neither by many members of our Committee nor by the scientists of
a number of countries. That is also evidenced by the considerations
put forward by the Swedish delegation at the present session on the
question of banning underground nuclear tests. The Swedish delegation pointed out that the need to resort to inspection, by invitation,
with a view to identifying an ambiguous seismic phenomenon may
arise less than once in a decade .° Such a statement of the question shows

very convincingly that the demand for international inspection to
verify a ban on underground nuclear weapon tests does not rest on
solid ground. We are firmly convinced that for control over the observance of the cessation of nuclear tests no international inspection
in any form is required.

109. The Swedish delegation introduced a working document

which sets out the basic principles of a comprehensive nuclear test ban
treaty.° The Soviet delegation has already noted the positive aspects
of the Swedish draft and indicated that the Soviet Union is prepared

to exchange seismic information with other countries within the
framework of the "detection club" proposed by Sweden."
110. At the same time the Swedish working paper contains a. num-

ber of provisions which cannot fail to give rise to objections. While
recognizing the adequacy of seismic means of verifying an agreement
on the total prohibition of nuclear weapon tests, at the same time it includes, in point of fact, the principle of the carrying out of interna6 Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1959 , vol. II, p. 870.
7 Ibid., 1962, vol. I, pp. 629-631.
8 Ante, p. 145.
' Ante, pp. 140-142.

" For the Soviet statement, see ante, p. 170. The Swedish proposal appears in
on Disarmament, 1965, pp. 390-393.
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tional on-site verification under the guise of inspection on invitation.
There is no need for this provision since, as the Swedish delegation
itself recognizes, national means of detection are adequate to reveal
possible violations of a treaty on the complete prohibition of nuclear
tests.
111. One cannot fail to note also thai. in the Swedish working paper

the question of carrying out nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes
is resolved in such a way that until a special agreement is concluded

such explosions are excluded, whether undertaken for the nuclear
countries themselves or on the basis of bilateral agreementswhich is
contrary to the non-proliferation Treaty.il
112. Unfortunately, we must observe that the negative position
taken. by the United States delegation in regard to any proposals for
the prohibition of underground nuclear testing if they do not include
a provision for compulsory on-site inspection hampers progress towards the solution of this problem. If the United States side continues

to maintain this demand as an obligatory condition for the discontinuance of underground nuclear tests, all efforts by the members of
the Committee to solve this problem will prove unavailing.

113. Among the problems raised during the present session the

Soviet delegation regards the question of chemical and bacteriological
weapons as important and urgent. Because of their capability to kill
living organisms, chemical and biological weapons are amongst the
most deadly means of mass destruction. The use of gases and poisonous

substances compelled the nations to take measures to prevent their
use in the future. As a result, the Geneva Protocol of 1925 for the
Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous and Other
Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare was elaborated.12
This agreement has been of great importance in preventing the use of
chemical and bacteriological means of warfare. It has obtained wide
international recognition. At present almost sixty States are parties
to the Protocol.
114. In recent times the attention given by world public opinion
to the problem of bacteriological and chemical weapons has increased
considerably. This was reflected in General Assembly resolution 2162B
(XXI) which, having defined chemical and bacteriological weapons
as weapons of mass destruction, confirmed that these weapons "con-

stitute a danger to all mankind and are incompatible with the accepted norms of civilization". The General Assembly called for
"strict observance by all States of the principles and objectives" of
the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and condemned "all actions contrary to
those objectives". The General Assembly invited all States to accede
to the Protocol .13 The Soviet Union bases itself on the premise that
the Geneva Protocol is an important international document which
has played and is still playing a vital role in the fight against the use
of chemical and bacteriological weapons.
"ibid., 1968, pp. 461-10.
12 Post, pp. 764-765.

19 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
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Taking into account. the threat presented by chemical and bac-

teriological weapons, the Soviet Government has suggested, as indicated in the memorandum of 1 July 1968 on some urgent measures
for stopping the arms race and for disarmament,14 that the EighteenNation Committee on Disarmament should consider ways and means
of securing the observance of the Geneva Protocol by all States.
116. The task of our Committee is to facilitate the accession to the
Geneva Protocol of those States which so far have not acceded. This
would contribute to solving '7., problem of excluding bacteriological
and chemical weapons from the life of the community. The Soviet
Union, basing itself on its position of principle on disarmament questions, advocates the complete prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weapons.

117. In this connexion we should like to call the attention of the
Committee to the statement by which Soviet scientists recently appealed to the scientists of all continents and countries. In their message they called for a struggle against the manufacture and stockpiling
of chemical and bacteriological weapons, and for the prohibition of
their manufacture. They demanded the outlawing of these types of

weapons.15
118. In reviewing the discussion that has taken place at this ses-

sion on the question of chemical and bacteriological weapons, we are
gratified to note that virtually all delegations were in favour of ensuring the adherence to the Geneva Protocol of 1925 of the largest possible number of States, and in favour of strengthening this Protocol.
In this connexion we may refer to the statement made by the represent-

ative of Sweden, Mrs. Myrdal, who said on 25 March that : "The
Eighteen-Nation Committee must outline how to strengthen the 1925
Geneva Protocol by securing wider adherence to it." 16
119. A different approach to this problem is proposed by the United

Kingdom delegation. The United Kingdom position, as set forth in
working paper ENDC/231, is based on the assumption that the Geneva

Protocol is not a fully satisfactory document, and for its "improvement" it is proposed to separate the question of biological weapons
from that of chemical -weapons and to deal in the first place with the
problem of biological weapons.17 As has been pointed out by many
representatives, the separation of these questions would not lead to
the strengthening 'but to the undermining of the Geneva Protocol and
would not contribute to the solution of the tasks entrusted by the
Unitf d Nations General Assembly to the Eighteen-Nation Committee.

12(1.- A positive factor of the present session is that a number of
delegations, including those of Mexico, Sweden, Ethiopia, India,
Brazil and Romania, have advocated more specific negotiations than
have taken place recently on general and complete disarmament. The
Soviet delegation is of the opinion that the existing world situation
urgently imposes the need for a business-like discussion of this problem. The Soviet side has put forward proposals both for an all-round
.

16Ibid., 1968, pp. 466-170.

15Praxda, May 16, 1969, p. 4; Current Digest of the Soviet Press, vol. 21, no. 20
(June 4, 1969), p. 14.
1511NDC/PV. 397, p. 26.

"Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 569-571.
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solution of the question of general and complete disarmament I have
in mind. the relevant Soviet draft treaty "and also for partial pleasures in the field of limiting the arms race and lessening international
tension, as set forth in the Soviet memorandum of 1 July 1968.19 The
Soviet Government, in putting forward the task of accomplishing
individual partial measures, was guided by the fact that these should
in the last analysis lead to general and complete disarmament.
121. In this connexion we still regard as an important task of the
Committee the making of progress in the search for agreement on such
questions as the elimination of foreign military bases, the prohibition
of bomber aircraft flights with nuclear weapons aboard beyond national borders, regional disarmament measures, and so on

121 One of the most urgent tasks is to ensure the speedy entry

into force of the non-proliferation Treaty. The Soviet delegation fully
shares the endeavours of the members of the Eighteen-Yation Com-

mittee to impart to that Treaty a universal character and thus contribute to the strengthening of international peace and security. We
deem it necessary to draw the attention of the members of the Committee to the fact that a few days ago the USSR Council of Ministers
submitted the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
to the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR for ratification.
123. While taking specific steps for the ratification of the nonproliferation Treaty we should also like to observe that we share the
concern of a number of delegations at the fact that some States -which

are close to manufacturing their own nuclear weapons have not so
far signed this Treaty.
124. In endeavouring to make progress in solving disarmament
questions it is necessary to recall that there are active forces in the
world which are interested in the arms race. The building-up of military arsenals in quantity and quality is going on and the activities of
the aggressive military blocs are being intensified. The Government
of the Soviet Union and the governments of the other socialist countries have repeatedly called attention to the danger inherent in a race
in nuclear and other types of weapons and have put forward concrete
proposals aimed at making mankind safe from the threat of a new

war.

125. Now that we are interrupting for a brief period the meetings
of the Eigliteen-Nation Committee, we express the hope that this
recess will be used by the States members of the Committee for the
purpose of seeking constructive solutions -which could be adopted by
the Committee and reported to the next :session of the United Nations
General Assembly. The Soviet deleo-atioA will exert every effort to
arrive as soon as possible at mutually aczeptable solutions in regard
to the questions that have been disciussed in this Committee.
126. In conclusion the Soviet !delegation would like to thank the
Special Representative of the Secretary - General, Mr. Protitch, his
Deputy, Mr. Epstein, and all the staff of the Secretariat, including
the interpreters, for the highly skilled assistance which they have
rendered to the Committee during the disarmament negotiations.
18 Ibid., 1965, pp. 77-102.
Ibid., 1968, pp. 460-470.
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United States Working Paper Submitted to the Eighteen
Nation Disarmament Committee: Seismic Investigation
Proposal, May 23, 19691
The United States is now prepared to take action in connexion with
its proposal of December 5, 1968, to the First Committee of the 23rd
United Nations General Assembly, that certain underground nuclear
explosions serve collaterally for studies in connexion with worldwide
seismic investigations.2

As indicated in the U.S. proposal, all states with appropriate seismic instrumentation will have the option to collect and evaluate seismic data resulting from such explosions, and the success of the proposal will depend in large degree on the extent to -which they exercise
their option. Presuming broad participation in the procedures fore-

seen by the United States, the experiments will have a threefold

result; they will facilitate further analysis of seismological characteristics, both of the geological media and of the explosions themselves;
they will provide a basis for systematizing worldwide use for seismic
purposes of the information released on underground nuclear explosions; and they will facilitate worldwide evaluation and comparison,
to the extent that the data are exchanged, of the seismic information
gathered. on such events.

The underground nuclear explosions contemplated by the U.S. for
these experiments will not involve development or testing of nuclear
weapons.

The purpose of this working paper is to elaborate on the first of

these experiments and on how it would apply to the seismic investigation proposal. The experiment, denoted Project Rulison, will be conducted in the state of Colorado in the Western United States. Like a

previous experiment (Project Gasbugg,y)2 conducted in December
1967, its purpose will be to investigate the use of a nuclear explosion
to increase the recovery of natural gas. The explosion will have a yield

of about 40 kilotons. It will take place in a low permeability gasbearing formation, geologically referred to in this region as the Mesa
Verde formation. The explosion is expected to create an underground
chimney of broken rock about 370 feet high and 160 feet in diameter.
The chimney thus created will act as a chamber where the gas will
collect and then be drawn off through a well to be drilled from the
round down to the chimney. The energy released by the explosion
is expected to crush and fracture the rock out of about 290 feet around
the chimney, thereby greatly increasing the permeability of the reservoir and enabling the gas to flow more readily to the producing well.
With regard to the seismic investigation aspect of this experiment,
the following data are pertinent:
1.

2.

The depth of the explosion will be 8443 feet.
The precise site of the explosion will be 39 degrees, 24 minutes,

21 seconds North Latitude and 107 degrees, 56 minutes, 53 seconds
West Longtitude.
1 ENDO/252, May 23,1969.
3 Documents on Disci/mamma, 1968, pp. 769-770.
3 See ibid., pp. 21-23.
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3. The general geology in the vicinity of the depth for which the

explosion iis planned is basically shale, with some sandstone.

Approximately two weeks before the experiment? the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey will alert seismic stations worldwide by
telegram. In addition to providing technical details, the messages will
request the transmission of seismic data back to the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey for incorporation into an overall analysis.
Similar messages will also be sent to the World Data Centres for
Geophysical Data in Moscow and in Strasbourg, and to the International Seismological Centre in Edinburgh. Following the experiment
the actual time of the explosion, the depth, the yield, and the preliminary estimate of the seismic magnitude will be furnished through
the same channels.

Data from the explosion collected in the United States will be

available to others from the World Data Centre at the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey in Washington, D.C. The United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey will in turn assemble data collected from outside the
United States, as well as inside, and will prepare a report which will
include computations, using all the available seismic data, of the calcu-

lated location of the explosion, the origin time, the yield of the explosion, and the seismic magnitude. The report will also include an
analysis of the data using seismic identification criteria for distinguishing between explosions and earthquakes.
Since the original seismic data will also be available from the U.S.

and World Data Centres, other interested states and organizations
will, of course, be able to subject it to their own analyses independent
of the U.S. analysis. The results of this experiment, and of such others
as may follow it, can then be discussed in relevant scientific and technical forums.
Because of the yield of this experiment and the geo-physical characteristics of the medium in which Project Rulison will be conducted,

it may be that this event will be identified as an explosion through
teleseismic means. It must of course be recognized that this experiment
by itself cannot be expected to permit definitive conclusions regarding

seismic detection and identification capabilities. On the other hand,
judging from responses already received indicating interest in pat.ticipation2 there are reasonable grounds for expecting that the seismic
investigation aspect of Project Rulison will achieve the specific and
limited objectives intended for it and provide the threefold result outlined on page 1.

Address by President Nixon at the Air Force Academy,

June 4, 19691
Before addressing the members of the graduating class, I would
like to be permitted a personal word to the people of Colorado and to
the people of this city. I want to thank you for the very warm and
gracious welcome you gave to me and the members of our family.
1 Weekly Compilation of Presidential DoeumentR, June 9, 1069, pp. 797-802.
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I will remember the conversations that I had with General Eisenhower in the months before he died. He often reminisced about the past

and among his fondest memories were his visits to Colorado. These
were some of the happiest days of hislife.

Yesterday when we arrived in Colorado Springs, we stepped out
of the aircraft, we breathed this wonderful fresh air, we looked off
across to the mountains 50 miles away, and as we stood there we knew

what he meant when he spoke of Colorado, its people, and also the
climateeverything that all of you who live here know and love so
much.

I should just like to give you one impression that shows you there
is some continuity, in history. Dwight David Eisenhower II the grandson of General Eisenhower, and his namesake, as he saw this beautiful
country and looked to the mountains off to the distance, said, "Gee, this
is great country." I want you to know that I agree and I congratulate
2

the Air Force for having the good judgment to locate the Air Force
Academy here in Colorado Springs.

One other personal note: I had the opportunity before coming to
this stadium to take a tour of some of the campus facilities and particularly the chapel. Now, there has been some controversy about that
chapel. This is the first time that I have seen it. I am not an architectural expert, but I think it is magnificent, and I think you can 'be
very, proud of that chapel at the Air Force Academy.

Now, if I could address the members of the graduating class.
For each of you, and your parents, and your countrymen, this is

a moment of quiet pride.

After years of study and training, you have earned the right to be
saluted.
But you are beginning your careers at a difficult time in military
life.

On a fighting front, you are asked to be ready to make unlimited
sacrifice in a limited war.

On the home front, you are under attack from those 'who question
the need for a strong national defense, and indeed see a danger in the
power of the defenders.

You are entering the military service of your country when the
Nation's potential adversaries abroad have never been stronger and
when your critics at home have never been more numerous.

It is open season on the Armed Forces. Military programs are ridiculed as needless if not deliberate waste. The military profession is
derided in some of the so-called best circles of America. Patriotism is
considered by some to be a backward fetish of the uneducated and the
unsophisticated. Nationalism is hailed and applauded as a panacea for

the ills of every nationexcept the United States of America.
This paradox of military power is a symptom of something far
deeper that is stirring in our body politic. It goes beyond the dissent
about the war in Vietnam. It goes behind the fear of the "militaryindustrial complex."
The underlying questions are really these :
What is America's role in the world? What are the responsibilities
of a great nation toward protecting freedom beyond its shores? Can we
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ever be left in peace if we do not actively assume the burden of keeping the peace ?

When great questions are posed, fundamental differences of opinion come into focus. It serves no purpose to gloss over ttese differences,
or to try to pretend that they are mere matters of degree.

Because there is one school of thought that holds that the road
to understanding with the Soviet Union and Communist China lies
through a downgrading of our own alliances and what amounts to a.
unilateral reduction of our armsin order to demonstrate our "good
faith."
They believe that we can be conciliatory and accommodating only
if we do not have the strength to be otherwise. They believe America,
will be able to deal with the possibility of peace only when we are
unable to cope with the threat of war.
Those who think that way have grown weary of the weight of free

world leadership that fell upon us in the wake of World War II.
They argue that we, the United States, are as much responsible for
the tensions in the world as the adversaries we face.

They assert that the United States is blocking the road to peace by
maintaining its military strength at home and its defenses abroad. If
we would only reduce our forces, they contend, tensions would disappear and the chances for peace would brighten.
America's powerful military presence on the world scene, they believe, makes peace abroad imprdbable and peace at home impossible.
Now we should never underestimate the appeal of the isolationist
school of thought. Their slogans are simplistic and powerful : "Charity
begins at home. Let's first solve our problems at home and then we can
deal with the problems of the world."
This simple formula touches a responsive chord with many an over-

burdened taxpayer. It would be easy, easy for the President of the
United States to buy some popularity by going along with the new
isolationists. But I submit to you that it would be disastrous for our
Nation and the world.
I hold a totally different view of the world, and I come to a different
conclusion about the direction America must take.
Imagine for a moment, if you will, what would happen to this world
if America were to become a, dropout in assuming the responsibility
for defending peace and freedom in the world. As every world leader

knows, and as even the most outspoken critics of America would
admit, the rest of the world would live in terror.
Because if America were to turn its back on the world, there would
be peace that would settle over this planet, but it would be the kind of
peace that suffocated freedom in Czechoslovakia.

The danger to us has changed, but it has not vanished. We must
revitalize our alliances, not abandon them.
We must rule out unilateral disarmament, because in the real world
it wouldn't work. If we pursue arms control as an end in itself, we will

not achieve our end. The adversaries in the world are not in conflict
1. Anse they are armed. They are armed because they are in conflict,
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and have not yet learned peaceful ways to resolve their conflicting
national interests.
The aggressors of this world are not going to give the United States
a period' of grace in Which to put our domestic house in orderjust as
the crises within our society cannot be put on a back burner until we
resolve the problem of Vietnam.
The most successful solutions that we can possibly imagine for Our
domestic programs will be meaningleOs if we are not around _tty enjoy
,theM. Nor can we conduct a successful peace policy abroad if our society is at war with itself at home.
There is no advancement for Americans at home in a retreat. from

the problems of the world. I say that America has a vital national
interest in world stability, and no other nation can uphold that interest

fortis.
Westand at a crossroad in our history. We shall reaffitin our destiny
for greatness or we shall choose instead to withdraw into ourselves.
The Choice will affect far more than Our foreign_policy ; it will determine the quality of Our lives.

A nation needs many qualities; but it needs faith and confidence
abeve all. Skeptics ao not build societies; the idealists are-the.builders.
Only societies that ,belieVein theritOelVeS can riOe;th their challenges.
Let tOnoti then, poOe_a false choice betWeen meeting our responsibilities
abroad and meeting the needs of -our people at home. We shall meet
both or We Shall meet neither.
That is Why My disagreement with the skeptics and the isolationists
is fundamental: They have lost the vision indispensable to great leader-

ship. They observe the problems that confront us; they measure our
resources and then they despair. When the first vessels set out from
Europe for the New World these 'Men would have weighed the risks
and they *mild have stayed behind. When the Colonists On the-eaSterii
Oeaboard started across -the Appalachians to the unknown reaches of
the Ohio Valley, these inen would have counted the costs and they
would have stayed behind.

Our Current exploration of space makes the point vividly; here is
testimony to man's vision and to man's courage. The journey of the
astronauts is more than a technical adhievemerit: it is a reaching-out
of :the human spirit. It lifts our sights; it demonstrates that magnificent conceptions can be made real.

They inspire us and at the same time they teach us true humility.
What could bring home to us more the limitations Of the human scale
thanthehainithigly-beautiful picture of our earth seen-froth the -moon?
When theltst man stands on the moon next month, every American
will stand taller because Of what helms done, and *e_Oliduld be proud
Of this magnificent achievement:
We will know then that every man achieves his own greatness by
reaching. out:beyOnd.hiniself,, and so it-is with nations. When ,.nation
believes
Athenians did in-their Golden Age, as Italians did
in the Itenaissancethat nation can .perform miracles. Only -when a
nation Means something- to itself can it mean something to others.
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That is why I believe a resurgence of American idealism can bring
about modern miracleand that modern miracle is a world order of
peace and justice.
ktioW that every member of this graduating class is, in that sense,
an idealist.
However, I must warn you that in the years to come you may hear
your commitment to the American responsibility in the World derided,
as &form of militarism. It is itnportant that you.tecognize that §ti.AWMan issue for what it is :the outward-sign of a; desire by some-to turn
Amerien, inward and tolaire Ameriod, turn away from gteatnesS. I ain
not Speaking, about thoSe responsible critics who reveal waste arid in-efficiency ia our defense e:stablidnilent, who demand clear answers on
procurement policies, who want to Make sure new weapons systems-will
ttily add to our defense. On the contrary, yon-should be in the-Vanguard. of thkt inevernent_Nor-do I Speak of thOSe -with_shatp .eyes and
Oar-pOSt-Vietriani planning with
sharp pencils who are

Other. pressing national priotities in mind: I count myself as one of
those.

But as your Commander yin Met; I Want to relayto yoii as future

officers -of oat Armed FOrce§tOnie of My thoughts on these great issues
Of Aiationat moment.

I -worked closely with Ptesident Eisenhower for 8 years. I know
what-he meant When he Old"

. . .

we must guard agamSt the acquisi-

tion of unwarranted influence, whether sought or untoUght, by the
Militaty-indristrial complex."

Many ;people 'conveniently forget that he followed that warning

with another: "We must also be alert to the equal and opposite _danger
that public_palidy -could itself bedorne the captive of a seientifio-technological

We sometimes forget that in that same Farewell Address, Presi-

dent Eisenhower spoke of the teed. for national security. He Said : "A
Vital eleinerit in keeping the peace is our Military establishment. Our

arms must be mighty,. ready for instant action, so that no potential
aggressor maybe tempted risk his own destruction." 2
I say to you, my felloW Americans; let us never forget those wise
Words ofone-of
The AMOCO deferi§e establishment should never be a sacred cow,

but on the other hand, the American military should never be anybody's scapegoat.
America's 'Wealth is enormous, but it is not limitless. Every dollar
aVailablein the Federal GovernMent has been taken from the Ainerican _peOplein tiixeS..Atesponsible goverrithenthksa, duty to be prudent

when it .spends the people's money. There is no more justification
fOr wasting Money' on Unnecessary military hardware than thete is
for wasting it on unwarranted social programs.

Thete can be no question that we should not spend unnecessarily
not confuse our priorities.
The qUeStiOn, I Submit; in defense Spending is a very simple one:

kir defense. BUt eve must

"How much is necessary ?" The President of the United States is the
3 American Pordign

Current Dacuments,1961, pp. 5-6.
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man charged with making that judgment. After a complete review of
Our foreign and defense policies I have submitted requests to the Congress for military appropriationssome of these are admittedly controversial. These requests represent the minimum I believe essential
for the United States to meet its current-and longtanze obligations
to itself awl- to the free world. I have asked Only for those programs
and those expenditure§ that I believe are necessary to guarantee the

security of this country and -to hillier our obligationt. I Will bear
the retponsibility for those judgments. I do not consider my reCOminendationS infallible: But if l_have made a mistake, pray that it is
on the side = of too lima, and not too little. If we do too much it will

cost_ us our .money If we do too little, it_ may cost us our liVes.

Mistaketin-nnliwy policy today Can be irretrievable. Time lost in

this age Of science can never be regained. America had months in order

to prepare and to catch up in Order to wage World War I. We had
months and even years in order to catch up to we could play a role in
winning World War II: When a War can be decided in 20 Minutes,
the nation that IS behind

haVe no

catch Up.

I gay : Let Anierica never fall behind in maintaining the defenses
necessary for the strength of this Nation.
I,have no- choice in itiy decisions but to come down On the side of
security, becatite history has dealt harthly with those nations who have
taken the other course.
So, in that spirit, to the inenibers of this graduating class, let me
offer this credo for the defenders Of our Nation :

I believe that we must balance our need for survival as a Nation
with our need for turvival- as a people.Altiericaii§, soldiers and civilians, Mutt- remember-that- defense is not an end in itself it is a way
of holding fast to the deepest values known to civilized man.
I believe that our defense ettablishMent will remain the servant of

our national policy of bringing about peace in the world and that
those in any way connected with the military mustscruptiloh§ly avoid
even the appearance of becothing the master of that policy.
I believe that every man in uniform is a Citizen first and a serviceman second, and that we must resist any attempt to isolate or separate
the defenders *Om the defended. So you Can see that in this regard,
those who agitate for the retrieval of the ROTC from college campuses
contribute to an unwanted militarism.
I believe that the basis for decisions On defense spending must be
"What do we. '6, what do We need for our security ?" and not "What
will thisyrierin for business and employment ?" The Defense DepartMalt must never be contidered as a modern WPA. There are far better

ways for governinent to help insure a sound prosperity and high
employment.

I feel that moderation has a moral significance only in those who
have another choice. The weak can Only plead. Magnanimity and restraint gain ,moral meaning coming from the strong.
I believe that detente decisions must be made oiy the hard realities
of the offensive capabilities, of Our potential .adversaries, and not On
the fervent hopes about their intentions. With Thomas Jefferson, we
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can prefer "the flatteries of hope" to the gloom of despair, but we cannot survive in-the real- world if we plan our-defense m a dream world.

I believe we must take risks for peacebut calculated risks, not
foolish risks. We shall not trade our defenses for a disarming smile Or
alarming words. We are prepared-for new initiatives in the control of
arms in the context of-other specific moves to reduce tensions around
the world.
I believe that Arne-rid-a is not going to become a Garrison State, or
a Welfare,State, or a Police_Statesnuply 'because the American peoliletoill defend' our values ,from those forces, external Or internal, that
would challenge or -erode theni.

And I believe .this abOve,all: that, this Nation shall continue to be a
source of world leaderghip,-a.SOUrde of freedom's strength, in creating
aitiSt_ world order that Will'britigan end to war.
Members-of the graduating class and your colleagues in the Acadeiriyi, ProSident shares aiSpecial Wild with the,nien_tuicl women in-the
Nation's Armed. VordeS. He feels that bond strongly at"- moments like
these, facing all of you who have pledged your lives, your fortunes,
and your sacred honor to the service of your Country. He feels that bond
most strongly- when: he presents "the wait Of Honor to an 8-year,old
boy who
never see his father again. 13' eCauSe Of that bond, let me
Say thiS to you:

In *Tot generationi,sm de 1941, thiS Nation has paid-for 14 years
of-peace with 14 years of war. The Aineridim war dead of this generatiOn haS been far greater than all of the preceding generations in
America'S history. In terms Of human suffering, thiS riasteen the costliest generation in the two CeiitttrieS of our history
Perhaps thiS is why my ,generation is so determined to pass on a
different "legacy. We want to redeem that sacrifice. We want to be
remembered, novas the generation- that suffered in-war, but as the gerierittiOn that was tempered in its 'fire for a areit purtioSe : to make the
kind of peace, that the next generation will be able to keep.
This-is it challenge worthy of -theidealiSM which I know motivates
every -man who Will teceite his diploma today.
I am proud to--have served in the Armed Forces of this Nation in
a war which ended before- the mernbers of thiS class were born.
It- is' my -deepeSt hope and my belief that each of you Will be able
to look back on your military career with pride, not because of the
wars-in which you -have fought; but because of the peace and freedom
WhiciyoUr service -will make poSSible for America and the world.

ACDA Statement on Plutonium Safeguards Test, June 11,
19691
The U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission are cooperating in a test of a new technique to help Meet the diversion of power reactor by-product plui:A.ODA press release.
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tonium, to non-peaceful uses. This method, known as MIST (an
acronym for Minor Isotope Safeguard Techniques), has been developed by the Science and Technology Bureau Of the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency for application to theplutoniutn safeguards
problem. The importance of achieving a 'soltitien
thiS problem is
emphasized by estimates indicating that by 1980, 50 to 100 thousand
kilograms per year of plutonium will_beiprOduced from the worldwide
operatien .of commercial -poWer _reabtOrst: some Of WhiCh.might be vul-

nerable to diversion into- non- peaceful uses. If MIST is successful, it
provide e-a less intrusive and perhap8 more accurate Way to inven-

tory plutonitm from production in a reactor to shipment from the
repreceSSing_ facility,

The testis being conducted at the Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., West
Valley, New York, chemical reprocessing plant during the reprocessing
Of irradiated fuel. from Yankee Reactor cores 'V -and VI. Safeguards
intPeCtien.of tr n fuel is-being conducted by the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) which is also supporting a study related to
MIST...Data from.this related study will be made .available to ACDA
and the AEC for inclUsien with test results of the-MIST experiment.

News. Conference Remarks-by-President Nixon [Extracts),
June 19, 1969 -1

AR3tg TALKS WITH THE SOVIET UNION

Q. When and .where do you expect to begin arms talks with the
Soviet Union, and do you far:or suspension of the testing of multiple
warheads in the meantirrio
PlizSinExT. We-are just completing our own strategic review,
and as a-matter of fact, the National Security Council meeting dealing
With our pOSition on the SALT talks, as they are describedthe first
Was held this last Friday,,and- the second will be held on Wednesday.
Consultation with our allies will then proceed through the balance of
JUne and through July.
We haVe set July 31st as a target date_ for the beginning of talks,
and ,'Secretary Rogers has so informed the Soviet Ambassador. We
have net had a reply from them.
Assuining that our consultations are completed, and that the Soviets
find, this date is acceptable to them, I would say that sometime betWeett July 31st and the 15th Of August there would be a meeting.
As far as the place of the meeting is concerned, it could be Vienna, it
-

_

could be Geneva. We are open on that question.

1
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CONSIDERATION OF MORATORIUM ON MIRV TESTS

Q. Mr. President, referring to an earlier question 'by Mr. Valeriani,
do you regard further testing of M1RV's as an obstacle to reaching an
arms control agreement V

THE PRESIORNt. I -aft sorry, Mr. Semple, I forgot the last part of
his question. I am glad you brought it back.
As far as the fartherteSting-is concerned, thisSaggestion was made

to me by Senator Brooke and by Others-in the Senate. I know that it
is certainly a very constructive proposal insofar as they, themSelves,
are thinking about it. We are considering the ,peSsibility of a moratorium On tests as part-Of any awns control agreement.
HOWever,
far as any -unilateral .stopping Of teStS on our part, I
do not thinly that would be in our interest. Only:in-the event that the
Soviet Union and we could agree that a moratorium -on tests could be
Mutually 'beneficial to us, Would we be abl^ to agree to do so.
TEE SAFEGUAED SYSTEM

,Q.

Mr. President, When you ,propoped the Safeguard. antiballistic

system, yeit said it Was vital to the interests of the United States.
Nevertheless, reports persist that it is in trouble, the program is hi
trouble, in the Senate, -and -there iStoWtalk Of a-possible compromise
in our program. What is your position On Safeguard and What do yoii
intend to .46 to Win pasSag0 for the prOgram I

Tina Pitsiiikrit. On March 8th before I announced my decision
on -Safeguard, a story appeared in the Washington -Pest indicating
that the count at that time was'20 SenatorS for 46 against it, with
the rest undecided.

The latest-CountI have seen indicates that there are 50 or 51 for it,
46 against it, and the rest undecided. We will Win the fight on Safeguard. Itwill-not be necessary to compromise.
I don't mean by that-that every -sectiOn of the bill as presented to
the Armed Services Coitunittee has to be kept as it is. That is up to
the Committee and to the Chairman to work out.
But in recommending Safeguard, I did §t) based on intelligence
inforniation at that time. Since that time new intelligence information
with regard to the SOViet-StiedesS in testing multiple_reentrt vehicles,
that kind of inforMatiOn has convinced the that _Safeguard is even
More impOitant. However we may argue about that intelligence, as to
whetherit has an independent guidance Systeta as ours will have, there
isn't any question-.but that it is a multiple weapon and its footprints
indicate that it just- happen§ -to fall in somewhat the precise area in
AI& our Minutemen silos are located.
This would ,Mean that by the year 1973, in the event the Soviet
Uniontees-forWard with that prograth, that 80 percent of our Minute
men Wouldbein- danger. ABM is needed particularly in order to meet
that eventuality.
37547541-jitL-=---18
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Report to Secretary-General Thant by the Group of Experts on Contributions of Nuclear Technology to the
Economic and Scientific Advancement of Developing
Countries, [Extract), June 27, 19691
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
DEAR M. SECRETARY-GENERAL,

We have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Group

of Experts -on ContributiOris of Nuclear Technology to the Economic
and,Soientific Advancement of Developing Countries.
We are deeply:Ware of the importance of the taskyou called-Upon
Us to,uridertake: We 'hope that our endeavours" will help in strengthen ing international" CO--operation in the peaceful uses of nuclear technOlOgy and will contribute to the transfer Of contemporary scientific
and technological achievementSto the developing countries.
The Group has reached-.a consensus on the poSsible applications of
nuclear _technology -tO development and the report reflects the agreed
views of all'the experts.

We wish to take this opportunity, to express our gratitude for the

valuable assistance giVen xis' by the Secretariat Of the United Nations,
especially
and the secretariat of the International
Vladimir
Atomic Energy Agency.
Yours sincerely,

(Signed)

(Signed)

CARLOS GRAEF-FERNI.NDEZ

Chairman of the Group of Experts
PANEL NOWACHI

Vice-Chairman

(Signed)

JOHN S. FRASER

Rapporteur

U Thant

Secretary-General
United Nations
New York
INTRODUCTION

1. The General Assembly, adopted resolution 2456 A (XXIII)
on '26 December r 196812 in which it requested the Secretary-General,
in, .accordance with _-resolution G of the Conference of Non-NticlearWeapen,States, held at Geneva from 29 August to 28 September 1968,3
to appoint a groUp of' experts, chosen on a TerSonalbaSis, to prepare a
full report on all possible contributions Of nuclear technology to the
economic and scientific advancement of the developing countries; endotted the re,cOmniendation that the Secretary-General should draw
1A/7568, July 24, 1969.
'.Doom-heats on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 797-799.
a

Ibid., p. 678.

b
I
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the attention of the group of experts to the desirability of taking advantage of the experience of the International Atomic Energy Agency
in preparing the report; requested the Secretary-General, to transmit
the report to the Governments_ of States Members of the United
Nations and members of the specialized agencies and of the International Atomic Energy Agency in time to permit its consideration
by_the General Assembly at its twenty-fourth session.
2. The Secretary - General of the United Nations appointed the fol-

lowing eighteen persons to form the Group of Experts on Contribu-

tions of Nuclear Technology to the Economic and Scientific
Advancement of the Developing Countries :
G. ,Ce,sOiii (Italy) ; Director; Fiat- Sezione Energia Nucleare

R. a Duffield (United States -of America) ; Director, Argonne
National Laboratory
M. A. El-Guebeily (United_ Arab Republic) ; Director-General,
United Arab Republic Atomic- Energy Establishment
J. S. Fraser (Canada) ; Senior ,'Scientist, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
C. Graef-Fernandez (Mexico) Director of the Nuclear Centre of
Mexido.

H. H. Koch (Denmark) ; _Chairman of, the Executive Committee
of the-Danish Atomic Energy Commission
H. de Laboiilaye. (France).; Head, Department _of Programmes,
Commissariat a Penergie atomiqti
I. Malek (CtechogoVitkia) ; Vice-President, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
S. Mitsui (Ja,pan) ; Professor; Faculty of Agriculture; University
Of Tokyo
P. NOwiteki (Poland) ; Director, Institute of Nuclear Research
M. G. Petraseu (Itornania) ; Chief; Department of Nuclear
Institute Of Atomic PhySics
J. A. K. Quartey (Ghana); Chairman, Management Committee,
Ghana Atomic Energy Commission
R. Razafindratandra (Madagascar) ; Associate Director of Mines
and Energy
H. N. Sethna (India) ; Director, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

and Member, Research and Development, Atomic Energy
Commission

T. D. de Souza Santos (Brazil) ; Professor, Atomic Energy Insti-

tute
R. Spence (the United Kingdom Of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland) ; F.R.S., Mader of Keynes College, University of
Kent
V. I. Spitsyn (USSR) ; Member, USSR Academy of Sciences,
Director of the Institute of Physical Chemistry

I. K USthani (Pakistan) ; Chairman, Pakistan Atomic Energy
Commission

3. The Group of Experts on Contributions of Nuclear Technology
to the Economic and Scientific Advancement of the Developing Countries held its first meeting at Vienna at the headquarters of the Inter-

2s
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national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), from 17 to 21 March 1969,
during which the Agency provided valuable information which the
Group found very helpfulAt this meeting, Mr. C. Graef-Fernindez
was elected Chairman. Mr. P. Nowacki: Vice-Chairman, and Mr. J. S.

Fraser, Rapporteur. The second meeting was held in New York at
United Nations Headquarters from 16 to 27 June 1969. Mr. I7smani
and Mr. Mitsui were unable to attend the second meeting, and Mr. S.
Nishigaki of Japan took the place of Mr. Mitsui. Although Mr. Koch
was not present, he was kept informed of the ,proceedings of the second

meeting and has expressed his agreement with the text of the report.
4. The Group acknowledges with gratitude the helpful co-operation extended to it by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nation§ (FAO) , the International Bank of Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD), the International Labour Organisation
(ILO), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the
United Nations Educational, 'Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), the World Health Organization (WHO) and the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO).
5. Today -the applications of nuclear technology are so manifold
that the Group could only deal with the most outstanding of them. In
placing the present status of nuclear technology in its proper context,
it is instructive to recall the development of nuclear technology applications in the last twelve, years. The Secretary-General, in his report on
economic applications of atomic energy, published in 1957, stated that
these applications were then in their infancy.4
6. The situation in 1969 is very different. The number of nuclear

power plants in the world has grown rapidly and several types of

reactor are now available for the economic production of electric power.
Nuclear technology is being applied extensively- in agriculture, medicine and industry.,

7. A series of international conferences has been held to exchange
information on the new technology. The first United Nations International Conference on the. Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in 1955
and the establishment of the International Atomic Energy Agency in
1956 were effective in spreading an interest in nuclear power.
8. The peaceful uses of nuclear technology have three aspects
energy (including reactors and peaceful explosions), ionizing radiation and radio-active isotopes. Each of them has numerous subdivi-

sions which broaden the spectrum of application of nuclear technology.

For example, power may be large- or small-scale; ionizing radiation
may be used in biology, food production and preservation, industry,
and in medicine for either therapeutic or diagnostic purposes, while
radio-isotopes have applications in many fields, including biology,
medicine, agriculture, hydrology and industry. The- three aspects of
the uses of nuclear technology differ markedly in the costs involved
and the benefits accruing therefrom. This should be borne in mind
when analysing the prospects of the possible uses of nuclear technology
in less developed countries.
4 See Economic Applications of Atomic Energy: Power Generation and Industrial and Agricultural Uses (E/3005), p. Ix.
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9. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 5 is
also intended to create favourable conditions for the peaceful uses of
atomic energy. It should enable non-nuclear countries, in particular
the developing countries, to benefit on a broad scale from the many uses
of nuclear tech.nology.

The introduction of nuclear technology has to be considered
in the context of the level of development and of the economic priorities of a developing country. Often the growth in nuclear technology
cannot be sustained by national capabilities alone and a large measure
of international co-operation is therefore required. Certain forms of
such co-operation have met with considerable success, particularly the
10.

assistance provided by IAEA.
11. In the short term, many of the low-cost applications of nuclear

technology presently available could help the process of economic
growth in many developing countries. With time, an increasing number of countries will be able to install more sophisticated nuclear facilities including large and costly power plants. A systematic effort should

be made to prepare for this by building up the local capabilities.

This will depend to a large extent on the further development of effective methOds for transferring technology in its broadest sense.
12.

The purpose of this report is to indicate the promise that

nuclear technology holds for the economic and scientific advancement
of the developing countries. It makes no attempt to analyse the specific

conditions under which applications could be introduced in various
countries. It sets forth the general principle,s of, and the conditions
required for, the effective use of nuclear technology within the framework of national development programmes.
SII3DfARY

A. Transfer of nuclear technology
13. Nuclear and conventional technologies are interdependent and
must be related to the specific conditions prevailing in the developing
countries. The introduction of nuclear technology into a developing
country depends on the state of its scientific and technological infrastructure. An initial requirement is the existence of adequate educational facilities. The training of technicians and skilled workers is
crucial. It is recommended that they should be accorded facilities,
either individually or as small plant or project groups in which all
phases of a particular activity are represented, for training 'in advanced. countries. Nuclear centres can form a valuable link in the
transfer of nuclear technology. They should be staffed with an interdisciplinary approach in mind and should co-operate with existing
agricultural, medical and other organizations. The medical institutions should be encouraged to train some of their own staff in nuclear
techniques. There is a need for more nuclear centres and the existing
ones should be made more effective. When a strong cadre of research
scientists is available, consideration may be given to a nuclear research
reactor.
5 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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14. The Group notes that certain atomic energy laboratories in
industrially advanced countries are beginning to reduce their work

in the field Of reactor research and development, and suggests that they
be invited to devote a part of-their effort towards assisting developing
countries.
15.

The transfer of nuclear technology requireS the transfer of

organizational and administrative- skills as well as the establishment
of _safety Control institutions. It -alSo has important 'financial. aspects.
The Group notes the studies being. undertaken-currently by various
Organs- of the United Nations on tie problem of technology transfer
and expeots that the question of the transfer Of nuclear technology
Will be included in them.

B. Nit,e4dr minerals

16. At the present time, only uranium is in demand as filel for

nuclear power plants;, thOritith may become of interest in the future.

The rapid growth of nuclear power providet the uranium mining
industry, for the first tiMeinits history, with a stable and promising

commercial market on which r eaSonably firm plans for -eiploratiOn
and produCtion can' e based. The amount Oflo*-cOst uranium -which
should 'be 'found and: proved - before 1980 is of the order of I million
Short tons.of.U308.
17. 'The_proved law -cost ore reserves are now approximately 700,000
twig. Of U3081 over ,95 per cent of whiCh.:are in developed countries.
Thus, it itifiy reasonably be expected that a more substantial propOr,

don' of the're,servesItYbelOcated in the futUre will be found in the
develOping_countrieS:

18. 'The average time betWeen the -start of an exploration programme. and full Operation eta new mine may be from six to ten
years. Early explOration for uranium is therefore' essential if a shortage of uranium 'lithe late 1970s is to be AVOided. Since the exploration, for, 'and' the mining and ,milling_ of 'uranium. involve heavy ex=
,clear _that, if tho,,ObjedtiveAS-the commercial export of
penses,
uranium and not _just its use in dOineStiC nuclear power 'plants, con-

sideration will haVe, to be giten, to the balance betiveen the total
expenses in thditig mihing and milling the ore and the -value of the
recoverable uranium.
19. The ,Group considers that more intensive- exploration for uranium is one-of the most ithportant*eays-in' which international assist=
ance coul4be provided to developing

Nvx/Olower
26.. There is,a,direot relationShip between electricity -constuilption
and national prosperity., Therefore, increasing., the _electricity produc-

tion. in the cleyelopthg: countries -4 iniperative if they are ever to
approach, the present ,prosperity leVels Of the industrial countries.
.Nuclear poWer is expeCted to ,play ,growing role in this
:respect. It has already achieved a commercial: break-through in the
technically adVanCed.c,ountrie0 and is beginning be' used in a _few
developing Conntries that have .the hecessaryithinimuth clethand: Nuclear power has some inherent advantages for annthber of the develop-

274-
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ing. countries, but it must satisfy certain economic criteria such as
plant size andlead- factOr.

In the Group's view, these criteria should be applied flexibly

22.

and each case assessed -on its individual merits. In .particular, the -first
nuclear plant in 43V-country may not be able to _Comply with striiigeiit
requirettiezits of competitiveness, but may nevertheless be justifiable
economically sound long-term iiiielear
if it is the first unit

power programme. Due weight -must also be given tt- the possible
indirect industrial and scientific behefitS that may result from ititroduCingnheleartechnOlOil on a largesCale.
23. The huniber of develop.ing countries that could use nuclear
power 'would be considerably .increased if economically competitiVe
medium-siied plant§ Were to be developed. Encouragement should be

given to manufacturers to take a greater interest in

Mediuth-Sized

nuclear pOwer plants by further market and technical surreys 'of the
type carried_Out by IAEA,

24. A developtng Country enibarkii4 on-a nuclear power pro.,
graihtne should select a. proved type of ,plant and Should have or
establiSh the reryhired technological infrastructure for plant OperaMaihtenahee
The Group considers that the,Country should
ensure that its own technical staff participates to the maximum extent
possible in the selection Of nuclear plant§ .AS Well -as in their design
and construction;.
De4dir4UOtt.
25.

The .demand for Water is increasing more rapidly than the

World population. Desalting Of -sea4vater to satisfy this demand has
great possibilitieS. To date,the deSalting-dflvater for municipal and

industrial uses has been applied on a' small scale. It is still very
expensiVe- and is-only' justified- where fuel extremely Cheap, Or where
there, are -no other sources of water. Sin_ ce very large nuclear reactors
produce Cheap energy, nuCleir energy lostilcs, eSpecially-,attraCtivo fOr

the- very large ,deSalting plants that Will be necessary to Satisfy the
water demands of the future.
26; The Group recoghizestlie advantages that may be gaihed from
the use of large nuclear desalination plants when they Can be justified; therefore, the experienee_ of the -adViiheed countries in this field
will be of the greatest value to-the developihg_CothirieS. At the -same
tinie,it is clear that ,further. research in speCialiked leolthiques aimed
at Teducitig the water required for Agriculture' in arid regions may
leadto more effective water uSagein these areas.
27, For the remote.fhture,,agro-industrial complexes -look promising. These. Would be very large nuclear -powered -plahts producing
4s:salted water for agricultural purposes and electricity for:polVerintetisivOindustries.
Radio- isotopes and
i28

The uses -Ofraclio4sotopeS and ionizing radiation -are so many

that,the Group could only considerthe,More important
29, ,Food, and agriehlthre Are
which nuclear technology canbenefit the:deVeloping couhtriels_iiLbOth the Short-and long-
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terms. Therefore,,all poSsible aid in this connexion should be extended

to theth. The utility of nuclear methods is evidenced by the millions
of heetares of land on which high-yiel ritclidion-inntant crop varieties
are already under cultivation.
30. ISotopes Are used -to study the uptake of "fertilizers by plants as
affected 'by the-way in -Which they -are Introduced into the Soil, their
distribution, time of application and CheMical composition.
-31.

Insects can be studied- by marking with radio,isotepes. The

so-Called Sterile Male technique. for the control of insect .pestS. ini=
portant since it is:Specific to predetermined species -and minimizes the
use of cheMical insecticides.
32. Nuclear: echniques find numerous applications-in medicine and
biology. Radio- active materials are-USed-pStracers in-Medicalresearch
as weld as in ,clinical diagnosis and inVestigation. They are: also used

as radiation "sources in the radiation-therapy of dander and other
diseases andin public health applications.

In, industry, 'large radiation' sources have been installed for
various purposes, chiefly for sterilization The:souiseet-utilize tan**
radiation and beim§ Of fast eleettons: Gamma sources are frequently
employed in the radiography of welds and castings, Where 'they have
the advantage of .ainall size, portability and 'independence "of power
33:

supply.
34, aadio=isotopes have found, great application in _Measuring. and
controlling physical paraMeter§in mduStry; instruments for measur-

ing thickness, level,, density and -moisture- content are only a few
examples:

Radio- active tracers are used both for laboratory research
and for investigations- inindhstrial ',plants.: They 'hate- the advantage
of beink detectable in very 'low concentrations and -even through the
Walla of pipes- or process Vessels:, Thus,.. investigations can be made
Without the eXpenSe of shutting dow*A Plant.

Nuclear "techniques have also been successfully applied in the
search for petroleuni, particularly in the exploration of 'bore holes.
Radio - isotope gamma and neutron
of various kinds, coupled
with gamtut and neutron deteCtorS 'Capable of operating at depths-Of
several kilometres, are used ler bore-hole logging,
37: -Thereis,groWinglieedfor fresh Water for drinking ithcl!agriOltural poposes;:, therefore, new -method's:hate to be used to locate
water ',sOnrceS; ,especially 'in, arid areas. Radio-isotopes are-Making
Major centrilMtioh to 'the solutiOn,of this. problem.

E. Nuclear 022t60:00. for :0001ti? ,P4rpOess
38. The ti.roup"'otes, that while this new ',branch of -technology,
liOldS, much: prothise forthe future, especially -for Verylarge=Soale.diVil

-engineering WorkS.as well as' for developing Underground-, Mineral
resources, or providing storage SPade.,fOr thenilit is still at an early
Stage of developmen Why ihneettainties, Mint be resolved before, it
Can bepocip,iAdotrial uses on a; wide Scale:
that.,..in the ,international ,field, the ,first
-39;, Tlie G4'00

need' ia=to :obtain and systematically ,diSSethinate more information
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this nety technology as well as its technical

liinitations and dO§t§.
40. Article V of the:Treaty on the gon43itliferation of Nuclear

Weapons. provides that the =",p0tential benefits ,froin
applications of nuclear explosions will be made -available to the non,

mielear7Weapon- States 'Party to the Treaty".

41, The Group recommends hat developments in this-technology
be .-kept under constant review by IAEA in -co.-operation with those
United, Nations -agencies Whiehay be interested i their economic
application and their effects iipOzi the einrirenment..

F. International co-opeKitiOit for promoting

ieful nuclear

tec44,1040
-42. It7IS probable. that the ettheerted; international effort -that has
alleadi_been Made- to -Spread the peaceful uses of atoraid- energy has
no parallel in other branches of modern teohnolog,y. The Group notes
the miportan*of _theprogre§§ that haSalreadybeeii Made te deetatsify_
and .promote the exchange of infortnatiOn2abont nuclear, science and
technology, , and it stresses the u§efulnesS, Of conferences, seminars and
other imeetings of experts which take place :Within the framework of
IAEA., It also takes note'Ofthesystem for the international exchange
Of infOrMation. currently being developed by the International Nuclear
,-

Inforniation-SySteM-Of the Ageney.
43. COntidetable'and,expanding support will be necessary to foster

nuclear technology in deieloping countries. The 'Group 'believes that
technical eo4eration prOjectsCarried-'out by IAEA will remain the
Chief source of ateietande in introducing nuclear science and teanOlogy-inte
of the developing countries.: The Group .expresses
concern at the' h cult financial position of IAEA. and feels that there
shinild:be.a.§teadyinerease in the ].4e,§OuiCes available fOr multilateral
technical' assistance.

44., For projects of the pilot plant and pre-investment type, the
,

main source of multilateral aSSistance- will probably dontiluie to be
UNDP. This atl.sistande. is ;allocated according to the,prieritieS set by
the recipient Governitients. The Group believes that the Governments
of ,develOpinteountries could re-examine their positions on this that,
terr taking into :consideration the success of ,projects of this kind
already execated in other countries.
45. MajOr'nUeleii=projectSI,eiich as nuclear power plants, require
:external financing ,beyond the scope of IAEA and UNDP and special
financing arrangements May'bo(neceSSarf in many cases. The Group
-etpreSsesAhe,,hope, that international .sources : of finance, especially
IBRD, will review the ,po-siaon taken, on the .1)04)04,, criteria and
'Conditional for iiippOnting major -nuclear projects, bearing in mind the
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contributions that these could Make to the further progress
It alki:hOpeg:that this financial problem
of the
will be given careful and thorough study by the General Assembly
-4 'view tO Tuiding appro..
dhó onitietent organizations
.priate
46., The Group, notes with satisfaction the high' degree of co-ordi..
itation'betWeeni4EA and other United Nations bodies concerned with
the transfer 'of nueleat technology to developing eoantties.
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Report by-Secretary-General Thant on Chemical and Bacteriological. -(BiblogiCal) Weapons and the Effect of
Their Possible Use fExtracts), July 1, 19691
FOREWORD BY THE SECILWARY=GENERAL

Thiring' the past few- yeitr§;I. have become increasingly concerned
by-develOpnients in the field of chemical and bacteriological
can weapons and have giVen oipt&gon-to this cOncern on several oc;
casionS. A year ago, I stated publicly that "the international community
type
was not sufficiently conscious of the dangers
in this
of weapon of iriaSs ihnrder'', and that -"due- attention -h-A not been
foc-used dirthls- very serious problem". In the introduction to my annnal- report on the Work of #ie Organization, in September 1968,
Stated:
While progress is being Made' in the field of nuclear disainianient, there is
another aspect of the diSakinameht, problem to -*hick .1 feel too;iittle,iittention
has been devoted in recent years : The question of chemical and biological eap
wig has been overshadowed by the question of nuclear weapons, *hick have a
-deitritet0e ,Power sëvérál Orders Of magnitude greater than that of CheMiCal
and biological Weapons.. Nevertheless, these too are weapons of mass destrac=
SOMe respects, they may be ,-efeb
thin regarded with universal horror:
more dangerous than nuclear -weapons because 410 do not require the 'endiMatis
expenditure of financial and scientific ream:free-a that are required for nuclear
WeaPOila.. Almost all countries, including small oneS, and developing .ones, may
have access to these.- weapons, which can be manufactured quite cheaply, quickly
and secretly In small laboratories or laCtorieS Tins faet;in,itSelf makes the Prob-leM-of control and inspection much more difficult. Moreover, since the adoption,
On 17 June 192k of the GleneVa, Protocol for the Prohibition : of the Use in War of
-A.SphYkiating,,POiStaidua or Other Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of War-

fare,- there have been many scientific and technical developments and numerous
Improvements, if that is the right. word, in chemical and biological weaPons,
which have created -new.',Situations and new problems : On the one -hand, there

has been4i-,tre-at increase in '-the--CaPabilitY. Of theWitieitpolia, to inflict unimagin-

able 'suffering,, diseige.and.death to ever larger numbers of human beings, on the
-*her hand, there has been a growing,tendencY.tiinse;sonie chemical agents for
civilian riot .control and a dangerous c trend, to accept i their use in some £ornL iii
ConientiOnaLiiiirfare.
Two years ago, by resolution 2162 B .(XXI),, the General Assembly called
for the strict observance by all ,StateS,iit,fhe.iitinefOles and objecti*es, of the
Geneva Protocol of 1925, condemned all 'actions contrary to those, fobjectives
and invited all 'States accede to the Protocol on* again, :I: wOuid, like to 'add
my Yoke to those of others in urging the -early and complete implementation
0,tnii:reSO1UtiOn:Ffoi.everi in niy. opinion, niCh more is needed,
,

At its tWenty,:th4a, session, by resolution ,*464, A OaTity 3 the
.

peneral. ASseMbly:TrequeSted me to prepare; with the .00440 of
qualified consultant experts, a report:on!cWidid and bacteriological
.,('Woiogietit), weapons m accordance with the proposal contained in
the MtkodnctionAO
,my.' 44041' repoit on the WOrk of the organization,
,

Aidcin,acCofclancelikthe. reCornMendatiOn contained ii the, report
A:A/1676;,JuiY-1,4969:,

General Assembly Offlt,iai Records Twenty tim 4 Sessw, Supplement 7o lÀ
3=4.,
(A/7201/Add:1)
3P0004eit8 :onPfSiOni..40'keitt166$, pp 793405.
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of the Conference ofthe IF,ighteen-Nation-Cominittee on Disarmament
Of 4 Septeniber [28 August] 1968 (A/7189p
In pursuAnde'of-this resolution, I appointed the following group of

fourteen :consultant experts to assist me in the preparation of the
report Dr; Tibor Bakacs, Professor of Hygiene, Director-General
Of the National Institute of Public Health,, Budapest ; Dr. Hotse C.
Bartleina, Head of the Microbiological Department of the MedicalBiological Laboratory, National -Defence Research, Organization
TNO,
Netherlands; Dr. Ivan L. Bennett, oiredtOr of the
Ne* YOrk University_ edial Center and Vice - President of Medical
Affairs, Ne* :fork, University, New York, Dr.% S. Bliagavantani
,Scientific Adviser to the Minister of beferide, -NOV- Delhi ; Dr. Jim
Frank, Direct-Or-of theMilitary Institute for Hygiene, Epidemiology
and Microbiology,. Prague;. Dr.. YOSio
PreSident of UniverSity of -Chibai, Professor 'Of Bacteriology, Chiba City, -Jitijan ;
VictOrMouliii,1444nieini en_c4ef deTcOm,e4nentrelief clu,Burettic
DM?* elliiniple et' NOlo:Ogite,, Direction technipie _des. trM

Director of
tehesfres,.'Siht Cloud, France;. Dr. M. IC McPhail, Dire.

CheMidal and Biological Defence; Defence Chemical, Biological and
RadiatiOv Laboratories, Defend( Research tOard; OttMva,ACademiT
cian a A. Reutov, Professor- Of. -Chemistry at the MOScOAV State
:UniVerSity, MOScotirl Dr. Guillermo Soberon, DireCtOr,,Instiiuto- de
Ifike4tigetelone#
Ultiaier,§idact Nae '1041, AutOitoilict de
Me&iieo, Me2OCO:City; Dr. Lars-Erik Tanitnelirir Chief Of :Pep artinent

'Mr MediCine :and CheMistry, Research InStiinte for:National Defence,
StoOlchelin; Dr. terharie Teoume- Lessane, MediCal Co- Director and

Head of Department of Viruses, and Rickettsiae, Imperial Central
LabOratOry., and Research Institute, AddiS,Ababa;_ Colonel Zbigiiie-tv
ZoltoNVSki,,ProfeSSor of 'Medioine, EpideiniolOgist and,,Scientific
'0$eiL4 ,tOthe Ministry Of
Defence,.Warsa*;
'S011y2Zuoker,.
1i-dal-II, _Chief" ,Scientific Adviser to the GOVerinrient of the United
Kiri
krofeSsOr
University of Birmingham.
Mr:, William Epstein,. Director- of the DiSarManient Affairs .DiVir
Siorir Departinent :of Political
Security' Council Affairs, Served', as
Chairmaii-,Of thY,Group
COnstiltant Experts: Mr; AleSSandro,
the Committee and ConferenCe SerVices Section, acted.

-ai;Secretary; ofthe 'Group. He was assisted by meniberS of the bis,
Arnianient Affairs Division:
After-giving ,due--Consideration to: the terms of the resolution and
'tO.t hAie4SekpresSed,lind- the SUggettiOnSMade during the discission
Of the question at the twenty- 'third= session of the General Assembly,
Lreached the OhclusiOiv that the *lin Of the report shoUld be to pro-

.sound appraisal of the effects of chemical .and
bio.04ologioy (biological) "iifejtpori6- and Shonld' .serve :to' :inform
eiride-a;

,Governments:, of the consequences of their poSsible- use. Within. this-Over4l1, franaeNVOrk,. the ,repOrt, *ould ',furnish. accurate inforMatiOn
in kconCiSe and,rt.adiiy-,understandable form c?nthe:f011owing matters :

_the,'baSie,CharacteriStieS of chemical and 'baoteriOlOgial Nological)
means: of warfare;, the ,probable effects Of, chemical aiaibacteriolOgtical
;(biOlOgical); WeapOnS.On military and civil personnel,: both proteetea
p. ri94.
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and unprotected; the environmental factors affecting thA employment
of chemical and .bacteriological (biological) means of Warfare,. the
,posSible long-term effects On human. health and ecology ; and the
economic and security implications of the development, acquisition
and-possible use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons
andlof systeths for-their deliVery.
The consultant expertStOWhonta conveyed these terms-otreference
accepted:them as the baSiS for their-study.
.
It was my intention that- the Group_of Consultant Experts shotild

survey theentire- subject froin the technical and scientific points of

vie*, .so-that the report could place these 'Weapons-in prOper_perSpectiVe., It_ was' alSo;thy hope thatan authoritative report could become
the`basis for-political and legal-action by the Members Of the ,United
NationS.
As the-,report WAS- to. be made available _by 1 July.10692 very concentrated 'efforts
the -consultant ,expert,SWere-required in order to
cover :this extensive field' . The
of the Group, acting in their
personal eapaditieS,,Carried;ont this_deManding. task at three sessions
betWeen Januaryand June 1960
The Group =had' the-benefit Of:Valuable submissions-from the World

Health Organization,. the FOOd, and AgriCultUre, Organization, the
InternationatCoinituttee_ of the Red CrosS, the -PugwaSh Conference

on ,Science and 'World Affairs (Pugwash) .and. the International

InStitUte:ftii. Peace and- Conflict
(SIPRI). wish to express
ateful- appreciation' to all the- consultant experts for their dediWink and to the organizations and 'bodies who ,co-operated in
aration Of the 'study:1.6U '114 SUbinitted:to
a.,unaniniouS-spoit eMbodying its
findings and conclusions. I wish to ,avail; mySolf;Of this opportunity
tO iipress InST gratificationler the very high leVel. of competence With
_

which the consultant experts have discharged their Mandate: In 'a

trei.y short period offline, they have produced a study,. which, in spite
-of the many coMpleXaSpects of the subject matter, is bOth concise and

authoritative; It is ai document 'which, I believe, provides valuable
the gave dang.erSthat are poOdbythe,prodUction and

.insights''

,POSsible-USe of these dreaded-WeaponS:

I am particularly iMpreSsed'by the conclusion- of the consultant

experts Whereinth:ey State:
die; general COncluSiOn .oi the report-Can fluta be .sumnied: up
tt- few line*
were theie Weipoita.efer, bite used on a' large scale inwwar, no one could predict.
how 'endiiiing'the'effectiWobldlie, and'hOtt they would- affect the structure of
society 'and- the,enYirOnment 'in--which wel* 'This overriding danger would
-apply
much to, the :country Whieh initiated: the Use of theie weapons as to the
one which hadbeeii attacked, :regardless, of Whitt protective -measures-it might
have; *en In parallel With its developineitt., of
,offensive capability A pairtienlar
also 'derives',
faCt voit-anr:cotinti7 could deyelbp, or
:acquire, in one-Way- Air-another, .wcapabilitY!in thistAie Of Warfare, despite' the
fact thatthis 'CoUldtProYe.COStly.`.The-ditpger ortheProliferation of this:clasa of
WeaPtinaittipliekasInuclitOthe developing as-it 'cities to developed; countries.
The momentum Of-the, alma race; would' clearly decrease if the prOductiOn of
thead; **pone, 'Were, effectively' and ;OneOnditiontillk :banned. Their use, which
COU14-.cause
,loss of ;human :life, 'has .,already been condemned and
-Prohibited by international agreeMents; in particular the Geneva protocol of 1925,5
,

Post, pp. 764-765.
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and, more recentlY,,In resolutions of the General Assembly of the United Nations.
The prospects for general and complete disarmament under effective international
Control; and hence for petiCe throughout the world, would brighten significantly
if the development, production and stockpiling of Chemical and bacteriological
(biological)- agents intended for purposes of war were to end And if they were
eliminated from all military, arsenals.
If thia')N'Crato haPpen, ther6 would -be kmettillessening_of international fear
and tension. It-la the hope of the authorsthat this report will Contribute to public
awareness of the profoundly dangerous results these weapons were ever Used,
aild,that an aroused' public will demand 'andrecei-Ve assurances that Governments
are Working.for the earned effective elimination Of cheMical and bacteriological
(bicilogidal)'tvetipeng.
-

I have given the:study prepare& by the 'consultant experts my
earnest 'consideration and I have deCided to _accept -their unanimous
-reportin its entirety, and tO transmit it to the General ASsembly, the

Security Council, the Eighteen,Nation Committee on Disarmament
andto the Governments of Member States, AS the report Called' for by
-resolutiOn 2454 A.:(XXIII)

I alSo, feel it incumbent upon the, in the: hope that -further action
will be taken to deal with the threat posed by the existence of these
weitpOns, to urge that the MemberS -of the United' Nations-undertake
the ,followiri.g 'measures:in the interests of enhancing the security of
the peoples of the world
1. TO.renetv the appealtorall-States to,tiecedeto _the 'Geneva 1406-cOr of'1925-

,2: To make clear affirmation; hat the, prohibition cohtaihe&in the
Gaevit ,ProtoCa applies tOf -the-Use in -War of all chemical, 'bacteriological and. iologicil'agent8 (iridlUdin tear gaS and-other harasSing
agents) , whieh.now exist or-which May be- developed- the ftiture ;.
3. 'To call upon all countries to reach agreenient to halt the developmient, Production and stockpiling of
emical -anclUtteriOlogical
(biological.) agents for pUrpoSe,S,of_ war and to ,achieVe their-effective
eliminationliom the arsenal of weapons.
,

INTRODUCTION

1.

In accordance with the_ .resolution of the General Assembly

404,,A-.(XXIII); the. .Secretary- General was ,asked to prepare, *kith
.qualified consultant experts, &report on chemical and
bacteriological. (biological) weapons and-On the effects of their possible
the e*p!ttrta Were
*Se
to :provide a scientific
thiit-4seista4C6

appraisal of it4'dittaciei*ds. Of the:chemical and bacteriological

(biological)); weapons vhiah could'-be used", in warfare;, of the
!iiilitikylOfsO*el'afid
as of their
'long - term- effects on health, and 'Oht-lihySibil environment. They-were
also asked sto ,Proiiide a ,statement .abott the economic and security
implicatiOhs! of the development; acquisition and possible use of Such
weapons and associated: W8apOn:systsids. The report which follows is
confined to these objectiVes.
2.. NO form of warfare has been inOte condemne&than las the Ilse
of thii category- ofWeipOts: Thepoisoning. of Veils has been.regarded

they couldiiSe

.

7,Dockupteids on--V istertitament, 10'q8,
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from time iinmemorial as a crime incmnpatible with the rules of war.
"War is waged With weapons, not with poison" .("Antis Bella non
venenis Teri ")., declared the Roman jurists. As the destructive power
of antis increased over the years, and with it the potential for the widespread' use of chemicals, efforts were made td- prohibit through inter-

national understandings and by legal means the use of chemical
Weapons. The Brussels Declaration of 1874 ! and the Hague Conventions of 1899- and 1907 9 prohibited the use of poisons -and poisoned
bullets and a separate declaration of the Hague Convention of 1899
condemned; "the use of projectiles the sole Object of which is the diffusion-of asphyXiating,or deleterious gases "."
3.. The fear today is that the scientific and technological advances
of the past few- decades hane increased the _potential of chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons- to such an extent that one ,can
conceive Of their lige, causing casualties on a -Scale greater than One
Would associate with conventional warfAre.. At the MO-Merit most of
our knoWledge'conderiiing the' Use of- chemical weapons is bAsed upon

the ,experience Of World War I. Ga§-was rfirst used in 1914 andthe
first big attack 1915 claimed 5,000 human lives. It estimated that!
then until the end of the ,Witis in 1918, ,at least 125,000 tons- of
tOxie CheMicalS-Were used; and °aceordingtO official reports gas casualtoxic
tieSliuMbered-tibout 1:1300,000, Of Which about 100,000-Were fatal. The

agents- whioh were used in this war Were much less toxic than those,
particular rierve-agents, which could be used today,:arid they were
dispersed by means of. relatively primitive, equipment
compared
accordance with battlefield concepts
'Oith.What is-not MT'
of 'it relatinely unsophisticated kind.
4. It is true thata,cOnSiderable effort has also-been made to develop
Cheiriical'agents 'Which have as their purpose not to kill but to reduce
rnaii"g,cApa`oity to 'fight: Such agents are used -by civil authorities of
a niunber' of countries in order to suppress disorders and to control
riots, but when used in Warfare they would inevitably be employed
AS, an Adjunct to other loims of- attack, and,their over-all effect might
be lethal:
5. Since Werld-War II, 'bacteriological' (biological) Weapons have
alSO-beconne an'iriereaSirig
But because there is no clear
evidence that these 'agents have -ever been used as modern military
weapons,-disehSsions'of their characteristics -and potential threat have
to draW 'heanily-upOn,eXperinierital field and laberatory data, and. on
stUdieS of haturally',OccUrring- mitbreaks and epidemick of infectious
,diSeaSe, rather than on direet battlefield experienee, Their ,potential
warfare can be sensed when one remembers that irifectionS-diSeaSe even-aSlateAS World War qc4lised numerous casualties.
6.,

The greater threat posed by chemical weapons today derives

',from the discoyery and manufacture of :-new, more totic _compounds.
Oh:the :other liaiid;ybacteriolOgical ,(biological) agents already exist
65 'B MIA:4nd :Foreign State ;Papers 1061.

Treaties, Conventions, International Acts, ProlelOis,,andlAgre.enients Between the United-States of America and Other Powers,

'IA II, pp. 2052, 2281.

"'91 British andliereiim-State Papers 1014.
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in nature and can be selected for use in warfare. Some of these agents,
notably bacteria, have been known for several, decades, but there is a
vast number of other possible agents, especially viruses, which have
been discovered-only recently, and some of these also poSsess characteristics Which Make their use possible in war. Increases in potency of

these various types Of agent have been made possible by scientific
and technological advances in microbial genetics; eXperimerital pathology and -aerobiology.
7. Asis well known, -the use Of toxic gases-in World War I generated so powerful a Sense--of outrage that Countries, were encouraged
to adOpt measures Trehibiting both-chemical and bacteriological (biological) Weapons. The result Was-the Geneva, I'rotOcol of 17 June 1925,

which, prohibits, the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous or other
-gases. and of -all analogOtiS,
materials .or devices, As well as
blieteriOlOgical niethods, of warfare.11 This established a custom and

'hence a ,standard of international law, and in pradtice most -States
have adhered, to the ,principle that, no one should resort to the use of
such -weapons. But despite the abhorrence in which. they have always
been held by Civilized rieOples, cheMical Weapons have 'none the less
on cock§itin been used For example, mustard gas *0-used in Etliiopia
in 105--$9, caushig,numerOtis casualties arbongst- troops and:a civilian
pOpillatiOn which Was not only completely unprotected, but which
lacked even- the most elementary .medical services.. It -should also be

noted that the existence. Of the Geneva Protocol of 1925 may have
helped a§%a deterrent to, the use 'of cheMiCal or bacteriological 010-161i-01y Weapon§ in 'World War II, even though the :belligerents in
'that conflict had- developed; produced and stoekpiled.CheMical agents
for possible use. The International Tribunal at Nurenibero. brought

into the Open the fact that, amongst the new agents whiche'had been
0004 and §tookpilect (hiring the course of the war were such highly
lefluir,agent§ as Tabun and. Sarin. Since then the validity and '-efrectiVeneSs of the Geneva Protocols have been reinforced by the approval,
byAhe 'General'ASSeMbly, of the United Nations, Withoilf-a single dissenting voice,, Of .re§Oltitions 2162 B' (XXI) of 5 December 1966 12

and 2454 A (XXIII), of 20.December 1966;13 calling for "strict observance
of the principle§ anclobjectives"-ofthe Geneva
inviting 'all States, to accede to it.
'8: it is,siimpleto appreCiate the Tesurgene6ofinteregt in the problemS, of ,Clionlieal and' bacteriological (biological) warfare. Advances
in chemical and.biolOgical science, while contributing to the ,good of
mankind, *have-4th° opened up the pos§ibility of exploiting the idea
of 'chemical -and-,badteriological ;(biological) wartfaVe -weapons; some
of Which,could- endanger man's -future,:and the situation will remain
thfeateriing-§olOnga§' a'ntrilbei. of 'States proceed' with their developmenti, perfection, production 'and -stockpiling.
9. The report, 'as :is, noted" in the General, Assembly resolution, is
deSigned-to submitto_peoples and- governments; ilia form easily underiY,14,(nst, 1)0.143-1-,161.

1?:121ocittfitents on.Dixarmamenf, 1966, lip. Tos=rop.

'ibid., 1968,
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stood by them,, information on the effects of the possible use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons, as well as to promote a
further -consideration Of problems connedted with chemical and bac-

teriological (biological). weapons. Information about the nature of

chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons, about their increase
and diversification as technology has-advanced, about their long-term
effects on human, beings, animals and vegetation, and about environmental factors w' ich COndition these effects, is provided in Chapters

I to IV of the Iwort. In Chapter V, which deals with, the economic
and security implications of chemical and bacteriological (biological)
warfare, the 'experts have :interpreted the word "security" to mean
both Security in the narrow military sense, and security in terms of
the adverse and long-term effects which these weapons, given they
were ever used, could have on the frameWork of civilized existence.
10. As the present report ShoWs the outstanding characteristics cs
of 'this class of WeaponS, and particularly of bacteriological (biological)- weapons, is the variability, amounting under-some circumstances
to unpredictability; of their effects. Depefiding on-environmental and
meteorological conditions, and dependinVM:the particular agent used,
the effects might be devastating or negligible. They couldbe localized
or -widespread. They might bear not Only on.thoseattacked but also on

the side which initiated their use,,thether or not the attacked military
forces retaliated in kind.. Civilians would be even. more vulnerable
than the _military: The development,, acquisition and deployment of
chemical- and:bacteriological (biological) weapons quite apart from
questions of. protection-7-constitutes_.a real economic burden which
varies in extent for different countries. Above all their acquisition
could net possibly obviate the need' for other weapons:
11.. As chapters :Land V of the report indicate, it would be enormously costly in resourees,-, and administratively all but impossible,
to organize adequate protection for 'a civilian population against the
range44possible chemical agents. Even military.personnekif locally
engaged-1n a ,particular operation:in- which Chemical and/or bacteriological (biological)
cal) weapons were used and Where they had the
advantage of protective measures; Would, be unlikely to escape the
wider- spread and longer-ter/iv effects on: their country at large. These
might arise; for example, from the impracticability of protecting soil,
plants,, animals -and essential food .creps,against short and leng-terin
effeCts.

12. To appreciate the risks which bacteriological (biological) warfare could entail, one has only to remember how,a natural epidemic
Mayspersist unpredictably, and spread far beyond the initial' area of
incidence, even when the most 4)7to-date medical resources are used
to suppress the outbreak. The difficulties would be considerably increased were deliberate efforts made, for military reasons, to propaOte rl.thegenie t organisms., Mass, disease, following an: attack, especiatg of civilian populations,
be- expected not -only because of
the lack of timely, warning Of. the danger, but 'also- because effective
-Measures of protection or treatment 'simply, -de,not exist or cannot be
provided on an adequate scale.

4
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Once the- door was opened to this kind of warfare, escalation
would in all likelihood occur and no one could say, where the process
would end. ThuS, the report concludes that the existence of chemical
and bacteriological' (biological) weapons not only contributes to-international tension, but that their further development spurs the arms
race without contributing to the security of any nation.
14. The present report will, in.aceordance with resolution 2454 A
(OCIII.), be Submitted' to the Eighteen-Nation Comniittee on Disarniaineht, to 'the- Security Council and' to the General Assembly at
its twenty-fourth session. We hope that it will' contribute to the imple13.

nientatien of Measures which, in the final analysis, will eliniinate chemi(biologiCal) -weapons from all,military arsenals.
cal and bacteriol
CHAPTER
THE BASIC, CHARACTERISTICS -,OF 'CHEMICAL AND' BACTERIOLOGICAL_

(BIOLOGICAL) MEANS OF WARFARE

15. .Since World' War I, when chemical warfare:-was firstireorted
to, on.,a large settle., the' variety and' :potency ..of chemical and bacteriologiCalAbiologicaly weapons. has grown steadily,, and there has
.been a correSponding ,meirease 'in the cap,aoity to deliver them to a
target .area:' The particular threat posed -.by chemical weapons today
,

derives, froni the existence.Of new, and far more toxic, chemical

compounds than were knOWii ;fifty yearS ago. Since .bacteriOlegical(biological) ,agents existilatuitilly,thont increased' potency as weapons
has resultid,frora a precess of selection rather than froni the production Of 'entirely new °agents. As is explained in later sections of this
report, Selectionliasrbeen.inade posSible-by advance§ in our knoWledge
thtough advances 'in experimental
of the genetica. of microbes,
aerObiorogy.
16. The most significant result of these technical developments is
the great variety, of injurious effects which theee agents can incluce,.and
the consequent morease in the iniMber.and types-of situatiOna in which
.

there ritiihtix a temptation to AiSeiliejii Pik military
,CHARACTERISTICS OF CHEMICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL '(BIOLOGICAL)
-WEAPONS

:17.

For the ppurposes of this report,. chemical agents of warfare

are taken ,to:bk, eimcal.substancesi. Whether ,gaseous,li ;liquid or solid,
ed.,because of their direct:toxic ,effects
*hiCli'..Might
animals': and plants..
agents of warfare

whateVer 'their-nature, or ',infective material
are
derived from theinl: which _are intended to cause diseaSe or death in

Mani iniinalg' or :plantEl, and Which depend,' for their .effects on their
ability to multiply ihe'persimlaiiiinaltir'platit'attitok4.
VariouS living organisins
rickettsiae, viruses. and fungi),
'aa,,Welliii'l'acteria,,,:carate:uied as Weapons. In the context of warfare
allitliese'tirc generally reCOgniied:Og*bacteriological weapons "; But in
any possible taribignity, the :phrase *bacteriological

biological) weapons" liat-iheet

thretighent to comprehend all

forms of ,biological Warfare.

19., All biological prOcesseS depend upon ,cheniical or physico-;
chemical reactions,..and what may be regarded. today as a biological
R75-704-7,719
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agent coUld,tomorrow, as'IniowledgeOvance.,,,betreated as Chethicat
Because, they themselves -AO not multiply,, toxins, whiCh-are-preduced
by living organisms, are treated in this report as -chemical substances:
We also recognize there is a -dividing line between chemical agentS.
of Warfare in the sense we Use the terms,, and incendiary' substances
such as napalm and ,smoke, , which exercise their effects- through 'fire,
temporary deprivation of air
reduced.', ViSibility. We regard' the
latter; as weapons, winch are :better classified With high explosives than
with; the substances with which we are .concerned They are therefore
not -dealt with further in this report.,
20 Fmally, we2re,cogtize.. that both chemical and ,bacteriological:
-`(biological),.agents_are-deSignated either as lethal .agents, that is to

say, agents which are intended to kill, or as incapacitating agents,
that is to say, agents which are intended to dausei,disability. These
terms are not absolute, but imply statistical probabilities of response

Which are more uncertain With.-bacteriologioitj,(biologiCaq than With
chemical agent* Not all individuals will die frOni:-an: attack. with a
given lethal agent, Wherea some,
-ektimple. _infants' and teOple,
Weakened 13Sr. malnutrition, disease
high proage',
well
portion individuals in
for eXairiple.'f011owitig
itradiatiori,:Mght.SUCcnrith to an 004 With incaptieitating.ehernical
or bacteriological (biological) 'agents.. With a, leweheriudal: 'agents,
notably some 'tear gases -(lachrymatorq, there is a
prob.

.

ability Of any fatal outOom6i,:aiid-these have been used by many

GOVeriiinentslo quell riots and
WherkuSeetirithiS:*-Ay
they are ollect-pot-C6ntkatig6h0:14chryirktitAisit have also been widely
used in warfare as harassing agents, in Order to enhance the effeetiVe
>.rieSS of doriventiOnai, weaponS,,Or to facilitate the capture of enemy
personnel;
1:

,Differences bei.00-dhentiOt art4:.#tteteiiotoico':(i3i,otogicat)

Warftts,

,21. AlthoriAh there are'Sonie,SimilaritieSbetWeen Chemical and 1,407

.tOitolitic4;(biologiCal) agents regarded as weapons of war, they differ

in certain impoi;tot, respectS.. These differences are related to (1)
.potentialtokipityi.:(0), -speed Of actioni. (3) duration of effect; (4):
'SpecifiCity;,(5) COntrollability;And-:(6)reSidnal effects.

Potential tOxiCity.
2. Although more toxic _than. most Welt-looWn industrial chenit.
CalS, chemical Warfare agents are far less potent on 0,-*ight-fOr-wOiglo
,basisthari.are badteriolOglontOiologioal),40its. The close of a eheMrcal -agent to40.04',OrptOcilloO ,uhtoward, effects iii man ikineltsure4
1114nilligraniSi'xopt for toxins Which.may-be in the microgram rang!.

The corresponding dose for baCteriolOgical, (biological) agents is in
the ,,,pieagra hi 4'400.
,23, This difference reflects the fact that bacteriological '(biOlogi-

cal) agents, -being alive, can multiply, and sits SignifiCande, is that,
'weight4for-Weight,,,bacteriolOgiCal,(biOlogioal) -weaPonS,could tbe-ei-psCtedto, inflict casualties over very mneh.mOre-extensiVe, areas than
CoUld,chernieklmeapo40.
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'Being liviiigOrganisths, bacteriblogioals (biological) agents are
also Very much more susceptible to sunlight, temperature, and-other
environmental factors : than are CheMidal, agents. A bacteriological
biOlogical), agent disseminated into a given environment may retain
its Viability_ (ability to live and ihnliiply-) while losing, its virulence
,

(ability io pi.Othice diSease andinjury:),
Speed,.of ,actiort_

25. As it- ClaSS,,.cheinidal'agents,,prodUce their injurious effects In
Man,,aniMalS1_,or-planig more rapidly tlmn; do bacteriological
.agents. The, tiine-sbetWeen exposure and significant effect Maybe
MitniteS,,Or,ofon- SedOrids,:fer;highly-tokic:'gises-orirritatirig.VapOUrs.,
Blister agents take a few hours to,:prodUce-injUry. Most chemicals used
a_gainSt. krOpS-eliit,nti noticeable. effect Until ,ft few -days have elapsed:
On the sother lAnd;hba4eriblOgical. "(biological ) ,:agent must midtitily

in the body of the victim before disease (or injury) supervenes, this
"incubation period" of a disease, the time which elapses
is the
between 'exposure tO,-,infeetiOn, and the appearance of symptoms of
illness. This
is .rarely as short as one Or two day's, and may be
as long as a :few *4:* or even :longer: For both ,chemical and bac-

teriological (biOlOgiOal) , agents the speed of action is affected by the
the quantity absorbed) but this secondary factor ,does- not
dose
obscure the basic difference between the two classes of agent* in the
tinie they take to-maiiitest ;their effect4

Uration of liffeet
-26, The effects of most chemical agentS, whiOh. do not
:

quickly
Ai) not last long, except in the 'CaSe- of some -agentS;Such:4§,phOsegene

and.,MUStard,,*here they might continue for Seine, Weeks; months or
longer., On the other hand, bacteriological (biological) agents which
are not quickly 1044 coo, illness lasting days-Or even weeks and on
occasion invplve periods of prolonged' :convalescence. The effects of

agents which act tigainjt -plants and trees 'would last for weeks or
months and, depending 042.0ifyitgesii and the species of Vegetatidn' at-

tôkd,ldsult'ir death,

Specificity
.27; While both olakses of agents Can -be tiSedttcattack man, animals
.

or plants, individual biological agents hoe* general -a much greater
40gOe'qf',404.4:10,0ifilo#Y! '10044 for ekaantdpt:ig-eslentiallY,a-dis**-Of **I foOt.andAtiOutlif.disease, mainly affects clsaiten=hOcifed. ani-

mals; :44. .rice blast is a disease Confined16,-rice[orilY. On the other
hand, :One 'diseases ,:(1for
brucellosis sand, anthrax) occur
*b. iiiri#9. 0.t 40641.8., :11-4700, chemical agents are 'Much less

specific: nerve ,-,4044. can affect mammals, birds and invertebrates

:(.,insects),.

CO#troiliibility..

-

By controllability is meant the ability to predict the extent
sand 'nature of the damage winch chemical and bacteriological ,(biolOgr28
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dal), agents can cause. This i§ alnost. important &nisiderationiir their
useas .cv'eapons..- The most likely rneans:-of doliVering- chemical and
use
bacteriOlogical, (biological) agents i§1337,,diacharge into the atmosphere,
relyint.bir turbUlent, diffusion and wind:currents to dilute and spread
the agent over the area being, attacked Control is thus possible , only
to the extent that the meteorological situation can 'be predicted.,
Because they infect living organisms, some bacteiriOlO,,6ical
logical) itgdnt§..dan be Carried; by travellers, migratory birdai. or anithe area:originally attaCked.
mals, to locahhes far
30. The possibility of this kind of spread rdoes not apply to cheirii,
,cal agents. But control of-contamination:4. persistent -chemical agenit§
COUldr. be Very- difficult., 'Should large- quantities ; of 6hernibar agents
-penetrate the 'Solt and reach underground waters, or §hOtilcl:tliesi':contaminate reservoirs, they 0:44i_,sprpttilhtindr* of kilometres from
the area attack, affecting, people remote from the zone of military
operations., Although- we know of no 'comparable substance likely to
be used as 'a 46.0047 warfare- agent, the spread of DDT over the globe
illuitrates,in, an O1rtrome form, how man-made :chemicals can spread.
found in the ,:tiSsue.§;,Of creatures
This:. chemical insecticide
all parts of the world,, even in places inf*IiiCh it has 'never been.nied;
For example, : as result of it§-teat§fet through food chains, it is even
found, in t1., . tissues of tle penguins which live in Antarctica

litesidnat 'effect§
,

In --circumstances which favour their persistence, herbicides,
defoliants and perhaps some ;other clieniical:Agentsi,mightlinget for
plant life,
inonths-iletonting,:tke,groitli of surviving
liattern. through selection. Following
and even changing the
,topcatoitusi,.oattam.:chepiical -agent* 0001 .0,en iolnenoe.soit=strno,
31.

ture The risk of.residual effects with .soinel,34OtarAologictit:(biOlogical)

agents is potentially greater, mainly because they could lead to
e:Pi4.01i0,,ifili140-0-,1,1#141':transnii§Sion oc7

curred

13844001*-011-20i61,4401) agents miglit also

'hosts in thô animals and plants of an area, or

transported by infected individual k' over ]giCittAi§thitaba. to
environménts
.2. Technology of 04,emidal-*g_bacieridlogicat (biological) warfare
82. .Ther,,,#) Chnol So-gloat problems associated with chOinioal;and.bao-

t;e:,1,.i1:6160.41:01'040.1); NtOttii*, 4i,(3:61.0:01.810:-:(11-006.0§00.4t.d
:h.e.po4ucti9n; o the agent§, and ::#1, 0, f*paitsOns--,'teedecl, for -their
YthOge-**.lA a.,01044r61**PAsion:tottlie'pto-"dissemination
t.4cti*,e ,ecinii*ent'ond 40faiioa§;:-,naco:atiry-: to ,ProtOt military forces
and civilian populations. 4iify' nation, whose chemical, PliarmaceutiCat

and toitiptioo4ligo4.04i4o..,-toilr,40,45*.c.t6:41410. 440 chemical

and bacteriological '01-olOgierily..AgotsoiLa oc.itii.coutiosiir443 with
its other iiiiiitot*,04141ities;The,,a0SnrinCe ,of safety in the :Ptocinction of -',bacteriological ,(biOlogical), 'agents, problems associated with
.

the ionthaate:ot.00mpie45ioherni* 'woof, and deciding on the best
NieapOns,-;to, *se:Minato them, are eianiple§!of-SOine of the relevant
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.teChnological-difkonitiesi A 'special 'problent assOciated- With the detrel,
bffensite Capability, in.:bacteriological-

,oiligogdal) Warfare relateS CO the lact that Seine agents are viablefot
only 'a-Shert ItiMe
fSW. dayS1, after MainifactUre.:ThiS Terioit on be
ate:tided, by tefrigeratio# of-the agent, Or by -freeZe-drymg it. toefoiestoiage. The- drypt. prodessed, ,hoW0er, are -yety-,004-044 .and, difficUlt
Athere'laige,---guantitiei-ofVghly-VathOgenie::agentS-are-iiri*ed. The
,

:ptikleb*:Which-Telaisto-defende are-far MOre diffienit, for a§:8,vith;:ofott
WeapOns,'effectOedetenCe.callS,f,Ot ratch mrp 'Stringent training; and
:MOrii-:.ManpOWer :10a ***sty reSonrCeS,than. dOe'S -the
ence.:FOr- qtainple, larni-gy§i(*.0,,aoiopt diA-e*iog oiack 'are, ,iiery,
.Coniple*electiOneeha.niCal deifiCes: whOte prOdnotiOn dean-an& a-highly
,techi-Ookicalikib4.501 industry. They catinot .13e,mairitOined ekcept-.14
600t:ttlic1)1Y01-1:*tinOd 1.500:#0.1,

,..4.,--0,400,4,04,bitoteriArce404vietiy.loctimisi
OffeotiVOOss,

chethical:, andtieteriorogical 0)441044 agetits,cainicitbe.appi*iated.
.simply,as--polsons an& plaguo.Tbey-need/tote
COnkrdetectin.the.Conte,.it,of the WeapOwystenlsibt Which.' they
.A.:,-seationoydein.00i.nptrses alLthe eilinpitent and personnel; as4i'S the- organitatiOriat sttuCtUre,:reOired niaintaim and Operate, a
kook psr-ittelf;
etample,i: CannOn is and a .*--aapon .0*

*Voi iSintegiitt4 into: ant artillery; jaattery, together With
-,trainixrpre*,.,annntinitiOni.*ehieleSi!sutiplieS;,spare,patts; ,fiting table;
.0:waicl;e1:;§ervev,:cOnlinunieatiOn*a*-16inntiand'Asiganizati.Ow does-it,
COnStitUte.
/artillery ,shells1

-Wilth,rinistardigaS:orter* -ntS4iidJ nSto.fire thenr,,Otan4ircratt

-With

t,tiokAnoid_t*I1

(b.iologidal)t agent sare

,ii.41#.#1.06001,***4por: Stenfe:
Cointile*.Ntec

=

.colOgicaliprObleMS: have-fo.lie:asterCOnie

traniflorinint tv.cheinicat t'Or badteriblOgicat (NolOgiCil j- ihigent" into.
.,eaponzsys
--teni"'' A. -weap. n"
f l'ttle:
ry fah -*f -'t o
do'pOtaible,, Mai ii,.:cannOt 13e-/- deliVered- to a. -target
Certainty.
f,the, ctoetei*Ntit :414 &ethical: andliacteriolokial
,i,'kati*ayStein it isot only, neteisary.tO COnsider-,moters
go*, ai,.-)ii40:,,ProductiOni Storage, 'transportition,
inetniS

t

:1.1*0-y; cbn:t 010-6;

prediCtiOnt

..

On ve,,Set

.:;,

.

;

letrainj atid 'Weather
,

addition ConSideratiOnk ate:ding defence-I need-to'
talien
intO '0004 41.s10,-,,.',15r9tectiNe',4601i41:1detOttiC01
Ovit.nst '0640
MediCal.:Supplieii'aggioefit'ect toesti01:faeiliiies.,414; -00e
Pirt;.t,ed
chenueat anit ;14.EieteiriOlOgicat v(biOlOgiCal)i 'WeapOn-tr$ten*, The ;c:on,
':OheiniCal'Or -Ndetiological ..(NOlogical)

'Weap'cingaYsteni

eiCeedingly, cOmpleicI.-angl inipliek:at'imich;teelitneat Capability,,;andiaS jiikiikkciegteetif tiloblg-a§,db0§-the opefa-tion:: op any 'other,1.3.40#64-,V0apoli, .sySteniS.
Cheinidat an& bae=
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teribiogi* (hiologircal) -weapon -systerns a,rechea.per Ana note oiitdily
Citentri-attained-than nuclear weapons, and while they may
Stances jbe more effective militarily than conventional weapons, they
ate.-highlydoinplex sySteins-,WhiCh'fb17 their development and operation
for sizable resources and -considerable-. expertise But the lids=
,

always exists that by ,choosing a single. agent aii4,,a simple
means - of delivery, a nation ,could .,equip itself relatiVely., cheaply to

attack almitedAtek*itha reasonable Ohlandeofsnede..
.-ON'airTs, OF TOE :-tirg. OP c#Ein164il,Artto nAcTgunit,o6i0-4,
piOioowAL 1 WEAPONS IN, WAR
1.

(14:Oge4 teed2 0O8`

St_ Chemical weapons oulit be used either Within, the zone of contact ,ot opposing forces ; or againsVinilitaskytargets--thich a.s airfields,
barracks, :Supply -depots, and .rail centres tell behind the battle-atea

itself; 0'4041st:400o. *hi* have no ininiediate -cOrine7tion with
inilitall,opetatioostlotJ040614-eeritto ,of-Vepulation;Iarm
be used
'.0.0L*Ettek-o4ptik-'06.*--o*stotoo,ii, which

'Within-a.One'Of'Contact oe:inany.,014 variedfor ota*ple,,to,aChietie
*1i:04 and surprise advantage against a pOOlittained,.ill=equippedmilitary force which jaktiect chemical protective equipment to OVeronie,tioopsAnAiig,Ouisigfo*holeS,,OtlettifidatiOns- where they would
be othetwise,'iproteduct
ftagoefithig. Weapons,PlOsite;,-to,remove ,fOltage, by means of chemical -herbicides 'so as to
mprovèvisibilit and to open up lines of fitei-oilto,,preverit ambush,
to :create Iiattiet§efcontaniiiiitedA and, on or in the teat, Of the .battle=
Ael4,:tcriolioe or channel
or to ,slow an enemy tidiran.ce,
by foteiiigtjleiiViii,* orstiteoti*odloWfika,hci.e4th000#L,81-tch. equipment iinclonlitedli-rattiCtS,,iiiobility.-, :ancl'inipede$ normal agtiyitieS.
Itiktinikhighly probable that onCe.one,OftWo well-equipped sides had
ben':attaeliect*ith chemical weapons, it would retaliate in kind, in
Oticlef-tO-fofeeit-OppOhentitto_,Suffetthe-,-Sanie penalties of -reStiktiOn.
"In:iitll'OUCh-,,Opetation'S'CiViliinici who Ifita,hcit4lect frointhe battle-area

inightleCOine,daSUaltieS;-:as theralsOwOUltt if;;While)not-in,theUttleOne;:*apotits*:aeteSOIS'ilfiftee:1; itiWarcis, them with the wind, or if

they sitticy4a,t lattei.:400 into..ateit§'cOtititaiinatea- with a persistent
agent:, The risk of civilian ,CaSnaltieS-WonlcFobviOnSly be greater if
clienijeal,atiacjiSWeke, inade'oir,inilitary-target0;well,ilithe rear of the
zone of Contaet,,Lanct-wou4 be very serious in the _ease of attaeks. on
denttekifpoptilition:;,

'-::,3/440101,1,2*:04' WOW', Y: 11014009Thetellcijici>nilitiry,expOtienee.,,Of the use of bacteriological
(biological) jagenu):0,,,,itreapfing:ot war
the feasibility of using
the*.-:40-,*elis,, :has,4eftell..ltderi, .-eihotioned-, ',One issue winch has
qUentipheetitraiSecl, OnCeirnS, the ,Validity ,of extrapolations made from

,lahotatoty:#petiertee-ta.mailitary:'Sititatiiiiis:iii, the tea Some recent
;tfitow
;on this: polo:
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I

One fieldjrial; !hip c;ft-dtainiii, sulfide ,'(a harnileSs powder)
*aS-diSSenninated iii paiticlesiwo nikrons.111--Aiiineter, from a ship
'travelling -16 140:nate& offshore. _.81) Ont- 200 kilograniS Vete*bile Op: ship "travelled; -a. ,distanoe Of 26.0- kilometres
39.

,

patallel to .:the coastline., The,,teSulting aerosol travelled, at 164050
-4i1OinetreSi, and covered: an area of over 7,0911 square: kilometres.

This. obSeOatlorr. provides an ihdioatiOn- of -the-iike of area
does; not tell
covered by it i`y,,indbOtne.
*,lietbetstbe'badtetiolOgiealAbiolOgiCal ,agents -wirijoh. might be,spread

40.,,ith,:tietOsOt would still. retain the ability,to -0.00:40e disease. All
bacteriological. .(bi0log_iCal) agents lose' ibeir 701.-illence...0t die -progteaSiirelti*bile:traifelling in an aerosol: and the diStance. of ,effective
the -1Old:*Onld'depend,on.theate
Of decay Of theTattiOnlar
:
atniOSPberie,cOnditionS'peVailing..
Sfie,of 0.0S',*hidlixscair he Cali-eked'. by

bacteriological '(bfologiCa4.,:and: Cheinioat-aerOSolSicanbe gabiectfioin
ti same expeopie*Ititd PartiCleSibat *Ore Carried' beew, bac=
tent& or viral
,theycaused: casualties, over as
large=.an,,atekasc,the- boe.00*O;:li,edau§0,0'.ClecV .tbe:agent while

4n:tbe-aerosol

the OrgaiiiSm, and its
have:been'

de gre.,& of ,hardineSSi,areaS.,Ot
effectively attiOlted0.11teCtitig a.-.4igkp-kitiportist4_of*iiproitedte:peop16,
in,:the:
sappii0d4A-a liipothetioal;cheailoar

aitaelt;ii:Sihtfhe;j:400:0206,40haidil,,iiekyivagent, ,:then about 0:61:
of -at!** ,W,Onld"bai-ee,.been,telea,Sed;:pOt'lFiirt. The,:do'v,0*ind'IOard
,t14 ins s*bi-Ch some 'Casualties Inighi 'be, --ociied-e4, *old not

extended more ihi* one iitc-0-00,. and ttblAly less, unless.

mpfOotOtokia4)ooilitiOorisAVeS eitteirieVfatOutablec,-(See'Cliatitet

Ttio area covered
-might has14alie-fieo
,40, to 1:0-:td02,- .as-xonaparsett ,*.i*theAocct0:0,001tirii for *0 'bito,
Tor-,purposes; Ot Sabotage, or 'ofivett(§e6tot; as in sabotage

tleiia-tjilioct

1*AptiOlogical

fOotal*1400ot

operations; Small aerosol, genetat6rs- for
cool'h,e;i4iiiti,i0e--ekatopie,,j4toikk.1§0'430§siblti:0906We-

14t4410logiOY 014141.41) 40* :by -hand to

poison OP*. water supplies, or ventilation. oy§*§E,015,0.414: "ill a

13.ielik407*#::4 §444,17 facilities `due,. sa;y, to military
,§itilit4 04
:mobilization," or`_to a :nncleat- aitadle. In additiO4,:t0prodneing,casnal=
ties, such ,an attack 0Ould Prodnde -Seirete,Ijanic,

kilo of
ealtate,of satioolialiadrise*a44eitto-,a,kesefvofrioiitairiing
ji0i'lli,kisY0*4teri0-4#015,106,1*41g,'ha4 occurred, severe illness
.woufctizie5sugesct.::by4thy04
decilitrejabottt
ko:440.4,0 ***0404*06r.v,
same: deg i70,e , of ',,pOi§o
0,;-0

ass-Woilliblt*:p.tOdudect"by-14.1f,

alinOn011atiltio*vd4e, achieved with'

1,0$10`,4 00,OtiSialibilOCOCCE4 ienterOto4in,

in -,the, case of common indnittial

4,00.41§6.001$9.1":94-04 60044§t

':f100#44fit cyanide..

k040,44.9140i 0-k;:

Ar4iefike
!ATM

4-040-of

it
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CHEMICAL AND pAC:TtagggocacAt (BIOLOGICAL) AGENTS,

ii. qni4 -0006'
dherilib "also:gent§ areeiusti ally. de:scribed:in,: tett* of :their ,physiolOgiOaf effeets'and-are characteriiedAS follows:

2.4gOltt 01,004 4114n; and animals

Nerve ;Vents are colourless, odourless, tasteless -chemicals, of the
'same faint?, .40 torgaikOthesphiiiiii insecticides.. They ifeis011, the
nervous system 4.#(.1.;- disrupt,' vital body. functions : They constitute the

most modem
and are :more
potent than areiuiy other chemical agentaj 026:0- toxins).
Are oily liquids WhiOh, '41i- the main, burn

ati4,:blistAt'the §kiii::ivithih hours after, exposure. But they also have
general toxic effects. Mustard gis,s. is -a; too-, example. Blister agetits
eatieed..rittOreeaSiialtieS,thaii any other chemical ageiit-itsect in World

War I.
'-(10ki/iVs,itegen,t4 are 'highly .volatile liquids which, when breathed as
chokOseSortititte,and-se*Stely-ADar4ythe Tangsi:dauShig death.

mg They watalritroducict,4iiNIOrld: War IStd.: are of Much, lower

'POCh637,:.thitilithO'0.01*40,11.t*

.Biood,,Ctgenti are also intended to enter the body through the respiratory iract.,.Thet'prodlige:cleat4,hy.,,i,x4erfeting 'with the utilization of
oxygen by the tissues They, too;: are Anikhle ss-to4etha# nerve : agents.

;TO** are biologically prochicek, chemical substances which are
,

very highly toxic -ftp4-;,npiy-:44,:byirigeSOon or inhalation.
Tear .0
gases are sensory irritants i'which ,cause ,a temporary
,flow of tears, :itritatiOk of the skin and. respiratory 01140: and
occasionally nausea and vomiting. They have been vNeTS7 used as riot
ôontrolâgents, and also jAiitistt
1:P8Oilio-erkeirif.oitli,:t0e,' 44100- ehetiiiciilk
Ititetided
Oa-ase tern.,
e

p0a0 0041 4.i4414.41iO4§.

Agents 40404 0444

,

chemicals which poison or

deiiireate'theleie*.:Of.iplaiitaita;asiiittlie*.tOlege-theirleaves'or
'The ,..elfedtiVeiieSSAif di1fereit dbemical warfare agents againstt man,

wit000ktvas§:_igt:ShOWir hiiabk.t. The ifoios--spesci 6' theitileal

ageàtsare4isted and 4064** chapter 2.
.

400.40t: '&1001
'45. Chemical munitions are de1gned7to fulfil three', ohjectiveav- tj'

to provide'a container for the agent .so i that ,thS.-a0t/inutiitiOn,' come

bmation can be dehvereit
effeOtifei. dis
tribution of agent over the target area; and ,,,(3) to release theigeritin
active forin.Iü the caseofincapacitatingand riot control agents, it is
(cause injury or death,
necessary' it at:the.Aui4tion.itsplt shou

:a4dictihatilt:Shojilkoot3atart,400:,-This ;iktoartiOlitailY important
devices
134 riiii4itiei;iS;tOj'heL;UseAViuld;:delierid oikthe niethogl. of 4.
the *46: tiid *4. of the -target area, 04 other variables.
live

,
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GrOurid-totroUnd munitions, inClude grenades,. shellS;- rockets; arid,
inimitions include large- bonibs,
penserst:spray tanks; androckets ; 0'440.60 miunitioriS -uioltde -genera.;
torS,andlnuies.
410ov/1a:4-0ov/a nvon;14iolgt. Small grounctio7ground munitiOns (grenadsS,. shells and
-roCketsy 'function-muck like their
coniiefitional Counterparts.,13Pon inipact inthe tar.get areal theY woUld
either explode cit'bUrn, an& So- 'Opel' tk, agent ..t,6Jorm a, cloud Which
would' diffUSe and- drift dOWnWinkreiniting ,an elongate& 4;01:Aida
area within Which: ca,Sualties, Would oCCur., This repreSents , a point
'aoUrde, of diSseinination 7,(chttptet,

lery shell§
'area: 'ThiS

,

Would freOtit1ST- gred in-,oripilee, and artilsalVOs, ,retulting;
group
inipaota,oier the target
COnititiita'anitires: squrce.' disseniinatiO4 ,'(clAtipter

'tate -greyridito4iiinridk!,( tia *ell 2aS aetiatitaiiitioas
'aileWarheadS)
'04:Carry-a iiiinber, of stain stibninnitiOns ca Well' as
agent- in; bUlk: 'The patent taunitionotpoii finictionirig?,707onld disterse
:the, anbninititiona,olier the target. area. These *901d:then :diaseramate
the :agent o,*7er :a Wide, arew rather than
piiintof `iinpact, :as
,

-the daseofbnlk

'''Another?inilitarY.,,concepti.s-tb :US

hiiiidie&kiltis of

warheada fille& with,

agent

lOW *apour-preSsure.: Such- it; war,iiead;:bniSt at?: a ,Suitable'yaltitudikWoul&,prodiiae'd,:§hOWeipf ,drOplets,,

-efredWely itontaininitint.Oetithint On 'WhiCh:. it felt' ',Ittiii:ther"
,siiolvt000t,400fildi,b:witsod',:to.-asantethat the target*acovered.
BOmbs:- dropped .front -aiteraft are
larger.thin, inost:
':airi& ;:cOrisecinentli Vould--,reaalt
higher
-ConcentratiOn, Of the 'Cheniicallieafthe
Of ground' iinpadt. Bothtis
1,0iiiting dose" tO tl*gtotuid Oduldb:is'tikd:torachic*e a ,ivider dissemina.

ottlie*gel*Kocially#itli'ohouiiCal

02: ;

kdisponSet;,isftv_esintaineifot SUbinunitieins,' which? after- open.!
intiqCCul&:teniain:Ittticlied.to'th Ore-raft:, The.: subinUnitionS cOUld

bolisolodpifigit chpinico
:age*Ireniltilicraft.,The'pattet*iitdiSperial*onldbe inuCh the aatne
-4.18',0i140-Filie0,4$71090044=00:44,060.1640-1410:i169.

Om-

The 'igeneratOr
a
-ohoroottrigenti.ti, ioUtee Of,preisiire, Einct:a *Zee thitingh'Whiek the

"

,figtiritAitilortekbOenfrittOrt wonl&beIladeditivind Ofthetarget and
-then ctiCtiyabAct

,

inlireastfinticipate&eneiny

(brolOgical), -agents -rnay

**tided,: Iiie,:whethet des Out: to

,000t

rit

deStiO- rfdo&filiintsfandlnduiriat crops;
a4teria;:iiiiiitatik:funki; 'and it4riiifp.'!of: i*CrObeS
144114'4ii1.04

ilitOit,"14tiOts
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-porated into weapon systems. There- is no', assurance, however, that
otherli*ing organisms May-not iii the, future become 'Mpre._indport4nt
as pOtentialag,erits for Warfare.
The selectioti3Of agents for use in warfare
i5E3:, The number of -bacteriological ,,(biological") agentaWhich could
potentially, be Used in. Warfare is far feWer thin those
cans°

patUrilly,Oceurring. .disease To be .effective. for' this .phrpose they
:,(a),

be able tube prodUded in quantity;'

be capable. of ready diSseniination, in, the face of 'adverse
_environmental. factors;
be effective regardless

mediCal: counter- measures;

:(d) be able to cause. a large _number- of casualties (this would
imply that any agent ehosen would be-highly infeCtioual but whether
the agent, chOaeri. would ilao be- easilY transmissible. froth Man-to4nan,,
dependAipen an. intent. to. initiate au ,epidemic 'spread) .
,

4000 affecting' Man,
50: All the diseasei,tridet consideration= occur naturally, and the
causative organisms 'with 'feW eiteeptionsl are known to scientists

-

; th:ronghOnt the- world:- Incapacitating :agents ai.E1 thOse,whiChi In ,nat-

ural :outbreaks; .,cause illnes,but -rarely- deathi.If the .natural disease:
has anapPlieabie mortality, the ageaio-tegat.ded.,MAplethia one How-eVerl: these, agentS, when ,use&fis,'aereSot 'Weapons', might, cause more

severe, seasethan occurs naturally:
j60:, bifferentpoptilationa have,varying degree* of resistance to the
'di** produced by bacteriolo gical biologidall, agents. An infectious
diseaie WhiCh.,tnight be ofily'puldly incapacitating intone 'popilation
Might ,prove di4streue to ,ithethet,,Fok example, when :measles, was
first ,hitrodiicedihto th*HaWaiian,Islandai it caused far more deaths
thaif in the:relatf*ely reSiStant;populationStfEnrOpe. Iibaeteriolegi,
Cat
weapon -which;;might be intended-Only to incapacitate
deii141:'bellighlylethalftgitiriOt t.t!popiilatiorr,Where_tesiStariCe had been
loWeredisaiiresiiltof Malnntri4oni Gonversely, a:Weapon: which was

intended spread a lethal disease might-Only
occasional mild
In;peOple who iho,lieeli,giyenaroteatite,vaceine or Who bad
be`CoMe.iinMune'.aa ,a reaUii.,OtnatUriFniteCtigili.'114 :WO* of

iarickwith **prise*

arolthe: puilteat, forms- of life. Most Of them can be
aden;Orily:With the eledtron' iniorOscOpei,and'inUat `begioWn-onliying
tissue (tisane ,CUlturesi.fertile egg4ete.)`. ttenetie manipulation-of theliirtia _or :CheiniCal ,manipulation- of its' nucleic. acid- might be
Oke, it to acquire, strains, Of higher "virulence,
greater stability= to enatreage*
.

,Mokeitstee,00 ,i0einOciate,betteen the,yirnses,and bacteria,

gto:ohl

tifiC:,literatUtel, reaetirCh,:iiitO:t e

Juking,by the

of ri8pAteike. has been less

intense than

t.I*0.*,0000's
bOofet.14..,
etetei*:,are, larger than. *irusa41, ranging in size from 0.3

Mi:CrOkte:Seyeral :Microns. 'They Can, be,easily -groWn on a large, scale
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einploying:equipinent and processes similar to those used in the- fermentation, industry,_ but special skills and eicperience ould,be needed'
to grow: them. in quantity in the particular state in which they readily

cause disease. Although many pathogenic (disease-producing) bacteria are susceptible to antibiotic drugs,. antibiotic-reSistunt strains
'occur naturally,, amican be .selected ,or, obtained through the use of
suitable, Methods. of genetic mithipulatiOn.:Similarly, it is possible to
to inactivation by sunlight and
ieleet':Strain§ with: increased,
drying:
Antgi also ,produce, a number of diseases in man, blit'very,few
species appear to have:any. potential, ,in bacteriological (biological),
warfare:
ProtOzoa are one - celled microscopic organisms Vthich, cause
seVeraliMportant human di§easesincluding,inaratia; Because ,of their
complex
oyclesi,:they :too_ -appear to have littli3 significance in- the
present ,Centeicts

;Omits Such, as hook- worm;, -and the filarial
66.
have, very ComPicatedjife,cycles. They cause, illness and disability
Only -after:,lengeicpo§ure and repeatekinfectiont, and. wOuld,:be ,extreniely.:diffiCult tO:,0Odnee'jii quantity, to Store, to transport; or

vopoii; iniects.'are also difficult to conceive.-of as

;WeaponS.2SOme,,-, Suok'aS the., Mosquito and the tiCk are traniMitters, of

Aiiease, anikas"VeCtOrsr, have to,be looked tvoil, at having poteritiia
significance. :Higher fortni of life; such as rodentsand: reptiles
.can be dismissed inihe .context' Of ;the "Present' disensiion..

Agkot§' affecting animals
.l3adterielogiCal, (biological) litti4niMaLagentil. suck 'fis hotto.- destroy
and;Month disease and ,anthrax would :be used
domestic animals; thereby 'indirectly affecting: man by reducing,
food,
populations knOWn,
68.. Outbreaks of contagious disease 'in_
as epizooticsl. may spreadInuch,:moro readily thansdoepidenucs among
huMah',beilit§: Viral irifectiolis;are:probablynere serious for animals
than thoie cansed,,by:-Other -classes, bf..riliera,oitiOi§m§:
.

.

69;., :gook Of 'MO bacterial 'dise4ses of animals :which, conic", probably

l*Used'in:Warfate arOal§otralismiSsible to Man. Humati,beingiivenld'
be, eikiJectidi to get the..,,cliseakr if:. they- Were affected by -the attacking

aerosol, dela, and occasional f

.Might contract the diseaSe

fro* infected
affecting .P.414,
'The natural;OektirrefiCe,Of-, devastating' plant diseases Snell tts

the:blight of 'tatoesiii,. re in
coffee rust Of the 18 0§ in*out, blight, of 1904 iii-th6 United States of 'America,.
and **1deipreailOntbreakitoday Of cereal (especially wheat)hasa suggested that -4pliMt :.pithogensailight: be,nied
purposes:, ere-!arS,,folit- major., e iurethents for,the deliberate deVelepinent,oft4laiit
epidemic (epiphotio), proportiOnslarge
amounts of the Bost; plant tot4ibe.:,p0terit.
,tegiciri the agent
should: be capable of attaCking
varieties of host plant
thaV0*-grow44idequilite,opititiesofthe-Ogentlint§t be'present; :and
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the environmental conditions-within the region should be favourable'for the ;spread, of the disease. An -epiphytotic cannOtIlevelop if- any
one of the above requireinents -is not satisfied.

Methods c delivery
714 Bacteriological (biological)", agents can-I in-priiiciple; be loaded.
into` the *lie- type-"of.nriiiiitions 'as caw chemical:agents. Other than
for °Overt ormspeCialtpirpose_inisSions";, baCteriolegibil
weapons, if developed for military purposest would in all probability

be delivered' by, aircraft or by rge'bailisticnussiles. Aireraft (includmg ortuse missiles .. and drones): could -drop a large number of
bomblets from high altitude, or spray from a low altitude. Because

"in-

a small amount "Of agent will cover relatively large areas, bombs would
prObably-besnialr (I kilo :or less) anddisperse&over as wide sawarea.
as -pOSsible. They cOrild be fielettsed fronik cluSthrs -Or titan -dispensers

in the manner Of chemical weapons, but probably from 'a -higher
10: An aircraft could establish aline of agent Whichias it travelled

downwind, would reach-the ground:0A a. Vast elOngated,infeotive, cloud
'(see'chapterII,),-..The effectiveness of such preeedrirewoul&behighly
.

dependent. on 'Weather condi tiOns, but the larger' the area,, the larger
the Weather front involved, the greater .the ,chanceSthat the predicted
resultE,Woril&be achieved. A z small telatiiva .000 might, however,

volve -a, country notin-the conflict.
weapons,
13: It is COnCeitable, that baoteriolOgidat'
probably bomblets, could be package&in'a:balliStic.missile. The bomb-

lets could be released at a predetermined altitude tOibUrst at .ground
level: The effeet-'WoUld be the Stine as:,bOinblet 4delivery by ,aircraft
.except that it would be more
74. :Unless. ransnlitte& by insects, bacteriological ,(biologidal)"
,

agents 'hitve, little- power to penetrate the intact skin: Infections
through. the ;r0Spiratory tract by. means OfistieroSols'iS by far the most
torit4Which-COUldbe used,in.,Warfaxe:,

ginfluenza, tubercu75: ,afaily-riaturallpoctirring- diSeases,
(aerosol' route; and some of them, notably in,
loSiS):, are spread by
Can generate into large, epidemics. When an iiifectedjerstlii
rsneezes,.

or -,even,,speako,,lan:Aotosot, is formed which contains

,particles,,ranging-4ideli in size. The larger particles are )usually of

littleiirnpOrtance"becaiiseAhey fall tO.theIround.. But. small 'particles
microns or lesS, in diameter) dryoutrapidly'in the air, -.arid sire,the
-atmosphere for -a
most infectious. They may remain suspended in
'long time. Animal experiments have shown that ,4 ',great many infec,pany which are transmitted ,otherwise in
tious, agents.
can be transmitted to !animals by aerosols of. Small, particle
Laboratory ,1 accidents and experiments on volunteers ,have
:firinedlihemffectiVenesS74-the aerosol route of !Infection for Mani
,

lbacteriological (biological) warfare, ever ,occurred, the
used; simply.
thus
'beCanieihe,:respirateryIractisiiornitilly, :Susceptible to infection by
,nianT,MiCrOlOrganisins!sbeeausettof the wide target, area which (Could
be ;coVere& in a single attack; ,4411.1jpeause,DrclulAtr hygienic meas-

rirekareineffectivemvpreventing:the, airborne route of 'attack. Since
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the particlesize of -an -aerosol is-crucial to its ability-to penetrate- into
:the lung, (see Chapter III, for detailed- disoussion)5 'the method for
aerosolizing a 'bacteriological ,(biological)- agent, would have to be
controllableso,as to assure the' dissemination, of a larg,e proportion of
particles less than 5;inicrozisindiaineter:
77. .Aerosols of bacteriological (biological) 'agents could be formed
by three -general, methods. , Agents._could,be disseminated by explosive
'means', in -much the same way as chemical agents. However,.the size
of the .reSniting particle lard to control by this method, and -much
of the agent may be-deStrOyed. by-Vie heat and shock of the exploding
munition. Particles could alsO'be formed by usinkpresstre,ti) lone a
SusPe:iiSion.:,of the Organisms, through a nozzle. Particle, size is de,
tertinned by the amount of presSure,the, Size, of the discharge' orifices,
the physical characteristics; of the agent, and atmospheric rconditions.
Size ;,; control of solid particles (dry/ form i of agent) can be achieved
could also be
."pre,sizing" 'bOfor6-dig§Oiriination: Aerosol particles'
suspension
into', a
produced: as a-,,stirakby releasing the.
high:, velocity air ,Stream.. ThiS:f.pririciple can

napplied: to spray de-

vices for use onliigliperformince aircraft..
Pi
pIEL

CHEMICAL 4NP'PAOt*PP0iIIPAL,
DMNO4.,07',4441.,-.041W.P*i
(BIOLOOIOAL) 'AWN*

defensive system against attacks by chemical

'provide' or dêor baetekielOsicals,](biOlOgiCl, ) agents would
rOtection-ofthe
téction and watiiingi:rapididentification of
respiratory tract and skin, decontamination, and medical prophylaxis
and ',treatment: Some .aspects of Sncli.sksystom, Could be :dealt*ith`b.'
fairlyi-AMPle. equipment. Others would necessitate highly ,sophisticated
, a very effective
apparatus. But Vie *hole complex would
orgOilatiokiriaiiiied.iiy 'Well-trained personnel. Whilti Military units
and small groups of :PeoPle,cOnlit, be equipped, and trained to, protect
would be iiiiptictiCable for most
themselves t4A-tigtiiftCant*teilt,,it
doiriprilienSive.:pretection,
for :their
to 01.0i40
Ot.-411)'
entire civil population.
1. ,Afediceitliiroketiein

Chemicalattacks
could protect
16 No general prophylactic treatment .exits which
oximes)
to nerve
Otto
against
'before
or
.agente, are Of value if administered ,within ':half an hour
yot*it,,ygity4tiborktixiieFtifi004posUre: Atropine isitselftexio; howiirapaCita*unenosed'i*dividuals,giv4i laiwkdoses.
ever, ad
-Skini, can be200044 ,f:ioR the vapours of blister agents by various
9j..41n4000;1*t-t1*Yi.17,041PP '%e$ectiVe.,,againStliquid,contanimatiOn.

baCteriOlogieitr'tbiOlOgiCalYattaCii.S.,
A80. ; ArAtt Oinationik one Of theanost ,useftil Meats of proteetinglieo-

iple rOM-,iiaturalirifective disease, and the only useful means available
for prophylaxis against bacterielogical (biological) attacks. The-pretectite'Valte;;Of vaccines against Small-ipox, ,yolio*ffeVer,,,diphtheria,
and.,:ether%difielises%is,,fifilylettablishedi :although the protection they

n non4 a;1

4

.4
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afford' can be- overcome if an immunized individual is exposed to a
large =dose of ,the infections Agent concerned: It_ is ,probable, however,
-

that even ;those ,ekisting: vaccines.' which are effective in 'preventing
natural infectious diseaSes might afford olylimito,prOtection, against
respiratory infectiOn by an :agent =disseminated .into the air inlarge
amounts- by a bacteriOlOgioal ,(biological): weapon. Moreover,, whole
populations leotild' not be ,vitocinated'againSt
diseases. The
deVelopiteii4 iitthictiOn, and -administration, Of SO rdah:ST vaccines
Would"be' enormeusly .eXpenSiVel and, -thine vaccines might produce
undesirable:or dangerous reactiOnsin the recipients..
81. ThiS-,pictUre is not 'significantly alterecrby. certain.fieW-deVelepMerit§ in the:field Of,vadcination-:, e.g.Ahe use of liviiit.b4cterial Vac,

ciries.,againsttnrareinial,brucelloSis and plague; -or aerosol, vaccination,
whieh is,particillarlT relevant to Vaccination,of largeinimbeit,Of,peoPle:,'There inif&been reeent *Wakes the controI of virus diseases,
but at .present -; none' of these is :practicable for the protection Of large
populations against
(biologi44 'Warfare.
82. ;Propbylakis'agiainst-,sOine- diSeaSes; can 6106,,beproVided. by the

administration Of Specifid antilSera,from the blood of peOple,Or animals
previonSly iiiiiOeillated with ,rniere,organisinS, .or -products derived
,

from thein, -Of increase, the anti=body

their 'blood.

TetanuS anti -toxin iS nSed, in this .manner, and until, more effective
Method§ repladed theinf.,Suoh,:anti=Sera Were ..used for many diseases.
It would, hoWeVeyl, be iiiipOsSible to prepare spedifie.anti-Sera,against
all, 001We :baoteriOlo4ical OiOlOgicaly agents and to make their
able .for large pOpUlations.
83. Other possibilities; fOr,eittih-ple:tlionSe.of therapeutic materials
before, SSiniXatoifis appeittl, are 00411y remote from practical realiza,

doh. They indhicle immune ,Serum,.ganiinaglebnliii, or 'drugs such as
antibiotics Or SulfOriainide drngs. The use of gnmmaglobuhn to prevent, or Mitigate the severity_ Of, disease :11'11v be useful fOr. iridiViduals
known to have been .exposed: But in 4,__ninniiiaglobulin is made by

separation from human' blood,. -§to:ok§scOliMnever-be available except
for isolated cases. In theOry.,,cheitoprephylaxiS .(the iiSe of drugs-and
antibiotics to preVent infection)- might also be useful in the short term

for small-060s operating atespeenilly high risk. But it would only
be prudent to assume that-the bacteriological (biological) agents which
an enemy might use Wonldbe those which were resistant to such drugs.

2. beiection and wafting
84: The requirement is to detect a clOud of.a cheinical or a bacteriological (biOlogical) .agent in the air-Sufficiently quickly for masks and
proteCtiVe 'clothing- to -be ,donned before the attack can be effective.
Usually the objective,, would be-to try and detect the cloud upward of
the target so that all hose downwind could be warned. There are also
requirements for the detection of ground contamination with chemical

agents and for detectiOn equipment to enable those tinder attack to
decide when it would be safe to remove their protective equipment.
Chemical attacks
85. In World War I it was possible to rely upon odour and colour
as the primary means- of alerting personnel that a chemical attack had
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been launched. The newer, more toxic chemical agents cannot be detected in this way: On the other hand, presumptive evidence that such
weapons had been uSectwoillcInene the lug still be of value as warning.
Once an enemy had- used .chemical weapons,. each subsequent attack
would necessarily have to be preStifted to be a possible chemical attack,
andprotectiVe measures would have to be-instituted immediately. InditidUals would have to -Mask not only in the air attack in which
was used?, or when there-was sinoke. or mist from an unknown source,
ora, suspicious sinell,:ir when they suffered ,uneXpeeted symptoms such
as a -ktuiwy nose, chOkiiig, and tightnesS in the chest, or disturbed vision,

but whenever :airy bombardment occurred. But because of the uncertainty, it weulictbe-, clear` ly -deSitable- to devise and provide a system
of ,instruments which can detect the presence of toxic chemicals at
concentrations below thoSe having physiological effects, and which
Wonld_giveiMely.and accurate warning of a ehemidal attack. It would
alSO be advantageous to have test devices, Collectors and analytical
laboratory facilitieS in order to deterniirie whether the environment
was safe, as Well. A'S:to, identify accurately the- specific chemical agent
used in an- attack.
The first: and essential. compenent of defensive system would
be an inStrument which, could detect low concentrations of a chemical
agent. -However low the concentration, a person could inhale a toxic

amount- in a short time because he breathes 10-20 litres of air per
minute.. Since the human body can eliminate or detoxify very small
amounts of many toxic materials, there is no need to consider very

long periods of exposurethe concern is with the exposures of only
a feW-. hours. This. is Often referred to-technically as the Ct (concentra-

tion time) factor. Essential requirements of a method of detection
suitable for use by military or civil defence personnel are that it be
simple, Specific, sensitive and reliable. Typical detector kits contain
sampling tubes and/or reagent buttons, papers, etc. After 'being expoSed to particular chemical agents, these detectors change colour
or exhibit some other change easily observable without special instruments. Chemical detedien kits could also be used to decide when it is
safe to remoVe, protective. masks or other items of protective clothing.
ObviouSly, laboratories, whether mobile or fixed, can perform more
elaborate cheMical analyses than can detection kits.
87. Warning devices which have been devised incorporate sensitive
detectorsthat actuate-an automatic alarm which alerts individuals to
take protective action before-a harmful close of agent is received. They
are of two trends : point sampling devices, which sample the air at one
iodation by means of an air pump, and area scanning devices, which
probe a specific area for Chemi0A1 agents. The disadvantage of point
Source alarms is that they must be placed upwind of the area that has
to be protected, and a rather large number may be needed. If the wind
shifts, they have to be repositioned. Successful area scanning alarms
have not yet been developed.
88.

It must be recognized that in spite of instrumental warning

systems, personnel near the point of dissemination of a chemical agent
might still not have sufficient time to take protective action.
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Bacteriological (biological) attacks
'Unlike chemical weapons, bacteriological (biological) weapons
cannot readily be distinguished from the biological "background" of
the environment by specific chemical or physical reactions, and much
lower aerosol 'concentrations of bacteriological (biological-) -agents are
dangerous than
chemical AgentS.14116 problem of early detection
and "Warning is ithuSeVen- more difficult-than for chemical weapons. A
89.

partial solution to the problein has been achieved with certain non-

specifiC but Very -sensitive physical ;devices such as particle-counters
aiict-protein detectors (protein is atypical conStituent'of mioro-OrgariisnaS). Presumptive evidende-of A:bacteriological (biological) attack
inight be obtained if -there is an= unusual deviation from the normal
pattern Of_Material in the air recorded by the instruments. The diem=
lion Of 'thichlydeviationihoWever, would:necessitate intensive iiiid.prOlonged -§tiids, of the normal pattern- in a giveh Iodation: This subject
is discussed further in allierA.

3. Ph pied protection.
90. The primary objective is to establish a physical barrier between
the body Andthe chethical and,baCteriological (biological) agents, and
especially to protect -the -skin and the respiratory tract. Without this
no 'warning system, hOwever effective, has-the slightest value. Protection could be achieved. by -Using various types Of individual protective
equipment or by means of communal shelters.
Individual' prOtection
91. 'Protective masks are the first line of defence against all chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents. Although protective masks
differin appearance and design, they have certain features in common :
a fitted facepiecet made .of an iimpermeable material soft enough to
achieVe an effective seal against the face, and some means of holding

it in place, such as, a head strap, and a filter and absorption system,
in canister or other form, Whicly Will remove particulate (aerosol)
Agents by Mechanical filtration. The canister also Contains activated
charcoal, sometimes impregnated to react with agents in the vapour
state, Init wliicli ituany case will absorb toxic vapours. 'Smile Masks are

made so as to permit the- drinking of water while the individual is
masked,. or attempts 'at resuscitation measures on casualties without
unmasking them. 'Civil defence masks are often less elaborate versions
of the military mask. Gas proof protectors can be provided for infants.
92. A protective mask, 'properly fitted and in good working condition,. will provide complete. respiratory protection against all known
chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents. However, a certain
percentage of masked personnel, can be expected to become casualties
because oflack,of training, failure tokeep the mask in good condition,
groWth of leard, or'becati8e facial injuries prevent a good fit, etc. The
amount of leakage that can be tolerated with bacteriological (biological) 'agentS much less beeatise of their greater potency.
16 The French text of this sentence reads as follows: "A la difference des armes
chimiques, les armes bacteriologiques (biologiques) ne peuvent etre *distinguees

du *rid' db milieu anibiant par des reactions chimiques ou physiques, d'autant
que des concentrations d'aerosolS &agents bacteriologiques (biologiques) beaucoup plus faibles que celles des agents chimiques ipresentent un danger egal."
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93. Since innstard,gaseS And the nerve agents of loW orinterniedi-

ate,volatility can penetrate the.- unbroken

through .normal

clothing, A.0,-:whOlO body surface: must be protected '14 some :form of
'spedial clathing,-,Of Which there, are two kinds, onerwlil.chis 'impermeable te; liqUid :agents, and ,:they Other which, thOUgh ,permeable to air
and inOiStUref_haS beentreated-So as to ...prevent chemical agents from

getting- thrOtigli. Rubber coated fabrics, made into protective snit%
constitute the first, while normal elothing,treated.With,ChlOrimides or
absorbents, is an example of the SeCon.d. In addition, some -ferm-Of imperMeable cover, ground sheet or cape, can be used -to _protect against

gresS liquid cOntaininatiOn.,Feet and hands arelisually pkotecteci by
special gloves; and either by boot divers or treated-1)6ot%

TOgether with a mask, prOteCtiVe clothing, properly worn and
in goa6oftdition- will afford excellent protection against known ehernical and ibacteriological (biological), agents., The greatest degree of
pratectiOn.isproVided by-the impermeable type:but when worn Con,
tinUOUSly it becomes Very burdensome beetuse-Of heat stress, particu=
la:rly
warm, -enVirOnitentS. :Permeable clothing alloWs somewhat

greater aetivity, but even: so, physical activity is impaired.

Collective Oreommiinalprotection
05. C011ectiVe,proteCtin talies, the form of fixed or mobile shelters
capable of accommodating grOnps of people, and hag been deViSed
not} only fOr
also for spedialgronpg' Of
personnel
(ffio command poa,:field'hOspitalS).-C011ectite protectibn is the most
effective physical means of pitteCtion.against all forms of attack. Sealing Or insulating the Shelter will proVide proteetion only for a limited
tithe,, because .of lack of ventilation. Sealing.plUs- a supply of oxygen

and a means of elinAnating carbon dioxide is better, but once again
the time of occupancy is limited. The shelter could 'be none the less
Safe even though surrounded by fire or high concentrations of carbon
inonoXide. The beat_kirid of shelter provides ventilation with filtered
air to maintain a POSitiVe 'preSsUre relative to that Ontaide.'ThiS positive internaIpieSSiire,preventS the'penetration of airborne agents, and
permits entry or exit Of PerSOnlierand. eqUipirient Without contamination of the interior of the shelter. Extended periods of occupancy are
`06:`

Theteptincfples of dollectiVettrotectionare applicable to all en-

dosurg arranged' for human or animal occupancy. They haVe been
used to provide protection by hastily Constricted Or improvised field
shelters; mobile vans and armoured Vehicles ands ermanent or .fixed
shelters designated for housing civilian or military personnel.
(Mee ra bacteriOlogical (biological)' attack had 'been suspected
detected; it would be 'necessary to identify the specific agents involved' sot that proper pretective-measures could be taken and chemoprophylaxiS,,and treatment planned. Identification would also help, to
predict iheincubationperiod and hence thetime available for remedial
,measures to be taken:, At present the only means of identifying specific trnicrororganiSins is by, liorinal laboratory. procedures. Many routine laborator-y. ,methods of identification require,as long as two to five
days, but some recent developments have reduced this time appreciably.
It is poSSible,to, collect the particles from large volumes of air and concentrate them in a small amount of fluid. Bacteria can then be trapped

on special filters and transferred to nutrient media, where sufficient
375-754-W--2D
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growth may take place to permit identification Of some kinds of-bacteria within -fifteen honks: -Mother' method, the -fitioreseent antibody
can be. highly specific; midis applicable to bacteria and some

Viruses. In some cases, it- allOwS,of specific identification Within fen
hours. But despi.te.,all theSe' recent developments, laboratory identifi-

cation Of'biologioal agents is Still a complicated and unsatisfactory
prodeSs:

4.

Decoktcanindtion

Chemical agerits
-98: Prolonged. exposure. to weather and Sunlight reduces or elfinMOO, the danger of, -most chemical agents,, WhiCh -are Slowly decomposed- by hririndity and rain., But one could net_ rely on natural degradation. to eliMmate'fhe risk and; in :general, it would be essential
to resort. to dedoritaMillatieli,'ThiSWOuld. reduce-the- hazard biit it -is a
prodeSSand'Would greatly hamper. military oper4tioils.
'99: A wide range ofcheniidalS could be .used as decontarnitialitS, the
choice depending: Olvfhe,partietilar agerit Whieh -haS to be nentralited,
the 'type, of Slifftiee that.iieAS to lie treated; the extent Of tentaininatital,.-and the .amount of time available. Decontaminants range from
soap and, detergent- in Water, to caustic soda, hypochlorite and-Various

organie ,solvents, and their successful use oallS- for hite numbers of
-people, a -cepiOUs supply of Water, and appropriate equipment.
.100. bedentaniiiiating solutions, pOwderS, applicators arid. techdecontaminating Skin, clothing, perniques .have been deVeloped
Sonatequiptent and Water:These would need to be used immediately
after an, attack.
101. UnleSS fOod.had been Stoked in metal cans or other containers
Which Were impermeable to chemical agents, it Would have to be destroyed. "Decoritalliination of Complex equipment and vehicles is a
difficult and time- consuming ,proced.ure. Special preSsurited sprayers

to disseminate powdered and, liquid decontaminants have been de-

tel6p4 :for this purpOSe, as have paints or coatings to provide a

smooth impermeable surface to preclude the penetration of chemical
agents.
_102. Decontamination might even need to be extended to roads and
seleCted areas. This would involve the removal of contaminated soil
by bulldozing, Or covering, it with earth, using explosives to spread a
powdered decontaminant Over a wide area.

Bacteriological' (biological) agents
103. Decontamination procedures for biological agents are similar

to those. used for toxic chemical agents. Aeration and exposure to
strong sunlight will destroy most micro-organisms, as will also exposure to,-high teinperatures. Thoroughly cooking exposed food, and
boiling water for at least fifteen minutes will kill almost all relevant
micto-organismS: Calcium hypochlorite and chlorine can also be used to

purify Water. Certain chemical compounds, such as formaldehyde,
ethylene oxide, Calcium and sodium hypochlorites, sodium hydroxide
and' betapropiolactone, can be used to decontaminate materials and
Work areas. A. hot, soapy shower is the best way to decontaminate
,

human beings.

3O2
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PROTECTION, OF DOMESTIC 'ANIMALS AND 'PLANTS AGAINST CHEMICAL
AND BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) ATTACKS

1.

Chemical &ti(10/0

104: The Widespread: protection of doinestic animals and plaritg
from chemical attack would be impracticable. Once -a crop had-been
attacked with herbiCideS there is no effective reMedial action. The
damagecottld be made good only by a second planting of either the
Saineorantither crop, depending On the season.

2.

Animals

BacteiologiM (biological) attacks

-

protected by collective shelters,
the cost would be-_-great ,and, in the absence of automatic
Warning devices, it would be impossible to -assure: hat the creatures
would beSheltered at the tune of attack.
'Tli:6ideatnieariS of prOfection for aninuilS,Weild-be vaccina100.

AnilnalS Or flocks- could"

tions. .Vaddilio-S have been.--deVelope4ottnutity are routinely- produced,
fOr 16-4-aiid4riOnth, disease; rind_ erfoe-St,antlitaX, Rift Valley fever,
hog - cholera; 1170Wda-Stie- disease and otherS. Vaccination of animal
_lierdSby aerosols is a promising area ofiiiveStigatiOn;

Plants:
107.

The_mily hopefutapproadli would be to breed disease resistant

,plants. This .is a regular part of Most national attricultittal pro-

grammes, and has as-its objedt the increase of crop yields. But unless
the exact identity of thebacteriological (biological) agent which might
be used Were knoWn Well in advance (possibly -years), it would not be
feasible 'to apply this principle to fort-wide protection to crops against
this kind of attack.
108. Efforts devoted to spraying fungicides and similar-preparations to reduce lOSs, after attack -do not appear to be economically
effectiVe. In' most` cases the.best precedure is to utilize available man power and machines in planting-second crops.
CHAPTER V
ECONOMIC AND SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENT, .A.CQUISI-

TION. AND POSSIBLE USE OF CHEMICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL
'(BIOLOGICAL) WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS OF THEIR DELIVERY
A.

INTRODUCTION

337. Previous-'chapters have revealed the extent to which develop-

cheinidal and biological science have magnified the potential
riSkS associated with the- dendept of chemical or bacteriological (bio-

logical), :Warfare. These risks deriVe not only from the variety of

pOSSible agents which -Might be used, but also from the variety of their

effects. The-doubt that a Chemical or bacteriological (biological) attack could be restricted to a given area means that casualties could
occur well outside the target zone. Were these weapons used to blanket

large areas and cities, they would cause massive loss of human life,
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affecting non-combatants, in the same -way as Combatants, and in this
respect, they must clearly be-classified as weaponSef mass destruction.

The report has also emphasized the great problems and cost which

-wouldte-entalled in _the- previSien ofprotection against chemical and

bacteriological .(biological) warfare; ',It is the purpose of this final
Chapter to exPlOrein greater depth the economic and. Security implications of matters such as the*.
B.

PRODUCTION

1. .e hendCal-toevons

888.

It has been estimated that during the course of the First

World 'War,. at a time when
cheMicil mdtstry--was in a relatiVely
about 180,006 tons of chemicatagents _were
earl ,'stage, of.
of which more, than f120,000. tons,'Were lige& battle._With
pr,
ths'Ijapid development of the induStry- Si*. then, there, has- been-,an
enormous growth the petential,eapaCity to produce chemical agents.
,$39: The settle; -natiite,and-CoSt ef any programme for producing
unpleMeritit, WOUldiclearly'
chemical,
and the, time.
they Scientific,,technical- and, indOstrial-potenbelaitely
largely;:
Ofthe -ceuntry.cOnCernek It WOUld,depend.not only on the nature
;

of the chemical industry itself; and en, the -a*ailability of suitably

trained engineers and clieMiSts, but also on-the level of development
Of the Chemed; enginetringinduetry, arid of the means Of automating
chemical, processes, especially Where. the productien of highly toxic
chemical ,ConipoundSls involved. Whatever the cost of developing a
cheiniCal'or bacterielogical (biolOgiCal) capability, it needs to be realitedlhatit 7t.vould- be a,cest additional to, and not a substitute for, that
of: aCqUiringan armoury -of conventional weapons. An army could be
equipped with the latter without hav:ing,any oheinidal or bacteriological: (biological) weapons. Nit it could -fieVer rely on .chemical of bactetiological,(b!plogjeal) weapons
'346.: :Way .a latge .number of induitrialiZed countries, have the
potential:to produce a variety of chemical agents..Many of the intermediates required in their manufacture, and in some cases even the
agents themselves, are widely used in peace time. Such substances
include, for example, phosgene, which some highly developed countries
produce at the rate Of More than 2100,000 tons a year and which is
commonly used as an intermediate iri the manufacture of synthetic
plastiCS,,terbicides, Insecticides, paints and pharmaceuticals. Another
chemical agent, hydrocyanic. acidfiS a valuable intermediate in the
man.ufaCtUre.otawariety Of synthetic organic products and is produced
iii even greater quantities. Ethylene-oxide, which is used in the manufacture of mustard gaseS, is also produced on a large scale in various

con**. Itis a valuable starting Material inthe production of a large
number ef 'important substances, such as detergents, disinfectants and
wetting agents:. Theworld-production of ethylene-oxide and propyleneoxide ls now, veil in excess,of 2 Millidntons, per year. Mustard gas and
nitrogen mustard.gases can be produced fromethylene,oxide by a rela-

tively simple. process. Two hundred and fifty thousand tons of
ethylene -oxide would yield about 500,000 tons of mustard gas.
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341.. The',ptocluction of highly -toxic nerve: agents, including. organophosphorus compOundS, presents ptoblemS Which, be,cauSe they
are. relatively difficult, couletbe yery-coStly ovetcOme. TO, a certain
extent this ia,because of theSpecialized'§afety.precautions which WOuldbe,neededto 'protect workers -'against .the§e Very poisonous substances,
a need .which.,Lof. course,,

Chemical _,agents, -,espeCiallytO

,nnistard,_gaS.,,However, inany, intermediates :used- in the manufacture
of nerVe,agent§-haVe a,,peacetime-application for eXaMplet diinethyliphoqp.hiter necessary kir, the production of Satin, is used in the pito,duction. of certain, pestiCideSi.,But,-eVeri, leavinn 'operatihg expenses
aSide,,the..aPprOXiMatw cost >of acquiring one pant complex to' ;pro=
duce munitions containing _up to 10,000tona of Sarin a year wOuldbe
about $150. million. The cost *Midi of course, be. considerably les§ if
existing munitions cetild'ibe,charged.- with .chemical ,agents.
342:. A coati-3y which --possessed well-developed chemic al- indus,41,
itdot 'it 'to piodudo
agents. :But Were it to
embark ',OnStich tvstepiii-WOulxtbe Only' the 'beginning. 'The -eStablishMent
tOptehensiVe.,cheMiditt 'War-fate capability would also
involve:' special' ,research- .centres," -aperiMental, "test. grounds; 'bases,
Storage depots= and 'arsenals. The develOpMent of sophisticated _and
coMprehenSiVeivoipoi-i§ SySteirii fei,dheinical Ajt badtetiologiettl: (filolegicalY.Warfate would
-a very :Cosily' part, of -the *We ,pikiees.§.
N'OnetheleSsi thepOSSibilitytthat-kpeacetime chenlidallndUStry could
be cOniretted',ter Woriclor military purposes, and -of Cheinibal prOdUct§

being used as weapons, increases the responsibility Of GOVernitents
which are concerned to prevent chemical war fikita ever bteaking.out.

_.

2: =B actelicilOgical, (biological) weapons

343. TheralCrobiOlOgioal expertise necessarytOgroW agents of bactetiolOgiCal.'(biblogiCal) warfare, exists to.alarge eXtentin manycounttiei, ,since the tequirements are similar to those f vaccine industry
and,,to.a lesser eXtent,,a fermentation. industry. ,Apart from the coinbinatibif ofthe*highly, doVeloped.toehholOgie§ of these two indUstries,
there remains only ,a, need 'for some. ipeCialiOd knowledge, expertise
eqiiipMent !to, peiMit the safe handling of la* quantities of bacteriOlOgiCal ,,(biOlOgical)" agent§., 0Onsequently,, existing facilities in

the: ,fenneiltitii01. pharmaceutical and vaccine 'industries could be
adaPted for the production,Of baCteriologidal ,(biological) agents., But
the technological complexities of producing bacteriological (biologi-

cal) agents in dry powder form 'are,Very much greater than for wet
spray systems. Moreover, it would:be desirable to provide an effective
-vaccine with
to° ,protect prOdUction Staff. The technical
would :inCrease Witlthe,Seale and complexity of the weapons
systems that were tetUg developed. 'Put the fact remains that any indiistriallY'AdVanded;CoUnity could acquire whatever capability it set
out to achieve in this field:

344; The.:difficultyan4, cost of providing for, the transport and
storage. OtbaCietiologidal (biological) weapons are considerable, since
special. storage conditions, e.g.:0.efrigeration, and stringent safety and

security precautions, are essential: In addition; testing to determine
the potential effectiveness' of the material produced would 'require

30
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considerable and costly testing facilities both in the-laboratory and in
the fielct.

'345. Despite the fact that the development and acquisition of a
sophigicated- armoury of chemical and bacteriological (biological)
weapons systems would -prove-very costly in resources, and would be
dependent on a.soundindtistrial base and a body of well-trained scientists, any developing, country could in fact acquire, in one way or
another, a :limited- capability ih this. type of warfare either a rudiMentary,dapability which it developed itself, or a more sophisticated

one - -which it 'acquired from-another country. Hence, the danger of the

proliferation of this class Of weapons applies as much to developing
as it does to developed countries.
C. DELIVERY SYSTIBIS

Practically all types of explosive munitions (artillery shells,
mines, guided 'and. *guided rockets, ,serial bombs, landmines, gre346.

nades, etc.) -din be adapted forthe delivery Of chemical'agents. A mod,
(A111614,0, for example,-can carry about fifteen tons of teak chemical

agents,, anctit is estimated` that only 250 tons of V-gas, an amount
delivered,by licYmore than fifteen or Sixteen aircraft, is
which
enough to- contaminate a greatoity withan. area of 1,000 square
inetre§-and. a ,popUlation of '7 to 10 mill ion. Were such a population

mainly in the open and unprotected, fatal casualties might reach the
leVel of -50- per. cent.
'347. txi§ting, armaments,

which (with some modification) could
be used to deliVer agents in order to 'generate local outbreaks of disease, could alto contaMinate large_areaS with pathogens. For example,
a §ingle aircraft could cover With a bacteriological (biological) agent
an area-of lip to 100,000 square kiloinette§, although the area of effective dosage might be much smaller due to loss of the infectivity of the
airborne agent.
348. -While the development and production costs of chemical and
baCteriological (bielogical) agents might well be high, the cost of the
complete weapons sytteM (see chapter I) 'would be even greater. The
cost of developing, produring and Operating a squadron of modern
bombers far outweighs 'the cost of the bombs it could carry. However,
for some purposes, an existing weapon syttem or a far less sophisticated means of disseminating might be used.
D. PROTECTION

349. The Measures which would be required to protect a population, its liVestock and plants againtt chemical or bacteriological (bio-

logical) attack are immensely costly and complex (chapter I). At
present, warning systems for the detection of aerosol clouds are fairly
rudimentary. Systems for the detection of specific chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents might be devised, but again they are
likely tiyprove Very, expensive, if indeed they are feasible.

350. With certain agents, contamination of the environment, for
example Of buildings and soil, could persist for several days or weeks.
Throughout this period people would be exposed to the risk of contamination by contact and by inhalation. Protective clothing, even if
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adequately prefabricated and distributed or improvised, would make
it difficult to carry on with normal Work. The prolonged wearing of
respirators causes phYsiological difficulties,.and it would, prove necessary to provide communal shelters with Mr:filtration ,and ventilations
systems for chill populations. Shelters .would be extremely costly to
build andOperate, and a- programme for their construction would constitute a heavy burden on the economy.
351, Even if_ .protective_ measures were provided against known
agents, it, is conceivable that new ones might be developed whose phys-

ical, or chemical properties -would, dictate a need for new individual
and communal protective equipment. 'This could constitute an even
greater economic burden.
352. Defensive measures, especially against chemical agents, would
also 'have to include the-eitremely laboritUS and expensive task of
ileContaininating large minibers of ,people, as Well as equipments weal:or
ons-anctother materials. This WoUld'inean -ettifig-,up decontamination
centres. and 'training. of Teeple: intheir use StockS of. decontaminating
agents- and` replacement clothing. would alSO be required.
358. A. very important part of a defence-system, against cheMical
or bacteriological .(biological) Weapons Would' be the Means of very
rapidly detecting an.attack and-identifying the specific agent used in
An, attack. Methods tor doing this rapidly and accurately are still inadeqUate. Specific protection against bacteriological (biological)
agents would' necessitate the use of vaccines and perhaps antibiotics
(see' anhekt of chapter-II). Vaccines vary in their effectiveness, even

against naturally - occurring infections, and even those which are

highly effective in natural' circumstances may-not protect against bacterfOlegidal (biological) agents deliberately disseminated into the air
and inhaled Into the lungs. Antibiotics used prophylactically are a
possible means Of protection against bacteria and rickettsiae but not
against viruses. Rut the large .and .complex problems of their use in
large populations would be all but insuperable.
354, It would be extremely difficult to arrange for the medical
treatment of a civilian popUlation which had been attacked with

chendidal or bacteriological (biological) weapons. Mobile groups of
specialists in infectious disease, of microbiologists, and of well-trained
epidemiologists, would have to be organized to provide for early diagnosis and' treatment, while a network of reserve hospitals and a mas-

sive supply of drugs would have to be prepared in advance. The

Maintenance Of a stockpile of medical supplies is extremely costly.

Many drugs, especially antibiotics, deteriorate in storage. Huge

amounts would_have to be discarded as useless from time to time, and
the stock would have to be replenished periodically.
E.

COST TO SOCIETY

355. The extent to which the acquisition, storage, transport and
testing of chemical and bacteriological (biological) munitions would
constitute an economic burden, would depend on the level of a coun-

try's industrial and military capability, although compared to nuclear weapons and, advanced weapons systems in general, it might not
seem excessive. But the task of organizing delivery systems and deployment on a large or sophisticated scale could well be economically
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digagtOtig for Many countries: Moreover the preparation of an
armoury chethietil.anctbaCteriOlokieal (biological) weapons would
constitute ,kpOSSible danger to people in the vicinity-of production,
fig)
-storage inidteSting'facilities.
366. Cheiiiiottl' and bacteriological (biological)t attacks could be
partithiliirlY'danderotiSintoWria-andxlenSely -populated areas, because
of the close cantacts.betweerkindiiridnals, and because. of the centralized
fOr, every day necessities and supply (settideS,'Utban transport_ networks; trade, etc.) .. The consequences .might

alio be' partiefilarly;`Serions in :regions with a warm, moist
it le* lying areas, .and
areae with poorly deVelOped medical

:07: 'The technical' and orgaiiiiational complexity, as well as 'the
great -Tinincial_ cbat, 'Of firoSiding. adequate protection for a population

against attack lVthennearanclbadterielogicalOiological) ageritS have
The COOS ;Would.be fOrmidable by any,gtandalteacV,been
ardS; The,66iistraotioil of it,..yAen-J.
fall-ont:shelters-to,protect:ohly

part of the population .6f-one

and d-highlY deireleped' country
against .nuclear weapons '1W-1:leen estimated `at. no less than '$5;000
410,000 million. Such shelters could:be Modifiek at a relatively modest
additional; cost= to 'proVide ProteetiOn against' chemical and bacterioWeaponS. TO construct communal Shelters fen' a

doti*oriding:pitt blithe ,poptlation against chemiCal and -bacteriological' (biological`) weapons alone would hod much the same' as protec-

tionagainSinuelear fall-out. If all other necessary related expenditures

are considered such as''. 'detection and warning sySteras,' communications', -and medical' aidi+the total' costs Of civil, defence against
CheMidaland'bactetiological (biOlogicapagentaNtOtild be greaterthan
$14,00425,000".thillion for a deVeloped country Of 100-200 million
people. But ,even if ,'such a programme were ever planned and implemented; there could be no assurance that full protection could be
achieved.

For Whatever its cost, no shelter programme could provide
itbklute protection` against attack by chemical or bacteriological (biolOgiCal)' agenti:Protectilie measures would 'be effective only if there
**Adequate warning of an attack, and if Civil defence plans were
brought into: operation 'immediately and efficiently. However many
shelters' were itvailable, the likelihood" wOuld be that large numbers
of peOple NOW& affected to Varying degreeS, and would be in urgent
fleet Of Medical 'attention, and once loatilities:had ceased, that there
would be large MunberS of chronic,Sick and invalids, requiring care,
tinpPiiit arid ''treatment, and imposing a heavy burden on a society
already disorganizedby var.
359. It is almost impossible to, conceive of the complexity of the
arrangements which would be necessary to control the consequences
Of la -large- scale'' bacteriological, (biological) attack. Even in peaceiiine;the,developuient of an epidemic of a highly contagious disease
started, by a few individual cases, introduced from abroad, necessitates 'enormous material expenditure and the diverSion of large numbers' Of medical 'personnel. Examples of widespread disruption due
to a few smallpox contacts are given in chapter II. No estimates are
given of the actual costs involved in dealing with these events, but in
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some cases- they mutt, have run into millions of dollars. Large-scale
bacteriolOgiCal (biological) attacks could thus have a serious impact
on:the entire, eCondiny of the target country and, as is observed in
Chapter II, depending, on the type of agent used, the disease might
Well spread to neighboring countries.
360: 'Whatever might'be done to try to save human beings, nothing
significant caul& be done to:protect crops,*livestock,, fodder and foodgtuffS froM a _chemical and -badteriological (biological) weapons -attack:. Persistent chemical agents could constitute a particular, ,danger

to :live**.

36i. Water in open reservoirs could be polluted as a result of
deliberate, attackv
accidentally, with chemical or bacterioweapons:., The water supply onarge towns could
logical
WeapOns:
beconWIMUtable, and rivers, litles and streams might be temporarily
contaminated:
362. EnOrtnouS-daMage could be done to the,econeniy-of a country
Whose agridUltUral tropt-were attacked with herbicides. For.example,
onlyteli to tWenty:gramines!per.heetare:of '2, 4D doUld.render a cotton
crop- completely UriproduCtiVe- (see annex A). ,Fruit trees, grape yines
and; many= other plants deuld.alto:be .destroyed: gixtUres of 2, 4D, of
4, 5T and picloram are particularly potent. The.cheMical,known as
paraquat can destroY virtually altannUal plants, inchiding leguminous
plantt, -ride; Wheat and other cereals. Arsenic compounds;dessicate the
leaVeS Of fining, crops and inake,them unusable -as food. There are no
nieans:knoWn at,preSent Of regenerating,some- of the plants which are
affected
'herbicides. Experience has thoWn, however, that in the
case of_ some 14edio,t,,either natural or artificial_ seeding can easily prodike normal growth. in the next, growing season.. But the destruction

of' friiit trees, vines and other plants, if achieved could not be over-

come 'for Many yeark_FOrmtist practical purposes, it would be impossible to prevent the :destrUCtion of cultivated plants on which herbicides have been -Used, :and depending on a country's circumstances,
WideSpread famine might follow.
363.
the induced disease were to spread? bacteriological (biological) weapons could affect even more extensive agricultural areas.
The effect would hoteirer be more delayed and more specific to the
crOpt-affeeted. Annex A. gives _examples of the extent of the decrease
in .a wheat.harvest and in a rice harvest affected by blast. The ure,

do,Operes of the rust are easily transported by air currents so that
dOwn-wind sections would be .affected by rust to a considerable distance,
a corresponding, sharp reduction in the crop, while the
UpWind sections gave a good yield.
-364.

Over and above all these possible effects of chemical and

bacteriological (biological) warfare on farm animals and crops is the
discussed, n the previous chapter, of widespread ecological
chariges
toy deleterious changes brought about in wild fauna and
flora.
F: THE RELEVANCE OF CHEltICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL)
WEAPONS TO MILITARY AND CIVIL SECURITY

365. The comparison of the relative effectiveness of different
clastent Of weapons is a hazardous and often futile exercise. The major
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difficulty is that from the military point of view, effectiveness cannot

be measured just in terms of areas of devastation or of numbers of
casualties. The final criterion -would always be whether a specific
military purpose had been more easily achieved with one rather than
another set of weapons.
366.

Clearly, from what has been said in the earlier chapters of

this report, chemical weapons could be more effective than equivalent

weights of high explosive when directed against densely populated
targets. Similarly, so far as mass casualties are concerned, bacteriological (biological) weapons could, in some circumstances, have far
more devastating effects than chemical weapons, and effects which
might extend well beyond the zone of military operations.
367. From the military point of view, one essential difference between anti-personnel chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons on the one hand, and a conventional 'high explosive weapon on
the other (including small arms and the whole range of projectiles),
is that the area of the effects: of the latter is more predictable. There
are, of course, circumstances where, from the point of view of the
individuals attacked, an incapacitating gas would be less damaging
than high explosives. On the other hand, whereas military forces can,
and do, rely entirely upon conventional -weapons, no country, as
already observed, could entrust its military security to an armoury
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons alone. The latter
constitute only one band in the spectrum of weapons.
368. As previous chapters have also shown, neither the effectiveness
nor the effects of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons
can be predicted with assurance. Whatever military reasons might be
advanced for the use of these weapons, and -whatever their' nature,
whether incapacitating or lethal, there would be significant risk of
escalation, not only in the use of the same type of weapon but also
of other categories of weapons systems, once their use had been initiated. Thus, chemical and bacteriological (biological) warfare could
open the door to hostilities which. could become less controlled, and less
controllable, than any war in the past. Uncontrollable hostilities cannot
be reconciled with the concept of military security.
369. Since some chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons

constitute a major threat to civilian populations and their food and
water supplies, their use cannot be reconciled with general national
and international security. Further, because of the scale and intensity
of the potential effects of their use, they are considered as weapons
of mass destruction. Their very existence thus contributes to international tension without compensating military advantages. They generate a sense of insecurity not only in countries which might be
potentially belligerent, but also in those which are not. Neutral countries could be involved through the use of chemical and bacteriological
(biological) weapons, especially those whose territories bordered on

countries involved in conflict in the course of which chemical and
bacteriological (biological) casualties had been suffered by garrisons
and civilians close to frontiers. The effects of certain bacteriological
(biological) weapons used on a large scale might be particularly difficult to confine to the territory of a small country. Large-scale chemical
and bacteriological (biological) agents and chemical agents might be
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used for acts of sabotage. Such events might occur as isolated acts, even

carried out in defiance of the wishes of national leaders and military
commanders. The continued existence and manufacture of chemical
weapons anywhere may make such occurrences more likely.
370. Obviously any extensive use of chemical weapons would be
known to the country attacked. The source of the attack would probably also be known. On the other hand, it would be extremely difficult
to detect isolated acts of sabotage in which bacteriological (biological)
weapons were used, especially if the causative organism were already
present in the attacked country. Because of the suspicions they would
generate, acts of sabotage could thus provoke a conflict involving the
widespread use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.
CONCLUSION

All weapons of war are destructive of human life, but chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons stand in a class of their own
371.

as armaments which exercise their effects solely on living matter.
The idea that bacteriological (biological) weapons could deliberately
be used to spread disease generates a sense of horror. The fact that
certain chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents are poten-

tially unconfined in their effects, both in space and time, and that

their large-scale use could conceivably have deleterious and irreversible

effects on the balance of nature adds to the sense of insecurity and
tension which the existence of this class of weapons engenders. Considerations such as these set them into a category of their own in
Maim to the continuing arms race.
372. The present inquiry has shown that the potential for developing an armoury of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons

has grown considerably in recent years, not only in terms of the number
of agents, but also in their toxicity and in the diversity of their effects.
At one extreme, chemical agents exist and are being developed for use

in the control of civil disorders; and others have been developed in
order to increase the productivity of agriculture. But even though
these substances may be less toxic than most other chemical agents,
their ill-considered civil use, or use for military purposes could turn
out to be highly dangerous. At the other extreme, some potential
chemical agents which could be used in weapons are among the most
lethal poisons Down. In certain circumstances the area over which
some of them might exercise their effects could be strictly confined
geographically. In other conditions some chemical and bacteriological
(biological) weapons might spread their effects well beyond the target

zone. No one could predict how long the effects of certain agents,
particularly bacteriological (biological) weapons might endure and
spread and what changes they could generate.
373. Moreover, chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons

are not a cheap substitute for other kinds of weapon. They represent
an additional drain on the national resources of those countries by
which they are developed, produced and stockpiled. The cost cannot
of course be estimated with precision; this would depend on the potential of a country's industry. To some the cost might be tolerable; to
others it would be crippling, particularly, as has already been shown,

when account is taken of the resources which would have to be diverted
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to the development of testing and delivery systems. And no system
of defence, even for the richest countries in the world, and whatever
its cost, could be completely secure.

Because chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons
are unpredictable, in varying degree, either in the scale or duration
of their effects, and because no certain defence can be planned against
them, their universal elimination would not detract from any nation's
security. Once any chemical or bacteriological (biological) weapon
had been used in warfare, there would be a serious risk of escalation,
both in the use of more dangerous weapons belonging to the same
class, and of other weapons of mass destruction. In short, the development of a chemical or bacteriological (biological) armoury, and a
374.

defence, implies an economic burden without necessarily imparting any

proportionate compensatory advantage to security. And at the same
time it imposes a new and continuing threat to future international
security.

The general conclusion of the report can thus be summed up
in a few lines. Were these weapons ever to be used on a large scale in
war, no one could predict how enduring the effects would be, and how
375.

they would affect the structure of society and the environment in
which we live. This overriding danger would apply as much to the

country which initiated the use of these weapons as to the one which
had been attacked, regardless of what protective measures it might

have taken in parallel with its development of an offensive capa-

bility. A particular danger also derives from the fact that any country
could develop or acquire, in one way or another, a capability in this

type of warfare, despite the fact that this could prove costly. The
danger of the proliferation of this class of weapons applies as much
to the developing as it does to developed countries.
376. The momentum of the arms race would clearly decrease if the

production of these weapons were effectively and unconditionally

banned. Their use, which could cause an enormous loss of human life,
has already been condemned and prohibited by international agreements, in particular the Geneva Protocol of 1925, and, more recently,

in resolutions of the General Assembly of the United Nations. The
prospects for general and complete disarmament under effective inter-

national control, and hence for peace throughout the world, would
brighten significantly if the development, production and stockpiling
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents intended for purposes of war were to end and if they were eliminated from all military
arsenals.
377. If this were to happen, there would be a general lessening of in-

ternational fear and tension. It is the hope of the authors that this
report will contribute to public awareness of the profoundly dangerous

results if these weapons were ever used, and that an aroused public
will demand and receive assurances that Governments are working
for the earliest effective elimination of chemical and bacteriological
(biological) weapons.
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News Conference Remarks by Secretary of State Rogers:
Proposed Strategic Arms Limitation Talks [Extracts],

July 2, 1969
Turning now to the SALT talks, I want to lay to rest speculation by
some that this administration has been dragging its feet on the strategic arms limitation talks. This is not the fact. The United States will
enter into the strategic arms limitation talks with the hope that they
will provide an opportunity for progress in halting the arms race, in
limiting international tension, and, most hopefully, building an international structure aimed at a more peaceful and secure world.
By the same token, since the terms of reference of the arms limitation talks go to the heart of the security of the American people and
that of our allies, the administration has the responsibility to approach
the talks carefully and after a thorough review of the issues at stake.
This has been our approach and will continue to be our approach.
We do believe, though, that there may be a mutuality' of interest
between the United States and the Soviet Union in halting the arms
race; and in that hope and with the thought that we may be presented
with an unusual opportunity to make progress in this area by negotiations rather than confrontation, we are looking forward to the beginning of these talks.
Q. Mr. Secretary, there has been some suggestion in various speculative reports that the Soviets may be less eager to go ahead with SALT
talks now. In that connection, some have mentioned the possibility that

the President's trip to Romania may be taken amiss by them. How
do we know? How can we be are?

A. Well, I guess the only way we can be sure is by what they say.
So far they have not indicated anything along that line at all. As a
matter of fact, Mr. Dobrynin seemed to be very pleased when we talked
about the beginning of the talks. I think he talked to some of the press

about his pleasure. And we have seen nothing since that time that
would suggest that there is any lack of interest on their part to proceed
with the talks.
Q. Have we had any response yet to the suggestion that we would
be ready as of July 31st?
A. No, we have not yet.

Department of State Bulletin, July 21, 1960, pp. 41, 44.
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Message From President Nixon to the Eighteen Nation
Disarmament Committee, July 3, 19691
I have followed closely the activities of the spring session of the
Disarmament Committee, and Ambassador Smith has reported to
me on the prospects for progress in the near future.

As the conference resumes its work after a recess of six weeks, I
would like to address the following thoughts to the members of the

committee:

First, the ground has been prepared for concrete arms control
negotiations. In addition to the valuable suggestions by many members of the committee, draft agreements have been submit 3d by the
United States and by the Soviet Union to prevent an arms race on
the seabeds.2 Although differences exist, it should not prove beyond
our ability to find common ground so that a realistic agreement may
be achieved that enhances the security of all countries.
The framing of an international agreement to apply to more than
100 million square miles of the earth's surface lying under the oceans
is a high challenge to our vision and statesmanship. I ask the participants in this committee to join with us in elaborating a measure
that is both practical and significant. With goodwill on all sides
and a fair measure of hard work, we may achieve agreement in the

course of this session. With each passing.day the seabed becomes more

important for the security and well-being of all nations. Our goal
should be to present a sound seabed arms control measure to the
General Assembly of the United Nations.

Second, the Secretary-General of the United Nations is issuing a
study on the effects of chemical and biological warfare.3 Experts
from many countries have contributed to this important work. I am
pleased that an expert from the United States, Dr. Ivan Bennett,
has also played a role in the study. We welcome the SecretaryGeneral's study, since it will draw the attention of all mankind to an
area of common concern. The specter of chemical and biological
warfare arouses horror and revulsion throughout the world.
The delegation of the United States is prepared to examine carefully, together with other delegations, any approaches that offer the
prospect of reliable arms control in this field.

Third, in my letter to Ambassador Smith on March 18 at the opening of the first session of this committee,4 I reaffirmed United States
support for the conclusion of a comprehensive test ban adequately

verified; I stated my conviction that efforts must be made toward
greater understanding of the verification issue. I am pleased that,
during your first session, serious exploration of verification problems

took place. The United States delegation will be prepared to continue to participate in efforts towards greater understanding of this
key issue. It is only by means of careful study, with due regard for
1 ENDC/253, July 23, 1969.
2 Ante, pp. 112 -118, 211-213.
3 Supra.
4 Ante, pp. 109-110.
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all of the relevant technical and political considerations, that progress
can be made.

Fourth, I recently announced that the United States hopes to be

able to commence talks with the Soviet Union on strategic arms limitations around July 31 or shortly thereafter.5 When these talks begin,
which I hope and trust will be soon, they will of necessity be bilateral

negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union. The
United States Government is, however, deeply conscious of its responsibilities to its allies and to the community of nations.

While these talks progress, it is particularly important that multilateral negotiations continue in this committee in an atmosphere of
determination and promise. Arms control is without dispute a subject
of direct concern to all nations, large and small. The wisdom, the
advice, and the informed concern of many nations are needed in a

continuing body such as this to ensure that no opportunities are

missed to achieve genuine progress.

This committee clearly is the world's preeminent multilateral dis-

armament forum. Its record of accomplishment, which needs no
recital. here, is greater than that of any other disarmament committee
in history. I trust that your committee will continue its efforts with

all of the combined skill and dedication which its members have
demonstrated in the past.

The negotiation of sound arms control and disarmament, like all

work contributing to peace, must be an integrated and comprehensive
effort. Progress in the tasks of your committee will be a contribution

to a world of peaceful international co-operation, a world where

fear and conflict are supplanted. by the honest give - and -take of nego-

tiation aimed at meeting the legitimate aspirations of all.
The United States will work in every way to bring us closer to
such a world.

Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the

Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee, July 3,
1969
23.

Today the Committee on Disarmament is resuming its work.

We are beginning the negotiations at the present session with a
broader composition than before. To the participants in the Committee there have been added two StatesThe Mongolian People's
Republic and Japan. In this connexion allow me, on behalf of the

Soviet delegation and on my own behalf, to welcome among us the
distinguished representative of the Mongolian People's Republic,
Ambassador Dugersuren, and the distinguished. representative of
Japan, Ambassador Asakai, and to wish them every success in the
course of solving disarmament problems. We express the hope that
the participation of the delegations of the Mongolian People's Republic and Japan in the work of the Committee will contribute to the
Ante, p. 254.
ENDCJIT. 410, pp. 11-17.
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fulfilment of the important and responsible tasks facing our
Conference.

24. It is well known that the Mongolian People's Republic, consistently pursuing a peaceful foreign policy, is making a substantial
contribution to the cause of disarmament and the easing of international tension. It has ratified the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons,2 actively supports all constructive proposals
aimed at solving urgent disarmament problems, and has itself more
than once taken a valuable initiative with the object of contributing
towards ending the arms race and ensuring international security. In
the statement which the representative of the Mongolian People's

Republic, Ambassador Dugersuren, made today at the open meeting of
the Committee, he reaffirmed the determination and endeavor of his
country to do everything possible to ensure progress in achieving
agreement on the disarmament questions that are ripe for solution, and
to contribute to the success of our work.

25. We are also aware of the great interest shown in the problems
of disarmament by Japan, a country which is playing an important
role in international affairs. We are gratified to note in the statement
made by the representative of Japan, Ambassador Asakai, at today's
open meeting and in the message from the Prime Minister of Japan,
Mr. Sato, which he read out to us, the intention of his country to contribute to the achievement of agreements on the questions with which
our Committee on Disarmament is to deal.
26. Allow me also to welcome the newly-appointed head of the
United States delegation, Ambassador Leonard, and to wish him success in carrying out the functions of head of his country's delegation
and co-Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament. We also welcome the representative of the Secretary-General, Mr. Protitch, and
his colleagues, who carry out the very important function of assisting
our Committee in its work.
27. Today, when the Committee on Disarmament is resuming its
work, we are faced once again with a wide range of important and
crucial problems awaiting solution. In present -day conditions, when
the arms race is increasing its momentum and international tension
continues unabated, it is particularly important that at the present
session our Conference should make a good start in its work and move
forward in solving the questions facing it. The adoption of measures

designed to avert the threat of nuclear war and put a stop to the

dangerous arms race in all spheres has been and continues to be the
main task which our Committee on Disarmament is called upon to
carry out.
28. As in the past, the Soviet Union intends to exert every effort
to achieve the speediest possible solution of urgent disarmament questions. When we speak in favour of solving disarmament questions, we
start from the premise that today a stable peace is not a utopia but
a fully attainable goal. There exist in the world today powerful
social and political forces which oppose war and are in favour of
lessening tension and broadening international cooperation. The
action of these forces obviates the inevitability of a new world war
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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and creates a genuine possibility of realizing the aspirations of the
peoples for peace. The conclusion of the Treaty banning nuclear
tests in three environments 3 and the Treaty on the non-proliferation
of nuclear weapons shows that, when the proper efforts are made,
concrete results can be achieved in the cause of disarmament and of
preserving and consolidating peace.

29. During the session of the Committee on Disarmament last
spring a number of questions were considered. The attention of the
Committee was devoted primarily to the prohibition of the use of
the sea-bed and the ocean floor for military purposes, the discontinuance of underground nuclear weapon tests, the prohibition of the
use of such weapons and the question of chemical and bacteriological
weapons. The consideration of those problems was not completed. It
did not lead to the elaboration of agreed documents. It is our task
to continue the consideration of those and of other disarmament questions with a view to the preparation by the Committtee of appropriate
draft agreements for submission to the General Assembly of the
United Nations.
30. As regards individual disarmament problems among the aforementioned ones considered at the previous session of the Committee,
it must be noted that considerable attention was devoted to preventino.
the use of the sea-bed and the ocean floor for military purposes. At the
beginning of the last session of the Committee the Soviet Union submitted a draft treaty providing for the prohibition of all military ac-

tivities on the sea-bed.4 This solution of the problem of military activities on the sea-bed and the ocean floor was supported by many members of the Committee. Nevertheless, the United States and the other
Western Powers participating in the Committee's work did not agree
to the prohibition of all military activities in that environment. At the
end of the Committee's session the United States submitted a draft
treaty with a view to a partial solution of this problem, namely the
prohibition of the emplacement on the sea-bed and the ocean floor of
weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery .5 The Soviet
delegation believes that that partial solution of the problem is inadequate because it cannot ensure a definitive and complete solution of the
problem of preventing the arms race spreading to the sea-bed and the
ocean floor. We are convinced that it would be much more effective to
adopt a different approach which would ensure a radical solution of
this problem, namely complete demilitarization of the sea-bed.
31. Many representatives stressed in their statements the need to
undertake effective measures in this field before the arms race gets
fully under way in this sphere of human activity which is only now
being opened up. It behooves our Committee to carry out this task. In

elaborating a draft treaty on the sea-bed, a number of important

questions requiring agreement arise, namely : the scope of the prohibition, the definition of the geographical area covered by the treaty,
the establishment of a system of control over compliance by States
with the provisions of the treatytand so on. We express the hope that
the solution of these questions will not encounter insuperable difficulIbid., 1963, pp. 291-293.
Ante, pp. 112-113.
5 Ante, pp. 211-213.
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ties and that a draft treaty to prevent the use of the sea-bed for military purposes will be elaborated at the present session of the Committee

and then submitted to the General Assembly of the United Nations.
The conclusion of such a treaty would have a positive influence on the
solution of other disarmament problems and would contribute to improving the international situation as a whole.
32. There is no doubt that the most important problem in the field
of disarmament continues to be that of solving nuclear disarmament

questions, including. the discontinuance of underground nuclear
weapon tests and the prohibition of the use of such weapons. We

should. like to emphasize once again that the question of the discontinuance of underground nuclear tests is ripe for solution both at the
political level and from the point of view of the technical feasibility
of control over such a ban by national means of detection and identification. Basing ourselves on this position, we are prepared, as before,
to agree to the discontinuance of underground nuclear tests. We should
like to hope that the Western Powers will be able to reconsider their
demand for international inspections in order to exercise control over
the prohibition of underground nuclear tests.
33. A considerable part of the discussion at the previous session
of the Committee was taken up by the problem of prohibiting the use
of nuclear weapons. In regard to this problem, however, the Western

Powersthe United States and the United Kingdomspoke from

negative positions, which do not allow any progress to be made towards
the solution of this question. The task consists of once again exploring
all possibilities and exerting efforts for the speediest possible solution
of these important questions relating to nuclear disarmament. It would
be wron,,,o. to confine ourselves to noting the divergencies in the positions of States on the aforesaid questions and to abandon any further
search for their solution.
34. Alongside the aforementioned questions the Committee also
considered the problem of the complete prohibition of nuclear weapons including the prohibition of their production and stockpiling, and

their withdrawal from the arsenals of States. So long as nuclear

weapons exist, their prohibition and elimination will remain invariably the most important problem in the field of disarmament. Closely
linked with the solution of this problem is the development of the
peaceful utilization of nuclear energy, which opens up before mankind wide prospects of technical and economic progress. Taking into
account the importance of this problem, the Soviet Government proposed in its Memorandum of 1 July 1968 that all the nuclear Powers
should initiate immediately negotiations on the discontinuance of the
production of nuclear weapons, the reduction of stockpiles and the
subsequent complete prohibition and elimination of nuclear weapons
under appropriate international control.°
At its spring session the Committee also discussed. the question
of chemical and bacteriological weapons, a question which attracted
considerable attention on the part of the members of the Committee.
Indeed, this is understandable. Chemical and bacteriological weapons
have a tremendous lethal power and are means of mass destruction of
35.

Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 466-470.
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people. Our task is to ban these weapons altogether and to eliminate
them from the military arsenals of States. A first step along this path
should be the greatest possible reinforcement of the 1925 Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use of chemical and bacteriological weapons.'
This reinforcement is to be achieved first of all through accession to
the Protocolwhich reflects an important standard of international
law and played a positive role during the Second World Warby those
States which so far are not parties to this Protocol.
36. The Committee on Disarmament must continue to explore the
question of the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weapons,
bearing in mind the need to obtain the fullest possible solution of this
problem. We hope that the Secretary-General's report on the effects
of the use of these types of weapons,8 prepared under General Assembly resolution 2451 A (XXIII) ,9 will facilitate progress in this
direction.
M. The Committee also considered other problems of disarmament.
Many delegations devoted considerable attention to the problem of
general and complete disarmament. Our delegation expressed its views
on this important problem, basing itself on the urgency of a solution.
We hope that the present session of the Committee will continue to
discuss the problem of general and complete disarmament with a view
to giving the negotiations on this question more concrete forms which
would help progress to be made in solving it. We also hope that progress in elaborating and agreeing upon partial measures of disarmament will create favourable opportunities for the solution of wider
disarmament problems.
38. That, briefly, is the situation in the Committee as regards the
consideration of disarmament questions. It is not our task to make a
generalized assessment of this situation. Nevertheless, we share the
opinion expressed at the last session by a number of representatives
to the effect that the consideration in the Committee of disarmament
problems and agreement upon them are not sufficiently. intensive. It is
necessary to activate the negotiations in every possible way and to
exert greater efforts in order to agree upon concrete steps in the field
of disarmament.
39. We consider that at the present moment, in order to preserve
peace and ensure success in the disarmament negotiations, it is a matter
of urgency to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and to implement
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. In advocating the ratification of that Treaty, we regard it as a link in the chain
of measures intended to lead to nuclear disarmament. The fact that
a number of States which are getting very close to producing nuclear
weapons still avoid acceding to the non-proliferation Treaty creates
certain difficulties for further progress towards disarmament. In this
particular case we have in mind, first and foremost, the Federal Republic of Germany, where there are very influential forces which are
striving to obtain access to nuclear weapons and endeavouring to frustrate the solution of the problem of the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons.
7 Post, pp. 734-765.

Ante, pp. 264-298.
Documents on Disarmament, 1068, pp. 793-795.
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40. When considering concrete questions relating to disarmament,
we must at the same time devote particular attention to the problem
of the implementation of the international agreements already agreed
upon in the Committee. If a situation should come about where international agreements on disarmament, after having been approved by a
wide range of States, were blocked by the forces which oppose disarma-

ment, the effectiveness of disarmament negotiations both within the
Committee and outside it would be called into question. Such a situation, of course, cannot be allowed.
41. In concluding our statement today, we should like to stress also
the fact that we shall have to submit to the twenty-fourth session of the

General Assembly of the United Nations a report on the work accom-

plished. It is quite obvious that concrete results are expected from

the Committee. That enhances the importance of the current session of
the Committee and lays a great responsibility upon us. The Soviet delegation will do its utmost in order that our discussion may be carried

on in a constructive spirit and lead to the positive results which are
vitally necessary for the strengthening of international peace and
security.

Statement by the Japanese Representative (Asakai) to the

Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee, July 3,
1969
50.

I should like first to reiterate my gratitude to the representa-

tives who have preceded me for welcoming my country to this

Committee.
51. Taking advantage of the occasion of my country's admission to

this important Committee, I should like with your indulgence to explain at some length the attitude of the Japanese Government on the
question of disarmament as a whole, as well as my country's fundamental positions on several problems in this field.
52. The aim of any State's policy is to promote the well-being of
its people, and the achievement of that wellbeing can only be realized in a society free from war. Again, the greatest responsibility of
all of us living in the world of today is to ensure that our descendants
shall inherit a peaceful and prosperous world.
53.

Even today, when the curtain has risen on the space age,

various kinds of confrontations and hostile feelings caused by such
factors as differences in ideology, religion, political system, and so
on, continue to exist; and those confrontations and hostile feelings
are becoming increasingly more dangerous than in the past with the
appearance of nuclear weapons possessing the power of immense
destruction.
54. Despite all these situations, the human race has indeed been
fortunate in having been successful in avoiding the outbreak in some
way or other of a war on a world-wide scale. While this has doubt1 ENDO/PV.416, pp. 20-28.
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less been due in large measure to the existence of a balance of power
in the deterrents of the super-Powers, it should not be ignored that
forums for discussions relating to disarmament have existed almost
constantly since the Second World War, providing the super-Powers
with a suitable place for a dialogue between themselves, thus helping

greatly to avoid a major war. Again, we cannot overlook the fact
that all the other members of this Eighteen-Nation Committee on
Disarmament, established seven years ago, have greatly aided the

co-operation between the super-Powers. In other words, the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament has not only carried on discus-

sions but has also contributed to the maintenance of world peace

through those discussions. A peace preserved only by the balance of
power, however, can never be satisfactory, since we shall still be constantly menaced by the danger that such a precarious situation would
be easily destroyed by the collapse of the balance. Accordingly, our
ideal and ultimate goal must be to achieve the complete elimination

of nuclear weapons through a gradual scaling-down of the size of
the countries' deterrents while carefully maintaining the balance of
deterrence that exists between the super-Powers.
55. More than twenty years have already elapsed since Japan
suffered a tremendous catastrophe caused by nuclear weapons. It is
their experience of the suffering caused by such weapons that has
made so strong the desire of the Japanese people to eliminate nuclear
weapons completely. The people of my country, after having had this
experience, established their Constitutionthe like of which cannot
be found in the history of the worldin which they state their resolve

to renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation, and they have
firmly upheld this Constitution ever since. Article 9 of the Japanese
Constitution states :

Aspiring sincerely to an International peace based on justice and order, the
Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and
the threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes.
56.

The Japanese Government also passed the Atomic Energy

Basic Law in 1955, when atomic energy was just beginning to be used

for peaceful purposes in Japan, and stated clearly the principle that
the research, development and utilization of atomic energy shall be
limited to peaceful purposes. Furthermore, the Japanese Government
is strictly adhering to the policy of not producing, not possessing and

not bringing in nuclear weapons.

The reason why the Japanese Government is maintaining the
policy I have just mentioned, of renouncing war and not possessing
nuclear weapons, is the eamest wish of the Japanese people that nuclear weapons should be eliminated from the earth and that an international society free from the threat of war should be realized.
Against the background of this earnest wish of the people of my
country, the Japanese Government has been appealing to the world
for the promotion of disarmament on every available occasion, including such occasions as the meetings of the United Nations General
57.

4,

I

Assembly.

58. My country has also been co-operating for the last three years
with other countries in an effort to find a solution to the problem of
verification for the prohibition of underground nuclear weapon tests.
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Furthermore, scientists from my country have participated in the
preparation of the United Nations Secretary-General's reports on' he
effects of the possible use of nuclear weapons 2 and of chemical and
bacteriological weapons.3 In this way my country has already been
taking an active part in the work for disarmament; and we reiterate

our determination that Japan shall continue to contribute to the

maintenance of world peace through the promotion of disarmament

by participating in the work of this Disarmament Committee,
which is the principal forum for the discussion of the question of
disarmament.

59. The opening paragraph of the Charter of the United Nations
manifests the determination of the peoples of the Member States to
save succeeding generations from the scourge of war. The Japanese
people also, in the preamble to their Constitution, state :

We, the Japanese people, desire peace for all time . . . We recognize that all
peoples of the world have the right to live in peace, free from fear and want.

Such an ideal society enjoying peace "for all time" cannot be realized
unless the peace-keeping operations of the United Nations are strengthened to such an extent that each nation will be able to give up its own

armaments and to rely entirely for its security upon the United

Nations collective security system. Needless to say, the society in which
we are living at present is far from one in which general and complete
disarmament could be realized at a single stroke.

60. As we are all aware, the United States and the Soviet Union

have submitted their respective drafts of a treaty on general and complete disarmament to the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarma-

ment; 4 but since then negotiations on this question have been at a
standstill. One of the reasons for this stagnation is that not all the

nuclear Powers have been participating in the discussions on disarmament. The partial test-ban Treaty concluded in 1963 5 is still limited
in its effectiveness because of the non-adherence to it of some nuclear
Powers. How can we hope for the realization of general and complete

disarmament without the participation of all the nuclear Powers ?
We earnestly hope? therefore, that those nuclear Powers which have
not been participating in the international discussions on disarmament
will do so as soon as possible.

61. On the other hand, it is my delegation's opinion that in order
to achieve general and complete disarmament we must work towards
it by the steady accumulation and successful implementation of whatever collateral measures can be agreed upon meanwhile. For this reason
we welcome the accumulation of such collateral measures as thew partial
test-ban Treaty, the Treaty on Antarctica,° the outer space Treaty 7
and the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Wmpons.8 We
esteem particularly highly the efforts of this Committee to conclude
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
I Documents on Disarmament, 1967, pp. 476 ff.
3 Ante, pp. 264-298.
`Documents on Disarmament, 1965, pp. 77-102, 111-140.
5 Ibid., 1963, pp. 291-293.
° Ibid., 1945-1959, vol. II, pp. 1550-1556.
7 Ibid., 1967, pp. 38-43.
I Ibid., 1968, pp. 461-465.
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62. However, in promoting collateral measures we must always
take into account the fact that they must be such as will help to maintain and strengthen world peace at each stage. In this connexion we
attach special importance to point 5 of the principles for general and
complete disarmament agreed on between the United States and the

Soviet Union in 1961, which states :
All measures of general and complete disarmament should be balanced so
that at no stage of the implementation of the treaty could any State or group
of States gain military advantage and that security is ensured equally for all,
63. The priority of nuclear disarmament over other questions of
disarmament has already been confirmed by last year's session of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament; and we also entirely
support that opinion. We believe that the United States and the Soviet
Union will be able to proceed to a considerable extent with nuclear
disarmament without causing an unfavourable balance in relation to
other nuclear-weapon States since in the field of nuclear armament,
unlike the position in the field of conventional armaments, both the
United States and the Soviet Union enjoy outstanding superiority over
other States.
64. In discussing nuclear disarmament it is necessary to take into

consideration the questions both of quality and of quantity. The

nuclear weapons which already exist include weapons ranging from
megaton nuclear weapons capable of destroying at one stroke a huge
city with a population of several millions to tactical nuclear weapons
with low kiloton yields which can be used in the field; and research and
development work to increase their efficiency is still continuing. The
best way to check this qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons is
simply to prohibit nuclear weapon tests.
65. In spite of the fact that the existing; volume of nuclear weapons
is said to be more than enough to annihilate the whole human race,
stockpiles of nuclear -weapons are still growing. The most effective way

to curb the increase in the quantity of nuclear weapons is to halt the

production of fissionable nuclear materials for the production of
nuclear weapons and to transfer the existing stockpiles of these materials to use for peaceful purposes. Because the objective of the Treaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons is limited to the checking of the horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons, we must now

make every effort to curb the vertical proliferation of these weapons
through the realization of a comprehensive ban on nuclear weapon
tests, the cessation of production of fissionable nuclear materials for
military use, and the transfer of the stockpiles of these materials to
use for peaceful purposes.
66. Although the partial test-ban Treaty was concluded in 1963, we
have not yet achieved the prohibition of underground nuclear-weapon
tests, which is the only field not covered by that Treaty. The most
difficult technical problem in formulating a treaty banning underground nuclear-weapon tests is that of verification to ensure compliance with the treaty. In recent years, however, great advances have
been made in research and international co-operation relating
1, to the
° Ibid., 1961, pp. 439-441.
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detection and identification of underground nuclear-weapon tests by
seismological methods.

67. The study meetings on seismic methods of monitoring underground
explosions which took place last year in Stockholm under the
tauspices of the International Institute for Peace and Conflict Research

in Stockholm and with the participation of experts from ten countries, including four nuclear-weapon States, reached the conclusion
that, as far as underground disturbances of a magnitude greater than
4.75 are concerned, discrimination between nuclear explosions and
earthquakes would be possible with almost 100 percent accuracy from
outside the country in which the disturbances took place.1° This is a
fact which marks a new epoch in the negotiations aimed at prohibiting
underground nuclear-weapon tests. We should make every effort to

improve teleseismic observation techniques to the point where we
can with certainty identify all underground explosions.
68. At the same time short-range observation must also be recognized as deserving intensive study so that we may find a solution
to the problem of identifying such disturbances as cannot yet be identified by teleseismic observation. One of the possible methods of making such short-range observation effective would be for each nuclearweapon State to be permitted on a reciprocal basis to install unmanned
seismological observatoriesthe so-called black boxesin appropriate

places within the territory of other nuclear-weapon States with a
view to monitoring underground explosions.

69. But in the last analysis the most effective method is the one
by which the data from seismological observatories in each country
would be internationally exchanged and examined. In this case, however, little would be gained unless the data which were so exchanged
covered all the important areas. Accordingly it is necessary for us
first of all to know how wide is the monitoring range of existing seis-

mological observatories. If there were areas which the existing seismological observatories could not cover, we would hope that each country
would install seismological observatories in appropriate places within
its own territory. We believe that by taking the steps I have just men-

tioned we would be able to make a further step towards the solution
of verification problems. Since Japan, owing to its geographical location, is able to supply valuable observation data, we shall be able to
contribute to the discrimination of seismic data.
70.

The halting of the production of fissionable materials for

weapons use and the transfer of the stockpiles of those materials to
peaceful purposes are fundamental steps towards the reduction of
nuclear weapons and are included in the proposals for general and
complete disarmament of both the United States and the Soviet Union.
The question of verification has been the biggest obstacle to the preparation of a treaty for this purpose; but a system of safeguards similar

to that which is to be applied to non-nuclear-weapon States by the
International Atomic Energy Agency in accordance with the Treaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons must also be applicable
as a verification measure in this case. Accordingly we hope that the
negotiations to halt the production of fissionable materials for weapons
" Ibid., 1968, pp. 455 -458.
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purposes will not be further delayed on the pretext that the problem
of verification is insoluble.
71.

At the same time we also hope that the proposal that all

nuclear-weapon States should bring their nuclear weapons to designated depots for disassembly, for removal of fissionable materials, and
for destruction of the remaining components in a manner that would
be demonstrated to nationals of all States, may be re-examined. Such

proof of destruction of the components of nuclear weapons would

certainly make all the peoples of the world understand the significance
of article 6 of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weap-

ons, in which each of the parties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue
in good faith negotiations on effective. measures relating to nuclear
disarmament.
72. Needless to say, the freezing and the reduction of stockpiles of
means of delivering nuclear weapons are closely related to nuclear
disarmament. It is welcome news that negotiations between the United

States and the Soviet Union with regard to the control of stra-

tegic missiles are expected in the very near future. As has been pointed

out by many representatives to this Disarmament Committee in the
past, if a system of ballistic missile defence were once deployed, a
means of penetrating that system would soon be developed, thus making inevitable a nuclear arms race which would form a vicious circle,
reaching a point of no return. In addition to this, the deployment of
such weapons as might enhance the temptation to strike first would
destroy the balance of deterrence, thus damaging the present stability.
Because the development of such new weapons systems is proceeding
with astonishing speed, we sincerely hope that negotiations will be
started for the cessation of the strategic arms race before the problem
becomes too difficult for us even to seek a solution to it.
73. Such negotiations will probably take a considerable time. We
hope, therefore, that both the United States and the Soviet Union will
make every effort to reach an agreement, step by step, beginning their
negotiations with such questions as might be easiest of solution. If the
negotiations between the two countries relating to the control of missiles should fail to achieve any meaningful results, future discussions
in this Committee, particularly on the question of concluding a treaty
prohibiting underground nuclear-weapons tests, would be adversely
affected. If, on the other hand, some agreement should be reached by
the United States and the Soviet Union on the question of controlling
missiles, it is surely to be expected that the chances of fruitful discussions in the Disarmament Committee would be greatly enhanced.
74. A thorough examination must also be made for the purpose of
prohibiting chemical and biological weapons, since these weapons
are, together with nuclear weapons, capable of being employed for
the purpose of mass destruction. It was a most timely and appropriate
step towards the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weapons
that an expert group on chemical and bacteriological weapons appointed by the Secretary-General in accordance with last year's United
Nations General Assembly resolution 2454 A ( XXIII)" completed
" Ibid., pp. 793-791
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the report on their study of the effects of the possible use of such
wea pons.12

75. As far as concerns the prohibition of the use of poisonous gases
and bacteriological weapons, we already have the Geneva Protocol
of 1925.13 However, as scientific developments since then have made it

possible to produce weapons which are not covered by that Protocol,

it is imperative that we should supplement the Protocol. Further-

more, in order to eliminate the possibility of such weapons being used,
it is imperative also that we should now prohibit the development and
production of these weapons as well as scrap stockpiles of them. Undoubtedly it will be much more difficult to discover an effective means

of verification of compliance with a prohibition of their production
than in the case of nuclear weapons. We must not, however, abandon
the search for the solution to this question.

76. This year's Spring session of the Disarmament Committee
focused attention in its debate on the question of the prohibition of
the use for military purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor. The
prohibition of the use for military purposes of the sea-bed and the
ocean floor is a preventive measure to check the arms race and,
the conclusion of the Treaty of Antarctica and of the Outer
uter
Space Treaty, it is extremely important for us to prevent the spread

of the arms race to the sea-bed and ocean floorwhich occupies

seventy per cent of the surface of the globe. Furthermore, in line with
my country's approach that any realistic effort to achieve disarmament

should start with the problems that can be most easily solved, we
welcome the fact that both the United States and the Soviet Union
have submitted draft treaties on this subject.14
77. Japan subscribes to the idea that the use of the sea-bed and the
ocean floor and the subsoil thereof should be prohibited, in principle,

for military purposes. We hope particularly that measures may be
taken now in order to prevent the sea-bed being used as a military
base for nuclear war. However, as Japan is surrounded by the sea,
it is difficult for us to agree to the proposal that purely defensive devices against an attack from the sea should also be prohibited by the
treaty. We hope that the treaty will be completed as soon as possible
taking fully into account the security of every nation; and the Japenese delegation wishes to co-operate fully with the other delegations
of this Committee to achieve this.
78. Today I have stated the fundamental positions of my Gov-

ernment on several problems in the field of disarmament. At later
stages of our discussions I should like to present our views on some
of these problems in detail and in specific form.

79. Permit me, in concluding my statement, to convey once again
to all the members of the Committee the Japanese people's feeling of
profound respect towards the noble efforts of this Committee, which
is indeed holding high the torch of mankind's hope for lasting world
peace and prosperity.
" Ante, pp. 264-298.
13 P°84 pp. 764-765.
34 Ante, pp. 112-113, 211-213.
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Address by Foreign Minister Gromyko to the Supreme
Soviet [Extracts), July 10, 19691
In its efforts aimed at strengthening European security? the Soviet

Union proceeds from the premise that the most effective way to

strengthen Europe's security would be to create a collective security
system.

. .

.

The Soviet Union's approach to the problem of European security
today, as in the past, is founded on a desire to organize relations among
the countries of Europe on the basis of peacefulprecisely peaceful
cooperation. This is the goal to which our proposals are directed, and
it makes no difference to us who carries off the palm in advancing: vari-

ous ideas and plans. The Soviet Union is ready to consider all proposals by other states if they are directed toward a detente in Europe,
toward strengthening European peace.
The Warsaw Pact member-states advanced the well-known Bucharest Declaration,2 which contains a broad program of measures to

ensure security in Europe. The socialist countries have made proposals
on specific steps toward a military detente in Europe. The parties to

the Bucharest Declaration spoke out in favor of the collective dis-

cussion of questions of European security by all the European
countries.

The Karlovy Vary Conference of the Communist and Workers'
Parties of Europe was of great importance for increasing activeness
in the struggle for European security.3 The program it advanced is
just as relevant today as it was two and a half years ago.
The Deputies to the U.S.S.R.. Supreme Soviet, of course, are aware
of the wide response that has been received by the Message From the
Warsaw Pact States to All European Countries on convening an allEuropean conference on questions of security, adopted in March, 1969,
in Budape,st.4 In fact, no European state has raised any objections to
the proposal to convene such a conference.
The Soviet government expresses its satisfaction with the initiative
of the government of Finland in proposing to all interested states that
preparations for a conference be begun through consultations among
the governments involved and that at a definite stage a meeting be held
to discuss questions related to the convocation of the conferdnce.3 The
Soviet government has responded positively to this initiative of the

Finnish government and is prepared to help in its realizalion.
The governments of a number of countries state that it is important
to ensure the success of an all-European conference by carryhig out the

necessary preparations. This is not at variance with our views. It is
important only that the preparations not become an impenetrable
Pravda, July 11, 1969, pp. 2-4; Current .Digest of the Soviet Press, Aug. 6,
1969, pp. 6-10.
Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 407-420.
3 Ibid., 1967, pp. 197-203.
Ante, pp. 106-109.
5 Ante, pp. 197-198.
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maze through which it would be impossible to make one's way to the
conference.

The Soviet Union also advocates the implementation, through the
joint efforts of the states of Eastern and Western Europe, of largescale projects in the fields of power engineering, transportation and
public health, matters that have a direct bearing on the well-being of
the whole continent. Broad economic, scientific and technical coopera-

tion and unimpeded, mutually advantageous trade and cultural ex-

changes can and must become, as they develop, an important basis for
political cooperation . cell.
As we see, there are quite a few problems that might be considered;

all that is necessary is willingness to consider them and to find
solutions.

On the whole, our positions in Europe are secure. The gains of

socialism and the freedom and independence of the Soviet Union and
its allies are safe. The German Democratic Republic occupies the same
place in the defense system of the Warsaw Pact countries as all the
other members, and no one should yield to the temptation to test the
firmness of its position.
We have not threatened anyone in the past and we are not threatening anyone now, either in Europe or beyond its confines. In defeating
the fascist aggressors, our army brought not war but peace to the center
of Europe. In all its activity, the Soviet Union has proven in practice
that security in Europe is inseparable from our own security, and it
proceeds and will continue to proceed from this premise in its foreign
policy.
The Soviet Union continues to believe that the creation of a zone

free of nuclear missiles in the Mediterranean Sea area would be of
great importance for the security of Europe, as well as that of the
African continent and the Near and Middle East. The adoption by the
appropriate states of a commitment to prevent the deployment of
nuclear missiles in this area would, first of all, strengthen the security
of the countries there; second, it would facilitate an easing of tension
in th'e world generally.
The question of the nondeployment of nuclear weapons and delivery

systems in the Mediterranean Sea area is an important question that
merits serious consideration by the interested states, and today it is
more urgent than ever before.

For many years now the Chinese leaders have been assailing our
policy aimed at the disarmament of states and the elimination of
;nuclear weapons, a policy that, as is known, is opposed by imperialism.

The Chinese leaders declare that any agreement on disarmament,
especially nuclear disarmament, is a fraud and that under no circumstances will China accept such an agreement. or sit down to negotiate on
these questions. Showing little concern for the future, this is just what

they saythey will not participate in negotiations and will not sit
down with the other powers at the negotiations table. In response to
this bravado, one might say : "Don't spit in the wellyou'll be wanting to drink the water too."

V
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One of the most crucial problems facing mankind is the problem of
halting the arms race and of disarmament. The various goals toward
which states orient their policies are reflected in their various approaches to this problem.
It must be said that the policies and propaganda of the imperialist
powers have worked overtime to drive into people's minds the idea that
the arms race is an inevitable companion of mankind. These powers
spend a large part of the profits received by those who get rich on arms
production to demonstrate the necessity of more and more military
appropriations and the necessity of the arms race. . . .
The Soviet Union has proceeded and continues to proceed from the
premise that the general and complete disarmament of states would
be the most radical step toward lessening the danger of a new world
war. The peoples are being deceived by those governments that are
trying to prove that the time is not yet ripe for such a decisive step.
The thinking of statesmen and scientists must now be directed not
toward determining the conditions in which new types of weapons can
be used, an activity that NATO military headquarters is very fond
of, but toward disarmament, since the arms race has long since become
madness.

A. number of problems relating to the field of disarmament require
urgent solution.
One of the most basic questions that has arisen is that of so-called
strategic weapons. What is involved here is above all the question of
whether the major powers are to reach an agreement on checking the
race for the creation of increasingly destructive means of attack and
counterattack, or whether each power will seek to pull ahead in one
area or another in order to achieve military superiority over its rival,
which would compel the latter to mobilize still more national resources
for the arms race. And soon, ad in
There is another aspect of the matter that must not be overlooked
in the long-range policies of states. This is largely connected with the
fact that weapons control and guidance systems are becoming, if one
may say so, more and more independent of the people who create them.

Human hearing and vision are not capable of reacting accurately at

today's velocities, and the human brain is sometimes unable to evaluate

the readings of a multitude of instruments quickly enough; the decision made by -a human being ultimately depends on the conclusions
provided to him by computer devices.

Governments must do everything in their power so as to be able to
determine the development of events, not find themselves in the role of
captive.5 of these events.

The Soviet government has already veported to the Supreme Soviet
on its readiness to enter into an exchange of opinions with the U.S.A.
on so-called strategic weapons. The U.S. government has stated that
it is preparing for an exchange of opinions. The Soviet government

is also ready for this. One would like to express the hope that both

sides will approach this question with recognition of its great
importance.
Since the very appearance of nuclear weapons, the Soviet Union has

emphasized the necessity of using atomic energy only for peaceful
purposes and that it is necessary to reach an appropriate international
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agreement on this question. The Soviet Union has consistently adhered
to these views and favors such a solution now.
All the main questions pertaining to complete nuclear disarmament

and the elimination of nuclear weaponsin other words, to the prohibition of the use of atomic energy to produce nuclear weaponscan
be resolved properly only with the participation of all the nuclear
powers, and this means all. That is the only way to deal with these
questions. The Soviet government is, as before, prepared. to discuss this
enormously important matter with representatives of the other nuclear
powers.
In close conjunction with this question is the task of preventing the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union, along with other
countries, has begun the ratification of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, -which has already been signed by about 90

states.° We should like to express the hope that those countries in
which the question of adhering to the treaty is still under discussion
will arrive at the only correct conclusion, that it is necessary to sign
and ratify it.
The Soviet Union has always attached importance to the question
of a total ban on nuclear weapons tests. The 1963 Moscow Treaty on
the cessation of such tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under
water was a major step in this direction? However, underground test
explosions of nuclear weapons have still not been banned. The Soviet
government is ready for an agreement on this question as well.
For such an agreement to be reached, the Western powers must not

complicate the matter by advancing groundless conditions that go
beyond the task of banning nuclear weapons tests. The effectiveness
of the ban can be ensured by using national means of control, and an
agreement must be reached on this basis.
The Soviet Union has proposed a ban on the use of the seabed and
the ocean floor for military purposes.° There is reason for satisfaction

with the reaction to this proposal. True, we have also encountered
attempts to lessen the extent of the states' commitments. However, the

overwhelming majority of member-countries of the Disarmament

Committee favor an effective treaty of this sort.
The Soviet Union will continue to proceed from the premise that
the demilitarization of the seabed and the ocean floor corresponds to
the interests of all countries.
Our country has submitted for consideration by other states, including the members of the Disarmament Committee in Geneva, a proposal
providing for a ban on chemical and biological means of warfare that
is more effective than the existing ban.° The Soviet government expresses the hope that the states will resolve this question with all the
requisite responsibility and that a proper agreement, backed up by
international law, will be reached in the not-too-distant future.

The Soviet Union's foreign-policy activity aimed at halting the

arms race and at disarmament is carried on in the closest cooperation
°Documents on DIsarmament,1068, pp. 461-465.
1 Mid., 1963, pp. 291-293.
8 Ante, pp. 112-113.
Cf. ante, pp. 243 -244. See also Soviet proposal submitted to the G.A. on Sept. 19

(post, pp. 764-705).
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with the fraternal socialist countries and with their support. Our
Warsaw Pact alliesPoland, Czechoslovakia, the G.D.R., Bulgaria,

Hungary and Rumaniaattach paramount importance to the achievement of progress in this field. In turn, they have made important proposals on various aspects of disarmament, particularly aspects relating
to the countries of Europe.
Recently the Mongolian People's Republic was invited to participate

in the Geneva Disarmament Committee as a full member. The M.P.R.'s

position on disarmament has always been plain and clear-cut. It has
invariably supported every constructive step in the field of disarmament. Now it is receiving even greater opportunities for pursuing this
course.

This is the policy of the Soviet Union on questions of disarmament,
and we are fully resolved to continue it. The course of checking the
arms race and stopping it, the course of disarmament, is the only correct course; it is dictated by the objective conditions in the world, not
least of all by the scientific and technological revolution that mankind
is experiencing. Which way to channel this revolutionin the direc-

tion of war or in the direction of peaceis a question of extreme
importance.

Every government, and every scientist for whom the world is not
confined within the walls of his laboratory or office and who possesses
a sense of civic responsibility, cannot help asking what goals scientific
inquiry and its results serve, whether they are being used for the benefit of the world or by an aggressor who is preparing to commit a crime
or has already committed one. The Soviet Union is in favor of putting

the enormous forces wrested from nature at the service of people, at
the service of peace.
On questions of disarmament, as well as on many other questions of
international life, the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries
are always aware of the support of the large group of nonaligned
states, whose policies are an important positive factor in the general
struggle for peace, and they appreciate the position of these states.
One would like to express the conviction that those who are seeking
props in the struggle against socialism and against peace will not succeed in changing the direction of this course of nonalignment.

The Soviet government has always attached great importance to
relations with the United States of America. We favor the development of good relations with the U.S.A. and would like these relations
to become friendly relations, since we are convinced that this would

correspond to the interests of both the Soviet and the American
peoples.

It is clear that our two countries are divided by profound class differences. But the Soviet Union has always proceeded from the premise
that the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. can find a common language on ques-

tions of maintaining peace. It goes without saying that understandings or agreements on these questions are attainable when they are
consistent with mutual interests, including the interests of our allies
and friends.
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We took note of President R. Nixon's statement that, in his opinion,

an era of negotiation is following a period of confrontation." The

Soviet Union favors negotiation. If the U.S., government pursues this
line in practice, then there will be a readiness on our side, as there has
been in the past, to reach an agreement of positions, /both on questions
of bilateral relations with the U.S.A. and on unsettled international
problems. Naturally, the Soviet Union, following the unvarying principles of its foreign policy, will proceed in this matter on the basis of

respect for the inalienable rights and legitimate interests of other

states, both large and small.
The 'Soviet side is ready to study the possibilities for the development of Soviet-American relations. Why not consider, for example,
the question of exchanging authoritative delegations of the U.S.S.R.
Supreme Soviet and the U.S. Congress? Needless to say, the U.S. President's statements in favor of a well-prepared Soviet-American summit meeting have also not gone unnoticed in the Soviet Union.
We entertain no illusions that the number of people in the U.S.A.
who oppose the establishment of good relations between our two countries is going to decrease rapidly. The mechanism set in motion there
by forces that do not hide their animosity toward our social system
continues to operate at full capacity. But even these circles must realize
that the prevention of clashes between the world's two biggest powers
and the establishment of normal or, even better, good relations between
them are in the interests of both countries.
.

.

.

.

Statement by the British Representative (Mulley) to the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Chemical
and Biological Warfare [Extract], July 10, 19691
8.

But I hope that the Committee will also have time to give

serious and detailed consideration to the whole question of chemical
and biological warfare. We now have the Secretary-General's report
on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects
of their possible use. We are deeply indebted to him and to his consultant experts who have drafted this report for the hard work they
have put into producing it in time for us to consider it at this session.
They are to be greatly congratulated on meeting the exacting time-

table set for their work, as well as on the contents of their report.
I should like also to express appreciation to Mr. Epstein, who acted
as Chairman, and to all the United Nations staff who contributed to
this outstanding achievement. The report is a comprehensive document

which will be of the greatest possible value to us, and I trust that it
will be given wide publicity in all countries. We can best repay our
debt by making full use of the report to work out positive and realistic

proposals for action in this field for consideration by the General
Assembly at its next session.
" Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 695.
2 ENDC/PV.418, pp. 6-13.
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9. We need more time to study the report in detail, but I am sure
that we have all taken note of and share the hope expressed by the
authors in their conclusion that
. . this report will contribute to public awareness of the profoundly dangerous
results if these weapons were ever used, and that an aroused public will demand
and receive assurances that governments are working for the earliest effective
elimination of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.=
.

This lays a particular responsibility on this Committee to put proposals for action before the next session of the General Assembly.
Naturally the experts themselves have not made any recommendations
for positive action; that would have been outside their terms of reference. But the Secretary-General has made some recommendations of

his own in his important foreword to the report, and it is these that
I should like to take as my starting point.
10. The Secretary-General's first recommendation is that the Mem-

bers of the United Nations should renew the appeal to all States to
accede to the Geneva Protocol of 1925.3 This recommendation has the
whole-hearted support of Her Majesty's Government. Time and time
again I have stressed in this Committee and elsewhere that we attach
the greatest possible importance to the Geneva Protocol. A tremendous

step forward will have been taken if as a result of this report all

States adhere to the Protocol.
11. But it is just because we attach such importance to the Geneva

Protocol that I must admit to having some reservations about the
Secretary-General's second recommendationthat the Members of the
United Nations make a clear affirmation that the prohibition contained
in the Geneva Protocol applies to the use in war of all chemical, bacteriological and biological agents, including tear gas and other harassing agents, which now exist or which may be developed in the future.
At present only about half the Members of the United Nations are
parties to the Geneva Protocol. It seems to us that it is for the parties
to the Protocol, and for them alone, to say what the Protocol means.
12. Moreover, the Secretary-General interprets the Protocol as
covering both lethal and non-lethal chemical agents. I fear that it

may be difficult to secure the unanimous agreement of all the parties
to the Protocol that this is in fact what the Protocol means, and even
more difficult to secure the unanimous afteement of all Members of
the United Nations. Is it not all too possible that an attempt to secure
an affirmation of the kind envisaged by the Secretary-General would
fail ? And, if this proved to be the case, might not our failure to agree
throw doubt on the continued validity of the Protocol ? It is because
of these considerations, together with the Secretary-General's third
recommendation, that I have proposed that the Protocol be reinforced
by a new instrument or instruments.
13. I feel sure that there will be general support for the objective
indicated by the Secretary-General in his third recommendation, and
that we should all like
2 Ante, p. 298.
3 Prtt
Totocol appears post, pp. 764 -705.
,
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. to halt the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical and

bacteriological (biological) agents for purposes of war and to achieve their
effective elimination From the arsenal of weapons.'

That must be Our goal. But what is the best means of achieving it?
It is my conviction that, if we try to tackle biological and chemical
methods of warfare simultaneously, far from making progreSS on
both fronts we shall not make the rapid progress that we Want and,
I am sure, -the whole world wantS. As I have explained on previous
Occasions, our view is that chemical weapons pose a more diffieuIt
problem than biological weapons, and that therefere the right course
is to make a start by banning not merely the use but the actual production and possession of biological weapons. I shall not repeat the
argiinients nom-4 but there are two-point_T-sbottld like to Make:
14. lgy first point is that, _although the Secretary-General's report
deals with both biological and ohernical,WeaponS, it brings -out clearly
the difference between the two. I would aired attention to-paragraphs

21 to a Of the report; which deal With the differences as regards the
of effect, specificity,
potential toxicity, speed of ,action,
residual effects. The report Shows-that, weight for
weight, biological agents are of potentially much _greater contaminating power, are Muth more difficult to control in action and are more
-

unpredictable in. effect than are chemical ogentS:

15. May I also draw attention to table 4 On page 57? 5 This table
gives comparative estimates of the diSabling, effects of hypothetical
attacks on totally unprotected populations using nuclear, chemical

biological weapon that could be Carried by a single strategic

bomber.. The area affected by a nuclear weapon would be up to 300
square kilometres; for a chemical weapon the area affected would be
up to 60 ,Square kilometres; but for a bacteriological (biological)
Weapon the figure is of a different orderup to 100,000 square kiloMetres. It is clear from this that chemical weapons can be used with a
certain amount of precision, but that in the nature of things biological
weapons are totally indiscriminate. This in itself seems to me to be
a good reason Why we should try to tackle. biological weapons first.
16. The second point I shOuld like to make is eat, though we think
the beSt course is to tackle biological weapons first, that does not mean

that we are prepared to accept the present position with regard to

chemical weapons without trying to do anything about it. We are not.
Our draft text of a convention prohibiting biological methods of warfar&-7Which I beg leave to Submit foritially todayincludes an article
(article V) under which each of the parties would undertake to pursue

negotiations in good faith on effective measures to strengthen the
existing constraints on the use of chemical, methods of warfare .° Just
as hi the negotiations on the non- proliferation Treaty it was generally

agreed that we should tackle the herizontal proliferation of nuclear
Weapons first but commit ourselves absOlutely to make progress on
vertical proliferation as,wel1,7 so hi the field of chemieAl and biological

Warfare we think that the right course is to conclude a convention on
* Ante, p. 267.
5 A/7575, p. 57.

Infra,
See art. VI of the Treaty (Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 464).
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biological warfare now, but commit ourselves absohitely to the goal of
taking comparable measures With regard to Chemic41 warfare.
17. I should like now to take the Committee rapidly through the
teats I have submitted. As will be .seen, they consist of a draft convention and a draft_Security Council retOlution.8 Such a resolution is
essential, if only'be,cante an iraportant role is envisaged for the United

Nations Secretary - Generality :the .investigation of complaints, and the
convention cannot impose obligations On the Secretary- General. The
convention- and the resolution are therefore complementary and ferm
an integral whole.
18.

I have already Mentioned the -importance we attach to the

Geneva Protocol, and the-first point to Which. I Would draw attention
is that four of the-:preambillar paragraphs are directly concerned with
the ,Protocol. I hope that' thete paragraph§,_ taken in Conjunotion, With
Artidle
remove Any doilbt-that, far.frOni undermining
the PrOtodOl; our convention will effectively.. reinforce it The rest of
the preamble is, I think, .telf-explariatoty. The basis' Of -What we are
seeking tO.-dO is ei-pres§ed in the .fourth paragraph:. "Believing that
dheinidatand,biological ditdoverieS should- be used only for the-bettertent Of human life ".

19, 'Artiele Ilat'a dual purpose. It contains the central prohibition
on the use Of biological Methods Of warfare, and it defines what is
Meant by that term. The convention it, Of course, aimed primarily at
prohibiting the use for hostile purposes of disease-tpreading microbes
which may be bacteria or 'viruses Or other microbial agents such as
rickettsiae, which come somewhere between the two. However, it is
pos§ibietoeittri§age the use in war of biological agents which -are not
microbes : hookworm; for instance, or the bilharzia, worm, or even
crop- destroying =insects -such as locusts- Or:Colorado beetles. We have
therefore= tried to find definition which includes all possible agents.
Incidentally, I know that the wording of this article may seem clumsy,
but if it read ".
never in:any circumstances to engage in biological
methods of Warfare, by making use .
that might give the impression that there were other ways Of engaging in biological methods
of warfare that were permitted.
20. Since the aim Of the draft convention is to outlaw biological
warfare completely, article I is so framed.as to prOhibit the use of biological methods of _Warfare even in self- defence. But article II, which
extends the prohibition on use to cover also production, possession and
acquisition otbiOlOgkal ageriU for Hostile purposes, as well as research
work alined -at such production, does not seek to prohibit the right of
any,party,t6 deVelop a passive defensive capability against biological

Warfare. That is to Say, hothihg, in the convention prohibits, for
instance, work On developing vaccines for defensive purposes, or the

production of protective and Warning devices.

21. As I have pointed Out before to the Committee, verification,
in the sense in which that term is normally used in disarmament negotiations, 'is simply- not .possible in, the,field Of biological warfare. The
agents Which might be used for hostile purposes are generally indistinguithable from -those, which are needed, for peaceful medical pur8 The draft resolution appears infra.
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poses, and militarily significant quantities of a biological warfare
agent could be produced clandestinely in a building the size of a small
house or large garage. 1Ve have therefore made provisidnin article III

of the draft convention and in the draft reSoliition for a complaints
procedure under wliich complaints by a party that biological-methods.
of warfare had' been used" against it would be addressed to the United
Nations Secretary-General, wilt), it is envisaged2 Would- have standing
authority from the Security -COnnoil to investigate such complaints.
immediately _and ,report his findings to the Security Council: Other
complaints,, for example about production and possession and- about
uSe-against another party; would:be addressed to the Security- Council
itself, Whieh- Would-then, if it sew fit, anthorize the'Seeretart-General
to carryout aninVeStigation and report back.
22.

It is of course desirable that investigation of all complaints

should proceed as quiekly aS:poSsible-in-order to strengthen the deter-

rent effect of such machinery. Quick and automatic investigation

"should be possible where a Tatty alleges thift biological iriethOdS of
Warfare have been used against it beeauSein that case the Complainant
for carrying -out an investigation. In
pr" Ovide all. the
other cases,- facilities or carrying out iriVeStigationS would haVe to be
proVided-by parties who might Well object to doing SO: In those circumstances -it would =not be-possible to have ,attoniatic investigation.
23.

If I May revert for a moment to artielo II (a) (i), people Might

ask whethetit would not be preferable tO,Spedify What types and quantitieS- of biological agents, are &insistent with the criterion of independent peaceful-justification. -However, given the vast number of such
agents and the infinite Variety Of individual requirementS,that would,
,

I fear, be quite impracticable. .But types and quantities would be

extremely relevant to any investigation _of a complaint that article II
of the convention had been breached:- The investigating. body would
eStablish,the types tind,quantities that Were in produCtion and report
the ,justification for that prodUction offered by.the State concerned.
It would then_ be for the &mirky -Council, and indeed for individual

parties, to decide whether the justification was adequate and to act
accordingly.

As a further deterrent against infringement, parties would

affirth their intention, .under article IV, to provide or stipport appropriate assistance, in accordance- with the United Nations Charter, to
any party, against which biologidal methods of warfare,had been used.
-

This,qUeStiOn-of security assurances is a difficult One; as -we have found

in other contests, and I shall now make only two 'points. The first is
that We are, not, as in the .non- proliferation Treaty, dealing with
weapons Which. some countries have and are going to keep but which
Other .countries do not have and are notrgoino to aCqUire. Under the
non - proliferation Treaty the nuclear- weapon States Will have a ,particular responsibility for the security requirements, of the non-nuclear Weapon States, but under this draft convention all partieS would be
equal and_WOUld have an equal responsibility in the security field. My
second pOint is that the obligation on partieS would not. be simply to

Seek action :by the Security 'Council. It would be an obligationor
rather an affirmation of intention-4o take some kind of action themselves in accordance with the-Charter to assist-the victim; rather than
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an obligation to take action against the aggressorthough of course
the Security Council Might decide that the -latter was called for too.
25. I have already referred to article V of the draft convention,
-

and there is little more that I need Say about it at the moment. Let Me
only add' that, ifit is possible --as I hope and believe it is possibleto.
achieve the -early and complete prohibition of biological methods of
warfare,, this will create a favourable climate for examining further
the possibility of adhieving far reaching measures of arins_control and
&sari-flan-writ in the field of chemical Warfare. Much of the preparatory work that will needed to bring about an effective prohibition of

biological methods of Warfare on the lines we have suggested for
instance, work on methods of investigating complaints of infringeMents of any convention night Well* of great use when the problem
of chemical- weapons iStackled.
26. Articles VII, VIII and X of the draft .convention have been

left blank for the-moment, as feel it is important

concentrate on
the sObStantiVels-SueS at this Stage. We have no firth. Views ourtelteS

as yet on What the :entry- into -force previsiens should be, .and we
would `welcome ,suggestions.. Article, IX is based on article IV of the
1963 partial_ teSt.ban Treaty! as far as duration_ is concerned, and

on article X of the non-proliferation Treaty as far as the right of
tvitbdraWal is concerned.
27. The -draft SedUrity Council resehitiok is doMplementary to the
draft convention. Its pUrpOSeiS, -first, to authorize the-United Nations

Seereta-Geteral-te*stabliSh_the machinery required for theinveStiMaori of a -coMplaintl3y -a State that biological_ methods of warfare
hail* been used- against-it; and secondly, to provide tianindh assurance
as. possible that complaints would be investigated and that the _Secu7
rity-COUndilWould take appropriate action if the investigation showed
the complaint: to be well founded. We have not attempted to indicate

the 'kind Of 'machinery which the Secretary - General might set up
in Order to. investigate 'complaints. We have naturally considered
that, but would welcome the views of other delegations before putting
forward firm proposals. What- we are proposing is something entirely

new, and we think it important that careful consideration should

be given, on an international basis, to the form the machinery might
take. The Secretary - General might, for example, dedide at the approPriate time to set -up a working party te examine this requirement.
28. It is now almost a year since I first proposed in this" Committee-that, haVingicondluded the non- proliferation Treaty, we should
give Urgent, attention' to the'problems of chemical ansIbiological, war-

fare." I confess to some disappointment that we have not made
greater progress. However, now that we have the report of the
Sedretary-Glefieral, which fully justifies the initiative of this committee in asking for this work to be done, we must take urgent action
to begin to .implement it Not only is it important that we deal with

these-Matters because of the dangers inherent in the use of such
niethodS of war; it is equilly important that We do so in the wider
D_Ociiiiizeiits
bisanhantent, 1963, pp. 291-293.
" ENDC/PV. 381, pp. 31-33.
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context of progress towards general and complete disarmament. I
agree very strongly with the penultimate paragraph of the report:
The momentum of the arms race would clearly decrease if the production
of these weapons were effectively and unconditionally banned. Their use,

-which could cause an enormous loss of hunian_ life, has -already been condemned

and prohibited by international agreements, in particular the geneta Protocol
Of 1925, and, more recently, in resolatiOnIS Of the General Assembly of the
United Nations. The prospects for general and complete disarmament under
effective international- control; and hence for peace throughout the-world, would
brighten _significantly if the detelOPMent, preduCtion and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents intended Mk -PnrpOses of war were
to end-and if-they were elithinated froin all iuilitary arsenalS.0

29.

That is the challenge which this Committee must- -meet. In

§tibliaittingMy _draft convention ferSeriiiiitand cOnStructive-donSider-

atiOn I fully appreciate that it deals with only part- of the problem.
But I consider that to make successful progress in this field we must
move step by step, as we are seeking to -do in the nuclear field, giving
priority to-lima-Sures which seem most likely to ,pitoditte agreement.
The ideithat biological weapons could be_USed5deliberately to- spread
disease generates a iiiiiVerSal Sense- of horror: No country has used
such t-vcap90. war, -and" know of no one who is prepared publicly
to advocate their use. Surely it Slibuld-iia be-difficult to obtain agreement on a convention .W:1)0 such weapons entirely; and I hope we
Can _agree :to .preSent a draft convention to the 6-eneral Assembly
this year. -If ,We do that,: I would expect that at our next session We
should be able to folloW it up
measure covering
cal 'Wea,poii§, Siatliat that could be-considered by the General Assembly
in 1970.
30. Our final goal with reSpect _to chemical and biological Warfare

has-been well charted by the unanimous report of the experts and has
alteacly Veen endorsed by the Secretary -breneral. By giving urgent
consideration to -the. preparation Of a convention along the lines-of the
draft_I-haVesubinitted today-we can made a first positive step towards
its- achieVeinerit.

British Proposal Submitted to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Draft Conirention on Biological
Warfare, July 10, 19691
The- States concluding this Convention, hereinafter referred to as
the 'Parties to the Convention",
Recalling that many States have become Parties to the Protocol
for the Prohibition Of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous
or Other GaSeS, and of BacteriolOgical Methods of Warfare, signed
at Geneva on 17 June 1925,2

Recognizing the contribution that the said Protocol hits already

made, and continues to inake, to mitigating, the horrors of war,
" Ante, p. 298.
z ENDO/255, July 10, 1969. A revised version was submitted on Aug. 26 (post,
pp. 433-434).
2 Post, pp. 764-765.
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Recalling further United Nations General Assembly Resolutions

2162 B (XXI) of 5 December 1966'3 and 2454 A (XXIII) of

20 December 196814 which called for strict observance by all States
of the principles and objectives of the Geneva Protocol and invited
all_States to accede to it,

RelieVing that chemical and biological discoveries should be used
Only for the betterment of human life,
Recognizing nevertheleSs that the development of scientific knowl-

edge throughout the world Will increase the risk of eventual use of
biological method§ of warfare,

Convinced- that such use- would be repugnant to the conscience of
Mankind and that no effort should be. spared to minimize this risk,
Desiring- therefore tO,reififOrde the Geneva Protocol by the conclusion of a Convention making special provision in this field;
Declaring their belief that, in particular, provision should be made
-

for the prohibition Of :recourse to biological methods Of warfare in
any ,circumstances,
Have agreed as follows :

AitriOtt I
Each of the Parties td the Convention undertakes never in any

circumstances, by _making use for 'hostile purposes Of microbial Or
other biological agents causing death4-k disease by infection or infestation ittinan, other animals, or crOps,-to,erigage in biological methods
of warfare.
AirricLE II
Each of the Parties to the Convention undertakes
(a) not to prodUCe or otherwise acquire, or assist in or permit the
production Or acquiaitiOn of
,(i)- microbial or other biological agents of types and in quantities

that have- no independent peaceful justification for prophylactic or
other purposes;
(ii) ancillary equipment or vectors the purpose of which is to
facilitate the use of such agents-for hostile purposes;
(b) not conduct, assist or permit research aimed at production

of the kind prohibited in subparagraph (a) Of this Article; and
(c)

to- destroy; or-divert toipeadeful purposes,. within three months

after the ConventiOn comes into force for that Party, any stocks in
its ptiaSeASion of such agents or ancillary equipment or vectors as
have been prOduced or otherWise aCqUired for hostile purposes.
ARTICLE III

1. Any Party, to the Convention which believes that biological
methods cif. warfare have been- xi-Se& against it. may lodge a complaint

With the Secretary=Geheral of the United Nations, submitting all
evidence at its disposal, in Support of-the Complaint, and request that
3 400unient8 on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
1968, pp. 793-795.,
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the complaint be investigated and that a report on the result of the

investigation be submitted to the Security Council.
2. Any Party to the Convention which believes that another Party
has acted in breach of .its undertakings. under Articles I and II of the

Convention, but which is not entitled' to lodge a complaint under
paragraph 1 of this Article, May similarly lodge a complaint with
the .Security Council and request that the -Complaint be investigated.
3: Each of the Parties to-the Convention undertakes to co-operate
fully With the SecretaryzGeneral and his authorized representatives
in any investigation he may carry Out, as a result Of a complaint, in
accordance with Security Council Resolution No.
ARTICLE IV

Each of the Parties to the Convention affirmsits intention to provide

or support appropriate assistance, in accordance With the =United
Nations Charter,to any_Other Party to the Convention, if the Security
Council concludes that biological Methods of warfare have been used
against that Patty.
ARTICLE V

Each of the Parties to the-Convention undertakes to pursue negotia-

tions in good faith On effective measures to strengthen the existing
constraints on the use of chemical -methods of warfare.
ARTICLE VI

Nothing contained in the present Convention shall be construed as
in any way limiting or derogating from obligations assumed by any

State under the Protocol for the Praibition of the Use in War of

Asphyxiating; Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva On 17 June, 1925.
ARTICLE VII

[Provisions for amendments]
ARTICLE VIII

[Provisions for Signature, Ratification, Entry into Force, etc.]
ARTICLE IX

This Convention shall be of unlimited duration.
Each Party Shall in exercising its natiohal.soVereignty have the
right to Withdraw frointhe Convention, if it decides that extraordinary
events, related to the subject matter Of-this Convention, have jeopardized the supreme interests of ,its conntr87. It shall give notice of such
withdrawal to all other Parties to the Convention and to the United
Nations Security CounCil three months in advance. Such notice shall
indude'a Statement of the extraordinary events it regards as having
jeopardiiedit§Suprenle interests.
1.
2.

ARTICLE X

[Provisions on languages of texts, etc.]
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British Proposal Submitted to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Draft Security Council Resolution on Biological Warfare, July 10, 19691
The Security Council,
Welcoming the desire of a large number of States to sul)scribe to the
Convention for the Prohibition of Biological Methods of Warfare,2
and thereby undertake never to engage in such methods of warfare;

to prohibit the production and research alined at the production of
biological weapons; and to destroy, or divert to peaceful purpoSes,
Such weapons as may already be in their possession,
Noting that under Article III Of the Contention, Parties will have
the .4ht to lodge complaints and to request that the complaints be
investigated;
.Recognizing the need; if confidence in the Convention is to be estab-

lishedv for appropriate arrangements to be made in advance for the
investigation_ of any such complaints and the partionlar need for
urgeney hi the investigation of Complaint§ of the
Of biological
fliethOdS- of warfare,

Noting further the declared intention Of Parties to the Convention
to provide or Support appropriate assistance, in accordance with the
Chatter,,to any other -Party to the Convention, if the Security Council
cenchidesthat biological, methods of *Make' have been used against
that Party,
1.

Bequests the Secretary -General

(a) to take Snell measures as will enable him
(i) to investigate without delay any complaints lodged with him in
accordance'With- Article III.1 of the Convention;
(ii) if so req,ested by the Security Conncil,,to investigate any cornplaintitiade in iicoordance with Article III.2 of the Convention; and
,(b) to report to the Security Council on the result of any such
investigation.
2. Declares its readiness to give urgent consideration

(a) to any complaint that :may be lodged- with it under Article
Ilia of the-Convention ; and
(b), to any repent-that the Secretary-General may submit in accordance With_ operative paragraph 1 of this Resolution on the result of
hisinvoStigation-ofa-cortiplaint ; and, if it conchides-that the complaint
is, Well-founded, to consider urgently. what action it should take or
recommend in accordance with the Charter.
3. Calls upon Member States and upon Specialized Agencies of the
UnitectIcations to co-operate as appropriate with the Secretary-General for the- fulfilment of the purposes of this ReSolution.
ENDC/255, July 10,1969.
2 supra.
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Polish Working Paper Submitted to the Eighteen Nation
Disarmament Committee: Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons, July 22, 1969
I. The problem of the prohibition and total elimination of weapons
of mass destruction is one of the urgent tasks facing the international
community.
In the field of nuclear weapons certain steps have already been taken,
to mention the 1963 Moscow Partial Test Ban Treaty,2 the 1967 Convention concerning peaceful utilization of the outer space 3 and the
1968 Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.4
These steps have significantly contributed to the slowing down of the
nuclear arms race and the creation of conditions favouring other measures that may lead to further reduction, and ultimately total elimination of nuclear weapons.
II. Weapons of mass destruction are a class of weapons that includes also agents of chemical and bacteriological ('biological) warfare. The danger inherent in these weapons has been particularly
strongly exposed in the report of the Secretary-General on chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possible, use.5 The danger derives among others from the fact that these
weapons can be manufactured relatively cheaper and easier than is
the case with nuclear weapons. Thus, any country not necessarily technologically advanced or industrially developed could manufacture or
acquire a capability in this type of warfare.
Chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons are weapons of
mass destruction that pose a threat to the whole of mankind. Their use
has been declared a crime against humanity and a violation of the
generally recognized principles of international law as well as the
UN Charter.
One of the principal goals of the international community in the field
of disarmament should therefore be an effort aimed at ensuring that
the prohibition of use of chemical and bacteriological (biological)
weapons is strictly and universally obscrved as well as efforts designed
to accomplish their total elimination, particularly through a 13rohibition of development, prohibition of manufacture and a prohibition of
their stockpiling.
III. General Assembly resolution 2454 A (XXIII) of 20 December
1968 requested the Secretary-General to prepare, with the assistance
of qualified, consultant-experts, a report on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possible use.° The
resulting report, issued on 1 July 1969, is of great significance for the
strengthening of effectiveness of the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and offers

a considerable encouragement to further search for ways and means
of total elimination of these weapons.

1 END C /256, July 22,1969.
2 DoeunienM on Diaarmatnent, 1968, pp. 291-293.
a Ibid., 1967, pp. 38-43.
4 Ibid., 1968, pp. 461-465.
Ante, pp. 264 -298.

° Doentnents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 793-795.
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Prepared by highly competent consultant-experts, the report emhich, as they indii
phasizes the significance of the Geneva Protocol which,
cate, helped establish "a custom and hence a standard of international
law". It also unequivocally places chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons in a class of weapons of mass destruction underlining

the high urgency of taking further steps that would ultimately lead
to their complete elimination from military arsenals.
IV. Poland considers, therefore, that the report of the SecretaryGeneral on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and
the effects of their possible use can serve as a suitable basis for further
deliberations in this Committee concerning these weapons.

To our mind the starting point in this regard should be to work to
strengthen the existing international juridical norms banning the use
of these weapons in warfare and which, as we know, are co ; ,;;aired in

the Geneva Protocol of 1925? Bearing in mind that not all States

haye as yet acceded to the Protocol, it becomes imperative to ensure
universal applicability of the Protocol's prohibitions and their strict
observance.

The Polish delegation Wishes to propose, therefore, that the

Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, in its report to the General Assembly, should underline the impertance and significance of the
report of.the Secretary-General, recommending its further consideration particularly in the light of the guidelines contained in the Secre-

tary-General's foreword where U Thant urges the Alembers of the

United Nations :

To renew the appeal to all States to accede to the Geneva Protocol of 1925;
To make a clear affirmation that the prohibition contained in the Geneva
Protocol applies to the use in war of all chemical, bacteriological and biological
agents (including tear gas and other harassing agents), which now exist or which
1.
2.

may be developed in the future ;
8.

To call upon all countries to reach agreement to halt the development,

production and stockpiling of all chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents

for the purposes of war and to achieve their effective elimination from the
arsenals- of weapons.'

As in the past, Poland is ready to co-operate, both in this Committee,
in the General Assembly and in other international organizations, with

all States to ensure Strict observance of the prohibition of use of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and to make a
sustained effort to achieve a complete elimination of those weapons
from the armouries of States.

Statement by the United States Representative (Leonard)

to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee,
July 22, 19691
28. Before starting my formal statement I should like just to thank
all of those who, since my arrival here, have been kind enough to
7 Post, pp. 764-765.

Ante, p. 267.

1 ENDO/PV. 421, pp. 12-20.
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express words of welcome to me. T will make every effort 'to repay with

contribtitions to the work of the Committee.
29. Folk, Wing the. resumption of this Committee's work on 3 July,
we havehad informal discussions with many delegations on the prObleihs ;and-prospects_ for agreement-on IL sea-bed: arms - control measure.

In the course of these very .frpik and _Valuable discussions we have
been asked about our -reaSoning regarding certain provisions Of our
draft treaty ; -and how we :think this treaty might operate: We think
it maybe of general intere§tif we -now report to the'Coniniittee-on the
substance of these informal exchaiiges.
.30. Throughout --our discussions two threads,'haVe been apparent.
Other delegations hairo .asked, us, first, "Is it really, desirable to,conprohibition.a§ limited as the one proposed
ClUde
agreement
by the United States?, -Should we not attempt to achieve:restrictions
doverintmorethan Weapons-of mass destruction ? If we limit ourselves
to,,a treaty 'which, prohibits only emplacement of weapons of mass
destruction, will we be passing up,an'opportunity, perhaps for ever,
to achieve a more comprehensive arms control measure ?" This is the
first threat-that has been apparent in many of:the. comments put to us.
31. 'The second threact ConCernsthe significance of a limited niea§tire for the non - nuclear -PoWers, large and small, the Powers that have
no preSent capability nor any intention ever to ,place weapOnS of mass

destruction on :the sea -bed. Not only is there concern about the significance-for them'Of a measure .confined to' weapons of mass destruction, but there2iS-que§tion as to the rile of hese Powers in making
sea -bed :treaty work that is to say, in carrying 'out its verification.
32, We recognize that these- C-Oneern§ are, genuine and pertinent.
They deinon§trate, that the members -of .this Committee are pursuing
-

theirs 'responsibilities

the utmost seriousness: The -Members of this

Committee would not be doing their job if they, did not examine
thordughlywhetherthey are formulating the maximum practical

measure. Nor '§hOuld= We fail to e_ xaMine. what role all Of us can and

should ,play, in carrying Out an international, arms control measure.
We -arepgratefuli therefore, that so .many delegatiohs have talked to
wish
us candidly about .these, issues: It is-in that sa=me spirit, that
to reliew:theSetWo-brOad cpiestionsin ;an, effort tiyeXplairito the entire
Committee our,-views. On_t lieSe. crucial points.
Committee ti.treaty which bans
33._ -Our' deeisidh to submit

the, emplacement of Weapons of mass destructlon, but does not refer
to ,other military uses of the sea-bed-restilt§iriainlyirom three factors :
our' desire to prevent the use'of the sea-bed' for those weapons which
,significant
Would threaten-the -sedOrity of :States; our deSire to
progresSiii,e0fitr011iiigAhe :arihs;raCO, 'WherieVet-thi§' may bepossible

anitfinallyithe needto ensure that the prohibitiohS are in balance w.:th
our verification Capabilities:
34:

It should be clear to everyone here that the United. States

believes that arms, control measures will be sound, that they'Will coh7tribtite tointernational §eduri ty, *i.heu,e4ch :partycati, be confident that
any restraint .#.acCept.§4§,behigzadhered to ibT the other partie§. Uh-

lortimately,, the task of first locating and then of clearly' identifying
Ante, pp. 211-213.

34 f
c
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the nature and purpose of all of- the -wide range of activities that are
being and Can be carried out on theitk &an flocor is staggering., These
-SOme detail by Ambassador Fisher in
ptoblems were gorie into
May; so T shall not cover the same ,,,,eftOund now:
35. We haVe beet- asked whethet,-deSpith our acknowledged inabil-

ity to verify fully a ban on a wide. Variety-of military activities, we
should not still itehide-some prohibitions that may not, as,a practical
Matter, -bk.thibject to Verificaticiri.'Thit, suggestion implieS that some
prohibitions 'beyond the eiriplitoeinent Of ,weapons of mass destruction
are 0-urgently needed or are-of stioh.sigriificanC,e that they shOuld be
accepted even without verification: I_ t IS our belief, ;hOweiTer, that
realistic possibilitieS do not now and will not pion' exist for conven-

u§es',of theleett-bed that Would, be thitatetitg, to the
territories of States.. 'Nor 'dO we believe that there are non - nuclear
military, uses ofthe sea --bed that could in the next few yeatattigger
an. arms race.
36: It 'ha* none the less -beet itskesir what' would- be the harm- in
establishing: such a prohibition 2 There are Several answers to this
question. First, some non - nuclear but very clearly military uses of the
sea -bed' are Aridly defensive; are presently essential to our security
andlliat of:OtherS and therefoteritisthotAe subject to' treatyprohibi,IreferflOr example, to deViCeSiot the detection and surveillance
that tie,shOtild :not now attempt
of -§ubintiriries. SeCondly,
tOfokniulitt6 a. brOad, and unverifiable, ptohibitiori because we really
-do 'riot knOW what it would-tiettitiripractice: The problem of defining
additional prOhibited aCtiVities-beyond the emplacement, of weapons
of niOsg destruction seems to 4.1§-'vety dothpl4 and we are reluctant
'calirait visualize 'Whit its practical
to > establish: any prohibition if
impac might be; or-if,wetannot be sure that all othet patties ,share
Our' understading of the prohibition.
=tional_

We realize that these COnsideratioliS==which f are not new ones
and which I laye'-riot attempted: to elaborate in detail,---ha-ve not by
theraSeNes--Seemed entirely -satiSfaCtory to .some 'of the, partidipants
inthis VOmraittee,.partiCiparits who genuinely desire to take the largest
possible step tiy.etrb any actual or- potential arms tace.,It precisely

for this reason that we have incorporated in our treaty a specific

provision 'fot 'treaty .review .--article V..
have:been asked Specifically whether it is intended .that-the
38-.,
review conference might consider more than additiOnal.procedures for
verifieatiOnl.a,poSsibility that isteferted to expressly in ourartioleIII.
Our, answer 1§-,,tliattliOreyiew Conferenceindeed,niay consider ,whether.

it is mutually desitable to establish additional substantive prohibitions,
or,:lor *it InktteroylieiheiiO enlarge410 any other feature, of the
treaty.
30: '18.T;e:;niky.6 specified that the review- conference should take place
the-treaty: 'We truSt that ,note
Jerez
entry
five

hasteentaken thitt thi$VOnld:be a firm commitment to hold the review
Oriterenee",:at, ili&'erid Of:a degigiiitti4petiOd. ,There Wonkt not be a
iffieStiori, ;of `.majority', or two- thirds votes =or other procedural uncertainties abiiiit ,holding' this ,fitst, 'conference.

345
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40.-

After the treaty has been in operation for some time, the

parties will naturally have views as to whether a measure banning
emplacement, of Weapons of mass destruction is ,adequatein cOntribut-

ing.to a 'peaceful repine on the ocean floor and te, the security 0_ all
nations. The 'parties will: certainly .be aware of whether new deVelOpmentS in the fields of Ocean ,andinilitary technology ,have led to proSpeCtsrnot now foreseen, for destabilizing arms CoMpetitions involving
the sea,-bed. Any -proposals- which participants, -m- the -review_ con,.
ferende belieVed to be constructive could, and undoubtedly would, be
pUt forWardlor negOtiation.
41. The fact that the review donferende Would,be set for five years

after,eritry into force does not, however, mean that there conidbe no
consideration of, ftrither prohibitions, until that time Undoubtedly
parties that belieVed additiOnal Obligations were warranted would
begin diplomatic SOundings well lefOre the review conference. Moreover, if a ,Strong need were felt for a: substantial amendment, for
example two Or three, years after entry into A:wee, then
amendment
donld,be proposed, pursuant to-artiele IV, and appropriate diplomatic
activity would ensue.
42. It is our belieli,-hoWever,..that,fiVe yearS after entry into force
is a reasonable '011ie for' holding a .review''Conference. TheteehnOlOgy
relating: 04e ()deal* is in the'-.process, of -deVelopinent. It is -Withm

a period ofitnghly five yeaksthat we may witness the-sort of changes
and adVances that may permit US-tiy See, More clearly whether, and
how we ought to move towards- prohibitions- on a bread& range of
activities.
43., 'We sometimes -cOncede for convenience that-the United -States
proposal can bedeSoribed aa "limited" One in that it focuses on prohibiting ethplacethent of weapons of mass deStruetiOn.- The word
"limited" may, hoWeVer convey 'a ,negative impresSion,
is not
' .proposal; if adopted; would be an 'imjustified: The United States
portant step in arms 'Control relating to the Weans., It Would- be a
treaty: which, in addition to aohieiring-a,significant measure -of nuclear
,ttp*.dontrOl; 8vould,ehSure through the review proViSion-that all possible aspects of Sea-bed. arms contrOl===nuclear, and conventional were

SUbjeet to periodic scrutiny and-negOtiation -When-that was ,appro,
priate. And the treaty, would prOVid6 a treaty fraMeWork, .already
in being, fOr
measures ,the parties might judge

&grab*

tittil,,noNttO-a seco4Ithread Which has run
through our 'iitotn*1
What, is the .significanee- of the United
States-.proposal for cOuntrieS't7h4 rioikhaVe no capability or intention of emplacing ,nucletir Weapons on thEhSeii-bedt How can those
'I 'should. like

countries participate.in,makingthe United States measure an.effeetiVe

international instrnine4flet me respond; to the question of 'participa-

'tion first:,
45. The. question_ of ParticiPatiOn,relates, of :course, to,--verificatiOn.

.Under the !hiked, States, proposal; Verification. would: be based on
-observation: and consultation. Earlier,, in presenting: the treaty to thiS
(jOMMittee in May,: ke described. Why we believe this is a simple and
-appropriate -approach,in,the light- Of the character ofthe'prohibition
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we propose,4 so I shall not repeat thosespatticular considerations now.
46.

Regarding the extent of participation by parties generally;

however, it should:be' recognized that some types Of observation can
be carried out by .almost all coastal States. The einPlaCenient on the
sea-bed ofluidlear-Weapon systeins.WoUld in practice entail a good deal
of surface activity. That activity .would generally neft.be difficult to
"shot : in fad- it Weald be aliriost impossible to catty it out Clandesairplanes' or -ships
tinely. There'ate-few-coastal: Statesthat do not
able.to keep watch over the waters i4 their, Vicinity._ There would be

few -patties to .a sea -bed treaty that *mild be Unable, should they

desire; Ito arrange for divers, even commercial divers- whose services
ate:available -internationally, to iiiVeStigitte any suspicious situation in

areaS of the continental shelf adjacent to their territories. The pro,
dedute8 we haVe, suggeSted, baSed on existing international tightS,
are therefore notonlyAtif-practical sign ifieande for these Countries that
are moSt,adVaneed Minarine -tea-0161V. Those, procedures ate-meiningful_fetyittuallY altceaStal-StateS.
47.

It is true that verification on the sea-bed -is .and will remain

difficult in the deep ocean ,environment. Thete even the Countries' that
-liaVe' Werke& hardest to develop a capability will be severely limited
And:Will. have to be *mint to .undertake, heavy expenses to perfOtth.
,

any' Major inider4atet Searches. In fact, a de* ocean _Search -can
beeentemplated'orily -under ratheirestricted conditiOns; that-i8; for a
fairly large ,object -whose Iodation is knoWn. rather precisely:

48: -Haling in' Mind that most parties, are not likely ttk,be able to
,conduct. deep Seivibed verification ,'on- their own, several delegations

haVe itgked us whether we think new international .arrangements
would be 'a good idea. We think' that .sUggestionS for such arrange,

merits mply-a &eater Capability perform deep .ocean searcheS than
the factS at present
We are still learning the:baSio features of
the deep ocean 'environment. 'Despite substantial efforts,. our capa-

bilities are still tudiinentity. In this tlikeihold:stage Jt seems to us
unwise to attempt to establish- formal new international. arrangeinentS. In partientar; we do' net 'See ,IOW an international organiza-

tion, could: now
established,.. staffed-. and equipped-to petform tasks
-Conderning,Whieh we haVe so little experience

49. ;Similar considerations ,lead Usto'belieVe that it is not desirable

at ,this;thne.to spell out explicit ptoVisieristhat it to say, commitments ---for ptovidingthit&paq assistance Utile treaty enters into

fotee and the-I:tattles gain: experience in itS:operatiOn *e_ean-,reasonibly fOreSee
States .With: mutual interests in partionlat ,areas of
'tlie.,Sea-,bed, will workout =consultations or Other arrangements with
one 'another. As,a,ptactical _matter, ,we cannot iMagine_,a.Sitilation in
'which a partrWith reasonable, grounds for suspecting a violation. of
the treaty could ,not elicit the :co- operation .of other patties whose
security;" interests WOUld:be served by,00-continued' effectiveness of the
tretity._We.think that international,Co7operation Ofthat -nature- would
be more
than procedures IegiSlated in athrarice of the facts.
if '*h-'itttaii Merits ij_toved uSefUl and it 'appeared.-desirable
to, have:.sOme= sort
:prescribed international fratneWorlc, the review
f Ante, pp. 213 -21&
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conference could consider ways, to define and establish more specific
procedures.
50. In Contrast, aiieffarttofatiiiiilate now a treaty obligation for
third-party assistance would inevitably increase the CoMplexity of
our negotiatiOns. A formal requirement
assist any complaining
State could not be accepted, without examining the possible need for
criteria iii,the treaty to 'establish, that a oime6 facie case had been

pteSented ,that, Waiildjustify the 'effort and expense, and perhaps -even
the, ha2ardS,,of t etifiCation,,Opettitieri.
51. Morel-Stet, -a formal obligation to assist would have to be azcouipanied by ,sonie provisions or. understandings gOvetning,ptiarities
as betWeen different verification needS. That wOuld:not be atemote or
hypothetioal -problem. The equipment_ capable, of 'carrying out Some
type§ Of --yatifidalon is in ,ektreinely-,shatt.,Supply. in the,,entire

It is conceivable that several equally plausible: verification :requests
Could occur at the same
assistance might ,perhaps
be- sought more often from -Ohe qualified party than 'froni:anothek.,At
-what paint:in_sildh ,a, Situation- would ,the requested party be justified
in turning daitn a ,request? To,,What extent would a country capable
of assistance :be .justified in withholding its" equipment' on a stand-by
_I;OiS,
Septit,,OiVA' legitimate.-puipaSeS,_Sch' research, _salvage
Or rescue? Obviously, ,Agait those COW
complicated -Matters,
which *e.think
beWell
avoid at this time
52. As my final point let nie,diSensSthe significance *MCI the
United ,StateSproposed treaty, would.. have for countries other than
the nuclear- weapon Powers. As-a practical matter, the prohibition in

the, United States treaty would, of course, priMarily restrict the
nuCleat weapon :States: This was pointed. out most- eloquently by the

representative of Japan, Ambassador Asakai, in his-,- statement 'of
17 July: We ,tire-- also" ndebted to Ambassador _Asakai lot, calling -attentiOntathe relationship ofaur proposal to other Measures.,AmbasSadiit ASaktii Said:.

We are all aware" how difficult it'IS "tcrebeek thatina race Once it gets started.
Incleed,,,the_auceessfill- eancluSion of the ntarctic 'Treaty!' and-of' the outer space Treaty" was due _to a, large extent. to the PreVentive;nature Of the PrO*I4
sioni In these 'TreatieS, Which WereintrodUced 'before the arms. race- in those
areas actually. started. It is for 'that reason that we_,Arieenyineed-that
sheUld ,he,taken immediately ,to ;prohibit nuclear And ,Other '-weapons of 'mass
deStruction,on the Sea-bect.and the ocean .floor before it lstoo
WehelleVe
that sneh -MeasureS,. if taken now,. *Old liot affect -the balance of power-in.the
deterieriti of :the SuperTOWers.:111OreoVeri --such a,,Ceurse of action would be in
line , With *tide Worthe,fien-pielifertiticin Treaty, Whlek,:itateg
ofthe,Partiek to .theTreity-',Undertitkee-to,piiraue negotiations In good
faith. ow effective ,rneasUrea,relating to *cessation of. the nUcleSi "arms nice at an

early gate;

,

We:in-the:United States delegation hilly agree with that view, and

hope

atherwWill:Share-the'senSezaf 'urgency which {was eXptessed

'by: Am_ bassador

53: Theteitiay,l-mweifet; be some who are 'inelined to ,diuestion,
the teed itor ptompt adtion or Who May
that the 'threat is
61bid:, 1967,;PP. 3843.
ENDC/Py.420, pp:. 6-7.

19 45 -1959,

1550-1556.
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only hypothetical. Such a cOnelusion, in our view, would not be
prudent. Technology may develop with astOnishing.speed. The positions-Of goVerinuents,Mity -chahge unexpectedly. Military and technical possibilities which now may seem remote could rather abruptly
become imminent, arid-accordingly Much more difficult to control. We
Should not miss an Opportunity that exists now. And this need not
happen.
.51., Let ine_siiMmarike the
-States approach. What we prop-Be-IS feaSible now. Our proposal is simple, clear, aid unahibigniMS,
and the po'sgibility of additional eleniehts.can be considered at a later
date with the advantage of more experience.
56. Time-and again it has beehacknOwledged that the nuclear arms
race miistlae curbed and that all States haVe an interest, in this prob..
lem by virtue of the vulnerability of every State to _the ravages of
nuOlear war. The -Measure which the United States proposes regard=
ing the sea -beds would close off eMpladethent of nuclear weapOilS- in
More than I00 million squire miles of the earth's Surface. It would -be
'a Worth-while Step:ih the 'Contra of nuclear armaments. It would lie
kirieasnre hi the interests of all State§.
BefOrO concluding my statement tada,y I shOUld: like tO.Say
few 'brief words on another subject: the recent initiative of theUnited
Kingdom .ih,,Subinittitig to 'this Cihnitittee a,draft treaty concerning
:the: control: of biological: WeitpOis. It -is plain to OS, from Wing heard
Mtilley 9 and from having
the, most interesting ,presentation of
begun Our .*iely of the British cli.aft, ,th -the United- Itingdoin?g-:00,poSaliS indeed a serious one; reflecting -hard work and a genuine desire
,td.ConeribUte to the efforts Of this=

The United StateS-,GrOv-

erniiieht hasAnidet intensive study this summer the_ftiltrange of policy
tissues relating to chemical and biolOgieal weapons,. including thoie

raised-by- the United ItingdOm-draft;:, and at this piiiht we must

reserve our ;position on. theriii:We neveithelesS welcome and will take
ftiltaccOutit:Of initiatives, shelLitS, that of. the United Kingdom, which
are,. put iorwart on. the;baSiS,Of.serionS.research iii an effort-, to find
-areas:Which, by Mutual COnseht,:dan'be excluded from thearms
-

61 There has, Of,cOnrSe, already been considerable iriforrhal cliscusiOwtegardihg the United ACingdoMpropoSat.,We understand that
concerned ;whether -It would be a. sound ,procedure
seMe,delegatibhs.ate concerned
to, consider, the problem of Nologidal weapons separately frorii-tlat of
.cheMical WeapO4 We also:hate:thought ,kboukthis question., We are
own minds Wilether4t would be desirable-6 cOholndea
not Clear in
Separate Measure relating ohlYta,biOlOgiCal'WeapOhS.,tut we certainly
must be prepared tO, study, ',seriOuSly, any ,proposal that .rmay,Oget

understanding the various issues

Ivoini§e, or OA

stiiii_involved. 'The,:proposal of the United Icingdbm.Olegation,
Julate:diseuS-Sioit:bLinany.iinPortant--questioris of 'aring-CohitelHqueSlike.
tioris,OlYerificatiOn, questions of assurances,, and
a sound
b:8; Before,- we-,determine Whether ,or-:not any ,proposal
piiieticaLtmet'We .should &insider, all of its pOliikal and teolinieat aspects, on their merits., particular, it appears to iis,that the
`United_ IcihgdOM,,delegation=has Made, 4 valid .point in noting, that
s*Atite;,til 324 -326.
9 4itte, pp..818 324.
370-764-'4.-70
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'biological weapons have never been used and that their characteristics
and effects Are different from thOSe of chemical Weapons. The experts'
rep- Olt prepared Under the SuperViSiOri of the Secretary-General has
-provided us, with a detailed discussion of these differendeS." There
is :thus, at the least, a prima facie case for separate consideration of
biological Weapon's.
59:

President NixOn has instructed the United States delegation

tO join -With other delegations in examining Carefully any possibilities
for reliable arms control in this field,11 Accordingly we would suggest

that, if the United Kingdom proposal is broadly supported in principle, a working group be created 1.6 discuss technical and other
aspeclE In any -event,_ we hope that all delegations in this Committee
Will' partidipate- in serious discussion Of the issues involved in the
United Kingdom proposal.

Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshehin), to the

Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee, July 22,
:

19694
66 Before -proceedin tO-the 'statement which the Soviet delegatiOn :intends to make -to ay on the substance of the questions Under
doriSideratiOn in the 'Committee,
should, like to associate ourselves
with the congratulations addressed by you, Mr Chairman, and also
by the representative of the 'NBA 'Peo_ple'S Republic to the United
States -delegation in connexion with, the--SUcteSsftil landing of 'the
,

,

AineriCiuitstrOntnitS On the moon.

61. The landing of the first men On the moon is an Outstanding
event in the history of all mankind, -Opening a. new important ,page
,

in :further conquest of outer space and the explOratiOn- of other celestial
Of the SolitisyStem. The flight to the -moon of the American
astronauts Armstrong, , AlChn, and Collins, 'whose names are familiar
to the 'whole world today,, is ,.a brilliant example of di:Mk-age, and
supreme achievement of the :human mind. We -hope -frOin;the bottom

of our hearts that the crew of Apollo II will successfully complete

their courageous flight and return safely to
earth..
6
'Tiirriing-to.,questiOns of substance, we should like to observe

that the .Soviet delegation intends to put forward in its :statement
today some considerations on the question of 'prohibiting chemical
and bacteriological weapons .' First of all, we should like to 'emphasize

that the recently-received report of the ,Secretary-GeOral of the
Thant, on CheiniCal, and bacteriological (biological)
United NtOn
Weapori:S*Ict the effects, of their possible use!= which was prepared on

the recommendation of our Committee and in pursuance of 'a,resalu-

ti* of the United Nations General Assembly will undoubtedly be
kite,

04298,
000-301;

-1' ENDC/PV..4.21; .Pp. 20=27.

Mite, pp. 264-298.
'3_DiiCionents on Dildriyunfteizt,196, pp. 793-795.
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conducive to frriitful discussion of this question. The So Viet delegation.regards-this report, prepared:by a _group' of qualified consultant
expertSvas.6,ti important document .likely; to facilitate solution of the
problem of the complete -prohibition of chenlical and b_ acteriological
Means of warfare.
-63. We are carefully studying the report, and we believe that its
scientifically -sound evaluations of chemical And bacteriological (biological), weapons and of the difeetSeftheir possible uSe,.as well as its
conclusions, :Should .act as a stimulus-to- the intensification of efforts
aimed, atreliably lokketeCting mankind from the dangers, inherent in a
War involving the use :of.nieariS of :MASS destruction such as- chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons. Availing itself of -this opper-

trinity, the SOViet. delegatiori would_ like to express its. gratitude to
the 'Seeretary-General -Of the United NationS, to the experts who compiled the teport: and totheImeiribers of the United Vations Secretariat
Whiehthey have done:
for the great and useful
64. The-SoViet UniehlaS always SteadfaStly, urged that the peoples
-should be saved frOM the threat of' chethical and bacteriological war,
fare and that everything. should, be &Me to solve the .problem of the
complete and effective p!OhibitiOri of :dheri4dal and bacteriological
weapons. It WaS.prediSely with these- aims -in" -view that this question
Was raised as 'Oho of the most itripOrtarit .tasks in the Memorandum
July 1968 On some urgent, measures for
of the Soviet. Government
stopping the arms" race e-and for cligarnaathent.4 That Metherandrita
contains an urgent appeal to all States to ,consider once -again ways
,

and means of .Securing the 'observance by all countries_ of the C4eneVa

PrOtOdot Ot1926-forthepohibitien of tho,riSe of &ethical and bade=
tiologiCal WeiporiS.5

We note, with satiSfactiori that dritinerthe discussion of thiS
impOrtaritqrieStiehleth. in the Committee on Disarmament and in 'the

'General Assembly of the United ;Nations the delegations of many

conritrieS-eiptesSed-thehiSelVes in faVorit of taking steps as -soon- as
possiblii_tO :exclude ,chernical and 1.),Adterielegidat means of Warfare
completely and
listened with
ever frOinthe. life of'- mankind.
great interest the ,stateMerit in6;d6 today by the' :repreSentative- of

Nand on the

of .Cheiniotil` 'arid- bacterielogiCal ,weapons, and,

We .must quite efinitely- eriiphasie thatthe.donolusiOnS and poSitions
WOW, have been c's*Perinded'toclasr-ifithe,Stateinerit of the repreSenta,
:tiVe of VOlanct meet' with our: full'
66: The report* presented by' the. Secretary-General of the. United
.Nations,, describing
bacteriOlegioal Mearis of' Warfare.

.4:004ponsof mass desttnotion,,,notes thAt these.Wea,pohsstarid out in
a claSS Of their o*ri=0:nongall armanientS;,since.they,aretheonly ones
which.eierciSeTtheir effeetS;solely on liiiingi3Orgaiiio:iiiattek; The pattioular--4anget- Of Chonioat and bacteriological :(biological),, weapons
cOriSistSintheJACt that ttieit lattOtale effects could leid to disastrous
ari*iiresteksible consequences- for. the.balanee-of.riatrire.'The report of
the.Seeretary-General'stateS:
The .,momentum of the arms rice_Woitid-eleariS decrease if the Procaction of
weapons were .effectively and unconditionally -banned. Their- u0,, which

these,

-

_

A

`:Ibid.;. pp. '466 -470
1,ii)Petfrii,pd.it;
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could cause an enormous loss of human life, has already been condemned and
Prohibited by international agfeethents, in particular the Geneva Protocol of
1925, and,_inore -recently, in resolutions of the General Assembly of the United
Nittiona. The Prospects for'genertil and complete disarmantent tinder effectite
international control; and hence for peace throughout the weed, would. brighten
significantly if the ,de*elopment, productibii and stockpiling of -cheiniCal and
bacteriological; (biologioal) agents- ,intended for purposes of war were to end
and if they were eliminated tem

military PrSenals.°

Thnsiif-we WiSli-totave niankiiid-froixi'eheniidal and biological
means
Moans of Varfate,_it' is ;necessary to:prOhibit them completely and. for
ever.
end- there-is a good basis frOtti which-We should prOceed
the Geneta Protocol Of 1925, *hid' has stood the test of time- and was
a serious deterrent to the,uSe of chemical itha:bacteriologioal- -Weapons
67.

in the Second WOrld War. Since the Second World War, a, further

number of -States,have acceded to-the Geneva _Protocol, and its international' importance has been, rein forced by United Nations' General
Asseinbly. resolutions -2162 I3 (XXI); of 5 Dedeniber-1066 7 and 2451,A
(XX.III),-of 20 Dederriber 19,68; :Which calledfor "strict observance by
all States of the prindiples and o_ bjectiteS"'Of the Geneva Protocol and
intitedall,StateStci accede to -it.
68i It iipointed Outin the reportof the Secretary - General that the
Geneva PrOtoCol-establiShed
. a -custom ;iiitlieilee a Standard ,of, international law, and In practice most

States hem adheredito the principle- that no one Should-resort to the use of such
weapons.'`

In ,advocating the complete .prohibition of. , chemical and_ biological
weapons, .the. gotiet Union considers that accession to the Geneva
PrOtoeoll:Iy-all -States Which hitve not yet become- Wife§ to it is a
Matter d'unportande.iindlirgeney. The sSeeketary-Geherai also found
it liecessary liis:FOreword to the report to "renew-the appeal to all
StateSte accede tOthe Geneta Protocol of 1925." 9
-60. The diScuSsion. which has ,developed in the Committee shows
that,
Committee 'agfee, in holdirig the; opinion that
the, question of the prohibition of ,chemical and .bacteriolegical 'swap=
oriS 'haS.a.=.01) priority. We have:heard ti,miniber of interesting and
informatite statements' on thiS, problem: -SOine -delegations have sub,
mit* ,SPecifi.tioctiplents the ,Coniniittee.,At todity!Senieeting, the
delegation:Of. #iet.,PeOpries OepUblic of Nand, submitted a dOcuMent
which,in
opinion-deserves the.oloSest attention and' cronsideratiOn.1°
One of the ..pretious .MeethigS,, the, United' Kingdoin. delegation tabled a'-draft convention on* heprohibitiOn of biological methods
:which ,being,thoroughly studied byth6'SoVief MegatiOn. Reserving the,right:to,cominent on the;proposals submitted
the
Kingdom. delegation ,greater detail later, -We should
:like .0idity to, set forth.** .cOriSidoratiOnS. of a general nature:71. The'I.Tnited,IOnidOniliropOsal' puts'iorward the principle of
treating-the prOhibitiOn Of
chemical weapons and that Of biological
.
of N:-,atfaie,

°?-Mioitipeiit&on.DisPrnianient,4966,,pp. 7984799.
2671.-

''0,'21.nte,,pp. 328-329.,

-P 4nte, pp. 324=326.
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weapons-separately. The United Kingdom representative, Mr. Malley,
said as far baCk as last year that it -was necessary to start settling the
question- of the prohibition of ,chemical and biological weapons by
Concluding a separate agreement relating only to the prohibition of
`biological Weapons:12 Speaking at the Committee's meeting on 10 July
this year, he confirmed that position by stating that
. . .

it we try- to tackle biological and chemical methods of warfate simul-

taneously,- far from inakinglirogress on both fronts we shall hot make the rapid
Progress we want and, I ani'Sure, the whole World-Wants.

`In this connexion gr. Mulley emphasized that
. .

Sinee Chenileal 'weapons pose a more difficult Problem than, biological. weap-

. .
the right course is to Make a Start, by banning_ not merely the use but
the actual production and possession of biological Weapons."

ons,
-

72. The question ,arises Whether the approach suggested by the
United Kingdoni side Will be a correct-one. It is no accident that for
Many decadeS, cheniical aid biological` Means Of warfare hate-been
treated together,' and the-prohibition of the use of these types of weaponStepre,sents a Sitiglellgenerally-recogniZed rUleof international

The problems of chemical and bacteriological Weapons are treated
jointly not only in theGeneva,PrOtocol, of 1925 itself, but alSo in a
number of 'iMpOrtaht reSoliitions.of the United Nations- General As,
Sembly,,inelading;thoSe resolutions_ to which I liaVe already had the
hOlionr.t6 'ijefeti naniely:2102 13: -(XXI) and 2454.A (XXIII).
number -of objeCtiVelactors siibstantiate this joint approach
to the 'problem of chemical anol.bacteriologidal weapons.
74. -First Of all; 'both these types of tireapon- are means of mass
destruction human 'beings and are,scilely-deSignedi as the report by,
the experts indidates, to strike dOWri the,fordeS of belligerents and the

civilian population and to destroy organic matter. Neither cheiiiical
nor biological-Means of warfare damage industrial or military-,inStalla=
tionS, structures,, etc: Incidentally,thatiS the difference between those

MeanS:of warfare andthe other type Of' weapensof mass destruction
nnelear, WeaponS.

76. That theprobloniSrelatingto chenileal and biological Weapons
should be treated 'and settled, together is alSo2confiruiecl by the fact
thatin >a number of ,pa§ea, it is extremely dillictilt,,and in some quite
impossible, to,,draW, a 4istinction 'betWeen particular -agents., TM this
reSpect the report of the:United Nations Secretary- General says:
All bioiogtdal proei46s depend` Upon, chendeat
'physice-Oheinicai ;reactions,
and what_ may 'be 'rega'rded today' as: ,a biological agent -Coulde, tomorrow,, as
knowledge adVancelitibe treated as cbeniteaf."

is :01#16n knoWledge that-the :means, of Aelivery of both
,eliemidaLidid-baCteriolOgical-agents are practically the Smile; This is
also ,pointed: ,out. in the- -report Of the, :United Nations SecretaryGeneral::
BaCteilelogical '(biolOgiCal) 'agentueari, in principle, be loaded into the same

type of munitions as Can'eheiniCal agents:15
11_Ellbp/P Y:381, pp. 32-33.
r Ante, *p. '320.
24ASt e, :PP._ 2714.72.

"Antet p: 282.

I
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It is also known that in the armed forces of many countries the same
services deal with questions relatina to chemical and to biological
means of Warfare and protection from them.

77. No doubt members of the Committee will recall that when, at
the suggestion of Poland," the question of preparing a report on the
effects of the possible use of chemicaland bacteriological weapons was
being discussed last year, an attempt was made to separate one question

from-the other and conduc research only On one -of those means of
warfare 1t However, that proposal had no success and was rejected,
and the Committee unanimously approved the decision to ask the
the Secretary - General
United Nations General- Assembly
to-prepare- a report-on-the effects of -the possibe use of both,chemical
and biologidatmeans of warfare." This proposal was later adopted by
the General Assembly."
78. The attempt to divide 'the problem. into two parts and to deal
at the present time only with biologiCal means of Varfare would result
in _theproblern of the Complete prohibition of 'Chemical weapons being
virtually -postponedindefinitely. The qUeStion- arises Whether, the prohibition of bielogiCal :weapon§ alone would not-lead to intensifying the
chemical arms race. This qUestion stems from the fear lest there should
come about a, Situation fraught -with serious _cOnSequences..It cannot
be denied that the-danger of chemical' weapons being_ used preciSely
in present -day circumstances_ , more real, These weapons have=been used
On'many occasions and omit fairly large scale. The report _Cites figures

giving the number ,of casualties, resulting from the use of_ chemical
Weapons- among the belligerent§ during 'the First World War. Even
the, chemical airing race' itself in these -days results in victims, in the
poisoning of Muntin'being§ and animals.- The danger inherent in the
production and stockpiling Of such weapons has been given-Wide :plib-

lioity at the pre,seiittithe, even in the last few days, and haS aroused
justifiable concerniii,pliblic opinion in variOus,eountries ofthe world.
In regard- to the use of biological means- of warfare, the Secretary General's-report indicates that"Thereis no military experience of the
use -Of bacteriological (biological) -agent§ as Weapons Of war . . .17 20.
79. In comparing chemical and baCteriological_ weapons we have

no intention:atall: of underestimating the importance Of the problein
Of prohibiting
weapons; but we should like to emphasize

in the clearest poSsible manner that the prohibition of biological
Weapons alone, without the simultaneous prohibition Of chemical
Means ,Of. Warfitre, Would. be wrong; -because the production and
stockpiling of-chemical weapons would in fact, remain 'outside the
prohibition,
,80: At present 'a number of ,cOuntries are conducting, and even
intensifying,, research work with a view to creating chemical sub-

stances 'many times more ,lethal than those used in the past. The
Secretary-General's;report stated that
io

pp. 22-23.
Doeuntents on Diactrinament, 1968, pp. 561 ff.

28 Ibid., p. 594.

" Ibid., pp. 793-791
30 Ante, p. 276.
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The particular threat posed by chemical weapons today derives from the existence of new, and far more toxic, chemical compounds than were known fifty

years agO.2'

81. It has been asserted here that-it is necessary_ at present to deal
with biological weapons alone because; alleosilly, the prohibition of
the production and stockpiling of chemical -means Of warfare is a
difficult matter. HoWever, no well- founded arguments have been put
forward in support of this assertion. The question -arises, why iis it
mbit,difficult to prohibit chemical weapons than biological weapons?
In Our opinion there are at-the-present-time-equal possibilities -for the
siMultaneous prohibition of ,Chemical and biological Weapons, pro-

vided there is the goodwill and the desire to do so on the part of
States.

82. That approach is also "shared by the
of the Secretary General's report and by Many members of the Committee. Thus, the

representative Of, Sweden, 'Mrs: _Myrclal,.speakiner on 20 August 1968

against the separate treatment of chemical and biological -weaponS,
einphaSized that all existing types of cheinical and bacteriologicalweapenS should be included in One category. Allow me to quote froM
her statement:
The gWedish -delegation wants to state that to our mind the weightier argu-

Mentsispeak in ftivOur of an attempt not to separate the treatment of B weapons
from that of C'WeapOne`

Today we have -also heard the point of view expressed on this question by the -Polish- representative, who convincingly showed in his
statement that questions relating to the production and Stockpiling
otcheinical andipadteriological weapons should be dealt with together.

The Soviet delegation supports the recommendation of the
United Nations Secretary-General' that all countries should
83.

.
reach agreement halt the development, produCtiOn and Stockpiling of all
cheniical and bacteriological .(biological agents fór purpOses of war and to
achieve their effectiVe eliMination frointhe arsenal of mveapons. "

'81. We should like alSo to emphasize that the division of the question 'of the prohibition of chemical and badteriolOgicat (biological)

weapons into two parts Would leadAb the weakening and-Undermining

of the Geneva Protocol, in which both- of thOSe questions are dealt
with simultaneously. Apparently it is no coincidence that the United
Kingdom draft convention proposes the undertaking 'anew of the
obligation not-to use biological weapOns,, as, though no such prohibition existed,,althotigh; aSlve kno-t,it is quite definitely laid down in
the'OerieVit, PrOteeol.Of 1925.

85.. We'shoUld like Once ,More,to emphasize -most strongly that our
taSlciS,,not only to-prevent the weakening Of.the Geneva Protocol but
also; .and on the contrary, to seek to- strengthen" it throUgh its. strict
observance, andtlio accession to it of '611 States.

80.. The pesition of the 'Soviet 'Union on the Inestion of chemical
and "biological weapons is clear and definite. The SoViet Union is in
Wadi' of
effective prohibition of chemical and biological means
:Ante, p.'271.,
ENDO/PY.391,:pp.

"Aite, p. 267.
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of :Warfare; ..kt the session Of:the Supreme Soviet oftheISSR on
in Ally this year the Minister of Foreign Affairs ofthe Soviet, VriiOrt,
Mr. A. AGroniylco, expressed the hope ,tliat=
thiA tiuestion. will be settled by. States with all the requisite

and that in the not too 'distant futtirêan appropriate agreement, conihmed in
accordance WWIriternational legal procedure,: will he aehiet,ed.2'

The Soviet delegation in the Committee is prepared, for its part, to
do everything possible to achieve that important, noble and humane
goal.

Stateirientby :Deputy A$*tatit Secretary of 'State-Fancy
to the :SUbconitAittee on National Security Policy and
Scientific Developments of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee: Moratorium on 'MOW tsting,, July 24
1,underetand;thatthiS_ Committee 'hag under st. ay the question,ot
the
of it, moratorium on MIRV testing. W.hile, I was
recently nominated Deputy Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, I accepted the invitation to aPp!:lar today ml,,:tlefialf

of the Department of State. I lutiviy,been ,a-!principal,participaWOn
:behalf Of the State Department duriner,the, preparation of
'United
States position for the, forthcoming 11:S.,tSoviet talks on Strategic
AinisTAinaitatiOns',(SALT):I ,ath.soliedttled.tO,b6thO Alternate United
States Representative when these .talkS'conunericerVhich we hope will
be within the next fevi. weeks.
The :spirit in Which :thettnitett'S,tateS, approaches these talks WAS
explained by :SeCretary, of State lOgerS, on July :2'c Because his re-

marks also ekPlain, the .spirit in which we are now dOnsidering the
uestion of a moratorium on 1VIIRVIOOtilia' iti-§,p6itihent, to quote
them sat this 'tin*,

the ,UniteitStittefilvill enter into
with ,thellopetluit talkS Will 44oyide,an:bppefrbinktitor Proires* in halting the aril* race, In limiting international

tenaioi and most hopefully in building infinternatienalStinetnte- aimed at-a.
indre'Peaceinlinidieeure*orld.

By the sazne token, since the tering, or reference of 'SALT. go to the, heart ,of
tlieseciitfr of the American people and that of our allies,:theadministration has
the -ieeponsibmoto.appreach, these: talks .carefully and after, a, therough, review
of
approach and will continue to be inn,
:01#e?,11.10 .!1.7
bliv

We do believe, though, that there,mak;,be einntuality of interest :between the
U S and the U 5,5 B. in halting% the arms .race, 0 and in that hope and with the
thought that we may' be presented
an unusual opportunitk,te,makeprOgresw
In this aree by negotiations rather than confrontations, we are IoOlcinttorwaid
le.thehegbining of theiie:tnlhS,!

s;

it4' A

nte,..p.: 316 (variant translation)

I Mptomatie and Strategic' Impact of Multiple Wm ./wad Mi stles ifearbigs,
Before the Subcommit_toc on National Security Policy anti Scientific PecelopYients of the Continittee on Foreigit:Affair4, House of .Representatives, Ninetyfirst Congresi,Firft. Sasioni p.-200-204
291.
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'The dase,Air a4noratorhinvon ,MIRV testing is, tsve understand
it, that one of the ,major conceiVable ways, 0 t limiting strategic arm§

and their future buildup Would be to -forestall, the introduction of
MIRVs In the absence of a ban, MIRVs would he a major multiplier
of the number Of 'nuclear weapons delit-erahle,by each §ide. Since, once
:-MIRVefhave'been developed, deployment seems not to be Verifialale by

external -national meansand -even verification by on-site inspection
could require very difficult and extensive operationsthe practical way
to getat MIRV'deplOynientin anV,S.A;LT agreenlent appearatO be by
controlling testing, so that MIRVa cannot be ,prOven out and thus
,con14, hot:be prudently:- deployed': If ai bah on MIRV teSting'i§ to;lse

kePt on tia,poasibility in ai:SALT' agreenient, a moratorium On

MIRIT40,:sting; during negotiations, which might be pretradtedrwOuld
be the Way- to keep this possibility open:
The case which,1",httire.,j0St §UnimariZed, has been powerfully argued,
aniOng:, others, by members of 'both, houses of .Congress anct by witnesses before this and Other :OongreSsional- ,CommitteeS. _I want to
,

assure you that responsible ,officials in the various agencies of the
:Executive Branch engaged in the exhaustive 'studies relating to our
SALT position have als9 identified and taken into account the arguments for such a, coUrse. As the President Wit in his .June 19 press
einiferendel:q%;_klie- 000404 the peaSibility,fif a moratorium on
tests as part of an arms dOnt01- agreement" He went on to reject 'a
unilateral stopping of tests by the United 'States:,
,AS-We-approadhthe later stages of Onr.prePttratiOiiaandthe prOspe,c.

frit opening of talks the situation remains that this is a-Matter under
the most thorough study. For the stiestiOn is not an easy one The
.potential role of 31IRITs lirthe,fUture;§trategie balance is nova simple
issue. They may be a meazis of maintaining a retaliatory capability,,
through their dapabilitytOf penetratingpitentialleavy ABM defenses
Of ,ditieS. ',OnAhet,Other ,hand, they can be a threat to -a retaliatory
capability, and thus to tthe :maintenance of a stable state of nintnal,
,deterrericeitherebiincreasinkthe,need fox ABM:defense,of retaliatory
force* Depending, On the strategic purposes of either side, and on the
CharatteriStieS, and ,captibilitieS, of the MIRV :Sy§tenis, thenaSeivesthe

role of MIRVs. can .differ considerably,, and along with that their
proper place in a; SALT agreement.,
If we clO niia :that it4s.appropriate to ,attempt to ban ,MI RVs, there
and serious
Which,* still haVeunder stUdy, as to
Whether, if testing of :XIVs Were to be banned at the stage ;reached
now or in the ',near future, deployment 'vonici,beposSible by one side
or the
'for its strategic .purposes,, on the basisi of the ,experience
already: gainel:;014tii0§,inive been expressed to yoUr:Conamittee-tlutt
the Z.S:5;Th, could not do so with confidence; contrary views, to the
*feet that thoySbiriets:63014,VrOdekt to deployment ifnecessary 'NOth=,
further testing, are alsotrargU4.,Judginent:betWeenthese,conflieting views is not easy for those responsible for the security of the United.
'5tatiea,fincl:hr the maintenance of Our retaliatory .capability.
And there are problems of verification of a moratorium or ban on
MIRV. testing : We know a good deal. now about .Soviet -testing of

multiple re-entry vehicles, But we are not yet clear whether, under
1,Ante, wit*

1
?
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'Conditions of a JnOtatorittlit Or:ban-and in-event of a deliberate effort
.

to eirade,:Ve could- detect Son* testing' a i Med; 'at further MIIIVIIARV

national means alone.
developthent particularly
Your Comthittee'S Mei-dry:May hed-neit light on the desiraljility of
a-MoratOrium and ban of*RAT testing; arid the -feaSibility of monitoring ao-ot0). arrangement. Howefer,,I 'kin' certain yOu appreciate that

16

theVery timeline* Of yoUrlearingS COMpliCate iny position: We believe
that the forthootning talkS,Shonlct be, Cenductett !ith:as-intich;priSacy
approaCh thein in , a nonprepaaS TeSsiblet ,so, that bah side.S
.gandistic-,fashion and. bebetter able to Maintain lieZcibility
tions; WS *One r'ea,,Son for 'discretion, in diScusSing pnblicly.,poSsible
-eleMents ota ,fiegOtiating'poSition.,AnOther reasen -is our understand,able *ire to protect, ouf,bargaining,,positiOn at the negotiating table.
titudiy;_i.Ait:not wish,to -prejUdge Thlitect State:§ policy- Which:, tnay
'nOt be -finalit forinniated 'op *hich, prior te- the- beginnino, Of
,only exist*preliniipary fOrni This, appliee net ,onlitO LAIIRV
teSting:butto related Weit,pOiiSiSSUet..
-unelaSSified tetharks to the
'For these ,reasons, hatr'e, COrifiried
ate* e-,'040*-oliserVatiOnS: I liope.ihey-u) -le clear ont -a*areness of*
the 'respensible *ay in *high, *e ate censidering:
what i.S. at *it:43
both,- the .POSSible- adVarita.,6.el'of NiTit'V'te,stina inotatoriunt and ban,.
iTa--0*'00..uityiriter*tg Of the UnitedStates,;hiehl Must :be protectet
Ili:1.04**,4 1704 try to tins*er More detailed 44ettionSin=.4eeutive,

*sion.:

a* prepared- io take your questio,, "Kt. Ohairinan.
lie' I: listeneCt tO the ,earlier part Of thelliscusion,
that'il:Might vehinteet 'one fUrther ,Contrient -thiCh I didn't addresS,

It:

spediAcallY. anct that is-*hat. is out, -View: on,.prOposing mOratorimn
64,1VIIitIrtesting,befOr*We -begin. negOtiatiOns, -beethise I, don't think

I ,realli addreised that, in 'these prepared, reniarks:
Sioit:Woulct4ike I'WouldSky,a *Ord on that anct then open MySelf
qUeStiOnEL,'

-Plea_06

:isecurittdeletiona
1Vir.`ZAni;ocici; 'Thank you; Mr.,Farley:coutoitteei..tiS -appreCiate yOUr addendtim to 'the
arn
vrp,parectpublio-'staterrietit ,bedaUSe= it Will: -be-the-source of ',Meg of our
AnistionS:.
the -ontseti WOuld,like to :gay-*3,appreciatw your ObSei*ation,

:guardek that, our :subcOMmittee May- Shed light on the
deeirability. Of :a AIRY ,10orateritiru:
YOu.dOnot,belietethat our hearings hi,,any way ivillIcitti§eprOblems
:E4Teri:

Qtiite, tiy the 'Contrary.
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Statement by the ,SoViet Representative (Roshchin) to
the, Eighteen,NatiOn Disarmament Committee: Sea-Bed
and Ocean Floor; ,July: 29;19691
Peril* mefirstOf into -associate:MYSelf with the congrattilaand by other participants
the Conference to the United States delegation-iii-ConriekiOn with the
successful cOMPletion, 'Of the remarkable 'fli.crht of the spacecraft
Apollo.11..We,belieVethatthe:SueceSs acliieVectby man in outer space
should be for States; and for us in the Committee, a new stimulus to
,sOlUtibn of those grebt,and; iMportant :probleins which face mankind
38.

tioriS eXpresSed by you, Mk:

On: earth'.

AthOng.thequeStionS under active consideration kw-sometime
past in our Committee, : that of the 'prohibition of the use for Military

'purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof'
bcopieSanimportant.place.'Dnring recent-meetings of the Committee
in its present session, including today's _meeting,, we have heard a
number of statements s on this question which- are of great interest
and deserve to be studied by us:. The attention given to this probleth,
,

reflectSihe.inanifeStaWideUndeistan.difik:bOth_of the need to prevent
the unleashing of an arinstade.On,theSeaectitaid the ocean floor, and
of the role Wlrich the eliberdtiOii and signing of an appropriate:agree=
Mont could play in further 'progress, in the cause Of sbsarmtialent. This

,understanding is a positive factor -showing that we have realistic
possibilities Of working out mutually-acceptable solutions of the ,prOb-

eth- Of prohibiting the use for Military'llurpOSeSof the sea-bed and

the OceintitoOr.
40. 'As ill Any ,delegationS-haVe:tMte,rightly pointed out,, the Most
important aspects of this ritOhlein' are the-Soope,-,Of the prohibition,

the area to be covered ii37. :a, future 'treaty, and the control over the
observance of its prtoVisionS: It is precisely towards the solution of
thee tiiieStioliS that the Committee should direct its efforts. if, we
,succeed in the ,Committee in ,condordirig the positions on these gUestiOns, it will he much, easier-tosettle, Other problems connected with
the prohibitioh. of the military use of the sea-bed and the-Ocean.flOor
and touched upon. in the stateMentS of a,.number of delegations, such
as for
the wording Of the provisions Of the preamble, the final
ClauSeS..Ofihelteaty and so on
During the :spring *session, the :,Soviet delegation explained the
ITSSitiosition on the basic, aspect* of the problem Under consideration.

Today we should like, 1,6 ,make some additionnl comments and put
fOrIVatctw Ti*her, of considerations in connexion with the statements
made by several delegations in the Committee.
The most important part of the problem under =cOnSideration.
is,:the;,4UestiOn: Of,thelscot!e-of the prohibition of mthtary activities
on the sea-bed :
this question tWO,basicpoSitiOnS,, as ::formulated in
the Soviet and United States draft .trea,:ties,,rOpeOtively.01#6 beenvut.fOiv404,44. the ,COniMitte0 In considering the question of the
.

tiOcipv: 423, pp. i5-22

2 ShOet lip, 112-113,

n
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, scope .of

the prohibition Of the Military use of the sea-bed, we should
be ,guided- by the aim set before our Committee in -this, field, namely
to prevent the unleaShing'ofin atins-race,on the sea-bed and the Ocean
floor. The Soviet draft provides for the ',complete deMilitarilation, of

the sea-bed and enStireS to the.greatett extent the fulfilment of this
taSk. It is aimed at completely averting 04 stopping, an arms race
and closing the *ay,t6;Military,riValry.betWreen States on the sea-bed.
43. On the =contrary, the tnited :$tates,-draft, as, is "-tvelf-kneWii-,;
is liinitect, to prOltibitin,Tihe-eMpladeMent onthe,Seit-bed of weapons

of mass : destruction an of certain means of their. delivery, namely,

launching platforms. Irli-.4itternent on 22 July the reproentative
of the United States, Mr. Leonard,, arguing. the ArAeripan. thesis,
.

of the impossibility of the coMplete demilitarization of the sea-bed,
said:

uses of the,nett,he&are,strietlY
. ,i6ine.nOn-nnelear but
defennife,.iire,preeently-eiselitialAO. our security and that of others and therefore,
Munt:not ,he.eubJeCt,to,treao,piohibitiO48'
.

44. If We ta)tiyttte path of excluding from the prohibition certain
Categories' Of*apo#S, then in this specific field the same vicious circle
Iriaybo:created,iiiiiehlaS'ehataeterizett the Whole history of the arms
race. Experience has Shottn -. that the emergence Of new means of war-

fare and their development by one side induces the other side to

improye. the weapons which it possesses and to deVeldp,,stiehtypes
reduce or altogether neutralize the effecof these weapons as
tiveness -,OTthe, weapons of the ,other _side.' Exceptions, from the pro,
hibition,bOuld lead to the result that States 'Would continue to engage
in an arms race on the Sea-bed:
45: In fsupport of the thesis Of the need-to prohibit the 'emplace--

*44 on the sea-bed of weapons of mass destruction thily,.therepre,

-seittatiVe of the United

aSSerted' that

teailitle-tiohkbiltties do not: iiOw and iViltnot ,soon.,ekint for conventional
the territories of
Military uses of 446 00-1.*E1A14.4 would be threatening :

One can hardly '611'0 ,,vVitli:guchz an assertion : First of all,. we do not

see any grounds for Iiinithig, the problem of prohibiting military

activities on the sea-bed to the prohibition of the emplacement on the
Sea=bed and the ocean :floor only of such weapons as ,conld, be -used-for:Striking against the territories of States. We believe that weapons
;ivliteli=.140':beTde:Signedi' to strike at Ships,, and to disrupt Sea, mannainterrupting' economic and trade relations
-theation'S, with a view
betWeen,'StatesfrepreseiWneles*a-dangertO ;peace and world security.

We must consider the question of prohibiting the emplacement of
both nuclear and conventional weapons on the sea-bed in its entirety
without tilhitt6InfrOduce, anyartifilOialAtaitations..
46. As tOsi,the:pOSSibilitieS": of the development of a. conventional
atinstaee:.Oks'Oe.seahedi.i4ey.'oisr piOeiijAtitiittice no less realistic
than the use of this spheie for the einp,Weinent.41-nuolear weapohs .
As far ii(tok,t,t§,the;Sedond-WOOC(Wei Wide use was made Of ground

surfacing mines (without contact) and later also of torpedo
Ante, p.-331.:
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Mines -which, when a-Slip passed ,,overthein, would Orface :odortake the ship With the pi psent )..'ates of .cleyelopinOit of .science and

technology one cannot rule, out the possibility of the einergence of
new types of .conventional weapons 'which could be used to strike
from the sea-bed both
ships and at the territories of ,States .- The
United Stites representative himself in his statement on ,22 July admitted the possibility of 'a rapid development of military technology
foruse onthe sea-be&and the ocean floor.-He said
Military andAechniciii possibilities which now may seem feniote could rather
abruptly become 'iniininent, and _ace:60141T Inndh. more 'difficult. to Control"-

4T: Thu§jti§. impossible to agree with the argument that "reahs
tit possibilities" do not now and:3011,:noC§oti,exiat for conventional
Military liSea, of the sea-bed. 'Objective data point to the contrary:
namely thaf,thereekittin,thiSilirOdtiini,the,'definite possibility of
arms race. Many 'delegations have rightly stressed that it would be
insufficient to prohibit the emplacement on the sea-bed of weapons
of :Masa., destruction only The comprehensive 'bait proposed by the
Soviet Union guarantees the greatest extent the turning of the.§eit=
,bed; into a sphere for the exclusively ,peaceful aCtiVitieS, Of Man- and the
prevention of the development Of an arnisraCe,there.

48:, .A. question relating to prohibition of the military use of thea form of cont$l over the observance
the treaty. The ,Soviet :Side
'States Of their obligations
believes that the main criterion Tesy *14* we should be iruided- iii
elaborating appropriate ,eoutrol provisions must be that the eorittel

Sea,bect is that of

should be effective arid'Apiild'OtirrepliOct to the purposes of the treaty.
our belief that .control .should *Mande the _tight
That is the
of ace;e0s.--tO.iiiitaNtiOrig and structures On the sea-bed and the ocean
floor for all States -parties : to the treaty "without any discrimination.
'Such a form of control would provide assurance the fulfiliout,ofthe
ttetitk:by:the,PartiestOJt.

'49: On the question of control, the United States has suggested
that *etihoulittuiii-oUrsOire§:te tout**, for the parties to the treaty,
only the right -t,6 observe the activities of States on the sea-bed and
It be pointed old 'that the right of access to
the ocean
any installation on the ,sea-bed tirOvided, for in the Soviet draft
also ,allows 2 for the possibility of observing the activities of States
on
high- -§e40., At the present time there is an international
such Observation-44e liniVersally7
legal basis for .,carrying i
recognized principle :61 the high seas. But will that be enough
We believe that the States parties to
misty gliould', 'be

gilten.MorepbSititeTikhtieh,sUritig effective COntrof Over the fulfilment

of obligations under the treaty Niuniutmhtf.'usp,:of the sea-bed for
tliis
Military purposes.
of control

prOPOsed:,qtheSoviet-UniOn,has taken into account.
50. ,During'the:clikiisSion. of this tine:SOO:the 'Unite& States dele-

_6406,:seett doubts about the feasibility of control in the
gation
;eV* of the cOniplete'deiiiilliki'ZatiOli of the -sea=bed: We cannot
agree with that view. As we litiVe, already' pointed out, when there
4 Ante, p., 335.
5 Ante, p. 137.
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is Coniplete,deinilitaiiationOf-the Sea-bed there ni list be iio military
-objects there,, and the ,parties, to the treaty *Qiikl only have to be
convmced that the *Sting. objects were of a peadeful.natIire..Iii the
case' .of .4, partial .ban, however, 'a considerable number of military

objects would be located on the sea-bed' and

'each .specific _case

States would be faced with ,a very' diffidult problem, namely the need
to decide whether _a given object related to -a type of activity -permitted or prohibited,by; the treaty.
-61 control in the dondiFurthermore, the
practical
the,,pradtidal,
-tions of a partial 'ban on military adtivitieS on the a-bê& would
be °in-luck-Mere difficult matter, Sindethe'Verifidation of objects having

permitted under the treaty would arouse awe,
a military nature
bensiOns:01. the part of the States that had placed such objects on the

004 in regard tO-the,-disdovety of their military secrets by the

Verifying party.,

=55.: In connexion with the argument advanced by the United

:States, delegation concerning the difficulty of control in the conditions of tOinplete, demilitarization of the sea-bed, Wesliouldlilte. to
,

point, out as some other delegations, including that of the United
Arab Republic,6 have done, that verification *Wain: that case be
,

necessary in fact only in respect of dertaih. areas' where the
ment of weapons by _a potential - violator appeared to be technically
feasible and strategically appropriate.

58 I should like now to turn to the question ; of the area to be
covered by the treaty. As is vell known, the :draft troaty_si*itted
by the Soviet Unionc.proposeS the banning of -Military activities on
the sea-bed beyond a twelve-mile coastal zone -(artidle '-)j. In proposing a twelve-mile zone the ,Soyiet. UniOn, WaSgitided,, firo,, by
'bOlisiderationS concerning the security of coastal StateSHui& this
has been referred to by it-nUitiberof representatives who have spoken

here ,--,==aii&,,Sedolidlyi-by the interests of ensuring the most favourable
conditions for the ,functioning of the syStein.of control.

'54: The need to ensure the security of coastal States 'has been
pointed out by many representatives who have spoken here, m par:fibular by the representative .Of the United Arab`ltepublioin'hi8'ditteiilerit,on,0 July when he said, iii this connexion that his delegation
-donsidered'fthetWelire,inile'liinit proposed for this zone in the Soviet

ditifito`:be,areaSonable one".'
05'. ,Ref erring-:to,' the importance 01 -en§Uring the necessary condition:S.0r the unhindered functioning o1 the system of control over the
fulfilment of thetreatyi..,I, Should.-like-=to note the follOvang:,In,order.

tO,-haV6-adCeSs to the,-Objedts,Of control (and eVen in order to observe

the various works that are being carried out on the sea-bed), it
,

*oula.,biyne-66,:qskty for foreign ships, aircraft and

on to ,approach
these object.S.,-Sin.fde..inanY' States poSseSszone of territorial waters, if a,_narrOWer coastal Sea zone were established for the
pUrPOSes-, of the treaty it ,WOuld:be:neCesSary to Obtain,* permission
,

of the coastal State' for foreign ships to enter thOSe, waters or for
foreign aircraft to -fly over that:toilet:for purposes of control : That

,could, of course, -give rise to difficulties for the Unhindered' exercise
p. 32.

I

421, p. 30.
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the- fnlfilinentby all:parties of their Obligation§ under
ofc,ontrol
the treaty'relatihg to prOliibitien of Military, actiVitieS on -the sea=bed.
The piciptiSaLfOr-a three-mile Coastal:Zene.putforWardby the
'United .StateS does- not. take (hie .aCcOrnit Of the Sedurity of Many
State§ and Creates the ,precondition§ lor 'unnecesSary complidations
in' the organization-and operation-, ofthe.cOntrOl sySteih. Such,coinPlicentrol WOuld arise -fot ihtore -than shay. StateS
=Cation§ 'in -regod.
'of the, -werld WhO§e territorial WaterS; are Wider thaii three
:07. The tWeNO,Mile zOne-:WhiCh'We haVe,propoSed i§ thus .*.opti§Olfitioh,of the,prOblern froM'the -point :of :17,1eW both Of .enSuring

the'Secnrity -Of .COastal StateS.andot Ohiriatiri4-diffietilties.in the'prac001,1 eiercise,ofoOhtrOl: Ve- therefore note with, Sati§factiOn; that-our
'iOne haS''been SuppOrted by knuMber of
propo§al'itit
ComMittee.
-delegationSthat
pretOtitativiS of: japan; AMbaSsador ,ASakait q)eftkiug.,cin
48:
1.7 JOY; put forWardthe -ideSithat the treaty' bannitigiMlitary aCtivitieS:bitthe.§ea-bed.-aShOhld-CoVer the- entire,area .Oftliesea2-bed.thia
the ocean fleCir tlider the 'high-Seas andthe territerial see. Tie aSSetted

that itc0,eptance ofthatidea,
..Wciiild,-haS the 'Merit of sinitlieity. there! would 'be jio need, to deal With

the queatiOn-Of tthe, Width of ,the-territorial SOU Or difY- other claim§ for national

.cleatink
-1;4* -*lth the 'WO, *hioh he- had put forward,
aStothe siihplicity
-11fr.,ASalitii:had;:!hOWver, toretreat

:ofthe Sehitien of thiSprobleM;:andheSaid
'±-116,ificlusiini-Of the territorial, Sea in' the. area t be oiiered bY,the tretitYieada
-the.-difficult- tifieition Of 'veritiCatiOiOn the territorial iea. We fully realize
4,hat' extenSiOn of *erifkatiOn-ineaStresi,tO the Sea-bed Under the- territorial, sea

would iniOlfe **fold coniplicated,koblems.1'
.

,dettaihly
ittLiriug poiuted
tO the difACUltielinVoliredlin'theimpleMentatioh Of hfs,propoSal; the
,rept&entati*e.Of Jkian'adiiiitted.that he dohld.,-not Suggest ,a Solution
to-theSeprobleinSi Im.Our,Opinion the propoSal otjapan'to-eitend the
treaty, to. the seabed undet.theterritoriar *MOS.
goatry COMplicate'the, solutiOri -Of -the 'problem Of -prohibiting 'Military' 'actilitieS

the,,Searbed. IA this dontetion 'we fully agree yoitli*hat he-Said,
,namely-;that :in :this '0,0010 caSe 'Verification, Of 'the -§ea;bed uhder
territorial Water§
kai§e Manifold' coMplicated probleins.
60: In ocineluding theSe4bkief retharkS atid ConsideratiOns which
'We zWi§hed te 'put forward tin..'cOnne4on With the,coritriWersy- Which
lido-de-0100a.
the'Coitinittee, we:Shouldlike ejcpres§ the
'thattlie,:i4legatiOhS
appreaCh and
inkii_ifest.:ti,
,good:Willin-isearehihgr,-for imntuallY2*Oceptable sOlUtion§:Ofthe probleni Under COnSideration; -Thie,*,001a Allow th6,Conimittee alreaCiy

its,Chrient tesetoii, reach agreeMerit On draft treatt prohibiting
§ea-bed aid the -ocean, floor and, the subsoil. thereOf for
si.ibmit the *greed- draft 'tegether With the
.

',COMMittet&report tO the twentytfoUrth:Oegsion of the,General AsSem-

.Ny ofthe United.Nations. The Soyiet delegation; fOr its -part, iS,preparedtoide-altit danIfOrthesolution Of thi§problerti..

`
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Report of the International Aton

Energy Agency to
Secretary-General Thant on 'Recommendations by the
Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon -States, July 29,

*9'

P,k 140 Pli*WE 'OENE!tArl

In beefobo 1968 the General Assembly of the United Nations
invited the Agency to ;sport to the Secretary-General on the action
.taken in connexion with recommendations contained in resolutions
adopted the previous September by the Conference of NOU-NuelearWeapori, kateS:2

2 ,l'The;repOrt which was consequently prepared was approfed, by

the TiOard of Governors last June, when the Board requested the
toiredtorAteherattO,plake the text available to the General ,Conference..
It is accordingly attached hereto.,,
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,Xerto,,A)110:04,0aTioiley are eipreSsedin United States della-a.,
*Throughout this report ieferenoeatO:the resolutions adopted by the Conference
of Non-Nuclear-Weapon : StateS.' take the general form:Ail :(a),, in which: "A i s
the-letters.tao Ao:ide0ifithe resolution In doeumefit :A/7277i_ the roman .ritimera1

"I" identifietiianeparate iipetatiVe_EPait 0U-the fekilutioni -the, Aral* numeral
°"1"iiiikSebarate,p_aratiraph aii'cl':(a)",anf separate sub=pnragraph.

4, the denparagraphs
-oral4ssonblyjnyited-the, Agency,,to give. ointful,consideration,to the
1.

_

j;si-*e,jOtittion,

.fecoipMenilfitions eoutaiiieddh,CertaiiifreSOIUtions,adoptect by the ConA%167tept'. 24,1969;

.

akiearS, in ii0outneitia ,on"...1)18arinapient, 1968; lip. 797'2 The
801.
the resolutions -of the; Conference Of Non-Nnelear-Weitpeii -States, see
dbid.,141.: 668 it.
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ference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States (CNNWS) and to -report on
the action talten'in this connexion.3

2. -The, 'Se dietary-General of the Vnited Nationstransniitted the

relevant documentation the Agency, drawing its attention in particular to reSolutiOnS ,E through N of ONNWS,4 and. 'requested 'a, report
from the Agency:by the end of July.
3r.. 'The Agency's Board Of Governors; which under article VI.F
of the ,'Statine ihas: the -authority' "to carry out the functions of the

Agency", .5,_accotilingly,gave:initiat attention to the niatter, at its meetings
February .ancl approved the present report in June., In
undertaking this task, the Board was -conscious of the Agency's obligations under its relationship .agreement with the -United Nations to do
Whit it could to meet the General .Assembly's :request: Indeed, the
Beard. was pleased that the Assembly had thus provided an opportunity lot the Agency's inembersf:almti§t all Of which are also Meni-bets of the United Nations, to consider again in a different setting many
ofthe lindanient al Matters tO,Which :CNT SI ad devOted attention
list: year:, On the other hand,. the Agency' .ha§i 'autonomy -under its
Statute; it is also the Orenitatioirinthe trnited,Nations.family' Which
has the prime respenSibility, for international action to accelerate and
enlarge the
that nuclear energy is already making and will
increakilgly make to the well,being, of all Mankind: The Board is of
-the;cipithontliet-ihe recommendations of -CNNWS,iiinst be yieWed by
the kletier in the light of :all these' considerations
4., Two Of the recommendations, i e. those concerning the role, and
functions of the Agency in relation to the use of :nuclear explosions for
peaceful purposes, and the composition of the Agency's ,Bbatd, of Governors : were also the subject Of resolutions adopted by -the Agency'sGenetatCOnferenee,T which inttirn,Were noted by thebeneral Assembly in resolution 2457 (XXIII) .0 In 'fFebruary the Board decided that
these matters were of such importance that they tettuired consideration
by SpeciatOlioaconunittees on which all member States of the Agency
would have the opportunity of being represented. At the meeting of
the committee on the use of 'nuclear explosives for peaceful purposes
twenty-eight members of the Agency were represented a,tetal- Of fifty
Members :participated in
meetings of the committee to 4.eviow,
Article VI of _the:8444
t. The wide scope of the resolutions of '0,12 'NV'S that have been
referred to the Agency reflects the desire of countries tkoughOut the
-wood to Ind** the benefits their can -derive from the peaceful iseS.
ofatoinic energy at *a titne,ithen.litiolear technology is ,making 'rapid
strides and finding, its first large-Soale applications in developing
..

.

.

COuntriee;

7

'6; Vbile-the,Agendyis,actively engaged in many of
activities
refetted! to
'CINWW:S,, the 'COnfetence's, work will 'give . a, Spir to
miiitingpregranmieSand;-help in the planning Of netr ones.
110.A. res.-2404(X4III) appears in Dooinsenti on Diaarmanietst, 1968, pp.
S7=7,99:

''VoY.ttiO,C44YSIresOlutiiii; see

07.tAgt

thifrcnt!popitinetzlo,19,561),,,024'.

tS6e lte6121?,(P°014010 0).:P001Patit04,1900t0M--41801,.
0677i-$309..

4IbiPi.901402,

8i041544024
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7. The concerted' international effort that haS already been made to

spread the benefits of nuclear science and technology has probably
no parallel in other -branches- of modern technology. Aniongst the
landmarks have been the three large- International- Conferences on
the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, held in 1955; 1958 and 1964 (and

the fourth that is. now being prepared: for 1971) I the setting up- of
"bodies
the,Agency- itself in 1956 and of regional, nuclear- energy 'bodies
§uchias the Inter-American _Nuclear Energy CommisSion Of the

of Ainerican, States; the European Nuclear Energy, Agency
of the 'Organization. for Economic Co-operation and, Development,
and theEuropedn Atomic :Energy Community-at about the same time.
Besides these international activities, large bilateral' programmes -of
co-OperatiOn.have helped ;to introduce 41 reSearCh 'limaOrs in develop!.

ing countries; provided" training* for several thousand scientists and
teehnicians outside their own countries and finances for nuclear-power

in the ; amount of several hundred million ,dollars.

8: ,From 1958 through 1968:the Agency itielflasbeen able to-draw
On resources of approximately. $115 million. Of these, approximately
-$381nillionhavebeerrmade available for direct aid to individual, devel=,
°ping countries, ittidiv substantial proportion Of the remainder has been
spent on work in the developing. countries or on Work ofspeeial interest
to then): Under the Agency'§HprogramMes,a total of over 3,000§dieritista has been trained Wider felloWShips and a further 1,366-in training
-eriuipcolitSeS, more than 1,000 -eiiperts,liave been knit intosthe
'mato the value" of ,$5_ million has beowprOvided; :while over 17,300'
scientists ,andlechnologists-haVe- taken part in 112 Ageney 'seminars,
,Coriferencesand symposia.
-6; 'The' :A gency. hitS, however, ,experienced difficulties in respect of

the continuing' fail* to .readlIthe target -Set' for voluntary contributionsfroM; which opetational'budgt financed: The receniniendations CNNIVS which seek-to increase the funds- available for the
,finaneing of nneloar energy activities Were accordingly received
sympathetically by the Board which:Made-a study of poSsible ,sources
of:financing.

16. In examining otherindividnal recommendations -made by the

COriferefiCe,it is apparent that: certain' of them- are already -being put
into effect in some measure while Others will require exten§ive,prelinii-

-nary .Studies -and- can -.Only' be given effect, gradually. Still others are

addressed to States rather than to. he Agendy,as such, forinatance, the
recominendatiOnthat States, should .accept the Agency's 'Safeguards
System .and oonclode-4gteemefits for its ,applicittion to their own adtivitie§ nevertheless, this implies considerable" effort by the Agency
and preparations are already being' made._ RecOMmendations such
as thoSe concerning acCe§s, ,t6- Special fissionable Material on com.and 'the related, queStion,a-a fund of §peCial fissionable
mercial
Material are now also being, studied.; Some recommendations will redy- for 'many years to - come iinclby their
-4nite ihe attention of the
very nature-will be implemented gradually; this is:the case, for example, with respect' to those concerning-the improvement and simplification, of safeguards-anatheneed for'dentinuing efforts to compile and
dissethinate inforthation, on nuclear science and technology.
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11. In these circumstances the ,present -report ,should be regarded
as a progress reportit will, be brought tothe,attentioh,of the Agency's
General 'Conference- at its thirteenth, (1969) session, and relevant
action taken by the-hitter will be described in this year's 'aimmil,report
Of the Agency to the General'Assenibly. COntiming, action in the years
=ahead will be reflected in,§ubselinent .annual reports.
42: With 'a view -V) facilitating the General Assembly's discussion
of these matters, this report-deals individually by sUbjebtinattortather
'than by resolution with each major ,question "referred to in resolutions
F_ 44,00' M OfCNNWS,,
13. The Agency iS ektendinaltS full co-Operation to the .Secretaryreport to the General: Asseiribly,
General in the preparation, of
called: for by resolution G, on all possible contributions of nuclear

technOlogy.to the economic and scientific advancement of the deVelOpr
ing countries; and 'ASSigned, the Deputy Iiirecior=General for Techni,
Cal Assistance and three other senior staff MeMberstO.enSure thefullest
scientific support for the group's Work.
administrative, technical
14. On the invitation of the Ageheyithe-group of experts appointed
by the Secretary-GeneraLheld its first meeting at the Agency'Osheadquarters frOM 17 to '21.Mardli 1069: The Agency arranged to 4JrOVidethe members. of the_ group in advance_ with; Ulliniforniation about the
Agehey?oWork'direCited ',tOWards the= scientific and economic advancethe Agency's
inent:-Of the::devOlOpi4g.,Countries, ,iholudiii,a ,review
activities that -WaS,Carriedimtbythe -Board of Governors in 1967 with
the object of here:a-sing its assistance to. developing countries. The.§ecr4ailat also prepared.sandpreSentedit series of detailed:paperS-deiling
with specific bran dheS of nuClearscience or-technology and outlining t
.

;(a), 'Thotiotential,benefitS that Could be hehievOd in the developing

countries by-the

application -of' the scientific- discipline

WO& concerned ; '

tOcli--

(b) tTheprObleins encountered by theAgehey_fil"its efforts tOihtro&ice the.disciplinebt-teohnolOgrjfitti the:deVeloping countries;
(6) Tho action that, in .the geOettiriaN-VieW,:if would be .desirable
t±i,take"fii ihe next decrle,t0 overcome" these .prOblernS ; and
,(d) The Agviioyls444ps-,,04- progtonnis in this-regard.

15. 'These,tresentationa, cOyeredlthe following topics :

(a) .Nuclear energy appliOatiOnS
(i) :Nuclear:power ;
;(ii): Nuclear delsalitiatiOnandagrOhdhstrial cornplexes

1546:iftil4Pcle0, 40060; and
'Xlia64110,040,14
(b) 'NUclear- soiericelcOhnignOo
Nuclear`, applications:4)404 and agriculture;"
(ii) Nuclear apPlicathMs it hydrology.;"
(iii) , Nuclear 4poksiop§ ihineidicine and-biology ;,44a
Nuclear 4poidatioiis
9/bia., p. 678.
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(c) Over-all nuclear contribution to -scieritific infrastructure and
advancement in develOping countries;
(el)

Developing country .participation in nuclear information

exehange;
(e) Relevance of safeguards to the developing nuclear industry;
and

(f) The International Centre for Theoretical Phy§ids, Trieste.
16.. At the first meeting, ,the .group Of experts prepared a draft
outline of the report. The task of preparirigtheindividual chapters
of the report was allocated the,meinbers of the-grOup. The..Agenay
co- operated. in particUlar by preparing-,tWo.specifiC studies, naMely,

on prospects of small and

medium, nuclear :reactors with special

reference to developing ConntrieS,:arid on nuclear applioatiOria in food
on 'food :preservation:
and agriculture with
provided the, servideS,Of .a,sehior .staff- Meth,-The Agency
-The.
Nations Seoretariat tipOn ,requestrto assist in prebet to the
paring ,4 draft of the repOrt for consideration by the ocdp at its

second meeting, which was Convened":in New YOrk froM',16-27 -June

1969, and was rePreSented,at this meeting by the Deputy DireatOrgeneral for Technidal_ASSistancearid Publioatioug;
18.

The first paragraph --of re§Olution F recommends the establish-

ment under the .Agendy'S Board Of 'Governors Of institutiona Ma,
Ohinery on safegnards. of which both countries- supplying nuclear
materials, and member conntrieti.Whether possessing riudlear facilities
or not shall form part.: This recommendation ha§ been :brought to the
attention of the Board.

19.. The second' paragraph of the

resolution_

contains three rec-

ommendations regardingthe objectives_ that should -be f011owedin the
process of imprO-Ving' and_ simplifying' the Agency's Safeguards System" These recommendatiOnS are commented on in paragraphs 24 to
34 below, A word should first be said abOut the continuing steps that

are -being taken to improve and =simplify the system itself and the
application.
practices followed

20. The Sifeguarda System contains built-in requirements for

periodic review in, the light of the Agency's experience and of technological progress. The-Systein at preSent in force is itself the result of
a review started in 1964 of, an earlier system adopted in 1961. New
parts were added in 1966 and 1968.

21. The Board of Governors normally builds up and reviews the

system by appointing working groups of spedialists drawn from countries represented on the Board. It has been customary that any other
member State of the Agency may, :if it WiSheslSend experts to partici-

pate in the deliberations. The recommendations of these working

groups are subsequently studied and discussed' n detail by the Board.
22. Within the secretariat One of the two divisions in the Department of Safeguards is devoted exclusively to research development on
safeguards and is at present beginning a full-Scale systems analysis
which will also draw upon_ systems analyses being made in member
States. Through a growing programme of research co- ordination and
of research contracts, the Agency is helping to fosterthe development
u) Ibid., pp. 678-677.
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of neW 'techniques in member States and its own laboratory. At meet ings-of panels of experts, of -which two or three are now being held
each year technical MethodS and safeguards practices for- Specific
parts ;of the fuel Cycle are developed or .revieWed by leading authoritieS, frOin the countries most advanced iii- nuclear teChnOlbgy: Since
consultants-have'been studying
September 1968, groups of

and developing criteria and practices that should be followed in
applying the safeguards- §y§tern -Under 'the Treaty on the Non-

'Proliferation of linClear Weapons. Their work is- expected. to lead-to
xiationalilation'anct StandardizatiOn of safeguards practice§:for nuclear

'Materials in the Main -types of nuclear facilities and in storage,
transport;. etc.
23:: Sub-paragraph:2(0_ Of resolution F specifies that:

The Safeguard: procedures should be simplified by the use, of instruments and
,other 'technical: devices at certain strategic points of the -flew of nuclear materials; With!. .11 *le* to restricting the safeguarding -operations to the necessary
minimum u

Cairihrient
24.

This concept is also referred- to in the Non-Proliferation

Treaty. One of the objects: of the Agency's safeguards research and
deVelopinent =programme is to develop- instrumentation that would
enable it tO,Coneentrate attentionOh -certain key points orto mechanize
safeguards proced"u"res, to .a greater -extent ;- certain measuring instru-

ments _developed 'by, .member States are in fact being used experimentally 'by the Agency..
25: it is -generally recognited however, that considerable effort
and' technological development will be essential before instrumenta-

tion can be used on a large scale, and that inspections by trained
personnel will Continue to- be required for effective safeguards.

26. 'In the meantime, the Agency will continue to work towards

the objective contained this recommendation for the threefold purpose of making the application of safeguards as effective as possible,
limiting -to, the minimum the need for The presence of inspectors and
reducing the, Cost of safeguards.
-27. With reference to the desirability of "restricting the safeguards operations to the necessary minimum", the present system

contains the specific injunctions that "the Agency shall implement safe-

guards in a manner deSigned to avoid hampering a State's economic
or -technological development" and "the safeguards proCedures . .
shall be implemented in' a manner designed to be consistent with prudent management pradtices required for the economic and safe conduct of nuclear activities ". These provisions are reflected in the prac-

tice of safeguards followed by the Agency. The system further
prescribes that the number, duration and intensity of inspections
"shall be kept- to the minimum consistent with the effective implementation of safeguards".
28. Sub-paragraph 2(b) of resolution F recommends:
SimplificatiOn of safeguards in respect to fissionable materials in small quan,titieefor use in scientific research''
21 Ibid., p. 677.

"Ibid.
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Comment

29. The _safeguards system does in fact allow for simpler pro-

cedures to be applied to fissionable materials in small quantities for
Use in Scientific. research. Facilities holding small quantities are not
inspected. The frequency and content of routine reports-is reduced in
,

accordance with the significance of the material involved: The
procedure for supplying .small qUantities was recently simpli-

fied by the Board of GovernorS by delegating additional authority to
the Director4Gerieral.
303

Sub-paragraph_ 2(o) of resolution F recommends:

Incorporation .in the agreements of the rules laid down againSt industrial risks,

including industrial- espionage, by the Statute of the Inteniatiorial Atoniic
thereAgency, the decisions of the Board of Goternors and the directives of the
Director-General, partioularlS, with regard to the posSibility of challenging
iniPeetort:13

C ailment

31._ Rules against industrial espionage are incorporated in
agreementS with ineinber States. These rules stipulate
inter did(a)

That the Agency shall "take every_ precaution to protect commercial and indtiStrial secrets . . . 3" "No member of the Agency's
staff Shall- -disclose . . . any commercial or industrial secret or any
other =confidential information coming to his knowledge by reason of
the iinpleinentatien of safeguards by the Agency". The only exception
IS that such -information may be disclosed to the Director-General or
persons specifically designated by him who may need such information
for their official duties; and
(b) "That the Agency shall not publish or communicate to any
State, Organization or person, any information obtained by it in connexion with the irriplethentation of safeguards ". The only exception
is -that specific information may be given To the Board or to staff members who need' it for their official duties in connexion with safeguards,
but only to the extent necessary for the Agency to fulfil its safeguards

responsibilities. The Board itself may decide to publish summarized
Hat of items being safeguarded but if it decides to have additional

information published, it may not do so unless all States directly

concerned agree."
32. The secretariat maintains an effective system for security classification.of papers pertaining to safeguards. This includes information
which .member States indicate should be treated. as confidential. Secu-

rity, measures are also automatically applied in respect of informa-

tion obtained during inspections.
33.

With regard to safeguards inspectors, the relevant rules may

be summarized as follows:
(a) The designation of an inspector to carry out duties in a particular State is made in full consultation and with the explicit agree-

ment of that State. The State may withdraw its approval at any time
thereafter;
" Ibid.
14 Ibid., .1965, p. 448.
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(b) The State may arrange for the inspector to be accompanied
by representatives of the State concerned; and
(c) The use of any staff member for inspection purposes must be
approved by the Board.
34. These rules are incorporated by reference in all safeguards
agreements, with the Agency and it is expected that these or similar
rules will go 'be incorporated in safeguards agreements to be concluded under th'e Non - Proliferation Treaty. Furthermore, as all inspectors are staff members, they are -bound by the relevant provisions

of the Staff ltregulatioriS and Rules.
35:

Paragraph 3 of resolution F :

urges the nuclear-weapon Powers to conclude with the International Atomic
Energy Agency Safeguard agreements consistent with the.relevant rules 16

Comments
36. It should be noted that two nuclear-weapon-States- (the United

States of Antterica, and the United IcingdoM of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland) have :indiCated that after the Non-Proliferation
Treaty is in forcetthey Will periiiitthe Agency to apply its safeguards
on all nuclear activities except these that haVe a direct national -security significance .16 TheSe two Governments also concluded Safeguards
agreenients with _the Agency .§oilrie time ago that place specified facilities under the Agency's safeguards.17
37.

In resolution F.4 CNNWS expressed the view that it was

essential :
that rules should be drawn up to avoid duplication of safeguard procedures and
consequent commercial discrimination."

Comments
38. The application on a world level of various international and
national procedures with respect to safeguards has led to certain dupli-

cations where the same nuclear material or facility is subject to the
requirements of several procedures simultaneously. This is clearly not
inherent to any single system but results from the exercise of multiple
controls, often for related or identical purposes.
39. It would seem highly desirable that such duplication be avoided

in so far as possible. The extent to which bilateral arrangements are
replaced by the Agency's single world-wide safeguards system and that
regional arrangements are dovetailed into the Agency's system in such

a way as to minimize duplication, will be of great importance in
achieving this objective.
40. The difficulties which stand in the way of avoiding duplication
in all respects should not, however, be overlooked. In many cases bilateral or regional safeguard arrangements antedate or are contempo-

rary with the international safeguards of the Agency. They are

sometimes the consequence of requirements of national legislation in
16 Ibid., 1968, p. 677.

le The treaty appears ibid., pp. 461-465. For the U.S. and U.K. statements, see

ibid., 1967, pp. 613-616.

" See IAEA does. INFCIRC/57 and86.
18 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 677.
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member States. In other instances, they are the direct result of multinational agreements.
41. A growing number of bilateral arrangements are already being
transferred to the Agency. Moreover, a significant step in the same
direction was taken by :the signatory countries to the Treaty for the
PrOhibition- of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (signed in Mexico
On 14 February 1967) i 19 :llather:_than.e§tabliShing a separate-regional

syStein of Control,, the Treaty provides that contracting parties shall
negotiate agreements with the Agency for the application of its safeguar& to- their nuclear activities. The first such agreement was concluded redently betWeen MeXico and the Agency and provides alSo
for the suspension of any other safeguard§ arrangements to which
Mexico and the Agency have been_ party."
42.

The first paragraph of reSolution HI calls upon the Agency

to-continue its utmost efforts- for compilation -and dissemination of public information -OilCeniing the- peneeful uses of 'nuclear energy, including those related
to the peaceful application Of Miclear_explesionS.n

Convatent8
43.

The-Statute (article VIII) prescribes that the Agency :

. shall take positive steps to encourage the exchange among its members
inforMation relating to the nature and peaceful uses of atomic energy and
shall' serve as an intermediary among its members for this purpose.

,.

and that:
Each member should make available such information as would, in the judgement
of the member, be helpful to the agency?'

44. Since the beginning, .the Agency has had a major and steadily
expanding programme to fulfil these requirements and to disseminate
the information, provided by member States. Most new information
-is ,generated in the technically advanced countries that have extensive
programmes in nuclear research and development. The Agency's role
is thus that of a clearinghouse rather than of a generator of new information. The following is a summary of the services provided by the
Agency.
Library service
45. The library now contains over 146,000 items in the form of
books, periodicals, technical reports and films, constituting an extensive and up -to -date collection of information on all branches of nuclear
science and technology. This is made available in the following ways:
(a) Member States are informed once a month of all main new
u4sitions (e.g. books and films) and twice a month of more specia ized material (e.g. technical reports) ; and
(b) Scientific institutions in any member State may obtain any
document or film in the library.
la Ibid.,1967, pp. 69 ff.

2° See TAM doe. INFOIRC/118, Sept. 23, 1968. The agreement entered into

force on Sept. 6,1968.
a Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 679.
"American Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 1956,p. 921.
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Conferences, symposia and other scientific Meetings
46. Each_ year the Agency convenes about tWelve major scientific
meetings and about thirty to forty smaller meetings. Annual attendance at symposia, conferences and seminars averages about 2,500
participants.
47; Symposia and conferences are devoted to the free exchange of
the latest information generated- by research and development onthe
topic concerned. About half. are held -aWay from the Agency's head,
quarters -so 'as to faCilitate participation by -nations of host member
States and countries in the region, and serve as a spir to local scientific
development. Purtherniore, the Agency has recently -arranged to pay
the travel cost of .a limited number of participants from developing
-countries' at each conference or symposium.
48. Seminars -have a partially edueational-character and are Often
organized on a regiOnal-baSis. Experts lead = discusSiOns, and groups of
-50400- persons 'exchange inforthation on the problemS that they lace.
-49; Sinaller meetings such- as -pands, study. groups- and research
co- ordination nieeNrigs are attended -by experts nivitedby the Agency,
'generally Onithenotaination of member' States, and the cost of attend.-

&nee, is 'usually paid or partly paid by the Agency. They provide

Opportunities _to: exchange informatiOn in more highly ,Specialized
fields or, for example, between holders Of Agency research contracts

in a particular region.
50. In addition, the General Assembly assignedto the Agency the
scientific responsibility for the third United Nations International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in 1964 and the

fourth to be held in 1971. These major Conferences provide the opportunity for a comprehensive review of advances in nuclear science, have

stimulated the publication of much information that had previously
been kept secret- and, in 1964, attracted approximately 2,000 participants and a further 2,00 0 observers.
51. Summing -up, the- Agency's meeting programme covers in a
systematic way all branches of nuclear science and technology and
promotes the fullest possible exchange of information between countries from all parts of the world.
Publications
52. The Agency is now one of the largest scientific publishers in
Europe, issuing altogether about 30,000 pages of text each year, with
a print-run of about 2,500 copies. A considerable part of the publications are proceedings- of the Agency's own conferences, seminars and
other meetings, but the Agency also publishes various directories, guide
books, technical reports and four journals :

(a) Atomic Energy Review (specially commissioned review articles

on particular aspects of atomic energy);
(b) Nuclear Fusion (contributed and review articles on nuclear
fusion, plasma physics, magnetohydrodynamics) ;

-(c) Meetings on Atomic Energy (a, world-wide list, of meetings on
atomic energy and space science) ; and

(d) IAEA Bulletin, (information for the Press and public on

developments in the Agency and in member States).
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53. Several copies of each publication are distributed on a cost-free
basis to each member State and to the depository libraries nominated
by member States. Further copies are available to Governments at a
reduced charge. Publications are also sold directly and through-a network of sales agents; payment may be made in local currency.
Future programmes
54. In March 1970 the Agency will hold a symposium on the
handling of nuclear information at which member States will have

the opportunity to review and explore the Mechanisms used to promote
this diffusion.
55. In 1970 the Agency will also bring into operation a computerbaSed International Nuclear Information 'System (INIS). Each mem-

ber State, or group of member States, will identify all new nuclear
information published in its territory ,-or area and send a description
and an ,AbStract of each item _to the Agency. If the item is not readily
available for, purchase, the full text of the report will also be submitted.
56. About 100;000 new items of literature are,now produced each

year in nuclear science and technology. The Agency will merge the
sie§driptions of these items into a complete file which will then be
copied and made available to member States both on magnetic tape
and in printed form. The system will operate on a twice-monthly cycle.

57. Member States will use the Agency's magnetic tape or the

printed versions as the basis of national nuclear information systems.
It will be possible to apply either computer or manual informationretrieval procedures to select those entries that respond to the needs
of a particular scientist, institution or authority. The abstracts and,

where appropriate, full texts will be distributed on microfiches to
scientific institutions at a low price.

58. The objective of INIS is to ensure that any nuclear scientist
or engineer will be made aware as quickly as possible of items of
literature that might help him in his work. The first step is to provide
each member State with the basic "catalogue" from which the individual references can be extracted. At a later date, this service will
be supplemented by one under which the Agency itself will use its
computer to provide searches of the catalogue on direct request from
scientists and scientific institutions.
59. Paragraph 2 of resolution H.I recommends that the Agency :
. . .

study appropriate international arrangements to facilitate the exchange

of scientific and technical information which has commercial or industrial value
and is not publicly available, so as to make it possible for interested countries

to know of the existence and outline of such information and to enable the

interested parties to enter into negotiations about the acquisition of such information with the owners thereof ; . . .
Comments

60. The situation is now totally different from what it was before
1955, when most information about the application of atomic energy
was kept secret. Partly because of the stimulus of the first and second
International Conferences on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,
virtually all scientific information is now released as it is produced,
23 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 679.
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and the Agency does not believe that any significant impediment exists.
The main problem is to promote the diffusion Of scientific information

that has been releaSed SO that it can become available rapidly to the
potential -tiger. This is what the Agency's programmes are designed
to do.

Also, most information of a technological character is no
longer withheld for reasons of military secrecy. Clearly, nuclear61.

weapon States do Withheld technological information about the production and Use of nuclear weapons. There are also indicationS that
infOrMation -abOut the ptoceSSeS for the separation of uranium-235
(which can.be used for either military or peaceful purposes) is being
Withheld for reasons of Militaty security. However, it dees seem Clear
that in other .fields, such reactordeSign,-inilitary secrecy is not itself
preventing the spread of technological information.
62. Some teehnOlogidal information, Val-tic-Wady that involving
for reactor dehipenent§,ot fuel, is nevermanufacturing
In this connexion, the
theless being withheld for commercial.
fer 'two principal reasons :
Agency's fite,ediim Of action
,(a) Often-the .owners 'of commercial information are not Governpritale corporations or institutions;. and
ments
(b) The Agency's :Stattite requires the Director- General and the
staff to protect induktial secrets and other confidential information
Which the,Ageney May acquire by reason of its operations.
Nevertheless; it is believed that the Agency's activities do stimulate
the voluntary release of information that had previously been kept
secret fot commercial reasons. At symposia and smaller meetings such
information. may be 'Assented in order to gain national or industrial
prestige, and the Agency's programmecauseS the owners of commercial
secrets to assess the value of a secret against the prestige that they
Would obtain by releasing it.
63. It has been suggested that the Agency might take an initiative
to establish whether new mechanisms are required to facilitate transfers of commercially restricted information. One possibility would

be a mechanism by which the holders of such information could
identify the topics covered and invite other interested organizations
to negotiate commercial arrangements under which the information
might be transferred. The Agency believes that this suggestion merits
further exploration, and is considering calling a meeting to discuss
it. The Agency proposes to Consult with the European Nuclear Energy
Agency and to approach the atomic industrial forums that have been

established by private industry in some countries.
64. The third paragraph of resolution H.I
invites the- nuclear- weapon States to advise the Agency at regular intervals as
to the PtisSibilitY of their &Classifying scientific and technical information which
has become essential for the deVelopment of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy,
as soon as there is no longer any reason for its classification on national security
grounds, bearing in mind all the benefits to be derived from the dissemination
of scientific knowledge."
24 Ibid.
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Comment
65.

here.

The comments made above on resolution 11.1.2 are also relevant

66. Resolution H.IV recommends that the Agency :

in relation to the question of nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, initiate
necessary studies that are deem_ ed adviSable on its possible functions in this
field 26

Resolution H.I.1, which deals with the Agency's information pro gramme, also calls for the utmost, efforts in compiling and disseminating' information on the peaceful applications of riudlear explosions.
Comments
67.

InSepteMber.1968 the General Conference of the Agency asked
that a similar study be made and that tlie.Board of Governors report
thereon to the General 'Conference in 1969, at its thirteenth regular
sesSion.F6

SilbSeqUeritly, the General Assembly of the United Nations
adepted,a resolution taking note of the Agency's action in this regard 27

and another resolution requesting, the Secretary-General to prepare
a :report on the "establishment, within the framework of, the International Atomic Energy Agency, of an international service for
nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, under appropriate international dontrol".28
69.

The Board of Governors first considered the matter at its

meetings in February 1969 and felt that it was of sufficient importance
to 'require _study by a special ad. hoc committee in which all member
States of the Agency would have the opportunity of being represented
and presenting their views. It accordingly established such a committee and. to help prepare for it, the Director-General, at the Board's

request, circulated an analysis of the role that the Agency might

play as well as information on the status of the technology of peaceful .explosions.

70. The ad hoe committee met on 5 June and advised the Board on
the preparation of the report requested by the General Conference.
The Board concluded, inter (Ilia, that activities in relation to peaceful
nuclear explosions fall within the Agency's technical and statutory
competence; that the Agency should approach the subject gradually,

concentrating at first on the exchange of information; and that the
existing range of services offered by the Agency, subject to subsequent
review by the Director-General, is. adequate for providing assistance
to member States in connexion with nuclear explosions for peaceful
purposes.

71. The Director-General, at the Board's request, communicated
a copy Of the report to the Secretary-General for his use in preparing
the report requested by the General Assembly.
p. 680.
24 Ibid., pp. 667-668.
27 I bid., pp. 801-802.
28 Ibid., pp. 799-800.
26
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72. In this connexion the Board has also taken note of resolution
L of CNNWS, which streSsesthe need for international arrangements
aiming at regulating and controlling all explosions for peaceful pur-

poSes compatible with a comprehensive test ban treaty.29
73. Two resolutions of C1sTNWS relate to the problems of increasing

the financial .resources available' to the developing countries through
the Agency for nuclear energy development.
(a) Resolution TIM :
Recommends that the Agency. study further the ways and means of increasing
the funds available for technical assistance, taking into fun consideration the
Views of. interested- countries, particularly those Of the developing countries,
expressed in this COriference;," and

(b): Resolution I,'in its operative paragraph :
Recommends that the international Atomic, Energy Agency should undertake
to examine the .basis on which arrangethents_can be made by the Agency to secure

finances'froin international .sources for the creation of 'Special Nuclear Fund
',(SNF)' to- be -Made- a*ailable in;the ,ferm of grants and low-interest-bearing
loan; repayable over long periods of time, for :financing the nuclear projects
Which 'have been fOUnd by .theAgency to be technically feasible and economically
viable in: the territorieS of 'nen-nUclear-Weapon States which are members of the
Agency; particnlarly those in the developing Areas Of-the world, end' which may
make requests to the Agency' Under-the provisions of article XI.B of the Agency's

Statute
74. The nature of a country's needs for technical assistance in
nuclear activities depends to a great extent upon the stage of its economic and social development and the priority that its Government
assigns to nuclear technology in its plan of development.

75. A country with no experience or training in the use of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes usually requires assistance in the form
of felloWshIps and training courses in order to build up the cadre of

trained staff it requires if it is to carry out an atomic energy pro gramme. When such a staff is at least partially trained there are
frequent requests for experts and equipment to undertake specific proj-

ects. Each such project helps to establish a programme in which
counterpart staff may be used effectively when they return after completing fellowship training: During this stage it is frequently appropriate to carry out regional training projects or establish regional
centres to meet the similar needs of several members which are at the
same stage of nuclear energy development and within the same geographical area.
76. Many developing countries are now advanced in the various
specialized branches of nuclear technology. The energy needs of some
of those countries make it necessary to carry out feasibility studies
before planning the utilization of nuclear power. If a proposed power
project is found to be technically feasible and economically viable, the
developing country concerned must then consider taking the major
step of heavy capital investment for nuclear energy.
77. Details regarding the part played by the Agency in furnishing
member States with technical assistance at each stage of development
p. 083.
3° Ibtd., p.
si Ibid., p. 081.
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and the available sources of financing are given below in paragraphs
78 to 107. The available sources of financing are :

(a) The Agency's regular programme of technical assistance
under the Operational Budget;
(b) The United Nations Development Programme Technical
Assistance (UNDP (TA) ) or Special Fund (TJNDP (SF) ) components;
(c) The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD) ;
(d) Bilateral governmental arrangements; and
(e)- Private investment sources.
The Agency's regular programme of technical assistance

78. The Agency's regular programme of technical assistance is
financed from the Operational Budget and is entirely dependent upon

voluntary cash contributions and contributions in kind. Cash contributions are pledged each year and a target figure is established by
the General Conference. Resolution GC (V)/RES/100, adopted by
the General Conference in 1961, urged members "to make voluntary
contributions to the General Fund. for 1962 and succeeding years in
amounts that are at least the same percentages of the target for each
year as are their assessed contributions to the Regular Budget", or,
if this proves to be impossible, "to demonstrate their continued support of the Agency by making each year at least a token contribution
to that Fund" S2
79. The target established and the voluntary contributions pledged
for each year from 1959 through 1969 are shown in table A below.
'FMu A
Voluntary Contributions

Cash contributions pledged to the General Fund
Year
1959
1960

1961.
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

Established
target

(in millions)
$1.5

1.5
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Amount

Percentage
of

target

78.9
66.4
70.1
69.0
71.9
68.7
66.5
63.9
71.6
68.4
69.8

$1, 183,014

990,103
1, 261,200
1, 380,470

1,437,394
1, 374,447
1, 330, 589

1, 277,416
1, 431,823
1, 368, 680
1, 396, 524

Shortfall
$316, 956
503, 897
538, 800

619,530
562,606
625,533
669,411
722, 584

568,177
631, 320
603, 476

Number of
members
pledging
41 of 70
36 of 74
37 of 77
44 of 80
40 o185
42 of 89
55 of 94
61 of 96
62 of 98
63 of 99
60 of 102

Percentage
of members
pledging
58.6
48.6
48. 1

55.0
47.1
47.2
58.5
63.5
63.3
63.6
58.8

As at 30 June 1969.

80. The target for such contributions has not been increased since
1962, largely because the combined Regular Budget assessment ratio
of those members pledging at or in excess of their ratio amounted to
only about 25 per cent to 30 per cent of the total assessment. ratio for
all member States and it was considered unlikely that those members
not pledging at all, or those now pledging below their assessment
ratio, would increase their pledges merely because the target was in°IAEA. General Conference,

Fifth. Regular Session, 26 September-6 October

1961: Resolutions and Decisions, p. 5.
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creased. It seethed pointless to set a higher target if the net increase in
resources were to be only about $25,000 for each increase of $100,000
in the target. The constant increase in prices since 1962 has caused a
decline which now amounts to about $300,000 per year in the value of
the resources available.
81. Funds pledged to. the General Fund have been used primarily
for technical-assistance, but about 10 per cent to 15 per cent of those
funds has been used-each year to :finance the Agency's Lab Oratory and,
during, the earlier yearSsot the Agency;, to finance some research. contracts. The balance haSsbeen:Uailable for fellOwships, training courses
,and technical, asSistance,projedts ( experts and equipment) under the
Agency's. regular programme of tecluiical assistance.

Requests for technical assistance in the form of experts and

82;

eqUipment have groWn steadily- since 1959, but since there has been no

commensurate increase in the availability of finalicial resources, the
perdentage, of assistance requested which could be approved by the
Board Of Governors each year has steadily declined, as shown in table
B below.
TABLE B

Technical Assistance

Year

Value of requests received

Value of assistance
approved

Percentage of
assistance approved

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1985
1966
1967
1968
1969

$690,000
1,150,000
1,277,600

$619, 400

1, 530,000
1, 750,000

757, 600
856, 700

89.6
52.1
40.4
49.5
48.9
33.3
35.0
30.0
37.8
27.1
26.4

2,400,000

599,200
513,100

2,600,000

804,600
374,000
902,000
975,000

3,600, 000
3, 700,000

977, 000
977, 000

2, 500,000
3, 000,000

83. Requests for fifty-one projects in twenty-eight member States
in 1968 and for forty-seven projects in twenty-four member States

in 1969 were not approved solely owing to lack'of funds.

84. The disadvantage of relying entirely on pledges of voluntary
cash contributions for the provision of technical assistance can be
seen from the status of such pledges for 1969. By 30 June 1969 only
sixty of the Agency's 102 member States had made pledges as follows :
TABLE C
Pledges of Voluntary Contributions

Number
of
members
19

28

Rate at which pledge for 1969 has
been made
In excess of assessment ratio
At assessment ratio

7

Below assessment ratio by less than

6

Below assessment ratio by more than

$9,000 ($400 to $8,600)

$9,000 ($10,400 to $177,530)
60

42
102

Subtotal

No pledges yet announced for 1969

Total

Assessment Required by
ratio
assessment
(per cent)
ratio
8.21

Amount
pledged

Shortfall
or
(surplus)
($29, 406)

18. 14

$164, 200
322, 800

$193, 600
322, 800

0.25

125,000

102, 967

22, 022

81.30

1, 220, 000

777, 151

448, 849

91.90
8.32

1, 838, 000

1,396, 524

441, 476
166, 400

b 100.22

2, 004, 400

1, 396, 524

607, 876

166,400

This figure includes the United States' matching contribution of $453,870 which would increase to

$650,000 if all other contributions reached $1,350,000.

b percentage exceeds 100 per cent because four new member States joined the Agency after assessment
ratio had been established.
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85. The Board and the General Conference have approached the
problem of the shortfall from the target for voluntary contributions
to the General Fund in the following ways :

(a) In resolution GC(V)/RES/100 the General Conference invited member States to make voluntary contributions in amounts
that are at least at the level of their Regular Budget assessments.
Following a recommendation made by the Board in February 1969,
an urgent appeal for increased voluntary cash contributions was sent
to all member States in the hope that the number of members complying with the resolution would increase to about 90 per cent of the
total membership. If this percentage is attained it may be possible
to persuade those members which now pledge at a level below their

Regular Budget assessment ratio to increase their pledge enough

to meet the goal established in 1961 by the General Conference;
(b) Each year since 1963 the Board has considered raising the

target for voluntary contributions in the hope that those Member
States which now contribute at their Regular Budget assessment

ratio would continue to do so, thereby increasing the financial resources

available for technical assistance. This course of action up to now
has been rejected for the reasons mentioned above;
(c) The revision of article XIV of the Statute to provide for

consolidation of the present Operational Budget with the Regular
Budget so that all approved programmes would be financed from

assessments on member States has Deen considered. This question has
been the subject of lengthy discussion by the Board and the General
Conference in the past, but the necessary support for such a revision
was not forthcoming.
(d) Those activities other than technical assistance which are

financed from the Operational Budget might be financed from the
Regular Budget. In this connexion the Board has decided, subject
to approval by the General Conference, that the costs of operating
the Agency's Laboratory should be gradually transferred to the Regular Budget beginning in 1970; this will release additional funds under
the Operational Budget for technical assistance; and
(e) Member States might be encouraged to seek financial support

for more of their nuclear energy projects from UNDP (TA) or, in
the case of large projects, from UNDP (SF). This possibility is
discussed below.

UNDP(TA)
86. The financial support received from UNDP(TA) which is
administered by the Agency's Division of Technical Assistance has
amounted to approximately $1 million annually for the past several
years. UNDP(TA) finances only country programmes developed by
national planning agencies. Atomic energy commissions (or the equiv-

alent bodies) in each member State should take full advantage of
this possible source of funds. In many cases, the demands of more
popularly oriented programmes for technical assistance, for instance
support for improved health, education and food-producing activities
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in a developing country, may relegate nuclear energy projects to such
a low priority that no such project can be carried out with the UNDP
resources available for that country. In such cases the atomic, energy
officials request support from the Agency. There is little difference
between the types of projects supported by UNDP and those financed
from the Agency's Operational Budget.
87. In addition, UNDP (TA) provides funds for regional projects.
Until the end of 1970, each participating organization will be allocated a sum equal to 16 per cent of the resources it receives for country
programmes. 'The Agency receives approximately $275,000 per annum

to carry out its programme of regional projects. This sum is distributed by the Agency to the various regions to cover the cost of
training courses and regional advisers.

88. The Governing Council of UNDP has decided that, as from
1971, target figures for regional and interre,Fional projects will no
longer be set, the funds normally reserved for such projects being

retained by the Administrator. The implication of this new procedure is that in future requests for regional projects will originate
in the countries concerned. Apart from the expression of governmental

support through. resolutions of intergovernmental bodies, requests
will have to be formally endorsed by at least three interested Governments, .which must state the arrangements they have made for participating in such projects, including their contributions towards
local costs. Such projects drawn up by Governments will then be submitted to the Agency for technical endorsement and will be forwarded

to the Administrator of UNDP for approval. It will therefore be
up to the national atomic energy authorities to ensure that regional
projects involving the use of nuclear techniques are developtl and
given sufficient priority to ensure that they receive the approval of
the Agency and UNDP.

UNDP (SF)
89. One resolution of CNNWS suggested that UNDP (SF) should
establish a special research and development programme for nuclear
technology. The Administrator of UNDP has indicated that it will

continue to be guided in evaluating nuclear projects by its usual
criteria of soundness and priority.

90. UNDP (SF) has substantial financial resources available for
technically feasible projects. The Agency has been the executing
agency for only five Special Fund projects to date, although the
Governing Council each year approves over a hundred new projects;
these are usually large-scale projects involving considerable
expenditure.
91. The Special Fund was set up to deal with an area of activity
between small technical assistance projects and major capital aid.

projects. Its projects are largely in the nature of pre-investment

studies, that is, studies designed to determine whether a good case
can be made for investment. An example is the Agency's project in
the Philippines, whereby the case for nuclear power in that country
has been established.

92. The availability of UNDP (SF) financing should help materially in alleviating the shortage of funds facing developing countries
375-754-470-25
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when they reach the stage of development where pre-investment sur-

veys of substantial magnitude are urgently needed. In such cases,
every effort should be made to develop a plan of operation for submission to UNDP (SF) with a view to obtaining. financial support.
To date no project within the Agency's sphere of responsibility has
been turned down by the Special Fund.

93. Areas in which the financing of atomic energy applications
from UNDP(SF) might be considered are fairly numerous, but the

most practicable at the moment would seem to be :

(a) Feasibility and technical viability studies concerned with the
introduction of nuclear power into a developing country. This type
of project was supported in. the Philippines. It is recognized that
power production is the most capital-intensive activity in developing countries and UNDP (SF) is concerned only with the pre-investment stage;
(b) Exploitation of nuclear minerals. This consists of an intensification of existing geological surveys, systematic prospection and
detailed sample analyses leading to a programme of actual exploitation, mining and prospection. Projects of this type, concerned with
non-radioactive minerals, are sponsored by UNDP(SF) in many developing countries. Projects concerned with radioactive minerals are
now under consideration in several countries;
(c1 Utilization of the sterile male technique in pest control and

eradication. The current project for the eradication of the Medi-

terranean fruit fly in Central America is an example. The use of this
technique against other pests is under consideration, but it must be
recognized that when the technical and economic feasibility of this

type of project has been establishedthat is when the investment
stage is reachedfunds will have to be sought from sources other
than UNDP(SF).

(d) The establishment of mono-discipline institutes concerned, for
example, with the application of nuclear research and training in
agriculture. The Agency-assisted project in Yugoslavia and a current
project in India are examples. Consideration could be given to institutes concerned with the prospects of development of new varieties
of crops and institutes exclusively for radiation genetics; and
(e) Agro-industrial complexes.33 Although these are, like power
production, capital-intensive projects, feasibility and economic viability studies may be required at the pre-investment stage.
Capital investment sources
94.

Developing countries will require capital for investments in

the mining and processing of nuclear materials and, later, the reprocessing of irradiated fuel, nuclear desalting and large-scale nuclear appli-

cations in the chemical industry. However, by far the greatest need
will be for funds to finance nuclear power production, even assuming
that the very modest expansion in production now foreseen is not
wThe concept is that of a very large nuclear power reactor centre around which
would be clustered numerous energy-intensive industries including, for instance.
desalination, fertilizer production, food processing and metallurgical, manufacturing and chemical plants [footnote in original I.
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exceeded. The installed capacity foreseen for 1980 is approximately
as follows:
Africa

Asia (excluding Japan and
China (mainland))
Latin America

1,000 MW(e)
10,000-12,000 MW(e)

5,000 7,000 MW(e)
34.16,000-20,000 MW(e)

In order to raise the installed capacity of nuclear plants in developing
countries to 16,000-20,000 Am (e) a capital investment of $3-5 billion
would be required.
95. The five power reactor projects carried out in developing countries have been financed bilaterally under favourable terms. The two

Tarapur plants in India have been financed by a "soft" loan from
the United States Agency for International Development at 3-4 per
cent interest, with a 40-year repayment period. The foreign exchange
component of the KANUPP plant in Pakistan has been financed by
Canada, partly by a grant and partly by a loan at 6 per cent interest.
The ATTUCHA project in Argentina has been financed by a loan at
6 per cent interest with a 25-year repayment period and five years of
grace. It cannot be assumed that such favourable bilateral financing

will continue to be available after the first few pioneer plants are

installed.
96. Within the United Nations family, only IBRD and its affiliates

provide capital -aid. IBD's annual loans for electric power projects
average about $300 million ; in 1968 the total was $268 mill ion, of which

$254 million were regular IBRD loans and $14 million were "soft"
loans from the International Development Association of IBRD.
97. IBRD applies normal banking criteria when considering all
applications for loans. These criteria are not designed to take account
of the indirect benefits which are likely to result from the introduction
of a new technology like nuclear energy. These indirect benefits enable
developing countries:
(a) To familiarize themselves with the technology which will become of major importance in the generation of electricity throughout
the world in a few decades. (The pioneering "uneconomic" nuclear
power plant may often be the first step in a long-term programme
whose economic viability has already been established.) ;
(b) To diversify the sources of fuel supply. (This is bound to
strengthen the bargaining position of the developing country concerned in buying fossil fuels from other countries.) ; and
(c) To promote scientific and technical progress and thus stimulate
development in technology, engineering and scientific education.
Bole of the Agency
98. The Agency provides the following services to promote nuclear energy development :
"Totals cover existing ordered and planned plants; by 1980, it is expected
that the output of conventional plants in these areas will be of the order of

300,000 to 350,000 MW (e) [footnote in original].
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(a) A general assessment of the possible contribution of nuclear
power to the economy of the country;
(b) A detailed pre-investment feasibility study for a specific power

project. The Agency's own funds are insufficient for such projects
which cost a minimum of $500,000 and UNDP financing would normally be needed; and
(c) Assistance with site selection, safety evaluation, bit analysis,
start-up and commissioning of plant and training of staff.
99. It is stated in article XI.B of bhe Statute that : "Upon request,
the Agency may also assist any member or group of members to make
arrangements to secure necessary financing from outside sources . . . .
In extending this assistance, the Agency will not be required to provide
any guarantees or assume any financial responsibility fur the project."
Thus, the Agency may serve as an intermediary and help the developing country to draw up proposals for specific projects and present
them to the financing institution. It may also help in making arrangements for financing an important price component, i.e. nuclear fuel.

But clearly, the Agency's role with regard to capital requirements
is limited.
100. It is presumably to deal with this aspect of the problem that
CNNWS recommended that the Agency should study the possibility
of establishing a Special Nuclear Fund which would make "soft"
loans or grants available to finance major nuclear technology projects

that had been found to be technically feasible and economically
viable.

101. This matter has been considered by the Board of Governors.
It was the consensus in the Board that there is no prospect at present
that those member States whose support would be indispensable for
the establishment and maintenance of such a fund would, in fact, be
agreeable to its establishment. Some member Governments were opposed in principle to the creation of an additional and special source
of funds for financing a particular area of development, being of the
view that the financing of capital projects of all kinds must be considered in terms of a country's over-all development priorities. The
States concerned have also expressed the view that the creation of such
a fund might lead to a reduction in the resources available from .existing international or multi-agency sources of finance.
102. If it is the view of member States that existing financial institutions should give special priority to nuclear projects, e.g. in the
light of the considerations mentioned in paragraphs 89 and 97 above,

it appears that this could be most appropriately achieved by their
representatives taking the necessary action in IBRD, UNDP, etc.
Conclusions

The foregoing analysis shows that, as at present constituted,
the Agency, although able to provide many useful ancillaiy services,
can have little direct influence in arranging for the provision of capital
finance for major nuclear technology projects.
104. With regard to the pre-investment study, that is, the detailed
feasibility study, the costs also exceed the Agency's means and the
103.

decision to undertake a feasibility study is essentially one for the
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Uovernment concerned, which can make the appropriate request to
UNDP or call in a firm of consultants. In other words, pre-investment
studies also involve decisions regarding priorities, which the Agency
can only influence very marginally by offering advice.
105. The only stage at which the Agency has the means to give
financial assistance for major projects is the first stage, when projects
are initiated and their broad lines and potential value can be assessed.
106. The funds which the Agency uses for this purpose, as well as
for introducing and expanding the use of nuclear techniques, are
chiefly provided under its regular technical assistance 'programme. As
these resources are very limited, it is all the more necessary that they
be used in a manner which will make the greatest impact. It has been
found over the years that this can be achieved by using them as "seed
money" to initiate programmes and projects that can, if necessary, be
continued for a longer period under UNDP (TA) or UNDP (SF) .
101. An increase in the Agency's resources would, therefore, have
a cumulative effect in introducing the applications of nuclear energy
into developing countries.
108. By resolution J.11.1 CNNWS requested
the General Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency to consider
at its next meeting the establishment of a fund of special fissionable materials
for the benefit of non-nuclear-weapon States and, in particular, of developing

countries,33

Further, in resolution H.III.1 the Conference recommended that:
the Agency study the most effective means of ensuring access to special fissionable
materials on a commercial basis.36

109. In the light of this request, the Director General is including
an item on the subject in the provisional agenda for the next session
of the Agency's General Conference which will be held in September
1969. It is to be foreseen that a summary of such action as the Conference may decide to take will be included in the Agency's annual report to the General Assembly for the current year.

110. To assist the Conference, the Board is providing it with a

paper recalling what the Agency has so far been able to do to facilitate
the commerce in special fissionable le materials between its members. The

paper presents the terms and conditions under which such materials
are available through the Agency from the three chief producing members. It draws attention to the fact that 5140 kg of uranium-235 contained in enriched uranium, as well as 3 kg of plutonium, constitute the
nucleus of a fund of special fissionable materials which have been made

available to the Agency for its members. There have been some 65
transactions involving this fund, but all have been in fuel for research
reactors or in very small quantities of materials for research. About
5,000 kg of uranium-235 contained in enriched uranium are still avail-

able to the Agency but this quantity is insufficient for the lifetime
fuelling of a large power reactor.

111. The paper also draws attention to the fact that prices of supply through the Agency are the same as those for supply on a bilateral
33 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 082.
36 Ibid., p. 079.
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basis. However, since 1959, when the material was made available, the

other terms and conditions of bilateral supply have been developed
and liberalized. Member States producing special fissionable materials
have therefore been asked. whether they would now be prepared to
supply enriched uranium. through the Agency on the same general
conditions as those applying to bilateral supply. The Governments con-

cerned have also been asked whether they would be prepared to increase their allocations of enriched uranium for supply through the
Agency.

112. On the assumption that the Agency would examine at an
appropriate time the composition of its Board of Governors, with a

view to adapting it as might be necessary in the light of the new functions the Agency is called upon to assume under the Non-Proliferation

Treaty, CNNWS recommended that representation on the Board be
broadened "so as to reflect equitable geographical distribution and the
view of a broad spectrum of the developing countries".37 A few days
later the Agency's General Conference adopted a resolution in which
it requested the Board to review that article of the Agency's Statute

article VIwhich lays down how the Board is to be constituted and

function 3s

113. At the end of February 1969 the Board took steps to meet the
General Conference's request, having in mind also the recommendations with regard to its future composition that CNNWS had made.
On this occasion three of the A.gency's members introduced preliminary papers containing suggestions for changes in the present composition of the Board. The Board decided to set up an ad hoc committee
of the whole for the purpose of the review, inviting those members of
the Agency not serving on the Board to be represented at its meetings.
114. The committee's first four meetings, which were held from 15
to 17 April and at which a total of fifty members were represented
(nearly half of :the total membership, it is to be noted), were primarily
devoted to a broad exchange of views. Some consideration was also
given to the three written suggestions referred to in the preceding paragraph, as well as to others that were presented orally. At two further
meetings on 3 and 4 June respectively the committee first examined
three new suggestions that had been submitted by members and then
proceeded to elaborate a report to the Board.
115. The burden of this report was that changes in article VI of the
statute had become necessary, that many members were of the view that
a modest increase in the Board's present size of twenty-five members
was desirable, but that further study and negotiation would be needed
in order to devise an amendment that could command the wide acceptance required to bring it into effect. After considering this report on
12 June, the Board decided to transmit it to the General Conference
as an interim report on its review of article VI, and to inform the Con:.
ference of its intention to continue its study "as an urgent matter"
with a view to proposing .tn amendment to the article as soon as it was
able to do so.
' 1 bid., pp. 682 -6S3.

8 Ibid., p. 667.
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In resolution M, CNNWS requests

all nuclear-weapon States and those non-nuclear-weapon States which are in a
position to do so, to provide access for students and scientists for purposes of
training and acquisition of knowledge on a non-discriminatory basis to their
scientific institutions and nuclear establishments engaged in research and development of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

117. The resolution is thus addressed to States rather than to the
Agency. However, information regarding the facilities made available to the Agency for training and research in the development of the

peaceful uses of nuclear energy may be of interest.
118. From the start of the Agency's fellowship programme in 1958
until the end of 1968 an aggregate number of 3,300 scientists and technologists were trained under regular or long-term fellowships awarded.
by the Agency. Apart from some training at the Agency's laboratories,
nearly all these fellowships were in facilities made available by Mem-

ber States. Within this total figure, 1,400 of the fellowships awarded
were "Type II", that is to say, fellowships of which the costs were met.
by the host country.
119. About 50 per cent of all technical assistance funds (including
resources in kind) available to the Agency, including those available
under UNDP, were spent on fellowships and training. This proportion
was considerably higher in the early years and has since levelled off
at about 40 per cent of the funds (about 300 fellowships a. year). It
must be borne in mind that the relative proportion as between fellowships and other components of the technical assistance programme
(experts and equipment) is set by Governments and not by the Agency.
120. Besides fellowships of the classical type, the Agency offers
special training facilities through the Centre for Theoretical Physics
in Trieste; since 1958 it has organized eighty-seven training courses
attended by a total of about 1,300 students; and it arranges special
research fellowships and scientific visits for advanced training.
121. The most popular topics in which training has been sought
are nuclear engineering and technology; nuclear physics; the application of isotopes and radiation in medicine and agriculture; and nuclear chemistry.
122.

Other fields in which training is offered include general

atomic energy development ; prospecting, mining and processing of
nuclear materials; application of isotopes and radiation in biology;
the application of radioisotopes in other fields such as hydrology and
industry; and safety in nuclear energy.

Statement by the Canadian Representative (Ignatieff) to
the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Sea-Bed
and Ocean Floor [Extract), July 31, 19691
12. I should like now to turn to the question of the sea-bed. At
the meeting of the Committee on 13 May I also offered some pre'a Ibid., p. 684.
DNDC/PV.424, pp. 8-16.
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liminary suggestions on the draft treaty on the prohibition of the use
for military purposes of the sea-bed and ocean floor and the subsoil

thereof which had been put forward for the consideration of the
Committee by the Soviet Union on 18 May [Illarclij.2 Here again, if
the objective of all members of the Committee is to reach some general
agreement there must in the first instance be an effort by all of us to seek

and define our common purposes on this issue; and with that end in
view the Canadian delegation contributed an analysis of what we
consider to be the essential constituent factors of a possible agreement : namely the scope of possible prohibitions, their geographic
limits and their verification.
13. In making our suggestions we addressed ourselves to the sub-

stance of the problem in an effort to clarify the factors involved.

Rather than try in the first instance to put our thoughts into unequivocal treaty language, we thought that an initial analysis of substance
was desirable in seeking possible common ground among members
of the Committee. Subsequent comments from others have indicated

interest in, or sympathy with, a number of the suggestions we

advanced; and I am therefore encouraged to believe that some of the
thoughts of the Canadian delegation might still offer possibilities in
developing more generally acceptable international arms-control arrangements relating to the sea-bed.
14. Moreover, my remarks at the 410th meeting were directed in

large part to the Soviet draft and particularly to the problems it

raised for countries such as Canada. Since that time other delegations
have offered preliminary views of their Governments, and the United

States delegation has done more in submitting a further draft for a
sea-bed treaty on 22 May,3 together with a further explanatory statement at our meeting of 22 July,4 which offers an alternative to some
of the basic concepts of the earlier Soviet draft.

15. I am sure we all noted with satisfaction the opening statements of our co-Chairmen at this resumed session indicating the

priority they both assign to these sea-bed negotiations. While we continue to believe that progress must be recorded as well on the other
issues I mentioned, particularly those more directly related to the ful-

fillment by the nuclear Powers of their obligations under article VI
of the non-proliferation Treaty,5 we also believe that it is essential to
report to the forthcoming session of the United Nations General Assembly that substantial progress has been made in the negotiation
of a treaty covering arms control on the sea-bed. We think it is now
possible to define further the issues involved and to delineate bases for

agreement on them. It is important, if not vital, that during this session the Committee should arrive at accommodations which could be
supported by every member, in order that our report to the next session of the General Assembly may contain generally-acceptable recommendations on this important subject.
2 Ambassador Ignatieff's remarks appear in F)NDC /PV.410, pp. 4-8. For the

Soviet draft treaty, see ante, pp. 112-113.

3 Ante, pp. 211-213.
5 Ante, P1). 329-336.
5 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 4G4.
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The proposals which I put forward in my statement of 13

May have in the interim been the subject of consultation between my
Government and other interested Governments. The distinctive features of the Canadian suggestions have been given further consideration, and I should like today to offer some elaboration of them and
some explanation of the reasons behind our proposals. But I should
like to stress at the outset that we agree with the United States that
the prohibition of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction

from the largest possible area of the sea-bed should be given the

highest priority, and we would consider an agreement which accomplished this objective as a major step in the direction of effective arms
control.
17. We do hope, however, that we can achieve more, and thus we
should not wish. to stop there. We wish to ensure that careful and
serious consideration be given by all parties to the various alternatives
in order to achieve a treaty which provides the most effective possible
assurances for the security of signatory States and a system of veri-

fication. which takes into account the interests of the majority of

potential signatories. In this connexion we are
careful study to
the proposals outlined by the representative of
of Sweden and put forward by you, Madam Chairman, at our meeting on 24 July 6 as possible bases for compromise positions acceptable to all members of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament as well as to the other
valuable suggestions made by other delegations. I now propose to
discuss the major elements of the Canadian suggestions.
18. First as to prohibitions. In May we attempted to suggest in
analytical form the types of weapons which we believed should be
considered for prohibition, starting with nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction together with their associated. containers,
platforms and structures. In considering the problem of demilitarization realistically we thought it necessary also, in view of proftb.lp
early developments in undersea science and technology, to consider
other weapons which may also be developed and which, if affixed to
the sea-bed or ocean floor, would inevitably extend the arms race to
this environment just as surely as even though less destructively than,
nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruttion. To put it differently, non-nuclear States require protection first and foremost against
nuclear weapons but also against non-nuclear weapons which might
be implanted or emplaced on the sea-bed. Inclusion of such weapons
in the prohibitions of the treaty would also play a useful role in having an agreed understanding about research and development activi-

ties in this field now, rather than waiting to take action until we
face a specific threat. It would also ensure that such weapons would

be subject to agreed verification procedures.

19. Nye believe that consideration should therefore be given to
developing treaty language which would prohibit those weapons
which could be used against the territory, the territorial sea or air

space, or objects therein, of another State without, however, prohibiting installations required for self-defence. We appreciate the point
made by you, Madam Chairman, on behalf of the Swedish delega6 ENDC/PV.422, pp. 14 ft
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tion,7 that in our preliminary statement the Canadian attempt to define specific prohibitions may have been unnecessarily complex. We
believe nevertheless that it should be possible to develop treaty terminology which would be based on a concept of specific prohibitions
and which would prohibit weapons most likely to result in an expansion of the arms race. Failure to curb development of such weapons
as
Madam Chairman, pointed outwould be a serious omission.
With this in mind we should like to suggest that consideration be
given to the principle that States would undertake not to implant or
e,
emplace on, within or beneath the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond an
agreed coastal band: (a) any nuclear weapons; (b) any weapons of
mass destruction ; (c) any storage containers, launching platforms or
structures related to nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction; (d) any other weapons, under-sea bases, or fortifications, with
which or from which military action could be undertaken against the
territory, territorial sea or air space (or objects therein) of another
State.

20. We believe that such a definition of the scope of the treaty
advanced by Canada is in. keeping with the Committee's ultimate
objective of general and complete disarmament, while providing for
the essential security interests of a coastal State and particularly the
security needs of non-nuclear States and States with long coastlines
difficult to defend. On the one hand, prohibitions limited to nuclear
weapons and weapons of mass destruction would not, in our opinion,
deal adequately with the security threat arising from the possibility
of the emplacement of other offensive weapons and installations on
the sea-bed. Indeed, these limited prohibitions would give to the emplacement of conventional weapons a respectability or legal sanction
they might not otherwise enjoy, and would also lead to possible conflicts respecting the right to protect the emplacements in question. On
the other hand, the blanket prohibition on the sea-bed and ocean floor
of all weapons and military activities, as pro:posed by the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, is obviously deficient in protecting security
and other interests of coastal States. It would preclude the emplacement of surveillance devices capable of detecting the approach to the
shores of ships or submarines which, under international law, enjoy
freedom of navigation, and would also preclude other defence measures deemed necessary.

In sum, therefore, the Canadian view is that further consideration needs to be given in both draft treaties before us to the essential
purpose of satisfying each State's legitimate security interests, while
contributing to disarmament and arms-control measures which are the
21.

objectives of this Committee.

22. I should now like to say something about the geographic area
to be covered by the prohibitions in the treaty. We have stressed in
all relevant discussions that the largest possible area of the sea-bed
should be subjected to arms-control measures. In both drafts before
the Committee this view appears to be generally accepted. The basic
Canadian approach has been that the sea-bed should be reserved for
peaceful purposes, consistent both with the United Nations Charter
7 Ibid., p. 14.
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and with other principles of international law. Among the principles
of the Charter which we believe to be applicable to the sea-bed, as to
other agreements, is the inherent right of individual or collective selfdefence under article 51. In this connexion we must recognize that
only weapons emplaced or fixed on the sea-bed and ocean floor are
wider discussion and that we are not dealing with the prohibition of
submarines or other vessels, which in accordance with the tradition of
freedom of the seas would continue to have access to the approaches
of coastal States. In addition to the right of self-defence and the principle of the freedom of the high seas, we have in mind the exclusive
sovereign rights of coastal States, under the 1958 Geneva Convention,'
to explore and exploit the continental shelf.
23. Now as to the security zone. In the light of these considerations
we have advanced the concept of a 200-mile security zone extending
from the outer limits of the twelve-mile coastal band in which the
coastal State would enjoy preferential defence rights, it being clearly

understood that all the prohibitions agreed to under the sea-bed
treaty now under consideration would apply within this zone. No State,

not even the coastal State, would be allowed to emplace in this zone
weapons prohibited by the treaty. Within this security zone, how-

ever, the coastal State, or any other State acting with the explicit
consent of the coastal State, would be able to perform those defensive

activities not prohibited under the treaty, while other States would
have no such rights. We believe that a provision along these lines
should be considered for the purpose of satisfying the legitimate
defence requirements of coastal States under the Charter. This concept clearly- recognizes that the security interests of a coastal State
would be jeopardized if other States, without its permission, were to
install military devices on the sea-bed in the waters adjacent to the
coastal State. In this connexion, the representative of Brazil outlined in very clear terms at our last meeting the relationship of a
coastal State's verification interests to a possible security zone.°
24. These considerations would appear particularly important if
the prohibition eventually agreed to were restricted to nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction. In that event, if provision were
made for a coastal State security zone along the lines of the Canadian
proposal, foreign States would be permitted to install even offensive
conventional weapons on a relatively permanent basis immediately
beyond the limits of the defined narrow coastal band. We consider
that few States with big coastal interests would be willing to accept
the presence of such installations.

25. As to the coastal band, the two draft treaties before us differ
with respect to the width of the defensive coastal band. Canada would

prefer a broader rather than a narrower band, in part because it

corresponds with what appears to be an international trend towards
a twelve-mile territorial sea, but in part also because we believe that
national security interests would be best served by the wider band. We
listened with considerable interest also to the important proposal by
the representative of Japan that consideration be given to discarding
8499 UNTS 311.
9 ENDC/PV.423, pp. 26 ff.
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completely the concept of a defensive coastal band." Inclusion in
the treaty of a more limited coastal band or the elimination of the
band altogether would make even more important, we believe, a wide

security zone such as we have described, which would permit the

coastal State to exercise more effective control over its adjacent waters.

It should be noted also that the Japanese proposal raises difficult
questions with regard to verification, to which other representatives
have made reference.

26. The representative of Sweden also has made an interesting
proposal with respect to a two-tier coastal band.0 The Canadian

authorities are now studying this suggestion, which provides somewhat

the same protection for the legitimate interests of coastal States as
the proposal for a single twelve-mile coastal band. We appreciate that
this suggestion was intended to provide a compromise as between those
States which favour a three-mile coastal band and those which favour
instead a twelve-mile coastal band by using in a more restricted way
the principle underlying our concept of a 200-mile State security zone.

We wonder, however, whether States with a twelve-mile territorial
sea would in fact be willing to accept such restrictions upon their
sovereignty in the outer nine-mile region of their territorial sea. We
wonder also whether they would be willing to allow the carrying out

of observation and inspection procedures in this region of their
territorial sea.
27. Lastly, I should like to refer to the verification problem. The
two draft treaties before us differ also in their general approach to
the problem of the verification of the prohibitions they would include.

You, Madam Chairman, on behalf of the Swedish delegation put
forward some proposals regarding a verification system which is
designed to complement the remainder of the Swedish concept with
respect to prohibitions and the geographic zone." Without commenting
at the moment on the specifics of the Swedish proposal, I might state
that we welcome the obvious underlying concern with ensuring that
all signatories would be able to participate in the verification procedure. I have already expressed in my statement in May concern at the
restrictive approach contained in the Soviet draft; but the verification

article in the United States draft also seems restrictive in that its
proposal concerning the right to observe and in suspicious circum-

stances to consult and co-operate will not ensure freedom from fear
in countries with less developed undersea technologies which may
suspect that they may be threatened by weapons or military installations in an adjacent area of the sea-bed.
28. We wonder whether those countries with less well developed
undersea teclinologii.z. might count on the co-operation and assistance
of those with more highly developed technologies in the detection and
inspection of prohibited installations, particularly in areas of the sea
adjacent to the coastal State. We believe, for instance, that it would
be in the interests of all of us if a verification procedure could be
devised offering the maximum assurance possible, within admittedly
the known technical limitations, to which the representative of the
" ENDC/PV.420, p. S.
ultINDC/PV.422, pp. 16-17.
" Ibid.
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United States referred the other day," that all signatories have the
right to request not only the verification of activities or installations
that may give them concern, but also that it be coupled with an undertaking that the nations which have a more developed competence in
underwater technology would co-operate as well as consult.
29. Such a verification procedure might take many forms, but we

would suggest that careful thought be given to various factors for
possible inclusion. For example, a verification proposal taking the

above considerations into account might include the following features.
All installations and structures on the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond
the twelve-mile coastal band would be open to observation and inspec-

tion by representatives of the other States parties to the treaty. States
wishing to carry out actual inspection of installations and structures

would be required to give prior notice of their intention to the

Secretary-General of the United Nations. Every party would have the
right to apply to the Secretary-General of the United Nations for the
co-operation and assistance of other States in carrying out the verification process. On receipt of such an application the Secretary-General
would make arrangements for the verification measures to be carried.
out by a technically competent State party to the treaty. The applying
State would be able to nominate an official to accompany the technicians

of the investigating State.
30.

As for the financing, we have given some thought to a proposal

which would require the complaining State to accept the financial
responsibility for a verification operation in which no violation of the
treaty was discovered, since this would serve to ensure that requests
for verification were limited to instances in which serious concern and

international action were warranted. We thought that in order to
ensure that the provision was not discriminatory it might be appropriate that, in the event that the verification procedures provided
evidence of a treaty violation, the cost of the investigation would then

be paid by the offending State or through an agreed procedure set

up by the Secretary-General of the United Nations. If inspection were
taking place within the 200-mile security zone, the coastal State involved would be consulted and allowed to nominate officials to accompany the investigating technicians, whether that State had introduced
the complaint or not. Each State party to the treaty would undertake
to agree to full co-operation in the verification process.
31. In our view the verification problem must be considered from
the point of view not just of the present degree of sea-bed exploitation
or present competence in this environment, but rather of that which
may prevail during the life of any treaty. Many delegations recently
attended briefings, kindly arranged by the United States delegation,

which pointed up the fact that a large number of peaceful sea-bed
installations and structures will probably be under construction if not

in actual existence in the not too distant future. It is probable, for
example, that underwater drilling rigs and perhaps even extensive
undersea engineering. structures are within the realm of possibility as
a result of the world-wide search for new sources of power. Such
developments would make it extremely difficult to verify a generalized
prohibition such as that proposed by the Soviet Union.
" Ante, p. 333.
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32. The size and nature of future sea-bed engineering will also
make it extremely difficult to detect violations of the prohibitions
which the United States has proposed covering nuclear weapons and

weapons of mass destruction only. These weapons might be concealed
in other engineering forms and only close physical inspection would
offer any assurance of verification. A system involving close physical

inspection could be extended without undue difficulty to the list of
prohibitions proposed by Canada.
33. Finally, a word about the terms of the treaty. The concept of a

review conference as outlined in the United States draft treaty

(article V) might, we believe, be retained whatever terms were agreed
on in the final treaty. Our concern, however, has been that any treaty
should be comprehensive enough in its prohibitions to serve as a longterm agreement. While a review conference might consider all aspects

of the treaty, it should probably concentrate its attention mainly on
verification techniques.
34.

I realize that the proposals which I have been outlining differ

in several respects from both of the draft treaties now before the
Committee. While our primary purpose in advancing our proposals
was to ensure that the interests of countries such as Canada were taken

into account, we believe also that some of the suggestions in our
modified position might help in the search by this Committee for a
compromise. It is essential, in our opinion, that such a compromise
be reached before the end of this present session so as to avoid a
situation wherein we go to the General Assembly with two drafts
without being able to report any reconciliation of views as a result of
negotiations in this Committee. If such a situation were to develop,
the purpose of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament to

act as a negotiating instrument on disarmament matters would be
severely criticized. It is our hope, therefore, that the Canadian position
will be given consideration by the other members represented here in
formulating an agreed recommendation which might go forward from
this Committee.

Statement by the Japanese Representative (Asakai) to
the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Underground Test Ban, July 31, 19691
35. I asked for the floor today to speak on the question of the prohibition of underground nuclear-weapon tests. Six years have already
passed since the partial test-ban Treaty was concluded in 1963.2 As we
recall, the parties to the Treaty proclaimed in its preamble their inten-

tion to seek to achieve the discontinuance of all test explosions of
nuclear weapons for all time and their determination to continue negotiations to that end. A number of valuable proposals and suggestions

have since been made in this Committee seeking the prohibition of
nuclear-weapon tests conducted underground, the one environment
ENDC/PV.424, pp. 16-22.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1963, pp. 291-293.
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left untouched in the partial test-ban Treaty. Our special tribute in
this regard goes to the delegation of Sweden for its incessant efforts.
Unfortunately, however, it has not been possible so far to conclude
a treaty on this subject.

36. The prohibition of underground nuclear-weapon tests is the
most effective means of halting the qualitative "improvement" of
nuclear weapons. For this reason it, is the earnest desire of the Government and people of Japan, who strongly hope for nuclear disarmament,
that a treaty to prohibit all underground nuclear-weapon tests will be
concluded at the earliest possible date. Now that the non-proliferation
Treaty 3 has been agreed upon, we in this Committee must renew our
determination to exert our utmost, efforts to attain this goal.
37. In dealing with this subject we have to consider its dual aspectspolitical and technical. The political aspect is, of course, the
question of political decisions, which are in the last analysis in the

hands of the United States and the Soviet Union. The technical aspect
is how best we can develop a means of adequate verification which can

ensure the observance of the treaty. Today I should like to address
myself specifically to this technical question.
38. The verification of compliance with the prohibition of underground nuclear-weapon tests is certainly not an easy problem. Unlike
test explosions in the atmosphere, underground explosions can be
neither sighted from the air nor detected by means of collecting radioactive debris in the air. The only possibility is to detect and identify
them by recording underground disturbances caused by them. Hence
arduous efforts have been made to elaborate seismological means of
detecting and identifying such explosions.
39. Particularly in the past few years, marked improvements have
been made in the seismological means of detection and identification.
No doubt technical developments, including the establishment of array
stations, have made their contribution to such improvements. But more
important has been the further development of international co-opera-

tion, which is traditional in the field of seismology. There was, for
example, the meeting of the "detection club" convened in May 1966
on the initiative of the Government of Sweden with the participation
of representatives of eight Governments, including the Government
of Japan.
40. Another important event was the discussion in the study group

on seismic methods for monitoring underground explosions which met

in April and June of last year upon the initiative of the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), with the participation of leading seismologists of the world, including those from the four

nuclear-weapon States' It was agreed in the study group that at a
magnitude of 4.75 and above it was almost 100 per cent, possible to
identify underground explosions using the relationship between surface waves and body waves recorded at teleseismic distances. I should
like to remind the Committee that a magnitude of 4.75 was considered
by the Geneva Conference of Experts in 1958 only as a future target
for seismological identification of explosions. Indeed, the SIPRI study
3 Ibid., 1968, pp. 4(31-465.

`Ibid., pp. 455-458.
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group opened a new era in the negotiations for the conclusion of a
treaty on the prohibition of underground nuclear-weapon tests.
41. However, we have to admit that there is a limitation to the
possibility of detecting and identifying underground explosions by
seismological means. Opinions differed among the members of the
SIPRI study group on whether it was possible to distinguish explosions
from earthquakes as the level of magnitude went down from 4.75 to
4.5. As the figure goes further clown the magnitude scale, identification
by teleseismic observation becomes more difficult, and at the present
stage it is not easy even to detect at long range underground events of

magnitude 4.0 and less. It is impossible at present, and will remain
so in the foreseeable future, to detect events of magnitude 3.0 and less
at teleseismic distances.
42.

Those facts lead us to the inevitable conclusion that, so long

as one takes the position that all underground test-ban treaty should not
be concluded unless all underground explosions, however small, are to
be detected and identified, there will be no chance for a complete underground test-ban treaty in the foreseeable future. In order to conclude

a treaty prohibiting all underground nuclear-weapon tests one has
to start from the premise that a political decision has to be made to
prohibit all such tests when a means is devised to detect and identify
underground explosions above a certain limit in size.

43. Intrinsically, the size of such explosions should be expressed
in terms of the power of the explosions or "yield". But yield of explosions is not observable from outside. Inasmuch as we employ the
seismological means of verification, magnitude is the only physical
quantity observable to us. Thus the limit that I referred to earlier
should also be expressed in terms of magnitude. What, then, should

be the level of that magnitude? The easiest answer is to set it at magnitude 4.75, as explosions above that level of magnitude can be identified

even at present. It may be asked, however, whether it is appropriate
to leave out explosions of magnitude below 4.75. For example, the size
of explosions of magnitude 4.0 is reported to be 2 kilotons in granite
and 6 kilotons in tuff, and to reach the level of 25 kilotons if fired in
partly saturated alluvium. Difficulties may exist in concluding a complete underground test-ban treaty without further assurances that test
explosions of this order of magnitude would be identified.
44.

Detection of explosions above magnitude 4.0 will become possi-

ble in the near future through improvement of the existing networks
of teleseismic observatories; but identification is another matter. As
it, is the relationship between body waves and surface waves that is
used for identification of explosions, and as it is not possible at present
to record surface waves of explosions below magnitude 4.5 at teleseismic

distances, it, becomes necessary to employ data recorded at local or
regional distances in order to identify explosions of magnitudes between 4.5 and 4.0, a figure which may be used for the moment as the
limit in question.
45.

Taking all those factors into consideration, my delegation

wishes to make a suggestion for a workable formula to reach our ulti-

mate goalthe prohibition of all underground nuclear-weapon tests.
46. The first step in that formula would be to agree to prohibit
underground nuclear-weapon tests above magnitude 4.75 while secu-
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ring a commitment by all States to co-operate with each other with a
view to devising within a certain period of time a system of verification

which would be able to monitor all underground explosions above
magnitude 4.0. This first step is a provisional measure, taking fully
into account the fact that the divergence of views among States on the
necessity of on-site inspection prevents us from realizing the prohibition of all underground nuclear-weapoil tests at a single stroke. It is
our hope that the'suergestion I have just put forward will be accepted
by all States withoue'delay.
47. The second step would be to agree on a complete underground
test-ban when the foregozsing system of verification was completed. Let
me further elaborate the specific measures which should be taken to
implement the system of verification suggested in our formula.
48. First, as our suggestion is based on the measurement of magnitude, a system to determine the magnitude of each underground disturbance should be established. One of the problems pointed out by the
SIPRI study group was the difference in magnitude reported on the
same event by eastern and western observatories, which is probably
due to the diiference in period characteristics of the respective instruments. It would be necessary to ensure that the magnitude reported on
an event would be the same regardless of who the reporter might be,

so that there would be no room for dispute about the basic scale of
measurement. One effective step might be an agreement to designate
a certain number of observatories for each subject area and to determine the magnitudes of events on the basis of data reported by them.
We might also request in this respect co-operation from the Magnitude
Committee of the International Association of Seismology and Physics
of the Earth's Interior.
49. Secondly, the purpose of verification under our formula would
not be attained effectively unless seismological stations in the world
were properly distributed. Our next step, therefore, should be to examine the existing networks of seismological observatories in the light
of the need to make the local or regional observation required to identify explosions above the limit explained earlier. In that connexion the

Japanese delegation wishes to support the suggestion made by the
representative of Canada on 17 April on the registration of observatories. If there are important areas which are not covered by the
existing stations, the States concerned need to agree to improve the
existing observatories as well as to establish new ones as is found.
necessary.

50. A question may arise at this point on the number of new observatories to be installed. The number may differ considerably depending
upon several factors. For example, there is the question of where the

"important areas" to be covered are, and how wide they should be.
There is also the fact that explosions of the same size detonated in a
similar medium may produce considerably different magnitudes
according to different circumstances. They may well produce magnitudes higher than expected. For the purpose, therefore, of restraining explosions which are normally expected to produce magnitudes
above a certain level it may suffice to install enough observatories to
identify explosions of a magnitude somewhat above that level. It is
assumed that the number of necessary observatories would decease
375-754-70-26
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as the magnitude level of explosions to be identified became higher.
My delegation wishes to suggest that a meeting of experts be convened
to examine further all the relevant aspects of this matter.

51. Thirdly, all the States should agree to make all seismic data
available internationally. Data to be made available should include
(1) Data on all underground events except local micro-earthquakes, which are to be reported on a daily basis by telegraphic means;
(2) Copies of graphic and magnetic reee"s on specific under.
ground events which are to be supplied upon request; and
(3) Some analytical data on these specific events.
More specifically, the data to be provided on a daily basis to which I
have referred in (1) above should include the arrival time of the first.
motion of body waves and the maximum amplitude and the period of
that wave group, the arrival time of the depth phase, and the maximum. amplitude and the period of surface waves. I should like to add
that such daily data are already exchanged internationally to some
extent for academic purposes.
52. In order to ensure the credibility of the data supplied, it might
be necessary to agree in addition to provide seismographic records for
the period when there was no earthquake, the calibration record of
seismographs, and other materials to show the state of maintenance
and operation of the stations, including observation diaries. In this
connexion the experimental explosions which the United States plans
to detonate in September and afterwards will contribute to the process

of improving the identification capabilities through international

exchange of seismological data. My Government is therefore prepared
to co-operate fully with that operation.
53. Now, given the situation where necessary seismological data
are regularly made available by the observatories properly distributed
all over the world, our next step should be to establish an international
centre which will process all these data promptly, and remnarly report
the location of epicentre, depth, body-wave magnitude and surfacewave magnitude of all underground disturbances reported by the cooperatinr. stations. There are already international centres which conduct such an operation on a global or semi-global scale in Edinburgh,

Moscow, Strasburg and Washington, D.C. Their services are put to
practical use by UNESCO, for example, for its counter-measure
activitiwagain4 earthquakes. They are, however, not quite adequate
for our purpose in either the speed of data collection and processing,
the quantity and quelity of reporting, or the geographic distribution
of contributing seismological stations. We must examine this matter
further, and seek tc organize one effective international centre for
quick reporting on seismic events. Such a centre will be an important
cornerstone of the seismological means of verification and must be
operated as un international institution. Iii this regard the suggestions
made in the Commit t6e on 17 April by the representatives of Canada 5
and the United Kingdom° deserve our very careful study.
the question: What. if a request to provide data
54. I now come

on a specific event should be rejected, or if falsified data should be
ENDC/PV.4i)4, pp. 29-31.
8 Ibid., pp. 61t.
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provided on it? My delegation wishes to suggest, in order to prevent
such an unfortunate situation the setting up of what may be called
an international monitoring centre which would objectively analyse
seismological data and determine whether there were underground
nuclear explosions. Whenever there was a suspicious underground
event, the centre would request, on the basis of the data-exchange
agreement which I have described earlier, the provision of copies of
graphic and magnetic records as Ave] 1 as the result of their analysis,
not only of such an event itself, but also of other events which should
be compared with it. This centre might also be authorized to request,

if necessary, the provision of certain other materials which might
confirm the credibility of the data provided.

55. Further elaborating the functions of the centre, these would
be (1) to examine regularly the report of the quick reporting centre
on the epicentre, depth and magnitude of underground events and to
point out suspicious events; (2) to collect necessary data on the suspicious events and other events to be examined for analytical purposes;

(3) to analyse the collected data and determine whether the suspicious
events were underground explosions or earthquakes; and (4) to watch
regularly the operation of the registered observatories. In view of these
functions, the centre might best be staffed by scientific and technical
experts on an international basis.
56.

1

i

This is the suggestion of my delegation on a seismological

means of verification of compliance with a complete underground testban treaty on the basis of international co-operation. As all the specific
measures indicated in my presentation involve technical problems in
the field of seismology, I hope that they will be examined by the experts
in this field without delay and that we can come to an early agreement

on the complete prohibition of underground nuclear weapon tests.
In further elaborating and implementing these specific measures,
Japan will contribute as much as it can through providing the luiowledge and experience it has accumulated in the field of seismology as
well as through other means. My delegation will welcome any comment
on the suggestions I have made today.

United States Note to Secretary-General Thant: Establish-

ment of International Service for Nuclear Explosions
for Peaceful Purposes, August 4, 19691
I

In connexion with resolution 2456 C (XXIII), adopted by the

General Assembly last year, regarding "the establishment, within the
frImework of the International Atomic Energy Agency, of an international service for nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, under
appropriate international control",2 the United States Government
notes that a related resolution was adopted by the Twelfth General
Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agencyresolution
GC (XII) /Re,s/245which referred to the role envisaged for an intert-,

1 A/7678, Sept. 29, 1969, pp. 38-39.
2 Documentis on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 799-800.
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national body under article V of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons. The latter resolution requested the Director Gen-

eral of that Agency "to initiate studies of the procedures that the
Agency should employ in performing such a role", and further requested the Agency's Board of Governors "to review the results of
these studies and to report thereon" to the General Conference at its
next session, which will take place in September of this year.3 The

IAEA study on this matter, in which all member States of the Agency
were invited to participate, has now been completed and approved by
the Agency's Board of Governors for transmittal to the General Conference and to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
The United States Government believes that the study undertaken
by IAEA is especially relevant to the aforementioned General Assembly resolution, and endorses its conclusions. In particular, the United
States firmly believes that IAEA is the most appropriate organization
to foster international co-operation pertaining to the peaceful uses of
nuclear explosions, and to assume the responsibilities and functions

anticipated for an international organization under article V of the
non-proliferation treaty. The United. States is encouraged by the fact
that IAEA already has made great progress in delineating its prospective responsibilities in this field, and believes that the IAEA offers
the most appropriate forum for defining these responsibilities and
functions in greater detail. This view evidently is shared by many
other States. The United States also notes in this connexion that the
Agency's experience in many other fields pertaining to the peaceful
uses of nuclear enemy will be relevant and useful in the field of
peaceful nuclear explosions.
The United States supports the concept, recently endorsed by the
IAEA's Board of Governors, that the Agency's organization should
be kept under periodic review and adapted as necessary to assure that
it will be able to meet its prospective responsibilities in the field of
peaceful nuclear explosions. Moreover, the United States has made

clear its intention to continue supporting the development of the

IAEA's competence in this field by continuing to furnish the Agency
with extensive information on the United States experimental "Plow-

share" programme, and by making available experts from time to
time to assist the Agency as necessary. The United States already
has provided a summary report to the Agency on the current status of
the technology of peaceful nuclear explosions ( which the Director

General has circulated to all IAEA member States), and has also

provided an expert to assist in developing an agenda and programme
for a Panel Meeting on the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Explosives which

the Agency plans to convene in the near future. Additionally, the

United States will make available one of its scientists from its "Plowshare" programme to join the staff of the IAEA within the next two
months.
It should be emphasized that the technology for peaceful nuclear
explosions is at an early stage of development, and much work remains
to be done before widespread application of peaceful nuclear explosions can be expected. Accordingly, the United States believes that
3The IAEA. resolution appears ibid., pp. 667-66S. For the non-proliferation

treaty, see ibid., pp. 461 -4&i.
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the development of detailed arrangements relating to the provision of
peaceful nuclear explosion services will have to continue to be approached on an evolutionary basis in the light of the technological
progress actually achieved. At the same time, however, the United
States considers that the IAEA study represents a very good beginning on the subject, and that the principal aspects of potential IAEA
involvement have already been generally well defined in this study. It

is anticipated that IAEA will continue these studies and define its

role with greater clarity over the months ahead, and the United States

Government reiterates its willingness to co-operate fully with the
Agency in further studies and discussions on this subject.
Finally, the United States Government wishes to reiterate that it
plans to make available, when technically and economically feasible,
peaceful nuclear explosion services pursuant to article V of the nonproliferation treaty under attractive conditions. Charges will be as

low as possible and will exclude the sizable costs of research and
development that have been incurred in the development of nuclear
explosives. Moreover, the United States does not anticipate any
scarcity of nuclear explosive devices necessary to perform this service
once the technology for applying nuclear explosions to peaceful purposes reaches a stage of commercial application.

Statement by the Swedish Representative (Myrdal) to the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Biological
and Chemical Methods of Warfare, August 5, 19691
2. Today I want to proceed directly, as I usually do, to a substantive deliberation on one specific subject, namely to statealthough to

a large extent it rather means restatingthe views of the Swedish

delegation on biological and chemical means of warfare. The matter
is urgent and, as I hope to be able to show, quite promising for at least:
one important step forward during this session on the road towards
curbing the arms race in regard to those terror weapons.

Some important developments have taken place since I last
dealt with this matter in March,2 at least towards a fuller realization
of the threat which B and C warfare poses to mankind. The group of
experts assembled by the Secretary-General of the United Nations to
carry out the task entrusted to him by General Assembly resolution
2454 A. (XXIII) of 20 December 1968 3 has fulfilled its task with
3.

remarkable diligence within the required period of time; and the

Secretary-General submitted on 1 July the requested report on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their
possible use.4 There is also a growing awareness in the world at large
of the horrors of those weapons. A debate has been flaring up, at the
level of both specialists and laymen, about the wisdom of producing
ENDC/PV. 425, pp. 5-18.
2 ENDC/PV. 397. p. 26.
3 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 793-795.
Ante, pp. 2G4 -298.
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them. This public debate creates an increasing pressure on governments to ensure, within a short span of time, an effective, universallyaccepted ban on their use and proofs of progress towards their ultimate
elimination.
4. Against those developmentsthe increase in knowledge and the

impatience of the public debateshould be measured the steps that
we in the Eighteen-Nation Committee are ready to take. We have first

to register with gratification that on. 10 July the delegation of the
United Kingdom introduced in the Committee a draft convention and
an accompanying draft Security Council resolution on biological warfare,5 thus following up the initiative it had taken last year in submit-

ting the working paper contained in document ENDC/231.6 The
statements in this Committee following that recent British initiative
have predominantly come to focus on whether or not it is advisable to
treat separately biological and chemical means of warfare. My deleffation will have some comments to make on that issue in a later context;
but we definitely do not want it to be treated as a decisive issue. There
is another line of distinction which I find it much more necessary to

draw in our deliberations about international action, namely that
between the question of use of those weapons in war and questions
pertaining to preparations for such use of them, i.e. their development,
testing, production and stockpiling.

5. In regard to useor rather non-usethe world community has
already established regulations inscribed formally in international
legislation and/or respected as rules of customary international law,
with an origin in The Hague Conventions from the beginning of this
century 7 and most specifically spelt out in the Geneva Protocol of

1925,5 reinforced by General Assembly resolutions of both 1966 and
1968.° The first duty of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament should therefore be to safeguard that existing bulwark for the
non-use of both B and C weapons.
6. In regard to questions of non-production, if I may thus denote
in a brief term the second set of problems, we in the Eighteen- Nation
Committee on Disarmament will face quite a different and in a way a

more creative task, entailing a need for some innovation. For our
proceeding on that latteras I have called it, creativecourse, the
initiative of Mr. Malley should give valuable guidance. I will return
to that issue in greater detail towards the end of my statement. But
from the very outset I have wanted to make clear that the Swedish
delegation foresees and favours a double task for the Eighteen-Nation
Committee on Disarmament : one imminent and, I hope, uncontro-

versial, the other requiring more of painstaking study and bridging

of differences.
7. In my intervention today, consequently, I intend to deal in turn

with three subjects : first, the experts' report; second, the question of
securing universal adherence to the ban on use in warfare of B and C
'Ante, pp. 3184327.

Documents on Disarmament, 196S, pp. 569471.
91 British, and Foreign State Papers 1014; William D. Malloy, comp., Treaties.
Conventions, International Acts, Protocols. and Agreements Between the United
States of America and Other Powers, vol. II, pp. 2052,2285.
Post, pp. 764-765.
Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798 -799; Thiel., 1968, pp. 793-795.
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weapons, embodied in the Geneva Protocol ; and finally, the United
Kingdom draft convention, intended to secure the elimination of, m
the first instance, the biological means of warfare.
8. The Secretary-General's report provides an excellent point of
departure for our dealing much more in depth with all questions pertaining to B and C weapons than has hitherto been possible. In accordance with the task given to him and with the assistance of distinguished
experts in the field, the Secretary-General has supplied liq
b
with a technical and scientific background against which to test our
proposals. He has also presented three very important recommendations for such action, to which I will return.
9. One of the highlights of the report is the elucidation of the fact
that chemical and biological agents usable for the purpose of war show
a very wide variation in their effects. They can therefore be ranged in
a scale covering all possible intended uses : from agents intended to
be generally lethal to those intended only to incapacitate an enemy
temporarily. This variability in regard to effect is applicable to both
chemical and biological agents: they may be lethal or temporarily
incapacitating. The report also brings out that any intended use relies
upon calculations as to the probabilities that the desired result would
be reached. A margin of uncertainty is inherent, however, and it implies that the use of a lethal agent may still leave attacked persons
surviving, orwhich is a more cruel consequencethat the use of an
incapacitating agent may still cause some severe casualties or even
deaths. Taking all these factors into consideration, we think the unavoidable conclusion to be drawn is that the experts also explicitly

state: that no definite limits or borders can be drawn in regard to
different types of chemical agents or biological agents as being lethal
or non-lethal.

10. This is supported by another important fact which emerges
from the report. Were chemical or biological agents ever to be used
as weaponsin a regular war, I have to addthey would be used not

alone but together with conventional weapons. One must. conclude that
if used for military purposes the effects even of very safe incapacitating agents would enhance the kill effect of the conventional weapons.
This is also the opinion of the experts. A further risk in B and C war-

fare which also tends to make any distinct borderline between lethal
and non-lethal meaningless for a prohibition of their use in war is the
invitation to retaliation, which in turn practically inevitably implies a
risk of escalation, so that more deleterious agents would be used.
11. This theme of retaliation is worthy of some elaboration. Man's
mind has long been preoccupied with the possibilities of "humane
war" : that is, of finding some means which did not kill or severely
hurt but only incapacitated people. If such agents were the sole ones
to be used in warand were used solely against military personnel, I
should addthe cruelty of war would be diminished, perhaps to the
point of permitting total elimination of conventional weapons. Science
and technology eventually did develop means of graduated severity,
which have been greeted as considerable advances. A time seemed to
come when external enemies could be dealt with in the same way as
rioting ("izens in one's own country : they would not need to be killed
in order I., be controlled. This concept, appealing to our feelings, does
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not, however, withstand. the realities of war situations, where the
Chain of action-reaction-response does not stop in the same way as
in a domestic situation.
12.

On the other issue to which much attention has been given in

this Committee whether strict borderlineS can be drawn between
Cheinical and biological means of warfarethe report seems to us to
be guiteillurilinatihg; and not at all ambiguous. To begin with, it is
very helpful that succinct definitions of chemical and biological agents

are giVen in the report. As we have not yet in the Eighteen-Nation
Committee on Disarmament discussed the implications of these logical

definitiohS, it might be pertinent to take up that subject somewhat
more in detail.
13: Lithe tepert it is said of chemical-agents that they haVe a-direct
toxic action in-an OtganiSni,that is man, animal or plant. Inheteht in

thisinformatiOn is that a chemical ,-agent interferes directly with the
Chemical processes taking place iiithe living organism, either upsetting
their balance or causing them to cease altogether. Whichevet- happens
,depends:
-npOn- hOW iinich of the critical amount Of the agent
in. question haS reached an OfganiSm. In other Watds,,.as long as .a
agent capable of -interfering With the chemical processesa living, organism is USectin War With-that _intention, it

a chemical

warfare .agent. This &plains why the experts dOnSidet isolated badterial toxins, for example,
,hetbidideS, to be chemical warfare
agentS, contrary -to What leas beet the case in some other studies.
14.

Concerning the biological agents, the experts give a more

lengthy definition :
. .
organisms, whatever their nature, or infectiNie material derived from
thOin,:whioh are intended to cause_ diSease . . . in Man,'animals or plants, and
which- depend_for their effeetS-on their ability to Multiply in the person, animal
or plant attacked 2!
.

The main ,point in thiScarefully-Worded definition is that a biological
agent is capable Of
itself in .attacked Organism,
ing the-products of that organism; and thereby causing the illness and
perhapsthe subsequent death Of the Organism.
15. Now, thatagentMay be a bacteriiiiii, as was envisaged already
b$ the authors of the Geneva Protocol.
an exactly analogous way
viruses and rickettsiae, theekistence Of which was not realized -in 1925w

may ,repreduce theiii§elVes in an organism. As to infective material,
science- today also knows that during Special conditions --but in the
future perhapS not se,speCial-.= isolated genetic:substance,§2 for instance

:from bacteria, can infect another organism and multiply in :it. As long
as such reproduetiori the infected -Otgaiii§m leads to its death Or to
insufficiency,. the causing -agent When used in war is bielogical
other ihSuMoiency,
watfan agent:
iMpOrtant to note that there seems to have been
no-difficiilty in ascribing to the -limited word "bacteriolOgidal" in the
Geneva Protocol a more general. meaning cover_ ing the subsequent
4ev1elopMent in the biolOgi-calfield.
6. The=defiiiition§ as such obviously make it possible to treat bio4

logical and chemical- agents separately. It is interesting, however, that
,noteven-the experts feel sure that the borderline between 'the two types
io

Ante, p. 271.
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of agents established now can be upheld for all future time. If this
is the technidal and scientific situation, I suppose it Would be Wise to
take this into account during our discussions and not to be too definite
about the two. categories, recalling the previous difficUltieS to which
too narrow technical descriptions have given rise, not least--in relation
to the interpretation of the Geneva Protocol, even if its general idea
has been quite clear-tO everybody. In parentheSiS; I wish to warn my
colleagues against adopting in thiS Context the term "biochemical" to
Ver:bOth- types of agents. This term already has aspecifid -Meaning
in scientific language, our" experts tell US.

17. The evaluations in the report_ of the potentially devastating

effects on man and,Sodiety of-the B and-C agents are also Of the utmost

itriportanCe for as 'Pis,-although.evidende giteri in the report shows
to what a terrifyinglyligh.degree scientific and technological military
knowledge tells how to perfOriii 'coldly-ctiloUlated precision- attacks
On pre-Set areas with B and--C weapons, it is still more striking how
potentially indiscriminate chemical and: especially biolOgical weapons
are with regard to effects Ofithe civilian poolittion'wheivit ig attacked
.cities or by ,immense--drifting elondS,Of agents lierhapS covering
whole countries: The situation for the Civilian population is aggravated by the fact that many countries would not have or could not
divert
economic x-iesoufdes-to-providelneansisar their protection in the forin of Shelters,: gas MitSksLete.,_-Or even for protective
research. The,report also indicates what thmugp can be done to crops
through both chemical and bielogiCiaineanS..SuCh "anti4Ood warfare"

hits the civilian poptilution, of course, and May even be directed
against it.
18.

Another indiscriminate effect- might arise from even

limited

Use of biological .agentsthat is, the establishment in an attacked

area of , quite new biological agents or the re- introduction of agents
eradicated earlier, through :attacks not necessarily against -man but

against -animals and insects in the area of attack. Certainly, even
without the scare of the large plagues inherited from the dark cellturieS, one must today draw a firm conclusion that by -large.Seitle ini-

tiation ,of B and C warfare man might date near to uptetting the
delidate,balande upon which hiS existence rests.
19.

There may be an opportunity,_ to come back to several of the

vital rile* of information contained in the _report, but at present
only on0.1nOrb aspect of importance for chooSirig our route of action
WilIbe-MeritiOried. Neither chemical nor biological agents are weapons
in themselves. In order to be' usable on a Militarily,-signifiCatit Scale

they imigt be built into rather advanced weapons systems, allowing
dissemination or delivery in a Controlled way. This leads
to[a_dtialiStic cOridition: although it would be possible, perhaps com-

paratively easy, to launch an isolated attack with any kind of these.
,agentS, -albeit with unforeseeable consequences, it would take very
considerable efforts to build up a war Capability with these weapOns,
implying also the capability to protect oneself in a prolonged chemical Or biological' War. Accordingly the experts make the &Set-talon

that, if an international agreement could give relief from having
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to make these efforts, that would not detract from any nation's
Seourity:11

20. One more thought may be added as to the risks, described by
the experts; it concerns the risk of proliferation. Many of the chemical
and biological agents are Widely known and are dealt with in open
publications. InfOrinatitni about new and effective vectors for spreadmg them can also be obtained. It may become advisable to look into
the arms trade froni this proliferation angle, With regard both to the
cheinidal and bidlogical _agents themselves and to the ineanS of their

delivery..

21. At I have just tried to- illustrate, the report of the SecretaryGeneral hag laid the groUndwOrk on which the Eighteen-Nation Coin=

niittee On binirmainerit can proeeed16_ propose act*. As I said in
rriy introductory sentences, the SWedish delegation wants to divide
that task quite sharply betWeeri, on -the one hand; measures prohibiting

the use of both biological and chemical weapons and-, on the other
hand, measures to prOhibit _preparittionS for such
their
delielOpMent, production, testing -and stockpiling, Thi§ logical sep,
tiratiOn of two poliCy issues, but
of two categories Of weapons, is
also Stigtaifiedbythe conclusions of the experts.
22. Here I wish to -4ttote- three. sentences in sequence from the

report. First:
-"Were these weapons ever to be /Wed" the italics are
a
hit* scale ii Wit';,ho one could -predict how enduring the effects
Would. be, and ho8v they would affect -the structure Of society and the
environment in which we live."
Sebond:
"Their use " --my
. . has already been condemned and prohibited by ihteniatiOnal agreements, in particular the -Geneva Protocol of 1925, and/ more recently, in resolutions of the General Assembly
of the United Nations."

And third:
"The prospects .forgeneral and-complete disarmament under effective

international control, and hence for .peace throughout the :world,
*Could brighten-Significantly if-the development, production and *todle,

piiingand:here I -want-italics again-----"of chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents intended for purposes of war were to end and
if they ere eliminated froth all military arsenals." 12
This spells out the full course of our action.
'23. 'What are, then, the avenues for action on which we can immediately eilibark ? The SWediSh delegation holds that the best is to
folkkfhe suggeSiion§madeby the Sedretary,General in his foreword
tty the Eitperte Report
I. To renew the appeal to all States to accede to the Geneva Protocol of
162'4;
:2. to

make a clear affirmation that the prohibition contained in the Geneva
Protocol applies to the use in war Of all cheMical, bacteriological and biological
" Aide, p.

"I bid.
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agents (inchuling tear gas and other harassing agents), which now exist or
which may be deteloped in- the ftiture ;

To call upon all countries to reach agreement to halt the development,

production and stockpiling of all chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents
for purposes of war and to achieve their effectite elimination froM the arsenal of
istapons.la

24. The first two recommendations deal With the .prohibition of
use and the third with prohibition of production and so ori. When
*6 come to consider the latter" We Will, of course, centre our attention
on. the British proposal fora convention on- biological warfare.

25. But I Wish first to deal With the question of non -use. The
Secretary- General's first redOniniendation, is in_ full harmony with
General Assembly resolution 2162 B (XXI), which was -adopted in
1966- without any dissenting votes, urging strict adherence by all
States regardless ttif, accession --to. the principles and objectives of
the Protocol and condemning all actions contrary to -those objectives.
That needs only to be reiterated.,Irithat connexion I want to support
a suggestion made by the represehtative of the Mongolian People's
Republio, the 'Other-_day that it would be fittirig that States be encouraged to sign: and,ratify the Geneva Protocol_ before the forty -filth
anniversary of the Protocol.14 That WOtild make 17 Jhrie 1970 the
target_ date for greatly increasing the -inthiber of adherents:
26. The Secretary-ererierars second recommendation. seems to tts
td- give succinct ekpression to views expressed by a -riuniber of delegations bOth in the United Nations and in the Eighteen- Nation Corn-

riiittee-ori-DiSarMaineht.

27. My delegation had- the hOnour Of SuggeSting last year that
. some jOint collective statement in-the General Assembly or else-Where might
be useful Which, .Without_ regard to the various poSitiens and practiCes of the
past as to-the extent Of the eisting.ban, would enable States to register adherenceto a ban- on
B and C Means of Warfare, tomprehenSivelk interp-reted.16

We lave,:beeii gratified- to note that this suggestion has met with

interest among several delegatio11S. The presentation of the -eicperte
report and the appeal:by the SectetarpGeneral_ for a clear affirmation
that the prohibition- contained in the Geneva P1.616661 applies to the
use in War of all -cheihidal, badteriolOgidal and biological agents which
now exist, or which maybe developed in -the future,endotrages us to
try to develop somewhat the stiggeStiOn we offered last year.
28. Our grounds= for making, the suggestion Were several. One
was the awareness that,, although new agreeinehts would be needed
to assure a-bah throUgh diSatinantieht measUres:on producing B and C
means Of -Warfare, the adoption of any new agreemeht repeating the
prohibitiori_agairistaise doiitained-in the Geneva Protocol might risk,
or Might-be taken -by Some to, risk undermining the ban contained in
that:YOU:idol:Ill any case it would be superfluous..It would,dhplicate
*hat-haS hoW,cOme :to be considered and reSpedted as customary inter-

national law. The whole complex of laws about wars, Of the Geneva
Protocol arid the tradition in which it is perpetuated, have come to
equal what I would like to call a commandment: "Thou shalt not
13 A*6;, P. 247.

ENDO/Py.424, pp. 30-37.

1r.ENDC/PV.391, p: 10.
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resort to chemical and biological weapons." A declaration ought to
affirm the com-manding character of that ban.
29. Another ground for olir -making the suggestion was the feel-

ing that, -althotigh there had been some variations in the past as to
tile- interpretation of the existing ban, these were not so wide in
extent her Staked by any great number of countries. They could
therefOre be remedied easily by soiree joint statement focusing on the
ftittre.. We_,Started_ out from the widely-accepted view thatand I
quote. Mysel f :

it would be both desirable and natural eS:pliditly to give the Protocol a

-broad -interpretation .
belonging
ea=eePtions."

.

and to consider all existing B and C weapons as

One set and the prohibition to use any of theth as valid Without

30, Yet another ground for our- suggestion Was the fear-that, but
for some collective statement .anthOritatively deClaring the existing

-and = 'C. -Mearls-Of Warfare te,be comprehensive, there would
,rettraih- a risk of -escalation. Al '8tate.which applied- a-restrictive inter=
pretatiOwto_ the ban might use some B or-GagrehtSI_AVhich it considered
legal;_ against a:State -Which,_ on the contrary, would _consider that
violation.;;
odcurred:- and- lerice that it was justified in retaliating.

It -Might then use a soineWhat more dangerous agent which -the first
State, ni its turn; WOW& dOnSiderille,,aland therefore as justifying
counter-retaliation. The iMportance_of-thi§ point
clear if we
consider that the only sanction against breaches of the Geneva pretOdol§o far ,provided -is, in reality, retaliation:
31. it dOes seem to -us-that theStates which coneltdectthe-Geheira
Protocol
it to be comprehensive., No party has Made any reSerVatiori-abOut its ;scope. And when the Matter was officially discussed at
croYerninentalleVelthat is in connexion With the preparations for the
-

League of Nations Disarmament Cohtereheethe French Govern-

ment, which is the depoSitary GoVe-rinlient of the Geneva Protocol and
WAS -the first to -ratify it, stated specifically in a note-that it considered
the use of lachryniatory4aSeStO be covered-by the prohibition of-the

Geneva Protocol. The British delegation in a memorandum agreed,
as did the Othet repreSoritatiYes of Governments parties to the -Protocol
who spOke on the matter.17
Viewing this question of the scope of the prohibitions as it looks
today, we -have to -register. the regrettable fact that different opinions

haye been expressed On -whether tear gaS and other harassing agents
as well as herbicide§ are covered -by the prohibition. The majority of
States pude§ to the Ptotsieol Whidh regard the comprehensive rules
-

as binding Would, of cdourSel_not waist tO reduce its value-by accepting
exemptions:
33.

In the expertS' report it is §tated that tear gases have

been widely used in' Warfare aS, harassing agents, ill order to enhance the
effectiVeness of conventional Weapiins, dr to facilitate the capture of enemy
.

peraonnielA

Ibid.
17--Fok*the British and French memoranda, see League of Nations, Documents
of tlie Preparatory Commission for the Disamittment Conferenee, series x, p. 311.
16

is Ante, _p. '272.
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This makes them into means of warfare with deleterious effects. I
want to stress, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, that the Military pitrpoSe makes this use very different from their use in domestic
situations. The same reasoning should be employed concerning the
Use-Of herbicides as aritHood weapons; when they are used militarily
with the intention to damaere life conditions -for Man, this is fundamentally different -from their employment .domestically to improve
man's fOod-ot other resources.
34. For those several reasons some action in order to clarify and
consolidate the existing prohibitory rifles Would appear to be both
timely, ancliie,ceSSary. This is the kind Of task with which the General
Assembly is familiar---indeed, a task expressly laid upon it by the
Charter (Article 13,.1, a) Although-Mod of the codification instru'Merits have so far taken the-tetra-of denventioriS, on occasion deelarittiOnS by the General Assembly -have alSo been used It is a, declaration
Of that kind Which. thy delegation believes the Ateeh-,-Mition- COMMittke might Seek to agree upon :and SUbriiit to the Assembly for
adeption.lt may-be- recalled that the Committee did not hesitate at
One-thrio'to grapple-With a similar task: namely a declaration banning
NVar-Ftepaganda.

-35. What ,shoilld:be included in a declattitith consolidating the

existing ban Oti;the use Of B and Cifieans of-Warfare? The answer is
SiMple: the ainti Shetild'be. to- cendeinn in -the most clear -cut Way the
use for lo§tile purposes, of those means as,Colitrarytt the laws of war.
Shdh a condemnation would have to encompass all agents defined and
described.bythe expert§in their-report. Those descriptions and defiiii-tiOns,:doveting B and C Means of warfare comprehensively, ought to
be seen as a modern, scientific- formulation of the contents Of the ban
under already existing -laws of war.
36. itt-kkala inaeed be a proud achievement if, by an unambiguous
declaration; -the--road-of .the world community were cleared for the
Mote-USE) of any B and-C,IneahS Of warfare in international
fittute
.Cenflict.s. My delegation is-ready to co-operate with other delegations

in Order to siibinit to the COMinittee, at an appropriate moment, a
Working -paper containing suggestions On the language of such a
declaration.
wish now to wind- -up -by turning to the British initiative, and
37.
some conimehtS-And SiiggeStions on the -draft convention Conto Offer
-ENDC/255 2°
tained
38. The approach lbliti,Ve Outlined earlier today as far as non-use is
otaicerned_should have Made. it:Clear that we do net think it necessary
or even- desirable -that a,convention on non-production_ should contain
alSO prohibitiOn§ against use; while it would; Of Course, be worth while
to retain a reference_ to -.the already - existing prohibition concerning
That _is theireaSon,behind the rather radical suggeStion we made
in the inforinal Meetirig,the other day that the present. article I in the
BritiSh..draft might be-deleted'arid replaced by the present article VI,
containing ,reference to--the GeneVa Protocol, although it might have
to be slightly-rewordeato serve the piirpOse of being a Clear affirmation.
-

1° Documents on Di8armatnent, 1962, vol. I, pp. 545-546.
20 Ante, p. 327.
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39. The next question, already amply commented upon in this
Committee, refers to the adVisability of separating the treatment of
B and C. Weapons. The Swedish delegation would not take a strong

view on 'this ikStie. While We adamantly hold. that there should be no

Separation of them in regard to their use in Warthe whole range of
existing and posSible B and C agents being treated as an entity- -=tire
can see certain reasons for starting out on the road towards their elimination by attacking One set only, and then the first one must be the
biological means of Warfare.

40. An important reason for that is that there exists no claim for

any-need to produce B weapons for domestic use. If the B Weapons are

to be treated

paratelyaS in the British draftthe convention

would, however,
to contain. strong pledges to continue negotiations toiattiVe_ at similar restrictions on the production, etcetera, of
chemical weapons., The present article V "seems too vague,,-speaking
as it does only of-"effective ineasureS to strengthen the existing cOnStraintkoh-the use".-:aild'I would italicize the word "4a6"--"Of chemical iiiethed§,,of warfare ". In the' field of -biological weapons We are
after all,.WitirtheprepOSed.cenveritien, striving for Mere -than prohibiting their use rn -_-,rar, which,. as I have said, is ,already taken care of
by existing rules,. The Wider purpose of prohibiting_ production, etcet-

era, must be spelt out also in any declaration Of intent regarding
CherniCal,WeaporiS.

41. In that context One might also contemplate an insertion in the
preamble Of-a; similar declaration Of intent its far as chemical weapons
are Oncerued. That would_ constitute a parallel to the non= proliferation Treaty, in Which a declaration of intent concerning further fiego-

tiationS relating to cessation of the nuclear aims Thee is to be found
both in the-preamble andin an article in the text itself (article VI).21
42. Article II in the British draft is in the main acceptable to my
delegation. It cOtild, however, 'be 'made clearer in the text that the
parties would have the right to pursue military- research efforts which
were directed towards defence measures against ibiological weapons.
43. Referring to article III, we recognize the_diffieUlties connected
with a regular control Machinery and understand the reasons why the

British delegation has refrained from trying to introduce such a

procedure.
44. T. WW1, however, to remind the Committee Of some ideas in this

connexion which the Swedish delegation ha§ .put forward on earlier
occasions. I might, for instance, refer to my Staten-1On( in this Committee on 20 August 1968.22 Out basic idea, was, Wand §till is, that a Universal openness ;about:actiVities in this field ,WOuld gradually create confidence. To That effect, a non - armament Measure such as the one now

contemplated could contain- provisions for the encouragement of

greater openheSs..The main components of such a provision would be

0.enerallpworded
obligations for the parties to take part in an hitt

formal exchange of hiforthation On scientific and technical development. That might, be coupled With a More specific undertaking to
register With the Secretary - General of the United Nations relevant
21 Documents on. Disarmanient, 1968, pp. 4G1-465.

ENDd/PV. 391, pp. 12-14.
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scientific and technical material, which could then be organized and
published by competent staff. There could also be a provision for
international meetings under the aegis of the United Nations to evaluate. scientific and technical developments within biology and chem-

istry from the point of view of possible risks of breaches of the

undertakings in the convention. My delegation would welcome comments by our colleagues On those ideas.
45.

Several, delegations have stressedin formal or informal

meetings-- -the need to devote more attention to the matter of control
than hag-been devoted to it hitherto. As this matter was not touched
upOn in. the experts' report, it may be a subject calling for some more
technical exploration. Is; for instance, testing of B
C weapons
more 'accessible for Verification than their production? What about
the possibilities Of- 01AV-A on-delivery- systems -and their manufactinte?

46. I do not wish at this juncture to g6 deeper into the problems

raised in. cOnnexitth with the present United_ KingdOm draft donveri-

tien: T hope all representatives will study it carefully and give their
detailed _0111-ments -on its test.
-47. I will end by summing up our ideas in. the following
followingmanner :
48. The Eighteen- Nation -Comthittee on Disarmament
go
forward to the United Nations With a tWo.prOriged approach:
(1) A declaration, in the form of a draft contained in the report
of this Committee, confirming the ban on use in war of all B and C

weaponS, binding on all nations;

(2)- A proposal to continue to study in the Eighteen-Nation Committee oil Disarmament the total. elimination of these weapons, starting to -work On the basis of the United Kingdom draft convention on
biological Warfare.

Remarks'by the Canadian Representative (Ignatieff) to the
Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee, August 13,
1969
In leading off today's informal meeting on the subject of a Comprehensive Test Ban, I_should perhapS begin by outlining the reasons
for the Canadian decision to call for this session, Delegates will re-

member that on 23 May I submitted to the Committee a Working

Paper on seismic. exchanges (ENDC/251);2 At that time, I pointed out
that-General AsSeMbly resolution 2455 (XXIII) requested this Committee to take tip'"as a_matter of urgency" the elaboration of a treaty
banning underground nuclear weapon tests ; 3 no Wondek, since, as
everyone knoWsIthere is nothing more symptomatic of the continuation
Of the ,nuclear" arms- race than the continuation of testing of nuclear
Weapons. As the time is fast approaching when the Committee must
prepare its usual report to the UNGA making an accounting of just
What has been 'accomplished at this 1969 session in response to the
1 IONDC/259, AuguSt 14, 1969. AmbasSador Ignatieff made these remarks at

an Infer-Mal meeting.
2 Ante; pp. 231=233.
3 DOeuments on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 796-797.
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Assembly's resolution, the Canadian delegation is of the opinion
that steps must be taken which would permit the report to demonstrate some progress in this critical area. Our Working Paper outlined

what we considered would represent a minimal degree of progress
agreement to issue a call for essential data on seismic exchanges which
would be a prerequisite for any more effective exchange mechanism.
We recognize that we are not alone in our desire to effect progress
in this field. The delegations of Sweden, the United Kingdom, Ethiopia and Japan have all, during the current or previous Session of the
Committee, advanced various ideas regarding more effective exchanges
of information. We consider that the proposals put forward in our
Working Paper might therefore receive the support of other interested
delegations, and it is our hope that by convening this informal session,

we may help pave the way to define some common purposes in this
important area.

It is the belief of the Canadian delegation that, before specific

machinery can be considered for any worldwide seismological data
exchange, clarification is required on the extent of co-operation which
governments would be prepared to extend and the form in which
seismic information might be made available.

Our Working Paper addressed itself to this specific aspect of the

seismological exchange proposal on the assumption that the problems
of verifying any Comprehensive Test Ban would decrease provided

an exchange of original seismological data could be assured. We

recognize, however, =that there is a definite relationship between any

Comprehensive Test Ban and progress in the USA/USSR bilateral
negotiations on the limitation of strategic weapon vehicles.
As I said in my remarks at the 424th meeting of this Committee

on 31 July, if we are to make progress "in the first instance we

have to seek common purposes on each issue before trying to agree on

language". It is our hope in this informal meeting that with the
help of the experts present, through the process of questions and
answers we will find Certain aims in common which will be useful
both from a scientific as well as from an arms control standpoint

(and perhaps it is well to bear in mind- that the less inexact the

questions, the less inexact the answers are, likely to be.)
I would hope that in our discussions today we might clarify the
technical aspects of the role of seismological exchanges in any verification proposals, keeping in mind that progress in the political field.
is, of course, basic to the eventual negotiation of a complete test ban..
We are, moreover, hopeful that this meeting will help to crystallize

the informal expressions of interestand for that matter, support
which have so far come to our attention. I cannot conceal from you,
and .I think we are probably on common ground here, that my main
concern is to try to ensure that some progress may be reflected in
our UNGA report. I hope, therefore, that the results of this morning's
discussions will give us all some guidance on the most useful course
to pursue with this consideration in mind.

In order to assist the Committee in understanding fully the

Canadian proposal outlined in our Working Paper, we have arranged

for a senior Canadian seismologist, Dr. Kenneth Whitham, to be
. present for these informal discussions. With your permission, there-
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fore, I propose now to ask Dr. Whitham to offer some explanation of

the technical aspects of the Canadian proposal. I would further
suggest that, after an opportunity has been provided for the observa-

tions of any other delegations, Dr. 1N'hitham would be willing to answer

questions on this subject, insofar as specific answers can be provided
at this stage in the development of Canadian capabilities in this Reid.

Statement by the Japanese Representative (Asakai) to the
Eighteen Nation DiSarmament Committee: Exchange
of Seismic Data, August 13, 1969-1
1. At the 424th meeting Of July. 31, I put forward a suggestion
concerning the system of verification which would monitor underground nuclear explosions? My suggestion consisted of four specific
measures. First,,to expand-and improve the network -of seismological
observatories; Second, to promote the international exchange of seismic data; third, to establish an international Centre which will process
these data promptly; and finally, to establish an international
Monitoring centre which shall objectively analyse these data.
The Canadian suggestion concerning the registration of seismographic stations contained in its working paper is, we believe, the
first step toward the expansion and improvement Of- the network of

seismological observatories and the proinotion of international
exchange of seismic-data which I have just mentioned.

It is -for this reason and in this sense that the Japanese Delegation
Supports the purport of the Canadian working:paper.
2. However, I have some comments to make on this working paper.

The Canadian working paper states "the ENDO requests the govsupply to the Secretary-General- of the United
Nations for transmission to-the ENDC, a list of all its_ seismic stations froM which it-would be prepared to supply (relevant) records." 3
If we adopt such a procedure, information concerning the instrumentation,-and components recorded which is to be supplied by the
governments concerned in accordance with the Canadian formula
could' well become ditergent, in ways Of its description.
In order to Obtain the unified answer it- might be advisable that
the liats of seismographic stations Which have already been prepared
by such international or majOr national -centres as those in Edinburgh, Strasbourg, Moscow, Washington and Tolle, shonld be compiled into a list with appropriate format, which then shall be sent
erntnents concerned

to the -Governments concerned, requesting them to correct and

complement it.Particular attention must b_ e- paid to the station list prepared by

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey which covers almost
all seismological observatories in the world, although that list does
not contain description of the instruments employed in the observaIEN1)0/260, Aug. 14, 1969. The statement was made at an informal meeting.
2 Ante, pp. 380-335.*
3 Ante, pp. 231-233.
875-754-70----27
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tories. I must also refer to "Parameters -etc. of the Main Seismic
Stations of USSR" repared by the Institute Of PhySies of the
Earth, Academy of Sciences of USSR, which well describes the
characteristics of the instruments employed in the main Soviet
Stations.
3.

With reeard to the data to be exchanged, the Canadian pro-

posal seems to cover seismogram copies only. But, as I explained in
my statement on July 31, My-Delegation attaches an equal importance
to the interpretation message to be sent to one international centre
by cable-eVery day. It seems to be advisable to register all observatories which can provide a daily interpretation Message a_ nd/Or
SeismograM copies.

It may be added, that if all seismogram data are to be exchanged,
they will be WO voluminous to be properly dealt with. In Our view,
therefore, it .nlay be more, pradtical to Obtain necessary data on a
requeS-tbAsJS, As ISuggeSted-on Jiily 31.
4. Now; Mr. Chairman, I must beg your indulgence for Making

some detailed
and,technicai, comments on the Canadian working paver.

I ,do this as the paper under reference itself deals with. technical
points.
*First,., it might be- better- to replace the Word "Photographic" of
(a) of Page two, of the Working, paper by- "graphic ", because recordings are Math!, in the form of ink - writing or heated-styluS as well.
May I 'alki-Suggegt .thatihe name of -the operating organization, the
address andthe'date of thel?eginning of observation should be-added

after the name of station. of #L) (4 and (b) (i) Of -Page twO?
I would alsO like .to -suggeg the addition of the words "height

above the sea leVel, geologicaland geOhiOrphOlogidal- description of
the station foundation" 'after the Words 'Coordinates of -station"

which are found in -(a) (ii) and- (b) (ii) of Page two..

Theo Canadian Nvotichig,,pap-ei, also'stateS in the middle of page-two

that "Original ,records or good' quality microfilm, and. if the latter,
Whether the microfilm, would- be 1635 of 70 millimetre -film", but it
seems to-,US that thiS- part is too strict and detailed. My delegation
prefers .-that this part be replaced :by''Origirial reCOrds,dr some appropriate dopies",
5.. I .hOpethat the Canadian Delegation ,will,give due regard.to the
suggestion s- made in this'infOrmal Meeting and submit: to the ENDC
its 'revised- working-paper for-final adoption by the tnited Nations
General
at its coming session

Statement by the Indian .Representative (Husain) to the
Eighteen Nation- Disarmament Committee: Ex-change
of. Seismic Data, August 13, 19691
The. delegation Of

.strohgly in favour of intensive, co=
operaiion fol. international &Change. of Seismological data, WhiCh
would ,facilitatea coMprehenSiVOnnolear weapon test ban. The Indian.
1.

The,reviseil Cane-cilan paper appears post; pp. 418 -420.

ENDC/261, Aug. 14; 1969. The statement- Was made At nii informal Meeting.
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delegation, therefore; welcomes the initiative taken by the delegation
of Canada in submitting, its working paper, in which it has proposed
that "countries be invited. to send a list of the seismograph stations
froni, which they would- be "ready to supply records On the basis Of
guaranteed, a\railability'd datairi the fraineweric Of a wOrld. exchange
Of:Seignie data-and-provide certain details-concerning these stations." 2
The_ Canadfari deleggioir,haS ,also-suggeSted thata,request be made by
the ENDC te,GOVernments oritheSe

-2. I should like today- to offer the views of my delegation on certain aspeetS of the Canadian prOposal.
3. ' Undeinbtedlyl,an effective- scheme for the unrestricted exchange
Of high owity seismic data on :world -wide basis, coupled with

centralized means- for collating and redriding them for quick- and
reliable ihterpretatieri,leadingto,additrate estimates Of location, depth
arid nature Of seismic souroeS will help to remove -to a very great

Went,

,not, fully, the remaining reSerVatiOns,, as -to the effectiveness
of seismic means, for vorifyinga comprehensive test ban treaty, As was

brOught out at the 'SIMI meetings last- year such a step would only
be an ,extension- of the pririciPle of international co- operation which

has -been theiMain feature_ of .Sm§inolegical 'research and deVelopMent.
for improving seismic
4. ROWeiteri, the data_lekehange
Method's, of detection and,, identificationWorilolearly- heed to be more
.

elaborate-and, diverSifi4 It-ghould,include,( "a) the-Omplete, original
entire spectrum
red-Ord-Of all the phases-Of the seismogram covering
of earth waves, (b) the exact response characteristics -of the sensingarid- recording mstruthents, ,(c) the preoiSe locatieh and configuration
Of the "instruments -or the network .of instruments deployed -kir detee-_(d)' a ,etthiplete description Of the Nina in which the data is
avail_ able aneL(e) turindiotitibb of the accuracy of the time infOrination.
5. A clear-idea of the characte"ristic"s of instrumentation and record-

ing formats is indisperiSable for evaluating the requirements Of the
centralized; 'processing facilities needed to utilize 'fully the extensive
data irivolVed.

6, .Equally useful from the ,point of view of enhancing the reliability of seismic identifidatiiiri of underground. explosions would be
the,following datapertaining to undergroUnd tests :
(a) The scheduled:tilt* of firing.,
:(b) -Latitude and longitude of testpoint.
c) Depth at which the device is emplaced.
(d),
:(e) -General topography-andteelegy Of the test area.,

The 'Canadian proposal is quite

,cohforinitSi with the stand,

cOnStstentlY' taken -by, 11§; in relation to exchange of seismological data
fOr---Which'Our data 1s-freely available. ilOWeverthe-fiunneiallndplica,
for
tions, and logistic: support'
ourselves to Such
,an- arrangement -will have to be examined carefUlly.

From

PUrelftechnical ow of view -the infOrmation sought

in document; ENDC/251 may be_ailgitient0 as 'follows :=

(14

'(i), Option: Of Xerox .copy of the original records.

*3 A.Ste; p.
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(ii) The time resolution in, say, millimeters per second of
each type Of record.
(iii) The estimate-of precision of the timing system.

(iv) The lay-dut drawing Of the array, the depth of emplacement of sensors, and topographical and geological features of the
array Site:
-(v) Indication Of_ the type of raw Magnetic records whether
digital or continuous; as Well as3he-nOrtnal period up to which-- they-are -i'etained, the 'format in Whidh library tapes -containing events of
ii,spedified-type or above a specified magnitude are prepared for tongtern). preservation.
(vi) Aceuracy-, of the. time code.
9: The Department of Atomic Energy of the Government of India
Operates- StatiOns,Of-"b" type Only in the form of .a medium ,aperture
short period array. and Sortie long period, instriithents in Outhern
Ihdia: 'With. the existing.,proceasing facilities, we will not be. able to

releaSethe original tapes:earlier than six monthS,after recording. By

this time, they WOuld-hardly bensefullOr the international,_prOcesSing
scheme envisaged. The most convenient method, therefore, for making
-copies available for exchange would be to take- duplidate recordings
of both Slititt and long period: instruments of our -array.
-10. In conclusion,- Mr. Chaitinan,1 woUld:like to reiterate that the
Government of India Would- have no objection to providing the infor-

inatiom required in respect of our ,Southern Indian station However,
as mentioned earlier, thiS proCeSs would have financial
since it- VOW' be `difficult for us ,to ,loan the .original rriti,...o.netie tape
containing the infOriliatiOri.- §houtd think that a- similar problem

would:be 'faded by many other countries as well Should it, therefore,
be dedided that theINDO'Sholild:address a letter to- Governments -on
the line§ ,StiggeSted by the Oanaditin delegatibri, an enquiry may also
be made- whether their countries envisaged any financial .implications
*meeting the recinestfor infOrniation,
11. The GOVernnient of India would -thus be ready to co- operate
actively In any system 'of seismological data exchange provided it is
an effective one-based; owthe eqUal participation and full co-operation
Of

'concerned.

Remarks by the United States Representative (Leonard)
to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Seismic Data Exchange, August 13, 1969
I would like to, comment first on, the _general subject of seismic
.data, ,exchange and then to, Make some specific suggestions regarding
-the eariadian proposal?
4-tNI5C/262; Aug;
infotinial meeting..

240eil*. 231'233.

1969.- Ambassador Leonard-Made these remarks 'at
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As many of yoU will recall from the last meeting Of our spring
session, Ambassador Piiher, speaking for-our delegation, said that we
believe seismic data exchange would Serve as a useful complement
to a comprehensive test' ban, =which in our view would have to include
on-Site inspections- for adequate verification. On the basiS Of our belief
in the value Of seismic data_ exchange, we have been making efforts,
-both-Orvour own and With_ others, -to bring abotit greater cooperation
in this field:
For example,, considerable progreSS, in seismology has reStilted from

research which the United ,State8 Goterriment and private United

.

States institutions have perfOrrneci and-piibliShedi and froth seismic
data made available through the operation Of the- .V.S.-SpOlisored
WOrld=Wide, Standard :Seismograph Network -(WW,SN). This netin several states
work now has 115 -*Sink stations, -including
represented _in, this committee. In 'addition, the Montana, Large, Aperture: Seismic Array- continues to be operated as a research- toe' -toVotide4aiti for 'evaluation-Of the detection capability of such arrays.
eve are, in ,cooperation with Norway, installiit a second large

the INOrWegian ,Seismic Array, Called IsIORSAlt- Whieh,We hope will
be completed this fall. finally, we are pleased to announce that We.are
:gOing fOrWard With Project RuliOn, 'an .underground nuclear e.xplto,-

Sion for peaceful .purposes aimed at developing the technology for
-increasing_ the- preduotion of natural gas., The project is -.now tentatively scheduled for September 4,1969. 4s,-106'expliiined in,out workin papei-oft-goiithio inve§tigAtion,3,thi§
will -help in our
_efforts to facilitate World-Wide ,evithiatiOn- and comparison, to the

extent- that the data are exchanged, of the seismic- information
gathered On such-etentS.

In line with -this demonstrated interest in seismic reSearch, the
_

United StateS,StandS ready to make available a list.of seismic' stations
froin- which- we would be willing to supply records in :a -World-Wide
exchange of data, as suggested' y our Canadian, colleagues. We are also
Willing' to. Stipply',Eill the 'pertinent ,clata on teohnical characteristics
of- :these: stations.
In view of, .gilt. -oWri, readiness to cooperate

.data exchange along
the linei suggested,. Canada, we,, of course, -hope 'that- other countries whose.participation Would-increase the -value atilt/ exchange will
.alSo,joiri-iii..Carrying out the-Canadian idea would '1*-a useful step in
ingilementing UN ,General Assembly Resolution 2456, and would be
ist.pkogreS.§', on a question to =which the General
-*elcOmedits
Assembly Chas: attached -great urgency

Our technicatetpertS have carefully, studied theinforMation requirements fOr, tvpoSiible questionnaire, andtheir conception of what would
be most USeftil,,haSubeen,'VisSed out to each ,delegation "(See, attached
,

,

.suggested, retision). With your forebearance, I would ,like- to go
Ith'rough,tho revisions and explain'thereasdnS we are pitting forward
these suggestions for

Vital',you wiltnote .644e:have Suggeited two different categories
statiOnSaboiii,WhichinfOrniatiOn would be pretided. Category (a)
would now ecover ,conventional seismograph stations and ,(b) would

4.17.

3
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cover array stations. This seems to us a more useful distinction than
that now made by the Canadian proposal between.photOgraphic and
tape recording types of Stations. Since there are other common types
of seismograph recordings, such as smoked paper and -ha wire, the
categories we suggest WOUld insure-that governments -would know how
to respond for any-type of seismograph.

Second, under sections (a)-(iii)- and (b)._(iii), -dealing with the instrumentation and components recorded, we believe- that a response
curve for each instrument Should also be provided: Our technical
advisors belieVethat inforthatiOn on response curves is Very deSirable
for any significant data exchange because of the need to provide a basisfOrakabihrikidating differences atiOnpr;the various instruments- in use.
Third, under the category (b) We ;propose, WelaVe addedt.Wo more
reqUests, (iv), and (Vi),
involve, respectively, coordinates,
points. and' list -of components 'Which record on parallel
visual basis.. This information would also be helpful to participant§
in deriving maximum possible Utility from the-data exalianged._
F4ially, if -aitit -§uggestiOn§ _are .incorporated it WOK be possible
to delete. the requests under (a) and '(1.4 of the Canadian-. -paper
which call- for- frill- operational curves to. be provided; since this infon:nation would, already be covered: In
suggested revision we
have cOnSOlidated in the last paragraph the statements regarding
the time Wind* Within which governments- would provide records,
and the availability of OriginalMagnetia tape-recordings.

of

In 'conclusion, Mr.iChairthan, I would like to extpress_thydelegation's
hope- that .the Canadian firoptiSal will help- us to make ,badly needed

progreSs in the near ,fiitUrei For our part, we are very appreciative
that the Canadian- delegation has presented its sfiggestionS to this
committee., We think these -Suggestions are practical and -valuable.

x
Suggested Revision of Request* for Teehnical In.
(4) tOi# ention41 seismograph stations
1) Name OfstatiOn.
ily ,OD-OrdinOes of statiOn,
:iii) Instrinnentation
, 'and._domponentS:recOrded.,(ThiS_should
include 'operational magnification at one SedOnd periods
_

_

for ,sliort:petioct and brOad band seismographs and at
1'5 or -20';866olids fOr long period. -instruments. Also a
-response curve kit each instrue0
ni should be proVided.)
(.b) Array Stations
:(i) Name:of:station
-Oil, ,Co-OrdinateS,of StatiOn
(iii),,
(iii),, IristrUnientation and components

recorded.
(This
..
,
.should include operational magnification at one second
periods 1.or:, short ,period and .bioad: band, Seisinographs
and at 0,0_0 2secondS for long period inStrunlents Also,
,

.

,

a retpOnSifenrie for eachiriStrtnneht shOUld be provided.)
(iv) COOrdinateS, of array points-
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(v) A general account of the instrumentation geometry of
the array.
(vi) A liSt of components which_ record on a parallel visual
basis.

It Would also be tiSeful-'to -know the time window Within which-the
Government Of . . would be, prepared to supply the original records

or, as applicable;- photographic depy, magnetic tape copy, or .good
Ctualityinietofilin (16,.35, Or 70* min) .

Would tilSO be useful if the

Government of , . . could indicate- how' long an original magnetic
tape recording could be -made available 'before the tapes Were erased
and re=used.

British Paper ,Subniitted to the' Eighteen .Nation PisarniaMeiit Conipiittee; .1t..ekareli on Techniques for
DistinguiShing :Betiken Earthquakes, and Underground' E$Nosions, August .14; 19691
1. In September 1965,,,re§earokby -United Kingdoin scientists OntechnigueS fOr'diStinOishing betiyeQn :earthquakes and underground

was deScribed.tO the EXD:O: (END0/155):2 This early
work had ed in 1962
cOnoplit:ifir itiOn:itOring by MeahS,Of ,Senie
20 to 25' .dentrel -Stations: external to the country c-Ondtating tests
thiSribliiber COMpared4ith 180 sotionkt*OpO§ed:by the-,Geneva Con,ference
eitpertS: 'This-,Systein, donsideted depended ,on-the use of

large arrays deployed on carefully- ehogert low noise sites, recording
Oiimagnetid tape, and electrical and ina6hine-pi*Ocesdriglto further en-hanee the clarity Of the sighalS. The-conclbsioir-reachedlin UDC/155
WO-that, in spite ,ofthe teChniCal advances :Which had beeir-made, there
WoUld=reinain:it-nninber- of deteCted-SeisMic events greater than,Magnitude 44:Arliicli would not be -identified ,by.reinote seismic means alone
and -which-Could:be stspeeted-aS:poSsibleViblatibris of ,a test ban, unless
they couldbe
by,Soine supplementary means Suoh as on-Site
'inspection,

In TieCeniber- of the shine rear' (1965) _the United Kingdom
AtOnite Energy Authority. (t),".K.AX.A.) .published a Special Report
Whioh:reyiewedthe discussions
outstanding problein_Of Technical
2.

'Working, Greiip- (which- hact 'beeri set u iw Geneva .611. re-exaine the
faets.relating.to'lindergrofind eiplOsicins),the early-V:K..WOrk on dis=
Cripaination ,tiSStiining the Alse.-Of 'a *Work- of .the .type envisaged: by
the,,GeneVn,- Coriferende of ExpertS, and, the resultS. of investigations
control
'( briefly deScribed, in ENDC/155): into, the

stations spaced at' ,Much, greater' distances, than was envisaged by the
experts. The studieS described confirmed the .hypothesis
seiSiiiic,,SignalS:re,corded,at,diStandesbetween-$000 km-10,000 kin fretii.
the -source of explOSion, and earthquakes 'were, natich lesS disturbed by
:11iisTp.G4d8, Aug. ",,14-,1069.

DoOttrOts,oiv-Di.iftriiiainent,,19,615; IV. 468 -411:
19454959;'*O1.
109014111:
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sighal§- trapped in the complex transmission paths formed by the
ertistal Skin of _the earth than: thOse recorded- heLrst the-sonree mfor-

inatien about the sOuree could therefore be extracted with greater
clarity And interpreted With greater COrifidence.
-3. In partienlari the UT .K.A.E.A. reported comparisons between
earthquakes and '3.5 Underground explosions fired- at 8 different boati oh§ m the U.S.S.R., IT.S4A. and North Africa. It Was shown that
the first group of sei§fitic:Sighal§-WhiCh- arrive at .a distant station :(the
,P,Witte train) Could: be used tO identify_ 00% _Of the ahrival- total Of
earthquakes down tO magnitude 4.0 and tO diStitiguiSh theft). froth
explosions in those regions, using three Criteria: TheSe, were first Motion, depth of focus- and- doniplekity, the last beitig. the most ,useful.
However, ;shortly before the report was published, another test. was
carried out at a new underground site This explosion radiated signals
typical :
Europe, but signals_ typical -of earthquakes
explosions
to North AtheriCa. DOubt, was thereby cast on the usefulness of the
complexity eriteriOn. U K SeientiStS are still investigating this unusual
effect, and have narrowed the possible causes to the situree_regioh2:Aha

almost Certainly to the effect of rugged topography on the seismic
signals spreading round the source. It is analootuietO the effect of
rugged topography artinhda,tedeiting_ station, which results in signalgenerated noise.

is to be noted especially that the Ulta.t.A. :special _report

pubhreferred only to identifying ;earthquakes since at the time of
cation ,there. was no establiShed niethOd. for 'identifying -exploStohs.

Events were classified either as earthquakes or as unidentified
events The Ti .KA.E.A. report did however refer to -some observations
Whioh, appeared to confirm some theoretical studies (presented by U.K.
scientists at an intertiatiOhal, donfereriCe. in Reangeheyi,Frahce in sOctoher 1964)- which predicted that explosions -were MAO less efficient than

earthquakes at generating Rayleigh surface waves (R-waves) .
This. Obsertafioh, offered some hope that -a good Criterion for
identifying explosions might be developed but was not given promi-pence, because RAtat- es were not well recorded', by the jot*, period
equipment deployed at that time, and -because it was Still :uncertain
whether 'a- useful detection threshold for R-waves from explosions
could be achieved :' Since then, however, Many-thore:obsertatiOhShate
accumulated, whieh, bear out the suggested relationship : In all but
a very fe*.caSeSthe Magnitude of an explosion as measured by it-waves

is approximately one unit (a factor of 10) :less- than
magnitude
as measured by P-waves. For earthquakes the magnitude determined
from the observation of these two waves are the same.
6. Techniques and instrumentation for observing R- ayes have
been enormously improved
receht years and this Method of distinguishing .between earthquakes and explosions is now well estabHilted. :It is the only one _which enables explosions to be identified as
such.
7.

In 1966, Itjt.,,seieiitists used the World. "NW Standard Seis-

mological 'NetWOrks:(IVIVS819 andthe,IU.K: arrays; to test the Stir-face, wave, and the other three 'criteria,, on -etehts, which occurred in

that year in. the ,Sifio,SOtiet, region of Asia: It was also a -Useful
test of
capability of thet2O-station_hetitOrk, which was established
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on the initiative of the Vela Uniform Programme of the United States
America. These stations have a world wide distribution except for

the Sii*Soviet region and transmit the .arrival tinieS._ of seismic

signals to the United States Coast -and Geodetic Survey
data centre in WaShingten. *hid). calculates -epicentre 10:Atli:MS. The
data -Centre also like:vide§ le* cost Microfilm Copies of the Original
redords., (These records Were, delayed up te tWiri hientliS, depending

Oil- the timing of routine 'despatches by individual stations to the
data Centre.), With the exception of the 4 arrays the stations were all
equipped with _standard six component ,seismometers rederding- on
phetographie :paper. 'Ohly the -Short period añd long period vertical

components were used in the -in.Ve§tigatioh§.
Artotal of 245 events : were detected in the 'region studied, and
the threshold at which 90% of the events were detected lay between
is the magnitude Of the event a§--de"inb, 15 and mb
terniined' from the P-W aye train) Surface waves were recorded from
214 Of the 245 evOity§! In 9 of these '214 results m,, was greater than
by an order Of -magnitude and they were lecated_ at ,a ,known test site
is the magnitude of the event determined from the R-wave doihlionent). They could therefore be confidently identified as ekploSiOns.
All but 10 of the remaining 31 eVentS. were identified as earthquakes,
using the other three criteria i Ten eventSreinaift,Unidentified, and the
-magnitude of 8 of them lie belOW the threshold for 95% confidence in
-,

detectioit. Of the:-Othet4We'ene-appeared to have been located at a
known test site and may therefore :halt' been an,, eplOsion
'6:

In this study the detection threshold of the WAtS.S.g. for

eatthqiiiike-,R-WaveS was siiriilar to that for P-waves, as would be
expected : On'r:the- other halidl for explosions, the _detection; threshold
for 0-waves Oort&pendatiiaii event which gave mb equal to 545.
10. These results were presented
the study group on seismic
hiethOdS. for monitoring underground explosions Organized by the
Peace Research Institute, 'Stockholm .(SIPRI);4' They
were the principal data on which the group concluded that the national
=

SYsteiiii'whioli,are operational at the..preSent-tinae- cOuld-,detect-Ahd

identify explosions in the Northern Hemisphere down to a ,level of
*460 kilotons. On the basis of research 'presented by Canada, the
US.A, and the U.K, the group fuiihefeoncludect-that the R-wave
criterion :t"vaS valid down to mb 45 This was tacitly accepted by the
,

group to be the equivalent of about 10'4. There is not however complete tecbmcal agreement about
rock magnitude-yield
,euivalence and the discussions ate--Witheut,Oubt-cenfUSed by differenCeain*regienalleologyi
11.

The study .00:11P-A104-,eoneludect.that_rit is possible to reduce

by* factor of 10 the amplitude of the P4SignaLweendnetilig ekple!
sions in a suitable thickness of dry alluvium. It was agreed that dry
alluvium is present in mçst continents in thicknesses sufficient to

'reek of 'nib 5 to

.

one of
:4: ;Si14,iiii,4 is.,t1bai;
detection threshold
of a'.iirtictiditreenti4SyStenvitii;diffiehlt to seelomilt-Will. be possible
to tichileYe_aliigh-,prebability of Sei§inicallilecating,a 10 kt explosion
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which is fired in dry alluvium at distances greater than two or three
thousand km, let alone to identify it by means of its R-waVes.

The SIPRI study group therefore made two significant advance§ in terms of scientific agreernent: it agreed that explosions of
12.

yields down to 10 kt in hard rock detild-be identified (given the deployment of a ,seismic system incorporating the improvements suggested

in the SIPRI report) and' it, agreed that seismic amplitudes- froM
explOsiOnSef up to 20 kt,cOuld_be rediteed-by

factor Ot-tell by firing

in dry alluvium. The United Kingdom concluded that seismological
yerifidatiOn of a test ban over lute areaS, is .1iMited to yields of-about
10 Irt, and over : and even this -capability assumes that modern equipment replaces that of the Standard stations. Improving th6 instrumentation of the existing network ,may, however, be uneconomical orinSUffidieht to do _More_ than fully realize the lifnited, capabilities
recognized -by the: SIPRI

:- to lest& the- identification threshOld

(od . there tike .already some -studies which indicate that this can be

achieved): it may be necessary to consider" new systems : .Stations using

'new-:techniques are listed in table 1.1,6f the SIPRI report ,and their
capabilities have been deSeribed in _large .number-of -repOrtS. The
next Step-May:be kdetailed Study:ofthe VV-AyS.and,mean§ of deploying
an, Operational system based` on the new teeliriklueS.

the Japanese ,Representative (Asalsii):
'Prohibition of .Chemical. and Biological Weapons,

Statement:

August. 1.4, 19691'
30. First
'&11'9,
like _tiSSoCiate Myself- with previous
speaker§ in extending kiheatefelt WelcOme,te the -representatives of
Argentina, HUngary,7MOrocco,,the Netherlands, Pakistan and Yugo-

ikl-v-itb:;plca§ure-:tbat

see some perSorial friends among -the

.representatives of these cOtintries., The -Japanese delegation rooks
forwardto working; closely with=thenlin this .Committee in:pursuit of
OurconMioni;g0a1S.

91. 'The purpose of my intervention today is to explain in some
detail the Views,Otaily-GOVernment On: the , cfuestien of" he prohibition
-of ,chernical'arid;bielegical-WeapOns. Itonclied.blithebaSid-pOSition of
my Government
Government- on..this §UbjCot in my statement
,COnimitted on

A.S.I stated-at that tiine,,.iny'GOVerninerit is of the Vie* that,
in order to eliminate the possibility of,chemical andbielogicalweapOns
ever ,13:044 .used;, it iSiinperative ,that we should prohibit, not only the
use Of, these7eapOns but also their develOpinenti prOduCtiOn'and stockpiling.
desire of the -9oVerninent and people of Japan to
achieve diSairtnaMent in the ,field of nueleat °weapons,* already
deSitete.eliMinate CheMical and biological: weapons from
rriilitarY.aitenal§i§:noleSS-strop.
32. Most chemical -and-, bielogiCal weapons, like nuclear weapons,
could be Used-hit thepurpoSe,Of indiscriminate Mass desthiction. The
ENT-15C/PV1-428, pp. 14,-26.

2 Ante, pp. 306-312:
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effects on mankind of the possible use of these weapons might

extendagain like the effects of nuclear WeaponsOver a lOng 'period
of time. The use of nuclear weapons has already given rise to the
problem of sequelae caused by radio- activity which persist over a
number of years. 'We fear-that en extensive use of del-meal and biological weapons Might also have an enduring effect on our edological
environment. Developments in modern 'Science and technology have
greatly .increased the potential threat of thi§ category of weapons.
Effects of ohernicalangl biological warfare on a large scale could be
deva§tating, indeed, depriving mankind completely of -a habitable
environment over quite -an extensive area for a long time to dome.
'33: We value highly the report of the-grinip Of experts appointed
by the ecretary-General oir chemical and bacteriological (biological)
Weapons,,Which enlightens us with its scientific analysis Of the possible
effects Of the-Ilse of theSe weitpons-as' well as -of the economic and security imMidation§ of the deVeliipMenti adqUisition and possible use

of them. We particularly note- that the report states in its conclusion
as follows:
The, prri§peet§,for ,gerierat and complete disarmament under effective interimtiorial.controli and hence for ,peacellirchighout the World, would brighten significantly if the development, *eduction -arid keel:foiling of eh-ethical and, bacteriologieht:(biological) 'agents intended-for purposes of war were to end -and-it
thek 'were eliminated-from all military a isena10-.3

Being in full-agreement with the view expressed-in-this passage, the
Japanese Governnient wishes to exert- its-Utinost effOrtg to bring about
an early and effedtiVe,elithination .of,theSe weapons._

34. 'Themare- a number of international instruments on chemical
anizthaoteriOlOgietir weapons. The mtgo Declaration of 1899 prohibits the contracting parties frOm using among themselves projectiles
which- liaVe -the sole_purpo§e of diffusing asphyxiating Or deleterious
gases.4 The Annek to "the ConventiOn donderning-the Laws and Custhins' of Land Warfare Signed. in 1907 prohibits the use of "poison- or

pois:Oned'*6400 as well as -of ''"arras, pivjeatileg or material

lated to cause-unnede§sary'suffering".5 Iii the-GeneVii Protocol of 1925

the:doritracting 'parties= accept the prohibition. of "the use in war of
asphyxiating, 'posonous or other gese§, and of all analomon§

Materials, Or:deVides' . .,,so Int as they are not already Parties to
Treaties prohibiting such use ": They
ittree "to extend this prohibitido-Otto the use of bacteriological :methods of Warfatena:

'We-:now have ,before-iis, in addition to those existing instrtinentS, a -draft convention fitr the .prevention of biological warfare
presented tithe Committee on 10 July'lay the United Kihgdom
Whereas-,-all -otthe,eXisting instruments prohibit only the use
in *Ail of the IvetipOnSin thi&category,,theprOhibition contained in
the vriito,lciiigdoi,prOp901*-Oxtencled to, cover 'deVelopment, proa Ante. 11:298.

fli'Br£ttsh and Pore10,,§tate`"SOers'1014.
a William D;- *010,:e002ii,,_ Treaties; Conventions; International Acts, ,Prolcicols,,a44 AgreciricInte-4?Ctipeim The ,Unitcd 'States and Other Powers, vol. II,

:0128,?

-P0.#;,,,PP-16V165.
p0;,:324420.
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duction and stockpiling as well, as far as biological weapons are con-

cerned. The Japanese delegation welcomes such a comprehensive

approach.
36. One of the focal points of our discussion on the United Kingdom proposal .has been whether it is appropriate to- deal,as proposed,

with the prohibition of biological weapons_ first, leaving chemical
weaponS somewhatbehind. Tt is true that the report of the Secretary,
General- points out in- parag.aphs 21 to 31-that cheniical- and biological
agents regarded as weapons of war differ in certain important respects.
But the fact that those two kinds of:agents differ -in nature-would not,

in itself, lead us 16 the conclusion that we should take- up
Weapons- first and put off the prohibition of chemiCal- weapons until
a later stage.
37. From a military point of view, biological and chemical weapons could very well be used in war in -a closely interrelated_ manner.
International documents; including the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and
therecent United' Nations resolutions on this subject,, have dealt with
thes4, weapons together: We-cannot be too conclusive either regarding
the demarcation itself between-biological-and chemical weaponS._ Bacterial, toxirisi for example, haVe been ClasSified in different international
instriiinents and publications either as'bielOgiCal agents-or -as chemical

agents;
38.. Looking at the:matter from, another point Of view,- it may he
diffictilttO satisfy public Opinion by.first taking up:biological weapons,
Which, have never beet used against mankind; While postponing the
prohibition of cheniical weapons, which caused ActiaLdiSo,ster'in the
'FirSt World War and will pose serionsIltoblenis to us in fUttre. We
.factors, it seems to be more
haVe-tb 'conclude hit,, in view of
appropriate to tackleHbiOlogioal and chemical weapons together rather
than Oparately;
39. In translating- that, pOsition into practical steps, however,. we
encounter certain difficulties in, relation to the treatment of chemical
Weapons. The first 'Major diffiCalty is that the verifiCatiOn. of :.cOmpli,
ance is not an easy<)nater With regard to the,prodUetion -of chemical
weapons.. The second difficulty is that of reaching an agreement on thesdOpe of the chemical agents to be prohibited.
40. ,First -let me examine the problem of verification. The-United
Kingdom TropoSal contains a formula of verification regarding the

'.use -of biological Weapons_ whioil in 'essence would be to authorize the

Secretary-General of the United Nations to carry out automatically
an investigation othis,ow-n when requested to do so by it.' party to the
convention which believed that biological methods' of warfare had
been used against it. The Secretary-General would also be :authorizedinvestigation to the Security COuncil
to report the result,of-such
We
consider
that
iorinula as one of the important fea.
(article III)
tures of tb0 proPosal. We believe' that it would' be able

funetiontol.

significant ,extent as an effective restraint on the use of' biolooicalweapOns. We believe also that that formula could be similarly applied
to the Verification of the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons,
and could be expected to function effectively, to the. same extent.
,41:

If we turn to -the prohibition of the production and stock-

piling:Of those weapons we have to admit that the _problem of Verifica-

424
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tion becomes more complex, even in the case of biological weapons.

The United- Kingdoni proposal itself provides for a different and
somewhat more restrictive procedure on that aspect of the matter,
requiring a decision by the ''Security Council to authorize the Secretary-General to conduct an investigation in, each individual case.
Furthermore, even if such an investigation were actually carried out,
there would be the fundamental difficulty of establishing objective
criteria to deterthine whether a specific .case-of the prOdUction or
stockpiling of biological' agents had a prophylactic purpose or a
Military purpose.,

Compared with the ease of chemical weapons, however, the
difficulties- in this re§pect mhy be more susceptible of solution so far
as'biologi.dai Weapons are concerned. In the first -instance, the kinds Of
pathogenic .micro - organisms a country needs to produce for normal
prephylactic purposes can usually be determined by the geographic
and epidemiological :conditions Of that country plus, in some cases,
the requirements for export of certain vaccines. For example, what
country in. the :world has the need in peace time to produce in large
:athohntp (LS-Material§ ft:4 vaccines tularemia bacilli or 'Q -fever agent,
both of which are capable of being powerfhl biological Weapons ?
43; Sectinilly, there' is no need hithopreeelit.olay vaccines industry

to stockpile. micre-Organignis for a more or less extended period of
tiniein either -a, live-Or a freeze - dried state, which 'Would.make them
effective as Weapons. ThuS it would be poSsible to :some extent to
differentiate the biological agents prOduced' for peaceful, purposes and
-those produded for the piirpeses Of warfare.

Unlike, the production of biological ,agent§, the production of
chemical agents for weapOnS.purpoSe§etild.be so' closely interrelated
peaceful purpoSeSthat it might
With.the prodUetienDf chemicals:
in most cases to arrive at a -universally-acceptable judgement on the-purpose of a suspicious. case. There can be no, excuse, of

course, ter-large-kale production and stockpiling of nerve .gases or
certain cheiniehl -end-predUct§, such itS.:mUStittd: But- chemical -agents

such as phosgene and 'hydrogen- cyanide are **tint- intermediate
*Wets. in peadeftil chemical industry, as well as-powerful chemical
agents for weapons purposes. As a practical problem, therefore, -it
'WOuld,be difficult to control and interfere with the ,production of these,

,chemicals: TO make the matter more complicated, the production
complex
processes of chemical .agents are integrated into the
chemical, industry. It might therefore be
ramifications of the
diffiehltto .deterinine which stage of the complicated prodesseS of
production_ could actually be considered' as the stage where weapons
Werelieing
45., Despite such difficulties we cannot take the =position that the
examination -of the stuestion _of cheniical weapons should._ be- postponed

Una shchtiMe as an agreement has been readied on the means -of verification en.,all the aspects of their. ,prohibition., To take such a po§ition

Woad:Mean separating' the ,prohibition of &ethical. weapons frein
that Ofbiological weapons.
46. As ,I'sUggetted earlier, we will be. able to apply the verifica-

tion procedure preseribed in article III (1) of the United Kingdom
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draft convention-to the ,use of Chemical -weapons.. AS.totheir .prOduction and stockpiling, we 'alsO have a:keen desire to- piit a complete end'
to.it. put fat the same time there are' difficulties I have already pOinted
out:
47. I ,therefore,should .like to- suggeSt that we 6114110 to ,a1 group
of cOmpetent -scientistS and technologists,,foimed On at international
basis, the study 'of the teehnical problems- related, te, the Verificatien
of the produetion
stockpiling_ of Chenlicatandbiological:Wcapons.

I *as told that the- scientiSts
International, InStitutefor,Peace
and Confliet Researah Of SWoden '(SIPRI) in Stocklielin,haVe just
Carried. otit- suCh researehi and there may be other StudieS of the SaMe
nature:, I: -hope that the :group I haVe Suggested would -*Ork Oh. the
basis _of theSe,stUdies -sO _that san,-agreement WoUld.
redelied:bY -thisCorinnittee .aS soOn,as .poosible
titi appropriate means' of suChl :Veri-

fication. in,this connexieu, the Siilbjeot of verifiCatien:iiiight inClUde
the _Methods of:stookpiling and ancillary' eqUipment,as,-wellits:agentS
theMSelVeS.,

.

"With referenoe tO the-.4iiestion of the-scope Of the. oheMical

4:6.

aient,S te. be prohibited; it May.)3e necessary:to WorkoUt inOre preciSely
the definitien: Of the agentS to berprohibited, as' weiiitend 'not 030y: to

prohjblt
theinioatandlbiblogioal weal,
but. Also: tO pro,,
hilift their -predlietitd. and StockpilingLet
xecuilthat the GeneVa
PrOtOcol of 1925itSelf left Soine:tinibigiiity Ahout the 'scope- Of Weapens

prOhibited,,,partiCularlY -in radii* tO the;haraSsinig agentS. In, the

case,of :the 'ffeneVa.:PretAiciilliidwever, Wag
-the-Oa:in War.4
eniphasize
*ar"-'--of-cheiniCal and .baCteriOlObicarWetipoilS that
WAS prohibited. As the repreSentative of :SWeden stated' inthiS CoinMitt** 5, AuguSt, '"the Military-purpoSe makes' thiSnSe [the nSe Of
haraSSing agents]: veksi, -cligqent ,fropt their Use, in doMeStic,
situatiOns7.8

Oholigh- tho jaPanese GOVerninent- has aocedea to both the
Itagne,,beChiratiOnibf 1.896.-AnCt the, eonirentioit on Linct Warfare.Of
i067, -it haS hot :yet ratified 4io
Protodol- of 1925., 8inde the
GeneVa Protocel prohibitS Only ,thethse War'Of. the*eaponS,iii,queS,
%ion, Without ton:chi:fig: iipon their ,prodUotiorr arid ,Stockpilingi: and
shiCe .diterent Opinion:S. exist as t'o the interpretation Of itS coVerage,

in the View et -lily:mega*, not a fully Satidactory interna-

tional inStruthent. The-GOVernMent japan'hopeSthat agteetnent
to ,prohibk eotnpleteV ,hoth, ehenkieat
*eapOnS Will be
concluded 'At- an'early date, And- my. delegatiOit intends tdr:ekett its ut-ineSt .eifOrts tO-this end:U.1S 00r hOpe that we,Shall
,ableto ceoperate, With, all the other delegatiOnsin
endeaVOur.
lioWever,
-we shonkt 'A44: ,ourOliri* in the UnfertiMate SitUation that suCh
-agreeinent- canna be:Concinded
near future, My GoVernthent
WoUld b.5,prepared- to cOnSider 'the ratifioation. Of 0.43,00074 rolt000l.
We ,NOould=,46,'§o,ManifeStation-, -Of ,the earneSt andstrong aoke
:of the ,people'.int' Japari.tO
theSe-- dreadful WeaponS,Onis

-pietgy ft* die earth:
,2
_

8 4146,T-391
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Statement by the Polish Representative (Czarkowski) to
the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Che.mical and Bacteriological Weapons, August 14, 19691

'pro_

54.' Onbêhá1ofthê POliSh-delegation.I should like to wOlcoine the
new ,,members of this COrninittee=Argentina, Hungary,. Morocco,

the Netherlands, Pakistan and Yugeslavia. We are convinced that

they will contribute constructively to the iMpleinentation,- of the tasks
-eiitruSt,ed to us.
05.. Our deliberations-thus, far have eloquently demonstrated- considerable,intereSt in the problem of ,ensuring strict and universal
hibition of the use of chemical and 'bacteriological weapons as well as
in taking effective steps designed to eliminate those weapons from the
arsenals ; Of States.- In this connexion various proposals have been
submitted tb:this COMMittee,
56., On,,22.JillY the Polish delegation preSented, a Working:paper 2

concerning : the report of the Secretary-General on chemical and

bacteriological 3(biologican: weapons and the effects of their possible
us0:'We>11.tiVe:beeh,.gratifiect to filid4hat:the proposals contained in
O-Or',Wirking ;paper diaVe:been,:favOurably received
:many delegatioriSlaktiridthis conference table, and we owe them our thaiikS.
7 The -..'current debate in this'Coiriniittee-las reinforced our conVictiOntliatthesEighteen,4Tation Committee on Disarmament should
:proceed according to the schedule adopted last year After-all, it was
.

ori.,,the.iii.itiatiVe of the

i,,,,ohteeilifNatiOn'Coinirriitt_ee on, Disarmament

that the- 'General .AsSeinbly, requested the Secretary-General to

prepare,. Witkthe.aSSIStande.of i.qualified expert consultants, a report
on chemical and bacteriological .(biological) weapons and the effects
of their possible use,4 The report has'been'preparedin implementation

of that resolution, which also recommended that the report be cellsiderect,hy-ourCOMinittee 'anaiv,~Other UnitedNatiOnSbodieS.
'58; All_th&'delegatiOnS: which have addressed the current session
of the,Eighteen-Nation ,--'Obmmittee on Disarmament have assessed the
Sincly-!aS an iinportant Contributitat -to the Committee's deliberations

regarding thoSe. weapons; It has also met with considerable interest
from -*skid public opinion. We have not heard any arguments which
sought to era doubt on any of the theses advanced in the study Indeed
it could hardly be otherwise, if one 'bears in mind
report and
ifs,00PaltisionS:haViti-behil4*14-tlui-PrOtige of the.8edretary=Geheral
0*: of fourteen prominent .scientists re&esenting, as they did, all
;political and geOgraphibal, regions of the World. Itis;:obitiousrtherefor0,-that'the 10041, as well as U Thant's recommendations, should
be:reCognized*.tho:ComMittee as aibasIS' and a guideline for :further
diSannainenitegOtiationkcoricerried with chemical and
_

(bielogical) Weapon's:
.

tgliatikt:AM;j-ki.

,sAnte 0. '328-329:
Antkpp(204-298.
poc*entioii. MaariitiipOnti 1968k pp 04, 793-495.
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To QUr mind it Would: not be prOper for the Coniinittee, in the
further- course 'Of itS disarmament negotiations, to weave the repOrtof
theSectetary.Generat in the:backgrOundVAille concentrating on prob.
lenis that we feel should be tackled at a later- stage of our work. For this
reason we consider that the establishinent-of the basic criteria to guide
59.

-our futiike.wOrkin thisCoinmitteeisanhnportant Stage that we can,
not afford to abandon In view of these considerations, and against

the background of the discussion i in our OoMinittee,-I:ShOuld_ like to
refer again to two Criteria which my delegation ;Considers' to be 'basic

to the undertaking of further steps in the field of chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons.
60. First, any steps -COnCerning, Chenlidal. and 1;!acteriolOgical.`.(bitt-

logical):WeapOns'Shouldleact tothe-strengthening of the Geneva Protocol of 1925 Ian' glad to notice a -consensus appearing in this 'COMMittee, on the need for the :universat_obierVatiOn,of and adherefice to
the'ProtOcol, by therStateS:nOt yet parties it. This progress is.Signifi-Cant -because, notwithstanding
appeals by the General As.

teMbly in its resolutions '2162 (XXI)° and 2454 A (XXIII,)T and
,much' urging by this Committee, there are many- -States, including

certain big Powers, Whi'"hihaVe,ot yet 'Seen,- fit to accede to the 'Pro=
toCOL-In renewing our call to 'States not yet 'parties to aCeede, to the
"YrOtticoI we are discharging -:
obligation which
its
sign tories "to eitert, every e ort to induce other States to accede to the
;present Protocol". -The, Polish delegation therefore supports, the Sne,
iteStion, which the delegatiOn., of the Mongolian PeOple'S, Republic
'Made at oilfMeeting 0,31, July that the-- Committee issue an appeal
to.;States'ibfit parties to the Protocol to sign arid;ratify,thatiniportant
international instrument before its forty-fifth yanniversarythat is, 17
4iine'1970:4
-61. 'Second; the problems of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons -cannot but be _OciiiiidetedlObitly. I -am _gratified that
a:great- number of delegations aroUnd, this table share' this point of
view. Only today the ,representative : of Japan has expressed a similar
opiiiion;e'.111any delegations, including
,Own have stress- In their
,Staternentjthattliere,1S tueloSe and direct link betw.een those weapons
,

WhiCh;Makei.them inseparablethat in international law; strategic
doctrine, and thel,publibliiihd, all bacteriological (biological) weapons
without dice Otion-;'aie linked with chemical weapons .: This link stems

104 the military and technical characteristics Of thoSe,, weapons;
integrated in-one system, and
effects of their possible use as
Weapons of mass destruction It iithiSCOnSiderationthat accounts for

the fact that, as was brought to our attention by the 'representative
of ,Bulgaria at our meeting on 24 July, the terin-"biOeheinical *saponS"Wgaining'eurrency',iii. military,-VoCitbulary:9'
62

.

Chemical and bacteriological ; weapbris are ,dealt with jointly

livihe-:Geneva Ttotootil',4,1625.` We 'llnAr'e-'hot heard, any =Convincing
764465.
1966, pp 798-799
'7Viidi; 1908, pp. 7D3.79,.

,:l9NDC/Py:424;,-PP. 3647.

10,pNDc/py:422,
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argiilent which 'Would support the idea of dealing:tith :further- proInbition aiined at =the .doniplete. elimination of 'these two types: of
-Weapons in any other way than in the Protocol. 'Moreover, it is not
'altogether- irrelevant to observe in this connexion that all documents
providing terms of reference for our work support joint consideration
of *final and bacteriological (biological) WeaponS. I have in ,Mind,

first of all the Committee's agenda contamed in its report of last
August;I:1' General Assembly resolution ,2454.

(X0CIII), concerning

the ,preparatioh,ofthe-repOrtl,and-the report itsolf;datedialy 1969,
concerning chemical and bacteriological (biological), 'weapons and
the effect* of their possible :use, together, with U Tharit'S foreword
cOntiiininghistedeinniendationS.
68: It is in the light of such general considerations that my ,crele,MitiOn wishes to make several obserfatien*regarding the consequences
which we feel would result froiii,the UnitedIChigdolii'S draft conven-

tion on the prohibition of biological Weapeni.1- We have arrived at
two principal conclusions in our assessment of that -draft.
04'.' While its article VI states that nothing in the convention shall
be construed as derogating in any way from obligations aSsUrilect by
any State under the Geneva Protocol, the 'United Kingdoni, draft, to
fact a restrictive interpretation of the :Protocol.

This stems first of all from article I of the draft which seeks to
establish,, indepenclently, of the existing prohibitions, a new legal

prohibition of the use of lbiological weapons In this Way the United
Kingdom reaffirms its earlier position that the Geneva Protocol of
1925'0es:hot apply to biological loapotie:
65. The United xirigaelit;dratt, Conyention,:mOreoVert argues ,- for

separate treatment of prohibition of the use of biological and of

cheinida-WeapensAtiS a:pcsition that We cannot go along with forthe,reaSen*I,:haVe-ghfe*00, first of all; because of the characteristic
features of these Weapens,A,rid the effects of their use
66.., In all ,considerations concerned : with the establishment of

further ,prohibitions in the field, of chemical and bacteriological

WeaponsnaMely,_the, prohibitien of their :development, -production_
and 'Stookpiling
been to ensure total '.efficacy of
the prohibition
use of these :weapons, as means of warfare by the
elimination of
real possibilities and facilities niakihg, their, Use
,i?0§016,, The various kinds of prOlaitilTrare ,closely 'interrelated.
'Thi0Okniity0'prehibitionS- of the use , of 'both cheiniCal, and bacteriological '(biological); lyeaPonSitecioireo.unifotitity. of prohibitions applicable to the entire process of preparation for their use as -well.
6'. A. partial solution, separate for each of the two types of weapons, could create a;,lew factual aiicilegii.siiruatioh 'Which, while far
from guaranteeing progreSk.tewardS,plirnination, of the dangers resulting from biochemical
VFOUld,;provide,a, deceptive illusion
of progress and would afteetadVerSely-theleffeetiveneSs of the Geneva
ProteColOf1.025.;the;poSsible results of a.seleotive,appreach to chemi01;',440)4a.cti00:10gicat ,(biological) weapons can be ,foiliilated in
three l)ointS
v

X?.

0.biatifinainent, /90; iT,5f-334184.
Añte, pp 324-326:

V

J.
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68: First,, in the- military-fielk-there would arise .a,rieW -situation
which 'Would 'clearly favour 'a cheinical arms race. '8o, instead of
puttmg an end to such a race, it would be,-legalize&forari-iiilfOreSee=

Mind- that ,inilitary characable- period of dine.. AlOreoVer, boating
teristics - of chemical, and 'bacteriological weapons constitute an integrated- weapons system. and that identical means of,deli.itty-can be
used for both, there could arise a- situation in which States might be
tempted to-compensateOrtheirrodneed ,arsenals of liicilogical'weap7

ons by an increased effort in the field- of Cho-Meal- WeapOnS. That

corresponds .to.thAVairdlogio.of the arms ce.
69. Secondly, there Seems, to be no doubt that it', chaotic sitUation,
would emerge in the legal sense as Separate. prohibitionS, Would.' appear,

with regard to particular weaponsprohibitions whose Seope,,,both

subjective and objective,, would not correspond tifyohe another, Creat=
,_

inta§ a result a mosaic of varionS, legal regimes that Would- offer
broad possihilities of arbitrary interpretation Such a situation would

tant

hardly be conducive tifYstriet and uniform observation of the ptobilk
contained in 06 :Geneva Protocol, let alone ensure :universal
:adherence:to it,
partiOnlarly,oneinvollingWeap-..
!AL, Any disarmament
OS of maSS, ,destruction, :cOnStituteS: a milestone in the -process of
the development of International la*. We believe, therefore, that the
,Meth4d:Suggsted,'bf the United Kingdom delegation can hardly be
and 4viogte§§i've-detielot*eht
reconciled with the goal of
of international law which not
,seeks to supplant :specific and
concrete legal
for ,general ones butralSO,,it the same time, seeks
nnifidatiwof the activities
States .0eitain. particularly imporspheres of international relations:
.71 .. Thirdly, to cOnfine-oneSellin,:diSarrnathent.negotiations exclusively 14- ibiologieg, weapons would hardly -Meet, the ,hopes ,of the
international' -community raised by such nekotiatiohe. World public
opinion :demands the elimination of the threat of chemical war with
,

_

,

the same firmness as that of other barbarous methods of Warfare.
All Of-a*.ar0,,alikre-that :public opinion has been particularly conCernectOlferreeent Press reports pointing to further -intensification by

Certain, States of the chemical arms race and the ,stockpiling of
chemical -weapons : on foreign soil The recent mishaps involving

.cheniloall*eaPons-stOckpilid.ori'OkinaWa:ha*e brought home to many

stockpiling of cherniCal. and
J)kOtetiOlOgical`,-,:(biOlogiCal) weapOnS, on the territories of other
States,
72. ,1 *ish.:,tO.,ktreSS-g, this jUncOre that my ,countrymen have
'been', particularly alarmed; :at the reports, ;since ,officially confirmed,
of the stockpiling of chemical weapons on the territory of the German
-addition -' -to the vast stOckpiles, of
-Federal Republic. This
nuclear weapons, ,creates ati,additiOnal threat in tlus sensitive ,area,
of keg iMpOrtanbetO -WoapeaCe.:::It certainly will not ,create a. cliMate'faVonrable to k strengthening of the sense of security Of 'ttropeanilatiOns: Public Opinion in Polandand : ani,, sure I speak for
that in many other countries too=firtnly demands the inirnediate
elimination of chemical ' and .bacteriological (biological) weapons

peoples: the danger involved in

StOCItpinled,on,
-foreign- §:A1..
,
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We believe that in order tó create an .appropriate atmosphere
for negotiations it is necessary for States to refrain froni any action,
whether in; the military, political or legal, spliere2 Which- could Under-

mine-the effectiveness of the prohibitions contained: in the Protocol
and which, consequently? would adversely affect the possibilities of
achieving fUrther,prohibitionS-teldting to the development and stockpiling
chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.
In
this connexion I. should like to express .my
74.
concern over
over the recent statement by the Secretary of Defense of the
United States, Mr. Laird; who, as reported. by the International Herald
Trzbune of 29 July (13.1.1.col.2),.Stated that "the Muted- States .must
;Maintain- a stock of 'chemical and biological warfare ,agents as .a_
deterrent against that type of attack by Other natiOnS". The active
promotion of the philosophy of not only nuclear but Also ,Cheinical-bacteriOlogiCal,'ibalance of lear:judifying. ;4 further- chemical and
,

Vadteri*Ological,ahnSrace Cailiardly-laVOUr'theVitirk,of the,Eighteen-

NatiOii.'Cominittee on DiSarmament. We refuse to accept the
Siti-On.that, international -04060- Shoi114. 1)132-11a:se& on the prinCiple,

of "balance of fear".,
We cannot': avoid mentioning also the attempts 'undertaken by
certain circles in the UnitectStates'te,jtiOtifyl:4ih6 eyes of the public
opinion of that,cotoitryi,,ther,heed,riOt only to retain exiiting. stocks
but AlS6-to,10500 with the further -development of chemical vreap,,-

OUS; The old slogan "earn to live with the nuclear bomb" is

being replaced by -affiety ,CatCh4ihraSe"TheiiiiCal -Warfare *parch,
iigOodl. for -you" To SUppOrethiS;iargunierits- are .being. advanced that
there is a-benofioiat,spixi-off deritect-fiOnichernibal and. bacteriolOgiCal

'Warfare, -research, .6 spin-oft in the 'forri of discoveries of new

6 .:StfCi-aCtiOns7-can-, -hardly be reoOnciled, with the nrianinious-

Geiieial kssemhly resolution 24* A -0-tilt); which Ols: on

tgovernments to acquaint public opinion with the contents of the
Secretary-General's =rep* 'through various media of communication,
fand 'expresses a belief qthat,-the;PeOpleOf, the worla-,shotiiii:he ,made
'LiA`vare 'cif:,tho,eekseq-iieficeS;or the use of Cheiirifeat,44'1;14pterietogical

:weapons" That is why we cam*, go along with actions = Alined- at conOng: public opmion Ahat =detelopment, of biological and .chemical

wnöns;resii1ts iii 4jonefitS;
presenting my remarks I .44 not motivated by -.A desike. to
."0.fUSe, unnecessary ,polemics iritO-ott.,:,cletiite:, We are firSt and fors-

most Tanxious to observe appropriate priorities in the -work of 'this,
".:CHeguitittee. Those priorities are determined by the current state of
the arms ,race as well as by the scope of the threat resulting from
!thetsarticiiliir:forms: of armaments This applies especially to weapons
of :MaWdestrUctiori. The -Specific feature of those weapons means
that, .rriAiikind, is threatened net 'only, by the .prospect of their ,use.
In fact the 'yery:atinS: race- in these weapons, qualitative, quantitative
antt territorial, tuggers oft a milliber ,:iif'adterse political, economic
and moral consequences affeetirigithe whole internaticirialcOnnpunity,

while at the same time posing the &Omit, threat of the outbreak
of 'A, 40,40tatillg. conflict.
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78.- 'There- is,. of course, -tittle teed to mention the State. of per:111444_ threat- to 'irian'S _health resulting frOin those weapons. The
-dangers inherent in the chemical aims- race have been made all too
-clear in various parts of the -Secretary-General's repOrt. Thus it
-

States that=-r.
.
-tke preparation ()tan atinourtof cheniiCai arid bacteriological (biological)
Weapon* would constitute a possible danger to people in the vicinity', of pro;dual*, Aorage,aiikt*ing,faciljties:1-1-

while later on in the report is observed that the existence of chemical
andbacteriOlOgieal.*eapons---. .

. Contribittesi to Jriterziational tendon, Without:compensating' military, adirnii

tages.: They generate a sense of insecurity not only in countries which might
be POtentially belligerent; but 1ó In those which are hot"

79. sileo,thig in mind the factors I have -mentioned, the Polish

delegation wishes again to 'Place- on record its readiness to co-operate
Witb.,ttny,-delegatiOn with a- vieWAO:elabOrating specific measures that

would ,enSbte- _Strict and universal -observance of the prOhibitiOns,
Obtained ',in.-the. GeneVa.:PrOtOO611. and subsequently the total :.elOniWeaponS from
the fieSenalS,Of-States.

tation of chemical and bacteriological

.$0., Finally I Shona like to assure this Committee that we are

working actively, together with other interested countries,, towards
achieving the early and comprehensive prohibit* of the development,,.prOdu.otiOn and stockpiling of :chemical and ha:aetiological(biOlogical)i'WeaP,OnS.

--Revised- Canadian Working Paper 'Submitted to the
Eighteen ,Nation: Disarmament Committee: Requests
14).-Goir,Ortiinept.S.IorInfOr*atiog About _Exchange of

SeisniiitOgicapita, ,August 18;, 1969:*
In an earlier version Of the working paper the 'Canadian delegation ,e*preSsectthe view that the problems

verifying a_Comprehensive MeSt Ban WObld -de lOreaSe 6144-.06'4h they might not be entirely`

'resolved, itguartinteed-aedeSsto 'otiginaLseisthologiottlidata:e6uld'he
assured.2 This proposition was a :response to UNGA Resolution
,0c,.:XIIty 7W* *its-preptbie:took- into account "the existing possibthties of 'eStablishifigi through internationals eoOperatiOni. a volt*
tart exchange of seismic data so as to create *better scientific basis
10.4 national evaluation of Seisinieii.irentei,_tuain,ALttiele,a expressed
'4,t,40:110pe'lhat States will .contribute -CO an effective international
:6744,00'of:SeiSibic
wAsto, P. 9.

44440,1i-29a'
ENDO/251,iReii:4;
2 Aide, *Op.,' 231,283.
0001,2,,044:0it

-4908; pp. 7040:
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2. As a,first- stepin-defining_ti practicalniethod for achieving such
an exchange the -Canadian delegation 'Siiggested that two essential
points should be clarified :, what seismic information would Governnits make at-affable, and in what form. The Canadian working paper

Contained a, draft request specifying the details which Might be
sought from all countries in order to Obtain- this bathe inforniation.
At an informal meeting of the 'ENDO.- on 13 August, various
delegations offered.
regardingthe.procedures,TrOpoSed by

:Canada and the specific *circling of any *pets to Governments
for infOrniation. On the basis of these, suggestions and the discussion

during the informal meeting,

Canadian delegation has now
amendedthe.draft formulation for the requests to Governments
4. To the tanadiaii,delegation,:it would appear essential that the
011)Ciiielnde in its recommendations tothe next 'qelioral .Assembly
of the ;United Nations, aprOpOSal that -Clarification be sought from
GOVerriiiients:asto-What seismological infOrniation they*are.prePared
tii,Make'aVailable. Without attempting:tOlsuggeSt-definitlire -Wording
for any UNGA Resolution On,-thiS--sUbjeCti,the Canadian delegation
considers that 4:470404 from
;Secfefft4700etitl, for this purpose
MightstoebaSect OiithelollotAntWordinti:
in order to assist in clarifying What 1;0000 would- be available
for the eventual establiSlinient of
effective : world-wide exchange
of seismological
which Wonkt.faCilitate'the ,achievement
of 4.,C,),''oinprehenSiVe, Test Ban, the Secretary-General of the United
NatiiiikS'retnieitSihe'Qoyerninent. of
to supply
to film for tranSiniSsidn, to the Eighteen-Nation Committee on MS=
arniainent , a list of all its seismic Stations, from which it *mid be
prepared- =to supply records on the basis of kutt*riteecl, availability
Ancl 441;046 dertaininfOrinatiOnAliOit each station as set out below:
A. Conventional : Seismograph Stations
Milne _and, address .of the operating
(i), Name, of Station
organization
{14= Co-ordinates of station including elevation
(iii) Instrumentation and components recorded together with
,speed of reeording. 'crhis.,§heiild include ,Operational magnification
for short .period and broad bank seismographs
at one second
long period instruments. Also a complete
20 seconds
and at
,

-

=reSPOnse curie in %bit:414 units

is also requested to- give
the .:GoVeriiiiierit of
information on the ''geological dokriptiOn,, of the station foundation

and ,indicate if fully annotated records will be .provided, noluding
the precision of thetiMe.-3t would also be useful to know the time
Would
the Government of
window
supply Original reCord6-9r,g604' quality copies, and
be prepared r
if .&"` latter, the form of 'the;e0liies,,(fer. example 16, 35 or !To' mil-

copies, (itc.):. It would be useful if it could be
hmetre film,
'indicated iwhether the intention is to deposit copies of all reCords, in
iseismological c;entre, -which makes its ,data 'available to everyone, or
wishes f4guArttitee-*liesthopittokiOVernnient
the data priVon 4:1414ter4dezitiond:
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B. Array -Stations
(i) Nanie-ot Station,and the ,name, and address -of-the operating
organization
Co=OrdinateS of station and array points, including-elevation
A. general 'account of the instrumentation geometry of the
array
Instrumentation and ceinptaientS recerded, ineludini-magnetic-tape specifications. (This should- include the operational' ina,,-

nifiCatiOn., at one second period for :short period or :broad band
instrumentation and at 15 or 20 seconds for long period instritentS:
A response curve in absolute units ,should be provided- for each
instrument),
(V) : A dist of compOneritS which record-on -a. pottilel list' al' baSis.

As MAO A

in, the interest of obtaining rinWrimtisefulness

from an international' .exchange of data,. the _Government of
is requested tO,giveinforination:iinAhe 4reolog4." '4 Ica foundation of the array stations, together with complete tea.niCal information on the redording, Medium, the precision o time
,

keeping, etc : It WOuld, also be useful tO know the time windOW, within
which the Government of
would be prepared to
supply the original records, or a§_applitable;:phOtogritp"hic copy, mag-

netic tape copy, or good quality microfilm In the event that the

----- does not envisage depositing'Government of eopieS of all array: data automatically in a seismological centre which
Makes its data
to 'everyone, it Would be useful if the Government of
could indicate -how 2 leng, an original
.

'magnetic toe recording could be ,made available for indivAual
demands before the tapes areeraSect, and re,uSed.

In view- of the urgency in making' progress in the direction of
-SehitiOrk:fOr.a. Comprehensive Test Ban, the Secretary-General would
.greatly appreeiate it if the inforinatiOn, requested above
be

forwarded to ,him with the least possible -delay for transmission to
the

-ttateinktirby the_So8ietRepreSeptative ,(1tostiChiti) to the
Eighteeti.Nation:Ditatinaitent-COmmittee, August 19,

069'

In connexion with the fact that the Membership ,of our

-Committee has increasectby:the addition of new ,PartiCipantsi, the
representatives ; of six countriesflurigaryl, Argentina, _MorocCO, the
Netherlands, Pakistan, Yugoslaviaallow me first of all to -welcome
,you, Mt Chairman, and all our new C`Colleagriles in the Committee and
to wish you
success in the _responsible and honourable task of
solving cbsaritionerit,VOtletris. We express the hope that the partici-

pation of the representatives of the
De/v. 429, pp. 32-39.

countries in the work
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of. our Conference Willtontributs to progress in the work of the Committee in carrying, out the. important anitre§ponsibletaSki which', are
set before: t in the field, of ,disarmament. I welcome -the participation
-of our new colleagues in the. work.of the 'Committee with all the more
satisfaction .beomise,the countries which they. represent have. inVati=
ably shoWn great. interest in the problems Of disarmament .and expressed a persistent cleSire to 'contribute to the solution of the tasks
set beforet he Committee. By their. .participation in the ComMitteethe
,six net States', which ,pliy an important role ininternational affairs,
Widen the prospectS Of, ,conStructive werk by -the Committee in solVing
UrgentprOblems of. disarmament.

95. In the ,agenda .of. our Committee which- was agreed upori,and,approved on 15', August 1965, an, irhportant ,place, s given to the qiies=

tun.' of further effective measures relating to the cessation of the

nuclear arms ritee, at the earlieSt date and'-to nuclear disarmament.2
The particular -significance of theaferesaid questiOn is explained by
the-'fact that Out of all the Weapons existing today nuclear 'weapons
are the most destructive and-deadly'ineanS of- Warfare.This particular
fact was stressed, in:the-re§Olutionsof the ,ltSt session .of the General
ASsenbly.,Manr Of the :representatives -Who, have.Spoken during the
durrent:and:the-Spring seSsions.Ofthe-:CoMinittee, including those who
have SpokenstOday at 'the, preSent meeting, have referred to the need,
,to ,exert greater efforts in Order to achieVe progresS,toWards.theprolibitien of nuclear -weapons,, the 'cessation of their production and the

elimination ofill§ttapilea.
*. 'Inc* statement today we Should:like to Set forth briefly once
again the position :of theSSOviet '11nionWith regard to the Major prob-

Inn§ _Of .nuclear disarmament. First of all we wish to note,that the
COMMittee,,,incoriSidering,;partial,diSatinainent measures such .as,:for
instande;:detnilitarization of. the- sea.bed; is, thus contributing' to some
extent to, the solution _Of, the overall, problem-- nuclear disarmament as
:a whole. 'Through
measures, however Elated, they -May
,Seenrat :first Sight,:it possible 'to2reduce the size= of -the .sPringboard
WhioIrthe defenders of the ntclear arms
and
Circles which
base0ekmilitaiy- anct
diniCept§ Onplans for the use of nuclear
Weapons, and, Onsequently,fer the further tlevelOpment and stockpiling,
'SuoktveapOiiSicontinne to hold their positions.
,A aliniber ,of .very important 'redent ,agreenientS;relating to the
fierct, of di§aritainent shoW convincingly that, given the desire, it is
possible t4,0cliieVe,siddes§-in the struggle to :prevent a hither Wen-

*net the nuclear arms race. These *agreements are Wen-flown and
can be an 'encouraging example for. us in our work. I refer-to such

'agreements as the Antirctio-Treatylathe-MoscOw Treaty on the,partial

prohibition of *tear- weapons conclUded in 190,4' the Treaty on

l?rineiple§-0oVerning-the ActiVities.OfStates- in the Exploration and
Use-tifithiter Space concluded. iii1967;$ .tualaStly the Treaty on-the
Non-Proliferation Of5ualeatNeapons.° TheSe Treaties are important
Dbeymenia.on-Disiirmcfment, 190?, p.,583.
19454959i *01:11,13p..155,0-1556.

1963,tiri.201293!

elIbid:;1968, pp.:40.465.
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mi!estones On the, road_totarda our major objective-the prohibition
and eliniination of nuclear weapons.
98:. The positiOn of the-Soviet Unionin regard to nuclear disarmamentt as you are aware, was set 'forth in the 'Memorandum of the
Government of the USSR, Ott July :1968 on some urgent measures for
-stopping the arms race and. for ,disarmainent7 That Memorandum
stated, the readiness ofthe_SolietijniOnto-begin negotiations on -the
complete cessation-Of the production of nuclear weapons, the reduction ofOtockpileS andthe subsequent complete prohibition and elimi,
nation of nuclear- weapons .under appropriate international control.
-

The;Seviet -Government _proposed to- all other, nuclear States that

negotiations should begin forthWith in order to 'bring abont thelnest
complete- nuclear .disarmarnent.
92., 'Speaking _on 10-July at the SeSSien of -the Supreme, Soviet of

the- USSR, the,Minister of 'Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, Mr.
disCuSs
GrOinykoil, reaffirmed, the desire of the &Viet Government
the problem Of nuclear disarmament. He stated':
All .the,IMain -problems relating, to complete 'nuclear disarmament land -the
elimination
weapons --iris other wards,, to ,prerentiOn of the ttEe,,of
atbmicepergrfor the production of nuclear weaponi-i-can be aolted'int,the right:
Way only with the participation of all the ifinclear Powers,; and litreis the word
',The 'Sciviet.610erlimelit:14readk, as =in the 'past, ,tó, diScuaathia-immensely
,iniPoitant ciasstionVith the representatir, -es otothernuclear PoWers.''

'The:Soviet Uniorils.prepared already at the' preSerit time _to 'ag'ree to
partial, Measures aimed' at complete nuclear disarmament and
'elabopoy,40Conchide 'the rieceSsary international. agreementSih this
connexion without delay.
100.. The achievement of an -agreement dn.:prohibition of the use
nuolear *eaponS would 'be an iMpottant step tOtards.eolutiOn of
prOblent of nuclear diSarmaMerit randlhe complete elimination of the
threat of knUelear War._ An agreement onthis subject would be aivini,portant *training faefOr. for
those. who might ptipose to --use
nuclear' weapons: By diSpelling.the :SUSpicions of certain States in
regard to Other'States in connexion with the question of the pOssible
tap .Or nuelear weapons, such iiik ,agreement
contribute to ski,
vroVenientOf the international atmosphere.. It is to be regretted, hot-ever, that the other ,nuclear Peters have -not.ezcpre'wed their desire,
as ,.the 'Seviet Thikon:has donfk to Ontlaw nuclear weapon.*
.

101. tine .of.the 'top iviority,.PlaCes.,4104 the partial measures

that-contribute', OWardsnuclear AiSarmameht is assigned to the queStion Of -the -Cessation 'of underground-, nuclear
Last, year's session
of the.UnitedIsTations.Gerieral,ASseMbly, in keAolution2455-,(XXIII),.
called, upon "all' nucleiti,-3;v6apo'n, ,States to suspend ,nnelear. *moon
tests 411 environments' sa'
102. 'The SOViet;Unien onee-again-:,set forth its position in regard
to that que4iOn 'in. tfieVemOrandurn of -*E3:Soviet,Governnient dated

4908,:to which, I have already referred'. That ,lfeinerandum
states:.,
pp.; 466=470:

0.,31e (farina translation).

'=Documents 64:D4040'460,1968, pp. 796-797
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The .SOViet Union .has. been and continues to be:a -steadfast advocate of the
prohibition -of -all nuclear -Weapon twits, believing that the banning of all -tests
will preinote the consolidation of peace and _the .slackening of the arms race.
TheSeilet Government prepare& to reach agreement without' delay on the
.hatininr of "underground nuclear-weapon tests onthe basis of,the use of national
means of deteCtiomto control-observance- of the bari."

103: The question of an interriatiOnal.exchange of seismic data

"liaS;been dealt with in last year's General Assembly resolUtion 2455

Thattalready referred, andin-the statements and
working papers of :a number of delegationsin our:Ooinittee'in 13artidUlar in. the WOrking,.paper of the ,Canadifin
ire -have.
already-set,forth.oUrposition, in tegatd ta:this question,12 in connexion
with:ilitycOnsideration of
idea put forward by the delegation. of
;Sweden :regarding the,creation of ,a so-called "detection Club".i3 The
-Soviet side remarked that this :idea: des0Ved- attention if inthat way
it' Would! 4e,,petsible-t*go 4:far a0 to- ConClude a mutually-acceptable
treaty banning underground` tests of ritieletui weapons. In, this connexion we,;belielte that participation in.aninternational eichit.nge Of
seismic -data Slionids-in ritcWitimf)Ose upon' the: partiditents in Sikh- an
eiceharigeltny ObligatiOn§ln-regata to the. carrying, out of international.
***ton§ on thew tkkriitOries, and 'that theasaessinent Of the collected.
data should be:carried out -not by -:any :S:Upta,natiOnaIinternational
organ, but
eaCh-Of the :States lurties,to,theftreaty. 'Of course; the

;supply ofnseisinic dati.wstit*ii§jiatila

carried- out Oir.a *Olnntarsy-

'bti§i§:

However;: iik.practide has', shown the ;idea: a an 'Intenational'
exchange of seismic=data igtouilrylioioc, tby th6'N17:esteriiPowets with
the- CreatiOn.of*rie sort of international centre and with the carrying
-out,d, On7Site:insPeCtiOri;_ ThUS,the;-United' Kingdom delegation, in
(advocating, itivinteintaional eicChatige. of SeiSiniC data, eicpreiged itself
in favour Of --the creation internatifMal'MaChinery and linked this
exchange; Of ''seisniic data WithtiropOsat1*" fOr, the creation, Of. a
-cOnamittee:WhiCh would. i.a,Ve,a10. the right to:.carty.ont:insPeetions:15

165: 'The Soviet IlniOn,cOnSiders 'Ant ,the development Modern
science*nclAechnoloky Ms:reached* feta Which ,MakeS it pOksible to
etererOe'COntrolthrOugythe
national
over' he fulfilment
of an..agreeinent banning-;underground` tests: Control WOO& give alt

aft*, the assurance that the Lag-AO:tient in question was being

conscientiously tarried out. Of .course, if one is anxious to continue

UndergrOUnds,ritieleitt tests,
the,*ity to an itgreernent
*itt,L treat number of .104014 oWaelea;
those.a.
..aCieritific:,anctieehniCal: Character; in order to -justify one's liegatiVeattitiitle:.,The'hiWiry, of the -tinnily yeats, of negotiations on, the cessation

of nuclear=wea ontests provides us

--numerous 'extiniplesedthe

Way Iii'WhiChf.thOSe'WhO- Wan:tied-AO:delay-the solUtion of the,problena
of tests
acted, at. iinea. precisely ' this direction. If, on the con-

ttaryi :Stateila*th
p.

and
242244.:

":40i* and determination
,,ion).

DOeitinentiOn:Diaarinam'eni, io65,, PP- to-30d.
"14 ENDO/232,A*. 20,4969..

iliWPWI'V.144.;:P* 6 f!!

end,
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once and for all, to dangerous nuclear-weapon te*-unclergrothd-,then
all the possibilities exist for Con-chiding an appropriate international
agreement and for its subkuerit implementation.
Verittire
-106. We are convinced that none of the nuclear Powers
to violate the agreetnerit banning .underground nuclear tests whenliational means of detection are used for Control over the,iinplenieritation
of that agreement. In the dOnditions:Wheredozens of States possess sensitive seismic equipment capable-FOl- detecting -,aiictSideiitifyitiglitelear
explosions Over-great distanceS, there is-too-great a risk quit4.*Ictlati ori-

of the agreement Would,be diScovered. FM-its:part the Soviet
is ready Without delay to ,sigir an -agreement banning .iiuelear7Weapen.
tests on-the basis .of the use of thatiOnalrinean§-of deteCtien, and strictly
to abide by the agreemorit.,

Certain- delegations have put forward'herein the ,Committee
various proposals for a partial solution of" -the prOblein of banning
underground nuclear tests which, -hi short,. come to the folloWirig::
107.

that the more powerful' underground= -nuelear weapons up- to a

certain threshold Slieuld be .banned,, and that the.XeSt of the under ground tests should be.bannaonthe basis;of an additional agreement.

A proposal of that nature Wii§ put :forward, in particular, as the

itWatei by the delegation, of the United
members,of the Committee
Arab Republic whieh proposed the banning of Undergreinid nuclear

weapon -tests above the threshold Of a magnitude of 4.75, with the

establishment by the nuclear Powers of a- Meritterium -Oh underground
weapons tests below that threshold-.16 We §hOuld like to stress -that the

Soviet side gives its assent to this propo§al of the United- Arab Republic in the interests, of reaching an, agreenient as quickly as
although we are convinced that all iiiidekgrtnind: nuclear :explOsions,

including explosions with a magnitude below the threShold of 4.75,

can be detected with national seismic Means.
108. In the opinion-Of-the .Soviet :delegation the achievement of an

agreement on underground tests depends upon a political decision

of the Governments of the nuclear POwers._The-demand for the solution. of the problem of banning underground nuclear tests oil the basis

of on-site inspection not only does het help towards concluding an
agreement in regard to the problem but, on the contrary, blocks its
solution.
109.

In the course of the negotiations in the. Eighteen- Nation

110.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union,

Committee a number of delegations, besides those I have previously
mentioned, 'have putforward some other proposals relating to the field
of nuclear disarmament. In partiOularoOnsiderable attention has been
devoted to the question of creating denuclearized- zones in various
parts of the world. In its memorandum dated 1 July 1968 the Soviet
Government confirmed that it supported the creation of such zones,
basing itself on the premise that such a measure should effectively
limit the area of deployment of nuclear Weapons and fully correspond
to the objective of preventing their direct or indirect proliferation."

Mr. Gromyko, in his statement to which I have already referred

earlier, dwelt particularly on the question of denuclearized zones. He
" Documents on Disarmament, 1965, p. 345.
" Ibid., 1968, p. 469.
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stressed that the Soviet Union continued to believe that the creation of
a zoneiree of nuclear missiles iii thearea of the Mediterranean would
be Of enormous significance for the security of 'Europe, of the African
continent and of the Near and Middle tag. The 116n-deployment of
nuclear weapons and of the inefins. of' their delivery in the Mediterranean: area is one of the most important questions which deserves

serious consideration by the interested States, and today it is more

Urgent than-ever 'before.
111. In pursiiingits_peace-loving foreign policy, the Soviet Union
has invariably advocated the -all,rOurid strengthenln,,cr of 'international
§fxurity..in' that connexion-we ShOUld like once again to draw attention

to the. well -Down proposal§ of the Soviet Union and other socialist
States On-IgueStions,Of_Collective-seeinity in Europe and in Asia.
agreeing,Of a number of partial
'33EideS the, conSideration.
measures in the field- of :nuclear diSarMainent, to,which-the Committee

has devOted considerable -attentien,.there is also the nhportant task Of
criviha effect to the dedisions-already 'agreed in this field. This relates
abOVe All to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapon§.18'The supporters of that Treaty-can- note with satisfaction that so
far itha§been signed by .over-ninety States-and that eighteen of them
haVe ratified that international agreement, As ,is known, the Soviet
-

Union. has decided to begin the process of ratification of the

non=proliferation Treaty.
113.

In this connekion. We should 'like to express the hope that

mo§t, of the countries of -the world will treat with. the utmost responsibility the important task of consistently implementing the-non-pro-

liferation Treaty and will exert every effort to ensure that this
agreenient, WhiCh was elaborated as a result Of lengthy and difficult
negotiations with due regard to the-Views and positions of the various
States, is put into force-without further delay.
114: The peoples of the world are closely watching the actions of
those governments that have not as yet signed the non-proliferation
Treaty. The attempt§ of Opponents- of the Treaty to gain access to
nuclear weapons .or to arrange for their production will be met with
creneral and resolute condemnation throughout the world.

115. We express Our support for the statements that have been

made during the current session of the Committee by the representa-

tives of Poland, Czechoslovakia, the United Arab Republic, the
United Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands and a number of other
States which have spoken in favour of the earliest ratification and
entry into force of the non-proliferation Treaty. In this connexion we
should like to draw the attention of the Committee to that part of the
statement made by the representative of the Polish People's Republic
in which he stated.:
. . . to be fully effective the Treaty must be signed, ratified and faithfully
observed by all countries, and in particular by those with advanced possibilities
for producing nuclear weapons.n

116. The implementation of the non-proliferation Treaty would be
an important contribution to the cause of relaxing international ten18 Ibid., pp. 431-465.

" ENDC/PV. 399, p.15.
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sion and strengthening peaceful relations between States. Its entry
into force *Mid. give an additional impetus to further disarmament
negotiations which the parties to the non- proliferation Treaty undertook tindetliits-article VI to pursue in good faith on effective measures
relating to cessation of the arms race, and in the first place the nuclear
arms race.
117. In conclusion we should like to stress once again that nuclear

di§armainent.i§ the most important problem of the present time. In
solving individual partial. problems in this field, we are paving the
Way to the: elimination of the threat of a nuclear war. Progress in
that- direction depends on the readiness of States to agree to the
im lerdentatiOn Of definite measures in the field of disarmament. The
taS -of the_COininittee-iS5- above all, 65 prepare and agree UpOn,pOlitical

SOlUtionS Of the problems of disarmament and, in the first place, the

solution of the problein. Of eliminating the danger caused by the
nuclear arms race.

Statement by the Italian Representative (Caracciolo) to
the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee: Organic
Disarmament Program, August 20, 1969 1
-First of all I should like to express my gratitude to the co . Chairmen
for having accepted to convene this meeting for a preliminary discus-

sion regarding the Committee'S report to the XXIV session of the
General Assembly and to thank all Delegations for graciously accepting this extra burden one their daily work. I should also like to avail
myself of this. opportunity to extend my warmest welcome to the Dele(rations that haVe joined our Committee more recently. This welcome
applies, of course, to all the six new Delegations equally, with whose

Governments, my own has the most friendly relations. May I add,
however, in view Of the very close collaboration existing between our
respective Countries in different fields, that we are particularly happy
to see among us the Delegation of the Netherlands.

I will now try to explain to the Committee the reasons that have
prompthd me to address the request for this meeting on behalf of my
Delegation.
The main reason stems from the feeling that our discussions have
reached, a crucial stage. Though we are confronted with more draft
treaties than we have discussed before, on each of them the views of
the nuclear delegations are still wide apart and we see at present few
prospects for reaching any agreement before the end of this session.
Therefore, despite the valuable efforts made during the present session
and the concrete contributions of all delegations, the ultimate goal

of our negotiationswhich is actual disarmament, especially in the
nuclear fieldis still far from sight. Even if some progress were to
be made in these last few weeks in one more specific field (and Italy
would be among the first to welcome such development), it would
lENDC/263, Aug. 20, 1969. The statement was made at an informal meeting.
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very -likely be progress towards an agreenient on a non-armament
measure rather thin ,progress-toWard strictly disarmament Measures.

On the other hand, we are confronted with resolutions from the
Agenda formulated by our very
General Assembly and with
Conimittee,2 both of which cearly, indicate the direction our work

Should' take:. In other words,- there seeinsito be a Certain gap between
tho_WOrk We ire supposed 4,640 andthe one we
actually doing.
We are fasts. approaching the Inement :Whew the valuable and- important work we have .done 1969 -will coine.inider the scrutiny- of the
to -judge -it, than
no other
General Assembly. That body will
through
the
final
report
Oubmitted;
as
in
previous
years, by
by
our Committee. anti afraid:thit a report a faotnal charade; that
repcitt mentiOnitig,Only, in le4s- or -greater- detail, =the topics discussed; the meetings that have taken place, and the-dOcUMehis that
,haVebeen-subtilitt;d0Vonld lend- substance to the criticisms we hive
heard in the-past, which. imply that the_dritetnre- of our Committee is
not the most Onitableonelt otto to Will the task
has been,given
to Ais._The Tery.existetco and the wary survival of our Conimittee might
then be jeopardized._ We therefOre.
and we hope that this
belief is Shired by other delegatiOn§, that this yeat'S report to -111TGA

ShOuld haVesa; substantial character:

.

.Another valid reason -why the report to the XXIV Assembly should
be this year, Of a More positiVe.charaoter is the fact-that.OUr Commit-

tee has Undergone. a sUbStintial enlargement with the addition of
eight -ne* members; this
milestone in the history of the.ENDC
our opinion, it should be marked by, a renewed effort by the
and,
Committee to prove that real efforts are being Made to come close to
the .expectation of Mankind which still looks upOil this body as a
concrete hope for making progress along the hard but essential road to
diSarinaMent.

The important ,point is, therefore, to agree on what is meant by a
substantialreport.
As I said, before, I do not think that even a lengthy list of topics,
Ofmeetings, and of papers, would be sufficient to qualify our report
as a substantial one, or that it would give the General Assembly that
ray of hope it is entitled to, and is looking forward to. No doubt it
Will glow that we have been very hard at work and that we have
made great efforts during this year's session, but I am afraid that
just would not be enough to inspire confidence on the results we may

attain in the future. A substantial report would, in our mind, be
aChieVed if besides synthesizing the core of our discussions and the
difficulties we have met, we were to devote a certain part of it, to
some hard thinking On the shape and nature of our future activities.
By doing so we would at least convey to the General Assembly our
earnest conviction that though we have not been able so far, because
of Objective difficulties, to make substantial progress in the fields
assigned to us, progress could be reasonably expected, in a not too

distant future, through an improvement in our methods of work,
coupled with a renewed determination on the part of our Governments.
' Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 583-584.
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The Italian Delegation has, for a long time, upheld the necessity
of an organic prograMine of disarmament. By organic programme
we meant something different and more .precise than the provisional
Agenda we agreed upon on 15 August 1968- exactly one year ago: the
the members Of the
Agenda was, .partljniiily a list of
Committee to-- discuss. What We have in mind is a clearer definition
of a program* of work, both short andlOng term.
Of coarse our intention never was to suggest a philosophical exercise or an academic disci Sion,. nor -did we ever think, that the pieces
Of this -programme should be= linked one to another with rigid ties to
form i'SOrt of a_ paoliage deal.
The-kincl'of prograinthe we had in mind was instead a very flexible
one, but one _that could= somehow ptovide the necessary guidelines for

our future work and increase its efficiency: We Are, in fact, fully
aware of the tremendous
which lie on the road to general

and complete disarmament -and Whieh, stem from the harsh facts of
international life: Mainly the .necessity to maintain the balance of
to armament reductions. It is, hOwever, unforces :as
deniable that the=
the search for -aii- agteenierit on several specific sectors
has .inade-us :loSe, to -a eertain _extent,-, the indispensable over -all view.

And thiS IS a dangetou$ fact since the balance_of interests; which is
the natural foundation of any -agreetiletit, is all the more difficult to
achieVe if the search for it is limited- by the narrow framework of
each specific -Uleastre. It was With the purpose of regaining this overall view, Of trying to bring our starting -point closer to out final goal,
that we tabled, at the last session, the working paper ENDC/245.
I Would- like to summarize the suggestions we submitted in our
workingpaper in order to furnish a concrete example of the thoughts
I am tiling to express :
We first liSted some of the basic premises of present ENDC negotia-

tions; they are well known to everybody and therefore I need not
dwell On them: it would be sufficient to quote the joint_ statement of
agreed Principles for Disarmament negotiations submitted in September 1961- o the Geneva 'Conference by the Governments of the
USA and of USSR;-3 the plans for general and complete disarmament
submitted respectively by the Soviet and the American delegations on
15 Match4 and on 18 April, 1962; 5 Resolution 2454 B (XXIII) of
the General ASsembly; 6 and the most significant premise of them
all, that is art. VI of the N.P.T. by which the nuclear powers, as well
as the other parties to the Treaty, undertook . . . "to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the
nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and

on a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and
effective international control".7

After having recalled these premises of our work, we expressed in
our document the belief that the aim of ENDO negotiations, that is
general and complete disarmament, could best be attained by a series
Ibid., 1961, pp. 439-441.
/bid., /962, vol. I, pp. 103-127.
°Ibid., pp. 351-382.
6Ibid., 1968, pp. 795-796.

1/bid.,

p. 464.
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of agreements to be reached in a suitable sequencethat is within the
proteramtneSo as to guide the process of
framework Of an
diSarmaihent_ from the introductory stage to the final one. Though
We did_ not deem it proper, at this stage, to anticipate detailed prop,
ositions we thought, only as a matter of suggestion that .a suitable

sequence could proceed-. along the following Imes which I will express
in five points :
(1) Since a wide consensus seems to exist on-the-point that - ,priority
shOuld, be_given to negotiations on interrelated subjects with a direct
bearing on the prOblem of stopping the vertical proliferation _of, nuCleat Weapons,by.gtes.rioNV possessing them,_
them, -we.we thought
thought that within
GovernihiS fraineWOrk,_ the -beginning- of bilateral talks

inents- of the USA _and USSR for -the linlittion of strategic armactiiiite, ot-phittifioliht ,importance.
preliimnary stage new efforts should
'(4 We thelithOlighttlint
be Mtceto;barry,on d*uWois in order.to readiagreenent on measures-- alined at preventing the Sptead, Of nuclear weapons -to new -enirironnients Where- they have never been deployed, and at limiting the
zones in -Which:they May-,adttally 'be deployed:
Ments WAS,

(8) In 'this same ptellinitiary -stage, we also thought that other
mea8ures.migIt beliegotidted inorder to promote a climate of greater
Confidence among Nations. _Stick measures Could apply to specified

haVing particularly in view the situation prevailing in

Europe as one of the focal points of international .tension.
(4) After significant progress had been made towards the cessation- of the nuclear arms race and the creation of an atmosphere of
greater confidence, a first stage of concrete negotiations on actual disarmament could then take place.
(5) Subsequent negotiations on further stages, linked to one another and following the principle of gradual and balanced reductions,
might then lead to the ultimate goal of general and complete disarmament.
As I said these were the general thoughts that prompted my Delegation to introduce its working paper on 21 Apri1.8 We never had the
pretention that they could represent the Only or a complete answer to
the problems we mentioned ; we only hoped that they could constitute
a useful contribution to a ,o'eneral discussion on the subject.
Today we are confronted with a first draft report prepared by our
co-Chairmen. While expressing the appreciation of my Delegation for

the effort they have made in presenting us with a complete text in
such a short time, and for giving us the opportunity to consider it
with all. the attention it deserves, I am. sorry not to be in the position,
as of today, to comment on it in detail and to give our reactions. On the
other hand, this meeting having been requested for the purpose of en-

abling all Delegations to participate in a preliminary discussion on
the drafting of this Report, we shall certainly study, in the next few
days, the text that has been submitted to us informally with the greatest attention, also in the light of the comments that other Delegations
will wish to make.
Aide, pp. 189-191.
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I would also like to ask the Secretariat to circulate my statement

of today as an official document of the Conference.

Canadian Draft General Assembly Resolution on
Chemical and -Bacteriological (Biological) Warfare,
August 2G, 1969:1
The General ,ASSetribly:

Recalling its_ Resolution 2454 (A) (XXIII) of 20 September
[D066/.4,60r] 1968,i

11altif*consiik4td the ;Report of the Secretary - General of 1 'Tilly
on Chemical ,and taCteriologioal- (biological) weapons and the effects
of their
i.Ocq
Notiii#' the TedOinniendationSOf the Secretary- General contained in
the foreword to hiS:Report,
further the conclusion of the'Report that chemical and bacteriologiCal,(tiolOgical) weapons stand in a class of their own as'armaineritS whir_ hiexerdise,their.effects solely onliviri matter,
Sharing the sense -Of.:hortOr alSo expressed in the Report at the
idea that "bacteriological (biological) weapons could deliberately be
used to-Spread disease,
Mindful, Of- the further conclusion of the Report-that the prospects
for general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international Control and hence for peace throughout the world would
brighten Significantly if the development,_ production and stockpiling
Of chemical and biological. agents intended for purposes of war were
to end
enand if they were-eliminated from all military arsenals,
Havvng considered the Report of the Eighteen,Nation Committee
on Disarmament on,its _preliminary consideration of the action to be

taken in the light of-the Report of the Secretary-General,
Recognisinq the importance of the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition, of the 'Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases,
and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare signed at Geneva on 17
June 1925,
Conscious of the need to maintain inviolate the Geneva Protocol
and to ensure its universal applicability,
1. Reaffirms Resolution 2162 (B) of 5 December 1966 8 and calls
anew for strict observance by all States of the principles and objectives of the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of AsphyxiatinglPoisonous or Other Gases,' and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925;
'2. Invites all States to accede to the Geneva Protocol;
3. Welcomes the Report of the Secretary-General on chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons and on the effects of their pos1 1DTDC/266, Aug. 26, 1969.

2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 793-795.
3 Ante, pp. 264-298.

Post, pp. 764-765.

5 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
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tible use, and expresses. its 'appreciationstO :the Secretary-General and

to the consultant expert who assisted
4 Requests the:_Secretitry,Generat te, publicize the Report in as
Many languages as is ,considered. desirable and practicable, inakiug use
of the facilities of the United Nations Office of Public information;
5.: Redopmenc4: totv all '-GOVernmentSthepUblicatien of the Report,

translated as appropriate, ,so as to acquaint public opinion with its

,contents, and invites the spedialited:agenciet,:regional inter-govern,

mental Organizations, and national and international non-governnientalorganilatient _to use their faoilitiettomake the 'Report -widely

,11.04$*4

Recommends the .Report of the Secretary-General to the

li..ighteentNatiOn,` Committee on Disarmament as a basis for its further
consideration of the question of the elimination of chemical and .badterialeedal
weapons;
7. ,Co.iivirteitdithe draft Gonyentioli,on the Prohibition of Biologi-

cal Methods of Warfare submitted by the United Kingdom and

tirge§.1116:Eighteeb.-NatiOn Coinniittee. on Disarmament to complete
'Work on this draft Convention at aitearlydate and
8. Re guests the Eighteen-Nation y Committee on Disarmament to

present a report on. progress
all aspects_ of the problem of the
elimination of Chemidal, and bacteriological (biological) weapons to
the XXV -United Nations General Assembly.

.Revised British _Draft Convention for the Prohibition of
-BiOlogitAl -Methods-. of Warfite, August 26, 1969 I
ME StATEE. CONCLUDING THIS CONVEIWION, hereinafter referred to

as the iTartieetO the Convention.":

'ItitAtiartorthat ,many States have become Parties to the Protocol
for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous
Or otherG4seS and.of 13acteriblogical.Methods of Warfare, signed at
GeneVa.on 17, Ame1925,2

REcOoiosiito- the contribution that the said Protocol has already
made, and continues make,.to mitigating the horrors of war,
RECALLING FURTHER United Nations General Assembly Resolu-

tions 2162B (XXI)' of 5 December, 1966,a and 2454A (XXIII) of
20 December, ,1968, which called for strict observance by all States
Of the ,principles and objectives of the Geneva Protocol and invited
all Statette ackedeto-itl
BELIEVING that Chemical' and biological discoveries should be used
only for the betterment of human life,
14cOoiyiisitrio_neVertheleSs that the development of scientific knowl-

edge throughout the world will increase the risk of eventual use of

biological methods of warfare,

ENDO/255/Reir. 1, Aug. 26, 1969.
3 Post, pp. 764-765.
*Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
Ibid., 1968, pp. 793-795.
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CONVINCED that such use would be repugnant to- the conscience of

mankind and that no effort should be. spared to minimise this risk,
DESIRING therefore to.reinforce the Geneva,PrOtocol by the conclusion Ofti Convention making Special' p_roirisionin this field,
DECLARING: their belief thati in particular, provision should be made

for- the ,-, prohibition of recourse to biologibal methods of warfare in

any ***tames.

HAVE AGREED as follows :

Arripi!E I
Each of the Parties to the Convention- undertakes; insofar as it
may not already be committed *that respect under Treaties or other
instruments in-force, prohibiting: ,the,-dse,of chemical and biOlogioal
MethodS of warfare, never in any circumstances, by making use for
-hostile pdtPoseS of .:Microbial or ,other biOlogidal agents causing
infestation to man, other
death, damn or'disease by.,infecti6n
nieth6ds of Warfare;
aiiinial4 or crops; to engage in

Aitricql
Each of: he Partiestothe Convention undertakes :
(a) not. to produce, or otherwise- acquire, or assist in or permit
:
theproduction or
.

Orl)ther biological agents Of types and in quantities

that have no independent

-justification_

for prophylactic or other

peaCeful ,purposes;

ancillary equipment or vectors the purpose of which is to

facilitate* AiSe of such- agents for hostile purposes;
(b) not to conduct,. assist or permit research aimed at production

Of the kind prohibited. in sub-paragraph (a) of this Article; and
(c) to destroy, or divert to peaceful pdrposes, within three months
after the:Comientioh comes into force for that Party, any stocks in
its possession of such agents or ancillary equipment or vectors as
have been produced or otherwiSe acquired for hostile purposes.
ARTICLE III

1. Any Party to the Convention which believes that biological

methods of warfare have been used as_aitist it may lodge a complaint
With the Secretary-General of the United Nations, submitting all
evidence at its disposal in support of the complaint, and request that
the result of the
the complaint be :inVeSti ted and that a report
investi' ation be submitted to the Security Council.

2. An Party to the Convention which believes that another Party
breach of its undertaking under Articles I and II of
has acted
the Convention, but which is not entitled to lodge a complaint under
Paragraph I of this Article, may lodge a complaint with the Security
Council, submitting all evidence at its disposal, and request that the
complaint be investigated.
3. Each of the Parties to the Convention undertakes to co-operate

fully with the Secretary-General and his authorised representatives
in any investigation he may carry out, as a result of a complaint, in
accordance with Security Council Resolution No.

44
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ARTICLE IV

Each of the Parties to. the Convention affirms its intention to provide or support appropriate assistance, in accordance Withthe United
Nations Charter, to any Party, to _the- Convention, if, the Security
CoUnCil conolUdes :that biological methods of warfare have been used
again St that Party.
ARTICLE V

Each, Of the Parties to the. Convention undertakes to pursue negoto. strengthen the existtiations in good faith on effective_
ing.constramts on chemicallnethods of warfare.
ARTICLE -VI

Nothing contained in the preSerit Convention -_shall be construed
awin any Way limiting or derogating, from obligations assailed' -by
'any State Under the- PrOtticoL,for. the. Prohibition, of the Use in War
of 'Asphyxiating, POisonous- or other -GitSet,. and of Badteriological
Methods of Warfare, signeditGeneva on.17 Jurie, 1925.
ARTICLE VII

[Provisions for amendments.]
ARTICLE VIII

-[Provisions for Signature, Ratification, Entry into Force, etc.]
ARTICLE IX
1.
`2.

This Convention Shall be of unlimited duration.

Each Party Shall -in exercising its national -sovereignty have

the -right to -withdraw from the Convention, if, it decides that extraordinary -events, related to -the subject matter of -this -Conventioli, have
jeOpardised, the stiprome.intetOSts ,of. its country. It shall give notice
of :suCh withdrawal- to all other Parties to the Convention and to the
United Nations Security Council -three months in advance. Such notice

shall include a -statement Of the extraordinary events it regards as
having jeopardised its Suprenie interests.
ARTICLE X

[Provisions on languages of texts, etc.]

Revised British Draft Security Council Resolution on
Biological Warfare, August 26, 19691
THE sEcuRrry COUNCIL,

WELCOMING the desire of a large number of States to subscribe to

the Convention for the Prohibition of Biological Methods of War1 ENDO/255/Rev. 1, Aug. 26,1969.
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fare,2 and thereby undertake never to engage in such methods of
warfare; to prohibit the production and research aimed at the prodUction of biological weapons; and to destroy, or divert to peaceful
purpoSes, such weapons as may already be in their: possession,,
NottiT6 :that under Article.III- of the Convention,. Parties will have
the right to lodge complaintS and to request that the. complaints be
investigated,
RECOGNISiNG the need, if confidence in the Convention is to be
established,, for appropriate-arrangements to ,be,-made, in advance for

the investigatiOn of any such complaints, and the particular need
for urgency in the investigation of complaints-of the use of biological

methods of warfare,
NOTING further the declared, intention of Parties to the Convention
to provide or support appropriate assistance, in accordance with the
Charter,to:any Other Pithy to the Convention, if the Security Council
concludes that biological methods of-warfare have been used against

that Patty;

REAttrilitiNG- inu particular the inherent right, recognised under
Article 51 of the Chatter, of individual and collective self-defence
it an armed attadk ocOUrs against a Member of the United Nations,
until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain
international peace and-security,
1. Requests the Secretary- General
(a) to take such measures as will enable hini
(i) to investigate without delay any complaints lodged with him
in accordance with Article III.1 of-the Convention;
(ii) if so requested by the Security Council, to investigate any
complai.,; made in accordance with Article 111.2 of the Convention;
and
(b) to report to the Security Council on the results of any such
investigation.
2.

Declares its readiness to give urgent consideration

(a) to any complaint that may be lodged with it under Article
111.2 of the Convention. and

'
the Secretary-General may submit in
(b) to any report that
accordance with operative paragraph 1 of this Resolution on the result
of his investigation of a complaint; and if it concludes that the complaint is well-founded, to consider urgently what action it should take
or recominendin accordandcwith the Charter.
3. Calls upon Member States and upon Specialised Agencies of the

United Nations to co-operate as appropriate with the SecretaryGeneral for the fulfilment of the purposes of this Resolution.
Supra.

4 4.34
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Twelye-NatiOnWOrking Paper Submitted to the Eighteen

Nation Disarmament CoMmittee: Proposed General
Assembly _Declaration Regarding Prohibition of the
Use of Chemical and -Biological Methods of Warfare,
August 26, 19691
The General Assembly,
Con,Sicle*g,th4t,cliemidal'and:.biolOgical methods of warfare have
horror and been justly -Colidenin.ed' 'by the
alWaySfbeen' ineWed.
internatiOnaltonirciiiiiity ;
these methods of 'warfare are inherently reprehenConsidering
becitte their effects are often uncontrollable- and- unpredictable

and niiiy, be injurious without distinction-- to combatants and noncombatants and's, because any use would entail a serious risk of

eSealitiOn ;'

Recallingihalt:SuceeS,§itie international instruments have prohibited
dr:R*0 to-prevent the use of such methddS of warfare;

N oting'001fically* this regard
Aitztliiildajority of States then-in-'exiStence-adhered to the Geneva

ProtoCol of lit JUne1925,2

that since then further States have become Parties to that Protocol,
-that yet other'Stittes have declared' that they will abide by its prin-

ciples and*.ObjedtiYes,

that these principles and objectives have commanded broad respect
intliepitictiCe, öfStates, and
that' the General Assembly, without any dissenting vote has called
for the.Striet observance by all States of the -principles and objectives
Of the Geneva Pittodol
Re-Cognizing therefore, in the light of all the above circumstances,
that a customary rule of international law prohibits the use in international-armed conflicts of all biological and chemical methods of
Warfare, regardless of any technical developments;
Minitta Of the Report Of the Group of Experts, appointed by the
Secretary=General of the 'United Nations tinder General Assembly
'Resolution 2454 A i(XXIII) Of 20 December 196813 on chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possible
use published- onl,Jilly 1969;
that this Report and- the Foreword to it by the Secred
tary*endial- addsliirther urgency for an affirmation of this rule and
far' diSpelli4,1or the 'future, any uncertainty as to its scope and, by
such MffiriliatiOri,to assure the effectiveness Of the rule and to enable
alr-StateStO demonstrate their determination to comply with the rule;
-Cendentits and declares as contrary to international law the use in
international armed' conflicts of any chemical agents of warfare: chemi1 ENDO/265, Aug. 26, 1969. The paper was submitted by Argentina, Brazil,
Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sweden, UAR, and
Yugoslavia.
2 Post, pp. 764-765.
Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 793-795.
Ante, pp. 264-298.
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cal substances, whether gaseous, liquid, or solid, which might be employed because of their direct toxic effects on man, animals or plants,
and any biological agents of warfare :'living organisms, whatever their
nature, or infective material derived from them, which are intended
to cause disease or death in man, animals or plants, and which depend
for their effects on their ability to multiply in the person, animal or
plant attacked.

Statement by the British Representative (Porter) to the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament: Prohibition of Biological Warfare, August 26, 19691
38. This morning I should like to introduce some amendments to
the draft convention for the prohibition of biological methods of war-

fare2 and the related draft Security Council resolution tabled and

introduced by Mr. Mulley on 10 July.3 We are grateful to the delegations which have commented on these texts, and: in some cases we have
already been able to develop new or modified language to meet their
points. We hope that other governments re_presented here will also
comment for we regard this process of consultation and improvement
as a continuous one leading to a text which will be generally acceptable
to members of this Committee,
39. I have set out the proposed changes in a paper which is before the Committee. The Secretariat has also circulated the amended
text as an ENDC document* We have not yet made proposals for

the missing administrative articles VII, VIII and X, since this we
believe would be premature until some progress has been made on
the articles of substance already tabled. For the time being we should
like to concentrate on these.
40. You will notice that our amendments remain within the frame-

work of a convention for the prohibition of biological methods of
warfare. A number of delegations have advocated that chemical and
biological methods of warfare should be dealt with together in the
same document The Committee will recall the reasons given by Mr.
Mulley on 10 July5 and in earlier statements for drafting, in the first
instance, a convention on biological weapons. We cannot agree that
it is impossible to distinguish between chemical and biological methods

of warfare. The biological weapon is the only self-propagating

weapon in existence; that is to say, a weapon which has the ability to
multiply itself. That is why the effects of such weapons are likely to
be not only horrifying but indiscriminate. What we are seeking to
prohibit therefore is, in one sense, the most inhuman of all weapons;
a living weapon which seeks out people to destroy them. We fully
2 CCD/PV. 431, pp. 11-16.
2

450

Ante, pp. 324-326.
Ante, p. 32T.
Ante, pp. 431-433.
Ante, pp. 318-324.
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sympathize with the desire, expressed by so many delegations, for
further work on chemical weapons, and the determination to pursue
this is expressed formally in article V of our draft convention which.
as amended explicitly commits all parties "to pursue negotiations in
good faith on effective measures to strengthen existing constraints on
chemical methods of warfare". We do not believe however that progress
on a convention on chemical warfare would be expedited by stopping

work on the draft convention on biological warfare which is already
before us.
41. In this connexion we fully share the objection of the representative of Sweden to the use which is being made here of the term
"biochemical".° Biochemistry is a distinct scientific discipline which
lies on the borderline between chemistry and biology. The inaccurate
use of the adjective "biochemical" as a kind of umbrella term to cover
both "chemical" and "biological" is simply misleading.
42, We have examined ways of strengthening the commitment to
further negotiation in article V. On 5 August Mrs. Myrdal pointed out

that the wording of the previous draft"to strengthen the existing
constraints on the use of chemical methods of warfare"could be interpreted to mean that negotiations -would aim at a convention more
limited in scope than our draft convention on biological weapons,
which also covers production and possession.? It was not our intention,
of course, to preclude consideration of a prohibition of production and
possession of chemical weapons. On the other hand we could not simply

add a reference to production and possession in article V as Mrs.

Myrdal suggested because there are no "existing constraints" on these.
Therefore we have dropped the words "the use of" so that the article

now reads:

Each of the Parties to the Convention undertakes to pursue negotiations in
good faith on effective measures to strengthen the existing constraints on

chemical methods of warfare.

I should like now to consider a more radical suggestion made
by the representative of Sweden, who proposed that article I of our
draft convention should be omitted since, in view of the prohibition
of use already contained in the Geneva Protocol,8 it was redundant.°
The representative of the United Arab Republic made a similar point
this morning. Mrs. Myrdal suggested further that the article should
be replaced by something on the lines of our present article VI which,
you will recall, is a disclaimer article concerning the Geneva Protocol.
I can understand that from the point of view of Sweden, which became
43.

a party to the Geneva Protocol without entering any reservation,

article I might not seem to represent any additional commitment, but
the fact remains that many other States parties to the Protocol entered
reservations which had the effect of making this instrument a "no
Ante, p. 391.
I Ante, p. 396.

Pod, pp. 764-765.

° Ante, p. 395.
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first use" agreement only. Some parties have taken the view also that

the Geneva Protocol entitles them to use chemical and biological
weapons first against non-parties. There is therefore no such thing
as what has been called "universality of commitment" under
the Protocol. Since in practice the Geneva Protocol means different
things to different people it would be doubly unsatisfactory to base
the remaining articles in our convention on a first article which
simply echoed the Protocol. We attach great importance, for instance,
to the provisions in article III, paragraph 1, of our draft convention
for a complaints machinery to deal with allegations of use. This, we
believe, would give parties much greater confidence that the prohibi-

tion of use in article I would not be violated. However, article III,
paragraph 1 depends on a precise statement and understanding of
the prohibition it is to cover, and this is provided by our article I.
44. However: in order to remove any impression that article I is
merely duplicating the Geneva Protocol we have amended it in the
following way. The undertaking by a party not to engage in biological
methods of warfare is now qualified by the clause :

in so far as it may not already be committed in that respect under Treaties
or other instruments in force prohibiting the use of chemical and biological
methods of warfare.

This clause, taken together with article VI, makes it quite clear that
existing commitments under the Geneva Protocol and earlier international agreements are in no way affected by our draft convention.
Some countries, in becoming parties to our convention, -would undertake additional commitment under article I; others would not. All
would end up with the uniform obligation never in any circumstances
to engage in biological methods of warfare.

45. The definition in article I of our convention is meant to be

comprehensive and to cover all possible forms of biological warfare.
In our revised version we have closed one small loophole. It is conceivable that insects such as colorado beetles or locusts could be used to

ruin crops not by killing plants outright but by inflicting heavy damage on. them. Therefore we have extended the ban to cover microbial
or other biological agents causing damage, as well as those causing
death or disease. We do not entirely understand that point made by
the representative of Poland on 14 August that our convention offers
a restrictive interpretation of the Protoco1.1° So far as bacteriological
(biological) weapons are concerned it aims to be comprehensive and
we shall be glad to consider ways of filling other possible loopholes
that may occur to members of the Committee.

46. We have modified the wording of article II(a) (i) of our draft
convention, which some people found confusing. I hope in particular
that the new language we propose meets Mrs. Myrdal's concern about
the right to develop defence measures against biological weapons.11
It is our intention to allow the development of passive defence measures which would include in particular vaccines for protection against
possible biological attack. On the other hand this paragraph has to be
worCed carefully in order to limit the exception strictly to defence
" Ante, p. 415.
Ante, p. 306.
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measuresthat is, to measures reducing the effectiveness of a biological
attack on one's own population.
47. I turn now to article III. We have amended the second paragraph of the article to make it quite clear that a complaint under this
paragraph, as in the case of a complaint under the first paragraph,
would be supported. by all evidence at the disposal of the complaining
party.
48. We have sympathy with the Swedish idea concerning increased
openness about activities in this field. The Committee will no doubt

recall that a similar idea was broached in our working paper of 6
August 1968,12 but when we examined the implications of the idea
further we came to the conclusion that this was essentially a matter for

internal regulation. In practice it would be extremely difficult to
formalize such arrangement in an international treaty.

49. On 14 August the representative of Japan proposed that a

group of experts might meet to consider the problems of verification in
the field of chemical and biological weapons.13 Such studies have al-

ready been undertaken in the biological fieldI am thinking of the
work of the Pugwash 'Study Group on Biological Warfare and that
subsequently undertaken by SIPRI. We ourselves looked very carefully at this aspect before concluding that verification, in the sense
in which that word is usually used in disarmament negotiations, is
not possible in the biological weapon field and that the complaints
procedure we envisage is the right answer in these circumstances. There
may be something to be said for considering the question of verifica-

tion in the field of chemical warfare, and my Government would
contribute what it could to any such investigation. But, as we have

already made clear, we believe that in the field of biological warfare
progress is possible now, -without waiting for the results of further
studies.

50. We have also made one change in our draft Security Council
resolution by adding a preambular paragraph which reaffirms the
right of individual and collective self-defence recognized in Article
51 of the United Nations Charter. This paragraph is designed to meet
concerns expressed to us that article IV of the draft convention might
be taken to derogate from that right.
51.

In conclusion, may I say a word about the way we might

proceed with the question of chemical and biological warfare?
52. In the first place we have the Geneva Protocol, the principal
legal instrument on this subject in force at this time and the point
of departure for further measures. In our view nothing should be
done here or in the General Assembly which could weaken it. In this
connexion we welcome the statement by the representative of Japan
on 14 August that his Government would, in certain circumstances,
consider ratifying the Protocol , we very much hope that they would
indeed consider ratifying it for its own sake and independently of
developments here. We would urge other countries to do the same and,
like the representative of the United Arab Republic, we support the
Mongolian proposal 14 to recommend that the General Assembly should
"Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 569-571.
13 Ante, p. 412.
14 ENDC/PV. 424, pp. 36-37.
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appeal urgently to all Governments which have not done so to accede
to or ratify the Protocol in the course of 1970, the forty-fifth anniversary of the Protocol and the twenty-fifth anniversary of the United
Nations.
53. The General Assembly at its forthcoming session will be very

conscious of the fact that the question of chemical and biological
warfare is attracting increased interest everywhere. The SecretaryGeneral and his consultant experts have in their excellent report15
given us the scientific facts; it is now up to governments to proceed.
My own Government has contributed a draft convention on the prohibition of biological methods of warfare in an effort to get agreement
on something concrete for the next session of the General Assembly.

Many delegations have debated the broad procedura' question of
how to proCeed with our work on chemical and biological warfare
whether, for instance, there should be one convention or two interrelated conventions. However some delegations have also tackled and
commented on the problems of substance raised by our draft text and
we are grateful to them. We hope to have comments from other delegations before the end of the session. We trust that when this Committee meets after the General Assembly it will give urgent attention
to the problems of arms control and disarmament in the whole field of
chemical and biological weapons. It is against this background that
we wish to press on towards the achievement of a comprehensive ban
on biological methods of warfare.

Statement by the Canadian Representative (Ignatieff) to
the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament:

Chemical and Biological Weapons [Extract), August 26, 1969 1
54. I should like to make some comments today to introduce our
working paper which was circulated this morning and which contains
the draft of a General Assembly resolution on the problem of chemical
and biological weapons?
55. I will not strain the patience of my colleagues by repeating the
comments which were made on this subject by the Canadian delegation

on 31 July 3 but I should like to reiterate two points: first, that our
resolution has grown out of a desire to overcome, to the extent possible
and in the time remaining to us, the difficulties which we seem to be
experiencing in moving forward on this important subject, as well as
to reflect certain areas which seem to be generally agreed; and, second,

it seems to us that it would be useful, if possible, to provide some
agreed procedural basis for discussion in the General Assembly in the
25 Ante, pp. 264-298.
1 CCD/PV. 431, pp. 16-19.
3 Ante, pp. 430-431.
5 Ante, pp. 373-380.
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light not only of the valuable report of the Secretary-General 4 but also
of the proposals put forward in this Committee.

56. I might mention as well that we have been particularly en-

couraged in going ahead with this draft by remarks made by a num-

ber of my colleagues at the informal meeting which we held on
20 August to discuss the preliminary report which this Committee
is to render to the General Assembly. I refer to the view expressed
that it would be desirable for the Committee to try to put forward

wherever possible agreed recommendations for the guidance of the
General Assembly. We are in agreement with that view, which is
fully consistent with the opinion I have expressed that we need to
define and work towards the achievement of common grounds and
purposes. We believe that the time has come now when, on this subpet, we should try to define those common aims and purposes with
greater precision.
57. With this in mind may I offer a brief description of the draft
resolution which is submitted with this aim in view. I think that the
first three preambular paragraphs are self-explanatory. The fourth,
fifth and sixth preambu-lar paragraphs have been drawn directly from
sections of the Secretary-General's report. The seventh preambular
paragraph speaks for itself, while the eighth and ninth reflect the
unanimous concern of -us all that we do nothing which would in any
way derogate from the effectiveness of the 1925 Geneva Protocol,
58. Turning to the operative paragraphs : operative paragraphs 1
and 2 will come as no surprise to my colleagues as the basis for them
was contained in the outline I gave in my statement on 31 July. They
give, I think, an indication of a common desire in this Committee to
see the validity and effectiveness of the 1925 Geneva Protocol upheld
and adherence to it widened, whatever else we do. Operative paragraphs 3 to 5 inclusive, while differing somewhat in paragraphing,
are similar in substance to the operative paragraphs of United Nations
General Assembly resolution 2342 (XXII) 6 dealing with the
.

Secretary-General's report on nuclear weapons?

59. The skeletons of operative paragraphs 6, 7 and 8 were also

contained in my statement of 31 July. and, therefore, will not be new
to the Committee. They represent what might be called the further
action elements of the resolution as far as they relate to the work of
the Committee.
60. Reserving for a later date comment on the revised draft convention 8 just submitted and explained by the representative of the
United Kmgdom,9 I should like to say one or two words in a preliminary way.about the other working document on this subject submitted
this morning in the names of the delegations of Argentina, Brazil,
Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sweden,
the United Arab Republic and 'Yugoslavia? My delegation has had
the opportunity of participating in some of the informal discussions,
' Ante, pp. 264-298.
5 The protocol appears post, pp. 764-765.
I Doournents on Disarmament, 1967, pp. 729-730.
1 Ibid., pp. 476-513.
s Ante, pp. 431-433.

Supra.

I° Ante, pp. 435-436.
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with the Swedish delegation in particular, which preceded the submission of this draft declaration, and I wish to make it clear that my
delegation sees no conflict between the proposals contained in the two
working documents circulated today, theirs being substantive and ours
being essentially procedural.

61. As my authorities in Ottawa are still studying all the implications of the draft declaration contained in document ENDC/265 I
would not wish to offer comments of substance on that proposal this
morning. I would say, however, that we find the draft declaration
embodies an extremely interesting and ingenious approach to the
complex legal problems involved and that its contents merit the most
serious consideration of all of us.

Statement by the Swedish Representative (Myrdal) to the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament: Chemical and Biological Weapons, August 26, 19691
67. This Committee has for more than a year been engaged in a
systematic endeavour to reduce and eventually to eliminate the risks
of terror warfare with chemical and biological weapons. A first step
was our recommendation in 1968 that the Secretary-General should
undertake a study of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possible use.2 The next major step has been
the publication of the excellent report by the Secretary-Genera1,5 an
achievement which thus might partly be credited to this Committee.
68. In his foreword to that report the Secretary-General has outlined what the next stages should. be. He admirably summarizes the
conclusions which can be drawn from the experts' report and bases on
them three important policy recommendations.
69. The first of those recommendations calls for renewal of the

appeal to all States to accede to the Geneva Protocol of 1925.4 A formu-

lation of that appeal inviting proper action by the General Assembly
should, we had expected, be one of the results which this Committee
would state in its final. report, and today we have received a definite
proposal to that effect from the Canadian delegation, a. proposal which
the Swedish delegation heartily endorses.5 The third of the SecretaryGeneral's recommendations,° calling for further disarmament measures.in this field, should be another recommendation of this Committee
to the General Assembly. The United Kingdom delegation, through
its initiative in submitting a draft convention on biological warfare,
has offered a valuable partial solution, and the revisions introduced
today' will be given careful study by my delegation. The Canadian
proposal for United Nations action draws attention to the fact that
COD/PV. 431, pp. 20-24.
Documents. on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 583-584.
Ante, pp. 264-298.
st, pp. 764-765.
Ante, pp. 430-431.
Ante, p. 267.
"Ante, pp. 324-326, 433-434.
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real disarmament in regard to chemical and biological weapons is one
item that should be on the agenda of the Committee at its next session.

70. The whole sequence would be complete if the second of the
Secretary-General's recommendations concerning a clear affirmation
of the scope of the existing ban on the use of those weapons in war,
also were to be covered in yet another recommendation for action.
71. In my intervention on 5 August of this year I indicated that
my delegation was ready to co-operate with other delegations in sub-

mitting to the Committee a working paper on such a declaration,

affirming as comprehensive the existing ban on chemical and biologi-

cal methods of warfare Today my delegation, together with the
delegations of the Argentine Republic, Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia,

India, Mexico, the Kingdom of Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, the United
Arab Republic and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, has

the honour to submit a working paper of the kind envisaged. I
am referring to document ENDC/265, which is now before the
Committee.°

72. The reasons and purposes of a. declaration along the lines contained in the working paper were explained at length in my previous
statement. I can therefore limit my statement today to a few points.
73.

Let me recall, in the first place, that by suggesting such a

declaration we draw a sharp distinction between measures to prohibit
the use and measures desigrned to prevent the production, stockpiling
and dissemination of B and C methods of warfare. We look forward
to further considerable work on the whole subject of elimination of

these weapons, based inter alia on the United Kingdom draft

convention."
74. As we and other delegations have explained before, however,
we believe it is unnecessary to introduce a new treaty instrument to
cover also the aspect of prohibition against use. It has seemed to us
more advisable to deal with that aspect through a solemn declaration.
The need and purpose are not to 'legislate; the law is there. What is
needed is to affirm and consolidate the existing law about non-use and

to do that through collective action in the United Nations General
Assembly, a step which we are convinced would serve the political
purpose of facilitating universal adherence to the Geneva Protocol."
75. If the law rested exclusively on the Geneva Protocol of 1925
it might perhaps have been argued that it would be for the parties to
that Protocol to perform this task. As we all know, however, and as
I had occasion to say in my earlier statement and as has been confirmed

by so many other speakers, the ban on B and C methods of warfare
is the outcome of a long process, involving many international instruments from the nineteenth century up to and including General Assembly resolutions in 1966 12 and 1968.13 The cumulative effect of all
this and of the respect paid to it in actual practice is a rule of cus-

tomaryI emphasize "customary"international law. This view is
a Ante, p. 395.
9 AntO, pp. 435-436.
le Ante, pp. 431-433.

u Post, pp. 764-765.
u Documents on Disarmament, 1960, pp. 798-799.
u Ibid., 1968, pp. 793-795.
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widely supported as indicated most recently in the statement made
today by the representative of the United Arab Republic. To affirm
and consolidate such a rule is a :;ype of task proper for an organ like
the General Assembly, and a task which it has performed. before. The

General Assembly also comprises practically all States which are
parties to the Geneva. Protocol.
76.

Let me now briefly comment upon the text of the working

paper.

77. The first preambular paragraph refers to that almost instinctive

reaction of horror that has always been evoked in the minds of men
by the use, or even the prospect of the use, of biological and chemical
weapons. We believe, of course, that there are very solid rational reasons for the ban on B and C methods of warfare. Nevertheless, this
spontaneous reaction of horror and of condemnation is, in our view,
a human sign of health and a natural and sound starting point for the
declaration.

The second preambular paragraph spells out the significant
fact that the effects of B and C methods of warfare can often not be
restricted to specific military targets. They are thereby likely to conflict with that fundamental rule concerning the conduct of warfare
which requires belligerents to direct their actions against combatants
and to refrain from actions against non-combatants. It is further
generally recognized that any use of B and C methods of warfare
entails the almost automatic risk of retaliation and thereby escalation. As I developed in my earlier intervention, this risk of escalation
is conspicuous until we get an authoritative statement concerning
the scope of the ban, different parties in a conflict perhaps otherwise
78.

interpreting the scope differently.

79. The third preambular paragraph recalls that there is a long

chain of instruments which have banned some or all of these methods
of warfare. Reference is also made to instruments which do not directly
prohibit but seek to prevent the use of these methods of warfare. A
case in point is Protocol III of 1954 to the Brussels Treaty of 1948,

which stipulates in Article I, referring to the Federal Republic of
Germany, that it shall not manufacture in its territory atomic, biological, and chemical weapons, and which definesin an annexa
chemical weapon as:

any equipment or apparatus expressly designed to use, for military purposes,
the asphyxiating, toxic, irritant, paralysant, growth-regulating, anti-lubricating
or catalysing properties of any chemical substance;

and a biological weapon as:
any equipment or apparatus expressly designed to use, for military purposes,
harmful insects or other living or dead organisms or their toxic products."

80. The fourth preambular paragraph in the draft declaration

notes the wide support that has been given to the Geneva Protocol
through formal accessions and through declarations by States. It
further points to the significant fact that the ban on B and C methods
of warfare has commanded broad respect in the practice of States.
It may be useful to keep in mind in this context that these weapons
"American Foreign Policy, 1950-1955; Basic Documents, vol. I, pp. 979-980.
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were even not used throughout the difficult period of the Second
World. War.
81. The logical conclusion, and one that has much support in international law doctrine, is that the cumulated effect of the circumstances

invoked is to create a customary rule of international law, valid ergs
mines. There has been some difference of opinion voiced as to the
scope of the existing ban. The weight of opinion and of reason, however, is that the existing rule comprehensively covers all methods of
biological and chemical warfare. It is crucially important that this be
authoritatively declared to avoid the risk of varying interpretations
and, inherently, of retaliation and escalation. This is done in the fifth
preambular paragraph and in the operative part of the working paper,
where use is made of the modern and scientific definitions offered. to us
in. the experts' report. As is made clear in that report, these definitions
are intended to be comprehensive, thus covering also harassing agents,

such as tear gas, and agents which act as herbicides. It has further
seemed important to make it clear in the text that the ban concerns
international armed conflicts and consequently does not apply to
internal domestic riot control.

82. A declaration such as the one contemplated in the working
paper would obviously be of
value if adopted by general
consensus. As is stated in the last
last preambular paragraph, it would
enable States to demonstrate their determination to refrain from the
use of any biological or chemical methods of warfareand that refers
to all States, since all are potentially capable of producing such means
of warfare.
83. Considering the evidence available concerning the complete
prohibition of chemical and biological methods of warfare, considering the vital and rational reasons for such a complete ban and considering, lastly, the demand of world opinion for such a ban, it is not
too much to hope that a consensus will emerge both in this Committee
and in the wider community of the United Nations aiict that the declaration will be adopted.

Brazilian Working Paper Submitted to the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament: Implementation of

a Treaty for the Non-armament of the Sea-Bed and
Ocean Floor, September 1, 19691
1. Twice in the course of its intervention on the general aspects

of item 3 of the Committee's Agenda and when specially commenting on the Soviet and American Treaty drafts,' the Brazilian Delegation stated its firm conviction that any normative convention for
the non-armament of the sea-bed and the ocean-floor would be incomplete if it were not to include appropriate provisions for the solution
of disputes and controversies arising from its implementation.'
1 CCD/267, Sept. 1, 1969.
2 Ante, pp. 112-113, 211-213.
a BNDS/PV. 413, pp. 4-8; ENDC/PV. 423, pp. 22-29.
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2.

The Government of Brazil is of the opinion that the imple-

mentation of a Treaty for the non-armament of the sea-bed and oceanfloor depends basically on two conditions :
(1) the clear and uncontroversial definition of the objects which
are to be banned from the sea-bed and ocean-floor;
(2) the establishment of adequate control provisions which can
provide to any Party to the Treaty firm assurances that all Parties are

honouring their obligations and respecting rights recognized under
International Law.
3. The present working-paper aims to attract the attention of the
Committee to the necessity of examining the natural corollary of these

conditions, namely, the formulation of suitable provisions for the
settlement of disputes arising from the actual interpretation of a

Treaty for the non-armament of the sea-bed and ocean-floor and specially from the operation of its norms of control.
4. The Government of Brazil is also convinced that the inclusion
in the future Treaty of such provisions will considerably facilitate the
very acceptance of any control mechanism by a substantial number of
States.
5. It is.possible to envisage a number of situations where disputes,
controversies or conflicts of interpretation among Parties could arise.
Some of them could comprise the following elements in several posdible
combinations :

(1) divergent interpretations concerning the nature or ultimate
purpose of an installation placed or implanted on the sea-bed and
ocean -floor;

(2) disputes stemming from the manner in which an operation, in
any of the stages of the control system, is conducted, specially when
involving inspection, access and consequently interference with installations or activities on the sea-bed and ocean-floor or with the security
areas that can surround these installations;
(3) disputes related to control activities undertaken in waters
superjacent to the continental shelf of any State Party to the Treaty

or in its territorial waters when these have a width of more than

12 miles ;
(4) conflicting contentions on the jurisdiction covering military
or other installations on the sea-bed and ocean-floor and on the respon-

sibility for the emplacement of military or other installations on this
environment;
(5) disputes arising from the lack of co-operation among States
Parties in endeavouring to resolve questions regarding the fulfillment
of the provisions of the Treaty as a whole and specially the norms of
control.

This list does not intend to cover all specific situations where a
dispute may arise but it still provides, in the view of the Brazilian
Delegation, an exemplification of the extent to which controversies
may appear in the implementation of the Treaty.
7. When presentina this working-paper, the Brazilian Delegation
remains fully aware of the fact that the Treaty under examination
would become the first international instrument on arms control and
6.
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disarmament negotiated in the Committee on Disarmament to include
provisions for the settlement of disputes. It is however necessary to

point out that never before had the Committee prepared directly or
participated in the preparation of a Treaty which comprehended
foreign means of control in areas that are under the national jurisdiction of States. This is clearly the case of a Treaty for the non-armament
of the sea-bed and ocean-floor since the continental shelf or even ter-

ritorial waters of States Parties may come into the area where control operations may take place by national means of other States
Parties.
8. The provisions for the settlement of disputes could conform
with the usual processes such as mediation and eventual recourse to
international instances such as the International Court of Justice.
They could also specifically conform with the mechanisms of Chapter VI of the Charter of the United Nations. In such circumstances,
the Security Council of the United Nations would be called to examine

disputes on the basis- of substantiated cases put to it by the States
Parties involved in the dispute and take a resolution on it. It could
also be envisaged a system according to which the Secretary-General
of the United Nations could be asked, by the interested Party or
Parties, to perform the task of setting up the adequate methods and
adopting the necessary measures in order to expedite the verification
of any complaint.
9. The Brazilian Delegation hopes that the present preliminary
suggestions, which are put forward in a spirit of frank co-operation,
shall be thoroughly and attentively examined by the Committee.

Resolution 1 (I) of the General Conference of the Agency

for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin
America: Status of Additional Protocol II of the Tlatelolco Treaty, September 5, 1969
The General Conference,
Having considered the Report of the Depositary Government on the

Status of Additional Protocol II of the Treaty for the Prohibition

of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) ; 2
Considering that the Treaty of Tlatelolco is the only international
instrument now in force designed to ensure the total absence of nuclear

weapons from an inhabited region of the Earth and is also the only
instrument relating to disarmament measures which establishes an
effective international system of control under its own permanent
supervisory body;
Recalling that the General Assembly of the United Nations declared

in its resolution 2286 (XXII) that the Treaty of Tlatelolco "constitutes an event of historic significance in the efforts to prevent the
CCD/268, Sept. 15, 1909. For the Spanish text, see OPANAL/S/1, pp. 1-7.

2 For the report, see OPANAL/2. The Tlatelolco treaty and additional protocols
appear in Documents on Disarmament, 1967, pp. 69-83.

875-784-70-60,
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proliferation of nuclear weapons and to promote international peace
and security" ;3
Recalling further that the Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon

States in its Resolution B expressed the conviction that, "for the

maximum effectiveness of any treaty establishing a nuclear-weaponfree zone, co-operation of the nuclear-weapon States is necessary and
that such co-operation should take the form of commitments likewise

undertaken in a formal international instrument which is legally

binding, such as a treaty, convention or protocol ";4
Taking into account that, for reasons similar to those stated by the
Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States, the Preparatory Commission for the Denuclearization of Latin America (COPREDAL)
approved additional Protocol II of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, which
was opened for the signature of the nuclear-weapon States on 14 February 1967;

Noting that being Parties to the said Protocol involves for the

nuclear-weapon States only the following obligations :
(a) To respect "the statute of denuclearization of Latin America

in respect of warlike purposes, as defined, delimited and set forth"
in the Treaty of Tlatelolco "in all its express aims and provisions";
(b) "Not to contribute in any way to the performance of acts
involving the violation of the obligations of article 1 of the Treaty

in the territories to which the Treaty applies . . . " ;
(c) "Not to use or threaten to use nuclear-weapons against the
Contracting Parties of the Treaty" ;
Convinced that such obligations are essentially nothing more than
the application to a specific case of the general obligations undertaken

in the United Nations Charter and which all Members of the said

organization have solemnly promised to "fulfil in good faith", in Article 2 of the Charter itself;
Rearing in mind that-the General Assembly of the United Nations
in two of its resolutionsresolution 2286 (XXII) of 5 December 1967

and resolution 2456 13 (XXIII) of 20 December 1968 5and the

Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States, in one resolutionresolution B of 27 September 1968have urged the Powers possessing nuclear weapons to sign and ratify Additional Protocol II of the Treaty
of Tlatelolco as soon as possible;

Observing that, despite these appeals, despite the support which,

as the nuclear Powers themselves have repeatedly proclaimed, should
be given to any nuclear-weapon-free zone which may be established
on the initiative of the States situated within the zone, and despite the

fact that the Treaty of Tlatelolco is the only treaty which it has so
far been possible to conclude for the establishment of such a zone
comprising territories densely populated by man, Additional Protocol
II, which has already been open for signature for more than two and
a half years, has so far been signed by only two of the nuclear-weapon
States and has not yet been ratified by any of them;
8 Ibid., pp. 620-621.
Ibid., 1968, pp. 672-674.

For res. 2456 B (XXIII), see ibid., p. 799.
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Convinced that, if this situation is prolonged, it will be necessary
for the General Assembly of the United Nations to consider, as it
does each year in regard to the Declaration on the Granting of Inde-

pendence to Colonial Countries 6 and as it did at its twenty-first ses-

sion in regard to the Declaration of the Inadmissibility of Intervention,7 the status of the implementation of its resolution 2456 B
(XXIII) in which it reiterated with particular emphasis paragraph
4 of its resolution 2286 (XXII) and the relevant clauses of resolution
B of the Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States.
1. Deplores that not all the nuclear-weapon States have yet signed
Additional Protocol II of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) ;
2. Urges the nuclear-weapon States fully, to comply with the ap-

peals addressed to them by the General Assembly of the United

Nations and by the Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States to the
effect that they sign and ratify the said Protocol as soon as possible.
3. Invites the States Members of the Agency for the Prohibition

of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America, in the event of Additional
Protocol II not having been signed and ratified by all the nuclearweapon States by 30 June 1970, to take joint action for the inclusion
of the following subject: "Status of the implementation of resolution
2456 B (XXIII) on the signing and ratification of Additional Pro-

tocol II of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco)" in the agenda of the twentyfifth session of the General Assembly of the United Nations;
4. Requests the President of the General Conference to communicate the text of this resolution to the Governments of the nuclearweapon States.

Memorandum From the Federal Republic of Germany
to Other Governments on Biological and Chemical
Weapons, September 12, 19691
1.

The expert report of the United Nations on B and C weapons

presented on 1 July 1969 2 has once again focused international attention on the dangers emanating from these mass annihilation weapons.

An arrangement on treaty basis to check these dangers with a view
to eliminating them once and for all has become one of the main
subjects of the deliberations in the United Nations and of the Geneva
Conference of the Disarmament Committee.

The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany shares
the concern of the States who are anxious to consolidate peace and
2.

7 American Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 1960, pp. 110 -111.
7 For the declaration, see ibid., 1965, pp. 190-192. It was reaffirmed by G.A. res.

2225 (XXI) ; General Assembly Official Records: Twenty-first Session, Supplement No. 16 (A/6816) , p. 16.

1 The Bulletin: A. Weekly Survey of German Affairs (Bonn), Sept. 16, 1969,

p. 245.
2 Ante, pp. 264-298.
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enhance security. It participates actively in all efforts for disarmament and arms control to cover also biological and chemical weapons.

It was at an early stage of the negotiations for checking the dangers
of atomic weapons that it pointed out the potential effects of other
means of mass annihilation, viz. of the B and C weapons, and emphasized the need for abolishing them.

3. The Federal Republic of Germany has itself made concrete
contributions to the abolition of biological and chemical weapons.
Germany is a signatory to the Geneva Protocol of 1925 banning the
application of biological and chemical weapons in war.3 In addition,

the Federal Republic of Germany renounced the production of biological and chemical weapons as early as 23 October 1954 and has accepted
pertinent multinational controls.

The German renunciation relates to production of the following

weapons (Annex II, Parts II and III, to Protocol No. III on the
Control of Armaments to the Brussels Treaty of 23 October 1954)
Chemical Weapons

(a) A chemical weapon is defined as any equipment or apparatus expressly
designed to use, for military purposes, the asphyxiating, toxic, irritant, paralysant, growth-regulating, anti-lubricating or catalysing properties of any chem-

ical substance.
(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c), chemical substances, having
such prey:.-ties and capable of being used in the equipment or apparatus referred
to in paragraph (a), shall be deemed to be included in this definition.
(c) Such apparatus and such quantities of the chemical substances as are
referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) which do not exceed peateful civilian re-

quirements shall be deemed to be excluded from this definition.

Biological Weapons
(a) A. biological weapon is defined as any equipment or apparatus expressly

designed to use, for military purposes, harmful insects or other living or dead
organisms, or their toxic products.

(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c), insects, organisms and their
toxic products of such nature and in such amounts as to make them capable of
being used in the equipment or apparatus referred to in (a) shall be deemed

to be included in this definition.
(c) Such equipment or apparatus and such quantities of the insects, orga-

nisms and their toxic products as are referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b)

which do not exceed peaceful civilian requirements shall be deemed to be excluded from the definition Of biological weapons.

4. The Federal Republic of Germany strictly adheres to the obligations it has assumed. It neither produces biological or chemical means
of combat nor does it possess any biological or chemical weapons for

use.
5. The Federal Government would welcome a similar, universally
adopted renunciation to eliminate the dangers arising from biological
and chemical weapons. This was stressed by the Federal Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Willy Brandt, at the Conference of Non-NuclearWeapon States on 3 September 1968 in Geneva. The relevant passage
of his speech reads as follows :

The Geneva Protocol of 1925 does not define chemical and bacteriological
weapons. Should the problem of B and C weapons be discussed, they should be
specifically determined.
'Post, pp. 764-765.
American Foreign PoUoy; 1950-1955: Basic Documents, vol. I, pp. 981-982.
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In this respect the definitions laid down when Germany renounced production
in 1954 could be of value. We offer our assistance and support for all efforts
aimingwithout discriminationat effectively remodeling the prohibition of B
and C weapons with the object of banishing man's fear of them.

6. An international treaty banning B and C weapons should comprehend the two mass annihilation weapons together, though where
partial settlements can be attained as an initial step they should not be
ruled out for the sole reason that an overall settlement is not yet within
reach. The treaty should, however, .provide for the closest possible connexion between the two weapons with a view to.laying down a compre-

hensive ban on all mass annihilation weapons in a universal treaty as
soon as possible.

Address by the Brazilian Foreign Minister (Magalhaes
Pinto) to the General Assembly [Extracts), September 18, 1969
We are going through what is a clear and avowed cycle of power
politics, which expresses itself not only in military force, but also
through a whole range of pressurespolitical, economic, financial,
commercial and technological.

This regrettable trend towards the unilateral resort to force has
severely put to test the principles contained in article 2 of the San
Francisco Charter, which has been covertly or overtly disrespected.
Notwithstanding progress in certain areas and a combined effort
to reach understandings, which, for lack of a better name, we might
call "agreements for survival", the confrontation between the two

super-Powers has not yet given way to the desired phase of negotiation. The arms race continues unimpeded, unchecked and more foreboding than ever. The vertical proliferation of nuclear armaments
tends to become more complex because of the development of more

and more sophisticated weapons. The destructive power of these
weapons now encompasses the whole environment which sustains
human life, and may even lead to the elimination of all animal and
vegetable life on our planet.

Meanwhile the term "disarmament" is gradually being superseded
in the lexicon of the great Powers by the concept of "arms control".

It is worthy of note that in Geneva the Disarmament Committee

seems to have virtually abandoned its attempts to negotiate a treaty
for general and complete disarmament, the final objective assigned
to it eight years ago by the General Assembly 2 and by the very terms
of the Zorin- Stevenson Agreement.3 It might be said that the matter
has been shelved as a utopian and unattainable objective. The shift
in emphasis from the concept of "disarmament" to that of "limitation
of armaments" means a step backwards politically far beyond the
range and scope of a mere variation in semantics.
A/PV. 1755 (prov.) , pp. 8-5, 8-11.
Documents on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 741-742.
3/bid., pp. 439-442.
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Also in regard to disarmament, there is another element we cannot
ignore. I refer to the question of chemical and bacteriological weapons.
One needs only to peruse the conclusions of the Report of the Secretary-General dated 1 July 1969.4 It constitutes an impressive and sober-

ing document, depicting a strange and irrational world, which goes
so far as to admit that the mobilization of germs, bacteria and viruses
can be instrumental in handling frictions and dissensions among

human beings.
It might not be inappropriate to recall in this connexion that, while

a terrifying arsenal of weapons is being continually increased and
refined, some scientists, encouraged by Governments and international
agencies, insist upon trying to dramatize the dangers of the population
explosion, drawing alarming generalizations, without regard for the

specific situation of each country or region. It is my opinion that

there is much more cause for alarm in a graver, more ominous prob-

lemthat of the possibility of the disappearance of man from the

face of the earth. Brazil is determined to resist any pressure directed
against its demographic growth. As far as we are concerned, life is

entitled to take precedence over death.

Here we feel bound to stress a point : no one can have any reasonable

or valid objection to the super-Powers continuing their attempts to

bring about a harmonization of their interests and responsibilities. The
hopes for peace in the world rest on the assumption of a ditewte in the
antagonism and rivalry between the two super-Powers.
Many times, in different forums, Brazil has insisted upon the need

for a permanent understanding between the United States and the
USSR in order to lay the groundwork for nuclear disarmament, or
at least for a diplomatic process that would lessen the risks involved
in the vertical proliferation of nuclear weapons. And, more than once

in the debates held in the Security Council on the question of the
Middle East, Brazil had the opportunity to stress and emphasize the
special responsibilities of the major Powers, to which we have addressed an appealwhich has so far been ignored and unheededfor
a reduction or balance in the supply of armaments and war material
to the parties in the dispute. In all these matters, agreement between
the super-Powers is of the essence.
But such an agreement can contribute to a true and lasting peace and
to the progress of mankind only if fully consistent with the, principles

and purposes of the Charter of the United Nations, which means that
due attention should be paid to the legitimate rights and aspirations
of the non-nuclear, non-developed countries. Unfortunately, we could
allude to some questions in respect of which this has not occurred.
We could mention for instance, the bilateral talks which led to the
conclusion of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.5 We could mention the
twenty-third session of the General Assembly when the nuclear-Powers
opposed the establishment of an ad hoc committee to accompany and
co-ordinate the implementation of the results and conclusions of the
Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States, held in Geneva. in August
4 Ante, pp. 264-298.
5 Documents on Dfsarmament, 1068, pp. 461-465.
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and September of 1968. We could also mention the fact that the superPowers could not set a deadline for the resumption of the talks in the

Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament in order to consider,
inter alia, the question of co-operation of States in the non-prolifer-

ation of nuclear weapons and the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, two
inseparable aspects of the say le fundamental problem. In this case,
however, since the arguments then put forth have lost much of their
validity and cogency, we are hopeful that the question may now receive adequate and constructive consideration.
Before leaving the question of disarmament, I wish to point out that

this might be the appropriate opportunity to refer to the decision

taken by the two Co-Chairmen of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on
Disarmament to enlarge its membership. We do not wish to question
the legality of the decision, nor have we any objection to the choice of
the new members. On the contrary, we are gratified by the admission of
the eight new members, including another Latin-American country,
Argentina, which I am sure will be a valuable addition to the Commit-

tee. We do hold, however, that the procedure followed by the CoChairmen was politically ill-advised, since the normal method would
have been to seize the General Assembly with the matter, since it was
the Assembly which endorsed the Zorin-Stevenson agreement and
which, since 19612 has annually assigned specific terms of reference to
the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament.

On another important matter, the attitude of the major Powers

would not appear to take into account the most legitimate aspirations of

the international community. I am referring to the problem of the
peaceful uses of the sea-bed and the ocean floor. As far as the develop-

ing countries are concerned, this area constitutes the common heri-

tage of mankind and, as such, cannot be the object of claims of

sovereignty or of appropriation. It must be regulated and administered
by the members of the international community, which should be en-

titled to share in the benefits obtained from the exploration and
exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed.

It is equally indispensable that the sea-bed and the ocean floor be
reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes, preventing an arms race
from developing in the area, to the prejudice not only of the exploitation of the sea-bed resources but also of the traditional activities. on the

high seas, such as navigation and fishing. It is difficult to acct pt the
position taken by the great Powers, or by the technologically adt'anced
countries, in favour of a laissez-faire regime of unqualified and indiscriminate freedom. Such a regime would be potentially anarchical and
dangerous and would result, above all, in widening the gap which already prevails between those who possess an advanced technology and
those who are striving to develop one.
We should then see a small number of nations with full access to the

riches of the marine environment, enjoying all its advantages2 while
the majority of nations would helplessly witness the utilization, by
that privileged minority, of resources which belong to all.
All these positions add up to an open rejection of the commitments
undertaken in other organs of the United Nations, and the over-all
philosophy of our Organization, aimed at narrowing down the economic disparities among nations. Let us hope that an objective exam-

ination of the problem will bring about fair reasonable solutions.
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Address by President Nixon to the General Assembly
[Extract), September 18, 1969
In addition to our talks on the Middle East, we hope soon to begin
talks with the Soviet Union on the limitation of strategic arms. There
is no more important task before us.
The date we proposed for th.., opening of talks has passed for lack
of response. We remain ready to enter negotiations.
Since the United States first proposed strategic arms talks 3 years
ago, the task of devising an effective agreement has become more difficult. The Soviet Union has been vigorously expanding its strategic
forces; weapons themselves have become more sophisticated, more
destructiVe. But as the difficulty of the talks increases, so, too, does
their importance.
Though the issues are complex, we are prepared to deal with them

seriously, concretely, and purposefullyand to make a determined
effort not only to limit the buildup of strategic arms but to reverse it.
Meanwhile, I -want to affirm our support for arms control proposals
which -we hope the Geneva conference will place before this Assembly
with regard to the seabed and chemical and bacteriological weapons.
We hope also that the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty 2 will soon
enter into force.
We should be under no illusion, however, that arms control will itself bring peace. Wars are fought by soldiers, but they are declared
by politicians. Peace also requires progress on those stubbornly persistent political questionsquestions that are considered hi this room
questions that still divide the world. And it requires other exchanges,
not only of -words but of deeds, that can gradually weave a fabric of
mutual trust among the nations and the peoples of the world.
We intend. to conduct our negotiations with the Soviet Union soberly
and seriously, neither encumbered by prejudice nor blinded by sentimentality, seeking to reach agreements rather than to make
propaganda.
Whenever the leaders of Communist China choose to abandon their
self-imposed isolation, we are ready to talk with them in the same
frank aid sericus spirit.
.

.

1 Department of State Bulletin, Oct. 6,1969, p. 300.
2 Documents on Disamanzent, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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Soviet Draft Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, and Stockpiling of Chemical
and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and on the
Destruction of Such Weapons, September 19, 19691
The States Parties to this Convention,
Convinced of the immense importance and urgent necessity of eliminating from the arsenals of States such dangerous weapons of mass
destruction as chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons,
Guided by the desire to facilitate progress in the achievement of the
objectives of general and complete disarmament,
Desiring to contribute to the strengthening of confidence between
peoples and the general improvement of the international atmosphere,

Believing that scientific discoveries in the field of chemistry and
bacteriology (biology) must in the interests of all mankind be used
solely for peaceful purposes,

Recognizing the important significance of the Geneva Protocol of 17

June 1925 for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating,
Poisonous and Other Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of War-

fare,2 an instrument which embodies generally recognized rules of international law,
Reaffirming their adherence to the purposes and principles of that
Protocol and calling upon all States to comply strictly with them,
Recalling General Assembly resolutions 2162 B (XXI ) 3 and 2454 A
(XXIII) 4 which condemned all actions contrary to the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925,

Noting the conclusions contained in the report submitted to the
United Nations General Assembly and the Disarmament Committee
on the grave consequences for mankind that might result from the use
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons,5
Expressing their desire to contribute to the implementation of the
Purposes and Principles of the Charter of the United Nations,
Have agreed as follows :
ARTICLE 1

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to develop, produco, stockpile or otherwise acquire chemical and bacteriological -( biological ) weapbns.
AIIITICLE 2

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to destroy within a
period
observing all the necessary precautionsor to divert
to peaceful uses all previously accumulated chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons in its possession.
1 A/7655, Sept. 19, 1969. The draft convention was submitted to the G.A. by the
U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, the Byelorussian S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia,
Poland, Romania, and the Ukrainian S.S.R.
'Post, pp. 764-765.
3 Documents on Dtsarmanzent, 1963, pp. 798-799.
Ibica, 1968, pp. 793-795.
`Ante, pp. 264-298.
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Awn= 3
Each State Party to the Convention undertakes not to assist, encour-

age or induce any particular State, group of States or international
organizations to develop, produce or otherwise acquire and stockpile
chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.
ARTICLE 4

Each State Party to the Convention shall be internationally responsible for compliance with its provisions by legal and physical persons
exercising their activities in its territory, and also by its legal and physical persons outside its territory.
ARTICLE 5

Each State Party to the Convention undertakes to take as soon as
possible, in accordance with its constitutional procedures, the necessary

legislative and administrative measures to prohibit the development,
production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and to destroy such weapons.
ARTICLE 6

The States Parties to the Convention undertake to consult one another and to co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in the
application of the provisions of this Convention.
ARTICLE 7

This Convention shall be open for signature by all States. Any
State which does not sign the Convention before it enters into force in
accordance with paragraph 3 of this article may accede to it at any
1.

time.
2. This Convention shall be subject to ratification by States which
have signed it. The instruments of ratification and instruments of ac-

cession shall be deposited with the Governments of

which are hereby designated the depositary Governments.
3. This Convention shall enter into force after the deposit of the
instrument of ratification by a Government, including
the instruments of ratification of the Governments of States which
are permanent members of the United Nations Security Council and
of other Governments designated as depositaries of the Convention.
4. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are
deposited after the Convention enters into force, the Convention shall
enter into force on the date on which their instruments of ratification
or accession are deposited.
5. The depositary Governments shall promptly inform all States
which have signed and acceded to this Convention of the date of each
signature, the date on which each instrument of ratification or accession is deposited and the date on which the Convention enters into
force, and shall transmit other notifications to them.
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This Convention shall be registered by the depositary Governments in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the United
6.

Nations.
ARTICLE 8

This Convention, of which the Russian, English, French, Spanish
and Chinese texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited in the
archives of the depositary Governments. Duly certified copies of the
Convention shall be transmitted by the depositary Governments to
the Governments of States which have signed the Convention and
acceded to it.
In witness whereof, the undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have
signed this Convention.
DONE in
copies at
, this
day of

Address by Foreign Minister Gromyko to the General
Assembly [Extracts), September 19, 19691
A. political settlement in the Middle East that is fair to all the States
in the area must be reached, and this is in the interests of all countries
and peoples. The Soviet Union, together with many other States, resolutely advocates such a settlement. It pursues that line also within the

framework of the international effort that has been made in recent

months to give effect to the resolution of the Security Council, including the consultations between representatives of the four Powers, permanent members of the Council. We have submitted specific proposals
for consideration by the participants in the exchange of views.
The United States side has referred to the question of limiting arms

supplies to the Middle East as a measure designed to stabilize the

situation. As the Soviet Government has already stated to the Government of the United States, a discussion of that question cannot serve
any useful purpose as long as the Israeli troops occupy the territories
of Arab countries.

The security of the peoples depends to a great extent on success in
the struggle for an end to the arms race and disarmament. It is true
that efforts are still being made to set the one against the other, to
provoke a controversy as to what should come first : whether disarmament should precede security or, vice versa, security should precede disarmament. But this is not a medieval scholastic controversy as
to what came first, the chicken or the egg. It is an attempt to use diplomatic tightrope walking in order to make the solution of both security
problems and disarmament problems more complicated.
The immutable fact is that measures to limit the arms race and take

disarmament measures invariably strengthen international security
while the strengthening of security, in its turn, facilitates progress in
1A/PV.1756 (prov.), pp. 46, 61-63.
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disarmament. Suffice it to refer to the conclusion of the Moscow Treaty

banning nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space, and
under water,2 and the Treaty on the Principles Governing the Activities of States in Outer Space,3 as well as to the elaboration of such

an important document as the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapons.4 Those are landmarks in restraining the arms race
and, at the same time, in building a safer world.
From the point of view of the interests of peace it is important to

ensure that the parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty include the
widest possible range of States, especially those that possess material

and technical facilities for the creation of nuclear weapons or that
can relatively easily reach that level. But so far only a beginning has
been made in slowing down the arms race. Further and more resolute

measures are required. They are dictated by the fact that the arms
race has not been stoppedon the contrary, its spiral threatens to
reach a new high. For some time now astronomical figures have been
used in measuring not only the distances between stars but also the size

of the military expenditures of States. Over $200 billion are incinerated each year in the furnace of war preparations. And just think
of the dimensions in the forthcoming decade and of the impact this
will have on the life of the peoples should the competition between
missiles and anti-ballistic missiles instigated by certain forces in
Western Powers be unleashed.
It is not the Soviet Union or the socialist States that bear responsibility for the beginning of the nuclear arms race a quarter of a century
ago. Nor are we responsible for its continuation. On our part, proposals
were constantly advanced for practical measures to stop that race, for
disarmament measures going as far as general and complete disarmament. This line is being pursued by our country to this clay. The Soviet
Government, as is well known, has clarified on more than one occasion

its position on so-called strategic armaments, and that position remains valid. We attach great importance to steps designed to restrain
the strategic armaments race, although, according to our observations,
the number of opponents of such steps has by no means decreased. If

this strategic armaments race could be curbed, it would benefit not
only those States which possess them, but also all the States of the
world, since international security would be considerably strengthened.

Such measures as the termination of the production of nuclear
weapons and the liquidation of all their stockpiles so that nuclear

energy be used solely for peaceful purposes, the prohibition of underground tests of nuclear weapons, the creation of nuclear-free zones
in various parts of the world, the prohibition of the use of the ocean
floor for military purposes also brook no delay. It goes without saying
that radical steps in the field of nuclear disarmament are possible
only if they are carried out by all nuclear Powers, not by only some
of them.

In present circumstances, when work is in progress in a number of
countries to perfect and accumulate chemical and bacteriological.
biologicalweapons, the threat is emerging that mankind may sooner
2 Documents on Disarmament,1068, pp. 291-293.
*

4.i

1967, pp. 38-43.
Ibid., 1968, pp. 461-465.
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or later fall victim to a chemical-bacteriological war. This idea was
emphatically voiced, in particular, by the most authoritative inter-

national experts who prepared the report of the United Nations
Secretary-General on chemical and bacteriologicalbiological
weapons and the elects of their possible use.

Guided by the desire to outlaw chemical and biological methods of
warfare, the Soviet Union, together with the PolishiPPeople's Republic , the Mongolian People's Republic, the People's Republic of Bulcram the Socialist Republic of Romania and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, is submitting to the twenty-fourth session of the General
Assembly of the United 'cations an item on the conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriologicalbiological--weapons and on

their destruction and is presenting a draft of the appropriate international convention. We express the hope that that draft which has
been circulated to all delegations will be considered with all due
attentions A General Assembly decision in favour of the proposed
convention would constitute, in our opinion, an important contribution
to the cause of peace and correspond to the interests of all mankind.

Address by the Mexican Foreign Secretary (Carrillo
Flores) to the General Assembly fExtractl, Septem.
bet 24, 19691
.

.

.

.

About the middle of last year the process of disarmament

seemed. to have taken a promising turn. The Treaty on the non-prolifelution. of nuclear weapons was opened for sigmature.2 That Treaty

aimed not only at limiting the number of States possessing nuclear
weapons, but, in its article VI, which was proposed by Mexico, also
recognized the obligation of the present nuclear Powers that labour
under the sad privilege of possessing such weapons to begin negotiations in the near future on the subject of nuclear disarmament.
Almost at the same time, the Governments of the United States and
the Soviet Union announced an agreement to hold conversations on
the limitation and reduction of nuclear-weapon launching systems.3
-Unfortunately, more than a year after that, those plans have still
not been translated into reality. Those conversations have not yet
started, and partly as a consequence of that fact, negotiations on the
other aspects of nuclear disarmament are practically at a standstill.
This perhaps explains why it is that fifteen months after it was opened
for signature, only eighteen States have ratified the non-proliferation
Treaty. The delay in the start of negotiations on nuclear disarmament
Ante, pp. 204 -298.

Supra.

1 A/PV.1763 (prov. ), pp. 6-16.
2 Pocionents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
1,

p. 400.
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can endanger the very existence of that Treaty. I say this on behalf

of a country that has already ratified it.
We underStand, of course, the-grave problems and difficulties confronting the nuclear- Powers in reaching agreement on measures for

disarmament that can have a vital effect on their security, since we
accept -as a hard and unavoidable reality the fact-that no measure that
timid disturb -the balance that seems to exist at present can be considered
as viable.

In line with this type of thinking, Mexido expressed its view on the
urgent necessity: for the principal nuclear Powers to start negotiations
as soon as possible aiming at the eventual elimination of nuclear weapon launching systems, and stressed the grave risks involved in
allowing a historic opportunity to slip hy, an opportunity that per-

hap§ will never again retiirm We prOpOsedi furthermore, that this
General Assembly address an urgent appeal to the -two parties concerned to_undertake negotiations for a- temporary moratorium, which

could be renewed, on all tests and all utilization of new launching
systems

nuclear web,p0fis, bOth offensive and defensive, that are, not

yet operational. .From this rostrum I. now eiiiphasize the extreme
importance of having this body, the,thost broadly representative of the
entire world community; hrge_a -halt to thoSeteSts-beforeitiS too late.

With regard to underground nuclear tests, we consider that the
problem is different today frail what it was when the Treaty of
Moscow was :sighed in 1963.4 The techniques for distant_ detection
and identification Of underground explosions and seismic phenomena
Iiii7e_adVanded to such-a degree that it no longer is necessary for an
ligkeethent,to prOhibit thein to be based -on a complicated syStem of
international inspection. The studies and prOpoSalS of Sweden,.Japan
and Canada demonstrate that it may perhaps not be impossible to
Overcome the problem of on-site inspection, which has always prevented agreement. It is true that there still exists a possibility of con-

fusing one _phenonientm with the other when below a certain

Magnitude. But international relations_ cannot rest on absolute data,
the_ y must be based on genuine, possibilities. Perfection has no place
in the world :of -polities. The risks of diSdoVery would be so great that
We 'Canna suppose that One party to the Treaty would be foolhardy
enough to violate it. We therefore 1.3lieve that the time has come for
the Disarmament Committee to intensify its efforts aimed at achieving_ an agreement prohibiting .underground nuclear tests, which today
give the main impulse to the arms race.

Thretghout, the world there is a justified chi/tour raised against
chemidal and biolOgidal weapons: The provisions Of the Geneva Pro0661 of 1925 5 do not SUffite, for 'they Merely prohibit the use of such
weapons. As Soon as poSsible there must 'be elaborated a treaty ptehibiting the production and stockpiling of such weapons. At the same

time, it seem urgent indeed that- these countries which still have not
done so sheild become parties to the Geneva Protocol. As far as the
Scope of that Protocol is concerned, we are in favour of its broadest
poSsible interpretation.
4 Ibid., 1968, pp. 291-293.

`Post, pp. 764-765.
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The Government Of the United Kingdom submitted a draft treaty
condemning the prOditetiOn, stockpiling_anthisi3 of biological weapons,
but not including chemical Weap6nS.6 TWo pOintS-of that treaty seem
to us. both Valuable and useful : -first; the hige_niouSSysteth for control

based upon a type of "complaint procedure" similar to that already
adopted inthe Treaty of Tlateltdcb, applying in the case Of suspicious
events; and second, the fad that both projeetion and stockpiling are
also included. Mexico hopes to_See the Disarmainenteonanittee, in the

Coining year, complete the preparation of a draft treaty forbidding
the manufacture,. stockpiling and use Of both these types of-weapons.
With regard to the prevention, Of an arms race in -the.- sea -bed, we
believe that this is one of the subjects in the agenda Of the DiSarnia-merit Committee that is also ripe for a treaty. The negotiations which
are at present being carried Out inthe Committee itSelf should, therefere; lead to the .transmission to thiS,ASseinbly of a draft which will
allow the kemberS,Of the United NationS-tO pronounce theinteltes on
this matter which to a greater or lesser extent, has implications and importance for
,RegardleSS- of the contents of such a draft-We doti-be,
lieVe it essential
it-truly reflect the general view_ already expressed
in-the debates of the Assembly, namely, that, the=ekploration and the
reserved
use and ekploitatiOn Of the sea -bed and ocean floor
exclusively, for peaceful purposes.
Very recently the; capital of my country witnessed-An event that we
are convinced. Will halt- historic significante in- nternational efforts
to achieve pea:Ceti* disarmament. ThiSyear, between 2 arid-6 September, there took plaCe in Mexico the first session of the Organization
fOr the_PrOhibitioli of 1411064k Weapthis in Latin- Atherita, (OPANAL) . It was the culmination Of airditSt five years of persevering efforts
carried out together by all theStatet'of Latin America. The Objective
is to ensure observance Ofthe,prOVisidits of the Treaty of Tlate101cO T
and compliance with its two fundamental aims, namely, to guarantee
the total abSeride of nuclear weapons from the territories to which the
Treaty applies_ and equitably encourage and promote the peaceful

use Of the litoin in the region. At the opening Meeting we had the
honour of having with us _the. Secretary - General, U Thant, who said
sOmethingfor which we are deeply grateful. He said that :
where teo, often we -see dark and ominous clouds, the TreatS, of
. . in a
Tlateloco Will stand as a beacen'

The first of the objectives we seek in itself offers us a twofold advantage : remOVe from-theLitiii American countries that are or may be

parties, to the Treaty the, danger of becoming targets for nuclear
attacks and to avoid the squandering in the production of nuclear
weapons of the resources which We so deeply need- in the light of the
requirements' of Or countries.
We must stress the tad that the Treaty of Tlatelolco, which created

the Organization for the Prohibition of Nuclear WeapOnS in Latin
Amerika was-ConceiVed, to cover an entire sub- continent Of more than
Ante, pp. 431433.
I Documents on Disarmainent, 1967, pp. 69 ft.
OPANAL/PV.1 (Diet.), p. 17.
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20 million square kilometres, where more than 260 million human
beings live. We feel that _We should also stress the fact that What hits

already been achieved is truly impressivethe territories Of the Pintteen LleniberS -of OPANAL, as the Organization is known by its initials in Spanish; Where the Treaty is already in for covers more than

5.5 Million square kilometres and a population of approximately
100 million.

from- trying to AC-hi-eye- the Military denuclearization of
Latin An-Lerida, the Treaty is intended to encourage- the peaceful_ uses
Latin
of nuclear energy initircier to speed tip the ethiloniio and social devel-

opment of the Latin American Countries. We therefore hope that

OPANAL will foment and preriletOiliterziational co- operation Whereby therLatin Atheridan countries Will'be,giVen wider- access to-nuclear
technology andpartidUlarlY to those aspects which are most_ in keeping
with oUrneeds.
Thus the people-and the GOVeithierits- that have struggled so hard
ancLsO constantly for success tiyeroWii-thisgenereu§ undertaking hOpe
that nosy, "in Order to Make Oui. 'aohieveMent Mete effective; the countries of the region that haVetOtaS yet; done so -t-; ill -adhere to the- reaty.
Basing ourselves on:the very -Valuable opinions that-We have received,
we have reason-to state that IjOth-hedaUSeof thetoSt and because Of the
risks" Of cOntaininatiOn inherent in -their
in the present stage Of
technology, a country Which liarSWearS' the earrying, out of nuclear
teStafor peaceful purposes -by -its own means *MU" sacrificing nothing

in- comparison with the true: opportunities it will have for economic
deVelOpMeriti This is particularly so if we bear in mind the fact that the
benefits to -be derived from -such explosions will .be'aCCe§Sible to them
thEoligh, an appropriate intern atiOnalorgan.

The parties-to the Tlate101co Treaty also hope that the nuclear
PowerS, heeding the appeals Of this General Assembly, Will Make a
valuable contribution by -means of the signing and ratification of Additional "Protocol II; under which they Would respect the military deinielearizatiOri status" of Latin America.
One of the bake features Of our day, Which is of specific interest to
the small and middle- sized, nations, isthat there -seems to be-n-Opera-

tion a dissociation between local conflicts and a direct confrontation
aniongthe major Powers. That is something which must reassure us as
Men, hut Which at the same tinie forces us to recognize another fact, and

that is- that a détente and perhapsagreement among the nuclear
POWer§ on disarmament Will not necessarily mean that wars will not
break out in the World. If the primary functiOn ofthe United Nations,
the very raison d'êbreftsr its creation and continued existence, is to de-

fend peace, then it is equally indispensable that we deal With those
measures
the Organization itself Or its regiOnal dependent =bodies might adopt, so that the- aggreSSiVeneSs whiCh modern StUdieS have
revealectits one of theinStinct§ of -Mankiamay be channelled thretigh
different,paths and road§ than thoSe that lead.to aimed ola§lieS. TherefOre,,I *ouldiepeat a thought which I voiced in the General- Assembly

in 1965, namely, the pos:sibility of trying, particularly in regional
frameworks; to carry out serious efforts in the examination of, and
ultimately agreement _UpOn, di§armatheht measures among the non-
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nuclear Powers, the majority of which are developing countries.°
When the Heads Of State of Latin Americato refer only to that

region of the World- of which Mexico is a part met in,Punta del Este
in April 1967, they expressed their intention to limit military elpenditure,§to the true requirements of_national security; in accordance with
the constitutional provisions Of each country, and thus to avoid those
expenditures Which are not deemed indispensable to carry out specific
-rnigsion§ of the-armed forces and -to:Meet international commitments
which bind those Governments which have them -=some countries, such
as MekidO, have 1145 such international coMmitnient8.1°

The very painful conflict -which engulfed the two sister Republics

of El Salvador and Honduras taught us many -things; but among
thOte lessons was- -the urgent need to recogliize the grave danger to

peace-!--tot of the world, but -of some peoples =7-:-cOnstittited by the fact

that the competent organs of theiriterhationg community have failed
to-inakelt greater effort to slow cloWn-the arms race among-the khanand middle- sized hations.
rithithre stage
While:the _international- order is a§- it_ i§
of Creation, with-Out a central 'body organizing it in _Many eageS, and

Withont :coercive measures_ to 'be appliedit is' inevitable that many
countries -Of the Wald-- - Mexico- being a fOrtiinate exception, for ObSiOns_geopOlitioal- reasons -will have t(tv_aehieVe a balance of VONVer.

Any realistic effort to slow down the arms race-must accept that fact
as _a 150h-it Of departure, and --not try to overlook it. For this reason,
even in Latin America, an ai,e,a,,po§:s-eSin
Ric:* it isindispensable that the prObleth136 tiCkled, as Our PregidehtS

haVe already urged. Mekido-congideit that the most adequate way Of
doing so appear§ to be on the basis-of sub - regional agreethents through
gpeCific `situations, Without claiming to give
negotiations tOudhing
most generous and
general answers, which, though- motivated by
noble purpOgeS, are Still,not entirely feigible today.

Another lesson we draw from the painful Conflict to which I AM

refpiringrOrie-Whioh eve Meiicans deeply' hope will never again break
Out, is-that of the effectiveness-of regional- organizations when they can

act without being impeded by the cbiltreversiesseparating the superPowers; and 'when, mnoreOVer, as in the case of the Organization of

Atneridan States, the only great Rower theinber of it, the United

Stategl.allOWed the Latin Americans themselves to seek the formulas
for SoltitiOn,,yet OfferingtO.support- heni, Within the lithitationt which
the United States forthrightly and clearly- utlined to us.
Finally, and without gomtinto details that would not be in-keeping
with this -debate, would :say that the Central Atherican conflict
UnderScored a series of problems which beset and _Aid many other
regions, and.whichin some cases tend-to worsen : namely, Over-poptlitioni.the archaic" structure of lan& tenure, the in§ufkiency of the ma-

chinery for safeguarding human rights,, and one which we had not

considered -4hat Of the economic integration of a number of countries,
the benefits of which are undeniable- in that Such integration can-Create
,
greater opportunity for industrial development
on an adequate level.
General Assembly Official Records: Twentieth. Session, 1846th. Plenary Meeting,

9.

"Department of State Bulletin, May 8, 1967, p. 721.
875-154--70---411
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It call, however, also create grave tensions when, paradoxically, it
exacerbates nationalistic feelings and tendencies, even among States
which are part of the same community, as various Constitutions of
the Central American countries proclaim.

Address by Foreign Minister Schumann to the General
Assembly [Extractj, September 24, 19691
However, whatever the efforts deployed -in favour Of peace, are
they not condemned to remain incomplete: and illusory as long as
We have not tackled the-Most fin:portant -anct_inost = difficult of world

problems,- that of disarmament? My country has for many years attempted to define -its real conditions. It appears
theSed Urity
of the worlds cannot-.and should- nOtle -COnfilSed With the ;fragile
-

equilihrintn,betWeeii-=sev&Itl:::StOtes-enclevea With the,-atiOnlie-WeapOri-;

'hence, -diSatinament darinetl_in,our VieW; be limited to certain- partialineaSiltes-WIMS-estoleleffect ta_strengthen the
of the- nuclear
POWers.,NOr canitbellifilited4O-bilitterillagreernentS; which, howeVer
profitable for détent6 aim-essentially, at slowing don =n the greWth of
the atiriairielitS Of already OVe-atinetlTOWers.
The Seettrity,of mankind. -that
againSt any form of
War-and;_first'of all, -quite ObviouSly, against the worst forth of &Mi.=

hilationottoinic war = -depends on a set of _Strict conditions which
explain' the-,characteriStiCs_thitt
have long wished to give to the
disarmament undertaking :.We Want this S-disarinathent to be, first of
all; applied, to the Powers poSSessing unclear weapons- and We want
it to-lead, under strict and:effeetive-control, to the elimination of

means of deli'vety Of these weapons, as well as their arsenals. We want
thiS_nUclear, disarmarrieht tale accompanied by a disarniament of con-

ventional "weapons, in such a way that no imbalance of forces may
result from- the completion_ of its successive stages. We want these
measures Of prohibition and control to extend to biological and cheniidal weapinis, Whose fearsome effects- were recently described by the
grOup of experts nanied,bytheSecretary.General of our Organization.
France -Whieh,:7it shOUld be reinembered, is the depositary of the Geneva

Protocol which prohibits this _type, of Weapon,2 would like to see this
instrument receive- -a- universal applieatiOn. Lastly; we must also preTent- the -pi
Of anew -field open, to human activity; that of
.the -sea -bed- and the:Ocean floor. 'Therein lie the characteristics of an
authentic 4iSarmairienTO -engage in this eriterpriSe With the desire
tO,complete it requires that the nuclear PowerS, first of all, agree and
an, obstinate ,search for a lasting détente.
do,oPerate which

Frande, in the forefront, WiShes to reaffirm that it is ready for this
commitment Of cooperation and sincerity.
A/PV.1763 (prey. ), pp. 32-35.
2 Post, pp; 764-765.
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Report by Secretary-General Thant on the Implementation

of the Results of the Conference of Non-NuclearWeapon States, September 24,19691
I.

INTRODUCTION

1. The General Assembly, at its twenty-third session, onsidered,
Under Dein-96, the results of the Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapot

States, held at Geneva from 29 August to 28 September 1968. The

General Assembly- concluded -its del iheratiOns'on- this -items by adopting

resolution 2456 (XXIII), at the 1750th plenary _meeting, on 20 December 1968:2
_
'2: Fourteen re§OlutiOns.and,a Declaration_ :had been adopted by'the

-0Onfereilde 3 Some of -the :resolutions dealt principally with various
_aspects ,of the diSarinament and =Sectirity:qteStiOns. which have been
the Subject of bilateral and multilateral international _ilegetiationS
including these, at the Conference of the Committee en-D. !arinament,
which siiliinits reports annually to the General Assembly: -This- applies
to feStatiOri A. of the Conference "Whielitealtithis SOne-geieral_priiciples of international. aW enbOdied in the United- $ttiOnS,Chtitter,
partienlarlYin Article-2, paragraphs 1 and 4, and in Article =51; reSOMien,
with,
establishment of nUclear-4eaton,free
zones; resolution C, calling for several. partial it
in. time field
ntcletir.-diSarthainerit ; resolution D,, trgii g. that the Union of

Soviet Socialist Rep" lblieS and the United States enter at an early
date into bilateral diSCUSSiOns on th6 limitation of strategic nuclear
Weapon Sy§teinS; and reSoltition L underlining the Urgency of k universaT and dOinpreherisiVe-SolUtiOn:61 the problent Of nuclear_ explosions
for peaCefilli;purpose§- in a way- doinpntible.With a -cpinprehensiVe test

ban- treaty. In resolution N, the Conference .requested the General
Assembly; at its_ twenty -third session, to Consider the best ways to
implement its deeiSions.
3. Other reSehitiOnS.,-lianiely resolutions E, F, G,11, I, J, h- and 1I

devoted mostly to various itSpeets Of the peaceful uses of nuclear
energy, were related' mainly -;to the activities of the United Nations

and the International Atomic Energy Agency :(IAgA) and, to a
,Certain.degree, to the activities of the- SpecialiZed agencies. and Other
international bodies. The reports' submitted by IAEA. and the respective specialized verioie§, response 0-the Sedretary.:General's request
made in accordance ,with paragraph 6_Of resolution 2456 A (.XXIII)
relate to those re§OlUtion§pertatungtOpartietlat aspects of the- peace=

ful- use of nuclear energy .(see sections- II and III below). None Of
the international OrgainzatiOns,,spedialized agencies or international
bodies -concerned which were requested to submit inferinatien in accordande with this paragraph -made any report or reference to the
questions of disarniaMent o_ r security.
4. In paragraph 6' of. resolution -2456' A (XXIII), the General

Assembly requested the SeCretary-General "to subMit a coinprehen1 A/7677, Sept.

Doottin6tkotillikpinainent, 1068, pp. 767-801.
a JOiti:viiii; 608487.
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sive report based on the information supplied by those concerned on
the progress achieved in the implementation of the present resolution

for consideration by the General Assembly at its twenty-fourth

session".
5. Ih the Other paragraphs of the resolution the Geheral Assembly :

(a) endorsed the Declaration of the Conference of Non- Nuclear-

Weapon States and took note -of the resolutions adopted by the Conference (paragraphs 1 and 2).; (b) requested the Secretary-Gemuki to
transmit the resolution and' the Deelaration to the Governments of
States Members of the-United.Natiths and members of the specialized
agendieS and of the IAEA, and to the _ihternatiOnalsbOdieS concerned,
for their careful consideration _(para,graph 3) ;, (o) invited -the specialized- agencies, the IAEA_;and .other international: bodieS co_ heerhed

to report to the Secretary- General on the action taken by :them in
cenheiticn with the reCoMinendationS contained-in the respective reStsi-,
Intim§ Or t COnferehee,-and-ih- particular inVited,the,IhternatiOnal
Bank-for ReconStrtictiOhand',DeVelOphieht,, the Milted' Nations

opillent PrograniMe (ITN-DP) and IAEA continue,.inconsultation
methber.States,,the Study-Of the recommendations ofreka,
lUtien J offlie,Coliferehce -(paragraphs 4 and 5); (d) requested- the_
Seeretary,,Geheral to, place on the preVisiOnal agenda, of -the,tWentyftkirth SeaSiOn. of the' Geheral .Assembly the .qnestioh--,of ihipleMen-

tation, taking into account the reports of the COnference of the
Eighteen- Nation Committee on Disarmament and IAEA, of the
results- of -.the Cohterence3;inolUding the question of convening :early
in,1970 -a meeting Ofthe United NatiOnS_DiSarMarnent Commission to

consider disarmament and the related question of the _Security of

nations; and, the qiiestion-offfUrther international co-operatiph in the
peaceful uses of nuclear, energy- with ,partieular regar&to- the .special
.needs and interests of the developing- COuhtrieS (paragr a_pli
;, (e)
requested the Secretary-General, accordance With- retolutioh G Of
the Conference, to appoint a group of experts tOlprepare a full-report
po§§-ible .contributions. of nuclear -teelMolOgy- to the economic-=and

Scientific -advatideirient of the :developing countries (paragraph 8);
(f), endorsed- the recOMMendatien that the "Secretary- General should
draiv the
ofthe gtotp of expertstOthe desirability -of taking
odirattage of the experience otIAEA ,(paragraph 8) -; (g) requested
the
the Secretary- General to-transmit the report. -of the experts -to .the
Governments of StateS MehiberS.of the Vhited-NatiOris:, the specialized
agenoiee andta 'IAEA in time to-permit its. acOnSideratiOn-1V the Gen-

eral AsSembly at its t5tenty-fourth, session (Paragraph:1Q).
6. In accordance with paragraph, 9 of.the resOlUtiOnIthe,Secretary:

General appointa group .of[e4)erts_to li..v.eparo, a -full report on all

posSible contributions of nuclear techhology_to. the economic and scientific advancetherit Of the detelOpihg countries. The report was sub-

mitted to the Members of the General ASseMbly on 24 July 1969
(A/7503)._

7, With regard to the implementation of paragraphs 3 to 6 of the
resOlutiOn, the Secretary - General; (a) transmitted to the Governments of States Members of the -United. Nations and members of the
spedialized agencies and of IAEA the -text of, re-Solution 2456 A
(XXIII), and a copy of the 'Final Document of the Conference of
Non - Nuclear- Weapon States, containing the resolutions and the Dec-
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laration of the Conference; and (b) addressed all the specialized

agencie;s1.IAEA and UNDP, transmitting to thein the-text of resolution 2456, A (XXIII) and the Final Document of the Conference of
Non - Nuclear -Wee on States and -drawing their attention to the
relevant paragraphs Ofthe resolution ;-arid-requeSted theinto repotton
the action taken by them concerning the recommendations :contained* the respective resolutions and _tit) submit any information the 7y might

wish: to furnish- for behision in the report to be- ptepared under
operative_paragtaph of the resolution.
II.
8;

REPLY FROM THE INTERNATIONAL, ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

The International Atoinic therg,y Agency submitted a report

(seeanhex),4 dealing-With many ciiimahoris.diousaed--4t-the,COnfetence

of Non - Nuclear - Weapon. StateS and .coveted by several resOhitiona

aclOpted:by the COnfetende. In transinittingtheteport on 17_ auly,190,
IAEA informed the Secretaty=General that the dedurientWas.a- prog-

ress: report Which was also beingflotoqht to the -attention of the
Agehey'S General Conference. to Meet in SepteMbet, that releVaht
action, taken by the latter Would.Wdeforibed in thislear's' annual -repert oftheAgencv to the-Genetal AsSeMbly and that Centinuingradtion
in the years ahead would repOrtednpon in subsequent annual repOtts.
The report _dealt- primarily with the
ing problems
-(a) l'inake lot ntotear -eliet&aCtiVities (COrifercum resolutions
i'l^4tiad) . The IAEA. preSentert nfernration, On AWO sources fMancIto of the nuclear enetgy-,aetiiitieS,
ita regular prootamMe of technical assistance under the Operational Budget and thel'UnitedNatiOnS

DeVelOnient PrOgrainine Technical AssistanCe s(UNDP/TA) or
Special Fund :(UNDP/SF) components:This_ Section of the IAEA

report Supplied-a-detailed 'analysis-of tesultS achieved so fat -and
cated the main prOblems confronting the IAEA-arid- the
in this
field:-The IAEA dict.mit elaborate on thereinaining sources- of financing of nuclear-energy
mentioned its report= -tihe IntenttiOnal Bank fOr Reconstruction and Development,, bilateral govern=
Mentatartangeinents and private inVestinent-SontoeS;
(b) `Special-fissionable materials (Conference resolutions -II and4).
In resOlutions 1-1 and J, the Conference (a) recommended that IAEA
study the most effective means of ensue
access tO,SpeCial-fisSionable
materialSian a commercial bSiS,; and (b) requested IAEA -to consider
theeittiblishMent Of it fund of special fissionable materials fOrthe bene-

fit of non-nuclear -weapOn States and, in .particillar, of developing
cOlintries..In,reply to this reqUest,
*Its report, inferinect the
SeCretary-General. that the DIreCtOr-Genetal had included an item
on the Object in the prOViSional agenda of the next seasion of the
Agency's General Conference in Septeinber 1669..A summary of such
action as the Conference Might deoide to take would be inehided in the
Agency's annual report to the General Assembly.
'(0) The use of 'nuclear -explosives tor .peaceful ,purposes (Confer-

eh& reSolutiOnS H and L). The,IAEA report referred to steps taken
by the-Ageney in thisregard, both before and after the Conference of
Ante, pp. 350-373.
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Non-Nuclear-Weapon States. In particular, it mentioned the decision
of the Board of Governors, adopted at its meeting in February 1969,
to create a special ad hoc committee in which all States members of the
Agency would have an opportunity to be represented and to present
their views. The report further stated that the Board of Governors had
also taken note of Conference resoliition_Li which stressed. the need for
international arrangements aimed at regulating and controlling all
explosions for peaceful-purposes compatible with a comprehensive test

ban treaty. 5
(d) Nuclear information (Conference resolution H). The report
contained a detailed .Strinnary of the wide -scope of services provided

by the Agency. According to the report, the Agency's role in this field
was that of a_ clearinghOtige -rather than that Of a generator -of new
information. The AgenCy was providing an ever - increasing library

service' to the member States and their scientific institutions. Each
year the Agency convenes about -twelve major scientific meetings .arid

from thirty to forty smaller meetings and organizes educational

seminars, scientific: panels, study groups and- "research co-ordination

Meetings. The useful opportunity fOr a comprehensive review _of
advances in nuelear science is provided' by the major international
conferences On the-peaceful uses of atomic _energy, organized by the
Ageridy. So far, three such conferences had been organied, and the
fourth, prepared- by IAEA, would be held in 1971. Furthermore, the
Agency was at present one of-the largest scientific publishers in Europe.

In 1970 IAEA *mild bring into operation a computer-based InternatiOnal Nuclear Information System. The activity of the Agency in
the _field of international exchange of scientific information had -been
SubStantially facilitated by the fad that virtually all scientific information -N*Ii-g now being releaSed as it was produced, and that most

inforinatibh of- a technological character was no longer withheld for
reasons of Military secrecy.

Training and research (Conference resolution M). The activity of the AgenerinithiS field has been covered mainly by the fellow.(e)

ship programme started in 1958. Since that tinle, more than 3,300
scientists -and technologiStS haVe been trained under regular Or long-

terni fellowships awarded by the Ageney. The Agency also offers
special training facilities through the Centre for-Theoretical Physics
in Trieste. The topic of nuclear training was dealt with also in the
report prepared by the group of experts (A/7508) appointed by the
Secretary-General in conformity with paragraph 8 of resolution
2456 A (1XXIII).
(f) Safeguards of IAEA (Conference resolutions E and F). The
recommendation contained in resolution E that States should accept
the Agency's safeguards. system was addressed to States rather than
to the Agency. Nevertheless, this implied considerable effort by the
Agency, and according to the report of IAEA preparations in this
On -the subject of peaceful nuclear explosions, a special report on the establishment, within the framework of IAEA, of an international service for nuelear
eiploSions for peaceful purposes under appropriate international control

(A/7678), is being Submitted by the Secretary- General for the consideration by
the General Assembly at its twenty- fourth session in accordance with resolution
2456 C (XXIII ) [footnote in original].
-
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respect were already being made. As regards the functioning of the
safeguards system the Agency's report presented a thorough explanation of several aspects of this topic and depicted the procedures of
periodic review of the system. One of the two divisions in the Department of Safeguards within the Agency's secretariat was devoted exclusively to research development on safeguards and started a full-scale
systems analysis which would also draw upon systems analyses being

made in member States. One of the objects of the Agency's safe-

guards research and develop- ment programme was to develop instrumentation that would enable it to concentrate on certain key points
or to mechanize safeguards procedures to a greater extent. The safeguards system does allow for simpler procedures to be applied to fissionable materials in small quantities for use in scientific research.

Facilities holding small quantities have not been inspected. Rules
against industrial espionage were incorpon Led in safeguards agreements with member States. The report also mentioned the question of

certain duplications in the application of various procedures with

respect to, safeguards, stressed the desirability that such duplications
be avoided, recalling.at the same-time the difficulties which Stood in
the way of avoiding such duplidationS.
(Er) Composition of the Board of Governors of IAEA (Confer..

ence resolutions H and K). The Agency's General Conference in

September 1968 adopted a resolution in which it requested the Board
of Governor§ to review article VI of the IAEA Statute, which laid
down how the Board is to be constituted and function .° At the beginning of 1969 the Board decided to set up an ad hoe committee of the
whole for the purpose of the review, inviting those members of the
Agency not serving on the Board to be represented at its meetings.
The committee submitted a report to the Board stating that changes
in article VI of the Statute had become necessary, that many members
were of the view that a modest increase in the Board's present size of
twenty-five members was desirable, but that further study and negotiations would be needed in order to devise an amendment that could
command the wide acceptance required to briny it into effect. The
Board decided at its meeting in June to transmit the material as an
interim report to the General Conference and to inform the Conference of its intention to continue its study with a view to proposing
an amendment to the article as soon as it was able to do so.
III.
9.

REPLIES PROM TIIE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

In his reply, the President of the International Bank for Re-

construction and Development informed the Secretary-General :

I have raised with the Executive Directors of the Bank, who represent the
Bank's member countries, the desirability of conferring on nuclear energy projects the special status implied by resolution J. The Executive Directors are mindful of the potential of nuclear energy, but believe that it would do a disservice
to our member countries, and be a misallocation of development resources, were
we to finance a nuclear energy project which did not appear to be both a priority
project from the point of view of the economy of the country as a whole and
also that the most economically advantageous of the various power alternatives
' For art. VI, see American Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 19.56, PP.
919-920.
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available to the country at the same-time. Therefore, we believe that the criteria
applicable to _nuclear energy' projects should be the _same as thoge applicable
to other kinds of-projects coming to-the Bank for financing. We, Are fully prepared to Consider sympathetiCally requests for the financing of nuclear energy
projects which, _tested by those Criteria, are found to be economically justified.

10.. The:Food- and Agriculture Organization submitted a detailed
repOrt, -dealing with the nuclear -applications. in the field of food and

agtmulture. It -Was prepared by the joint FAO/IAEA Division of
Atomic Energy, in .Food-and Agriculture, deals espedially with the
area of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and is closely related to the
repor4repared.by the group of experts (A/7568) T-appointedin vonfortuity With, Paragraph 8 of resolution 2456 A (XXIII), The FAO
report hactbeen submitted for the consideration of the gronp, whose

report deals, in paragraphs -136 to.159, with the topic- of the uses of
nuclear techniques in food-and agriculture.
11: In response tothe Secretary-General's letter, several specialized
agencies,,, the General Agreement on Tatiffs,,tuid Trade, the Inter,
national. Development Association, the Intethational Finande--Corpo,-

ration, the International ,Labour 'Organization, the- International

Monetaty,FUnd,the Universal Postal Union and, he World MeteorologiCal -OrginizatiOn replied that after having considered the text-of
.the resOlutionS adbpted by the Conforenei3lAthe,Non,NuelearMeapoii
States they felt ,that,-no action Or comment was 'called for on. their
part.Some Of themi however, submitted information on their activities
to the group of exPert§ appointed to prepiire a report on possible con=
tribtitionS of nuclear technology to the economic and scientific-advancement of the developing countries. The:group of experts, in thei"r report;_
acknowledged with gratitude Ih helpful -0-operation of the specialized agehqeseoheerned.
-iv. -coiwrkriurto RWARip
'12.

International 0-Operation in the application of` nuclear teoh-

nClogy haS, now, And-VOW-continue to `havel_ an e*epgreviing-sighifi-

eahee;_,AVoviS all,. the ,recordS of the Agency have shown that it has
overcome, with conSiderable success, many .problems and- obstacles
connected -with the expanding hathreof international CorOpetation in
of nUCleaf-energy. However; with
different spheres of the peaceful'
the koaelertiting progress in the Manifold' applications -of inielear energy and; Witlt the; grOWintlieeds and demands on the part of a considerable 'wither. of StateS; many new problems arise.
-

:13.

In the interests of ,ninkind,:and particularly thOse of the

developing eountrie* it4§imperittive.that intensive efforts be made
to explore the ontstOding problems in order to 'find the-heSt solUtion
in- 'the shortest poSsihle, time, -`The; attention ,giVen to finding such
al,aolution' and the-iritellectuaLand material resources dedicated to
that.,end by!till:the--Minnbers of the international ,community and by
the int$rnatiOnta organization and 'boas concerned must be Ontinnona-and.nnSt indeasepropOrtionately tothe growing impOitance
rind coniprithenaivaneaa,bf 'the ,problein. The'rnost proinising-an&TOsgbly theqinly-figighle way to, §oliie,,cOrhplex_ probleins Of a political,.

edonoinio,,Ahancial and technical nature. is to be found .in the makAnte, pp. 256-263.
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imum development of international co-operation and the fullest utilization of the international or_ ganizationS, agencies and other bodies
competent to deal with them. In this manner, all available forces for
the -most effective exploitation of the peaceful application of nuclear
energy for the benefit of mankind can be mobilized for the most rapid
progress.

Address by Premier Chou En-lai [Extract),
September 30, 19691
The present international situation is excellent. The revolutionary
:Struggles of the people.Of various countries are ,Vigor4nisly, developing

and forcefully-pOiniding at the reactionary rule of. the Imperialists
and -their -la ckeyS: US: imperialiSM and social-imperialism are beset

with difficulties bah, at home anct. abroad and are finding things
**het and'ieligher. In', order to contend fOrspheres of influence.and
-suppress the,people of 'Various_ countries, they chant peace while bOth
Of:theM 'are--,actUally engaged in frenzied arms expanSion and war
preparations: They are stepping,up_their collusion-iii their ,atteMpt to
,fOrM A ring, of endircleinentaagah*t China: and carry out war threats

against- her. In Order, to cover up their Ulterior motives, they slanderously= coUnter-chate us with having. so- called etpanSiOniSt AM=

bitions-and'even.insinuate that we:intend tolaundh a nuclear war.
From the Very. first day of ,the foilriding,of the People's :Rept:1We
of Ohintti we have deelared,ekplicitly that we firmly stand for-the
safeguarding of world peace and. OppOSe wars of aggression. Ours is
aitne-sobialist°CoUntrTand-We
neVer,comthit aggression against
-OtherS.,W edevelOp,:nueleat Weapons solely for-defence and for breaking,thelinelear monopoly, and Our ,Ultimate aim is to'eliminate nuelear

'weapons. Nit the geade we-41iold'isone based on principleS,,that is,
peace based on the live 'Principles-Of mutual respect for territorial -integfitfaiirt,Soiiereighty, 'Mutual non-aggreSSion,:nOn4terferefice in
each other's internal" affairs, equality andInUtuanenefit, and 'Peaceful
coexistence. We will ,never barter- aWay'princiPles.:
.great leader
Chairman :'34,0- *along' ago: "We will not attack unless ,Vitt tare attaeked; if
*4,Wilt certainly counter- attack" We.MUSt

make full`, preparations against the war thre4e:ot11.8 imperialism
and ,soCiat.irnperialism,:incluCling:_their nuclear war threate:
they
tins*, on.,iMpOSing a war ,of- aggression on
we will .firmly

13649i)*Pnot until
Iiiiikintilite0dia;:Oet, 8; .1989, 18.,the address tots_delivered, at a, reception
poke eve of,the 20th anniversary of the founding of the aP.4.
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Chinese Communist Communique on Underground
Nuclear Test, October 4, 1969
At a time when hundreds of millions of army_
rm en and civilians
throughout China were warmly celebrating the glorious festive omitSion-of the twentieth anniversary of the 'founding of the great People's
Republic ,-of China-9_ a new hydrOgen.bOinbekplosion was successfully

conducted over the western region of the country on September

1060; prior to ,thia, On SepteMbd 23, 1969, _Chinit, success sfully conducted herfirst underground nuclear test.
This is a ,o-reat victory fOrinlinCible Mao Tsetung Thought! It is
another fruitful result Of the Great Proletarian- Cultural ReVOlution
It is the_reSult of the effOrt§.by the Chinese wOrkerS,.bonimandeit and
fighters., of-the People's Liberation. Army,. engineering and techniCal
personnel and scientific workers engaged in the retearch,,Mainifactute
and testing- of 'nuclear Weapons- and other personnel concerned who,

under theleaderShip of the Central Committee of the Communist

Party-Of China,With.:Chairinan .Mao as-its leader Aid Vice -Chairman
'Lin as itS,deputy leader; have actively "responded to Chairinan MAO'S-

Call; "Unite to *m Still,greater victories," held aloft, the great red
banner- -of

Tsetung- ThOUght, -gi.*en 1)1'01-

nence- to .proletarian ,politics, deepened the- mass movement- for-the

liVirig study and application of Mao Tsetung Thought, carried out
Various 'fightiiig tasks..set forth by the Ninth Patty 'Congress, and
"grasped revOlutiori, promoted pr" OduatiOn and -other work and-pre.paredneSS agitinat war:"
These new itehietreinent§,in-Chinit'§deVelopment othuelear weapons
serve: -,as another' heavy blOW at the nuclear monopoly by V.s.
perialisin.and social - imperialism; they are great encourageniont and
auptiott to the 'hers:Joie Vietnarnesepeople -Who are donitgeOu Sly Carrying

on<th0 war against :ilf.S:-AggresSion and for:riatiOnittsalvation4 to the
Laatian, people who are-fighting.-againSt the armed invasion_ by U.S.

imperialism. and the reactionaries" of Thailand; to-the Palestinian
anclOther, Arab people -who. are. eSisting the U.S iMperialist and ZiOni-

aggresSitail and to the people of all countries Who .itre fighting

courageously for jlatiOnal ,inoleperidence, and- the ,peeple'S liberation.
Chairman-Maateachea : "Heighten our vigilance
Our great
-defend:the MOtherland!"' The conducting of necessary and

nuclear tests and the deVelopitent of nuclear 'Weapons by ,Chiria are

,entirely fOr the purpose of defence and for breaking the nuclear
monopoly,.with- the ultimate Edna of- abolishing nuclear weapons. The

ChineselGoVernment has :,Solenily: &dared many times that .at no
'time -and in no.-circumstances will China be the first to use nuclear
itiOaPons: As in the past, the Chinese people and Government will
-continue,','tO -Make- common etOrts :and: persevere in the struggle to-

gether with. the:tetolutiouaty -people of the World. and the countries
whiCh **Old-independenee and cheri§h peace in striving to achieve
the 'Iotty-ahn, of ,Conhplete, prohibition and thorough destruction of
nuclear weapons:
`211siOna. despatch, Oct. 4,1369; Peking Review, Oct. 3,1969.
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Joint American-Soviet Draft Treaty on the Prohibition
of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other
Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the
Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof, October 7,
19691
The States Parties to this Treaty,
Recognizing the common interest Of -mankind in the prOgreSS, of the
.

_

.

eiploration..and .-Use of the seabed and the Ocean floor for peaceful
purposes,
Considering; that the preyentiOn:Of-a'nuClear arms race on-the Seabed

and the Cdean floor serves the iiitereStS, of maintaining world peace,

reduces international tensions, and strengthens friendly relations
anioniStateS,
CitinViiided that this Treaty -conStitideS.a Step-toWards the ,exclusion

of the Seabed, the ()dean ,floor and the subsoil thereof from the arms

,race, and determined to continue negotiations concerning further
iiieaSiireSleaditigtO this end,

Convinced that this Treaty conStituteS,:a stej towards a Treaty on
-General' and Complete Disarmament under strict and effecti*e :international' control, and determined to continue negotiations to this end,
Convinced that this Treaty Will ,further the purposes and principles
of
Charter of the United' Nations, in a-manner donSistent-Withthe
prinCiples'of interiiationalla*- and without infringing the freedoms
of the high Seas,
Have agreedas f011OWS
ARILICti

"1: The States Parties to this Treaty Undertake not to emplalit or
emplace on. the seabed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof

beyond the iiiit*innini,COlitigiionS:zimeproVided for in the 1958 GOieva

Ceirvention, on the Territorial Sea,..an& the Contiguo0S. Zone 2 any
objects with nuclear weapons or any other types of weapons of mass
.destruction, as well as structures, annching installations or any other

facilities specifically designed for storing, testing: or using such
weapons.

'2.: The ':States .Parties-to-tbiS Treaty undertake
to assist, -enencourage or .induce, any State to commit actions prohibited by +this
.

Peaty tind. not to participate in any Other Way in such actions.

Aitilptt II
1. For the purpose ofthis-Treaty the outerlimit of the contiguous
.'iOne'referred-toln,Article I shall be measured in accordance with the
.provisions of :Section II of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the .TerritOriat Sealtiid' the ContignOuS Zone-and: in' accordance with interna-

tiOntinti*.

1CCD/269, Oct. 7;4969:
,1,15.usT 1666.
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2. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as supporting or
prejudicing the position of any State Party with respect to rights or

claims which such State Party may assert,- or With IreSpO,ct to recognition or non_ -reCognition Of rights or-claims asSertkd-by any other State,
related to Waters -off its coasts, Or to the seabed and the Ocean floor.

Anticht III
1.

In ,Order to promote the objectiveS and ensure-the- observance of

the provisions of this Treaty, the States Parties to the Treaty shall
have-the, right to verify the activities .of other StateS Partie§ to the

Treaty:Oh the seabed and the ocean floor and'in-the subsoil thereof be=
yorid-, the -Maxiinitm contigtiOUS zone, 'referred to in Article II, if these
Activities' raise, doubts concerning the fulfillment of the ObliOtiOns
-

assumed under this Tteaty, without iriterferingVith such activities or
otherwise infringing rights recognized Under internationala*,-inoludingthe freedoms of the high seas.
2. The. right of -verification recognized by the. States Parties in
paragraph 1 of this Article May be exercised by-any State Party using
it own-means or with the assistance of any other State Patty.
'The States Patties the Treaty undertake to COnSalt And to
CoOPerate,Itith,a view to removirigidonbtaCCon.cerning the fulfillment
of the Obligations aSSUniedlitidorthis Treaty.

Aktictat- IV
Any State Party -.to, the Treaty riiiay propose_ aiiiendzidentS-tO this,
Treaty. Amendments must he-approired by a_niajOiity of the votes of
all the States Parties to the Treaty, indhidirig- those of all the State8
Parties to thiS Treaty poSseSSirig nuclear weapons, and shell enter into
force for -each, State ratty to the Treaty accepting such- amendments
acteptandeby
upon.
of the-,str `es Parties to the Treaty,
inelnding,the 'States which posSess nuclear WeapOns -and are Parties to
thisTieaty.-Thereafter :the aniendnient§ Shall enter -had force for any
other` Tarty tO the Treaty after it. _hat aecepted such amendnients.

Air4oLt
EaChTarty to this Treaty shall:in, eiterdising, its national- sovereignty
have the right to withdraW frointhiS Treaty if it deCides that
dinai7eVenti related to the subject matter -of -,thiS 'Treaty have jeOpaidizedi,the,Suprenie intereStS,
interests:,. of ita,e6iiiitty, It 'shall: give ,notice of
.

such withdrawal; to ,all; Other
the 'Treaty and to theZnited
Nations Seourity COuriCil- three,months in advance. Such notice shall

of the extraordinary events it cons_ iders to have
,inClude -,a ,stateMent
jeopardized its
ts supreme
su
e interests.
AitticLE VI

This Treaty,shall` be open: ir' signature to all States. Aiiy_8tate
which** not sion.the Treaty;befOre its entry, into force in accordance
wit11;paragraph 37of thig Article,ino accede to-it at any time.
Treaty, shall= be subject to ratification by signatory States.
InstrinneritS of ratification and of accession-shall be deposited with the
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, Which are hereby designated the DeGovernments of
positary Governments.
8.° This Treaty shall enter into fOrce after the de_ptiSit of ihstru,nients of ratification by twenty-to Governments, including the.Governnientadesignited as Depositary GOVeribilehts, of- this Treaty.
4._ For State § WhOSO instruments Of ,ratification or accession are

deposited after the ehtry.:into force of this Treaty it shall enter into
force Tithe date Of the d.epogt-Of their instruments of -ratifieltitiii or

acCessioh.

forthwith notify the GovThe Depositary Governments
ernments of all States signatory and acceding to thiS Treaty of the date
of each -signature; of the date of deposit of each.. instrument of ratig5.

Ogionlik of accession, Of the date Of the entry jilt* -foree of this Treaty,
and of the receipt of other notices.
6. This 'Treaty Oita be ,:registered by 'the,Dep.O§itary'GoIreiviinieht§'
pursuant to Article 1O Of the Charter Of thetTnited,NatiOnS;
Anmi.64. VII'

TM'S_ Treaty, the English, _Russian, French, Spanish and Chinese
texts of *hid" are equally authehtie;.aliall,te- depOsited.inthe archives
of the Depositary GOvernnient.S., Duly certified edpiei, of this _Treaty
Shall be tranainitted, by the Depositary Governments TO the 'Governments of-the States signatory and acceding thereto.
In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto,
have signed this Treaty

this

Dine

-day-01

.

Statement .by the Solitt.Repkesentati* (Rodlchin) to Ae
-Conference of the Committee on Disarmament: Draft
'Sea=-Bed Treaty; OctObet 7, 1.9694
A draft :treaty on the prohibition of the .empladenaent of nuclear
weapons and other °WeapOns-Of-MaSa destruction on the Sea=bed and
the ,,ocean =floor and in the subSoil -. thereOf, agreed between the Soviet

Union and the United States, is submitted for the -consideration -Of
the*COnniiitte OnDiSainiament.2

4:, The Soviet Union attaches great iniportande to the exclusion of
extensive areaS 6f the sea-bed and the ocean '°floor, *MCA represent
two-thirds Of 'the !sitifade:'Of ,the- terrestrial glob4;fforiii4$iiheteat

the armiiikeei-Thislaoki§,bectiniingpartieularly:digentlio*that the
sett=bed-ls jiist beginhihg,:and,the'dahger
piaotilcil, 6;15104* of

ia-arigiiittliatthWifeW -field -Of hiiiiiiitendealftnit will be -usectliot in
aiktcle§titietjoh-.
-the:14460044 peace but for purposes of
1.S:Mucli:MOre
difficult to stop an arms
experience shows,

race where it is already :being carried on than to prevent it from

'spOsdirig*,the0,Iiiiir6nitiOlitg;Whidit'lyere,pievitiugy inaccessible to

ccp

3! 40*

pp0=8:
.'
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mini:kit are gradually being opened up thanks-to the achievements of
Science and technology. InternatiOnal practice bears witness to the
feasibility and importance Of carrying out measures to preVent an
arms -race in environments new to man, such as the Antarctic, which
under the Treaty of 1959 3 is used exclusively for peaceful purposes,
or outer Spade,. with regard to which a number of demilitarization
fileasurek,Were-laid-down-in the Treaty of 1967.4
6. The:SO-Viet UftiOn, in its Memoranduni ofTl July 1968 On some

urgent measures for Stopping the arms race and for disarmament,

subtriitted for the-- consideration, of StateS a. proposal that the sea-bed
and the ocean floor should be used exclusively for peaceful purpOSes.5
Iii-elabOration.of thiS.the Soviet 'Union submitted a -draft treaty on
18 March ofthis year.°
7. 'The elaboration of:the draft treaty on' the sea= bed -and the ocean
floor which has been siibMitted the Committee today was carried
Ontin, an atmosphere Of 'fruitful' discUsSiOn which showed that -there- is

a general realization-Of the need to pretent anlitina race from starting
on the sea-bed and the:OCeiiii floor. The joint effott§ made it pitiSsible
to reach agreethent on the dociiiiierit now -submitted `to- the8. I shall now-dwell briefly on the most important provisions of the
drift is-Ay-which-is before the COMMittee.

'9., 'The inaiii; iiiidertakizitof the parties, to thOtreaty-18 laid down
in article .I; _which .provides for the prohibition Of the emplacement
on-the sea-bed aitthe-ocean -floOr _anol in the subsoil thereof of any
objects with nuclear weapons, or any other type§ of :weapons of mass
deStrictiono8 well .as- structures; launching installations, or any other

facilities :SpeCifitally designed for storing, testing .or using such
weapons.
10.

ThuS it ,i§ ptopoiell to, settle at this stage the most important

part Of. the problem Of the deMilittitilatitin of the sea -bed, namely -tO

prohibit the' emplacement there of the most -dangerous types of

weapons. At the ;sagie time-the treaty ,emphasizes, that it constitutes
a Step- tOi.vards the,-excliisitin of the sea -bed and the subsoil, thered
from- the arms race, ,and' that-the partiektO-the treaty will 'continue
negotiationS, concerning further measures leading, to this eta. This
Itwoack'tcYthe tootion of the scope of the- prohibiii6n; which takes
account to ..the::inaiiimuni-,eident the points of -tie* of the :parAcipantOtythe iiegotiotions, mores the most Speedy and, in existing
Condititais;the-'widest pOSSible solution Of-the problem of demilitariiingthe sea-bed:
11. Froi,the:voyheginning,Of the -negotiatienis the Soviet -Union
4k,baseti itself on the,preMige that the treaty §hinild cover ,the-whole
coastal
fact that with a few excepzone ACcotintlia§ alga been taken- of
tions coastatStates, have, territorial waters within these, 'limits.: The
draft treaty,Obmitted.tOday-lhentions,.prOOisely a, zone with a tWelve.-Mile, width. 'It:referato th0-maxiMuin 'contiguous_ Zone provided for
area ,of-th0:§4742:ed -anctthe -ocean floor -hesfotd

11' Dii offitent I oft
!,

kirriticint-tit1946-4959, V

,;967, pP.3&-43:

Ibid:,116 66, pp: 469 - X470;,

Aitie.;Pp.4gx13.

15504656.
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in -the 1958 _Geneta,ConVention17-the extent of-Whieh,-_under

2 Of .article 24 of -that Convention; is precisely twelve nautical miles.
12. 'Thepriheiple for measuring the tinter _limit of the twelve -mile
zoneis clearly,fornitilatediii filet eit-of-thetteiity; where it is propoSed
tot be guided by :the, 1958 ffeiieVa, Convention on the Territorial Sea
and the Contiguolis 2One and:byinternational law.
13. The draft treaty :points out that none Of its prOVisions shall
beinterpreted ,a§§Upporting.or -prejudicing the-po§itien-of-States,With
respect to theirright8
relatedstO waters off their coasts or to
the sea- bedand the ocean floor.
14. The ,prOviiionS- concerning 4. specific- system of control are an

important part of theireaty They include the-right of States parties

to the
to verify the activities' of other- States' parties on the Seabed, and -the ocean &Kir-an& in the subsoil_ thereof -beyond the twelvemile zone,: if these activities raise- doubts concerning the fulfilirient of

the .bbligationassumed' under this
witheut interfering-4ith
§fich,aotivitie§ or Other*i§e'infringing,rigit§ recognized under

inoluding,the freedoms the high-seas. Provisiori.is,also
made -foil' -Consultation and. dooperation among parties
the treaty
in order reiliOte:dOiihtS'coricerning the fulfilment of the 'obligations
assumed under therreaty.
15. In elaborating thverifidatio-ii -prOVisions the views of various
-delegatiOnS_ in this-regard were taken' pitii,acebuirit. Thus many delegatiOnaexpreSsed-the.Wi§li that;_fOrthe.pfirpOS of the WideSt possible
participation Of 'StateS-WthejpraCtidia conduct of verification of the
titatsr, ,pkOvi$ions, the right: should be provided to ,a§k other partieS
tit, the treaty to,extend,assiStance,iii this ,inatter. That suggestion was
adoPted -and isreflected accordingly
text' Of -the draft-treaty.

16. The system: of Control provided for in the draft -treaty will

thUS ensure: effeeti*eTerifioation. of the,iinPleinentation of -the-treaty,
a§:Well.a§ equal rights= ot eachiState party to:the treaty to participate
_in the ,reitercisd-

,COntrOl-, :WithOnt ,CreittingsobStacleS to ithprohibited

activities inithe§ea=beilandthe oCearilloOr:,
Tho.articleS of the-.treaty dealing, with the ,proCedure for sub mitting
right Of withdrawal -and: 'other final OlaUSes
of the .treitty have,been drafted'Onthe:basiS 6f.the'precedent§-lalready
in existence Whioli, haVe receiVeil wide international recognition. In
these :4rtiCleSuSe:Wa§.-nitide-Of
formulas of corresponding ng
ViSion§:Of the non- =prOliferatiOn 'Treaty-thette_
nuclear*eapon teSts in= three enVironinent§19theOUter;SpiteeTrotoy- and other
intern: ational. instruments:
-

_

1.8s.

'Pernik-n(16i. in conclusion, to express the hope that the draft

-0e4ty-On;the :prohibition of 'the emplacement on thoc§eit=bect and the
.0.060.ficcior,

niiClear,.Weapons'alid*OtherWeap-ons of. mass, deStriietion

will receive thO
and approval'' of the inembers-Of the,Coininittee. ori2Disarmamentl, so that, it -in aY'be,Stbmitted in the near
future toihe cilirrent session of ;the -Vnited'IsTations,General AsSembly.
.19:. `The,oncittsion.of. a .treaty on the Seabed will- he another
the §Olttion_

the -,problem = of narrowing the

745 UST 1608.

ineitt,1968; pp.441.- 465.
pp: 291;293:
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sphere of the arms race, above- all of the nuclear arms race, and of
restricting and ,finally stopping it altogether. The elaboration of this
treaty,

a, graphic illUstration of how the chaise of the_non,prOlifera-

tiori Treaty laying down the obligation to .pursue ,negotiations on
measures relating to cessation, of the nuclear -arms race is being carried
out in-_praetice. This new agreement will help towards the creation of
More favourable conditions-.for the elaboration and iMpleMeritation
of _further measures aimed.-at, Stopping, the arms -race and achieving

disarniament. At the same time it is a 'necessary prerequisite for The
deVelopMent of international co- operation hi exploring the sea -bed
environment
peaceful purposes.
20., Allow me, Mr. _Chairman; to associate myself Ivith-yotr words
of' **coiner to the repreSentative of Poland Mr. Zybylskii who is
among-us again and is Once more participating in the- work of our
Coininittee on Disarmament.

'StatenientIV-the United States Repretentative (Leonard)
to the Conference- of the Committee on "Disarmament:
Draft Sea-aBed, Treaty, October 75 1969
21. Ithas been widelfrecOgnized during our work thiS-year that the
MoStpromisingitenr On our agenda, in terms' of develOping a-con-Crete

-agreenient, haSn the question of preventing an extension of the arms
race to the sea -bed. AStiy Colleagues kno*,,this queStien- has been ;the
Subject of intenSiire diSdussions'between the delegations of the Soviet
Union and the United- Staies,;:- and am pleased to he- able to, oin the
Soviet co- Chairman in reporting that our labours haVe -proved fruitful:
The product of Or, efforts has now been circulated 'in the 'form, of ra revised`draft'=treaty to prohibit the "emplacement of nuclear Weapons or
Other typee of weapons masS -ilestrUCtion- On the ,sea-hed and ocean
floor ornithe subSoilthereOf.2
2:1, 'The draft treaty we are ,Presenting today has been Worked-out
,

as a recby the Governments, of the Unite41",Sbates and the Soviet;
ommendation- for disCUSSion and fiegotiatiOn m this COMMittee. My

delegation hopeS:thatthe members of the Committee will soon-be in' a
position
comment on the draft, having, in mind the impOrtance of
tirrmely
,of,
broadly-agreed 'text to the current General
ASSemblY. Naturally ,governmentS` Will Wish-to study its provisions'
with mare, and we shall need to .consider the possibility of c- hanges in
the text: In the near 'future:I, plan to make a statement on:the consider,
atiOns'that haVe Shaped:thethiited States .dgegation'S apprOaCh to certain.. SUggeitionSthat haVe altea'4y, been put foi*rd and on possible
areas which the drift might he improved..
I *Old now like to explain some of the ,provisions of the new

draft treaty.
`The firSt *,i4agraph- of 'artiClei would prohibit any,party from
of the
beyond-the outer
einfolanting,Or emplacing oir the
3 CCD/PV. 44o, DP. 8-12.
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contiguous zone, any objects with nuclear weapons or any other types
of weapons of mass destruction. Thisprohibition, like the outer-space
Treaty,3 would thus cover in .particular nuclear weapons and also any
other weapons of =Ss destruCtion, such as chemical or biological weapons. This paragraph would also ban structures, launching inStallatioriS,
or anyether facilities specifically designed for storing, testing or using
Such weapons. ThetreatrWould therefore .prohibit, niter alio, nuclear
mites- that were anchored to or emplaced on the .sea-bed. The treaty
would not, beWelret,.apply to facilities for research or -for commercial
exploitation net specifically designed for storing, testing or .using weapons of _mass destruction. On the Other-hand, facilities specifically de-

signed for using nuclear weapons or weapons of mass destruction
would licit, because they Could Also use conventional weapons, be
exempted from the prohibitions of this treaty:
25. :nce
Si this treaty is concerned. withlises of the sea-bed, vehicles
whioh, can navigate in the water above the sea-bed and submarines
should be viewed in the same icilay as any other ships ;, submarines would

therefore not be Violating the treaty if they were-either anchored to,-or
reciting on, the sea -bed.
.26: I WouldAlSo like to.pointeut that this treaty would not impede
peadefulusei of nuclearenergy. The prohibitions of the treaty are not
mtendedity anyway to affect :the conduct :of peadeful nuclear e2;p1OSions or to affect ,applications, of nuolear reactors,. scientific research,
tit,other non-Weapons-applications-of nuclear energy, consistent with

other treaty;ObligationS.
27. ;The second paragraph-Otarticle I is similar to_FproVisionS of the
liinited test-ban.Treaty 4`and the non=proliferation Treaty,5 and is in-

tendedio ensure that this treaiyeffeetively:aocomplishes its purposes.
28.. .Let meliew turn o'article It-of the new draft. The provisiong
of this article reflect ink delegation's conviction that our -effort to
-develop a sound measure for sea- bed. 'arms control' .must be based
squarely :on existing international -late. I. believe we can all agree that
a sea -bed arms - control, agreement should-not and, cannot be 'an. instrainent fo'solVe coinPlek-questions of the Law Of the Sea, and that :the

prospectS,forbroad' acceptance of a treaty will be iniichAreater if the
treatyis.fully inaccorclwith,the'Law Of theSea. Otherwise ,ive would
run a severe risk -of ketting:logged. doWn -in- extraneotis questions relatintto nationaljimsdiction and exploitation of the resourcesvof the.
sea* and of the sea=bed: If .this were to 'happen, it would be much 'More

difficuk -Pprhapi'even impossible; for us to Teich, agreement on a
practical arinS-control 'incaStire.
MoreoVer, we belieVe, that thereAS Wide, international agreenient on thebaSielitinCipleSof the law of the Sea, particularly as those
principles are Spelt.oritin the 1958 Geneva Conventions. We haVe there-

fore takeitthe 1956' Cenvention,,tnithe Territoriall'Sea and the 0%-

0:emus.** as the baSis for measuring the outer limit' of the
contiguous zone: beyond which the,prOhibitions would
!Document. on Disarmarnent,1967; Pp. 5843.,

" Ibid., 1963, pp. 291493.
'5 Ibid.: 1968; pix:,40140&
115 UST 4600.
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30. The method for measuring the band is covered in two provisions of the treaty. First, paragraph 1 of article I specifies that the

prohibitions of the treaty would apply beyond the maximum contiguous zone provided for in the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Terri-

torial Sea and the -Contiguous Zone. As delegations are doubtless

aware, article 24 of the 1958 Convention stipulates that the maximum
zone is twelve Milei. Second; paragraph 1 of article II specifies that
the outer limit of .6 contiguous-zone-shall be measured in. accordance
with section II of the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone and With international law.

31. Finally, I would like to draw attention to paragraph 2- of
article II. This clause provides that nothing in -this treaty shall be
'interpreted as stRpOrting or prejudicing the- position of any party

with-respect rights or -Claims which such-State-party may assert, or
With respect to recognition or non- recognition of rights or claims asserted -by any other 'State, related to waters ,off -its coasts, or -to the
-sea-bed and the ocean floor.
32. There has already been a good deal of discussion in,the Com,
mittee concerning-possible elements of a verification provision ferthe
sea-bed' treaty. We-in the United States delegation have explained in
plenary-statements as well 'as informal' discussions theteasensthat
Malls to conclude that the .requirement for verification -is- dependent
on the nature of the prohibition. Based on thiS conclusion; and in Vie*
of the difficulties of the sea =bed environment and the limitations -of
available _technology, we believe that the right to verify- set forth in

article III'wOuld,be appropriate for thistreaty. This provision-would
ensurethatpartieS would-be able to check compliance with-the treaty,
takinginto accountbeth the rights and the obligations -which they have
under internatiOnallaW, inelliding the freedom of the high seas. At the
mane time legitimate activities on -the sea-bed Would-hot .be subject -to

interference. For example, the .provision does not imply the_ right of
-access-to sea =bed installations or any. obligation to disclose, activities
on the sea-bed that are -not contrary to the purposes of the-treaty.
33. A number -of delegations-have made clear that they-might*Wish

to consider obtaining assistance from other States in carrying out

Verification. As provided in-pttragrapli 2 of article III, the treaty recognizes that VerifidittiOn, may be carried out by a party- either by -its
own _means,or with-the assi§tance of any other partyl _thereby facili-

tating participation by all parties regardle§s of their technological
capabilities. The verification article also includes a commitment by
the parties to- consult and co-operate in order to clear up questionsWhich:00i ari§e,aboutfulfilinent of the obligations of the treaty.
34.

This completes thy discussion of the' principal substantive arti-

cles -of the new draft. treaty, but I would like to offer a- few brief
comments on some of the remaining adthinistrative provision_ s
amend_ inent; accession -and'-the like.
d5;

First, the treaty contains an amendment proVision which

IOW& the Precedent of the, limited. test -ban 'Treaty, in that it requires
.acceptance, by a majority of all :partie§, including all nuclear-weapon
partieS,,, for entry, into force.-of-amendihenti.
36. Next, the-first parapaph of article VI provides that the treaty
shall be open_ for signature to all States. Stich.,a provision would not,
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of course, affect the recognition or status of an unrecognized regime
entity which might elect to file an instrument of accession to this treaty.
37.

Finally, paragraph 3 of article VI provides that the treaty

would enter into force after twenty -two countries had ratified, including the depositaries. This follows the precedent of the 1958 Geneva

Law of the Sea; Conventions, as was sugge8ted by the SwediSh
delegation.

38. The tabling of a draft treaty today opens up an opportunity for
establishing in the near future a meaningful restriction on the deploy-

ment of nuclear weapons, which as such would contribute to the
security of all Countries. At thepresent moment, the work of this -Com-

mittee has entered a most important phase. What we do or fail to' do
can have wide doriseqUenceS. We have the chanceto workout a measure

which wine an effective-barrier to the spread of the nuclear arms race
and which will facilitate the use of the sea -bed for icseaceful purposes.
The time is short, and we Will haVe to work hard: But I'am confident

that we can again demonstrate the competence and dedication that
have brought. this Committee to its present position of leadership in
the field of arms control.

Canadian, Working Paper on Article ITT of Draft Sea-Bed
Treaty:, October 8, 1969,1
Procedures /Aid should govern the "rigkt to velify"

In order to .promote the objectives and ensure compliance with
the treaty, each of the parties to this treaty recognizes- that other
parties- may,, in purSuance of their existing rights, observe its- ad-

tivities
the 'sea -bed elsewhere -than within the areas referred to in
Article II provided that 'observance does not interfere with its activities nor othertise- infringe on rights recognized-under international
la* including. freedom Of the high seas.

1 If a party iS,not satisfied that a particular activity of another
party is compatible with the provisions Of this treaty, the parties

concerned -shall consult and cooperate in an endeavour to testhe the
issue.
3. ,If.the ,procedures, outlined

.

.paragraph: 2 do not resolVe the
issue, titates parties to this treaty wishing to carry out further verification, procedures shall give notice- to the Other state or StatesinVolved, of their intention -to requeSt 'inspection. Parties -recognize

that such verification should not interfere with the activities in
question:

4. :Normally, if-,inspection is requested :Under these verification
prOCedures, states would-undertake to cooperate in, facilitating inspectiOn; and granting such access as.inay be required. In_the ()Vent of
failure-to cooperate, parties may have recourse tothe .Security. Council
which- maY;-requeSt that such cooperation be provided, under the procedureeOf thiS oracle.
1 COD /270, bet 8,1969. The draft treaty itiglears ante, pp.,413-475.
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(a) In Order to facilitate the, carrying out of such, Verification
states'parties-this treaty, each
On a nondiscriminatory basis
to another State,
state party to this treaty shall have the right to
party, or to the .S ecretary-General of the United. Nations for assistance

by otherstates parties to the treaty in the carrying out of Verification
of the fulfilment Of obligations assumed under this treaty.

(b) On receipt of such an application for assistance the SecretaryGeneral of the United' :Nations shall make ,arrangements for appropriate verification Measures' to be carried out by a technically !com-

petent state. or stateS, party or part* to the treaty. The applying
state' or 'states ,Shall have the right to noMinate an official to accompany theteChnicians of
inVestigatingStateor _Oates.,

(c)- The cost of the investigation shall be borne by? the state or

states making
appliCatitnifoir assistance, if 'Verification procedures
do not provide evidence Of a, violation Of the treaty In the event that

verification procedures provide evidence that the treaty' has been
violated, the cost of the investigation Will be paid for through an
:

eed :prOcedUre, administered Wthe Secretary-General of the United
atiOns.,

6. (a) Ettept, as provided for in '-paragraph ( c)' of this paragraph, verification procedure i-Shall i be carried out on the continental .Shelf of any,:stkavarty or in Its:'SUperjaderit waterS, without
diie.,regard-to- the exclusive rights of coastal states under the 1958
GeneVa.
Convention
On the Continental 'Shelf 444 riglt§, inherent
,,
.
in exiStmg, international law.
-(b) Prior to initiating verification ,procedures on the -continental
Shelf Of any state party or in its Super] hcent waters, the state party
proposing tOinitiate.stWprocednres UndertakeSto`nOtify the coastal

state WhickShallManifeSt :Within a. reaSOfiableperiod 'Of time whether
itiViShes.tole aSSociatict.WitlitheerifiCation.

(c) The .provisiOns,,,6filiiiTak4griipli do not apply to-the ,process
of simple .obserVatiOiiiii:the ,normal course of navigation or overbe so implemented as to interfere with the freedom
flight
of the high SeaS::

Eaell,State party' to the treaty ,undertakes to ektend. its full

cooperation in

of the article.

con8. At tWreiie*, conference provided for in Article
to Whether any additienal, rights Or prosideration,:shall be

oedureS. of .verifiCatioit ,should le*IeStablishect by amendment to this

treaty.
'

,

;

'StAteite.nt-k th Canadian A.OpreSentatii,re Ognatio* to
the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament:
190Draft SeaBçd Treaty, October
Canadian
'delegation at the return Of our old friend and colleague,,Mr.,`Icazirnie17
Zybylskkanato express our regrets that other ministerial duties have
2. First of all I should like to ,e24:ireSS the pleasure of

itOD/P
4"-

496-
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necessitated the departure of another old friend, the ttig;ht Honourable
Fred Wiley, whose, contribution to the work., of this Committee has
been so outstanding : and whose message of farewell to -disarmament
was read out at the last ineeting.2
_

Today I should like to introduce a Canadian working paper,
which has 'been distributed as document .CCE0703 This paper sets3.

,

out specific proposals as to the procedures .Which we believe should be
Considered as a reasonable -bats for the .implementation of the "right
to verify" in article III the CO.!Chairinen'sloint draft On the sea-bed,
which was circulated at the last ineeting:.as,,dodinnent ,C CD/200.i
4: In weaklier: statement -I referred to the need for-:. all of us here
came before us before
to Seek. common purposes on each issue
freezing that agreement in treaty language. We are -pleased that, with
regard trii.arm§cOntrol on the sea-bed, the edthairinen,,ha*e. apparently found this common ground; and indeed have ,gtone- on to produce
an agreed draft
Its tabling follows, a. 'long, and obviously diffictilt,peria of negotiations, primarily betWeen. the:MO ,,co-Chairmen.
'Their suceeSsin,achieving agreement represents .a ,-vital, step forward,
WhiCh, augurs Welk I hope,, for the eventual conclusion, of an ,ar-ina,
control treaty for the sea-bed and for progress on -other issues before

this Committee. It now, falls to other members of the, Committee
tiiSe0A6WinneliCOMMon-Yr.onnctWe can' all find in examining the draft
pUt:1:::ifOre4by- the,O=Chaitmeni,.

0; The ScOpe,andgeographic limits of the treaty; which have been
of =those
thq:maiiiIcictis of. attention on the part of the
Governments which at this,tinielavethe,,capability of emplacing the
weapons to 'be prohibited : if this -agreement comes -into;, effect,: will
obviously be the subjects Of further debate both here and at the :United'
,Nations General Assembly. A. jmatter of special concern to all other
Potential- adherents O such a treaty; , however, is the assatinCe, that
whatever may. be :agfeett upon, both as to the ,categories of weapons
to be prohibited and to the geographic scope, will be complied
,

.6.

We believe that the verification procedures, to be ,generally

akceptable:ogi'vifig,thickan.itsiuiithce, gionicibibasedontWo criteria:

first,:theylnist,'Wthii;siistioiiiii of all signatOrie§; detect any sig-

nificantthreachee:Ot the treaty with a niinimnm of delay, providing in
the laStanalysig incontrovertible eiiilenCe and secondly, they muse be
in Itecerd'With- and sUpPorttlie`eiiiSting,La* of the Sea as it affects the
interests of Ottitar States..
Vitiii.tho)drittOreiehtecti,to,us ty.thace-dhairinen. knotwthe
engagements which their Governments are willing to accept in ,prohibiting the-eitension-oftheriudlear arms .raCetothe sea-bed. What we
want tOkriOW:no*ig;Whast engagements are the two Poivera, willing to
accept iii.relatiOn to others, especially the ',Many coastal States; that
these engagements Wilthe-,140,,c1 what procedures s ate they. wilhng
tti:agree;tokin thet-eitent iwloy:Stitte:14§ reasonable concern that a
have been observed : on the sea-bed clearly
threatening installation
Withinit§'-)UrikliCtion as defined under the existing Law of the Sea.?
.

`_,Pp. -. 47075:
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In other WoidS,-.whatwe want to know-iS just hoVtlielright to-verify"
SpeCified in article-, III of the co-Chairmen's draft IS to be exercised:,
8. It has been the 'view of some -delegationS that2 if this treaty is

to be trtilfrindtilaterat in- nature and to achieve widespread adher-

ence, it must contain more than -a Veirifidation,. clause adequate for a
limited number of SignatorieS, even if those SighatOtiesi are the most

important 'signatotieS. The Canadian, delegatioir suggests that in
Order to meet the basiC, criteria to which I have referred, there are
three important aspects of the verification ,problem which must receive
in any article which might ultimately

be aocepted by this committee.
9., Iii,the -first place, there must 'be,some.Mechanism to ensure that,
in the -final: analysis, disputes regarding: verification can be resolved

once the concern of a State is engaged that the treaty is not being

füllir Coniplied4ith.
40 There -must alsobe-preViSions in thtiartiele which would guarantee-the ability of all signatories to share in the yetifieation-procedUreseitherindependently, or in co-operation with -other 'parties; so
that .SignitorieS,ShOtilcIliot be at any unfair disadvantage owing to
lack of the necessary tvlinology or skill.
11. The other :main concern is that there should be a, ,Clear re-

statement of the pertinent rights of coastal 'States- under existing

internatieftai:107;`ee that these States may be 'assured that these rights
ar..ifollyprOteCted.linder the treaty now under negotiation. When the
subject 'Matter of such ti;--treatY 'deals, specifically with 'areas: of Vital
interest to States expected to beCoine,loartieS, '&0,0 are :Unlikely to
accept wording which leaves
iSSues.Unclear,:or which is dinned,
tO)#ovioeprOteetion'i*indirectiOn.,ProadaCeeptatice can be achieved
.only by ensuring that the drift:treaty is,ClearlY,fittedinto the totality
Ofthe,e4istikgfrainewOrk= of internatiorial law Vie*ed, against these

Oiiteria,, the provisions In the draft treaty Submitted, :by the co

Chairnieh, require, in the view Of the Canadian, delegation,, 'Careful
Bearing in mind these
I should now like to turn
tO, a very short explanation of the specific points in our working paper:
43:- Paragraph 1, which seeks to impose on pattieS. the ObligationtoirecOgni*etistingriglits; is in keeping Withthe,ptopesitiOn that the
relevant rights States under international' law should ,be re-stated
and taken filly into account in this treaty. It also provides specifically
for-Whit:is clearly the first step-, in the verification article of the joint
,draft Co7Sponsored'Iiiilie co-Chairmen :the,tight to'obSerie.
Paragraph ;g prOVides,an,outline,of what *Add be the 'Second

step in a verificatiow,.effoithe right of all patties: to consult and an

Undertaking': t6 -ee,operate in attempting to resolve difficulties which
might
15 `Paragraph13,1S-°the,point at 'whiCh:olir-',propoSal ibegins to go
"beyondthemerifiCationlartiCle put forward bythedo,Chairmen. While

the co-Chairmen have prevideci indirectly for observation and consultation, the phrase "right to verify" is open to several interpretations, some of which are not very reassuring:
16 It is our view
'concept of verification stops short of
-prOviding,preCiSely he:iv-the' Concern Of a State is to _be_ adequately, mei
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if-the, second- step of bilateral ,consultation and ,co=oporation fails.
The procedure envisaged in our working 'paper is that the State or
-States controllingthe installation or facilities in satiedion will be giiien,
'notice of,the desire. te:,cartY-out verification, by inspection, 'withotit--.

reniphitsize "without"interfering Witlithe actiVitieSinVelved;
ParagraPh4 would provide for ultimate 'recourse tAithe, Security Connell; if the necessary O.-Operation, of such States were not
forthcoming. It can be argued that parties already have the right,
-Under the Charter, to raise such issues in the Security Council But we
believe that 'specific reference to this right will serve to provide assurance that complaining State§,ketaih-the right of having recourse to the
Security Council if the suspeated, non-compliance gives sufficiently
seriouStonceril:18._- It is also it this paragraph that the question of -"access" is
taiSed. _-SuallvaaceSS as , an -ultimate 'recourse must be provided, we believe, , in order to ensure Credibility for the whole verification process:

We cannot emphasize too strongly, howeverl-thatthispratision would
be activated : only as a last resort, should- all other attempts to resolve

thepoinrat issue fail, and gioitabe:iiyabtotdanCe with the existing
LaW_ofthe,Sea. Otherwise, how can we speak of a credible "right to
verify"?
In paragraphs 5' ati,attenipt is made to meet more fully tho.contechnologically developed States that Verifibation,
should be
,A11'4-yAny-ciotibtS they might have about ,specific
events Sub-paragraph _kw provides for
assistance, either
19

06# Of the

bilat4044a provision whose 'inclusion in the Oci,-Chaiiinen'S draft
the Canadian delegation welcomes--or through the good
of the
Secretary-General of the lIniied Nations Sub-paragraphs ö (b)- and
.(0):Set-Ont,suggeStiona regarding details of the procedures and obliga-

tions surrounding a request for assistance in carrying out necessary
verification inspection processes, to be channelled through the See,
-retair,Gerieral;
In paragraph '.6 we have sought to point up as fully as possible
the Iriglits:44CoistalStatesairider international law, and particularly
,underthei658-Gicnizifit Convention on the Continents
Through
the -prOViSion for prier notification to coastal State§,regarding,possitIe verification on their continental shelf and for their association in a.
.manner acceptable tebothpartiesitt the actUalVerificationttheireaty
#On14--eriSnrethat the rifilevant rights of coastal States Under interriatiOnaLlaW
fully 'protected.
1.

Paragraph 7 of our paper is ty*itine., although- important,

alauSannifer-whiah all partiestOthe:treaty undertake to co-operate tohnigOnlent.thp article .o,n verification.
22. Paragraph 8,
envisages inclusion of teview provisions in
,thp:finalttpatyiponfirins that the procedures of Verificittionfthich will
.obviously have to be altered in the light of experience and changing
technology, should one of the subjects of any such review conference.
28: In ,cencluding,.1 would make the more general remark that
,rnatoryteehology, with its restless Airge'for'cOnstant innovation, is
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hardly cOnSistent -With,such static concepts in the co-Chairmen's draft
as the,Veto,poVirer on the right to amendthe treaty- tuia, the lack of prOvisiöii for .review.,
In Sdbinitting these proposals regarding verification, the Cana-

dian delegation approaches the problem with no -sense of finality or
infallibility, still less of inflexibility. Francis Bacon wisely said. "aftman will begm *ith certainties, he shall end in doubts, but if he*illbe. content to begin with doubts, he shall endLitt.tertaintieS.wS O with
the contents of this ,paper: we seek to establish Certainties only in
respect of principles and of the law, allowing for fieitibility, as to the
language,tindthanleans,,nntil we are agreed on the objectives.
25. :ff the contents of our working paper on verification, seem long
in relation to the -do-!Chairmen's- draft:treaty,..or excessively 'detailed,
I'WOuld: point out that the -.concept of the "right to verify" requires
clarification in ?spine 'detail; point by point,. if the result is to be regarded as ,.eiteCtive.4--the :Many governments which, will Wish to be
-*tired about COmpliance, with the terms of the treaty before they
-deefciel whether ,eii'llotte-eigt. it.,

26. As to form, our working paper attempts 'a certain precision
of language as an aid to further Consultations.' because, as I am sure,
we are all 'agreed; the time for generalities is past and the time for
negotiation is at hand. It:iS4iOt an amendment at thie stage, but rather
theCkliet, Of 'AietiheatiOn procedures directly related to the 'finpleraentatiOn of tlio.rig4t:to 'verity contained in the co-Chairmen's draft
treaty. Our working paper, therefore, Which tries to elarify.anct define
the procedures which would be open to the signatories of the treaty
_

-On* ).tlie, right, to-:vet#y:Apuldi I suggest, be e;ainined, -by this
Committee along with article SIII,of the co-Chairmen's _draft,
27. Our ain1-1S- to seek to .Strengtheitthe -draft treaty by ,helping
towards the broadest possible consensus. This 'would' not only redound
tOlhe,credit. of this,Coinnlittee-at: a negotiating body; it would also
eon-664*(6f coastal States, -whiehrepresentan
help to meet

ofthe hitohationacommtitity.,

Swedish, Proposal. Subiiiittecli to. the Conference of the
'Committee on Disarmament: ,Additional Article for
Prft,,,Sea.-130:VsTreatyti-Ottober 1 6,1969
.Eachof the Parties to the Tistys Underttik* to continue tegotia-

tieheigoiilftith*futtiekhete'ure$-tlitirik to a nOre-conprehen3i$,PShibitiii of the use for military purposes of the seabed and the
todijaiiflood'arict-the ellbSOiLtheteOf.

it*
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Statement by die-Swedish-Representative (Edelstan). to the

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament: Draft
$eafied Treaty, .0Cto 4er 1,6, 1269.1'
4. Aiter.a.considerable,period of inactivity the Committee is again
seized of an important taskIthenegotiation,of a treaty-to prohibit the
emplacement of nuclear weapons and Other NieapOnS- of mass destruetion., on the sea-bed. My delegation wishes to join these, who have con_

,

gratulated the co-Chairmen on their achievement in presenting
0.joint drift treaty. on this 'matter.2 Although such an agreement can-

_

not ,bd:a:stibStitsite,_fOr 0. major disarmament measure, the effective pre..
Ventien,of the emplacement of any nuclear installations on the.Sea-loed
would be
iniportant
.act of ;forethought, thts, representing
,

achievement in the service of future:, generations. Every ;step,'WhiCh
leads to the stemming of undesirable technological developments jii
welcome.,

Having :senged,fairly4Ong ago ',what an ;important medium for
future developments : the sea-bed-, is, the Swedish delegation is eager. tO'
take part in. the discussion and negotiation- .in the Committee solicited
'5.

by the co-Chairmen in .,presenting their draft-,ata intended to lead
"broadly-agreed" textto borrow an expression 'ased,..by-the lepte,
SeittAtiVe-Of the:Uniteit'Stiteii, Mr..LeOntrit's=t6 be submitted tô. the
current session of the General Assembly..
6. I feel, however, thaf.I.ShOuld: remind my ,colleagues at ille-olitset,
that during the earlier discussions in the Committee On the sea-bed issue
the vast majority of 'delegations opted for a more CoMprehensiVe:for=.

mula involving the complete demilitarization of the sea-bed and the
ocean floor; thus -.keeping' this new 'field.. (it'll:UM-in endeavour -entirely

re0e6ed'for:PeaCefOpurpOSOS in the interest Of all mankind. We are
now faced,: however, with. a new situation. The super-Powers have
reached an. agreement confindd,:in effect to the denudettriiation.Of the
Sea-bed. As 'T-iiiit,eaelier,any agreethent, between the *tan- POWers
leading to 4:04004:iii,iiovevet-hTotii4;; of the nuclear arms race is of.
importance and as such worthy of support by other countries..
,

IT.

`,HOVVeter, 0 treaty :

the..denucleamation of the Sea-bedIed

ip8olotd:_difOct concern mainly to the nuclear-weapon States. 'kis. tot
,

0600*(0. cli.41P4dent on the participation of the
StatekTheonepoint 'axed' interest to them also is that of VdeifiCation.
The iiltiMite position of 'fien4iitelear.4siapOn 'StitieS in regard tO
denueleariiation,treaty may well come to be dependent onthe,contitil
clauses in their filial' form and the possibilities these will offer ter lion.;
,nuclear Stite3 1t6,particiPitein- the veeifiestior; systen and to Obtain
infointtioz4sit,the.Teaulti of verification -prOdedures.1 shall return
to this /oat* jali'detaitinitheiatter part of this intervention.
$;- I wish to deal first with the issue of the comprehensive deiñilitárizatión of
40 isAied.-It4tiinOlsosible at this thictaiq to artiva 'at
an 40000. 10,046::0,-*ider-, and' vastly this*. important measure,
601:0,t, 448

04.6.
Ante, pp. 473-476:
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therenatiikally arises a,Claiin for some assurances-in the-present conteitt-as, to further steps in that direbtiOn. The Swedish delegation_ has
noticed, of -Course, that the-joint draft treaty on the denuclearization of
the ,§ea-bed='preSehted by the'co-Chairinen contains in the third pre-

ambtilar paragraph a,pledge by the parties to coritinue-tegotiations

concernitig- further, Measures leadingto the exclusion of the -sea-bed,
We
the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof from the arms race .
WelCome.thiS''pledge as a. sign of the determination of the main Powers
,

to extend the prohibitions contained in the present ,draft to 'further
:areas ofinilitary useS'of the Sea,-bed:

9. We deem it necessary, however, that, a more decisive ,step be

taken, and consequently propose that in the operative part of the treaty
be included -a similar commitment to continue negotiations in order to
arrive at a 'More, comprehensive prohibition ,; of the use of the sea-bed

for Military purposes. The parallel with the situation in the him--

proliferation Treaty is obVious., In that Treaty the preamble contains
a declaration of intent of the parties "to achieve at the earliest possible
data the ,cessation: of the nuclear arms race and to undertake effective
measures in the-directioir of 'nuclear ,diSarnianieht." In: addition there
is the famous article VA-spellintout this declaration of *Olt in the
foihrof arinndertakirigbythe
.
to, illurihe negotiations goOdtaith-on,efiective:theasutes relating to' cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on
a treaty on.general-and complete disarmament under strict and effective Inter-

national COW."

Our delegation considers that in a similar way the 'generallyworded declaration of intent in the ,preamble to the present draft
treaty ihOhld: be 014104 by an article in the treaty itself -whereby
the part** to the treaty undertake to continue negotiations on 'further
measures relating to ,a,MOre' comprehensive prohibition of the use of
10.

the,sett-bedlOr'imlitoy-phrpOseS. Tho;SNiedish:delegatiori has tried to

formulate, after consultation with a number of other -delegations,, a
.draft article to this effect I wish to refer my colleagues to document
CCI)/271, which is before the Committee and which contains possible
Voiding for Shek.anrartielsp. The text we are ,phttihg-fOrWard_reads as
Each. of the Parties lathe' ,U'reatymildertakes tecontinue negotiations la good'
faith; on further ineaSarea relating:, to a more comprehensive ,prohibition of the
use for ,military purposes Of the ,'seabed and the ocean floor and the subsoil_
tliereOf.5

It might constitute anew iartiele, IV-, in Which- case the, preSeht article
IV would be numbered V, and so on We'haVe'bOrroVed,,parts of the
language from article VI of the hoh,prOliferation, Treaty and parts
from the ,just-Mentioned third ,pitearribulitr ,paragraph, in the present
draft, treaty. We are confident that this suggested ;Strengthening of
the commitment to continue riegotititions,Villlae generally acceptable
11. tWish:to:streiSthat we are flexible as far as theaCthal-wording;
is COncernedirtis, however, important to avoid any possible miStinderAttOiding.16 to the interpretation of what sort of disarmament ideasDoe uni ents on PfkaitnafnOni, 1968,-pp. 4&1465.
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tires should 'be envisaged. The term. "as -raCe" :used in the present
third ,preatribular paragraph is 'fairly regularly_ used nowadayS. todenote-conipetition With -additiOnal, armaments, , and is not infrequently

even reduced to new types of weapOris., It should be unequivocally
understoOdithat *hat-we must strive:for in .connexiOn with the sea-bed
is ultimate disarmament extending to this new geographiCalarea, even
if for the tirnebeing 'we have to be content with a first Step.
12. A note 'Of -iVarnirig;SeeitiS, beWever, to be indicated: We.knoW,

alas? from .experience that ,a partial treaty does not entail, the conchiion Of a comprehensiVe. one. Worse, a partial treaty, might be
interpreted as legitimizing what is not explicitly forbidden. It is
therefore urgent that we do not end our efforts with the present partial,rneasure but ,prepare ourselves now for further -.negotiations -toWardS -a More comprehensive prohibition of the use of the sea,bed. for
military 1:,likpOses. The ,past .disciiSsiOn, in the Committee ,has' un-

doubtedly , reyealecl,the,iivisiespreactWillingnesi- Of States to enter into

such a far-reaching ,n4n-armaineht, coMmitthent., It Should be duly
noted that such :a, cominitinerit would entail obligations T also for non,`nuclearfWeapon, States. Their adherence to such a treaty would con-

siderably strengthen the prohibitions in the treaty at present under

discussion, , which, operatively: .Speaking, is dependent. on the actions
,only, of the nuclear-weapon States That is ,Why a specific declaration

Of intent to continue these negotiations, to The inserted in the inain
body Of the present

so important.

Other-SO*0 .hkire, already expressed concern over Whitt

would seem to be an ambiguity, or at least some not 'iety clear la,ii,guate,'.i.n:_the'VieSent,attiele I Its generaLineaniiig is certainly clear :

-a ,prOlubitiOn; on the emplacement, 'took]: a _zone' Of twelve nautical
miles frein,theUtelineS'USed 'tO.establigh the breadth of the territerial.
sea, Of any Objects:: with nuclear weapons or other types of weapons of
mass destruction, as well as all structures intended for storing, testing
or Opt sUoli,-;WeipOriS: What is not entirely ,clear,, however, is the

iitiratioitinSide;the. One, of twelve nautical miles in cases where the
coastal' State is less wide than twelve miles. That
territorial Sea; of
ambiguity existed also in earlier draft treaty :texts.
14. In a itateMentiiithe,COmnrittee on 24 July our delegation suggested. that the coastal State should have the exclusive light to military
uses of the sea-bed within the twelve-mile Zone- and also -eXchisive
rights and ObligatiOns,ds:fo:aS' verification of the treaty 1provisions
Within, that, tone, was COneerned.° We then' had it -ninicl-,--and we
continue ; to hold the viewthat this exclusive right of the 'Coastalspelt out in the treaty
State. Within, the twelve-mile zone should
teit.:There:are after all a number of:Statesi,inelnding my Town, which
than!, territorial seas, more *Kilted than twelve nautical ,miles. We
the text ,Of the treaty can be amended in order to
therefore hope
cover this poilit...Thi§*iSirefers'46th to articlel and to the verification
15. Turning now specifiCally.te,the,,Verification, provisions in the
:present :draft treaty,: viz artiole-IIII; we -Share the views already expressed by :Several: representatives as to their , clear insufficiency. The

,

ENDC.I/PV:422, p.16;
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delegation of: Canada haS made an important attempt to remedy this
(CCD/270)':7"
situation 'by preSenting!itS working paper on Article
The representative of Canada, Mk. Ignatieff, when 'introducing the
Working,paper,,pOintediOnt that it was not an amendinent at this stage
but rather
. a Checklistuf ,verification procedures directbr, related to the Iinpleineutationof.thexightfo verify Contained-1n the co,Chairnien's draftireaty"

Seen in that light,' the-Canadian paper is most valuable and should- give
for thought '.and for fUrther constructive negotiations.
18. ,I stressed the:beginning of this-Statement the impOrtatiCe of
credible Verification system, for the aeoeptanee,b)r the vast' majority
of "States -,of lt'dennelearizatiOn treaty: 1Mr. Ignatieff very -eloquently
liste&ComelaSie criteria, on Which such generally- acceptable verification.proviSions'Shonl&be baSect:the, inCluthon-'dtsorne mechanism for
,SolV,mtdispUtes -regarding VerifiCation;:soMe guarantees' that all:par'us

,

tie§ can in, effect share in theerificatfon, process; 'and asiurandes as
to the protection Of the SpecialintereSts and rights the Coastal State.
'The:pritent artiClelir dOea'nottin the,opinion 'of the Swedish
'delegatioryentirely-CoVer'thoie basic'eriteria, nor doeS.it provide
,cient elat4ty 'aTto-the ,-meaning of -the word "verification'-'`-as- used:
HOWeirer,§hold-oirely-hot ,pktke to be :beyond .the ability 'of the
:MeMbers .of :thiS,COMMittee 4;0 arrive ata solution.in treaty
_aCeeptable.' to, all:
delegation iS _ready to take, part' during the
,toirung, days joint attempts- tivithii*Ett'such, a solution.
,

18. 'This 'brings'-ine to my last point for today, that of timing. The
=time ".available} to us is indeed limited. The First -Coimnittee of 'the,
'General, Assembly,. to which" disarmament. Mattera 'belong,, hi started
,on disarmament that- body is;
it* ',work' For its fOrthCoMing
niter- a/24,7dependent on-the, report of:our Committee ,Surely we'can-

nOt let the United Nations wait too long for that:report: But there is
another as Otiz The Fifa COMMittee- of the, General- Assembly 'is, also
sem&-of -e matter -Of the,,sea.le& as a' Whore and intends, under=
Oland, 'tO,startits 'debate on that issue very shortly., Clearlythe.'qUeS'tions of .military tincl, non - military aetiVities.on the sew-bed, are .clOSely
interrelated. TASt, year already the SWediSh:- delegation expressed in,the General: Assembly the:Vie* that there 'Should-be ,joint:Considera-

tiori3Of 'What obligations should-:be undertaken by States to prohibit
be kept open for the
military uses and what, OpPortunitieC,
intainational*MinunitytO develop 'jointly the resources of the sea=bed.
nera probleit; The representative of the
19. Thoie are parti 'of
*Met
expressed this inter_ relationahip WhenheStii& thatthieliresent draft treaty was-citeoesitiy prereqUisite. for "the- development of international co-operation
.,
44-41)1PrOktile sea bed. 44**eiltP.F-POteefutingliOlie,

We 101d thatthe opposite is also thug., A speedy conclusion of Or
labontshare, transferring the 4eliberationa 'to the United Nations,
-

WOU14-4cOnst4tute, :Mink, :the' best ,oMen,.fOr 'a.; meaningful, debate in
.

461-48i,

*de, pA78.
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New York on the. Object of the peaceful exploration and use of the
sea-bed for thelienefit of all Mankuid.

Statement,by-the.United States Regteseatatlive (Leonard)to the Conference of the ComniittecturDisarnianlent,
Octobee 16,. 19691
Iàhoülcllike firstto join other members of the Committee in extend,
ink our congratulations to Mr. IlOahChin and the Soviet 'Union on the
successful launching and flight of the three space-ships Soyuz 6,7 and

8. These seven brave men now orbiting, the earth have our sincere
wishes for a, safe return. I am sure that their exploits will represent
a ,substantial contribution of great importance to all mankind to the
peaceful exploration of outer space.,

56: I should also like to-knnthe other members of the Committee
who have welcomed the new leader of the -,Polish delegation,

Kazirdierz,ZkbAkii,Who, is well known to many members for his past
COntribitiOns:.WOloOklOrWaS to his future contributions with great.
appreciation..,
,57. I should 410 -like .0 _Wend a welcome in his absence to Lord
ChalfOnt,:the:neW leader of the United Kingdom 'delegation, ,who has
unfortunately jkat-beeivcalled back to his capital by urgent
He also is a very told friend of many members of the Committee, and
I count him already a *ell good new friend of the.United-!StateS dele,

*ion. We certainly` look forward very much to the contribution
which we

his

and Capabilities will enable -Min, to

make to the Work' ,of this Committee. I have taken the liberty of
providing Lord Chalfont', With '. a, copy -Of the remarks I- am about to

make, for his entertainment on the trip back ' to Linden.

;58; I should like now to tUrrito-the,016-Stantive question, We have
'before ii§`the question of the sea-bed. In my statement on 7 October, on
the submission of the .US=.--NSSIf draft sea-bed :treaty? 1,Said.that

should have to *OA :hard in order to be able to submit a sound and

broadly-agreed teirtiO:the CUrrent,§e§SiOn,of the General Assembly.8
That'apPlies e4411t to the cO,Chairinen, whivhave the responsibility
for eXpla*ing and claiifking, the treaty provisions which they have put

fatWard and the iconsiderations that forni the basis for the text. We
have taken. careful /like- of the comments of other delegations on the
treaty stext and wish to continue to ,receive any suggestions other
delegations may
59. IihoUld.lilietOdak;in-Order to facilitate full understanding, to
discuss the faCtOrs'that'underliethy delegation's approach, particularly
treaty that has received the
as regards verificationthe aspect of
intik ittentiOn, so tar; It is perfectly understandable that this matter
:

'Should be carefully eXaMined;;:sific0 no -responsible government could
was confident that the -ObligatiOnS
accept
1

'doD/PV.44:3; pp, 164r.
Ante, pp. :473-471

3Mitkpiv,478-481.,
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of:the agreement would be complied With-by the' ther parties:Many
delegations-have, commented on verifidationln, our plenary meetings,
and considerable informal discussion has also taken place. We have
also hada detailedpresentation On_this subject in the form of a working paper subinittedhy the reptesentative of Canada.460. As I understand the concerns that haVe been_ expressed, thi...e
-seem to be threepoints of partiCular Interest to a number of delegatio:s.s.

First, there:is-the concern. that. vetificationftohe adequate, requires a
more complete inspection of sea -bed facilities. That concern isteflected
in shggestions.that there might be provisiOnsin the treaty coveting ac,
cess into facilities. Second, there is a. feeling that verification, to be effec-

tive in practice, tequites thittassistance-be available; and-thatfeeling
is reflectediii suggestions for arranging assistance through an internatiohal,oiginization such as the United _Nations. Thitd, there is ',a fear
that verification to pitted:, the rights Of -Cloastal:States, requires,the,
eStablishment of explicit 'procedures, as reflected in suggestions for
procedures, for notification and the patticipation,of a coastal State in
verification activities in the vicinity of itS,contihental shelf.
61. 'Let Me, address these points in. Order..
1'

'Therehaialrea4 been considerable discussions of the possible
need for a right .of access to heilities-, on the sea-bed. As.Mr. Fisher
pointed Out-in some detail in his statement on 22 May, the United States

belieVes that aright: of,access, for the purpOse of a nuclear measure,
would he licoth :impractical. and 'tuineeessary.0'
:63. Before we go further, ,however,, ,Should -like-to explain that
when the United'States delegation refers to the right of access we mean
'thiligh_t to-go into
the right -to Open up apiece Of equipMerit'. When we,Say that such accei.sis impractical-and Unnecessary,..we
are not referrhig,to aecesSin the sense Or ability to go close to the Object
or faCilitY in question.. other Wordsi, in one sense -itCcess would be

permitted.; Thais, undet the freedohi of the high seas parties could

haVe accessclOSe,aecesi-49 the area ofai facility or an object; so long
as there-wasn't) interference .with the activities Of the State§ concerned.
`64. WithOut repeating out earlier statements, let me simply -sketCh
out 60- retison§ for the conclusion that- acceSs: in the-narrow, specific
'sense Of physioattritruSion into a sea -bed installation would be imOraeSuch,aeCesS into Sea-1_54 installations -Would be
tical and,
difficUlt;, haWdOils, and cosily, and:could, be 'deStructive of both pkot
.64srand'huManlikoWinktO the high preSSureSin deep -water around
the, objeet -to', be, Vetified: Furthermore, the-tesOurdes Which might be
.available for thisipurpOSe -are:in very -short supply.
65. Now thOSe obstacles miglithave to be faced if it were absolutely
necessary to have inspections of the,ihtetior of installations, to assure
ceinpliande with the treaty which -we havehefere Us; -but we are cohVindedthat access into:installatioris would be unnecessary for us, or for
othet.,nationst.whateirer the level Of their knowledge of .marine technology. We believe that sea7bed eitiplacencientsfOr nuclear weapons, on
the:Scale ,required to be of significant military value, would be difficult
to build Without ,the knowledge of other countries. EMplacing such
,

Ante, pp. 481-482.
I Ante, pp. 216-217.
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installationS would' involve a great deal of sophisticated equipment,
it -Would involve unusual engineering -activities and it would involve

.a 'highly visible support effort. In addition, the deploying country
wound,: obviously endeavour to enforee elaborate security systeMs to
protect the Vital 'military secrets which would be involved in such
installationS. All those activities would: undoubtedly attract 'the at!
tention of other Matithrie
countries.

,EVen, if, one- -were
re to- aSsume, for the:,sake of -argument, that
some :fabilitieS
the emplacement of weapons of' mass 'deStructiOn

,might
emplaced before the COnstr action was discovered, the con-figuration and operation of facilitiesSpecifically,designed for nuclear
Weapons or other 'Weapons of mass destrUction would be plainly' obServable and identifiable, without, access into such fadilities being-

required-67., It has been,asked how 'Wecan be so sure of our capability
the eapability OfotherS' :to check compliance with, this treaty whenand
we
haVe insisted on much more elaborate provisionsin other arms control
:MeaStireS. Thai qUeStion seems to imply that there ShOuld; be virtually
identical- verification, provisions for any measure, regardless of its
fiature.,i,contraitl, the:United States has alWays sought to ,establiSk
*erifidatiOn prodedureS appropriate- to the particular measure in ques
tion: In :SOMe ,instances it may be ,neoeSSary to have certain types of
*Site inspeetionS; in Other case8,,,as for example the ban on stationing

nuclear Weapon-Sir outer space, access to ObjectSiS not ;required..
:68,. I liopeWe Can all agree that it
is folloWing-the path:of progress

for us & adopt a flexible, imaginative and creative view regarding
prOoechites for verification., If -a, country were to refuse to accept

verification' pro2cedUres- for one situation -because in-,another situation

other serifioation.lirpoedures,inight be necessary and appropriate, the
OPPOrtnnities- for teaching, agreement,'Would, be ,seVerely. limited. I.
think:it WOUldbecOrkeet to say thie,thistOminittee IntSian interest in
:deMOnStrating its ability to faShiOn verification procedures UniqUely
W104 for thelieedsof 'each, unique situation. That, is the pragniatic
way to achieve, PrOgresS;: and we ask the Committee's support for
proceeding inthis manner.
::*3tUrning
the,seaAedi, We'4010e that there is a wide
tallge of possible actions which partiesconid take to verify compliance
with_ hiStret4,,short of 'actual entry inta inStallatiOns. As we-pointed
-,Ofit,earlier, the, Nast :nittjdrity, of -StateS have ships and planes that
can and de,eonstanilly carry .O*surveillance of their coastal waters.
-Even 'more impOrtant, the ,aetiVitieS of 8tates on and over the
high
seas are net anct will not be, subject to the 'kind- of restrictions that
*044'-apply'in, the daSe,41 inspections on the territory, of anOther
State. 8o=iolig;awitie,abtiirity was not interfered with, ,States could
ObSerVethefacility-zaS Often,,and,,as closely as the circumstances Warranted:, Photographs could be taken and data could be collected to
evalnatp-'the activity anittO .assist in the detennination, of Whether
violated. ,S6 :long as they tea- place ivithin the
'Treaty :area,
Oct hot:iiitettOe with the activities of the States
coneetned;:those .lirocedure.S, would' be consistent with existing internationailaW,
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76. -If it is suggested, as we haVessometinie§ heard,_ that the--560metre safety' zone pernlitted under the Geneva Contiention on the: Con-

Oriental :Shelf(' would preclUde-cloSe .examination Of a particular
installation; I' oUldrespon&thatii is highly,Unlikely that *potential
violator of this treaty would arinOunCa, the precise-. odatien- of his
violation:by giving due ,notice Oftheinstallation,and the,safety zone,
as: provided in that ConventiOrt...Even: if he ; Were to ;' do kistili4ti3Ob-

iervatiofr-rathet

and continuous observation would' still be
possible and'ihe..hature of the aCtiVitie§:beiig carried out at; the installation ,catild,itidici4 Whether: further consultation was
May I'turn no* another *sped of the verification qUeistion,
the -niatter,Of, assistance ?'It is an .undisputed' fact: that. there are dif.

fereneei' among,, Statee regarding their. respectiVe levels:of technolog
This hag led some tAyixonder Whethetthere:shoUld be provisions
,

'treaty to establish arrangements' which. *Oldenable less .adVanced
"States tO , Obtain, assistance Weittying,--60*.drifie4ioi activities
the 0:kbed. The United' Nations has- been Mentioned as posSible
ChOnel:for such assistance.
As "in'the.case of the need, fOticees:Olii*is legitimate tineation
and d.eserves tki'bo
We ,continue to believe 'that efforts toprOCedUre§..fOr :assistance WOuld.'be .premature, in
PrOVide

'soiire-e,

72

vie*. of uncertainty itbOtit What, is involved,: and dOuld, also taieeSeVere:probleinssof re§oUree allocation,_ The equipment and: perSonnel

supply, anddetailed
fqtlies4epecialized activities
would be necessary by the, States .1540014 theni, Of: osr-proposed treaty provisions
their use.,
The.-,suggestion 4i-intake
:paragrapyi4(a)' of the Canadian
working, Paper is that States
the:right :to appply to another
state, part "
The rePresentative 'of -Cana a lias.'pOiiited
paper -.does not propose treaty ;language;? and we think
oUttluit
that' thi§ rePresente a -helpful clarification
fiC4ibii it this, Stage.:HOWetier, the
larignage Used iii. ,i)(trag-taph,5.(a).voiot§_14 dui diffidilltis, of the suggestion: We think. that problem
covered' adequately and in a
practical andWorkable,inahner *result- of the present language in

paragraph '2 of article III of the draft treaty contained in document
CCD/269.8 This language clearly reflects the, fact' that parties may
exercise their right ,of Verifidation by their own means or with the
assistance of, other partiea If the proposed paragraph 5(a)- means
.soinething more than that, it inigytinaply obligations; for the United
States and -other countries andigiven the- present state of technology
and the- Varling political, relationscainong the. large number Of countries that might become parties to the treaty, it would not be possible
fOr us to accept such obligations.
74. There is another ,aspect of thia viestion that deserves careful

study._ It may be thimightihat the United Nationa should play a role
in verification,-since it. is the organization charged with the responsibility `forinterriational peaCe and security. In fact, under the Charter
Of th.e United, Nations there are already _prOVisiOns for dealing with
possible threats to peace. But I would urge caution in specifying in
0499 UNTS 811.
7 Ante, p. 488.
Ante, pp. 473 -475.
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this treaty hew the United. Nations should be used or what the
Secretary-Gelieralmight do.
75. I:believe it would -be- a mistake to try to turn the question of
Verification overtotheIjilited_NatiOnSi Instead, I believe that reliance
should be placed On infornial procedures for consultation and,-cooperation.4.already.enVisioned:inthe draft. States_that have mutual
interests.ilr particular areas of the sea -bed would_ no doubt wish to
work- ut appropriate arrangements., All-this would' take -place within
the framework- -of 4normal international relations.
76: In those very feW 'cases where- consultation and co-operation
Might-hot be sliftdient,_Or Where a party -might have serious questions
about-the ob§erValice Of:the prohibitions, thereare existing procedures
for 'bringing'Sildh questions to the attention of the Sedulity Council.
-These. are: "set birth in the 'United Nations Charter, and the, sea-bed
treaty would .dertaitily 'not. Change: any party'§ rigyte or obligations
under-that Charter'. In contrast to efforts- to *edify in the -sea -bed
treaty procedures for-United Nations action,it might belhore-fititful
to:0'1610k -Ways'in.WhiCh existing-United Nations procedures might
While my-delOgatitin would be 'opposed- to efforts= to include
etplicit-provisions for -United 'Nations, participation in, for example,
verification, it is :ready to examine how the 'ekieting fraineWork of
international law,
the United Nations, might
-be-used;te,teinforde,the-provisions Of the sea-bed treaty. I hope-that
these delegations concerned about verification assistance will comment
on thiS approach.

77. The last of the three interests I mentioned earlier has to do

with the rights of coastal Stat;S: Although the treaty clearly provides
that verification would have te.take place without infringing rights
underiiiternatioilai
some delegations have expressed the view that

prodedfiree should be established to ensure that the coastal State's
rights regarding its continental' §helf are protected. The procedures
which have been suggested- nvolVe notification and participation of
a coastal State-which is a party to the treaty in verification activities
taking plade on the continental shelf Or in its superjacent waters.
Since I believe we are agreed that this treaty should not prejudice
any-State's eitistingrighti, it is proper that we should review the draft
text to see whether this concern is fully met and, if not, whether new

procedure§ shOUld be formulated and negotiated.
78. After reviewing this qiiestion carefully; the United States continues to- be convinced that new procedures need not and should not
be developed. The draft treaty is written in such a way as to ensure
that it would not infringe or otherwise interfere with existing rights or
obligations under- international law, except in so far as the parties
would accept the new prohibitions of the treaty itself, such as not to
emplade weapons of mass destruction beyond the contiguous zone.
The provision for verification depends directly on international law
and theexerciso of the freedom of the high seas. As a practical matter,
we are confident that parties would be able to verify effectively with-

out in any way infringing the rights of coastal States regarding the
continental shelf.
79. In contrast to this flexible and realistic provision, the proposal
for notification and participation or association of the coastal State
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seems to us- to be an unnecessary and undesirable restriction on the
right of a party to verify the activities of others. [f the proposed procedure for involving a coastal State is to haVe any meaning, it will
require a correSponding power or-authority to enforce the obligation.
But it would not be immediately apparent -whether a ship, sailing on
the,high'SeaS, was engaged 'in_ activities completely unrelated to this
treaty; or whether it was carrying on some form: Of verification for
whith l)ermission *Oda be needed:- The coastal States; therefore,
might feel authorized-to attempt -to exercise some form of control over
the activities of-any ship or Subinitririe in the vicinity of its continental

shelf. We would regard any such effort to be a serious infringement
Of the,freedom of the high:Seas. It would also be inconsistent with the
1958 Geneira Convention on the Continental Shelf, which stipulates
that the right§ of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not
'affect thelegal_ Statils-of the,supetjacent waters as high _seas, or that
of the,airspace above those Waters, and that the coastal State's rights

On the: shelt are limited to _Occlusive rights of exploration and

exploitatiint
8% The problems of-co- participation- or association are not solved
by the .inclusion of a clause -like that contained in paragraph 6 (c) of
the Canadian Working paper. That paragraph states that the provisions for_notice and association do not apply to the process of "simple
observation" in the normal Course of navigation or overflight. It is
extremely difficult to visualize, and I believe it would in fact be even
More difficult to establish, clear-cut dividing lines between "simple
observation" and observation that might be described as not "simple"
because something more than the naked, eye, such as cameras, had
been used. Wonleit cease to be "simple" because observation had taken
place by some divers-in the water who had not descended to the actual
sea-bed, and so forth? Complexities of that sort should be avoided.
81. We hope that members of this Committee will ask themselves
frankly whether we really need to establish procedures for "co-operation." or,-to use the word in the Canadian paper, "association" to satisfy
those concerns of coastal States that seem to lie behind the idea. We
understand that coastal States which value highly their right to exploit
the resources of their own continental shelves would not like to see the
-

right of verification under the sea-bed treaty utilized somehow to
prejudice their right to develop those resources. It seems to us improbable, however, that any country could in some fashion approach
the continental shelf of another State and, under the guise of sea-bed
arms control verification, exploit resources of the shelf without the
knowledge of the _coastal State.
82. Exploitation of resources in the sea-bed is a big and a difficult
job. It takes equipment and men on a large scale. It cannot be done
in an hour or two by a ghost ship in the night. These obvious realities
should not be ignored in this Committee. On the other hand, if it were
felt that the verification activities of another State under the sea-bed
arms-control treaty were somehow being used as a cover to circumvent
the coastal State's exclusive right of exploration and exploitation on
the continental shelf, those activities could. certainly be brought into
question by the coastal State. On the basis of these realities, our conclusion is that special new procedures providing for "co-operation" or
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"association" are simply not needed to protect the rights of the coastal
State on the continental shelf. All Of these -considerations have con-

vinced my delegation that an attempt to develop these procedures
Would seriously .complicate the negotiation of this treaty and would
be undesirable in any case. Such procedure§ would raise difficult and
complex questions of the-law of the sea. FurthermOre, there would be
important and adVerse security iMplicationS, since the procedures
would inevitably infringe the right to use the high sett§ freely.
83. At the stunt). time, We Should'not simply dismiss the concern that
lies behind all'of theSe suggestions. We appreciate the interest of coastal
States in ensuringthattheir rights are safeghardel The United States,
after all, has a, .VerrlongeoaSt and a large continental shelf. As has been
pointed out, interliationallaW covers not only such =thing as the freecloin- of thelighseas but also rights regarding the continental shelf. If,
despite,OhripreViotiS efforts to- avoid -even the implication of prejudice
to the positions Of_parties, there remains a strong feeling that thisteeds
to be-Spelt.Oht with serrieWhattreater attention to existingrights, then

I believe that further consideration is-Warranted. Accordingly I hope
that those delegations Whieh are concerned alient ooteetihg the rights
of coastal.StateS will give some thought to lhatt. thiS might be done in
WayS, Which- would --not require _restrictions on what for centuries has

been accepted as part of the doctrine of freedom of the-setts.
84. BefOre _leaping the question of the rights of coastal States, I
think it-would -be helpfhl to pOint out the interrelationship between the
question of inspection with access, as suggested in paragraph 4 of the
Canadian *Irking paper, arid_ the queStion of protecting the legitimate
existing tight§ of coastal States On their own continenta,1 shelves. If access to facilities were to be protided finder this treaty, then clearly there
would be greater oppOttunity for somehow impeding or complicating
activities of coastal States on. their own continental shelves. Therefore
we think that the interests of coastal States, which presumably want to
Minimize any possible risk of impeding the operation of their facilities
on their own continental shelves, would best be served by simplifying,
not complicating, possible procedures Of verification.
85. In the course Of the next few weeks this Committee will have a
valuable opportunity to work out a meaningful nuclear arms limitation. This will require perseverance and the sincere co-operation of all
delegations. It will require a realistic-appreciation of each other's real
concerns and needs. The United States delegation, for its part, is prepared to give careful and serious consideration to all suggestions that
other delegations have made and may wish to make with respect to the

draft treaty.

Chinese Communist Statement on Draft Sea-Bed Treaty,
October 22, 19691
The U.S.-Soviet draft treaty on the so-called prohibition of the emplacement of nuclear weapons on the seabed and the ocean floor was
Peking Review, Oct. 31, 1969, p. 30. The statement was broadcast by the Peking
radio on Oct. 22.
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trotted out. jointly by the U.S. and Soviet repreSentatives at the

0Otober 7 meeting -of the .25-nation "disarmament" Conference in

Geneva.2 This is it-new-Step by the United States and the Soviet Union

to speed up. their collaboration and a new swindle to legalize their
intensified efforts in. carrying out-the nuclear armament race on the
Seabed:

Ostensibly proclaiming "the prohibition of the emplacement of nuclearWeapons and-other tettpOnSof niats-deStruction on the seabed and
the ocean, floor--and in the -§tibSOilthereofi" "this draft treaty is an outexplanation of this draft treaty at the meeting on
and-out fraud:
October 7, US. representative James' Leonard Streased,that _inecording

to the draft treaty,, submarines: carrying nuclear weapons "should be
vieivedin the same WAY,aaany other ships; they.- would therefore not be
Vieratingthe treaty .?' 8tis et:14'111116n ItioVvledge thAt the United' States
and the'SOViet Union are now stepping up their efforts to-build nuclear
submarines in order to carry out nuclear"
lkit the draft treaty

atipiilateS-that nuclear submarines should be exempled,froh prehibi,
treaty is.aimed at providing
a legal defer for the:,actititieS Of the -United States and' the Soviet

tioh._ThiSiS &At 'eiiidence-thit

Union in sending their:nuclear-arMed"- submarines And-fleets to act the
-tyrant everywhere and unscrupulously engage in n_ uclear threat against
other countries.
In working -out -the draft- treaty,.-U.S. imperialism has persistently
held thatthere should be no restriction on-the emplacement of so-called
"Conventional WeaponS" On the-sea-bed. Explaining the draft treaty,

the US. tepresentatiVe said that it "timid in no way impede peaceful
uses of nuclear energy " -or "affect the conduct of peaceful nuclear explesiona." This means that the United State§ and the Soviet Union will
have airee hand in speeding up their arms expansion.and war preparations on the Seabed in:the guise of "conventional weapons" and "peaceful uses of nuclear energy."
The joint U.S.-Soviet draft treaty, also contains an article which
specially Stipulates that they "have the right to verify" the activities
of other states on the seabed. This is an attempt to legalize their increased activities in collecting seabed information and to use this
treaty-to build up their seabed-hegemony and set up military installations there.
This new draft treaty was concocted by the United States and the
Soviet Union after more than one year of behind-the-scenes bargaining
following their manipulation of the U.N. General Assembly to adopt
the so-called "nuclear non-proliferation treaty" in June 1968.4 This
new draft treaty is designed to further realize their scheme of maintaining nuclear monopoly and deceive and benumb the people of the

world. It is crystal clear that the draft treaty is nothing but a new
plot, engineered by U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism in a vain

effort to establish their domination over the seabed and accelerate
their nuclear arms expansion and war preparations there.
Ante, pp. 473-475.
Ante, p. 479.
4 Documents on Disarmament, 1068, pp. 4G1-465.
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White House Announcement on Strategic Arms Limitation

Talks, October 25, 19691
Confirming the agreement reached earlier to enter into negotiation
on curbing the strategic armaments race,2 the Governments of the
United States and USSR have agreed that specially designated repre-

sentatives of the United States and the Soviet Union will meet in
Helsinki on November 17, 1969 for preliminary discussion of the
questions involved.

News .COnferenceReMarks by Secretary of State Rogers:
Strategic Arms Limita- tion, Talks With the sovietUtion,

October 25, 1969 1
Secretary 4Ogers: Ladies .arid,. gentlemen, I thought that it might
be 'helpful to-_get :tOgether With..you, in view of the announcement that
was made in the White "House 11 -o'Clock,2 because I thought you

might have some 'questions onthis
this subject. I will do my best to give
you the information- that you= would like to have.

Q. Mr. Secretary, could you- aniplify a little bit on what will be
treated at the preliminary discussions
..4.nd secondly, will you. tell us if there's a possibility that President
Nixon Owl the Soviet Premier, Mr. Kosygin, might formally open the
second phase of serious negotiations on the substantive issues?

A. On the second part of the question, I think the answer is no,

there
VrOsett intention of any procedure of that kind, and I don't
believe that it will -happen.
As far as the preliminary-.talks themSelves are concerned, we expect
that they will be exploratory in nature. The purpose of the preliminary
talks is to have a free discussion about how the negotiations can be
conducted.

Now, we are approaching these talks very seriously. Certainly it's
as Serious a matter as we have in our nation today, and I think that
the Soviet Union's attitude is the same. Certainly they say that they
are very serious about these talks.
So we want to discuss how we can best approach the talks in a
serious, businesslike way that will be productive.

Q. Mr. Secretary.
A.

Yes.

Weekly Compilation of Preaidential Documents, Oct. 27,1969, p. 1485.
9 See Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 460.

Departritent of State Bulletin, Nov. 10,1969, pp. 389-394.

'Supra.
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Q. These talks have been _put off time and time again. What do
you think is different now about this time? Why did the Russians

agree now?
A.

Well, I don't knowand I'm not sure that it would help any

to speculate on the reason for the delay since June. They probably
wonder Why we delayed from the time our administration came into
office until Juneand we did it because we wanted to review the situation. carefully.

I think that they probably have problems of one kind or another

and they have now decided. to have the talks.

Q.. Mr. Secretary, on the question of MIRY [multiple independently-targeted reentry vehicle], iS-itthe intention: of- this Governinent
to propose a freeze, a moratoria*, or -some other device to ,halt ILtIRV
testing at the beginning of thi.'s cbnference ;96 that' substantive issues
can be dealt with through a Moratorium Or a freeze?
A.. Well,. as Pre_ Sident Nikon said in June, we are obviously considering the whole question of 'MIRAt -tests and posSible moratorium
on the tests; and that will be-one of the subjects that will be considered
when we start these talkS.3

I think that it's a complex situation. Now that the talks are sched-

uled, to start on the 17th, why, we will consider -how we approach that
subject.
We certainly don't intend to have any public discussion as -we ,go

along on each one of these issueS. It's too serious a business. We're
going to try as much as possible to conduct these negotiations in
private.
Now, obviously, we'll keep our NATO allies informed of the progress, and we'll keep Congress informed. But as much as .possible, we
want to do this in private; and the Soviet Union indicates that that's
their intention, too.
Q. Mr. Secretary, I don't understand what you mean by saying
you don't intend to have a public discussion because the issues are too
serious.

A. Well, I mean, at each step of the negotiation, obviously, we will

have a discussion. Eventually the public will know. But while we are
talking we think it's better to do it in a private session, and we would
hope that with some exceptions they will be private sessions.
Do I make myself clear?
Q. Yes. But could I ask one more followup question?
A. But let me say on that point, Mr. Hightower, that as I said, we
will keep Congress advised, and we will keep the appropriate committees fully advised of the general approach that our Government is
taking. And we'll keep our allies advised.
But we don't want to have each one of these negotiating sessions a
public session, because it's a, very complex subject, and we think it's
so serious that it should be conducted in a businesslike atmosphere.
And when it's appropriate to advise the public, we will.
3 Ante, pp. 254-255.
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Q. So you expect some public information to come out from, time
to time. But the mg otiations,aS such, are to be private.
A. That's correct.
Q. Yes. At, What level do you plan to open the talks?
A. Well, we have our deleFation, that we have already announced,
that is prepared to go to Helsinki on the-17th. The Chairman-Of that is
AtnbasSadOr:Gerarcl'Sinitl., the Alternate Chairman is-Philip Farley,
there's -Paul Nitte and General Allison, ',Llewellyn Thompson, and
Dr: Harold trown.
Q. Arr. Secretary, I'm not quite clear -on whether there's .going to
Helsinki or ,a series -of meetings in Helsinki that are
be one- MONO
ended .by the ending of-the yreliminary tallo=and'then the beginning
Of the ached talks Somewhere else?10018 it all -going to run together?
we can't predict- it for Certain. tint think it will run
A.
something like-this:
We would expect that' preliminary discussions in Helsinki will run
for several days, maybe a few -weeks, and at that time a decision will
be made about a peilinthent site. And alSo, dedisions will be made about

bow best 'to conduct the permanent negotiationshow many should
attend, hoW many should be priArate, and whether there should be an
agenda-ornot have: an agenda-- -those things:
In other words, the purpose of the preliminary talks is to work- it

out so that we are not arguing aboUt details and we get right down
to the business of serious negotiations when we get to the permanent
talks.

Q. Mr. Secretary, is there any thought on .our part of proposing
some sort of limitation on antiballistic Missiles? Or does it appear that
the deciSiOn, of both governments- to proceed with limited deployment
precludes thi,§?

A. Mi. Scali, we are not going to discuss in advance, and. hopefully
not while the negotiations are being conducted, specific proposals that
we are going to make.
I think I should, say that the negotiations will include both offensive

and detenSive strategic weapons.And as you know, under the nonproliferation treaty, We have an obligation to do that, and we are
going to fulfill that obligation.
Chalmers.

Q. Could I clarify somethingsome of the answers you hove
given? You are going to Helsinki to have a preliminary meeting of a
few days to a few weeks. Now, that is essentially to work out the techniques of how you have a longer range, more permanent meeting.
Does that mean that-in the preliminary meeting there will be no posSibility of discussing a substantive question such as the freeze of
2111BV while we're homing the permanent meeting?

A. No.
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That could happen at the preliminary meeting?
A. Yes, yes. We are not going to exclude any subject from discussion at the preliminary meetings, and I don't want to be in any rigid
position about how long these preliminary talks Care going to last or
how we're going to discuss it. Our attitude is quite flexible.
And I think the Soviet Union's attitude is the same.
We're serious about this, and we want to conduct the negotiations
in a businesslike manner, and we hope that we can avoid long arguments about the agenda and which item will come first and whether
there's a limitation on what we can talk about, and so forth.
If we can have a more reasonable, flexible approach to negotiations,
and if we can talk back and forth, and,do it with a serious intention
in mindthen it'S possible- that these talks can be productive.
Q. Mr. Secretary, can you give us an idea at least what you anticipate what the general 002086 of things is apt to beWhether you want
towhether you prefer to start with ereieting weapons systems and
then proceed to=
A.. No. I don't want to get involved in how we're going to do it
which We're going to take up first, and so forth.
Q.

SELECTION OF SITE FOR THE TALKS

Q. Mr. Secretary, I don't think that Helsinki was our original
preference, as far as the site is concerned. Do you have another preference for the permanent site of the talks?
A. Well, I'm glad you raised that question, because there has been

some misunderstanding about it. And let me tell you exactly how it
developed :

In my discussions with Ambassador Dobrynin in June, I think it
was June 11, I said that we were ready to have talks, and that we
would be prepared to have talks within a month. And I listed these
places as possible sites for the talks: Geneva, Vienna, and Helsinki.
Now, we did suggest Helsinki; and when Ambassador Dobrynin
responded the other day, he selected Helsinki, and that was one of
the places that we had suggested.
We have left open the question of the final site, and he was willing

to do that, because there are some problems of communication and
availability of space and other things. It's possible that some other
site would be better:
We look with favdr on Vienna, for example, but we are not excluding the possibility of Helsinki as the final site.
But the reason I mentioned it that fully is we didn't have any argu-

ment about the site. Helsinki was a site that we proposed. Later on, we
indicated we thought maybe Vienna would be better for the reasons I
mentioned, but we had no dispute about the site.

Q. Mr. Secretary, can you give us a more clear definition of the
tern "strategic arms"? Does this include, for example, land-based
intermediate ballistic missiles?

A. No, I think I'll leave that to the negotiators. That's a subject
that they will have to discuss when they get there.

,A.
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Q. How does China's rowing strategic power fit in, long range,
With am-negotiations with the Soviet Union? And the threat, pre-,
sumiably, to both countries?

A. Well, I don't_ think, at the moment, they are relevant. They

haven't progressed far enough, and I think ifi we can work Out something that-is constructive froth-the StandpOint of the two superpowers
that we can deal With China's- prOblein later on.
Keep in' mind that 'the Word7that was used' was "curbing" in this
release="limitation'''.or
even if we are successful at
working out an agreement, both -the ,Soviet Union and the United
States are going to be way ahead Of China for many years to come.
Q. Mr; Secretary, could yoff,.1 or the benefit of the public, estimate
hour long you think these talks might take, place?

A. No,

Wouldn't want to -do that. I try to resist doing that I

noticed' the other day-in "Meet -the- Press" made a Mistake'axid did
*liege that 'thOlightAhitt the 'answer that the Soviets Would -give
us
Withiii,2 or 3

So far, I've been bitting pretty well, and' I'm not going to make

any firther.prodietiOns.
Q. Mr:. Secretary, who do .you expect will lead the Soviet delegation? And licimelyou_any indication, either _from reading the Soviet
prese, _or in any .other way, what their attitude is toward things like a
MI/fr moratorium, or an ABM---.
A. We do not know who is gOing to head their delegation. At one
time it was thought that Mr. KUzilet.SoV would be the Chairman, but
I think that he's in China now, in negotiations there, so were not sure.
Arid AtribaSSitdor tiObryniii did not tell Me.
HO did say that he thought their delegation probably would be about
the same Size as ours, five or six.

9, What mechanism will be used for consulting the NAT 0 allies?
Will they be contacted individually or collectively?
A. Well, I think it depends, of course, upon what the consultation
consists of.

I would think, generally speaking, we'll do it through the NATO
organilation in Brussels, but not necessarily. I don't want to be confined to that as a possibility.
In our discussions here, notification of our NATO allies that the
talks were going to start, we notified the ambassadors in Washington.
Q. Mr. Secretary, there is bound to be speculation that the beginning of these talks may have a larger widening. Do you think that this
might be the beginning of an era of negotiations?
A. Well, let me see if I can answer your question : I think this is
an important step that is 'consistent with the President's policy of an
era of negotiation, and it could be a very important negotiation. It's
possible it's one of the most important negotiations our country has
been involved in. And certainly it could be one of the most important
that we ever undertook with, the Soviet Union.
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On the other hand, we should not confuse the beginning of the talks
with success of the talks necessarilythere is quite a difference. These
talks could be abortive, they could be fruitless, or they could be highly
successful inlerms of mankind. And those things will be determined
by the talks themselveS.
So whereas we are pleased that the Soviet Union has agreed to have

these talkswe think it is a good stepwe also have to be quite conscious of the fact that the mere start of the talks themselves is not
what counts. What counts is how successful they 'are.
COMPLEX, DIFFICULT NEGOTIATIONS

Q. Mr. Secretary, if these talks are successful, could they lead to
a form of nuclear parity between the United States and the Soviet
Union?

A. Well, words like "parity" I think are apt to be confusing.
What we hope that we can do is negotiate an arms limitation agreeMent which will keep us in the same relative position that we are
nowand which can -be, verified.
Now, in order to accomplish the first part of that formula, we have
to be sure that the limitation agreement is mutually advantageous,
that neither side gets an advantage because of the agreement.
Secondly, we have to be sure that the agreement can be verified,
because if it can't and one side can cheat, then it certainly is not a
viable agreement.

Now, these things are very difficult matters to handle, and I don't
think anybody should be confused about the fact that they are difficult.
They are complex, there's mutual suspicion, the subject matter itself
is very involved, and so we have to proceed with the hope that we can
achieve some successbut with the full realization that it's not going to
be easy.
Q. Mr. Secretary, it's almost exactly a year ago today, I believe,
that Nixon, then a candidate, gave a speech in winch he said he would
approach such negotiations only on the grounds that the United States
would be negotiating from a position of superiority.4 Now, at this point
does the administration feel that it's going into these talks in. aposition

of superiority or rough equalityor however you want to characterize

itwith the Soviet Union?
A. Well, I don't, as you know, I think he's used the term "suffi-

ciency" and I think that we feel now that this is an appropriate time
to enter these discussions and enter them seriously, with the hope that
we can arrive at an agreement that will be mutually advantageous.
And I don't want to characterize what we think. We think this is the
right time to do it, and I think the Soviet Union does, too.
Q. Will you take a question on Lebanon?
A. I'll take it{Laughter.] No, I'm sorry, I don't want to get
involved in anything else this morning.
See Documents on Disarmament, 1908, pp. 691-695.
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Q. By "agreement" as the objective, are you speaking of the treaty
that would be submitted to the,Senate for ratification?
A. Well, I think that if we have an agreement, -a very comprehen-

sive agreement, we are thinking in terms of the treaty, yes. And I
think that that is the most likely outcome, assuming we reach an
agreement.

On the other hand,.I wouldn't want to be frozen in that position,
because it's pesSible that we would Want- to have some kind of an
agreementof. a litnited-nature that woUld,not require a treaty.
But is any event, .I want to make it -clear that if we did something
other. than by way of treaty, we would keep Congress constantly advised and consult with,thenriuid-be sure that it met with their approval,
and we.woUldikeep- our fillies adVised.

In -Other-words, I thinkihe chances are that the agreement would
be in treaty-form; but I wouldn't want to necessarily be frozen in that
position.
Q. Mr. Secretary, having talked with Ambassador Dobrynin, how
do you characterize the Russian attitUde? They _are willing to talk, but

are they enthusiastic, cautious- -what can you tell us about that?
A. Well, I had long talks with Mr. Gromyko on this subject, hi
New York. We talked three times for 3 or 4 hours' duration, total ; and
I would characterize his attitude as serious.
He gave me the impression that the Soviet Union is serious about
these talkshe didn't indicate that they were entering the talks or
about to enter the talks for purposes- of propagandaand that their
attitude was aboutthe same as ours. It's a realistic attitude.
We are not talking about detente, Or anything else. We are talking
about whether it makes sense for the two of us to continue to spend
immense amounts of money for the next 5 or 10, or 15 years on strategic

Weapons and end up at the end of that time in the same relative position -=or whether it would be wiser to use the money for some other
purposes.

Now, that's just a matter of hardware.
If we can work out that kind of an agreement so that each of us
feels it's to our advantage to enter that kind of an agreement and we're
satisfied that the agreeinent can be verified so that neither side can

cheatthen it makes sense to do it.
So, I think they are serious about it. You always can be wrong,
but at the moment I would say that their attitude is serious and that
they intend to approach it in the same attitude that we do.
EFFECT ON EAST-WEST RELATIONS

Q.

Mr. Secretary, do you expect, sir, that the initiation of Owe

talks will itself affect the general pattern of East-TVest relations? As
these talks proceed, will they have, in your judgment, a relationship
to the conduct of international affairs as a whole, in the )huddle East,

for--

A. Well, let me say this: They are not conditional in any sense of
the word.

s
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We haven't laid down any conditions for these talks.
I suppose that when you're talking with the representatives of the
Soviet Union in any field, it does tend to improve the relations somewhatespecially if the talks seem to be succeeding.
Now, we are talking with them on NPT,5 for example. We hope that

they will ratify NPT.
We are talking with them in Geneva about a seabeds treatyand
those discussions have gone rather well.
We are going to talk with them further about chemical and biologi-

cal warfare limitations.
So I suppose that all of those things tend to improve the atmosphere
between the Soviet Union and the United. States.

But I don't think anybody should be misled. The mere fact that
,

those talks seem to be going well doesn't necessarily mean other things

are going to go well. We would hope that they will, but I think that
the invasion of Czechoslovakia demonstrated that point. Just prior to

the invasion of Czechoslovakia, there was a feeling of dOtente in
Europe, that things were going very well between the United States
and the Soviet Unionbetween East and Westand unfortunately,
that invasion of Czechoslovakia changed that.

So to summarize, I think that it does tend slightly to improve the
atmosphere, but we shouldn't be euphoric about the fact that we are
having talks.
Q. Mr. Secretary, in view of that, the question about Viet-Nam,
which, may relate to this, has the fact that you have said we are deescalating in Viet-Nam had an effect on the Soviet attitude toward
these talks?
A. Well, as I say, I don't know what's had an effect on the Soviet
attitude. There's no way of knowing for sure. I can speculate, but I
don't think my speculation is worth any more than anyone else's.
Q. Thank you.

Q. You could try, sir. [Laughter.]
A. Well, I would rather mad about it. [Laughter.]
Q. Mr. Secretary, do you expect the United States and the Soviet
Union to enter these preliminary discussions with formal, substantive
proposals on the 17th of November?
A. Well, I wouldn't think that we would start out that way, no.
As I say, I think these talks will be exploratory.

I don't rule out, as Mr. Roberts asked, whether we rule out any
discussion of substantive matters.

The answer to that is no.
But I wouldn't think that would be the way the discussions would

start.

5 Ibid., pp. 461-465.
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Mr. Secretary, do you harm any indication of what the Soviet
position will be in teams
rn of willingness, or lack of willingness, to agree
to things like a MIRV moratorium, or some agreements on ABM?
Q.

A.

No.

Q. Tank
h you, sir.

Revised American-Soviet Draft Treaty on the Prohibition

of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other
Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the
Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil thereof, October 30,
19691

The States Parties to this Treaty,

Recognizing the common interest of mankind in the progress of the

exploration and use of the seabed and the ocean floor for peaceful
purposes,
Considering that the prevention of a nuclear arms race on the seabed

and the ocean floor serves the interests of maintaining world peace,
reduces international tensions, and strengthens friendly relations
among States,
Convinced that this Treaty constitutes a step towards the exclusion
of the seabed, the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof from the arms
race, and determined to continue negotiations concerning further measures leading to this end,

Convinced that this Treaty constitutes a step towards a Treaty on
General and Complete Disarmament under strict and effective international control, and determined to continue negotiations to this end,
Convinced that this Treaty will further the purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United Nations, in a manner consistent with the
principles of international law and without infringing the freedoms
of the high seas,
Have agreed
re as follows :
ARTICLE I

t.

1. The States Parties to this Treaty undertake not to emplant or
emplace on the seabed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof
beyond the maximum contiguous zone provided for in the 1958 Geneva
Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone 2 any
objects with nuclear weapons or any other types of weapons of mass
destruction, as well as structures, launching installations or any other

facilities specifically designed for storing, testing or using such

weapons.
2.

The undertakings of paragraph 1 of this Article shall also

apply within the contiguous zone referred to in paragraph 1 of this
1 COD/269/Rev. 1, Oct. 30, 1969.
2 15 UST 1606.
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Article, except that within that zone they shall not apply to the coastal
state.

3. The States Parties to this Treaty undertake not to assist, encourage or induce any State to commit actions prohibited by this
Treaty and not to participate in any other way in such actions.

Airrwrao H
1. For the purpose of this Treaty the outer limit of the contiguous
zone referred to in Article I shall be measured in accordance with the
provisions of Part I Section' II of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the

Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone and in accordance with
international law.
2.

Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as supporting or prej-

udicing the position of any State Party with respect to rights or

claims which such State Party may assert, or with respect to recognition or non-recognition of rights or claims asserted by any other State,
related to waters off its coasts, or to the seabed and the ocean floor.
ARTICLE III

In order to promote the objectives and ensure the observance
of the provisions of this Treaty, the' tates Parties to the Treaty shall
have the right to verify the activities of other States Parties to the
Treaty on the seabed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof
beyond the maximum contiguous zone, referred to in Article I, if
1.

these activities raise doubts concerning the fulfilment of the obligations

assumed under this Treaty, without interfering
i
with such activities
or otherwise infringing rights recognized under international law,
including the freedoms of the high seas.

2. The right of verification recognized by the States Parties in
paragraph 1 of this Article may be exercised by any State Party

using its own means or with the assistance of any other State Party.
3. The States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult and cooperate with a view to removing doubts concerning the fulfilment of
the obligations assumed under this Treaty. In the event that consultation and co-operation have not removed the doubts and there is serious
question concerning the fulfilment of the obligations assumed under
this Treaty, States Parties to this Treaty may, in accordance with
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, refer the matter
to the Security Council.
ARTICLE IV

Any State Party to the Treaty may propose amendments to this
Treaty. Amendments shall enter into force for each State Party to the
Treaty accepting the amendments upon their acceptance by a majority of the States Parties to the Treaty and thereafter for each remaining State Party on the date of acceptance by it.
ARTICLE V

Five years after the entry into force of this Treaty, a conference
of Parties to the Treaty shall be held in Geneva, Switzerland, in order
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to review the operation of this Treaty with a view to assuring that
the purposes of the Preamble and the provisions of the Treaty are being
realized. Such review shall take into account any relevant technological
developments. The review conference shall determine in accordance

with the views of a majority of those Parties attending whether and
when an additional review conference shall be convened.
ARTICLE VII

Each Party to this Treaty shall in exercising its national sovereignty
have the right to withdraw from this Treaty if it decides that extraor-

dinary events related to the subject matter of this Treaty have

jeopardized the supreme interests of its country. It shall give notice

of such withdrawal to all other Parties to the Treaty and to the
United Nations Security Council three months in advance. Such

notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary events it considers
to have jeopardized its supreme interests.
ARTICLE VII
1. This Treaty shall be open for signature to all States. Any 'State
which does not sign the Treaty before its entry into force in accordance
with paragraph 3 of this Article may accede to it at any time.

2.

This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by signatory

States. Instruments of ratification and of accession shall be deposited
which are hereby desigwith the Governments of
nated the Depositary Governments.
3. This Treaty shall enter into force after the deposit of instru-

ments of ratification by twenty-two Governments, including the Governments designated as Depositary Governments of this Treaty.

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are
deposited after the entry into force of this Treaty it shall enter into
force on the date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification
or accession.

5. The Depositary Governments shall forthwith notify the Governments of all States signatory and acceding to this Treaty of the
date of each signature, of the date of deposit of each instrument of
ratification or of accession, of the date of the entry into force of this
Treaty, and of the receipt of other notices.

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary Governments
pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
ARTICLE VIII

This Treaty, the English, Russian, French, Spanish and Chinese
texts of which are equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives
of the Depositary Governments. Duly certified copies of this Treaty
shall be transmitted 'by the Depositary Governments to the Governments of the States signatory and acceding thereto.
In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto,

have signed this Treaty.
Done in
at

this

day of

f.
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Statement by the United States Representative (Leonard)
to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament:
Revised Draft Sea-Bed Treaty, October 30, 1969
2. On 7 October the co-Chairmen tabled the text of a joint draft
sea-bed treaty for the consideration of this Committee.2 The joint
text was the result of lon,,o. and involved consultations between the co.
Chairmen and represented, we believe, a realistic basis for broad agree-

ment. My delegation has appreciated the thoughtful comments that
have been made by the members of the Committee during its discussion

of the joint text.

3. We have noticed that the major concerns raised during these
discussions have been in three areas. The first is the concern that
the treaty should serve to protect the security interests of all the
States parties to the treaty; the second is that, while protecting these
security interests, the treaty should clearly reflect that it in no way

prejudices or infringes existing rights recognized under international
law; except for the limitations for arms-control purposes on activities
falling within the scope of the treaty; and the third concern is that the
treaty should contribute to further progress in the field of arms control.
4. In the light of these concerns, a number of delegations have
made specific suggestions for improving the draft of 7 October, and
several members of the Committee have introduced working 'papers
and formal documents.3 The co-Chairmen have carefully considered
the various suggestions and proposed amendments. As a result, we are
able to present today a revised treaty text, which is now before the
Committee.4 In view of the importance which our delegation attaches
to the changes that have been made in the revised text, I should like to
discuss these changes in the context of the three areas of concern to
Which I have referred previously.
5. First, there is the concern that the treaty should serve to protect
the security interests of all the parties. We have noted the statements
made recently by the delegations of Japan, the Netherlands? Italy,
Sweden, Poland, Pakistan, Burma and Morocco and the specific recommenciations of the delegation of the United Kingdom,5 which have
all referred to a problem regarding the status of the zone, or "gap",
lying between the outer limit of the maximum contiguous zone and
the outer limit of claimed territorial seas which are narrower than
twelve miles. It has been rightly pointed out that the treaty does not
clearly indicate whether the prohibition accepted by a party in article
I applies in such a gap off the coast of another party, and that such

uncertainty could raise serious security questions for those States
concerned.

To eliminate this uncertainty, article I has been amended by the
addition of a new paragraph 2 which states :
6.

100D/PV.447, pp. 5-10.
2 Ante, pp. 473-475.

3 Ante, pp. 481-482,486.
4 Supra.
6 For the U.K. recommendations, see CCD/PV.444, pp. 23-24.
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The undertakings of paragraph 1 of this Article shall also apply within the

contiguous zone referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, except that within that
zone they shall not apply to the coastal state.

This language makes clear, in view of article 24 of the Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone,6 that the
prohibition of article I, paragraph 1, applies to this "gap" between the
territorial sea and the outer limit of the contiguous zone for all States
except, of course, the coastal State. The previous paragraph 2 of article
I has been renumbered paragraph 3.
7. Another problem relating to security interests has been reflected
in the comments made by the delegations of the Netherlands, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Italy, Poland, Ethiopia, Mongolia, Yugoslavia and
the United Arab Republic, and in the working; paper submitted by the

delegation of Canada.? I refer to the question -whether article III

should specify the possible recourse which parties would have if there
were serious unresolved questions regarding fulfilment of the obligations of the treaty.
8. Several delegations suggested that the treaty would be
strengthened if it made specific reference to the existing procedures

by which States can bring serious matters to the attention of the
Security Council. We believe that this is an important suggestion,
since it would emphasize the seriousness with which States would
view possible violations of the treaty and would clearly restate the
right of parties to bring such questions before the Security Council.
Accordingly we have added a second sentence to article III, paragraph
3, to read as follows:

In the event that consultation and co-operation have not removed the doubts and
there is serious question concerning the fulfilment of the obligations assumed
under this Treaty, States Parties to this Treaty may, in accordance with the
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, refer the matter to the Security
Council.

9. I would like to turn now to the second major area of concern,
namely that the treaty should in no way prejudice or infringe existing
rights recognized under international law.
10. A number of delegations have raised the question of how the

treaty envisages the application of international law, including the
1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone. In
this context, we have noted the views expressed by several delegations

regarding the application of international law to the geographical
area covered by the treaty. The United States delegation has not yet
commented in detail in the Committee on the geographical coverage
of the treaty, and I think it would be appropriate for me to do so now.
11. There are two provisions which together delimit the area of the

treaty prohibitions so as to create balanced obligations among the
parties. The rules adopted for defining the treaty area are widelyaccepted internationA. standards.
12.

Article I, paragraph 1, extends the treaty prohibitions to the

entire sea-bed and ocean floor "beyond the maximum contiguous zone
provided for in the 1958 Geneva Convention . . .". The maximum
615 UST 160(1.

For the Canadian paper, see ante, pp. 481-482.
375 -7 54- 70 - -r341
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seaward limit of the contiguous zone provided for in that Convention
is twelve miles. Under paragraph 1 of article II of the sea-bed treaty,
the outer limit of this zone will be measured from baselines drawn in

accordance with the provisions of section II of part I of the 1958

Convention and "in accordance with international law". This section.
of the Geneva, Convention contains the detailed rules which are to be
used to determine the baselines from which the twelve-mile zone is
measured in most situations.
13. However, the provisions of section II of the Convention expressly do not apply to certain situations, such as "historic" bays. It
was for this reason that the language "and in accordance with inter-

national law" was also included in paragraph 1 of article II of the
treaty. In those situations where the section II rules are expressly inapplicable under the terms of the 1958 Convention, the rules of customary international law will govern the location of the baseline for
the purposes of this treaty. Thus, the twelve-mile contiguous zone
would be measured from the closing line 'across an historic bay only if
the waters were enclosed as internal waters in accordance with the rules
of customary international law.

14. Now I would also like to emphasize that, although the treaty

relies on the 1958 territorial sea Convention to define treaty baselines
and the outer limit of the exempted coastal zone, this reference in no
way implies that any party to the sea-bed treaty which was not a. party

to the 1958 Convention would find itself bound by or, so to speak,
adhering to that Convention.
In other words, a party to the sea-bed treaty would accept only that
the outer limits of the zone exempted from the prohibitions of the
sea-bed treaty should be measured in accordance with certain rules
in section II of the 1958 Convention. Therefore a party to the sea-bed
treaty would not be accepting those 1958 rules for any purpose other

than that of determining where the sea-bed arms-control treaty
applied.

There is one other point I should like to touch upon in this
connexion. That is the question of disputes regarding rights, claims
and recognition or non-recognition of rights or claims affecting the
law of the sea. As we all know, there are differing positions among
States, regarding, for example, such matters as the proper breadth of
15.

the territorial sea. I may state unequivocally that it is not the purpose
of this treaty to settle such matters; nor is it the purpose of the treaty
to give one State or another State or any group of States an advantage
vis-à-vis any other State or group of States with respect to law-of-thesea issues. That is why article II, paragraph 2, contains the best disclaimer clause that it has been possible for the authors of this draft to
devise.

16. It would indeed be most regrettable if any countries considering,
this sea-bed treaty were to fail to accept the disclaimer clause as meaning just what it says. We are convinced that it is possible to negotiate

and conclude a sea-bed treaty which establishes meaningful arms
limitations but does not prejudice any State's position regarding lawof-the-sea questions. The disclaimer clause would in effect prevent any
party from saying to any other party that acceptance of the treaty or
any actions under it had somehow created or implied an acceptance
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of new or different positions regarding the law of the sea, except for
the limitations for arms-control purposes created by the treaty itself.
With that in mind I trust that it will be possible to refer in this treaty
to "the freedoms of the high seas" without establishing or implying
the precise boundary for the limits of the high seas.

17. I should like now to discuss the third major area of concern:
that the treaty should contribute to further progress in the field of

arms control. That concern has found expression in a number of proposals which I should like to discuss separately.
18. First there is the idea, supported by the delegations of Canada,

the Netherlands, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the United Kingdom,
Hungary, India, Brazil, Ethiopia, Mongolia, Pakistan, Argentina,
Burma, the United Arab Republic and Nigeria, that the treaty should
provide for a review conference as envisaged in the 22 May draft submitted by the United States.8 As has been pointed out1 such a conference would review the operation of the treaty with a view to ensuring
that the purposes of the preamble and the provisions of the treaty were
being realized. At the same time the conference would provide an opportunity to consider the effect of technological or other changes on

the operation of the treaty, and whether it would be appropriate to
expand its scope.
19. In this connexion I should like to refer to the draft amendment
submitted by the representative of Sweden which in an operative para-

graph would commit parties to continuing negotiations in good faith
on further measures relating to a more comprehensive prohibition of
the use for military purposes of the sea-bed.9 It has been argued that
this suggested amendment would provide an additional incentive to
the parties to continue negotiations towards further measures to prevent an arms race on the sea-bed. The United States has made it clear
in its statements that it considers the present draft treaty as a possible
first step towards other arms-control measures. That belief was re-

flected in the third and fourth preambular paragraphs of the joint

draft of 7 October.
20. We have also stated that the present state of sea-bed technology
and verification capabilities calls for a realistic measure at this time

which may be reviewed later as those capabilities increase. Being
committed to that principle, we have examined the various suggestions

for incorporating the principle into the revised draft. After careful
consideration we have concluded that provision for a review conference, when considered in conjunction with the third preambular paragraph, would provide effective and appropriate assurances. We believe

that if the parties commit themselves to review the treaty after a
specified period of timethat is, five years after its entry into force
we shall eliminate the possibility that a review might be postponed
or delayed indefinitely as a result of unforeseen political circumstances.

Accordingly we have included in the revised draft a new article V
which provides for a review conference five years after the treaty has
entered into force. The language of the article is as follows :
Ante, pp. 211-213.
Ante, p. 486.
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Five years after the entry into force of this treaty, a conference of Parties to
the Treaty shall be held in Geneva, Switzerland, in order to review the operation
of this Treaty with a view to assuring that the purposes of the Preamble and the
provisions of the Treaty are being realized. Such review shall take into account
any relevant technological developments. The review conference shall determine

in accordance with the views of a majority of those Parties attending whether
ti

and when an additional review conference shall be convened.

21. Another aspect of the concern that the treaty should be a flexible
instrument relates to the procedure for amendment. We have reviewed
that question, and it seems to us that a procedure by which all parties
would have an equal voice in deciding which amendments should be

included in the treaty would provide for a more flexible treaty. Accordingly we have included in the revised draft a new article IV based
on the amendments article of the outer -space Treaty." The article
reads as follows :
Any State Party to the Treaty may propose amendments to this Treaty.

Amendments shall enter into force for each State Party to the Treaty accepting
the amendments upon their acceptance by a majority of the States Parties to
the Treaty and thereafter for each remaining State Party on the date of acceptance by it.
22. The United States delegation believes that the new treaty provisions which the co-Chairmen are recommending today are another
major step in the negotiation of a sea-bed treaty. For this progress we
are greatly indebted to the members of this Committee, whose constructive comments have contributed significantly to the revised text.
For our part we shall continue to study carefully all the comments that
have been made in the Committee, including those made in the last few
days; and we shall have those comments very much in mind when we
are continuing our work in the General Assembly. The General Assembly will, of course, wish to consider this text carefully and in our
view it might be possible to decide at a later date whether any future
modifications should be incorporated in response to the desires of the
international community.

Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament: Revised

Draft Sea-Bed Treaty, October 30, 1969
23.

The discussion in this Committee of the draft treaty on the

prohibition of the emplacement of nuclear weapons and other weapons
of mass destruction on the sea-bed and ocean floor and in the subsoil

thereof, submitted by the Soviet Union and the United States on 7
October 1969,2 has shown that there is a wide understanding of the
importance and timeliness of the exclusion of the vast expanse of the
sea-bed from the sphere of the arms race. That task is indeed becoming

particularly urgent now that the practical exploration of the sea-bed
10 Documents on Disarmament, 1967, pp. 38-43.
CCD/PV. 447, pp. 11-14.
2 Ante, pp. 473-475.
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is beginning and the danger arises that this new field of human activity
will be used not in the interests of peace but for military purposes.
24. The fruitful and constructive, discussion which took place in the
Committee shows that the submitted draft, which was drawn up, as is
well known, with due regard to the views and positions of many delegations, was favourably received by members of the Committee, who

approved its basic provisions. During the discussion a number of
interesting considerations and proposals were put forward which con-

stituted a definite contribution to the elaboration of the draft treaty
on the sea-bed.

25. The co-Chairmen have carefully studied all the comments,

additions and amendments to the draft sea-bed treaty put forward in
the Committee. In analysing these views of the various delegations
we naturally took as our criterion the extent to which they would
contribute to the effective solution of the problem of prohibiting the
emplacement on the sea-bed of nuclear and other weapons of mass
destruction.

26. As the United States co-Chairman has already stated, the

Soviet Union and the United States are today submitting for the consideration of the Committee on Disarmament a revised draft treaty 3
which contains a number of substantial additions and modifications
taking into account the views expressed by many members of the Committee during the discussion of the draft submitted by the Soviet Union
and the United States on 7 October. Allow me to explain briefly the
modifications made in the draft treaty.
27. As has already been pointed out, many delegations paid a great
deal of attention to the question of verification of observance of the
treaty. This problem is of no little importance, because the parties to
the treaty are naturally concerned to have confidence that the treaty is
being strictly observed. In our opinion the verification system provided
for in the draft treaty of 7 October is sufficiently reliable. Nevertheless,
we have carefully examined all suggestions to amend the provision on
control, and in evaluating them we have been guided by the need that
the system of control should be both effective and realistic.

28. As has already been pointed out, many delegationsthe dele-

gations of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands, Brazil, Canada

and a number of othersproposed that there should be provision for
a procedure to settle disputes in case consultations between parties to
the treaty failed to remove doubts as to its observance; namely, that
such disputes should be referred to the Security Council. We adopted
this proposal, and the resulting wording of paragraph 3 of article
III has been read out by the United States representative. However,
since the proposals introduced by us are of great importance, I shall
read it again. It is as follows :
The 'States Parties to the Treaty undertake to consult and co-operate with a
view to removing doubts concerning the fulfilment of the obligations assumed
under this Treaty.

Then comes the addition which was accepted :
In the event that consultation and co-operation have not removed the doubts
and there is serious question concerning the fulfilment of the obligations assumed
3 Supra.
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under this Treaty, States Parties to this Treaty may, in accordance with the

provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, refer the matter to the Security
Council.

29. Almost all members of the Committee have suggested that, like
the non-proliferation Treaty,4 the treaty on the sea-bed should provide
for the possibility of reviewing in the future at a special conference
of its parties the question of how the treaty is operating, taking into
account the progress of technology in the exploration of the sea-bed
and the ocean floor and the subsoil ther Naf. That suggestion has also
been accepted by the co-Chairmen. The corresponding new article V
of the treaty, which has already been read out but which I shall take
the liberty of repeating in view of the importance of the question we
are considering in this case, reads as follows :
Five years after the entry into force of this Treaty, a conference of Parties to
the Treaty shall be held in Geneva, Switzerland, in order to review the operation

of this Treaty with a view to assuring that the purposes of the Preamble and
the provisions of the Treaty are being realized. The review conference shall
determine in accordance with the views of a majority of those Parties attending
whether and when an additional review conference shall be convened.

The co-Chairmen also considered the question, raised by
Sweden, Japan, the United Kingdom and other members of the
30.

Committee, of a more precise definition of the area to be covered by

the treaty so that no doubts may arise whether the treaty prohibits
destruction within the twelve-mile contiguous zone of other States
whose territorial waters are less than twelve miles wide. In our opinion

the new paragraph 2 of article I proposed by us should completely
remove any doubts in this respect. This new paragraphI shall again
take the liberty of repeating it although it has already been read out
by the United States representativereads as follows :

The undertakings of paragraph 1 of this Article shall also apply within the
contiguous zone referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, except that within
that zone they shall not apply to the coastal state.

31. As already mentioned by the previous speaker, the co-Chairmen

have also taken into account the desire of many States members of
the Committee that the right of veto of the nuclear Powers should
be excluded from the article concerning the procedure for the adoption of amendments to the treaty. I am referring to article IV. This
article is now worded in the same way as the corresponding article in
the outer-space Treaty, in accordance with the wishes expressed and
the suggestions made by a number of delegations during the discussion

of 7 October on the draft treaty on the sea-bed. I shall once more
take the liberty of reading out the new text of article IV :
Any State Party to the Treaty may propose amendments to this Treaty.

Amendments shall enter into force for each State Party to the Treaty accepting
the amendments upon their acceptance by a majority of the States Parties to

the Treaty and thereafter for each remaining State Party on the date of

acceptance by it.

32. Those are the modifications which have been introduced into
the draft treaty. We hope that these amendments, which take into
account the suggestions of the participants in our negotiations, will

`Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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receive their support and approval. The draft treaty on the sea-bed
is the result of negotiations carried out within the framework of our
Committee over many months. We hope, therefore, that the Committee will submit the draft treaty put forward here today to the
United Nations General Assembly.

33. The drafting of the sea-bed treaty will constitute a further

contribution to the solution of the problem of narrowing the sphere
of the arms race. This new agreement will undoubtedly contribute to
the creation of more favourable conditions for preparing and implementing further measures aimed at stopping the arms race and achieving disarmament. At the same time it is a necessary prerequisite for
the development of international co-operation in exploring the seabed and ocean floor for peaceful purposes.

34. Permit me now to make a comment in connexion with the
considerations put forward by the delegation of the United States
in its statement this morning regarding the method of calculating
the outer limit of the twelve-mile contiguous zone.5 I should like to
say that the Soviet Union reserves its right to express its views on

this subject later on.

Report by the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to the General Assembly and the Disarmament
Commission, October 31, 19691
The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament submits to the
United Nations General Assembly and to the United Nations Disarmament Commission a progress report on the Committee's delibera-

tions on all questions before it for the period 18 March 1969 to
30 October 1969.
I. ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE

A. Procedural Arrangements
The Conference reconvened on 18 March 1969.

Two sessions were held, the first from 18 March 1969 to 23 May
1969 and the second from 3 July 1969 to 30 October 1969.

During this period, the Committee held 54 formal plenary meetings

at which members set forth their governments' views and recommendations for progress on the questions before the Committee.
The Committee also considered ways in which its available time
might be used to maximum advantage in order to give all members a
full opportunity for detailed examination of the questions before the
Committee. In addition to formal meetings, and brief discussions of
procedural matters, the Committee held a number of informal meetings devoted to discussions without records of the following disarmaSupra.
100D/274, Oct. 31, 1969.

I
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went topics : The question of the prevention of an arms race on the
sea-bed, the question of chemical and bacteriological (biological) war-

fare, the question of a comprehensive ban on the testing of nuclear
weapons, and the Committee's report to the Twenty-fourth session of
the United Nations General Assembly (see Part III).
In addition to the plenary meetings described above, members of the
Committee met frequently for informal multilateral consultations on
disarmament questions of common interest.

The representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and
the 'United States of America: in their capacity as Co-Chairmen of
the Committee, also held meetings to discuss procedural and substantive questions before the Committee.
B. Participants in the Conference

Representatives of the following States continued their participation in the work of the Committee: Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Canada,

Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, India, Italy, Mexico, Nigeria, Poland,
Romania, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Unitear. Arab

Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
and United States of America.
In view of the desire of other countries that could make an important contribution to disarmament to participate in the work of the
Committee, the Co-Chairmen engaged in extended discussions regarding the possibility of a limited enlargement of the membership of the
Committee.

The objective of the Co-Chairmen was to reach agreement on a
group of countries that would give the enlargement geographic and
political balance and at the same time preserve the Committee as a
small and effective negotiating body. The question of the enlargement

was discussed at informal plenary meetings of the Committee on
23 May 1969 and 31 July 1969; in addition, members of the Committee
expressed their views concerning the enlargement and the procedure

adopted for its implementation at a formal plenary meeting on 31
July 1939 (ENDC/PV.421).
Representatives of the following states joined the Committee: on
3 July 1969, Japan and Mongolia; and on 7 August 1969, Argentina,
Hungary, Morocco, The Netherlands, Pakistan and Yugoslavia.
On 26 August 1969, it was decided that the new name of the Committee would be "The Committee on Disarmament" and that the new
name of the Conference would be "The Conference of the Committee
on Disarmament" (CCD).
H. BASES AND GUIDELINES FOR THE COMMITTEE'S WORK

The work of the Committee is based, inter alia, on : the Provisional

Agenda of work that the Committee adopted on 15 August 1968;
resolutions regarding disarmament matters adopted by the General
Assembly of the United Nations; the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles for Disarmament Negotiations submitted to the United Nations

General Assembly in September 1961 by the Governments of tlic

*
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United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; 2 and past
agreements in the field of disarmament and arms limitation.
The Provisional Agenda adopted by the Committee on 15 August
1968 reads as follows :

Further effective measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear

1.

arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament.
Under this heading members may wish to discuss measures dealing
with the cessation of testing, the non-use of nuclear weapons, the cessation of production of fissionable materials for weapons use, the cessa-

tion of manufacture of weapons, and reduction and subsequent
elimination of nuclear stockpiles, nuclear free zones, etc.
Non-nuclear measures.

2.

Under this heading, members may wish to discuss chemical and
bacteriological warfare, regional arms limitations, etc.
3. Other collateral measures.
Under this heading, members may wish to discuss prevention of an
arms race on the sea-bed, etc.
4. General and complete disarmament under strict and effective
international control.
The Committee also noted the recognized right of any delegation to
raise and discuss any disarmament subject at any time.3
The following resolutions of the General Assembly adopted at its
twenty-third session were transmitted to the Committee by the Secretary-General of the United Nations in a letter dated 15 February

1969:

A/RES/2454 A. and B (XXIII)

A/RES/2455 (XXIII)

"Question of General and Complete Disarmament" 4
"Urgent need for suspension of
nuclear and thermo-nuclear

A/RES/2456 A,B,C, and

"Conference of Non-Nuclear

tests" 5

D (XXIII)

Weapon States"
In pursuing its objectives, the Committee has benefited from the
examples and experience provided by measures like the Antarctic
'Treaty' that were achieved before the Committee came into existence
and also by the results of more recent disarmament negotiations, which
include the Treaty of 1963 Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the
Atmosphere, in Outer Space, and Under Water,8 the Treaty of 1967
on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial
Documents on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 439-442.
3 Ibid., 1968, pp. 583484.
4/bid., pp. 793-796.
3 Ibid., pp. 796-797.
° Ibid., pp. 797-801.
7 Ibid., 1945-1959, vol. II, pp. 1550-1556.
° Ibid., 1963, pp. 291-293.
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Bodies; and the Treaty of 1968 on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons.1°

Many members of the Committee affirmed that the latter Treaty,
because of the provisions in its Article VI, gives strong support, and
adds further urgency, to the recognized need for negotiations "on
effective measures relating
to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an
tz.
early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty on general
and complete disarmament under strict and effective international
control."
III. WORK Or THE COMMITTEE DURING 1969

During its 1969 sessions, the Committee was assisted in its examina-

tion and analysis of possible disarmament measures and their provisions by numerous messages, working papers and other documents
that were submitted for its consideration (Annex B and C), and by
the plenary statements of Committee members (Annex D).11
The Committee considered, in accordance with its provisional
agenda, the following disarmament measures:
A. Further effective measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament.
The Committee continued its work on further effective measures
relating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and
to nuclear disarmament.
In accordance with the recommendations of the General Assembly

in Resolution 2455 (XXIII), the Committee devoted considerable
attention to the question of a treaty banning underground nuclear
weapon tests.
On 1 April 1969 the representative of Sweden submitted a working

paper, which set forth suggestions as to possible provisions for a
treaty banning underground nuclear weapon tests (ENDC/242)."

This paper was discussed by the Committee. Members also considered
the recommendation concerning verification of a comprehensive test
ban treaty submitted by the representative of Nigeria on 15 May 1969

(ENDC/246)," and the suggestions on underground nuclear explo-

sions submitted by the representative of Italy on 22 May 1969 (ENDO/
250).14

In order to encourage a full examination of this question, an informal meeting regarding a comprehensive ban on the testing of
nuclear weapons was held on 21 May 1969 at the request of the Swedish
delegation.

On 31 July 1969, the representative of Japan submitted a proposal
to prohibit underground nuclear weapon tests above magnitude 4.75
as a provisional measure, and then to prohibit all tests when the verification system to monitor underground explosions above inagnitude
4.0 is devised and completed (ENDC/PV 424)15
° Ibid., 1967, pp. 38-43.

' Ibid., 1968, pp. 4i1-465.
21 The annexes are not printed here.
12 Ante, pp. 140-142.
13 Ante, pp. 210-211.

" Ante, pp. 218-219.
15 Ante, pp. 380-385.
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The Committee also considered suggestions for establishing through
international co-operation a voluntary exchange of seismological data
in order to create a better scientific basis for evaluation of seismological events. In this connexion, a working paper on requests to govern-

ments for the provision of certain information in the context of
setting up a world-wide exchange of seismological data (ENDC/251)
was submitted by the representative of Canada on 23 May 1969.14
Working papers on seismological research were also submitted by the
represeqtatives of Canada (ENDC/248), Sweden (ENDC/257), and

the United Kingdom (ENDC/258),17 and a working paper on a

seismic investigation proposal was submitted by the representative
of the United States (ENDC/252).as
The question of an exchange of seismological data was discussed at
an informal meeting on a comprehensive test ban that was held on 13
August 1969 at the request of the Canadian delegation; representatives
of the following countries submitted their remarks as working papers:
Canada (ENDC/259) 118 India (ENDC/261),2° Japan (ENDC/260) 921
and the United States (ENDC/262).22 Subsequently, on 18 August
1969, the representative of Canada submitted a revised working paper
on requests to governments for information about exchange of seismological data (ENDC/251/Rev.1) .23
Several representatives set forth specific suggestions for progress in
this field during their interventions in formal plenary meetings. On
10 April 1969, the representative of the USSR stated the willingness
of the Soviet Union to exchange seismic data within the so-called
"detection club", if this were to facilitate the conclusion of a compre-

hensive test ban treaty on the basis of national means of control

(ENDC/PV 402).24 On 10 April 1969, the representative of Ethiopia
suggested that the Secretary-General of the United Nations be asked
to investigate the possibility of creating an international seismic research agency (ENDC/PV 402) .

In their plenary statements, members of the Committee also addressed the questions of the cessation of manufacture of weapons,
and reduction and subsequent elimination of nuclear stockpiles.
On 10 April 1969, the representative of the USSR called for agreement on its draft convention on the prohibition of the use of nuclear
weapons (ENDC/PV 402).25
On 8 April 1969, the representative of the United States recommended that its proposal for a cessation in the production of fissionable
material for use in weapons be verified by means of IAEA safeguards

(ENDC/PV 401).2°
*

*

le Ante, pp. 231-233.
17 Ante, pp. 405 -408.
18 Ante, pp. 246-247.
19 Ante, pp. 397-399.

" Ante, pp. 400-402.

21 Ante, pp. 399-400.

" Ante, pp. 402-405.
23 Ante, pp. 418-420.
" Ante, pp. 170-171.
25 Ante, pp. 165-170.
28 An te, pp. 158-161.
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Members of the Committee expressed views on the subject of nuclearfree zones.
On 24 March 1969 the representative of Mexico submitted a working

paper on the establishment of a nuclear-free zone in Latin America
(ENDC/241). On 9 September 1969 the representative of Mexico informed the Committee that on 2 September 1969 the General Conference of the new Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in
Latin America was inaugurated in Mexico City (CCD/PV 435). On
15 September 1969 the representative of Mexico submitted a working
paper on the first session of the General Conference of the Agency for
the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (OPANAL)
(CCD/268).
On 1 April 1969, the representative of Poland, recalling earlier proposals of his government., suggested renewed efforts toward the creation of a nuclear-free zone in Central Europe (ENDC/PV 399). A
statement on this question was also made by the representative of
Czechoslovakia (ENDC/PV 399). On 8 May 1969 the representative
of Romania expressed his government's views on the creation of a. nu-

clear-free zone in the Balkans (ENDC/PV 409).
*
*
*
*
*
*
Many members of the Committee affirmed that early entry into force
of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons would, in

view of its Article VI, stimulate progress in negotiation of effective
measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race and to nuclear
disarmament. Many members also expressed the hope that additional
countries -would sign and ratify the treaty as soon as possible.
Recalling General Assembly resolution 2456 C ( 1OCIII),27 many
members of the Committee expressed the hope that the Governments of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America would enter at an early date into bilateral discussions on the limitation of offensive strategic nuclear weapons delivery systems and systems of defense against ballistic missiles. Members of the Committee
welcomed the announcement in Moscow and Washington on 25 October
1969 that preliminary discussions between representatives of the two
governments would. begin on 17 November 1969.28
*
*
*
*
*
*
The Committee is convinced of the continued need to give highest
priority in its work to further effective measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, with due consideration to maintaining a balance among various
measures to prevent armament, to limit armament and of disarmament.
B. Non-Nuclear Measures
In its 1968 Report to the United Nations General Assembly the Com-

mittee recommended that the Secretary-General appoint a group of
experts to study the effects of the possible use of chemical and bacteriological means of warfare." This recommendation was incorporated
22 Documents on. Disarmament, 1969, pp. 799-800.
28 Ante, p. 499.

28 Documents on. Disarmament, 1968, p. 594.
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in General Assembly resolution 2454 A (XXIII), 30 pursuant to which
the Secretary-General transmitted to the Committee on 7 July 1969 a
report on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the
effects of their possible use. 31 Members of the Committee welcomed the

experts' report and arc,,ed that it provides a useful and needed basis
for further consideration of the question of chemical and bacteriological (biological) warfare.
Specific proposals for possible action in this field were placed before
the Committee in the form of a draft convention for the prohibition of

biological methods of warfare and accompanying draft Security

Council resolution submitted by the representative of the United Kingdom on 10 July 1969 (ENDC/255) , 32 and a working paper concerning,
the report of the Secretary-General submitted by the representative of

Poland on 22 July 1969 (ENDC/256).33

The question of the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological (biological) warfare was discussed on 14 May 1969 at an informal meeting
called at the request of the United Kingdom Delegation. A second informal meeting on this question was held on 30 July 1969 at the request

of the United Kingdom Delegation, which subsequently submitted a
revision of its draft convention for the prohibition of biological methods of warfare and accompanying draft Security Council resolution
(ENDC/255 Rev.1) . 34
On 14 August 1969, the representative of Japan proposed that the
Committee should study, with the assistance of a group of scientists and
technologists, the technical problems relating to the verification of the
production and stockpiling of chemical and biological weapons, so that
an agreement could be reached by the Committee as soon as possible on

appropriate means of such verification (ENDC/PV 428).35
On 26 August 1969, the representatives of Argentina, Brazil, Burma,

Ethiopia India, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sweden, the
United Lab Republic and Yugoslavia, submitted a Working Paper
on a proposed declaration by the United Nations General Assembly
regarding the prohibition of the use of chemical and biological methods

of warfare (ENDC/265)."

On 26 August 1969, the representative of Canada submitted a Working Paper on a draft United Nations General Assembly resolution on
Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Warfare (ENDC/266) . 37
Members of the Committee underlined the necessity of supporting
the purposes and _principles of the Geneva Protocol and the hope was

expressed that additional countries would adhere to it in the near

future." On 31 July 1969 the representative of Mongolia suggested that
the General Assembly appeal to all governments which have not yet
done so to accede to or to ratify the Protocol in the course of 1970, the

45th anniversary of the signing of that document (ENDC/PV 424).
"Ibid., pp. 793 -795.
'n Ante, pp. 264-298.
32 Ante, pp. 324 -326.

"Ante, pp. 328-329.
"Ante, pp. 431-434.
115 Ante, pp. 408-412.

"Ante, pp. 435-430.
37 Ante, pp. 430-431.

The Geneva protocol appears pod, pp. 764-76;1
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The Committee intends to continue intensive work on the problem of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) warfare.

C. Other Collateral Measures
In light of recent progress toward the development of the sea-bed
and the ocean floor, and the growing interest of the international community in the sea -bed, many members of the Committee called attention,.from the outset of the 1969 -; WW1 to the need for timely steps to

prevent an extension of the arms race to this new area of man's
environment.
The following documents on this subject were submitted to the Com-

mittee: a draft treaty prohibiting the use for military purposes of the
sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof (ENDC/240),
submitted by the representative of the USSR on 18 March 1969; 39 an
amendment thereto (ENDC/247), proposed by the representative of
Nigeria on 15 May 1969; a draft treaty prohibiting the emplacement
of nuclear -weapons and other weapons of mass destruction on the seabed and ocean floor (ENDC/249), submitted by the representative of
the United States on 22 May 1969; 40 a working paper on the control
provisions for a treaty on the non-armament of the sea-bed and ocean
floor (ENDC/264), submitted by the representative of Brazil on 21
August 1969; and a working paper on the settlement of disputes arising from the implementation of a treaty for the non-armament of the
sea-bed and ocean floor (ENDC/267), submitted by the representative
of Brazil on 1 September 1969.41

Members of the Committee made statements at plenary meetings in
which they set forth their governments' positions on the sea-bed question, and specific recommendations and suggestions for progress on
this subject. In these statements members of the Committee concentrated on the following principal issues : first, the scope of the prohibi-

tion, that is, which weapons and facilities should be prohibited;

second, the area of the sea-bed to which the prohibition should apply ;
and third, the methods and procedures for verifying compliance with
the prohibition.
On 7 October 1969, the representatives of the Soviet Union and the
'United States, having considered the discussions in the Committee,

tabled a joint draft treaty on the prohibition of the emplacement of

nuclei y weapons and other weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed
and th,l ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof (CCD/269) .42
During. the subsequent discussion of this draft treaty, several members made specific proposals and suggestions for amendments and for
changes in the text. On 8 October 1969, the representative of Canada

subm itted a working paper on Article III of the draft, treaty (CCD/
270) On 16 October 1909, the representative of Sweden submitted a
suggestion for an article to be added to the draft treaty on continued
negotiations relating to a more comprehensive prohibition of the use of

111

2' Ante, pp. 112-113.
"
pp. 211-213.
41 Ante, pp. 445-447.

Mite, pp. 473-475.
43 A Ate, pp. 481-482.
42
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the sea-bed for military purposes (CCD/271).44 Further recommenda
Lions and the positions of members of the Committee regarding the
draft treaty of 7 October 1969 were set forth in statements made by
Committee members at plenary meetings.
The principal statements of members of the Committee on the seabed question are contained in the following proces verbaux : Argentina
(CCD/PV.432, 445), Brazil (ENDC/PV.405, 413, 423, 430, CCD/PV.
433, 441), Bulgaria (ENDC/PV.410, CCD/PV.443), Burma (ENDC/

PV.408, CCD/PV.445), Canada (ENDC/PV.410, 424,45 CCD/PV.
441),4° Czechoslovakia (ENDC/PV.423, CCD/PV.443), Ethiopia
(ENDC/PV.430, CCD/PV.411), Hungary (ENDC/PV.430, CCD/
PV.441) , India (ENDC/PV.404, 428, CCD/PV.444), Italy (ENDC/
PV.410, 423, CCD/PV.441), Japan (ENDC/PV.420, CCD/PV.442),
Mexico (ENDC /PV.426, CCD/PV.445), Mongolia (CCD/PV.445),
Morocco (CCD/PV.415), Netherlands (CCD/PV.442), Nigeria
(ENDC /PV.411, 430, CCD/PV.445), Pakistan (CCD/PV.445) , Po-

land (ENDC/PV.406, CCD/PV.441), Romania (CCD/PV.434),
Sweden (ENDC/PV.405, 422, CCD/PV.443),47 USSR (ENDC/PV.
395,48 400,45 409,5° 415151423,52 CCD/PV.440),53 UAR (ENDC /PV.403,

421, CCD/PV.445), UK (ENDC/PV.404, CCD/PV.444) , USA
(ENDC/PV.397,54 411,55 414,5° 415,57 421,58 CCD/PV.440,55 443),"

Yugoslavia (CCD/PV.434, 445).
Having in mind the views expressed by many members, and on the
basis of further negotiation and consultations, the representatives of
the Soviet Union and the United States submitted to the Committee
on 30 October 1969 a revised draft treaty which included those amendments on which the Co-Chairmen had reached agreement." Statements
by Members of the Committee with regard to this draft treaty are contained in CCD/PV.447 and CCD/PV.448.
This draft treaty on the prohibition of the emplacement of nuclear
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction in the sea-bed and the
ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof is reported in Annex A.
Having in mind General Assembly resolutions, a number of delega-

tions expressed views on the question of the elimination of foreign
military bases.
" Ante; p. 486.
45 Ant's, pp. 373-380.
411 Ante, pp. 482486*

" Ante, pp. 487 -491.
" Ante, pp. 118-120.
13 'DOC, pp. 151-158.

Ante, pp. 198-205.
" Ante, pp. 239 -241.
"Ante, pp. 345-349.
53 Ante, pp. 475-478.
" Ante, pp. 134-138.
Arte, pp. 205-210.
" Ante, pp. 213-218.
51 Ante, pp. 234-236.
rs Ante, pp. 329-385.
L' Ante, pp. 478-481.
° Ante, pp. 491-497.
6/ Ante, pp. 507-509.
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The representatives of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia: Hungary, Poland,
Romania and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics made statements
concerning the problem of European security.
D. General and Complete Disarmament

In light of the recommendation contained in General Assembly
resolution 2454 B (XXIII),62 members of the Committee kept in mind

the relationship of the various measures already achieved and those
currently being considered toward the ultimate goal of general and
complete disarmament under effective international control. Members
of the Committee were also mindful of the fact that the Joint Statement
of Agreed Principles of Disarmament Negotiations of 1961 63 provides
guidelines which will ensure that disarmament is general and complete.
Specific recommendations for further work on the question of general and complete disarmament were made by the representatives ofSweden (ENDC/PV.397) , India (ENDC/PV.404), and Poland (ENDC/PV.406 ) . The representative of Romania suggested on 3 April 1969
that consideration be given to proclamation of a "United Nations Dis-

armament Decade, 1970-1980" (ENDC/PV.400). On 21 April 1969
the representative of Italy submitted to the Committee a working

paper on the adoption of an organic disarmament programme

(ENDC/245) 64 The concept of an organic disarmament programme

was further explained by the representative of Italy in a working
paper submitted on 20 August 1969 (ENDC/263) .
*

*

*

*

*

*

On 20 August 1969 the Committee held an informal meeting, at the
request of the delegation of Italy, for a preliminary discussion re_garding the Committee's report to the Twenty-Fourth session of the United
Nations General Assembly. On 28 and 30 October 1969, the Committee

met to consider a revised version of the report, which incorporated
suggestion of Committee members (CCD/PV.446 and CCD/PV.
448).
*

*

*

*

*

*

The Committee agreed to reconvene on a date to be established by
the Co-Chairmen in consultation with all members of the Committee.
This report is transmitted by the Co-Chairmen on behalf of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament.
United States ofAmerica
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Prague Declaration of the Warsaw Pact Foreign Ministers,

October 31, 19691
The foreign ministers of the Warsaw Pact states held a conference
in Prague on 30 and 31 October 1969. The conference was attended
by the following :
Dooutnenta on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 795-796.
6' Ibid., 1961, pp. 439-442.
ea Ante, pp. 189 -191.

1Budapest broadcast, Oct. 31, 1969.
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On behalf of the Bulgarian People's Republic, Ivan Bashev,

minister;

On behalf of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, Jan Marko,

minister;
On behalf of the Polish People's Republic, Stefan Jedrychowski,
minister;
On behalf of the Hungarian People's Republic, Karoly Erdelyi,
deputy minister;

On behalf of the German Democratic Republic, Otto Winzer,

minister;
On behalf of the Romanian Socialist Republic, Corneliu Manescu,
minister;
On behalf of the USSR, Andrey Gromyko, minister.
The governments represented at the conference expressed their desire
and readiness to take further steps, independently and in cooperation
with other states, to ease tension in Europe, to consolidate security,
and to develop peaceful cooperation. They confirmed the statements,
justified by life, addressed to all European countries by the states of
the Warsaw Pact on 27 [17] March 1969.2
The conference participants paid special attention to the preparation of calling an all-European conference which is to deal with the
questions of European security and cooperation.
They noted with satisfaction that their proposal for holding an allEuropean conference had a wide and positive reception on the part of
the majority of European states. This proposal has become the subject
of active and thorough discussion in Europe, in the course of which
concrete suggestions are being made on certain questions in connection
with preparations for the conference.
All this creates realistic possibilities for holding the conference for
establishing security in Europe through common efforts in the interests
of all European states and peoples.
The Finnish Government's initiative of 5 [6] May 1969 3 was also
favorably received; it stated its readiness to cooperate in preparing
and holding the all-European conference. All countries signing the
Budapest appeal gave a positive reply to this initiative.
On behalf of their governments, the foreign ministers of the Warsaw

Pact states propose that the following questions be placed on the
agenda of the all-European conference :

1The creation of security in Europe, renunciation of the use of
force and the threat of force in relations between European states;
2Widening commercial, economic, technical, and scientific rela-

tion's between European states, serving the development of political
cooperation, based on the equality of rights.
It is the firm conviction of the socialist states signing the present
declaration that the fruitful discussion of the above-mentioned questions, as well as agreement on these questions, will, in addition to reduc-

ing tension in Europe, serve mutual understanding between states,
the development of peaceful, friendly relations, and, through this,
2 Ante, pp. 106-109.
Ante, pp. 197-198.
375-754-170----05
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the realization of security in accordance with the vital interests of
all European people.
The success of an all-European conference would be an historic
event in the life of the peoples of our continent and the whole world.
It would make possible the future examination of such other problems
of European states whose solution would contribute to consolidating

peace in Europe, promoting the development of wide and mutually
advantageous cooperation. of all European states, safeguarding security based on the collective foundation of today's Europe, formed by
history, and on the joint efforts of states participating in one allEuropean conference.
The governments of the countries taking part in the present conference propose that, as a preparation for the all-European conference,
the interested states should discuss these suggestions at bilateral or
multilateral meetings. They are, naturally, ready to examine any other
proposals which serve the preparation for and the success of the allEuropean conference.
On behalf of their governments, the foreign ministers express their
conviction that, despite certain difficulties, not yet eliminated, all ques-

tion connected with the preparation and holding of an all-European
conferencewhether they concern the agenda, the participants, or the
convening of the conferencecan be solved if good will and sincere
efforts for mutual understanding are manifest.
The governments of the Bulgarian People's Republic, the Czechoslovak'Socialist Republic, the Polish People's Republic, the Hungarian

People's Republic, the GDR, the Romanian Socialist Republic, and
the USSR ask that all European states, in the interests of the continent's peaceful future, should make efforts for calling the all-European conference as soon as possible. In their opinion, the conference
could be held in Helsinki in the first half of 1970.

Chinese Communist Statement on Strategic Arms Limita-

tion Talks, November 4, 19691
The United States and the Soviet Union announced in Washington
and Moscow on October 25 that the two Governments have decided to

begin "preliminary discussions" on the "strategic arms limitation

talks" in Helsinki on November 17.2 This is a big plot. It shows that

the United States and the Soviet Union are contending with each
other, each seeking to maintain its own nuclear superiority by restricting the other, while at the same time both are colluding with
each other in a futile effort to further develop their nuclear military
alliance so as to maintain their nuclear monopoly, which has gone
bankrupt, and continue to carry out their nuclear threat against the
people of the world. It is also a new move by the United States and
the Soviet Union to step up their joint opposition to China.
1 Peking Review, Nov. 14, 1969, p. 28. The statement was broadcast by Peking
radio on Nov. 4.
Ante, p. 499.
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On October 20, as disclosed by official U.S. circles, Anatoly Dobrynin, Soviet Ambassador to the United States, made a special visit to

the White House for a secret talk with U.S. imperialist chieftain
Nixon to convey the Soviet Government's consent to Nixon's proposal

for holding U.S.-Soviet "strategic arms limitation talks." Two days
later, Dobrynin had a long secret meeting with U.S. Secretary of
State Rogers on the same subject.

Official U.S. statements have made it clear that the United States
and the Soviet Union also intend to promote their extensive global
deal through the so-called "strategic arms limitation talks." White
House spokesman Ronald Ziegler divulged on October 28 that Nixon
held that "there is a certain relationship between the S.A.L.T. and
political questions." After meeting with Nixon the same day, U.S.
House Republican leader Gerald Ford said the talks might be extended to include "a number of political issues between the United
States and the Soviet Union." 3 The Soviet delegate to the Geneva
"disarmament" conference also stressed on October 28 that the Soviet
Union "attaches great importance" to the talks.4
Following the conclusion_ of the "partial nuclear test ban treaty"
and the "nuclear non-proliferation treaty," a the U.S.-Soviet talks on
so-called "strategic arms limitation" are aimed at further developing
their nuclear military alliance. They vainly hope to maintain their
nuclear monopoly and carry out nuclear blackmail and nuclear threats
against the Chinese people and the people of the world. Nixon blatantly told a press conference on March 11 this year that U.S.-Soviet
nuclear talks were designed to jointly cope with what he called the
"potential Chinese Communist threat." 7 Rogers also said on October
25 that it would be to the "advantage" of both the United States and
the Soviet Union if an agreement was reached on "strategic arms
limitation." He openly stated that "if we can work out something
that is constructive from the standpoint of the two superpowers then
we can deal with China's problem later on." 8 These ravings by Nixon
and Rogers have exposed the criminal designs of U.S. imperialism
and social-imperialism in conducting the nuclear talks.
Since the conclusion of the "partial nuclear test ban treaty" in 1963,
the United States and the Soviet Union have not in the least slackened
their nuclear arms expansion and war preparations. On the contrary,
they have continually intensified their manufacture, stockpiling and
development of nuclear weapons. Since the beginning of 1969, U.S.
imperialism has conducted a series of nuclear weapon tests, allocated

large sums of money for the trial-manufacture of multi-headed
guided missiles and the building of an anti-ballistic missile system.
This shows that their so-called "partial nuclear test ban," "nuclear
non-proliferation" and "strategic arms limitation," etc., though different in phraseology, are all aimed at hoodwinking the world's people
3 Cf. New York Times, Oct. 29, 1069, p. 11.
4 Ibid.
5 DOCUMelth on Disarmament, 1963, pp. 291-293.
Ibid., 1968, pp. 461-465.
7 Ante, p. 101.
8 Ante, pp. 5 0 3 - ZSO 4 .
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and covering up the intensified nuclear arms expansion and war
preparations of U.S. imperialism and social-imperialism and their
nuclear war threats against the world's people.

Address by Secretary of State Rogers on Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks, November 13, 19691
.

Neat Monday in Helsinki the United- States and the Soviet Union
will open preliminary talks leading to what could be the most critical
negotiations On-disarinament ever undertaken. The tWornost potterfill
nations on earth will be seeking a way to,onth 'what to -date has been
an unending competition in the Strategic- arms race.
The Government of
States -Will enter these negotiations
with setionS_phrpoSe and with the-hope_that we can achieve balanced
-iihderStandings- that will benefit the cause Of world peace and Seenrity. Yet we begin theSeliegotiatiOliS-kribtiiig_that they are likely to
be lOng_aild complicated and with the-full realization that they may
not succeed:

While I will not be able to discuss specific proposals tonight, I
thought it Might be helpful to -outline the general approach of our
Government in these talks.
Nearly ,A quarter of a century ago, when we alone posSessed nuclear
power, the United 'State§ propoSed the formation-of_a United Nations

atomic development authority with a world monopoly over all clan
gerouS aspects of nuclear energy.z This proposal might well have
eliiiiinated fOr all nations the dangers and burdens of atomic teaponS.
Unhappily, as We till ltiOw; it was rejected-.
The- iMplicationS were obvious. Other§ intended to develop nuclear

Weapons on a national bask The-United States then would have to
continue its Own nuclear program. It would have to look to its own
security in a nuclear -armed world. Thus we established a national
policy of maintaining imelettr-weapen, strength adequate to deter
nuclear war-by any other nation or nations. It Was our-hope then, as
it is now,_to make certain that nuclear weapons would never again be
used.

The, intervening decades have Seen enormous resources devoted to
the development of nuclear weapons syStems. AS both sides expanded

their force levels, an action-reaction pattern was established. This
pattern was fed, by rapid progress in the technology of nuclear Weap-

ons and advanced delivery systems. The Mere availability of such
sophisticated _teohnolOgy made it difficult for either side by itself to
refrain from translating that technology into offensive and defensive
Strategic armaments.

Meanwhile, strategic planners, operating in an atmosphere of

secrecy, were obliged to make conservative assumptions, including
calculations based On what became known as the "worst case." The
1 Department of State Bulletin, Dec. 1, 1969, pp. 465-168.
2 Documents on Disarmainent, 1945-1959, vol. I, Pp. 7-16.
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people responsible for planning our strategic security had to take
account of the worst assumptions about the other's intentions, the
Maximum plausible estimate of the other's capabilities and performance, and the lowest. plausible performance of our Own forces. The
Soviets no doubt did the same.
Under these circumstances it was difficult during these Many years
for either side to conclude that it had sufficient levels of destructive
power.

Capacity fo2i Mutual DeStftetion

Yet that point in time has now clearly been reached. As absolute
levels of nuclear power and- delivery capability ineteased, a-Situation

developed in which both the United -States and the Soviet Union
could effectively -destroy -the Society Of thezother, regardless of -Which
one strhek first_

There are helpful mutual restraints in= such a Situation. -Salle ma,
tional leader's do not initiate .strategic nuclear war and thus commit
their people to national
Also, they must be careful not to
precipitate a conflict that could easily escalate into-nuclear
They

have to take elaborate .precautions against accidental release of a
nuclear -Weapenl.WhiCh_illight-btiug.ori- a -nuclear holocaust.

Ih,brief; the nuclear deterrent; dithgertaisthotigh it is, -has Worked.
The present
which both the United- States and the
Soviet Union could effectively destroy the other regardless of which
struck first----radidally-Weakehs the rationale for continuing the-arias
race.
Competitive accumulation of more sophisticated weapons would not
add to the basic security of either side.- Militarily-,_ it probably would
produce little or he :het advantage:- EdenotaidallY,, it would divert resources needed elSewhete._ Politically, it would perpetuate the tensions

and fears that are the social

of the nuclear arms race.
So a capacity for mutual destruction leads to a mutual interest in
putting_ a stop to.the strategic nuclear arms race.
Nonetheless, technology- advances remorselessly. It offers new op-

portunities to both sides to add to their offensive and defenSive
strategic sySteth& Both sides_ find it difficult to reject these opportunities in. an _atmosphere _rivalry and in the absence of a verifiable

agteeMent It raises temptations to seek -strategic advantages. Yet,
now such advantages cannot be_hiddeh for long,_ and both sides will
certainly take. whatever countermeasures are n_eceSsary to preserve
their retaliatory Capability.
This is the situation in 'which the two sides now find themselves.
Where national security interests may -have Operated in the pant to
stimulate the strategic .arms race; those same national -Security interests may net eperate-to-:stop or slew -down _the race. The question
to be faded in -the strategic laths talks is whether
with the
'adVithOledintellect to develop -these awesome weapens:of mass destruc-

tion have the combined 'wisdom to control and cattail them.
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Confidence-Building Preliminary Steps
In point of fact, we have already had some successes in preliminary
limitations :

We have a treaty banning military activities in Antarctica.3
We have a treaty banning the-orbiting of weapons of mass destruction in outer space and prohibiting- the establishment of military
installations' on the Moon- or other 'Celestial bedies.4

haVe reached agreenient.With the Soviet Union on the text Of
A treaty forbidding the emplacement of Weapons_ of mass destruction
oir the ocean floors, about to considered at the United Nations General AsSembly.5

These are agreements not -to atin environments previously inaccessible to *eaptihS. _Manifestly; there are fetter obstacles to such :agreements; than there Are to agreements controlling weapons already depleyed or under development.
But even :in already "contaminated" = environments there have been
tiVaithportant control agreoin0..ntS :

We have negotiated and ratified a Test Ban Treaty prohibiting
the.testhig of .micleox weapons in the atmosphere, under Water, and in
miter space.
Akany time to-ratify Simill--We have negotiated, and
taneetSly-With-the Soviet Union, a Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.7

It should be -pointed Out, though,: that the main objective of a
Nuclear Nonproliferation -Treaty is to prevent nonnuclear powers
from acquiring *Mid weapons. The -treaty does not restrain any of
the present nuclear powers f-rinu further development of their capabilities. 'The nonnuclear countries therefore_ tend to look upon the
treaty- essentially as a Self-denying ordinance.
Accordinglyi during the negotiations they insisted upon assurances
that the. =nuclear po'wet§ would seriously_ pursue StrategiC arms negotiations:
dine-tired and incorporated a paragraph in the treaty

which would require us to do so. I mention thiS to underscore two
-points :

.First, that the disarmament agreements previously concluded

have widely been regarded as confidence-building preliminary steps

Which hopefully might lead to more meaningful agreements on
strategic-arMS.

=,Secohd,..When the United States and the Soviet Union ratify the
NPT, they will agree to undertake negotiations in good' faith for a
cessation of the nticlear arms race.

However, giVen the complexity of the strategic situation, the vital
national. interests- involved; and the -traditional impulses to seek pro3 Ibid., vol. it, pp. 1556-1556:
4 'bid:, 1967, pp.-38-43.

Ante,-0. 507-509.

6 Documents on DisarmEinzent, 1963, pp. 291-293.
7 Ib4d., 1968, pp. 461-465.
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tection in military strength, it is easy to be cynical about the prospects
for the talks into which we are about to enter.
NonetheleSS,,soMe basis for hope exists.

First is the fact thatithe talk§ are being held at all. The diplomatic
exchanges leading up to these talks were responsible in nature. And
the talks theMSelves will require discussion of Military matters by
both sides iirwhioh the veil Of secrecy will 'nave to 'be, if not lifted, at
least refashioned: These factors :lead us to the hope that the talks- are
being entered into seriously.
Second is the Matter, Of_ timing. Previous diSparity in nuclear
strength laS been- succeeded by the situation of sufficiency, of which I
have already_ spoken. And betanSe thiS condition will continue for
the foreseeable future, the thne,.then,_seem-S.to be

for 61).7

sideting how to curb the race in which neither side in all likelihood
can gain meaningful adVantage.

Third is

mutuality of interest. Under present circumstances an

equitable- limitation on, strategic nuclear weapons, would §trerigtheri
the national
cif 'both Sides: If this is mutually perceived--:--if
both -sides conduct these talks in the light of that perception--:=4he
talks may accomplish an historic breakthrough in the pattern of conftentation that has characterized_ poStWar
May I pause to point out again that I -d0- not wish to predict that
the talks will be easy or thatprogreSS is ,imminent or; for that matter,
likely. 'Mutuality of interest for states accustomed to rivalry is diffi-

cult to perceive. Traditions are powerful. Temptations to seek ad=
vantage run strong. Detelopnients in Other areas are bound to have an
impact oil these diScuSsionS.

I3otli_partieS Will approach -the talks with great-caution. The United
State§--and the Soviet, Union are -entirely capable of protecting their
vital interests and -can- be counted upon to do SO. So there is little
chance that either. side would accept an outcome that leads to its net
national disadvantage. Iri our Case, -also We- Would_ not agree- to anything adversely affecting the national interests of our allies, who will
Continue to be consulted as the talks develop.
On the other hand we must also recognize that a prime technique
of international politics, as of'-Other politics, is talk. If these talks are
serious, they can lead to better - understanding on both sides of the

rationales behind strategic weapons decisions. This in itself Might
provide a climate in which to aVOid.coinpUlsive decisions:
Talksteed- not necessarily -call for an explicit agreement at any par-

ticular stage: Whether we can slow down, stop, or eventually throw
the,atinsrace, into reverse, remains to,b6 seen.

It also remains to be seen whether this be by a formal treaty or
treaties, by a series of agreements, by parallel action, Or by a convergence of viewpoints resulting from a better understanding of
respective positions.

What counts at this point is that a- dialogue is beginning about the
management -of the strategic relations of the two superpowers on a
better, safer, cheaper basis than Uncontrolled acquisition of still more
Weapons.
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U.S. Objectives

The United States approaches the talks as an opportunity to rest
our security on-What I woind-eall a balanced strategy.
In pursuit o_ f this balanced Strategy of security we will enter the
Helsinki talks with-three objectives :

enhance international security by maintaining a stable U.S.Stiviet'Strategic relationship through limitations On the deployment

Of Strategic armaments.

halt the upward spiral of strategic arms and avoid the tensions, uncertainties, and costs Of an Uhre,Strained continuation of the
strategic, arms race.

To redtee the risk of an outbreak of nuclear" war through a

dialogue about iSsUeS.arising, from the strategic-situation.

Soine-Say-that there-Will be risks Snch--a process. But it is easy to
focus too much on the risks that WOUld:aeCoMpany_ such a ne*-efitirOnMent andItso little on theriSkS of the one hi-Which we now
Certainly, such frisks. ire= minimal -COMparetl to the benefits- for mankind Whieh would' flow from success. tatii confident that this- country
Will not let- dOWn its guard; :lese
alertness, or 'fail to maintain
-

adequate 'programs to:pitted against a collapse Or evasion of any

strategic arms agreement. NO-delegatiOnit any disarmament negotiation
been-better prepared' Or-better qualified than the United
States delegation. Tlie .risks in Seeking-an Agreethent Seein to be Minageablei. insurable, and reasonable: ones to hill: They seem less clan.
gob:MS than the rigs. of open-ended arms competition---risks about
which we perhaps liaVe,bedOnie somewhat callous:
thaVe mentioned the rewards Of 'prOgresSiii: terms of international
security; World order, and improved opportunities for replacing a
stalemated confrontation with a process of _negotiation.

But there are also other .StitkeS in these -talks that come Closer to
home. On bah- sides Of this strategic arms race there are Urgent- needs
for r"esour "ces to -meet pressing domeSticneedS. _Strategic weapons cannot solve the problems of
we live at hothe or ho* we lilt in the
world inthislast third of-the 2-0th century. The Soviet-Union, which
deVotes a. much larger proportion of its national resources to armaments than do-We, must see this as Well._
Who-knoWS the rewards if we- succeed' in -diverting-the energy, time,

and: attention --the manpower and -brainpower-=deVoted to ever more
SophiSticated wettpoh to other and more Worth*hile.pUrposeSt

,Speaking before the United Nations General Assembly 2 months
ago,. President Nixon said that he hoped the strategic arms_ talks
WoOldbegin,Sooh ,because "There is no more iMportatit task before
And -he'acided that -We,MUSt "make a determined effort not only
to liMWthe buildup of strategic arms but to reVerseit." 8
Just last week ,President Podgorny of the Soviet Union said : "A
poSitiVe outcome Of the talks would undoubtedly help improve Soviet8 Mite,- p. 454.
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American relations and preserve and strengthen the peace."9 To that
I say "Amen:"
He added that : "The Soviet Union is striving to achieve precisely
stich. results:" Well, SO are we; and in this we -have the support Of the
military services, of the CongreSsi and Of the American people.
To that elidthiS Governinent apprOadhes_the strategic arms limitations talks in sober and serious determination to do our full part to
bring a halt-to Ali§ unproductive and costly competition in strategic
nuclear atinallents.

mess4ge From President Nixon to ACDA Director Smith:
Preliminary Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, No*em,

ber 17, 19604
You are embarking ilpoiLtone- Of the most inomentoliS negotiations
ever_ entrusted ta.an American delegation.
I do not -mean to _belittle the,pot: The Antarctic Treaty,2 the-LiniitaTest Ban Treaty,-the Outer- Space Tretity,-and intoSt =recently the
Nini-Prelifetatien Tretity,9 which Welope, will Soon enter into fOrce,

Were- all inipOrtant steps along the road to international security:

Other tasks remain on. the agenda,Of the-United Nations-and the Conletende of the Committee on DiSaimainent. Today, however, you will

begin what all Of
felloW CitizenS in the United States and, I
believe, all people throughont the -World, profoundly hope will be a

sustained-effort-not Only to -1finit the build_ -Up of strategic forces but
to.reVerSe it.

I do nottulderestiMatethe dildillty of your task; the nature of modern *Capital§ makes -their control an exceedingly complex endeavor.
But thiS.Very fact _increases the impOrtarioe of_ your effort.

Nor do I undereStiMate the suspicion and distruSt that must be dispelled if you are-to succeed in your assignment.
I _am *also- donsdietiS- Of the historical fact that Wars_ and crises be-

tween -nations can arise not simply from. the existence Of arms but
from Clashing interests or the ambitious pursuit of unilateral interests. That is- 'AY we seek,,progreas toward the solution of the dangerous political issues-of -our day:
I -anl neVertheleSS hopeful that your negititiationS with representa-

tives from the SO-Viet Union will serve to .increase mutual security.
Such ates11.41s
we approach theSe negotiations recognizing
the :teed:Mate_ security intereSts-on each side.
9 Pravda,. Nov. 7,.1.90,; -Current Digest of the Soviet Press, vol. XXI, no. 45
`(Dee.-,3, 1909) P. 9:(*ariant thin§lation).
Department .of Stitt° Bulletin, Dec.. 15, 1969, pp. 543-544. Mr. Smith read the
message atthe,flretlitelsitiki meeting (Nov. 17).
D.odum&ntit. on Disarmantient, 1945=1959,,vol. II, pp. 1550-1556.
/bid:,1963, pP." 291-293.
1967, pp. 38-43.
1968, pp. 461=465.
.
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I have stated that for our part we will be guided by the concept of
maintaining "sufficiency" in the forces required to protect ourselves
and our allies.6 I recognize that the leaders of The Soviet Union bear
Shawl. defense responsibilities. I believe it is possible, however, that
we can carry out our respective responsibilities under a mutually
acceptable limitation and eventual reduction of our strategic arsenals.
and defensive
We are prepared to discuss limitations on all
sySteMS, and to ,teach -agreernent§ in which -both. sides- can have Confidence. As I-Stated in my addres§ to the United_ Nations, we are _pre-

pared to deal with the issues seriou§ly., carefully, and pliposefully.7
1Ve Seek. no nnilatetal advantage; Nor do we Seek arrangements which
could be-prejUdicial to the interests of third- pattieS. We are prepared
to engage in bona fide ikoz?itiations, on concrete iSitieS, _airaiding-polemidS and extraneous Matteis.

No One can foreSeethat,the ontebine Of yolik work wine. rbelieve
yotit approach to these talks Will demonstrate the seriousness of the
IThited,States in. pursuing a patii_of equitable accommodation. I am
convinced:- that the
strategic arms is in the mutual= interest-Of Ott-do-Witty and the Soviet

Statement by Deputy FOreigti Minister Semyonov at the
Preliminary Strategic Arms Liinitatioti Talks, Novent,btr 17, 1969 1
re'rnait me, first of all, to express our sincere gratitude to Mr. Kap
jitlaihen, -.111inister of Foreign Affairs, for his warm welcome and
Wishes for success in- our work.

The Government Of the U.S.S.R. attaches -great importance to the
negotiationS on curbing the strategic -arms race. Their positive results
Would undonlitedly marlin-Ito both to= iniprovementin Soviet-American relations and in the consolidation of universal peace.

Unswervingly guided by the principles of insuring laSting peace
and international security laid down by V.I. Lenin as the -basis of the
foreign policy of the Soviet state, the Soviet Union has alWays been a

proponent Of the implementation of the principles of peaceful coexistence, of effective .measures to end the arms race and of general
and complete disarmament. The Soviet moves aimed at this goal are
widely supported-by peace - loving states and peoples.
It is our de§ire to see this -Meeting in Helsinki- successfully solving
its titSkS.

Curbing of the strategic arms race, limitation and subsequent reduc-

tion of slick armaments this is an impottant goal, the achievement
Of which would Meet the vital interests not only of the Soviet and
American_ ople§ but also of other nations of the world.

Given gel-Mine desire on bah sides to seek mutually acceptable
agfeement without prejudice to-the security of Otir states and all other
6 Ante, pp. 32-33.
7 Ante, p. 454.
1 New York Times, Nov. 18,1969, p. 16.
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countries, it is possible and imperative to overcome obvious complexities and obstacles and to bring about reasonable solutions.

Gratitude to Finland
As regards the Soviet delegation, our efforts at the talks will be
directed toward this very end.

On behalf of the Soviet delegation we extend greetings to Mr.

Smith, Chairman-of- the United States- delegation, to all its members
and Staff: We are hopeful that an exchange of views between us will
deVelopin a constructive manner and create the necessary foundation

for ftrthernegotiatiens.
In conclusion is,y1; on behalf of the Soviet Government express
our appreciation to the GeVethment of Finland for providing opportunityle-holdthiSineetingiri. Helsinki. We regard it as an expression
net Only of the traditional Finnish hospitality but also of the active
peaCeloviiig.foreiot Obey of the Government of Finland which has
won respect-throughout the World.

Statement: by the United States Representative (Yost) to
the First Committee of the General Assembly, Mivem-ber 17, 19691
We are deeply-lioneured by the presence of the Secretary- General at

this opening -of our annual debate On the question of disatniainent.
AlSo, Mr. Chairman, X should like to say that We welcome the important statement yekhaVo just made and shall examine it with great
attention._

Many of the representatives here may remember that when Bernard
BatiiCh -presented to the United Nations twenty -three years ago the

United States proposal for an international atomic developthent
authority,- in order _to ensure the exclusively peacefill use of nuclear
power ,,he- opened his statement
saying : "We are hero to make a
choideletWeen the gin*. and thedead!' 2
So miiCh_has been,Said through the years on the control of nuclear
and other weapons that a danger exists Of our minds being dulled to
its real significance, to its overriding necessity. Let us hope and pray
that-that will net
because this is truly one of the questions
on which 'all
lives-,depend.
Although- for essential l-prietical rensens the Main negotiating forum
on diSarinaMent questions is elsewhere, the General Assembly has impertarit powers _and. responsibilities concerning this subject, deriving
from the Charter
In the exercise of these powers it is customary
for the ASSetribly, through this Committee, b debate every year the
issues and.ptincipleS that must govern the continuing search for 'effective 'ineasuteS of arms control. In past .years our debates here have
given rise to reSolutionS, of. great value in guiding the negotiators of
1 Aid.1 /Pti691, pp. 7-25.
2 libcuments.on Disarinanteht, 1945-1959, vol. I, p. 7.
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such major agreements as the partial nuclear test ban Treaty,3 the
outer space 7 reaty,4 and the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons.5

I mention those well-known facts only to stress how serious these
debates are and how essential it is that we never view them as a matter
of routine.
This year we meet at a time when both the need and the opportunity
for progress in arms control are greater than they have been for some
time. The Variety and breadth Of activity currently under way in the
disarmament field and related areas should be heartening W all of us
who believe that arthathentsi nuclear and non-nuclear, must be made
subjeet to effective control. New opportunities exist to take significant
steps toward that goal.

The favourable developments to which I refer are, in brief, the

following:
On this Very.day, as you, Mr. Chairman, have pointed ant, bilateral
talks are opening between the United States and the Soviet Union
on limiting strategic armaments.
The prospects are now favOurable for early entry into force of the
Treaty oh the NoriPrOliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
A regional organizatioivhas been established, in accordance with the
Treaty on the ,Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America,° to
help ensure compliance with that-Treaty.
Significant work is continuing at the Geneva Conference of the
Committee On DiSarrilitMent on controlling chemical and biological
Weapons.

A draft treaty to prohibit emplacement of weapons of mass destruction oh- the sea -bed -has been developed at the Conference of the Coinmittee on Disarmttment and presented to the General Assembly for
diSeussion.1

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament has been enlarged by eight countries whose participation will, we are confident,
contribute to maintaining it as a vital forum for disarmament negotiations.
Practical ideas are being elaborated on the international exchange
of seismic data in order to gain increased understanding of the seismic
characteristics of underground nuclear etplosions, and thus to adVance the search for a comprehensive nuclear test ban.

In a related area not directly of a disarmament nature, intensive
work is under way in the International Atomic Energy Agency on
problems relating to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, particularly
those matters which'were addressed by the non - nuclear Conference of
1968.

I shouldike to discuss each of those areas of progress.
aware, the United States and the &mkt Union have
As we
begun today in' Helsinki one of the most serious and important negotiations eyer undertaken in the field of arms control and disarmament.
3 Ibid., 1963, pp. 291-293.
4 Ibid., 1967, pp. 88-43.
5 Ibid., 1968, pp. 461-46g.
Ibid., 1967; pp.- 69 ff.
7 Ante, pp. 507-509.
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Those negotiations will be for the purpose of curbing the strategic
arms race, and they will include consideration of both offensive and
defensive strategic weapons.
The importance of those negotiations can hardly be over-estimated.

Their subject is the most powerful, the most -devastating, and the
most expensive weapons ever devised and manufactured. They will
involve the vital security interests of both participants.
As evidence .of the great- seriousness with which my Government
approadhes these talks, I wish to _quote briefly at this point from the
message which President Nixon has addressed today to the United
States delegation in Helsinki :
You are embarking upon one of the most momentous negotiations ever
entrusted to an Americaii- delegation . . You t-211 begin what all of your
fellow citizens in the- United States and, I believe,_ all people throughout the
World, profoundly hope will be a sustained effort not only to limit the build-up
of strategic forces but to.reVerse
I do not undereatiMate the difficulty of your task . . . I am nevertheless
hopeful-thatyoUr -negotiations With- representatives from the Soviet Union will
serve to, increase mutual security.

I =have Stated that-for -our part we will he. guided by the concept of maintaining 'Stifiloiency'Ari the forces required to protect ourselves and our allies.
I recognite that the leaderS of the Soviet _Uhion-bear similar defence resPOnsibilities.i_beli -eve it is -posSible, however, that we can carry out our respective
resPonsibilitieg _under a -mutually acceptable limitation and eventual reductiori
of our strategic arsenals.8

To that 0-citation. from President Nixon let me add the following
statement made last Thursday by our Secretary of State, Mr. Rogers,
in a speech discussing the significance of the HelSitiki talks:
Under present circumstances an equitable limitation on strategic nuclear

weapons would strengthen the national security of both sides. If this is

Mutually _perceived--4f both sides. CoridUct these talks in the light of that
pereeption-;-the.talki may accomplish- an hiStorio breakthrough in the pattern
of confrontation that has eharadterized the postwar world.°

Those statements testify to the extraordinary importance which my
country attaches to the talks that opened today in Helsinki. We are
encouraged to hope and believe that our Soviet counterparts also approach this task with-great seriousness of purpose, and are prepared,
as we are, to be reasonable and flexible in dealing with the profound
complexities of this problem. We would be unwise to expect quick
results but we .must be patient and persistent, determined and indefatigable. Neither participant, in its Own interest and that of the
world community, can permit itself to fail.
Whatever the difficulties, the effort is supremely worthwhile. This
is true not only because-of the inherent value of strategic arms limitation itself. It as true also bedause progress on this central problem can
provide inipetuS in other arms control areas as well. In particular, it
might well exert-a favourable impact on the negotiations for a comprehensive test ban. It could also improve the Outlook for an agreeMei* tOciit off the production -of weapons-grade fissionable materials
and' to 'transfer some of the existing stockpiles of those materials to
peaceful uses.
Ante, pp. 535-530.
Ante, p. 533.
P_ s.".
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I should now like to review where we-stand with respect to multilateral-international agreements, beginning With the non-proliferation
treaty, and then turning to Other projects that have been the subject
of consideration at the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament.
The outstanding achievement Of the Geneva Disarmament talks so
far was the,negotiation of the Treaty on -the Non-Proliferation of
NuclearWeapons.
The principal purpose of that -treaty is, of course, to -arrest the
spread of nuclear weapons among the- nations and. thus to lessen the
risk that the world will ever suffer the catastrophe of nuclear war. It
has, however, additional major ptirpOseS. Many members of the Coin -

mittee on Disarmament, as the- current report of the body of this

Assembly shows,16 have expresSed- the conviction that the treaty's en-

try into force Will §tiiimlitte progretS in negotiation of effective
measures relating to cessation Of the nuclear arihs-rade and to nuclear
di§armament. The treaty -wiThalso serve the 'purpose of facilitating
the worldwide dissemination of nuclear technology for peaCeful, useS.
As the_Conunittee will recall, the Treaty on the NotiTroliferation
-of-Nuclear Weapons was-overwhelmingly commended by-the General
AsSeMbly in- June of last year and opened 'for signature On 1 .July

1968. To enter into foree, the treaty must be ratified by the three

nuclear-W:641)0 parties and forty other-States: Thus far -it has been
Signed by ninety-One countries, twenty -two 'of which. have deposited
their, instruments of ratification. We are especially heartehed by the
prospect-that several important additional countries are expected to
§ign'the treaty in themear future. My GOVerninetithas been discussing
for some time With:the Soviet Union the questiOn of depositing our
-Own instruments of ratification jointly and §iniultaneOuSly,',an act
that
be symbolic of the imitual--understanding which made the
-Treaty on the Noh-Proliferation of 'Nnclear Weapons pOsSible. We
hOpe this may soon occur: AS-inore,und: more signatory nations, complete their ratifications there is:good:reason to- believe that the Treaty
On theNoh-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons will enter into force in
the rather near future.
The Treaty- on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons is with,eitt,cloUbt a :major step in the histery of disarmament. Even in advance of its entry- into force, the steps-toward that goal----lt§ negOtia-,
tiOn, its endorsement .by the-General Assembly, -and the signatures and

ratifications already ,received-have ,done much to create 'favOurable
conditions and'a
and favourable,atniosphere for progression other aspects
of disarmament. Certainly Article VI of the treaty teighed,Substantially in the deciSiOn, of the-United States :and' the Soviet Union to

initiate strategic ,arms liMitation talks: In additiOn, several of the

-prOblems involved in negotiating a sea-bed- arms control treaty were
materially;SiiriPlified by the fact that 'similar problems had been faced
ansiSucdeSSfullyrOsolVed during the--negOtiation of the Treaty on the
Non- Proliferation -of Nuclear-Weapons;
turn now briefly to three sub-iteths on the -agenda, of this Com-

mittee *hich, had their origins in the Conference of Noh-NuclearWeapowStates. These-are the Secretary-General's Report on the imiP

6117=.-526.
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plenientation of the results of the-Conference, his report dealing,with
the provision Of peaceful nuCleareiplosiOn services through the International Atomic. Energy Agency, and the experts' report on the -role
nuclear technology can .play m- the advancement of developing cormtries. Many of the resolutions that Were, adopted by the Non-Nuclear
COnferende, reflected. the natural &Sire' on the, part of non-nuclearweapon StateSto ;be assured = of continuing' access to the-benefits from
this promising netneohnOlogb, and-provided helpfulguidelines-to-be
keptin-mind in the-years ahead..
We have been impressed. over :.the' NIA year by the efforts of, the
Secretary - General and the InteitatiOnal Atomic Energy Agency to
be, responsive to many of the ,Non.-Nuclear -Conference reCeinniendatiOns,, and we wish to commend: the quality of the ,repOrts. no* before
us. Theinternational Atom_ ic Energy Agency note has, Under-Way ,ah
,

intensive re- examination of the- compositietv of its; Board of Governors
in' Order to make that body more. representative. The,kgeney Ito pro-&iced- a thoughtful
of many of its activities Which' are .airectly relevant to the,VieWS expressed at the Non=Ntelear-Conferenee.

With the full participation of all intereste4,MeMber States; the International Atonne Energy Agency has gone a long, way ,clefniirig its
prospective responsibilities inthe.fielit Of.lpeade nnolear. ekplOsionS.
The ',task§ -that "lie ,ahead in the field-'of ipeaceful :uses,-of nuclear
energy are not easy and
quickly finished: ITOWever,.-sUb=
stantial piogreSS
thade:_Ve'belieVe.that the--actiVity of thepast year-his borne Out Our assertion in'thetwenty-thircl seSsiOn, of the
General Airknbly, Oita the recommendations of the -nOn4nuelear Conference_ can be, carried, ontinere effectively

existex

ing- bodies than by creating** mechanisms..
continue to :belieVe
fitinly that this is the cake.,'The tnited.,'States'. will devote
energies td.fUtute efforts in:thii,CoMple$4t14deitandink-field.
During the .past year; there has ,been- nifirke&increase iwProPesalS
to aiitrimlt "ohenneal:and'biolOgical weapons.. At the laSt ,SesSien, of the

Conference of the Committee on DigarniaMeht there was ,Much,
thoughtfuldiSeuSsien-of this subject.- Several preps:toStag-hoe been -iiitiOduced4hich .seekto reduce the. likelihood' that cheinical and biological', *eapOnS= will eVer. LLbe used. The most detailed and carefully
thought -out of these measures. is a draft convention introduced in the

:Conference in-,Genevby'the,:,nited. Kingdom to control not-only the
trise,:bUt,alSOthe-,deVelopinerit, procliietiori, and stockpiling of biblOgioallyeapOnS.1'''In.:additionv during the :present General, ,Assembly,
.draft -chethical sand: bacteriological, WeaponS-,Convehtion was introdiiced the Foreign Minister -of the Soviet Union.12

Aii.eitteinely: Valuable ,ContribUtion tothis subject .is! the report of
the Consultoit Expertato the:Secretary,Cieneral on "chemical and bioweooii
Was-tranSinitted,on
JUhe Ti July], 196013

that,,iePOrt Weed: Mikes clear the need' for the Conference of the
Committee on "Disarmament to-conduct a- detailed and- cOMprehensiVe

examination of all-the arms-control :propoSals, for *Mica- and bacteriOlegiball*eitliOnS:
11

..,

Attte;'1*-431.4438.,

?1?.41:nfe, iip.:4551457:

1'3 Mite; pp, 264-298;,
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Ao President Nixon indicated in his addres§ before the United Na=
-tic* General ASSembly, on- 18 .Septernber 1969, the United. States
Supports the deVeleptient -by the COnference Of the Comtnittee oh
Disarmathent, for COnSidetation in this. Assembly of arms-control
initiative§ the-eliethidal=biolOgical 'field." On soVeral OocaSion§ the
United States la§ reiterated itS stipport.for the prindiples and objec,
,

fives of the 1925 'Geneva ProtocOli We share the coneern of our

MeMber§ Of-the -United NatiOn§' oVer the dangers of uncontrolled. deVelopment and. pOssible Use ,of 'cheniidal -and biologioal
WeitpOns, and- We.Shall, be, prepared tO Work With othersin Geneva -on

ianf:prOpesals that. offer the:pro§pect otreliable akin§ control in this
field., We, shall hal* Mote ta kay on this subject later 'during this
debati3..

We are gratified' by the continuing effortS in GeneVa over the-past
year tOtiard"an adetiiiately Verified; coMpithenSive nuclear teStlaan.
:President ,Niton, in his ineS§age§ regarding the-workof the-Eighteen,
Nation DisarMainent dOinthittee in Mar&
Suly, §tated, that the
ThIftea'StateS..0PportS--the conclusion 'Of Such a _CoMprehenSiVe test
,

-bah, and,iirged: effertS to, achieVe greater .Understanding of how_ &nip;

Pliated withit Odd be Verified." TO:this end; _my Gs:ilr-ernmeni has
taken StepStO iMpletrient the seisinieinvestigatiOn vtopoial WhielL Our
delegation preSented. in- this ConiMittee. on 5 DeCember Of list .-year.1'
-SeiSinic recordings Of otit itleadefulnuclear ekplo§iOn, Project RitlisOn,,
-On 16 'September last, aittieing analysectin the:Milted State§ and; *I3
triiit,:e10Where. Disenssion Of thoie analySes hi, the releVant technical
-,atict..0Cientific 'fortuiii§ .ShoUld dantribUte 0 a Mote Complete under-

..stoiling Of .Seisthology and Olt§ ,potential. for identifying' undergrOUnd: Mielear eXploSiOns.

With the sathe endin *kW
cbmitry ims:Weldonied' the redent itn=.
,pertalit Canadian initiatiVe-- tegarding
world-lAde 'eichange Of
.§.6iSinie,data.":ThernitedStates is prepared tOlend its,support tot) the
type Ofeicehange,envi§aged in Canada's ,propoSal..and plang- to Partielpate tOthe. fullest-possible extent.
For sOme:yearsi. the tnited States has' beeh,seeking agreeinent On-a
oiit,off Of* produetion Of TASsiOnable Material for-iiSe -Weapon§,
and:a transfer -of agree& amount§: of those Materials. te ,safeguarded
,peacefUlitses.;taSt April in .0efieVaVe iii*Odified our earlier propOSals
toxl#iv ide:. that inspection ,under, such. an agreement tOuld,be
loli§hed -0101f:by theInternatiOriai Ateinie Energy Ageridy." -ThiS_
change .4as introduCed' in. Order to facilitate further .negotiation
-broadlfaCceptableiagreeinent, for Whieli:the §afegUards proviSions of
the mon7proliferatiOn, Tifeaty 10-pla,serve aS a -guide. Weremain
Vineedthat.§uch''an%agreeMent *mild .be.a Jriajor Contribution tO theCOntrol_Ot Mielear arMainentS; 'and-we- hOpe,for early prOgress Writ.
!Pie Prin:cip achlev01118.1* at -the ConferenCe of 'the
on
biSarinainenttliik.year has-been the development-of:a draft treaty-tO
..Pl'Aittci.:11 454".

Aiite,,i)p: 110, 3004,01.

DaCimieiiticimDikarinatrient,-1968itqi. 7694*

1!.'AntOtip-.418-420.
'1,1k
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prevent emplacement of weapons of Mass destruction on the sea-bed.

The text of that draft treaty appears as annex A of the report of the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to the General-Asseinbly.' To assist in this Committee's consideration of it, let me now review briefly how the draft evolved and why we believe- it affOrdS- a
good basis for achieving a worth-while arms-control measure.
intenThe ,Conference of the Committee on _Disarmament beganConSideration
of
a
sea-bed
_arms-control.
measure
in
March.
sive
sneeeeding,months,:detailed discussion took place on all of the
principal issues: on the scope of the prohibition, that is the weapons
and facilities which Shedd, be prohibited; on the area of the sea-bed
to which the prohibition ,should apply; and on the procedures for
verification.
'There were many different views among MeMbers of the Committee,
including the delegations: of the United States and the Soviet Union.
However, it proved possible for these two delegations to resolve their
differences, and on 7' October they submitted an agreed draft for the
consideration of the Committee.2° Further intensive. discussion took
place in the Committee in which members candidly pointed out defeetS in the draft and made suggestions for improvements.,
As a result of thiiiedisdligsyfai0; the two co-authors of the draft presented, on 30 October, a*Tited: draft, dontainintiMproVeinentS_Vhich
,

had been suggested by the -proposals of many members. It is this

revised draft-of:30 040er-that:OW lies before this,Cointhittee.2±
In this ,statement I do not wish to review in detail, every provision
of the draft treaty. would merely like to offer some thoughts on its
basic approach._

Ihe-prineitei3OffeOt of the treaty Wonld.beto prohibit the emplaceinent of nuclear weapons or weapons of mass destruction on the seabed- beyend. the maximum contiguous zone. Thus the -treaty would

hkvealimited-applio,tion.

We seethe-folloViing-virtUeS in this 14010 approach:
is technically posCOVer nuclear weapons.
,First, the treatir
these
-devastating
-weapons
to
be
fired
from
silos or other
'sible
Water: An effeetiVe,bari.On- such emplacement
emplacements under
of the nuclear arms, race into this ne* dimenwould prevent
sion. As Ave know from experience in such Maffei* prevention before
the fact iS,far,"eaSier thitn removal after the fact.
Second, the treaty will prohibit the only Weapensi which it might be
,

,

,

militarily advantageous to station , on the sea-bed. It would be -ektrenielY expenSiire, to emplace any WeaponS, on the bottom of the
dad*, 'On11:WeaPenS of mass destruction could have enough significance .Militarily- to warrant the expense.

Third, the,tre4#.0,shigile. Because Of the ;limited scope of its Inv.!
verification can be based on existing rights
of observation. Let -rile
especially the
interject at this point the follthit=0K.064uwo.dal'oortiaid0:'The;draft
treaty iS notintended,tO affeet,:ancLiiiaot will not affect, any kite's.
1)osition:ogotairigziO'Tighti underinternatioriallaW-4cept, of conrk,
'r4nte,49., 478475.
'''Ante, PP: ,5Q7---50?.
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for the bask prohibitions- of article I, which will constitute a_ new
and -desirable- constraint on the freedoin-of action of -parties to the
f reaty A disclaimer clause is included in the draft treaty-to-make-perfectly clear that, except for this .constraint, the rights' -Of State.* or
theiritecognition ornon-recognition Ofchtinia of rights, will -iiino.way
be piejudieed:
Fourth, the treaty Will,o-Ohstitute.a. step in our dontiniiiiie-effOrtato
end the nuclear ,arms -rate: Another _area, representing almost threefourths of the earth's -Siirface,.,WilLbe kept _free, Of emplaced ,nUctear-

arfris, as is thetakwitkAntarctica and otter space

ThiS last point warrants further Coniinent. We do not Urge inte4iational agreement on the sea-bed arnis-controltreaty-inerely because it
is simple, oi'nierely beta-I:IS-61.z* be concludedthis:year rather. than
nett. Ire-qtgeit beaukit would: vastly- extend the area of arms con=
trol B' any standard this Makes it einiiiently.VOrtk
Critics :haVe-,ftokly.-.4aked" whether the actions this treaty would
prohibit are actions that atiy:State,eVer-iritends to take.. The premise
of such questions seems to be that an arms control ,:measure is Worth_
while only if it stops an Anna rate:thathas,taready begun or prevents
an Otis rate-WhithiS about to begin This premise in our view cannot
be

In 1063; the General Assembly adopted a resolution opposing the
orbiting of -Weapons Of MASS,deStrUction,-arOund the 'earth:22 This Oh-

dept was later embodied in the "no bombs in orbit" cclause of the Outer
Space Treaty of 190:4 When those measures were being developed
there, was no arms race in the sk y-_ and nobody knew- whether there
Would- ever ,befine: It was enough that the .technictil possibility existed
rthirik that all of us today are-gladthat we did take steps early, when

it was possible to do sd, to fOrestall the risk: that weapons of mass
destruction might be put into orbit Who can say that if we had not
dOneiso,,Stith weapons would not tp70101-nOW:dotistithity passing over
oftrheaols?

.tet .me be .0lear.:, it IS already within our-- 'Capability- to emplace

*Clear ,weapons on the setti,bed;' and such action would not be without
some imhtary adtrantages. For example, nuclear weapons emplaced
.under :hundreds of feet of water could constitute a deterrent force,
Whith-WoUld:be- difficult for an adversary to eliminate with offensive
missiles Also, such weapons 'would be..relatiVelY -far from populated
'are* It would be -kaskindeed' to *that, in the absence of an effec-

tive treaty prohibitioir-Pc4eis possessing this capability would not
nialc_e.uSe of

In addition to its

as an arms dentrol. measure, this draft treaty
will also help to .ensure that the vast areas of the ,sea=bed ,remain available forpeaceful,deonoinit,e4iloitatiOn for the benefit of all-of manIiiii4.44:nO-One,dolibt that a,nntlear 'tiring race on the Sea-bed could
have aprotoiind-effect.oiv the prospects for complete and free co-operation in . its 'peaceful,. exploitation:
IliaVe,Stressed that the present draft sea-bed treaty constitutes
]*.1#04. step but one that is worth Whild., I need eetireely add that
oolitne,ittkfin-bilEninalli6iit, 19d, p. 63S.

y
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proSpectsforlutther measures of arms control relating to the sea-bed
would- not be:foreelbSed'hy the 'present -draft treaty. On the contrary,
thepreamble-dohtaing keletir allithiatiori. that parties Would continue
negotiations concerning- further ineastres,t6 exclude the sea -bed from
the :arms race, Moreover, the 'text contains-,a' provision calling for -a
'treaty retieW--dOliferehce-fiVe years after itS=ehtty- into force. At that

One- if

to assess whether further

prOhibitions,arepOsSible-and, desirable.-

What

be the next step in-bringing a sea -bed treaty closer to

OnChiSioif ?,,As the t:hited'States delegatidh, made _clear in Geneva, we

eipect-the:_drafttre4tyto be reVieted.carefUlly in thiS-,Committee of
tho,GeneratASSernbly, The:sea=bed'Conimittee is alse-donsideririg
plidatiOhs 61411e: treaty 'Within that Corinittee'S, terms of referehOe.
We do liot-beliete that 'thiS,driOt, as far as, t WaS:deiveloped ih Geheva,
necessarily. represents the last work as a treaty:re.acly to receive'broadinternational. support: For
part,, We Shall. liSteh
'Care and
linderstandirit to7 the- cohnziehtS, made here and will be prepared
consider. further mOdifidations; if they should Seeih-called for, to 'Meet
concerns of `the: international coniihuiiity:
l_haVe'retieWed briefly all of the i,tien,$1111-:Whicif fit-pit-ant activities

are: taking, place m the.:field: of diSarinanierit.-Aithottgb: thete are
number ofliopeful signs, Weteeogii*,that progresS is far from-being
ASrapid as most of hiWOuld Wish. itOWever,
Workthat.cah lead
id,Oncrete aolii0feineht_iS in train: We'belieVe.that the Conference of
the C-Ofignittee-oh Usaririameht:ShOuld`lie' asked:US continue urgently
next yeat
ofita,efforti in the fieldS -Where:I:dote progreSS might be
pO§Sible. The Conference -of the-Corriiiiittee,Oh,.biSainiainent will of
cOurse, profit ,greatlY from the,_gnidatiee -_establish_ ed_ in :the delibera=
:tionS of thiS-4Vg":sonbly:,

The Cotiferefice =.of the Committee on .Disarmament has recently
been -strehgthehed 'by .the addition of eight' neW-fiiehiberS :,Argehtihal
Hufigaiy;:, Japan; Mongolia, Morocco?, .NetherhihO, ':Pakistan;__ and
::irfigoda-v*
ia.pirtioularly gratifynig that those countries have
begun
Committee's Work. They have. already
.dohtribtitect:,their''Shate
valuable
Ve,:are cOnfident That
tlie,,timfeten66.01.the:COniniiitee on Disarmament
deriye,:iritch

)3000:ft04,theiripiiiticipOtioni

Indeed; my ,Government, wishes

all the members=

tittlif 00-1: niitt,e0- on =1)isakiiiahieht. would like to eXpreSsr to Ali.eirr
our thahks-7for lheir ihelpfhl, -donStrUctiVei :patieht=--and _I ,erhphOize
1*tieht,4ffOtts,Wbfirig.about progress ill OenOrd. POO* slow
progress "Auk *41011 COOS: :We lOOk- f6tOtt,td?torresthhing'efitly-

:ih 197NWith the iithiiist§eticiOnes§ and sense of Shared' responsibility,
the',ifieetifiga oftheCOXifeitenCe,Of the 05iihtittee. Oirtli§atmagtept.,
Speaking, of 190; inay'i take the-libefty, conclusion, of repeating'

to this Committee` -a reharkI_'nade-Or,thiSs subject'
Aioenbiy last month; Ific:fegatr ,.preparatio
,tiliniVerSark=4 thetnitettititiOnS.I. said

the plenary
twenty -fifth

pursue with much _more,
and realism onr common tespOniialec,k'the ,dahgek0§-aiid' costly arias race. There,-,ares noW-More- than
enough:n*14r Wealjons in:the, *tied, to, ifootroy
-liNtig -thing on &it-Ur.
No nation: can ,v411`.ilisimn,nnilntor411S1,
'prOpipt, effective .and,

.b1110;
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means of Checking the arms race, particularly as regards weapons of mass

destruction, are _long overdue. Nor is the need for diSarmak. AtAiniited to the
,great Wers_arid :nuclear weapons. All the Wars now being fought are being
fought -With donVentional_arms,;. it is the e-c7er,MOUntiitg -burden of conventional

arnutinent *hick Weights on the poorest 'nation§ and is -one of the most serious
bnpedimentsIo theivedononiie, social and pelitiCia development.24

Let nsaii. then, ,great Power and_ small Power, nuclear armed or
conventionally arinedrtake,a_soleMn. and a common resolve to mark
our twenty-fifth :aninteraary by substantial agreements to control,
limit and reduce the armaments -- of all of us By ,so 'dOing. we may
indeed; and at last, "take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace", "promote social progress
and better standards of life in larger" freedom", "Hit together m peace
.

.

With one another as good neighbours", and,- "save Succeeding generations, from-the scourge of -war".

Statement by the Scorittitepresetitative (Rtishchiii) to the
'First tomtit-tee of the General Assembly, November

1969'
;kirk ,4-Dt all, may t.geet the presence at this meeting, a :I've', begin
considering items
disarmament, of the distinguished SecretaryGeneral of the -United Nations, U -Thant. His presence today, as we
Open' our debate . on disarmament, is proof of his constant and untiring :intereSt, and that Of the United Nations as a Whole, in the prOb-

lehiS of-diSaTitainent.

We also WelCoMe, the very important statement you made today,
Mr Oliairinan,,bitthe,Oceasion of our first meeting devoted to -'prObleinS-Of disarmament This is testimony of your deep and constant
interest iii,thei*obleinS:that We,,ale,beginning to ,consider today.
This year; the,beginniiit, of the consideration of the disarmament
,iteiAliivtlie First Committee comcides with the tenth anniversary of
a decision of the General Assembly,, which truly is among, the most
important
the,UnitediNationi during the whole
of
its existence. On '20: November 1959, at the initiative Of the -Soviet
Union, supported 1#.1i4141)eadOolin*,8tates, the General Assembly
'uniniMouslyadOptecta,reSOlitiOn (resolution:1378 ,(X1V)) declaring
that the question ofgeneral, and ,complete disarmament was "the most
linportint.,One-facing the *Ad' today". It -COntained-, an appeal 16
'GOyerninentS,"tii'Make i3yortofrottito::46*0 a constructive solution
Of thiS:probleni".F

In tins de ision of the General Assembly there was reflected the
,general= understanding and recognition Of the fact that at the :present
time disarmament IS;`,the;MOStimpOrtant problem ,upon- the solution
ofi'WhiClithe-yift,i1,:intereSti,of all peoples, large and small, hinge, as
well as the future of Mankind:, The solution ,ot.thitt :prObleni
attaininent of the *lain Objectives desoribed in: the
A/9.1/PIT:1691,* 12647;
2:popigizeit*otip8artnettnent; 4944460,1,7,01. II, 0. 4045.
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.Chatter of the -United Nations : "to Save succeeding generations from

the scourge of War", to enure that peoples will live as friends and

good- neighbours and unite their efforts for the maintenance of international peace_andaeciiiity.
In recent times tremendous change§ have occurred in the world in
the military and technological field which have transformed nuclear
and rocket 'Weapons into ,ever-tiore terrifying and -deStructive meats
of waging war A 'nuclear rocket conflict, in pte§ent conditions, would
lead to the death of hundreds of millions of people, the .destruation, of
whole States, the -- contamination of the earth's environment, the deStinetion- of 'thiTaluableireasureS, of civilization and
A warning about this was contained in the report of the ,SecretaryGeneral of the UnitedNations on the consequences of the possible uses
Of nuclear weapons, prepared by' a representative group of seientists_
and specialists of various .State:s.3 The Scientific' and teôhnólogiáai

revolutioopeningiip Aniheard4 possibilities for -the use of power-'
`ful forces of nittureantheintereSts- Of mankind, can also be directed
towards the destruction of people- and Of treasures accumulated
thronghont centuries.
In the :peat, ten years- there has been an enormous increase in the
burden, of Military eipenditUres., Sustained by the workers of Many
countries If at the,hoginiihit ofthe,19_60§,accotditit to ekpotts,,mili417 '.expenditures in thoi3, whole world AmOniited to ,about_ $120,000
inilliem'a'yeatvni* they have already' gone :beyond $200,060 million
This astronomical : §unilS more than three times larger_ than expenditures for public healtli:ih,theWliele World. The huge military budgets

of States are proof of the fact that,- in world where many people
Sider from hnriger and disease, there is an incredible waste of colos-

resources and Means ;devoted to .military end§.
sal
This colifirniaeVeW,Morethe.iMpertance of the problem that we are-

-§tarting to -debateteday,:the prObleni.of diSatinaineht. Unfortunately,

we it*. note that the key disarmament problems remain unsolved,
that the military budgets of :States continue to increase rapidly, alefforts are made, at SesSiOnS, Of the General Assembly and
though
in the Disarmament ,Committee to put an end to and turn back the

In this eonn4ion we must streas that the contirined-'arms-race
.itaperialianithreatenainankind- With even more Serieu§,con.Sequenees..:Itia difficult or even impossible to foresee the effects upon
the life of peoples of the results of a rivalry between - rockets and antirocket weapons, if such competition is launched by ,certain -circles in
the West because of the influenee, of the well-known military industrial ,complex Further 'perfecting Of ,chemical and bacteriological'
WeapOnS;:presenta.grave- danger* This ,problem, as was Underlined' by

the head Of the Seliiet delegatiOn-,Yoreign,Minister Gromyko, in his
statement tOthe,Aiseinbly,4 has become urgent and important. in the

light- of experiments carried out m some .countries, as 'a result of

Whieli-eittemely-poWerful- and destructive chemical and _btieteriolog7
-extremely
icilbSiibitanceS have been created'. Their use

grievonS. ,consequences for Mankind; Awareness of the increasing
ft..

'4'4iiKlAx- 07459.

,
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threat of the use of chemical and bacteriological-weapons was an incentive and a_stimultiS for the adoption of measures that 'would_ protect
the peoples from such a danger, and Strengthen- the Geneva Protocol
of 1925 prohibiting the use of cheinical and bacteriological weapon-S.5
In this-connexion some steps have -been taken by the General A.sSem-

.and the Disarmament Committee; as well as by the group of scientists which, under the direotiOn Of the Secretary-General of the
United' NationS,,putt Ogether a report on this prOblein6
'In view of -the special importance, -urgency and 'ever-greater tiinelinesS of the question of. chemical arid bacteriOlogical weapons, the

Soviet Union; together with t group of other socialist States; Sub-

mitted, td. the present twenty- fourth "session of the ,GeneritI Assembly
-an.itern entitle$1"COnclirSion of tt-convention -Oh the prohibitiOn of the
-deVelopment; prOduction and stockpiling of Cheniical. and.bacteriolog-

ical (biological) weapons- and on the-destruction of such weapons ".'
In diMfOrMity With aagreeinent reached ainongthezO-sponsors of

this item, the ,delegation of Poland will explain in detail this pro-

posal of thesooialistcOnntries.5 AS-far as-the Soviet delegation is conCerned,,We intend to make a,Separate stateitent:On all .these questions

.relating. to &ethical and bacteriological weapons included- in the
agenda of thiS,seSsion Of the General As§embly

a separate item .P

The Soviet Union views disarmament aS
:eftectiVe means for
.enSurint,a -system Of international §ecurity. that would -ekclude the
possibility of resorting to force to settle disputes among States. By
the-Very nature, of their Social System,. the Soviet Union and Other
'socialist .countries have not :Oct could not have any_eeOnOthic or other

interest in the-arms 'race. There l§,no military- industrial- complex in
the-,kcialist ,cOnntries., For the solution`. of the eery great "tasks confronting the'Soviet people an&the peoples of other socialist countries
a lasting and" kitig -peade is required, 'a. peace Without an arms race,
Without' atom .bombs and rockets.; That is why the great fonnder Of
the' SoViet-State,,Vladiinir Ilyich, Lenin, proclaimed the MOtto,-"DiSO,rmanient is the ideal Of:

The ,SOviet "WO consistently and -firmly has- striven to obtain the
prohibition and liquidation of nuclear WeapOns.and other means of
_mass destitietiOn. It is alSo in favour of partial measures in the field
Of disarmament, ,just as' it is in faVour of general and Complete di§arMaMent.

It gOeS Without:saying that the- solution of the problern Of general

and -complete disarmament presupposes- that all Statei important
*Om the, Military- Standpoint, and all nticlear States, aboVe all, , must
'be ,parties i6:SUch._01,4186ment. WOlittadh great inaportande to measUreSWhiCh would sloW ,dOWntho,str*gio.ttrms' race. If we succeeded

in stOppintthis-arm§,rade: all States and not only those possessing

such weapons. :would: Stand tO gttin.
As you ).1a,-trealready' noted, Mk. ChairMan, And-its, has been noted

by the representative -of theEniited States, today' in Helsinki preliminary :COnsideratiOn Of queitiOns relating-to- negotiations between the
,4-i'o8t,

'1'64465..

'O`A'fite,

7 Aitte, pp.:455.417.

sir fra.

9 Post, p0. '5614.437.
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Governments of the Soviet Union and the United States pertaining
to the slowing down of the strategic arms -race has begun. You -were
quite right, Mr. Chairman, ,when you said that a positiVe result of
these negotiations would undoubtedly contribute to maintaining and
Strengthening peace in the world, and would-contribute to -the end of
the-nuclear and rocket arms race. The Soviet Union, as was recently
publicly and officially stated by leaders of the _Soviet State, will en-deal-row-to obtain_ such results. during- the Helsinki conversations.
In, recent years Several measures have been taken in the field-of the

limitation of the nuclear arms race. ,AS is known, as. a result of the
efforts of many peace-loving States towards the cessation of the nuclear arms race the first steps liiive,beentaken. A few ;year -ago there
was concluded the MoscOw Treaty aiiiiiiia_Nuclear Weapon Tests in
the Atinosphere,,iii Outer Space and Under Water." That Treaty to a
certain extent limits the possibilities, for perfecting nuclear weapons
and to a- large extent reduces the danger of radioactive-contamination
of our planet, which is a serious threat to the life and health-Of peOp le.
The Moscow Treaty Wasfolloived:by a Treaty On- prindiples
the activities-of _States in outer ,space, which prohibited tlie sta-

tioning of nuclear 'Weapons in orbit -around the earth and in Outer

_space, on the moon -.and On .other celestial bodies.11 We, tire:happy to

note that both tho§e' Treaties are full-fledged, active, valid international agreements. Finally, we hope that SOOn' the Treaty-oh-the NOn.
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 12 ,will. 011ie into force._ That Treaty
is ti.nelvand important step the lirriitatien_of the nuclear arms race.

As `vas .stressed bY the -Minister-for Foreign Affairs Of the Soviet
Union, Mr. GrOmyko, in hiS statement at this session of the -General
Assenibly on.-19 September- thislear:

From the .point of view of the interests- of peace, it is important to ensure
-that. the Parties to the non- proliferation Treaty -include -the Widest possible
range of .States, espeCially those that Possess material and technical facilities
for- the -creation of .iinelear weapons or that can relatively easily reach that
level."

The: Secretary- General of- the United Nations, U Thant,, in the introduction ,t0-41 'booklet 'prepared. by the Secretariat of the -United- Na-

del* Concerning. the, Treaty of the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons appealedAo-all,Statessnot yet having done so: 'to siot that
Treaty..thstressed.that he firmly believed-that it was-in t Ile in
interests
crests
of the whole-Weild .community "that the Treaty on _the Non-Prof i fern,
tiiiii-ONtiolear Weapons:enter into.force as soon as ,possible With the
univertalloarticipation' of all,StateS of the NVOrld.:
`The,cerichision of tlie- three above - mentioned important Treaties in

,theieidsOf the limitation of nuclear- armS iS.added ma of the .fact
that:theasureS in the field-, of ,disarinament.- are possible, that they can

be achieVekbut for thiaenergetio and'tonsiSteht efforts' on the parts
of- States andlieopleilire reqnired. WitOas=;been done is ,liut a- beginle,Doeunienta on Disarmament; 1968, pp. 291-293.
11 Ibiai,-1967,13p.,38=43.,

'461.465:.

13Atite,,p. 458:

1.1 U,,N. Office of Public Infornition, Treaty on the NonProliferatiOn of

11' el ad r IV igpis (New YoriciAgap), p. O.
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ning. The three Treaties I have mentioned are a starting .point for
further progress-forward towards the solution of the most important
problem, nuclear disarmament. It seen* -essential above all to speak
of the problenis relating to the solution-of that problem.
On 'the agenda of the Committee on Disarmament there is an item
of greatimportance concerning further effective measures to put an
-end to the _nuclear arms- race-and to achieve nuclear disarmament.
Ever sinee-nuclear apons -were invented, the, Soviet -Union- his been
asking that atomic energy be used exclusively for -peaceful purposes
and that nuclear weapons be outlawed. We continue-to adhere to such

an approach.
The position of-the-Soviet:Union- in the field-of 'nuclear disarmament was, as is well known, set -forth in the memorandum of the
'.Government of the Soviet Union, dated I July of -last year on some
urgentmeaitires to -pit anend. to the arms race and to achieve disiirinaineti05 The memorandum declared that the Soviet Union was
ready to -undertake,negotiations concerning the full -cessation of the,production, of nuclear weapons, reduction of the stockpiles of such
weapons and the subseqUent.coMtolete prohibition and -hquidation of
nuclear weapons with-corresponding international_control. The Soviet
'Government asked all other nuclearPoWers immediately to start such
negotiations: The Soviet Union was -guided- by, the 'fact that -during
-

_Such negotiations agreement Could,be- reached on all measures which
WoUld.lettd_to the -deStruction of nUclear weapons as well as on -smile
of them directed towards the same, goal. The 'Soviet Union continues
to be,ready to diaCuSs these extremely important questiOns'With_repreSentativeS- of ,other States,, and first of altriuclear 'States. We are_ also
ready _at the pp" reeent dine to agree -to -.partial measures- leading_ towards

full.nuelear diSarManient and immediately to work out and:conclUde
necessary international. agreements tOthat end.,,It goes- without saying
that radical, Steps in the field of nuclear disarmament are poSsible if
they'ltre carried-did ljy:all" nuclear' Isotera and- not by Only some of
theini
-One-of the :measures for slowing doWn or restricting the scope of
the nuclear, arms race, which was discussed -actively this year in the
Conference of -the ComMittee on Disarmathent, was the draft, treaty
°utile prohibition of the emplacenient 'Of-nuclear weapons and other
*eaporis of mass destructiOn on the sea-bed' andthe ocean'floor and in
the subsoiLthereof. DiScussion of this problein in the--disarmaMent
Committee was fruitfit& and:Oonstruetive. It shoWed that there:was
wide Understanding'of the importance and:timeliness:of thiS,task.Of
etch:Kling, Wide,reaches:of the sea =bed from the sphere of the- arms
race: This is ,especially tiMely, today -when practical exploration 'ofthesekbed has begun ,and when the threat loornS that this new -environnierit for hiiman,activity could
used for military purposes.
Yrtny,delegationsinthe Conference' .of the,Committee on Disaimitmant,riOted- that if effective Measures are riot taken in time now, in
the:fiiiiire willteinuch,more difficult to take' them.:The representative of thelTnited:States;also drew 'attention to this' fact today. It is
easy to imagine what would happen if no obitacles-Were created.to the
extension of -,inilitary activities to the sea-bed and the-ocean 'floor,
15 D optimenti on Diaarmamenti 1968; pp. 466-470.
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which represent about five- sevenths of the earth's surface. This would
mean that the international situation and military activities would be
even more tense. Even leaving- aiide the political importance of this
factor the influence which it woiddhave on the,state of international
relationS, one will easily Understand that the 'posSibilities of military
Conflicts arising Would* be multiplied. The einplacernerit of military
Many competing States
objects on the sea-bed and.the ocean floor
Would'greatly expand the areas:of-military propinquity -betWeen- them

and even the possibility of unpremeditated clashes, every one Of
which WOuld. be =able to Cause a chain reaction and trigger a_ global
conflict.

The-emplacement Of weapons of mass destruction on. the sea -bed
would be dangerous also bedauSe. accidents are possible whose Consequences would be'cataitrephid-fOr -mankind. `Amaccidentwith nuclear
weapons in the ocean-could lead to.radioactive contamination of wide
areas of water. Sea currents -would* carry the contaMinated,iwitter far

from the place of the itecident and marine 'resources used by man

would bedoine contaminated and-dangerous for hint. An accident with
another, type:of weapon of mass deStructionCheinical or bacteriolog7
Would entail- conseqUendes-just as serious.
The military utilization of -th.e 'sea -bed: and the ,ocean floor is net
yet fully developedi, but in the near_ ftiture,the situation can Change,
'and, our titsktew is not te let the-MOMent go-by, _but to see to it that

the .arms race is not extended to thi& wide area Of our planet. It is
eager to prevent that which has nalbegun than to.-Stop that Which is
already, being carried, out This the task and the objective of the
draft treaty prohibiting the `emplacement of nuclear weapons and
Other' weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed and -ocean floor and
irithe sUbsoilthereof, a-draftwhich has been presented tialie- General
:Assembly by the Conference oftheConifilittee on DiarmitmenV°

What- are the Main elements-of this draft treaty I Its essence, the
Main' Obligation& Of partie& to the treaty, is, described in -article
which _provides for the prohibition of the eniplaceMent.6n the-sea-bed
and the ocean floor and' in the SubSoil- :thereof "of any objects with
Other .types of weapOn& Of 'mass destruction,
nuclear weapois.or
,

as well,Imstruotures0aunehing installations or any other facilities

Specifically. designed for"' storing, testing. or nsing §ueh -Weat)Ons"._ThnS

the draft, provides, first:of fall,:fOr:the solution of
most important
part of the-problem of 'deMilitaiiiing the _sets !bed,iii other words,
the,prohibition,Of the,enipladetherit of the most danger:ens- types, of
WeiponSthere. TherefOre, in otir'vieW, the inostiMpOrtatt part of the
'problemii solved; an iinpittitnt,otep i§,:taken towards the complete
the arms race.
eXcluskiii.of the sea;bed .froM the area
ihig--4he pre'Furtherinore--and. 'We attach- -great importande
amble Of the draft treaty.cOntain&kproviSiOn which deClares that the

8tati Parties are convinced "that thi& Treaty constitutes a step

towards. the: exolUsion of. the seabed,_ the oCean.floOr and the subsoil
theredflroM the firths:race" tincl'proclitinis; that they are 'determined

to continue negotiations concerning further measures .leading to this
-end ":
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For its part, .the, Soviet Union is alWays ready to carry out this
important provision of the draft treaty.
=important
portant 'provision Of the -draft treaty sirt the -sea-bed-i&
the ,definition of the scope-of this activity,: FrOm the very beginning
of negotiations orithe- draft treaty, the Soviet
donsideredthat it
"should ,apply tothe Whole,area of the-sea-bed and the ocean. floor 'beyond, the twelVe-Mile coastal -tione, it being underStood that most
In .the,,draft
coastal StateS have 'territorial -waters, in, these-

treaty on--the sea -bed Which las been-,presented,to the First Committee
it is this twelve-Mile,zone Which, isInentioned: It speaks of the
mum ceritiguouS tione,provided for in the.195:$:. Geneva- Convention on
the Territtirial,Sea'and the 'ContigUoUS' Zone,' whose Width,. accord=
ingto article 24, para. -2 of the Convention, is twelve miles.17 -,

Concerning the,priheiple-tuideklyingthe -definition of the outside
liMit of the twelvermile coaStal ,zone, that is 'prOvided fdrin the -`text

rif the 'draft treaty, :Which, aSkS, that relevant proyiSioris-of,',the,GeneVa
'and,interriatiOnal laW,be applied.
Convention- of`

The draft-treaty-also,,prOvideS, ?or the prohibittori- of the: emplace.
merit by the StateS:partieS' .o f-- nuclear weapons, or other types of
weapons of 'inasS,destriletidiL
tweive,Inlle contiguous 'tiOneS:.tof
other -States VlioSe territorial,
4,pri:htive: a, Width, 'lea§ than twelye
mileS.:ThiS is cOntaineitin-, artiO4, 1, paragraph 2.
Speaking of the-,itteti. Where thiS.draft,treaty Would'. apply, I should

like, to underline one important- "peculiarity:, When the test was
worked'lint *a-tot* intO-acodunt the fact thaethe draft tretity,;-by its
many-States., At
the same tiMe, the objectives of the-draft tretitY .are deterrained most
clearly ;and Concern only the tasks mentioned- in its titlei,FOr this tea.Son article_II,:paragraph,2"eontitios:4, speoificreServatiOn as follows
very, nature- and Scope, _raiSed problems -Of inteitSt

biothing: in,
Trea0, Shall" be interpreted- its,Supportifig: Or prejudicing the
position of any !StUte Party with *pea:0-1,10N. or :claims, which 'Snell, State
Prty: may assert; or with :testi* til;reecignitioU or non-recOgnitioU of rights or
claims -,asserted
am, otlier State, related 1iiiter§ ,ofrits'the
sea -bed

the'Oecan_ fiber.

Thus the treaty in neyV0y,pretendS to establish ant neWlegainerins
relating fo,,priticplesthkolig-h- tL definition,of the Widthof territorial
waters and,se On..It,Willsthia not ceinplicat,e the 'solUtidif ofproblemS
relating_ to the actiirities, of States: in :the pettaefal uses of the seas and
()deans; On the contrary, 'having significantly curtailed the
ities, for the ,,thilitary :USeS of the sea-bed,, the treaty creates more
propitiOnSroOnditions.fOr the peaceful uses ,of that wide area of our
planet.,
An important raponent pot 'of the _treaty
provision provid=
,

ing for -a .SyStein-Of verification. 'That prOble,

rather important

-since partiesto thetreatyttreintereStectinbeingoOmPletely convinced
that there S':abSOlute,respeet: for all its provisions, that they are truly
carried:M.*. The,proVisiOnS.of the-drafttreatrpertaiiiing't0'Verifi datien.,and,ContrOtincliidethe right bt Verificati* Of:Stittekparties'to
The:treaty tif[t)je.,facttiritie§,of. other States :patties , on the_swbed and
oceanr Beer and the subsoil .thereofbeyOnd, the twelve- nile .tone
1716 UST 1606.,
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thOse-ae.tivities .raiSe dOubtS, concerning the fulfilment of the obligations assumed Under ,the'treatsr.

The draft trefr, provides that verification be carried out without
'interfering with the activities of States on the sea-bed or othetwise
infringing their rights -Oderinternational law, including the freedom
of the high' seas. It also prOvidet for consultation and co-operation
among the parties in order to eliminate any doubts cencerning,the fulfilment of treaty obligations It consultations among the States parties
to the .treaty- do not 'remove : the doubts, they may, in accordance with
the -United.NationS,,Charteri refer the matter to the Security Council
Of the UnitedIsTationS.

When 'considering the provisions ,relating to control, the representatives of inany countries canieoidinlaVeur of having the *ay- provide for ,the,rightio:appeat to other:parties
rviith teepeSt that they
.
,-grant assistance in the practical verification of 'respect for treaty provisions. That is reflected in .Article III; .paragraph .2 of the draft
treaty: Oils the Contra system provided for the draft treaty ensures
the effectiVeiretifiCation,efthe implementation
gives
all States equal right take : part in carrying out Verification withOut,itoliwtoleg'being-put:* thiY#ay. of permitted -activities on the
,

sea-bed and oceik*,floor:

When working, on the draft treaty on the ',sea-bed, , the representa'fifes 6f: 4many States expressed the wish that, juSt a,S. was the case, with

the Treaty.,-(6the Non-Proliferation of
Weapons, the treaty
on tl*Sealied would provide for the possibility of examining in the
future, at w:Special conference: of :States-Vitties,,,the question._ of the
-functionnat of the :treaty, taking into account the development of
technology for the exploration of ,the-Sea-bed,-arid, ocean- floor and the

subsoil thereof. That
Article V of the draft treaty, proidiiigthatfiife'yeats,afteiitkentrYliiitO:force.a conference of patties
to ihe\treatY,Shall:,-be:helct in:G*14 in Order, teyrevie* the operation

view to ensuring that the purposes of the pre,
amble and the provisions-of -the treaty are being realized. Such
Of i.110,#.-3ittsr,*ith.,a,

review r cOnfererice.hitty,woo determine whether an additional review'
conference Shall be convened.
Thue,,,in.lriefithoSe are, the, most important provisions of the draft
tteity,:04iPrOhibition of the emplacement of ,nuclear weapons and
other weapons of-inatirdeStrUetiOnonthe'sea=bed andodean:fleer: This
draft_AS,tiageitork the desire to contribute to the carrying out of the
tasks and ptinOiPleS, of the United Nations Charter in the
Of the
adtivitie0,ofSiatesuOlithe:seSjied:
The draft treit010-bttsed-Onthe Conviction of the denetil, Assembly
that the . prohibition of any military uses of the Setv.bect, and ocean
'fleet is in theintereSts of sthe-niiai4enanCe of peace in, the world and
thiit2thel,-sionii:CloWn of the arms race would contribute to --easing
_

international tensions and strengthening confidence among States.
'The't,OnehitiOnOtii4,s'tteaty-ivoUld.ifie'an-esSentiat-prerequisite_ for
the ileYeloPrcient-Otinterriational-,Co-operation and for the exploitation
peaceful purposes
We -express the hope that the draft treaty' presented to the First
Committee will have the wide support and approval of the Member
,,States of the=Vriite40atiOnSi,a0,, a oshit'of .winch it will soon become
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pOSSible to make it available for .Signature by States Which. would
Wish to -become parties to it
'The-ConirnitteetaiDisarmainent devoted niuchattention tO;another
measure m the -nuclear -.field,, the question of the cessation of all nuother words, completion of the task 'threeclear weapon tests
quarters of which was accomplished through the Moscow Treaty on
the 'Prohibition. Of nuclear-weapon ,_ testa, m three .-enVironnients.

It is well kid. Wii:that the Soviet Government is -ready to agree to

prohibition of underground ,nucleitt- weapons tests on the basis of
resort to national means of detection for control over that prohibition..
Attempts to delay the adoption of a ,positive decision tai,the question

of the ,ptohibition, of underground nuclear weapon tests under the
pretext that international COntrolandsinspeotion.are requirectiare- only
an -rexpression
the fact that some countries Whieh, carry out mtensive 'programmes of underground nuclear - Weapon tests still oppose

any agreement on this important question.; In view Of pre3ent4lay

national seismic means of detection, fronithe practical V0111f, of view
no COUntry=alid:AliEtiperience. of iCcent,,,cart.,'ShOwS this .convind-

ingly=40.-§eerOy, carry out -underground nuclear weapons tests
*ithohtihehiring:the*.kOtheing, accused of violating; interhatiohal,
agteemehts:,
01114? one thing -.- is required -. for an agreement on the cessation of

underground nuclear weapon lest*: it political decision to put an end
once and 'fOrall'io SuclitestS..
Ifiv:COnnekidif ,Witkrthe -:probleiri, Of the prohibition of underground

nuclear test.* the question was raised m tho-Otinunittee on Disarmament an international
Of 'seismic data The ,Soviet delegation in the Committee on Disarmament had occasion to expound in
,detail the poSition, of the Soviet Union ' on that 'question, , and we deem

it appropriate to reaffirm that position here at this session of the

General Assembly. The ,Soviet 'Union is ready voluntarily to exchange
.natiOng taieisinid, data With other States parties to the treaty on it, Coin-

reteProliibitiOn,a nuclear weapon tests, as well as to take part in an
international exchange of such data, including' doing. so within the
iiiinietvorkathir"detectiOn.clubr: lire--conSiderthat participation in
,t,hcr,',iSnteinitienat,exehange of :seiSinio data:,*,rio. Cage must impose

lipst4parties,;tiithat,!e#Change any obligationS,,conderning international inspections on their territory. The evaluation of the data -must
be Carried-:thittOt by an international body 131it. by each State, for
itself. The:SOViet,UnionT,OnsiderS that the development .Of contemporary 'science .ahilteehhOlOgylit's reached Shekti.levOthttt it is possible

to ensure control through national
of detection over respect for
an agreement on the prohibition 442 underground 'iluolear, weapons
-tests;, Nthioh, would Contaiiv:A§Shraheealbr:all' 'States that the :0:geethent maO'iieingjefii:tiect out in good faith
Of course, it .a44,Onis, wishes to continue underground :nuclear
weapon testing; it is ,possibteio,:placo-inany _artificial 44040 in the
Way, of such an agreement, including : Obstacles of a scientific -04-tech=

a negative -Vogt*: The many years
of negotiations on the ,cessation of --nuclear Weqt)Oh4e§ts,shasifed often

that that,WaS:beintdone.bytliose who wanted to ,delay -a solution of
the problem of -nuclear tests. On the other hand, if:Sp:OS-are firmly
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determined to put an .end' Once and for-all 'to -dangerous-tests- of nuclear weapons -underground, ,evert-PoSsibility ;ekists. for the cenolUding Of 'an niternation4 :agreeMent. to ; that effect andits consistent lin-PleMentation.
-The Soviet Union-, also supports the ,e,stablishrhent of nuclear-free
,

'Zones'hiiiarimikparts of thoworld: Thislo one of the thnelymetieureS

which must be carried out, as - the eStabliShMent of denuClearized zones
would. effectively limit the area of exiiplacement otiitieleat -WeaponO
and be fully in consonance :with the
to pi'ON,ent..their direct or
-indirektdiSSemiiiation.
The- DiiarmaMent. Committee also examined, other qUestions,,indlUding-that of cheMiCal- and bacteriological- Weapons., :heard- Several:
statements, velating. ,the question Of general and complete
-Ment.

..

If 'one, Were tO draNif up a ',bah-into-sheet, one- would. a,*e- to , Say that,

despite the faCt that , the 'CoMMittee,:nnforturiately,, was not able fOr'
'the :tiMo,being:to find s011itiOnS:fOr: the _roam diSarMathent 'pp" robleins;
there are-,positive elements in its
a,MeaSiike,Of progresstoWardOtIOSOlUtiOn-Of
theryprohibition

of, the

of the sea,be& an& the-ocean. floor for military TurpOses; a
que4ior(woh-,liaS!bee4'slebateit
the Veribus.theetingS;in-,1000:

`Thik year the:MeinberShip,of the UsailnaMent ,COnmiittee; was-in,
twenty-six' States' are' members. The change§ in3 the
,MeMbership.Cak,be-gplaino&sitr.the,-faCtthat-,SinCethe 'pOtablishment
Cregged,-,

Of iheDiSarMaMent 'COMMittee .the ,number., of `Member ,States.Of the

United

has increased;,amItho various VrobleMS,COnfronting
the'-:Cirganilation',4*O'becOline;More,CoMplet,'TIMS it *bathe :.rieCesr
sary'.to *Creak tio'.rininber: of MeMbers: of the Committee In order to

ensure -a .More cOttipleto, and comprehensive study of .disarmament
probleins. While ,thii,MeMberihip was extended; efforts Were, made to
,Maintain the,,PrinCiple,Whieli-guide& the establishthent of-the- CoM-,
Mitt& in,1964'reflecting; he realities' Of, the:pretent,day world ;.that -is
t6,,ii#,-,O0alrepregentation;fot, State§ ofthe, two main 'Military and
political grOups, -With due rePresentatiOn for noii,aligrie& *Mtn* It
was alSo 'seen fit tormaintain the. :Disarmament COriiittee's role
negotiating, 'body: 'DOring the '104.0insulkation§: -between the co'Cliiiitnientif the ,Conlinittwand:many'StateS; those-principles served
driteria,10,*iiihg the -:prOblem, Of inereaSing
11444p :4d:1'6 Disarmament
,a-tekilt,otthis,eapansion
,Of the'' Disarmament
.Hungary; ongolia; Japan; the
NetherlandS;Argentinai-lforocCO; Pakistan and Yugoslavia became
MeMbers'Of thoCOMMittee:

Tlie WOrleOftheehlarged1)isarthatient ConiMittee IRS; shoWed that
theneW;Participanisi'halfe,Made,gtremely nsefitt:centributionS to the
-Consideration of disarmament prOblemS: ThisTis 1::Orilet,Out .bY all the
disedeSiO0Oii, disirmoictuti, speCiglb- the consideration
the draft
treatylreSented'by. the :Soviet- ,Union-and the "United ,StatesAo- proibitthe emplacement' Of MiCloar *Opens-and other Weapons:Of .mass,
IlestrUCtiOn Oirtho-seal-be4:and the,ocork, floor .an& the !SUbkiil,-thercof:
In, cOnclUsfiOn,'allOw-,MelO
that the' First, Committee ,MUSt de,
Mop an&consolidate *the itieftil elements Of the wori&Of the 'OiSarmit
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that is the task ofthe Committee; It is
a difficult but a noble and realistic one It can be -,carried, out if the
l'epre§eiitatiYes -6f all countries show zoOd will and if they act in, a
constructive and responsible manner with the object of strengthening
international peace and security. The peoples of the world expect of
the General Assembly tangible results in the:field:of limiting-3the arms
race and practical effortslOWards disarinament.
inenkCothiriittee., In our

,

Statement by the, Polish Representative. (Kulaga) to the
First Committee of tbetrefteratAsseOgyt:Cheinical and
Bactettologital. 'Weapcit* November 18, 190-1
'Taking-the floor in the general debate on disarmament-the Polish
delegatioiv,intendk to concentrate today on the (VOA*, 'of chemical
and bacteriological (biological) Weapons; and to introduce, on behalf
of the co-sponsors, the draft Convention on the Prohibition; of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Chemical arid. Bacteri,

ological
Weapons and on the-Destruotien Of such 'Weapons, :as cOntained:mdocUilientiA/1655:F
ltefore:taking-up this :Subject I should like, however, to make some

brief general' observations concerning the current state of thsarmament negotiations, while reserving Iny right to elaborate on thein., at

alit* 4ado.,

Since the,tWenty-third,sesSion.-Of the-General: AsSeMbly-, a number

of developments in the field of disarmament have taken place at an
increaSed'pace,41OVelOpinent§- which, in the view of the Polish delegation, could' exert a favourable : influence upon the future coUrse, of
,

chearnittinent:liegOtiatidni.,.

beredalledithe COliferenCe, of the Committee on I)isarinaAs
Merit in GeneVia, at it.4-!sesSiOn, this year, has accomplished and rePOrtedio' the -General, Assembly substantial progress :in the forth', of
the :draft Treaty On the :Prohibition, of the Emplacement of Nuclear
Weapons and other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Med and

the OCeailYloor and in the Subsoil thereciV During its session this
year the Committee .,a1§Oliad a useful exchange of views on other
issues before kit, particularly the queition..6f,an iinderground. test-ban
the .Secretary-General submitted his report
Furthermore,
on Chemical and Bacteriological (Bielogical) Weapons and the -effedi of their`PosSiblerse* WhichraS-We all know, was PrePared,withthe assistance of qualified; consultant experts : and in keeping with , the
terms of General Assembly resolution 2454 A ,(XXII-Thes Members of
rethe Committee on Disarmament welcomed and approved both
port '0142the-tecommenClaii0s of the Secretary-General ,Contained. in
,

14):-.014$4-

4554457;
5074.509..

4A'ntit,pp.'264298:
5Documenta on Disarmament, 1968, pp 793-795
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Vorewordi to the: Rep-ort, *hi& they Considered .to be a suitable
basis for the Committee's work relating to ,chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.

Finally, let me observe that in the intervening period the USSR
and the Umted States reached an agreement to open bilateral strategic arms limitation talkS, in Helsinki. We .haVe, all learned with
satisfaction that the talks opened yesterday, and I -am -mire that in
Wishingthe,HelSinki negotiators every success in fulfilling tlieit,extremely , important taski am expressing a sentiment widely shared in
this Committee. The :opening :of talks on curbing the strategic , arms
race goes alOng 'cs'ay towards Meeting the hopes of peoples everywhere

Any ,progress in these ,parleys may well become a major ,factor in
easing international: 'tension, representing- another important step
towards the solution of Other problenns,of nuclear disarmament and
COritribtitingtO the achievement of ,general and complete disarmament

the ultimate goal of alldiSarmament efforts, a, goal which his been
reaffirmed in article VI of the non-proliferation Treaty.*'
While takmg note with satisfaction of the above-mentioned devel-op:Monts-4*e cannOt,-6iiitieotherhand; lose sight of those elements of

the international situation *hick are .hardly conducive to the pursuance =ofr-diSarinanient.'negotiations. In the Far and Middle East the
forces of aggression Ohtmile to'reSoittO war and Oceupation. Neither
have the forees.oppOSedto, any-ineaningful disarmament surrendered;
they Continne-drealning,uP strategie,nnlititryScenariOS tailored to the
SpeeifidationS,ofthe:,iloney '"front the pOsition of strength", policy
which cannot be reconciled Witli,,diSarnlainent-effOrtS. The arms race
continues unabated and reqUires exorbitant financial outlays, WaStnig,
,atay, vast economic and hturianjreSOUrdeSfrOgen in atinsmaiinfileturing indUStrieS.,All"this adds up to making the
of disarnia--

Merit an issue that transcends the framework , of 'Military °technical
considerations; an issues that has come to be regarded: as one of the
keY1,tfuestioria-ofecOnOirde and social development of the contemporary world.
The'peouliarliatUre of the arms race as well as the character of the
weapons of mass destruction, -particUlarly', dangerous to mankind,
ConapettS grant absolute priority in the disarmament negotiations
tothelialontof this arms race, to the reduction and total elimination
of those weapons. What is at Stake: is the red.tietiOn' and elimination of

a threat ofivar-that coulcLbe:.tiged,177iith the use of weapons of mass
.destruction ' Capable of exterminating entire nations as Well as destrOying*We civilization. AtStikeitherefore,iSthellestOratiOn:Of -a ,sense
of =Sedirity'inttpurpOse,t0 individuals and-,nations:-by freeing them
from that ,alliiervading sense of threat.
C,hemical:and'bacteriOlOgiCat

-agents of warfare -A-1)re-

Sent :kparticularly inhuman variety of weapons of mass destruction
That is why .their fuse as well as the USe- of other- weapons of mass
destruction has been prohibited as a, crime against peace and humanto,, be regarded by the international : community as a
ity
rules of international la*.
grOSS=Vicilation, Of the generally
fetal' elimination of the danger arising from the fact
Desirous of
of the mere 4iStende;of,thOse,WeitpainS the Governments of Bulgaria,
0:40.405:
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the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Mongolia, Poland; Romanidi. the ;Ukrainian Soviet Socialist- Republic
and theVhioh Of Soviet Socialist Republics ,Subthitted-te_the General
Assembly : on 19 September a draft Convention on the-Prohibition:0
the-PeVelOpMenti-Troduction and Stockpiling of 1,Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and on the Destruction
such
WeaPOna. It is my privilege to introduce this draft to the ,Committee
*behalf of the.de-Sponsora..ty _proposing the adoption of new
in addition to those existing, which-prohibit the,use,Of chemiweapons, the :draft, Convention
cal and bacteriological
aims at the complete ,ehnlinatiOn--pf these -weapons from military
arsenals. ; It represents continuation of -efforts of the Socialist and
Other 'countries in search of radical measures relating; to .those.*eap.onS. It is an important Step te*ardS ;general- and --complete disarma-

ment.To indicate some Of tbe.'past-initiatiVeS-of:thei Social* states in the

field of .dheMidat.arid,bacteriOlogidal, (biological) ,*7-4pos-i want to
recall:firitthe; draft iteaty on general and complete disarmament sub.*itte&by the USSR at the Conference of the Eighteen$atiOn: Cony!
4iiittee,on.DiSarniaMent in Geneva on 14, March
The measures
envisaged in that draft for the second stage of disarmament included
the,sdestrtiotiOn:,OtstedkpileS of chemical and bacteriological weapons
and the:.prOhibitiOn: of their production.
At the initiative of ,Htiiigart the General Assembly Ofr:6, December
1966 adopted
2162111,(ZXI)8 which stressed the importance
of the ,GetieVa,.Pret-Ocol:Of 105:9 and urged all States which had not

yet' done so to accede to the Protocol and to abide strictly by its
The :PeOPle'S, Republic of Mongolia joined the efforts related to
chemical and bacteriological
weapons by suggesting
Within4he:Itiaine*ork of the comMittee, on,Disarmainent'in Gene*
-

'on;31,JOY.1968.thatihe:General_ASsernbly:appealto-,a11,government-S

'*hielhadAotlet done- sote..tiCcedeio' or to ratify the Protocol in the
course of 070; the .-_ferty=fifth, anniversary of the conclusion of that
,doennient11-0:

For its part ,Poland, too, ,ilidii.ot;Spare,,eifOrts_ to dentribute, to the
search for a solution to the. question of chemical
bacteriological
(biological) weapons. On 80 -JUIf 1968 at
Committee on :Disarmament the, :Polish- delegation proposed that theSedietiity70erieraPbe,:askecLtopreparei,:witli: the 'assistance of ,coni-petent consultant experts, report on chemical and bacteriological
(bielegiaal)-, **pops, and,theeffecta: of their 15,OSSible, Use..4 Acting
on the ,recommendation of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on 'Disarmament and on the ;initiative of Canada, ,Poland and a number of
-other'StatektheGerieral--Assenibly adopted resolution 2454 A (XXIII)
requesting s the,Secketary,Genera to prepare such 4. report:12 In adCordande!witk the terms of that resolution the Toot was 'prepared
.

,

'Ibid., 1962, , vol. I, pp. io'3427.

9Pot, pp 764-765.

1PENDC/PY:424;,pw:36-37.'
11 END4p/p:ST4381,5,- pp.. 22-23.

12-DOSffienti'On,,Diaditinatnaist, 4968t, pp. 793-79.
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and issued on 1 July .1969:13. and was favourably 'commented upon by
the Committee On Disarmament.
In komifig. forth with its initiative Poland' was motivated first and
foremost 'by desire stemming from the basic premises of its foreign
,policy, as well as its historical experiences. For the, tragic experiences
,

of my 'tat* duting.tho'Seco*r World War are still very much alive
,tb.e,-,iyii#6,0fIniy countrymen. As '--a result of nazi .genocide, when

the .invader had no hesitation in resorting to the use of poisonous
,

,chemical agents to exterminate the inmates of AuSehtVitz and other
,deatli:caiiipkrdilliont of Poles perished.
: It was with deep ,satisfaction that Poland *reldoined, the report of
the- Secretary-General on chemical and baeterielOgidat, (biological)
weapons and the effects of theirIpoSSibleitUSe: We -consider that the
-report, like the earlier fell-Ott of the ,Sectetaky;.Geheral, on the effects
of the possible use of .ntiCleiit-Weatitine;14' will not only -help Make public OP** aware of the dangers involved in 'these weapons bit, in
(jCXIII), will don,accordance
the formulation of iesOlutiot,

Stiinte a valuable contribution to the consideration of the problems
connected ' with ,thenlidat, and bacteriological (biological)'
The., conclusions of thir.,repoit.:Onfirit, the nedessity- of ',elaborating a,
convention. along the lines proposed in the nine-Power .document.
The report alsO,Centhing the'-olaSSifibatiOti,-,of=cheinical-anik,bacterit.

ological agents Of

e4s-, of inksi.,destrnetiet., The ;6=

-conclusion
regard : ;has been arrived at through an
obStiotokiitiO;ISitniti.OttliSsO,*34pOnS-, and the 'effects

of their use. Two such features

pa. The

is that these

weapons do have their dead* effects not only on 'military -,personnel
but also, and' to an even greater degree,
The second is
that 6henii&a:,e#4.bacteliehig141:-,(hielogiea9,, weapons fstatcr. in a
seiev on
class of AO*, bin' at sarmaments which sexercise their
danpOinhetent: fly, the;se =weapOns,-,,cani be even greater if one

bears in mind that theiiitse:etth-denceivablY40,91ve the risk not only
of:AiertieOeseilatitin-, aS'Ifitr;ii the quoi4itsr: and toxicity or virulence
of agents iwi:14 are .epoone4,..bat, also of employing .dther, 400 of
wapons of mass destruction:
"Once any chemical or bacteriological (biological) Weapon alas been used. In

'warfare,"states the

be
'serious risk of
.botli: in,the ,:-00,of more dangerous weapons belonging to the same 4410- and of
OPfekiveip60.':of #4.1*4et#4btiOli!!!'.

On the
cfinich:PoinsideratiOns:AndlotasSificaii*the anthors, of
the report bave.reached a conclusion, which has teen, endorsed by the

`Secretary-General. in his .fOre*O4, as to the rnecessity of taking
'Itithet,Step0:4t,tike-teld-,,of ,cheinietiLtdia bacteriological. (bioipgical),

weapons, livipititicultirAik:prOibiilow of development, manufacture
Ancl:Stookiiling as ivelljasAolotil-'iditninatitay:Of. these:Weapons from
arsenals., Were).40ie,-,013jOiiirOi.toligtierfali45,idctnel*s the
PiAnte-i;pii. 284498.,
-i4,Doinimetitt Oispiprirmamoisj, #07; pp 476 if
'leAntó,
'1.6'41*(4,1x 298.
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report, the, sprOSpects for a greater sense of ,security and ,petice
throughout the world 'ansi,-general and complete disarmament would
brighten significantly..
,Acting m the spirit of the report's,: conclusions, 'Poland subinitted.
.working paper at the Geneva Disarmament Conference 011'22,Julti7
Seeking to underline the significance of the report for the .strengthenmg of the 1925 Geneva Protocol and for _farther .donsideration, of
methods whereby 'thoSe, weapons could be eliminated throttgli a ban
on their- development, =manufacture and Stodkpiling.-MoreoVer,,in,ito
working document Poland, laiit-Stresa on the 'need of accepting the
redoininendatiOlikebiltainedinthe'fOreword by the Seeretary-cieneral .
as the proper .basis for -further negetiations, relating to chemical and

_

'bacteriological- (biological) -Weapons.

We are deeply; cenVincedthat the General Assembly shou1deress
itsapprecititioh d ;gratitude, to the Secretary-General, the;cOnSultitlit ekperts-andthemeinters oftherSecretariatfertheir contribution
totheinieparation oftheitithoritative:and comprehensive report. The
Polish delegation for its part is prepared co-operate in the drafting
of an appropriate reSOlUtion, regarding the Secretary IGenerark report:.
The exchange Of 'V.)00 on:clielniCaland-ba4erielogiCal :(biolegical)
wêaons ,SiiIir:h4reVealedthe.eiciSterice Ofra- consensus among States
not 'OnlY,as,t,O, the needcOf, ensuing a strict and :Universal observance

of0e,,cieneytt Protocol tut :alSO,.as:to the necessity ,oftaliing further
stepatoWardsthetiltiniate elimination of those Weapens. As was dem-

onstrated in this year's 'general debate, that task has been '40,6.04
priority by a. majority of,State*:ThO, favourable ground ,and, opportune ooditioishaye;been created for an early conclusion of a convention 0:410- proposed by the socialist 'cOuntriesi.

The high priority for further *mitre* relating to chemical and

bacteriological (biological) ,'weapons j0- underscored by the extent of
the gravity the dangers 'inherent in the arms race Involving weapons of:reasa,,destruCtion: For it is not only their ,annihilating power
that poges:iv,threat. toinankind:_The 'very: existence of such weapons,
ttaclearly,Stated:by: the SeeretarY4eneral: in his report, represents a
constant threat the ,outbreak Whether by accident or ,design of a
most devastating conflict. The arms raCe._niVOlvilig:*0aptins of mass
destruction, *long, them schemical and bacteriological
*ettporis,,,Cannot but have adverse political; economic and moral _et-fects on the _entire :international' community
This sense OthiSeCtiritk,breeds international tension While, development ,and ,Stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological)
agents in :itself fails "tO *part- any proportionate compensatory id.-vantage to **qt. Ironically, however, the ,vicious logic Of the arms
race 'accounts for the uncanny chain-, of events: whereby the existence
Of chemical and bacteriological (biological): weapons is being used to
justify-, Oietrfotoliteratioh,both-"Vertiettl'r and "horizontal", which in

turn cannot-initItirther aggravate, what is already a grave threat to

'international peace and security It is preCiSely with a view to arrestmg that dangerous spiral that the draft convention now before us has
lieen'atiblitittesity-itsauthors.
=li 4.ritse,

328428.
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The draft, proceeds triom the premise that the primary ;objective
for States in the field of chemical and bacteriological- (biological)
,weapons should be to ensure the strict and universal observance of
the existing Prohibition of ,their, vSe, contained in the: 1925 Geneva
Protocol. The preamble of the draft- convention, emphasizing the important, significance, of the Geneva Protocol , as an instrument embodying he generally recognized rules of international law, calls
UpOn-AtiStateato.CoMply Strictly with those rules. It also makes :referende,,to :General AsSeinbly,resolUtiOns 462 B (XXI) and 2454, A
(XXIII) which condemn all ,actions contrary tOthe-Said Protocol.

In: that

draft convention fully takes into account the conclu-

sions ,ofs the Secretary-General's report *hick -states that the ;Geneva

Protocol contributed to the establishment of a "custom and hence a
standard otbiternaticinal'ialy" and-that'4he existence of the Genet',
protocol of 1925 may have helped;aS a deterrent to the use Of chemical
Or , bacteriological (biological) weapons in World 'War II.18 The re-

-port has therefore 0004 ,opOzio julis regarding, the universally
bindirig:nagire,pfithei3rohiWidiv of Use of chemical and bacteriological :(0i-000041) 1-*reittOig contained in the ::Geneva Protocol.

The draft ConyentiOU, further -proceeds from Al* premise that
chen-iiO4;andibactesiOlogieat WeatiOns..4onla be dealt with jointly,
that identical obligations 9,4ttliekOhiljitiotts' should apply to both those
SP:**Thii-S; article 1 of the-AraftprOvidek for an undertaking by
States TartieStO:0*--convention not tO "develop, produce, or ,otheri
wi*,iequir0,0:-Stockpi.10 chemical and bacteriological (biological)
WeapOnelv*hile-article 2 incorporates an undertaking by
WO*
to destroy within 'aii,-agreect,poriod of time or to divert to peaceful
uses all stockpiles of such weapons. Such ,a, 'joint =approach to the
chemical and bacteriological
weapons, which has gained
wide Opp-Ott in the Committee ,s2n,Disarinatnentin .Geneva, takes into
account : the 4;00 and direct link, existing between Chemical and bacteriological (biOlOgio4y ) weapons. Einihappy to note at this juncture
that thecrepreSentatiVes- of Brazil and Mexico in their statements in.
this Committee today have expressed similar opinions. This Close link
0000: fOr:tho fact that the two types of weapons are indissolubly
0,0001steci-With'eaOkOtheriwtholnibliO.inind,:'04,t4tit they are dealt
with jointly not only in international law but also, and ;'nuiat, significantly, * StrategiO.doctrine:andi array -:field Mannals everywhere. This
close relationship :**0,0#74- the
todhnical-charaderis#0:4 of theSe.0491,01Fhicli, as is. well known, constitute one integrated sation:eyeto, T4e;Sebretary-GelleValin his ',report makes an
eloquent case for a joint approach to *Mica and bacteriological
(biological.) weapons *hen,-,,he -statesrthat :

Aitbiologiciii.liroCessea depends uPOn chemical'

libysico-cheinical reactions,

oit.Wiiat-iiiiy.`be regarded today as a biological, agent could, tomorrow, as

18 4.4teavitit
.,,PA.iite,,w456.,

204Ste,, pik.'271;972.
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It -Will be
not entirely' irrelevant to recall that- the same
attitude towards chemical and :bacteriological weapons was followed,
'in disatitainent efforts :of :the League. of Nations. The 1933' Confer-enCe-for the Reduction- and LrinittiOon of Armainents, held under the
aUspices,of the League,. produced a draft convention on the Prohibi,-tiOn-of Chemical Incendiary and Bacterial' Warfare which; was ap-

proved In 'first reading.21 'Ile -unfortunate, fact ;that neither: that

measure, 'Which -.Stiught 40 -further elaborate. and coinpletnent the
-Geneva Protocol-15f1925, nor other disatinanient efforts of the League'

Came to fruition due tirthe determination of certain Powers at the
thno,to follow ';a-policy ,Of intensive armaments rather than of dis-

'armament, .dOeS,,not detract from the' value of the Cited-approach.

wish to recall; furthermore, that
documents containing the
terms of reference. forlurther negotiations7in the field of chelnicaland:bacteriOlOgidal (biological) weapons proceed from -the premise of
-

their joint. cOnsideration; I mean first of 'all, General Assembly two=

*ion 2404.A ,(XXIITY: of 20 DedeMber 1968; as,,'Well' as the; agenda' of
the.'CoMMittee on 'Disarmament approved On.:15 August 196822`. and
contained in its,report.to the General- :Assembly.23=-For.,all -those;:reaSOO We,.--d0 not 'fincI'any- jugttification, for an approach WhiCh would
idepart-from fthe,ctineepkcf joint: consideration of chemical anctbad.
161161o0A -Weapons.,"follOWed itr.,the 'Geneva ProtOCol and in SubsaquentanternitiOniti-,VraCtide. VnifOrmitY-Of prohibition ;of' the use of
cheMidat and' bacteriological) weapons implies the need- for introducingilikewisei, a :uniform prohibition applicabletto,the ,entire- process

poplotott to their

that is to say, research, and development,

actual ,manufacture and stockpiling.
Concluding part of my statement, to eaamI, 0104 like. now,
ine 'briefly- 1,44On' -proVisiong of the draft convention; before Us. ,I
WoUld.StresS,first,that the ,implernentation of the proViSiOns of article
I WoUld-,aMOunt to a total; prohibition of'deVelopMent; prOduction and
stockpiling,. Of cheMiCal-- and bacteriOlogical, .(biological) Axioqapop.s. It

would also eacltde,alt posiible lOOpholes by 'banning the ..acquisition
WeaPOni'other*ige than
of CheMiCal-,4i4bacteriolOgiCali
`by; development._ or -pto4ctioni That indicate§,,that, the donyerition, is
meant 40'2,1*. an., effective .instrument for-pieVenting the disSeniiriatiOn
otthoSeparticUlar-tYpeS, of `weapons.. Article envisages additiOnally

undertakingby,,States' artiei tO,,the convention not to,asSiet,
cottage-Or inch*: any ,particular State, group of ;States Ot'interna**al orAnizatione,in. any 'actiOns, pertaining ,.to, research
&TelOpment,,,,,prOdUetion; Stockpiling or acipriSiiion :.ariY other manner
ChipiCal and 'badteriological NologiCal) Weapons. By proposing
to ,prevent -any indirec acquiSitiori of thoae:*eaPOnS the wording of
article '3- WM meant: to make :the provisions of, article-A ,fnily-Water7
tig4t.',That is patticularlyioifithe light:of a:fiitthet ptOvi§ion -Which,

21 see pt:
'oi -the:British ,ciraft _dowiention of Sept ,18,19333 -Seliate,,Foreign
DiSairiliainent, DiRarmainetit--and -SecuRelations. Cothiblitee, .Subcdmmittee
(7elleotion
138-1.41..

DoOgiOnfa,, 1919 -55 (Coni:, print; 84th 'Ciing.;, 2d sess.),

F,i0ijountents otil),iiiarnsaOsenti
:28,1414.1te;

pio.-5837584:
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=-4n article :4-..--prOvides,that the above obligations-apply to the activities of States within _and. outside their ,territories.
Secondly *16616'2 ,of the draft - convention provides -for an under-

taking to destroy 'Within 'an, 'agreed. period, of time or to divert to

peaceful ruses. all .stockpiles of chemical arid- bacteriolOgical (biolog=
weapons;-Thatundertaking doeS not:depend-on any precondition

nor-on prior implementation 'of- any other stipulations of the draft
convention. ArticleS,1:_,and 2.-of the draft:conventiOn' are-therefore
inseparable -and- .theirs- objective, is the elimination, of any -Nobility
Of the use of cheniicaLand,bacteriOlogical ,(biologidal)' weapons.
Thirdly, .appropriate means to,,ensur,1--conipliance,,by ,States, with
the! conVention- are also envisaged in the text
their-obligations
before Ili.. Article-4- confirms: the principle, Of international,reSponsi-

bility Of a :State,,for .coMpliance with the convention by "legal and
i)hysioill;periona,itixercitiing their' activities in its territory and als&
by" its legal ,anclphytheal persons outside, its territory'"..

That ia not a-nev concept; :as the principle of international reVOnsifality Ot :StateS for compliances. with - a prohibition: of the ,.Use of
weapons" Of MOS ,deStrUCtiOn' has been recognized in =other interna,
tiOnal 'kg-thin:tents; '0,uriliermore, .article -OfAhe draft convention

provideS:for the early adoption and: enforcement by States ,k accord=.
the, nedesSary
00 with theit ,COnatitittional-proCedureS
-,and adnAiiiitra:tiVe measures-Pertaiiiiiig',to-the-prohibitiOn of devel=
.

opMent,, production anc1,1,,Stockpiling; of cheMical-- and bacteriological
(biolOgiCal) WeapOnS-anit tO-their destruCtiOn..tecanae of the impor-

tance-.of its subject :inattersand, the need to enfoite compliance with
its - .provisions;,, he draft Convention, :like ,other' Well-known, internatiOnatinStrumenta -of that, type, envisages -the ;need _of: supplernenting

tho,,iritetilatiO41 -obligation* by StateS parties' with :corresponding
InationallegislatiVe,and,,,adminiStrative measures.
ToUrthly; article 6' .offers further means of ensuring compliance
With ,tho ,convention's stipulations. It provides for ,consultatiOns and
CooperatiOn,of4hO,partioS in solving any ,problems: that etytila conCeiyably, itrise m AO }application, of the terms Of the_, cOnventiOne. This
article offers .broact possibilities of ,Co-oporations. kthong,'Stateg. in the

'implementation. of" the,obligationa under the convention. Th4 draft.
to States pp.:lies:to -the- conventiOn ihe freedom-of
convention
deOnin.the- 1'44441e:9', and scope of_ Siich, consultations and co-opera-

cl?poiling.:.wthe; requirements -itriSintin the course of and in
-40164k5w-,w_itkOle,,iiPPle)ilgAta464

cTi.Vcnii011;

,Fifthly,,the:draft,COntention sets noliiiiitwoirthe duration of the

obligations ,:provideit *it; We feel thattliisiiS__an: approach, perfectly
Character ..of the weapons: in question and ;the only
in'keeping
4i4roprioe,,approach AorresNiiding to:the, obj'ectiVe of the conventhe,,,eliininiition. of chemical And ,bacteriological:
tion,
:1464 *e4,60-fixi14#kilitair,y,arsenikkOice, and for all. as barbarons
wpki
434kfla000.?
:Sixthly and finally, the= finalaclauses Of, the- ifs*, Whieh,- are largely
Aisitrinathent.tieatie§ conoludefireeentlY,
patterned upon
the WideSt
Fgive.expression; to ,the. principle of: universality, fOr
,
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participation of States- in the -corivention can really Inake- it 1u11y
effeCtive.

The arguméntvhichI have advanced indicate-thatthe draft convention submitted jointly in
-General Asetribly lisr,the socialist

States represents a suitable basis for the conclusive conSideration,, of:
this question by the COMMittee. Our discussion should lead to the
adoption of convention which would forever elimmate chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons Such an instrument ,would
represent- an effectiVe disarmament measure Within the specific field
,

of weapons §o singularly dangerous for nian-anit'lii§fUtUre..Ii.WOuld
greatly'cOntribUte-to the,dause,of genera and_cOmpleteldisarinathent.

At the 'Stand time, that measure would certainly not fail to advance
the -Cadge of the codification anclprOgressive development of 'international laW. The measures ,Which we now propose to the United
Nations would make it Vo§sible'td,diVert resources and human inge,
iitity thus Saved' to the:Mere-Worthy purposes Of:econoitii&and.,§ocial
development and the fight againSt hunger and diSea§e.
We are confident that the cause of -§uclia -convention ,would be Well
served if all States refrained from any aetiori, in the military, political
or lega§phere,that_dorild detract freni:the effectiveness Of the existing
rules embodied in- the Geneira,Protedol. of 105" or adversely ,affect the
prospects Of the widest, PoS§ible application. of the,prehibitiOn of the
development, inantifaCture,.and stockpiling Of
Of mass
destruction.
We Strongly- oppose the attempts to ,justify the chemical and bacteriological (biological) arms race by the requirements of the military-strategic doctrine of mutual' deterrence which, in fact, derives
from the cold war Concept ofthe balance Of fear. We also,deplOre and
firmly oppose the arguments propounded in certain countries id persuade the people to learn le live with Cheinioal and bacteriological
weapons just as, years ago; they Were -urged to learn toliVe With the
nuclear boinb. We are convinced that such designs are contrary to the
spirit of General Assembly resolution, 2454 A-(XXIII), one of the
objectives of which is tO -make the-peoples- of the wOrld aware of thedangerous consequences to mankind of the, use Of such weapons and
which recommended that the Governments take appropriate measures
to acquaint public Opinion with all the facts abOut-ChemiCal and bacteriological (biological) weapons.
We consider that the proposed draft Convention represents a concrete, realistic and radical measure which -could free mankind from
the haunting spectre of the WeapOns- -"of quiet death", a measure

which could eliminate agents Of destructive and inhuman warfare
whose effects, to use once mOrethe words of the report of the Secretary-General, are both unpredictable and uncontrollable.
In concluding, my delegation would like to appeal to all States on
behalf of the delegations co-spetisors of the draft convention to join

the efforts aimed at the complete elimination of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons from the Military arsenals everywhere. I wish to express my firm confidence that our draft will gain
the wide support of the members Of the First Committee and that it
will be acted upon favourably by the General Assembly.
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Statement by the Swedish. Representative (Myrdal) to the

First Committee Of the General' Assembly, November 20, 19691
As far ,as. UN action, in regara, tó- disarmament is concerned, 1969
bears all signs ofsbedoMing but anintermediate year We must recog7.
nize
frUStrating are such faCts.that, While on the one hand the
Unclear arrnatherit, race has -sOrged,clahgerously upwards during the
year,, proposals for disarmament.; MetisUreS,laVe on-the other hand not
progressed 'Much as -fo yield:.results-in_ :the. CoMmittee on.Disarmamentan GeneVa.,

Wereit not for the SALT hegotiatiori§ Opening-these very days in
telsiikii-disOppOintnerit night Igie:.beet the Main theme of our
aeliberitionS-Ag it now is, Weilace faith in the preparedness and the
political' will of the two main Miclear.Weapen '1?oWerS to curb the
armaineritS,rade,ari&begin,liMiting-their strategiO,nuclear. armS. This
is, hy-far; the, most iinpottitnt.iii0Ve on which the future Of mankind
may well hinge.
,MettniOhile,_ :this Cemmittee should" devote its attention to eldb-

otothig Mandates for the. Coriferetiee of the ComMittee on Disarmament to proceed iii a-- business =like
diding its nod session in
order to finish its WOrk.Onieveritl, specific projects now on its agenda
and :reported' in document. A/7741: 3

In thechapter. On:digatrintnient contained in the Introduction to his
Annual. Report to this ASseMblyt the.Secretary-General of our Organization las set forth in an admirable Way. the issues confronting us.

The Secretary-General has also -drawn our attention to the reasons
behind the relative lack of Success so far in disarmament negotiations.
haS listed the promises given in previous resolutions by the Gen-

eral Assembly but still left unfulfilled. In order to speed up the
present slowtate of progresS, I think we can do no better than follow
the very, useful recommendations with which the Secretary-General

has interspersed his analysis of the situation and respond to the
appeal with which he has ended the disarmament part of his IntrOduction to the Annual Report that we "tackle anew the complicated
but not insuperable_problemS of disarmament" .3
One important problem in this connexion is, it seems to me, related

to what. we mean by "priorities". For a number of years highest

priority 'was ,given to the mon-proliferation Treaty,4, which then became our practically exclusive concern. Still, more than a full year
after its acceptance, it, has, not entered into force. As a matter of fact,
the Treaty, remains unsigned by a number of States, which are potential nuclear-weapon Powers. Only one of the three nuclear-weapon
Powers that signed the Treaty last year has ratified it. This is, of
course, the major obstacle to its entering into force. Only one of the
so-called "threshold powers" has so far ratified it. My delegation
1 A/C.1/PY.1695, pp. 57-80.

2 kite, pp. 517-520.
8 General 'Assembly Official Records: Twenty-fourth Session, Supplement No.

1A_ (A/7601/Add. 1) , p. 18.
4 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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hopes, -howeVer, that we may soon see a positive turn of events. In

this connexion I may inform the Committee that on Friday last I
signed the Government bill requeSting our Parliament to approve
ratification by Sweden-of the non--proliferation Treaty.
Discrepancy between priorities stated and reStiltS- obtained seems
to be the rule rather than the ,exception. One cannot escape the im-

preSsion that the fornial priority -afforded the vital disarthament
items, for instance in theproviSiOnal.agehda of 'the_ Conference of the
COMMittee on DisarMamenit, is not 'being granted theth in the real
plans- and intentions of the GoVernnientS' of the Main PoWers. The
/natter which ,giveS- the clearest evidence of this regretful state of
-Use the-fill title of' the item on
affairs iS.perhaps.the test-banour .agendit,--the .urgent need for suspension of nuclear and theriiionucleafteSts:
Year lifter-year- the General ASSenibly haS been passing virtually
iiiiininionS.;reSolittiOnS,:nreing all States Which-have. not done so to
adhere to the Partial Test- Ban Treaty 5 and -also. calling upon all
nucleai,Weapon_StateS to Suspend forthWith theiteStS in all environments and retjueSting the Disarmament Coininittee to take iv; as a

matter of urgency; the elaberation of a treaty regulating a ban on

iniderground. weapon tests: The matter has thus been allotted special
priority by the Assembly 68 well zits -by the Disarmament Committee

in Geneva, bUt 0'404y onl in a, "formal fashion. The reality has
been .different: The report of the COminittee indicates that several

specific proposals were pit forward during the past Session to overcome the ,deadlock on this. issue whiCh has existed now for Six long
yetiit.. These various t uggeStions, hoWever, met on the whole with no
.positive response by the main Powers. Hence, no progress was made
during the session.
In -Spite of this sad situation, we must spare no effort in trying to

obtain a comprehensive test ban. Success for the Strategic Arms

Limitation-Talks would Undoubtedly greatly facilitate agreement on
a test bin; as the constantly more advanced development of nuclear
weapons could then be foregone. If wC expect the bilateral talks to
yield positive results it is now Our duty, through simultaneous work in
the United Nations, to elaborate a test ban treaty so that it can stand
ready for imniediate entry into force.
Even without regard to the prospects of SALT, the comprehensive
NIA ban has an independent value. It is one of the major "locks" on

both the vertical and horizontal proliferation of nuclear arms. We
Must not now underestithate the factors which have led the United
Nations and the 'Whole world community at large for well over a

decade to attach such .importance to the test ban issue. These factors
are Still-largely valid. It may be useful to list them shortly once more.
The factor which was stressed particularly in the past and which is
still highly important is the One of health hazards. We all know of the
dangers of radio-active fall -out which were indeed a crucial issue
before the Partial Test Ban Treaty was concluded in 1963.
That situation has undoubtedly been considerably improved since
that time, but nuclear test activity is, however, being carried on in
various parts of the globe by those two nuclear-weapon Powers which
5 Ibid., 1963, pp. 291-293.
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have -not adhered to the Moscow Treaty. Each- tiMe they explode a
nuclear device, in the atmosphere, dangerous radio=activity is spread
over very large areas. AlsO undergrOund teits.haveled tOradio-active
leakages in_ the.
in SeveratcaseS,drifting outside national
territories, for -example, over international waters, thus constituting
violations_of. the Moscow Treaty. When kildio-itetive.debriS related to
suck leakageS lave ,fallen over
country Vve laye reacted, and_ shall
continue to react, by notifying the GOVerninent concerned.
ever
insignificant. in radio- active pold,sarid hOwever teChnical in nature
these. violations haVe been Safar,iall signatories_. Oie-Mocow Treaty
must be alert so as notyby p4ssivity, JO seem to c6ndone explosions
that-rest:a -in leakaget.

Representatives may be -aware of the fact that in recent years

scientific. research in several countries,. including my own, has led
to.new. onCluSiOAS concerning the severe danger Of radioaCtiVe'falImit

product% _,particularly strontium '00; 'bit also tritium which is prOduCed,by bowatpmid,btsirib and so- called:

hydro

bonibs.,It:hasbeen.shOWn scientifically that. the incidence Of iii ant
mortality inthe.WOrld_haS increaSed,m
observable fashiciii,dtie to
effects, of: these ,prOdiietiefiattnatingfroM.- nuclear weapon testing.

,Another capital reason ftsii insisting on a truly international solution of the test ban.problem.is the control issue. It is now a generally
accepted fact that the- SolUtion-of the verification problems connected
witka. bail on MidergrOund tests would be-greatly. facilitated by the
establishment of an 'international exchange of seismic data. To be
effective, the data exchange has tO, be -world-Wide. Practically all
States can ,play a role in this field and they must be vitally interested
in.-the effectiveness of thialheana of ObServation. Valuable suggestions

intended to terry forward the preparatory work needed to establish
such. a, data exchange, system have been made. during 'this year's session of the-,CoMmittee on_ -l)isarmament. They were introduced in this

Committee on- Tuesday by the representative of Canada when he

presented the draft resolution contained in documentA/C.1/14.485.° I

strongly suggest that the General Assembly endorse this proposal
Which is intended to carry the preparatory work a step further.
I, will mention one additional reason for the continued priority of
the comprehensive test ban : the obvious cloie link .between such a
treaty and the question of peaceful nuclear explosions. A. final international regulation concerning such explosions can only be achieved
in connexion with a.decision to halt all.nuclear explosions for Military
purposes, as ,was stated, inter alia, by the-representative of Mexico in
his statement on 18-November.

The time for action on the test ban issue is now. I have already

stressed its close connexion with the ongoing bilateral strategic arms
limitation talks. These would undOubtedly be greatly facilitated if
progress could be madevin a. parallel fashion, on the interdependent
test ba,n. The vast improvements during the last years Of the scientific
and .technical situation as far as seismic detection capabilities are

concerned constitute a further positive element calling for action
now. These improvements in seismic detection methods should be
viewed together with the rapid development of so-called eartha Identical with pt. A a G.A. resolution 2604 (XXIV), post, pp. 719-722.
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resources satellites, designed to make repetitive observations which
would enable man to. see and _assess all sudden. changes in the earth's
surface. The sensors being used in the satellites are thus more and
More effectively Stipplernenting.other techniques for monitoring activities on the 0004 ,and -tiiidergrOuhd-. _AltS, they belong to the
national Meats of the technologically most adVailded, nations Only.
All other nations have to stake their reliance On the seismic methods
of monitoring -poSSible *4:6es:of 6,,Oomprehensive tea ban.
As is evident from the: report of the Conference of. the Committee
on Disarthament, orMerete _StiggeStioriS were set forth in the Committee chitilig its past session as te, possible provisions for a treaty
banning, underground nuclear weapon tests. The Swedish delegation
introduced- on 1 April, '1969; a WOrking Paper -containing a complete
draft treaty -text,' and -we have stated repeatedly that this, draft conStitites.only one way -of reaching our common objective and that other
StiggeStiOnS Might beinote-effective. In -addition I wish: to -draw pitr-

tiedar attention

which have been presented in the Dis-

arnianientCommittee, by theViiited Kingdom- dolegatien for -so-called

phaSing-Out of nueleat weapon testing, Starting with an agreed
anntal,:o4uota of tindergrOiukl teSt ekplOSionS; 'leading to zerd. over a

small number Of yeatS.8 The adoption of this idea---Trefertibly in
some agreement or protocol outside the comprehensive test ban treaty
prOper=-Might :be iiSeftil in order te-allOW additional time for estab-

lishing a smoothly working ,vetifidatiot procedure and for experimenting further with peaceful -nuclear explosions.
I suggest that the Genetal,ASsembly in.a new resolution on the test
bah issue request -the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

to elaborate, as a Matter-Of urgency, a treaty banning underground
nuclear- weapon tests,,taking into account that concrete suggestions
have already been made in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmainentas Well as in-this Assembly regarding the contents of such
a treaty. In Order to emphasize- further the importance which the
General Assembly attaches to this subject, it might be fitting to reqUest the Conference of the "Committee on Disarmament to submit a
special report before a fixed date, say 15 July, 1970, in order to give
all Member State§ of the United Nations time for a thorough preparation so that we can get action next year.
rhave the honour to introduce a draft resolution to this effect contained in document A/CA/L.486 9 which is now on the table before
delegates. This text is being preSented_by ten Member States, namely,
BrOil, Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico? Morocco, Nigeria, Sweden,
the United Arab Republic and Yugoslavia. It is a privilege for me to

speak on their behalf when commending this draft resolution for
adoption by the Committee. I hope that this will be done by virtual
unanimity as=hes been the case with similar resolutions in the past.
I wish to turn now to the subject of chemical and biological weapons. In this field, too, there is an urgent need to curb the present arms
race. The possibilities for our taking action in this regard now seem
7 Ante, pp. 140-142.
8 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 533-534.

9 Identical with pt. 13 of G.A. resolution 2604 (XXIV), post, p. 722, except
that the original version provided for a CCD report by July 15, 1970.
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somewhatbrighterthan_earlier. There is a new and spreading. aware=
ness, of the threat which chemical and biological .warfare poses --to
Mankind. An outstanding cOntribtition to onr,mcreased.kilOWledge-irl-

thi§ respect has been furnished by the group of experts, convoked by
the:Sedretarp-'General under resolution 2454 A (XXIII):19:Their-re
pOrt, together with the foreword by:the 'Secretary-General containing
Some concrete suggestion§ as to political action by Membet States,
constitutes a very valuable basis for our present clischOion. Other
teleVarit dociimentS, haVe'been submitted by Member
iridiVidually or .acting
a, group. I am referring spedikallylo-the
draft convention on the prohibition- of the deVelOkiert,,.prOductiit
and stockpiling of- dhemidal and-,badteriOlogical (134Ologidal). WeaPonSafictonthe destruction of such weapons presented_on 19-SePtemberlyit
the :SOViet Union. -anct, eight Other-delegations to this AsSerribly:11Xfurther refer to the various' prOposal§. Wliidh were' ntrodudethalready
diving the last months inthe Committee iiii,DiSarmarneht on-this Sub-

ject and whidk are covered' in the report of that COMMittee in .paregraphs 0944. Two of these: seem of special importance. The first is
the- draft -cOnVerition for the prohibition of biolo gical methods, of
Warfare,. plat forward by the United Kingdom delegation.12 The
§ed-ciid1S- the working paper -Which was -submitted -by twelve members

Of ,the,Conference. of the Committee on DisarniaMent, including my
country, and which dOhtemplitte§ a declaration by the General Assembly--m order to confirm the-Universality. .and_ coMprehensive nature

of the. existing-, prohibition of the use of chemical and biological
methods of Warfare."

The two draft conventions which I have mentioned refer to the

third-Of three policy recommendations made by the Secretary-General
in his _introduction to the .expert§' report, namely, banning the very
production, of these weapons. On thiS matter the General Assembly
could hardly be expected to make definite -decisions this year. More

time will surely be needed for detailed negotiations. The two texts
should, we _think, be referred to the Conference of --the Committee on

Disarmament with the requeSt to intensify its efforts to reduce the
riSks, raised,by, the continued development and production of both
chemical and biological weapons.
More decisive action could, however, be taken here and now on the

other twO recommendations by the Secretary-General. The first of
these is _self:explanatory : to renew the appeal to all States to accede
to the Geneva Protocol of 1925.14 This appeal should certainly be
issued. by this Assembly as it was done in 1966 15 and again in 1968 16

and I hope with greater success. Less than one half of the Member
Statei have so far ratified or acceded to that important international
instrument. A substantial increaSe in this number is urgently called
for. The suggestion made by the delegation of Mongolia in the Disarmament Committee that the Assembly should appeal to all Governto Ante, pp. 264-298.
11 Ante, pp. 455-457.
12 Ante, pp. 431-433.
13 Ante, pp. 435-436.
14 Post, pp. 764-765.
15 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
la ibid.,1968, pp. 793-795,
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rnei10;tofdo-ttii§.1rigiet0iii* of 1970,17 being the forty-fifth miniver:SarrOtthe;Signing of the-GetieVa Protodol, should, in the Opinion of
'delegatiOn!,:lieeifder°§Oliere.
itvseCOnd--;feconiinendation, the -Secretary-Genera suggested
-41 einberiStite§:§lionla,Make-,a oleatiffirinatiefr that the prohibi,
to iheligeiirvAit of all
PretocOl
.chemical', .:bacteriological Jand biological -'ageht§ (including tear _gas
exist or -Which may be
agents)',

40616Ped'iniheiliitUre

.

It =is this' recommendation that has,';beeii dealt with by the twelve
=iheMberk of the Disaiiraainent Committee. On 26
Atiiiiitihey§iibitittert,a,Werking.IJAper regarding_a, proposed decIaration,
Genera ASSerribly-to: this 'effect. In tWo statements
beliiiiiihikGiiii**COilitiitfee.iiii-o:Afigli§e,and 26= Atign§tre§peotively

.reasons 'Underlying this propO§alAqiirught.neVertliele§§1e-4§eful to reiterate,§Onioof theSe-reasoniiiiiithi§lerbin:
Inihe-firSitilaCejt ina$130--statoawith confidence' that there exists

Ii:ilfaill.:th_e-,iiipOitiMity;f0.

-.indicate

clear prohibition= of. We-40-0.,;01-liitsrogroit and' chemical- ;means of 'War§oMe of which Are,hoW-, a -Century
fire.,AIaOti-deelseat7,:tooits-iir

old, against 'inhuman. thethOds of warfare. I may 'refer to the 1868
St.:Peter4trg' Declaration, which 4preSSed the fundamental printiple'of'thelaWs-of'Wer-,that the only :legitimate ohjedt is to weaken

the- militaryjoroe.§,of Ilie,:eili:OST.;°'.Ftom this- fUndaihental- prindiple,

in the laSt resort,r,flOWS the prohibitions of Weapens,the effects of
which Cannot be liMitedmilitary forces but-- which= may inflict
Suffering _on.ohrilians-ancrInilitarr ferce§-in an indiscriminate manner.
I may refer, -ffirtheri to the 1874 BrUSSels Deolaration,21 the 1898
anill.po7-Hagae-Coii*entiona;22 instruments Which- are now regarded
aS' expressing- customary -laW and which ontlaWed 'asphyxiating or
deleterious gases_

-poiaorka,tst :poisoned weapons.

'Several othertreity'.iristruMents have 'contributed to the establishment of the -prohibition- Ofthe.nse of _biological and. Chemical means

of warfare, notably, ofeoure, ationgtheni the 1925 Geneva Protocol.
This prohibitiOn has gradually come to be considered and reSpected
as a_generally recognized -rule of international law, customary
binding ei'Vet or,(40.,Iii 1938 the Asserribly Of-the League of Nations
reaftifiriect'eateg.orioally; Witheut -Making_ any reference-to the Geneva

PrOl000l, that 'the use Chemical or baoteriolegical methods in the
conduct-of' war IS contrary- to international law." 23 I could go_ on
quaint riuite.'a_nuniber of official statements to the same effect. Per.
hapS' I may'-be allowed to_ Cite just -two recent ones, _from the United

States and' the Soviet Union _respectively. In 1967 the United States

Under-Secretary of State, Mr. Macomber, stated in regard to the
27 ENDCM.424, pp. t6-37.
28 Ante, p. 267.
29 Ante, pp. 387-397, 442 ff.

20 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 58, pp. 16-17.
21 /bid.,.vol. 65, pp. 1081, 1110-1111.

22 William M. Malloy, comp., Treaties, Conventions, International Acts,
Protocols and Agreements Between the United States of America and Other
Powers, 1776-1909, vol. II, pp. 2042, 2052, 2269, 2285-2286.

23 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1938, vol. III, p. 505.
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Geneva,Prottocol, that "it is now considered to form part of customary
international laW". Also the reeent, proposal by the Soviet Union and
Other, StateS for a convention recogn4es the- Geneva Protocol, as .embodying "the: generally, reCtigni$d- rules of international' law".24 With
these ,facts in view, agreetnent,Ought to be poSsible on a declaration
affirining the,cogent- and Universal 'character of the prohibition.
Another:reit-Son:for taking *ion, now _thatin_recent, yearS certain

querieS haVe been raiSedi, though not from parties to the Geneva

PrOtocoli_as to the cOinprehenSive Character. of the prohibition._If. such

eitieries,are not authoritatively_ answered by an affirmation of the
deniptehensivenature of the prOhibition,thereiS a risk that limitative
and gradually_ have a destriictiVe minterpretation*,inay_
fluence. It would _tragiC, indeed it the broad arid perfectly valid and
rational:-prohibition, .Which hardly anyone Would, have beenincliried
Seriously --to, question ten yearS, ,ago, were to be eroded. The .con

se ueheeS of such, eroSion Odd, ,prove .catastrophic. in the future.

y-,delegation has taken, quite:sonie-trouble to examine the legiala7
biolegical _and chemical
tife "history, of the: present :prohibition
Means Of -Warfare: It is-perfectly 'Clear from. the records of the 1925
Conference and even- more So- ,frein thoSo, of the League_ of Nations

Disarmament Conference of 1932 and 1933 and its Preparatory,

COMMISSion that: both: parties and non,partieS- to -the 1925 Protocol
Were convinced_ that the. prohibition;. Which- was most recently embodied, in that Protocol,, ma. which one tended' increasingly to conSider as eipreSSive, of 16,W_--Valid ergs omnes, was comprehensive.
The questiOn whether lachryndatOry,gaSes, tear gaset,, were covered
,

was also discussed and resolved- in the most eXplidit manner. In a
memorandum_
to the Preparatory Commission for the 1932COnfererice,,, the _United King** delegation took the firm position
that thelerni-"other ,gases" in the :Geneva Protocol included lachrymatory ga,,see: The,Frenolvdelegation, which then and now represents

the depositary Government, immediately confirmed that the words
"OU siptildir0" in the Frenchtext had the same meaning." The deleoations of.- Romania, Yugoslavia, -Japan, China, Soviet Union, Italy,
Canada,_ C$Choslovakia, Turkey- and Spain fully. agreed with the
United:Kingdom position. No delegation rejected. this position. The
United, States made an oral reservation for the use of tear gas in
polite() work ;26 the matter wasleft to be finally regulated at the Disarmament Conference and the issue was .settled at that Conference. In
a unanimous report by a Special Committee of -the 1932 Conference
the :prohibition was -defined. to encompass "lachrymatory, irritant,
vesicant" subStances., It was further explained to cover "not merely

substances. harmful to human beings" but "chemical substances in
general".47 These definitions, which, -as we have seen from the discussion in the PreparatOry Commission, related notably to the Geneva

Protocol, were not contradicted by any delegation. I may add that
24 Ante, p. 455,

25 For the British and French memoranda, see League of Nations, Dom-

nienta of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference, series
X, p. 311.
28 Ibid., p. 812.

27 League of Nations, Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Arma-

ments, Conference Documents, vol. I, p. 214.
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both the United States and the "Soviet Union participated in these
deliberations.
My -delegation' submits that the adoption by the General Assembly
of a "declaration which is Of the: kind recommended by the ,SecretaryGeheral on the basiS.'of the experts' -report and which would affirm
that all ,existing and, fithre "means of chemical and -biological means

of Warfire Witheht exceptions' are prohibited; Would rest on solid
grouhd.
sum up,: It seem§.clear to us that het' long after the adoption of
the Geneva 'Protocol 'both parties and- non-parties -tip the Protocel

iriterpreted: it to be CornprehensiVe. No_ party-has made -any reservations 'about, its scope and it seems highly probable that- if -a reserva-

tion. as to, the scope ,of the .Protocol was attached to an adherence
tod4y, such" reservation would-" meet valid Objections. Due to the re-

grettable' fact, that in *dent year3- the view has been officially expressed that the u§e,in warfare of tear gas and-Other ,harassihg agents
as:Well, tied' herbicides might-not -be covered by the existing prohibition, it Seerhs:heceSsary -that the World community, 'as represehted in
thi§.ASSembly, takes the -Step -of clarifying and consolidating .these
Of task with which the General Asprohibitory rules. This
Seinbly iS familiar, indeed a titskeipressly laid Oporilt.by the'Charter.
The text-.of such a declaratioh, which :has been presented- by twelve
of the rheMbers of the-Committee on Disartharilent, should be a useful
basis, 'W
we think. It drawSheavily-oh the definition§ used by the experts

in their report, definitions which are entirely fit bonfontity with the
interpretation placed -upon the prohibition by parties and non- parties
in the-past: It further confitih§ that the, prohibition forms part of the
recognized rules of international" law. To be meaningful, such a dec-

laration-should, preferably, be -adopted by consensus or near-consensus
of the Assembly. I am sure, therefore, that the twelve sponsors of the
-

Geneva working -pater 28 will be open to constructive suggestions
Which might Increase the prospects for obtaining such a positiVe.
result.
I -wish now to turn to a third and final and, may I say, briefer
subject Of my intervention, that of the sea -bed. I need not go deeply

into this Matter, because in a statement in this Committee on 7 Novem-

ber I set out the general vieWs, of my delegation on the issues connected with reserving the sea-bed for peaceful purposes.

In relation to the draft treaty on the prohibition of the em-

placenient of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction
on the sea-ba.and the ocean-. floor and in the subsoil thereof, which
has been submitted by the Soviet Uhion and the United States in the
Conference of the Committee on. Disarmament 29 and attached to the

report of that body, Sweden has already expressed its views in the
Geneva Committee. We said then, and we continue to hold the view,
that although such an agreement cannot be a substitute for a malor

disarmament measure, the effective prevention of any nuclear installa-

tions on the sea-bed would be an act of forethought and that every
step which leads to the stemming of undesirable technological developments is in itself welcome.
28 Ante, pp. 435-430.
29 Ante, pp. 507-509.
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At the same time wet together with the vast majority of other

representatives in the Disarmament Cominittee, expressed Our regret
at the fact that the-Main-Powers-had not: een able-to agree on-a more
comprehensive formula. A. partial treaty must at least be combined
-with, a- pledge to strive towards a comprehensive one; otherwise it
risks .having -the effect Of passively legitimizing- -all activities other
than:the one explicitly- mentioned. The Swedish delegation, therefore,
-stressed-Mthe:deliberations-Of -the Disarrnanient ComMittee the neces-

sity -for some effective Undertaking that negotiations will be continued in order- to -ensure a more comprehensive demilitarization of
the_sea-bed in the future.

The present drift treaty contains, in its preamble a paragraph to

the. effect -that the ,parties should- continue- negotiations concerning
further measures leading:to "the- exclusion of the sea =bed, the ocean
fiber and the -subsoil thereof -from the _arms, race . .,."and I want- to
stress the word: "race" a§. indicating something which, to us, seems
insufficient. We wish.to reintroduce, this idea that similar -commitment should *be_ inchided iii. -the- operative part of the treaty, thus
constituting.a parallel to.article;Vl, of the non -proliferation Treaty.
The wording of --the draft reads as follows :.
Each- Of the PartieS to. the Treaty undertakes to continue negotiations in
good faith on further measures relating to a more comprehensive prohibition
of the use for military purposes Of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the
subsoil thereof.80-

Thii Suggegticiii was not retained by the delegations-of the Soviet
Union and the United-States when they submitted their revised version of the draft treaty to the-Geneva CoMmittee. As we believe this
to be a serious omission in the text at present before us, I have wished
to-introduce our -amendment once again. It was -supported in Geneva
by a substantial majority of-the- Members of the DiSarmament Committee, and I hope it -will receive further SUpport here.
As we,tilso stated in Geneva another serious objection to the present
draft_ treaty concerns the Verification provisions contained in article
III. The delegation of Canada introduced a working paper containing
alternatiire language.81 These ideas received wide support from the
Swedish delegation but, again, were on the whole not incorporated
in the reviSedtext of the-treaty. As.we consider the present version of
article III totally inadequate, we sincerely hope_ that improved language will be agreed -upon during our current deliberations.
The whole problem of verificationthat is, access to installations
as well as possibilities for international co-Operation in verification
endeavours= - -has new come into new and much more constructive light
after the presentation of the report of the ComMittee on the sea-bed.
The necessity to create an international regime and an international
mtiCliinery, for the sea-bed has been widely acknowledged. Such an in-

ternational regime could evidently fill a void in regard to the control
functions under the treaty now being debated.
Further, we must ensure that the basic principle is firmly endorsed-perhaps in the treaty itSelfthat the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction constitute the common hers? Ante; p. 486.
31 Ante, pp. 481-482.
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itage of mankind and that their exploitation_ should be regulated by
an international regime. A move in this direction would relieve the
medium 'and- §inaller nations Of much of the uncertainty with which
they now view this partial solution and it would, undoubtedly, increase the possibilities for crowning this session-of the General Assembly with a new agreement in-the field of disarmament.
In conclusion, I cannot suppress the comment, _already eloqtently
Made by -the -Secretary=General and several delegations, that time is
ofthe essence:The nuclear arms race entails risks and-costs out of -all

proportion to -human cenditions. The enormous increase in the

amounts ,Of technicaand financial resources being spent on arms and
other military uses epitothiie§ -the total ,irrationality -of the over -all
situation: The -astronomical figure of 1200,000, million for a single
year, estimated by the Sedretary-General, has been quoted, already in
thie'debate. Bit -such estimates, repeated with upward revisions from
year to year, seem-to'have -lost that Sharp' edge by which they could cut
inttyour inlagiriatiori:Theytiay tell -their terrifying,leSSOn more-effectively if tiitiiSliited; into inforniatiOn about the abnormal
We make
-of huinat reSOUrces=-4tbsorbing for destructive-purposes: the thou-

sands of research and tedhiiical talents- which are' so ,desperately
needed for Spiting pressing problems of development and progress

-for_ allipeoplet.

Report =of the U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the
Seaalled and the Ocean Floor' Beyond the Limits of Na-

tional Jurisdiction [Addendum), November 20, 19691
The Committee heard explanatory statements by the representatiVe§ of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United
States of Ameriba concerning the draft Treaty in its relation to the
Cointhittee's mandate and pregamme of work.2 Both delegations
Called attention to the fact' that the draft Treaty contained a disclaimer clause, expressly designed to avoid any preludice to the position 'Of any State party with respect to such law-of-the-sea questions
as to
extent of territorial waters or the definition of the continental shelf. -Both statements pointed out that the proposed Treaty
Was still in- draft -forth and that further discussions *mid be held
in the First.COMmittee of the General Assembly, on the report of the
Conference of the CoMmittee on Disarmament ; one statement indicated that revisions might be forthcoming in the light of these dis3.

CUSSion§. The statements, welcomed an exchange of views in the

expectation that he Treaty which finally resulted would materially
assist the Comthittee in the discharge of its responsibilities and would
represent ,a.MajOr step torviarct towards the reservation of the ocean
floor exclusively for peaceful purposes, and the utilization of its resources in the interests of mankind-; they also stressed the desirability,

with this objective in mind, to ensure that a treaty enjoying broad
international support would be signed and brought into, force as soon
as possible.
4.

The Committee had a preliminary exchange of views on the

1 A/7022/Add. 1, Nov. 20, 1909.

2 The draft treaty appears ante, pp. 507-509.
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subject underdiscussion.'Various members welcomed the initiative of
the Union -Of Soviet -Socialist Republics -and the United States of
Alfieri& in Preparing, and submit_ tmg-the draft Treaty and: expressed
appreciation for -the measure -of agreement achievek but stated that
their Governments lad,not -had adequate time' to- study the-report and

the,draft Treaty. The view was itatedthat 'hither negotiations were

desirable-tO extend-the ScOpe of the_prohibition Of military activities,
in orderIo attain a Wider realization of-theokjeCtive-Ofreserving the
°dean, foor e*clu§0ely for ;peaceful purposes 'in this connexion, attention V8s,draVn tO- the suggestion made by Sweden to the Conference
oftheCenimittee Disarmament, (CCD/271) for the inclusion in the
Treaty-Of an additional: article -tothat effect.3
5.

Some-delegations,takingintO account thebroadlnandate of-the

COMMittee _on, the Peaceful Uses of tiny Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor

heyoidthetimiti'Of NationalJuriadiCtion reviewed the implications
of dertain'proVisions:iii. the draft Tretity in the light of the work
already-carried' out-by, the CoMinittee. The _-importance of safeguardarea§ of .agreement reached' in the +Committee was

stressed. In this Connexion,' reference was made to-the Committee's
Work in forMulating legal principles,, in' particular to the concept,
aCcepted:4 -manY'Statesi Of the, ocean floor beyond national jurisdictiontminta,,ciomohliertage,Of, inarikirid'saria consequently being reserved exclusively =for peaceful -Purposes; a§ -well as to- the concept Of
the use -Of this area kir the -benefit .of all mankind, taking into account
the special need§ of developing countries, and to other eletheiits which

Weubibe incorporated in aninternatiOnal_re.giinete apply to the area.
,6. In their,corrinientS on Varietis.pitvisione of the draft Treaty,
which-in a iniinber Of install* *ere, stated _to be-preliminary, delegations. raised some specific considerations, among them the following :
legal iMpliektions of the draft Treatyarising
asilig from what some
delegations conSidered:an unnecessary reference to the Convention on
the'TerritOrial Seit and the Contiglidus Zone done at Geneva on 29
April 1958, which iipto the :present time-had ,not been adhered to by
a Majority of countries and m this connexion, some delegations asserted that the, disclaimer, clause was not sufficient and suggestions
were made to eliminate this difficulty; the preservation of the rights

of States recognized by customary international law and existing
conventions Oh the law of the ,sea; the desirability, of defining the

types of weapons and activities covered in the draft Treaty, and their
relationship to the protection of the living and mineral resources of
the inarineenvironment ; Stress was laid on the need for adequate control; inAhis respeCtr the need was also emphasized to ensure the par-

ticipation in the verification procedures of representatives of the

Coastal StatecOncerned-and to safeguard the rights of coastal States
on,the,continental shelf in accordance with international law=--references were also made to the proposals made in the Conference of the

Committee on DisarmaMent by Brazil (CCD/267) 5 and Canada

(CCD /270) : 6 attention was also drawn to the possibility of verification byan international agency which might be established, as well as
3 Ante, p. 486.
415 UST 1606.
5 Ante, pp. 445-447.
6 Ante, pp. 481-482.
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to the need for safeguarding recognized rights of coastal States; the
suggestion was made that it would be useful to distinguish, in view of
the characteristics of the marine environment, between observation,
verification and inspection procedures; the need was also stressed to
reserve the maximum possible area of the ocean floor for peaceful
purposes, and consequently to use a formulation which would not
convey the impression that coastal States are expected to emplace
weapons where prohibition is not contemplated by the terms of the
proposed draft.
7. The related point was also suggested that, while the mandate of
the Committee was restricted to the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond national jurisdiction, the mandate of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament was not so restricted; that the application of
the draft Treaty included areas within national jurisdiction but that
the position of States on the continental shelf and on the territorial
sea should in no way be prejudiced by the draft Treaty. It was also
stated that the draft Treaty could not in any way prejudge the legal
regime to be established for the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond
national jurisdiction.
8. The hope was expressed that, in view of the importance and
complexity of the matter, the implications of the draft Treaty relevant to the Committee's mandate would be considered in greater
depth by the Committee at its next substantive session.
9. Since the Committee's consideration of the question was of a
limited and preliminary character, the views expressed do not reflect
the considered opinion of the Committee as a whole, nor do the points
mentioned above represent a detailed summary of the views expressed,
which are shown in the summary records.

Remarks by President Nixon on Ratification of the Nonproliferation Treaty, November 24, 19691
NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION TREATY

Ladies and gentlemen : We have invited you here today to witness

the signing of the instrument of ratification of the Treaty on the

Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, to which the Senate gave its

advice and consent on March 13 of this year.2

This act of ratification completes a process which has spanned the
administrations of three Presidents in which this treaty was negotiated, and it is now being ratified.

It is our hope that after the ratification on the part of the United
States, the necessary additional number of nations will ratify the
treaty so that it will go into effect.
In speaking of this treaty, we believe that this action today underlines the commitment of this nation, not only for a policy of limiting

armaments generally but also to reduce those areas of conflict that
1 Department of State Bulletin, Dec. 15, 1969, p. 544.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465. See also ante, pp. 78-97.
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potentially would result in a threat to the peace and security of the
world.

Finally, I believe that this act of ratification clearly demonstrates
that this nation, through the administrations of all our Presidents in
this century, is dedicated to the cause of peace, and we will continue
to pursue that cause in every possible, effective way.

The Secretary of State, I think, will explain to you the final action
with regard to the treaty and the ceremony which will be scheduled at
that time. We have not set the date for it.3

Soviet Draft Resolution Introduced in the First Committee

of the General Assembly: Chemical and Biological
Weapons, November 24, 19691
The General A8867Ably,

Recalling its resolutions 2162 B (XXI) of 5 December 1966 2 and
2454 A (XXIII) of 20 December 1968,3
Deeply aware that the use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons would constitute a serious threat to mankind and that
the development, production and stockpiling of such weapons are
therefore contrary to the interests of the security of peoples,
Bearing in mind that the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925 for the
Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous and Other
Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare 4 is an effective
international agreement which plays an important role in the averting
of a chemical and bacteriological war,
Considering it to be urgently necessary to take further measures
leading to the complete exclusion of chemical and bacteriological
weapons from the arsenals of States and to the destruction of such
weapons,
Having regard also to the conclusions on these lines in the report of

the Secretary-General of the United Nations on "Chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possible use"

which was prepared by a group of highly qualified international
experts,
1.

Recognizes the need to conclude as soon as possible a Conven-

tion on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and on

the destruction of such weapons;

2. Considers that such a Convention should provide for the full
prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemi-

8 The treaty entered into force Mar. 5, 1970.
1 A/C. 1/L. 487, Nov. 24, 1969. The resolution was cosponsored by the U.S.S.R.
and 9 other countries: Bulgaria, Byelorussian S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

Mongolia, Poland, Romania, Ukrainian S.S.R., and Cuba. It was withdrawn on
Dec. 9, 1969, in favor of the 32-power resolution (A/C.1/L.500), approved by the
C.A. on Dec. 16 (pt. B of res. 2603 (XXIV), post, pp. 717-719.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
3 Ibid., 1968, pp. 793-795.
4 Post, pp. 764-765.
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cal and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the exclusion of
these means of warfare from the arsenals of States through their
destruction or diversion for peaceful uses;
3. Recommends that in reaching agreement on the text of such a
Convention full account should be taken of the draft Convention on

the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of
Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and on the Destruction of such Weapons contained m document A/7655;5
4. Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to
conduct negotiations as a matter of urgency with a view to reaching

agreement on the text of a Convention on the prohibition of the

development, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and on the destruction of such weapons;
5. Requests the Committee on Disarmament to report to the Gen-

eral Assembly at its twenty-fifth session on the results of these

negotiations;
6. Requests the Secretary-General to transmit to the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament all documents and records of the
First Committee relating to questions connected with the problem of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.

Statement by the French Representative (de Chevigny) to
the First Committee of the General Assembly, November 24, 1969 1
It is now ten years since, on 20 November 1959, the General Assem-

bly of the United Nations unanimously adopted resolution 1378
(XIV) which expressed

. . the hope that measures leading towards the goal of general and complete
disarmament under effective international control will be worked out in detail

and agreed upon in the shortest possible time.2

We are grateful to the Secretary-General and we appreciate the
interest he shows in questions of disarmament. We are grateful to
him for having reminded us of that resolution in the introduction
to his annual report, but we are also aware that he has not invited us

to celebrate its anniversary.

A decade has, as a matter of fact, gone by. Every year this Committee meets to consider its item on disarmament. The Geneva Committee has held more than 400 meetings. Can we honestly congratulate
ourselves on having made any substantial progress along the road
sketched out in 1959 ? There is one figure that will suffice to suggest
the answer : as the Secretary-General indicates, expenditures of armaments have increased from $120,000 million in 1962 to $200,000 million
this year.
It is certainly not the intention of the French delegation to raise a
discordak voice at this time when conversations, the particular im5 Ante, pp. 455-457.
1 A/0.1/PV. 1698, pp. 21-27.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. II, p. 1545.
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portance of which we welcome and which we view with sympathy,

have just begun at Helsinki; nor do we wish to ignore or under-

estimate the interest to be found in certain partial measures. But inasmuch as the first item in our debates is always-entitled "Question of
general and complete disarmament", it seems to us fitting to recall the
meaning of that expression, to show how it differs from the formulas
that are at times submitted for our consideration and, in a word, to
consider what are the characteristics and conditions of such an undertaking. Doubtless too, it will result in better understanding of the
reasons for our attitude in the course of this debate if we recall a
doctrine which, as far as we are concerned, remains constant.
Partial measures, or simply bilateral arrangements obviously do
not reflect the general and complete nature that should, according to
the desires of our Organization, characterize a genuine undertaking of
disarmament.
To avoid the dissemination of nuclear weapons is, beyond question,
a useful objective. The French Government has always considered
that the nuclear States should in no way, either directly or indirectly,
encourage any dissemination that would be contrary to the interests
of the world at large, and France, as is well known, will behave in this

area exactly as do those States that decide to adhere to the nonproliferation treaty.' But to preclude States that do not possess

nuclear weapons from the possibility of acquiring them, and to prevent dissemination without undertaking to eliminate the existing
stockpiles, do not represent a real disarmament measure.
Limiting the growth of armaments among Powers already overarmed? in the interest of preserving the strategic balance and for
financial reasons, does constitute a political gesture that would favour
a relaxation of tensions. Like many others, having received with
favour the announcement of the opening of the talks, we would be
gratified to see any agreement reached that could decrease tension in
the world. But any such endeavour, for the time being necessarily of
a purely bilateral nature, in no way diminishes the already excessive

capacity for killing that exists in the arsenals of the world. It is

absolutely necessary to slow down the armaments race, but that again
is not disarmament.
To prevent the militarization of new areas that have been opened
to the activities of man is indeed a desirable goal As has been done

in the areas of the Antarctic and of outer space, this rule should be
applied also to the area of the sea-bed and ocean floor. And in this
regard, we have expressed our support of the principle that those
areas should not be militarized, at the same time recalling, in the
specialized Committee created by the United Nations, that the study
of that principle should not be isolated from the other aspects of the

problem of the sea-bed and ocean floor. But quite obviously, there will
be no real disarmament as long as States keep their means for offence
intact.

In brief, disarmament does not consist in the taking of partial
measures the most certain effect of which is to confirm, actually, the
nuclear monopoly of a few States and, ultimately, to cause the secu3 /bid., 1968, pp. 461-465.

s
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rity of the world to be dependent on a delicate balance which could
be upset at any moment.

The fact that everyone is aware of the precariousness of such a
situation is shown both by the misgivings expressed last year at the
Conference of Non-Nuclear States and by the debates that have developed during this session in the course of the work of the First
Committee.

The true problem is, in fact, to respond to the world's need for

security. And since the efforts now under way, whatever may be their
usefulness, do not succeed in calming our apprehensions, we should
once more devote ourselves to the task of defining the characteristics
and the conditions for a disarmament that could meet that demand.
The most virulent threat resides in the nuclear danger. Hence in our
opinion it is necessary in the first place to have measures of disarmament affect this category of weapons by exercising the necessary re-

straints first of all on the vehicles for the nuclear weaponthe

missiles, the means of deliveryand also by trying to work out prohibitions on the manufacture of such weapons as well as the destruction of stocks. The negotiations, if they are to be successful, must be
held first of all between States which possess atomic weapons and
which are therefore likely to take upon themselves the necessary
commitments.

For its part France, which, in a nuclear world, provided itself with
atomic weapons for purely defensive purposes, asserts once again that
it holds itself ready to participate in any initiative that would tend to

do away with the atomic threat. My country would be the first to

rejoice if, under an agreement on real disarmament, it could envisage
giving up its own nuclear resources.

The task of general and complete disarmament also requires that
nuclear disarmament measures should be accompanied by a reduction
in conventional weapons effected in such a fashion that no imbalance
of forces resulted from passing through the successive stages. Such a
task should obviously extend to biological and chemical weapons, the
use of which is already prohibited under the Geneva Protocol 4 and

for which we should study measures for the prohibition of their
manufacture and then measures for the destruction of the stockpiles.
In our opinion those are the essential purposes of a real disarmament policy. But to commit oneself to achieve those objectives would
have little meaning if at the very outset of any negotiations there was
not a common will to accept strict control on the application of the
decisions reached. I think it may not. be useless to stress the need for

some control, as was providedand this we knowin the resolution
adopted unanimously in 1959. In our opinion that continues to be
the essential prerequisite for authentic disarmament.
In recalling that position, we entertain, as will be understood, certain reservations about the language used in the draft treaty on the
sea-bed and ocean floor,5 which talks no longer of international control
but of verification by unilateral observation, or about the absence of
4 Post, pp. 764-765.
5 Ante, pp. 507-509.
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any reference to the very concept of control in a draft convention on
chemical and bacteriological weapons.6

Those are the aims and conditions for true disarmament. If we

commit ourselves to this task with a desire to succeed, that makes it
incumbent upon States, and in the first instance incumbent upon the
nuclear Powers, to come to agreement, which presupposes a stubborn
search for a deep and lasting relaxation of tension. We repeat in this
connexion that we welcome with interest any initiative that would
contribute precisely to a relaxation of tension and would prepare the
way for this detente.
On the other hand, we can only deplore the fact that the work and
studies on collateral and partial measures, no matter how justified
they may be, finally may distract us from what should continue to be
our common objective. By the attitude that we take every year in this

Committee we wish above all to recall that the great task of disarmament, to which the French Government is ready to devote its

best efforts, is still before us and that it is essentially on this subject
that each of us should assume our responsibilities.

Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the

First Committee of the General Assembly [Extract],
November 25, 19691
At this stage of the First Committee's consideration of disarmament
problems, the Soviet delegation would like to follow up its statement
of 17 November 2 by settmg forth in more detail the position of the
Soviet Union on the matter of the complete prohibition of chemical
and bacteriological weapons, and we should like in passing to touch
on some other points.
There is an increasing awareness by the peoples of the world of the
growing danger of the waging of war with the use of chemical and
bacteriological weapons, particularly in view of the fact that in several countries there are intensive development, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological weapons. Tests of new weapons
of this kind are being carried out. The progress made in chemical and
biological sciences brings great benefits to mankind but also makes it
possible to develop chemical and bacteriological weapons. Today in
the world there are hundreds of thousands of tons of poisonous substances produced every year. The stockpiles are sufficient to cause
incalculable harm to the world's population and to animal and vege-

table life on our planet. The adoption of measures for the final
prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weapons would be extremely timely. For that reason a group of socialist countries pro-

posed the placing on the agenda of this session of the General

Assembly the question of the concluding of a. convention to prohibit the development, production and stockpiling of chemical and
Ante, pp. 455-457.
1 A/C.1/PV. 1699, pp. 38-57.
2 Ante, pp. 546-556.
6
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bacteriological (biological) weapons and for the destruction of such
weapons.
On 18 November the representative of Poland, Ambassador Kulaga,

introduced this proposal in great detail.3
We are indeed glad to note that the need for the complete elimination of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons is a matter

of great interest to the participants in this session of the General
Assembly. The debates on disarmament in this Committee furnish

abundant proof of that fact.
In the past, mankind erected many obstacles to the employment of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons. Of these the most
important was the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925, prohibiting the
use of poisonous gases and other similar substances.4 That important
international agreement has played an important role in preventing
the use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons in warfare. The significance of the Geneva Protocol has been confirmed in
recent years, as can be seen from the number of countries that have
adhered to it. The General Assembly has, in several resolutions, confirmed the importance of the Geneva irotocol and condemned the
actions of States running counter to the objectives and principles of
that agreement, at the same time appealing to countries not yet having done so to sign and ratify the Protocol.

In July of this year Secretary-General U Thant addressed an

appeal to all States
. .

. to accede to the Geneva Protocol of 1925;

To make a clear affirmation that the prohibition contained in the Geneva

Protocol applies to the use in war of all chemical, bacteriological and biological
agents . . .
. . . to reach agreement to halt the development, production and stockpiling
of all chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents for purposes of war and
to achieve their effective elimination from the arsenal of weapons.5

Thus, together with the need further to reinforce the Geneva

Protocol of 1925, the urgent need has arisen to take the next step, that

is to ensure internationally not only the prohibition of the use of

chemical and bacteriological weapons, but also the prohibition of their
development, production and stockpiling. That would make it possible
to settle once and for all the problem of the complete elimination from

the life of man of all chemical and bacteriological (biological)
weapons.

In the report of the Secretary-General concerning chemical, bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possible use,

submitted to the General Assembly, our attention is drawn to the
dangers involved in the possible employment, in our time, of such

weapons. Those who would dare to use weapons of these types could
not predict what the effects of their use would be, either as regards

their direct action or. more particularly, as regards their long-term
effect on man and his environment. What would happen if some
country decided to resort to the use of bacteriological (biological)
weapons in order artificially to spread infectious diseases V In such a
3 Ante, pp. 556 -564.

Post, pp. 764-765.
5 Ante, p. 267.
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case the country would prefer to use the strongest possible type of
such weapons available to it, a type against which a potential adversary would have no counter-measures ready. The same applies to
chemical substances. And even if their use was confined to limited

areas initially, the effect of winds, fall-out and the natural movements
of water would tend to disseminate toxic chemical substances far beyond the area in which they were first used. Their long-term effects
could of course be extremely nefarious for mankind.

An important conclusion of the Secretary-General's report is the

fact that not only the use of chemical and bacteriological weapons, but
the very developing and testing of them as well constitute a danger.

This gives rise to a climate of suspicion and mistrust in relations

among States. Its influence on international relations is an unhealthy
one. Even on the purely technical level it carries serious perils for
mankind. In recent years several accidents involving chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons have occurred. In this connexion
the representative of the Byelorussian SSR today drew attention to
the fact that on the island of Okinawa, as a result of a leakage of
nerve gas in the summer of 1969, twenty-four persons had to be hospitalized. It is a well-known fact that such repositories of toxic substances can be found in other parts of the world, which means that
mortally dangerous gases are transported over long distances, and
there is no guarantee whatsoever against the occurrence of an accident

that could have extremely dangerous consequences to millions of
people. A plane crash or an accident to a ship or train transporting
such substances could turn into a catastrophe for millions of human
beings. In the last four years, according to the American Press, the
United States has had to evacuate thirty-nine centres of population

because of accidents to trains transporting toxic chemical substances.
Another dangerous aspect of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons is the fact that countries that continue to develop and
produce them might, in the event of failure in their military activities
carried on by other means of warfare, take the risk of using chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons. Having started with smallscale operations, such a country, as it was dragged further and further
into conflict, would pass on to the large-scale use of such weapons. It

might, for instance, begin by using them against vegetation, and
later use them against human beings; or, having begun with the use
of tear gas or other irritant substances, it might go on to use the most

dangerous and lethal toxic agents. The, report of, the Secretary-

General states that if a war were to break out in which such weapons
were employed, an escalation would be almost certain to follow, and
nobody could predict how that would end. The Secretary-General also

states that the situation will remain dangerous as long as various
States continue to develop, perfect and stockpile such weapons.
It is those considerations which are at the basis of the initiative of
the group of socialist countries which asked that the Assembly consider an important and urgent matter entitled "Conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and on

the destruction of such weapons". This initiative is in line with the
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efforts made by socialist States for many years with a view to reaching a total final prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weapons.
What is the specific nature of the draft convention proposed by the
socialist countries? 6 It has already been said that the main provision
of the draft convention is its article 1, providing for the undertaking
by each State Party not to develop, produce, stockpile or otherwise
acquire chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons. The task

consists in barring the way to the creation or possession of such

weapons. Article 2 of the draft convention provides the undertaking
to destroy or to divert to peaceful uses all previously accumulated
chemical and bacteriological weapons in the possession of the States
Parties. Among chemical substances which can be used as weapons,
there are some which can be used for peaceful aims. The draft convention provides for the destruction of those substances which cannot
be used for peaceful purposes, and the diversion to exclusively peaceful uses of those that can be so diverted. Thus, the first two articles of
the draft convention aim at excluding, taking out of human life, one
of the most dangerous types of weapons of mass destruction which
would solve the problem of eliminating chemical and bacteriological
(biological) weapons.
Articles 4, 5 and 6 contain provisions relating to control over respect of the draft convention. Control in the case of chemical and
bacteriological weapons is an extremely complex matter and it is hard
to carry out in practice. This was explained in detail today by the
representative of the Byelorussian SSR. This was due to the fact that
the production of chemical and bacteriological substances necessary
for peaceful purposes often is in no way different from the military
production of such substances. Thus control of an international character would be tantamount to the intrusion of foreign personnel in
chemical and biological enterprises of States. It would therefore seem
to be more practical and appropriate to leave control to the national
Governments which would see to it that no firm, no legal or physical
person, would produce chemical or bacteriological (biological) weapons. The Government would be internally responsible for compliance
with ,this provision, and this is what article 4 of the draft convention
provides.

To strengthen this provision, article 5 contains an undertaking for
States Parties to take, as soon as possible in accordance with their
constitutional procedures, necessary legislative and administrative
measures to prohibit the development, production and stockpiling of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and to destroy such
weapons. Article 6 of the draft convention provides for co-operation

in the case of any problems that may arise in the application of the

draft conventionif one of the States Parties has doubts, for instance, concerning strict compliance with convention provisions on the

part of other States Parties. Articles 4, 5 and 6 as a whole contain a
system of guarantees ensuring compliance with provisions of the
draft convention by its parties.
I should like to remind the Committee that, in view of the difficulties with control, agreements of past years relating to chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons did not contain any verification
6 See ante, pp. 455-457.
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procedures. None the less, they were active international treaties. This
one can say, for instance, about the Geneva Protocol of 1925, and in
this sense the proposed convention goes further, and this is an additional guarantee that it can become an effective international agreement.

An important aspect of the draft convention is that it relates to

chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons. Those two types
of weapons must in our view be considered together. It would be unjustified to divide them because of their nature and because of political considerations. Contemporary science finds it difficult to establish
a clear-cut limitation between chemical and bacteriological weapons.
Scientists who prepared the report of the Secretary-General to which
I have already alluded write that all biological processes depend upon
chemical or physical and chemical reactions and that which today can

be considered to be a biological agent can tomorrow, because of
progress in our knowledge, be considered as a chemical agent. It is
no accident that chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons
are always examined together. The Geneva Protocol of 1925 deals
with both. Many scientific treatises relating to this topic also do not

distinguish between chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and treat them as one single problem. The same is true here in
the United Nations where they have always been considered together.
They are also dealt with as one single problem in the report of the
Secretary-General on chemical and bacteriological weapons, and we
think that many delegations are quite right in criticizing the approach
to the problem of chemical and bacteriological weapons of the United
Kingdom, which suggested in the Disarmament Committee that it
deal only with the prohibition of biological weapons? And we disagree with the representative of the Netherlands, who said that the

first step should be taken firstthat biological weapons should be
prohibited, and then chemical weapons.8 Were we to travel along this

path, prohibiting one weapon, we would in fact switch on a green
light for the development of the other weapon, but in present day
conditions we must say and stress thatin view of the stockpiles
already accumulated and of the fact that many States of the world
possess themchemical weapons are a particularly dangerous type of
weapon. Therefore to separate those two types of weapons, as proposed by the representative of the United Kingdom, and as advocated
today by the representative of the Netherlands, would be extremely

inappropriate and even dangerous. Many delegations here have
pointed to this danger which is also stressed in the report of the
Secretary-General on the effects of the possible use of those chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons.

Throughout its existence the United Nations has considered this
problem of chemical and bacteriological weapons, and it has been
especially active in this field in recent years. The General Assembly
has taken useful measures and adopted useful resolutions, such as
resolutions 2162 B (XXII)8 and 2454 A (XXIII).1° Following the
7 Ante, pp. 319421.
8 A/C.1/PV. 1699, pp. 28-31.
9 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
10 Ibid., 1968, pp. 793-795.
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appeal of the first of those resolutions, a group of countries comprising Argentina, Ghana, Iceland, Lebanon, the Mongolian People's
Republic, Madagascar, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Syria, Sierra Leone,
Tunisia and others, acceded to the Geneva Protocol of 1925.
In conformity with the second resolution, the Secretary-General
drafted his report on chemical, bacteriological (biological) weapons
and the effects of their possible usea report which has been highly
praised by many delegations in this Committee and outside it.
The adoption by the General Assembly of the proposal by a group
of socialist countries concerning the conclusion of a convention on the
prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons, and the destruction of
such weapons would thus be the next important and logical step, by
the United Nations towards the solution of the problem of chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons. The entry into force of the
convention would be the crowning achievement of the United Nations

in its efforts to prohibit chemical and bacteriological (biological)

weapons, since those types of weapons would be completely excluded
from human life.

It would have a favourable influence on the state of international
relations, increase confidence among States and peoples and pave the
way for the inclusion of other disarmament agreements. IL, would not
be an exaggeration to say that a convention excluding from military

arsenals a series of weaponsamong the most dangerous weapons
would certainly have historical importance. It would be a serious contribution to the cause of peace and be in the interest of the whole of
mankind.

Yesterday a group of delegations in the First Committee introduced a draft resolution (A./C.1/LA87) which pertains to this draft
convention and which is now in the hands of all the members of the
Committee. It draws attention to the need to sign as soon as possible
a convention prohibiting the development, production and stockpiling
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and providing
for their destruction. The draft resolution contains a request to the
Disarmament Committee to undertake urgent negotiations in order
to reach agreement on the text of the convention.'
If the General Assembly adopted this draft resolution, we would
be able to attain our objective : complete prohibition of chemical and
bacteriological (biological) -weapons. We hope that the draft resolution will be widely supported by delegations in the Committee and by
all the Members of the United Nations.
The delegation of the USSR would like to draw the attention of
the members of the First Committee to the urgency of this problem.
The Committee knows that as long ago as 1968 the Soviet Government included the question of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons in its memorandum on certain urgent measures for the
cessation of the arms race and for disarmament.12
The course of events in recent times, since the publication of that
document, has shown how well founded the concern of the Soviet
Government was with regard to these weapons. This problem has be1' Ante, pp. 577-578.
12 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 468-469.
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come even more urgent since then. It is obvious that we must not
waste time, that we must act in time to achieve the prohibition and
liquidation of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons. We
hope that Member States will pay due attention to this initiative and
that our desired objective, to free mankind from the threat of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the chemical and
bacteriological catastrophe will be achieved.
The Soviet delegation would like also to deal with a matter already
dealt with by several other delegationsan international exchange of

seismological dataand comment upon the draft resolution on this
item presented by the delegation of Canada and some other countries." We have already stated the views of the USSR on this matter

in our statement of 17 November." The Soviet, delegation is ready to

undertake on a voluntary basis an exchange of seismological data
with other parties to a treaty on the general prohibition of nuclear
weapons tests, and to take part in an international exchange of data
within the framework of the detection club proposed by Sweden.
However, participation of States in an international seismological
data exchange must not impose upon parties any obligations relating
to international inspection on their territory, and the evaluation of
the data obtained must be carried out not by an international body
but by each State for itself. However, as can be seen from operative
paragraphs 1 and 2 of the draft resolution introduced by Canada and
other delegations, the General Assembly would make requests to States
to provide large-scale information about their seismographic stations,
as a first step in the exchange of seismological data. And there is an
inflexible time-limit for the provision of such information : 1 May of
next year.
The draft resolution provides that data on seismographic stations
serve as a basis for a compulsory exchange of seismological data ; that
would no longer be voluntary. There is a very serious negative aspect
in the draft resolution of Canada and some other Statesnamely that
it contains a discriminatory formula against socialist States nonMembers of the United Nations, among them the German Democratic.

Republic. The draft resolution provides that information be transmitted to States Members of the United Nations or of any of the
specialized agencies or of the International Atomic Energy Agency,
or parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice.
In fact States non-members of those international organizations but

parties to important international agreements would be prevented

from taking part in these measures. That discrimination is intolerable,
and we object all the more because these are measures relating to the
cessation of nuclear weapon tests; in other words, a question that is

directly linked to the Moscow Treaty on the prohibition of nuclear
weapon tests in the atmosphere, outer space and under water. This
Treaty, as is well known, contains the formula "all States".15 Therefore, the German Democratic Republic is a fully equal party to that
Treaty. But now the German Democratic Republic, which is a party
to the Moscow Treaty on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests in
is Identical with pt. A of G.A. resolution 2604 (XXIV), post, pp. 719-722.
41,

14 Ante, pp. 554-555.
15 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 291-293.
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three environments would be barred from taking part in further
measures relating to the full prohibition of nuclear weapon tests.
There are some people who still do not want to take into account
the actual state of affairs in our world : for instance, the fact that for
over twenty years there has been in the centre of Europe a flourishing,

rapidly developing sovereign State, the German Democratic Re-

public. For those reasons the draft resolution contained in document
A/C.1/L.485 is unacceptable to the Soviet delegation. That is what
we wanted to tell the members of the First Committee.
In our debate the question of peaceful nuclear explosions has been
touched upon in connexion with the report of the Secretary-General

concerning this matter. We should like to give our views on this
subject.

The Soviet delegation has studied carefully the report and the answers of States to the questions of the Secretary-General. We consider
that, on the basis of those answers, the report is right in its conclusion

that the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in view of
its technical experience and statute provisions, is the international
body which can effectively ensure the carrying out of tasks relating to
such explosions. That also is in keeping with the view of the IAEA

itself as set forth in the report of its Board of Governors, which

stresses that the function of the international body mentioned in article V of the non-proliferation Treaty is within the technical competence and purview of the Agency and within its statute obligations."
This report, as is well known, was supported by all member States
of the IAEA, which unanimously approved it at the General Conference of the Agency and dispatched it to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations. This clearly expresses the attitude of the majority of
the States of the world to this problem. And this is fully supported

by the Soviet Government, which, in its letter to the SecretaryGeneral, underlined that the IAEA as at present constituted pos-

sessed the necessary qualifications to discharge its duties in the field
of peaceful nuclear explosions under the non-proliferation Treaty.17
The letter indicates that the Soviet Union intends, in full awareness
of its responsibility, to carry out its obligations under the Treaty as
far as services to be rendered in this field are concerned.
May we note in passing that the Agency has already started some

practical work in the field of studying the possibility of peaceful

nuclear explosions, by collecting and summarizing scientific and technical information and organizing meetings of specialists to study the

economic and technical aspects of the problem. The possibilities of
using such explosions must, of course, be viewed in the right perspective since, as mentioned in the report of the Secretary-General, the
technology in !his field is only in its first stages and further investigations are required.
We should like to say that the Soviet Union, wishing to contribute
to this useful work of the IAEA, recently transmitted to it several
technical reports of Soviet scientists examining the practical aspects
of possible peaceful nuclear explosions. As stressed by the Soviet dele16 For the IAEA views, see ante, pp. 362-363 and A/7678, pp. 41-46. The

treaty may be found in Documents on Disarmament, VMS, pp. 461-465.
17 A/7678, pp. 36-37.
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gation at the General Conference of the IAEA, such information will
continue to be forwarded to the Agency by the Soviet Union in future.

We think that the United Nations might express its satisfaction

with the work done by the Agency in this field since it contributes to
progress and improvement in the well-being of the peoples of the
world.

Those were the additional ideas which the Soviet delegation

thought it necessary to present in connexion with the disarmament
problems :being considered in this Committee.

Three-Power Draft Resolution Introduced in the First
Committee of the General Assembly: Chemical and
Biological Weapons, November 25, 19691
The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolution 2454 A( XXIII) of 20 December 1968,2

Having considered the report of the Secretary-General of 1 July
1969 on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the
effects of their possible use,3
Noting with approval the conclusions of the report of the SecretaryGeneral and the recommendations contained in the foreword to this
report,
Noting also the discussion of the report of the Secretary- General at
the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and during the
twenty-fourth session of the General Assembly,
Recognizing the importance of the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other Gases,

and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on
17 June 1925,4

Noting with deep concern that the possible use of chemical and bac-

teriological (biological) weapons is fraught with serious escalation
both in the use of more dangerous weapons belonging to the same
class and of the other weapons of mass destruction,
Believing that the elimination of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons from military arsenals would constitute an important step towards reaching agreement on general and complete disarmament under effective international control,
1. Reaffirms resolution 2162 B (XXI) of 5 December 1966 6 and
calls anew for strict observance by all States of the principles and
objectives of the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of
Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other Gases, and of Bacteriological
Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925;
1 A/C.1/L. 488, Nov. 25, 1969. The resolution was cosponsored by Hungary,
Mongolia, and Poland. It was withdrawn on Dec. 9, 1969, in favor of the 32power resolution (A/C.1/L.500), approved by the G.A. on Dec. 16 (pt. B of
res. 2603 (XXIV), post, pp. 717-719.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 793-795.
3 Ante, pp. 264-298.
4 Post, pp. 764-765.
5 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
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Urges all States, which have not yet done so, to accede to, or
ratify the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of
2.

Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other Gases and of Bacteriological

Methods of Warfare in the course of 1970 in commemoration of the
forty-fifth anniversary of its signing and the twenty-fifth anniversary of the United Nations;
3. Welcomes the report of the Secretary-General of 1 July 1969
as an authoritative statement on Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and on the effects of their possible use, and expresses its appreciation to the Secretary-General and to the consultant-experts, who assisted him;
4. Requests the Secretary-General to publicize the report in as
many languages as is considered desirable and practicable;
5. Recommends to all Governments the wide distribution of the
report through various media of communication, so as to acquaint
public opinion with its contents, and invites the specialized agencies,
regional intergovernmental organizations and national and international non-governmental organizations to use their facilities to make
the report widely known.

News Conference Remarks by President Nixon on Chemical and Biological Weapons, November 25, 19691
Ladies and gentlemen:
I have just completed a meeting with the legislative leaders of the
House and the Senate, the Foreign Relations and the Armed Services
Committees.
In that meeting, we discussed some major initiatives in the disarmament field, initiatives that are the result of decisions that have been
made after a Security Council meeting that was held last week.
I would like to summarize the decisions that have been made as a

result of the Security Council meeting and the meetings with the

legislative leaders, and also to indicate the actions that we hope will
be taken by the Senate to affirm the decisions that the administration
has made.
The United States is taking two steps today toward advancing the
cause of peace and reducing the terror of war. Since this administration took office, the National Security Council has been reviewing our
policy regarding chemical warfare and biological warfare. This has
been the first thorough review ever undertaken of this subject at the
Presidential level.
I recall during the 8 years that I sat on the National Security Council in the Eisenhower administration that these subjects, insofar as an
appraisal of what the United States had, what our capability was,
what other nations had, were really considered taboo.

And it was felt when we came into the administration that we

should examine all of our defense policies and defense capabilities,
1 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Dec. 1, 1969, p. 1661.
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because it has always been my conviction that what we don't know
usually causes more fear than what we do know.

What we have tried to do in this examination by the Security
Council, an unprecedented examination, is to find the facts and to
develop the policies based on the facts as they are, rather than on our
fears as to what the facts might be.
On the basis of this review, I made a number of decisions which I
believe will sharply reduce the chance that these weapons, either
chemical or buteriological, will ever be used by any nation.
First, in the field of chemical warfare, I hereby reaffirm that the

United States will never be the first country to use chemical weapons
to kill. And I have also extended this renunciation to chemical weapons which incapacitate.
I am asking the United States Senate for its advice and consent in
the ratification of the Geneva Protocol of 1925, which prohibits the
first use in war of chemical warfare weapons.2
Since 1925, this proposal has been affirmed by the United States as
a matter of policy, but never approved by the United States Senate.

And I have asked the leaders this morning to expedite action in

this field.
These steps should go a long way toward outlawing weapons whose
use has been repugnant to the conscience of mankind.
Second, biological warfare, which is commonly called germ warfarethis has massive, unpredictable, and potentially uncontrollable
consequences. It may produce global epidemics and profoundly affect
the health of future generations.
Therefore, I have decided that the United States of America will
renounce the use of any form of deadly biological weapons that either
kill or incapacitate.
Our bacteriological programs in the future will be confined to research in biological defense, on techniques of immunization, and on
measures of controlling and preventing the spread of disease.
I have ordered the Defense Department to make recommendations
about the disposal of existing stocks of bacteriological weapons.
This program of research and development, incidentally, can have
a very important byproduct for the United States and for the world,
because we thereby, we think, can break new ground with regard to
immunization for any kind of diseases that might spread either nationally or internationally.
The United States positively shall associate itself with the principles of the Draft Convention prohibiting the use of biological weap-

ons of warfare presented by the United Kingdom and the U.N.

EighteenNation Disarmament Conference on August 26, 1969.3
Up to this time, only Canada has indicated support of this United
Kingdom initiative.
The United States, as of today, now indicates its support of this
initiative and we hope that other nations will follow suit.
Mankind already carries in its own hands too many of the seeds of
its own destruction. By the examples that we set today, we hope to
2 post, pp. 764-765.
3 Ante, pp. 431 -433.
a75-744-70----31)
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contribute to an atmosphere of peace and understanding between all
nations.
Thank you.

Statement by President Nixon on Chemical and Biological
Weapons, November 25, 1969 1
Soon after taking office I directed a comprehensive study of our
chemical and biological defense policies and programs. There had
been no such review in over 15 years. As a result, objectives and
policies in this field were unclear and programs lacked definition and
direction.

Under the auspices of the National Security Council, the Departments of State and Defense, the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, the Office of Science and Technology, the intelligence community, and other agencies worked closely together on this study for
over 6 months. These Government efforts were aided by contributions
from the scientific community through the President's Science Advisory Committee.

This study has now been completed and its findings carefully con-

sidered by the National Security Council. I am now reporting the
decisions taken on the basis of this review.
Chemical Warfare Program
As to our chemical warfare programs, the United States :

Reaffirms its oft-repeated renunciation of the first use of lethal
chemical weapons.

Extends this renunciation to the first use of incapacitating

chemicals.

Consonant with these decisions, the administration will submit to

the Senate, for its advice and consent to ratification, the Geneva
Protocol of 1925 which prohibits the first use of "Asphyxiating,
Poisonous or other Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of War-

fare." 2 The United States has long supported, the principles and objectives of this Protocol. We take this step toward formal ratification
to reinforce our continuing advocacy of international constraints on
the use of these weapons.
Biological Research, Program
Biological weapons have massive, unpredictable and potentially
uncontrollable consequences. They may produce global epidemics and
impair the health of future generations. I have therefore decided that :

The United States shall renounce the use of lethal biological

agents and weapons, and all other methods of biological warfare.
The United States will confine its biological research to defensive
measures such as immunization and safety measures.
1 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Dec. 1, 1969, pp. 1659-1660.
2 Post, pp. 764-765.
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The Department of Defense has been asked to make recommendations as to the disposal of existing stocks of bacteriological weapons.
In the spirit of these decisions, the United States associates itself
with the principles and objectives of the United Kingdom Draft Convention which would ban the use of biological methods of warfare.3
We will seek, however, to clarify sp,cific provisions of the draft to
assure that necessary safeguards are included.

Neither our association with the Convention nor the limiting of
our program to research will leave us vulnerable to surprise by an
enemy who does not observe these rational restraints. Our intelligence
community will continue to watch carefully the nature and extent
of the biological programs o. others.

These important decisions, which have been announced today, have
been taken as an initiative toward peace. 'Mankind already carries in
its own hands too many of the seeds of its own destruction. By the
examples we set today, we hope to contribute to an atmosphere of
peace and understanding between nations and among men.

News Conference Remarks by Secretary of State Rogers
on Preliminary Strategic Arms Limitation Talks [Extractl, November 25, 19691
Q. Mr. Secretary, the SALT talks in Helsinki are still in the

early stages of the preliminary phase, but do you have any impresI

sions out of them yet?
A. Yes, we do. The impression we have is that the Soviet Union
is quite serious about these talks, and I have talked to some of those

who are in Helsinki and they tell me that the nature of the talks, the
manner of dialogue, is the best of any discussion they have had with
the Soviet Union. They are serious, they are not polemical, and we
were very encouraged by the general atmosphere.
Q. Is this a surprise?
A. No, but we are pleased.
Q. Why did they put them off so long, if they were ready to be
forthcoming? Do you have any idea?
A. No. I suppose they asked that question about us, be3aused we
delayed from the beginning of our administration until June. I think
probably the reason was they were having problems with the Chinese.
I think they wanted to get those talks startedthe talks started with
the Chinese, Red Chinesebefore they went to Helsinki.

1

Q. Is it true the Department of State wanted to go into these
preliminary talks Ivith some substantive proposals but that other

agencies of our Government did not and prevailed?
3 Ante, pp. 431-483.
1

Department of State Bulletin, Dec. 22, 1909, pp. 582-583,

6
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A. No, I don't think that is true. We thought all along that these
talks would be useful to try to really probe to see what we could do
in the final talks, and I think the Soviet Union took the same attitude.
Q. What does the Soviet Union want?
A. Well, I think it is a little early to tell. I think what they want
is the same thing that we want, at least that is what we hope. And
that is that we can curb the arms race and maintain the same relative
position so that each of us does not have 4--, spend so much money on
arms.

Q. Do they admit this, by the way, that they would like to divert
some of their resources to domestic affairs?

A. Well, I don't know as I have ever had that exact discussion
with them, but that clearly is the implication.
Q. Well, we are going toby Pentagon testimonywe are going
to conclude our MIRV [multiple independently targeted reentry vehicle] testing and more or less perfect it by May or June. Isn't this
going to make any agreement much more difficult to enforce?

A. Yes, I think there is a lot to that, but it is just one of those

facts of life we will have to face up to.

Q. Did you see any possibility of getting an agreement before

May or June?

A. I doubt it very much, because it is very difficult to imagine
that it could happen. We are not sure what stage they are in, and
they are not sure what stage we are in; and if we proposed it too
aggressively, they would think that we had completed our tests to the
point where we didn't need any additional tests, and they would be
naturally suspicious.

Q. Right.
A. And vice versa.
Q. But if it does go to May or June and our MIRV is operational,
doe ?n't an;;, agreement entail vast detailed inspection, and isn't this a
stun -.,bling block that the Soviet-American arms talks have run up
against for 20 years?

A. Yesbut your question suggests an incorrect premise, and that
is there is something magic about May or June.
Q. Well, once we have finished the MIRV tests and it is operational
A. What I am saying is that it isn't necessarily the finish of the
tests that counts}

Q. Why is that, sir?
A. Because you don't necessarily have to finish the tests in order
to deploy them. }

6e0
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Oh, we could deploy before
A. Well, as I say, the tests that run for a long period of time are
designed to give you the maximum out of testing. Now, neither side
quite knows whether the other side has tested enough so that they
Q.

would be able to deploy them now.

Fifteen-Nation Draft Resolution Introduced in the First
Committee of the General Assembly: Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks, November 26, 19691
The General Assembly,
Recalling resolution 2456 D (XXIII) 12

Noting with satisfaction that on 17 November 1969 the Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United
States of America, have initiated bilateral negotiations on the limitations of offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems,
Expressing the hope that these negotiations will bring about early
and positive results which would pave the way for further efforts in
the field of nuclear disarmament,
Convinced of the necessity for creating the most favourable conditions for the achievement of that aim,
Appeals to the Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America to agree, as an urgent preliminary measure, on a moratorium on further testing and deployment of new offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems.
)

1 A/C.1/L.490 and Adds, 1-2. The resolution was cosponsored by Argentina,
Brazil, Burma, Cyprus, Ethiopia, India, Ireland, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Sweden, U.A.R., and Yugoslavia. After defeating the five -power amend-

'l-

ments (post, p. 637), the First Committee adopted the fifteen- nation proposal

by a vote of 67 to 0, with 40 abstentions :

,

i

ForAfghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Burundi, Ceylon, Chad,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Dahomey, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Ireland, Israel, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Libya, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Rwanda,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Thailand,
Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda, U.A.R., United Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia.
Against None.

AbstainingAlgeria, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Byelorussian

Cameroon, Canada, Central African Republic, China, Congo
(Democratic Republic of), Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Japan,: Laos, Liberia, Madagascar, Malta,
Mauritius, Mongolia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
South Africa, Swaziland, Syria, Turkey, Pkrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R., U.K., U.S.
S.S.R.,

The resolution later became pt. A of G.A. !resolution 2602 (XXIV), post, pp. 710711.

2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. ;300-801.
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Canadian Working Paper on Article III of the Draft Treaty

on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear
Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on
the Sea-Bed and Ocean Floor and the Sub-Soil Thereof,
November 27, 1969 1
(1) In order to promote the objectives of and ensure compliance
with the provisions of this treaty, each State party to the treaty shall
have the right to verify through observation the activities of other
States parties to the treaty on the sea-bed and the ocean floor and in
the subsoil thereof beyond the zone referred to in article I, provided
that observation does not interfere with such activities or otherwise
infringe rights recognized under international law.
(2) If after such observation reasonable doubts remain concerning
the fulfilment of the obligations assumed under the treaty, the State
party having such doubts and the State party that is responsible for
the activities giving rise to the doubts shall consult with a view to
removing the doubts and, if the doubts persist, shall co-operate on
such further procedures for verification, as may be agreed, including
appropriate inspection of objects, structures, installations or other
facilities that reasonably may be expected to be of a kind described in
article I. Parties in the region of the activities, and any other party so
requesting, shall be notified of, and may participate in, such consultation and co-operation.
(3) If the State responsible for the activities giving rise to the
reasonable doubts is not identifiable by observation of the object,
structure, installation or other facility, the State party having such
doubts shall notify and make appropriate inquiries of States parties
in the region of the activities, and of any other State party, either
directly, or through appropriate international procedures including
the good offices of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. If it
is ascertained through these inquiries that a particular State party is
responsible for the activities, that State party shall consult and cooperate with other parties as provided in paragraph 2 above. If the
identity of the State party responsible for the activities cannot be
ascertained through these inquiries, then further verification procedures, including inspection, may be undertaken by the inquiring State
party, which shall invite the participation of the parties in the region
and of any other party desiring to co-operate.
(4) If consultation and co-operation pursuant to paragraphs 2

and 3 of this article have not removed the doubts concerning the

activities and there remains a reasonable doubt concerning fulfilment

of the obligations assumed under this treaty, a State party may, in
accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations,
refer the matter to the Security Council, which may take action in
accordance with the Charter.
1 A/C.1/992, Nov. 27, 1969. The paper was submitted to the First Committee
of the General Assembly. The draft treaty appears ante, pp. 507-509.
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(5) Verification pursuant to this article may be undertaken by

any State party using its own means, or with the full or partial

assistance of any other State party, which may be sought directly, or
indirectly through appropriate international good offices including
those of the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
(6) All verification activities conducted pursuant to this treaty
shall be conducted with due regard for the sovereign or exclusive
rights of a coastal State with respect to the natural resources of its
continental shelf under international law.

Statement by the Canadian Representative (Ignatieff) to
the First Committee of the General Assembly, November 28, 19691
When I spoke in this Committee on 18 November I referred to the
Canadian working paper of 8 October concerning the right of verification of the sea-bed treaty.2 I stated then :
For our part we are proceeding with consultations with a view to submitting
an amendment based on our working paper. We shall be submitting this shortly
in order to facilitate a detailed discussion of the draft treaty text here.

I repeated the pledge that I had given in Geneva that the Canadian
delegation is "willing to do our best to try to reach an agreement on
textual changes which would make the sea-bed treaty generally acceptable' .3

Since I spoke, you, Mr. Chairman, last Wednesday at our 1701st
meeting, in reply to the point of procedure raised by the Ambassador
of Brazil, stated that :
it would be in order for any delegation to submit suggestions or proposals
in writing in any appropriate form such as a working paper.4
. . .

In response to your suggestion, Mr. Chairman, and in order to facil-

itate further consideration of the text of the sea-bed treaty in this

Committee, I should like to take this occasion to report the progress
which has been achieved so far ni the consultations which we have
been conducting with regard to draft article III of the sea-bed arms
control treaty.
As a result of those consultations I submit today a revised working
paper on article III of the draft treaty contained in annex A of the
report of the Cunference of the Committee on Disarmament. That
working paper is contained in document A/C.1/9922 of 27 November
1969.5 It has the support of several delegations, which will no doubt
make their views known as the discussion of the text develops. It does
not, of course, purport to meet the views and concerns of all delega1 A/C.1/PV.1703, pp. 43-48.

1

2 For the Canadian paper, see ante, pp. 481-482. The draft sea-bed treaty appears ante, pp. 507-509.
8 A/C.1/PV.1692, pp. 61-62.
4 A/C.1/PV.1701, p. 36.
5 Supra.
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tions. What I do believe is that the content of this working paper
goes a long way to meet the criterion of general acceptability which
we have been seeking and to which I referred in my previous statement. In particular, in our view, it meets the essentials of the position

reflected in the Canadian working paper which we submitted in
Geneva in the following respects :

(a) It provides not only for observation, which does not infringe
the rights of coastal States, but also for procedures of inspection by
mutual consent if reasonable doubts arise, including the participation
of all the parties that might be interested;
(b) If the observation or inspection gives rise to reasonable
doubts, then States parties to the treaty have a right to invoke international procedures, including the good offices of the SecretaryGeneral, for assistance;

(c) If necessary, States parties to the treaty have a right to
recourse to the Security Council in accordance with provisions of the
Charter;
(d) They have a right to full or partial assistance as may be
necessary to assist in verification; and
(e) All verification activities, as paragraph 6 of the working
paper states specifically, must be with due regard for "the sovereign
or exclusive rights of a coastal State . . .".
I need hardly emphasize the importance of the time factor, and it

is with that in mind that I have put the proposal in written form
as you have suggested, Mr. Chairmaneven though our consultations
are not complete, in the hope that it will assist the possibility of the
General Assembly's completing work on the sea-bed treaty at this
session. Needless to say, our consultations will continue with any and
all who wish to be in touch with us about this important. matter.
While I am speaking, I should like to explain the introduction of

another draft resolution, this time dealing with the question of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) warfare.° This is, in effect,

a revised version of the draft resolution contained in document

ENDC/266 of 26 August 1969 which Canada submitted at the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva and which is
appended to the report of that Committee.'
We had in mind then, as we do now, that the Assembly requires an
opportunity for further study and, negotiations at Geneva before pronouncing on the substance of the difficult problems raised in the excellent report of the Secretary-General on the whole problem of chemical
and bacteriological (biological) warfare. Moreover, an important proposal dealing with biological warfare was introduced by the United
Kingdom delegation at Geneva .° Subsequently, here in New York, the
Soviet Union and certain socialist countries introduced a draft convention dealing with both chemical and biological warfare.°
A. draft resolution (A/C.1/L.488) has been introduced by Hungary,
Mongolia and Poland " which substantially contains most of the text
of the draft which the Canadian delegation submitted in Geneva. But
Infra.

7 Ante, pp. 430-431.
8 Ante, pp. 431-433.
9 Ante, 455-457.
10 Ante, pp. 589-590.
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that draft resolution omits reference to the United Kingdom proposal
on biological warfare and omits reference to what we believe is the
only way in which progress can be made on the foundations of the
Geneva Protocol 11 and the work done at the last session in Geneva,
namely by taking into account the various proposals put forward both
in the Assembly and in Geneva more particularly the United Kingdom draft convention and the draft convention of the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries, as well as the Secretary-General's report.
This is not, in our view, an unimportant distinction. We agree with

draft resolution A/C.1/L.488 that the most important step that the
Assembly should take is the reaffirmation of support for the Geneva
Protocol of 1925 and the adherence to it through ratification by as
many States as possible. In this connexion we particularly welcome
the statement made by President Nixon on 25 November initiating
Congressional action on the ratification of the Geneva Protocol and
announcing the intention to renounce biological weapons.12
Where we part company with the draft resolution of the three dele-

gations is that we believe that our text does not seek to prejudice in
any way the differing positions on substance held by various delegations, and that as paragraph 2 of operative section C makes clear in
our draft resolution, this Assembly will request the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament to give "urgent consideration to reaching
agreement on the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological (biological) methods of warfare"I repeat "the prohibition of chemical

and bacteriological (biological) methods of warfare"taking into

account all the proposals made.
That language, I believe, is responsive to the views expressed by
many delegations that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament should be asked to study the problem as a whole, but not overlooking any of its constituent parts. In other words, where progress
needs to be made is not just by banning weapons, but by dealing with

the means of making those weapons, on a basis of reciprocity and
with verification.
Needless to say, the Canadian delegation stands ready on this, as on

all other proposals before the Committee, to seek a reasonable consensus which, of course, is the only way in which progress on arms
control and disarmament can prnc °ed.

Nine-Power Draft Resolution Introduced In the First
Committee of the General Assembly: Chemical and
Biological Weapons, November 28,19691
The General A88embly,

Recalling its resolution 2454 A (XXIII) of 20 December 1968,2
11 Post, pp. 764-765.
12 Ante, pp. 592-598.
1A/0.1/L.491, Nov. 28, 1969. The resolution was cosponsored by the following
countries : Australia, Canada, Chad, Cyprus, Ghana, Netherlands, Nigeria,
Uganda, U.K. It was withdrawn Dec. 9, 1969, in favor of the 32-power resolution

(A/C.1/L.500), approved by the G.A. on Dec. 16 (pt. B of res. 2603 (XXIV), post,
np. 717-719).

2 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 793-795.
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Having considered the Report of the Secretary-General of 1 July
1969 on ChemiCal and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the
effects of theirpo§Sible-Use (A/7575)13

Noting the conclusions of' the Report of the Secretary- General and
the reCOmmendatioris contained in the foreword to this Report,
Noting also the discussion of the Report-of-the Secretary -General at
the- Conference of the Committee On Disarmament -and during the
twenty-fourth session: of the General Asseiribly,,

Mindful Of the conclusion Of the Report that the prospects for

general and complete- disatmainent under Strict and-. ffedtive interna-

tional Control- and hence for peace -throughinit the world would

brighten significantly if" the. development,, production -and stockpiling
-intended fat purpOses of -war were
of cheinicatand
taend,and if they-were:elinimated.froni-all military arsenals,

,Redogiting the importance Of' the Geneva Protocol for-the Prohibition of the Use in War Of Asphyxiating, POiStstiouS or other GaseS,

and--of Bacteriological Methods- of Warfare, signed at OerieVit on
Jiine 1925,4

Conscious- of the need to Mairitain in-Oblate the Geneva Protocol
and -to ensure its universal applicability,_

Eniphaiziny the urgency Of the need for athieVing the earliest
effective elimthatiOn. of chemical and bacteriological (biological)
Weapons,

A

-Reagrms resolution 2162 13 (XXI)- of 5 December 1966 5 and
calls anew for strict observance by_ all StateS of the principles and
objectives of -the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War Of
1.

Asphyxiating, POisonouS or other GaseS and of Bacteriological
of Warfare, "signed at Geneva 61117 June 1925;
himite8-0.1 States; which have not yet done so, to accede to, or
ratify the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of

Asphyxiating, Poisonous- or -Other Gases- and of Bacteriological
Methods of Warfare in the course of 1970 in commemoration of the
fotty-fiftkariniVerSary of its signing and the twenty -fifth anniversary

of the United Nations;

Welcomes the Report Of the Secretary-General of 1 July 1969
as an authoritative statement on chemical and bacteriological (biological) Weapons and on the effects Of their possible use, and ex"presses its appreciation to the Secretary-General and to the consul1.

tant-experth, who AsSisted him;

the -Sectetary-General to publicize the Report in as
many languageS as is- considered desirable and practicable, making
use of the facilitieS of the United Nations Office of Public Information;
3. PecOindaends to all Governments the wide distribution of the
Report so as to acquaint public opinion with its contents, and invites
Requests

3 Ante, pp.- 264-298.
4 Post,. pp. 7647765.

5 Dobionent8 on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-799.
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the specialized agencies, inter- governmental Organizations, and national and international -nini=gOverninetital organizations to use their
facilities to- Make the Report widely known;
4. ReCOMmenck the Report of the_ Secretary-General to the Conference Of 'the -COMMittee on Disattnanient as a basis for its further
consideration of the-effeotive elimination of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons;

Takes note of the draft Convention on the Prohibition of
logical MethedS of Warfare submitted by the United Kingdom; to-the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
and the draft _Convention on the Prohibition of the
the Detelopthent,
Production and Stockpiling of Chemical and tattotiological (Bio1.

logical) Weapons and on the_DestruCtion- Of such Weapons submitted
tetheGeneral Assembly- by the delegatiOnS:of Bulgaria, Byekonissian
SSU,'CzechoSioVakiii, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania,
ian S_ SR. and -the USSR (A/7655) ; 7
2. Requests the Conference of the Committee- on, Disarmament to
give urgent consideration to_readhing,agieernent on the prohibition of
chemical and badterielogical: (biological) -Methods-Of warfare; takifig
full account of 'the draft- Conventions iiientiiiiiediri--paragraph 1 and
other "relevant -proposals;
3. Requests the Conference of the Committee on bisarintithent to

present a report on progress on all aSpectS of the problein of the
effective elimination -Of_ chenii-Cal and

(biological)

weapons to the twenty-tfth 'United Nations General Assembly; and
4. Requeitg the Secretary - General to transmit to the Conference
of the-Oininitted on Disarmament all documents and records of the
First Coiniiiittee-relating_ to -questions connected With the problem of
chemical and -bacteriological (biological) weapons.

Brazilian Working Paper on Article III of the Draft Treaty

on the Prohibition of the Emplacement Of Nuclear
Weapons and Other 'Weapons of Mass Destruction on
the Sea-Bed-and Ocean Floor and the Sub-Soil Thereof,
November 28, 10691
In order. to safeguard the rights enjoyed by the coastal State on its
continental shelf, in accordance with international law, the Brazilian
delegation proposes that article III of the draft treaty be amended
to. read as followS:

(1) In order to promote the objectiVes of and ensure compliance with the
proviSions of the Treaty, each State Party to the Treaty shall have the right to
6 Aitte, pp. 481-488.
Ante, pp. 455-457:

.

2 A/C.1/993, Nov. 28, 1969. The paper was submitted to the First Committee
of the General ASsembly. The draft treaty appearS ante, pp. 507-4109.
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verify _through observation the activities of other_ States Parties to the Treaty
on the-sea-bed and the ocean floor_ and in the subsoil thereof beyond the ontei
limit ofthe maritime area referred to in article I, provided that observation does
not-inteiZere withIniCh activities or othertnee infringe rights recognized -Under
international kW.
(2) If after such observation substantial doubts remain concerning the -fulfilment of the obligations assumed -Under the Treaty, the Parties concerned shall
consult with a view to rJrnotring the doubts_ and; if the doubts persist, shall
Co-operate on such further -Piocedures-for verification as may be agreed. Parties
recognize that such verification shall=not-interfere with the activities in question

(3). Verification pursuant to this article may be undertaken by any State
Party -Wang its own means, or With:_the assistance of any other State Party
-Which may be sought directly or 'Indirectly through apPropriate, international

good offices including those of the,SeeretarY-Generat.of the United, Natione.
(4) .-(a)- Verification procedures shall not be carried out on the Continental
:shelf of AO -State Party Or in it.-gletiperjaCent -waters without -dile regard-for the
sovereign rightii of.Coaiital States:

-(b): Prior to initiating verification procedures on the continental shelf
of any State Party or in its gdpe-rjaCent --tvateig, the State Party proposing to

initiate such procedures undertakes to notify: the Coastal 'State which shalk,Mani,
feet-Within A reasonable period of-tinie Whetherlt wishes to be associated with
the Verifloation:

(5): In the carrying out of verification procedures on the sea-bed and the
ocean floor and the subsoil thereof beyond national jurisdiction, Parties in the
region-of the activities or any other Party may participate In the consultation
and co-operation referred to in paragraph (2)
(6) In the &alt that donetltation, and co-iteration have not removed the
doubts and there Is serious question concerning the fulfilment of the obligations
assumed under this Treaty; .States Parties tti-thisTreaty may, in accordance
with the provisions of the Charter of e United Nations, refer the matter to

the Seenrity Council.

Statement by the Brazilian Representative (Araujo Castro) to the -First Committee- of the General Assembly:
Sea-Bed and Ocean FloOr,' NO*ember 28, 1969
I have _Mk-6d- for the flOor_in_order to present the working paper

submitted by Brazil on article III of the -draft treaty on the prohibition of the emplacement of _nuclear- weapons and Other-weapons of
mass destruction on the sea-bed and ocean floor and the subsoil thereof; which has kik:been cirdUlitted.2

The delegation of Brazil has studied with interest the working

.

paper submitted this morning by the delegation of Canada:3 Although
it represents Considerable and, welcome progress in relation to article
III of the:jointiSoviet-Ignited' States draft,4' it contains in our view
prOVitront le* :clear and positive than those included- in dOcUMeht
CCD/270; pretente,d-by'Canadain Geneva: In- particular; we feel that
thetole tO bellayediby-the coastal State in verification procedures is
now presented in a rather vague form. Actually, the language contáinêd the last sentence of paragraph 2 of the Canadian working
1 A/C.1/PV.1704, pp. 18-21.
2. Supra.

3 Ante, pp. 590-597.
4 Ante, pp. 507-509.
3 Ante, pp. 481=482.
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paper gives no recognition whatsoever to the fact that the coastal
State has Sovereign rights on its continental shelf.
As a Matter of -fad- the _position of the coastal State is reduced to

the role that any other party in the region Or any other interested

country could- play.-Thereby, the coastal State input on _the same hid,

hig as any other State party -regardleSS of the rights and interests

which it hat Onthe_COntinental shelf adjacent to its
Thio Undifferentiated treatment may give rise -to a series of _disputes and misunderstandings.

Furtherthore,- paragraph (6) of the -Canadian working paper prejudges the scope of the rights enjoyed by the coastal State on ita-dontinental shelf, A= question' still unresolved in international la*.
The Brazil_ ian delegation decided; therefore, to submit a working
paper baSed on the Canadian_ dOCurneht_preSented to the Conferehee
of the Committee DiSarnitiMeht, which was considerably More explicit
tO the pOint§ that'thaVe just. mentioned.
We hope that, our initiative Will serve the ptirpoSe of enhancing the
possibilities Otarritring. at a generally aCceptable draft treaty in the
interests of nuclear and non=nuclear countries alike.

As a last word I wish to make it quite elearMr. Chairman, that

the prOpOSals Contained in docitrierit..A/C.I/L.993 6 are-Vreient!ed, in
the -form of aworking paper bee-auk we are intent on complying, with

the clarification and ruling you made at the aftertiodnite,dmg of the

Committee. on .26 November.' Nevertheless;- we reserve our tight to
move the --Sallie ptopokilS
the form of formal draft amendments,
Under thellileS of .procedure Of ihe-Getieral ASteiiibly, as soon as that
i§procedutally feaSible.

Statement by the United States Representative (Buffum)
to the First Committee of the General- Assembly: Peace,
ful Uses of Atomic Energy, .November 28; 19691
At the ,outset I should like express the deep gratification Of the
GoVetinient, of the United States, at the fact -that. just this morning
the 'Federal ritopublio of: Germany has Sighed' the Treaty on the NonProliferation Of IsTnelear WeapOns.' That, of cOuitel, represents ,a very
WelcOMe development. We are alai) very pleased-to--notethat,ye§terday

the Government: Switzerland too signed the ,Treaty..-That means
that ninety -three countries-have nOW4Thed-this iMportant dijouthent.
AS.ineinbera,kno*,the Soviet Union and the United StateS ,halt .already completed _their ratification_ prodeaseS and expect to deposit
their -instruments in the very -near"
We hope-that ,several other
nations will soon take comparable Steps,
In Our discuSsionsta date tee.have addressed ourselves primarily to
6

7 A/C.1/PV.1701, pp. 36 =.37.

1 A/C.1/PV:1704,-00. 8142.

Ori the Gerthafi sigOatUre, see infra. The treaty appears in Documents on

bkiiiiiiinient, 1968, -pp.,461-465.
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the-important questions of disarmament and arms control. This afterMien, haveVer,_I wish to draw the Committee's attention to the three
reports before us which found their origin in the Conference of the
Nen-guelear-Weapon States. -They include : the Secretary- General's
report on the implementation of the results of the Conference_ of the
1\i"on-Ittelear-Weapon StateS; 3 hit report dealing With the establish-

ment within the framework of the- International Atomic Energy

Agency=of an international service for providing nuclear explosions
for peaceful purposes; 4 and finally, his report-oh the "Contributions
-Of .Nuclear Technology to the Economic and Seientifid Advancement
Of_the-DeVeloping-COUntriet".5-

lir gar view, those three documents -merit the most careful attention

of the members of this Committee. They rated credit on both the

Secretary-General and the agencies, notably the International AtOmic
Energy- Agency, _that assisted in,the ,preparatiOlia
In our VieW; they are indicative -Of two very significant develepMalts. 1-Firtti they reflect a groivkg it.-Wateties-§ on the part of many

countries of the enormous role that thepekefut atom can play in

improving our lives. SedOhdly, they reflect the legitimate desires of
the nontnualear-Weapori -States to be 0g-hit& that they will not be
,deprived of the benefits of this promising technology if _they "renounce

the right to ,thamifaettre nuclear explosives as provid6d for by the
non - proliferation Treaty. My GoVerhthent attributes the highest importance to-the undertakings in _articles IV and V Ofthe non- prolifer-

ation Tteity favouring ,peaceful atomic deVelOpment and international- co- operation. We believe- that Our sincerity in this regard is
eirident-froM the eitensive.prOgratintie which we have had under -way
for several years to Share our most Ulko-dtite adVarideinehts concerning, the peaceful atom -with Other countries.
_Since the inceptiOn_ of the-atoms fa-peace -pro4rainme the United
States has rdeclassified and broadly disteniinated information on the
peaceful uses to other nations. We have assisted in the establishment
Of foreign, nuclear centres by_ making twenty -six reactor and Sixty-

three equipment grantt available. The nuclear- centres established
around these research reactors have -been instruments in _proinoting
and: ekpanding general "scientific development and co-operation in
Many, ofthe countries, in addition-to furthering nitolear-science. Also,
Weliavetritined roughly POO foreign scientists in Our atomic laboratories -and -have. entered into several- technical- exchange agreements -in

fields of .mutual interest. In addition, we have undertaken a major
programme to ensure that_ ample amounts of enriched uranium are
available to foreign countries, -under attractive conditions, to satisfy
the needs of -their ntiolear power programmes. As -Of this date the
United States has committed- itself, under suitable agreements, to
Supply- through enrichment services approximately 540,000 kilogrammes, enriched uranium -to foreign countries.
Moreover, our EX-port-146d Bank has !Ong_ followed a policy of

financing foreign nuclear power plants. The Bank has authorized
Attie, Pp. 465 -471.
A/7678:
5.A/7568.
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twenty -one loans totalling over half a billion dollars for nuclear facil-

ities or materials in eleven countries. Of these; eighteen loans have
been .fer nuclear power projects totalling 5,000 megawatts in installed
capacity. Lastly, we have had for some time an extensive programme
of assisting the International Atomic Energy Ageney through the
provision of funds, information, eqUipMent, expert advice and free
fissionable Materials.
Iniention those ,facts simply to emphasize the extent of the commitment of-my own GOverintent-to nuclear co- operation and to note that
Many of these actions have been in line with" the recommendations of
the Conference of Nen-AsTuclear-WeapOn States. AS we have-indicated
on preViOus ocoa,sionS, it is Our intention to continue this pregrainine
and-to strengthen it further wherever practicable: OtherSimdotibtedly
will alSo do their share.. In thiS regard it is useful to note that one
of the reperts befOre -Us states that :- "The concerted- international effort that haS already 'been-Made to spread the peadeful uses. of atomic
-

energy probably has ne parallel in Other branches of -modern tedh-

iiology".
We remain- convinced that the greatest. progress in international coopOratioh can be achieved by- working-*ithin established 'mechanisms

and strengthening them wherever feasible. I -aril referring here, in

to the important ,responsibilities tvhith- are already vested in the
International AteiniC Energy Ageridy: We. are encouraged that over
the phst year there has been a broad" reaffirmation by many States both
here, and in VidiMit, of the _principle that the iiitethitiongl Atomic
for fostering
Energy Agency should' Continue- to be the focal
:international co- operation in the--area Of the peaceful :uses of atomic
energy: We would urge -the General ASSeinbly to reaffirm that prin-

ciple by the manner m which it disposes Of the three reports now

before us.
Those documents realistically summarize the considerable contribu,
den that the-peaceful atein. can _Make towards scientific, Medical and
industrial progress. At the same time they forthrightly reveal that not
enough funds are available to meet. all- the meritorious demands.
The tufted- States Government- considers :that the basic solution to

thib'ptoble4,re§ts-to a large degree with the countries concerned. It
will depend- in the first instance on the-priority assigned to meritorious nuclear projects by nations *hen- they ferinulate their over-all
plans of national development. It will also depend in large part on the
cleA4lopihent Cola greater, ,appreciation and awareness by all interested

partieS, including appropriate financial institutions, Of the near and
potential long-term contributions of this teahnOlogy. We might bear
in mind iii this" egnyd: tha -has been. estimated thatby 1980, a bare
ten years frem now, the total" installed 'capacity of nuclear power
throughout the world will - be approximately- 320,000 megawatts. Fur-

ther, it will require the broad -scale financial support of all of the
Member: States of
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Of the Agency's programMe for technical assistance. I inn pleased to
report to thiS=Coinniittee that -To own" Government fully intends to do
8 A/7568, p. 13.
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its share in this regard over and above the very substantial contributions that we have already made to the IAEA technical assistance
prograMme. More specifically, we now have- before the United States
Congress ,a- proposal which would -enable
to increase the level of
our =Contribution to the -IAEA technical assistance programme.
Against-that backgroundi sheukt like to make some more specific
comments owthe threereperts now beforeuS.
Fir*, there'iSthe-tepOrt on-the iMpleinettatien of 'the recommendations Of the, Conference Of. Nen.Xnerear,Weapen States: The United
StateS regards_ the_,Secretary;General's report on theiMplornentatien
Of-the:recOMMendatiOnt of that Conference as a-very infOrmative-:and
comprehensive dOOkineht. Both the .achievements of the past year
and the probleMS- yet, tO,:be Solired are .reviewed in a straightforward
fashion-. -AS- _AMbaSSader `J.Tist noted in liiS,.goneral statement, the
IAEA. already has: several
under way that are :it keeping

'With the: iecomMendatiOns- Of the 'Conferetee of Non-Nuclear-

WeapenS'States.7
For :ektutiplel: the -Agency, is;nOW ,reviewing on an Urgent 'baSiS the
compoSition,of its :Board of:GoVerners, and every7effort*ilt be made
to stbMit ,sititable',Statutery-, athendMent7 to thezhektIAEA General
Coriferenee in-order to achieVe a broader'and'-'inoro equitable rePreSen=

tation.. My Government intends to give =its .active support to the
acbieveineilt,ofthat objective.

Another -area Where,Coritinued 1:irdgress ie:behig-titade concerns. the

field. of SategnardS Id-detect- thautheriked -diversions of nuclear
inaterialS.,A. careful., reading -of: the -report %dere. us ShoWS that the
4040y,:sittegoarcL.eyiteiii- altekdy contains; many, features *hi& are
designed to :avoid any 'disruption- of normal= industrial :activities. In
addition,.a Cantinneus-effOitisbeing:Made te-aohieye, thretigh- StddleS
and research, greater SiMplifidatiOns. In
country =alone we are
spending, approximately
this year in Varion,S. developmental
efforts
are designed- O- make safeguards more efficient and less
-

intrusive. We shall continue to .sliate the results of our ,eiperience
v4tiroilior nations.
Andther iMportant- area, WhiCh: coned* the resolution of the Cen,

lerence _of Non- Nuclear- Weapons, StateS-prOpoSingthe- establishment
of a fund of :-fisSionable materials *ithin._ the IAEA deserves comment.
That -question Was considered- bah- by the IAEA Board= of Governors

and by the recent General- Conference, and it was noted that the
quantities of :fissionable loatetiaig already available to tthe Agency
haVe- far exceeded, the deinarids.-'Nevertheless; Seine: i.luolear Powers

including-the UnitettStateS,,httve indicated that--whenthis:fund;need;

replenishing they will be prepared, to consider making itdditional
quantities- available. .In ,our own- case we have stated that we would
expect to,
such additional .ttMounts under terms comparable to
those .which" apply to outbilaterahagreeMentS.
I have already discussed the -question of financing, but it should
be noted- that: under the leadorShip of (eylon and several other clevel-

opii*, countries the recent IAEA General Conference adopted a
7 See tinter Op. 540-54.
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resolution which directed the Agency's Director- General to make
a comprehensive study as to liow the problem of financing nuclear
projects can best be Solved .8 Under this study the Agehcy is to assess
the likely capital and foreign exchange requirements for nuclear proj=

e,cts. in developing countries for the next decade and to study the
ways and means to secure_ financing for such projects. from international and other sources. The effective carrying out of this study is
going to_reqhire the full co- operation -of the principal financial institutions that May be involved.
In sum, my Government belieVes that the Secretary-General and the
IAEA have Made' eVery, effort to be responsive- to the actions taken
last year by this_Asssiobly, and we believe that they Should be CoinMended for their actions. Many, of the ,probleMs which have been
identified are _of course not -solUble over .night and they will involve

continning-Ootts on the part of the IAEA and the other interested
agencieS. We slitaild,-liketoendOurage thOSe organizationS' to keep the

General Assembly informed of their further progreSS.5
The,. second report deals with peaceful nuolear- _eicploSions; and _I
should- like to. comment. first on the proposition of establishing, Within
the -fraMework of the IAEA, a serVice" :to- aSsure that .the benefits -of
peaceful clear explosions are made ayailible to -non- nuclear- weapon
one where
State* This of course is. a new -and unexplored, area
,

much- fiirther -Work :needs to be.dOne. We are:MapreSSed-, hoWever; that
and we believe that the
a Veryi,proiniSing be
has been

steps already= taken ,are: fully compatible *ith the-Statelnents'-Made in
1968that "studies- -relevant to the implementation Of article V of the
non - proliferation Treaty "should begin-6ven,befint that Treaty comes
into,fOrce.

We are also pleased to note that most States_ appear to share our
view thatthe IAEA is the apprOpriato bodyto deal with this Subject:
This has been evidenced not only by individual comments but also
by the,factthatthe recentIAEA. General Conference approved, With,
ont-,Objedtion, -a resolution expressing its. confidence that,* Agency
is fully competent to deal with this subject. We note that the con,
cluSionS of the Secretary-Generars' report also indicate that theitecheXpertise, and , statutory authority Of. the Agency to handle the
-

probleniliaVO-'beeri convincingly -sUpported.

In Our view,_the Agency haS already gone very far in defining the
prOspectiVe responSibilitieS which _it can assume in this field. We
:believe that it Should' be commended_ for this effort and urged to
continue its:
WeWould.eXpeot-the Agendy-in the months aheudto give particular

attention to histeting, the exchange of information in this field, to
examine the_ esponsibilitieS=wiich,it might .assume in performing the
international _observation- dolled- for in ar_ticli3 V of the norilikolifertition- Treaty and: to consider number of other important questions.

We believes hat we are dealing here with ttk exciting new techriolOgy, and we sharethe:Seoretary=cioneral's optitiaism that the awe8 GO (XXIII) /Res/250 ,(A/7077/Add. 2, p. 17),

875-754-70-40
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some power of nuclear explosions will be harnessed in the not-toodistant future for the benefit of all mankind. We believe, however,
that it must be recognized that this technology is still in an experimental stage -of development, and for this reason we endorse the
concept eXpresSed in the Seeretary-General'S report that this subject
should be approached- on an evolutionary basis.
My oWn-Governinent, for its part, will do its best to keep the IAEA
informed technological- progress in this=field, and I might say that
We were encouraged that the Soviet Union recently transmitted to the
IAEA information on its o_ Wn activities concerning the peaceful uses
of nuclear explosions.
As we have stated many times, we will provide, under attractive
conditions and_purstant to article V of the non-proliferation Treaty,
a peaceful nuclear explosion service when such a- service is-technically
and economically feasible. MoreoVeri our charges will be kept_ as low
as possible and they will exclUde the sizeable -was which the United
States has incurred up, to now in &Moping its nuclear- eitploSive
devices. Additionally; we expect that our charges to foreign customers
will be no greater than: the charges to dothestic.Ameridari consumers.
In conclusion, I- should like to commend the -Seeretary-General for
the very fine report submitted on the contributions Of nuclear technology to the economic and-scientific advancement-of-the developing
dOeUnierit, which was prepared by a distinguished
countries.

group of exerts and with the help of the IAEA.,_ describes in a

realiStic fashion the various signifiCant contributions that already can
be made by -the peaceful, atom, and the even greater possibilities fOr
the future. It also deSeribeS in detail Steps that a developing country
would normally haVe to take to realize- some of these benefits.
-Looking at the near term, the report discusses in a succinct and yet
infOrmative faShionthe numerous Contributions that can be made, for
example, through the use otradioisotopeS. We are- also alerted to the
potential advantage§ of nuclear power. The point is made that, even
if the-first Midlear,plant in a country may not -be -able to- comply with
the stringent requirements competitiveness, it may nevertheless still
be justifiable if it is the first unit in ari economically sound, long-tent
nuclear power-programme.

Additionally; the -report reviews both the great promise and the
further experimental work that will be required to derive the full

benefits from peaceful nuclear explosions and nuclear-powered desalt-

ing plans. We are also reminded of the important -point that the introduction of nuclear technology into a developing country depends
on -the, state of its -scientific and technological infrastructure. Hence,
great stressiSplaced on- the necessity to establish an adequate educationallaSe and to develop-additional nuclear centres in such countries.
149Stly; the report Contains, a very forthright and useful summary of
the prospects -as well as the problems associated with the adequate
funding of project§ in these fields.

All in all, we believe this should prove a very useful and valuable
document, most particularlyto officials responsible for national development. We therefore commend it for careful review by all Members
of-this Organization:
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Note From the Federal Republic of Germany to the United

States on Signature of the Nonproliferation Treaty,
November 28, 1969 1
The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany presents its
compliments to the Government of the United States of America and,
on the occasion and in formal connection with its signing today of the
Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, has the honour
to expound its understanding of the basis of that Treaty.2

I.
The Federal Government understands that
--the provisions of the Treaty shall be inter.' ted and applied in
relation to the Federal Republic Of. Germany in the same way as in

relation to the other Parties to the Treat;.
--the Security of the Federal Republic Of Germany and its allies
shall continue to be ensured by NATO or an equivalent security
system;

--Resolution No. 255 adopted by the United Nations Security

COUndilt3 as well ti,§ the Declaration, of Intent of the United States,
the Soviet Union. and Great Britain upon which that ResolutiOn is

based,4 shall also apply without any restriction to the Federal
Republic- of =GorMany ;

.the Treaty shall not hamper the unification of the European

States;

Parties to the Treaty will commence without delay the

negotiations on disarmament envisaged Under the Treaty, especially
with regard to nuclear"- weapons.

The Federal Government declares that

signature of this Treaty does not imply recognition of the GDR
under international law-;

therefore, no relations under international law with the GDR

shall arise out of this Treaty for the Federal Republic of Germany.

III.
With respect to the peaceful use of nuclear energy and to the verification agreement to be concluded with the IAEA, the Federal Government starts froin the following assumptions ;
(a) Limitation'to the purpose of the Treaty
It is the purpose of the Treaty to prevent the present non-nuclearweapon States from manufacturing or otherwise acquiring nuclear
I German Embassy press release, Nov. 28, 1969. The note was also sent at
the same time to the U.K. and the U.S.S.R., the other depositary governments.
2 Thd treaty may be found in Dodutnents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
3/bid., p. 444.
4 Ibid., -pp. 439-440.

4
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Weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. The provisions of the
Treaty are therefore solely -designed to attain this objective. In no
case,_shall they lead to-restricting the use of nuclear energy for other
purposes by non - nuclear- weapon States.
(b)- Research and Development

Freedom Of research and development is essential in the _advance=

went of the, peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and to the Federal
Republic of. Germany itis beyond all doubt that the Treaty may never
be interpreted or applied in such a way, as to hamper or inhibit reSearch_ and developthent in this sphere. 'The:Federal Goverintent has
taken- note' ofthe statement made by the 'US Permanent Representative to the United -Nations on 15.May 1968,, and, in particular, of the
following remarks :
there is no basis for .any concern- that this. Treaty would impose inhibitions or- restrictions on -the opportunity for non-nuolear-weapon States to
develop their capabilities in nuclear science, and technology ;
This.treaty,does not ask -any cOuntry'to 'accept a status Of technolOgidat de-

-Pendeney or to, be deprived ordeVelopinenta.in,nuelear research ;The whole field Of nuclear:science associated with electric power ProdUotion
WIll'_beeonie more accessible under the ,treaty; 'to all Who seek to eiploit it.

This .includes not only the pretaient generation of nuclear power reactors, but
also 'that.:adVancedAechziology, Which' is still developing, -of fast breeder poWer

reactors, which, in brodlichig energy,_ also prOduce more fissionable material
thaluthey consume;

and
tIany..nations are now engaged in research in_ an even More aftanded field
of science,.that
controlled- thermonuclear fusion. The .future developments
this kience and- technology araaY well lead 'to- the nuclear reactor .of the
.future, in which the fission-process of uranium or -plutonium is replaCed by ,the
fusion reactions -of' hydrogen isotopes as the source of energy. COntrolled therionucient fusion.-.technology will not be affected by .the, treaty

.

.

.6

anus of proof

-(0'

In

3 of Article III and with Article IV

of' the 'TreatY nO,nuclear:actiVities in the fields of research,: develop-

Mont, manufacture- or use for peaceful purposes, are'prOhibited nor
can: "the transfer of informatiOni,Material§:ancl equipment be denied
to, nen-nuclear,weapon-_,States merely on the,hasis of allegatiOns that
such activities or transfers ,coUld be used for the manufacture Of
nuclear weapon§ or Other nu-Clear explosive

(d)' 'Ecieclitzge of Information
Article IV requires'

to the Treaty in a position t' do

.§oto co= operate in,Contributing tothe-further deVelopMent of t1WRs-

plidations..of nuclear ,energy for peadefUl .purposes. The 'Federal
-GoVernmentthereforelekpeets that any measures -restricting the tinhaMperecIflovi' Of Stieritific and- technological infOrmation will he , re,examined with a,; view to 'faCilitating theffillest possible exchange-of
OcientifiC:and-teChnological infOrniation for peaceful ,purposes,
''.1'61(/., pp. 3444346.
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Other nuclear explosive devices

At the present stage, of technology nuclear explosive- devices are
those designed to releaSe in microseconds, in an uncontrolled manner
a large amount of nuclear energy "accompanied by shock waves, Le.
devices that can be used as nuclear -*Opens.
At the,saMe time the Federal Government holds the view that the
Non-Proliferation Treaty Must- net hamper 'progress in the field of
developing and-applying-the technology of -using nueled,r '64ploSiireS
for peaceful purposes..

(f) q:SiiiieguardS and- Verification Agreelhelits
There-0 no incompatibility between the aims-of the Non- Proliferation Treaty and those of. the, Treaty. ,establiShing.,EtTRATOM.G As to

the safeguards provided for in its ,Article III, Che Non - Proliferation
Treaty limits itself- to referring-6i' agreements- to be concluded with
the IAEA, the contents, -of which have therefOre not yet -been. laid
deWn.

The safeguards, tigreementSL-Vith the IAEA, as described

:graphs 1 and 4 of Article

can be concluded by
to the
Treaty-not only "individually" but aleol"together *411e-flier tates".
States being ineMbers of an organizatien the work of *hichiS related
to that of the, IAEA comply with their obligation -to conclude, the
-

agreement 'by the organization Concerned concluding it with the
,IAEA, as also provided in Article XVI,of the Statute of the
andinthe Agency's s4fOgunrdS system
The obligation of a non-nuolear4veapOn State Party to the Treaty
under paragraph.tof Article III to accept safeguards, Outside:itS,Ovni
territory, preVailS only ,if-stioh_ patty has dominant
effective control oVerli nuclear facility.
In order to avoid.iricoMpatibility- betiVeen the.- implementation of
the Non-Proliferatien, Treaty and compliance with the proVisions- of
the ,Treaty. est4lishing:EVRATOM, the'Verification,procedures -must
be. so defined that. the :rights, and Oiligatioiis of MeMbet-:StateS and
the Community.- remain unaftected,,in accordance with the - opinion
-rendered' -by the emnniission, under- Article 10 of the 'Treaty ,estab-

lishing,EimATOK

To thiaeud, the -Coitinission..of the turopeo Communities will

have,ttOk enter into `negotiations:with, the IAEA:,

`TlxvdoVernMent of the Federal ilepUblie,of-Oennany _intends to
postpOne the ratification procednre of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
AnitiLhegotiations7bet*eeri the CoMiniSsion 'ands; the. IAEA hoe led
0agiree tliet*
IV.
The Government of the,Federtit epOblio, of ,Germany, reaffirms :the
signing the Non.'PrOliferation
attached ,Statement made -- -by it
Trettfy.s,
6 Aiiiiritioi.Pot.'eigts-Policyr,Cist+entDootOent8, 1951, iiii.'51 8473.,
'7114;,1958; pp. 9115433:
8 pagenisefita,on,piainticiment,1966,-Op. 4404466.
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Statement by the Federal Republic of Germany on Signa-

ture of the Nonproliferation Treaty, November 28,
19691
The Government of the Federal ,Republic of Germany
Welcinne§- the-ladt that 'the-,printiple of nOn,prOliferation of
nuclear weapons has now beeneonsolidated.-*orld-Wide by 'treaty and

points Out that the F_ederal, Republic of Germany has at, early as
Wadi 1954, in:the Brussels Treatyrtenotinced the manufacture of
nuclear, 'biological and chemical weapons and accepted relevant con,
reaffirms its expectation that the Treaty will be Whiliestond on
the way towards disarmament, international, détente, and peace, and
that it Willtender:an important contributien towards the creation of
an international' community -based on the .Sediirity- Of independent
nations and on the progress of mankind,
(3), understands that the provisions of the Treaty , shall be interpreted and applied in relation to the Federal Republic of Germany
in the Stinie Way as in relation to the other Parties to the Treaty;

(4)' -understands that the security of the Federal Republic of

-Germany shall continue to be ensured by NATO the Federallteptibremain Urire§trictedly committed to
lid- of Germany for its
the dolleCti*,-sedittity. arrangements of NATO 26_
(5) understands that Resolution No 255 adopted-by the United

Nations Security Council,3 as well as the Declarations of Intent of
the United States, Great Britain and the Soviet Union upon which
that Resolution is-based, 'Shall also apply without any restriction to
the Federal Republic of GerManyt4
(0): States that the _principles- Contained in the Preamble to , the
Treitty,,and the principles of international law laid do*ii- in ..ArtioleA
of the United. Nations Charter Which- ,preclude any threat or use of
force -directed: ,'against the territorial mtegrity or the Volitidal. independence of a.State,are the indispensable prerequisite to the Treaty
itself and Shall, apply, without any-xestrictiOn also in relation to the
Federal Republic of 'Gerinany ;,
-

signs the -Tkeity, in the expectation that it will encourage

further .agreements' on the prohibition, Of the use and threat of force,
which, will serve to stabilize peace in Europe;
states that the Federal Republic of Germany, in a situation in
Which it considers its supreme interests in jeopardy, will reinainlree

bririvialting the principle of international law laid down in Article
4.0f the United Nations Charter to take the measures required 'tO
safeguard thaSe interests;
ihbasidiTreialelettadi Nov. 28, 1969. =The,,statemeht, ,t ogether2 with

the note or the same date, -($140.0) was transmitted to the three- depositary'
,governments, theU.S,thelU.K,,and. the U.S.S.R. The treaty,apijearalh pocuOinti,on:DiinWmainent, 1968, pp 461-465.
'2Ainiirihan'FOre4inPotidy,,,195049.55: Basic' Documents, vol I, Ow 979-989.
3:DOontnint .OnDiridrin Ontent,,1968, p. 444.-
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(9) signs the Treaty convinced that it Will not hamper European
unification
(0) regards the Treity.nOt as -an end ;but rather a starting point

for -the negotiations; proVided for in the Treaty itself as its natuial
supplement and to ensure its effective. 'implementation, concerning
disatinatnent the peaceful uses of nueear energy, and the benefit§
arising _for the 'peaceful, applications Of nuclear energy
(11) stresses that the research; development and use of nuclear

energy for peaceful purposes and the- nternatiiinal or Multinational
co- operation in this field must not only not be haMpered but should
even be furthered by the Treaty, _espeqally as regards non - nuclearweapon States.
'(1.2)

hotel that-no incompatibility exists between the Ohs of the

NonTrOliferatioli Treaty and: .those' of the Treaty establishing
EVAITOM;
(13) ,understands that the agreement§ between the IAEA and
of the Non-Proliferation
EURATOM, as deieribed in, Article.

Treaty, "Shall-:be concluded orithe basis of the principle of verification, and, that verification- Shall take-,plade in a way that does- not

affect the tasks of the European Atoiaic:Ijergy Community in the
Volitidal,,scientific;.eCononiic and teel)nidal fields,.

insists that, in -accordance with the letter and the Spirit. of
the Treaty, the-aafegorda.shill ohlybe-.appliedlo source and special
fissionable: inateriaLand, in conformity with the :principle- Of Safe,
Itiardirig -effeetivelt the flow of source and special fissionable mate.,(14)

rials -it-certain. .strategic .points: It understand§ that the words
"source- Material" and "special fissionable material" -used- in the
.amendments e4preS§ly accepted by the
17ederalItepUblic of Germany --the meaning laid doWn in the present
Wording, of Article XX of the Statute .of
..
.
Treaty, shall haVe=7sUbject

-(10 ,rinderatandsAhat each Party- to the Treaty shall decide for
itself' Which "eqUipinient ,or material" shall fall Under the export
:proViefon.'91 paragraph, 2 of -Artie-le III. In so doing the Federal
RepUblic O-Germany will accept only these-interpretatiOnS and definitions*Of the terms:"equipthent or material" which it has expressly
approved;
reaffirM*thenecessity of settling, he question of the costs of
safeguards in at Way. that dOeS -pot- ,place: unfair bUrdens On
lanclear=WeaPOnState§;

deetareS that the Federal Republic of Germany does not
iriterid-,1;b1ratify theXOn-Proliteration Treaty' before.- an agreement.
in accordance' WithArticie III of that Treatysbaa,, been conclUded'lie,
-tWeen-E014.T03/I and,the IAEA. *eb-both in form and :substance
16 of this-State13, 14, iS
#0ts'Oi,'044iie*ents

inent and.compioibility with the Treaty instituting the European

Atonic Energy Community has :beeri.e§tabli§hed
attadhes, with a view to eristesses
surhig,eqUal,OppOrtuilities_inthe economic and,sciehtific fields, to the
frilfilnient of the-assurance ,given by the, United :States arid!,* Great

.13404 concerning

application of safeguards to their- peaceful
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nuclear facilities,!: and hopes that other -imclear,*eapon States as
Well will give similar a§§uranees
(19) 'reaffirms its *kW that, until the conclusion of the agreement

between the IA:EA and EURATOM, the supply, contracts concluded
between EURATOM and the Parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty
thaltrernairi-in force, and that, after the entry into force of the NonProliferation Treaty, -supply, contracts should, in the interest of an
iinhaiiipered_ et-Change of information, equipment and materials for
peaceful- purposes, be free+ from any additional political or adriiiingtratiVe liestrictiOn&
The Government of the Federal. Republic of Germany Signs tOday
Washington,,LOndon and Moscow, the capitals of the three Depositary GovernMents, the Treaty 'on the:Nom,PrOliferation of Nu-

clearWeiponi.
On this same day, the doverilthent Of. the Federal Republic Of
Gerniany, hands to the Depositary : Governmentsinforming sinrill-tandouily the Governments' of all :State:S. with which the 'Federal'
Republic of 'Germany maintains diplomatic relationsthe text of
a ,Notebringing the above statement to the attention Of 'these Governments. The Note ,algo, contains the known German interpretations of

the ;Nori,Proliferation, Treaty which are designed to preserve -theSPhere of paean', activities and tiveneute--the conclusion Of the verification agreement between the IAEA- and EURATOMin accordance
With Article III of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.'

:giatementby the GepiatitAinbassidOr to the-thlitetiStates
-(Patils) on Signature of the :Nonproliferation Treaty,

November 28; 1969
MR: SEpOrriiiitt,

Germany's signing of the Non-proliferation Treaty 'today constitutes ' a.fUrther step consistent' witlithe ,peace policy which the Govern-

ment of the Federal 'Republic- of ,Germany, unvarying has piirsUedduring theVast two decades. My Government is determined to follow

this patha1sOmthefuture..
The .Federal Government having formally renounced the production not only of nuclear 'weapons but also of
and C-v0papons,
_

already :it years; ago ,persistently.,- endorsed the idea of -rbarring the

.proliferation of nuclear weapons. It is our Sitieerklicipe that our
signing, (Atli* treaty. Will -help to promote this idea as well as other

important 'inettaiireS-:iii. the field of -ain't control, and disarmament.

;PisarManientl, however, _ is onl one of the aSpettS which we have to

consider today with regard' to our policy of a : secured 'peace. For our
_

security we also', need friends and allie§,SUCli. as the,,i,United!StateS-,Of

America. In thisresPecethe:Worth- Athuitie, Alliance has :proved, its
value through years. Its firn:Solidarityls-the-PrereqUigite ofjoint
;

See 46iii;,190;; pp 613446..
4,Gerniaw iontibasSr Oreis,i.eleakie,i.NO:f._28i, 109. the;tkeatY,,apikarfi In Docu

in6/14-on-pfaarnvitigetit; 1988, pp. 414---405 ;
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efforts to, reach a relaxation of tensions in -tuirope- and -in- the world,
which'. in due time,Will enable- us to effectuate the right -of selfdetermination for the whole German people, in the framework of a European peace order. acceptable to all nations conCerned.
The Government of the Federal Republid, of Germany in the note

which. I.,shall-land- over to you, Mr; Secretary, has expounded its
iinderstanding of _this Treaty.2 A-Statement-of-the Government of the
Federal Republic GerMany.onits,signing,of the Non-proliferationTreaty is attadhect-tO this note.8 The Federal 'GoVetiiii.nt would be
grateful if the Government the- 'United, State t of America in its
Capacity as depository Government would transmit the text of this
note as well as-the attached, statement-to the other signatories of- the
Treaty, iirlien-nOtifying them Of, the German signature.

inarks' by 'Secretary of State Rogers on Getinan.Signa-

ture of the NOnptOlifetation TteAty, Noireniher _28
1969 1
,Mr. AinbaSsador, your signature today of the NPT -here in Washington, and that of your colleagues in London:, and Moscow, is an

-event Of historic importance.

The United States Government has pursued the goat of a Non-

proliferation Treaty bedanse we are convinced this will be an effective
IneaSiire tO.redimethe-chances of nuclear war:16 recognize that other
measures ate ',necéssarrtO achieve.thiS Objective, not,the least of which
Are:restraint:1 Oathe -part Of thoSe-CbuntrieS which have gone down 'the
patly,of nuclear -armainent. Apart from our interest in -doing sO, we
shall, be committed
treaty obligiatiOn. to seek such restraints when

'bk. farce:
WeAtre,nOt waiting for the entry into force of the:NPT to pursue
this-tOPOngbility.:The strategic arms- limitation talks have -already
begun;"

,t1ii_NPTI

We are deeply%cOnsciousthat your nation reindins_ dhiclea. Nir.proo-peptthe-decision of the Government of the Federal Republic to
sign theNPT under ,circumstances of a ,divided Germatiy,,:a, divided,
Europe, 4and a divided worldwhich almost 25 years .after World,
War IT leave the :great .city of Berlin under ,quadripartite
sibility.
Your SignatnretOday,islet:fOrther evidence of the strong desire of
your Government to play a positive and Central: raelathe'inipOrtint
-Work facing the nations of the
,shaping the future of sit
Futopei:wittiont divisions, and in ensuring the piseSerVetiona of,peace.
Vir.C.1#6.'604*Oa that this signature, far from sjeopardizing your
-dOintry's.position -Wilf inprove it
.

?Ante,

-609-41.

kpep'artmenVoriStat,kEngeta, Dee; 16, 1969, p. 'BM:, The treaty appears in
0401644'iits D4aartninnOti,190,; pp., 461-460.,
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Peacemaking, as we are all aware, is an international undertaking
whith:can. succeed only when-natiohs pledge themselircq to respect the
rights Of their neighbors. In this regard it is Clear that articles 53 and

107 of the United. Nations Chatter- confer no right to intervene by
force unilaterally in' the -Federal Republic of Geridany. For their part,

the Three Powers, the United 'States, the United Kingdom, and
France, have formally declared that in their relations with the
Federal Jtepnblic, they will follow the principles set out in article 2
Of the United Nations. Charter. All the Other parties tO -the North
Atlantic 'Treaty have -associated themselves With- that deolaration.
Moreover, as ,a hill and equal partner in the North Atlantic Treaty,

the Federal Republic is of course protected by that treaty, under
which an armed attack upon any party would be met by an immediate
Allied teSponse in the form of ,self-defense measures pursuant to the
North Atlantic-Treaty;
When the NPTWaS opened for signature, our Government formally
acknowledged that dorifidenCe, in our solemnly -concluded treaties of

mutual security constituted a vital factor m consideration of the,

NPT,by ontallies.2
During hearings on the NPT befOre' thO'8ehate-,FOreign, Relations
-Committee last ,February, I reaffirmed the understandings ,of the
presionn:U.S. adininistratiOn,_ among other ,points, about the effect of
the NPT on Our existing defense- allianCOS.3',I can reaffirni that this
position remains that Of the 17:5: GOvernment.
Mr Ambassador, I quote the pronouncement of President Nikon on
the-20th- anniversary Of NATO :
.
the American 0,Ofinnitinent to
NATO Will' reinain m force and it will emainstrOhg. We in America
_

,

cOntithie-tO.coOider,Entope'S security to be our OWn.r 4

Maltese Draft Resolution Introdutectip-the,first Committee of the General Assembly: Updating of United Na-tiooDisarmament Publication, December 1, 1969 1
The General

Noting with approval the proposal of the,Sedretiry4erieraliti the
introduction to his annual report, to dedicate the decade of the 1970s
as a Disarninnierit Decade,
,

-'See ibid., Op: 400461.
'llizspartment obState BuZlötin, Mar. 10, 1969, p.
'4 'Ante, p. 174,
i A/pi/L.49z bee; -1, 1966., The lialtese 'repreSentatiVe Stated on' Dec. 8 that

he would not seek a Veto on the ,resolution If the First Committee .adopted, a
statement expressing a consensus on its substance (A/C 1/PV 1714, pp 5647).
On,',Dee. '9 the Chairman of the First 'Committee TOO' out the ,following con.
,SeinfoiS

,

"If ,ti=the feeling of the First ,Committee that the -vs:Annie ,i3reiiiiied by the
Secretariat 'entitled, The United Nations 'and Piearmament. 1945-1965 Contains
a ntieful, referende, guide to the ,work of the United Vattoni, in the field; of disarMainent,.And that, in, view of the, itrini control agreement", that have been
or;aiielYeing,iiegotiatd,tit WOuld'be desirable to --reViSe this publication and to
issue an *kited- edition. The twenty-fifth anniversary of the United ,Nations
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Noting that the publicatiOn entitled "The United Nations and

Disarmament 1945-196r WAS issued as a reference guide to the work
Of the Organization in the field Of disarmament,
Noting furtherthat'Attas control negotiations have been intensified
since 1965 and that. important agreements in this area have beei, or
are being, negotiated,
Belie4)ing that an :updated reference- publication on deliberations
and negotiations: on disarmament would provide useful background
inforMation,fOr Member States engaged in diSatinaMentnegotiationS,
Reque8frth0 Secretary-General to issue an rupdated edition of the

publication entitled "The, United Nations and. Disarmament 1945

1965"before the convening of the twenty-fifth seSSion, Of the General
Asseinbly and subsequently at periodic intervit1S Of five year.

Statement by the .Maltese Representative .(Pardo) to the
.First Comm_ ttee of: the General ASkinbly:. Radiological

and Laser Warfare [Extract, December 1, 1969'
One of the. characteristics Of thi3 arms competition between. the
major ii,i5WeriSiS the development of riew' classes of weapons ,syStonit.

.I shall Walk refer to two of these which have not as yet received

attention either in'the Conference Of the Committee on Disarmament
Or at the'United:NatiOns.
The first is radiological .:Warfar0' of which. there are two braticheS.
The -firit. ',branch concerns the destruction ciused. by ,radiological
agents that are a'by,prOduct of nuclear explOsiOns. As you are aware,
,81r, althongh, all nuclear .explosionst have some radiological effects,
there are very great differences of degree between. the effect produced
by different :kinds of nuclear- eiploSions. Thus ; nuclear weapons may

be 'developed to maximize death .and injury through radioactive
fallout by,

encasing bombs with &bah.. That is probably

the .sole type Of nuclear warfare in the context of weapons now

.

available, which could bring about the destruction of mankind in its
literal, physical sefige,,I-LAveVerlthe type of radiological warfare: jug
described is perhaps best considered in the context of measures for
the:COntrol:bfinclear weapons arid'IShall not mention that brandh, Of
radiological iVarfare fiddler.
The second type of radiological warfare concerns the manufacture,
stockpiling and use Of radioactive agents 'independently of nuclear
eripiOsOnsi These rhight, derive 'from radioactive by-products, of

'would seeni an akifoPriate, occasion for this updating, 'Which Should' subsequently be undertaken at periodic Intervals Of ''Ilve years." (A/0.1/PV.1716,
The Soviet 'representative saw no need for the *IrSt,,, Committee to deal. with
this question and expressed : a TeSektration-;(460,.-,p..:62). It was then =decided-

-that the First ,Committee had no objection to the consensus, :subject to any
reservations that any itlaitioutitt, delegation might 'entertain ,(ibid., p m) . The
plenary General Assembly adOpted,-,the consensus on Dec. -11 (A/PV. 1836
1'A/0.1/PV:1706,Tp.,

On Dec. 1, 1969, Malta submitted a draft resolution on radiological 'warfare
IA/01/493Y: A revised version of 'thig-teifolution ,(AgLi/493/Rev. 1, Dec'. '8,
1969), beanie:Pt.-044-414. ieSolution,2602'. (XXIV), post, p. 712.
,

'
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reactors: for peaceful purposes and could be-used taCtically or strate-

gically--for instance in the -form of radioactive &1st or pelletS=to
centaininate given _area. ,Although that use of radidattivii agents
doeSnot appear particularly, important militarily, given the numerous
other types of weapona systems available; it is technically feasible
and we believe- it may be worth while to draw attention to it.
.

The optical_ inaser, or laserlight- aMplifiCationlbt stimUlated emission of radiation:74s a comparatively new-Soientific _development With

Many. important potential. Civilian, and Military -application*. 'The
laser. IS a device that produces a new kind.Of lightcolierent light
Which haiptedietable;properties that can be controlled in- a manner
comparable- tomi*wave_fre4ilencies and radio SignalS: The .resent
military applications-of 'lasers' are -Mainly iii'the-,field of radii and
coinmurikationslyut -their Military; importance is rapidly increaSing.
Lasers are already playiiig -a crucial role in the deVelOpment of con trolled-nuclear fuSion,deViceste.whichl have referred and, should
a more intensiVe:Utilization of outer 'spaces_be attempted,-it is not, im-

posSible, that their -Unique chataCteristici could be ;of. outstanding
strategic importance. Since lasers .ate-ParticularlY.snited foimilitary
use in outer space or on celestial bOdiei :With. an -attenuated atinosphere,they conld-beceMe the
ptiMary armament of 'Manned
spacecraft' and; of more immediateperhaps,. they could be
mounted Okays,' orbiting _space stations -so that their cones of
lethal
power completely covered= an: assigned sector of the
earth.'That may appear' a remote possibilityNevertheless my delega=
tion has reason to believe that both laSet and tinter- space technology
-

haVe.adiraneed sufficiently to make it athrikible to initiate negotiations
for apprOpriate-ainendirientito article ITC& the- Outeespate Tkeity,
.bearing
that while-lasers in outer space could be. used as
terrible weapons of Mass, destruction they have.:Also a wide- and et-panding range of 'peaceful
We hope; hat our siiggesitiOn*ill be taken:Up by a State Member of
the CoMMittee on the Peadefidries of Oiitet -Spade and in the ineintune. We-liaire reapeethilly° submitted -a Medea drift resolution on
that Sub jeet.3

,
gtatenient.bythecinadiiii,Repkescnt*iire (IgnAtiei();
Change of SeiSiticitogit'al.Dat* December 4;1969
In accordance 'with the procedute- yOulliSt .put-.to the COMinittee,
and that has-been .adopted *idiot*. objeetiOn, may Ibe permitted to
Mitke,,SeMe_ remarks:
resolution. A/C.144:485
Which. Wail. submitted 'by Canada and Stands before the COnimittee
With- tWenty!Seven. 66.7speneete.2 should like to ;take this oppoitunity,
briefly;:
clarifying-coMmenta on this proposal on an.
international eikehange;
seismological, data.,
think :Ott reSolu,
3:A/0/494. A ,i61ited version -,(4/44/494/Ret

1969)-,becanie pt. I)
tesolation_2(1021 (XXIV), poat;,pp.112-713.
...,A./0.1/PV.1712t
Identical:Witk,pLA:.(4-13F.A.Tesolatilia:'0604 (*Bit); po8t,.PP
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Lion affords the -Unite& Nations- General Assembly an opportunity to

take-specific and concrete action in the direction of a verified cornprehenSiVe test ban.

Before considering any Voluntary, seismological' data exchange vstein,,,it is obviously- necessary to aseertain'the extent of co- operation
Which, geVernments woul&,be 'prepared freely .to eiten&and the form
in which this data Wouloi.b&made
We have to pretensiOns
about the significance of --the- Measure 'We.--propose;- nonetheless, we
-belieVe itis a 'useful substantive step,t07ardS- the implementation of
operative ,paragraph 3 of United NatiOnS -General' Assembly resolu-.
and it is relevant to the .task. of circumventing
tion 2455
some-of the obstacles to the achievement of ,a comprehensive- test ban.

In view' of the urgency which previous sessions.-=of the United

Nations 'General Assembly attached, and r-belieVe- that thiS Assembly
attaCheS also, to.the, aohievement of- ii=COMprehensive' test ban,. we hope
this resointion. will 1?e Supported by all delegatiOnS.

In.-partieularl should" like to take this opportunity-to try, to dispel
-any: possibility of niiiiinderStanding 'abOnt this resolution A:/C.1,
SOIriet colleague:in his. 'statement ,of 25 Nottinber said
1485.
-that the :SOViet :delegation-is ready to undertake on a. Voltntaribaiis
an exchange of Of 'seiknOlOgical, data with other parties to' a treaty on
`the:general prOliibitiOw of -nuclear, weapons fasts, and to' take part in.
aiiiinteniationat eztehangeFof'data Within, the ,framework of the deteedon 'cliib :prOPoSed by-:Sweden: This statentent, we ,warmly welcome.
RoWeVeri'the repieientatiVe,O1,:the SOTiriet Union- went :ons to rsuggett
that theetChanige "MUSt not impose
parties any obligations re-

lating
inspection en their tertitoilry and :the ,evalnatiOk.of "data.s obtained- must be carried out not by an international
hOdybOt ,1# each = State ,fotitsalf.r There nOthing. ,the tektot our
resolution which" ',0,-art.be.-regarded as 'Prejudicing,position even

any -No-ay this

The representatite of thaSiMet.Uniori also Suggestedthat the draft
resOlutiOnWhich-,,W-e,haVe offered' intendal"a,:cornpulsory eitchange, of
seismological data",, and would-,not be voluntary. I wish, to-lake thiS
OppOreimity-to assure -;the ,SOViet, dalegation, and any -other delega-

Once**,
have-no such intention in mind,
iithereani-refereneet0,anY elethent ofoompidsiort in theleiii of-

Contained-inkdOcument A./0,1/,14485. Indeed, if; it were
tolieilitatesithe 67.Operation, Of the SOiriet Union: in seismic exchanges
(jii:the
"would befhappy to add the word
qi3OtinitatilY1' tate-is the -word -co-Operate' in ,the second-. operative p4144-:

gritt4of, Out,reaOlUtion.
!Otit.:SOviet :colleague-alio .Spokefof theinflepble tune-table for-the

proViaiOn., OftheinfOrMation reqUeSted. 'We, would be open to any
suggestionfrom,the,$oviet delega, ion as to how the convenience: of
llis.GOVernMent Might be-Met 'by an extension ofthe time-table. The
instance,
:target -date, of 1
acceptable. The
only
indeed, for-suggesting any time -table is-that the -Conletenee of,the-Committee on Disarmament in Geneva should, in our
VieW113e:giVen a chance:6 study the voluntary replies -of the GOVern',*Dootimeftiti tiwpiiiiirmamept, 1868; pp.196497.
Ante; 0:158,7
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ments to the Secretary-General's circular letter attached to our resolu-

tion before 'reporting to the next session of the United Nations
General Assembly on this problem.

Lastly; the Soviet delegation, Suggested that a discriminatory

for/hula was being -emPlOyed- with regard to the transmission of the
inquiry to-be made:by-the Secretary-General on a voluntary basis to
Various Governments.
should eitplaht that the reasons for the

form:11a used is that it car of be left, ,as I understand' it, to the
,decide- on this importAnt
Secretary-General, or the Seoretariat,
question itself_ as to 'what Governments to address on-the question of

seismic exchangei_and this is the formUla normally uSed'in the United
Nations' at the' present' time.
Again,, hoWevert, if this were the
obstacle-to unanimity, I am
sure there would- be_ a willingness On the ,_part; of the co-sponsors, as

welt as ourselVes, to consider suggestions which would enable ,uS to
overcome this difficulty on:a-widely-acceptable and reasonable basis;
I make these comments 'in the spirit of :accommodation which we
truly believe is the only basis-on which; arms, control and. disarmament
negotiation can usefully proceed.,A wise diplomat has said thattegotiation is like ,settling, quarrels_ with. your wife; you have to 'realize
that you 'have to liiie:witlyher in-the, end and-, you _niust:therefore, always leave ,room
accommodation: .I may say that this is the Spirit;
-as- I .understand

of "the _,Coiiferenee of the ConiMittee- on Disarma-

ment; the spirit of Geneva, the,_SPitit which at the ,present time is
particularly important view of the hiStoric decisions taken by the
great,PoWersWhO are in Geneva, such :initiatives as the_ beginning ,Of

SALTt-their ratification of 'the non-proliferation Treaty, the- United
States declaration of tremendous iniportance, on CBW,"' the proposal
of the Soviet Union and Other Socialist States- on, the same subject,6
and, last biit not least,.
joint proposal, fora draft treaty on the
a

-prohibition of the emladeMent of nuclear weapons on the sea-bed
ancloceafilloar and in the sUbsoilthereof.'
'It is thiS s_pititwhich animates our-approach in tryingto find-a fair
anit_equitable;basis, of co-oPeration, inmtenuttional seismic - exchange
arrangements which we believe will' helps contribute 'Materially to the
solution Of:the difficult ;Problem of -Verification, of a comprehensive
'test ban.
The Canadian delegation, attaches the, greatest importance to this
proposal, for-it is directly relaterl
attaintaent-of -the 'priority
objective set -bcith;by the- Unitect_Nations-,General Assembly" and the
Conference Ott*, COminittee..On DiSarmaMentt. of trying-to end the
-10m4 race in nuclear weapons.
COnClusionli would like to add that the Canadian delegation will
be `supporting the other resolution, contained under 'item '30, namely
,

document. A/C.1/I486,-co-SponSored byS*eden,, and several other
delegation;
-the, needs for the suspension of nuclear and thennonuclear testi:0'
'5, Ante;-,Pp.'.592-4598..

f date, pp. 456457.
14,10, pp.:607-509.
idehtical with pt. B of -o.A. resolutiOn 2604 (XXIV), pOit,

P. 722.
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Statement by the Soviet- Representative (Roshchin) to tlw
First. Committee of the General Assembly: Exchange of
Seismological Data, December 4, 19691
I, too, should like to referto the draft resolutions relating-to special
miclear .andthermo-nitClear tests Mentioned- by the-representatives of
Canada and Sweden-*Iio haVe preceded me.
With reference to.the,first Otthese drafts, that is to say the one do-

sponsored by the Canadian 'and'-other delegations, contained in

docuineht-4/0.1/L.4851? Ishould like to-state that the Soviet delegation has already giVen-its vie*S3 and shall-simply repeat our pbSi-

tiOn and, thereby ,answer the. questiOn§ of the representative of
'Canada.4 Once again, I. should.-like to stres8 that the Soviet: Union is
_ready to engage in an exchange of seismological data, seismographs,
-butnot data on seismic stations in other vfordS,. not the data _Mentioned by the representative of Canada, but §eiSmological data, ,seis-

mographswitb. other parties to the treaty. We arty also prepared
not
in. an
about,statiOns .included 'within the framework of the detection club.
However,, the Soviet Union Considers 'that paraciPation in an. international- exchange of seismological data should- not iiiipose -upon participating countries- any ,ohligation to §ubMit to international inspection on their territory. We consider that evaluation theinforination

restilting, from the exchange of seismological data, seismographs,
'should not be carried..ouf :by some international body but by each
State for itself.
Today the representative of 'Canada offered ,some clarification. He
said that this drift did not impose an obligation-. supply data.
However; the draft resolution provides, n Vartitular its operative
paragraphs 1, and,p,--that the,Gerieral A..4embly should invite Governments tei;prtVide -world -wide and detailed informatiOn, not concerning
IseismographS,or seisMOlogicaIdata,,but on seiSniogri,ph stations. ThisiSmot at allithe same as what:the-representative of Canada Said ;there
is a 't.liffeti3nde 'between data On seismograph stations and -seisruo-

graplis,.*hith determine-what -kind of explosions have taken place.
'The*dra&reaolUtion alSo.Contains,a,specific dat-1 May 1970,-hy
which suchcinformatite, ihOtikfhe-subniiited.. It is therefore predicated, UpOn-the idea that inforinatiOn, on seismograph stations will
for,coMpulsory exchange. of seisinologiCal data; It
Serve as
would: not be'voltintarY ; itsivetildbe Cennpulsoty.
The other. operathe paragraph; of the idraft, resphition co- sponsored

by 'Canada .antl, other, countries, .contains an. unacceptable formula-*Itich discriMinateS .against socialist countries not Members of the
examplei, the German Demooratid, Republic: IiUnited, NatiOns,
forinatiOn.,ortteismOgraph stationsivoidOeStipplied,by Members of

the United', Nations or of any of the specialized agencies or of the
14/01/P*.1712,

31dentioitIwIth.pt. A. or-G.A. resolution 2604 -(X2cIV), ;poet, pp. 719-7*
J!See'`wite,- PFD '5874588.

csum.
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IAEA or. parties. tOthe Statute Of the InternatiOnal COUtt, of, Justice.
But no provision. is made for :other ,States 10 take part m this, while
,

at the same time they do 'take an active part and are participants in
international -agreements relating to nuclear weapons:: The IGerinitn,
Democratic Republic is:a party to the Moscow Treaty; for instance,
but now it is excluded. WV_ should it be excluded? It is an active,
party to the substance of a Treaty prohibitmg nuclear *st.'s_.
We cannot, therefore, accept the approach recommended 'by the
delegation of Canada anctOOvortil others, as it iirluipogectlifStitoi
which & ,Aot*iih-iii,tilko into aceOUnt_thetrUe.Stat, of affairs- ins,our

day and agOthit.fot'CifietOvoiity yearti,;iiithe very heart of Europe,.
there has been an iiidePendent;floUriShineState namely, the German
Democratic Republic, Which; is a party to many iinportatitjiiiternaz,
tiOnaleInstithitentiy.especially stliose. dealing, with the prOhibitiOn of
inuclear-weapon tests '41:three environments, -and:-.94SO-takeian active

part in dikitsiion§ on theprohibitiOn-,613. underground nuclear tests.
obieqUefitlY; my s,delegation:oOntiderithi:draft'te,SOliitiOn,eontained
in cIoeuMent,:Al 14.4.485:UnaeCePtable;,:and we .*41.1,,fote-fagailiSt

So .fat as the .Ot4er- drift 'resolution contained in document

A/C1' ':486'iseenefernea, that tabled by SWederiid-Other,e6thitrieS,5'
the Soviet delegation ,considers it a .'construe sh '' draft because it
,inakesit- possible to move forward towards the complete prohibition
Ofliliolgar4e401i, tests. Far- this reason;,the :Soda delegation will
ourriots
,thopO

Statement by the United ',States Representative ,(Leonard)
ttivt.hellitest',Oottigoitto.cif:$4.-0i.40ot,Assongy;,Conipiehenskire'Test:1$0,,,Peceniliet:4, 19691
resolution
The United $tittekWarittly:,.SUppOrtS the fobjectives of
put 10*044:1, by the ,delegation of ,Ctinada.2''ithit -feels 'that *-ire can
sOppcirt. the:Jai-1page: of thies resolution 'milk stands. We foolthit..tlils

,is,-toptifikit would; it is very, true be a tI,Sittititioh°tOWatdi the
solution of

difficult

Of 'resolving this qUestionof-ihoW

tO,ritioh,*ittiproptiatelyitotiOod;,04loteibair'oh.,the prohibition, of
undemroundlests,of nuclear weapons
:ThelJnititt StateS.4614,tioit also iSinfdoinplete0yiupathy'withtho
:486;'putlotwodi,,by the-dOlogition,of
objective of
Slifeden,4 and, with respeqt tc this, however, we :do ,feel in sympathy
with the yieNirAtult. e*p.ressed'i*the:delAtation., of thOUnited, Kingdom
pfuttioulitt point suggested in theiniihl`Sentenee Of
that
fact, , a desirable ; suggestion; that, ,, on the , contrary, , the

objective would not :beadvanced by. reqOping,the;,.Conferenee of the
Committee Or,)iiiarinamentta submit 'Irspedialirepott:on)thiS_:subjeet
identtcai with pt B of GA. resolution 2604 (XXIV),
.,,A/10.1/PY: 1712;pp. 16-20.
'2,idelitioatwith, pt. A.',Of'9WA: resolution 2604

post,

Substantlally identical with pt.: 11.-iit GA. ,Osolution, 2604- (XXXV) ,post.

p.."72L
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.

with What,.4f I may ,say, so, seems tO-us to-,be,an artificial deadline
coming 44 the middle of the-Suininer. In , fact, this would not facilitate
the orderly work of the :Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, but rather 'mould tend tit;:d*ritict; it from its substantive taSh,
and involve it in- the task of 'preparing, a. progress .report,_ which could
consume considerable time and energy, withotit-actually'contributing;
at all, te the objective, which is the negotiation of a: verified _compre_hensiVeteStban..

For this reason, we would suggestand -urgethat the sponsors of
thiS,resolittion-agree to alter it by omitting several werae, from the
final Sentenee of the last 'paragraph' of the resolution, so that it would
read simply 4 or, "and to .report to the twenty-fifth session of the
Cienerit Assembly ,On the'resUlts,Of their,,deliberations"44-

COrifragiiique: and Ded4ratiotk-,,of the _North AtlintkCotincit, :'December.
1969
**AD_ colultricii#fr
1.

The North

Council :Met in Ministerial Session 'at

dliii0618,-On',4th-andAth December, 1969:: The meeting was -attended
,

by Foreign, Defence and Finance
2. aSinOe, the signing of the North Atlantic treaty, twenty years
age,, the members Of the Alliance have dedicated their -efforts to the
.preservation of ,their freedom v and security and to the improvement
of East-West relations in the aim Of reaching an ultimate 'peaCeful:Seltition-ef outstanding problems in Plrepe. TheysivillICOntinte to do
approVing,lin t!etdinbeis, 19' 61.,,the.iteijort on the Future Tasks

of the . AlhanCe!the'-,Allied ,,Governments resohied,, to Maintain -ade-qUite inilitarY, strength and political solidarity to -detet-aggreSionaid:, other 'fop*, of preaitire,:and4O 4efend.thiliterritory of member
-countries if aggres.i.on-,ehoUld OdOur.;- ancl:tO ,examine suitable policies

-Na-

kjust and 'Stable.order.M. Europe, to overcome the
designed to
division of '.Gernitiny;;;and to 'fester2.EntopettivOeupty.
4. On the basis of these tWozencept§'Otdefende-and:the relaxation
Of tensions, the 'Ministers issued the Declaration attached to this
,COMniuniqukin.Whiclrtheyiet forth their views on
future develOpMeiitiofirgiiiiO4;:between:,EastottvoitIvesein.cotintries11
,

ö. ''111iritiVers::Weld'Oiitted'ithis;prpOtiiiit:Of; Strategic Arms Limitation
U114:41:**st:=TaClinOWledgeilthe*OrlK::m:prOgres$4i.th,itgara, to arms

control oá the a*: bed, as well as the interest ,Ishown both, by the
Conference = Of the Committee on Disarmament ; ',and the United
deal.
tions -'*-**PliteP to deal
,With,.eheinfoal -and ,biological :warfare._

_

all these questions
held detailed: ''consultations which
14.04 ,,n;t ',21.144fiit n preparing the ground for the. negotiations
4 iiiieiiiiieitio*:,iiiiii- not tidoiAed;
1,DOOdittrient-4 State:Billefftli.,Dec.'26;,19:69,10 627,-030.

,. ,
'

*D004*Oit8 'on~Disifitiniiinient,,1967,.*,676-681 :
'alitifrii:,
",-,:,;:;,-'..,-

-"'-'.

.-
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taking place elsewhere The Ministers- invited the Council in Perinanent iSession to continue to examine these -problems, and reaffirMed
the iMportiince of:any-genuine disarmament "measnre,, consistent with
the security ,Of all states and guaranteed by adequate international
control, for the reduction of tension and the consolidation of peace
EiirOpe arid the World.

The Ministers also studied it.reptsitty the Secretary Oeneral.on
the Sittation-in the Mediterranean Redalling-the'Comithiniquésis§ued
on 27th [nth] : June, .068, and 16th November, 1968, they expressed
the Concern of their -Governments with regard tO the situation in that
area ThelliniaterS-teaffirrned the -Value of full .consultations among
the Allies%OnthiS-Inestion. Accordingly, they requested the Council
in 'Permanent SeSSicin to :pursue with the greatest attention itS'ejtani,
thatiOnOt*the situation in the Mediterranean: and toireport to 'Min,
isters their;$pringiMeeting:
7:- Ifi,Aprill669,Minister§ ealledlattentiOnto the. role the, Alliance
might 4514 in tackling common enVironmental. problems that could
,

.

.

impem ml the Welfare and progress of modern 2 societies

the sCouncil in :Permanent Session established a Committee on the
-Chattehge§. of Modern 'SO ty The new Committee, beginning with
its first meeting on 8th December, 'will addre§S-theSe;urgent problems
with the aim of Stimulating: action by members of the Alliance, , either

srngly, .!Ointly or in international- -orgaii4atiOnS. The Ministers at
:theirSpring., Meeting 'Will' 'receive the , Committee's first report on the
-newest task of :the Alliance.,
8 Ministers of countries particiPating, in +NATO's -integrated' de-

fence programme met as the Defence Planning Committee on 3r4:1
introduction to then discussions the Secretary
December, 1969. As
G'fi3peral,,a,ncl.the,Chiiiiiiian-Of the Military Committee cave overall
appraisals of the state Of defence planning within the Alliance: MinisterS:thereafterreViewed the work accomplished since their previous
meetintoir2,$th2Mayl'lkgi,and.,:gave directions for iUture.WOrk.,
defensive posture
9. They agreed that the effectiveness of
continues to be an essential stabiliging, factor in Support of the search
Can be reached on
for , itiealingfatikehte, Therefore, until
East-West mutual 'fOrCe_reduCtiOnS1.balanded in =scope -'and timing so
as t O. thaintain-the--preSent -degree, of security, WO' Will continue to

'ensure that there is no '-reduction m . its overall military
InreVieWint ;Face Plans for 1970, Ministers were conscious of
the neceSsity-tO-44intaituadequate and readily available forces 'bothConVentiOnal- and nuclear, in acdordande:sivith the NATO Milted, for
,

the,defence of the mainland of Europe,- and the 'whole NATO' area
They took note of the positive ottteome, of consultations with the
Canadian Authorities, concerning their forces for NATO, which were
initiated following the Defence Planning Committee meeting of 28th
May, ; 1969 Ministers COMthitted',forCeS for the year 1976' and endorsed
to maintain adequate forces
sa--inimber Of remedial measures

in addition further remedial measures are under

cOgid6k.i.4i0.
'44),oen men'

on,bisa

n- ct.

tent, 1968, pp -4477450

1Department of State Bulletin, Dec 9, 1908, ijp. 695=597.

'6 At*, p. i86.
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IL They discussed measures required to implement the- NATO
strategy of fOrward, defence based on flexibility in response, and ,arrangeMent&IOr the- reinforcement, in times of tension, of NATO's
ready forces They also noted a preliminary report on -a comprehensive
study which ii,beuig -.undertaken. of the relative capabilities of the
.forces of NATO and' the Warsaw Pact tind.gaVe instructions for the
continuance of the study. In addition, Ministers reviewed the status
Of -other =defence planning studies including those for improved defence of the flanks.
12. The Ministerial Meeting also provided the Defence Ministers
comprising the Nuclear Defence Affairs Committee
DenMark;,GerinanY, Greecei, Tiay,_Netlietlands,'Notwity; Portu-,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United, ,States), with the

review work in :progressthe Nuclear Planning
Group dUring, the past year and planned for the future. The Nuclear
Defence ,Aflairs -CoMinittee, 'agreed_ that :Canada, Germany, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, 'Turkey, the United Kingdom and the -United
States will compose the Nuclear Planning Group starting_ 1st Januiry;:1970,,
13'? ,ACting'on-the-tedeiruneridatiOn of the Nuclear Defence Affairs
,Committee, the Defence Planning Committee 'adopted two policy
documents originated by the Nuclear Planning Group at _their- nieet=,
ing in the United States last November concerning tenerat' guidelines
for nuclear consultation procedure and for the 'possible tactical use
of nuclear weapons in defence of the Treaty ,area : These documents
are c,based .upon NA.110 strategy of flexibility in response which was
adopted in December 1967 and which remains <Undhanged.
14 The next Ministerial MOO)* of the Defence Planning- Corn41040 will take Place in the Sprmg of 1970
15. The Spring Mmisterial Meeting of the 0OiinCil-Will'be held in
occasion

,

Italy or 26tli and-127th May, 1970:
-PEcriAtAtON:

Meeting attiugselk on 4tliAiict:tth Deceinber, 1969, the Minis-U0%9f ,t11.6 North, Atlantio, Alliance reaffirnied. the commitment of
their- nations to -'1*gtie-dfectiire'-pOliaie§ directed towards a greater
relaxation of tensions their continuing ,search
-4jp§t' and durable peace..
:2: PeaCe-.ancVoethitiorin Europe must rest upon universal respeet
.totihe,p0holpies,ot sovereign equality, political independence and
the territcitializitegOty of each European istato ;-:the right of its peOples,te shape their
de§tiniesl,thepeabbfUl-settleinent of disputes;
Ii9f4iet,VentiOn.ln the internal -orotk of any state by any other state,
whatever .theirpolitical,ox social system, and the renundiation.of,the,
use of
threat cif force, against any state..Pa St experienCehas,shOwn
that there 1.4, as yet,Ack.comtho4 'infeilretfitiOn. of .these principles. The

fiiiidanientar::problentisin*ope .c44,13;e,soliic&ohly, on the basis of
these priiiCiPle& And: any real pictIoti-hg improvement of East-West
relations ,presiiPpOSes: respect for them without any conditions or
reservations.
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3. At their Meeting in 'Washington in April 1969, Ministers had
expressed the intention of their, 'governments to explore, with the
Soviet Union and the other countries of Eastern Europe 'Which- concrete issues' best lend themselves to -fruitful,pegOtiation. and an early

resohition,f,' To this -,end; the Council has been engaged in it. detailed
study of various issues, for exploration and possible
MMiSters:redognized that procedure merited closer examination and, accordingly, .requested the Council in Permanent Session to report-, to
the next.MinisteriaMeciting.
Ministers considered that, in an era of negotiation, it Should be
possible, by means of discUsSion. Of,,,specifie. and well-defined subjects,

-progreSsively to reduce tensions. This would m itself facilitate diacuSsion, of the more fundamental questions.

Arints,Colitrofdii Disarm/a ittot
5. Ministers, again expressed--theintereSt of the Alliance m arms
control and disarmament and recalled the Deelartition, on mutual and
balanced force reductions adopted at Reykjavik in 1968 8 and reaffirmed in Washington in 1069. The MeinberS, Of the Alliance have
noted that up ,',tfr,nowthiS suggestion his led- to no -reStlt. The Allies,.
nevertheless, liate' continued', and Will continue, their -Studios in order
tO'-itirePare. a realistic baSiS':for,aotiire,eXplOration at an early date. and
thereby' establish :Whether' it could serve as a-, Starting, poi* 'for fruitfnl.:negetiatiOnS. They reiliiested-:that-i'repOrt of the Council in Permanent Session on the preparation of models for nititUal-,and,balanced
fOreiitednotionSbsubraitted-aiiodit as possible.
6. Miniaters,of,COniittiet participating in NATO's :,iiitegrated, defence -prOgratinne, consider Ihtit,the-,StticheS on Mutual and balanced
force, reductions have progressed
to permit the establishment Of-Certain-Criteria.Which;', in their view, such reductions should
,

,

.

;Meet: ,SignifiCantreductionS-,-under- adequate verification ,an&coritrol,

would be 'ienvisaged under any agreement on imutual and balanced

-foree-,-2redUctiOnS12-*hiCh should also be consistent With the vital secu-

rity interests of all liarties. This Would be another concrete step in
advancing "along the road Of ending the arms race and"-of general
and complete disarmament, including nuclear ,disarmament".

7..- These MiniSterS, directed that further. studies shtaild be giVen, to
measures which cOuld'adcoinPany- or follow agreement on Mutual-. and
:balanced force- reductions. : SUCIrMeaSures,Coul4 *chide advance notifiCatiOn'ot *Hiatt moyeiiient*Itilithnitnoettoes2 exchange Of bservers
at military inanoenvres and possibly the establishment, of obSerVation,
POSta., 'ElianiinatiOn, 'Of the techniques :
methods of inspeotiOn,
01,,90a--4140 be further -400161jPC1.

Oeomcink,atul130:44,

8. The Ministers welcome the OROS of the governments of the
United:State*iGreat Britain, and France,- in the :frame*orlc--Of 'their
speèiàl responsibility for Berlin, and ',Germany= as a 'Whole, to gain' the
Co-Operation-, of the Soviet Union in improving ; the situation With ,reSpeCt to Berlin and free, access to the -itsr. The elimination of
te,PP. 18448t
'01,36,OumentEcinrDiedrinetmeOt, 1961; pp. 447,456.
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,cultieS -Created hL thO past with respect to Berlin; especially: with
,regard ,to access, would increase the prospects -for serious dismissionsdivthe ,other concrete isSueS_*hich.continne to divide East and West.

Furthermore, Berlin could play a constructive role in the expansion
of East-West economic relations if the city's trade with the East could
,be
0.., A just and lasting peace settlement for Germany, must be -based
ori-the, free-decision of the German _peOple, and on the interests. of
Eurtipeitii_seenrity: The Ministers are convinced that, pending, such -a,
settlement, the proposals of theFederal-Iteptiblic for a- Modus,Vivendi

between the,* parts of Germany and for a bilateral exchange of

declarations on the:non-use-of force or the threat of force would, if
they receive a. positive response, .substantially facilitate co-operation
:between Magi- and West on other pkoblopis. They consider that theSe.
,efforts_by-the Federal.116Pliblie,#preSent constructive steps toward
relaxation of tension in Europe and ekpress,thelope that the,goVernnientS*11,:thereferEAitke theiOnte *dung* forining theirtmn,attitide .toward the German Citieetion.

10. The Ministers would regard &MOW* progress in both these
fields as an iinportant,.ContribUtion to peace ,,iii- -Europe: They are
bound to attach great weight the, reSpimSes io these proposals in
evaluating the pospeot,§, for negotiations looking : to*ard, improved
relationaand.cO-operationin:EUrepe.
,4'conotnic,,kehniccitand:cyltutal exchanges
Allida,govekAhloth,dOhii4f that not only economic and te*
Aida but also cultural exchanges between intereited countries. can
bring mutual benefit anctiMderstanding:_lii these-fieldS,More could be
aohjeVediliy. freer movement of people, ideas and information between
the Countries of East-and-West:
the Alliance's work in the field of -human en=
12. The benefit
,virennient*Oiikt be enhanced iflit,Were to become the basis of
,

-objective, :bong- one

in which the Warsaw 'Rack governments have indicated an 0intered.
Further 'coi.operation ..coilld-,a4O' be undertaken, for example, in the

more specialized field of ,oceanography. More intensive efforts, in such

fields should be pursued either 'bilaterally? multilaterally :Or in the
framework of existing -:international .bed* comprising interested

69040i*,
4PerooctOeSyini:iiegotiiitioa,
18. The Ministers ,coriSidered that the concrete issues -, concerning

European security andtolopprati**Mentioned:inthieDeClaration are
subjects lending themselves to possible discussions or negotiations
with theSoviet Unjon. and the ,:other- countries of Eastern .EUrope.
The Allied governments wli continue and intensify their contacts,_
discussions or keitO144194,;tbtogiiiit, appropriAtis,,outoriels; bilateral
or multilateral, believing that', progress is most likely to be achieved
.)14y:ChOosjiltip.:;qach:instan*tjiti,:in*nsinlost suitable for thkSitbject.

expressed their support . -.bilateratr initiatives
:undertaken', by the German Federal Government *iththe:SOvipt,Uil,
ion :41:0113040 do*tie* of Eastern Europe, looking toward agree-
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meats on.the renunciation of force andthe threat of force. Ministers
expressed the hope. that existing contacts will 'be developed so as to
enable all countries concerned to participate in ,discussions and negotiations on substantial :problems of cO-operation and security in

,Europe with -real, proSpeas Of suedes&
14. The Members of the Alliance remain receptive td, signs of willingness
ingnesS on:the part of the Soviet Union and other Eastern',European
CountrieetO,diScuss measures to reduce 'tension and promote-co-Operation 'in. Europe and to -take constructive _actions to this end.. They have

notedinthis connection references Made by these countries to the possibility of ,holding an early. conference on European security., MiniSterSagreed that careful advance 'preparation and prospects of concrete -resultS, would in any case be essential Ministers consider that,
as part of ;a, comprehensive approach, progress in the bilateral and
multilateral discussions and negotiationS Which have 'already begun,
Or doUld.,begin,ShOttly,,and-Whidh- relate to fundamental problems of
Entopoin-seeoityi*ould'inalw a,niajot cOntribUtionto'iMproVing the
political atmosphere in Europe. Progress in -these discussions and:.ne,
,

gotiationSWOUld,help to enStire,theSUddeSs of any eventual COnfeterice

in which, of course, the 'North-, Aineridaill,meiaers of the ,Alliance
Would ,participate, to discuss and negOtiate, substantial problems of
-co-operation and security in Europe.
15 The Ministers affirmed that, in considering all constructive
possibilities, mcludmg a ,general donferende or conferences, they will
Wish to .asSUre.thitt any such meeting, should not iserve to ratify the

,present division of Europe and should be the result of '4 common

'effort ,among all interested -oOnntkiea, to tackle the problems which
Separate-them.

Address by Secretary of State Rogers to theBelgoiAmekicari
,Association at13r0Ssels;Decetaber 6, 1569
'Tliis,-audiende is 'a 'particularly, appropriate forum for a 'brief diSCUSsiini,o1 CertaWpoliciesi.ofthe United States, and I am "honored to
be here tonight.
YOu'ate-WellaWare of the steadily riSing-flOW:ofcommerce, of-ideas,
and Of Men adross-,the- Atlanticthe joining of -Americans and Euro,

peans in industrial l and commercial ,enterprises, the emergence of an
Atlantic Market in investment capital. Abouta ,thiict:of United,States
WOrlittride- is with Western Europe These developments :Once the
Second World War have immensely deepened the,bonds::betWeen the
Old WOrld. and' the 'NeW:

Indeed, the ,expanding : bonds between. Europe and America are
aniong. the -,most -significant ..cleirelopniente-in.sworld' affairs. They are
:also .a model of donStrfietiiie, intonational' cooperation.

is now nearly 20 ,yeatksins- 'President Truman authorized a
Itetuilli'Of United States military forces to Europe to join with our
tilliesin'creating a-d011eCtiVe_Secuiity qstem. That system las, safe1 Department of state Bulletin, Dec 29, 1969, pp. 622-625.
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guardect Europe _ever,sinde. However, 'because there have been 'great
ahanges.in the, world since then,, some' are asking whether the time has
not come. for _American forces to, be brought back hen*.
The 'answer that I can give you tonight is-no: The 'judgment: of the
United States is that the commitment to NATO must
President of
remain in ,force and must 'remain strong. This judgment is shared by

the majority of Americans: It is clear, too,:frem our recent NATO
Meetings, that it shared by our European Allies:.
As we enter an era of negotiation both our allies and our adver,

saries intist have no 'doubts about our continuing commitment to West-

em Europe. And run' happy tonight to be 'able' to give you that.
aSsurance.

We recognize today, as we did' in 1950; that Europe,, More than any
ether region in, the world, is Vitale, 'U.S. -SeCtirity. In the Words of

the President :1"We in America,- continue- to consider Europe's security
to be our oWn." 2 Because we believe this, We:s:itit6-iit to maintain sUbStaritiallevelS:of forces in Europe, and we have made clear our inten-

our doinbat-foreeS in Europe at 'essentially present
levels until at',leaSt the iniddle:Of'197t
But thOSe, Of thy countrymen who believe that our forces in Europe
-SheUldite:_-rediided- argue that Americans are ,shouldering More than
total Nitestertriecurity'bUrdem They say that
their fair share of
#103.6quitible'§liating:;of that -buidetritalting4nto account the 'added
potential of the:Enrepeari,allieS in,thelaSt decade, is -feaSible.
for deWe:recognitie4hat our NATO allies spent over

tion to

fense ',in 1968 = ansithat-: thef Maintain-Mbreihari :2 -Million men under
arms. But we also lcelieVethktthOSe:in-Ainerioa who call for a-greater
European contribution to the costs of 'riiaintaining-OUr' common sec*
ritt have _k point It is generally reCogiii"Zed;,iiiit only in America but
in Europe, that the burden is not now equitably ,shared.,

that balance will permit the United ,States
Progress in
to be better Oleic) MaintainitS-oWn commitment of forces in Europe.

And :progress is being .Made.. Ten, NATO nations have -agreed to increase defense' Spending, substantially =next year; during the
a4iUmber of countries agreed to expand their air defense
system; others agreed to increase the commitment of existing national
forces :to,, NATO ,doniinana. So I think' it is lair to ,say that we are
working in harmony in.';,NAITO' and that NATO will be able to main-

Ittiitoisa*inih& area

a

all NATO countries, that strong
It 1§ quite clear,
detetrentleite§.-.4re-neeessarylOr our collective security. 'BO we must
,constantly Seek to strengthen our security further by Working, to
issues which make for insecurity.
We believe there-may:be:Or opportunity now to inaugurate a period
Otnegoti*tionS,Oeet4eseiSsilesi,
It is important, however, that certain fundamental principles must
bc.itiheredto.10ofe:nekotittOon§liegiti::
FirSt,. whatever kind of negotiations NATO , allies enter into, individually or together,, there must be the ,closest consultation -furlong

the*,

1414ste, p.,174;

ro
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Second; we 'must :maintain_ the military strength Of 'our alliance
until such time as we may be 046'0 reaCh, agreements on mutual and

balanced ft:live-reductions.

Third ,we:niuSt be carefulnot to confUsethe process of 'negotiation,
with real ,progress toWard agreements, and we must not lull ourselves
inte,a-falSesense ofdéténte.
As-3701-1:1mot the:biked:States has _already elltet!cl- Into a number
of 'negotiations' and is .,prepareitto-enterinto others it long as there
are prospects for achieving meaningful agreements We have felt, for
- example, that there might be prospects for useful negotiations in the

armaments 'field; where- mutual. interests' 4early exiSt;
recent
'With...ratifications'
the United 8tateS, and
the Soviet :Union :'and- signature by the Federal Republic of Germany,

We are close to putting ,:into effeCt. the Nuclear Nonproliferation

-170,40,3 the valuable product of a long ,process of negotiation.
United States andtlie.SoYiet, Union have agreed, and placed
before thelTnited,,NatiOns General Assembly, a draft treaty.to=ban the
:emplacement of nuclear -weapons on thelocean floOrS0 as we already
have bannecl-Ahem from orbit4n.onter Space.,
We have been engaged for the pastt'3, weeks in the ,preliminary
phase ofitrategie'atiriSlimitatioit talks,Witkihe'SOviet Union We are
serious about these :: strategic arms talks. We Want; to put an end- :tO
the competitive aecninnlittiowOfel,ter more ,Sophisticated, weapons systems
no ,longer add significantly to the -Security- of either
Side:: We want to limit, and if possible reduce on
forieS of strategic weapons 2 The preliminary talks in Helsmki have
.gOtte*,off. to a,,,.gbod start The atmosphere has been businesslike and
WitlioUtpeleniles;:We expect the preliminary round to conclude in a
couple i of weeks, thereby ,prOiding: the basis for proceeding soon to
substantive talks..

These steps -,t(`) prevent the spread and to curb the level of nuclear
ttriiiiiinentneeeSSatilyinVOlVe=bilateralnegotiationSbetweetr. the major
nuclear pOWerS:111:e.tirill,:cooulkfullsfiviikot
and we
lirill:take.no,Steps*hich WoUld'iveakeiviheir SeCurity,=tYhichIS; after
`4,11;-01t*1140.

Atthelianie time, the search for SolUtiOnErtoihe political questions
which still divide Europe is a fundamental task of the allianCe, It is
one which the allies have given an importance equal to the task of

military deterrence. This has been :cats** NATO, policy since

ad'Ofgion.'. of the 19.67 'NATO study on the FUture,TiskSOf the Alli-

aitce,'
, it the .suggestion : of Belgium's distinguished FOr.,
eikiiiMiniSter Pierre !Harthel.

For mahy years NATO has given serious study to the difficult

question of-ho*.Seettrityt in Europe, now sustained by a_ high.' balance
Of armaments, could be'Maintained:
and less expensive level
of aims on both Aides Since Jime.4063i.iehasetplicitiy'aitto its belief

t1.4 mutual force reductions could significantly contribute to *Op,'
Dopiint'ent 8' on Di sartnatnOrii, 1968, pb.,401465..

-507409..
'.pi?Cumetste' on Diaattnittnent,1967;-pp. 67644

k
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'Yesterday, the NATO Foreign Ministers issued a ,declaration in
which they noted. the lack of response to our offer to work toward a
mutual and, balariced: reduction of forces on 'either, gide of the line
which still arbitrarily. and unnaturally divides Europe.
Nevertheless, in the hoPe,that-atiSoMe,time-We might receive a positive response from the other side, we have now instructed the NATO,
authorities concerned to prepare -specific models of such reductions
and have reaffirmed our 'belief that an agreement in this -field' would
be,
concrete' step- toward ending the arms race. We hope that
,

the WarSOW,-Paat natiOns-viillintirrie indicate interest in this proposal.
Meanwhile, the three powers with special responsibilities in Germany

.reieeking

With the-Set,i3t Union to bring about an imin the sitnation, of 'Berlin. And the .Federal Republic of
provement m,
GerMany, has taken. Ugeful ne*tinitiatiyea to establish contacts with
Eastern European states and with EaStern:dermany.in an effort to
surmount 'DIA:Ode§ which have caused *erg tension in the political
life in Central .Europe for a generation:
We
continue to probe every 'available opening that -offers a
prospect for better :EastAreSt- relations, for the resolution of prob..
Ions large,Or,,stmilkfof,gioatig,sedurityr for all:: In this the United
StateS:wilLtOritinne-t&lilayian.actiYe,,rOle in concert with our allies.:
The WeSt'hiStalien many initiatives in the Star* for lasting:secu,.

ritY in Europe. The allies already have named a number of areas
which provide ample oPpOrtiMity:fOrtfie Warsaw Pact to show :interest in constructive
We WOnl.d. Wel-Cmrie,:for example:

demonstration of Soviet willingness toward improving he
situation in and around Berlin.
Constructive responses to the. Federal Republic's effortitoWard
an improved moc1u vivendi between the two partS,of 'Germany and
bilateral 4reenient*.on '6S-ton:useOf force.
positive Warsaw Pact response to
tepetito, proposals for
reductions.
mutual and
But While- ,NATO r has identified iSSue$,, on which East .arid 'West

might negotiate to achieve an increase in Security and a,rednotioitin
tensions, what ,has been the Warsaw Pact's response? It has proposed
based on what itppeats,;t6 be :it nebuEuropean security
lous and imprecise
What ,does-,,theStAnst,UniOn want to achieve
,ptopoeing, such a
,COnfereitis

.

Doesit want to deal realistically with the issues whieb, divide Entopei,ok,.d.00ti,it'-'seek to ,ratifY the existing division of , Europe?
Does it intend : ,draw: 'veil over its subjugation of CzechOsflor
Does it wish tOt use a conferenCeAo,strerigtlien, its control over the
trade:liolicieg'_Of Other:m*1605-0f. the Warsaw Pact?
intervene in Eastern
,Does it 'wish to seek to ,retafin, the

questions that have to be angered before ;meaning/0
These
419044900=Paii-, be :Oitoiict440;.

:40 ante, 04,90j*
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We, of course, Want a better EuroPn security SyStem- than the one
We have, if that can be fOund:
We -Want -,to.reSol$ the basic
issues.
But the Warsaw Pact proposals do net deal with these fundamen!:al
questions.,What*iS proposed cannot properly be described'as'a-Security
-conference at all. The Warsaw. Pact .dountries haVe..suggeSted merely
(?.). that -a .Conferenee diScuss_ anEasWeSt agreenierit on the prin-

ciple of nonuse of forcewhich has been a baSic, principle of the

United Nations Charter for over 20 ye4rsi-so-thatanothorprenonncement of the nonuse of force would 'h4ve. no
(2) 'in7
creaseatrade.and technical -exchanges,, for Which -regular diplomatic
channels arealivayi-available.
We are opposed in practice to an unrealistic and premature exercise
which could lead to disappointment tinti_stiuitepoSSibly a-deterioration
in, 'East-West relatiOns.

We would fâVor a negotiation that 'hOldS out realistic:hope fora

reduction of tensions in Europe.. But We-wilLnet.participate in a conference which has the effect of . ratifying or acquiescing in the prezli-,
net *doctrine.

have referred several times to the importance- of a strong and

healthY Western alliance. My NATO .colleagues and I have jUSt had
a most successful Ministeii4Lineeting.
common defense
We. cooperate ,.not only
common search.
,for positive solutions to political problems. I believe that in the-procOS the-political:ant of e alliance is developing Q. capacity for cre,ative-diPlOrnacy which is justai, unprecedented as the unity developed
forcollectave security.
There is now yet another dimension of-Out alliance which shonldiappeal to people on botii, sides of the Atlantic. We have come to redog,

iiiki3:that 17,e:4a-better Make, Certain that what we haVe 'been defend-inthalii.betinrwortirtheeffort.,

There is an awakening in our societies to the degradation of our
environment. The North Atlantic .Council has decided to work toonlytodefenot but to improve our:environtether in, seeking ways
ment and the quality of human life for our people. Next week, experts
from the NATO countries will assemble in Brussels,, in the first meetingOf 'NATO'S; COliiinitise on the CliallengeS, of Modern, Society, to
launch this constructive and.creatiVe,new work Of The alliance:
I could not leave Brussels; the oapitalbf the European, Community,
without noting that the United States welcomes the renewed impetus
from The Hague thiii4eektoWard.brOadening and deepening the unification of Europe. We see- this as a major step toward realization of

the full constructive potential OtEurope. An enlarged ,European
Community would reflect more accurately than is now the case. the
reality of Europe's collective influence and potential; not only in an
Atlantic context but world affairs in general.
let me close now by speaking about another. matter Which' is of
concern to many 'Europeans. Is the United' .States in the process of
disengaging from its obligations to the international -community? Is
there a danger of a ,growing "neoisolationism" m the United States
It is true that there is anxiety on the
Ade again, the answer is
.part of inany Americans, ,reflected especially m Statements, by Mot-

if
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bers of the Congress,'about what they sec as overextended American
commitments around' the-World. There is a growing sense of 'urgency

about the critical problems;'of the cities at home and 'about the

'anachronism of pockets of poverty in the ,midst of abundance., This,
of course, ip,reinfoiced by the Problems. Steminingifrom our cOmMitInent to theipeOple Of the-Reptblic'of Tiet-Nanii These ,concerns tend
tO,diVert .atterition- Of .sothe .4 our people away -from world, affairs
thdstinnilate a tendency- to look inward.

It is ,a fact that the time has come when American. "presence"

abroad will be Ilooked at more critically in our =Congress. The administratiOn,toO, Will continue to review- Our policies ,in, the light of cur,

rent requirements : In .Asia, for example, while we fully intend to
Meet Our commitmentsand we have treaty responsibilities in Asia,.
and:* will meet them--.--we believe that agreater Share of the burden
of security shoUld be assumed by Asians.
It would, however, be entirely wrong to think about this as a-. return
to, or even toward, ,a new isolationism It is practical
adapted to the changing.needs of our tinieS.,
In the:age-4,Space the American people are more =iwate than ever

that the world .1S unitary The GOVeinnient of the United States is
More conscious than ever of the fact of interdependence among nations.
The problems that we have relate to our desire to -reduce Our Tres-

ende abroad. We have no interest in domination. Wherever we have
'indicated!- a desire to *WO- our presence; the people affected have
sdieated-that they want us, to stay. The ;problem Of the Soviet Union is
juitthereVerSe. They want to stay areas Where,the,peeple affected
clearly preferthat.they "ivit, stay.
We believeand our policies will continue to be based on the belief
7-=that we must Maintain, our :active involvement in the international
community as a.,neCeSSary condition in support of world order in the
,decadesihead:,

:NeS-Ciinfer,e0e-RenlarIcIS- by President Nixon on Stra-

tegic &ins, Limitation Talks [Extract}, December 8,
19691
sTA0E0i,e ABMs imm.A.Tiori,TA#Er

Q. The United, 0:3 iatei .today a8ked for a Ostponmnent- in the
B4LT tal10, the 80atOio'tirnz-9 talks,s0an,you tell * way and 08688
the 00810 10i:Pka8e?
longThe Pre8klent Well, the PoStpOneinent, does not have
range significance. . It is only for the .,purpose Of ,develOping, positions
-; in :a lroper way.As far as the -progress is concerned, , I 'would §asT it is
encouraging i Ayethiit_sedieithat cautiously, because I would net
Want to leave out the hope .that w would hove an agreement within a
matter of Weelo.Or-eVen 'rnotsiitha:
i,,.pelifoltse,iit Of Statetiplet4s,'bee: 29, 1969, pp. 618=619.
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But it is encouraging. because both. sides Are presentingTeSitions

a very serious way and are not 'trying to inake. propaganda out of
their-positions: Both ,sides, i'believe therefore, want a limitation on
strategic arraS.. Asiong, as' this is- the teak,. there á chance for an
.agreement.

Now).itis,goingto take some time, because what is mvolved here
as =distingui§hed frOM,:the=te4-ban as distinguished from the 'Non-

proliferation Treaty, both of which wereitnportantbut which were
basically peripheral issueshere you have the basic security of the
United States of America and the Soviet UnienAnvolVed..'Therefore,

both must bargain hard. But I believe that the progress to date: has
been good The prospects are ',better- than ranticipat*they- would be
when the talk§beglin.

ItalianDraftRetolutionkittOtliicairitlie,Fitsttooltnittee
-of the General Assembly: Chemical and Bacteriological
Weapons,
The Gseneral.-448004i .
Recognizing the importance of the Geneviv:PrOtOCOI for the Prohibition-of the UsejiiWar,Of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other Gases,
and of BActerielOgiCal. Methods -- Of Warfare ,signed at Geneva: on

17,June192522
Recalling its :Be§olution§' g1.6

(xXt), of 15 ,December 1966 and

2454 A '(XXI,U) of gO' December 1908,'' whereby it called anew for
strict observance by all State§ of the principles and Objectives of the

Geneva Protocol and it *Vital all States to adeede. to the _Sable

Pretecol,
Congratulating,,the 8ecretary,Genetar on the :Report dated 1- July
1969 on Chemical-and- bacteriological- (biological) teens and the
effects of, their possible use. (A/7515);5
Having- consideredihe-RepOrt-of the COD on the preliminary -con-

sideration of the attic* to,be _taken -hi the light of the Report of the
Secretary-General,'6

Welcoming the initiatives taken by several Governments. in thefield of the prohibition Of chemical and bacteriological (biOlogical)
weapons,

Fully conscious of the heed' to preserve the inviolability Of the

Geneva Protocol and to ensure its universal application,
Urges again all Stites to accede to the Geneva Protocol,
Invites all parties- to the Geneva Protocol' to consider that, in the
meantime, the prohibition contained therein applies vis-à-vis all OlintrieS Which refrain from infringing the provisions Of the Protocol.

A/C.1/i.498,Dec. 8,1969. The Italian representative informed the First Committee on Dee. 10,that lie would not seek a vote on this resolution.
2 Post, pp. 764465,
3 DOCUMent§ on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 708499.
4 Ibid., 1968, pp. 793-795.
5 Ante, pp. 264-298.
See ante, pp. 517-526.
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Tripartite Draft Resolution Introduced in the First Committee of the General' Assembly: Question of General
and complete Disarmament, December 8, 1969
The General A.'98embk,..

Reaffirming its resolution 108= -(XIV) of 20 November 1959, in
which it considered, that the:question of general-and complete disarmament is the most important one fachig_ilie world today,!

Reaffirming further the responsibility of the United Nations in the
attainment of disarmament,
Re Calling its,. resautiOn21722 ,(XV.I) of :20 December 1961,a by
which it weleOMed -. the joint, statement on agreed principles for
armanient negotiatioriSSUbMitted-ori 20 September 1961, by the USSR
and the USA94- and reaffirniingSthe.-redoMmendation that further diSArmamonfiiegotiationi-be:baSed on those prmciples,
Recalling its 'resolution : 2454 13-. ,(XXIII) of 20 December 1068,5
whereby it :requestedthe',COnferende of the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament COMinitteeto:pirgrierenoWed: efforts towards achieving substantial progress m reachifig,,agre'enient, on the ,question of general- and

complete ,disarmament under effective international control and to
dOntiniip-its tirgonteffortSto negetiateetillateral measures of disatinaMork
Conioineect_that the process of disarmament would be encouraged
and stimulated by the entry into force at the earliest possible stage
and the Strengthening of-inultilateral international instruments in the
field- of diSarniainenti
Convinced
participation of all nuclear Powers in the efforts

to contain the nucleararMs-race and to reduce and eliminate all armaments, is indiSpenSable, for a full measure of success in these efforts,
Convinced that peace and security, like development in the world,
are indiviSible-aiictredogniking the universal responsibilities and obligations in_thiS, regard,

Further convinced Of the need to pursue negotiations in good faith
on effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at
an early. date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a Treaty on general
and complete disarmament under- Strict and effective international
control?

Haanngreeeived the report of the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament (document A/7741)
Notinz that, in spite of the fact that some limited progress has been
accomplished during the past-two sessions of the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament both in specific fields and in the general
1 A/0.1/L.499, Dec. 8, 1969. The draft resolution was cosponsored by Ireland,

Italy, and Japan. The sponsors later accepted the amendments proposed by
Cyprus and Ghana (post, p. .637) and Most of the amendments proposed by
seven. powers (post, p, 644). The resolution as ,amended became pt. El of G.A.
resolution 2602 (XXIV), post, pp. 713-715.
2 Doountents on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. II, p. 1545.
Ibid., 1961, pp. 741:742.
4/bid., pp. 439-442.
5 Ibid., 1968, pp. 795-796.
Ante, pp. 517-526.
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approach to the disarmament questiori, an imbalance still exists between the maghitude of the tasks in front of the Conference and the
achievements so_ far reached, having in mind in ,particular the danger
of a new spiral iri the nuclear arms race,
Believing that the 'diversiOn Of enormous resources and energy,
human and material; from peacefill economic and social pursuits to
unproductive. and wasteful MilitatTpUrposes places a great burden
on.boththe develOping'arid developed countries-and was an important
factor' n the-failure:to make giiater progress in the advancement Of
the deVeloping countries chitnig the First United Nations Developmerit Dedade,

Believing that the,seciwity and the economic and social well-being
of all doitintriei'Would- be tremendously enhanced as progress is made
to*ardS the:geal of -general and complete disarmament,
Beaffirming,it§'VeOhitioh 2499 ,(XXIV) Of 8' 1 -Ootobet 1969, and in
particular its 1-lottgotpli-0,,endorsirig2the call" of the Secretary -General -for-the proclamatiOn of Disarmament Decade; and its Faragraph 47 -*Ma appealStO-Meiriber States to consider the possibility

of sigriiiig or' ratifying the-Multilateral international instruments in
tho.field of CliSarritiainerit;7
-1: Resolves tO'dedidate the Decade of the 1970s as a Disarmament
Decade;

2. Calls on :Governments to intensify without delay their con-

certed, and' concentrated efforts for effective measures relating to the
cessation of thoriuclearariris-race at an early date and to nuclear disarinanierit- and eliinitiatiOn Of other weapOnS of mass destruction, and
for a 'Tkeaty on gerieral- arid, complete disarmament under strict and
effective international control;
3. Bequests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to
resume its work-,as early as ,possible, along the lines set forth in paragraph _37 of its-report to the General Assembly, bearing in mind that
the ultimate goal is gerietal and complete disarmament;
4. Farther requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, while contmuing intensive negotiations with a view to reaching

the widest posSible agreement on collateral measures, at the same
time, to work towards a comprehensive programme, dealing with all
armaments race and
aspects of the problem of the cessation of
disarrnanient, whioh. would provide the Conference with a guideline
charting the course of its further work and of its further negotiations, and report thereon to the twenty-fifth General Assembly;
5. Decides to this effect to draw the attention of the Conference of
the COminittee on Disarmament to all pertinent proposals and suggestions formulated during the debates on disarmament, referring to
the Conference all- documents and records of the meetings of the First
Committee relating to the disarmament items;
6. :Recommends further that consideration be given to channelling
a ,substantial part of the resources freed by measures in the field of
disarmament -to promote the economic development of developing
countries and, in particular, their scientific and technological progress;
7. Requests the Secretary-General and the Governments to publicize the Disarmament Decade by all appropriate means at their dis-

Not printed here.
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posal in order to acquaint public opinion with its purposes and objectives and with the negotiations and developments related thereto;
8. Requests the Secretary-General to provide all appropriate facilities and assistance with a view to furthering the fullest implementation of this resolution.

five-Nation Amendments to the Fifteen-Nation Draft
Resolution, December 8, 1969
1

Delete the third and fourtk preambular paragraphs.
2. Replace the operative paragraph by the 'following:
1.
1.

Expresses its sincere hope that these talks will, in due course, lead to sub-

stantial agreements -on the limitation and subsequent reduction of strategic
armaments ;
2.

Calli upon the Union of Soiriet Socialist RepUblics and the United States

of America to refrain from any action which might be prejudiCial to the

achievement of this-MM.

CypriotGhanaian Amendments to the Tripartite Draft
Resolution, December 8, 1969 1
1.

Replace the tenth preambular paragraph by the following:

Bearing in mind the grave dangers involved in the development of nuclear
weapons, through a spiralling nuclear arms race.

2.

In operative paragraph 4, 3rd line, the word "towards" should

be replaced by the word "out".
1 A/C.1/L.501, Dec. 8, 1969. The amendments were cosponsored by Canada,
Hungary, Netherlands, Poland, and the U.K. For the fifteen-nation proposal, see
ante, p. 595. The First CoMmittee rejected the amendments on Dec. 9, by a vote
of 50 to 40, with 16 abstentions:
ForAustralia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Byelorussian S.S.R., Cameroon,
Canada, Central African Republic, Chad, China, Congo (Democratic Republic

of), Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Laos, Liberia, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mongolia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, South Africa, Swaziland, Turkey, Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R., U.K., U.S., Uruguay.
Against=Algerifi, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Burundi, Ceylon, Chile,
Costa Rica, Cyprus, Dahomey, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nicaragua,
Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, Sweden, Uganda, U.A.R., United Republic of Tanzania, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia.
AbstainingAfghanistan, Cuba, Guyana, Iran, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Malay-

sia, Maldives, Malta, Senegal, Spain, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and

Tobago, Tunisia.
1 A/C.1/L.503, Dec. 8, 1969. These amendments, and most of the seven-power

amendments (post, p. 644) were accepted by the sponsors of the tripartite draft
resolution (ante, pp. 588-590) on Dec. 9. The amended resolution became pt. E of
G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV) ; post, pp. 713-715.
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Statement by the Italian Representative (Vinci)-to the First

Coin Mince Of the 'General Assembly, December 8,
1969
Mr. Chairman, I wish to ask your indulgence and that of all members of the Committee if I. take a little-more time. I understand that
tomorrow we,thity proceed to the vote on several draft resolutions On
general and complete 'disarmament, so I thought that, even at this
late hour, it would be helpful to-all delegations if I could- introduce

the two draft re§Ohition§- that were submitted this morning. I

refer to draft .resolutions contained iii -docinhent§ A/CA/L.408 and
A/C.1/L.499, Which Were circulated -this afternoon.
A99, co-sponShalt start by-speaking of draft.reSolation
sored-.by *Ireland, Japan-and Italy.? We have been encouraged to. take
thiS.initititive by the recurrent referendes made to .general and coMPlete.diSainiatnent in the course Otthe general' debate' that has _taken
.place in the last three. Weeks' on ,disarmament *MS.- We have heard

many &legations stress this point duffing thi§,itio§t constructive debate and, if Ive.iiiiderStotictwell.the'VieWS, eXpreSsedi in this Committee, they aloostres'sed the Itindatrierittil iMportande- they -give to it as
a ineans:prOVidingneW impetuS to-the negotiations on disarmament.
201-13, (IXXIII), adopted-on-20 DeGi3hptal itsiemblY
fact,
recalledin a number of statements. In that
cember 1968,-was,

resolttiont a§ is all remember, the General Asseihbly requested
. . the Conference of the ::Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament to
Make renewed efforts tovardS aChieying-stlistantial -progresS in reaching agreement on the qUestion of general and complete diSitrinainent under effective international control . . .
Pother requests the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Dis-

armament to continue its urgent efforts to negotiate collateral measures of

disarmaments

I would not go as far as some representatives who have stated that,
since the adoption _of the above-quOted resolution, no progress has
been achieved along the lines then advocated. My delegation -1§ not so
pesSiniistic. In iny, statement of 20 November, I mentioned that, on the

contrary, vMbelievesoine steps' forward have been taken during the
two sessions of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

in specific fields and in the general approach to the problem of disarmament, very small steps, it is -true, but nevertheless potentially significant. They are not Meaningless, especially if we consider realistically

how long the road ahead of us is and the many hurdles, military,

Tiolitidar arid, pSychological, on it. But from what we have heard, we

believe even more that the present moment is a propitious one for
renewed efforts in the field of disarmament.

Most of the speakers, who have taken part in the general debate did

not fail to refer to two recent events of great political significance
which could brighten the prospects for our endeavour : the beginning
1 A/C.1/PV.1714, pp. 40-53.
2 Ante, pp. 035-637.
3

A

Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 795-796.
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of the strategic arms limitation talks between the United States of
America and the Soviet Union and the decision of the two major
nuclear Po Wm. to ratify the_ Treaty on non - proliferation. Since I did

not have as opportunity to dose before, I wish how to join previous
speakers in expresSing the-congratulations of the Italian Government
to-the United-States-and SoViet Governinents for the latter important
decision, Which could open the way for the entry into force at an early
date -of-the Treaty on non-proliferatiOn.
The developments to which- I have referred have created a favour-

able cliinate for the work undertaken by this Committee during the
current session" of the General Assembly. For its part, the Italian delegation has feltencoutaged,.asI have said, to avail itself of the positive
Out to -be, in accordance with the
moment, 'which could. Very well
_general wishes of our people, a new MOthentum in our common- enterpriSe in this field.

We have therefore &Oiled to join our efforts with those of other
delegations -Which are eqUally anxious to make an attempt to move
fortVard in Ae path already traced-'by General Assembly resolution
2454: (XXIII), and to .produce a new resolution-that -will embody the
largest- possible. measure Of' COn§eriSus oh the Major problems of di-§AtinaniehtmegOtiationS.-The-regult Of our efforts is represented-by the
-araft reSOlht/o/r contained In-,dOCUtherit A/C.1-/14 A99; which I have

thelen

to introduce, in this Committee today.
First of-all; I wishte-draw the Committee's attention to-those para-

graphs of the draft reSelfitiOn Wel/ its co- sponsors regard as the
essential
refer to operative paragraphs "3 and 4, which read:
3._ Requests the - Conference Of the Committee on Disarmament to resume its
worklis-early as Possible,- along the line& Set :forth in,paragraph 37 of:its report
to the General AsseMbly,_bearing,in utind that the ultimate goal is general and
complete diaarmainent ;
nrther requests the Conference-of the Committee on Disarmament, while

continuing intensive negotiations -with a view to reaching the widest possible
Agreement on.Collateral measures, at the same time to work towards a comprehensive programme, dealing with all aspects of the problem of the cessation of
the armaments race and dbarmainent, which would provide the Conference with
a ,guideline charting the course Of its further work and of its further negotiations, and-rePort,thereon. to the twenty-fifth General Assembly.

In our view, these, paragraphs represent a follow-up of General
Assembly resolution 2454 (XXIII). The delegations sponsoring this
draft reSolhtion have -been inspired in putting forward this formulation by a desire to promote a more comprehensive approach to the
problem of disarmament negotiations. We feel that such a formulation would stimulate new initiatives, encourage more deCisive efforts
and give a clear view of the path-which is being, or is to be, followed,
without taking our feet off the solid ground where something can be
negotiated-effectiVelyand agreed upon now. In other words, a parallel
action in both fields----general and complete disarmament and partial
measure§Woula be mutually beneficial.
We do know from experience that while too ambitious schemes and
designs are of no real assistance around the negotiating table, negotiations carried on without some insight of the process being followed or
the final goal of those negotiations give rise to doubts and scepticism.
375-754-70-----42
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Furthermore they risk remaining fruitless, creating imbalance or producing mere technical- reSiiltS void of -real political. meaning.
That is -Why it seems to us that the correct approach Should aim, in
fact, at pursuing negotiations of collateral measures, -the implementa-

tion of Which would pave the way to the beginning Of the real disarmament process and, at the same-tiine, of seeking an understanding,
on the guidelines charting the course towards measures of real disarmament.
Let me recall; in this connexion what. was said by the Italian Minister for-Foreign Affairs, Senor Aldo Moro, in a statement On 8-October 1969,.before the General Assembly.:
Precisely in respOnse to the General Assembly's appeal, the Italian Government-took the 'initiative at Geneva =and, in the form Of a specific working docu-

Ment,, submitted a PropoSal fOr the diseuSsion of an organic diSarainent
programme. WO aim at the opening of disetisSionS on a programlne which estab-

lishes the direetiveS for. the- inauguratien and successive deVelopment of the

diSarinainent Trees!. In such a prograthine, which could form part of a

"DiSarinament Deeitde", Which the Secretitiy:General, has so. brilliantly proMS Annual Report, we hope -tO see plena made for- the beginning of
negetiaticias on ,akms 'reduCtiOn, which
constitute the- first phase of the
PoSed

proCeSS.4

-TheItalian-delegation wasgratified to note that the same concepts
explained -by -Or Minister for Foreign Affairs were echoed by other
delegates during: the course of the debate When they emphasized the
need to start discussions in Geneva for the elabOration of a comprehensive programme.
The requeSt.contained in paragraph 4 of the draft resolution referring to the elabOration of such a programme is, in fact, inspired by
what vas stated in the report of the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament in paragraph 37, which recognizes the need. for ". . .
maintaining balance among various measures to prevent armament,
to limit armament and of disarmament." 5
We believe that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament,
by capitalizing on the agreement which has already been reached on
this approach, and guided by the new resolution which, we hope, will
be approved by the General Assembly, will be able to make progress,
during the next year, along those lines, and we firmly hope that, in
so doing, we shall come closer to an understanding on how the com-

prehensive programme should be worked out so as to provide in
realistic but effective terms, a helpful incentive to the present negotiations on disarmament. I have no doubts that the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament would encounter the most gratified re-

sponse of the General Assembly and of the peoples of the world
should it be able, next year, to report that meaningful progress has
been achieved in this direction.
With your permission, I shall now comment briefly on other points

of the draft resolution. The first four paragraphs of the preamble
are intended to reaffirm and recall previous resolutions of the General
Assembly directly related to the subject of the present draft. The fifth
4 A/PV.1783 (prey.), PP. 13-15.
5 Ante, p. 522.
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and sixth preambular paragraphs point out two important conditions
pertaining to the success of any endeavour in the disarmament field;
notably, that the new multilateral international agreements which
have been reached in this field should enter into. force without delay
and that all nuclear PowerS §hould- join -their efforts in the common
intent of curbing the nuclear arms race and attaining disarmament.
The seventh and eighth preambillar paragraphs stress anew two
bade,doneopts which:are _reSpectively contained in the Declaration of
the Conference of Non-Nuclear- Weapon. States a and endorsed -by
General Assembly resolution- 2456 A (XXIII) 7 and in the Treaty
on the Non--PrOliferation of Nuclear WeapOns.°
The ninth and tenth preambular paragraphs refer to the report sub mitted to the General A§Sembly by the Conference of the Committee
Disarmament.
The eleventh and twelfth preambular paragraphs reaffirm the connexion which exists betWeeri diSartriament and economic and social
advanceMent, in piatiot4-0 of the developing countries.

The thirteenth preambular paragraph endorses the call of the
Secretary - General ofthe United :Nations for the proclamation of a
" Disarmament Decade"_ and contains an appeal to Member States in
favour- of signature _and -ratification of multilateral international instruinents in- the field of -diSarMairient.
In the operative part, paragraphS 1 tirid'7 concern the dedication of
the Decade' of the 1970s as a "Disarmament Decade".
Paragraph 2 is self-explanatory. It contains an appeal to Governments to inteitsifyl, without delay, their concerted and concentrated
efforts in the field Of disarmament,

'Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 refer to the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament, and I have already commented upon them.

Paragraph 6 concerns the economic advancement of developing
countries, which could greatly benefit from any substantial progress
in the 'field of disarmament.

Finally, paragraph 8 requests the Secretary-General to provide
all appropriate facilities and assistance with a view to furthering the
fullest implementation of the resolution.
We are, of course, ready to give any further clarifications which
might be requested by other delegations with the hope that our draft
resolution- will meet the general feelings and expectations of this Committee in its endeavour to promote, at the earliest possible stage, a
historic switch from the limitation of armaments to real measures of
disarmament which alone can enable the international community to
meet the tremendous challenges of our troubled world.

I have spoken on this, draft resolution A/C.1/L.499 and I shall
wait until tomorrow to speak on the introduction to the other draft
resolution, which is on chemical and bacteriological weapons.°
6

Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 697 ff.

7/bid., pp. 797-799.
8/bid., pp. 461-465.
° See post, pp. 659-662.
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Statementby the Netherlands Representative (Eschauzier)
to the Eirsttonntittee oldie General. Assembly: Moratorium. and Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Decem-

ber 8, 19691
My delegation should like to introduce document A_ /C.1/L.501,2
containing an ainendinent to resolution. A/C.1/L.490, concerning a
moratorium-on. the _further-testing and eployment of new offensive
and=cleferiSiVe Strategic- nuclear weapons.3 I-Submit-this resolution on

behalf of five delegationS, but before proceeding to explain what
motivated Us, to ,present this amendment; should like to apologize
to:the;Coniiiiiitee for the fact that We did so at such a late stage in

our:

The. e,fact is; -hOWever, that over the past feW days don-

Stiltationsliave taken place with the - twelve sponsors of resolution

A/a1/14.4.96 in a most friendly spirit, bit they ,did not lead to a
common

I Should' like to Make it clear froni,the _Outset that I have the

greatest respect for the high motives and the.geiniine concern which
proMpted the co=sponsors Of resolution A/C.1/L.400 to present that
resolution. Speaking for 'myself; I believe that we share the same
objeetives;_ the only ,difference- seems to be that, of the best way to
achieVethoSe_aiiiiS. There is a bifurcation of the road.
ihterVentien, during the:general- debate; I: made it quite clear
that the NetherlandS delegation regards the decision_ taken by the
CiOerninents of the" United..StateS and the Soviet Union as the most

inipottant and momentous event which may lead to a turn for the
better. It augurs -Well for the proSpeets of the limitation and subsequent reduction of .strategic armaments.

At the same time, however, I felt duty bound to sound a note of
warning, and to express Our sincere conviction that, in respect to the
high complexity of the matters now being discussed in preliminary
talks at Helsinki being watched and teuehedAipon by the representa-

tives of the two big PoWersit would be undesirable to make any
recommendations of a Spedific character. The effect of such recommendations might be to direct the negotiations between the two major
nuclear Powers towards one particillar facet of the whole range of
the broad area of SubjeCts which have to be encompassed in con-

nexion with the most important question of how to achieveand I
repeatthe limitation and subsequent reduction of strategic arma-

ments.
Such a recommendation, in our view, might well have the effect of

hampering rather" than promoting the negotiations which are now
taking place. We therefore express the opinion that it would not be
desirable to introduce such suggestions during the current session of
the General Assembly.
1 A/C.1/PV.1714, pp. 57-62.
2 Ante, p. 637.
3 Ante, p. 595.
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It therefore- appeared to us--that the resolution presented by the
twelve Powers could; in several respects, be improved so as to meet
the criteriic which T have just set out.
I should ,like now to explain the amendments we propose. We propbSe.the deletiOn,of the' third and fourth preambular paragraphs of
document
WI& to add that the third -prearribular- paragraph reappears in
the first, operati'velaragraph We'-.Suggest, in I think, a More explicit
and, strengthened form. Furthermore, our suggestion is that the Operative paragraph
now reads :"The General Assembly

. .

Appeals.'to the leveintaents of thb Union, of Soviet SoCialist Republics and
thelrnited'States,of Amerida-to,agree,:as an Urgentprelitninary measure on a
morateriunvon,further-testing and deploythent of new offinSive and defenilve
strategic nuelearWeipon-jsstemg

should beleplaCettby t 'to:paragraphs. The first would .read :
"The General lesenitly
aii)i.irisei -its sincere hope:that these tulkS will,. in 'due course, lead to subetintial:agreekents- on thejlithitatien and 'subsequent redUction of strategic
armaments

As TJUStpointed-oilt;thisls a revised and strengthened version of the
third preambular paragraph, in doctithent A/CA/L.490.
The second. Would replace the Operative paragraph in document
A/C.1114400, and would road :
-C4118 upon the_Union.of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of
America to refrain froM any action which might be prejudicial to the achievement of this saiin.4-

Thes_.aim is; of course, the limitation and subsequent reduction of
strategic armaments.

To sum up, I think that, .far from detracting from the proposal
made by the twelve Powers, we have to a certain extent strengthened

it as regardSh6 origirial-thirdpreambular paragraph by substituting
language.ffi. the Operative paragraph, and on the other hand we have
by' 4o:itneitns eicludect the possibility that the two major Powers may
at some- stage arrive-at a decision to stop, either by unilateral agreement or in a manner that seems most appropriate to them, the testing

and further deployment of new offensive weapons, that this is impliCit in our draft- and we have tried to broaden the scope of the
recommendation made by the General Assembly to the effect that the
two .majOr-PoWers now negotiating atilelSinki Ought to refrain from
any action that might be prejudicial to the achievement of those aims.

In view of the late hour, Mr. Chairman, I think that I have made
myself sufficiently clear and I do not want to take up the time of this
Committee watching the hands of the clock to further elaborate on
the amendment proposed, in the name of Canada, Hungary, Poland,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the
Netherlands.
Ante, p. 637.
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Seven-Nation Amendments to the Tripartite Draft
Resolution, December 9, 1969
1.

In the sixth preambular paragraph, add the word "weapon"

after the word "nuclear".
2. Replace the eleventh preambular paragraph by the following :
Believing that the diversion of enormous resources and energy, human and
material, from, peaceful; economic and -social PursUiti to an unproductive and
wastefuLarniaments rade,partidularly in. the nuclear field, places a great burden
on both the developing an deteloped countries.
8. In the twelfth preambular paragraph delete,the word "treinendoutly".
4. In operative paragraph 1 replace= the words "resolves to dedicate"lby-the word "Declares "-.
5. Replace operatiwparagraphs 3 and 4 by the following:
3. Calis-on the Conference of the Committee on.Disarmament to intensify its
effortS towards the early_ conclusion- of an agreement on general. and complete
distirmatient-urider elective- international control with a view in particular to

the :Speedy halting and reversal of the nuclear AMA race and, to this end, to
draw up a comprehensive ProgramMe liSting_ appropriate priorities for consideration by The General, Asgembly at its twenty -fifth session ;

6. Renumber the remaining operative paragraphs accordingly.

Statement by the Mexican Representative (Garcia Robles)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly: Moratorium on New Nuclear Weapons Systems, December 9,
1969
I am sorry that in the case to which resolution A/C.1/L.490 refers,
a somewhat unusual procedure has been followed, that is to say that
the co- sponsors of the amendment to that draft deemed it fit to sub-

mit their amendments before the draft resolution was officially
presented to the Committee. I now have the honour to submit officially

to this Committee the draft resolution contained in document

A/C.1/L.490. The-document was officially co-sponsored by the delegations of Argentina, Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Morocco,

Nigeria, Pakistan, Sweden, the United Arab Republic and Yugo-

slavia; twelve delegations, and the delegations of Cyprus, Ireland and
Malta have since joined.
A/C.1/L.504, Dec. 9, 1969. The amendments were cosponsored by Brazil,
Burma, Chile, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, and Sweden. The sponsors of the tripartite draft resolution (ante, pp. 635-637) accepted amendments 2-4 on Dec. 9,
and the seven nations agreed not to press for a vote on the first amendment and to
withdraw the fifth amendment after certain changes were made in paras. 3 and

4 of the tripartite propoSal. The amended resolution appears as pt. E of G.A.
resolution 2602 (XXIV), post, pp. 713-715.
1 A/C.1/PV.1715, pp. 11-21.
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In making this presentation I shall' limit myself to a few remarks
and comments that may make it easier for all to understand its contents, its scope and the reasons for which we believe that its approval
by the General Assembly would be of extreme importance, an im-

portance difficult to exaggerate.
The resolution that is mentioned in the first preambular paragraph
is the resolution in' which -the General Assembly urged the Govern-

ments Of the United -States and of the -Soviet Union, last year, to
Undertake bilateral diSciissionS on the limitation dfAillensive strategic

nuclear-Weapon ,deliirery Systems, etc. In paragraph 2 of this draft
resohition Of ours the General AsSembly notes
a:.. with satislciation--and I:believe sincerely that this is a feeling

generally Shared="that on 17 Xovernber -1669 the Governments of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-and the United States of America

have-=initiated bilateral negotiations on the litnitations of offensive
and &fetish% strategic-nuolear,Weapon systems ".
This was quite in keeping-with- the -Urgings of the General Assembly.

The third, paragraph is limited -tO expressing the hopewhich I

am sure -all people all- over the world also Possess --

"... that these negotiations will bring about early and positive results
which *Odd pave- the way for further efforts in the field of nuclear
disarmament ".

and the :fourth preambular paragraph expressed a conviction that we,
again, believe-to be -unanimous, namely, that there is a need
". . . for creating the most favourable conditions for the achievement
of that aim".
With regard to the sole operative paragraph contained in this draft
resolution, -its contents and purport are obvious from a mere reading
of the text. According to the text, the General Assembly

"Appeals to the Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the United States of America to agree, as an urgent
preliminary measure, on a moratorium on further testing and deploy-

ment of new offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon
systems." 2

The 'reasons which dictate the need for the Assembly's handing
down an unequivocal and urgent appeal for this type of moratorium
have constantly been stated and reiterated in extenso, surrounded by
many irrefutable arguments and many .statistics by statesmen, experts
on. international affairs and scientists in all fields, diplomatic as well
as military.,
To- recall here even the main aspect alone of all that has been said

and written about this matter would take up all the time that the
Committee still has available to it before the official closure of the
present session of the General Assembly. Obviously, I have no intention of listing all this but, I shall merely cite three recent declarations
which_I believe carry with them specific authority on the subject.
From 22 to 27 October last, the nineteenth Pugwash Conference on
science and world affairs took place. Participating in that Conference
2 The resolution appears ante, p. 595. For the amendments. see ante, p. 637.
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were more than 100 scientists coming from twenty-nine countries, and
including nationals of the United States and of the Soviet Union, who

were the foremost participants. In the final conclusions of the Conference, there are two paragraphs, and because of their timeliness
when discussing this draft resolution, I shall read these paragraphs in
their entirety, although I shall have to do so in English, since, as yet,
I do not have a translation into Spanish. These paragraphs read as
follows :

(spoke in English)

"The prospect of another escalation in the strategic armaments

levels of the United States and the Soviet Union is now a particularly
acute problem because of the possibility of anti-ballistic missile and
multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicle deployment, which
will lead to a new and very dangerous stage in the steeply ascending
spiral of the strategic arms race.
"Deployment of either of those weapon systems would almost cer-

tainly have the effect of introducing large uncertainties into the
calculations made by both sides of the level of strategic armaments
required to deter a nuclear attack. It would seem virtually certain
that strategic force levels would be greatly expanded. This is due to
the combination of the assumption by each side that the capabilities
of the other would be at the highest possible level, with the assumption that its own capabilities are at the lowest level of the range of
uncertainty. Such an approach has been used in the past as a pretext

to justify very great arms increases. Experience shows that that

approach, instead of making the world safer, has resulted in a diminution of the security of all nations.

"An expansion of armaments will not only increase the waste of
resources and the danger of accidental or unauthorized launching of

nuclear armed missiles, but will also increase the probability of

nuclear war,,since one or another of the major nuclear Powers might
conclude that there are advantages to be gained by striking first rather
than accepting the risk of a first blow by its adversary.
"With those considerations in mind, the Group concluded that early
negotiation of an agreement to limit strategic armaments was a matter

of highest priority, and that indeed the urgency was particularly
great with respect to the deployment of ABMs and MIRVs and the
testing of the latter. Action on this problem should be at the top
of the agenda of the Soviet-United States strategic arms limitation
talks (SILT). The Group heartily welcomed the announcement that

those talks are to begin on 17 November in Helsinki." 3
(continued in Spanish)
Working Group III of that same Pugwash Conference, in its report
included a further paragraph which is an adequate complement to the
previous paragraph, which reads :
(spoke in English)
"The deployment of ABM defences and testing and deployment of
MIRVs needs to be stopped urgently. This could be accomplished in
3 Continuing Committee of the Pugwash Conference on Science and World

Affairs, Pugwash Newsletter, Oct. 1969, p. 29.
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one of several ways : as the first order of business for SALT; by tacit
agreement; by simultaneous declarations; or by an initiative to halt
such activities on the assumption that reciprocal action by the other
side will follow. Immediacy is indicated, because once a MIRV -ABM
era begins it would be extremely difficult to limit strategic arms and
because the difficulties of monitoring a MIRV ban would increase
rapidly with additional tests. An early moratorium of limited duration on MIRV testing and ABM deployment could be of great value
for this reason and also because it would provide time to negotiate
comprehensive agreements in the SALT talks."
(continued in Spanish.)

May I repeat that last sentence of that paragraph of the report

of Working Group III of the. Pugwash Conference. As I said, more
than 100 of the most outstanding scientists of the world participated
there, and primarily scientists of the United States and the Soviet
Union. I quote again:
(spoke in English)
"An early moratorium of limited duration on MIRV testing and
AMB deployment could be of great value for this reason and also
because it would, rovide time to negotiate comprehensive agreements
in the SALT talks." 4
(continued in Spanish.)

As the second example of a similar opinion I should like to recall
what the Chairman of our Committee stated in this same Conference
Room on 17 November, when we began discussion of the disarmament
question; he said, inter alia:
"I am sure I speak on behalf of all Members of the United Nations
when I express their deepest and most earnest hopes for the success of
the strategic arms limitation talks, which are known as SALT. These

bilateral talks could prove to be the most important international
conference since the Second World War. Their outcomeand we

dare think only in terms of success and not of failurecould be
decisive for the future of all humanity. We know that these talks
will be difficult and delicate. I would venture to hope that in the
discussion which opened today in Helsinki and in the talks to follow
in the days to come the two great Powers might be able to agree as a

preliminary measure to suspend further work on the testing and
development of new offensive and defensive strategic nuclear weapon
systems as called for by the Secretary-General, whether by formal or
tacit agreement, by reciprocated unilateral moratorium by each side,
or by other parallel action." 5

Finallyand I hay, purposely left this until the last because it is

the view of no less a person than the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, I should like to stress that in his introduction to the Annual
Report of 15 September of this year, U Thant gave specific stress and
emphasis to the following :
"The present situation of relative stability could disappear, even if
4 Ibid., p. 41.
5 A/C.1/PV.1691, pp. 3-5.
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only for a temporary period, if new generations of nuclear weapon
systems were developed and deployed. This upsetting of the balance,
or 'destabilization', would create unknown temptations and pressures
and greatly increase the danger of possible miscalculation."
A little further on, U Thant states :
c'.
. . In the meantime, pending progress in these talks, it would
be helpful if they stopped all further work on the development of
new offensive and defensive strategic systems, whether by agreement
or by unilateral moratorium by each side. Little or nothing would be
lost by postponing decisions to embark on the development and

deployment of new nuclear weapon systems in order to explore
thoroughly the possibilities of agreement : a very great deal might
be lost by failure or refusal to do so. I am sure that the peoples of
the world would breathe a sigh of relief if the Governments of these
two States were to avoid taking any decisions which might prove to
be irreversible and which might further escalate the nuclear arms
race." 6

Naturally the scope of the moratorium appealed for in the draft
resolution, concerning both its duration and the strategic systems to
be covered by it, is something that would be subject to the decision
and agreement of the two negotiating Governments. But in the light
of the considerations I have just quoted, which are as well-founded
as they are alarming, the sponsors of draft resolution A/C.1/L.490
are convinced that the General Assembly would fail in performing a
moral duty that is incumbent upon it more so than on anyone else
were it to refrain from pronouncing itself on a matter of such gravity
in the most clear-cut and unambiguous terms in which the sole operative paragraph of this draft resolution is phrased.
As many speakers before me have said, the talks at Helsinki may

well be the turning point. It may well beas you said, Mr. Chairman,the most outstanding event to have taken place since the
Second World War. But the appeal that we propose the General

Assembly make to the two great nuclear Powers could quite probably
become the most important and outstanding resolution to be adopted

during the twenty-fourth regular session of that organ which best
represents the United Nations. The responsibility for achieving this
lies entirely with the members of this First Committee.

Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the
First Committee of the General Assembly, December 9,
1969
In our statement today we should like to set forth our views on the
draft resolutions presented to this Committee. We do not intend to
speak in detail on the substance of the matters treated in those draft
resolutions since we have spoken in the general debate and have had
occasion to put forth our views.
6 General Assembly Official Records: Twenty-Fourth Session, Supplement No.
1A (A/7601/Add. 1), p. 4.
1 A/C.1/PV.1715, pp. 22-31.
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I should like to pass on to the specific draft resolutions now under
consideration in the Committee. The first question that we should
like to comment on is the one just brought up by the representative
of Mexico, namely, the twelve-Power draft resolution (A/C.1/L.490)
relating to a moratorium on further testing and deployment of new
offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems.2 The Soviet
delegation cannot support this draft resolution. At the present time
bilateral Soviet-United States exchanges of views on the question of
strategic weapons, being held at Helsinki, are at a stage where any

r,

interference, including that of the General Assembly, could not
possibly contribute to their success, but might rather hamper the
successful development of those talks.
My delegation would like to stress that the Soviet Union takes the

most serious view of the talks being held at Helsinki. The Soviet
1

Union is prepared to bend every effort towards reaching a satisfactory
solution of this problem. At the same time, the proposal made in the
twelve-Power draft resolution provides for certain practical measures
which could be carried out only as a consequence of decisions taken at

those talks. We consider that the adoption of any resolution which

would provide for decisions on questions which we are not debating at
present would be inappropriate. Therefore we stress that the adoption
of draft resolution A /C.1 /L.490 could have negative effects on developments at Helsinki. We cannot support this draft resolution. At the

same time we should like to state that the Soviet delegation views
favourably the amendments (A/C.1/L.501) to that draft resolution,
presented by Canada, Hungary, Netherlands, Poland and the United
Kingdom. These amendments contain an appeal, calling upon

. the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America
to refrain from any action which might be prejudicial to the achievement of
. .

this aim.3

Such an appeal is something that we deem appropriate and we are
prepared. to support this amendment as it would favourably contribute to the conclusion of the talks at Helsinki.

These are our remarks on draft resolution A/C.1/L.490 and the

amendments to it contained in A/C.1/L.501.
May I now make a few remarks on the draft resolutions tabled by

the representative of Malta. First, I should like to state our views
concerning the United Nations publication mentioned in resolution

A/C.1/L.492.4 The first edition of this publication was decided upon
by the Secretary-General.
We do not intend to speak about the appropriateness of publishing

this pamphlet, but we do not think this is something that is up to
the First Committee of the General Assembly, which examines serious

political questions. The draft resolution submitted by Malta only
diverts our attention from consideration of important political matters. We think this comes -within the administrative purview of the
Secretary-General's activities. We categorically reject any attempt to
impose such a decision on the First Committee.
2 Ante, p. 595.
3 Ante, p. 637.

`Ante, pp. 616-017.
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We should also like to draw attention to the fact that the introduction of this draft resolution seems to cast doubt on the right of the
Secretary-General to decide on administrative matters. We do not
want to put the Secretary-General in the position in which he would
be placed. by this Maltese draft resolution.
I draw attention to the fact that we cannot consider this question ;
we cannot talk about circulation costs of this publication, and so on.

What has this to do with the First Committee ? We think there is
nothing to debate, and noting that attempts are being made to draw
us into a discussion of this matter, we adopt a negative attitude

towards this draft resolution. If it is put to the vote, we shall certainly
not support it.

There is a second Maltese draft resolution (A/C.1/L.493) on

radiological warfare.6 My delegation wishes to state that th,, question

raised in this draft resolution is new; it has not been considered
previously by the General Assembly or by our Committee. It requires

the careful scrutiny of States before it is debated in the General
Assembly. It has to do with questions of science and technology, and

should first be considered by the competent organs of the various
States.
Furthermore, this draft resolution was submitted practically in the

last days of the consideration of disarmament items. The problems
raised by it, I repeat, have not been considered or commented upon
during our debate. It also contains specific recommendations for the
procedure to be followed in discussion of this question.
The Soviet delegation, at this juncture, does not deem it possible to
take any positive decision on this problem, and considers that it would
be sufficient to transmit to the Conference of the Committee on Dis-

armament all records pertaining to it without making any recommendation.

With your permission, I pass on to the next draft resolution

(A/C.1/L.494), concerning laser technology, submitted by Malta.6
We wish to stress that the question of radiological -weapons raised by

the delegation of Malta concerns complex scientific and technical
problems. It must first be studied by States to enable them to make
competent statements in the General Assembly. This draft resolution
has to do with the future development of laser-type weapons. The

subject is not so urgent that we should, without any discussion, adopt
a positive decision on it. This being so, we deem it appropriate that
all these documents be sent to the Disarmament Commission and that

that Commissionwhich considers all problems relating to general
and complete disarmament and partial measuresif it deems it possible, desirable or appropriate, should devote some time to this
problem. There is no need for the General Assembly to consider, so
late in the day, an important and complex technic. al question and
take a decision on it. That is why the Soviet delegation will not
support the draft resolution (A/C.1/L.494) submitted by the representative of Malta.
S A revised version of this proposal became pt. C of G.A. resolution 2002

(XXIV), post, p. 712.

6A revised version of this proposal became pt. 1) of G.A. resolution 2002

(XXIV), post, pp. 712-713.
",4
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We should like to explain our vote on draft resolution A/C.1/L.499

on the disarmament decade, submitted by the representatives of
Ireland, Italy and Japan? We consider that the questions relating

to general and complete disarmament raised in this draft resolution,
as well as the partial disarmament measures dealt with therein, give
rise to no objections on our part. We consider that questions of general
and complete disarmament, as well as partial measures, must be
considered most seriouslyi n the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament, and in the General Assembly. The question of general
and complete disarmament and partial measures are on the agenda
of the CCD they are being considered by that Committee, and will
continue to be given its consideration. Therefore, that part of the
draft resolution does not give rise to any doubts or objections on our
part.
However, we do object to attempts to tie this in with a disarmament

decadein other words, a specific time-table or deadline for dis-

cussing these matters. We consider that linking the question of general
and complete disarmament or partial measures to a specific time-limit

the disarmament decadeor attempts to plan consideration of disarmament matters are not sufficiently justified, and we have no
grounds for proclaiming a disarmament decade. What is a disarmament decade? Is it a decade for disarmament negotiations and talks,
or is it a decade for taking disarmament measures? If it is for negotiations and talks, there is absolutely no reason to set a deadline of ten
years. This problem is so important politically that it is constantly on
the agenda of all States which want to set up a system of international security.
If this is a decade for taking measures in the field of disarmament,
it cannot be done, for first there must be agreement on disarmament
measures. How much time that will take, which one of us can predict?

Therefore, I think there is no reason to impose a time -limit for

disarmament measures. These are extremely important and complex
problems. They directly encroach upon the sect '.ty of States, and
by proclaiming a disarmament decade we would foster the illusion
that the development of such an important problem could be programmed. I do not think this is possible. One cannot plan the developments
in this field; neither can we plan the development of international
events in the world. None of us can say how events will transpire in
this or the next decade, or within any given span of time. None of
us is a prophet.
Furthermore, the most fundamental and urgent disarmament matters discussed at this session of the General Assembly are not stressed

in this draft resolution. We attach very great importance to the
questions of chemical and bacteriological weapons; we have asked for

complete prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weaponsprohibition of their development, production, stockpiling, etc.and that
is not sufficiently stressed in the draft resolution sponsored by three
States.
In other words, we hold the view that this draft resolution does not
in fact serve our objective in the field of disarmament. It could even
Ante, pp. 635-637.
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serve to delay a solution to some of the disarmament problems, because it might be said that, after all, the Disarmament Decade is not
yet over; if we do not discuss this during the first half of the Decade,
why not do it later? I do not think that that is desirable in view of our
common objective and approach to this extremely important matter
the problem of disarmamentwhich has to do with the very existence

of States and international security. And to cramp all this into a
certain period of time is something that seems quite inappropriate.

For those reasons the Soviet delegation will not support that draft
resolution; if it is put to a vote, we shall abstain.

Statement by the British Representative (Chalfont) to the
First Committee of the General Assembly, December 9,
I should like to make a few very brief remarks on the draft resolutions submitted under agenda item 29, and start, if I may, with some
comments on the twelve-Power draft resolution "on a moratorium on
further testing and deployment of new offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems" contained in document A/C.1/L.490.2 I
listened with very great interest to the remarks of the representative
of Mexico when he submitted that draft resolution earlier, and, as
always, I found him persuasive, clear and lucid. There was one implication in what he said, with which I find myself in disagreement.
It was the suggestion that those who do not support this resolution
have in some way failed to appreciate the importance of the talks
now going on in Helsinki (SALT), and I should like to assure him

that, althoughas I shall make clear latermy delegation cannot
support this resolution, we do agree with him that those talks at

Helsinki are possibly the most important international negotiations
that have taken place since the Second World War. It is indeed for
this very reason that my Government believes that we should refrain
here from formulating any didactic or restrictive instructions to the
parties involved in these talks. So far, there is every evidence that
the two Powers now taking part in these most important discussions
are doing so with sincerity and an obvious determination to succeed,
not only in their own interests but in the general interest of arms
control and international stability.
If the time should come when the General Assembly is unsure of
that, then perhaps there might be a reason for taking some action. But
I would suggest that, for the moment, we have every evidence that the
two participants in these talks are determined that they shall succeed.
As the representative of Mexico and others have pointed out earlier
in the debate, it is very important that these talks should succeed, and
T would presume that the aim of the General Assembly in any action
it might take would be to help towards that success.
1 A/C.1/PV.1715, pp. 31-36.
2 Ante, p. 595.
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The representative of one of the participants in the talks has

already said here that action by the General Assembly on the lines of
the draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/L.490 would not he

welcome, and I think we must indeed take very seriously what he
has said. If action by the General Assembly is not welcome by the
participants in these talks, and if they feel that such action would
not help the talks towards success, then I believe that we in the First
Committee and the General Assembly as a whole must take that point
of view very seriously indeed.

However sincere one may be in expressing the hope concerning a
"moratorium on further testing and deployment of new offensive and
defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems" that is only one of a

dozen or more suggestions one could make to the participants at
Helsinki about the way in which these talks might be carried on.
Many of us have ideas about the sort of things that would help or
hinder the progress of these talks. A "moratorium on further testing
and deployment of new offensive and defensive strategic nuclearweapon systems" is only one of them. There are many other suggestions that we could make.

Having that very much in mind, my delegation has therefore cosponsored the amendment to that draft resolution.3 The amendment
is wider in scope than the original draft resolution, which confines
itself to a suggestion about a specific technical and political aspect of
the talks. The amendment goes wider mid invites the two participants
to do nothing at all that would make success in the talks harder to

achieve, and we think that is a much more useful thing for the

General Assembly to do than to confine itself to this one aspect of
the talks and to seek to instruct the participants in the way in which
they should approach that particular problem.
We have therefore co-sponsored the amendment to the draft resolution in document A/CA/L.490, and I should perhaps indicate

formallyalthough it must be clear from what I have just said
that, unless this amendment is adopted, we cannot support the draft
resolution in document A/C.1/L.490.

On the subject of the draft resolution contained in document

A./C.1/L.492, which is the draft resolution submitted by Malta on
"The United Nations and Disarmament 1945-1965",4 in the light of
what you have said, Mr. Chairman, at the beginning of our deliberations this morning, I do not propose to comment at this stage on that
resolution, although it may become necessary to do so if there are
further developments during the course of our deliberations later
today.

I should now like to move on to the next two draft resolutions
submitted by Malta, contained in documents A/C.1/L.493 and
A/C.1/L.494, on radiological warfare and "the possible military applications of laser technology".5 My delegation understands very well
the concern of the representative of Malta about the possibilities of
*See ante, p. 637.
4 Ante,pp. 616-617.

5 In revised form, these became pts. C and D of G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV),

post, pp. 712-713.
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radiological warfare as distinct from the more familiar forms of
nuclear weapons warfare, and also about the possible military applications of the new and expanding technology of lasers. Those are
very exciting, developments in one sense, but very forbidding in another, and, clearly, we must all keep a very careful eye, especially
those of us who work in the arms control and disarmament fields, on
the way in which these matters develop.

I have the greatest respect for this complex of proposals by the
delegation of .Maltaindeed, I have the greatest respect for any
proposal put forward by Ambassador Pardo. As I have said before,
much of our work in this Committee is a direct result of his initiatives,

and I am now thinking particularly of the question of arms control
on the sea-bed. But I do not believe that the question of radiological

weapons and the possible military applications of laser technology are
going to pose any significant military threat in the very near future.

It may be that in the more distant future this will happen, but I
think that in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, in

Geneva, we already have a very large number of important and
urgent issues to which we ought to address ourselves and deal with
before we come to expend time, money and resources on those interesting and slightly esoteric concepts of future weapon systems.
I am, therefore, sorry to have to tell the representative of Malta
that we cannot conscientiously support either of the draft resolutions

contained in documents A/C.1/L.493 and A/C.1/L.494even as

amended. I should like to say that I am very grateful to Ambassador

Pardo, as I am sure many of us are, for the way in which he has

tried to take account of the comments made on his draft resolutions
and to meet the preoccupations and concerns of those of us who have
expressed them to him. But I really do think that the best we can
do at the moment in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament is to keep an eye on developments in this field. If they ever

seem to be taking the form of a real threat, then we ought to be
ready to take action. Indeed, I think it would be very useful if individual members of the CCD, now that they have been alerted to
this problem by the Maltese delegation, were to initiate studies of
these problems in their own capitals. I certainly propose to do so in
London.
In that light, if we can assure ourselves that the CCD will keep an
eye on these problems, and if we can be assured that the members of
the CCD will take care to keep themselves up to date on developments

in this field, I should like to propose to Ambassador Pardo that his
aim, which I quite understand and with which I fully sympathize,
might best be achieved if he were to agree not to press these two draft

resolutions to a voteon the understanding that they would, of
course, be transmitted, with the records and documents of this Committee, to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, which
could then take account of them among all its other preoccupations.
So far as the other two draft resolutions under agenda item 29 are

concerned, at present I have nothing to say, although I may wish
to intervene briefly again if there are any developments in the course
of our deliberations.
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Statement by the United States Representative (Leonard)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly: Moratorium on New Nuclear Weapons Systems, December 9,
1969 1
I should like to address a few remarks to the subject covered by
the draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/L.490,2 introduced
by a number of delegations and spoken about by the representative of

Mexico,3 and the draft amendment to it contained in document

A /C.1 /L.501,' on which the representative of the Netherlands spoke
yesterday evening 5 and which was also commented on just now by
several other speakers.
I should first like to acknowledge the very warm comments we have
heard from so many delegations since the opening, in Helsinki, of
the bilateral arms limitation talks on 17 November. In your opening

remarks a few weeks ago, Mr. Chairman, you noted that these
bilateral talks could be the most important conference since the
Second World War. I sincerely hope that that prognosis proves to be

correct.

We are all gratified that the hope reflected in. General Assembly
resolution 2456 D (XXIII) 16 which called for these bilateral negotiations to begin at an early date, has now been realized. I believe that
there is also general agreement on what the goals of these negotia-

tions should be. In his message to Ambassador Smith, our chief
negotiator at these talks, President Nixon said :
Today you will begin what all your fellow citizens in the United States, and,
I believe, all people throughout the world, profoundly hope will be a sustained
effort not only to limit the build-up of strategic forces but to reverse it.7

The draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/L.490 appeals

to the United States and the Soviet Union to agree, as an urgent
preliminary measure, on a moratorium on the testing and deployment
of new strategic nuclear weapons systems.

I think that it is evident from President Nixon's words that the

United States is looking well beyond what is requested of the United
States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in resolution
A/C.1/L.490. Indeed, we have set our sights on an eventual reduction
of strategic arsenals. At the same time we must recognize that these
negotiations will be extraordinarily complex; we must not look for
hasty interim measures that might fail the test of time.
If I correctly understood the explanation of resolution A/C.1/L.490
which was offered by the representative of Mexico, he considers that
1 A/C.1/PV.1715, pp. 38-42.
2 Ante, p. 595.
3 Ante, pp. 644-648.
° Ante, p. 637.
5 Ante, pp. 642-643.

° Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 800-801.
2 Ante, pp. 535-536.
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the language of resolution A/C.1/L.490 would appeal inter alia for
a moratorium on test explosions of nuclear weapons. We have already
had some experience with such a moratorium and from the point of
view of the United States it was not a happy experience : it was an
interim measure which failed under the test of time.
Moreover, the question of nuclear weapon tests has already been
discussed in this Committee and a resolution, I believe resolution
A/C.1/L.486 on which the United States made specific comments, has
been appproved by this Committee.8 It seems to our delegation that
this overlapping of two resolutions could well cause confusion and
complications. To return to the Helsinki talks, very long and careful
preparations for these talks have been undertaken on both sides and
the process of establishing common ground has now begun. Once
that basis has been laid we are confident the negotiators will attempt
to work out between them what is the best of a variety of possible
ways which might be suggested for moving toward the goal which
we all want to reach. We do not believe it would be helpful to the
negotiators for this Assembly to attempt to determine, as resolution
A/C.1/L.490 does, just which path the negotiations should follow.

The motives of the sponsors of resolution A/C.1/L.490 are, of
course, completely above reproach. They are motives which are fully
shared by my Government, they are the same motives which have led

the United States to press so hard for these negotiations and to
prepare so carefully and thoroughly for the substantive discussions of
these very complex and important problems. But the form in which

these praiseworthy motives have found expression in resolution
A/C.1/L.490 is not, I fear, at all helpful.
For these reasons we cannot support the original text of resolution
A/C.1/L.490 and we intend to vote for the amendment to resolution
A/C.1/L.490 offered by the delegations of Canada, Hungary, the
Netherlands, Poland and the United Kingdom. We believe this con-

structive rephrasing of the resolution is similar in intent to the

resolutions that guided the negotiators during the long task of formulating the non-proliferation Treaty.9 The language of this amendment is language which could not in any way contribute to complicat-

ing the already complicated problems faced by the negotiators in
Helsinki. In its operative paragraph 1, rather than in a preambular
paragraph, it clearly and accurately states the objective of the important negotiations which have begun in Helsinki. In its second
operative paragraph it calls upon the two Governments engaged in
these negotiations in the same sort of language used during the negotiation of the non-proliferation Treaty to refrain from actions which
would possibly be prejudicial to the attainment of the objectives set
forth in paragraph 1.
If this amendment is adopted the United States will then be able to
give its warm support to the amended resolution.
'Substantially the same as pt. B of G.A. resolution 2604 (XXIV), post, p. 722.
° Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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Statement by the Cypriot Representative (Rossides) to the
First Committee of the General Assembly, December 9,
1969
I wish to introduce the amendment by Ghana and Cyprus

A/C.1/L.503 2 to draft resolution A/C.1/L.499.3 On this occasion I
wish to congratulate the sponsors of resolution A/C.1/L.499 for their
endeavour to introduce a resolution in respect of The Disarmament
Decade proposed by the Secretary-General in the Introduction to his

report of the work of the Organization for this last year. We ap-

preciate their efforts and we certainly commend what they are doing.
However, we bear in mind that the Secretary-General in his report

clearly stated in paragraph 41: "The world now stands at a most
critical crossroads".4 That is to say, we are now at particularly critical

crossroads and that is why he is calling for a United Nations Disarmament Decade.
Previously in a statement he made on 9 May, he said :
I do not wish to seem overdramatic, but I can only conclude from the informa-

tion that is available to me as Secretary-General that the Members of the

United Nations have perhaps ten years left in which to subordinate their ancient
quarrels and launch a global partnership to curb the arms race, to improve the

human environment, to defuse the population explosion, and to supply the
required momentum to world development efforts.5

We are, from all aspects, in a critical position particularly with

regards to the arms race. The development of new nuclear weapons is
a matter of the gravest concern, and therefore we welcome the Hel-

sinki talks in the hope that they will stop the development of new
nuclear weapons because if their development is not stopped the

danger is that there can no longer be any agreement. That is the sense
of what the Secretary-General has said.

That is why the delegations of Ghana and Cyprus felt that the

tenth preambular paragraph which runs :

Noting that in spite of the fact that some limited progress has been accomplished during the past two sessions of the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament both in specific fields and in the general approach to the disarmament question, an imbalance still exists between the magnitude of the tasks in
front of the Conference and the achievements so far reached, having in mind
in particular the danger of a new spiral in the nuclear arms race!'

It would be more pertinently in the spirit of what the SecretaryGeneral has said, if we made it more concise and brought it to the
point.
Therefore, we suggested that the following words should be sub-

stituted for the tenth preambular paragraph : "Bearing in mind the
grave dangers involved in the development of new nuclear weapons,
through a spiralling nuclear arms race." 7 Now, the word. "new" by
1 A/C.1/PV.1715, pp. 42-46.
2 Ante, p. 637.
3 Ante, pp. (35-637.

4 General Assembly Official Records: Twenty-fourth Session, Supplement No.
1A, p. O.

5 UN Monthly Chronicle, July 1969, p. Ii.
Ante, pp. 635-636.
7 Ante, p. 637.
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some clerical error was not printed, but I believe in the new text they
are bringing out the word "new" is there because that is the important
aspect of it.
We believe that this paragraph is necessary to bring out the spirit
in which this Decade is going to be conducted.
Secondly, with regard to operative paragraph 4 which speaks about
the fact that at the same time the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament would work towards a comprehensive programme, we

find that the words "work towards" are too indefinite because the

United Nations, as we know, has been working towards disarmament
for the last twenty years or more, so this does not mean anything; we
have been, also, working towards world peace and world order but we
have not accomplished it.
The essence of this idea of the programme is that it must be taken
up immediately and worked out. The Secretary-General in his report,
as a matter of fact in his Introduction, states that :
I would hope that the members of the General Assembly could establish a

specific programme and time-table for dealing with all aspects of the problem of
arms control and disarmament. Useful guidelines already exist in the provisional
agenda, adopted on 15 August 1968 by the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Dis-

armament, and in resolution C adopted by the Conference of Non-NuclearWeapon States in September 196S.8

Now this draft resolution passes that duty on to the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament. We agree with the idea that that
Committee should deal with the programme but we would suggest
that instead of saying "work towards a comprehensive programme,"
we should say "work out a comprehensive programme and report
to the next General Assembly". We do not minimize the difficulties
that exist in working out that programme, but the difficulties really
are such that could be accommodated, particularly having in mind the
new spirit of co-operation between the two super Powers and the
general nuclear Powers that has been exhibited during the General
Assembly, which we very heartily welcome. Therefore we expect that
if the General Assembly gives the directive, the incentive for accommodation on the programme, it will be a great step towards making
the Disarmament Decade a success. In this sense, the delegations of
Ghana and Cyprus commend this amendment to the sponsors in the
hope that they will acccept them and revise their draft.

Statement by the United States Representative (Leonard)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly, Decem-

ber 9, 1969
I should like to make a few comments on the draft resolutions to
which I did not refer a few moments ago, in particular, draft resolu9 The Secretary-General's statement appears in General Assembly Official Records: Twenty-fourth Session, Supplement No. IA (A/7601/Add. 1), p. 6. For the
ENDO agenda and the non-nuclear states resolution, see Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 583 -5S4 and 674-675, respectively.
A/C.1/PV.1715, p. 57.
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tion A/C.1/L.499 introduced by the delegations of Ireland, Italy and
Japan;- and the draft resolutions introduced by the representative of
Malta.3

With regard to draft resolution A/C.1/L.499, we feel that this is a
clear and positive resolution. We think that it would be most useful
if it were approved at this session of the General Assembly.
The Soviet representative has indicated different sentiments on this
score, and he has very lucidly expressed his reservations with regard
to the value of elaborating a precise time-table or schedule for general
and complete disarmament .4 May I say that the United States delega-

tion generally shares the reservations expressed by Ambassador
Roshchin. We do not feel that time-tables of this sort are useful. In
fact, we feel that the effort to reach them not merely tends to waste

the time of what should be a negotiating body, but the effort can and
often does introduce unnecessary divisions and disputes over matters
which are premature and not ripe for serious negotiation.
For this reason, we would hope not to see an amendment adopted of
the sort suggested by the delegations of Cyprus and Ghana, which
would, on the face of it, have the Conference of the Committee on

Disarmament "work out" before the next session of the General
Assembly, rather than "work towards", a comprehensive disarmament

programme.° Without such an amendment but in the language put
forward originally by the delegations from my side, as explained most
lucidly yesterday by Ambassador Vinci, we do not feel that the clangers and the problems which were so clearly set forth by the Soviet
representative would in fact arise to impede our work in Geneva. We

will therefore be able to give warm support to draft resolution
A/C.1/L.499.

With regard to the draft resolutions put forward by the representative of Malta, I would only associate our delegation first of all
with the tribute paid to Ambassador Pardo by Lord Chalfont, and
also with the views and suggestions which Lord Chalfont put forward
with regard to the appropriate disposition of the subsequent suggestions in those draft resolutions.°

Statement by the Italian Representative (Vinci) to the First

Committee of the General Assembly, December 9,
19691
Yesterday I said that the co-sponsors of the draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/L.499, that is to say, the delegations of
a Ante, pp. 635-637.

8 The Maltese draft resolution on updating a U.N. publication appears ante, pp.
616-617. The Maltese proposals on radiological and laser weapons (A/C.1/493 and
494) were revised and became pts. C and D of G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV), pp.
712-713.
° See ante, pp. 651-652.
8 Ante, p. 637.

° For Lord Chalfont's statement, see ante, pp. 653-654.
I A/C.1/PV.1715, pp. 63-71.
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Ireland, Italy and Japan,': would be glad to give clarification on that
draft if necessary.

This morning, in a statement by the Soviet representative, we
heard some reservations which were shared in part by the repre-

sentatives* of the United States and the United Kingdom.3 I shall try
to take up the various points that were put forward by Ambassador
Roshchin. I am sorry I do not have the full text before me, because
I could then give a better and, perhaps, more convincing clarification;
but I shall try my best to explain what is contained in our draft resol ution. I hope this might in some way dispel his reservations.

I understand that the Soviet delegation objects strongly to any
time-table or time-limit in the elaboration of a comprehensive programme of disarmament. May I draw the attention of the Soviet
delegation to the fact that there is no such time-table in our draft
resolution. On the contrary, I tried yesterday to explain as clearly as
possible that, iin our proposals, we were leaving that aspect of the

queStion rather flexible and open.
I could, perhaps, explain even better by recalling some of the points

I mentioned yesterday in my statement; and I said, as a matter of

fact that we did not want to go too far or present too much. I said we
do know by experience that, while too ambitious schemes and designs
do not give any real help around the negotiating table, negotiations
carried on without some insight into the process which is being followed, or the final goals of the same negotiations, give rise to doubt
and scepticism.
Furthermore, they risk remaining fruitless, creating imbalance and
producing mere technical results, devoid of real political meaning.
What we really have in mind is to trace some outlines of the work
which will be undertaken by the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament at Geneva. I went on to say that is why it seems to us that

the correct approach should be based, in factand, here, I think we

concur with the Soviet delegationon pursuing negotiations on

collateral measures, the implementation of which could pave the way
for the beginning of a real disarmament process.
In other words, we are trying to promoteeven more than has been
done beforethese partial measures while having in mind, at the same
time, what we have to pursue, namely, actual disarmament.

Therefore, I do not think that we have any quarrels on this point
with the Soviet delegation and I might, perhaps, make it even clearer
when I recall that we have also, in some measure, emphasized what
has been done by the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
at Geneva. As a matter of fact, in my own statement, yesterday, I said
that we believed that the Conference of the Committee on Disarma-

ment, might capitalize on the agreement which has already been
reached on this approachand we meant what has been already
achieved at Geneva and which is reflected in the report which was
submitted to the Committeeguided by the new resolution; here,
again, we do not say that we have to plan at onceand I do understand when Ambassador Roshchin says we cannot predict., but I have
some confidence in the foresight of the Soviet delegation here and at
2 Ante, pp. 635-637.

3 See ante,
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Geneva. Therefore, even if we cannot predict every single event or
fact, or whatever might happen in international events, there might,
at least be some clear view of what might happen in the future.
Therefore, we spoke about having the work of the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament guided by a new resolution, which
will enable it to make progress during the next year along the lines
we have suggested.

Furthermore, I stated that we probably hoped that in so doing we
would come closer to an understanding on how the comprehensive
programme should be worked out, so as to provide in realistic but
effective terms a helpful incentive to further negotiations on disarmament.
I should like to repeat my conclusion of yesterday when I expressed
the belief that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
would encounter the most gratified response of the General Assembly
and of the peoples of the world should it be able next year to report
that meaningful progress has been achieved in this direction.
Therefore, on this point I should like to draw the attention of the
Soviet delegation to the fact that there is nothing that can be construed as setting down a time-table for the comprehensive disarmament programme.

There is another point which was raised and that was that the
Soviet delegation objects to any link between the Disarmament
Decade and the Development Decade. Here again, I should like to
point out that we have not spoken of a close link. As a matter of
fact, yesterday also, in my statement I spoke about the connexion
which exists between disarmament and economic and social development, in particular, in the developing countries. What do we mean by

that? We mean, very simply, that if we can release very important
material and human resources from armaments, we certainly would
have available the means to bridge the gap between the north and the
south, and between the developed and the developing countries.

One final point which was raised by Ambassador Roshchin was

connected with chemical and bacteriological weapons. If I understood
him correctly, he said that he would have liked to see something to
advocate the elimination of these weapons. I should like to draw his

attention to operative paragraph 2 of our draft resolution, in which
we speak about the elimination of other weapons of mass destruction.
I think that should be clear enough also to dispel some of the reservations which have been put forward by the representative of the Soviet
delegation. I should really hope that having clarified these points, the
Soviet delegation, as well as the delegations of the United States and
the United Kingdom will feel in a position to support and vote in
favour of our draft resolution. I should like to make a distinction
here, I understood that the United States delegation is ready to support warmly and vote in favour of our draft resolution and I want to
express my gratitude for that statement.
I turn now to the amendment officially introduced by the delegation
of Cyprus and Ghana, and contained in document, A/C.1/L.503.4 May
first of all, thank the representat lye of Cyprus, Ambassador RosAnte, p. 637.
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sides, for the warm expressions of appreciation he has conveyed to
the delegations of Ireland, Italy and Japan for having introduced
cur draft resolution .5

On these amendments, may I say that we think that our draft

resolution, in its present form, should have met the expectations and
wishes of most of the delegations and that it could have been approved

as it stands; at the same time, since we wish to meet some of the
desires of other delegations, namely, in this case, of Cyprus and

Ghana, I should like to say that, so far as the amendment is concerned,
the tenth preambular paragraph which reads
Bearing in mind the grave dangers involved in the development of new nuclear
weapons, through a spiralling nuclear arms race,

in my own view expresses the same concept as that contained in our

preambular paragraph where it said ".

. .

having in mind in par-

ticular the danger of a new spiral in the new arms race". Nevertheless,
we are ready, in spite of the fact that the concept was already there,
and I speak here for the three delegations which sponsored the draft

resolution A/C.1/L.499to go along with that amendment and to
accept it.
1

I
1

i

As far as the second amendment is concernedand I refer to point
2 of document A/C.I/L.503it proposes to replace, in operative paragraph 4, third line, the word "towards" by the word "out". On this
point the co-sponsors would like to say to the co-sponsors of that
amendment that we accept the expression. "working out" instead of
"working towards", with the understanding that the report called for
in the last line of operative paragraph 4 would be a progress report,
in case it might appear unrealistic for the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to present a comprehensive programme next
year to the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly.
I hope that those clarifications will satisfy most of the representa-

tives who have raised points on our draft resolution, and that with
the amendments which we are ready to accept, the draft resolution we
are submitting to the Committee will be supported and adopted by a

significantif possible an overwhelmingmajority.

Statement by the Mexican Representative (Garcia Robles)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly: Com-

position of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, December 9, 19691
I should like to say a very few words concerning draft resolution
A/C.1/L.495/Rev.1, the draft resolution co-sponsored by the delegations of Canada, Ecuador, Iran, Nigeria and my own delegation.2
' See ante, pp. 657-65S.
1 A/C.1/PV.1715, pr), 71-72.
2 Identical with pt. 13 of G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV), post, pp. 711-712.
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Those who may be interested in -writing the chronicles of disarmament negotiations in the United Nations will very easily find the birth
certificate of the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee lying in
resolutions 1660 (XVI)3 and 1722 (XVI) of the General Assembly:1

As will be recalled, in the first of theseresolution 1660 (XVI)the
General Assembly urged the Governments of the United States and

the Soviet Union "to reach agreement on the composition of a negotiating body which both they and the rest of the world can regard as
satisfactory". The Assembly went on to express the hope that "such
negotiations will be started without delay and will lead to an agreed
recommendation to the General Assembly". The negotiations were
successful and the delegations of the two States submitted a recommendation, as requested by the Assembly, to that body and couched
it in the form of a resolution co-sponsored. by them. That draft resolution, in clue course, became resolution 1722 (XVI). In it the General
Assembly endorsed the agreement reached by the United States and
the Soviet Union on the composition of a Disarmament Committee,
one which later was baptized the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament
Committee.

As I said, those two resolutions contain the birth certificate of the
Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee. In view of the agreement

to which the representatives of the United States and the Soviet
Union arrived in the course of this year, acting as they do as CoChairmen of the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva, an agreement

to expand to twenty-six the membership of the negotiating body, it
would appear necessary that now the General Assembly should adopt
a new resolution that for future chroniclers might, as far as the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament is concerned, play the same
role as that played, by resolution 1722 (XVI) regarding the EighteenNation Disarmament Committee.

That is the main objective of the draft resolution in document

A/C.1/L.495/Rev.1. Apart from that purpose, the General Assembly
can perfectly well offer a welcome to the eight new member of the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and express its con-

viction that for effecting any change in the composition of the
Twenty-Six Nation Conference of the Committee on Disarmament,
the procedure which was unanimously agreed to at the sixteenth session of the General Assembly should be observed. That is a procedure,
which safeguards both the attributes of the two main nuclear Powers
and the authority and functions and powers of the General Assembly
of the United Nations concerning matters of disarmament.
My delegation hopes that this draft resolutionA/C.1/L.495/Rev.1
which is the result of very lengthy and very patient negotiations,
will be unanimously approved by the Committee.
s Doommento on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 677-678.
4 Ibid., pp. 741-742.
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Statement by the Indian Representative (Husain) to the
First Committee of the General Assembly, December 9,
1969
The proposed amendments to draft resolution A/C.1/L.499 2 contained in document A/C.1/L.504 3 have been placed before all the
members of the Committee.
To begin with, I should like to st

Fiat we are very grateful to the
delegations of Ireland, Italy and Japan for their initiative in presenting the draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/L.499, on the
Disarmament Decade. We agree with the basic concept of our giving
serious attention to some kind of programme for achieving or moving
towards the achievement of general and complete disarmament as
well as the intermediate steps towards that goal.
The representative of Italy, in his statement introducing the draft
resolution contained in document A /C.1/L.499 and also in the state-

ment which he made this morning,4 convincingly dealt with the
raison d'etre for approving that draft resolution. We agree with the

reasons that lie gave during the course of those two statements. We
are also glad to note that the co-sponsors of this draft resolution have
accepted the amendments proposed by the delegations of Cyprus and
Ghana and contained in document A/C.1/L.503.5 These are necessary
changes, and it is gratifying that the co-sponsors of the other draft
resolutions have welcomed them. We shall also vote for those amendments.

But keeping in view the basic objectives of the draft contained in
document A/C.1/L.499, we feel that certain further amendments are
necessary to achieve the objectives on which we are all agreed. Therefore. the delegations of Brazil, Burma, Chile, Ethiopia., India, Pakistan and Sweden, andlet me addsince then, Morocco, have co-sponsored some amendments.

I should now like to deal with the reasons for the changes we

proposed should be made.

Three of the amendments are relatively minor verbal changesthat
is to say, those mentioned in paragraphs 1, 3 and 4. The first one is an
obviously necessary change, namely that the words "nuclear Powers"
be changed to "nuclear-weapon Powers". We have, in all documents

. relating to nuclear disarmament and to disarmament, invariably referred to the nuclear Powers as "nuclear-weapon Powers". Secondly,

in the twelfth preambular paragraph, we feel that the word "tremendousl:;" is an unnecessarily strong qualification of the word
"enhanced" and that we should delete it. Thirdly, in operative paragraph 1 we have suggested an alternative wording: "Declares", instead of "Resolves to dedicate". It may be added that the General
Assembly already adopted a resolution earlier in this session "declaring" this cs a Disarmament Decade.
1 A/CA/EV.1716, pp. 4-10.
2 Ante, pr. 635-637.
Ante, p. 644.
4 Ante, pp. 659 -662.

°Ante, p. 637.
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Apart from those three minor changes, I would now refer to the
two relatively major changes which we propose to make. The first
concerns the eleventh preambular paragraph. It is very difficultand
I am sure that when I explain the reasons, most delegations would
agree that it is even impossibleto accept the view that military expenditures in respect of developing countries have been, as is stated
in that paragraph, responsible as "an important factor in the failure
to make greater progress in the advancement of the developing countries during the First United Nations Development Decade". The
reasons for the lack of development and progress in the developing
countries were the subject-matter of lengthy discussions in the First
and Second United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
in 1964 and 1968. Those reasons are well known, and I do not think
that in the First Committee we need go into that matter. But it is
recognized that the developed countries share a great deal of responsibility for the lack of the development that was envisaged and
expected in the earlier stages of the Development Decade. It is also
well known that political conflicts in certain areas were responsible
for such expenditures as were considered necessary. The attitude of
certain great Powers contributed towards the worsening of the conflicts involving those expenditures. So it would not seem proper and
just to apportion any kind of blame to military expenditures in this
respect. Whatever the reasonsand they are not the subject-matter
of the discussion in this Committeethey are not relevant to dealing
with the problem of disarmament. Hence we have proposed an alternative paragraph which is simpler and less controversial, one which
will, I hope, be generally acceptable to the members of the Committee.
I would now come to the crux of the matter, which is contained in

operative paragraphs 3 and 4. Let me say at the beginning that we
generally agree with the concept contained in paragraphs 3 and 4. Our
suggestion is only that the paragraphs might be reworded to convey
the meaning more clearly and concisely, as well as more precisely. In
the first place, we take objection to the fact that reference has been
made to paragraph 37 of the report of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament.° As the members of the Committee are aware.
this relates to the preliminary agenda adopted by the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament in August 1968.7 That so-called pre-

liminary agenda was a subject of discussion last year and has been
under some discussion this year as well. It is not really an agenda
it is a conglomeration of various items relating to the whole field of
disarmament. No priorities have been assigned among different headings or, under each heading, among different items. Even the items
have not been spelled out. It should be regarded as a kind of directory
of the whole field of disarmament. Without some order of priority it
is not possible for us to make any substantial progress. It will be recalled that in our general debit( many delegations mentioned that we
have concentrated on non - armament, measures rather than on nuclear-disarmament or disarmament measures. In view of that, we
strongly feel that paragraphs 3 and 4 should convey more clearly the
point that some order of priority is necessary. In the discussion that
e A 11 le, p. 522.

7 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 5S3 -5S4.
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took place this morning, objection was taken to the word
"programme". I do not think the sponsors of draft resolution A/C.1/

L.499, or ourselves, are in any way suggesting any rigid programme. We do not want to be literal about the word "programme".

It is not suggested that each item should be set out with time
limits; what we do stress and what we would like to insist upon

is that some general guide-lines and broad priorities are necessary,
and that without them adequate and substantial progress cannot

be made. That fact has already been stressed by a large number
of delegations.

It will be recalled that broadly-worded resolutions have been

adopted since 1959. Some of those resolutions have been referred to in
this draft resolution, and others also have been mentioned during our
debate. We are also aware, and it has been commented upon by many

of us and by the Secretary-General in the introduction to his report,
that no substantial results have been produced. It is therefore necessary that the wishes of the General Assembly be expressed in a more

specific manner than has thus far been done. Only then can we

measure the rate of progress towards general and complete disarmament and evaluate the collateral measures that will help towards the
achievement of that objective. It is for those reasons that we have
sugaested an alternative wording for operative paragraphs 3 and 1,
and we hope that it will receive favourable consideration by the members of this Committee.

Statement by the Maltese Representative (Pardo) to the
First Committee of the General Assembly, December 9,
19691
I listened very carefully to the statements which were made this
morning and to the references which were made to the draft resolutions submitted by my delegation. I wish to thank Lord Chalfont for
his very kind words with regard to my delegation,2 but, frankly, I
am a little surprised at the reticence shown by a few delegations with
regard to the draft resolutions submitted by us.

The first of the draft resolutions refers to radiological warfare
(A/C.1/L.493/Rev.1).2 As I made clear in my statement, there are
two branches of radiological warfare. One branch refers to the possibility of maximizing death and injury through radioactive fallout
for instance, by encasing bombs with cobalt. This is known to everybody here. My delegation is most anxious that the matter receive consideration in the context of disarmament negotiations, since this type
of weapon is the only one at present available which can literally
destroy mankindkill off all mankind. All we recommend is
. that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament consider, in the
context of nuclear arms control negotiations, the need for effective methods of
control of nuclear weapons that maximize radioactive effects.
. .

1 A/C.1/PV.1716, pp. 11-15.
2 See ante, pp. 652-654.
Identical with pt. C of G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV), post, p. 712.
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I do not see what objection there can be to this very modest request,
made without any rhetoric whatsoever.

The second branch of radiological warfare could consist in the

utilization of radioactive agents, independently of nuclear explosions.

In our statement, we made it very clear that this is not perhaps a
vital area of armaments. But it is precisely because it is not a vital
area, precisely because it does not touch upon a very sensitive military
nerve, that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament might

make progress in the control of this type of warfare. All that my
delegation asks is that the Conference of the Committee on Disarma-

ment, without prejudice to existing prioritiesthat is to say, leaving
existing priorities as they areconsider effective methods of control
with regard to those methods of warfare. The prospects, if followed
up, are, in the opinion of my delegation at least, reasonably good.

It was stated with regard to the other draft resolution (A/C.1/

L.494/Rev.1) submitted %y my delegation, which concerns lasers,4
that it is premature. We certainly do not pretend that lasers are of
vital military importance at this minute. However, they may have a
very far-reaching military importance in a very few years time. We
do not see what harm there can be in referring the question of lasers

to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, without,

again, any prejudice to existing priorities. Let members of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament become acquainted with
the technical background of this question, and then, in due course,
perhaps the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament will seize
the General Assembly again of the matter. I do not see what possible
objection there can be to this.

The third draft resolution (A/C.1/L.492) of my delegation concerns the updating of the publication The United Nations and Disarmament 1945-1965. As the Committee is aware, we do not wish to
contribute excessively to a proliferation of draft resolutions. We are
willing to withdraw this draft resolution if you, Mr. Chairman, are
in a position to make a consensus statement on the question.
I would point out, in this connexion, that in proposing the updat-

ing of that publication, we had particularly in mind the needs of
smaller delegations, which need every possible background publica-

tion that is available. This is a handy publication which contains
much useful information, and we thought that it would be useful to
all of us, but particularly to the smaller delegations.

Statement by the British Representative (Chalfont) to the

First Committee of the General Assembly: Revised
Tripartite Draft Resolution, December 9, 19691
I am anxious not to prolong this stage of the debate unduly, but I
should like to make one or two very brief comments on the latest turn
Identical with pt. D of G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV), post, pp. 712-713.
1 A/C.1/PV.1716, pp. 16-17.
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of events in the matter of the draft resolution originally sponsored by
Italy, Ireland and Japan.2
When this draft resolution was first submitted it was one that my
delegation could happily have supported. Then an amendment was

submitted 3which was accepted by the co-sponsorswhich would
have made it rather more difficult for us to support the draft resolu-

tion. But, having heard the explanation and the interpretation by the
Italian representative of the change,4 we felt that, after all, we could
give our support to the draft resolution. And I had intended to vote
in favour if the draft resolution had come to a vote.
However, I must say that the new set of amendments which were
recently submitted by Brazil and other delegations 5 and on which
the representative of India has spoken 6 puts us, I am afraid, back
into a situation where, if the draft resolution were amended in this
sense, we should find it impossible to support it. I shall leave out of

the reckoning at the moment, for reasons of time, the suggested
amendments to paragraphs of the preamble, although I must say
that I am not entirely convinced by the argument for including the
word "weapon" after "nuclear" in the sixth paragraph of the preamble. It seems to me that it is important that all nuclear Powers
not only nuclear-weapon Powersshould be involved in the process

of nuclear arms control. But I leave that simply as a matter of comment and go on to what is the most important amendment, which is
that contained in paragraph 5 of document A/C.1/L.504, asking us
to replace operative paragraphs 3 and 4 by a new paragraph 3.'
Here I feel that we are getting into the dangerous area of supposing that the drawing up of programmes is an adequate substitute for
arms control and disarmament. Of course it is not. What I believe
we must address ourselves to in the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament is the business of going forward on constructive measures of arms control and, if possible, in due course, of disarmament
as well'.

It seems to meand this, I know, is a preoccupation shared by

other delegationsthat if we waste too much time or, should I say, to
be less tendentious in my use of words, take up too much time in the
drawing up of programmes, we shall debar ourselves from the serious
business of arms control and disarmament. In my view, this new
amendment takes us too far in the direction of using up important
time at Geneva in drawing up programmes when we should be considering new ways of controlling the arms race, and particularly
controlling the nuclear weapons problems.
For that reason my delegation will vote against this latest amendment if it should come to the vote, and if it should be carried, we
shall find ourselves then unable to support the draft resolution as
amended.
' Ante, pp. 635-637.
3 Ante, p. 637.

`Ante, pp. 661-662.
Ante, p. 644.
" Ante, pp. 664 -666.
7 Ante, p. 644.
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Statement by the United States Representative (Leonard)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly: Composition of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, December 9, 19691
I should like first to make a few comments with respect to the
amendment to the draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/
L.499 2 which was presented to us a few moments ago by the represen-

tative of India on behalf of the delegation of Brazil and other delegations and which is contained in document A/C.1/L.504.3 We had
earlier expressed our reservations with regard to the amendment
submitted by the delegations of Cyprus and Ghana.' However, like
the representatives of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, we
were substantially reassured by the explanations which Ambassador
Vinci, the representative of Italy, gave with respect to that amendment to the draft resolution in accepting it on behalf of the co-sponsors.5

Despite the eloquent explanations which have been offered by the

representative of India, we must note that we would have real

objections regarding an effort such as that called for in paragraph 5
of the amendments proposed in document A/C.1/L.504, which would
call on us "to draw up a comprehensive programme listing appropriate priorities" and would call for that task to be carried through
so that it could be considered by the General Assembly next year.
Our reservations would thus be much more serious than was the
case with respect, to the more modest suggestion put forward by the

delegations of Cyprus and Ghana. We therefore will oppose the
amendment put forward in document A/C.1/L,504, and I regret to

say that we would not be able to support a draft, resolution that was
so amended, although we had looked forward to being able to give

warm support to the draft resolution contained in document
A/C.1/L.499.

While I am speaking I should like to make a few remarks on

another subject, namely, the draft resolution that was presented to us
just before lunch by the representative of Mexico on behalf of a group
of sponsors. The United States del. Akin feels that that is a useful
resolution to have on the record. The former Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee was enlarged this past summer by eight new

members, and the draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/

L.495 5a takes appropriate cognizance of that fact. It recalls the two
resolutions adopted by the General Assembly just before and just after
the establishment of the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee,
particularly the second of those resolutions, resolution 1722 (XVI) of
20 December 1961, which endorsed the agreement which had just pre1A/C.1/PV.1716, pp. 22-28.
3 Ante, pp. 635-637.

3The amendment appears ante, p. 044. For the Indian statement, see mile,
m664-000.
4 See ante, p. 037.
5 Ante, pp. 601-002.

lubstantially the same as pt. B of G.A. resolution 2002 (XXIV), post, P1)
112.
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vionSly been reached by the United States and the Soviet Union to
set up the tighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee
That draft resolution- then goes on to remind us that in the First
Committee last year there was widespread sentiment in favotir of
enlarging the Eighteen- Nation Disarmament Committee. The draft
resoltitioh notes that this pa§t summer agreettieht was reached on the
composition, of the .group of new meinber§;_Whieh theh joined in the

Work of the Disarmament Conference in Geneva, as well as on an
appropriate ,cliange_iii the Committee's -name.

The -thei§t §igriifieant portion of that draft re§ohltion is; of course,
the first operative paragraph._ It would- have the General ASSehibly
endorse the agreements -reached last summer with respect to both the
-new composition of the Coinrhittee and its new title. We are -pleased
to-nete that tone Of _the Speakers here hits_raised-ObjectioriS to _ally of

the new members,. and we are -most gratified hi our eitpe,ctittion,that
the Assembly Will give its endorsement to the eothpOSitioit of the
Conference of-the Connhittee on -DiSarnianient. This new composition

Was' very carefully ne4otiated over a prolonged' period; with all

possible consideration giire-n to Making-it truly relied-the- changes in
-

the international community in the period subsequent to the estab-

lishment of-the eighteen- Nation Committee. 611.:Disarniametit.
I would not try_=-_to_ASSert that the present composition of the Confeterice of the Committee 'Oh Disarmament is completely satisfadtory

to every Government ,represehted in. this Committee. I doubt ih fact
that any_Sach perfedt solution exists for a .problem- of this character.
But the Uhited States delegation has been" neSt encouraged by the
comments on this score made during the current session. I tvottld_hOte

in particular that the very Milked nature of this enlargement has
enabled the Conference of the. Committee :on Disarmament, -even :thir-

itig the brief ,peri6d since the new members joined in its work, to
demonstrate that it has not lost its character AS-it negotiating body.
This poSitive charaeteri§tiC of the Geneva Committee was in -fad

demonstrated quite dratiatioally during the, month of October. As
youlhow, Aftlit was only iin early October that the two
delegations Of the Seviet Union and the -United States, which had
been Spohsoring Widely divergent pirOpo§als With- regard to a Sea-,bed
treaty, *Tore- able to agree-Oh a common drtift.7 NeVerthele§§,_ at that
late elate, the other members Of the-Geheviv_Connittee because of the

brOad-UnderStanding which they had already acquired regarding the
elenients-, of that prOblent, Were able very quickly _to make comments
and suggestions which led to a number Of important changes. 'Thus a
second joint draft was submitted just befOre the Conference of the

Conitnittee on Disarmament adjourned so that its members could
come to play an importaht role' in the disarrriathent debate in this

Cominittee.8 And in fact the process -of tegetiati6n which was begun
in "Geneva gained midi momentum that it has been carried forward
here concurrently with the debates-iii this Committee, and in fad it
has engaged here a -widened circle of participahtS.
The restricted number of Governinents participating in the work of
6 Documents on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 741-742.
7 Ante, pp. 475478.
Ante, pp. 507-509.
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the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament has, of course, a
negative as well as a positive side. If the Conference of the Committee
on Disarthathent is kept small, as it
be, there naturally will -be
a SUbStantial number of Governments willing and able to contribute
to the task of disarmament that will not be able tO this directly in
that Committee. Many GoternmentS that might have welcomed the
Opportunityto join the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
and that might have had -Much to -Contribute to it have, -litt4ever,
participated ',hilly in the -work of disarmament in the stage repregetted by thi§ Committee, and I am sure that-the delegations negoitiat
ing in Geneva will welcome and will benefit from the many useful
ideas expressed in the interventions 'here, which are Of course regularly available-in Geneva.
The. conviction of the United, States delegation that the 'new composition Of the =Conference of the Committee _oh Disarmament
widely satisfactory to this Coribilittee-i§ reflected. in the draft reSOliinot only in the important pithigrAph endorsing the
tiOn befine

new composition, but also iii the paragraph "WeldOlnirig the new
members. I -need' hardly repeat what Ambaoador Yoat said here
earlier 'in Varney '*elConiing -all- of theft): On behalf of the United
:States,9, and I would only note again what 4- §igiiifi6,nt impact they

haVelhade in -the brief but active period=Since they ibegan, participatMay, add a personal note,
ing in-the 'Committee's Work. I 'would,
Mr. Chairman,, first -in: praise of the contribUtion which you yourself
have been making to solving several most presSing -prOblenis, _both as

head of The -OW- delegation in zifeheVa and as, Chairman of, this
COintnittee, and secondly in praise of the contributions-,made hy
old,. established elegation
WhahaS been-head Of
AMbaSSadOr
in Geneva and has been Vice - Chairman of this Committee. The
United States delegatiOn is .most -grateful -fOr the -energy and the
Spirit displayed by both of the distinguished' diplomats who have
been guiding_our prOceedings.

Finally,, draft resolution A/C:i/t A95 expresses the conviction of

the,General ASSeiribly:that the procedure followed in 1961, when the
tighteen,,Nation Disarmament -Cointnittee *AS- establiShed, ivas .and
will be the aVprOpriate procedure whenever a Change-in the Meinbershipof the Geneva_ Committee is necessary. The United States- shares
that conviction and has consistently been ,guided'by the precedent of
1961. We'haVe of ,cotirSe noted the comments: of several delegationS, in

Geneva and here, eiipressing reservations with regard to the procedure
followed -in "the enlarereinent effedted:laSt-stnimet. We have alSo noted
with appreciation that the§e reservations- did not extend to the sub-

Stance of the reSultS of the negOtiatiOnS; on the contrary, the new
members have been universally *elcoined. We regretted naturally
that these -diVergehoieS; WhiCh related: largely to timing, .ever arose

Within the FighteenNation 'DiSarinanient Committee, but we feel
thatthe draft before us 'is -an eminently:satisfactory ution to these
probleti§. The (United 'States position with regard to the unique and
delicate relationship 'betWeen the COmMittee in Geneva and the
-General Assembly *as-*elL§tated by our representative, AinbaS§ador
° Ante, pp. 587-546.
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Stevenson, in 1961.1° It is not a simple cideStion, and since our views

have riot altered in spite of the passage of time since 1961, I do not
believe it necessary to try the patience of this Conimittee with a
sdperfldods recapitulation -at thiS point.
The final _point in the draft resolution before _uS is the request to
the Secretary,=General to o-Continde to -make available to the Conference

Of the Committee on Disarmament the assistance which his Staff has
been providing: This is -a routine= request Made- every year, but the
re:9'1500e to it_ has -hOt been routine. The officers and Other personnel
Of the, Secretariat, in- particular the distinguished, capable and dedicated PerSonal-RepreSentatite of the Secretary-General, Mr. protitch,
have lent Asoldtely invaluable assistance to the work Of the -Conference of -the- COMMittee-On Disarmament, as,-they have been doing
ever since- the Eighteeri=Nation Disarmament -Committee began its

work, and Our delegation in -Getitta is most grateful to tilem for
their efforts.
The draft resolution before -11§-i8, then,. from the point of view of
the_United -State§ delegation a wholly positive _draft resolution: We
Will vote for it and -we hope that-it will, like its predeceSsOr resolution

1722- (XVI) of 1961, obtain not merely overwhelming but untud-

MOUS support frOM this Coririnittee.

Statemerit by the Soviet Representative (koshchin) to,.the
Hitt Committee of .the .General AsStmbly: Composition
of' the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament,

December 9, 1969'
Our delegation would also like to express its -views on the draft
resOldtion 105 resented -by the delegations- of Iran, -Canada, Mexico,
Nigeria and Ecuador on _the- question of expanding the Disarmament
Committee, document A/CA/L.495.2
In its- approach to this question and_ iii considering the draft_ reso-

lution which has been subMitted for the -conSideratien Of our
Conrinittee, the Soviet delegation proceeds froth the vie* that we

should take into account the following fact, to thiCh:_attention has
already been drawn by previous speakers, particularly the repreSeiiWM) Of the 'United- States .3 On _20 December 1961 the General
ASseMbly, in resolution 1722 PtVI), noted with satisfaction the
report .submitted by the delegation§ of the Soviet Union and the
United States one the renewing Of talks on disarmaMent between the
Milted StateS and -the Soviet Union in the appropriate organ.4 At
that time the issue wasas it reinairi§-,-- the.dreatiOn and exiStende, of
an independent organ considering gde§tion§ of disarmament, but not
auxiliary bodies of the.General Assembly.
Irk'sts far' as concerns the coMpoSition Of the Committee on Dis_

lobOoitinents on bisqiniOtinOnt, 1961, pp. 722-' 20.
1 A/C.1/PV.1716,,pp. 29-32.

2 SUbstantiallY the same as pt. B of G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV), Yost, pp.

`71112:

3 Supra.
4 Do6uthents on Disartnanzont, 1961, pp. 741-742.
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armament, the Soviet Union insisted even at the time of the formation- of that Committee----and at the present time continues to- adhere
to the view that in addition to an equal representation of the two
Military groupings which had formed themselves -in the world, representatives of -the non - aligned States also should take part. This
approach,, which received the approval of the General Assembly,
among others was also Adopted as the basis for the reedit eXparision
of the Committee
Disarmament from- eighteen to twenty-six
_participants.

We note with considerable satisfaction that the representatives of
States Who, have Spoken in the First Committee have welcomed the
adVent to the: Committee of new participants, namely, Japan,, Mon.grolia,,Argentiria, Iiiingary; Morocco, the Netherlands, Pakistan and
Yugoslavia: i'Ve note with satisfaction in the -draft ,resolution pre-suited here by the representatives-Of MeXico and a number of other
participantsrlran,, Canada, Ecuador" and Nigeria --that the General
AsSeMbly prepeSeite approve thiSagreenient,.betli -as to the new title
of the Committee and with regard to its new coMpoSition; and also
it says that the" General ASSetribly welcomes the eight new ineinberS
of th&-Conference of the Committee On Disarmament. Accordingly,
this expansion,_ the agreetnent on which was achieved by the two
CO=Chairtneherthe Conference, WaStindely and found support" among
the Member States ef .the: General AsSetribly.

The re-Stilti- attained during. the work of the COminittee, particuSesSien which Was:held. in the Siiinirier-and autumn of
larly-at
cheSen. -the
this
slieit- that the Committee -on biSitritittinent
proper-feral- for its WO& which makes it poSSible to assume that in
the future, toothe Committee on DiSarniaiiient will be an effective
Organ which will hold- talks o_ ri the queStiOnS of disarmament and on
all: thoSe.qUeStiOnS_ WhiolLare on the agenda -of the COMMittee
The 'Soviet delegation considers the resolUtion propoSed by Mexico,
in co- sponsorship With a- number i4otho,,delelgittiOn§,, concerning the

work -of the Committee on biSarmattient to be a document whose
Content takes :that fad-into account and is not intended to make any
reedritheridatiOns- concerning the "structure Or Organizational term of
thiS Organ.

Taking into Account all- these considerations, vi-re intend to support

thiS draft resolution submitted by a number of delegations and to
Vete in favor of it.

Statement by the Canadian Representative (Ignatieff) to
the First Committee of the General Assembly: Chemical
and Bacteriological Weapons, December 9, 1969
I an happy, to confirm tliat, as a result of negotiations among the
sponsors of- drift resolutions A/C.1/L.487,2 L.4883 and L.491,4 what
1 A/C.1/PV.1116; pp. 72 -78.
Ante, IA1:577478:
3 Ante, pp-589-590.
4 Ante, tp.,59D-601.
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I call a mutually acceptable Marriage was arranged as a result of
which a common dinft has been -agreed upon and tubmitted now in
the -naive of the following Co-tpentottand perhaps I May be perA.u0ii9,1 Australia,
Witted- to read them in case I have left any
Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Byeleittsia:n SSR, Canada, "Chad, Cyprus,
Czechoslovakia, Ghana, 'Twiggy, India, .Jainaida, Liberia, Mexico,
rakittan, Poland;
Mongolia, Netherlands, New Zealand,.
Romania, UgAndit,-Vitrainitiii:SSR, ninon Of Soviet Socialist Repub-

lics, United- Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and
United- States America. I think that makes twenty - eight; I hope
thatmy calculation is correct.6

The Canadian delegation,. for its part, welcomes that draft- as a
-eareftilly balahoed basis for the negotiationt. which, are to be undertaken in the Conference of the Committee on D_ itatinathent in 1970,
taking into :account, As the merged draft says, both the draft Convention submitted by the socialist States s and the draft Contentied
subMitted 'by _:the United. KingdeiniT' as well as any Other relevant
proposals -4 leave pit to Other delegation§ to oigge§t what those may
towards reaching. agreement on the prehibitied of
be -and=
methods of Warfare.
chemical and bacteriological
The -merged_ draft retell-died .alsel. in
view, -makes appropriate
-reference- "to the 'report Of the Secretary -Geheral on olienneal and
bacteriological ,(bielogiO9,1) warfare,$ expressing a well- deserved
this connexion I
appreciation for the excellent work done. And
thedldpartiehlarly like to express the_ appreeiatien Of _to- delegation
for the Work-dene by Mr. Epstein_ who presided over the Meetings Of
the, Committee of International Eiperts,_ and the other members of
the Secretariat *he-Were involved inthe:proditotien of the Secretary=
General't repent.
The 'draft resolution redeniniend§ the Widest possible dittriblition
of that report, and _also recommends that it serve -at a bagi. s for the
Anther_ :consideration of chemical_ and bacteriological (biological-)
Warfare by-the Conference of -the -Condnittee on Disarmament.
While I, am spealtirig, I §heitild like to comment briefly on the other

texts tos which the Chairman referred. With respect to the draft

resolution contained in document A/CA/L.489 9 as I under§tand it,
the essence of that drafti§, in our view., an endeavour to (a) .ky down
an autheritatiVe interpretation-Of the Geneva Protocol of 1925,10 and
(b) purport to declare 'that this _interpretation is a generally recognized rule of -international law. We realiie, of course, that the question of interpretation owes its origin to athbiguity, in the Geneva
PrOtecol.Of 1925 as well as in thetreaties and conventions:regulating
chemical and bacteriological ,(bielogical) Warfare. We recognize and
appreciate. the- endegtoUrt' of Sweden and Other delegatiOns-te take
,

positive .steps to strengthen the Protocol, but we are concerned
_8 The new draft. resolution was Identical with pt. B of G.A. resolution 2603
(XXIV)-)-;0604pil, 717,719. The-28c)- sponsors lifted by Ainbassitdor ion Heft were
later joined.'by Mali, Sweden, *inland, and-MitUrithia;
Antei.pi). 455 -457.
7 Ante, ,Pp., 431 -433.

8 kite, pp. 264=298.
9 IdenticAl With,Dt. A of G.A. resolution 2603 (XXIV), post, pp. 716-717.
r-Poet, pp. 764=765.
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whether the procedure they have adopted is an appropriate one under
international law.
The question now before the Committee seems to us-to be whether
the United Nations General AsseMbly should_ attempt to legislate an
interpretation Of the Geneva Protocol as proposed in -the draft rego-

liitiOn contained in document A/C.1/L.489. The United, Nations
,declarations, such as the Outer Space Declaration,11 intended to be
authoritative statements of- norms of dustohlary, international law,

shofilii Surely be adopted only by colisensilS: Otherwise opposition;
particularly on the partof any-party, thro*S-doubt on the validity of
the Declaration, and callS intO .question its applicability to the inter-

natiOnal, agreement in question:
Where -a ,dOubt 'exists, as it does in this case,,-surely the course
.prudence is to develop a consensus through negotiation, building upon

the firm foundation of the aerie's* Protocol: The United States Of
America lias announced its intention to seek adherence 12 and other

major Po*erS,are either already-parties Or hoOftilbr_ will.soon become
so-. It would, in our Vie*,_ be, an undesirable coniplidittiOn to ,Seek to
interpret the Protocol,-to-which the widest possible adherence is Mug.

knight, at the very nionient when a major Power known not to aareo

with. that interpretatiori has ekpreSsed its intention to ratify the
Geneva;Pilitodol. T should add that another major Power that has

adheredto the Protocol has not made known- its- attitude on the qiiesikon of 'the interpretation prOposeA and; because it- iS hot-at_ present a
member Of the'United; Nations, has no opportunity to influence the
Declaration -in draft reSdhition A/C.i/L.489:

We have difficulty on Other points Of law involved in that draft
resOlution. At the-time of its ratification of the GerieVal- Protocol,
Canada attached -two- reservations. The first Canadian reservation
stated that the Protocol was binding only as a -first-use
onotigpairtie§, and the second 'reservation-stated that for Canada the
prohibition set out in the Protocol applied only as bet*een -parties.
Similar reservations were made by many other parties to: the Protocol.

-The'*Ording of the draft resolution before us is such tat, in effect,
it would declare the reservations made by pArties to the Protocol as
being of no effect under international-law. It is our view that changes
iri or nullification of ,reSetyatiOnS should not be -attempted thilingh a
General; Assembly reSoltition, but should be a matter of- negotiation
and ,dedisioti for those patties to the instrument that have recOrded
reservations. The United Nations hat demonstrated remarkable
-

fiCation ability in recent years,. and -these highly sophisticated

techniques should not, in out view, be by.--pasSed- in a matter of this
iiriPortanee:
'The-question as to whether the Geneva Protocol applies to international -armed conflicts when the words Fuse in *fie are con_ tained
in the instrument also;_ our view, deserves further -Study.
For those reastins*e shall have to abstain froth voting on_the draft
resolution contained in dodument A/C.1/L.489 and on a similar draft
resolution put forward by the delegation Of italy.13
11 Documents on Disarmament, 1963, p. 538.
'12 See ante;pp. 592-593.
is Ante, P. 634.
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Statement by the Italian Representative (Vinci) to the First

Committee Of the General Assembly: Chemical and
Bacteriological" Weapons, December 9, 19691
Mr. Chairman, I apologize to you and to all members of the Com-

mittee- for speaking again, but I thought it would speed- up_ the
work of our Committee _if I introduced and explained the draft
resolution submitted by the Italian.delegatiOn in document A/C.1/
L.498; dealing-with the question of chemical and bacteriological (biological). Weapons?

The .extensive denn,tes which have taken plaoe, On this subject in

the First Committee ;hiring the, laSt. three. weeks show a certain
-amount of ambiguity caused by -the interplay of two faCtors on the
One hand,-.the existence Of a universally spread_ feeling _of abhorrence

fist- the potsible use of cheniidal and: badteriologidal (biological)
Weapons and, the, consequent tendency =to ban and-eliminate therm; on

the-Other hand, the juridical-technical complexities involved in any
attempt to codify in Strictterms a general role of0,onduct hi. this field.
-FollOWing. one Or the Other way of think_ ing; two different kind§
of ineaStireS -cab. be envisaged -:. Measures-,of non -use, Or measures of
non- production.

Many- delegations -pave brought to the work of the Committee a
Very valuable contribution by _IJAttih-g-fiorWard proposals concerning
inainlytheArst or the second. kind of iheaSittes.

The Italian -delegation_ shares totally the intent and the objective
of those proposals, whiCh respond geheroUsly to a genuine movement
of -public opinion iii-ihany,countries rejecting the danger Of chemical
and:bitologiCal warfare. We_haVe to bear in mind in thiS respect that

publio Opinion has been rightly alerted to this danger by the report
of tha -SeCretary-General Of last July which has, no doubt, marked
a milestone in the diSmisSiOn and consideration of this problein-.3

While we share the concern Of all those who request some action
now one 'Aich will not disappoint- the 'ekpectatiohS, of our peoples,
at .the-sardeztime we are convinced thatit would not be wise, at this
Stage of Our work,_ to aim too _far and have this complex problem
settled now once and for all._ Being too ambitious some times can
beCome doUnter,prOdfictive. Here again, as well as on the question
on general and complete disarmament, my _delegation believes that
we ,should move- forward all together step by step. Thus we might
achieve effectively tomorrow what is out, of reach today.
NoW.iiS far as the ban on production and stockpiling is concerned,
We-naturally share the unanimous view that the only possible pro-

cedure that can be folloWed is that of tranainitting to the Conference of the ,Corinnittee on ,Disarmament the two draft Conventions
which have -been. submitted- by the United Kingdom Government4 and
by-th&GoVernmerit of the Soviet Union and other EaStern European
1 A/C.1/PV.1716, pp. 78-82.
2 Antc, p. 634.
3 Ante, pp. 264-298.
4 Ante, pp. 431=433.
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countries and Mongolia.5 On the basis of those two very valuable contributions, the Geneva Conference will be able, we trust, to make prog-

ress in its future sessions and report back to the General Assembly
next year, especially if the new merged text which the representative
of Canada_ has now referred to is adopted by this Committee and by
the General Assembly, as 'we hope.

The other problem ,concerning the "non -use" of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons is in a way inwth easier. But preciSely because it ismi easier problem, we have to be careful to tackle
it in such a way as not to create new difficulties and obstacles by the
Very eagerness and impulsiveness of our action.

Rather than trying to achieve immediately sweeping and final results on a not - universally- accepted basis, we think hi fact that we
should proceed gradually by strengthening and building on what
exists and is qUestioned by no One. I-refer to the Geneva Protocol for
the' Prohibition of the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous or other
gases and of bacteriological methods of warfare, the value Of Which
has, :received widespread TecognitiOn-,thiring the present debate.
Lithe mind of the Italian delegation,
first objective should be

to strengthen the -effectivenesS of that very important instrument.
I With to stress in this-connexion that we iwere extremely gratified
a.feW days ago to hear 'PreSident _Nixon state that the United States
intends to Start the "ratification process of the -Geneva Protocol and
to reaffirm the prindiple of no first use of chemical or bacteriological
weapons 4g_ a cornerstone of=the policy of the United States GovernMerit in this 'field.° That statement will provide very helpfill contribution to our Work.,

The Geneva _Protocol has been signed and. ratified so far by less
than half the Member States of the United .Nations. That number
is Still insufficient. In fa0,_aS is suggested in the very simple and
brief Operative part- of the draft resolution which. I litiV.0 the honour
to introduce, the bed course -of action We- Conld. nOw_take- would be
two -fold: first of
to=nitike a renewed appeal to all States to accede
to the Geneva Protocol; secondly to consider that in the meantime
that is;_ before all States have acceded the prohibition contained in

the Protocol applies ViS4I-vis all countries which refrain from infringing the iirovisions of the Protocol.
This should criot be interpreted as a gratuitous prize for non -sig-

natories. On the contrary, it should be -understood as a gesture, a
to encourage the largest number of States to accede to the
Geneva Protodol, _by stressing as Of how the universal scope of its
Geneva
,provisions-on the:basis of the -_principle- of no first Ilse, which in fact

none of the :parties, to the Protocol rejects and which has had the
wided acclaim during the course of the present debate.

We want to strengthen the Geneva Protocol, and we want to

strengthen it by Securing-universal accession to it, so that it may bedome- the fundamental international instrument codifying the ban
Onchemical- and bacteriological (biological) weapons. A. first positive
and effective_ step in that direction is represented, in our mind, by the
5 Ante, pp. 455-457.

'For the President's statement, see ante, pp. 592-593. The protocol appears

post, pp. 764-765.
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very simple provision of that direction resolution I am presenting to
the Committee. I hope that the members of the Committee will consider it in that light. It does not pretend to be more or less than one
step forward, but it would be one sure step.

Statement by the Australian Representative _(Shaw) to the

First Committee of the General Assembly: Chemical
and Bacteriological Weapons, December 9,19691
I wish to ,eiplain the negative vote which will be cast by the
Australian 'delegation on the draft resolution contained in document
A/C.1/L.480.2
I would say at the Outset that the Australian Government has been
consistent- iri its opposition to chemical -and biological warfare and
inits-support for efforts_ to negotiate with the minimum of delay
effective and verifiable _forms of international control over such
agents.

The Australian Government apprOhcheS its consideration of the

Whole question _of- chethicAlbacteriolo,gical and biological weapons as
a -party to the Geneva ProtOdol of 1925)3 -which Australia ratified in
1930., We consider that we have acted at all tithes in accordance- With
the provisions Of; the Geneva Protocol.

In disarmament discussions in recent years Australian -delegations

have consistently supported the need for a detailed review of all
aspects of chemical, bacteriologidal and biological _Weapons._ The re-

port prepared by the experts _appointed by the Secretary-General
provides what we consider to be a useful baSis for such a review.
It describes in detail the new range of agents which have been developed ai a result of the ,advance of science in. the years since the
negotiation ofthe Geneva Protocol. We believe that our Objective of
contraoVer the use of -those agents Should be best pursued by seeking

to define the threshold at which- control Can be put into force and
by defining- effectiVe and acceptable means of Verification.
To that end, further informed and detailed consideration of all
aspects- of chemical and baCteriological Warfare is necessary.. In my
statement, before this, Comniittee on 08 November I set out in some
detail, our views on the ways- in whiCh the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament might take up all these related issues at its
meetings next year. 'The adoption of the draft resolution contained
in document A/C.1/L.500,, sponsored by Australia and others* to
which reference has just been made-by the representatiVe of Canada,
would in our vieW:bethe-moSt promising and indeed the only course
,

Which-the,General Assembly should take on- this-question at this time.
The Conference. of the Committee on Disarmament is the most appropriateforumi,and._ amongst other things it should consider where
1 A./(3.1/PV.1716, pp. 82-90.

'Identical with pt. A of G.A. resolution 2603 (XXIV), post, pp. 716-717.
'Post, pp. 764-765.

Identical with pt. 33 of G.A. resolution 2603 (XXIV), post, pp. 717-719.
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the Geneva Protocol should fit into whatever system of controls

should be agreed -upon as necessary.

It is with those objectives in mind that the Australian delegation
examined the proposals contained in document A/C.1/L.489. The
Australian delegation has objections to the propositions contained
in this document, both for constitutional reasons, and for considerations, of substance. We alSo have grave misgivings about the procedural wisdom of 'acting in the way proposed.
First let me state our constitutional position. Iri brief, we would
document A/C.1/L.489 as
regard the adoption of the proposal
outside the General Assembly's, manate under Article 13 of the
Charter. What the proposed resolution in document A/C.1/L.489
would _do, on the -basis of the fifth preambular paragraph, would be
to declare that there are generally recognized i :les of international

laW which prohibit certain methods of warfare; that those rules
are embodied in the Geneva Protocol; and that accordingly certain

stated practices are contrary to the aSsertecLtule,s.
'We believe that a declaration in such. terms could hardly be ac. for the progressive developMent
cepted as. "a recommendation
of international law and its codification" as,prescribed- in Article 13
-of the Charter, nor for that matter as a "recommendation" with regard- to "the principles governing diSatinainerit and the regulation
of armaments' as prescribed in Charter Article 11. Indeed,. the draft
resolution if adopted, would in-our view rim counter to the General
Asseinbly's mandate in substance as well as in form. The resolution
Protocol embodies
would purport to -recognize '"that the
.-rules
of
international
laW"
whieh
in
te
terms
of the draft depart
..

froin the prohibitions of the Protocol itself: The draft goes On to

-declare that certain uses of chemical and biolOgidal agents are contrary to rules as asserted by the General Assembly itself. In other
words, the reSolutiOn would pUrport to recognize that the Geneva

Protocol has an interpretationthat is to say, a scope and effect- -

which not only departs froin_ its wording but which is expressly denied by. some of the Parties.to it.
Thelourth preaffibular paragraph of the draft resolution properly
recites that some States_ without becoming partias to the Protocol
"halt declared that they will- abide -by its principles and objectives."
It is also proper to :recite, as that paragraph does, that the General
Assembly without disSent "has called for the strict observance by all
States, of the. principles and objectives of the Protocol ". But we consider that it,would- be a very disputable propoSition to infer from

this that the principleS and objectives Of the Protocol are to be
treated_ as haying been -generally, accepted as law so- as to become
legally binding- on all Statesoihether parties to the Protocol or -not.

The draft resolution in document A/0:1/L.489 departs from the
terms- of the Geneva: Protocol. Where the Geneva Protocol speaks
of "the use in. war",_ the draft resolution employs the words "the
use in international- armed conflicts". I shall not examine here the
reasons which might ;lie- behind this .attempted reworclinir, of the
Protocol. -The draft resolution would also replace the term "asphyxiating, poisonous or Othet gases" as used in the Geneva Protocol by
the words "any Chemical agents of Warfare . . . (and) any biological agents Of Warfare"; whiCh ate-then enumerated.
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It is our view that it is for the parties to treaty or to a protocol
to determine what it means and to agree-if they so desire to redefinitions and interpretations of the terms of such legal- instruments. I
would remark that votes on the draft- resolution now before this

Committee would include those-of a large -number of Member States
who:are not-parties to the Geneva`PrOtocol.

A. further constitutional objection to the draft resolution is that

it takes -fio,ticoountiof-the reservations of many__parties which were
recorded at the time of their accession- to -.the Protocol. The aecesSion,of Australia in Jantary, 1930 was subject to reservations inehidobligations under the treaty Would -ceaSe in respect
irig-.one:ilitit

of armed forees which did not respect the Protocol: The draft- in
dOeument A/C.1/L.489 by ignorfng such reservations atteMptS. to
interpret the ProtoCOl in a different sense.

Again we Wish, to-,state our -view that international conventions
cannot be altered or interpreted- simply by the passage of ,resolutions
by the General Assembly. The passage, of quasi, legal resolittions by
the General ASsemblyi-eyen,by- Substantial majorities,- does not necessarily- state 'interhatiOnal laiv; 'Stich resolutions may -serve, merely- to
Underline:the extent of ,disagreement 'abOnt what international_ laW
is in-some particular. field. If the resolutionin document A/C.1/L.489
is to be adopted, then in- our view the negative votes and The Osten-tit-MS bt, a-Significant body -of Opinion in the_GehetaLASSeMbly-would

Mean thatthe declaration- would net late the legal -effect which is
knight by its co- sponsors.

I turn now -th our objections of ,substance. The draft resolution
would declare as contrary' to the Geneva Protocol "any chemical
agents, ot warfare" With "direct- toxic effects on man, animals Or
plants." It -is- -the View of the Australian 'Government that the use
of non-lethal substances, such as -riot control agents, herbicides and
,

defoliants does not contravene the Geneva PrgtOdol *nor customary
international-law.. There,,are
area number of such substances which are
Widely used throughout the- world, and Whieh .haVo important civilian
-applications. Itis,diffictilt to ,accept that Agents Which- are employed

by civilian ;police forces, as 'Well as by the armed 'forces in many
Member .States;, are "contrary to the -generalbr recognized piles of
international latv." The correct. course, we ,Subniiti to -follow is to
,fiSki-the Conference, ,-Of ,the,Cohnittee, on. Disarmament in its search
tOr. proltibititin 'and.contrOl to start -With -what are= teadily identifiable
deadly agents.
_

..

Iii 'addition to, our constitutional and 'Out substantive objections,
the Australian delegation, believes that the .pa§sage.of the draft re,Solntion' in dobuinent A./0.1/L.480 'Would- be_ ,procedurally harmful.
Australia as apaity, to the Geneva Protocol `wishes to:see that inStrument ,suStained and bUilt upon by the accession
8tates' whiCh
Are
present not parties to it. We lave: been told-,==and we must

accept it-7that the accession of one major Power, which would be
of ,great significance, ,could be -made more difficult if the General
4sSeMblY-,declared- tself in the forth required by this draft ,respintion.,Sitnilar ,difficultiesIniglrit also be-,eXperiended by other poten-

tial adherents to the Protocol. 'The General ASSembly should- not
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take action which would have the effect of hindering the wider acceptance-of the GefieVa Protocol.
It is on adcetintof these various considerations -- constitutional, subStantiVe

prododural-thitt the AuStralian delegation will vote

,againSt the-resolutioh in,dootment A/C.1/L.489.

Statement by the Swedish Representative (AstrOm) to the
First Committee of the General Assembly: Chemical
and. Bacteriological Weapons, December 9, 19691

I *mid

.,to say a le* --words -,.by -Way of introduction. of the
draft reSOlUtieh in, A/C./ /L.489' which. contains ;a draft beOlaration
by the 'Genertil,AsSembly regarding the'prohibitien-ofthe use. in international conflicts of .chemical and -biological means of Warfare.
We -believe-that that que§tiOn haste be Seen, in its proper historical'
perspective?:
In 1846' the General. Assembly -adopted a, resolution which recohi'Mended GOVerninentS to-adhere to the,GeneVa Protodol of 1926 and,
fthitherniere, recommended -GOvermiients to obserVe the objeCtiVeS
and the:principleS, of the Protocol Thereafter, in 1968,: the -General
AS-S*14y ,decided' to entrust to the Secretary- General the .task of

appointing a group'

experts regarding the eiteetS of biological

and_eliehteal means-of Warfare.4
the,grohp,-as .p-Ointect out
the Secretary- General, has .presented
a inianimous-repOrt which, gives a fUll and clear picture of the _effects

of the use of chemical and 'bielOgied means of warfare. When this
report was presented .and
od, it was. accompanied` by a fore=
vkitc1,1?y the Secietary=General containing some recommendations.
One recommend_ atioh -*of the, Seeretary-,Geheral w_ as that Member
-SttiteS Shotild
affirmation -that-the prollibition ,contained, in the GieneVa
make .a
Walk of ,altehenikal, bacteriological-arid biolokiehl
Protocol applies to.the
agents- (incluilinutear gas and- other .harassing agenta) =, which now eist or
Whichinay be developeitin,thefuture.5
. . .

That recommendation Was dealt with tby twelve of' the members
of-thedonunittee-en Disarmament in t4enevarettlied- the .non -aligned

ineMbers'sOf that .0**hitteeliSt 'summer and the draft resolutiOh
'new,cOntained,in doeurneot A/CA/L.489 represents ,h slightly fliodir

tod version of their original, proposal which is, contained in document ElPsil)07266, which is part of the total report of the Ciiininitieeie'the,General'Assembly:6
i3874:46:

tea-elation. 2663 1j.CkfV) , poit,,Op.11643.7:
rA:
Identical,, with
reaolutiOn-appears in ,pootimente-- ot), Diaarwtfitenti 4966, pi). 798'793.111,6r t4e,Cienexa,Oietocel, see post, DIY.'7044765.,
'793495.
"6 See Docionetita

Aite,

8 Auk; pp. 435 =436.
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The draft declaration; we .nete,._has obtained wide _support in this
Committee during. the general debate. As it-noW stands it has twenty
copen.:sor$.. There has been some criticism_ of the draft resolution

in the Course of the debate and again, today, and I should like to
deal briefly. withaome of the questions raj

Let me first deal with the legal argimient that it is not _proper for
the General Assenibly-to ihterpretthe Geneva Protocol of-1925. With
regard' to. that argument I shohld, like to say that the draft .reSelu-

tion doe§ not interpret the PrOtoca per see but rather expresses the
generally recognized rules, of international law which haVe emerged
ui the smatter. In large part, ,these have resulted froM the impact of
the ProtOdOl and may even be takeh_ to halt the _game *Opel§ the
ProteOelj but they ba'ile emerged. not exclusively as a :result Of. the
international law, for -in;Protocol but also Ire* other =sources
State :practice and the weight of dearin_ e.
May
gay;iI draW:the.attention,Of delegation§ to the fad- that the,draft

-stance

reselution in its bperatiVe part expressly refers to the generally
recognized ride§ of ,international law as ei4odiecl, 'in the Geneva
Protocol'. What I have now said seems alSO to meet the objections
Which ;are ba§ed; on the fact of reservations. y some signatories -of the
GerieVa Protedot. It is htirely proper, in our view for the General
Assembly to ..afiliM,and, to seek- to clarify. generally recognized. rules
of:international law.. The Methoda employed :for -that ,purpOse may
'be - difterent: The ,adeptiori-__of a 'resolu'tion is the Method' which was
used to affirm- the isiuremherg prindiPles, whidli were also originally
epabodied.41 a treatybetWeeriihdiVidhal States.
e_

The,draft reSitshitien now Were use will, of course, not in itself
bind the ;States,'More than-any other United Nations. resolution. It
is, -ihihe:first
eel,* ekpressieh. of 'opinitt by the MeMbers who
vote for it. It a.cOnSensus were -to be,attahied; the position that would
thuabe,expre§aed would be_ most authoritatively established._ Even
if the-draft, reaolutiOn were to be adOpted by lesO than. a -Constmsus,
the uncertainty expreaSed as regards_ the scepe, of the prohibition of
chemical and 'biological means of Warfare could; nevertheless, later
'becOndeuniVeitally'settled,if States which were ,not able now to -cast

positiVe votes were, upon further .study and thither .ctshiideration,
to rally to the - majority view.
has'. beeri suggested ',that =OW*: On the draft resolution ,shohld
be:deferred, until a 'consensus. arises. Let Me, remind the COMMittee
once again
the- draft reaohltion is a response -to an appeal. ,made

this year -by. ,the,-SecretaryfOeueral: the appeal was urgent and we
13elietiethatsthe:riuektieh Ofia'twy,toli,i0, equally -hrgent: There, are
indeed:'serious-40gefg inherent it the preseht Situation,_ Where a more

restrictive 'interpretation has been advanced of the vrohibitiou of

chemical -means, of Warfare in,,partieular. There is a 'danger that-this
conflict ihterpretatiOn-might-leakM%any war, to escalatioh through
retaliatiohi.'There: is; fUrther,:,'the acute risk-that the,restrictiire, interpretation -once' it,haabeen:;advanCed*May gain ,gtowict unless it is
promptly -met btotroug, and Manifest -.support for the comprehensive
interpretation.' The present draft resolution is ,a, way of channelling
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the broad support that is believed' to -exist for the comprehensive in.

terpretation into manifest "form. It seeksto tphOld the gains that_
have- been Made- throUgh the adoption Of the Geneva Protocol and
the emergence of the -generally recognized rules on the-matter and to
,prevent any erosion from-taking place.
The aim of the draftresolution is thug e§sentially that of prOtect,
in,,_athe-ekisting,,as we. see it, comprehensive- prohibitiOn,-of biological
of '-warffireand-ohemical means -of'warfare from being undermined -and eroded:

It§ aim- i§ not to condemn, any restrictive view" -that may have been
takeniin 'geed. faith. Indee, it openly -redorde that some uncertainty
:has- ekisted which needs to be dispelled: It avoids

It-has been further stated that the assertion of the comprehensiveheia ofthe prohibition containedin the draft:resolution is erroneous.
We feel that we deMonStrated' in the'firet statement by the ,SWedish
delegation in the Committee, on 20 Noeinber, by Mrs. Alva 1V1yrdal
that m the decade following, the adoption of the 'GetieVa Protocol
States did.net 'denbt the ,comprehensive nature ofhe ban:7 The,,doc,
trine -overwhelmingly supports- that interpretation. It, is -true ilutt
.ruleS which are _generally redognized as valid can -be unrecognized
through words. 014'4-teflon. 'Itowetier, international- It* and the international community Would be in grave -danger if rifles could' be
rescindoillay.the, 'Change, of Mifittof. one Or,a; fe* States. tiileSs,there
ts_generateUppOrt- for; or acquiescence in -.the, abrogation, revision- or
:new interpretation it 'rule, it remains: The 'adoption Ofthe,,preSent-

feel,, *ill' ensure that no acquiescence is .taken
4raft
to:hatie,,Oectirred,ina,feStrictive interpretation, of the prohibition of
-

chemical` and biological means of Warfare.
Sotne of the:ObjeetiOnsgo-,back to thelacithat. the Geneva Pretocol.
iS -not a .perfect.ptohibitory instrument. It:has :attached. to it, for Jo§toce,' a number .of reservations by States which have'ratifie& it But
draft :declitratiOn,.speakS`not only of
as I stated in= the.

the prohibition contaihedit the,Geneva ,ProtOcol; but intpartietiltir of
the-generally' recognized rules, of international la*: which, as said,
pritetice and_ the
comprise ,Other linternatiOnal instruments,,
opinion of 'established:, legal experts; that is, doctrine.
any case -the ' 1'0411:dory:, tult3 could not
',It has. also been said
cover anti=p14nt', agents as:they, were not -101001, 44 1925; and that
,

.

when= -they Wete :disonsied 'in- the General OinthiSSion of 'the'GeneVa
Disarmament ,COnferenee',;of 1933 -it .waS only sought to prohibit the
use anti-plant chemical agents which- alsO were 'harmful to inien or

We maintain:that the indiscriminate- 1.1§edf.,a/itiTiant agents
the generally recognized' rules of
armed conflict runs counter
ternationiflaw..No,real" scientific investigation has 'been _ritade,ias far
lOng-t6rni.effecte-4..anti.plant.,agent§: wish, in

'Ora* the ,attention of delegation§ to .the. report,this
:Wiled', on 21'Noveinber 1969 by the, World= Health Organization
r See,ante, pp: 585-574.
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Gene VA expressing the view of an eminent ,group of consultants to
the World Health -Organization on the_liealth effects of possible use
of chemical and "biological weapons. In its chapter on -anti=plant
agentg it is Stated :
In this connexion it .must be _borne in mind that :the Military emOloynient of

water and food, in
anti=tlant Chethicala may ,lead to.-their- intake, by juinitiii§,
for
dosages fat higher-than thoSe exterienced WhelLthe same chethieals are
agricultural and otheivpUrbofe0:8

It is further mentioned in the' repOrt that a preliminary laboratory
Study with one .Of, the anti-plant agents being used shoWed that OftSpring, of mice and rat§that had been fed with-it had a higher number
of deformities thatLeipeeted:
I SubMit, therefore; that the assertion of the COMprehensiVeness of
the existing prOhibititin. against the Use-of chemical and biological
of Warfare is an iMportant and urgent matter. and I express the
hope that szielegatiOns will vote: for the:draft resolution_ contained in
doCUMent A/C.1/4489. We "hope that it will be, adopted by a, large
tnpjority-io,s0Ch a way that will become a meaningful thaiiifeStatic* ofinternational opinion.

Statement by the French Representative (Dejammet) to the
First Committee of the. General Assembly, December 9,
19691

gy delegation should

very 1,;iony, to explain: its vote on the

,draft l'estaUtiOns,SUbMitted,On.lsitoteriolOgical and chemical weapons,

Generally speiking; *e,sholild-like id.point out that own [our .f] atOf: all ,ty: the concern to Safeguard the authortittde, iS determined
ity ofthe Geneva PrOtocot of Which. Pranceis/ti- depitisitory. I should
use
like to hiake:itclear alsothat France favours a ban not only on
but also on-the Manufacture' and Stockpiling of chemiCal and biologioal
WeaponS obvionSly that ,requires a, 'Contra SyStent which woUld- be
effective.

'That 'being the, CaSe_,,,this-- will be our position with regards to the
resolutions hat have:been:, submitted:
COnderriing, draft reSolUtion 4./04/LA89,-the 'French delegation
Confirms
siS true that through ,ML_ Paul, 13onconr:in- Geneva -in
1920; [1930 ?I iitycohnekion, with the preparatiOn- of -the Conference 'on;Disarmament in-1982; France made it clear that thc ProtocOl 41925, in

our view; waS,,:of'a very 'gener4 .scope' That is still our position,
goWeVer,,We have conStantly'maintained thatthe text of 1925 -leftino
Oeiiiiklffeco,'sof positbiettae.of-ohemical an(iBiologie,at'Weapons, Report
,of ,wW.Ho firOuiiOf 06nsiatantS; No*,_21, 4909, 0.-25.
4
toot_
4 The protocol apfieata:/iosi, pp. 764=40.
Identical Inith.pt. A of G.A.-OSOlution 2003 (Mi.:IV), post, pp. 710-717.
Nations,.' Dooninents of the PivparatOry Commission for the
See'st:eng06
-DiaarniaiitOt ,Coiiie1016e,-selies X, p: 311.
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doubts On that pOint. For that precise reAsOn, we do not think it is up
to the General' Assembly, as called for in the text of draft resolution

A/C.1/L.40,to give

-MterpretatiOn Of. an internatiOnal es:intention.
NOW,,While.fa,v,ouring m substance that draft resolution of the twelve
-countrieSony delegation will hate to abstairrin the-Note on it.
As tO draft resolution -A/C.1/L.498,: Subinitted by Italy,5 it 'does not
give rise to any objections on our part even if it does §e6M-illnaorr-tOre,cOnnriend in the same text adhearon, te the 'ProtOcOl-- of 1926-, and to
Make, that adhesion practically useless by making beneficiaries of the

.protection of that instrument States which are not parties to it, on

the sole condition that they do not transgress the protisiOna. We have

some hesitation, therefore, with regard to that draft -1.6SOlUtion
A/0.-04.488 but Oür doubts -do not justif y a negative vote :On :our

part

Concerning draft 'reaolUtion.A/61./L,:t04 of the twenty-two POwersif,on-Whicb. my delegation will vote favourably, the French.delegadark §houldliketO make it clear that if sections A'and B of the,dperatite part meet with our apprOtal ;.aectiOn C, however, does _give rise
to some reservations On our part Not only does it refer the matter to-

the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament which does not
:SOMA to us to be the most appropriate ,organ to diactsa.fa. problem
which is of interest ptioutiiisr,to.all, the signatories of the Protocol of
1925, and moreover, -Mtit0§ the Geneva Committee to teach an agree=
.

Ment' on the barn**, of the use in 'war- of chemical and biological
agents Now, for the vast majority of the Members of the 'United
Nations, that objective has already been fully attained by the Protocol
which Iliate:Mentioned. 'It is to be fearedr as a matter of fact, that
the provisions of the draft resolution will only ,give :rise to a regrettable ambiguity on this point. If progress to be Made: in -thefietd,of oheinical:andbiolOgical weapons, it concerns iii:outh not only

the banning of their Use m wara question which has already been
resolved= subject to the fact that all States adhere to the Protocol of
-manufacturing and stockpiling We were the
1925, but that of
first to recommend the initiative along those lines in our response to
the Soviet memorandum on disarmament dated 1 July 1888?
resolution hkpart:C,
The draft conyentiOn0-8',,refOrred to by
ao:inaeoa deaf with that is-ppot. of the 'problem, but thivlatcily:11014
out any hope for a satisfactory solution since one of them disregards
the i).ee,d: for ,effective control' and the other affects only biological

means Of*rfars.

Hence, by voting for draft resolution A/OA/L.500 we 'intend to

confirm the condemnation of chemical and biological, warfare 'which
tve,ha.Ve-donatantly'proplaiMed. But that does not mean that Wa.subscribe 46 itprOtednit.lthiCli,doea.not seenrio us likely to 'produce = the
results which are so rightlrexpetted;Mthia:field by public opinion
*AntO, ix- 6;34.,

f,Sub:Stantiallk,identieil;i7iithliii. B of cl.A.,:-rei4olution:2663 Or-YMT.4, post, top.

,717418 ;lin the final version, the sections were AlesikOtited,t,,M, and III instead
of,4,13,.aiid C.
1?See flocument8 on Disarmament, 1968, p 5S5.

'See .ante,-* 431:-433,45-407.
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Revised Brazilian Working Paper on Article HI of the
Draft Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of
Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and Ocean Floor and the Subsoil
Thereof,, December 10, 1969
In order to safeguard the rights enjOyed, by the Coastal State on
its continental Shelf,_ in accordance with 'international law, the
Brazilian_ delegation 'proposes that article III of the draft treaty be
a-lint:tiled-to read as follows
(1). In Order to promote the Meetly& of and ensure dOmPlianCe;With the
provisions of the Treaty,, each State ,Paittto the Treaty Shall have the right ,tO

-verify thieugh-obserVation the .activitieS Of Other "Statee'Parties to the': TrekY
on the sea-bed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof beyond the outer

limit of the maritime area referred than, article I, provided that observation

does not interfere with such _activities or otherwise _infringe rights -recognized
-tinder international law.
(2) If after such .observation substantial cloubtS, remain Concerning the _ fulParties concerned
filment of the obligations assumed Under- the Treaty,
Shalt consult with a. Vie* ito::renioVing,the, doubts and; if the doubts persist, :shall,
ce4toertitelii,snah further -13-rodedfires for -verification as may be agreed. Parties
recognize that such verification shall not interfete with the activities in ifiestion.
,

.(3), Verification 4UrSuant to this article may he undertaken by any State
Party using its own means, or with the -aSsietance,,of,any other ,State Party
which may be sought directly or indirectly through appropriate international

geoffofileei Including these_ of the ,SeeretUry-General of the United ,NatiOnS.
(4) (a) Verification 'proeedureg, Shalt not be carried- out in ,areas under the

natiOnal jurisdiction of any ,State Party or In
,

.

waters without

due regard for the sovereign rights of coaStal,States;_
(0) 'Prior, to initiating, verifieation_prOcedUres in areas under the

State Party, the State- Party proposing to Initiate
national jurisdiction
such procedures ,undertakes to .notify the coastal State which shall Manifest
within a reasonable =tertod of time whether it wishes to be associated with the
Verification:
.(5) In the carrying out of verification procedures on the sea-bed and the

ocean floor and the- subsoil thereof ,beYeid_natiOnal,juriSdietion, Parties in the
region of the-itetiVitiei-, or any other- Party may participate in the consultation
and eii-o0eratiOn referred to in paragraph
(6);. In the event that consultation and Co-operation have not removed the
doubts and,-thereig serious question concerning the fulfilment of the obligations,
*siiiined`, under this -Treaty, Sfatee, Parties to this 'Treaty- imay, in accordance

with the provisions of the Charter of t the United Nations, refer the ,matter to

:the ,SeenritY-Cinineil.

**Meta by the-eSOViet Ittpresentatiye-.(Roshchin),.to the
First- :COMnlittee of the General_ Assembly: Chemical
-and Bacteriological Weapons, December 10,19691
The First -Committee 'is ii6* called Upon- to :take- w.ctecisioh, On, one

'ofthe-.4nOSt important questions On,the,agenda of the current session
if'A/0.1/993/Ite*. 1, Dec.40,1969.' The draft , treaty appears ante,
*4/0,1-/py.1717; lip. 1145.

567406.
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of the General Assembly, the question of a complete ban On the use
of chemical and bacteriological weapons. ThiS decision should serve
to stinuilate measures leading to tho domrilete elimination Of one of
the most dangers:Ms-Weapons of miss destruction.

Thre,e, draft resolutions have been submitted: to the Committee on
dectiments A/CA/LA89,2 A/C.1/LA983
this SubjeCt, contained
and A/CA/L.560:4
The draft reselUtien- contained in document A/CA/L.600, submitted_ by thirty delegations; including nine SodialiSt countries, redebate, that has taken plebe, in the General
fleets the resultS of
ASSeinbly in connexion with the consideration, on the initiative of
the socialist countries; of the ,qUeStion of chemical and
iThe debate, in this Committee has inditated that the
cal
consideration; itS,a result Ofthe proposal of the socialist delegatiOnS,
as:an-Urgent' thitteti Of the, conclusion, of an:international .convention
the ,prohibition, of the development, production: and .stockpiling
chenliettl and bacteriOlogiCal-WeapOtis 'and ,en 'the 4estrtietiOn, of SuCh-

weapon§ has been: supported by inany delegationS.3- In this connexion; we' Should like to express our deep,Satisfaction at the manner

in which the debate 'On this queStion of the convention has -taken-

There' is no doubt that -a need -exists- for the urgent conclusion
of such -a,,ConVeritieh. Representatives agree that :the
AsWith its previous attempts to 'an cheinieal
sembly,. in

and bacteriological weapons, must now ,adopt a decision which

ihduld lead ;to =the final elithihatiott of The dangers involved in the
unleashing' of a War' in WhiCir,chernibal and bacteriological weapons
would' be USed. Vnaniniity of views has been achieved on the point
that a complete :ban on chemical and bacteriological wettpOnS should

be linked with ,a further strengthening of the Geneva ProtocOl of
June 1925 e by the .accession to this Protocol of those countries

also thiongh,.Striet. compliance by
which. ,have not yet-.done. so
all ,,OroVerrinienta with the riiirpOSesrand.Objecticres: of that inittOlent.
Wet also note, :With- satiSfOtien,: that most delegations' have- giVen an
extremely .high valuation to,,the report of the, 'SeCretary-General on
WeaperiS, and the effects of
chemical and bacteriological

theirliOssihle use The,r-cenclusioriS of that -report indicate the: conin which chemisiderable danger-for: theIntuteof Mankind, of
cal and badieriologidar WeipOris would, be nsed,.and-these conclusions
further, underline the hkgeht necessity for the adoption of, 'arrangeinerAS boning, these means warfare.
An; triportant es:inclusion- thatMay be reached on the basis of the
SecretarY,Generalls- report and statements made by representatives
during ther:debate ,is the. necessity tO cOnsider matters 'linked tochemiCal and bacteriological weapons 0.434he, single probleni. Yet another
'?,file#10,1-.*Itifti:,

Ok G.A. resolution 2603 -

xjciv

ost,,pp.' 716417.

Identical Vith pt. B -of qA.siolutiol 2603 (XICIV,), 009t, Op. 717=713.

5'Aisti,4455=457.:
s.Post,
'7 4140;13P46447,94:

7u1
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practical conclusion sterns from the debate ,that has taken place,

namely, that the General Assembly should call- upon the -Conference
Of the-Committee on DiSaitiatrient, as an urgent matter, to work on
the ,text of a Convention banning the production, development and
stockpiling_ of chemical arid bacteriological weapons and on the destructien Of Such weapons. As a basis- fOr such- a convention, in our
Opinion use should be made-of the provisions that exist for the draft
convention that have'been proposed by a group of socialist countries,
contained in document A/7655.8,
All these conclusions, to ;which I have-just referred were reflected
'

in a draft resolution which is contained in document A/CA/L.500,

and We _eXPreSS- thelOpe-that this draft VFW be widely supported by
delegations attending this sesSidiLof .the General As§eriably.

The First ,Committee also has before it the draft resolution §uk,.

Mitted. by 'the, Swedish and other cielegationSi contained: n d_ oeunient

A/C.1/L.489. This draft, we believe, is a:§Ort-of sequel to decisions
already adopted by the General ASsenibly from the standpoint of

,ftirther strengtlening the GeneVa Protocol of 17 June 1925: The
Soviet Union's AjoSition,orithe,Subject of ,the-Geneva Protocol is well
known. We believe -that. The Geneva Protodol of 1925, is an -active
agreement thOSe COncluSiOn, botk from the political point of view

and from the .standpoint of

international law; doe not

,oreate.any doubt-With thi.,S in mind, we share and'- support. the ConClusions,'SUbnaitted yesterday in, a statement made by the representa-

tive of Sweden on the subject of the §ignificande of the 'Geneva
Protocol as an agreement,thritaining in its -text gerieralltredognied
standards of international laW.° On the: basis of this, position and on
this understanding, the Stiviet delegation -§uppOrt§ the draft resolit:nineteen others,
tion. submitted by the delegations -of. Sweden
which, is -contained in document A/C.1/L.489.The
The Soviet delegation
will Vote in favour of the- adoption,of this draft.

A draft reSelntiOn submitted by Italy, contained in document
A/c-4/449%U also-before the Committee.. From the, poitt of view of
preamble, 7thi§s;*dr.at 'resaution:seems.to repeat what_ has already
been -Said'
,Other -draft :resolutions on the subject. IIOW-eVer, this
draft has a §maller scope than the other drafts-Orrthis-subject. On the
other,hand,,the operative part-Of 'the draft reSolutiOn, to-a certain ex-

tent, -runs counter- to those submitted on this subject in other
doeMrietits.,
BasicallY;

.draft resolution would lrinWthe,Scope of the
Geneva Protocol as a_generally redogni0d,rule of international law,
FrOrnthis,point of .view; the !adopt*, of the Italian draft resolution
would: signify, basically, a negation, of that Which is -propO§ed in the
draft. co- sponsored by-,Swedeo, and nineteen other countries, a liegeiiitat,oftl*factthat the,GetreVaProtocorha§'established.a generally
,

,tedogriiZed 'rule Of. international' a*..

For,thes' reasons, the ,Soviet delegation' ,dOes.-not find it -possible
to ,-oippokt.tlie:draft resOlUtiOn proposed,' by the -Wiwi delegation,
,

which is contained in (601164 A/C.1/4498.,
4

8 Ante, pp. 455-451.
°Ante, pp. 681-684.
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Statement by the United States Representative (Leonard)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly: Chemical and Bacteriological Weapons, December 10, 1969
The problem of finding an effective and promising line of action
for arms. control and -diSarmament efforts relating to chemical and
biological- methods of warfare has been increasingly' recognized as
one of-the Most important and urgent problems in the disarmament
field. The United States delegatiOn is, therefore,. particularly gratified that it was posSible for our own Government to announce On
'November a-number of Significant steps inthiS field.

Since Atnbassador Yost haiitlready, drawn the ,attention of this
Committee to President Nixon's: annoinieement,i and since it has
been widely commented on in the Press, I shall hot, at this time,
recapitulate on the decisions-. I ,shalLohly note that these decisions
Will' materially .assist n.§2 in Geneva, when we resume there in the
Conference -of the Committee on Disatinanient the search,for reliable

arms control measures connected with chemical and biological
weapons.
An even more recent development which we also are most gratified

to
,able to- note. is the successful outcome Of the consultations
hereln. the First CoMmittee regarding the prOper handling by this
thiS field, the
Committee Of the major- proposals,:put forWard
`United Kingdoln draft Contention on biological- methods of Warfarea and the riine-POWer draft .on chemical and -bacteriological
Weapons .4

As we knoW; wide agreement
this matter has been reached
and the United States is ,pletiSed to be able_ to join as one of the
CO,Sporisors,Ofielobition
have nothing of substance
to add tothe very concise introduction given to the:resolution yesterday :by the representatite of, Canada, AmbhiSador Ignatieff.° I
,

Shall 'Only, draw' attention .to -the fact that its.language; particularly
Operative ,section -c, is carefully_ &tteeMtn to ,ensure that, in the Omference of the Commi
on Disarmament; the dismisSion will be

Completely open and without prejudice- for Or against any of the
tarious-substantive.propestilS Which that body may wish to take up.
I Vfislitliat We .coUld lore equally .positive about -the resolution spon-sored by the tWelve non = aligned ,niembers,,of the Conference of the

Committee on Disarmament, that is resOlutiOn A /C.1/L.489.' Unfortunately, we cannot. The- United States is compelled to oppose
this ,resolution, ,the- substance of which; in the light of its importance
and einplexity,, Nye believe, should have been referred to the CoritoisarMaMent,_ together with the other
the 'CoMMittee
ferende
-j'A/C.1.%13V.1717,,.pi?:16:=21..

a Fur -Ainbiiisadot Yost's:Statement, see A/C:1/IvV.1699,_Nov.- 25,1909, pp. 5742.

'PresidentNixon'S announcement' o-ears-ante, pp. 592493.
431-;433.

Ante, pp. 455-457:
Identical with pt.'B of G.A. resolution -2603 _(XXIV), post, pp. _717 -719.
Ante, PP:-6737-675.

7 Identical* 'With pt. A of G.A. fe0olutien 2603 (XXIV), post, pp. 716-717.
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substantive proposals which have been made with respect to chemical

and bacteriological warfare during our deliberations. We have two
reasons for strongly opposing this resolution.

First, we consider it inappropriate for the General Assembly to
attempt to interpret international law, as embodied in the Geneva
Protocol s or in.any other treaty, by means of-a resolution.

Second, we do not believe that the conclusion contained in the
resolution with r? 3ect to what is prohibited under generally recognized rules of international law, as embodied in the C-eneva Protocol,
justified.
With respect 'to' the,firstpoint,

should like to point out that since

its beginning the General Assembly has only in a few instances

adopted resollitiOn§ which sought to affirm or declare .general prigciples -of international law, ,and, when it has done' so, it has been in
cases where -there was substantial .unanimity of view among- its
members. It. would be a grave error for the General Assenibly tets
adopt 'a new practice now of interpreting treaties by Majority Vote
a majority which might, in certain cases not include important
parties to :thetreaty being-mthrpreted,_ or which might include many
members of this body who were not parties to the treaty, and to abandon the sound approach to detelOping international law which has
-

been followed in the past..

Thi§-sort of action could; in the end; tend to undermine international law and respect for the General Assembly. For the Assembly
now-to arrogate to itself the right to resolve by majority voting a
Matter Of deep dispute and differing, interpretation of international
law Would be a real disservice to the international donithunity.
With respect to the second point .1 mentioned; that we do not agree

with the interpretation which this resolution would place upon international laW as nabs:idled in the Geneva- Protocol,- I note that
-for the last forty years States have' recognized the ambiguity of

the Geneva"Protocolos,te Whether, it prohibits ,the use of riot-control
-ageote.:Th0 have not been:able to-resolve -this ambiguity, despite sev-

eral efforts' to do so, ind here We must reSpeetfully differ with the
,,Swedish. delegation with 'regard to the, conolii§ive,-4k We Would
Say '"incoriclusive"-=-character ,of the -negotiation§*leading up to- the

abortive DiSarinament Conference Of 1933. For if, as Ambassador
Astrorii- said yesterday, of the Geneva ProtoCol, "States did not
doUbt the .comprehensive nature of the ,ban",1) One must then ask
why, in the years -after' 925; they continued to debate it
long-standing ambiguity,,.the ,spon§ers of resoluTo resolve

tion A/C.1/I89 have taken the technical definition of cheinical

agent* Of warfare and biologiCal agents of warfare frorii a -report
_transmitted by'Saientifio experts.to the Secretary-General on.30 June
1969,10. and they have incorporated those definitions in their ,draft
resolution. The experts themselves, in form_ ulating these technical
-,dfitions, did not maintain that diey were derived trona or related
directly to- customary international law or-the ,Geneva- Protocol, or
that the ,defmitien,liad any legat charade's.- Since these experts were
of -Waukee for their
not lawyersnor diplomats, nor-did their

hii; pi. 74465.
° ante; p: 683:

464thte,,p. 271.:
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study cover lemal or _political elements; they limited themselves to
accepting these definitions_ only for the purposes of their report.

We have examined in detail the negotiating histories of the 1899
and- 1907- Hague ConventionS,11 the Treaty of Versailles of 1919,12

the 1922 Washington Treaty, which never entered into forte," -and
the 1925 Geneva Protocol? and we have concluded that the negotiating histories of these treaties support the view that riot-Control agents
are not covered by the Geneva Protocol, and that, accordingly, resolution A/CA/L-.489 incorrectly interprets the generally recognized
rules of international law as embodied in:the Geneva Protocol.
I _should be glad to make copies of our memorandum on these and

othet legal questions available to any delegation that may wish to
havelt.
Among the other legalptoblernS Which trouble ris about resolution
A/CA/L.489 is the fact =that, it fails -to take- account, of- the fact that

many parties to the Geneva ProtoC011 .inoludihe almost all major
Power, have ,entenA 'reservations to. provide -that the Protocol will
cease to bind reserving ;parties when an enemy State, r its ally,. fails
to : observe the --Protocol. These reservations -have made -the 'Protocol,
in effect,,a -ho-first use, rather than, a non -use, agreenient,. with respect

for both chemical warfare and biological warfare, a fact completely
ignored"by the'draft'reSelutien.
Finally, resolution, A./CA/L.489 refers to the use "in- international
armed :conflicts" Of bacteriological and- chemical -methods Of watfarel'7hereas, the Geneva Protocol, :rtS well as: the Secretary-General

in his

second = recommendation, speaks more directly and
simply of their, use in war and:Warfare."

.if the wording introduced in resolution
'We -do ,net
A/CA/L.489 is more restrictive or less-restrictive than the familiar
language -of' the Protodol. Presuinably it is not equivalent, since

that eaSeliave been Any reason to altet -language
there -would not
about which there had not been to our :knoWledge any long - standing
,diSpute Or _ambigility. The new language- is put 'forward without
explanation, or deft_ untien, although it Seeins to us that the question
of *he'll-in What situation, the PrOtocol is to apply, is of equal importance with the question-of swliat weaponS itis to apply'to.
The :intrOduction of such an ambiguity;- with regard to -the coverage
of the.'Geneva ,PrOtecO1,, seems -to us incompatible. With the widely

acknowledged .objective of 'strengthening that instrument. Since
chemical herbicides; unkrioWn at the/time' the Geneva Protocol was

negotiated, were not prohibited by that instrnmentirit is unwarranted for the-GO-iota, Assembly now to engaue in lawmaking
attempting- to extend, the. Geneva Protocol!' to inchicle -chenmotil.
hetbiOides..

.Finally-,, a brietiwerd;on resolution L.498, submitted by the dplegatioi)., of Italy: 45 We understand that this resolution is to encourage
11..kall0,; comp., Treaties, ,Convent iops;_internationa Acts, PratoW
cota_disd'AOtenietitsBetiOen -the: United States of America and Other Powers,
204.2 2052,.2209,12285J-2280.

C. F. Redmonkcomi)., Treaties, canventiOns, etc., vol. III, pp. 2590-2599.
1!
Pp.;311841.19:

`40.441). 63*
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wider ,adoptiOn of ,a policy of "no first iite", As this Committee
knows, President Nixon has recently reaffirmed the United .StateS,

OHO of "no first use" We are therefore SyMpatheticto this objective
Of the Italian ,resolution : It :Seenis- to us,, however, to raise .some
complex ,problems of interpretation of the 'Geneva Protocol, 'which
We do not believe She'd& be interpreted, by this 'body. Accordingly,
_

we think it preferable for those .problems to be further .discussed
in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, .along with
other qiiestions:relatedto chemical and bacteriological Warfare.

.Stateinent by the United' States Representative (Buffuni)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly: PeacefutUtts of Atonic'Energy,,Deceinber, .10; 1969 1.
The tnitkd. StateSdelegatiort is pleased: at this time, to-introdneethe, draft ,resolution whici is now befero. the Committee in docu.Ment A/CA/T.402 Whieh, deals with the ,proviSion-. Of peaceful nuclear
explesioil,services. This :draft ;eselutiOn,, as is .indrcated in the

is also co-sponsored by Neici

Austria, Canada, Denmark, Japan

and the,Netherlarids,..

Document A10:1/1;502 is the product of extensive negotiations be-

tWeen- ourselves and several
delegatiOnS and it has frankly in,
volVesi,sonie concessions by the titiOns, parties required' to sdevelop
-a ,formulation which we now hope will -find broad .acceptance among

most Members. : In this connexion 3 should like to paypartictilartribute to the Under-Secretary of Foreign Affairs- of Mexico, Mr.
Garcia 136bleS, and his highly ,doinpetent,ancl,do-Operative staff for
theimagihatiok and flexibility which made this ,compromise ,pOSSible.
The views Of ,my delegation, on this subject are well known tand
,

I shall not dwell on them at length this afternoon. We continue 01
belie* like the preeediiig.-. Speaker,. that the International :Atomic
Energy .A.geney. is the 'appropriate - organization to discharge the

responsibilities :antiCipated, for an international body in :article V,, of

the 'Treaty on the NOmrProliferittiOn of Nuclear Weapons.3 Accordingly, we ,shall eOntinue to work in Vienna to strengthen the
Agency's capabilities in this area:, The draft resolution before the
-Committee acknowledges the .koed, work 'Which the Agency has
perfornied4O;date, and identifies. :number of-Worth-while activities

that the 10A. might wish to undertake ,oVer, the next year My
'GoVernMenta"Ao believe* that the IAEA should be the fOcal point
for.franiing,the.akreeinent and the,agreements_called for in article V.

At the same time we recognize ,that there has been a continuing
interest on the part of the :Assembly in following further tiliwelopnAlOts, in this ,field:- Moreover, we ,appreciate,that the character of the

'agreeinent or agreements to be concluded pursuant to article V of
2 Identical with Pt. B of "0 at.:kesolatiori,2405 (XXIV), post, pp. 124427.
,3,DoCiiniente

Di8iii**001.40,68; pp.

461-465.-
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the non-proliferation Treaty :must, Still be the subject of further
consultations between the ,:parties conCerned. Accordingly, for those
reasortS,_ we are prepared, to support the formulations contained in
us
operative paragraphs 7. and 8 of the draft resolution
Ilowever,, as is the case :With -other items which found their origin
in the Non-nuclear -Conference, . we would hOpe that, follitOing the
next sessiOn, of the 'General Assembly, it would be feasible for the
interested agencies conceined=and'in this casethelAEA----to report
their 'further 'progress this field in,the,hdrinal way as part of their
ConVeritiOnal4tpott§to the AsSeinbly:.

While I have the floor, Mr. Chairman, with ,sTotit- permission I
-should like also to explain our views on a related -draft resolution
,

,contained in. dootunerit A/C.1./I.4.497,- dealing with the implementation : of the results Of the Non-nuclear Conferende.4'
The United. -States' will vote, for this draft resolution because we
consider it
the appropriate way to handle this matter, recognizing that it is desirable, WhereVerl3tactictible,:to. achieve 4:fOrmp...

tion that will command the broadest ,Support of the -membership.
However, I ';should like: to make two brief comments -about our
supIort
:First,, we AO not construe the terms of this draft resolution, and
most particularly the third pretitabillar paragraph, as constituting a,
.

'blanket endorsement by the General ..ASSerribly, of each of the resolu-

tions of the Non-nuclear 'Conference. 'It will be recalled that the

toetity0iict,Segoii of

'General Assembly avoided giving those

resolutions -,Stich , an endorsement 'since,, While- many States .agreed

With ,SOMW, of the resolutions, 'Other* including the United States.
could not subscribe to several of the -formulations : 'Therefore, We
have interpreted_ the resolution as a .general request to the United
Nations, the specialized ,agencies and the Lit:A.,,to continue to do
,what they appropriately can, and I stress the word "appropriately",
to 'carry 64 the principal wishes of the Non-nuclear Conference
recognizing : that in some instances implementation . may not be
_

.SeCOM11Y;,.I, should

to comment on the proposition ,found in

paragraph 10 of this resolution to the _effect that the,:ciueStion of the

-implementation of the results of the -Non-nuclear Conference be
placed again as a special iteni, on the agenda for the twenty-fifth
session Of the General , Assembly. We do not object
this paragraph
since We,'reCOguiteiliat -iOnle,rhember&vi§h to have the opportunity
to discuss the -Matter once again next year. But we ,frankly hope
that next year the Committee will 'see fit t011andle,this Matter in a
l'somewhat different manner,, and that it will ,rely on established
mechanisms for reporting -acti=vities, in this field, to the Assembly
rather than perpetuate a series of special reports on the Subic,* In
Our view the continued preparation of such special reports will place
an 'nnane, demand on the 'alreadk, overburdened 'secretariats, , and may
,otilys Serve, to diStraet.Staff--- and; I refer' here- specifically to the IAEA

secretariat-4rom-scarrying_ out the 'important responsibilities which
they face in implementing the ,non-proliferation Treaty. We also beresolution $05 ,(0IV); pOst, pp:-70-425.
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Committee should devote itapriniary itttentiOn in the
nuclear field to questions of disarmament and that we should leave
hove

it to Others to foster' international -co-operation concerning the peace-

ful uses of atomic energy. Therefore, in the year ahead, we Shall be
consulting closely with several -delegations as to how such items
might most effectively handled in theIuture:

.Statidnierit'by,the Nethekland$Repr6entathre,(Ektiauzier)
to .the,f itspCOMiiiittee of the General Assembly: Imple-

mentation of Recommendations of the Conference of
l.N.On4TuClearAVelpon $4t0,.Decoribet 10,. 19691
T;ioig4d to introdnee -On behalf of the_ delegation§ ,Of ,Argontina,
Anstraliai_Austria,
Itttlyi Japan, MA,
dagatearl/OcidOi Pakistan and the. Netherlands the, draft reSolution
contained 'cloOnthent,A/C:1/1-4.497- dealing-, with the iMpleinentatiOn,
of the resolutions Of
,Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon Statea.2'

In iparticular, : this draft resolution -addresses itself to two reports
'Which the Committee now has before it, namely those in document§
A/5773 and A/7568.
CO thank and to congratulate the
In the :first 'pike' I should
S,Oretary='Greneral'' 'for submitting these two excellent 'reports. My
OngratillatiOris- and-Worda-.6f. .appreciation also go to the members
of his staff;. to the `pireCtOr:General of the International; Atomic
Energy Agency and liia,ableasSiStanta,, and last but not 'lead to the

group of 'experts that drew.:4' the report contained in document

A/7568.
It would be -preSinfiptnOna for me to .olabOrate. on the contents of
say that they -cover .4 broad range of
,these reports. Suffice
:Subjeela:--WhiOh4ere OT'potieolai,iintoot- and concern 'tO,the-,delegaiiOnaPartiCipating in -the-Conference of Non-I4nelear-Weapon rStittea._
gaiking;,read4hern, I feel that theyi,delineat0.the areas. which ..tre, of

interest and :set out in a concise manner 'What has been

achieved in the VariOils, fields we are dealing with and; in :particular,
what further action could be taken.,
Now, of OO*Soi such aotion,:doeshOt 'depend entirely on the 'Internati'onal.:A4400;Enogy: Ageficy'iri:Vierintt-itselfsor One of the other
,SpeOialiie&iagencie§;,Or on any other bodies. To _achieve success
Y

,great '60 of co-ordination is required and I am hopeful that as

roanit,
of the ,recommendations .inade- in the two ',tell-64 -some sub.
.
Stantial-,progreSs.Cani*jhade;
-do,nOt'Want.tO-iake up the time .of.thWCommittee ,unduly.
faliallf*T9bit,Out,,,Wh4t4reiiinly ,person[al] opinion- the highlights
SCommittee.
Of Ae.s:draft#Sollition, t am now introducing to

-First of alland

think this is a very 'iMpOrtant, 'pointI

`2,IdditiciiVivith Pt. A of G.A.,keSOliktiott 2605 "(2i2r1V), post, pp 723-725

6,Aiite850-1:

"4 Aiit0" vp-i256=263,
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wOuld like tO draw attention to sub-paragraph :(b), Of, the 'fifth
,preanibulat paragraph, 'dealing with the expanSion Of the BOard
of Governors of _the. International Atomic Energy. Agency (IABA) .
We all ;know that this
a very Alelicate, and complex. nitter.
I 'think it is ,a, matter for ':some satisfaction that in the course °Utile
negotiations which, have been conducted hkthe Board of Governors
a decision on 'a, modest ,expansion of the Board has
'been
reached and that the question of the adegintte., and,- balanced geographic:at distribution of seats in the enlarged. Board is now being
.

,

discussed further on the Wig of: the general Criteria- which 'were set.
forth, if my ineinOry, doeS, not 'betray- me, in two different resolutions
of the Conference-of Non-NucleariWeapOn 'States and which were
spelled out in more detail= in -resolution. devoted to this -Subject
by the
Of the IAEA:.
'Furthermore, would like t6 -Underline the. importance of the
ninth preambular paragraph, which .deals with
,

,

a comprehensive study of the likely capital and foreign exchange requirements
for nuclear projects" in. developing countries during the next decade . .

:and-. the financing of thoSe requireinents. on special and favourable

ter*, itere again l it is not surprising that this ,initiative came in
;the first instance,
Chairman, from ,it 'representative of your
toniitty. To;.:my knowledge my friend and colleague Dr. timani is
;pursuing this subject vigorously, and I -do not dOillati.that in the
'end a:00040y solution will belOund.
Now turning to the operative part of the *aft resolution, I would
to TOW out in the first .0446- that, in paragraph 1 thd.1AEA,
.

IS 'invited
to take further appropriate 'action on recommendations of the :Conference of the,
,NonNuelear-Weapon st.06§:0:.010.0* and carrying out their activities.,

do not .dotibt that the Director-General,, the toard. of 'Governors
and the' inejfibera of the Staff of ,the .Secretariat
to CoMOsi. with that request.

do. -their -utmost

,

Another **tint, paragraph is Varagrapii, 3 which '"draws the

***iv of the international SOUrces- Of,finandeio the redoMMendartion'essotiOried" itithoxopoitiofilip,gro4 of'experts.
The next. OperatiVe, Paragraph, deals' in-'

soinethat, different -cOn-

tokt,,with.the-000,.0"bjecf, namely, co-operation *teen 'different
'institutions
in finding ways ; and means for financing meritorious nuclear :projeets, ,:bearing

iinininctiaot only the near but also the long-range contribution such iirojeets
.inai*Oce-,t0e,cono*ie andleOnicarOvelOinnent,

in particular Ofihe deValopingcOUntrieS.,

_Fiiithkinoi-the.nekt..operative 'paragraph draws the-attention
oi6e again I should--,sayof:the'rieijibit -States M. the InternatiOnal
Manic: giiiigy Agency' t6. the ''appeals 'which over the past years**,resPeatedlY been made by the Directoraeneral'Of the TAFA-,Mr. :Eklund,: to thii-:MeMbera to increase the finds '. available to, the
Agency for roltilateitg-assiotaiiceins_thq nuclear:field:

'would also draw the
tr*Ph;0oilOcli-

to operative para-

Notes' with .SittiSfactiOn,the 7itetion,taken tioftir .4y 'the' International Atomic
tiierty:Aienekregarding the 'fund ot,iffeeintilaSiOnable,niaterials' and requests
Member States
'the Agene3i:to, einitinne its effort* to- enfiire,..tiie ,tiupfdy
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of such 'intiteritiland in partiotilat With, a view to fuelling power
readtors,When required.

The :three last paragraphs of the draft -resolution -are-of a proce-

dural nature :and culminate in the very last paragraph, operative

,paragraph 9, iha request te."the Sectetary4Generat td- place -On the
provisiOrial -agenda" Of the next session of the General, ASSembly

-"the question of the implementation of the 'results of the Conference of NeiiNiiclear-IVettpon, 'States" : That ensures that this

Committee and the General Assembly can confidently look forward
to ,another progress report on all matters *hick are covered by the
tWO,reportitO,'Which I have referred and on the specific demands,
requests, invitations and recommendations embodied in the present
'diaftresolntiOn.
I do hope, and I am confident, that this draft :resolution *hid)
has been the result of extensive consultations with a number -of
,

delegations will Conimand:thefbroadestpOSSible support
.

Statement by the Indian :Representative : (Husain): to, the
First
of the General
peaCeful,,,Nti=
dear EXpli)Sion Services, Delconbet 10,, 1969
I.§1-10tia like to express the ;vie.* of lny.,,Cieldgatiiiii with regard.
tty:th6,,draft resolution :Contained: in document A/c1/1150.2
We have already expressed our views in the general debate,On the
IAEA, report- contained in document A/7678, and would not Wish
to 'repeat, what we have already said We have expressed the view,and ,herei, 0.4
in Grentiira;
,Our Opinion the- IAti,
under' the,'proVisions Of its Statute, is fully doinpetent.toundertakethe reSponsibilitY. for the establishment of an international service
for -peaceful nuclear explosions, sand -that this responsibility should

the, ,aE,A but that it 2should be ,clorie, on .a
non-discriminatory basis In ,conformity with Article XI of the

Statute of the IAE-A,1,alt ,non-nuclear-weapon States members of
the .1AtA haVe-'tlie'-,:xig4i to share equally in the benefits to be

derived from the functioning of the service In view of that, no
-condition can legally be imposed on the categories of recipients
,of aSSistance from that service beyond that of the membership of
the IAEA.
We feel, therefore, that the reference iii.OperatiVe paragraphs .5

Pill 7 of :' the draft resolution -contained in .document 4/C:1/L.502-

to Article V of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
UntieCeSsary;.and-notin conformity with the Statute
of'ilie.lAtIt. II-night:add, that paragraph. 7' does not belong among
V.V:eitPOnS-4'

the siperatiVe, Paragraph's; at all
1-A/0.11inr.11f3i pp 16-.17
2ldentical with pt. B Of 0 A ±e§olutioil2605.(XjtIV), 06.9km-1125=727.
3Amrioañ Foreign Policy Current D ootinients,19564p. -923-924:

OS Pisibnizment,1968;--0.461465:
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it,may,be recalled that Article V of the non-prOliferation'Treaty

Seeks to ensure the availability of not existing but "potential benefits
from any peaceful application of nuclear ekplosions"; and those potential benefits, as and when they 'beef** ,feasible, are to be made
available through 'Special international ,agreements or bilateral IT
rangenient,S, which have be negotiated and concluded in the future

SO- as to provide for appropriate 'international 'obSerVatiOh, and

.prodedUres.

It would be Seen,,therefore,that,Article V of the non-proliferation
nitymore than an enabling
provisionfor :a 'Specific and limited purpose: The question of the
establishment of an international
for nuclear explosions for
,peaceful purposes has therefore to be 'SOIL:in. its larger perspective:
This question iSlogiCitlitand,direbtlY linked to that of a comprehen'Irreaty, is only an .enabling

sive test ban anoiShotict be considered in Conjunction with it
There : are two eqUallyimpOrtant aspects of the question of nuclear.
explosions :economic ,anCl-diSarniaMent. In the development of peace-

ful 'nuclear technology, nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes
occupy :a, Very, important place and might beCoine:perhapSithe :most
:SignifiCant, instrument for the economic development of developing
countries :r There should, therefore, be neither- any ,monopoly nor
any discrimination in rofsgard, to the-devetopment,Of the technology
of nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes:
The disarmament aspect Of ntielear:eiilOsions-regitires 'a, complete
Stoppage' of all *Clear- explosions With:. a view 10 ,putting an -end to
the nuclear arms race In the context Of a, comprehensive teSt. ban,
we would need- to deal with the ecOnO,Mic aspects of lnuclear explosions,. which Would require a separate international agreement to
'lie41.egotiatecl,lOr regulating -SUch, explosions. Such an international
agreement would have to legislate the purposes for 'which the ex.

plosions would be permitted and lay down the provisions under
whibk,if*ye-Outct.tie,.,cOndUctOct: It would have to provide the,neces-

sary :safeguards from the point of view of health, and safety
requireinentS:

None of those aspects is dealt with in any existing international
instrument, such as the partial test ban Treaty and the ,nOn7prolifera'bon Treaty, nor indeed could one expect them to be provided :from
within the
of an UndergrOOncl, nuclear 4st-4*n:treaty.
'Taken all together, these various matters will require ,a whole
COMplex, ofLrUles and regulations- laying down aild,goethWg::itn international trOgiine of nuclear explosions for peaceful purpoSeS.
Vor,,theSe-reasOnS,,,the,,referende to Article. V of thO,Vreaty on the
Non,PrOliferatiOn-, of Nuclear' Weapons in operative paragraphs o'
,

and 7 of the draft resolutionwhich Would: seem to restrict the

Scope of the cOnSideratiOn., of this .matter-,---is,objeCtiOnable' and un-aCceptablestO;i4: delegation.

We WOUld, therefore abstain from voting On 'draft resolution
A/C:04.501 it being in any case our ,understanding that that draft
resolution, if adopted, would
in any way-;affeCt-the legal position
flowing from the provisions of the Statute Of the IA.EA.
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Statement by the Brazilian Representative (Araujo Castro)
to the First Committee of the General Assembly: Peaceful Nuclear Explosion Services, December 10, 1969
I Wish to explain briefly the:pp:Sitio-0 of the .delegatio4 of Brazil
With regard to draft reSolution A/C 1/L 5022
In ,a previous statement beferetheTirst-COmMittee, the delegation

of Brazil set forth at length its views on an international 'service
for ;nuclear- explosions for peaceful .pUrposeS. On that .occasion,_ we
stated
such ,service should be provided' by the International
Atomic Energy Ageing, pnithiant. to provisions 's of its "Statute, to all
itS:metriberS.

'Furthermore; we emphasized that the role to be played by the

AOnctin-thiS,,field,'shOUld. 136 the ,Subject of study from the standpoint of the Statute of the Agency, aiid.':should not be confused with
other functions the, Agency may
may not eventually perform in

c.OnilexiOn with the Treaty' ,on the 'Non-Proliferation of Nuclear

W0a1)0#0,

As we Stated' :before
before, General. Assembly resolution 2456
is recalled in the `-firSt. preambular Paragraph,

(XXIII),

.liddreaSeS: itself >only ' to the 'broad- qUeStien-, ,of the establishment

within the,"IAFA of an international service for peaceful nuclear
eigilegionS.4; It did not ,refer---nor should it have referredo,,the,
problems related' to the implementation of 410101p. V of the
proliferation Treaty.
We :maintain that the international *Vibe which is the subject
of resolution 9404 0 sk#IIIt is totally independent of whatsoever
action or Measure- the parties to the :non-proliferation 'Treaty may
take in ,connexion with the implementation of ,Article V
intend ;
afthatTreatY.-.,
The prepent, draft resolution, in its ,operative :Paragraphs ,S and
1,,-denfUses-those- two different issues and concepts, and therefOre
cannot receive the support of the delegation Of

statchwi*sy :the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the
First Committee oftheGeileralAstembly: Peaceful tiSes
AtfillTuClear'Energy, Deredutbert IQ; ,t969:
The SOViet' delPgatiOn would

now before us

to .6)ipresSits tieWS, on. the :Matter

position on the draft resolutions

submitted to the Committee in documents A/C1/1,..4972 and
'Identical

resolution

4 Document OisAisaiinainent;-1968;:

(kRilr), O'Ost; *.:125-447.

4-Ibid.9,01x599-01.;-

'*AAtury:1718,:iiii:2t142.
'Pt A of 0 :1;i0OltitiOit2606;(kkiV), 00,0.'723=-725.

Pt B Of'9:41:.,0011,ition'28oA (xxiv),tio:440:126=.727:-

.
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First of_all, allotr_me to express my *Ws on the -tubjeet referred
to in document A/CA/L.497 on the -Conference- of Noil=lcuoleat7
Weapon,,States. The- draft. resolution:' -,refert to questionS 'Considered-

at the 'Conferenee of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States. The Soviet
delegation and the Soviet Union hate had occasion 'many tithes to
refer to our position on this matter and to state that the decisions

adopted at the Conference were., adopted Without_ sufficient_ grounds
and without the necessary consideration or participation in the :eonSideratien, of those matters of various ,,interested i organizations., Now

we have to :state that we are ititnessink.a trend whereby -questions
connected with the ,decisions of the Conference of Non-NuclearWeapon _States are 'linked from year to year to the gencla of the

,Assembly i And hayethUS-4cOrne-4regulAr event:

According to Cpartigraphs,, & and 9 of the draft resolution, the
Secretary-General itte-Stbinit-additional-reportS or carry out additional action in 'connexion with the agenda of the twenty-fifth set,SiOn., We cannot agree with such arrangeMents. The question which
is considered in the draft resolution before us is the peaceful utilization ,Of atomic eneriy. Now it is well known that the International
Atomic Energy: Agency is entrusted with Work, in this field and
the task Of the General Assembly, in our , opinion, is not to Substitute
itself for the -Agency but 10 -giant to 'the. latter all- possible assistance its difficult and:, Coniplidatedtaski All the more as this task
has become even more ,complicated and difficult as a result of the
implementation- ,of the Non-Proliferation "Freity:4 Further, the
Agency has been ,created for specific purposes. It unites over 100
State* genibeta and has specific tasks to fulfil : The Agency submits every year a,,,repOrt-On its activities to the General
The,discUssion,,of that report, proVides-all,,,the necessary possibilities

leit,interetted, States to exchange views on the work of the Agency,

to refer to various aspects of this *Ork and to comment on and

evaluate it, but bearing 7 in mind in this 'connexion - that the 'Agency
is an independent', organization and establishes its structure independently, particularly from the point of tie* , of its over-all activities and that consequently, it is not possible or desirable to interfere

With the work of the Agency

to force upon it some tort, of

epee46,0044,4e. for its ;activities. Consequently, we see no necessity,
apart from the discussion of the .report of the _Agency, to have the
agenda. of the Assembly include, additional items referring to matters within the purview the Agency.

This view of ours is based itpOn, the opinion that the attempt at
the artificial creation of duplication will certainly undermine and

Strike, at,the,irerytialc whichs the Agency is called upon to fulfil:,
The Tepo'rt,Of the Agency deserves particular consideration, and

any matters that are'''Withiti thes.-piiiirie* of the Agency should be
settled by ,:the Agency. Otherwise, _decisions, will be adopted on
important matters, the implementation- of which will not be ;pos-

,sible. :ConsUltatiOns'*ithlintetested ,organizations, and More particu-,

fatly, with the Agency; are necessary. But one cannot transmit to
those_ _agencies Specik instructions or requests without bearing in
niind, their iiitornargtractiire: Not isit posgble, to propose _certain'
,

4spoirionOt8 Onpfaartnairient,1908,. pp 461416.
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Op0/01011S -withmit, clue aceolmt being taken of the fmanCial implicationSof such arrangetnentS.

The 'trend to' violate, thiS rather clear rule waS,, AS has beat

_pointed 4311i, bk our delegation,. already reflected in the reSolution
,AdePted, ,at the laSt seSsion Of' the 'ASsembly. 'To a 'certain -extent

theSe :defeCtS are -to be founct--and we regret thiSin, the-draft

resiilutioribefore us. trifOrtimately We- are,unable to agree with;,0-6h
tlelegatieti is. Unable, to ,suppOrt.
PrOPOSals: In.viet'of this, ,the
,abstai4
th&;,draft, reSolution SUbinitted to the Cenunittee and
during the-Voting.
1,ShoUld'-noW like-ttaurntO the position Of our :delegation on the

Other draft reSOlUtien- before uSi the draft tesolutien, referring,to

cennemen;
,peaCeful nuclear ekpleSiens,,in docuMent,A/C.111:.502.
With this ,draft; the:SoViet -delegation.'woUldtlike,to ,State the foll07-=

ing:LaSt Yearthe:Generat Assembly adopted'A, reselutien pertaining
te-the eStabliShMent with* the Agericy",of speCiat international:
Service :Under -appropriate, international 'cOntrol:, 'That *elution
requested the, 86oretary-General 'to 'present a ,special' report ori the
,SUbject.5 :The .Secretary,kieneral, has_sUbmitted si.ich a 'report, Whioli

,in*atedlhat

,

the Agend?;shOuld' qake on, the role of the internatierial Service
lot ihe;Peadeful ,uSes'ef ,nuclear ,exploSiona." 6'

,thu§ :the' ansWer to', 'a qtestion. raise& by

iiesolution of :the

General' AiseMbly'WaS,gjven- Clearly and uneqUiVedallY in the report'
the:SeCiett.trY-Genetar of Ale UnitedNatioriS.
alSo inipOttant 'that it the
seSSion of the Agendy
:"September,ofthiS: .year ,a
iv4S- Unarihnously adopted, 4p-

'provint:the report of ,-40. Ageriey'io th,6, POO Nationg, It stated,,

,000, 4146*
"Perforniante, of the ;functions,
of 'the -international body referred_
ta Artiele V 'of ihe 'non-proliferation, Treaty, aS Well aS the iriter4
,

natiOnat Ob'sertation.
fOr by' Oita
,,are vAthin the
gefiCY'§-,tichnical- Compcitence,iiiid clearly-fill Within the ,Soope ofits:Statutory, Innetions.!,

0;i0loStatesIthat,

ittlge -the tasith of -tbe AgenCy. hi relation ,tO ljeaceful:

tiOclear explekons Can lje Carried, Out by,the,35epartineht of TeehniCil
OperatiOils
f*reiSria,t."4
'Thai resolutiOn Was,:sUPported,by,:all,thc- MeMbors -of the Ag,eney.
WOUld

to StreSS' 'that lioint, that

the MeMbera Of the

Agency 7supitottect thit i`etOlution. Why, ,therefOre., i8 'it ,,nece§§atY 's

:;'1,tas#, ihisr question at, this Janet*, aS propesed ni -operative .paiii=
i'eSoliitioni The, opniiona Of the, Sperstary,
hiPh -Of the'
Oneral, and- ef the: Agency -correspond::Thef haVe-,been formed' is
Of yeirS~OtcOnSideratlens of thiS- Matter. All, ,States'ilegring
:seritzspedial letters :to; the:SeCretarpGeneral ;and to -the
Agency
thik-Matter. kutthet,, ,§peCiit -coMMittee wag set upcoul&hAve pattiaidesirods Of doing
Within the Ageney
voitin, ,fto, Work. in.:other 'Word's, the- recomMendatien inVcilVed
'51iOcitinenia, bij
1! /4'2/7678; it.
7144.4.,

4ciithainpriti

799400;.
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-the result of consultations and participation by All interested : States.
In view of the -recornmeridation thus submitted by the Agency and
the -Sectetary-GenerA we do not :deem, it necessary, to resume, consideration of this matter at the next session. We believe it haS-alreadylOund its Solution.

In View of what I have said, the 'Soviet delegation is .unable
to support the draft' resolution. in &ailment A/C.1/L.502 and will

:abstain from- ,voting, ,In doing so, Ite,,Of -course- recognize- the right

of-the ASsembly to consider the report Of the Agency on AS work
in the field of nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes,. and we
(can 'best he% done at the time of the cons_ ideratien
of the Agency'& anima, report to the-Assenitily.
belieVe

,As

the position of principle of the Soviet Union on peaceful,

,riuclear, eiplogionS; We have had occasion to state it .many times. We
believe, that:it is SpeCifidally the Ageney that has been, called- upon

to playthertolo of an,international organ le control snah:eiplosions,
by artiCle'V of the -non-Proliferation Treaty, and any proposal ,relatingtO,, Such ,arrangements Would ,not meet with any objection on
-oiir ,part;

:gitateinen(by. the Mexican:Representative (Garcia RObles)
to the,.Firit-ctottnittet of the- General`" Assembly: Peace-

.ftit Vies OfAtoniianetgy,Decenibet10,19691
shinild -like. to
a few brief WOOS with ,reference to draft
,resolutions A/C.I/LOT 2 and A/C4/L.50V- of kith of which the

delegation Of Wide° IS-web-sponsor,

With 00010 draft :resolution A/C:1/L4.97, I, should- ike to say
We, fully Share,-the appreciation expreSSed
the rpreatribillar
,.part tO-the Interriationat Atignic .Energy Agency for the activities
Whieh, ,aS:there: stated, it
initiated or haS' underway for the
purpose of implementing resolutions adopted by the Confetence of
-NOn-WUClear7WeaPOn' States.

vbelieVe it appropriate," in this regard, alap to Make- specific
Mention, of the tireleSS, Work that the Director:iGeneral of the
AgenOyi Dr. Sigvard Ektun4,, ha§ been carrying- on to that ,end.
I ,Oliontd,:alsO like to add: that my" delegation- attaches:particillar

importance to the contents of operative ;paragraph '3 of the draft
resolution, ,which draWS the attention, Of the international' sources of

finance to the need
them to ,adOpt criteria, and conditions for
finincing-nucloar_projeCtS- in the Nuke, bearing in 00,4M -hero
I quote the words of the draftinot only the immediate- benefits
from initial projects but also the long-term contributions- that such
projects could inake'to developing, countries ".
.1 A/C.1 /PV.1718,,,PP.'*-41.,
k'of O.A.' iegOlUti 2605' (XXIV ),posi, pp. 123-72 4.
4 Ptii Of,(4.4.:reS01figop 260 (YXIV), poit; pp.- 725=727.
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That is quite in keeping with what my -deleation has already

stated in -the Committee, and particularly in the speech:, we -made

on 18'NoVernber of this year, when we -eicpressed out- convietion.riat
-with, regard "to the Peaceful uses-Of nUcleat -energy efforts .shoul s be

Made -to ensure' that, this 'energy will be utilized to reduc, _the
economic and social abyss Separating, those people which, figura-

tively speaking, are, termed- the :peoples (Ail* northern hemisphere
from, the= peoples of the- southern hemisphere, and :that it will not
be erroneously ConceiVed,of as service to be givenlolleWing a-strictly.
-commercial criterion.,
,With-,regard draft,Ssoltition A/C.1/L.502,.asthe representative
_

.of the United, States- has already pointed out,' thanks: to prolonged
,preparatory, work of negotiation. in which- a number of delegations
patticipateden&,Many of thern last year held divergent views --it

has finally, been "possible:
arrive at a text' that-htiS earned the
approval of all-thoSe, delegations, It tekt -whose. conciliatory :nature
is proVe&
the
that the delegation of
United States, for
ekaMple,:has seen. fit to co- sponsor
nevertheless maintaining

in :cettain aspects the views that it adduced last year: The same
applies to the delegation of ,1114icti, and 'Aid* to_ is a -Co,
must not be 'taken as
sponsor. ,ofdraft resolution. .But
,o

implying -that we haVe ;yielded the positions WhiCh we haVe con:stanqheld on the fUndaMentaliSSUOS.
Incidentally, 1. Wonid say? that to dear-with this Matter there, were
-What:I would term two :Main .alternatives t the one Which ultimately
.

the other,
cull:dilated in this draft resolutiOri jointly submitted,
which was followed last year; namely two groups of States, Members- of the United Nations Working along, parallel though separate
lines and 'endeavouring, to ,ensure ,that. their tpiiit of -view would
prevail.
For :eta**, the representative of the .8oviet: Union; sttid -a few
ago that_ the -Sedretary-General, in fulfilitent,of the reSolu,
tion-,:adopted last yeat,,hadc already prepared report that has been
,submitted-to .iks: That is a, fact:and that report will be 'found 'in docuMerit A./7087:. But would take, the :liberty; with ,regard to this

-nuittet, of reminding the ,ulembera of the Corritilitee that in thestateMent, 'Made on 18: NoVeMbet, to which I referred a feW ,moments ago, I mentioned the fad that =slightly- inore'_than- 'One-third
of- he inembeteconSUlted had.replie&tOihe circular of the Secretary-General. -FUrtherrdere, I pointed out that -a Major Orden ,of-"the
replies. received, were liMited to expressing .approval or support of
the idea of there,bei4 set up an interhatio41.SerYiee- of this -nature,
that the Majority- (*the others -did not give -a reply on what, in our
and basiO, aspect of the
opinion, should :be termed- the
Whole question.

I also said that to everoonie, that difficulty it might be helpful
if Nye,,aSked the Secretary - General to carry out a rievuSurvey-this

time not On sueli; a wide subject as the first; but narrowed down

to a Seri*

te- ehicidate the
speCifid -questions that would
views of'imariy- Governments-on:basie probleuip,that would' hist to
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be ,solve& so that the service might adequately serve the ends we
Seek, which are-as the .preamble to last year's resolution so' Cogehtly
stilted
ensurethe,exiStence of- a' multilateral organ, so that':

the potential benefits of any peaceful application of thclehr

:explosions might 'be,-made, available, with 'due 'consideration for the
heedS of the developing areas of the world." 4

:Si;* that- alternative failed. to ,gain support among those States

whose views lhSt. year- differed -from those- of the co- sponsors- of the

-dthft resolution which' finally 'beehine 'a. General Assembly resolution; there was a further .Alternhtive. It was, as I -shid,. the hlterhit-,

-tilt that was folloWe& and that finally led to the present drhft
resOlutioh..

With -regard to those points on which there is common understanding, it was- decided, to include them in a clear. -cut and :unambiguous

way, in the operative parts Of- the draft resolution. ThoSe aspeCts
Will be founCt

paragraphs:i; 2, 3,,4 and 5..

With ,regard, to the other -points, instead of trying. to 'arrive at
single sOlutioh that ,thight,receiVe ,general' apprOval at this session=

-

Which -seemed to be unfeasible at the titneit was decided to let
time 'do, its work, as the wise- adage has it, and leitvo the matter
Open. Te,have, therefore, invited the International Atomic Energy
Agency, in ,paragraph
submit: to the-Secretary-General, not later than 1 October'

1970-,-thiS is in order to gilt GovernMehts time for

special iepot-,,on,'the progress of its 'firther.stnclies- and activities
thiS,;field"..=-that is, the field- of :the draft resOlfitiofr.--qo be coil,
:sidetect by the General Assembly At its t*enty.fiftly sesSiOn."

We- baVe also stressed in ;paragraph
and this is -a matter of
-spepifid- importanee to my delegationthe: fact that "the nature .and
contents of the speCiar international` agreeinent
agfeements to be
concluded, .piirSuint to the proViSiohs of -Article V Of the Treaty
on the $o*Proliferation of NUoleitt ,Weaporis,5 will remain open
for'-.appropriate. consideration. and will he the subject of furthercOnSUltatiOlis":

Pinally1;hi ,paragraph` '8 this draft 014164 would .request the
'Seckeiary=.6eherat to inChide in the -agehda of the next session of
tl*,General ASsethbly
item with the _sable title as that which it
had
yeaiand'Whichit
year's agenda.
It was all these 'reasons- that led _thy' delegation to participate

happily in the jOiht linderthkingS that have led to the prepara-

tion -;of_ draft -reSoliitiOh A /C.1/L.502, WhiCh- in no way, as I have
said, 'thodifieA:the opihioir'thht the Mexican Government transmitted

on 428 Alti* 1:069'1,0 -the-, Director-General of the International
Atoinio Energy Agency-oh .this Speoifie 'question. Nor hits_ it affected
:Foreign, Office ;of my country transmitted to theviews which
80Ofetary4General- of the Vnited 'Nation§ -tin& which can be found
011pake.2:016: 28 1-Of apoilinerit- A /7678.

We belie VO, :that, when, next ,yor, this. Connnittet takes up the
4 .1iiicionenikonliisai'nioikienti,1968,

,$00.
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item Mentioned
-more

facts

in paragraph -8, We-May have more information and
will allow us to arrive at conchisions acceptable

that

to all and with a ,greater ,knowledge of the subject regarding what
has been done and Whatis4easible or desitablelor the tilt**.

the .First 'COO.
Of the General, ASsenibly:, Changes in the Draft
'Sea-Bed' Treaty,b.ectinbtr 11,1969.1'

Argentine, Working, Paper Introduced in

Al rxcLE,I

1.. The state§ Parties to this Treaty undertake not to einplant

or einplace on the ,sea-bed.' -and the ocean floor and
article
thereof heYond a _sea=bed -Zene as defined

§ubsOil

any--objeCt§

With ,nuclear weapons or any other types- of weapons Of mass
destruction as well as §tri.icture§,- launching. installations or any
other facilities- SpeCifically ;degigned for -storing, ,testing

using

such Weapons..

-2. The _undertakings of paragraph, 1 of this _artiole Shall also
apply to tlie;Seabed, zone referred:to in the same paragraph; except
that with respect to such area of the :sea-bed: they shall not apply
to the coastal State or to the _Sea-ed- beneath its territorial waters.
3, The State§, Parties to this Treaty- undertake not to assist, encourage or induce any State to commit -actions prohibited by this
Treaty and not tO,participate in

any other way in

such actions.

ARTICLE II

For the purpose of this Treaty the outer limit of _the sea-bed
zone referred to in article I shall -be coterminous With the twelvemile Outer limit of the zone referred to in Part II of the Convention
on the Territorial Sea grid the Contiguous Zone, signed in Geneva
on 29 April 1958,2 and shall be measured in accordance with the
provisions of Part I, Section II, Of that Convention and in accordance with internationarlaw.

ARTICLE IV

Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as supporting or
prejudicing the position of any State Party ,With respect to existing
international conventions, including the 1958 Convention on the
Territorial Sea and -the Contiguous Zone, or with respect to rights

or claims which such State Party may assert, or with respect to

recognition or non - recognition of rights or claims asserted by any

other State, related to waters off its coasts; including inter alia
territorial seas and contiguouS zones, or to the sea-bed and the ocean
floor, including continental shelves.
1 A/C.1/997. Dec. 11, 1969. The draft treaty appears ante, pp. 507-509.
215 UST 1606.
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Statement by the Argentine Representative (Ruda) to the
First Committee, of
General Assembly: Sea-Bed and
Ocean floor,Oecember 11,19691
Despite the latenesS of the hour, my delegation wishes formally

to pa- before the Committee the working paper that was circulated by the Seoretatiat in docinnent A/C.1/997, referring to
artioleS I and II Of the draft treaty, on the prohibition of the emplacement of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destructiOn-Oh the sea -bed and

floor and the subsoil thereof?

This doCument is the result of intensive consultations, and we

believe

reflects the observations voiced in the course of the debate
in thiS' COnimittee; without in any way affecting the purposes and
objeetives Of the treaty.
I shall not go on to -explain the differences that exist between
thoSe texts' We are putting' before the Coimiiittee and the texts of
articles I :aild II of the &aft treaty submitted by the Co- Chairmen
ofilte-Conference Of :the Committee on Disarmament, which appear
in annex A.Of ,doonnient A/7741:3

Paragraph 1 of article I introdUces a Substantial modification
with regard_ to the CO- Chairmen's original document. In fact, the
concept. Of' the super - adjacent waters adopted in that document,
whose legal. consequences we criticized when we commented on the

draft treaty,. has now been replaced by another wording which is
more in keeping with the true nature and the aims of the instrument,
as We--See it. The reference to the "maximum contiguous zone" in the

definition of the zone to be covered by this instrument has been

ellininated; and in its stead we introduce the concept of the sea-bed
zone as the logical consequence of the geographical region covered
by the draft treaty. The new view, furthermore, is of a technical
character which is strictly limited to the draft treaty, without any

type of the legal aspect of the law of the sea being able to be

excluded frOni it. This, beyond any doubt, is the best solution to that
conditiomof the non-armament measures which the treaty seeks.

In paragraph 2 of article I, we also make mention of the "seabed zone" instead of "contiguous zone". Apart from this change; no
other mediAcatiOn has been introduced that might in any way affect the application of this provision as contained in the co-Chairmen'S draft.

Paragraph 3 of article I is the same as it appeared in the original
draft, since it presents no difficulty to those delegations which have
expressed any doubt on the subject dealt with in our working paper.
Article II reflects the substantive change introduced in article I,
paragraph 1, on the nature of the zone over which the treaty is to be
applied. What the next text seeks is to set the outside limit of the
sea-bed zone referred to in article I and is exclusively limited to
A/C.1/PV. 1722, pp. 87-92.
2 The Argentine working paper appears supra.
3 Ante, pp. 507-509.
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quoting various provisions of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the
Territorial Sea and the Contigumis Zone4 and does so in order' to
define the configuration of the sea-bed and to provide a form of
measurement that will anew us to establish the zone of application
and, therefore, the ,geographical surface over which these commitments provided for in the treaty will apply. By this procedure, we
believe we shall avoid a very extensive and difficult transcription of

the criteria, and yardstick to be used in measurement.

In Order to ratify and prove the clearly incidental nature of the
reference to 'the 'Geneva, Convention on the Territorial Sea and the
COritignoUS Zone and thus ensure that the differing positions of
States Members will not be affected by such reference, the clause
that appears- in article II, :paragraph 2, of the co- Chairmen's draft
is expanded to inake it more coinprehenSive, We believe that this
can he-obtained by introducing- some- necessary additions_ in the present wording- and inserting, this new norm in -a new article, following
theSUbStantiVe prOViSiOnS 6f-the treaty, as article IV.

With regard-to the additions-centained in this new article, I should

like to point out that

too, meet the principle that a non-

armament measure should not adopt criteria or formulas that might
produce juridical denSeqUences on subjects touching upon the law of
the sea. It is for -this reason that the first part of the text adds the
phrase "with regard -to existing international conventions"----in the
plural --- "including the 1958 C_ onvention on the Territorial Sea and
the ContiguouS Zone". As I have pointed out previously, this express reference to the Geneva Convention is intended to reiterate
'that principle with respect to the only convention that is mentioned

by name -in the draft treaty, and does so only to determine the

limit Of the sea-bed tone Mentioned in Article I. Also, in order to
avoid any erroneous interpretation regarding the strictly non-armament nature of the treaty, we have included the phrases: "including, inter alia, territorial seas and contiguous zones" and "including
continental shelves".

We believe that, with the additions I have mentioned and the
change in the location of this sentence, we shall ratify the sense
when we introduce amendments in articles I and II of the draft
treaty and, in more general terms, we shall avoid prejudging for
or against the position of any State Member on the entire question
of the law of the sea.

When fornially submitting the working paper contained in document A/C.1/997, to this Committee, my delegation is convinced that
it represents an adequate solution to the legal difficulties to which
the original draft treaty submitted by the Co-Chairmen of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament gave rise and, at the same

time, does not in any way disturb the very delicate political

balance achieved in the negotiations that culminated in the preparation of the draft treaty which is before the Committee.

For all these reasons, my delegation hopes that our working

paper will be given an affirmative response, not only by the co416 UST 1606.
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sponsors of the draft, but by the other States Members of the
United Nations as well.

wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having allowed me to

submit this working paper to the Committee at this very late hour.

Statement by the United States Representative (Leonard)
kithefirSt Committee of the General Assembly: Sea-Bed
and Ocean- Floor, Deceniber 11, 1969
I shoUld like to take this Opportunity, as we approach the close
of our discUSSion,_ to introdude the draft resolution contained in

,docuinent A/C.1/L.512, which at the last count was being coSponsored by some thirty.foUr delegations.
Tn its operatiVe paragraphs, this draft resolution :
Welcome the submission to this Assembly of the 'Draft Treaty on the prohibitie# of the einPlacemerit of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass

deSeruetiowowthe sea =bed -and the ocean- floor and the subsoil thereof' . .
Calls upon the-Conferenee of the CoMmittee on Diethinament . . . to continue
its work on -this subject,

taking into account the proposals and suggeStions made here.2

Our attitude with respect to this prospective treaty has been
and continues to be that it should be broadly acceptable and
should serve the interests Of all members of this Committee. For
this reason, we have sought painstakingly to find appropriate ways
to accommodate the views expressed by Other delegations, first in

Geneva at the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

and later in this Committee, with respect to possible amendments
to the- initial draft text -that was agreed upon by the representatives
of the Soviet Union arid-the United States and tabled in Geneva on
7 October.3 As will be recalled, certain amendments proposed by
members of the Conference of th4 Committee on Disarmament were
incorporated on 30 October- in the text which appears as annex A
of that Committee's report.4 Other amendments have been put forward in working papers, which have been circulated and commented on here in the First Committee, most recently just now by
the representative of Argentina. These suggestions and amendments are -being given careful attention by my Government and
will be important elements in our deliberations when we resume
work in Geneva.

Since the genesis of the idea of banning the arms race from the
sea -bed, there has been no question but that a treaty to promote
that Objective should and would also promote the common interest
of mankind in the progress of the exploration and use of the sea1 A /C.1/PV.1722, pp. 93-97.

2 Substantially identical with pt. F of G.A. resolution 2602 (XXIV), post, p. 715.
3 Ante, pp. 473-475.
`Ante, pp. 507-509.
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bed and ocean floor for peaceful purpoSe,s. In this regard, we have
viewed the work of the Committee on Disarmament as a necessary
complement to the inipOrtant work of the sea-bed Committee, which
was established through resolutiOn 2467 (XXIII) of 21 December
1968.5 DUring the past year, while in New York, the sea-bed Coinmittee pursued its-twin goals- of-establishing a set of legal principles
governing the exploration and exploitation- of the sea-bed beyond
the liniits- of-national' juriSdiction and creating The franietvork of an

eVentlial international reginie for this _area, the Committee on
DisarmaMent presSed. *Ward with the-elaboration of the draft
treaty'Which has been discussed in this-LCOMinittee.

Considerable work has gone into this draft treaty, ,and we particularly apprediate the-ConStrUetiVe spirit- and helpful suggestions
Of members Of the 'ConferenCe of the''COMinittee On :Disarmament
dUring the most
,phase -of the -negotiations in Geneva in

October. The produot of' these. labonrs was the revised draft of

30 October. This work over the past year in Geneva alsoi .provided
the basis for the wide- ranging diSouSSion- and careful- scrutiny of
the draft, that has taken plade'in the, course of our consideration of
disarmament .ciiieStioris.here during the NIA month. The records of
these disetissionS, Will, We -are confident, enable us, on our return
to Geneva, to develOp a__treaty text that will be warmly Welcomed
by the members of the First Committee when it next considers the
-

Matter.

Let me briefly reiterate what, in our view, the purpose of this

treaty shoUld_ be. By preventing-a nuclear arms race on the sea-bed,
it will serve the universal aims of -Maintaining world peace, reducing

international tensions, and strengthening friendly relations among
States. Moreover, the-treaty will represent an important step towards
the exclusion of the sea -bed from the arms race. In the wider context of disarmament, we recognize that the draft sea-bed-treaty represents a limited step, but one that is eminently worthwhile. I need
hardly recall to the members of the Committee the note struck by
Ambassador Yost here on 17 November, when he observed that it is
already feasible to emplace nuclear weapons on the sea-bed, an action which, in the absence of an effective treaty prohibition, might
have certain military advantages.° The conclusion of a treaty would
not only forestall this danger, but would also contribute greatly to
ensuring that the vast potential of the sea-bed will remain available
for peaceful economic exploitation for the benefit of all mankind.

Our delegation has listened with carewhich, as we indicated at
the outset, was our intentionto the comments, the proposals and
the suggestions made here. We are prepared to undertake such
changes as seem to be called for, in order to meet the legitimate
concerns of the international community. We shall return to the
task in Geneva with this mission in mind, and we shall strive to
produce the best possible text, taking full account of the comments
which have been made here.
Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 802-808.
Ante, pp. 537-540.
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Statement by the Soviet Representative (Roshchin) to the
First Committee of the General Assembly: SeaBed and
Ocean Floor, December 11,19691
The Soviet delegation would liketO,,make a brief statement in connexion with the consideration hi the First Committee of the item on
a draft treaty torbhibiting the emplaceinerit Of nuclear weapons and
other weapons of
deStruction on the Sea-bed- and ocean floor

and the subsoil- thered, as well as in connexion with the draft

resolution ,now -silbinitted to the First Committee in the name of
thirty-four.delegationS.?

The,p6§ition of the Soviet Union on this question is well known.
It liaeirtnuiy ,times-been.,Set out in the Committee on Disarmament
and in .our. statements :here,_in the First CoMMittee on 17 November
this years We,are glad to nOterthe_great interest in the draft treaty
prohibiting_ the eMplacement Of:inielear weapons and other weapons
Of inas§, destruction, on tlits:Setv;bed and ocean floor and the subsoil
thereof.4' We consider that the condlusioh of such a treaty would
prevent_ the
certainly have _a great doh§ttucthro, influence. It
use Of the sea-bed` for emplacement Of 'weapons- of Mass clestruetion.
It would' show that States ,are_ able to decide together queStions re-

lating to the curtailment of the arms race. Undoubtedly, the conclusion of such an agreement would also be conducive to an easing
of international tension.
The filet_ that-both -the idea of concluding such a treaty and the
main content Of that draft treaty Were welcomed by delegations of
Member Stites, makes it pos§ible to hope that there Will be 'speedy
progress towards the conclusion of-Such a treaty.
TheSoviet delegation,expre§ses' its gratitude to representatives of

States which have taken ,part in the very exhaustive and useful
held in thrSt
ConiMittee on this matter. We also express
e- First
our gratitude to delegations which took part in the elaboration of
the draft resolution WhiCh is now under consideration. We consider that consideration in the General Assembly of this question
will serve the interests of all countries and that it will facilitate
the solution of the task of excluding the sea-bed and ocean floor
from the sphere Of the arms race. We consider that the remarks
made by Many delegations on the draft treaty were most constructive' and. useful: They will help us to carry out successfully our

work on the text of the draft treaty. We think that it is an extremely urgent matter and we hope that the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament will deal with it at its next session
so that the elaboration of the text of the draft treaty could be
concluded speedily and the draft treaty be presented to the General
Assembly whiCh would allow the treaty ,prohibiting the emplacement of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction on the
1 A/C.1/PV.1722, pp. 101-102.

2 Substantially Identical with pt. F of G.A. resolution

2602 (XXIV), post,

p. 715.

8 Ante, pp. 546-556.

Ante, pp. 507-509.
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sea-bed and ocean floor to be concluded and thus be added to the
international instruments relating to disarmament
That is why thirty-four delegations' submitted the draft. resolution
on the sea-bed in document A /C.1 /L ;512. We express the hope that
this draft will be widely Supported in-the Committee.

We refer to the amendment now submitted by the representative
of Ceylon; in the name of the delegation-of the USSR, we should
like to state that We agree to accept that amendment. I am not
empowered- to speak in the name of all co- sponsors of this draft
resolution, since we dicl_not have an opportunity of consulting all
of them, but we Shettltt like- to state that we consulted on the matter
with a good number of the co- sponsors and that all delegations
consulted by us expressed their agreement to accepting the amendment introduced by the representative of Ceylon.5

As to the arginnentS pit forward- by the representative of Argentina, I Shouldlike to. draW his attention, and that of till representatives in the First Committee, to the fact that Operative paragraph
2 of resolution A/C.1/L.612 provides that the -Conference- Of the
Committee on Disarmament should -take into account all proposals
and suggestions made at this Session of the General Assembly in its
work. 'Thus, we have every reason---='-on the basis of the draft resolu-

tion presented= in the 'First Committeeto assure the representative of Argentina that the ideas put forward in his working document will be taken into account during future work on the draft
treaty on the sea -bed, in full consonance with the draft resolution
which is now before the Committee.

General Assembly Resolution 2602 (XXIV): Question of

General and Complete Disarmament, December 16,
1969
A2

The General Assembly,
5 Ceylon, supported by Chile, Kuwait, and Malta, proposed to add the words
"as well as the suggestions made during the special session of the Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of
National Jurisdiction" to the third preambular par. This amendment was accepted by the co-sponsors and incorporated into the resolution approved by the
G.A.

1 A/RES/2602 (XXIV), Jan. 21, 1970. The votes on the several parts of the

resolution are indicated below.
2 Pt. A was adopted in the plenary G.A. by a vote of 82 to 0, with 37 abstentions. The First Committee vote (Dec. 9) was 67 to 0, with 40 abstentions:

ForAfghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Burundi, Ceylon, Chad,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Dahomey, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, India, Indonesia",
Iran, Ireland, Israel, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait. Lebanon.
Libya, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Rwanda,
Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Thailand,
Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda, U.A.R., United Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia.
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Recalling its resolution 2456D ( XXIII), of 20DeCember 1968,3
,Noting- With eatisfaction that, on 17 November 1969, the GovernMents. of the Union of Soviet -SOcialist RepUblics -and the United
States of America initiated bilateral' negotiations on the liMitation
Of offensivo,and,defen§ive strategic nuclear,Weapon systems,

,Expreeiing the hOpe that these negotiations will` bring about
early and, positive. results which would pave the way for further
efforts in the, field of nuclear disarmament,
,Crionvi*ed Of the necessity for creating the Most favourable conditionS- for the achieveinerit of that-aim,

Spkea/8 to the GoVernmentS, of the Union of Soviet Socialist

RepUblicS and .the United _States- of .America to agree, as an urgent

,preliminary, measure, on a moratorium, on further testing and deployment
new offensive and "defensive strategic nuclear-weapon
systent.
134

The General Aeeem,bly,

Recalling its resolttion 1660 "(XVI) of 28 November 1961 on the
question- of diSarmament,3

Recalling ;further its resolution 1722 (XVI) of 20 December 1961
on-the same eineAion by which the General .AsSenibly endorsed the
agreement reached on the. composition of a Disarmament Committee,
the ,Membership of which 1vaS as fellows : Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma,

Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, France, India, Italy, Mexico,
Nigeria, Poland, ROrnahia, Sweden, -Union of Soviet Socialist Republidil, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and.Northern Ireland and United States of America-,6

Bearing in mind that in the debates of the First Committee

during. the twenty-third session, attention was drawn to the convenience of enlarging -the composition of the Eighteen-Nation Corn -

mittee on Disarthament in order to make it more representative of
the international community,

Noting that the representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the United States of America have reached agreeMent on the inclusion of eight additional members, who have already been participating in the deliberations of the Committeelf
AgainstNone.
AbstainingAlgeria, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Byelorussian

S.S.R., Cameroon, Canada, Central African Republic, China, Congo (Democratic
Republic of), Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary; Iceland, Italy, Japan, Laos, Liberia, Madagascar, Malta, Mauritius, Mongolia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, South Africa,
Swaziland, Syria, Turkey, -Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R., U.K., U.S.
3 Dodunionts on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 800-801.

4 PLB was approved by a vote of 113 to 0, with 0 abstentions (Algeria, China,
Cuba, France, Iraq, Malawi).
5 DoOtithents on Disarmament, 1961, pp. 677-678.
Ibid., pp. 741-742.

7 Argentina, Hungary, Japan, Mongolia, Morocco, Netherlands, Pakistan, Yugoslavia.
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Recognizing that all States have a deep interest in disarmament
negotiations,
1. Endorses the agreethent that has been reached on the title and
on the following composition of the "Conference of the Committee

on Disarmament".:. .Arg,ezitina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Canada,
Czechoslovakia,

Ethiopia-, France; Hungary, India, Italy, Japan,

Mexico,. Mongolia; Morocdo, Netherlands, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland,

Romania, Sweden, Union of -Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Arab Republic, United Iiingdoni of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America -and Yugoslavia;
2.

Welcomes the eight new members Of the Conference of the

Committee on Disarthament;
3. Expresses -its conviction that to effect any change in the compoSition-q the COnference- of the COMmittee- ori Disarmament specified

in paragraph 1 above, the procedure followed at the sixteenth session of tie General Assembly should' be observed;
4. Requests the'Secretary-General_ to continue to render the necessary assistance and provide- the necessary services to the Conference
Of the Committee on Disarmament.
C8
The General Assembly,

Noting with #rave concern that among the possible effects of
radiological warfare could be the destruction of mankind,
Aware that radiological warfare may be conducted both by maximizing the radioactive effects of nuclear explosions and through the
use of radioactive agents independently of nuclear explosions,
1. Invites the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to
consider, without prejudice to existing priorities, effective methods

of control against the use of radiological methods of warfare conducted independently of nuclear explosions;

2. Recommends that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament consider, in the context of nuclear arms control negotiations, the need for effective methods of control of nuclear weapons
that maximize radioactive effects;
3. Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to
inform the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session of the results
of its consideration of this subject.

Ds
The General Assembly,

Noting that continued scientific and technological advancement
creates new opportunities for the application of science and technology both for peaceful and for military purposes,

Noting the rapid development of laser technology, which is becoming increasingly important in many civilian and military fields,
"Pt. C was adopted by a vote of 79 to 0, with 37 abstentions. The

U.S.

abstained.
° Pt. D was adopted by a vote of 72 to 0, with 44 abstentions. The U.S. abstained.
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Concerned at the possible military applications of laser tech-

nology,

Recommends that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament give consideration, without prejudice to existing priorities,
to the implications of the possible military applications of laser
technology.

fi
The General Assembly,.

Reaffirming its resolution 1378 (XIV) of 20 November 1959. in
which it considered that the question of._general and complete disarmament was the most important one facing the world today,1'

Reaffirming further the responsibility of the United Nations in

the attainment of disarmament,
i?eetillin'q, its resolution 1722 -(XVI) of 20 December 1961, by
which it welcomed the joint Statement of -agreed- principles for dis-

armathent negotiations submitted on 20 September 1961 by the
Union of Soviet .Socialist itepubliO,s and the United States of
America," and reaffirming the recommendation that further disarinament negOtiatiOns be based on thoSef-principles,

Recalling its resolution 2454 B (XXIII) of 20 December 1968,
whereby it requested the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament to make renewed efforts towards achieving
substantial prorresS in reaching agreement On the question of general and complete disarmament under effective international control,
and to continue its urgent efforts to negotiate collateral measures of
disarmainent,l's

Convinced that the process of disarmament would be encouraged
and stimulated by the entry into force at the earliest possible stage
and the strengthening of multilateral international instruments in
the 'field- of disarmament,

Convinced_ that the participation of all nuclear Powers in the
efforts to contain the nuclear arms race and to reduce and eliminate
all armaments is indispensable for a full measure of success in these
efforts,

Convinced that peace and security in the world, like development,
are indivisible, and recognizing the universal responsibilities and
obligations in this regard,

Further convinced of the need to pursue negotiations in good
faith on effective measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear
arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a
treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international control,
1° Pt. D was adopted by a vote of 104 to 0, with 13 abstentions (Bulgaria,

Byelorusi3ian S.S.R., Cuba, Czechoslovakia, E1 Salvador, France, Hungary, Malawi, Mongolia, Poland, Syria, Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.).
11 Documents on Disarmament, 1945-1959, vol. II, p. 1545.
12 The G.A. resolution may be found ibid., 1961, pp. 741-742. For the Joint
Statement, see ibid., pp. 439-442.
23 Ibid., 1968, pp. 795-790.
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Having received the report of the Conference of the Committee
on Disarmament,' 4

Bearing in mind the grave dangers involved in the development

of new nuclear weapons through a spiralling nuclear arms race,

Believing that the diversion of enormous resources and energy,
human and material, from peaceful economic and social pursuits to
an unproductive and wasteftil arms race, particularly in the nuclear

field, places a great burden on both the developing and the developed countries,

Believing that the security and the economic and social wellbeing of all countries would be enhanced as progress is made

towards the.goat of general and coMplete disarmament,
Reaffirming its resolution 2499 A (XXIV) of 31 October 1969, and

in particular paragraph 9, in which the General Assembly endorsed

the call of the Secretary-General for the proclamation of a Disarmament Decade, .and paragraph 17, in which the Assembly appealed to all Member States to consider the posSibility of signing
or ratifying the multilateral international instruments in the field
of disarmament,15

Declares the decade of the 1970s as a Disarmament Decade;
Calls upon Governments to intensify Without delay their concerted and concentrated efforts for effective measures relating to the
cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear
disarmament and the elimination of other weapons of mass destruction, and for a, treaty on general and complete disarmament under
1.

2.

strict and effective international control
3. Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to

resume its work as early as possible, bearing in mind that the ultimate goal is general and complete disarmament;
4. Further requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, while continuing intensive negotiations with a view to reach-

ing the widest possible agreement on collateral measures, to work
out at the same time a comprehensive programme, dealing with all
aspects of the problem of the cessation of the arms race and general
and complete disarmament under effective international control,
which would provide the Conference with a guideline to chart the
course of its further work and its negotiations, and to report thereon
to the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session;
5. Decides to this effect to draw the attention of the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament to all pertinent proposals and

suggestions formulated during the debates on disarmament, referring
to the Conference all documents and records of the meetings of the
First Committee relating to the items on disarmament;
6. Recommends further that consideration be given to channelling
a substantial part of the resources freed by measures in the field of
disarmament to promote the economic development of developing
countries and, in particular, their scientific and technological
progress;
" Ante, pp. 517-526.
15 Not printed here.
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Requests the Secretary-General and Governments to publicize
the Disarmament Decade by all appropriate means at their disposal
in order to acquaint. public opinion with its purposes and objectives
and with the negotiations and developments related thereto;
8. Requests the Secretary-General to provide all appropriate facilities and assistance with a view to furthering the fullest implementation of the present resolution.
7.

F 16

General Assembly,
Recognizing, the common interest of mankind in the reservation of
the sew-bed andthe-ocean floor-exeliiSively for peaceful purposes,

Having eonsid0ed the report of the -Conference of the- Committee
on Disarmament 17 and noting. with apprediation the work of that
Committee in the elaboration of a draft treaty on the- prohibition of
the. emplacement of nuclear *envoi* and other -weapons of mass
deStruction- on the Seit,bod and -the ocean floor and in the subsoil
-

thereof;
Noting the suggestions Arid- proposals relating to the draft Treaty

annexed to the report of the Conference of the Committee on DisarMainent; which were made during the course' of the discussion of

this matter in the First Committee, as Well as the suggestions

made _dining the-_special session of the Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of NationalJurisdiCtien,

Considering that the prevention of a nuclear arms race on the

sea-bed and the ocean floor serves the interests of maintaining world
peace; reducing international tensions and strengthening friendly relations among States,

Convinced that the conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition of
the emplacement of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction On the sea-bed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil
thereof would constitute a step towards the exclusion of the seabed, the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof from the arms race,
1. Weleoines-the submission to the General Assembly at its present
session of the draft Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement
of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on

the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof, annexed to the report of the Conference of the Committee on Disarratimen08 and the various proposals and suggestions made in
regard to the draft Treaty;
2. Calls upon the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
to take into account all the proposals and suggestions that have been

made at the present session of the General Assembly and to continue its work on this subject so that the text of a draft treaty can
be submitted to the General Assembly for its consideration.
16 Pt. F was adopted by a vote of 116 to 0, with 4 abstentions (Cuba, France,
Guinea, Malawi).
" Ante, pp. 517-526.

"Ante,pp. 507-509.
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General Assembly Resolution 2603 (XXIV): Question of
Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons,

December 16, 1969 '
A
The General Assembly,

Considering that chemical and biological methods of warfare
have always been viewed with horror and been justly condemned
by the international community,

Considering that these methods of warfare are inherently reprehensible because their effects are often uncontrollable and. unpredictable and may be injurious without distinction to combatants
and non-combatants, and because any use would entail a serious
risk of escalation,
Recalling that successive international instruments have prohibited.
or soutprht to prevent the use of such methods of warfare,
Noting specifically in this regard that :
(a) The majority of States then in existence adhered to the

Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating,
Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925,2

(b) Since then, further States have become Parties to that
Protocol,
(c) Still other States have declared that they will abide by its
principles and objectives,
(d) These principles and objectives have commanded broad respect in the practice of States,
(e) The General Assembly, without any dissenting vote, has

called for the strict observance by all States of the principles and
objectives of the Geneva Protocol,'
1 A/RES/2603 (XXIV ), Jan. 21, 1970. Pt. A of the resolution was adopted by
a vote of 80 to 3, with 36 abstentions :
ForAfghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian S.S.R., Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chad, Colombia,
Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic), Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus,
Czechoslovakia, Dahomey, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea,
Ethiopia, Finland, Gabon, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras,

Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan,

Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius,

Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Peru,
Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Somalia, Southern Yemen,
Spain, Sudan, Sweden; Syria, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, Ukrainian
S.S.R., U.S.S.R., U.A.R., United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Yemen,

Yugoslavia.

AgainstAustralia, Portugal, U.S.
AbstainingAustria, Belgium, Bolivia, Canada, Chile, China, Denmark, El
Salvador, France, Greece, Iceland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Laos, Liberia, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Norway, Paraguay, Philippines, Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Africa, Swaziland, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, U.K., Uruguay, Venezuela.
Pt. B was approved 120 to 0, with one abstention.
'Post, pp. 764-765.
3 Documents on Disarmament, 196G, pp. 798-799.
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Recognizing therefore, in the light of all the above circum-

stances, that the Geneva Protocol embodies the generally recognized
rules of international law prohibiting the use in international armed
conflicts of all biological and chemical methods of warfare, regardless of any technical developments,
Mindful of the report of the Secretary-General, prepared with the

assistance of the Group of Consultant Experts, appointed by him

under General Assembly resolution 2454 A. (XXIII) of 20 December
1968,4 and entitled Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) -Weapon and the Effects of Their Possible Use,5

Considering that this report and the foreword to it by the Secretary-General add further urgency for an affirmation of these rules
and for dispelling, for the future, any uncertainty as to their scope
and, by such affirmation, to assure the effectiveness of the rules and
to enable all States to demonstrate their determination to comply
with them,

Declares as contrary to the generally recognized rules of international law, as embodied in the Protocol for the Prohibition of the

Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June
1925, the use in international armed conflict of :

(a) Any chemical agents of warfarechemical substances, whether
gaseous, liquid or solidwhich might be employed because of their
direct toxic effects on man, animals or plants;

(b) Any biological agents of warfareliving organisms, whatever their nature, or infective material derived from themwhich
are intended to cause disease or death in man, animals or plants,
and which depend for their effects on their ability to multiply in the
person, animal or plant attacked.

B
The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution 2454 A. (XXIII) of 20 December 1968,
Having considered the report of the Secretary-General, entitled
Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and the Effects
of Their Possible Use,

Noting the conclusions of the report of the Secretary-General
and the recommendations contained in the foreword to the report,
Noting also the discussion of the report of the Secretary-General
at the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and during
the twenty-fourth session of the General Assembly,

Mindful of the conclusion of the report that the prospects for
general and complete disarmament under effective international con-

trol and hence for peace throughout the world would brighten
significantly if the development, production and stockpiling of

chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents intended for pur-

poses of war were to end and if they were eliminated from all
military arsenals,

Recognizing the importance of the Protocol for the Prohibition
of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases,
Ibid., 1968, pp. 793-795.
6 Ante, pp. 264-298.
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and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, sighed at Geneva on
17 June 1925,

Conscious of the need to maintain inviolate the Geneva Protocol

and to ensure its universal applicability,

Emphasizing the urgency of the need for achieving the earliest

elimination of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons,

I
1. Reaffirms its resolution 2162 B (XXI) of 5 December 1966 6
and calls anew for strict observance by all States of the principles
and objectives of the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in

War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925;

2. Invites all States which have not yet done so to accede to or

ratify the Geneva Protocol in the course of 1970 in commemoration

of the forty-fifth anniversary of its signing and the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the United Nations;
II

1. 'Welcomes the report of the Secretary-General as an authoritative statement on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons
and the effects of their possible use, and expresses its appreciation
to the Secretary-General and to the consultant experts who assisted
him;
2. Requests the Secretary-General to publicize the report in as
many languages as is considered desirable and practicable, making
use of the facilities of the United Nations Office of Public
Information;
3. Recommends to all Governments the wide distribution of

the report so as to acquaint public opinion with its contents, and
invites the specialized agencies, intergovernmental organizations and

national and international non-governmental organizations to use

their facilities to make the report widely known;
4. Recommends the report of the Secretary-General to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament as a basis for its further

consideration of the elimination of chemical and bacteriological
(biological) weapons;
III

1. Takes note of the draft Convention on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and on the Destruction of such
Weapons submitted to the General Assembly by the delegations of
Bulgaria, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 7

and of the draft Convention for the Prohibition of Biological

Mehods of Warfare submitted to the Conference of the Committee
Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 798-709.
7 Ante, pp. 455-457.
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on Disarmament by the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland,8 as well as other proposals;

2. Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
to give urgent consideration to reaching agreement on the prohibitions and other measures referred to in the draft conventions mentioned in paragraph 1 above and other relevant proposals;
3. Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to
submit a report on progress on all aspects of the problem of the
elimination of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons to
the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session;
4. Requests the Secretary-General to transmit to the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament all documents and records of
the First Committee relating to questions connected with the prob-

lem of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.

General Assembly Resolution 2604 (XXIV): Urgent Need

for Suspension of Nuclear and Thermonuclear Tests,
December 16, 19691
A
The General Assembly,

Recognizing the urgent need for the suspension of nuclear and
thermonuclear weapon tests,

Recalling its resolutions 2163 (XXI) of 5 December 1966,2 2343
(XXII) of 19 December 1967 3 and 2455 (XXIII) of 20 December 1968,4
8 Ante, pp. 431-433.

1 A/RES/2604 (XXIV), Jan. 22, 1970. Pt. A was approved by the First Committee on Dec. 4, 1969, by a vote of 78 to 8, with 9 abstentions :
ForArgentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Burma, Burundi,
Cameroon, Canada, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chile, China, Colombia,
Congo (Democratic Republic of), Costa Rica, Cyprus, Denmark, Dominican Re-

public, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Finland, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guyana,
Haiti, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan,
Kenya, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Maldives, Mali,
Malta, Mauritius, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,

Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia,
Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Trinidad and Tobago,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, U.A.R., U.K., United Republic of Tanzania, U.S., Vene-

zuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia.

AgainstBulgaria, Byelorussian S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia,

Poland, Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.

AbstainingAlgeria, Cuba, France, Iraq, Jordan, Romania, Senegal, Sudan,

Syria.
The plenary G.A. adopted pt. A without a roll-call, by a vote of 99 to 7, with 13
abstentions.

Pt. B was approved. by the First Committee on Dec. 4 by a vote of 94 to 0,
with 3 abstentions (Cuba, France, Saudi Arabia). The plenary G.A. adopted pt.
B without a roll-call, by a vote of 114 to 1, with 4 abstentions.
2 Documents on Disarmament, 1966, pp. 802-803.
3 Ibid., 1961, p. 731.
4 Ibid., 1968, pp. 796-797.
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Recalling further that the above-mentioned resolutions expressed
the hope that States would contribute to an effective international
exchange of seismic data,

Having considered the report of 3 November 1969 submitted by

the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament,5 and in particular
those portions of it concerned with facilitating the achievement of a
comprehensive test ban through the international exchange of seismic

data, as well as other relevant proposals made in the Conference,
Noting the joint memoranda on a comprehensive test ban treaty

submitted on 15 September 1965,6 17 August 1966 7 and 26 August
1968 8 by Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Nigeria, Sweden
and filo United Arab Republic; which have been annexed to reports
of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, and all of which have suggested that the improvement of the
international exchange of seismic data would facilitate the solution
of the problem of verifying a comprehensive test ban,
Having studied the proposal submitted to the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament concerning the provision of information

by Governments in connexion with the creation of a world-wide
exchange of seismological data to facilitate the achievement of a
comprehensive test ban,9
1.

Requests the Secretary-General to transmit to the Governments

of all States Members of the United Nations or members of any
of the specialized agencies or of the International Atomic Energy
Agency or parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice, the request for information annexed to the present resolution;
2. Invites those Governments to co-operate with the SecretaryGeneral in providing the information requested as soon as possible
before 1 May 1970;

Requests the Secretary-General to circulate forthwith, upon
receipt, all responses to those Governments mentioned in paragraph
1 above and to members of the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament to assist the Conference in its further consideration of
3.

the achievement of a comprehensive test ban.
ANNEX
REQUEST FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS TO
CONCERNING THE PROVISION
THE GOVERNMENT OF

OF CERTAIN INFORMATION IN THE CONTEXT OF THE CREATION OF A
WORLD-WIDE EXCHANGE OF SEISMOLOGICAL DATA WHICH WOULD FACILITATE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN

In order to assist in clarifying what rosources would be available
for the eventual establishment of an effective world-wide exchange
of seismological information which would facilitate the achieve-

ment of a comprehensive test ban, the Secretary-General of the
5 Ante, pp. 517-526.

6 Documents on Disarmament, 1965, pp. 425-426.
7 Ibid., 1966, pp. 574-576.
8 Ibid., 1968, pp. 589-591.
0 Ante, pp. 418-420.
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to
United Nations requests the Government of
supply to him, for transmission to the Conference of the Committee

on Disarmament, a list of all its seismic stations from which it
would be prepared to supply records on the basis of guaranteed
availability and to provide certain information about each station
as set out below :

Conventional seismograph stations

A.

1. Name of station and name and address of the operating organization;
e,
)
2. Co-ordinates of station, including elevation;
3. Instrumentation and components recorded together with speed

of recording (this should include operational magnification at 1
second periods for short-period and broad-bank seismographs and
at 15 or 20 seconds for long-period instruments. A complete response curve in absolute units should also be provided).
is also requested to give inforThe Government of

mation on the geological description of the station foundation and
indicate if fully annotated records will be provided, including the

precision of the time. It would also be useful to know the time

would
window within which the Government of
be prepared to supply original records or good quality copies, and

if the latter, the form of the copies (for example, 16, 35 or 70

millimetre film, Xerox copies etc.). It would be useful if it could
be indicated whether the intention is to deposit copies of all records
in a seismological centre which. makes its data available to everyone,
wishes to guarantee
or whether the Government of
the data only on a bilateral demand.
B. Arra,y stations

1. Name of station and the name and address of the operating
organization ;

2. Co-ordinates of station and array points, including elevation;

3. A general account of the instrumentation geometry of the
array;
4. Instrumentation and components recorded, including magnetic
tape specifications (this should include the operational magnification
at 1 second periods for short-period or broad-band instrumentation
and at 15 or 20 seconds for long-period instruments. A. response
curve in absolute units should be provided for each instrument) ;

5. A list of components which record on a parallel visual basis.

As under part A above, in the interest of obtaining maximum
usefulness from an international exchange of data, the Government
of

is

requested to give information on the

geological foundation of the array stations, together with complete
technical information on the recording medium, the precision of
time-keeping, etc. It would also be useful to know the time window
would be prewithin which the Government of
pared to supply the original records or, as applicable, photographic
copy, magnetic tape copy or good quality microfilm. In the event that

7,1,5

s
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the Government of
does not envisage depositing
copies of all array data automatically in a seismological centre which
makes its data available to everyone, it would be useful if the Government of
could indicate how long an original magnetic tape recording could be made available for individual demands
before the tapes are erased and re-used.
In view of the urgency in making progress in the direction of a so-

lution for a comprehensive test ban, the Secretary-General would
greatly appreciate it if the information requested above could be forwarded to him with the least possible delay for transmission to the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament.

B
77w General Assembly,

Having considered the question of the urgent need for suspension
of nuclear and thermonuclear tests and the report of the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament,1°
Recalling its resolutions 1762 (XVII) of 6 November 1962,11 1910
(XVIII) of 27 November 1963,12 2032 (XX) of 3 December 1965,13

2163 (XXI) of 5 December 1966,1' 2343 (XXII) of 19 December
1967,16 2455 (XXIII) of 20 December 1968,16

Noting with regret the fact that all States have not yet adhered to
the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in
Outer Space and under Water, signed in Moscow on 5 August 1963,11

Noting with increasing concern that nuclear weapon tests in the
atmosphere and underground are continuing,

Taking into account that several concrete suggestions have recently been set forth in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament as to possible provisions for a treaty banning underground
nuclear weapon tests,
1. Urges all States which have not done so to adhere without further delay to the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and under Water;
2. Calls upon all nuclear-weapon States to suspend nuclear weapon tests in all environments;
3. Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to
continue, as a matter of urgency, its deliberations on a treaty banning underground nuclear weapon tests, taking into account the proposals already made in the Conference as to the contents of such a

treaty, as well as the views expressed at the current session of the
General Assembly, and to submit a special report to the Assembly on
the results of its deliberations.
1° Ante, pp. 517-526.

11 Documents on Disarmament, 1962, vol. II, pp. 1029-1033.
12 Ibid., 1963, p. 627.
13 Ibid., 1965, pp. 623-624.
14 Ibid., 1966, pp. 802- 303.
15 Ibid., 1967, p. 731.
16 Ibid., 1968, pp. 796-797.
171 bid., 1363, pp. 291-293.
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General Assembly Resolution 2605 (XXIV): Conference
of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States, December 16, 1969 '
A
The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution 2456 A (XXIII) of 20 December 1968, in
which it invited the specialized agencies, the International Atomic
Energy Agency and other international bodies concerned to report to
the Secretary-General on the action taken by them in connection with
the recommendations contained in the respective resolutions of the
Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States,2

Recalling also that in the same resolution it requested the Secretary-General to appoint a group of experts to prepare a full report on
all possible contributions of nuclear technology to the economic and
scientific advancement of the developing countries,
Appreciating the importance of ensuring the implementation of the
proposals of the Conference through appropriate action by the international bodies and Governments concerned, in order to promote better international co-operation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy
in the interest of a more harmonized development of relations among
the nuclear-weapon and the non-nuclear-weapon States,
Having reviewed the comprehensive report submitted by the Secretary-General 3 on the basis of the reports of the International Atomic
Energy Agency 4 and of the specialized agencies concerned on the
steps they have taken to implement the results of the Conference,
Noting with appreciation that :
(a) The International Atomic Energy Agency has had under
way or has initiated several activities that are directly responsive to
several resolutions adopted by the Conference,
1 A/RES/2605 (XXIV), Jan. 22, 1970, and Corr. 1, Feb. 4, 1970. Pt. A was

adopted by a vote of 110 to 0, with 10 abstentions (Bulgaria, Byelorussian S.S.R.,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Malawi, Mongolia, Poland, Ukrainian S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R.). The G.A. approved pt. B by a vote of 80 to 1, with 37 abstentions :

ForAfghanistan, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Burundi, Cameroon,

Canada, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chad, China, Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville) , Congo (Democratic Republic of), Costa Rica, Cyprus, Dahomey, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Finland,
France, Gabon, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Iran, Ire-

land, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Laos, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia,

Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta, Mauritius, Mexico, Nepal, Nether-

lands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama,
Peru, Philippines, Romania, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan,
Swaziland, Sweden, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey,
U.K., U.S., Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia.

AgainstKenya.

AbstainingAlgeria, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Byelorussian S.S.R.,
Chile, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guyana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Malawi, Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco,
Paraguay, Poland, Portugal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Africa, Southern
Yemen, Spain, Syria, Uganda, Ukrainian S.S.R., U.S.S.R., United Republic of
Tanzania, Yemen.
2 Documents on Disarmantent,1968, pp. 797-799.
i,

3 Ante, pp. 465-471.
`Ante, pp. 350-373.
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(b) The General Conference of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, at its thirteenth regular session, commended the intention of
the Agency's Board of Governors to continue the study of article VI
of the Agency's Statute as an urgent matter and requested the Board
to make every effort to present a draft amendment in sufficient time to
permit its consideration by the General Conference of the Agency at
its fourteenth session,&
(e) The question of a fund of special fissionable materials was

considered by the General Conference at its thirteenth regular session
and that some member States of the Agency that produce special fis-

sionable materials indicated their willingness, in principle, to consider making further contributions to the already existing fund when
it was necessary,6

Noting also the comments received from the International Atomic
Energy Agency and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, which deal with the question of current arrangements
for financing nuclear projects,

Having studied the report of the Secretary-General on the contributions of nuclear technology to the economic and scientific advancement of the developing countries,?

Aware of the potential contribution that atomic energy will make

in fostering technical and economic progress throughout the world,
Observing that at its thirteenth regular session the General Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency adopted resolution
GC (XIII ) /RES/256 on 29 September 1969 in which it requested the

Director-General of the Agency to make a comprehensive study of
the likely capital and foreign exchange requirements for nuclear projects in developing countries during the next decade, and of ways
and means to secure financing for such projects from international
and other sources on favourable terms, particularly in the form of
grants or long -term loans at low interest, and to make suggestions
concerning a constructive role which the Agency could play in this
regard,8

Mindful of the fact that a meaningful evaluation of projects in this
field of atomic energy will depend not only on an assessment of their

individual economic merit, but also on the long-term contribution
such projects will make in a country's technological and economic
development,
1.

Invites the International Atomic Energy Agency, the United

Nations Development Programme, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the interested specialized agencies to
take further appropriate action on the recommendations of the Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States in planning and carrying out
their activities;
2.

Commends with appreciation the Secretary-General's report

on the contributions of nuclear technology to the economic and scientific advancement of the developing countries;
3. Draws the attention of the international sources of finance to
5 A/7677/Add. 2, p. 18.
Ibid., pp. 19-22.
7 A/7568.

8 A/7677/Aad. 2, p. 17.
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the recommendation contained in the aforementioned report which
expressed the hope that they would review the positions taken on the
prospects, criteria and conditions for financing major nuclear installations, bearing in mind not only the immediate benefits from initial
projects but also the long-term contributions that such projects could
make to developing countries ;9

Recommends to the International Atomic Energy Agency, the
various international and regional financing institutions, including
the United Nations Development Programme and the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, to co-operate in finding
ways and means of financing meritorious nuclear projects, bearing in
mind not only the short-range but also the long-range contribution
4.

such projects may make to economic and technical development;

5. Draws the attention of the member States of the International
Atomic Energy Agency to the appeals which have been made by the
Director-General of the Agency to increase the funds available to the
Agency for multilateral assistance in the nuclear field;
6. Notes with satisfaction the action taken so far by the International Atomic Energy Agency regarding the fund of special fissionable materials and requests the Agency to continue its efforts to ensure the supply to member States, when required, and on a regular
and long-term basis, of such materials, including materials for power
reactors;
7. Inmites the specialized agencies, the International Atomic Energy Agency and other international bodies concerned to report to
the Secretary-General on further action taken by them concerning
the recommendations contained in the resolutions of the Conference
of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States which were transmitted to them by
the Secretary-General in pursuance of General Assembly resolution
2456 A (XXIII) ;
8. Requests the Secretary-General to submit a progress report,
based on the information supplied by those concerned, on the progress achieved in the implementation of the said resolutions for consideration by the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session;
9. Further requests the Secretary-General to place on the proviSional agenda of the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly the
question of the implementation of the results of the Conference of
Non-Nuclear-Weapon States.

B

The General Assembly,

Recalling that by its resolution 2456 C (XXIII) of 20 December
1968 it requested the Secretary-General to prepare in consultation
with the States Members of the United Nations and members of the
specialized agencies and of the International Atomic Energy Agency,

and with the co-operation of the latter and of those specialized
agencies that he might consider pertinent, a report on the establishment, within the framework of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, of an international service for nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes under appropriate international control,"
A/7508, p. 60.
2' Documents on Disarmament, 1068, pp. 799-801.
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Having reviewed the report of the Secretary-General on the establishment, within the framework of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, of an international service for nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes under appropriate international control, prepared in
compliance with the aforementioned resolution,
Noting that over the past year the International Atomic Energy
Agency has been studying, with the active participation of many
member States, the role that the Agency may play in this field, and
that the report of the Board of Governors of the Agency, reproduced
in the Secretary-General's report,11 was endorsed without objection by
the General Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency
at its thirteenth regular session,12

Noting further that the conclusions of the report of the Board of
Governors of the Agency state, inter alia, that the Agency's prospective responsibilities in the field of peaceful nuclear explosions fall
within its statutory objectives and functions to accelerate and enlarge

the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity

throughout the world,
Aware that the Agency's prospective responsibilities in this field
will have to be defined on an evolutionary basis, taking into account
the still experimental state of the technology,

Recognizing that the International Atomic Energy Agency has
certain programmes under way, such as the convening of expert
groups, designed to assure a wider appreciation of the status of this
technology, and that certain nuclear-weapon States have furnished
the agency with useful information on the status of their experimental programmes in this field,
1. Expresses its appreciation of the studies recently made by the
Secretary-General and the International Atomic Energy Agency on
this subject;
2. Urges all States Members of the United Nations to communicate any further views they may have on this subject to the International Atomic Energy Agency so that the Agency may take these
comments into account in its further studies;
3. Invites the nuclear-weapon States to continue to make available to the International Atomic Energy Agency full and current information concerning the technology of applying nuclear explosions
to peaceful uses for the benefit of all its members;
4. Invites the International Atomic Energy Agency to keep the
development of this technology under continuing review and in particular to take steps to assure the widest exchange of information
concerning developments in this field, including the benefits that may
be derived from nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes;
5. Suggests that the International Atomic Energy Agency continue to give particular attention over the next year to the convening
of further technical meetings to discuss the scientific and technical aspects of this technology and that the Agency initiate studies on the
character of the international observation in which it might engage
11 A/7678.

22 A/7678/Aad. 2, p. 4.

4.

4.
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pursuant to article V of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, signed on 1 July 1968.'3

6. Invites the International Atomic Energy Agency to submit to
the Secretary-General, not later than 1 October 1970, a special report
on the progress of its further studies and activities in this field to be
considered by the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session,
7. Notes that the nature and contents of the special international agreement or agreements to be concluded pursuant to the provisions of article V of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, will remain open for appropriate consideration and will be
the subject of further consultations;
8. 1?eguests the Secretary-General to include in the provisional
agenda of the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly an item
entitled "Establishment within the framework of the International
Atomic Energy Agency of an international service for nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes under appropriate international control".

Statement by ACDA Director Smith at the Preliminary
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, December 22,19691
Mr. Foreign Minister [Ahti Karjalainen, Foreign Minister of Finland], Minister Semenov, ladies and gentlemen : Five weeks ago, in
this hall, we began talks between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. on limiting strategic arms. Today, we are assembled here again, this time to
mark the end of the preliminary phase of our work.
During these past 5 weeks, the United States delegation has endeavored to set forth its general views on the various problems involved in our search for a meaningful and mutually acceptable strategic arms limitation agreement. Your delegation, Mr. Minister, has
also provided us with some insight into your thinking on those problems. As a result, both of our Governments now have a better understanding of each other's views and I trust will take advantage of that
in their preparations for the next phase of our negotiations.
In his message which I read at the opening session of our talks,
President Nixon described them as one of the most momentous negotiations ever entrusted to an American delegation.2 I take sober sattisf action that our preliminary talks have led to an understanding
between our two Governments to resume negotiations on April 16 in

Vienna, with the understanding that they will be held again in

Helsinki at a later time. The main task is, of course, still ahead of us.
But we have made a first step in the right direction, and this in itself
is an achievement.
We profoundly hope that in the course of the forthcoming negotiations the United States and the Soviet Union will be able to agree
upon limitations on their respective strategic arsenals. Both of our
countries, and the world at large, have much to gain from such an
13 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461 -405.
1 Department of State Bulletin, Jan. 12, 1970, pp. 28-29.
Ante, pp. 635-536.
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agreement. It is time that the resources and talents of our two countries be devoted more to solving the problems of modern society
many of which are common to all technologically advanced nations.
For me, Mr. Minister, to lead the United States delegation to these
talks has been not only an honor but also a pleasure. I have greatly
enjoyed meeting you, Mr. Semenov, and the members of your delegation and would like to express appreciation for the businesslike manner in which you participated in our discussions as well as for the
personal courtesies you have offered us in the course of our association here.

My delegation, and I personally, have also found our stay in this
beautiful city of Helsinki most pleasant and enjoyable. On behalf of
the United States delegation, through you, Minister Karjalainen, I
want to express our deep gratitude to the Finnish people and their
Government for their hospitality and all the great work they did to
facilitate the conduct of our talks. As we leave the friendly soil of
their neutral country, we extend to the people of Finland our best
wishes for happiness and prosperity and for a merry Christmas and
a happy new year.

Statement by Deputy Foreign Minister Semyonov at the
Preliminary Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, December 22, 1969 1
Dear Mr. Karjalainen, dear Mr. Smith, ladies and gentlemen ; The
delegations of the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. have concluded their preliminary discussion of questions connected with curbing the strategic arms race. During the past month an exchange of views was conducted here on various aspects of this problem. A joint communique
has been adopted, which will be released for publication.'
The Soviet Union consistently and steadfastly favors peaceful coexistence of states, regardless of their social system; peace and security; and general and complete disarmament. It was these lofty principles, too, which guided the Soviet delegation in the course of the talks
held here. We were aware of the fact that curbing the strategic arms
race would respond to the vital interests of the Soviet and American
peoples, of all of the peoples of the world. Proceeding from this premise, we will strive at the forthcoming talks to achieve a mutually acceptable agreement on this problem.
The month we have spent in Helsinki gave us the opportunity to
enjoy the hospitality of the Finnish people in full measure. The Governmeni, and the public of Finland took a favorable attitude toward
the subject of our negotiations and did a great deal to facilitate our
work. A good, quiet working atmosphere has been created. On behalf
of the U.S.S.R. delegation I express our appreciation to the President

and the Government of Finland and also to the municipal authorities and residents of the city of Helsinki in this regard.
1 Department of State Bulletin, :Tan. 12, 1970, p. 29.
2 Infra.
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Communique on the Meeting of the Delegations of the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on Questions of Curbing the Strategic
Arms Race, December 22, 1969 d
In accordance with the agreement reached between the Governments of the United States of America and the Soviet Union to enter
into negotiations on curbing the strategic arms race, the delegations
of the USA and the USSR met in Helsinki from November 17 to December 22, 1969, for preliminary discussions of the questions involved.

The U.S. Delegation was headed by the Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Gerard Smith. Members of the delegation included Paul Nitze, Llewellyn Thompson, Harold Brown,
and Royal Allison.
The USSR Delegation was headed by Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the USSR, V. S. Semenov. Members of the delegation in-

chided N. V. Ogarkov, P. S. Pleshakov, A. N. Shchukm, N. N.
Alekseev, and G. M. Xornienko.
The delegations were accompanied by advisors and experts.

The preliminary exchange of views which took place concerning
the limitations of strategic arms was useful to both sides. As a result
of that exchange, each side is able better to understand the views of
the other with respect to the problems under consideration. An understanding was reached on the general range of questions which will be
the subject of further US-Soviet exchanges.

The two sides express their appreciation to the Government of
Finland for creating conditions for holding the negotiations. They
are grateful for the traditional Finnish hospitality which was extended to them.

Agreement was reached that negotiations between the US and

USSR Delegations will be resumed on April 16, 1970, in Vienna, and
that they will be held again in Helsinki at a later time.

News Conference Remarks by Secretary of State Rogers
on the Preliminary Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
[Extract), December 23, 19691
.

.

.

.

.

Q. Mr. Secretary, now that the first round of the SALT talks has
ended, could you tell us what was achieved and what remained unsolved and especially what is the explanation for the long delay between the first and second round?
A. Well, let me say that we are very encouraged by the results of
the preliminary talks in Helsinki.
The talks were held without any polemics at all. There was a frank
...

3 Department of State Bulletin, Jan. 12, 1970, p. 29.
1 Ibid., pp. 22-23.
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discussion of the security needs of both nations, and there was an
active and frank discussion of the areas that might be discussed in
the final talks. And it was a very businesslike meeting all the way
around. Another thing that was interesting to us, in addition to the
atmosphere of the talks themselves, was that there was no effort on
the outside to take advantage of the other. There were no planted
stories; the rules were followed by both sides, and we are quite encouraged by the results of the talks. Now, I think that I should say,
too, that we shouldn't be too encouraged by that because, as I said
when I first discussed the SALT talks before their initiation, the fact
that these talks have proceeded, we think, in a successful manner,
is no guarantee that they will succeed when we get down to sub stance.2 And we haven't gotten to the portion yet of tough bargaining.

News Conference Remarks by ACDA Director Smith and
Ambassador Thompson on Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks, December 29, 19691
Mr. Ziegler [Press Secretary to President Nixon] : Ambassador
Smith, who has just returned from the preliminary negotiations with
the Soviet Union on the strategic arms limitations talks, reported to
the President this morning on the preliminary talks.

He was accompanied by Ambassador Thompson, Dr. Harold
Brown, and Lieutenant General Allison, who are members of the
delegation.

As you know, the next phase of the talks begins on April 16. Ambassador Smith is here to discuss the conversations.
Ambassador Smith: Thank you.
Well, as perhaps you know, we spent the better part of 5 weeks in
Helsinki going over the ground with the Soviet Union in a preliminary fashion. My judgment is that this was a serious exercise. The
Soviets seemed to be interested in a businesslike approach to the problem of getting some control over strategic arms. If we can continue
in the same manner after we start in Vienna on the 16th of April, it
seems to me that the prospect is a little bit brighter than it has been
in the past and we can make some progress.
I wouldn't want to strike an overly optimistic note. This is the most
complicated problem I have ever had anything to do with, and we
are certainly a long way from home. Let's hope that 1070 can produce
a little progress in this field.
I will be very happy to try to respond to any questions you have.
Q. Mr. Ambassador, did you come to any agreement there on an
agenda for the substantive talks?
2 see ante, p. 504.

1 Department of State Bulletin, Jan. 26, 1970, pp. 84-86.
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Ambassador Smith: We came to an agreement on what is called a
work program, which is a rather open-ended listing of the subjects
that both sides think should be considered at Vienna. It is not going
to be a formal agenda with priority lists and things of that sort.
Q. What does the United States Government have to do between
now and April to prepare? Is this the time when you will actually
make some policy decisions on what we can do?

Ambassador Smith: Yes, I would think so. What we will have to
do is to take the findings of the Helsinki exercise and factor them into

our planning for preparing positions for substance in the Vienna
talks. There will be plenty of -work to be done between now and April.

Q. Was there any substance at all discussed in Helsinki?
Ambassador Smith: In the sense that we talked about substantive
problems, yes. As I said, this was a preliminary going over the course.

But I think you can quite fairly say that a number of points of substance were touched upon, yes.

Q. Why do you think the Soviets are so amenable at this time?
Ambassador Smith: I am not sureyou are talking about aim, ble to what?
Q. Conciliatory in starting off.
Ambassador Smith: I think, just as we have, they have a serious
interest in seeing whether or not, by some sort of an arrangement,
one can get a limitation on strategic arms competition. This is some-

thing that I think they are sensible enough to see could be in their
interest as well as in the common interests.

Q. Can you tell us what subjects will be on your work program in
Vienna?
Ambassador Smith: The work program as such has not been pub-

lished. I think anybody who has followed this field can pretty well
imagine what is on the list.

Q. For those of us who haven't followed it very carefully, can you
tell us? I mean that seriously.

Ambassador Smith: I think since this is a private document it
would be better if I didn't speculate about it for you. If you have
followed the literature of strategic arms, I think most of the things,
if not all, which have been discussed in the strategic arms limitation
field will be subject to discussion in Vienna.
Q. What sort of limitation do we want?

Ambassador Smith: Well, I think this will be the outcome of the
study we will be doing between now and April 16.
Q. Mr. Ambassador, do we have a specific, ultimate goal in these
negotiations?
Ambassador Smith: Specific alternate goal ?
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Q.

Ultimate goal.

Ambassador Smith: I think we would like to see a limitation
agreement that was to our interest and to the common interest, yes.
I can't at this time, even if I wanted to, give you the specifics of what
that agreement might cover. This was one of the purposes of the Helsinki exercise, to see what could be ripe for an agreement. Now we
are going to take the findings of the Helsinki exercise and try to factor them into making up a negotiating program for Vienna.

Q. Did you get a feeling as to what might be ripe for ultimate

agreement?

Ambassador Smith: I have some personal feelings about that,
yes; but there again it seems to me that gets into this ground as to
what the American position is likely to be, and I prefer not to specu-

late about that.
Q. Looking ahead, Mr. Ambassador, do you foresee one agreement or a bunch of piecemeal agreements coming out of these talks?
Ambassador Smith: Well, I would say that I wouldn't rule out
either alternative. It seems to me that there is a possibility of having
some sort of a first agreement which, if it works out, could lead on to
more comprehensive agreements. On the other hand, we don't rule out
the possibility of negotiating a comprehensive agreement right at the
start.
Q. Mr. Smith, is there an agreed American Government position
on the whole range of disarmament at this point, or is this something
you are going to develop between now and April 16?
Ambassador Smith: Well, we are just talking here about strategic
arms limitations, not the whole field of disarmament.
Q. The strategic arms field is what I mean.
Ambassador Smith: I would say that there is no firm position

because we haven't had a chance to digest our findings from the

Helsinki exercise, and I hope, and I am quite sure, that there will be
a position after that occurs and after we have a couple of months to
do our homework here in Washington.
Q. Did you have any conversations in Helsinki with the Soviets
about some kind of a preagreement moratorium, on such things as
MIRV?

Ambassador Smith: Here again, since these were private talks
I would prefer not to get into specifics as to what we talked about.
Q.

Is that one of the things you will be weighing between now

and April as far as the United States Government position?
Ambassador Smith: I would think we will cover the waterfront
in what we are analyzing between now and April.
Q. Hr. Ambassador, could we ask Ambassador Thompson, who
has had many years of experience with the Soviet Union, a question?
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I wonder, Ambassador Thompson, if you can tell us why this time
the Soviets seem to be more amenable to serious discussion than
they have been in the past?

Ambassador Thompson: I don't know what the answer to that

is. This is a serious subject, and I think they are seriously interested,
as we are. That is the oniy thing I can think of. There was very little,
as you know, or almost no propaganda involved in it, and we stuck to
the subjects we were discussing. But I think it is an indication that
they are seriously interested in the agreement as we are.

Q. Mr. Ambassador, do you believe that their difficulties with
China presently account for some of their reasonableness or apparent reasonableness now?

Ambassador Thompson: I wouldn't want to speculate about that.
I just don't know.
Q. Mr. Smith, do you personally feel that a unilateral halting of
testing on the MILT on the part of the United States would improve
the atmosphere of these negotiations in April?

Ambassador Smith: Here again, I think you are asking a question on the specifics as to what the American position will be. I don't
think in general unilateral moves are a very sensible way to approach
this type of complicated problem. But I would like to reserve judgment on that.
Mr. Ziegler: Thank you gentlemen.
Q. One more question, please. In any sense, did the talks to date
rule out any specific weapon system, from further discussion?

Ambassador Smith: No.
Mr. Ziegler: Thank you.
The press: Thank you.

Ninth Annual Report of the United States Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, January 20, ;1970
LETTER OP TRANSMITTAL

To the Congress of the United States
It is with a sense of gratification that I transmit to the Congress the

Ninth Annual Report of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency.

The events of the past year have shown that through negotiation
we can move toward the control of armaments in a manner that will
111th Annual Report to COngre88 (ACDA pub. 4, 1970).
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bring a greater measure of security than we can obtain from arms
alone.

There is reason to be hopeful of the possibility that an understand-

ing can be reached with the Soviet Union which will permit both
nations to reduce the burden and danger Of competitive development
of strategic arms.
The process has begun. The preliminary, exploratory phase of the
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks was held in Helsinki in November
and December. Ambassailm, Gerard Smith, the Director of the Arms
Control and Disarmameiii, Agency, whom I named to head our delega-

tion to the Talks, reported to me that the exchange of views was
serious and augured well for the next phase to begin in Vienna in
April.
We have undertaken these negotiations because it is in our interest
to do so. We believe the Soviet Union recognizes a similar interest.
In addition, continuing technological advances in weapons systems
give warning that delay will only complicate the arduous task of
achieving agreements.
The other nations of the world are looking to the United States and
the Soviet Union to limit and reduce our strategic arsenals. I believe

that a verifiable agreement which will limit arms on both sides will
in fact enhance mutual security.

The report which I now send to you describes the contribution of
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency to the preparation for
and the conduct of negotiations on strategic arms limitation. The
report also describes efforts in pursuit of other arms control measures
directed to controlling chemical warfare and bacteriological research,

to bringing the nonproliferation treaty into effect and to banning
nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction from the
seabed.

In transmitting this report, I reaffirm my Administration's concern
with the substance rather than the rhetoric of arms control. Wherever
possible, consistent with our national security, I want our talents,
our energies and our wealth to be dedicated, not to destruction, but
to improving the quality of life for all our people.
RICHARD NIXON

THE WHITE HOUSE,

February,1970
$

LETTER OP suninTrAL

January 20, 1970
MR. PRESIDENT :

I submit herewith to you for transmittal to the Congress, as required
by the Arms Control and Disarmament Act, the ninth annual report
concerning the activities of the U. S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency.
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This report covers the period from January 1, 1969 to the end of
the calendar year. The Agency has arranged for it to be printed by the
Government Printing Office.
Respectfully,
GERARD SMITII

THE PRESIDENT,

The White House.
INTRODUCTION

President Nixon told the American people in his Inaugural Address,

"After a period of confrontation, we are entering 'an era of
negotiation." 2

The U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), in its
activities during 1969, has played its part in seeking to implement
this policy by seeking alternatives to aims competition in the pursuit
of national security.

The President stated at the time of his appointment of Gerard C.
Smith as Director, on January 29, "The tasks of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency belong to the most important of my
Administration. . . . I am directing that the role and status of the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency within the U.S. Government

be upgraded. Mr. Smith will have direct and ready access to the
Secretary of State and to the President and will participate in all
meetings of the National Security Council at which matters within
the scope of his mission are considered." 3

The year 1969 brought progress in a number of areas of endeavor
in the arms control field.

The United States and the Soviet Union began the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks (SALT) with a preliminary phase in Helsinki from
November 17 to December 22. ACDA's Director Smith was named
to lead what President Nixon. termed "one of the most momentous
negotiations ever entrusted to an American delegation." 4 During this
preliminary phase, a work program was drawn up as the basis for the
substantive negotiations to follow, and agreement was reached that
the talks would resume in Vienna on April 16,1970.
The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) replaced

the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament (ENDC), meeting
in Geneva. The membership was expanded to 26 nations in order to
'Hake it more representative of the world today while maintaining its
effectiveness as a relatively small negotiating body which serves as the
world's principal forum for multilateral arms control negotiations. The
Agency participated in ENDC and CCD discussions from March 18 to
May 22 and from July 3 to October 30. The U.S. delegation was headed
a:t various times by the Director of AC DA, the Deputy Director, and

the Assistant Director for International Relations. In addition, the
Director and the Assistant Director for;
Relations were
1

2 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Docutpents, Jan. 27, 1969, p. 152.
Ibid., Feb. 3, 1969, p. 188.
Ante, p. 535.
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members of the U.S. delegation to the twenty-fourth U.N. General
Assembly, which met from September 16 to December 17.

The United States and the Soviet Union, as Co-Chairmen of the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, tabled a joint draft
treaty banning nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction
from the seabed.° After some revision in response to the views of other
members of the Committee, the treaty draft was annexed to the report
of the CCD to the U.N. General Assembly.° It was the subject of debate
in the General Assembly and was then remanded to the CCD for further
consideration.
Substantive discussions took place at the Geneva Conference and in

the General Assembly on arms control measures related to chemical
and biological weapons. President Nixon gave great impetus to these
efforts when on November 25 he announced significant U.S. policy
decisions relating to chemical and biological agents and warfare.?
Progress was made in Geneva in developing an international exchange of seismic data, which can be useful in the effort to reach an
agreement to ban all nuclear weapons tests, including those conducted
underground.
The United States and the Soviet Union concurrently signed their
instruments of ratification of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of
Nuclear Weapons.° A total of 93 nations have now signed the treaty and
25 have deposited their instruments of ratification. The treaty will enter
into force when the 3 depositary governments (the United States, the

United Kingdom, and the Soviet Union) and 40 other nations have

deposited their instruments of ratification. It is anticipated this number
will be reached early in 1970.°
Before multilateral or bilateral negotiations on an arms control measure are begun, exhaustive work must be done to insure that the security
interests of the United States, both immediate and long-range, are fully
protected, and that necessary consultations with our allies have been
undertaken.
The formulation of U.S. policy on arms control is the result of extensive coordination and consultation within the Government. ACDA has

maintained day-to-day contact with the Departments of State and
Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Central Intelligence Agency, the

Atomic Energy. Commission, and other executive departments and

agencies engaged in national security affairs.
The primary device for the review and coordination of such recommendations is the National Security Council. Upon taking office, Presi-

dent Nixon revitalized the NSC as the organization responsible for
consideration of policy issues requiring Presidential determination.
The Director of ACDA participated in ten sessions of the NSC on
relevant national security questions.
ACDA has planned and managed an integrated research program in
support of its recommendations and its conduct of international nego" Ante, pp. 473-475'.

° The revised joint draft treaty appears ante, pp. 507-509. For the Oen report,

see aide, pp. 517-526.
See ante, pp. 592-593.

"The treaty may be found in Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.

See also ante, pp. 576-577.
a The treaty entered into force Mar. 5,1970.
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tiations. The research has been carried out by internal staff analysis
supported by outside contractors. The field of inquiry ranged from the
complex technology of strategic missile systems, to political and social
science factors bearing on arms control issues.

This report describes the efforts that have been made in the past
year by the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency toward

solving some of the major problems which stand as obstacles to world
security.
STRATEGIC ARMS LIINTITATION TALKS

The preliminary phase of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
(SALT) was held in Helinski from November 17 to December 22. The

communique issued by the American and Soviet delegations at the
conclusion characterized the exchange of views as "useful to both
sides." The preliminary phase was exploratory in naturea serious
effort by both sides to find common ground toward increasing mutual
security through curbs on strategic arms. The communique reported
that as a result of the exchange, "each side is able better to understand
the views of the other with respect to the problems under consideration. An understanding was reached on the general range of questions
which will be the subject of further United States-Soviet exchanges." 10

The stage was thus set for the main negotiations, which are scheduled to begin in Vienna on April 16,1970.

In his message to Ambassador Gerard Smith on the occasion of the
opening of the talks in Helsinki on November 17, President Nixon
said: ". . . for our part we will be guided by the concept of maintaining 'sufficiency' in the forces required to protect ourselves and our allies.

I recognize that the leaders of the Soviet Union bear similar defense
responsibilities." And he instructed Ambassador Smith and the American delegation to approach the negotiations "recognizing the legitimate security interests on each side." 11

Secretary of State Rogers said on November 13, "Previous disparity

in nuclear strength has been succeeded by the situation of sufficiency .

. . and, because this condition will continue for the foreseeable
future, the time seems to be propitious for considering how to curb
the race in which neither side in all likelihood can gain meaningful

advantage." 12

In recent years it has become increasingly apparent that competitive accumulation of weapons will not guarantee the basic security of
either side, because any attempt to seek strategic advantage will be met
by countermeasures to preserve a retaliatory capability. This mutual

capability for assured destruction, therefore, provides a basis for a
mutual limitation of strategic weapons.

"There is one thing stronger than all the armies in the world and
that is an idea whose time has come." This quotationattributed to
Victor Hugomight thus be applied to the agreement finally reached
by the United States and the Soviet Union to hold strategic arms
limitation talks.
" Ante, p. 729.

u Ante, pp. 535436.
" Ante, p. 533.
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About a year and a half after the United States called on the Soviet
Union to explore the possibility of an agreement, Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko said in a speech to the Supreme Soviet on June 27, 1968,
"One of the unexplored regions of disarmament is the search for an
understanding on mutual restriction and subsequent reduction of stra-

tegic vehicles for the delivery of nuclear weaponsoffensive and
defensiveincluding. anti-missile. The Soviet Government is ready
for an exchange of opinion on this question." 13

Unfortunately, the worldwide expectation that at last discussions

could begin to hind a way out of the nuclear arms competition proved
premature. Even as arrangements were being made on a time and place
for the talks, Czechoslovakia was invaded by Warsaw Pact troops, and
the moment of opportunity dissolved.

When the new U.S. President was sworn in on January 20, the

Soviet Foreign Ministry took that occasion once again to express willingness to enter into discussions.14 President Nixon promptly voiced
his support for the strategic talks, while pointing out that their timing
and context also were important.15

At the same time, President Nixon made it clear that it was the

objective of his new Administration to be sure that the United States
has sufficient military power to defend its interests and to maintain
its commitments around the world. In this connection, he discussed
the semantics of the U.S. strategic nuclear posture and observed in the
context of today's weaponry "sufficiency" is a more appropriate term
than either "superiority" or "parity." 16
Though the work which had been done by the previous Administration prior to January 1969 was extremely useful, the President asked
for a detailed study before engaging in the talks. In addition to an overall review of military requirements, the National Security Council established. an interagency steering committee to study the issue of
strategic arms control. This committee was headed by ACDA's Director Gerard Smith, and included high-level representatives of the Departments of State and Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the CIA, the
Atomic Energy Commission, and the National Security Council staff.
The group was mstructed to study the strategic,
and verification aspects of arms control options. Its task included
ipolitical,developing a
range of options for limiting strategic arms, and evaluating the implications of each.
The steering committee was supported by a number of panels which
worked on detailed technical and strategic analyses of specific aspects
of the problem using modern computer techniques where required.
Thus the steering committee's report was the result of the efforts of
many experts in strategic planning, foreign policy and arms control
from all the Federal agencies sharing in the responsibility for national security.
A Verification Panel was also established under the chairmanship of
Dr. Henry Kissinger for the purpose of evaluating the many complex
verification problems associated with strategic arms control. The Di13 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, p. 452 (variant translation).
"See ante, pp. 27-31.
15 Ante, pp. 31-33.

" Ibid.
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rector of ACDA; the Under Secretary of State; the Deputy Secretary
of Defense; the Attorney General; the Deputy Director of CIA; and
the Assistant to the Chairman, the Joint Chiefs of Staff for Strategic
Arms Negotiations serve as members.
The primary aims of the preparatory work were to define the effects
of specific constraints on specific weapons systems, and the verification
measures necessary for each possible agreement in order to insure confidence that national security interests are protected.

On June 19 President Nixon announced at a news conference that
the National Security Council was completing the preparations for the
strategic talks. Consultation with allied nations was expected to continue through the balance of June and through July. The President
said, "We have set July 31 as a target date for the beginning of the
talks, and Secretary Rogers has so informed the Soviet Ambassador." 27

In early July the President announced that the U.S. delegation to
SALT would be headed by ACDA Director Smith, with (then) Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Farley as alternate U.S. representative. Ambassador Philip J. Farley was subsequently appointed Deputy
Director of ACDA and retains his role as alternate U.S. representative
to SALT in that position. In addition to these ACDA officials, the delegation list included : former Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze ;
Ambassador Llewellyn Thompson; former Secretary of the Air Force
Harold Brown; and Lt. Gen. Royal B. Allison, USAF."
Although Foreign Minister Gromyko had reiterated Soviet interest
in SALT in a speech to the Supreme Soviet in July," official word from
the Soviets as to a time and place for the talks was not received until
late October.
On October 25 the White House announced that the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks would begin in Helsinki on November 17, "for pre.
liminary discussion of the questions involved." 20 A similar announcement was made in Moscow. Secretary Rogers held a news conference
later the same day to :laborate on the Government's approach to and
expectations for the tai.:s. He explained that they would be preliminary
in nature and devoted to exploring what subjects should be covered in
the main negotiations to follow. Although predicting 'that success in
the talks could result in improved relations with the Soviet Union
which might have a beneficial effect on other problem areas in international relations, the Secretary lade clear that no preconditions had
been laid down for the conduct of the talks.21

t

The Under Secretaries Committee of the National Security Council
was charged with providing continuing guidance for the U.S. negotiating team. This Committee, in turn, established a Backstopping Committee, chaired by the Deputy Director of ACDA, to provide day-today support to the delegation in Helsinki.
The bilateral meetings began in an atmosphere characterized as both
cordial and serious. The public opening statements made by Ambassador Smith and by Ambassador Vladimir S. Semenov, the head of the
27 Ante, p. 254.

33 See Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, July 14, 1969, pp. 04S-949.
'a Ante, p. 315.
Ante, p. 499.
2t See ante, pp. 499-507.
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Soviet delegation, reflected the businesslike approach of both sides to
the task ahead.22

The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency's contribution to the
preparations for the talks and bathe conduct of the discussions themselves was greatly, facilitated by the existence Of the extensive data base
which had been built from its continuing research program. To supple-

ment and support its internal reSearch and analytical. capabilities, the
Agency has external contracts directed to the technical aspects of tha
arms control implications of bah defensive and Offensive strategic
weapons. The Agency al§o=draWS on the-researeh-capabilitieS of other
Government agencies to insure that all pertihentinfOrination is brought
to bear on SALT considerations. The purpose of this research is to gain
detailed understanding- of the nature and implications of Strategic
weal:xi-11S sySteins and Of Methods of verifying.00Mpliaride with, arious

strategic arms restrictions under consideration.

POteritial arms control- agreements which limit the deployment

and/Or testing of strategic WeaponsSysterhs May necessitate inspection
systems Capable of detectin& a -change-in-the Characteristics Of launch
tehiele§,both ,offensive and '464'611Si-17e, and, in the case of submarine
launched ballistic mi§§ileS (SLBMs), the stibinatines used tO deploy
them. ACDA is currently-pursuing research -prOgramS to develop -inspection systems capable of detecting-upgraded OffenSive missile per,
formanCe oharacteriStid§,the.Upgrading-Of ballistic missile submarines,
tipgticlihOlirface-td-air missiles to_gite thein an ABM capability, -and
the detection of the presence Of nuclear weapons.
A study Which will evaltiatethe Capability Of manned and unmanned
sensors at a missile test range to determine Whether or not performance
characteristics of offensive strategic missiles have been Upgraded is currently inthe planning phase.
Research and analysis Of the complex- factors involved is continuing

as the United State§ prepares for the substantive phase of SALT
scheduled to begin April 16._In cooperation With other departments and
agencies, ACDA will continue to plAy- A, leading role in the conduct of

the talks andin the supporting activities necessary to the negotiations.
NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL PROPOSALS

-Comprehensive Test Ban
Since the limited test ban came into force in 1963,23 the EighteenNation Committee_ On Disarmament (ENDO) has pursued a comprehensive ban on nuclear Weapons tests as aand necessary_ further
restriction on nuclear arms. The Committee has as a mandate-the U.N.
General Assembly reSolution adopted in 1963 "to continue with a sense

of urgency" negotiations for a treaty suspending nuclear and thermonuclear test-S.24

The debate during thEi 1969 sessions of the Geneva Conference
showed -that the di§ctissions which hive taken place in the intervening
years in the ENDO, the General Assembly, and international scientific
Meetings have restated- in an increased appreciation of the necessity
Ante, pp. 535-537.
23 DocamentS on Disarmament, 1063, pp. 291-293.
24 Ibid., p. 627.
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for procedures to insure that a comprehensive ban was being respected.
In his messages to the ENI)C in Mardi and -in July, President Nixon

repeated U.S. support for ail adequately verified comprehensive test
ban, and Called for greater understanding of the verification
since differences regarding this question have thwarted achievement of
this key aring control meaShre.25
On April 1 the Swedish representative to the CO-rife-kende introduced

a 'Working paper containing a draft -treaty banning underground

nuclear weapons testS.26 She cited the 1968 report Of the -StoOkholitt

InterhatiOnal Institute for Peace Rind Coiiflict Research (SIPRI) in
contending that_ the existing international seismic network could
differentiate between earthquakes find nuclear explosions down to
very low yieldS.24 The,SWedish draft-put forth the premise that
seismic array stations "soon to come into service' -along
With:the eStablishiheiit of a ~Workable seismic data exchange system,
would improve dehtfoLcapabilitieS to the -point that On-Site inspection
would_not toe tiedeSSary..

The U.S. representative; AMbassador Adrian Fisher, responded to
the Swedish proposal: The sir* repOrt lad _foiiha, le-teld- the Coil,ferehde, that a "clear separation `between earthgtiakeS:and'hudiear
plOSiehs could not be made by teleseismic MOOS for underground
huClear test -dkplosiohS, up to tens of kilotons of eXploSive yield." He
poirited out that nuclear- explosions in thiS rafige.coUld have significant

military value and could _not be ighored in negotiatilig air acceptable
treaty.
The Soviet Union endorsed the proposal for an International -eitchabge seismic data in the context of a comprehensive test ban bitt
would not.-accept international' inspeatiOn on its territory nor- permit
evaluation of data by an -international agency.

As a fhtther and important contribution to -the effort to increase

ntiderStanditig of seismic events, AinbaSsador Fisher submitted a Work-

ing paper to the ENDO, desCribing_ the ihiplementatien Of the U.S.
seismic investigation prepoSal.29 ThiS idea was firSt_adVancd ill- the
United- Nations in December 1968, by Ambassador
C. _Foster,
Whe_was at that time Director Of the Arms Control and= Disarmament

Agency and a member of the U.S. delegation to the General Assembly." The proposal_-offered to use nuclear explosions, to be con

ducted by the United States as a part Of its research into peaceful

applicatietiS of nuclear" energy, for the collateral Objective of worldwide_seiSinic investigation. The working paper gave description of

the first explosion, code -named Project RULISON, to be used in
implementing the U.S. proposal, and- furnished technical facts, such

as preCise site, depth of the ekplosioh, gehertil_geOlogrin the Vicinity,
and_other data Which would be pertinent-to seismic ineaSureihentS.
the actual detonation, which occurred on SepSetrer4 weeks
tember 10,1116-U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey alerted seismic stations
worldtvide. The event_ proVed te be particularly interesting seismically
25 Ante, iv: 109-110,300-301.

" Ante, pp. 140-142.
Ante, pp. 143=150.
" Ante, pp. 162-163.

29 Ante, pp. 246-247.

"Documenta on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 769-770.
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and was well recorded. The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, under an
agreement with ACDA, is assembling data collected from within and
O:itside- the United States and will prepare a report on its computa-

do:Ms. The report will include an analysis of the data using seismic
identification criteria for distinguishing between explesiOns and earthquakes. O_ ther interested nations Will thins- have the -opportunity to
compare these findings With their own analyses and to discuss both

in relevant fOrumS.
ACIMAS alSo snaking use of the Project -RITLISON nuclear explosion- for cOhtihqing.itS-researeh in several techniques which might be
used by Oh-site ihspeCtOrS;thaer a-cOinprehensiVo test bap. A field test

is being carried, out to measure the surface effects produCed by the

0016Sion-which-might, assiSt on -site inspectors in finding and idditifying the_Sito of the explosion. Measurements are -alSo being made, and
will ;continue over the nest several thOliths to deterniihe,if:ahy raaioactiirkgaSeS are detectible-at the:Sitrface.?ThiS-fiola test will further
ihveStigateilie usefulness Of rftaiOactive,gas sampling as a technique
for on -site inspection.
autolf of Fissionable jititCriOls Production
The United StateS_Iias:vto-pose4a verified cutoff of fissionable -materials produetion for use in weapons, tolbe accompanied by the transfer

Of agreed guaiititieg of weapons- stockpile fissionable' materials to
peaceful purposes; In 1965 this offer was ekpa,ndesito provide that the
materials for trarisfer be Obtained by the demonstrated destruction
of -"thonSaiidS" of iiiielear WeapOMS:31

In his lettertii- Ambassador Gerard, Smith on the _opening of the
Oeheva Conference, Afuith 18, 1969, Pr_ esident Nikon said that the
Utiited'StateS-Will-continue, o- preSS_fOr such an agrekinent.32

Ih April AMbassador Fisher offered a new element in the U.S.

proposal.: In order to p-tovide for ooriipliatioe with the-itgr6elhentl_ the

International' Atomic Energy AgenCy _(I-AEA) would be asked to
safeguard- the iinclear material in each nation's ,peaceful nuelear activities and to verify the continued §hutdOWn of any facilities for
productiOn of fissionable Material-that are clOsed.33
This Change. was an attempt to solve the verification problems which

had pre-Vim-181y iiripede&prospectS for agreement. The earlier U.S.
proposalVtd suggested adversary inspection arrangements, which had
met:With refusal by the Soviet Union. Theintrednetien of the IAEA's

safeguards- .system as the means for insuring against diversion of
peakeful:riuclear materials to weaponS use follows the-approach to the

verification problein which was adopted in article III of the

Nonproliferation Treatey:84
Ariibas§ador Fi§her-enipha8ized to the Committee two aspects of the

cutoff proposal that are particularly relev_aht to recent arms control
deVelOpthents. First he_streSsed the value of the cutoff measure as a
means of -halting: the nuclear -antis
Fissionable material is the
essential ingredient Lir a nuclear bomb, and limitation on production
1b#1.,4965, pp. 435,507-508.

knte, pp. 109-110.

33 See ante, pp. 159-161.

"Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 461-465.
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of fissionable material is one way to_prevent the.groWth of stockpiles
of niidear weapons: American efforts to reach. such an agreement go

back to 106, when President Eisenhower first proposed a mutual
Cutoff

time when stockpiles of nuclear bombs were mtieh Sinaller

than they are now. The .present nuclear confrontation would be at a
'much loWerlevel had that initial effort been StioCeSSful.

The second consideration is the iniportance of this measure as a
prudent and necessary step toward eStablishing an equitable system
of Safeguards- on all produCtion of 'fissionable materials. AnibaSSador
PiSher. told-the Committee thatthetiiited StateS believes "the nuclearweapoii.PoWerS_Should. be prepared to accept, in the context of a cutoff

agreeitient, the same Wept-at& on their fissionable material production fadilities as _are appropriate to verify -nonproliferation in the
States." 38
The pitopoSid Was well received by the *Maligned _Members and--by
the:United Kingdom, Canada,,and Japan: Alin-tuber of delegates made
the:pi)ifit that -a cutoff in the prOduCtion . fissionable materials for

Weaporis-04*-0,by the nuclear poweit.ltiiiild balance thefiieStrietion
accepted by the nonnrialear,,Weapon nations in Signing the NOnpre,-liferatidit-Treaty. The Swedish, representatiVe _elittracterited a cutoff
Agreement, a comprehensive test 13
arid the ,Nonproliferation Treaty
as"partS of one and ilieSaine -pared, as they would assure qualitative
and qtantitatiVe freezes
inielear -Weapons deVelOpiiieht. 37
The. Soviet Won, aga in rej ectedthe U.S. cutoff .proposal,_ repeating
-

itS_Claim that the United States was- motivated by an "over- production"
of nuelear Material S. for military
Omni-mu, AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS_ CONTROL

While, not a party to the Geneva Protocol of 1925 39 the United
States formally pleclged At the U.N. General Assembly in 1966 and
1068,

-itS_principles=and_Objective SI which-prohibit the first

use in war" of oi§oir gas and`-bialogicAt methods of Warfare. This has
alwo-§-been.U.S. lira-died. It WAS apparent, liewever,.that U.S. policy
in this -field was not sufficiently defined; and soon after taking office
President Nixon directed A-broad study Within- the National Security
Council of 'U.S., policy, programs and -operational concepts for chemical and.biolegical warfare and agentS.

Participants were the Department of State, the Department of
DefenSe the Central Intelliothee
Intelligence Agency, the Arms Control and
DisarMathent Agency, and, the -President's, Special Assistant for
Scienee and TeehnolOgy. The NSC Interdepartmental Political _

Military Group was -given the =responsibility for leadership:
The study covered .every aSpeet Of the question. The participants

were instructed to -delineate the nature of the _threat to the United
States and its Allies. and possible alternative approaches in meeting
the -threat; to discuss the utility of and circumstances for possible
35 Ibid., 1944=1059, vol. I, pp. 593495.

" Ante, p. 101.

Ante, p. "219.

" 'WO, pp. 171-172.
" Post, pp. 764-705.
to,

t.)
2,..
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employment of chemical and biological agents; to define research and
development objectives; to- review current applications of U.S. policy
relating tO chemical riot control agents and chemical defoliants; and
to assess the implications of chemical warfare and biological research
programs for U.S. fOreigii, relations. Task forces were organized to
analyze the problem from the standpoint of foreign capabilities, the

U.S, chemical warfare and biological research program, and international considerations.
ACDA participated in the task forces chaired by the Departments
of State and Defense. ACDA 'personnel chaired the task force studyMg, arnis,control considerations, inchiding the question of ratification
Of the 1925 Geneva Protocol.

The protocol had been -drafted in 1925 at the instigation of the

United States. Moved by the large scale destructive effects of poison
gas used ,by -both sides during World 'Mir I, the United States proposed to the Geneva COnfeteride on Traffic in Arms a convention
banning the use in War-Of poison gas and biological methods Of war
fare. 'The -United State§ signed the protocol, and it was favorably
reported by the Senate- Foreign Relations COMmittee. The protocol

vas never voted iipon by-the full Senate and was returned tt, the

COMMittee in Decerriber,' 1926. There it lay until 1947 when it was
returned to the executive- branch AS One of a group Of treaties and
agreements on Which action had hot been taken for -riattay. years. The
protocol-came MO Vitae Without the United -States-beceilring a party
and now haS. 84 adherents, incinding all other NATO countries, the
Warsaw Pact nations, arid-bOiriniuniSt China. Of the maker industrial
powers, only_thetriited States and Japan-have hot yet become parties.
In mid- November the interdepartmental review Was presented to
the the National Security Council. After consideration by the NSC,
the President announced his policy decisions on November 25. He

renunciation of the first use of lethal
-chemical Weapons and extaded this renunciation to the first use Of
reaffirMed-

iii0,apaditaing chemicals.

With respect to the bitilogical program: his decisions were to renounce any use, of lethal or incapacitating biological agents and
Weapons, and all other methods of biological warfare; to confine
biological research to defensive measures such as immunization and
safety measures; and -to call on the Department Of Defense to recommend plans for the disposal of existing stocks of biological weapons.
Ike associated the United States With-the principles and objectives of
the tritish, draft convention-to ban bicilogical warfare which had been
presented at the Geneva Conference of the Committee on Disarmament On August 26,190.4°
Ill COnSonance With these decisions, the President, announced that
he would submit the Geneva Protocol the Senate for its advice and
consent to ratification.41

It would ,clearly be in the interest of the United States to have

reliable international agreements under which all nations would accept- prohibitions on chemical and biological weapons, and it is official
40 The British proposal appears ante, Pp. 431-433.
" See ante, pp. 592-593.
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U.S. policy to work toward such agreements. At the opening of the
Geneva disarmament talks on March 22 f1n the President instructed
the U.S. delegation to "join with other delegations in exploring any
proposals Or ideas that could contribute to sound and effective arms
control relating to these Weapons." 42 This position is consistent with
the strong sentiments for outlawing Chemical and biological warfare which have found expression during the past year in many international forums.
In December 1968 the General Assembly adopted a resolution requeSting the U.N. Secretary-General to prepare_ a report on the effects
Of the possible_ use of cheinical and' bacteriological (biological) means
Warfare.43 The study, prepared- With-the -assistance of '7'experts from
14- countries including the United States; was issued on July 1, 1969.
Prominent among -the repOrt'S conclusions Were (1) the effects (on
both victim and initiator) Otchernidal and biological weapons, if used
on a large kale in War, Were virtually unpredictable; (2) despite cost
factors, any country eotildaehieve at least a minimal capability in these
-fields ;- and. (3) abah_Oh the development, production, and stockpiling

Of cliethieal- and biological agents intended for -ptirpitSeS Of War
would facilitate- -international efforts toward broader arms control
agreeinents."
The queStiOn Of chemical and biological weapons was high on the
agenda of the Geneva Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
&ring-AS-1969 SeSsitaiS,

The -COD's repOrt-to the United Nations, prepared at the end of the
session which adjourned October -30, noted the wide support for the
purposes and principles of the 1925 Geneva Protocol and Stated that
the Committee would "continue intensive Work on the problem of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) Warfare." 45
In the General Assembly the principal developments were (1) the
introduction of -a Soviet draft treaty which would ban all chemical
and biological Weapons but Which did not provide for adequate inspection 4° (2) the adoption of a SWediSh resolution (which the United
'States voted against), whose purpose was to declare as contrary to international laW all cheinical_andbiological agents- of warfare, including riot control agents and herbicides; 47 and (3) adoption of a Canadian resolution which called On all nations to accede to the 1925
Geneva Protocol, recommended that the U.N. Secretary-General's report be used as a bags- for the CCD's further consideration Of the
elimination Of chemical and biological weapons, and referred the
British- and Soviet draft- conventions to the COD for further Study.4s
It can be expected, therefore, that when the CCD reconvenes in February 1970, the question Of chemical and biological weapons will
receive considerable attention.
4' Ante, p. 110.
43 Documents on Disarmament, 1968, pp. 793-795.
`" Ante; pp. 264-298.
in Ante, p. 524.
46 Ante, pp. 455-457.

41 Pt A of G.A. res. 2603 (XXIV), ante, pp. 716-717.
48 Pt. 13 of G.A. res. 2603 (XXIV), ante, pp. 717-719.
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In approaching this problem from an arms control perspective, it is
important to recognize that there are basic differences between chemical
and biological means of warfare- hat indicate they should be dealt with
separately. These differences relate not Only to technical aspects, such
as toxicity, speed Of action, duration of effects, controllability and residual effects, but also to their differentinilitary zoles. One of the great..
est values Of the NSC study was the identification.of these differe:ace,,,,
The President has supported-the principles Of the British initiative
on- biological weapons, although there are Certain aspects of the draft
convention which in the course Ofnegotiations we will seek to clarify
or further refine.
Limitations-On chemical weapons -raise more difficult problems. Extensite research 1,..t,s shown that A.-8killtul and:determined evader could
Make it. difficult-to (idea his ViolatiOns Of a -ban on-production or possession of- chemical ,N'VetLijii1§, Research into sensors and detection -techniques -is continuing; -in- coordination with other government- agencies,
and,pOtentially-prOMising detelopineritS are being tested. The current

ACM. prOgrain will .provide more insight into the probabilities of

detecting clandestine or inideciated,activitieS.
With the ,Cooperation Of _the :Deptirtinent Of Defense, AMA is work=

intt Out plans to investigate the probleins of verifying. the declared
destrlictiOn of chemical -weapOriS;theSeinyestiglitiOns will be conducted

in connection with actual destruction find. demilitarization Operations
to be Carried out by the Department of Defense.
-For_ Cheinieal anctbiOlOgiCal weapons, ACDA research has developed

a hi-tither' of indicators for use by inspectors. In Decemb6i. Howard
FurintS,Spedial ASsistant to the ACDA Director, told a House Foreign Affthit Subcondnittek,_ "We belieVe that major progress
can be
e,
made taWard resolving the technida totoblems -involved in-verification
by ,direct observation, and- we intend to devote greater efforts to this
end.". 49

ARMS CONTROL MEASURE FOR THE. SEABED

The sea and the ocean floor have' een called the world's last frontier
for exploration and exploitation. The development of food from the
sea offers high promisetOward meeting the widespread need for pro-

tein (malnutrition afflicts one=half of the world's peoplesover one
and 'a half billion). There are interesting prospects for new discoveries
in the field of medicine. By the year 1985, some 25 percent of the worldwide demand- fOr oil and gas -is expected to be met by marine sources.
Marine mineral depoSits include manganese, gold, silver, iron, platinum, titanium, chromiuM, and tin, to name but a few, and are conservatively valued inthe hundreds of billions of dollars.
But together with the promiSe of great benefits from technological
advances in oceanology there are also continuing advances in the technology of weaponry, Which could result in the extension of the nuclear
arms race to the seabed and ocean floor.
a Chemical-Biological Warfare: U.S. Policies and International Effects: Hearings Before the Subcornniittee on National Security Policy and Scientific Developinetita,of the COnimittee On Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, Ninetyfirst CongreSs, First Session, p. 186.
;,,A1

oti
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A significant step was taken by trie United States and the Soviet
Union to rule out this environment to nuclear weapons when they
"readied agreement-on a joint draft treaty "on the prohibition of the
emplacement of nuclear weapons and Other weapons of mass destruction on the seabed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof." The
joint draft was first presented to the Conference of the Committee on

Disarmament in Geneva, on Oetober 7, by the two nations as CoChairmen of the Committee.5° The trepty, project was the result of
intensive negotiations which had their origin in the U.N. General Assembly in 1967.

As interest mounted in the almost unlimited resources of the seabed,
it became evident-that a legal_ framework must be established to,bring
bring
order totheirexpleitatiOn.-COndepts of sovereignty vary Widely.
international law is ambiguous and lends itself ter disparate interpretations by .nations.

With these concerns in mind, the General Assembly in December
1967 ° established an ad hod committee (made a permanent committee
a year later) 52 to study the Scope _arid 'VatiOus,aSpectS of the peaceful
=uses of the seabed and ocean ,floor-beyond the limith of national jurisdietion..COnSidertible attention- was given to the "trench and peSsibilitie,S,tegardingthepotentiallutue_ii8e§ of the seabed and -ocean floor for
military purposes," in _the- COMMittee'S repOrt, which recognized that
"efforts should be- made to arrest these trends befere. they were too
advanced for effective control." 53
During the course of the working sessions of the U.N. cotaniittee, the
representative prOpOSed that -the Geneva Disarmament Conferelide examine -the question whether a viable .international agreement
might be achieved in which each party. would agree not to emplace or

fix weapons Of mass destruction on the seabed." These discussions

would also- conSider the need for reliable nand effective means of Verifying_cOniplianCe titli such an agreenient.
The question Was discussed in a :preliniinary Way during the 1968
summer- session of the Eighteen,-Nation Committee on Disarmament
and was- ncliided on. its .provisional agenda for consideration during
the 1969 -SeSSion:

The Conference retonvened on March 18, 1969. On the opening day,
the Soviet Union submitted -a Draft Treaty on PrOhibition of the Use
fOrMilitary Purposes of
SeivRed,and Ocean Floor and the Subsoil
Thereof."
After consultations. with its Allies, the United -States, on May 22,
submitted-its own braft-Tretity Prohibiting the Emplacement of NucleirWeapotis and Other WeapOnS.of NItiSS-Destruotion On the Seabed

and Ocean Floor."

Theinitial

and Soviet drafts differed prinCipally in the scope

of what was to be prOhibited.
50 Ante, pp. 473-475.

"boctonenti on Disartitament, 1967, pp. 727-729.
19$8, pp. 502 ff.
605.
"
452.
" An te, pp. 112-113.
Ante, pp, 211-213.

.e4,
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The Soviet draft would have banned all military uses of the seabed

and ocean floor beyond a 12-mile maritime zone. It would have
precluded, as an example, bottom mounted submarine surveillance
systems which the United States regards as essential to its defense.
The United States also objected to such a sweeping prohibition
because it would pose insurmountable verification problems. The U.S.

draft dealt with the most realistic concernthat the seabed might be
used as an area for the emplacement of nuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass- destruction. Such an agreement would remove the
major threat to the peaceful uses of -the seabed while, at the same
time, reducing the verification problem to manageable proportions.

The Soviet draft provided that all installations and structures on
the seabed should be open to inspection for the purposes of verification, a provision qualified only by the requirement of reciprocity.

This language was modeled on the pnvisions in the Outer Space
Treaty." But provisions applicable to the moon, where all claims of
national jurisdiction are renounced, cannot readily be transplanted

to- the seabed, Where there are many existing claiths Of national juris-

diction and a Multitude of varying types of activity and where the

technical problems involved in inspection would be extremely complex.

The U.S. draft suggested simple procedures for verifyng compliance, based on observation of seabed activities. Such procedures would

be consistent with existing- international law. The United States

believed that its provisions for verification were appropriate- because
the installation of large and complicated devices for launching; nuclear
weapons would involve extensive activity and would be difficult to
conceal. Furthermore, it is highly unlikely that a nation which had
.decided to violate the treaty would limit itself to the installation of a
Single Weapon. Any violation to be worth the cost would have to occur

on a large scale.
The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency has undertaken a
series of field studies and technical reports concerned with the tech-

nological problems of seabed activity verification, including analyses
of cost factors associated with various verification techniques. In order
to gain practical knowledge of some aspects of seabed search, staff
members Participated in two deep seabed searches conducted by the
USNS Afizar.

The Geneva Conference resumed its second session of 1969 on
July 3.The Previous submission by the United States and the U.S.S.R.
of draft seabed treaties provided the basis for concrete negotiations
to work out an agreed treaty that might be referred to the twentyfourth session of the U.N. General Assembly. During the following

weeks, various member nations voiced their views on the two versions,

particularly with respect to the verification question and the scope
of the prohibitions.
uly 24 ACDA's General Counsel, William Hancock, testified
July
before the Subcommittee on Ocean Space of the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations, chaired by Senator Claiborne Pell. The clay
marked the beginning of a series of public hearings on Senate Resolntion 331 introduced by Senator Pell earlier in the year, "a. resolution
51 Documents on DisarmameNt, 1967, pp. 38-43.
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endorsing basic principles for governing the activities of nations in
ocean space." Mr. Hancock's testimony reviewed for the Subcommittee

the U.S. draft treaty presented to the ENDO and the progress which

the ENDO had made to date in its discussion of an arms control
measure for the seabed.59

In late August the Soviet Co-Chairman gave the U.S. delegation
privately a new text of a treaty. There followed an intensive evaluation
of-the Soviet counter-proposal within the U.S. Government. By mid -

September a coordinated position had been formed, and a special
session of the North Atlantic Council was called so that we could
consult with our NATO Allies on the proposed basis for further nego-

tiations in Geneva. A new draft was then presented privately to the
Soviet delegation.
On October 7 the United States and the Soviettnion jointly tabled
an *need Draft Treaty on the -Prohibition of the Emplacement of
Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the
Sea -bed and the Ocean Floor and the Subsoil Thereof.59 On. the occa-

sion of the joint tabline,,the U.S. representative, Athbassador James
Leonard, told the Conference of -the intensive discussions which had
led-to the-new joint draft and expressed satisfaction that "our labors
have proVed- fruitful. " -G° This joint draft Aimed the baSiS of discussions within the CCD (successor to the ENDO) and received a
number of comments, particularly with respeet to verification, amendMent procedureS2 and a review conference. Responding to the views
expresSed by various delegations, the Co- Chairmen put forth a revised
version on -October 30." This revised treaty text Was annexed to the
report of the COD to the General-ASseriibly.°2

At the United Nations, the draft treaty was considered briefly by
the U.N. Seabed Committee and extensively in the U.N. First Cominittee, where a number of amendments were suggested by various
Member nations. Although substantial progress was made, the questions raised by these initiatives were not entirely resolved during the
course of the debate in the First Committee. Accordingly, on December 12 the United States and -the Soviet Union offered a resolution
Which remanded the draft treaty text of October 30 to the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament. The resolution called on the
Committee to take into account -all proposals and suggestions made
at the-Gerieral Assembly and to continue its work so that the text
Of a draft treaty can be stibniitted to the twenty-fifth session of the
GerieraLAssembly. This resolution passed by a vote of 116 to 0, with
4 abstentions. ea
"Activities of Nations in Ocean. Space: hearings Before the Subcommittee
on Ocean Space of the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate,
Ninety first Congress, First- Session'on S. Res. 33 To Express the Sense of the
Senate that the President Should Make All Necessary Efforts to Place Before
the United Nations_ Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and Ocean
Floor ... . _a Resolution Endorsing Basic Principles for Governing the Activities
of Nationi in Ocean Space, July 24, 25, 28 and 80, 1969, pp. 3-36.
Ante, pp. 473-475.
"Ante, p. 478.
"Ante, pp. 507-509.
" The CCD report Appears ante, pp. 517-526.
"Ante, D. 713.
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NONPROLIFERATION Or NUCLEAR WEAPONS

The diplomatic history of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation ofNuclear Weal) tins spans the administrations of three Presidents.'
The laSt step in the domestic ratification process Was taken by President Nixon dii Novernber,24 when he_ officially signed the instrument
of ratification in_ a ceremony at the_ White Rouge." The final step will
the-inthrriatiOnataot ofilepositing theinStruthent Of _ratification."
The treaty was negOtiated- in..the Eighteen-NatiOri Committee on
Disarmament, in GerieVa, over=a period of 4, years. It was endorsed by
-the U.N. General Assembly in -the Spring of 1968 67 and-_ was signed
by President. Johnson, and the -representatives of 55- Other nations on
July 1,1968.
__Soon after his inauguration, President,Nixon sent message to the
U.S.: Senate requesting advice, and, Consent-to ratification. The-treaty
had _been, sent tO the,Senate te preceding year, but action was _susinvasion of Czechoslovakia.
pended int the Aftermath .of the
Although the, President'S February '5 cat for renewal of Senate_consideration,reiterated- his condemnation of that Soviet action, he said,
"I 'beliete that'-ratification Of the -Treaty' at this time Would .advance
.

this Administration'S-policy_ -of _negotiation rather-than cOnfrOntation
with -the USSR:
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee held -new hearings On
,

February, 18 and 201,-receiving-testiiiiony

Secretary .of, State

Rogers;, Sectetary- of Defense-Laird ;--.Chairman of the Atorine Energy
Commission Seaborg ;,_Chairritati _of :the .JOirit Chiefs of. StAff General,
Wheeler; and ACI)A DireetOr Gerard ,Smith and his DepUty,,Adrian
FiSher: The, .Senate..Atined, SerViCea-CoinMittee- holol.hearings,-on, the

military ithplications, of the treaty. Director- ,Sthith- -And- Deputy
.

.DireCtorYiSher testified,before this COmthitteefOr AcpA.. The Chair'man,-Of the Joint Chiefs- Of, -Sitalfi, the Director-of befeiise Research
and Engineering, arid' the Chairman Of the ,Atornic- Energy Commis sion also ,teatified:
All Of theSe ,AdministratiOn officials, gave full support tOthe treaty,

and reiterated:the interpretations :given, by the preViOUS.Adriiinistrk
tiOri on the teehnical :issues raised- and on the implications for our
security commitments.

.In June 1968 the United States, Great -Britain,. and the Soviet
Union 'introduced a resolution in the' US. Security Council giving

security assurances -to the nOnniiclearweapons nations Who, are parties
to the treatY.6, All three governments made Separate:but-parallet decex lanution of their affirthatiVelaratiOnS, to the -Sedurity Council
vote§ on the resolution. In,their declarations, the three nuClear powers
atate,their,intentiOn "tO..Seek ithinediate'Security Council aCtion, to
in aeoordance with the Charter to any norplindlearprovide
WeapOn,State=party.to-the treaty- on the non-prOliferation-,Of. nuclear
found in iideririteritO an Disartriatherit; 2968,143. 401 -465.
,treaty
7*See ante, pli'576=577:

The iireatraliteiedinto force Mar. 6,1970.

61.,Se-e'DOeunienta oriDiacirrriatrient, 1968,14). 431=43'4.

Ante,:ti.-33.
"Documents on ii,parmament; 196'8;.p. 444.
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weapons that is a victim of an act of aggression or an object of a
threat Of aggression in which nuclear weapons are -uSed." 7
In itS'report On the treaty, the Foreign Relations- Cotiunittee_stated
_that it thought the U.S: GoVerrithent_by offering the resolution and

the ,deelafation, had given. up. an element _of flexibility in bringing
cases Of aggreSSiOn_ Or threats of aggreSSion to the attention -of, the
respect to timing. The Committee
Security- (-)OunOil, especially

tibserVed;_ however, that if this action -reStilts in creating -a framework
for United: Stptest SOyiet, Cooperation in , the United liatiOnS, the ="ges,

ture, 'w ill be worth the costs in diplomatic flexibility."
The -Committee favorably reported the treaty to the full Senate on
March 6, 'arid:the Senate we its consent td-ratifidttion Oii Mat& 13
,

.bya Vote Of:83,tO 15.

The Colinnittee'S.repert contained a ,r ecbmniendation that the AdMinistration endeaVOr to.atrange for the TJiiitêd States und-the SOviet
Union to clepOSit. their instrument S of .ratifiCatiOn'doncurrefitlyi,"thts

eniphasWng the historic nature of the-event and, avoiding insofar

ThiStinderStandingS WhiCh. might -OthetsViSe- arise"
ACcordinglyi the "United -States proposed to the ,SOViet Union that
the final step of l'atifiCatiOn be Completed by the two Governments in
this Manner: (Great Britain had Alt eilay deposited its iriStruitent Of
.ratifiCatiOn-in:NOveinbet 1968, and France and Communist China have
indicated publiCly that tliesf.d.o not intend;t6,sign.) ArrangenientS-are
being worked OUt,betWeenthe U:S: and the ,Soviet Governments, and
it iS-ekpeCted-'that a joint ceremony will take place early in 1970. The

-004: will enter into force when the three depositary governments

their instruments of tatifiCatibn.
and 40 other nations have
Under article III, each nonnuclear-weapon state,paity to the treaty
thdertakeS, to - aeceptjafeguardsou its peaceful hitclear-actiVities in
,order to insure that fissionable materials are not diverted to nuclear
weapons or -Othet,nneleir explosive devices These safeguards will be
'set :forth, in agreements to be negotiated, and concluded With theInter,
nation0,1' Atoiiiio. Energy, Agency ,(IAEA) in accordance With the
'StAtUte,otthe-IAtA and its safeguards Systeni. The agreements may
be negotiated with the IAEA by nations individually or in 'Concert
With 'Other hatiOnsl. Article III stipulates that :negotiations for the
,ftgreernent&:shOl`begin 186 clOyS,'fibm the date of entry into force of
the-treaty:, F0 those : nations depositing then instruments of tatifica'tiOn-,Or;:tikoeSsion After the'1807dAy period, .!'legotiation,Shall,:coMMenee

not later than the date of ,deposit The agreements shall enter into
initiation_ of
fOtce. ;:tot-, later' than 48 monthS, ,After, the
negotiations.
'11(3,At-XS,
SAfTeciutti.ds, system will
1
_ assume 'greatly increased, safeguardS responsibilities aS the IsTenproliteratit*Treaty.cornes,into force

and the Agreeinei*S-Are_condlud&j: Mitig,Sv,reseAtchin support of the
-treaty is directed toward the 'development of techniques,' procedures,
international safetho-, might be .used
instruments,

guard inspection.

r. 43944O.
AStei
4o
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The lkaiksafeguardSreseardh-programiS doSely coordinated with
the Atomic Energy 'Commission te, avoid duplication and,_ in fact,
its COhtracteit in Carrying
draWsmpen the ekpertiSe ofthe- AEC"
Out .some{ of the .projects. The program Is _also -dOordinated with. the

IA_EA and with. other foreign safeguards research programs Such as
ilitSe,: of the European AtoMic Energy- CoMminlity (EURATOM),
the Milted 'ItritigdOm and the Federal RepUbliC of Gerinany;
In connection with A-OD/Xs TeScaith on. the:

of the safeguards

aspects

iv.poitable instrument has been designed
to deteet and measure._ plutonium inside a-:sealed Container. A prototype of this instrument has heen designed and built _Under ACI)A
auspices.-It ha§ bee-ft -evaluated; by, the IAEA -and fOuncltO,be,opablis
Of determihingr_ not only .the preSence of plutonium but the amount.

PlUtbniuM is a byproduct of the, fission process Which takes pike in
certain nuclear reactors, and it can be .used as the essential ,elenient
in-theprodhotien of' ritiCletir 'weapons: The detection of a ,ClandeStine
di'versioncof plutOnituktO weapons phrpoies, therefore, is one of the
bask reasons a, safeguards system is needed.
.
The-41Se .of ;Unattended; sensors for- arnis,cenitt01 inspection has considerable appeal
the point
view of reducing :the cost,
and intriSiveheSS of inspeCtiOnS, ,A complete :sensor SySteh,
might
innibcr of sensors of different types, each gathering its
,OWn.forin. of information and transmitting. this ArOugh.a data lihk to
_

,centraLtecotdinvinit. There the, information -would be :stored for
:later USe.byihe inspector: Unattended sensor systems should be
resistant to the eittentthey would reliably detect: and reveal any efforts
to insert
infOrinatioh. ACDA.is. currently WOking:On the major
-parts of such a
The development Ola,prOtotypetaMper-reSistant-data link-is nearing
coMpletion: Theconcept; for thIsSeCtre;ditatranSniSsiOn systen- was

;66'ntilt developed --trier,am.diternal-contract- with ACDA. During.
theVitit18'hiohthsilt haSbeenfielilietted:bythe,AgeticfsFielclOpera
the facilities -of the National Bureau- of

'Standards: The reSults of the tests have now 'Traduced a cable of-proven
tamper- resistance. rreparationSaieunder way -to test a small diameter
Cable of different-configurationsin order to broaden 'the rat-10.6f apph
cabilitt of this means :of data protectiOn. The Systeni-Vvillbe employed
in -the, MsPectioh,Of nuclear reactors- Under. IAEA control.
parts ,ofihe,,iinattendediiriStriimentatiOk-SyStein:are
;being 04140.--tind0 the- direction Of ,ajOilitli:S.-7Canadian;WOrking
,glkoUp-Iii,SafetcUard continuously ,refueled `CANDU,type reactor.

AMA. is, ,finding thelabtiCation, of this -Mitruiiieritittion, at Sandia
CorporatiOnilinid:.
devoted: toCarrie& Oa
A.PDA'S,

fieldtesteCt in tviii:phomes. 1r*-first
now being
OperatiOni; Division,,Workirig: With the
wotiOitit:pureait:O:t Standards Thesedohd..phase WillteSt=theinstruMentatiOn operating;ai a oat* oh;the reactor.

Still' another. area of research, :Carried: *jointly with the AEC, is
investigating
application- ltirorisotope; 4ohnitio§ to SafetUards.

A fitol*,ofth06,fecliiiiques-wtts Jnacie during 066,# the'NUClear
Fug: 806Ces 10114
Valley,..N.Y.,- arid .preliminary .results
,are-Very encouraging:. Prediction of- uranium to plutonium conversion,
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"fingerprinting" of reactor fuel, and -in-pro eesS inventory detertninatioliillappeer feasible and practical using mass spectronietetilleaSure'Merit§ of the-Minor isotopes.

*Search into minor isotope- safeguards techniques (MIST) is also
being conducted by argtoupin Karltithe, Germany Evaluation Of the
German experiments together with the evaluation of the Nuclear Fuel
SerVides'llIgT experiment will provide the basis for future planned
xeSeardh;to'-be.conducted by *jOint-V.S..-eerinariwOrking group. Tilt
antiCipatedthat both the EURATOM and IAEA. SafegtiarcliOrganilatient will also participate in these experiments
The Agency _haS also -contributed to preparations for the implementation of article V of the 10T; under which potential benefits of
peaceful applications of nuclear explosions are to be made available to

nonnuclear-weapons -§Wespaitiei to the treaty: Aii:Agency.repreSentatiVetettified-inileatingS before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

on proposed legitlatiOn to give the Atomic Energy Commission authority to carry out commercial applications of peaceful nuclear
participated in several interdepartMental studies related
4,6 this "Subject,:i.h., teChnical:talksIeld with the:SoVietSin April 1969,
in II.S-,,COntribttiOnt to the -IAEA study of this subject, and in discussions at the Geneva disarmament conference andi, the U.N. General
,

A.06-1114,1St-

oIc4L ARMS AND MILITARY ttitivbirtnitt
.4101*-gelliajOr problems for urgentattehtiOniri:the:10-10't is how
to .arresttbettendiii,Military spending andtheVrOlifetatioti,of
nierits worldWide.

In 1060 'Worldwide military :expenditures are estimated to have
totaled 000 billionan increase of 00,0 'percent gince1064., EfenalloWing---fOrilie,iiifiatiOn of prices, world militry outlays increased
by close to 20' percent in the''-6-yearperiod' from 1964 to 060. The
COtripariSoii-with..eXpendituret for social nee,dsprOducet even MOre.dit,

fr

iparate figures In 1967 the:latest:year for ,whidh,COMparittive;figUreS
aie 'available, the World was spending, about .40., percent. more on ,
tary,, .prOgrams, than on public education, military eipenditureS, ex=
ceedd those forpublic education in about cone-third- of the countries
Of thesWerldiAncliiding the United States 44,1 the Soviet Umon In the
-field of public :lealt14 the world's total .eXpenditUtein;1067- was less
-thworie-thifdiaSlaite as the Military. outlay.
Ininiany,pkitsof te world military expenditures compete for scarce
national resources
may diminish 'current consumption and the opliOi;iiioitie-0 for ecOnoinics, development: 'There; is -virtual 'unanimity
among economists thIt kteallOcation., of resources from
teed§', would be of ',genera ,.economic 'benefit., The
tineotiOn-ikithiiiJicOuenceS can be brought to bear tareVerSethe upward
trend in ariiiitarY spending
',,WhiWAVOr4 attention focuses on . strategic arms negotiations, the
Arms aontibli and bitarinaineht,AgeriCilaelievet that the problem of
citonVentionkiFins.-inus . not be neglected. Measured in
terms,
..thege;,tite;the;:i.veqjons,that acconolot.the:huijot share of the world's
i,nilitkry,Out:14y§..'0:101010:0fiai weapons : are the working tools of mod,
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err' war. Since 1945 conventional forces with conventional weapons
have fought fifty-five War§ ; hundreds of thousands Of people have
been casualties.

The Agency is working on, several approaches to the control of

doriVentiOnal, arms. One is concerned with mutual and balanced- force
rediiction§-betWeeh. the NATO and Warsaw Pact countries; discussed
in- the-f011otitigChapter..

Another critical pobiehi, in this .field is the --control of the international traffic in arms. The Value-Of exports of military gtod§
wick recently has aterage& close -to $4 billion year; half-Or more of
this has gohe,to-the less 0176140 .parts of-the world. Such puroliase§
of eilhipthent, particularly of the advanced types May Ihel regional
arms radeS'and.have a'broadidestabilizihg effect. While it can be argued
th4:16dil disphteS'are not noriliallrinOtiVated* pOS§essiOn.of at-Ma=

meats, the escalation of a 'dispute;

hostilities and the intensity of

§ubSeqiientfighting,dah Often be directly- attribiltedtO the avail "ability
OfWeatiOn§.

ACDA has been increasingly concerned with the probleth- of arms
tran§fer§ -Since 1966 when a senior, level tjateiburent working group
.Waa_set 'up to coordinate and -supervise Agency activities tlh§ field
-andf.to - Maintain liaison with other departmentS and aaencies:oh. alit§
'transfers and related_ export Contra: During the past yori
this activity was centralikedih ACD.A.'S EcotiathiCS Bureau.
A.C1,T)A.
nih.a variety of interagency forums-dealing

With ,arias tranSfer- policy formulation. These include the State/

Defense -Coordinating-Committee -on ArMS Sales, the weekly meting
Of-the
officers from the State Department's regional
lititeiths, and consultations
implementing the restriction On arms
transfers ncluded, in Weigh- assistance legislation.. A.CIA-70
pation.,:jri, the National- .Security Council, and ith,shberdinate,bodies,
the Under -Secretaries. Cohathittee, the interdepartmental groups
toct ad' hod woikihg-'cOThihitte0, 'insures 'the- Agency an opportunity
to set forth arms -Cdfitrat COnCernsin the policy
,_process inv_ Olve&iivarm§,§aleS and Military, assistance.

alSo ,develOpsi and :prOiriOteS proposals for controlling .c6 1Vehtionat arms
'consideration :within the US: "Government
,

and
pursuing this,function, _AODA
-)4s:eohoentrato oh,thpee:gtheraliSps of initiatives :
registration
and pobtioatiof ,ptop084§,, 0).
Supplier a_ greetrientsi_ and '(3)

regional, arms
The :idea for registering, _an& publicizing arms transfers has, been
tinder- intermittent consideratiOh inithe United: Nations and elseWhere

since.190:5, In the *Mediate ,afterhiath

the .June 1967 war in the

i1tiddle, East, the -United- ,StateS'ypropOsed without success,. that the
U:N:.= member nations
arria§:-ShipMehis '--ihto the ,miday, East
and:that the ,redords -be, available for alltey We:

'Despite the .lack of 'concrete prOgress,,the Agency continues to
this initiative- a§,a, itiossThle'
approach to international
.arniStraflIC *Mira A; :broad study, was made of the current report ing -.of ,arms transfers ,by foreign countries.
in -house -report, Coin,
:pieta in.AuguSt 4901 'summarized: and' analyzed- the policy .issues
=
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liaised- by a registration proposal. This study can serve as a contributient° policy form-116E6h in the-MI:ire.

Efforts at effecting arms Supplier :agreements have usually been
associated with attempts to settle local wars,
Arab-Israeli war
in 190; Indian-Pakistani War-in 19.65. Prior to and.folloWingthe out-

break of hOstilitieS, in 1067,,the,Vnited .States sought -agreement with
the ILS.8:11..in-ewUiling_Atihs shipments to the Middle East These
efforts were tO no avail, and deliveries eel-Alin:ie. Following the out-

break of
between, India and Pakistan- in 1965, the United
States and the United Kingdom &dared, immediate embargoes on

arms shipments to the belligerents'. These embargoes
helped
influence the tAVO-cohiltries to accept a trude. The United States has
cOntinued to embarge,lethal iteni.S. We have urged -Other suppliers,
particularly the -11.S;$1.1 to -follow- Snit1--.bnt ag.antAnisnedesSfully.

These experiences show that, to be- etreatiVe

agreements

must be adhered to by the -Major arms suppliei Although history
suggests that supplying countries are reluctant togivo,tp what they
regard as a 'useful political tool, there are Conceivable situations in
Which; it would suit the objectives of all thajek. Suppliers- to exerciSe,
restraint The Agency is äonstantly revieWing the evolution of the
politico-military 2SitnationS, in the Vitrienkregeng of the world in an
effort to hicertain. when the -ingredients ,fieeeSSary- for Suelt,an arms
control agreement are 1)000k
Agreements. 'which are politically feaSible are there: likely to be
found in *ell-defined =geOgraphietti, are* Hence, the Agency's con-

Centia064ohiregiOnal-arniSiinlitatiOn.
ACDA funds a pregfam.of external research to Snpport its aCtiVitieS
in the area of COnVentiOnal.atinS,ContrOl:'ThiaprOgraiii has included
raseAA-int:6411e. eCOrioinic, effects of -defenS6,4penditntes on develop:
hid& progress,, the volume and patterns Of -grins trade, the nature- and
Control, Of local conflict, and political environment and its relation to
arthStentrel:Vropesalk,
As previously poi0,04-olitIonoiriist§,ote-ag-teed_tbat tt.shift-Of
SOUrCe;S: from-_ military to
purposes would
..economically
beneficial About
out of every five, dollambf-Yedekat=budgei eUtlals: in --the, United ;States are for national, defense,,,InirpOses.'Thek
military requirements TiMit, the Federal l 'G,oVertinient's Ireedein of
aCtiOnle:ckity,Out:pOtrains to meet the-preSSiiit'needs'ofaii expand=
ing population 40c1::at-the.stinie,tirne,tedneethe.t#,:00,160.,HOweveil
it is _1'90 gtii.Z01' that if arms 00:trOl. and 4i0iiiiritilenOniiriejtOtiteksho*

_promise efleading,,toreanded defense spending, every :effort should
be Anide,:te,::biing about an orderly transition dUringthe:dhitfige: The
general presperittetile,:oenntry must be maintained and consideration 4iVen*to the -interests of these 'Who-se liVellheeit,debendS,on the

Aefense-actiVity,te'be eliminated
The Arths,:centrel,ari4 Disarmament Agency is enjeineCl'i?yistatute
to study and assess these problems The : research covers the identification ' of the-induStrie4cothMunities, and workers dependent on
relatekotiyity, and the Iiind0, of ,policies and :11,609no. *Mob- wouid
,0§ist.$04.1*,ticlitistiiig to yreduction in that aetivity:_ Supplements

ing

0440, of the electronics -and., alii0541ding industries, a
COntract'Stndy-AvaS'doilipio4a tlii§,yeaf.oitt4.0penclency,Ofilie metal
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working machinery and equipment industry on defense work. The
study found that, despite the fad that the ,Defense rca)artment is
One of the largeSt ultimate Consninene, for capital _goods; conditions in

thi§ industry essentially are "goVerned by the overall economic
rather-than the changes in levels of defense Spending."
I3ecauSe OfitS ,broad- research experience on the economics of reduced

defenSe_ spending, the Agency has been in a position to assist interdepartmental groups establiShecliby the President to plan for analogous
post-Viet -Nam economic adjustments.
MUTUAL' AND Bt1LANCED FORCE--RO-ticiloks
-

OENTRAL.ET.TROi%

,

1.1-11.969,the.NOrth- Atlantic Treaty: Organiiatien- ( NATO), resumed
POSSihle:.-iinit04-dnd.1.7alanded force .fednetiOn _(1113Ft)
for ,the "central,-kaA,61- Efirope, *itch had begun. with the. December

.its-::0:tildy,

19611,04,140ia Meeting:

the:NOrth Atlantic, CounCil; The Soviet
iiivasien,54,0echOS1OValtia--iit Aug* 1968, dimmed- the preSpeCtS,fOr
t'diSeuSsiefiS, edfieekiiing throliean seciitity,,htit even iii the_face of that
-Sofetts,'§eiliadk
Meetitig in mid- November of

that yeai-iguect:a -6***fie,stAiiigl.'"NeVerthelesS, -the AllieS in

-

close- ConSUltatiOn.ate,-Centinning-theit sindiee and 'preparations- for
-a_ time When the atmosphere: for' frUitfiff diSOUSSiOnS- is more
fa"vourable." .74

At their April 1969' Meeting; ikWaShingtOn,,the NATO Ministers
tiVelieW,ji*ettisjiy-issuiog,:-anotbek, '444*ot-dee-hiring their intention to --' "explore with :the, .SeVietiAlnion-. and the other CoUntries-= of
EaStern,litOpe-whiCh: concrete: ioie.§-,136§e-lend:thow§*e§ to frUitfUl

negotiations- aiidAn early -resolution?'" and* piti0o, their efforts -and
control,

'Studies-. in'-,the- field
disoiriOriot
including: balanced force reductions: E

The
NAT(Yen -Wit:_iVAS-intensified and "refined at the
4iii*Einct:Septe0enineetingS,Of the Senior Politidal Committee and
4-pertSfrOiliXATO:
re-pOrt Wits:Subniitted to
:the',NOrik
of ,,that, foot and-Otheit
on .associated` E0opeo .gectitity, *ties: lect the. NATO::MiniStetS, to
.Peceinli* 1969 meeting. hat" the studies inirihttal

:antis-Once= at

and lialaneedi ,fOkcki'edUCtienshaVe p:fogreSSed,f1SUMCiently .to permit

the eSitibliShinene.ot Oertain,Ciii!Sitik *hi* in :their view, '*oh,,iicluc,
00ris:',shoUldiinee
eontitioe,thOr :studies. in Orden-to
.prepare *, Stlistic §is. ter-, aCtiVe 401Oratiori,
early date .,,and
hoe)VeStahli*sh;Whether it could SOW' as a StantingpointfOr frnitfdl
*gotiitiOi*r' The ',MiniStenS4eqUeSted"that :detailed. planS of --VariouS
-,Pci0:01OlialaneedIOrceredfictionS;,be*optiy6ct for ,;coiWdetittion
submitted Ito: them ;as soon as' possible. The Ministe "rs concluded that
' "significant:- 1440624 -Under' adequate verification and control- -=whrcli aliould talso.beconsistent, With: the-.
sedurity, :interest . of all
parties ==r -would be another concrete

'

pi-4**,00.6i* 'along the 144-

efeitse.-.6,operiiietiprof:the,Skti-ihotletiiiiiiKtMitroinektitidii0tijictild-pititt**entlintilicationic(AODAML-130)>,

r
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of ending. the Akins race and of general and complete disarmament,'
including ,nuclear diSarmanient."''FinallY, the Ministers directed that
further- studies ,should be given to measures which could accompany
or follow agreement on mutual and balanced force reductions . The
Ministers specified that Such-rneaSUreSconldinelude "advance notification of military MoVeinents, andlinuienVers, exchange Of observers at
military maneuvers and possibly the ,establishment of observation
7q

With this _detailed- guidance it isto.be expected that NATO will cOntinte,'to intenSify,,itS Work with a view to submitting to the Ministers
in May 1970 detailed plans on MUM, AOD.A. WilICOntlinie to provide
experts to work with other responsible V.S:'06Vernitient agencies and
the NATO ;Senior Political Committee on these MBFR studie.S.
In support ,Of,the.VATO MBFR studies, the ACDA staff :dondentrated dUrnigi969-Oneitpleiting,the extensive research'cOndnCted,oVer
the past several years _related. 't6 arms dont-rel. ineasureS;,applicable',te
the military -confrontation in Central, ,EurOpe. Of particular value
have been those studies on the inipaCt, of potential arms control ineaslikes on ground forces capabilities in Europe and those Specifically'
wilder:lied, With the inspection and Verification of various forms of
balanced force ,,redUctiOns--inithe central part of Enrope. During the
year *final report *its completed on Exercise FIRST LOOkra 'field
test related; to inspection and Verification, of ,'geheijal,purPOSo, grOurid.
-and'airlOrCeS,Which,WaS,COnduated jointly With-theEnitect Kingdom

southern England in 1968. The results of that test as well as the

results of related; ACDA research on vOkifidatioilhaVe- been Useful, in

NATO Mtn' Studies',

PreViOnS''researCh WaS,,SUppleinented,iii 1969 by

newly =completed

contract study on future Soviet interests arms control
exwill identify the ,manner in which European -security
ternal
-arrangements are likely to change diming the WO's._ Such iriforination
will serve -0,a basis- for ,kecoirunendirig a Variety. of policy choices
'oeitted'io,proinoting -136thseCiirityin Europe and.
Contra
-,6**it,n4AOVISonic ,C634,310:4
,

The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency's legislative authority
piovides,16t,theappOintilient;bi, the President of a General, Advisory
C. ontinitteef'",t6; adViSe, the President,, the Secretary of :State, and the
`DiSarMainerit, Director respecting -matters affecting -40* control,.
disarmament, and world peace "
President Nixon reconstituted the General- Advisory: (oniniittee, on
June 5, 1969, with the appointment of fourteen new members andthe,
reappointment of Mr John J McCloy as Chairman They '*ere, conon July ;30, and sworn in at a Blair House
firmed by
.ceremony

;

In charging the new Committee with its responsibilities, the ,Presi-

advice On4he complex national security
issues with which the Committee will bedeahng will be of great value
assoómtes in the Administration. IoOrisidok, our efforts
to me and
dent tOld, them

'4 Aide,

62O.

.

1

"Do*Pletiti*911-Difirmahlent,1901, Ix 485.
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in the area of arms control as an integral part of Our security policies
and I hope therefore that yeti'. Committee will examine the problems
befere it in the :context Of our over -all security interests and objectives." The President einPliaSiied to Mr. -McCloy that he Wished- the
Committee _0 be ari -independent advisory body-.

'In- the,light of the PreSident'S- guidance, the Committee :promptly
,begarito inform itself ontheffbasio issues relating to national security.
As a -- preliminary -step, it-began a series of intensive meetings to review

the status_ of the strategic 'balance' and to consider the relationship
'arms .control policy and :U.S. national security needs.

,between

dallechiPeri.' a number of- distinguished Anieridan and
foreign .ekperts ,on_strittegie -Matters to meet with it-0 discuss these
issues.

-.

The President Met with the COmmittee,,during its Meeting-On beeember 16. He hears:la report
what the Committee had done thus
f0,4-444,'he laid,Several specific
beforeit for study and advice
in connection with the Strategic ktiiWLiniitation
MeetingS, were also held to -discuss: US. relationS, with the .Soviet
as the specifics
of :60A' ,,e6httOr policy, centering: on the Strategic, Arms Limitation
Union,,ConiMUniSt Chinti,,ttrict:NSfe4ern Europe

-Secretary-. of State BogerSt Older- ,Secretary RiehardSen;

Deputy '.Seotetaty- of IDOehse Packard"; the-,PreSident'S ASSiStant for
National Security Affairs, Dr. ICS-singer ; the-Chief of Naval

Adiniral MOOter ;; the Director of ACDA Mr: Smith and his

Deputy, Mr..Farley-,Miiong others, .met with the COMMittee-to discuss
national seethity-arid .arms control- questions:

In addition,, the COMMittee heard Professor Marshall
Ambassador
'ThenipSon,, and 'Dr: Thomas Wolfe on the
Soviet Union t' PrefessetwAlleii S. Whiting and A. Doak Barnett on
China
,Andre- Fontaine; Director" of Le Monde,, Paris; Dr: Karl
CarstenS; former- itdViser te. the ,Charidellor of the Federal' German
Alastair. ilehakCennilandant of
Imperial Defende
College; London; and ProfesSor Robert Bowie of the Center for International
Harvard on Western Europe. .Meetings have been

§cheduled for thelaeginnirig- of -1970 to continue this examination- with
'a__SeSsien,on 4roan. and te,addresS the specifie-prObleni§ raised by the

President.*oing to the Strategic Arms Limitation

'In'Order 0 -iiskstihe Committee iiithelierfor*heo,of its.Werki the
Chairman .has
has a..small 'Staff ,looated'in-the 'CoMinittee's, Oftioes in the
DejittitMent of State:
-MeMemberS'of ;the Coirriinittee,, appointed- by .President:NixOn,

:

John,j. McCloy,
former,athiSer on Disarmament to President
Of the Chase
Bank, fOrnier
;Chiirino4,;Of the :Ford Foundation,, of the "World ,Bank U.S. 'High
CencuniSsiorier for Germany, and Assistant-Secretary of War during
the Second Werld War.
Atx1;:T*OidOtt: of
United' Steel Workers -of America.
Dr ,Harold BrOWii,-Saiefitiitl.PreSidentofof the:California Institute
Tedlinelegy arid,:ferMei'Seoretary of the
FOree.
NS/Mini:J. rciiky; author,. editor;., -and lawYer:
C: :Douglas
former ,Ambassador to France,, former
Under ',Secretary of 'StOel,oct Semr-otary of ,the:TreaSury:,
_

.
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William C. Foster; former Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and former Deputy Secretary of Defense.
Kertnit, Gordon, economists PreSident of- the ,Brookings Institution,
former member of the Council of Economic-Advisers, and Director of
the Bureati.of the Budget.
Dr.,_tIames R. Killian, Chairman of the Corporation of Massachusetts Instittite of Technology; former Special AsSistant to the President for'acienee and Technology.

,Gen. Lauris NorStad, USAF .(Ret.)., Chairman of. the Board and
President
the OwenSCorriing Fiberglas Corporation, former
Supremellied Coniniiinder.in,Europe, (SHAPE) .
Peter:'-G. Peterson,_ business executive, Chairman of the Board of
Bell and:HoWell.

DrJack ,Ruiha,;Scientist, PrOfesSor- of 'Electrical .Engirieering at
Massachusetts Institute Of Technologyt fernier President, InStitute
for Defense Analyses and Assistant 'Director for Defense .Research
.and Engineering, Department of Defense.
Dean husk,
Secretary Of State.
\Gov.
fOriner. Governor of Pennsylvania
:and Mem6ei. of COngreSs.

,.Cyriis Tatice,lawyer foriner 'Deputy See-retail- of Defense.
Dr. John,Archibald Wheeler, scientist, JOSeph:Renry 'Professor-of
:-PhySios at Princeton.
AGENCY OPERATIONS

th*itiizatiom.

The ,Ariiis Control .and Disarmament Act assigns tO the U.S. - Arms
COritiOl and Ditirmainent.AgenCy -the,priinary responsibility within
the :IY.,S.',Cieisiernitient foi. searching out waya' to'put end. O the arms
race.:The'
,proVideS 'that-the Agency "must have sulCli,'a position
within. the Government that it eau provide the Presideri4the 'Secretary
of. State, other:offtcials of the executive britneh,aridi the:Congress,With
redonirileridationacorici3riiinglInitedStates arms control and disatniaMerikpOlicy; and can assess ;the effect, of these,-teconanieridatiOns upon
-

,OurioreigripoliCieSj_otr riationaISecurity policies, and ourecinionly." 78

'NhensPreside# Niiton announdedthe'appOintriient of Gerard-Smith
to:he Director -he specified, that, he Director, ill haVe direct anctready
aCcesti:te; the. Secretary-of State,and,to the PreSident and Vfillparticf,

pate

,meetings of the 'National: Security COunCil which- Matters
-within,: the SCope of the- mission otthe, Agency are CoilsidOed.T9'

In- additiOri,t0 being the-,,prineiPal adviser on:ai11s control and dig,

,aririanierit *1o:the:Pre:sit:lent and
of 'State; ACDA's Director
is;alSO the Chief U.S.. negotiator hithe field' Of

1969; .the ,PreSiderit,deSikiiited 'Win *Choi-a-4
delegation to
the StrategiC14itniViiii4iii,on; Wks: The Directori,the' Deputy Direc=
ter, and tliCAsiiistag-Director, for Inteitational RelationS, at aifferent
periddS.durhit thelea,t,-alseServectav-head of the U.S. delegation to
,

t h& %C-OnfOrence,of :the - Committee :On DiSarmandent '-(formerly the
ENDC) GeneVa. The Director. and the Assistant- Director for,'Inter."Doeumettta on :Disarmament, 1961, p:488.
"'Weekly. Compilation- of -presidential Poeionietiti, Feb: 8; 'Oak p. 188.

875454==-70-50
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national Relations Were members of the American delegation to the
twenty-fourth U.N. General Assembly.
To carry out its -functions and responsibilities, ACDA has an organizational structure which, in addition to the Offices- of the Director
and Deputy Director, includes-four bureaus, each' headed by an Assistant Director. These are the International_ Relations Bureau, the Science-and Technology Bureau, the Economics Bureau, and the-Weapons
Evaluation and Co_itrol Bureau. Supporting the Director,_ Deputy
Director, and the four bureaus-are the Office of the General Counsel,
the Executive Director and the Public Affairs Adviser.
The ACDA staff is cOmparatively sinallSlightly more vthan
itary, scienand is'draWn from a variety of
tific; legal, behaViOrall_ and economic.. The work otthe Agency falls
intonto- two categories: formulation of arms Control and ,disarthatnent policy, recommendations; including preparation for and
management of international 'negotiation§ and research into the
myriad complex problems related to arms control and disarinament.
In addition to ACDA's extenSive internal research, field leSting, and
_analysis, ,research -projects are -conducted,by- outsid contractors

ith

ACDA Officers acting as; monitors; ACDA. also maintains a list of
consultants whose expertise is drawn upon by the Agency for special
projects or other'problenis.

,FOirtidation and Coordination OfPoliey Peconumidations
Every,major -new. .propOstil.whioh the united States-Makes-in international negotiations' must first receive the PreSident's.
One Of Tiesident.Nikon'S first- acts-upon taking office was to direct
that the National, Security ,ConfiCil (originally. constituted -in 1947)
be the principal fOrum, for- consideration of .policy issues requiring
PreSidential determination. The nature of the 'issues considered by the
CoUncilvinrits:.revitalized rele, range from :current crises and immediate;oPerational ,problerasto middle- and long - range. planning. The
DirebtoOnakesVolicy tecoMMendationS to the President both directly
and through his participation in relevant_ meetings of the National
Security Council. The Direothes,role in NSC, deliberations is in 'keeping4iththe underlying; principle Containediii the Agency?s enactment
bill, that -"Arms control and disarmament policy, beingAn important'aspect of foreign policy, -must- be consistent with national security
policy ti§*wliolei" 8°

Representatives of the Agency -participate, when arms control and
disarmament or related matters are being considered, in the 'UnderSectetatieS'COMMitteethe NatiOnal Security CouncilIleview- Group,
and,,the yariOusinierdepariniefitali regional,. -and ,functional groups
established:'-'under the National Security Council to-study specific n_ ipolicy problems -and to plan and carry out _programs.
t'

ACM 'staff maintain- day-to-day contacts- with personnel in con cerned departments and agencies in the development of ideas, the
preparation, of -pcisitiOnypaperS; and the dispatch of policy guidance
to the,negetiatorS. at the conference table.
spdouirients,on Di/Ortiiimkent,160, p.
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Planning and Coordination of Re8earch,
The ACDA Research Council reviews and makes recommendations
to the Director on all aspects of the ACDA external research program,
including specific contracts. The Council is made Up of the Special

Assistant to the Director, who serves as chairman ; the Assistant
Directors who head the four bureaus; the General- Counsel; and the
Executive' Director. A. Researeh Planning Group assists the Council
in developing, coordinating, and evaluating the research program.
The. Executive-Secretary of the Council is .chairman- of the Planning
Group-and the-other members:aro representatives of the four bureaus.
The Congress 'has charged the Agency with responsibility for coor-

dinating research in the field of arms control and disarmament

throughout the Government._ ACDA Staff personnel-maintain work-

ing level relationihips with their counterparts in. other agencies

SU& as the Departinents of Defense and State, the AtoMic Energy
Commission, the :Central Intelligende Agency, and the Departments
whioli:..k.CDA shares mutual interests

of Commerce

and 'probleins. 'ACDA.coordinates 'formally with these agencies all
of the external research projects it plang to carry out. The Agencyalso reports to the Bureau Of -the Budget periodically' Onthe progreSS
heing made in arms control and disarmament
foreign areas. in the social sciences
ACDA'§,Spensored- re§eareh
is cOordinated closely with. the 'State -DepartMent'S Foreign Area
ResearCh_COordination- Group, *WM'S charged, With cOordinating-all

such research throUghotit the Government. ACDA sits on the main
committee of this 'Group :and .also partiCipatei-in a number of subcoimiiittees -concerned with the :interehange of "research- data and disftiture.plah§.,All of ACDA'S foreign area external research
cussion

in the social sciences is also feriiially cleared with the Department
.Of,-State's Foreign Affairs Resetireh Celine; in order to -insure that
it Will not have 'adverie effects on U.S. fe.eign relations.
Niter as a central point
ACDA Maintains.a Reference InfOrmat.,
inforniafor stoking. tinctretrieVing itheartnS contra...,
tiOnolucli Of:' it, derlyedl- froth the Agency's research prograin.
To help ACDACoOrdinate the execution of its mission in the field
.

of inspectieni :Verification, and'aSsoCiated field testing, a Joint Advisory
established. ThiS'COMMittee is chairedbyACDA;
Committee

its.membera ceite-froui,the DePartinent ofState, CIA, AEC, NASA,
and key DOD: cenipOnentS -including ,ISA,'DDR&E, JCS, RASA, and

the military
Social lSoienoe, Advisory 'Board:
.AdviSofy. 134148' was estahlthhed, in
,1964' vale birOctok under his statutory itutherity to- advise onof the AgenCy'S prograinl: In 1969 itheld two
thesocial
ge.4Sions,. the
meetings' 'on,lfarcb.,26-0 and:NOITeMber 6. During
'members of th0 Board were iiii:efed-On.COrrent arms control ahtlProgrtiMS=anct en 'the status of the Ageney'S social science
programs.

are

infra.
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In the intervals between niCetings;,_tbard.thenabers were ca0ed::upon-

fot advice- and assistance with Ogard.t6,-apCcifiCi:rescarch.:Projects

under *ay in ACDA or with regard i to new proposals. under

Consideration:
Menibers, Of the Board' represent an important channel of communi-

cation 'between the ,Agency and the academic community: 'Through
them, universities and individual Scholara, can be acquainted': with
ACD.A2s plans for new research, ; and with the :results : of completed
studies.'
:

Three members of theBbard,,are on the National Academy of

Sciences Committee which advises in the selection of candidates for
the Agency's ,Dissertation 'Support .prograni-Whieh was instituted in
1968.

Public Information
The Arms Control tilici3Jisarnianient Act giyee,the,Agenctresponsi--

hiliti for "the-, dissemination and COoklinittion otinforriatiOn.-047
CeininZaritiStOntitil,Onadiiarint'Aiient:"-',
Daily liaison, with the 134.ivee,;,1e;iiiiiiintitine-ct by the otOce-,ot: Public

Affairs .by. 4.40014,0

calls and visits from members
Oftlie,t)tesstotris:In;-additiWt.liepiWo Affairs Officein cOOrdina-4
tioii: with other Government
*Cie§.-,4rOVidCa the State iDepartment
,

News Office with backgroundAil' on arms cOntibl and disarm*,

and factu4'aniiicra., to ,press. Ntijki&' ou-dewsipiUguovs'
stories which
Iit)arise"durit the Daily ,News Otiefingi.
member of his staff
RitherthePin
iSa.meiber of thelIS:,delegatiOns.letmitjorinternittiOnal ,armacOri,
tra.anit-diSalinainent conferences. *During,; 069,, in addition to pro.

viding -,joe#OrS of the press witk'neWS- guidanoe at the, ,Geneva

Disarmament 'ConfeOnce land the U.N. General Assembly, the

Public Alfalfa Adiiser:045fided' the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
Wei* of 400, neWe,,tepi7eeerititivek from various
held in ItelSinlii

parts ; if the ,.world ; covered ; thiloP014t,Of the talks.
DiiecCinforinA0-4,60iCe,t,O;#i*VubliCiS)., TOiided.throtigh, rep=
tratibn,land,:diet,FibUtion, otpublieationa,: booking 4.4614 ,o dire
to ,address organizations, ,:o0,14,:andiptiblic!.ineettifA'particitiation,
by Agency officers lin,,OOnferciides,:anksonihUirsi4Ssistance to schools
with, organization, leaders, lifiefinge for
and
student and
,visitors, :and' -te.-spOnOltO;Iditectingnities:
AODA,lubliCations;Oirculated Aiwing-1066incliidedthe,:80.4.4titual
,

ReiOrt, *hi*, surveys the Agency's activities and summarizes die-

Ornament' iie*eloPments':fOt.A*TrOiOni,,Califinditt-_,Yeat.t: POtokineifts

on Di.arinámnt, 1968 (one orifaseriiii which annually reprintsi,si
iiifiCarit speeches, piOpOsali ;and documents) ;:VOild

,040

,Uar.tOrly:1131billography,a produced

,under contract'for ACDA by therLibrary Of-COngreS,s,Whibh summarizes 40* and
'1F400.14: Security,

"primer" on t:044.40,0Y- 'disarmament 0001* and = issues. These
obtained :1?y,, writing, to the Agency; although supplies
items may
are limited, They itte,',sOld,`by :the U.S. Government Printing Office.
All painphlets. and unclassified .teeeatoh- i'e-pOrte
available to

readers at the .96 depository lihioes.liated in APpeudix4X,Of this
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repOrt.82, These publications, and unclassified 'research reports are increasingly finding use iii colege classrooms and study programs.
The Agency, upon request. provides speakers for schools, organiza-

tions, and public meetings. It tegnests that travel Costs be defrayed

by the host organization. he Agency :regards ."platform" travel of tins
,

sort as an Opporthnity,tolearnasve .astoteach officers are requested
to report interesting: ideas anct suggestions developed in the cburse of
qnes4onperiod&-and--,thSehs4ons.: Several important innovations have
'been 'generated through such contacts:

An ever-wider acceptance of arms control as

aspect of Mier-

hatiOnal, relations has resulted in requests from Solieol-ancLUniVergity
instructors fOr assistance in pre' arm --Akins control and disarmament

segments of courses in political science, history, defense, and -other
Su jeetkAssistiince:_1114.§:.404,rencktect,thon h,Of4cei,telephone:and
mad consultations,
through direct briefings to students at the
_

Agency's offices and 940,9110,canipuge,S:,

worderte..learir Something :aboutthwbUrgeOnint'academic interest

in tins field, the AgenOyilist-,Septehil*Sent a questionnaire to all
institutions Of higher leit',Oingiwthe,Vnited 'States; ,:seekihtinforma-!,lien-- on instruction relating to arms control. : The ,questionnaire asked
what courses
d60604-priinaiilyft,i) arniecOntrbliaticialiiinqUired
'about incidental referetice&f.0,:ario_ control
enCe,;;Soeiblog)T,,Other,behaVieraLSCieneresiPhySiear or liathral-,iCienCeSI,

1aw,. international. relations, military security -ot-itrategy), 614 other
The reSpOnSe&tothe:stiheStioniiiire arehoNt-biiing ahalyied:and.

it,.repor(i&leing,prepared.,

-

a

14i:

Titt,-:.$9PL:AL SOE*0:', ADVISORY BOARD

Philip Mosely, Professor, of intopiational:RelatiOris-and'Iiirector of
the European Iithtitutat Columbia University, ',1sTit43'Ybik' INT Y.

4:13.r

liefeC'411 Pit4etiOtit, of

tdOttomies .L Harvard. University,

:

tlitiatOn' enbrenn,eti,Ptofessot ;PT,fj
Development and Family :RelatiOashi &at., ornell University Ithaca N Y.
WilliamM. Capron Associate Dean, JOhn F ICennedy Sc4601,000-.=
,erithetit;;,}1arVardillniyersity Cambridge, Mass.
A. Craig, Profesor of istory at Staiiford Tniversity,
,

ford Calif.

.

.

,

W. Phillipè Davison, ProfesSor of Journalism and Sociology, .Colii
iqs1 itc.; Uuversity

E. Adamson Hoebel, Professor of
AlWez Lagiey ,-,
Alice

oFMinne-

)5efenseAnaly§esiiIiiiingtolif
of Chicage

Morris Janowitz, 1Piofeitifzii- of Sociology at the
Not printed here
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O*1400.S OF "nit AGENCY

Deputy Director ;Philip :J. Farley
Assistant Director, International Relations Bureau : Janies_17..Leonai.d-

DeiArth-uta.- Day=

AssistahilDirodtoilNettpOn§EviilittitiWiti400061-)73uteiat : -John :T.

Deputy' Walter L DeemerHancock'

General Counsel

.1)40ty,:;ChititleiLVinPoien,

Technology Bureau Spurgeon

Assistant

1)epnty:-Sidney'N.,Gritybeal'
ASeiStant'Atectori,EcoriOnlieS .Bureau Robert 11.-,B. Wade
Deputy i.T(Vae,tint) ,

P413,1162 Affairs Adviser Nedaille E Nerdness

Deputy. Ralph Stu .t Smith
iceentiliel)ireetOr:464-Geerge.tadOn,

Ii434:1:to*y',1,.Adons

Cpecial Assistant to the Director and Executive Secretary Howaid
FiIñia
Counselor: Lawrence D. Weiler

:06014,:P±OtOc0fOr,the Prohibition of the Use in War of

.A004,y04.41g ',Poisonous or Other 'GOO, -004, of
17,- 1925
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare,
,

The undersigned :-,PlenipOtentiatieSI:in the enne cif' their respective
'.04,Verniiients :"

hereas--;the:iiSe-;iiilka,r of ,n§Atiathigi;pOisOpOtt§, or Other gases,
,
justly
and of all owe gbilok:ltoitt§i 'materials or devices,
.

,

.

,

Ocifideinped*,the geneMi opmion Of the otirili-§-ed.**14;;414
Whereas the prohibitin of such use has been = declared in Treaties
to -01eitthe majority of tia*erS, of the world
and

vo,Mie'ei4thair.thikprohibitiptushallI000iversally_406pted, as a
:part, of Intetnational Law, binding alike the conscience and the
00,6,,Of' nations;

1)06100:'

That the High

Parties, SO- fat.a§=they-,* not already
PiLttiokto,'Ttelitife$,#,Olbiti4g,iiieki.143,-,abeeptthio:pkohlbitioir,4066
to extend this prohibition to the use of hitCtOloogico.inetlio4g of wat=
too,,s4 agree to be bound as fiet*.eew themselves according to the
terrhS,OfthiS deelatittioli

4ela rtieirôl-stat eii ii0on,:t ec 16,049, pp 41-43

,GENEVA imotit)Co4

765

e*ert eVery effort tbinduce othet
"StateStaaccede;t6 th0,pres0nt Protbcol. Snch aceeSsionwillbe notified
latter to
tO the .GOtetnniont Of the-Piencli Repnblic,._and ,by the
the,Si,,.onatet-47, arid itecedilig-POiverS, and will take effect On the date.Of
bythe GoVerninent thelrenchilepnblic.
thesPreneh and, English textS. ate
The present Protocak-of whiChsOdn'aspoSSible.,It
Shall bear today's
bOtli authentic, Shalt beratified:as
Th0,11,411.-eOntiacting P.itrtiO

'be ,addteSsed- to theTh0 1.atifiotttioris Of the :pteSent PrOtocot,Shall
.,
Whicli
Will
00.00 .riotify the
GOVeininent Ofthe Frefich-.Repnblie,
eaCk-of
the
signatory
and' Receding.
_depOSit Of snot -tatifiCatiOn to
PoWers.-

The,instriunettkefratificatiolief,and.acceSsien to thepresent Pretoihoiaichives Of th0-:,'ObWititteiii of the
col *ill reriiiiin
-ThfpieSent PrOtocOl'itVillotinieintOftiree fet eadh SiginitOty_:POwer
,fiOrii.thO, date OfdepoSit,Ofits-tatifiCation, and, frOin.-that-iiionienti
.eaChPOWer Williiebonild as te`gatd$ Other:PoWersWhielt have_Oready
oiltOdOeit ratifidatiOnS.,

With* iviiereOf the- PlehiPotentiarks: have-Signed the present

,Dorie,itt CfetieiTA 'in,: a, Single c'Opy, thiS,SeVenteentli- day, Of. june, One

'Thott0a4Nin0H0cliect

'CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF DOCUMENTS.
,page-

:Geneva ..Protocol for the Prohibition of the:Uee,in War of Asphyxiating,

,

'Poll:ions:niter :Other, GaSei, andef.-BaateriOlogiearMethodS of Warfare,,
June 17, :1925. : ,
.
.
-..
.
Military 'Posture -Statementliy-. SecietarY. of Defewie,Clifford.to the -Rouse
Committee on Arined'OervMOS:,.StrategidIorces [Extract], Jannati,-15,
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,1969-:
,. ,
,
,
-Letter 'PrOin-:Searetart of :State Rusk to ,Senator -PUlnriglt oirthe 4o,

1

proliferaiiOn-irreatz_Jannary,17,...:1969,: .
.
..:Stitte -Menforandinn 'Relating:to-. Senate) Minority and
,

toepartinerit

.23
'27

IndividuidlrieCriftii.thelionProliferatien'Treaty;'Jainiary 17;4969
SciVietl'Oreign Ministry;Iinuart20, 1969
..
NOWEICOnference; ReMarki
President- NikOnlEitrietS]; JainiarY" 27;

:Statethent:bYthe
MeiSage P;ont

Isfohproliferation.

'-tO Vie:Senate -en-'tlie

'TreatY,'Febritary5,1969.
-NO'S ConferenCe ReinarksAiy preSident.

.

.

-Ni#On.:(EXtraiiti];
..."
'.

1969,

Leiter Trifthi-AEC5Chairmair

.

Seabrirg46 'Senator Aiken'

lionproliferaticinj.TreatY,'Tebruary

15;1969

.

.`

.Peinnary- 6,
34

Artiali3

Of

.

35

.

Seek:0;01 of''Stati3I'lltigerk to' the. S dilate TO-reign- "Reltitione
-;;Cointhittee:,:lionproliferation-7,TreittY,,'Febrintry18,4969
.
Stateinent liY.',AEC"Chairthin ,Seaborg-,.to the Senate Foreign Reltitiona

,Stateniiintliii':

,Coirkraittee;Febitaill8i-.19697

-AEC ; Meniorandinii. On, Activitiesjnehided

Offer

Ternitit'

SelegtiardiA',ebrUarilik 1969:

37'
30-

IA.EA

-41

.

'Statement

Setatarr of ,DefeintiPLairdlo4 the Senate -pOreign_Rdatiene
COnimittee :oil the NiinPrigiferation:TreatYl-February; 20,11969'

42-

i?ePartininVOLDefernie Ilemorandilin On'the-Statini:of the.:Nonlirelifera-.
tiOn'TreatY-in'Tinieef,`Witt;TebrinifY.20,;1969:
.
,
.
'Letter:Froinjhb.DePitrtiribiltef.-,D,efenseto--Sefiater
Artiele
OUthelitinPrOliferation riiittY;),FelirUarY:29,;1969 .
Letter- Froth ;Senator Aiken4o1;Secritarf of Stateqtogers;,":Pebriary 24,

44

,

..

,

:Letter Froni...A6DA.'i

--Fulb'rightvon ArtiOle

NenProliferatiOn'TreitY,:pebruary, 27, -1969'
Xenforaiidinn:FrOni:Ahli-AtOriiks.-,EliergY" Comthission Ao-'the

.

'

t

-48

.

Senate ;CCMinitteeOn...AtinediSerVicei:',Relationiship of 'ITOnproliferatiMr. Treaty

'.,

;to Atotalc grief& 'AO Piii*ionitegarding,MilitM7 COOPerationiWith

'February-28i, -1969.- :,
4.
APDAFStateinent it0,,,the= Senate'. CoriimitteeionArnated;Sehdoei :;,Sanotiene.

'Under tlie;NOOPrOlifertition,TreitY;Tebrilart28; :196M

.66

Werit:401:Questions %by:,,Sitaiitoi:-.Thtuitotid,. to' ACDA ',1:Nreitor

-an the Tion-Proliferationa'reatijebriarY. 28; ,19692-_;

.

Ana:were-to LQUestiOini .Subinitted..-,by''SenatOr' Thnitho'nd tO

-

.

"*Seaborg

on theakTOriPialiferationTreatY,,Sebinary:28,4969
.
,Stateinelit:WACDX,Direetor,s,Sthith="troAhe:Seriate:Coininittee-en Arnie&

.

leiviees:tiNcinpreliferatioW,Treity;Tebiliary28,2196C.
ConfireneeiReinkkeilik;PreaidentlgiehlEktraetij,

-69.
,

4;1969
.ACPAStiitenieid eti,,Fir4LOOleliniPeCtion'Field Teiit,:cMarcti;40.969
Semi** Aiken,*
'Letter, Proii.Aiiiistatit 4eeritaki, :,2Of: State Miicientber

.64

66

67'

,

Staterainitby' ACDA

StMeoinniiitee
to
natienaLOrganixatiCkaniVDieirManientAffaira: of tkeiSenate:Foreign
0,,

.

,A
'`

=

.

.

Report by1theSenate .*OreigivAelatiOna.:COMMittee
tt,36tv.
tion Treaty, March 6,

. .

.

74

Nonprobfera78

.

167

780
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...

NeWs.COnferenee, RemaritS-,1#:,.-PieSiderit NiOtiori Ballistic Missile, hc-

[Extribt4 ,igarCh14;',1969..

..

"Tregicie-nt., Niikow on 'Ballistic Missile Defense SjiStein,,

Statement`

MarCh14, 1969,

.

.

3ndaieit'Aipeali=bk 'Wars* Papt'4toyo,'0, Alt :Etfopiiii :Countries,.

-196:

,ACDA .)h60:or:Smith; March

"teasige,From, President Nixon
.' 1969:,
':=

109

"

ft' :_;

'Message Feolik Veinier

102

'Disarmament

Corthhitte_ .-March- 18, .1999,

.

111

.

.

'Soviet ,PrOposal, 8Obinitted:tO the,

Diaft, Treaty on' WohibitiOh; 6t,the Use .for`
Fur;.
the:000*.F1661iani.thO
"Thereof,_
the: 844E0
.:
it9416;4606,
Statement by -the Soviet, .Representative' 01,6131.61ith) to the
Dilainiainent:Committes,:Marck18,196T
.
. .
':Seeritary, 'et-Defense 'Laird toi: ,the,--Senate Cointhittee : On
Statement
Armed "Services: Antiballistic ',1gisSileDefenie.;:pctiaotk March- 19,,
poses;of

.

.

'Statelnentlik,sepieiot--of .Defense

.

.

.

to the Subcomhuttee .en
hationWOrganizatiO afid'DiSaiiiiintent Affaira:of, the Senate.. Foreign
Itelatione -CoSOinittee: Deployment
,Antiballiatie
;fpc,

: ..

**OW, .:Matoh 2111969:

2-

114-

41:

.

12.5

:Stateinent,1*,ACDA DirectOi%8thithlo -the
Nation
inetiCcomniitfee,,Marah,25;:1969.
..
,Statement-h3i'Secretarx''of.8tate .ROgeirsto,the:'SenateForeign Relations
Cotaniittee:. TiePartitlOrit'i
,stratogio
,Liinjtation-

131,

.

.

4._

.

.

Syfediih.Norking'PaPer :Shbinittect-tothe :Eighteen ,Natio# 'Disarmanient-,

1381

Coinnilttee:,-POSsible-ProVisiOni of, an: Underground Test -Ban. Treaty;.
.

;K:

.

the -§vedish Representative -'(Myrdal) to the Eighteen
'.Statement
Nation.,DiSarnanefit >Committee: ,Comprehensive Test ,Ban, Apia%

to the Eighteen.
!S ta tenent, ;#,the :§OViet Representative
Committee: Demilitarization of the Set-Bed,

Airit3,1960'

.

.

.

,8tatement tok,ACDA'Depu4 'Director- Fisher .te the.,Eighteen 'Nation.
DiiOianentCoiaittee, 4011-8v1969.1tosichin): .
..
Statement,iytheSOViet:Retresentative (ROshohi0.tOthe Eighteen Nation,
Disarinanient:Coariittee:prOliihitien:: Of-the-Zee Of*Nnolear:WectionSc

140
14-3`

151
158

.

164

Addtess-by Preiddknit Nixon to Pik NoithAtlantiO.Council;,Aftril 19,1969- .:

.173

1969 `

StateniefitThf

.

.

;:

.,

.

SOViet, ,GciVerninent, On the '20th Anniveritiry- Of NATO,.

igi1l0.969

.

Communique: of ih9,North Atlantic. Cuneil, April' 11, '1906

.. ..

loinf-Ainertean=86Viet-.C6hininiicitie:iniReaceful,Vies Of JsTitelear .EXp)o=,
.

.

on- the Antibiliiitio
8stegt: 04-soviet, mirisite,c4aoility,,i[E*Otar,
18;,

News '.Conferentio,

bY, President

.

178,
,184.

186187

Italian Wsiiking::Papotr:Siibiliitted:to,the .Eighteen:N atirin:Disarniainent
'--Coinniittee:.SiiggestibilsIer, the ,Adoption of `;iiisOripiiia pisioniainehta
.

.

,

189

by the :Soviet' `itettreientatiVo :(itoilhohin) AO the Eighteen,
Nation Digarinanient :Committee:
and, COinplete
inefiti!'4111-12.;;1969:: .;

NOto,'Frora,T,Finland, to iOther.
ISCOUiltii;COnfetenCe) May 6,

..

191

.

fOk 'European

.:

.

,,Stateinent:'bj'..the='86Viet .11OttreseittatiVe :(1tbiliehin)to the Eighteen
.Nation Dliarnianient Cointidttee SetvIled' and' Ocean Fiber May.

197
198

,8tatenient:bi'ACDA, Deputt;,DirebtOr :PIA& tiy. the Eighteen Nation
-'Disarmament' COnfinitteevSea--Sedanci Ocean- pO6i, ,AtIstk4k 1969

.,

"205
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Nigerian Working Paper Submitied:to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament
Committee Comprehensive Test=Bair Treaty, May 15, 1969 .United;StateSProPiosal.'Subrnitted to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament
Committee :- Draft .Treaty Prohibiting the Emplacement of 'Nu-clear
Weapons and Other 'Weapons of Mass Destruction,' on the Sea-Bed
'andOdeati--PlOor,',MaY 22; 1969

.

.

.

Statement .bY,ACDA Deputy, Director "Maher to the Eighteen Nation
Disarmament ConiMittee:,Sea-Bed-nfid Ocean 'Moor, May 22,1969

.210

211

213'

.Itallan-PapeiStibMittedlo theEighteen,Natieri'Disainiament Committee

AdditiOnal Suggestions ori:Undergionnd.NriClear E#Insiono:yritsi-22,_

Stateinent :by the. Swedisl. Representative ,(Mirdal). -to' the Eighteen
Natio* DiSarinanierit 'i:;ontmittee: Fissionable Materials Production

Cutoff and -Comprehensive Test Ban, May ,p;1969'
. .
.
Canadian:Working-Paper Submitted to the Eighteen',Nation'DiSarinainent
Committee: Comprehensive : Test Ban, May 23; 1960,

.....

Statement by ACDA DepUtY, Director Fisher to the Eighteen ,Nation
,
. .
Disarmament Com-Mitt* May 23; -1969: .
Statement by the*Sairiet, Representative atesh.ohin) to the Eighteen

..

NatiOn:DiSarina;ment Conunittee;..May 23-; 1969;

.

.

.

.

218
219
.231,

233

239

-United -States Working, _Paper SubMitted, to the ',Eighteen ,Nation Dis-

,,arthanient. Committee Seismic "Investigation Proposal, May :23,

246'.

247

the Air Force Academy, June 190W
Safeguards Test, June 11, 1969 .
June
New8 "Conference Remarks by President Nixon

President
Address
,ACDA Statement on

.

Secretary-General Thant by the :'Grauti: of Experts on dontribittione, Of Nuclear Technology to the ECOnomic..ancr Scientific Ad27; 1969' .
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